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"Some Aspects of American
Foreign Policy" will be the gen-
eral topic of the 1955 Institute
lectures, to bo dt livcred by Philip
C. Jessup next Wednesday, Thurs-
day and Friday evenings.
The titles of the individual lec-
tures are "The Responsibility of
Power", "Coalition Diplomacy",
and "Parliamentary Diplomacy".
In a memorandum to the
ORIENT from Professor Jessup,
he described the subject material
to be handled: "In the first lec-
ture I plan to develop some gen-
eral ideas about the nature of
IKiwer leading up to the present
position of the United States in the
world today. I shall try to bring
out also the relationship of the
power concept to lhe position of
the individual in society and the
various ways in which power is
both exercised- and limited. The
notion of the responsibility which
goes with power will be stressed
throughout.
Coalition Diplomat v
"The second lecture is called
'Coalition Diplomacy'. In this
lecture emphasis will be placed
upon the problem facing the
United States in the world today
in view of its power position and
the other factors in the interna-
tional situation. The primary em-
phasis will be upon the necessity
for the United States to work .with
other countries, that is. within a
coalition. This lecture will be con-
cerned with the general setting and
over-all problems in American
foreign policy today and will not
attempt to deal with the solutions
of specific current issues.
"The third lecture will be on
'Parliamentaiy Diplomacy'. This
phrase is used to describe the
modern development of negotia-




"I hope that the lectures as a
group will bring out some* of
the factors which influence thc
success or failure of those in
charge of American Foreign Poli-
cy in achieving the objectives of
that ixjjicy. In the lirsU two parti-
cularly I shall try to relate the
over-all problem to the individual
citizen."
,
In a departure from past In-
stitutes at Bowdoin, Mr. Jessup
will be the only speaker this year.
This marks the fifteenth Institute
to be held since 'the series was in-
augurated in 1923. Covering sub-
jects of broad, general interest,
they were hold biennially from
1923 to 1941 and were resumed in
1944. Institutes have dealt with
6Uch subjects as modern history,
modern literature, the fine arts,
the social sciences, the natural
sciences, politics, music, human
geography, world politics and or-
ganization, and highlights of New




Mr. Jessup is at present Hamil-
ton Fish Professor oT Internation-
al Law aaid Diplomacy at Colum-
bia University, a position he has
held since 1946. He has been as-
sociated »jth Columbia for more
than thirty years, since his gradu-
ate studcikt day?.
As early as 1924 Mr. Jessup was
Assistant Solicitor for the Depart-
ment of S>ate. In 1929 he was a
lecturer at. the Academy of Inter-
national Law at the Hague. He
Was assistant secretary general
at the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration and
Bret ton Woods Conferences in
1943s44.
,\ml> W-sador- At .Largo
In 1945 h»< was an assistant on
judicial organization with the
United Starrs delegation at the
San Franci.se)-> Conference. He has
held several important United Na-
tions positions since that organi-
zation came into existence. In
March of 19-fjO he was apjiointed
Ambassador jit Large with the
State Department and served in
this capacity for three years.
A graduate c>f Hamilton College
in 1919, Mr. Jessup holds honor-
ary degrees from many schools,
including the "University of Pans.
the University wf Hanoi. Oslo Uni-
versity, Yale, Rutgers, Brown,
Western Reserve, and Colgate.
From 1927 until 1943 he was a
member of the Jaw firm of Park-
er and Duryea.
A trustee of the Carnegie En-
dowment for International Peace,
he has writ en a biography of
Elihu Root as 'fcell as numerous
books on intennational law. In
1919 he was .teamed honorary-
chancellor of Unijin College.
[Please Turn% To Page 2]
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On Wednesday evening, March
23, Miss Jean Fairfax of the Am-,
crican Friends Service Committee
led a discussion on the Middle
East under the auspices of the
Political Forum.
Miss Fairfax explained to a
small group of interested students




tory promises following the First
World War. One was a promise to
the Jews to help establish for
them a national home in Palestine.
The other was a promise to the
Arab countries not to act without
their full approval with respect
to Palestine. From then on, Jews
began to immigrate to Palestine.
The controversy today is neith-
er racial nor religious. The Arab
countries all maintain that the
Jewish state was formed illegally
and unjustly without their being
consulted in the matter. The polit-
ical situation is made worse by
the presence of some 850,000 Arab
refugees who have been living in
temporary camps since the forma-
tion of Israel in 1948. Israel re-
fuses to take fhem back because
of the present state of trouble bc-
tween her and her Arab neigh-
bors. The problem is a difficult
one to solve: What shall be done
with these people who have been
uprooted from their homes and
are now for the most part sitting
aimlessly in these camps?
Another Homo
The Jews maintain that it was
always the hope of Jewry to es-
tablish another home in Israel,
and aside from this historical ar-
gument, they won the war in
1948. Not all Jews however, are
Zionists. The American Council for
Judaism, it was pointed out, op-




By Peter F. Oam '57
Two analytical minds, a legal-
political professor, and a proud
doctor debated under the sponsor-
ship of the Bowdoin Political Fo-
rum in the Union last Thursday
night. The topic was socialized me-
dicine. The deimte drew no con-
clusions, but rather bounced an
emotional ball on concrete facts
and questioned statistics.
Professor Flash opened for the
affirmative with an outline of the
success of the "comprehensive
health service now existing in Eng-
land." Professor Flash had spent
a year in England and has studied
the effects of its medical system.
One hundred years in developing,
the plan was put into effect in
1948 as part of England's social se-
curity system. It was the result
of a bi-partisan effort. It was rea-
soned in that country that a na-
tional level of poor health was a
waste of human resources, and
that it should be the duty of the
state to promote health.
There existed, previous to the
law of 1948. a maldistribution of
doctors and hospital services. The
act did threft.things: it made gen-
eral practitioners, who are now
paid by the state on a per-capita
basis after volunteering for their
work, available to all citizens; it
placed the specialists in state run
hospitals with a salary based on the
time they put in, and made avail-
able local authority services. Eng-
land is new divided into hospital
regions, with a core teaching hos-
pital in each region. The Profes-
sor's wife had been given appre-
ciated free ambulance service dur-
ing their stay there.
Taylor Aganlst
Professor Burton Taylor was the
first to reply, against socialized
medicine. He quoted a lengthy list
of statistics showing the services
made available in this country at
the federal, state and local levels.
Two hundred and fifty eight bil-
lion dolars has been asked by the
President for this present fiscal
year to cope with the national
health problems. The Veterans Ad-
ministration now has 125,000 beds
in 170 hospitals which are used by
veterans and their dependents for
injuries and sickness incurred both
in and out of military service.
Thirty one of the seventy two me-
dical schools in the nation are run
by states. Ninety eight percent of
the nation's 725,000 mentally ill
hospitalized persons are supported
by the states; Nurces and other
services are provided at the local
levels.
Doctor Hanlcy opened his argu-
ment with a story of a man with
a flat tire in front of a mental
hospital. After the man had re-
turned from a gas station where
he had had his spare tire repaired
(it was fla$ also), he found the
bolts on his tire missing. A pa-
tient watching the process sug-
gested that he remove one stud
from each of his three, remaining
I Please' Turn To Page 4]
snow, soncs, Success
mark glee club trip
Major Subjects Viewed
In Regard To Popularity
By Roger Howell, Jr.
Alx>ut this time of year sopho-
mores are faced with the prob-
lem of picking a major subject.
Not with any intention of influ-
encing their choice, but rather
merely from the standpoint of
general interest a comparison was
made of the relative popularity
of the major subjects this year,
last year, and eleven years ago.
The two most popular majors
this year from the standpoint of
the number of students pursuing
them were Economics and Govern-
ment. While these two were fairly
close in numbers, it was quite a
jump from their numbers (over
fifty) to English and Chemistry
which wer-* the next most fre-
quently chosen ones. Last year the
two leaders were the same, but
at that time there was a fairly
large gap between Economics
which ranked number one and
Government which took second
The number of juniors and se-
niors majoring in each course at



















































place. English and History rank-
ed next in popularity in 1953, both
having the same number of stu-
dents. Ten yean previous to that,
however, there was an interesting
emphasis in a different direction.
In 1913, Chemistry was the most
popular major by a rather large
mai-gin. It is somewhat puzzling
to ask why this should be so, es-
pecially when one considers that
such a high premium is placed on
chemical knowledge now. In 1943
Economics remained a very poi>u-
lar major, while English and His-
tory were once again ranked third
and fourth in popularity.
1 Sciences Decline
By taking a look at some of the
major subjects in relation to other
subjects closely allied with them,
it can be seen that the sciences,
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics,
have all somewhat declined in po-
pularity, from the standpoint of
the number of majors in 1943 and
1954. Chemistry has shown the
most decided drop since in 1943 it
was the most popular subject' in
which to major. There has also
been a corresponding decrease in
the other two, although Biology
did have an increase last year,
only to suffer a big drop this year.
Economics, Government,, and
History have all proved to be fair-
ly consistent in popularity. While
the numbers in them may change,
they have remained among the
most popular and have always
been in the same relative position
to each other —» Economics, Gov-
ernment and History in that or-
der. The biggest drop from the
standpoint of numbers during the
three years that weie considered
was sQfTered by Economics which
dropped from 82 last year to 57
this year.
Math Incrcmu-s
It is interesting to note that
Mathematics has had a substantial
increase in popularity during the
three years under discussion. It
has shown in each of the years an
increase over the one previously
considered. This trend may well
be the result of an increased em-
phasis on technical and mathema-
tical knowledge.
Among the possible language
majors, English has been the most
popular by a large margin. It has
[Please Tutn To Pqgr l]
By George A
Irving Berlin wrote a song call-
ed "There's No Business Like
Show Business ". After their re-
cent tour which certainly proved
to be one of the most interesting
and unforgetable ones in many
a year, members of the Bowdoin
Glee Club can surely vouch for
this slogan, so timelessly applic-
able to the entertainment world.
The seven-day trip, including six
concerts and one television ap-
pearance, took the singers to Bos-
ton and on "to upper New York
state. Under the inspiring leader-
ship of Professor Frederick E. T.
Tillotson, the men offered their
program of "Moods and Con-
trasts", consisting of songs which
ranged from the classics to mu-
sical comedy, pagan to Christian,
all of them lyric and exciting.
Traveling by both bus and pri-
vate cars, the Glee Club left the
campus on Maich 24 and headed
for La Salle Junior College in
Auburndale, Mass. Arriving there
late in the afternoon, the club at-
tended a short rehearsal, then en-
joyed a fine dinner in com|>any
with the La Salle maidens, before
j dressing for the evening's work. A
J
large and appreciative audience
attended the joint concert, which
by most standards was highly suc-
cessful. A moving rendition of
Bach's popular "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring, an adequately
stirring performance of the "Halle j
lujah Chorus", and several solo
numbers by each singing group,
plus selections by the Meddic-
bempstei-s, comprised the program.
Following an after-concert dance
the Bowdoin men journeyed to
Boston where they spent a "rest-
ful" night in the Bowling Alleys
of the Y.M.C.A. Curved concrete
can be comfortable!
Lawyer's Club
Bright and early the next mor-
ning, Maurice, thc Club's beloved
chauffeur, loaded the luggage and
scurried the group off in direction
of the ^Empire State. Reaching Al-
bany shortly after four o'clock, the
boys rushed to the homes of their
respective hosts for dinner and a
change into "tails". At the Law-
yer's Club, the gingers gave a
highly successful concert — es-
pecially notable being the "Echo
Song" — and hurried backstog*
afterwards to join Tilly in the
well deserved victory song of the
Club "Yama Man". A round of
fine parties made for a pleasant
evening and an awfully early mor-
ning sunrise the next day.
Emma \\ illartl by .Storm
Dressed in blue shirts and dark
suits the Bowdoin vocalists, de-
Sniart Jr. '37
parted from Albany the next mor-
ning bound for Schenectady and
[a television show. Running be-
[tween the rain drops, the Club
[arrived at Station WRGB, where
they offered a stirring and well-
executed half hour of song. Soloists
Frederick Wiikins '56, Peter Pou-
ter '58 and Philip Stuart '57 were
all in splendid voice and the club
(made up of 45 selected members)
seemed always to 'be on its toes
•— thus making this TV. program
a real highlight of the tour. Just
.brimming over with enthusiasm,
the boys then set out for the gold-
en shores of Emma Willard School
•whei e the gates were opened wide
enough for them to file in, five at
a time. Under the leadership of
Bowdoin's former Russ Locke, the
Emma Willard singers are a very
capable group, and they contribut-
ed some first rate singing both in
the Brahms Requiem selections
and in sslonunjbers. Later the
Bowdoin "sociahMs" were welcom-
ed at a lively dance as the guests
of the young "lovelies". Sophie
Tucker's glamerous sister, Madame
Keyboard, provided dance music,
but it was one of Bowdoin's emi-
nent young singers that really
stole the show — with his date —
truly the "belle of the ball". At
12:30, the young night-hawks tore
themselves away from Emma's
hallowed halls and were off for
the Henry Hcndrick Hotel.
Snowbound
Sunday dawned much like any
other day, showing no sign that
it might hold any unusual events
— an event unprecedented in the
history of the Glee Club. Shortly
after the departure from Troy, en
route to the thriving metropolis
of Pulaski, the snow flakes began
to fall. When stopping for a
"quick". lunch at La Restaurant de
3iay in Rome, conditions made it
look as though the concert might
have to be postponed. At 4:12 p.m.
the bus stopped dead j- right in
the middle of nowhere. While Mau-
rice went outside to attempt to
•thaw out the water around the
condenser, the men inside pre-
pared their last wills and testa-
ments, said last prayers, and
munched on apples which a neigh-
boring fartner gladly contributed
io the cause Midst the mourning
crowd, Jester J. P. "Duck" Dow
offered unfaltering comments of
optimism. The bus moved forward
between each thaw out, but ac-
complished no remarkable dis-
tance. At length the mechanism
was brought inside for a time, then
restored to place, and the "artists"




By Roger Howell Jr. '58
"India stands for peace in the
world and friendship with all na-
tions and it is on this basic pre-
mise that her foreign policy is
developed." This was the asser-
tion of Dr. Balkrishna G. Gok-
hale as he delivered the last in a
series of four Tallman Lectures
devoted to India.
India, when it was given inde-
pendence in 1947, .was in a unique
position, for at that time it had
no real international obligations,
Dr. Gokhale noted. Before 1947
Indian policy had been controlled
by the British in British interests,
but after that time India became
free to consider how they would
look upon thc world outside.
India's foieign policy has been
influenced by a series of disillu-
sionments, Dr. Gokhale stated. The
: first of these was the rise of Ja-
pamAVho was thought to stand for
jAsla, and then the subsequent cor-
! ruption of that ideal. The Russian
i
Revolution pi-oduced great hopes
which were also disappointed. The
Russian revocation of extra-term-
I
torial rights was a promising sign,
but after World War Two a re-
evaluation of Russia became ne-
cessary in the light of her grasp-
ing for territory. The- division of
the British territory into the sep-
arate states of India and Pakis-
tan was also a source of disap-
pointment, since relations have
been somewhat strained between
the two. In addition to these three
may be added the failure of thc
United Nations to solve the Kash-
mir problem.
right Imperialism
At the Asian Relations Confer-
ence in 1946, Indian policy and
aims were quite clearly stated. At
that time, Dr. Gokhale said, In-
dia announced that it would fight
imperialism, that it would stand
against racial discrimination, and
that India's place in the world
w'as a special sort of role.
It is quite natural that India
was opposed to any form. of im-
perialism or colonialism, since that
nation had itself experienced po-
litical subjection for over 250
years. Following this attitude the
country was ready to support the
struggle of all subject nations.
At the same time that India
became an independent nation, her
people were able to see the world
splitting into two great groups,
one led by Russia and the other
by thc United States and Great
Britain. Dr. Gokhale stated that
India felt closer to the liberal, de-
mocratic tradition of the western
j
world, both ideologically and tem-|
permentally, than it did to Russia.
However, India felt that the na-
ture of a cold war was such that
it would lead to a number of small,
hot wars and even possibly to an-
other major conflict. This result
could, however, be staved off by
the active efforts of a nation or
a group of nations to preserve and
extend an area of peace, which





Professor Pedro Armillas of
Mexico has been appointed Visit-
ing Lecturer in Archaeology on
the Tallman Foundation for thc
college year 1955-56, Dr. James S.
Coles, President of Bowdoin Col-
lege, recently announced.
The twenty-third in the series of
Tallman lecturers at Bowdoin,
Professor Armillas will teach a
course in archaeology and will de-
liver a series of public lectures at
some time during thc year.
He is considered to be one of
the most competent and brilliant
archaeologists working in the
Central American and Mexican
areas. He has had extensive ex-
perience in field work and has lec-
tured at many congresses and con-
ferences.
In 1946 An Has held a Guggen-




Viking Fund for research in Cen-
tral America. He is a member of
several professional societies in
Mexico and has written more than
twenty articles in his field.
Born in 1914 in Spain, Profes-
sor Armillas has been a resident
of Mexico since 1939 and a Mexi-
can citizen since 1942. He received
thc degree of Bachelor of Science
at the University of Barcelona In
1931 and has done graduate work
there as well as at the Escuela
Nacional de Antropologia in Mex-
ico. He has bcA^a member of
the faculty at. the Escuela Nacion-
al for the past fourteen years.
Since 1948 he has also been on
the faculty of Mexico City College
as Lecturer, as Assistant Profes-
sor, and from 1953 on as Associate
Professor.
From 1949 until 1952 Armillas
was a Lecturer with the Smith
[Continued on Page 4]
The director and a few members of the Glee Club are shown here
after leaving the sunny climate of Maine to be snow bound with the
rest of the Gle« Club somewhere In New York State for a day and a
half. Front row, left to right: "Tilly". Kane and Bcfcefty. Back row
:
Smith, Armstrong, Dow, Wilklus, and Harvey.
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Intricacies Of Scheduling
Classes, Exams Explained
By Roger Howell Jr. "58
I have six "eights" this semes-
ter and a pretty good exam sched-
ule. Wondering how this came to
be, I visited Professor Cecil
Holme*, chairman"of the schedul-
ing and class room committee. He
is in charge of one of the most
important and useful systems at
Bowdoin.
In order to Insure that, there
will be as few conflicts as possible,
a master schedule has been set
up by Mr. Holmes and his com-
mittee of seven. The courses are
grouped so that unlikely combin-
ations, such as Chcm 2 and Math
3H, arc placed together. There are
eight such groups, and in order
to spread thc bad hours (eight
o'clock to most men) among them
evenly, days on which meetings
are held arc rotated in February,
while class hours are changed be-
fore the beginning of each new
year. Thus a bad time may only
come up once or twice in eight
years. Before this system a course
would be held the c same time
every year.
This scheme was * developed
about ten years ago and required
a t,Toat deal of work at its incep-
tion. The many hours that must
be Spent each jear are few com-
pared to the initial labor. One- can
easily imagine the trouble! re-
sulting from thc trimester set-up
thai existed during the Second
World War. It has Im-cii consider-
ably easier since the return of the
semester system.
The fact that upporclasgincn
register by sections and often
meet in groups without sections
helps the committee appreciably.
Freshmen, most of whose courses
are divided into sections, can be
placed in uniformly sized classes
by simply evening the piles of
schedule cards.
scheduling With Chalk
Each Freshman's schedule is
made up individually by using a
Prof. Kirkland Ends
25 Years In Teaching
Historian Stays
On Faculty List





By Thomas L. Spence '57
In his 25th year at Bowdoin.
Edward Chase Kirkland, Frank
Munsey Professor of History, is
completing his last year of teach-
ing here, but will remain on the
faculty for four more years.
Under this unusual arrange-
ment, Professor Kirkland. now 61.
will be granted leaves of absence
on a yearly basis until he reaches
thc age of retirement 68. Alrea-
dy the well-known authority < ff
American economic history has ar-
ranged a vigorous schedule for the
next few years, one which will in-
clude research, writing, and free-
lance teaching.
Mutual Advantages
Having already written Bye
bocks, Professcr Kirkland is work-
ing on two more. He has decided
to concentrate on these projects,
since it is not possibly to do full
justice to bolh teaching and re-
search at the same time. Both he
and the college saw certain advan-
tages coming from this arrange-
ment: Professor Kirkland Will be-
nefit from institutional connections
and the college from his reputa-
tion.
Next year he Will give a series
of six lectures at Cornell the
Messenger lectures en the
creed of the businessman. These
will be published in book form.
In 1956-57 Professor Kirkland
will travel to England to become
Pitt Professor of American Hietor)
and Institutions at the Univcisity
of Cambridge.
Two Projected Books
Meanwhile during the in ..t two
yean he will continue work on his
two projected books, which he
hopes to have finished in 1957
first, already one-third done, will
l>e an industrial history of tin-
United States from I860 to 1897.
The second. He Fell Among Bill
nessmen, will be a biography of
Charles Francis Adams Jr.
Among his books already pub-
lished, his most notable achieve-
ment is the monumental "Men
Cities and Transportation", a (bo-
rough study of transportation in
New England from 18^0 to KKMi
published In 191K. This work is the
keystone of his international repu-
tation. One reviewer wrt.te. for
example, th.it this book demon-
strates that a college does not
have to choose between "a stimu-
lating teacher on the one hand, or
a sound, productive scholar on the
other."
Widely Aci-ptnl
His textbeek, "A History ol
American Economic Life'', was
first published in 1932 and has
since passed through two new edi-
tions. It is th,, most widely ac-
cepted book in its field among
New England colleges and.
a
mong
the top three in the whole coun-
try.
Other of his books include "The
Peacemakers of 1864", written In
YY.n, before ho came hen-; *Bruns-
wick's Golden Age", 1941. posed
on a series of lectures covering
the decade 1885-1895; and "Busi-'
Mas In the Gilded Age", his Lit-
est work.
Thc last title is derived from a
series of lectures lie dcliyerrd in
1951 at the University of Wiscon-
sin as the Brst Kemper K. Kmtpp
Professor. Tins program brings to
thc Wisconsin campus outstanding
scholars and leading public figure <.
w-ho teach there "an understand-
ing of the meaning ol democracy




Professor Kirkland w;is born in
Bellows Falls, Vetmonl, on May
1M. 1894, the son of Edward and
Mary (Chase) Kirkland. He grod*
uated from the high school there
in 1912 and from Dartmouth Col-
lege in 1916, Phi Beta Kappa, The
professor was one "I the first 10.-
000 to enlist in the AEF during
the First World War. serving .is a
private hrr.t class in the United
States Army Ambulance Service
with the French Army from June
1917 to April 1919. He «as award-
ed the French Croix de Cut-in-
Returning to the States, he did
graduate work at Harvard, re-
ceiving his master of arts degree
in 1921 and his Ph. \>. three years
later.
His first i>osition in tin leach-
ing profession wis al his alma
mater Instructor in Citizenship.
Darlmduth, 1920-21. He taught
prospective engineer., ,-it M.l.T. OS
Instructor in History In the period.
1922-24. Ilis lost pre-Buvvdom p >-
sit ion was as Assistant Professor
of American Hitory at Brown from
1925 until 1930.
[Please Turn To Page 2\
ruled slate on which an X is
placed for each class. Conflicts
are averted, and classes can be
well spread. Thc work on fill
Freshmen takes over 50 man
hours with the entire committee
hurrying in order to bo ready for
the opening classes.
Rooms are usually assigned to
the same instructor from year to
year, especially if it saves him
from changing buildings quite of-
ten. Specialized equipment dic-
tates where a class will be held,
too. —
Scheduling finals
Final exams are scheduled in
the same eight blocks as classes,
so that all Monday 10:30 classes
have finals at the same time.
There are, in addition, ten possible
examination times based on the
two, three dav .sequences and the
five time periods. Since there art-
more than 20 possible exam times,
it is possible to cut the groups in
half, part in the morning and part
in the afternoon, thus assuring
that no man will have four extims
in two days and only a few will
have three. Large Freshmen and
a few upiierclass groups arc
spaced to allow adequate study
time.
In addition to all the work en-
tailed in the process, the commit-
tee must make their schedule con-
form to the college calendar
which is determined by tin col-
lege by-laws. An interesting side-
light concerning the calendar is
that it is formulated so that the
school year opens the thirty-ninth
Thursday preceding graduation.
All exam periods and ' vacations
with the exception of Christmas
are expressly determined by the
official regulations. After seeing
the amount of. work that must be
done in scheduling. I didn t feel
quite so bad • about my six
•'eights".
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A Gap To Be Filled
. Among the college institutions that faded away with the
Second World War was the special honors program. Although
this system had worked successfully for nine years, it was un-
fortunately overlooked when the major system was reintroduced
in the post-war adjustment period, Now, when the college is
undergoing self-appraisal, serious consideration should be given
to reestablishing some form of a flexible special hdnors pro-
gram.
Briefly stated, a special honors project program would
give an interested student an opportunity to work on special and
appealing topics in his major field by releasing him from some
of his courses.
The value that could be gained is almost unlimited. The
chance to develop and enlarge on special interests, through a
release from some of the routine of classroom appointments,
would give to a small number of students an opportunity pres-
ently unavailable to any degree.
Since different subjects, would ideally require different
degrees of intensity, a proposed program should be quite flexi-
ble, in order to custom fit each individual, case. Any number
of combinations could be worked out from, for example, a re-
lease from up to four courses distributed through a student'3
last year and a half., Again, any fixed academic requirement
for eligibility, such as the Dean's List, would tend to be too
restrictive.
Once this plan could be put into operation, arising difficul-
ties presumably could be ironed out by experience and minor
adjustments. Even if few students showed interest in it, the
trouble would be well worthwhile.
The- greatest difficulty, however, is putting some kind of a
program actually into effect. Its very nature restricts its appeal
to a small number of students, yet the needs of these few should
not be ignored. The inception of a special honors program
should be undertaken in the near future in order to fill a void











It has recently some, to my at-
tention (for it could hardly ho
otherwise) that a new policy is
l>eing introduced .upon — or
should I say above — the Bow-
doin Campus. I speak of the
bright yellow roof of ancient
Adams Hall. This policy incorpor-
ates a fundamental principle of
i-eal ait, that of vitality, for just
see how vital old Adams has be-
come with but one coat of paint.
Who would guess that he preced-
ed the McKim, Mead, and White
creations? In truth, Adams looks
positively dashing compared with
the cold grave fact* of, for exam-
ple, Cleaveland.
I highly congratulate this in-
novation. It makes one look up
with pride. And I think the idea,
now so successfully started, might
be continued with no small degree
of satisfaction. Perhaps Hubbard
might look better in pastel pink;
certainly Banister would brighten
with baby blue; and Walker!
What a wealth of opportunity.
Fire engine red, sea weed green,
or maybe a two tone dome . . .
Yet one must be cautious and
make certain the colors n*.-
changed from time to time to in-
sure variety. Perhaps a joint stu-




May I express my deep appre-
ciation for your editorial in the
ORIENT issue of March 23 on
the Bowdoin Glee Club.
It is most gratifying to have
this expression of opinion from
you who represent the student
body. It is difficult enough even
under the best conditions such as
we have here to produce an artis-
tic unit that will represent the col-
lege in high fashion, consequently
your recognition is most grate-
fully received.
It is my fervent hope (hat some
of this vital enthusiasm will be
passed on to the Alumni through-
out the East upon whom the
Glee Club depends to spread the





[Continued from Pate l\
On To Bowdoin
His desire for a small liberal
arts college and more contact with
undergraduates led him to Bow-
doin in 1930 as an associate pro-
fesaor, %s-Frank Murisey Professor
of History. • 7
Since then, excepting sabbaticals
and leaves of absence, Professor
Kirkland has taught each year
History 17-18, American Econo-
mic and Social History, a course
which he began, and. with one ex-
'([>ti(in. History U-12, American
Political History.
His courses have always been
extremely popular among the stu-
dents, both the general lectures
and the small conference sections,
in which he probes expertly and
humorously for any bits of knowl-
edge the undergraduates may have
acquired. His laughter in his lec-
tures is almost infectious, and his
students relish al)ove all his bit-
ing arcasms. He knows how to
enjoy history.
Mountain < limber
His summer pasttimes of small-
scale gardening and mountain-
climbing on the nearby ranges un-
doubtedly contribute to his amaz-
ing vitality and to the bountiful
good spirits of his lectures which
temper sopiewhat the cold [acts
of history.
Above all, the professor Insists
that he is no cynic, although some
get that impression. This impres-
sion is probably due to his ardent
desire to cxi>ose the cheap and
the selfish in history in order that
the students will not become disil-
lusioned later on in life.
Academic Freedom Expert
About fifteen years ago Profes-
sor Kirkland began to lie caught
up in various academic organiza-
tions. Besides serving as President
of the American Association of
University Professors from 1945
to 1947, he has long l>een active
on its Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, the famous
Committee "A". His strong inter-
est in academic freedom also .is
shown by his work on the Advisory
Committee for the American Aca-
demic Freedom Project of Colum-
bia University.
He has been active on the execu-
tive committee of the American
Historical Association and has re-
cently completed a term as presi-
dent of the Economic Historians
Association. He has also been
elected to the National Senate of
Phi Beta Kappa.
Besides other lesser ' organiza-
tions, he is active on numerous
advisary committees of all kinds.
Currently, one out of a great
number, he is the Chairman of
the Sub Committee on Faculty
Problems and Teaching Methods
on the Self-Study program.
Thetford New Home
During the academic year he
has lived at 11 Cleaveland Street.
He has spent his summers and
will make his home on his farm
in Thetford. Vermont, a town ten
miles from Dartmouth, to he the
center for his research work, and
near the White and Green moun-
tains Professor Kirkland married
Ruth Stevens Babson of Boston
on September 4, 1924. They have
one son, Edward, likewise a Dart-
mouth graduate, who teaches ro-
mance languages at Williams Col-
lege.
When Dartmouth College hon-
ored him with a Doctor of Let-
ters degree at the commencement
exercises on June 10, 1949, Presi-
dent John Sloan Dickey of Dart-
mouth forcefully summed up Dr.
Kirkland's qualities in the follow-
ing ascription:
"As a member of the community
of scholars, you are acknowledged
a leader not alone for the quality
of your teaching and scholarship,
but also for your willingness in
such i-oles as that of President of
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors to put the
How To Take Notes
yOU* WRITE DOWN:THE PROFESSOR SAYS:
Probably the greatest quality
of the poetry of John Milton, who
was l>orn In 1608, is the combina-
tion of beauty and power. Few have
excelled him in .the use of the
English language, or for that man-
ner, in lucidity of verse form. "Pa-
radise Lost" being said to be the
greatest single poem ever writ-
ten."
YOU WRITE DOWN:
"Milton - born 1608."
THE PROFESSOR SAYS:
"When Lafayette first came to
this country, he discovered Amer-
ica, and the Americans needed his
help if their cause Were to sur-





"It is possible that we do not
completely understand the Russian
viewpoint."
YOU WRITE DOWN:
"Prof. — is a Communist."
THE PROFESSOR SAYS:
Pages 7-15 are not required, but
will prove of inestimable worth to




"Socrates was a Stoic, but it
should be pointed out that Stoicism
is very different from cynicism. A
write is contemptuous of all things,
especially human nature, whereas
a stoic is one who accepts all
things."
YOU WHITE DOWN:
•Socrates was a cynic."
THE PROFESSOR SAYS:
"The examination will test the
Prof. Cok/ia/e . . .
Continued from Page I
could prevent further widening
between the two forces. Such a
nation would have to he free to
Judge everj matter in its own
light, ;.nd thus necessarily not
committed to any side. It is this
course of action that India has
chosen to follow.
Good Faith, Justice
Dr. Gokhale noted that there is
a clear parallel between this po-
licy and the policy of the United
States at a similar time in its de-
velopment. This policy was stated
students' oyer all comprehension | by Resident Washington on Sep-
of the subject and thorough knowl-
edge of theories behind the facts
and their relevance to fields other





"The class Friday will probab-
ly be the most important of the
year since we will throw it open
to general discussion of the main
problems which have come to our
attention throughout the course.




Glee Club Tour . . . i
[Continued from Page I]
struggled on for a short distance
to a place known as Constant fa.
There the weary songsters "loung-
ed in the spacious quarters of the
Vanderbilt Hotel, Sipping liquid
refreshments and eating good old
ham sandwiches. After dinner, the
lucky gentlemen retired to their
rooms at the Vanderbilt and up
the street in the luxurious suites
at Bill's Place.
Standing Ovation
On Monday, the snow drifts
having subsided enough for road
travel, the Club resumed its tour,
going on to the very comfortable
Pontiac Hotel for registration and
a bit of rest, then on to the New
York State Teachers College,
where "Coach" Tillotson lead his
players through an inspired con-
cert which resulted in a standing
ovation! Various parties — small
and large finished off the eve-
ning.
The next evening the Glee Club
was ushered on the stage of Sy-
racuse's large Lincoln Auditorium
by managers "Stubbby" Adams
and "Chip" Fairman for its last
solo concert of the tour. This per-
formance, highlighted by Fred
Wilkin's beautiful interpretation
of "Shenandoah", was unquestion-
ably the accomplishment of the
musical week. Good tone, accurate
entrances, and spirited singing
Words To Live By
made this close to a flawless con-
cert. Even the "Russian Picnic"
encore — which usually races a
little too fast for comfort, was
of top order with David "Fingers"
Holmes tickling the keys at light-
ening speed, and Phil Stuart pour-
ing out his heart to the young la-
dies. Social life of the tour sure-
ly reached a peak, when the club
was entertained after the concert
at the handsome Loidercraz Club.
There the incomparable Meddies
sang several of their most popu-
lar selections and the Club of-
fered "Glorious Apollo", and "No-
thin Like a Dame". This was one
occasion .when no one escaped a
good time.'
In the last ebneert — a perform-
ance of the Brahms Requiem with
Wells College in Aurora — the
Bowdoin singers far surpassed the
pretty Well's vocalists, both as to
tone and technique. The Requiem,
under the mechanical conducting
of Melvin W. Le Mbn lacked al-
most more than just inspiration.
Nevertheless,' the Bowdoin Club
has the wonderful memory of the
Mount Holyoke performance, and
anyway the Wells girls were
mightly nice to look at it' not to
listen to. At 6:30 the next morn-
ing the bus started the trek back
to the Maine Woods; everyone
feeling tired but happy after a
successful and eventful Spring
tour.
Philip Jessup . ? .
[Continued from Page 1]
Speakers were Robert Frost,
four times winner of the Pulitzer
Prize for Poetry; Arthur M.
by bread alone and the coroMaryiSchlesinger, Jr., winner of the
shoulder of your vigor, your clean-
headedness, and your capacity for
responsibility behind both the pro-
position that teachers do not live
of that proposition that neither
do they live — at least very long
— without a little bread. For all
these qualities and not least for
the good literature with which you
clothed the story of American eco-
nomic history, Dartmouth deems
you a most worthy recipient of her
Doctorate of Letters."
tember 19, 1796, when- he said,
"obsei \'e good faith and justice
towards all nations', cultivate
peace- and harmony with all; "a
passionate attachment of one na-
tion for another produces a variety
of evils; it is our tine policy to
steer clear of permanent alliances
with any portion of the foreign
world."
This policy has been called iso-
lationist : nd neutralist, hut Dr.
Gokhale showed that it was in-
tended as neither. The truth is
that India does not wish to be-
come identified with any group.
The failure of Russia to live up
to her oa?ly claims of freeing sub-
ject peoples has caused a 10-in-
terprotation of that country. The
West is in a similar boat. While
there is no confusion about the
nature of the democracy of the
United States and no charge of
Imperialism still to be laid to Great
Britain there are still doubts about
Other nations. The policy of upur-
thelil in South Africa and the hold-
ing of colonies In India by Por-
tugal are certainly actions th,.!
are contrary to what India stands
for.
No Cold War
India is not following a policy
of neutralism either; the course
that she is following is too dyna-
mic to be considered in the usual
passive sense of neutrality. Her
policy implies a reluctance to in-
volve herself in a cold .war and
her desire to remain free to judge
every issue on its own merits. In
addition it also means her willing-
ness to serve the cause of world
peace by wheing a mediator and a
negotiator wherever her services
are needed and required. Her poli-
cy docs, not mean, however, passing
judgements or suspending judg-
ments on governmental or cultural
systems.
The real need for India and for
the whole world is peace. India
feels that peace can not bo at-
tained if she makes definite align-
ments with one side or the other.
It is her special role, as .was stat-
ed at the Asian Relations Confer-
ence in 19-10, to bo the negotiator
and the mediator for world peace,
striving at the same time to rid
the world of imperialism and ra-
cial oppression.
Pulitzer Prize for "The Age of
Jackson", and Louise Hall Tharp,
noted New England author.
The reason for this year's
change to a single Institute speak-
er was monetary: the administra-
tion wanted to continue the high
calibre- without skyrocketing _U)e
cost. •
appointed. I certainly recommend




A new instrument can penetrate
the ocean bottom at depths as
great as 200 feet, recording the
firmness of the bottom on a chart.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
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Greeting Cards — Gifts
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
AN I8SUK
As every clean-cut youne; lad
who is worth his tweeds knows,
colleges derive their life blood
from issues. A college without an
issue just jsn't worth a heck, any-
way*. Its time we came to the sor-






ing p r o b 1 e m.
What are we to
. do? How can




noble institution falls to rack and
intellectual ruin around our sha-
ven skulls.
sOLITION-S?
In order to help us out of this
dilemma, I have spent long hours
careful!*- weighing issues which
wo might consider. Senator Mc-
Carthy has become old hat, so it
would be of little avail to engage
his services, although there have
been rumors of bomb-throwing
cliques lurking in the dormitories
We could always investigate the
persistent rumor that several of
the faculty are in league with the
devil, but that would probably' Rep
lead to bad feeling, assistant pro-
fessors being notoriously thin-
skinned and gi%-en to jumping at
freshmen and loud noises. After
much consideration, I decided to
pass the issue making on to the
Student Council. After all. the
Student Council is the voice of
the student body (although
WBOA may disagree) and its high
time they caused a little trouble
around here. We can't have a Stu-
dent Council that goes around be-
ing nice to the Administration and
doing all sorts of constructive
things. What we need is a nice
smelly mess to liven things up
around here. The only trouble
with this plan lies in the Student
Council itself. Too much red tape
The voice of Bowdoin College i*,
strangling in protocol. For in-
stance ....
STIDENT COTTNCIL
Scene - a meeting-type room,
somewhere on campus. A motley
crew of undergraduates are as-
sembled. Some are immaculately
clad, tanned, and aristocratic in
mien. Some are sloppy, squat, and
nco-Neanderthalic. Some are ef-
fete and lanquid. A few arc some-
where in-between. They are rep-
resentatives of the various social












which shall go nan. less i" order
to protect the Inriocent. The preutJ
dent of tins augusl body calls the
meeting to order . . ..
Pies. Xright, aright, Shitddup,
The secretary will read the
minutes, (hie Is greeted bj, si-
lettce. The secretary Is absent >.
Pre*. The chair, recognizes the
representative from Goober Pht
Rep. I move We sick the secre-
iar>. t'l'he spjretai-y, fHunrath
Mendo/a is Impeached, in ab-
sentia).
Pros. Aright, ' An> new busi-
ness?
Rep. The brothers >>f Tri l Jhoo'
want to see hard llqilOr sold in
the stud, nt Union. 1 the motion'
is refei red to the houses)..
Rep. The hruddeis of Gnu Nu
wants have excused cuts for
interfrat attalet ics. 1 the motion
is referred to the houses 1.
Rep. The brpthabs of Alpha
Phalfa wish to see a : ulo inau-
gurated which would make at-
tendance compulsory .al all pro-
ductions of the Wig and Bus-
kin ClUb, Mho motion is re-
ferred fo trie houscal.
Rep. The brothers of Delta
ThrasH want to have snow all
Spring so we can keep having
snowball frgfTtS. (the motion is
referred to the bouses).
The brothers of Rho Co
GarbiStan want to see a rule al-
lowing pajamas and bathrobes
in K:00 classes, i the motion is
referred to (he houses).
Rep. The brothers of Mu Too
w.nit to see sornt? Sociology case
histories in the flesh. < the mo-
tion is refined to the holisesl.
Rep. The brothers of Psi Haul
want to know why the motions
referred to, the houses are never
heard ol again, Why, huh? '(Rex
Plankton, the "'i 1 " sentative of
Psi Haul is amiably stoned to
death by his colleagues, and
filed away under Old Business),
After many a jest and quip the
meeting is adjourned, , and iho
assemblage leaves for "Bill's".
This is why we never have any
nice, basts Issues to sink our in-
cisor., into around here or in any
college. 1 say ddWh with the Stu-
di nt Council. We need more in-
dividual terrorism Where are I he
panty raids ol yesteryear? Where
is Sh Elmo's Fire Drill? Here it
is April already, and no one has
even burned down the President's
house. Cosh, tellers, we're -getting
old and set in olir ways. Its time
for a nice iriendly riot, with lots
ofmitro and bombs and stuff. Then
at least v\e could have an issue (O
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When yoo're flat brake
and feeling kind of mean . .
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And Pop comes through with
some spending green... that's PURE PLEASURE!
FOr more pur£ pleasure...
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting
yet so mild
!
P.S. No other brand* has ever been able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos — one of the reasons why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!
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POLAR BEARINGS
By Frank I„ McOlntey
The advent of the baseball season brings to attention a
project which the Amletic Department has had under surveil-
lance for some years and has at last completed. It is that of
the new freshman baseball diamond. The construction and use
of the field — used for the first time this spring — is agreeable
frorrt several sides.
First, it allows longer daily practice sessions for both fresh-
man and varsity since each has it oWn dominions and has no
longer to share the same diamond. In previous years the varsity
and Cubs had to schedule shorter sessions in order to accom-
modate both teams. This hurt the varsity especially, since most
of the schools with whom they compete also have two or more
diamonds open for use. In the state, Colby and Maine both
have two, and Bates has just purchased a sixty-five acre plot on
which they will lay out a new field on the opposite side of their
field house from Garcelon Field.
Scheduling Strain Eased
Secondly, freshmen games in past years b^ve always been
scheduled <t(t the condition that if the varsity, having had to
postpone a previous tilt, wanted to play that game on the same
date as the freshmen wished to use the field, the freshmen should
cancel their game. This has led to numerous complication's and
obvious drawbacks. Though Portland High School has been
constantly on the freshmnn's schedule, due to varsity necessi-
ties the frosh have been unable to play their annually scheduled
game with the Portland team for the past ten years.
Soccer In Near Future
Thirdly, the outfield of the freshman diamond is now' avail-
able for a fall soccer field, just as the varsity outfield is used for
freshman football. The advent of soccer at Bowdoin has been
in increasing demand each year for several years, and the Ath-
letic Department is wholly behind the sport. The Governing
Boards instructed the Department to try and raise soccer inter-
est last fall, but though an attempt was made to initiate the
sport through interfratemity or interclass games, nothing came
of it. Mai Morrell believes that soccer will soon come to Bow-
doin. Now that the space problem is overcome, the Athletic
Department will go on to hire coaches and provide lockerroom
space, to purchase equipment and schedule games, IF enough
interest is shown. Mr. Morrell hopes that other Maine colleges
will also soon field a soccer club. This would facilitate schedul-
ing,- build up a concrete rivalry, and stimulate more Bowdoin
interest. Colby is already considering the sponsorship of a
soccer team. Intramural soccet will be attempted next year in
a try to raise interest. Soccer is a very wonderful sport, and
would happily supplement football. It costs comparatively
little — after the initial outlay which would amount to approxi-
mately $ 10,000 — and is famously free from injuries. If YOU
have any interest in soccer, or any- comment to make on the sub-
ject, both the Athletic Department and the ORIFNT would
appreciate- words or notes concerning it. Though the budget
for 1955-56 will not allow a varsity soccer team next year since
it has already been submitted to the authorities, avid interest
would certainly bring about a team shortly thereafter.
DiVenere Also Switches Sports
Bowdoin is lucky and unusual in happening to have on its
faculty one of the outstanding basketball refs in Maine. Every-
body knows Sgt. Pete DiVenere of the ROTC staff, arid a word
of congratulations and thanks- is due him for the way in which
he handled first freshmen games, then the interclass play-offs,
in basketball last winter. Though Pete has been in the state
since only last spring, he has already made a reputation for
himself. A member of the Maine board of referees, he was in-
vited to referee Western Maine Tournament playoffs in the Port-
land Expo building last season. Invitations are usually only
given to men who have been reffihg in Maine for several years.
Now DiVenere is to be found behind the plate in a blue
suit at the baseball diamond. Comments from the players about
his umpiring during practice games have all been congratula-
tory and satisfied. He has been playing baseball for twenty-two
years, umpiring for a dozen, and coached the Fort Eustis nine
at summer camp last year. He is also a boxing referee, having
been licensed by Naval Authorities on Guam to work matches
there during the war. Keep your eye on him and you'll see a
better than average — plus a workmanlike — job of officiating.
Juniors Roll Through First
Annual Interclass Tournament
Trie Junior Class continued its ing no difficulty with the Seniors.
dominance of the Bowdoin basket-
ball scene by winning the recent
interclass court tciurWy. Boasting
a lineup which bdasted seven var-
sity names, the Juniors rebounded
from a freshman scare to outlast
the Sophomores 86-60 in the fin-
ale." The Sophomores reached the
finals by annihilating the Seniors
76-21.
Irt the Monday night opener.
Bill Vleser hit for 18 points in
a first half which found a deter-
mined freshman team leading the
heavily favored -juniors 4I-34
1
.
However the class of '56 packed
too much experience and depth for
the frosh and this, with the loss
of rebounding strength irt the per-
sons of Braid Stover and Marty
Roop via the foul route, proved
the difference. The Juniors knot-
ted the score with 6 minutes
showing and steadily pulled ahead
to earn a 62-57 decision. Bob Glov-
er was a t.vo way man for the
winners leading all scorers with
26 points and doing a fine job on
the boards. Rollie Janelle and
John Libby looked like the best
of the rest. Vleser did all his scor-
ing in the first half yet still man-
aged to lead the frosh in the point
department. Charlie .Sawyer fin-
ished close behind in the scoring
with 14 well timed points. Though
confined mostly to rebounding
Stover still hit double figures with
11, mostly in a final spurt.
Sophs ('ont:tin Seniors
In the second game of the eve-
ning the Sophomores sprung 11
men into the scoring column find-
Dick Drenzek paced the Sopho
more attack along with Tommy
Fraser while Billy Gardner and
Jack Eaton lent strong support.
For the Seniors tbe whole situa-
tion was pretty bleak as they
failed 1o haye a scorer above four
points.
However, they, made a strong
bid to gain redemption the fol-
lowing evening as' they got the
drop on the frosh and held on to
the lead until well into the second
hair. Bill Nieman, hitting often
and from anywhere, was the big
factor in the rejuvenated Sll
drive. However, Stover broke
loose with a 32 point ban-age as
the freshman righted themselves,
andjjulled ahead in the closing
minutes. Incidentally Stover's 43
points was the individual high for
the tourney. Charlie Sawyer played
his usually fine -brand • of ball
which includes a double figure ef-
fort and guardmate Buzzy Bur-
rowes added 14 markers.
The final proved a fit end for
the two day tourney. A spirited
first half led by hustling Harry
Carpenter earned the Sophomores
a 40' all half time score. The
favorites wasted no time in pour-
ing on a second half of 46 points
fo leave the Sophomores 20 points
back at the windup. Ted Kenney
led all scorers with 16 while John
Kreider, Ron Golz and Bama
Prater were all up in the teens
for the champs.
The runneiups found top sup-
port from coach Carpenter, Bobby
Johnson, Fraser and Drenzek.
Three Teams Receive Letters
Eight varsity skiing letters have
been awarded at Bowdoin College,
it was announced this mbrning by
Athletic Director Mai Morrell. In
addition, three menWere awarded
numerals.
Another eight men received mi-
nor .varsity letters for participa-
tion on the rifle team. Two more
received' varsity numerals in this
sport, and four men were awarded
freshman numerals.
Skiing Captain Paul A. DuBrule,
Jr., '56' of L^conia, N.H., was re-
elected to head next year's squad.
Other award winners are listed be-
low.
V»r»it» Skiinr l.»tlrr»
Charles 8. Cftrlstir '.V., llinrv M. Has-
kell '((• David K. Hunter 'ST, H. LYik
Luml "o~. Wayne 8, Prutt '58, John J.
WfuMlwurd '',". Charles M. Uii^hton ':,;,
niunuirpr. ..
Saline Numerals
r.t<r O. Himtitiits 'J7, William S. Per-
kins "5S, Henry J. .Starr 'j.j, monauer.
kid* I..H..S
John It. AMen '57. Henry M. Brill '.,6,
John C* Davis. HI '67, Henry M. Euhank,
Jr. Ti7. Alden L. Heail 'it. Lelan.l W.
Hovey. Jr. Tt7. Howard ('. Jucohson









HolK-rt W. V. (mn.lli. William P.
rRamsey, Jr.. <ieorjre Rook*, Charles A.
Weston.
Seven varsity swimming letters
have been awarded at Bowdoin
College, it was announced today
by Athletic Director Mai Morrell.
Included were two sophomores,
four juniors, and one senior, Cap-
tain Bob Glover, who was unable
to compete during the past sea-
son because of a recurring eye in-
fection.
In addition,' four men received
varsity numerals, and thirteen
freshmen were awaided class nu-
merals.
The complete list of awards
follows:
Varnitr Letters
Kenneth (i. Ilnuhum ''••'. John r. Col-
lier '.*,". Knhei I II. (II :ver '."•»». William S.
Howard. Jr., '.'i7. Stephen K. Morse 7,11,
(hiik II. Ncill '.".li. Lloyd K. Williy '.'.«.
Manager's Letter
Rlrha-,1 W. (has.- 7,7.
Varsity Numeral!
Louis A. DuPlessis. Jr.. '(6, Kmt F.
Herman 7>fi. (.'• Glenn Nieolls 7i7. Holier I
K. Walsh 'SB.
Freshman Numerals
Michael I). 'Carpenter. Myron VV. Curtis.
John J-. Field. Lars H. Hallden. William
K. Hamilton. Peter D. Lawrence, Stephen
B. Milliken. Richard K. Payne?, Albion L.
I'nwui. Roliert K. Plourde. Geoffrey W.
Kchotield. John W. Town*, Houurhton M.
White.
Manager's Numerals
Herbert A. Miller '57. Stephen W. Rule
'.7S.
Chose was named varsity swimming man-




Late one afternoon just before
spring vacation Bovttioln's retir-
ing coacfl Jack Magee evaluated
a lifetime devoted to track. At an
informal meeting of this year's
victorious track team, Mr. Magee
addressed his disciples with unbut-
toned candidness. Coming between
the end of a successful winter sea-
son with its exciting climatic tri-
umph over Tufts and the com-
mencement of spring activities, the
meeting seemed unwarranted; nor
were its contents intended for
publication. Yet before the dis-
tinguished coach was through talk-
ing, the assembled squad realized
it was listening to more than a
routine pep talk anticipating out-
door meets. A man was giving
spontaneous affirmation to his ath-
letic function in a liberal aits col-
lege.
Designed to thank the men in-
dividually for demonstrating that
personal spark is essential to unit-
ed detei-mination, the meeting was
also planned to encourage the con-
tinuance of sportsmanship and
competitive spirit which Coach Ma-
;
gee has always required of this
'athletes, lie acknowledged the
harsh discipline which he has of-
ten inflicted on them "to wake
them up" at the calculated expense
of his personal popularity.
A man who has achieved inter-
national fame as arj Olympic
coach and been honored with an
election to the American Track
Hall of Fame, Mr. Magee elected
to devote his seasoned services to
Bowdoin. With his retirement in
June, he will bP depriving the col-
lege of a skilled competitor dedi-
cated to the liberal arts tradition.
His belief in this tradition was
summarized in his concluding
statement to the privileged listen-
ers. He declared that track as-
sumes its responsibility in the pre-
paration of competent leaders.
Speaking with enthusiastic convic-
tion, Mr. Magee asserted that the
sport of track educated the iner-..





will blast the lid off ot the 1955
season this Friday when it en-
counters vVWforook High School
on the Piekard Field diarnohd! It
is hoped by all concerned thai the
weatherman will be kinder to this
year's frosh team than it was to
last year's nine which only played
six out of fifteen scheduled con-
tests because of rainouts.
High school hcidliiieis an. once
again present in large numbers on
the team, and. since the season is
young and it's difficult to tell where
publicity leaves of and ability be-
gins, not all of the positions have
been sewed up.
Ray Damers seems to be strong-
ly planted as the I cam- backstop,
and Jeff Armstrong, Ted Gibbons,
and Bob Sargent will have their
work cut out for them in trying to
take the spot awav from him.
Moundsmen have as vet not had
a chance to really shew them-
selves, but Rdger Howell. Dave
Peirez, Doug MacKinnon, Mar.'
Kraushar, Henr> DDwy Marty
Roop, and Ronnie Detjarditt arc
current candidates for Krc.sh hurl-
ing duties this season. »
The infield appears to be an
area of considerable depth on this
club. Joe Schlotman is tbe leading
aspirant for first base, all hough
Desjardin is also being groomed
for that spot. Heavy hilling Bill
Linscott looks like a fixture at the
keystone sack with Bob Martin
providing a good alternate If his
legs hold out. Brud StOVei seems
to have nailed down the shortstop
slot quite handily and doesn't ap-
pear to have much competition for
the job. Little Raleigh Clark looks
like the hot corner choice with
his shotgun -arm. and Brail Beck-
with will probably be exploited as
B utility infielder.
Pete Relic, John Wheaton, and
John Papacosma loom up as the
starting outfield combination, while




MAL MORKEIX. Bowdoin Di-
rector of Athletics for 2» years,
litis been named co-chairman of
the Olympic (James Committee.
The term of office is through the
1956 Olympic Oames.
Mai Morrell, Director of Athle-
tics at Bowdoin College, has been
appointed to the National Colle-
giate Athletic Association's Olym-
pic Committee, it was announced
last week by Willis O. Hunter of
the University of Southern Calif-
ornia, Chairman of the Committee.
Director of Athetjcs at Bowdoin
since 1928, Mr. Morrell was an
outstanding football player in the
Class of 1924. He was captain of
the team his senior year and is
permanent president of his class.
He has been president of the Maine
Intercollegiate Athletic Associat-
ion, the New England Intercolle-
giate Track Association, and the
New England Hockey Association.
He is a Hut tee of the Bruns-
wick and Topsbani Water District
and on the advisory committee of
the Brunswick Recreation Com-
mission. In addition, he has been
active in many civil defense, Red
Cross, Rotary, and Boy Scout po-
sitions, having served on dozens
of commit tees.
Mr. Morrell succeeds the late
Ivan J. Geiger of MIT as co-chair-
man of the Finance Committee
of the Olympic Committee. He, in
this capacity, will supervise Dis-
tricts 1, II, and III of the NCAA.
These three districts comprise the
nation's east coast. The country is
divided into eight districts from
which conic eight representatives
plus a chairman-at-large for the
Olympic Committee. His duties on
the Olympic Commit te are term-
ed, in Mr. Morten's only comment,
as "A lot of work."






The rain who uses a sissy blade mines
the smooth comfort of 1 SWING 40
•have. SWING 40 is an imported blade
sharpened by a secret Swedish process
never perfected in the U. S. Stainless
itcel— guaranteed rust-free for MORE
tender shaves per blade. New in America
— cannot be bought in stores. For trial
packet of ten double-edge SWING 40
blades send one dollar. Svtsnka Impawns









































The Spring Golf schedule in-
cludes eleven dual matches, the


























State. Tournament at Oiono
Mains Hume






Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed j
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop





As significant as the opening day of Big- League Base-
ball or the first convertible with the top down . . .
COTTON CORD JACKETS
Haspel Prttdo Cord, made from famous Dan River
• wrinkle-Shed cotton, these are styled in the popular
3 button certter-vent model. Tan and blue at
i
18.50
FLANNEL SLACKS from 12.95
CHINO SLACKS from 3.98
111 PIIA9ANT STBIST. •RUNSWICKMAINl
^























































There will b<» an important or-
ganizational meeting and first call
for candidates on Friday, April 15,
in the Wrestling Room of the
Gym, first room to the left at
the bottom of the stairs, at 4 p.m.
All candidates please report at
that time.
NAP'S HOME BAKERY
Dominic A. Gamache, Proprietor
Pastries, Pies, Cakes, Wedding Cakes
Our Specially
125 Maine Street, Brunswick Dial PA 5-5451
___^_______ —
A Campus-to-Caroer Case History
il
"This is what I did yesterday"
"1 like a job tbat keeps me jumping,"
sayi Mill Jermain, C.K. from Marquette,
'52. "And my first management assign-
ment with Wisconsin Telephone Com-
pany does just that. I'm Service
Foreman at Sheboygan, with nine install-
ers, and that means variety; °f responsi-
bility. Hut judge for >our»elf. Here's
a quick run-down of what I did yotcr-
day, on a typical day—
8:10—"Cheeked day's work schedule.
One of my new men was putting in a
buried service wire, and I went over the
job specs with him to be sure he harl
thir>gs straight.
8:30—"Answered mail while my clerk
cheeked time sheets from previous day.
9:30—"Out to supervise installation of
the first aluminum Outdoor Telephone
Hooth in my exchange. Reviewed the
assembly instructions with the installers,
then arranged f< ,/ecial tools and bolts
to be delivered to the job.
1 1 :30*—"Drove across town. Made a
complete 'quality inspection' on a tele*




li 0- Ticked up film for next day's
safety meeting. Watched the film, made
notes for discussion.
2:00—"Met with moving company
manager to estimate cost of telephone
cable lifting for a house moving job.
Drove the route he had planned and
worked out schedule for construction
crews. «^
3:30—"Returned to aluminum booth in-
stallation. Went over wiring specs with
the electrician.
4:00 -"Stopped at Central Office to
pick up next day's orders. Met installers
at garage as they checked in and assigned
next dav's work."
Bill has been in hi* present job about a year, and fa
looking forward to new responsibilities as his expe-
rience increases ... as are the many young college
men who have chosen telephone careers. If you'd be
interested in a similar opportunity with a Bell tele-
phone company ... or with Bell Telephone Labora-
tories. Western Eleetric or Samlia Corporation
. .
. sec
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Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David O.
A disaster hit Northampton,
Mass. last week which was felt
keenly by the students of Am-
herst, Smith, and Holyoke, as well
as the usual hordes of visitors who













dented move came after minors
were caught imbibing in the El-
bow Room on two different coca-
sions. It was greeted with great
rending of hair and gnashing of
teeth by the scholars in the area.
At the same time the Massachu-r
setts Legislature passed a bill
whereby any minor caught drink-
ing or purchasing liquor would
be given a criminal record and a
$10 to $100 fine.
The policy of total pledging at
Amherst instituted a few "years
ago was at last carried off with-
out any of the commotions or re-
percussions which have occured in
the past, when two or three fresh-
men were without bids at the end
of rushing. No pressure was need-
ed to force fraternities to pledge
a small group of supposedly un-
desirable men; all of the houses
showed considerable interest in
each individual freshman, and the
voluntary efforts of the houses and
rushing chairmen resulted in the
achievement of. the long sought
after but hitherto unachieved goal.
As a result of the total pledg-
ing, the Ix>rd Jeff Club, the non-
fraternity organization at Am-
herst, failed to obtain any new
members. The Club president stated
that although the Lord Jeffs were
disappointed over not getting any
freshmen, the body would definite-
ly function next year. Various rea-
sons were given by the Club mem-





[Continurd from Page I]
been followed by French and Ger-
man in numbers in all the years
considered. It is perhaps worthy
of note that whil ( . English and
French have remained approxi-
mately the same in numbers dur-
ing the years under discussion,
German has shown a steady in-
crease in popularity, from two
majors to six and then to eleven:
Among the line arts, Music and
Art* have never been very popular
majors. They have, however, been
fairly consistent from the stand-
point of numbers. In other words,
while they do remain small, there
does not seem to be any indica-
tion that they will got smaller,
The same thing can be said for So-
ciology which has also maintain-
ed a constant level.
Psychology Dwindle*
Psychology has shown ft constant
decrease In popularity. Exactly
what this means from the stand-
point of a trend is hard to say.
Perhaps the very large influence
which the subject had at a pre-
vious tmie is slowly dswrndHnff
way. It is too early to say that
definitely, for there are stilfc a
relatively large number of Psy-
chology majors, although not to
many as eleven years ago.
Philosophy is another of the
major subjects which does not at-
tract many students. It has fallen
somewhat in popularity since 1943,
but actually there was not far to
fall, since it was a small major de-
partment at that time also.
Lavender '55
the non-Greek organization for
the first time in its history. The
general concensus felt that the
booklet "An Answer to Fraterni-
ties" sponsored by the Club did
definitely hurt them and that the
generally prevalent campaign car-
ried on against all of the Amherst
fraternities had served only to
drive the neophytes to the houses.
In answer to the problem of
increasing enrollments in colleges
and universities throughout the
country, Amherst, Williams, and
Wcsleyan have all announced that
they will maintain their present
size for the time being. Accord-
ing to President^ James P. Baxter
of Williams, all arrpof such a size
that "they cannot grow bigger
without losing the many peculiar
advantages which they now posses
as small colleges.
The student body of Wcsleyan
University, by contributing one
dollar apiece, has raised a fund
with which they will send an
elected student representative on a
tour of Russia this summer. The
winning candidate will spend six
weeks traveling throughput the
Soviet in an effort to obtain a
first-hand picture of Russian life, I
especially in rural and suburban
areas, and to contact Russian stu-
dents and explain to them the
workings of the American educa-
tional system.
A history' professor at Baylor
University has recently estab-
lished an all-time record at that
institution by. dating thirty-eight
co-eds in one week end. The dates,-
beginning at four o'clock Friday
afternoon, included lunches, din-
ners, brerfkfastx, one-hour coffee
and malt dates, several Sunday
church services, and 17 trips to a
local restaurant for meals and re-
freshments. Nine other girls who
were hoping to be. added to the
list were forced to be passed over
because of lack of time. Maybe
we'll go down to Wcstbrook this
week end and see if we Can dig
up 38 dates. t~-' % . • **•
Miss Fairfax
[Continued Prow. Page t]
poses the idea of a Jewish state
for fear it might dictate how
world Jewry should behave.
In the afternoon Miss Fairfax
interviewed a jiumbcr of students
who were interested in working
in one of the many American
Friends Service Committee sum-
mer projects. These projects offer
the participants valuable and in-
teresting experiences in this coun-
try and overseas. The AFSC spon-
sors work camps in the United
States, Western Europe, the Mid-
dle East, and in Latin America. In
addition to these there are oppor-
tunities to earn some money in




[Continued from Page ;]
tires, put it on the wheel and drive
slowly to the nearest gas station.
When asked why he was a patient,
the reply was "I'm not here lx>-
cause I'm stupid, I'm here because
I'm crazy ". The point of the story
was not made clear. The Doctor
was Concerned with the compulsory
angle of the English system. He,
felt that when politicians begin to!
take a hand in medicine costs in-
variably rise, while the quality of
service drops. England now has less
doctors after eight years of socializ-
ed medicine. Under such a plan,
voluntary sei-viees "go out the
window". "Tile way to solve mal-
distribution is not to tell men
where to go, but to encourage
more men to go into medicine, and
to back the voluntary services."
Socialized Education
Professor Ernest Johason ]x>int-
cd out that this country operates
a socialized education plan. We
also have a private school system.
A' service is offered To "all on an
equal footing. The question was to
hini "would such a sen ice give
us what Ufa want, would it be run
more efficiently by a government
monopoly." lie was reminded of a
Roman practice, by which a pri-
vate fire company would not save
a man's property unless he paid
a price sometimes too exorbitant.
Many schemes, Professor Johnson
pointed out, are already undei
government control. Up thought
the word "socialized" was a poor
one to use. This point was agreed
on by the other three members
of the panel.
LUD ELLIMAN



















The Bowdoin College Glee Club
will present its annual Campus
Concert in the Longfellow School
Auditorium on Saturday evening.
April 16 at 8:15. Students will'be
admitted with a Blanket Tax
card, and general admission is
$1,00. The concert under the lead-
ership of Professor Frederick Til-
lotson, will consist of the regu-
lar Glee Club program of "Moods
and Contrasts", th* Meddubemp-
sters, and selections by the Chapel
Choir.
The Glee Club held Its annual
election on Thursday evening,
April 7. The new officers ate as
follows
:
President, Terry D. Stenbeig
'56; vice-president, David W.
Holmes '56; librarian, John 1'.
Dow '57; assistant-librarian. Olin
M. Sawyer '58; publicity manager.
George F. Howland '57; manager
John R. Fairman '56.
* * • «
Neil Alter '55 has been award-
ed a Fulbright Scholarship to the
University o f Strasbourg i n
France, it was announced today
by Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to
the President and Fulbright pro-
grain advisor on the campus. He
will study in the general field of
government and international re-
lations, beginning next Septem-
ber.
* * » *
EMERSON'S NEW ENGLAND,
a photographic exhibition pre-
pared by the editors of LIFE
Magazine, were' shown in Sills
Hall from April 1 through April
8.
Based on the photographic es-
say. "New England Indian Sum-
mer", the exhibition dealt with
places and place-names especially
associated with Emerson, Thor-
eau, Hawthorne. Alcott. and
Longfellow. It was of particular
interest at Bowdoin because both
Hawthorne and Longfellow were
members of the Class of 1825.
» * » »
William* W.' Hale. Jr., '56 was
yesterday awarded the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Cup, one of the
cherished undergraduate prhses al
Bowdoin College. The presenta-
tion was made by President James
S. Coles at the morning Chapel
service.
The Roosevelt Cup, furnished
by the Alpha Delia I'hi fraternity
at Bowdoin. is inscribed annually
with the name of "that member of
the three lower classes whose
vision, humanity, and Courage
most contribute to making Bow-
doin a better college." The prize
was Inauguraed in 1945,
* * « »
'
"The Evolution of the Modern
Skyscraper" will be the subject
of a Jocture to be given tonight
by Philip C. Beam. Professor of
Art and Director of the Museum
of Fine Arts at Bowdoin College.
Last week Professor Beam
spoke over a Portland television
station on Leonardo da Vinci's
"The Last Supper", in connection
with the Easter Season.
Wednesday's lecture is the first
in a series of four to he sponsored
this spring by the Student Curric-
ulum Committee, made up of
Bowdoin undergraduates.
* * * *
,! .lamps J. 'Sacco '">">. has been
awarded the Bowdoin College
Scholarship to the University of
Chicago Law School, it was an-
nounced recently.
This award will pay the tuition
charges for Sacco's fiist yeat al
law study at Chicago. Upon satis-
factory completion of the year's
work, he is eligible lor a renewal
of the grant for an additional two
years. He will enter the school
next fall.
A collection of ten color wood-
block prints by Margaret Jordan
Patterson has been placed on dis-
play recently downstairs in the
Walker Art Building. The prints,
eight of which are of flower still
lifes, are noted mainly by their
unusual brightness of color.
• * * '«
Fiye Bowdoin Cohege juniors
•vill compete on Thursday evc-
1 ing, April 14, in the finals of the
Stanley Plummcr Prize Speaking
Contest. They are John C. Brewer;
Robert H. Glover; J. Steward La-
Casce; Samuel F. Manning; and
Allan F. Wright.
The finalists will compete for a
prize of $45, awarded an-
nually "for excellence in original
and spoken composition in the
English language on the part of




Lloyd <>. Bishop '55 has been
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship
to France for the academic year
1955-56. He will study the French
language and literature at the
University; of Dijon.
Bishop, a graduate of Portland
High School, has been an out-
standing student since he entered
college in 1951 as the winner of
an Alumni Fund Scholarship. He
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa
laVt June and is secretary-treas-
urer of tbe senior class.
The Curtis String Quartet will
make its twenty-fifth annual ap-
pearance at Bowdoin College on
Monday, April 18. The concert will
be given at 8:15 p.m. in the audit-
orium of the Longfellow School.
The public is invited to attend
without admission charge.
The program consists of Hay-
dn's String Quartet "The Rider",
a string quartet by Villa-lobos, and
(he Piano Quartet in G-Minor by
Mozart.
The Placement Bureau inter-
view series continues after spring
vacation. On April 6 and 7 senior
interviews were conducted by the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany, represented by Mr. Paul
Johnson. He explained to regis-
trants in an evening group meet-
ing on April 6 that the oppor-
tunities in his firm were largely in
the fields- of production and sales.
On April 11, Mr. Kenneth Bald-
win visited 'the Placement Bureau
for senior interviews representing
the Corning Glass Company of
Coining, New York. Also on April
11 Arthur Andersen and Com-
pany, nationally known account-
ants, interviewed qualified seniors.
The representative was Mr. Rich-
ard Glendon. <>n April 12 the
Chase National Bank was repre-
sented on campus by Mr. John
Hooper. ( >n April 11 the nationally
known advertising firm of J. Wal-
ter Thompson and Company inter-
viewed qualified seniors. Their
representative was Mr. Robert W.
Ifavves. On that same day Mr.
G. W. Bullock was a Placement
Bureau visitor ' representing the
National City Bank of New York.
* » * *
Donovan D. Lancaster, Mana-
ger of the Moulton Union, has
been appointed a Regional Repre-
sentative of the National Asso-
ciation of College Unions for 1955-
56. Announcement of his appoint-
ment was made today by William
K.Rion. director of the Cniversity
of Florida I'nion and president of
the national group.
Mr. Lancaster will serve as Rc-
gial Representative for Region 1.
which includes all of New Eng-
land.
cattp/mts
YOU'RE A BETTER GOLFER
THAN YOU THINK I
Bobby Jones registered, woods and irons, and. Jimmy





the only clubs made that offer you perfect
balance
. . . and an identical contact /eel.'
Because every one 0/ ilwse.eluhs swings and feels alike
' • y°ur golf becomes more uniform, your shots con-
sistently better. With golfers reporting handicaps cut by
as much as '/,
. . . these are the clubs to play.
Make your next round a better one . . . with Spalding. '




Following the festivities at
Pickard Field on Monday after-
noon the Student Council con-
vened for the first half of its two-
session meeting.
The meeting was called to or-
der by President Bill Hale, and
the minutes of the previous meet-
ing were read and approved. John
Maloncy (ARU '56) sat in on the
meeting to report the allotment ot
funds from the Campus Chest
week-end.
A report was read by Jim Wil-
liams (Chi Psi '55) on the (hatter
of fuel purchase by the fraternity
houses. He mentioned that at one
time there existed an organization
made up of fraternity treasurers
which succeeded in obtaining fuel
at a lower rate through their
united purchasing.
A list of candidates for proc-
torships was submitted and the
meeting was recessed until alter
dinner.
* • *
At 7:00 p.m. the Council re-
opened its meeting .and several
questions were discussed before
the proctorship considerations
were begun.
The Council is seeking an ex-
tension of its 1964-55 budget and
is moving through the proper
channels.
The Council agreed to meet on
Friday afternoon in the Peucinian
Room with members of' the Exam-
ining Board.
President Hale suggested a con-
ference to be held in the fall with
other "little Ivy League" schools.
He suggested that Amherst, Wil-
liams, Trinity, Wesleyan, and
Middlebury representatives be in-
vited to Bowdoin to discuss ques-
tions of student life, government.
and society.
It was voted to include the
"Fratemlty Pamphlet" material in
the Freshman Bible. The "Bible is
to be reorganized and redone' this
year, and Jim Doherty iDeke '55
1
and nis subcommittee will take
over the sections dealing with
fraternity life and expenses, rush-
ing, etc.
Finally, in the major item of
the closed session, the candidates
fur proctorships wire discussed
and recommendations have been
submitted to the Dean.
Sun Tans Flaunted, Tales
Told By Florida Visitors
These Bowdoin gentlemen are shown returning front their spring
vocation spent at it. Lauderdale, Florida. Note tans. Left to right,
Messer, kirby, Wheeler, Huron Von Oolz, Bird, and Day.
l'hoto bv Cooke
More than 25 tSOWdOin College
students enjoyed the healthy cli-
mate of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
during the spring vacation. An ex-
ec >. of sunshine, beautiful women,'
a. id comfortable beaches filled
eight long days and even longer
nights, TWO dates a night was not
uncommon and little time was
waste'' .n gleep.
It. Lauderdale
Ft. Lauderdale, the Venice of
the United Slalesi is a favorite
spring vacation reSBrl for thou-
sands of college students and
yachtsmen. Like Venice, the city is
broken up by a network of canals.
Bahla Mar, the largest yacht ba-
sin in the world, accounts for the
resort atrhospfiere. Cadilacs and
Wheeler Yachts are as numerous
on the yacht, which they used as
their base of operations, they were
in a position to step into the fast
social life which revolved around
them.
Florida .Kscn paries
Arriving Friday, thev sized up
the situation immediately. To start
off on the right foot they invited
several Lake Forest coeds to a
party on the Wheeler yacht. Sat-
urday night Mr. and Mis. Wheeler
1 leafed the Bowdoin group to a
buffet supper at the ft. Lauder-
dale Yacht Club. Sunday, walking
down the main street and wear-
ing Bowdoin "T" shirts, Bermuda
shorts and Highlander hats, ihey
were picked up by some of ft Lau-
derdale's lovelier females who
were cruising around in a bright
as the Folds and sailboats of New '.yellow convertible. Lveiy evening
tnd. 'from Sunday through Thursday
One group Ol five men. three! they spent their evenings al a
Zetes and two l'-i C's, haven't series of bench parties.
.,:,;; ;..,! talking about their Flori-
da escapades. A forty-hour car
ride brought Messrs. U 'heeler. Kir-
by, Bird. Golz and Dajr to the
yacht of Mr. Wheeler. Camping out
,
Prof. Armillas . . .
[Continued Jrom Page 1~\
College Junior Year in- -Mexico
and in 1950-51 was Lecturer at
L'liistitut Francais d'Amerique
La tine.
Field Director in 1 !>.""> l-.>.'i with
the New World Archaeological
Foundation in Orinda, Calif., he
has been Advisory Kditor for
Mexico for the Encyclopedia Am- 1
erieunu. He has also been Coordin-|
ator. ot the f?rogram of the His-
tory of America, Indigenous Per-
iod. Pan-American Institute of]
Geography and History, and ar*l
ehaeologisl with the TJepartmento
do Monumentos -Prehisparricos
(InstitUto Naclonal do Aptroiiol-
ogia e Historia) in Mexico from
1942 to 1952.
Armillas has conducted major
excavation work at Teotihuacan,
Xochicaleo. (.a Quemadn. and the
State of Tabasco in Mexico, and
at Quelcpa in Kl Salvador.
Meeting coeds on the beach or
in the Flbow Room was easy in
the collegiate atmosphere of Ft.
Lauderdale. Phil Day met Jan
Summers, Miss Michigan State
and close runner up to Miss Amer-
ica while Ronnip Golz made some
lasting impressions under the
pseudonym of "Baron Von (lot/
Other Bowdoin students found
dating easy and they frequently
stumbled over each other al the
nightly heach"parties
One afternoon they watched a
professoinal Jai Alai ihi li) match
It is considered the fasiest game in
the world and is very popular in
Florida. With the exception of
raquets Jai Alai is similar to
American handball. Bets are plac-
ed on the plavers as in pari mu-
tuel horse racing.




The fraternities will fill their
houses according to their own
priority system.
A complete list ol men who are
to room in each house lor the fall
semester must be filed at the Of-
fice of the Housing Director not
later than May 1.
Twentv places will be reserved
for proctors and their roommates.
Approximately IQO places "'ill be
available lor other classmen.
Applications: Men wishing to
room in dormitories must file
applications in the Office of
the Housing Director before May
1. No room application will be
considered unless the applicant
has 11 roommate. Application
forms now available at Placement
Bureau.
"
Room Assignments: Room as-
signments Will be made accord-
ing to ibe priority basis (credits
tow, ml graduation). Men wishing
to room together with different
priorities will be assigned accord-
ing to the lower priority.
Koonis (luring Vacations I The
college reserves the right to use
anj ol the dormitory rooms during
Vacations lor entertaining confer-
ences, etc. The occupants will be
given due notice whenever they
are to be used.
Stud-nts Dropped from College:
Students assigned rooms in dormi-
tories are advised that rooms can-
not be behi t\,i- those who are
dropped from college at the close
ol the term. Those planning sum-
mer school courses for lcadmis-
Bioti should advise the Director of
their plans.
Pi emission to room oil campus,
in approved quarters, will be
granted to approximately so men
in addition- to those married or
living at 'home.
Students wishing to room off
campus must sign the ''Blue
Book" at I he Office 01 (he Hous-
ing Director and give address of
proposed residence. Permission
win be granted only to the extent
that college facilities (college
dormitories and fraternity houses)
are not lefl vacant and with the
definite understanding that men
will -be recalled if circumstances
require it.
Bowdoin bow out thev- took their
dates on a (anise down the inland
waterway to Port Everglades and
then eu' into the Gulf stream. If
it Wasn't for heavy seas, they
might still be there. As' they were
leaving lor Brunswick 011 Satur-
day il was a sad sight lo see
throngs 51 college students just
arriving.
You'll SMILE your approval
of Chesterfield's smoothness—
mildness— refreshing taste.
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With the Interfraternity Sing
less than a week away, pre-
parations by the twelve houses in
anticipation of this much herald-
ed event arc now in full swing.
The contest will be held at the
Spring Street High School on Mon-
day evening, April 25. at 7:00. II
is requested that audience mem-
bers be in their scats by 6:45, so
that the rather long program may
begin on time. Reverting to a for-
mer policy, Professor Tillotson
has scheduled the Sing contest for
jtist the one night only.
Three Judges Chosen
The judges this year will be
Mr. Albert Raymond, Director of
Choral Music at Northficld; Mr.
Ralph Oatley, Director of Choral
Music at Dcertleld; and Mr. Al-
fred Brinkler, founder of the Bow-
doin Interfraternity Sing in 1935.
Judgements will be based on the
enthusiasm, enunciation, attack,
release .shading and tone quality,
pitch and intonation, rhythm, ba-
lance, general effect, and the en-
semble of the singing. No discrim-
ination will be made if men use
music, solos, humming accompani-
ment, piano accompaniment, or
small groups. Everything is bas-
ed upon how it is done.
list of Selections
Alpha Delta Phi, under the direc-
tion of Bill Freeman '56, will of-
fer their traditional Marching
Song and "Gospel Ships'. Led by
Peter Strauss '57, Alpha Rho Uj>-
silon will sing "Save Your Con-
federate Money Boys" and a House
song. "Old Arks a' Movcrin" and
"Dear A.T.O." will be sung by
Alpha Tau Omega, under the
leadership of Donald Coleman '55.
Terry Stenberg "56 will lead the
Betas in "Coin' Home Train" and
a Beta Medley. "Aura Lee" and
"Alpha Nu" will be the offerings
of the Chi Psi Lodge, with James
Croft '58 directing. Ix>d by Rob-
ert Southcriarid '56, Delta Kappa
Epsilon will sing the 'Serenade"
from -the "Student Prince" and
the DKE Marching Song. Delta
Sigma, under Robert Hinckley's
direction, will offer "ClimbuV Up
the Mountain" and a new frater-
nity song "Down Among the Dead
Men". Kappa Sigma, under Lcs
HamiU's direction, will sing "The
Happy Wanderer" and "Mister Ho
Kissed Her". Psi Upsilon, led by
Richard Downes '57, will offer
"Animals a' Comin' " and a frater-
nity version of "Gaudcamus Igi-
tur". Wendy Koch "56 will direct
the ThetA Delta Chi House in
"Roger Young" and a fraternity
song. "White Star of Sigma Nu"
and the 'Dartmouth Winter Song"
will be sung by Sigmu Nu with
Robert Mathews '56 directing.
Bruce McDonald '57 will lead the
Zcta Psi House in "America Our
Heritage" and the popular "Drink-
ing Song" from the "Student
Prince".
Jessup Delivers 1st Of 3
Institute Lectures Tonight
By Richard B. Lyman, Jr. '57
Bowdoin students and profes-
sors will have the rare opportuni-
ty to meet and hear one of the
country's outstanding foreign po-
licy figures when Dr. Philip C.
Jessup of Columbia University de-
livers the Institute lectures to-
night, tomorrow, and Friday.
An anticipated hightlight will
be the two student conferences
which are planned for Thursday
and Friday in the Peucinian Room
after Chapel. Because of the limit-
ing size of the Room, registration
in the library is required. Excus-
ed cuts will be given. These in-
formal meetings, a major feature





Allan F. Wright '56. by winning
both the Hiland Lockwood Fair-
banks Prize Speaking Contest and
the Stanley Plummet- Prize Speak-
ing Contest last week, became the
first three-time wniner of speak-
ing contests in a single year, with-
in the memory of Professors of
Speech here.
Wright last winter won the Alex-
ander Prize Dramatic Declaration.
Wright won both contests with
a speech entitled "The Altar of
War", and upped his year's speech
contest earnings to $115.
Second place in the Fairbanks
went to Robert Glover '56, who
spoke on "An Island Defease." The
Prize was established some forty-
five years ago by Captain Henry
N. Fairbanks of Bangor in mem-
ory of his son, a Bowdoin grad-
uate in the Class of 1895.
Honorable mention in the Plum-
mcr Prize was won by J. Steward
LaCascc '56. The Plummer prize
is awarded annually for "excel-
lence in original and spoken com-
position in the English language
on the part of members of the
Junior Class".
Active Speaker
Wright has been active in
Masque and Gown productions and
last year had a leading role in the
Wilkiris-Beeson musical "While
the Cat's Away." As a sophomore
he was a member of the winning
team in the Wilmot B. Mitchell in-
terfraternity debaling competition.
He is a cadet officer in the Re-
serve Officers Training Corps unit,
and has served as secretary and
vice-president of his fraternity,
Alpha Tau Omega. He is now
t reasurer.
Reasons for the rarity of the
triple win were given by Assistant
Professor John Sweet. Few of the
men who compete in the Alexan-
ders also go in for other speak-
ing events. Many men who are in
the Alexanders do not take the
advanced s|>cech courses, required
for admission into the Fairbanks.
The Chi Psi Lodge will be host
to Professor Jessup for supper
Thursday evening. Friday noon of;
fleers of the Political Forum will
lunch with the lecturer.
American Korrtgn PoIW
The general title of the three
evening lectures, scheduled for
8:15 in the Smith Auditorium, is
"Some Aspects of American For-
eign Policy". In tonight's talk, the
theme "Responsibility of Power'
will' be developed. Power con-
cepts, position of individuals in
society, and various ways in which
power is both exercised and limit-
ed will be discussed.
Tomorrow night Professor Jes-
sup will speak on "Coalition Dem-
ocracy", laying stress on the ne-
cessity for the United States to
work for a free world in conjunc-
tion with other countries. Special
attention will be given to' some
ideas about our foreign policy, es-
pecially as expressed by George
Kennan, G. B. Marshall, Louis
Halle, and Dorothy Ft,sdiek. No
solutions of specific current Is-
sues will be offered
"Parliamentary Diplomacy"
"Parliamentary Diplomacy" is
the phrase the lecturer uses to
describe his third topic, concern-
ing the modern development of ne-






the subject of a nation-wide photo-
tcgraphers,- it was announced to-
day by the sponsor. Campus Mer-
chandising Bureau, Inc., for Lig-
gett & Myers Tobacco Company,
m-tkers of Chesterfield and L & M
Filter cigarettes.
Any student on this campus
may enter the contest and cop his
y,\ share of the $1,000 prize money
offered for the best photographs
and captions describing a typical
collegian. Photographers may sub-
mit as many entries as they wish
and may win more than one prize.
Entries must be the original work
of the contestant and submitted
in his own name.
Content Rules
Rules for the contest are as
follows: entries must be made
up of one 8x10 glossy photograph
and a suitable caption not to ex-




The following is an accounting
graphy contest for collegiate pho- of the disbursement of 1955 Cam-
pus Chest funds. The criteria for
selection were 1) National and
statewide organizations with affil-
iated members performing ser-
vices in the Brunswick area. 2)
Scholarship funds for underprivil-
edged minority groups, 3) urgent
-appeals for underpriviiedged ?
groups (youth and adult) in the 1
United States and abroad.
Recognition of the work which
such funds do came in the form
of letter from a German mother,
who said ".
. . We arc extremely
well and thank you so much for
the money
. .
." News of the chil-
dren being helped was included.
Hale Quoted
This year's highly successful
Campus Chest Week End netted
a grand total of $2102.03 for
.charitable organizations. Since last
Student Council Opens
Drive For 100% Support
Of Indoor Artificial Rink
dress of the photographer and JW* totals amounted to 52900
Chairman William W. Hale 'o6
conceded "in comparison with past
each of the students in the photo
must be included on a single
sheet of paper attached to the
photo. Both photographer and stu-
dents in the photograph must be
registered at This college. The con-
test is open to all student except
employees of Campus Merchan-
dising Bureau, Inc., Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company or its
I advertising agencies and members
race the change in
! of thei| . imincdiatc nouscnolds and
families. All entries must be mail-
ed to Campus Merchandising 'Bu-
negotiations from the traditional
conference to the current' prac-
tice of carrying on discussions in
a forum, which requires that a
United Nations representative lx»
both a negotiator and parliamen-
tarian.
Influential Factors
The desired effect of the lec-
tures, as stated by Dr. Jessup, is
"to bring out some of the factors
which influence the success or
failure of those in charge of Amer-
ican Foreign Policy .
.
,"
The Institutes are sponsored by
the college and are usually held
every other year. Their purpose
is to bring to Bowdoin a distin-
guished authority to deliver a se-
ries of informative lectures.' Al-
though the lectures are open to
the public, they are primarily for
the Bowdoin undergraduates.
Mr. Jessup is now Hamilton
Fish Professor of International
Law and Diplomacy at Columbia.
He has been associated with the
United Nations and the foreign
service of this count ry. In March,
1949 he became an Ambassador-
at-Large for the State Depart-
ment, a post he held until 1952.
Mr. Jessup graduated from Ham-
ilton College in 1919 and has many
honorary degrees from universi-
ties and colleges throughout the
world. He is the author of many
books, including a biography of
Elihu Root, and works on interna-
tional law.
Two years ago speakers .wore
Robert Frost, four times winner of
the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry; Ar-
thur M. Schlesinger, Jr., winner
Had Wright been enrolled in Eng-|of the Pulitzer Prize for "The Age
lish S.Mic would have been eligible of Jackson", and Louise Hall
for the fourth speech prize, award- 1 Tharp, noted New Ei-.Jand au-
cd to the bes^t man in that course. I thor.
WBOA MarathonOn;
Fiftieth Hour Passed
Barring some unforeseen event,
the WBOA Marathon will now
have passed its fiftieth hour.
This contest between long hours
and the endurance of the radio
station staff is not new to the
Bowdoin campus, and was last at-
tempted in the spring of 1952
when well over one hundred hours i
of around - the - clock broadcast- !
ing were reported before the
WBOA staff finally capitulated.
In a previous year, the marathon
was abruptly ended when rr steri-
ous sources, reportedly agents of
the r*"an, tinkcrediwith the trans-
mitter and put the station off the
air.
I.io Hour.
A tentative goal of 150 hours
has been set which will mean near-
ly a week of twenty-four hour a
day broadcasting. To while away
some of this time, WBOA engaged
the Mrddiebompstcrs who appeared
on Tuesday afternoon, the Bow-
doin College Glee Club who were
presented via tape-recording in a
rebroadcast of their Saturday
night Campus Concert, and the
Polar Bear Five who will conduct
a studio session tomorrow after-
noon.
Extra news and sports broad-
casts have been scheduled through-
out the day to keep the campus
informed of doings around the
world and Fred Wilkins has been
approached about the possibility
of producing an "open house"
show which would rival his suc-
cessful stand on The Night Train
of two years back. All in all. it
should be a merry time, and as long
as the coffee holds out, you can
expect some sounds, faint though
they may be. from the studios
"atop" the Moulton Union.
'Excellent Tone, Spirit' Mark
Glee Club Campus Concert
reau, Inc., 299 Madison Avenue,
New York 17. New York, and must
be |K)stmarkcd no later than mid-
night, May 16, 1954. All entries be-
come the property of the sponsor
and none will be returned. The de-
cision of the judges will be final
and duplicate prizes will be award-
ed in case of ties.
BMOC
The subject cf the photograph
[Please Turn To Page 7]
Speech Contest
Finals^Approach
years,' the week end cannot be
considered a financial success be-
cause, of course, we didn't raise
as much money. The committee
feels, however, that in the light
of the new policy emphasizing
voluntary contributions, the week
end was • a tremendous success.
The committee feels that pressure
and coercion were absent. Contri-
butions were contributed will-
ingly and with a knowledge of
what they .were going for."
Editorial Comment
On this same matter an ORIENT
editorial commented, "Over the
past few years the selling methods
of the Campus Chest Committee
have become increasingly objec-
tionable. This year, however, un-
der the capable direction of Wil-
liam W. Hale '56, the charitable
objectives of the week end again
assumed their normal proportions."
The list of organizations that
received Campus Chest monies is
printed below.
American National Red Cross,
$148; Pine Tree Society for Crip-
pled Children and Adults. Inc..
$148; Cumberland County Tuber-
Seven seniors will compete in 1 culosis & Health Association. $113;
the finals of the Class of 1868.L1955 March of Dimes, $113; The
Prize Speaking Contest, to be held fMainc Cancer Society, Inc., $113;
on Tuesday evening, April 26, at |The Maine Heart Association. $113;
8:15 p.m. in the Smith Auditorium. Cerebral Palsy, $55; Salvation
A LONG-TIME DREAM of Bowdoin undergraduates may become a
reality within the forseeable future U the student drive beginning to-
night gives the alumni the assurance that Bowdoin.men really want a
rink. Thin building would be erected on the present site of the open-
air rink.
Pierre Criticizes QUILL
As Being Too Conservative
By Pierre-Alain Jollvet '58
The finalists are John F. Bow-
ler, Jr., Philip S. Day, Melvin E.
Hodgkins, Charles N. Jason-La-
Palmc. Camille F. Sarrauf, Philip
Army Fund Appeal, $99; Bruns-
wick Scouting Program. $55;
Brunswick Humane Society, Inc.,
$55; World University Service,
A. Weincr and Warren W. Wheel-! 5113; Trustees of Athens College
cr. in Greece, $55; The Japan In-
The 1868 Prize is the second old- 1 ternational Christian University
est undergraduate award. It. is Foundation, Inc., $55; Natiormi
lualli "to that member
lior class who shall write
Scholarship Service and Fund for
Negro Students. $55; Foster Par-
ents' Plan for War Children, Inc.,
$113; Save the Children Federa-
tion, $113; CARE $113; Ameri-
can Friends Service ConSmittee,
Inc., $113; International Rescue
Committee, Inc., $28; Committee
on Friendly Relations among Eor-





and deliver thjp best oration."
Previous wifiners have included
the late Kenneth C. M. Sills, the
late Stanley P. Chase, United
Staters Representative Robert
Hale, Austin 11. MacCormick, not-
ed authority on prisons and pen-
ology, and Professors George II.
Quinby and Athern P. Daggett.
Bowler, a cadet captain in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
unit at Boiwdoin, is Regimental
Supply Officer. An economics ma-
jor, he is a member of the Dean's
List and has been treasurer of!
his fraternity, Delta Sigma.
Day is president of the senior
|
class. A member of Psi Upsilon]
fraternity and a history major, he
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in
f





welcomed the celebrated Curtis
Hodgkins b vice-president of his string Quartet in the Longfellow
fraternity. Delta Sigma, and has school Auditorium, Monday eve-
I have always been interested
in literature, and particularly in
literary magazines. Of course
there arc several kinds of them.
To keep to simple characteriza-
tions we'll say that there arc good
md bad magazines. You arc ask-
ing yourselves what I mean by
"good" and "bad". I am going to
tell you. What is generally called
a good magazine is supposed to be
a mirror of the time. In other
words, a magazine which publishes
Shakespeare in 1955 is lousy. I
don't mean that Shakespeare
would make the magazine lousy,
but the act. of combining the great
English dramatist and 1955.
A magazine is published sevoral
times a year in order to follow
the current literary evolution.
A Big Mess
Following the contemporary
movement with keen discernment
is a very tough joto, because of the
great choice one has. This choice
exists because Father Time has
not yet taken care of the bad
writers and protected the good.
This is why these so called maga-
zines are very often a big mess.
But don't you think it is better
to take a chance than to stay in-
definitly in the gigantic shadow
of the classical writers? The trou-
ble is that if a publisher takes a
chance, meaning that he gives one
to a young writer, the public does-
n't appreciate his effort and does-
n't bother to read what the young
Shown above are Bowdoin's famous M.-dtliebempst n.. a double quar-
tet. Their singing last Saturday night was outstanding.
By George A. Smart, .Ir. \r>7
Excellent tone and spirit mark-
ed the success of the Glee Club's
annual campus concert last Sat-
urday evening in the Longfellow
School Auditorium. The program
of moods and contrasts met with
certain approval from the large
enthusiastic audience.
Soloists were Frederic Wilkins,
Peter Potter, Philip Stuart, Rich-
aid Geldard, Richard Downes,
Thomas Kane, Charles Jansen-La
Palme and Richard Armstrong.
Midway in-thc first half of the
program, the Chapel Choir, under
the direction of Professor" Robert
Bcckwith, offered two religious
numbers. After intermission, the
Meddiebempsters sang six num-
bers, varying from the appealing
ballad, "Imagination
', to the com-
ical "Animal Fair" selection. The
program was of course under the
guiding hand of Dr. Frederic
Tillotson. with David Holmes ac-
companying and Club President
Coleman leadiug the College Med-
ley.
Precise fUiytlun
In a program ranging from the
traditional "Glorious Apollo" of
Samuel Webbe to the catchy show
numbers of Rogers and Hammer-
stein's "South Pacific", the club
once again demonstrated precise
rhythm and exuberant singing.
The excellent balance and con-
trast} of the opening antcphonaf
numbers, was followed by superb
tonal quality in the difficult Nor-
wegian tune. "O Sweet Fa's the
Eve". Peter Potter, unfortunately,
was just not up trj par. and
throughout the evening his voice
sounded tired and colorless, Slnci
his and Mr. Wilkins' voices are so
different in texture that they nev-
er blend well, it seems a shame
that a more satisfactory answer
cannot be found for the last part
of the solo.
In the Pagan Hymn. "To Agnj",
the club managed the fast, chang-
ing rhythms well, but at times
sacrificed good tone for sheer vol-
ume. The changing tempos of the
[Please Tumi To Page l\
also been its librarian. He is a
member of the Glee Club and the
Bowdoin Interfaith Forum. A ca-
det first lieutenant in the ROTC
unit, he is majoring in French.
Janson-LaPalme is a soloist with
the Glee Club and also sings with
the Meddiebempsters. He too is a
French major. He is a member of
Alpha Delta Pi fraternity.
Sarrauf is a cadet major in the
ROTC Regiment and is executive
olliccr for the First Battalion. A
government major, he has been
president of both the Masque and
Gown and his fraternity, Beta
Thcta Pi.
Weiner has represented his fra-
ternity. Alpha Rho Upsilon. on the
.White Key and on the staff or
the Bugle. A cadet captain in the
ROTC, he is commander of Com-
pany H in the Second Battalion
and is majoring in government. *-
Warren W. Wheeler, who is ma-
joring in economics, Is a member
of Chi Psi fraternity.
Poly Forum Plans
Informal Discussion
The next Forum function will
bi> an informal discussion center-
ing on the Middle East, with Stan-
ley La Tenduf, foreign student
from India, leading the discussion.
A short business meeting was
held by the Political Forum
Thursday in Conference B, Moul-
ton Union.
President Philip Day outlined
tcntativ;c'plans calling for. one or
two speakers to round put the
semester for the Forum.
Critic Credits String Quartet
With First Rate Performance
By George A. Smart, Jr. '57
tcresting listening, and the sec-
ond number on the program was
no exception to the rule. A trnhs-
sition from the conventional, rigid
forms of Haydn to the' radical
strains of the contem|>oraiy mas-
ter is somewhat of a cold water
shock. Yet, whether one cares for
Villa-Lobos or not, it must be ad-
mitted that here is a genius very
much at work. The absence of
tonalities, the short romantic mel-
odies so sharply interrupted by the
crashing dissonances - all create a
stunning effect. Actually the mu-
sic itself could easily be taken
from many of the scores of cur-
rent motion pictures and television
plays. If a few "uncomposed"
squeaks onie through, they can
easily be overlooked, for the ex-
tremely difficult composition was
artfully played.
Following the intermission. Mr.
Serratos left the stage, and Dr.
Tillotson came forward to assist
in the Mozart Piano Quartet. This
work was easily the highlight of
the evening—both as to composi-
tion and performance. The grace-
ful, colorful, fltwing patterns of
Mozart are nearly always a popu-
lar item on a program of this type.
It is a shame that we so seldom
have the opportunity of hearing
Professor Tillotson it the Key-
board, for his artistry is all that
a music lover could ask for. In the
Allegro, the Andante and especially
the concluding Rondo allegro, he
showed amazing technique and
brilliance. The coordination in the
last selection was so perfect, that
it seems hardly possible that the
four musicians c<»uld have worked
together for so short a time.
The Curtis String Quartet Ins
once again turned in a first rate
perfoimance; It was certainly a
pleasure to hear them.
ning, when the group made its
twenty-fifth annual appearance at
Bowdoin College. The tri-num-
bercd program included "Quartet
No. 3" ('The Riders", by^Iaydn.
"Quartet. No. 6" by Villa-Lobos
and the Mozart "Piano Quartet in
G Minor". Members of the quartet
were Max Aronoff (director),
viola; Jascha Brodsky and En-
rique Serratos, Violin; and Orlan-
do Cole, cello. Professor Frederic
E. T. Tillotson performed at the
piano in the Mozart selection.
The Curtis String' Quartet is one
of the oldest of contemporary en-
sembles, having worked together
for over a quarter of a century;
it has a distinguished career of
some 2000 concerts both here and
abroad. Their world wide acclaim
was justified once again with their
performance" here Monday night.
These four capable artisls dem-
onstated anew the remarkable
blending of tone and splendid
technique that has placed them
at the top of string ensembles.
The Haydn offering, although
certainly not the most exciting of
cenccrt pieces, was performed w 1th
skill and unfaltering devotion. The
Largo assai— full of haunting and
almost nostalgic passages -was es-
pecially pleasing, made so by the
unusually fine ensemble and lus-
cious tones. A slight fuzzincss in
the bottom register of the cello
seemed to be the only flaw. In
'he Allegro conbrio. the vio'in
made best use of the stunning
virtuoso lines.
Interesting Selection
Villa-Lobos always provides in-
writer wrote, even if he is going
to be a now Melville, and only be-
cause his name is not Melville.
People are conservative, this is
for sure. But maybe you can tell
me why they are only conserva-
tive about art and not about ears?
Don't you think that art can im-
prove as well as motors? Don't
you think that there is less dif-
ference between Walt Whitman
and any modem poet than between
a jet plane and a regular plane?
Yet you accepted that jet planes
were much better than any other
existing kind of plane.
Nothing New
You certainly are wondering why
I am writing these words. It is
because Bowdoin College publishes
a literary magazine and that I
am not alone in thinking that this
magazine does not fulfill, at all,
the role it should. This magazine
is not only conservative but is
not. allowed to be anything else




By Rtrhard B. Lyman, Jr. '57
er half a century of wishful
undergraduates
Mtunity tcj give




epresentatives. a small alnouni
ed
from each person who IndtcateV
his support by signing a petition.
All funds realized will, of course,
be added to the building funds. The
campaign runs thru Saturday.
Although the issue has been be
fore the undergraduate body every
winter sprits season in recent
years, the problem was brought to
focus when the hockey team won
the New England Championship
two years ago. and then lost it
last year because of deplorable
practice conditions. Now the Gov-
erning Boards is reportedly inter-
ested in correcting the situation,
and the campaign is "in very
strong hands.
Hoards Kncouraged
These committees of the Board
were encouraged by the contribu-
tion of the February graduates to
the fund. The Studcnl Council
hopes to attain a tr.tal or UK)'.;
subscription, in order to show the
alumni, whose the cost would be.
that we are more than passively
concerned.
There are seven)! alternative
plans, the most complete of which
gives maximum facilities. Elan one
calls for an outdoor rink, with ar-
tificial ice. An elaboration of this
plan, adds a heated building. Plan
throe included 3,000 bleachers.
The fourth plan, when put into
Offset, seems best designed to meet
the needs of the college and Its
students. Besides the artificial ice.
the building, and the bleachers.
there would be a head house in-
cluding a ladies and men's room,
visiting team showers, toilets and
locker rooms, and the same for
home team, ticket office, snack
]
bar, and lobby. Wiring tor the
"[lighting and heating throughout
™1^ mTY f°r thS ""? *e building would complete thatpublication. I have found out,
„,„„. ^ final elaboration addsmuch to my distress, that very
few people read The Quill. It is
too bad. but there is certainly a
reason for it. I think it comes
from the very fact that there is
nothing which sounds new or in-
brick' and eindcrblock construc-
tion on the exterior of the struc-
ture.
"Can't Bent Weather"
The history of the enthusiasm
is mirrored in the comments, in thetercsling I don't say that anybody ORIENT spot* column, "Pol,,
is able to write absoutcy nw Rra ..in„s .. =' ,.„,„„„ ,
stuff -when he is between 19 and £1952
'it
22, and we are very far from even
trying it. Everybody knows that
people of the same age have the
same worries.
When young men arc in col-
lege, they are generally bothered
by metaphysical problems and
they put them into poems, plays
and short stories. Having done
that, they send it to The Quill
which publishes them because
there is nothing else to puhlish,
and people who are in college are
always the same age throughout
the years. When somebody turns
in something different, the board,
so used to having only this kind
of empty and feminine literature,
is so surprised that it refuses the
script as: "Too revolutionary and
able to make the blanket tax com-
mittee cut down the money for the
next publication "and gives only
150 dollars inslead of the needed
180", And the poor guy who tries
to do something original: tells him-
self (hat it is the last time lhat he
will try and he starts writing like
everybody else about funny ques-
tions like: does God really exist ?
Or: Has the prcsense of men on
the earth any utility? Which, as
you can see are absolutely at. col-
lege level. Socrates couldn't solve
them.
Too Revolutionary
I can say that these questions
are even boring and that they took
lieople awsy from reading The
Quill. But. if every time there
is an issue of The Quill, there
were three, only three, little things
to speak about because people
like them, or, on the contrary,
definitely dislike them, people
would read these three little
things and the other stories, too.
We could even sell it ... I mean
wo would have to sell it, for the
blanket tax committee would cut
[Please Turn To Page /)
Notice ...
This week's film "One Way
Street" features James Mason,
Marta Toren and Dan Duryca. A
gang physical steals a fortune
from a crime boss, and also the
leader's girl friend. The result li
described as suspensive fireworks.
Two shows 6:30 and 8:30 on Sat-
UiU-uy. April -'3.
was reported thai
"hockey is dying at Bowdoin."
Since "time has proved that it is
impossible' to beat the Maine wea-
ther," that author suggested an
enclosed rink.
A rush of hope
-resulted in a
late 1952 comment that "the old
nemesis that has plagued Bowdoin
in hockey for almost half a cen-
tury, lark or ice, is on its last
legs." in February 19.Y1. ii was
reliably reported, "now that plans
are practically assured for arti-
ficial IcC next year," hockey could
assume its rightful role as a ma--
jor sport here.
Apathetic Alumni
This last winter lias seen much
comment on the- situation. "1'he
president expressed the desire for
artificiak ice for the hocKcy team
.
.
." In angry letters to the
\Plra\e Turn To Page 2\
Naval Recruiters
To Advise Students
A team from the Naval Aviation
Cadet Procurement Office at the
Naval Air Station. South Wey-
mouth, Mass., will be aboard the
Bowdoin College campus on Tues-
day. April 26. The purpose Of the
visit iwil]
- be to Interview, advise,
and counsel students Who are in-
terested in flying 111 the United
States Navy
The NavOui program leads sue,-'
ccssful candidates to a reserve
commission in cither the U. S.
Navy or Marine Corps.
The basic qualifications require
a young man tto be between the
ages of 18 and 25, have completed
at least 60 semester hours of stud',
at an accredited institution. !><
single, and have a dceire to fly
with the finest fleet in the world.
Part of the team will anise by
helicopter and will land at Pick-
aid Field at about 1(1 am. The pilot
and his crewmen will !* glad to
explain the helicopter to interested
students.
Inteiested y>iinK men should
watch the bulletin boaids for pos-
ters announcing this visit. The Na-
vy is scheduled to Ik- at the Moul-
ton Union on Tuesday, April 20
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
\
Mi a^tamtattmm
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A Great Opportunity
This week, perhaps for the first time, Bowdoin under-
graduates will have a good opportunity to show their support
of the drive for an artificial hockey rink. Every winter, the
sports pages of the ORIENT have contained hollow picas for
a solution, countless students have bemoaned the lack of prac-
tice facilities, and administrators and educators have agreed
that hockey facilities don't really measure up to the standards
of other campus equipment. Starting tonight, students with the
courage of their convictions will have a chance to display a very
small amount of it. They can sign a petition and contribute to
the building fund, so that at last an overwhelming affirmation
of all the appeals which have been made through the years will
be recorded.
The necessity for an indoor artificial rink has been appar-
ent for many years. Ever since the sport's introduction to the
college almost half a century ago, hockey, a major sport irt
every other respect, has been shunted around the campus, and
even to the Air Force Base. Practice sessions have been. ar-
ranged at inconvenient times in inconvenient places or more
often, ngt at all. Even so, the team has done creditably, and a
year ago won the New England championship.
Such a campaign is not without precedent. Many years
ago, a student drive resulted directly in the financing and con-
struction of the Hyde Athletic Building. At another New Eng-
land college, students saw their own rink built largely through
their own efforts.
There is not, and cannot be room for those who are re-
luctant to give because they are sure the rink will come anyway,
without their support. A quick look at past ORIENT issues
reveals a long record of "final" campaigns. This rink will not
be built "anyway". It will be built only if we can convince the
alumni through tht; Governing Boards that we want and need
a rink.
The administration and alumni bodies are more interested
now than they have been in a long time. The drive is "in very
strong hands"
. The chances for success of concentrated action
seem the best in years. The most the student can do to aid
this action is to sign up. Don't let it be said of the Bowdoin
student that he is too apathetic to do a very little for his own
betterment.
' R. B. L., Jr.
Tamminen Gives Weekly Report
On Activities Of Student Council
By David L
The Student Counc.il held its
weekly post-drill meeting in the
Union on Monday afternoon.
Twelve membei-s were found pres-
ent and the meeting got underway.
As a result of the meeting with
the Examining Committee of the
Governing Boards the Council
found itself much better informed
about the functioning of the Gov-
erning Boards. The meeting, which
was held in the Peucinian Room
last Friday, gave the Council an
opportunity to discuss questions
of campus importance with this
Alumni group. The Council voted
lo write n letter of thanks to the
Committee in appreciation of their
cordiality and interest.
Bible
Jim Dohcrty (Deke '55) an-
nounced that the fraternity mat-
erial for the freshman "Bible" is
<"omplete except for pictures of
the individual houses.
Council President Bill llale (AD
'56) informed the Council, with
regret, ttiat he had been unable to
light his way through the mob in
the Dean's office that morning and
consequently had had no confer-
ence with the Dean.
Jim Williams (Chi Psi '55) re-
pealled the news that all wis in
readiness for the Hockey Fund
Drive. He emphasied the fact that
the main goal wis 100'. > contri-
bution.
Athletics
PauLTt-sta (SN '55) read his re-
port, a summary of the inter-
views of n number of faculty
members, couches, and administra-
tors, on the question of the ath-
letic situation at licwdoin. This
report will probably appear in the
pages uf The Orient next week.
A reform movement, aggressive-
ly headed by Wayne Orsie (DS '56)
and Dave Patterson (Zete '56)
Tamminen '56
requested action to change the
dates of spring vacation so that
students can be at home over
Easter Sunday. They also ex-
pressed a desire to have our va-
cation coincide with the vacations
of other colleges. But since all
other New England colleges do
not have corresponding vacation
dates and since it would be im-
possible to arrive at agreement as
to which colleges to follow, and be-
cause the date of Easter fluctu-
ates, the proposition was termed
impractical.
The Council meets next on
Monday, April 25, at 4:30.
Who's Who in Conference Room A
Ellsworth B. "Scoop" Clark '56
has taken over the assignment
of representing Beta Theta Pi
due to the premature retirement
of Tom Kane '55.
Racquetmcn Away
The 1955 Bowdoin Tennis team
opens its season today at Trinity
determined to repeat last year's
victory in Maine State Series com-
petition. Head coach Sam Ladd
has only two Icttormen returning
in Captain Bill Nieman, who cli-
maxed a successful season by win-
ning the 1954 state single's cham-
pionship and Dave Bell, a consis-
tent point getter. Four of last
year's Freshmen aggregation have
moved up to the Varsity; Bill
Gardner, runner up to Nieman in
last fall's tournament, Ed Pod-
voll, Don Wesson and Gene Woecl-
er. All are good prospects. Gard-
ner and Podvoll teamed up to form
sparkling double's combination
in Freshman play.
'Leaving Out and Finding Ouf
Chapel Subject For Elliot, H '25
The title of this talk sounds
rather peculiar: "Leaving Out and
Finding Out". It came into my
mind the other day when I *was
pondering a sermon I heard in this
chapel abotj^forty years ago, the
speaker being President William
DeWitt Hyde. His opening sentence
stuck in my memory; and 1 hope
it will stick in yours, as patt of
(he Bowdoin tradition. He said:
There's a Great and Good Will
j
at work in our world, and as we
*ork with it, w are given real
vitality". I can't recollect the rest
of the sermon, hut I do remember
that it did not contain the word
"God". Leaving God out, the
speaker helped us to find out the
most important fact of our daily
life-- a fact that may be found
by anyone no matter what his
theology may or may not be.
No Force
But this Great and Good Will
does not force itself upon our at-
tention. It works quietly, never
bossing as, but constantly invit-
ing our free cooperation. It is per-
ceptible wherever any real value
appears — in religion, morals,
science, literature, fine arts, poli-
tics, recreation, laughter. It is
present wherever evil is, condemn-
ing and undermining it. Normally
the more we s,ee the evil in the
world, the more we appreciate the
flashes of goodness in it and above
it. George Fox, founder of the
Quakers, said: "I saw a great
darkness. — and over the great
darkness, I sh.w a great light".
Christ, more than any man, saw
the evil and the good. One day he
said to a crowd of people, with
deep humor: "You are evil; but,
like your heavenly Father, you
know how to give good gifts to
your children: If your child asks
for bread, you don't hand him a
stone". That's the most striking
way in which the Good Will may
be seen at work In evil people.
Perfect In J^ove
This Will is not ours. Unlike us
it is perfect in Love, or Charity.
Perfect Charity has two aspects:
one is kindness; the other, just ice-
But in us those two are divided
and imperfect. For example. Sup-
pose a friend borrows five dollars
from you and doesn't pay it back.
But after a few months he re-
1
marks, looking at you out the cor-
ner of his eye: "Well, I still awe
you that five". What would be
your reaction? You might clench
your fist and say: "Pay up today,
or I'll push your face in". That
would be a sort of justice: he
shouldn't be allowed to face you
out of your money. But to push
his face in, would definitely in-
jure the friendship. Your justice
vvould be unkind. But you might
go to the other extreme and say:
"Don't worry about that; just pay-
when' convenient". Ten to one it'll
never be Convenient; and so you
help to make your friend into a
thief. Your kindness is unjust. This
sort of kindness is' very popular:
it gives us a warm glow of altruis-
tic self-satisfaction. We like to
identify it with Charity. That's the
Devil's cleverest trick for soften-
ing and degrading human morale.
Well, what would be the kind and
just thing to say nnd do on that
occasion? At present I'm not giv-
ing my answer: I'm leaving it out
so you'll be free to find out your
own. Some of you may discuss this
matter in a bull-session, and help
one another in regard to the great-
est human problem, underlying all
our social problems: how to make
our charity more justly kind, and
kindly just.
You'd be much assisted if you'd
•••••••••••••a«>o«». «r.\ .<•>,«>.«•,
perform the following stunt. For-
get all you know or have heard
about the New Testament, and
search this book with just one-
topic in mind: the justice and
kindness of Jesus Christ. Of course,
the writers of this book empha-
size now one, now the other, of
thos( . two aspects. Often they
stress Christ's justice and all that
belongs therewith — his moral
strictness, his sublime courage, his
hard hitting at wickedness, i his
vast demand on his disciples, his
righteousness. He said: ''Blessed
are those that hunger and thirst
for righteousness; they shall be
filled." Often his kindness is in the
foreground - his sympathy.'meek-
ness, warm sense of beauty, pro-
found sense of humor ( a point
too much neglected), his mercy.
"Blessed are the merciful; they
shall obtain mercy". But the won-
derful, the awful, feature of this,
man — the one that kept even his
nearest friends in awe of Him —
is that His kindness is perfectly
just, and his justice perfectly kind.
Reread two of the world's groat
short stories: the story of Zac-
chcus, and the story of the Rich
Young Ruler. Here's your assign-
ment for tonight — 1 used to hand
out assignments to your forefa-
thers in this College — Luke chap-
ters 18 and 19,. Matthews 19,
Mark 10. With the Rich Young
Ruler Christ is extremely strict,
telling him to give up ALL his
wealth to the poor. But that was
the most justly kind thing that
could be said to this particular
person under the particular cir-
cumstances. Very different is the
case of Zaccheus. Christ doesn't
ask him to give up a single cent.
This wealthy little grafter, who
climbed a tree to get a glimpse
of the prophet, was indeed "up a
tree": he was unhappy and didn't
know what to do. People hated
him, and he'd begun to hate him-
self. Christ stopped under the tree
and laughed, I think. He said:
"You come down from there in a
hurry; I'm going to stay at, yout-
house". And the ciowd jeered at
the spectacle of the famous pro-
phet putting up with the worst
man in town. But Zaccheus decid-
ed, without being told, to give up
most of his wealth - because he
perceived in the great kindness of
Christ the presence also of great
justice.
"Pure"
In the Hebrew language the
word "Zaccheus" means "pure".
"Blessed are the pure in heart;
they shall see God". (If you look
in the fifth chaper of Matthew
you'll see that I've, quoted the
three central Beatitudes in the
significant order in which, they oc-
cur: first, righteousness;' then mer-
cy; then purity of religious vision).
But Zaccheus was not thinking of
God at the time. Doubtless he was
accustomed to talk a good deal
about Jehovah on Sabbath days
when he wasn't grafting, thus try-
ing to soothe his conscience — a
common human custom. But on the
present occasion he left God out,
and found Him out; and found
Hinj in; that is, in seeing and
obeying the Charitable Will.
A merely mental belief in the
Incarnation of God in Christ is
very unreliable: it comes and goes.
A vital belief, as in President
Hyde means a finding of the In-
carnation through personal and
corporate experience ("corporate"
alludes to the fellowship of the
Church) — experience of the cru-
cified and risen Christ in the daily
working of the Great and Good
[Pleeur Turn To Pagr 4]
Proposed Hockey Site Words To Live By
Student Council Anticipates
Campm Support For Rink
\ [Coiilinufit from Page l\
ORIENT, two vaiesity skaters
.blamed the season's ipoor showing
on the lack of iee and a chance to
practice, which they \ felt was «iue
to disinterested sliudents, and
apathetic alumni. i
Jim Williams '55 is* heading this
drive, one which he fjeels is an im-





rink ' at Bowdoin
would be a strung • unset for the
college. A primary i reunon would
be to pr«*idt» healtttful recreation
for students during the winter
term. The majority |Of th«* colleges
competing with Bowdoin for pros-
pective students hit vi- boekey rinks
on their campuses. | It has become
Increasingly apparent that Bow-
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Here is a WBOA listing of reg-
ular and special shows:
Nightly. Shows: News at 7:30,
8 and 11. Sports at 7:35 and 11:15
(15 minute roundup). Dream Date
10:15.
Special Shows for the Week:
Monday, all evening. Jam Ses-
sion. Tuesday, 9:00, Three to Go.
9:30, Fred Wilkin* Show. 11:05,
Fll.-k tjtii/.. Sunday, 8:15, Ail
Sports Show.
On tlt"ir recent southern swing,
Colby College won four games,
lost two, and tied one. Their team
average for the trip was .348.
Bowdoin meets the .Mules at Wa-
tervllle on Muy 4. •
eligible candidate* who inelude
hockey in their extra citrriciiliir
activities ...
Early Need
Bock in 1909 students who were
using the present heating station
for an athletic plant early recog-
nized the need for a new liu-gcr
building. They organized a spon-
taneous drive and presented the
funds to President Hyde. President
Hyde was so moved by this con-
crete Interest t'aat he went imme-
diately to the govrning boards
and on behalf of the students urg-
ed the Immediate const met ion of
a new gymnasium. The present
Sarig'e'rit Gymnasium was complet-
ed within three years after this
student drive.
What We need now is a similar
drive. I know that past hockey
teams ami file sii|>p<>rt the stu-
dents have given them since th"
flrst Bowdoin ('ollege hockey game
in 1907 have demonstrated a con-




It Mould annul that now is the
best chance for a successful stu-
dent drive. Perhaps we could en-
courage every alumnus to dig down
once again and contribute ir little
more to this drive.
The principle object of the drive
should be to obtain 100% contribu-
tions. However, we hope that there
will be quit* « few who will want
to give more than the minimum
-nntrlbution of twenty-five cents
w hich has been set up by the Stu
dent Council. Its members will re
ceive contributions and take names
of the donors. All names and eon
trilmtions should be In py this
Saturday night. A (till report will
be tnatle in next week's ORIENT.
by Hubert B. Johnson '.">•".
LOW NOON
(A Western movie to end
all Western movies)
Cinemascope'' shut of. a great ex»
pans* "i western-type scenery.
Enter wagon train bearing all
manner of honest, hard-working
American settlers heading west u>
forge a future for themselves and
the country on the untamed fron-
tier. Quick cam-









Revlon. F 1 1 1 h
back to loader
of wagon train, played by Rock
Hudson.
Hudson: I reckon thar's a-goin
tuh be Injun trouble, I reckon.
His Partner i played by Tony Cur-
tis): Hew d'yuh reckon dat ?
Hudson: When Ah reckon Ah jess
reckon, thass all.
Camera papa to nohle Indian chief.
Lines of suffering and oppression
liiu- the faro of this noble savai;''
i ( Victor Mature).
Mature: We attack white eyes at
down by Lit t u- Big Small Large.
Hloi.d ol white oyos stain river
for mam moons. 1 have fpoken.
Brave:, No!
Mature: Shaddup! Wise punk.
Everybody thinks they can run
this tribe.
Camera pans back to wagon train.
It is night, Various coyote sounds
break the sttiiint'ss. IXiwn ap-
proachea . Close U'p of Hudson,
whoso granite visage attempts to
show signs of concern.
Hudson: (shaking his pardner)
Wakeup,. podner.
Curtb: (sleepily) An. I nv wit a
full house.
Hudson: Ah feels double a-brew-
in'.
Curtis: Aright, are-uly. Gimme
mo heater.
Both men take up their riths and
commence to awaken the rest of
[he camp. Suddenly the i«Ji: is renl
with hloxl-ourclling ciys. Millions
of Indians charge upon the camp
the Shawnee, the Sloua, the
Blackfoot, the Arapahoe, the
Cleveland, the Comanche, the Mil-
waukee. Great sounds ol gunfire,
many screams, close up shots of
aii i w-skowerod bodies. (An lis is
dispatched after :> brutal strug-
gle with the chief's son (Jell
Chandler). Chandler Is toma-
hawked by Hudson. Messrs. Hud-
son and Mature wage a climactic
death struggle on a sea of 7fS,00o
bodies
Hudson: urgle, urgle, grunt. Mur-
derin' rod skin.
Mature: arple, arple. grunt. Cow-
ardly white eyes.
After much concerted thrashing
by the gentlemen's stand ins, Hud-
son Impales Mature, on his own
knife. Dramatic shot of blood*
stained Hudson standing In the
midst of the massacre. Suddenly,
from the distance, the sound of
bugles. Enter the 7th Cavalry,
with General Custer ai the helm
singing "Gary Owen".
Custer (John Lund>: Had s little
tlfluble, 1 see.
Hudson: Ah reckon.
Lund: Well, we can't have you
around to confuse the reports.
Guess we'll jest have to forget
th" whole thing.
He drsjws his Coll and unloads it
into liudsons viscera. Hudson
slumps across the body of Mature.
Lund: Tally-ho men.
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In the next ten years, the demand for General
Electric industrial heating equipment will
double. To meet this demand, a giant new
plant '(model at right) is being built at
Shelbyville, Indiana.
The plant will cost $5,000,000, and the
man responsible for handling finances for
the entire job is 32-year-old R. E. Fetter.
Fetter's job is important, responsible
Dick Fetter's work as Financial Manager of
the Department began long before General
Electric started building the plant. He and
his group first had to estimate probable op-
crating costs and predict whether the plant
would be profitable.
Now, during construction, Fetter's chief
concern is keeping track of all the expenses
on this multimillion-dollar project. When
the plant is completed, he will set up a
complete financial section and manage
everything from tax, cost, and general ac-
counting to payrolls, budgets and measure-
ments, and internal auditing.
25,000 college graduates at General Electric
This is a big job. Fetter was readied for it
in a careful step-by-step program of devel-
opment. Like Fetter, each of the 25,000 col-
lege-graduate employees is given his chance
to grow, to find the work he does best, and
to realize his full potential. For General
Electric has long believed this: When young,
fresh minds are given freedom to make prog-
ress, everybody benefits— the individual, the
company, and the country. %
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POUR BEARINGS
Frank MeGinley
This week the 1955 version of the Bowdoin baseball nine
tries its wings, and opinions are diverse as to the success. Com-
paratively strong on the mound, the MacFaydenmen may be
weak at the plate and in the field. Behind the platter Mike
Coster turns in consistent workmanlike tasks, but in the batter's
box is a little less shining. The infield lacks the experienced
touch of Cosgrove at first, though Harris, a small target for
-throws from across the infield, has shown up well in the pre-
season sessions. Kreider and Libby are probably the fastest
double-play combination in the state though "T-ball" now and
then can't find the handle on hot daisy-cutters. Both make up
for any fielding lack at the plate where Kreider's speed could
-easily con. bine with Libby's power to produce plenty of runs
this year. At third Pete Rigby is little short of sensational in
the field and a competent batsman. The outfield, led by good-
fielding, good-throwing, good-hitting Harold Anthony, lacks
the finesse of the days of Flemming. C ulcus, unable to com-
pete last year due to injury, should come into his own this sea-
son at bat and in center field. Right field presents more of a
problem. Lennie Plasse, who boasts good speed, is being
pushed hard for the job by Ferber, Berkley, and Shepherd.
The first two saw a good deal of pinch-hit action last spring
while Shepherd, an unproven sophomore, has speeded up since,
last season and has a nice stance at the plate. Despite the
power of the other Maine colleges, the Bears, when whipped in-
to shape, will prove a strong contender for the championship.
Baseball Second Oldest Sport
Tradition demands a bit of background for each sport
when the season opens, so here goes:
Baseball is the second oldest major sport to have appeared
at the campus. Rowing was instituted in 1858, and the dia-
mond sport followed two years later. In the fall of I860 a
group of students who had been playing during the summer
introduced it to their classmates. Baseball was just then re-
placing the old popular game of "round ball." Several teams
were organized within the student body, and a diamond was
marked out on the old Delta where Sills Hall- and Cleaveland
Hall now stand. The first game was played on September 29,
with the juniors opposing the seniors. I he former won by a
score of 23 to 13.
At this time there was in Brunswick a baseball team named
the Sunrise Club. This unusual name arose from the fact that
most of the games were played before breakfast since the play-
ers worked during the day. On October 10, I860, the Sunrise
Club met the Bowdoin seniors at the Topsham Fair Grounds.
The Sunrisers won, 46 to 42. The ball used in that game is
now in the. Sargent Gymnasium trophy room.
In 1864 the first college nine was formed. A few years
later the baseball club was reorganized and the College joined
an association made up of various local clubs, some of them
very well known in their day. Other members included the
Pine Trees of Kents Hill, the Androscoggins of Lewiston, the
Cushnocsof Augusta, the Athletics and the Eons of Portland,
and the Crescents of Saccarappa. These teams held an annual
tournament, with the winner looked upon as champion of Maine.
Collegiate Ball Comes To Maine
Though the team played other college nines from its out-
set, the first game with Bates was played not until 1872. Colby
and Bowdoin met in 1876, and Maine made its first appearance
in Brunswick in 1885.
Though the ORIENT doesn't wish to run down other news-
papers, and though the sports page doesn't pretend to take the
humor (?) from the Words To Live By script, we thought we'd
reprint the following reporter's eye account of an I 864 game
with Harvard which appeared in the Portland Daily Press July
6 of that year. The score is not indicative of "loose" ball, but
of the rules of the age.
The contest in a match game cromhie made a fine catch on the
of Rasp Ball between Harvard bound in th^ seventh inning, while
College and Bowdoin, was held on Flagg held everything which pa.ss-
the level grounds at Camp Berry,
OUtslde or the walls of the bar-
racks, on the afternoon of the
Fourth, a largo, refined, and ap-
preciative crowd from this city
and vicinity being present. Mr.
John A. Lowell, of Boston, form-
erly of this city, performed the
duties of Umpire in a very satis-
factory manner. By the "toss up"
the Harvard Club won the first in-




was a defeat of
the Bowdoin boys. Home runs
were made by Harris and Green-
leaf of the Harvards in the sec-
ond inning. The fielding of the
Bowdoins was for the most part
very line. The left field was par-
ticularly noticeable. Cook made a
fine catch on the fly in the fourth
inning. Thompson sustained the
H. F. veiy well. Turner was one
of the best strikers in either club,
and had Beecher (son of the well
known Rev. Chas. Beecher), suc-
ceeded better in holding the nu-
merous "fouls" of the Haivards,
a differonl result could be shown.
As to the Harvard boys, Aber-
ed the home base. The muscle of
the Harvards was, .shown by their
hard hitting .which well tested the
wind of the Bowdoins. Chapman,
the pitcher of the Bowdoins, was
embarrassed by the new scale es-
tablished in this game (the New
York Standard) which required
the feet to be on the base while
tossing the ball, so that he made
several "balks." Wright, the Har-
vard pitcher, played to his side
most effectually, we thought, by
great rapidity in delivering the
ball, which was unusual practice to
the Bowdoin boys, and thus was the
great cause of the discrepancy be-
tween the two scores, as above
noted, the Bowdoin boys being re-
peatedly caught out on ticks and
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Bowdoin »ei both Bates and.
Maine last week in pre-season
games at Whittier field. The ef-
forts to sharpen up the hitting and
fielding of the Polar Bears uncov-
ered 'some new standouts from last
year's freshman ranks, and pro-
mising vigour in the aging veter-
ans. Bowdoin was also expected
to have a practice tilt with Colby,
but the experienced Mules w^re
unable to come to Brunswick.
The Saturday game with Mainp
was a bit confusing to spectators,
as the University brought only
five players to Brunswick for the-
game and for a conclave of play-
ers and coaches from all four
Maine schools. It was press day
for the four clubs, and While Bates
and Colby dueled on the new
freshman diamond, Maine's five
players teamed with the host team
for an intra-squad. inter-squad
game. Bob Shepherd and Dick
Drenzek, both sophomores, played
well, while sophs Greene and Fra-
zer were the mound starters. The-
club comprised of five Maihe
starters ' and four Bowdoinites,
went ahead to win 4-0.
In the previous game with Bates
a week ago, a steady brand of ball,
if not a thrilling one, was dem-
onstrated.
Each coach used three pitchers
and several reserves in an effort
to give as many as possible an
opportunity to see action. ^
Bates,collected its brace or runs
off Bob DeLucia, a sophomore
with plenty of stuff and speed, but
bothered by wildness. Ho gave up
four of his five walks in the sec-
ond inning, to force across a coun-
ter after Spencer Hall singled to
drive is the first score. Al Mar-
shall, who worked the next three
innings, allowed only two Bobcats
to reach, one on a walk, and an-
other on a scratch single to third.
Wayne Orsie, another newcomer to
Bowdoin pitching ranks, walked
three men but yielded no hits in
two innings.
Bowdoin bunched singles by
Pete Rigby and Hal Anthony in
the. third, after Ron Harris had
reached on an error and Johnny
Libby walked to score its two runs.
Fred Coukos made a bid to sew
it up with a hard rap which
Spencer Hall snared and turned
into a double play.
' The Polar Bears missed an-
other opportunity in the sixth,
when Hal Anthony led off with a
long triple to center, Len Plasse
and Mike Coster walked to load
the sacks with one out. But the
Bobcats substituted their ace
moundsman. Fred Jack, for Norm
Jason, and he retired the side.
Defensively both clubs showed
surprisingly well considering the
lack of practice. Each made one
excusable miscue, and turned in
one double play.
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Unleashing an explosive seven
run attack in the seventh inning,
the Bowdoin Frosh romped over
Westbrook High School last Fri-
day afternoon a,t Pickard Field,
14-4
Ronnie Desjardlns drew the
opening day mound assignment
from Coach Ed Coombs and
ctiucked for seven innings. He got
off to a slow start ,as Bill Brag-
don cracked a triple into right
center field fh the first inning and
drove two runs across but he
settled down and relinquished on-
ly four more hits in his seven in-
ning stint, .Roger- Howell took
over on the hill for the Cubs In
the top of the eighth and prevent-
ed the visitors from causing any
trouble.
Up to the seventh inning the
game was pretty close but after
the home stickers found the range
for six hits and two walks, it was
pretty well sewed up. Big Joe
Schlotman started it off when he
laced a long single to right center.
Bc^by Martin drew a base on balls,
and Ray Demers cracked a single
into left scoring George Glgnac,
running for Schlotman. After Des-
jardin moved Martin and Demers
up a notch with a bunt, "Rabbit''
Clark slapped a bingle driving in
two more. Pete Relic connected for
a two bagger ,and Bill Linscott
walked to jam the sacks. John Pa-
pacostna fanned but Bi-ud Stover
doubled to center knocking in.
three tallies. Ted Gibbons then
drove a single into right field to
send the final run of the inning
home.
Stover Stars
Stover led the game's batting
with two triples and a double plus
five runs batted in. Linscott slam-
med out a single and a double,
while Papacosma contributed a
single and a triple to the cause.
In the top of the seventh one
of the defensive standouts of the
afternoon occurred when Papacos-
ma fielded Kelley's single and
rifled the ball into Demers on tho
fly to nip Waters trying to score
from second. Clark also looked
pretty good on ButtertieW's foul
pop up deep behind third in the
eighth inning, as the pint-sized
third sacker hustled almost to the
edge of the Woods to haul it in.
The Frosh exhibited a great deal
of batting power throughout the
contest, especially against the lat-
ter inning hurlers. Defensively,
they appeared very strong in the
infield with the possible exception
of first base. Both Relic and John
Wheaton, however, appeared a
little uncertain in the outfield, and
the pitching was also somewhat
shaky.
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S&ihrs Open Season With
MIT Loss, Win Over BU
The two opening meets of the
Bowdoin varsity salting team es-
tablished one definite conclusion:
the harder hhe winds blow, the
more saece-ssful are the Polar Bear
skippers. On April 10th the team
traveled tojM.I.T, for a set of
team races stvolving three Great-
er Boston (Colleges and the Big
White. In t^e morning round of
racing, a str.Mig M.I.T. team prov-
ed too powerful "for the local
yachtsmen, lauid Bowdoin was
quickly swam|»d in the light airs.
In the iifteilrtoon. however, the
wind really started to whistle up.
Just after trie start of a race be-
tween B. U. and Bowdoin, a gust
of almost 50 mph struck the
Charles River Basin. Three of the
little dinghies immediately took
the 'deep six", but the Bowdoin
skippers. Skip Howland, Charlje
.Leighton, Hartk Starr, and George
Rockwood, all skillfully navigated
their craft through the squall.
with Starr leading the team to a
clean sweep of, the first four posi-
tions. Further 'racing was impos-
sible with wind conditions as they
were, so the day's activities were
cancelled at thtot point, Bowdoin
being declared. the winner of tho
round.
Runners Up In Frits Trophy
On the 17th, Bowdoin represent-
ed the state of Maine in a special
trophy race at Tufts. The trophy,
given in memory of Mr. Jan T.
Friis, was competed for by a repre-
sentative from each of the New
England States. Light airs and un-
familiarity with the conditions of
the Mystic Lakes spelled the ear-
ly doom of the shroutimen's
chances for victory. Tufts' skip-
pers, sailing on their home waters,
compiled a nevertheless brillant
record of eight firsts and two sec-
onds in ten races. Bowdoin, the
favored team, began poorly but
fought their way back to gain the
runner-up spot behind Tufts. The
White's starting skippers, Skip
Howland and Hank Starr, were
consistent if nothing else. But it-
was perhaps the clutch perform-
ance of Al Reiskin, who subbed
for Starr in the final t.wo races,
that made the difference between
second and fourth for the Polar
Bears. Howland compiled a sec-
ond, two thirds, and a fourth; Starr
a third and two fourths; Reiskin
amassed two seconds in his only
two offerings. Bob Sutherland con-
tinued his brillant work as How-
land's crew, while Reiskin and
Starr alternated Skipper's and
crew's duties. Finishing behind
Bowdoin were Middlebury. RISD,
Dartmouth, and Yale in that order.
This coming Sunday the sailing
club will hold the State Sailing
Championship at the New Mea-
dows Basin starting at 10:30 a.m.




The Bowdoin Track Team is
looking forward" to another suc-
cessful season as the spring meets
get underway with the New Eng-
land Relays at Harvard, April
23. Coach Magee's squad has an
excellent chance to duplicate their
strong indoor record with virtual-
ly the same team returning for
the Spring Season.
The Winter Season this year
saw Bowdoin winning all their
dual meets and making a voi-y
good showing at the Connecticut
meet with Dave Weis ard Phil
Mostrom scoring against heavy
competition from very strong
schools.
The Freshman Squad is also
hopeful of a good Outdoor season
with a fine team which should
prove of great value to future
Varsity squads.
The schedule for the Spring Sea-
son is as follows: •
Varalty Trark
Apr. 23 N.E. H*4iiy« at Harvard
Apr. 30 M.I.T. and Tufts at M.I.T.
May 7 .State Trnrk Mm
May 1 -1 Knstci ns at Boston
May 21 New Knirlands at Hates
May 27-28 ICAA at New York
Firshman Track
Apr. 20 , Brunswick. DeerlnK. E.Ii. H"
Apr. 27 INu-tland, S, Portland Thorn. It
May 4 Exeter A
May 7 Freshman Relay State Meet




Despite a proposed itv*re*se in
the schedule, the Bowdoin inter-
frrttemtry softbnH leagues moved
into action la6t week carrying
their customary five game slates.
Tuesday afternoon the first balls
were thrown out and the league A
opener found AD and DS matched
while in league B. DKE took on
Kappa Sigma. Each tilt was de-
cided by a single run, DS taking
its game 3-2. and Kappa Slg emerg-
ing a 9-8 victor.
l'si Upsilon captured its first
victory taking a rough Chi P»i
nine 7-5 while in B league TO
was blasting Zeta Psi 8-2.
Thursday offered the outstand-
ing games of the week in both
leagues. Beta's Paul Porter serv-
ed notice of a promising season
with a 1 hit whitewashing of ATO
While Dave MeCornack blasted'Otft
three hits to lead the slugging in
a 6-0 shutout of the Alpha Tau
Omega. O,or on league B field,
Sigma Nu spurted ahead in the
top of the seventh only to have
ARU knot the score in their half
of the inning and win the game in
the extra inning eighth.
The leagues as drawn up by the
White Key and their records to
date:
At last, at last, at last. This
author must finally agree with the
Administration's policy regarding
southern trips for the baseball
team.
While reading the local Portland
sport pages during spring' vaca-
tion, I noticed, not to my surprise,
the daily box scores of Maine and
Colby while they were on their
southern baseball trip. This ath-
letic venture has been in process
for a number of years by these
schools, and it has only been in
the past five years that Bowdoin
has refused this practice. Imme-
diately the question arose, WHY?
Maine and Colby, our northern
competitors for the Maine State
Series Title, are hampered by late
season weather freaks. Bowdoin's
diamond surface is one of the
best in New England, and is avail-
able for practice 10 to 14 days be-
fore the fields at Maine and Col-
by. Perhaps these two fine schools
justly feel that if they are to weep
on par, as far as preparation and
p'ractice arc concei-ned, they must
•travel to play other teams. On the
other hand, people who sincerely
believe that Bowdoin should make
these trips, argue that these teams
will be far ahead of Bowdoin when
the regular season starts. How-
ever, by checking back over the
more recent years, this has not
proven to be a valid argument.
Bowdoin, without the southern
swing, has repeatedly garnered the
State Title. Bowdoin in the past
have bpen like the Yankees of the
present decade; either champions
or first-i-ate contenders.
One of the primary reasons for
discontinuing the southern trip has
been the humiliation suffered at
the« hands of teams who have tak-
en advantage of early outside prac-
tice. They were at least two or
three W'eeks ahead. Bowdoin,
meanwhile, was confined to the in-
door cage with little opportunity
for fresh air practice. Consequent-
ly, the alumni of these particular
areas complained because of the
ridicule from their friendly con-
temporaries.
The last year that Bowdoin at
tempted a southern swing, the]
team had carded a six game sche-
dule, and due to inclement wea-
ther, five games were cancelled. As
a result, the entire trip was a fin-
ancial as well "tfs practical fail-
ure.
The present schedule, which
sends the team to Boston for a
four game trip, is adequate to pre-
pare the club for competitjon in
State Series play .Perhaps in the
future, it will be necessary to
sertd the team on an extended
tour of the south. If other schools
continue their present practice, it
may prove desirable for early
spring practice in order to keep
up with them when the '«regular
season opens. However, at the pi*e-
sent time there is no pressing




If rhe managers of frater-
nity snftball teams wish the
scores nntl highlights of tttelr
games to be carried In the
ORIKNT. please leave yourTt*"*
scores at 4 Moore I 111 1 1 after
each game. I luiiilt ywu.
Merrymeeting Gift Shop
185 Park Row
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Look for the Spalding "Tennis Twins"
Wherever Teg Tennis Is Played
There are good reasons why Spalding's tennis twins are used Inman
major tennis tournaments than all oilier tennis balls combined.
Top players want a tennis ball that can take rough treatment
. .
.
and give uniform performance set after set. They pick the Spalding
and the Spalding-made Wright & Ditson over all others for uniform
wear and better bounce qualities.
Put the best ball in play for your best game. The pick of top tennis
men
. . .
Spalding's famous tennis twins.
Your dealer has them now.
SPALDING SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS'
(o$mtTz)JljtC&M
If yo«>e always had a yen for a pair of genuine moccasins but were
unable to get your size—hunt do more! Whatever your foot size
you'll find your correct sine here in BoHtnnians—nuthenlic moccasin*
—made the way the Indians made 'em . . . handsewn front and kick
seam, nnlincd, snog fitting, in leathers soft enough for glorea. So,
come in, and get prepared today for ibe fuu of easy leisure living.
s12.95
Sizes over 12 (13.95
Maine Street Brunswick
Amm tm
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Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David O. Laveadtr 'OS
In an effort to make their col-
lege "do better than any other
liberal arts college," the officials
of Wesleyan University recently
sent their Dean on a tour during
which he examined several repre-
sentative colleges throughout the
country. In addition to making
several comparisons between Wes-
leyan and other similar institu-
tions and commenting on existing
conditions at Wesleyan in light of
like ones at other colleges, the
Dean came up with some interest-
ing observations in regard to col-
leges and universities in general.
The Dean is convinced that co-
education is not the answer to
the casing and abating of frus-
trations and de-
si re s experi-
enced by stu-
dents at small,






fect at most co-
educational col-
leges keep the boys from seeing
the girls as much as they Mould
like and hence prevent the easing
of said
. desires and frustrations.
In addition to the quandry of stu-
dent.^ at coeducational colleges
who see girls in classes but rare-
ly elsewhere, there is the problem
of drinking on campus. Accord-
ing to the Dean most such col-
leges prohibit the consumption of
any alcoholic beverages whatso-
ever on campus. Coeducation did
not help the study situation at
the schools visited, but the Dean
was not able to ascertain how
much distraction was caused by it.
Fraternities are seldom given as
much freedom in the average col-
lege as they are at such places as
Bowdoin and Wesleyan,. the Dean
decided. At mo»t colleges house-
mothers are required in all houses
and extremely rigid social regula-
tions are in effect. When asked
about the discrimination at other
colleges, the Dean said that those
in the Northeast are generally the
most liberal, while, there is, in
general, a feeling of complacency
concerning the problem through-
out the country.
,
The Pembroke Record came out
with an April's Fool issue in
which it was announced that the
college had severed all connec-
tions with Brown. Most of the pa-
per was filled with the usual run
of the mill rubbish intended to be
humorous, but only boring to those
not intimately acquainted with the
two colleges. There was .however,
one short article which was of
interest because it revealed the
Pembroke girls' great resentment
over the existing regulation that
no Bermuda shorts may be wom
to classes.
Apparenty the combined admin-
istrative forces of the two col-
leges feel that bare legs keep the
male students' attention wander-
ing from the professor (note state-
ment by Wesleyan Dean). As a
result, as things now stand, Pem-
broke girls may wear skirts only
to class. On rare occasions Ber-
mudas may be worn, but they
must be properly hidden beneath
a long coat, and no knees may
be allowed to show. The girls ob-
ject to this regulation, so it would
appear, because they feel that a
"young lady can be well groomed
and attractive while being inform-
ally attired."
In a more serious issue of the
Record it was stated that Pem-
broke officials have instituted a
system of unproctored examina-
tions, thus paving the way toward
a complete honor system at that
college. Under the present system,
each professor decides individually
whether to hold unproctored exam-
inations, and he is required to con-
sult the class and obtain a 75%
consent. If such consent is evinced,
that particular examination is giv-
en without proctors and under the
honor system.
Just ' as it's smelting time at
Bowdoin, it's grunion hunting time
at the University of San Francis-
co. This pastime is similar to
smelting; grunion are also small,
silvery fish caught by hand while
standing in the water. However
smelting is a much more serious
sport, or at. least a report given
of a USF grunion group^would so
indicate. Grunion seem to\ be an
entirely salt water variety and
are caught as they come in with
the tide (in the Pacific Ocean) and
are left on the beach as the water
recedes. Grunion hunting is quite
the fad out West; grunion hunting
clubs have been formed at sev-
eral California colleges. Accord-
ing to the San Francisco Fog-
horn, only two grunion have been
caught as yet, but some dandy
beach parties have been held just
the same.
More college students smoke
Viceroys than any other filter-tip
cigarette. Westbrook is a nice
place.
'Excellent Tone, Spirit' Mark
Glee Club Campus Concert
• [Continued from I'age /}
"Dance of the Comedians" from
Smetana's "Bartered Bride" were
executed skillfully, as were the
various dynamics in Vaughan Wil-
liams "Drinking Song". "Afar on
the Purple Moor" was as beauti-
ful as always, although Fred Wil-
kins' voice seemed to be rol>bed
of its usual lustre, probably due to
a recent bout with laryngitis.
The choir, led on by the most
celebrated of local canines, sang
magnificently for the most part,
displaying accurate attacks, a
warmth of tone and good intona-
tion. In "Repleti Sunt", one voice
could be heard above the rest, but
in the "Oantate Domino" by Croce
the blend was excellent. Both num-
bers were effective.
The Meddies, looking more ser-
ious than usual, offered several of
their more familiar selections:
"Beautiful Doll". "Basin Street",
"Runnin Wild", "Imagination",
"Bidin My Time", "Ding Dong
Daddy", and one encore "Animal
Farm". 1 don't recall ever hearing
the group sing better. The smooth
blond, the rhythms, and intona-
tion were all of top order. The
Gershwin number, and George
Graham's incomparable rendition
of "Ding Dong Daddy" were high
s|>>ts. It. was unfortunate that a
microphone had to be used, for in
event] places - • especially "Basin
Street" the device turned the
singing into an unpleasant blur.
Flaws Seen
Kdvard Greig's "Land Sighting"
saw tie low spot of the evening.
Bad ensemble and rough, unsure
entrances, marred thus usually
stirring composition. Other flaws
were seen in "Were You There"
when the singers grew notably
flat, in "Noth'n Like a Dame"
where certain' phrases were com-
pletely inaudible, and in "It Ain't
Necessarily So" when soloist and
chorus had some difficulty work-
ing together.
The traditional chantey. "Shen-
andoah", proved the highlight of
the program, with Fred Wilkins's
moving interpretation of the solo
line, supplemented by an unusually
skillful blending of voices On the
part of the club. The "wooding"
followed this number, was well de-
served and sincerely meant, but
similar demonstrations throughout
the remainder of the evening were
very much out of place.
A vigorous rendition of living
Fine's "Father William", and a
lilting version of the quasi-Han-
del "Old Mother Hubbard" ended
the serious part, of the program.
Comedy and sparkle .rather than
technique, allowed for the popular-
ity of "Nuthin' Like a Dame",
with Messrs. Geldard. Downcs apd
Wilkins all adding their talents
to the cause. Wilkins again per-
formed admirably in "I Got Plen-
ty O' Nuttin", and in the second
Gershwin selection, Charlie La
Palme made up for any lackings
of solo quality, with his engaging
stage presence. "Russian Picnic"
served as a light, fast-moving,
suitable encore in response to the
"thunderous" applause.
Donald Coleman's direction of
the Bowdoin medley brought to a
close a rewarding musical evening.
In the medley, as in "Rise
Sons
. .
.", it was a pleasure to
witness the genuine enthusiasm,
clear diction and ringing precision
of the Club. The Brunswick com-
munity owes a large vote of thanks
to "Tilly" and his troup for
bringing to our ears such a fine
musical treat. The Bowdoin Club
may justly pride itself on such fine
singing.
LUD KLUMAN
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Gokhale Shows
5 Short Movies
Dr. Gokhale showed a series of
five short movies on India in Smith
Auditorium on Friday While the
subject matter of the . ms varied
quite a bit, they did, ./hen taken
together, present a picture of life
and culture in India.
The first of the films was con-
cerned with Assam, a territory in
northwest India. An attempt was
made to show not only the natur-
al beauty of the land, but also its
modern development and ancient
culture. Pictures were shown in-
dicating the progress of people who
used to be headhunters as they
adapted themselves to a rapidly
modernizing India'.
. The region at the base of the
Himalaya Mountains was the sub-
ject of the second film. Of special
interest in this movie were shots
of the annual festival with people
praying for a favorable monsoon.
Classical Dances
The third film was concerned
with classical dancing in the north
of India. A short explanation of
the use of the hands, face, and
body to denote mood and action
was given by one of the fore-
most classical dancers in India.
The explanation was followed by
two examples of the dance itself,
an art form which has been in ex-
istence for over two thousand
years.
The last two films were con-
cerned with the central portion of
India. This area is rich both in
evidences of older civilizations and
of the modern development of In-
dia. Fine new schools wore shown
along with the ancient temples,
denoting that sensation of past
and present so prevalent in India.
Camera Contest . . .
[Cuntinucd from Page 1]
must be a personality stand-out
—
an individual student representing
a campus type; i.e., "HMOC"
"Man Voted Most Likely To . . .",
etc. For examples of poses and
captions, see the current adver-
tisements for L & M Filter cig-
arettes running in college news-
papers.
Judges from the Liggett & My-
ers advertising agency and a top
professional photographer will
pick the winning photographs and
captions based on these qualifica-
tions: good, clear picture—suitable
for reproduction; appropriate cap-
tion; and photographer's ongin-
ality in illustration technique.
Winners will be notified by mail.
The prize money is to be award-
ed to" student photographers as
follows: $100 each for the top five
award-winning photographs ; sec-
ond prizes of $30 each for the next
six best entries; and 20 prizes of
$10 each to those achieving hon-
orable mention. There are 31
chances to win and the best pho-
tos will be used in advertising for
L & M Filter' cigarettes,
Joint Meeting
Views ' Needs
Possibilities for more dynamic
publicity for the college was the
main topic of discussion at the
jont Examining Committee-Stu-
dent Council meeting over the
weekend.
A three-point program for
achieving more effective publicity
was discussed .Trying to interest
more students in coming to Bow-
doin, concentrating on new pos-
sibilities rather than those al-
ready interested, was the first
point. Next was the need for more
co-ordination enabling undergrad-
uates to furnish alumni with con-
tacts.
The third suggestion was ar-
ranging area alumni suppers so
that undergraduates and sub-fresh-
men could meet each other. In
this way, undergraduates could
furnish both to the alumni and to
the prospective freshmen personal
examples of students going
through college on scholarships,
campus and fraternity jobs, and
other financial arrangements. Up-
to-date descriptions of Bowdoin
life, such as of athletic teams,
could be better supplied.
Also discussed were the possi-
bilities of building a new dormi-
tory — either a freshmen or a
senior dorm — in the near fu-
ture, and the establishing a course
in geology.
The Examining Committee is
comprised of Messrs. Copeland,
Burpee, and Halford from the
Trustees; and Messrs. C. F. Robin-
son, Stetson, Walker, Bartlett, and
Shule from the Overseers.
Pierre
[Continued from Vage 1]




Of course, the students do not
fight it much for they aie a little
bit conservative, too. Now, I want
to ask you a question: if you arc
conservative at 20, what will you
be at 50? You won't be conserva-
tive any longer: you'll be con-
served in bottles full of alcohol
and showed in a museum organ-
ized by people who are progress-
ive. Don't think I am lousy: with-
out, progressive people, we would
still be living in caves.
If you don't ft el like a > evolu-
tion when ^you are 20, WfreS a1"1
you? At 95? Think for a moment,
stop being passive, believing every-
thing because it is recommended
by Betty Crocker, said by every)





from 16 colleges and universities
attended a Zeta Psi fraternity con-
ference at Bowdoin last weekend.
Included were schools in New
England, the Middle Atlantic
States, and Canada.
Saturday was devoted to ses-
sions on such subjects as rushing,
pledge training, alumni relations,
finances, and scholarship.
There was a banquet on Satur-
day evening, with many Zeta Psi
elders from the Brunswick and
Portland area in attendance. Paul
A. DuBrule, Jr., '56' was confer-
ence chairman, and Edmund A.
Peratta '55 was chairman of the
work sessions.
The featured speaker was Ar-
thur M. Wickwire of Morristown,
N. J., Phi Alpha of the Grand
Chapter of the Zeta Psi Frater-
nity of North America. Other
speakers included Harvey W. Russ,
General Secretary of the frater-
nity, and Melvin R. Underdahl,
Assistant General Secretary.
Chapters which sent represen-
tatives are located at Brown, Col-
by,' Cornell Dalhousie, Lafayette,
McGill. New York University.
Pennsylvania, Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute, Rutgers, Syra-












Al Tobey, Class of '50
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Professor Traces Evolution
Of Our Modern Buildings
By Peter F. Gass '57
The Student Curriculum Com-
mittee sponsored Philip Conway
Beam, Director of the Walker Art
Museum and Chairman of the Art
Department, last Wednesday night
in a lecture on 'The Evolution of
the Modern Skyscraper". The lec-
ture consisted of a snillful explana-
tion of slides shown to a limited
audience in the Moulton Union
Lounge.
Function and Forum
Architecture, unlike art, Profes-
sor Beam explained, tells no story
nor does it represent something.
Its nature has two sides: function,
and the form which can '•repre-
sent deep carvings in human na-
ture". The progress has been along
several lines. The early
<
civiliza-
tions, building in stone, aimed at
sheltered space. Then the Romans
develop d concrete which lessened
the necessary space coverage. But
the thickness of the walls was at
the same time increased.
The modern desire is for space.
This wias advanced by the coming
of Portland cement and re-enforc-
ed concrete. Gothic architecture
made use of the demand for light.
Showing slides of the Crystal Pa-
lace, Professor Beam pointed out
the beginning of the modern de-
velopment of usable space and
light.
Craving for Height
The third human craving ex-
pressed in architecture is the de-
sire for height. The light house
at the entrance to Alexandria was
used as an ancient'cxamplc of this
desire. Height is not always prac-
tical, but in beauty towers have
served a purpose through the ages:
the towers of cathedrals such as
the one at Chart'rcs. the Eiffel
Tower, ,->nd in this country the
Washington Monument. But these
are not multi-story buildings.
About 1801 there arose a demand
in England for multi-story fac-
tories. James Watt, the man chief-
ly responsible for their develop-
ment, had to overcome the prob-
lem of the walls. He eliminated
their thickness by adopting the use
of metal for girders and columns.
By 1850. a Scotch architect had
built a six story factory by use
of Watt's principles under which
"the wall had to do nothing but
look out for itself". There was
more open space, and the walls
were thinner. Nevertheless. thT
maximum height of a wall laid
brick upon brick is 13 stories. A
Minneapolis architect, BufTington.
revolutionized buildings by noting
simply that steel Ls strong enough
to support walls as well as floors.
He devQlped a method of "hanging
walls on steel supports". The walls
then became a "kind of overcoat".
An invention necessary to the
modern skyscraper was the eleva-
tor, invented by Otis in 1852. Safe-
ty devices came a year later, and
paved the way for the growth of
the buildings known today. It be-
came apparent that character of
form was needed. The "soaring ef-
fect" was wanted.
Setbacks Required
The skyscraper was beginning to
satisfy two of man's needs: more
office space, and the craving for
height, which was supplied by put-
ting a funct ionlcss tower on top
of an olfice building. In the cities,
however, it became evident that
the streets weren't getting, any
wider as the buildings got taller,
and light became scarce. Thus, in
1919, New York City developed a
zoning law which required the
builders to follow a system of set-
backs: 150 feet up, then 20 feet
back, that 450 feet up and 30 feet
back and so on until the tower is
one-fourth the size of the ground
plot at which point the builders
mny go up as far as they wish.
With this ruling, form became even
more important, and the principle
of gradation, which goes back to
the pyramids, was again stressed.
The 20's brought the tall build-
ings. Raymond Hood, "the dean of
the skyscraper architecture", de-
signed the 80 story Chrysler
Building in Manhattan. Tnis was
followed by the Empire State
building, the tallest of its kind
in the world. Professor Beam not-
ed that all of its oflice space has
never been rented out. It is a build-
ing that has "more merit in height
than in good design". The depres-
sion took away the money and
optimism, and left Manhattan
with a jumble of huge buildings.
'.Neighborhood Project'
The French Architect. LeCorbu-
sier, constructively criticized this
confusion by suggesting a "neigh-
borhood project" of planned relat-
ed buildings. The Rockefellers
were the only ones with the money
to accomplish this ideal. Under
Hood, "the most striking set of
sk\-scrapers we have so far",
Rockefeller City, was built. The
buildings were graduated accord-
!
ing to a function: Hood noted that
less elevator space was needed the
higher the building went, and de-
creasing" the dimensions according-
ly.
In modern architecture, glass is
coming to replace walls, and the
use of balanced steel support has
given beauty to more space and
light. The American skyscrapers
have been called "Cathedrals of,
Commerce", which Professor Beam
j
thought was perhaps a derogatory l
name of a true situation. "They |
Four Alumni
Get Stipends
Four Bowdoin College alumni
have been awaided National
Science Foundation graduate fel-
lowships in the natural sciences
for the academic year 1955-56, it
was announced recently. Three
other alumni were accorded hon-
orable mention.
Norman A .LeBel '52 of Bruns-
wick received a predoctoral fel-
lowship in chemistry for study at
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.
John L. Davis '53 of Rockland,
Mass., received a predoctoral fel-
lowship in physics for study at
the University of Maryland.
Donald L. Richter '52 of Brook-
lyn, N. Yt, was awaided a predoc-
toral fellowship in mathematics
for study at the University of
North Carolina.
Rolfe E. Glover, III, '46 of Wil-
mington, Del., was granted a post-
doctoral fellowship to study phy-
sics at the University of Gottingen
in Germany.
Those receiving honorable men-
tion in this year's competition in-
cluded William F. Hoffmann '54
of Manchester, N. H., Robert P,
Allingham '49 of Cambridge, Mass.,
ajid T. Peter Sylvan '52 of Ithaca.
N. Y.
A total of 715 predoctoral fellow-
ships was awarded. Successful fel-
lows were selected from 2931 ap-
plicants fiom all parts of the
United States. There were 70
awards of postdoctoral fellowships.
Honorable mention was accorded
1409 applicants.
Predoctoral fellowships carry
stipends of $1400 for the first year,
$1600 for the intermediate years,
and $1800 for the terminal year of
graduate study. Postdoctoral fel-
lowships carry a stipend of $3400.
do not express man's spiritual
side as the Cathedrals of Europe;
but they were not built out of fear,
and superstition — rather out of
optimism which lifts them above
this tag":-' They arWan expression
of our apparent virtues and limita-
tions, Professor Beam concluded.
SUMMER at TUFTS
July 5-August 12
In Arti, Science* and Kduration, »n
rtlrnsivr nffrmig of o\fr lilt graduatr
nd undrrxraduatr credit course* for
iludrnts who want to Accelerate,
Make up Studie* or Pursue Work not
available al other timet. Co-Edura-
tional. No Salurday clanae*. Farililieit
for houainr and recreation. .Swimming,
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Metropolitan Boston
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Aspects Of Charity
Discussed Bv Elliot
[Continued from Page 2]
Will. Christ said: "Eternally my
Father works and I work ". Saint
Richard of Chichester whs a bishop
who spent most of his time trotting
around his diocese helping individ-
ual persons, good and bad. He was
a hearty laughing man, full of.
kindness, also of right eousnoss. He
found his Lord in the .Working
Will; and he. composed the follow-
ing prayer: "Our Master and
Friend, may we see Thee more
clearly, love Thee more dearly,
and follow Thee more nearly."
Definition of tiotl
God may be defined as that
which gradually destroys all re-
ligious beliefs that persist in be-
ing merely menial or convention-
al. That's one of the chief proofs
of God's existence. God knows how
to leave God out so as to induce
us to find out that which is cen-
tral in' Him and in us, His loving
Will. The following instance may
come home to you, Bull-sessions
ar,. very educative when they're
very hot. But i:i this case there's
great temptation to bo uncharit-
able. Can you hit haid at some
idea that, seems to you vvmng
without hitting at the person who
has the idea? Perhaps .he's an
atheist. and you a theist; but
in his life he may be more kind
and just than you. When you're
aware of uncharily inside your
chest, it's l>est to shut up. Leave
out your words; leave out your
feelings; leav^ out yourself. Thus
you may find the presence of a
larger St If - or rather, lei your-
self be found by It We find only
in being fourRl. It We believe the
finding is mainly done by us our
self-centeredness shuts the door
against that eternal Self who
comes that ,we may have Life
abundantly. Hyde did nol say, "We
achieve real vitality"; he said that
it is given to us. We cannot lift
ourselves no to dwell with the per-
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By Peter F. Gasa '57
EDITORS NOTE: In order to ac-
comodate our readers, the accounts
of various aspect* of Professor
Jessup's visit here are reported In
separate articles on page 4 of this
Issue. It is hoped that in this way
the reader may locate items of
particular interest more rcwdUy.
All material on .Professor Jessup
was written by Peter F. (iass '37,
Assistant News Editor.
Philip C. Jossup, Professor of
International Law and Diplomacy
k
at Columbia University, former
diplomat-at-large, and noted au-
thor, delivered a series of three
Institute Lectures supplemented
by two conferences here last week.
Under the general title of "Some
Asiiccts of American Foreign Po-
licy", Professor Jessup discussed,
in order, "The Responsibility of
Power", "Coalition Diplomacy",
and "Parliamentary Diplomacy".
In the first lecture, Jessup
pointed out the nature" of the re-
lationship of power between mod-
ern states, and the obligations this
relationship entail* both for the
state and for the individual citizen.
Describing power as relative, limit-
ed to a certain extent by moral
concern, and entwined with the
concept, of self inrerest, Jessup
stressed the duty of- the United
States and of its individual citizens
to exercise this power through
peaceful means open to us in the
world. "We must demonstrate the
qualities we say we have. The
power to do this depends on every
one of us."
"Coalition Diplomacy" is con-
cerned with the methods of grop-
ing with the problems the U. S.
faces in the world today. On the
assumption that we need and must
have allies, our major responsibi-
lity is holding together the free
coalition. To utilize our power to
do this, we must exert our leader-
ship through careful negotiation.
Professor Jessup outlined the
means to do this.
The United Nations was brought
into focus in the concluding lec-
ture on Friday. Professor Jessup
showed how the traditional con-
cepts of Parliamentary Law, the
rules of procedure and order under
which peaceful solutions are
brought about, are combined with
tile art of diplomacy in the United.
Nations.
Two conferences Thursday and
Friday mornings from which mem-
bers of. the faculty were barred
gave the .students the chance to
draw opinions and facts from the
diplomatic expert.
[Please Turn To Page /|
PHILIP C. JESSUP, famous diplomat, is shown here talking with two
Rowdoin Students and the President in the Peiicinlan Room following
the Thursday student conference. Richard Chase '57 is questioning
the lecturer, while Philip Day '55, and President Coles look on.
Night Watchman Guards
Campus In Early Morning
By John R. MacKay '56
John Fuller, the gentleman pic-
tured above, is one of many people
who lurk behind the scenes to
keep the College running smooth-
ly. As night watchman, Mr. Fuller
Moulton Talks
On Sea Noises
Tonight at 8:15 in the Union
Lounge, Assistant Professor James
M. Moulton will present a talk
on "Animal Sounds of the Sea"
under the auspices or the Student
Curriculum Committee. In his lec-
ture Professor Moulton will relate
the history of man's knowledge
of submarine noises, discuss the
possible significance of these noises
in the normal activities of marine
animals, and examine the possibili-
ties of utilizing these sounds in
the sea to the benefit of man, both
from the poirit of view of improv-
ing the fisheries and of controlling
undersea sound as it relates to
marine warfare.
Fish or Vessel?
Professor Moulton pointed out
that during the Second World,
War, sounds made by fish and oth-l
er marine animals caused trouble!
to sonar operator, .i.^cning for
enemy ships, and many times the
sonar men could not tell whether
they were hearing unfriendly ves-
sels or fish. Consequently there has'
been a marked interest in under-
sea sounds since then. Intensive
studies have been made, and man's
Knowledge in this field has been
increased rapidly.
has one of the most interesting
and curious of these anonymous
duties.
Although he works from 10:()0
p.m. to 6:00 a.m. our watchman
doesn't find his job lonely. He says
there are .always plenty of dili-
gent students grinding it out, or
if there aren't any students, there
are always bull-sessions or all night
parties to lend a little variety to
the .tedium of the graveyard shift.
Mr. Fuller says he can predict
houseparties and exams with a
great deal of ease. Just before a
series of exams, he says, the stu-
dent body will be well represented
in the early hours of the morning
by a jumpy, nervous group who
are invariably poring over grease-
spottcd notebooks and well thumb-
ed texts. Just before a party, how-
ever, an entirely different group
appears. Thp second group, a more
leisurely conglom'rn'tlon of individ-
uals, sits up till all hours antici-
pating the coming week-end. Mr.
Fuller noticed that some of the
more prominent members of this
group arc already preparing for
Ivy by increasing their liquid ca-
pacity and decreasing their need
for sleep.
[Please Turn To Pag* 2}
House Sing Rules Changed;
1st lime In Written Form
Uy Thomas L. Spence '57
Last night for the first time in
history, the rules concerning the
Intcrfratefnity Sing were put into
writing. The previously informal
regulations were unanimously sub-
jected to major revisions 'at a
meeting attended by Professor Til-
lotson and representatives from
each house.
A summary of the more im|x>r-
tant rules now officially adopted is
as follows:
1. 100 per. cent attendence is re-
quired.
2. One fraternity or college song
and one song of choice an: re-
quired.
3. Each house must change one
of its numbers each year.
4. Two sets of three judges, for
the preliminaries and for the fi-
nals, will be chosen by the Glee
Club Executive Committee, or a
subcommittee thereof.
5. The Siiig will take place on
three consecutive nights during
the last week of April — on Tues-
day, Wednesday, and Thursday
nights.
6. Pickard Theater will be open
for practice! sessions.
7. The President's Cup will
henceforth be decided on the
greatest .numerical improvement
from the previous year to the pres-
ent. The top six positions will be
those gained from the finals; the
seven-thraugh-tweh e positions will
be derived from the preliminaries.
8. The positions of each house in
the preliminaries will be decided
as fo,:ows: the first, third, and
fifth-place winners from the pre-
vious year will draw for the twa
four, and six spots on the first
night
: similiarly, t h c second,
fourth, and sixth place winners
will draw for the one. three, and
five spots on the second night.
9. The positions lor each house
in the finals will be decided thusly:
the top three houses from the pre-
and John R. MacKay '56
vious year that make the finals
will receive alternate i>ositions,
with the three other finalists fill-
ing in between.
10. Henceforth the Glee Club
system of quartet trials will be
the basis of judging. Anywhere
from one to five points will be
awarded to each house for the fol-
lowing five qualities: tone, diction,
pitch, interpretation, and ensem-
ble.
This meeting cleared up all but
one point, a very important one.
What happens if the total points
of the three judges indicate house
A is the winner, while two of the
judges think otherwise? In the
past, the majority of the judges
have been overruled by the third,
and more opinionated judge. This
unusual situation, which according
to Professor Tillotson is not de-
sirable, seems to have happened in
a very recent prior year.
Professor Tillotson, in the ab-
sence of any decision on this point
by the meeting, declared in effect
the following proposal suggested
later lajt evening: that the com-
bined point totals of the three
judges shall eliminate all but the
top two houses. Then, after dis-
cussion, a majority vote of the




The meeting was called bccause\
of a considerable amount of dis-
satisfaction with the decisions of
the judges during the past two
[Please Turn To Page 2J
NOTICE
Every House interested in In-
terfratcrnity Quartet Competition,
held on the Saturday of Ivy, must
let Tilly know within a week. If
at least flveTtouses do not regis-






By David Pyle 'W
The Tuesday before last, in the
Moulton Union lounge Professor
Herbert Ross Brown, Chairman of
the English Department, delivered
an entertaining lecture to an un-
usually large group of undergrad-
uates and faculty members. Days
before his lecture his well-chosen
subject "The Awful Twenties"
caused much humorous specula-
tion. We judge he was being faci-
tious when he explained the pur-
pose of his lecture was to show
why the faculty members got like
they arc. Professor 3r«wn was
quick to point out he was batting
in No. two spot in this faculty
favorite subject lecture series, un-
der the auspices of the Student
Curriculum Committee.
Awful Lyrics but Immortal Tunes
No label or catch phrase is ade-
quate to sum up the decade of the
nineteen twenties or for that mat-
ter any age. To illustrate his point
concerning the injustice of a one-
sided treatment of the age, Pro-
fessor Brown cross-examined the
songs of the decade. Although they
sang songs with foolish and al»-
surd lyrics, they did dance to "The
Rhapsody in Blue" and other beau-,
tiful tunes. The tunes he conclud-
ed, were often prettier than the
lyrics.
How Awful Were The Twenties?
Being careful not to fall into
the trap of labeling the age, Pro-
fessor Brown amplified the decades
of the 1920s by reviewing its
achievements in prose, poetry and
drama. At the denouement we were
forced to ask ourselves what was
so awful about the 1920's after all?
Surely the 1920's were not dif-
ferent, from any other age in that
they had to make sacrifices. The
question to be asked was, were
these sacrifices justified in the
light of the outstanding contribu-
tions the age made to literature?
Characteristic* of the Age
Referring to the 1920's as his
age, Professor Brown sought out
the characteristics which gave the
age its eminence. First he spoke
of a gentle nostalgia which was
common to the prose of the decade.
For an example he called on Thom-
as Wolfe's You Can't Go Home
Again. Next he brought out the
freedom
-of expression which was
always present. He cited the ap-
pearance of the debunking biog-
jraphies and noted the revolt caus-
ed by Mencken's volumes Preju-
dices. Another characteristic of the
age was its variety of prose fic-
tion which ranged from Dreiser's
honest reporting to Lewis's brillant
satire.
New Poetry
In i>oetry the age held men like
Ezra Pound who pointed the way
toward the "new poetry" which
emphasized intensity and hard
clear lines. Moreover, the subject
matter of poetry was broadened.
Poetry could speak about ash cons
and rusty razor blades and no
longer was tied down to butter-
flics arid birds.
Drama Vital
Most interesting were Profes-
sor Brown's remarks concerning
the drama of the twenties. In the
twenties the drama was a vital
force. No less than 286 openings
appeared on Broadway in 1927.
The New York Theatre Guild pro-
duced such plays as Rice's The
Adding Machine and Howard's
They Knew What Tiiey Wanted.
This was the decade of O' Neils
The Hairy Am; and Elmer Rice's
Street Scene.
Minutes before Professor Brown
concluded his lecture .with two





IaiUivlg Rang, Fulbright Student
from Bonn, Germany, spoke In
Chapel April 7 on "Franco-Ger-
man Reconciliation. The text of
that talk Is reproduced below.
Ten days ago, on a warm spring I
day in Paris, the French Senate'
quietly made history. After five
years of nervous waiting and pain-
ful discussion, a decision has been
reached that may mean a turning-
point in the history of Europe. Al-
though with the arrival of spring
and a vacation just behind us, only
an idealistic Professor could ex-
pect you to be interested in turn-
'Itig-points of European history,
this event is worth a national holi-
day, or at least a chapel talk.
The French finally ratified the
so-called London and Paris Pacts
providing for German rearmament
and the establishment of what Is
tailed the Western European Un-
;
ion. This is a decision of historic
significance. For the first time in
'almost a century, France and Ger-
many have entered into a military
alliance with each other. Ever
since the partitions in 843 and 870
of Charlemagne's Frankonian Em-
pire, France and Germany have
iraarrellcd over areas and privi-
leges that have been created by
those very treaties of partition.
*mdcr Richelieu, Louis the Four-
teenth, and Napoleon, French arm-
4es invaded Germany; under Bis-
marck, the Kaiser, and Hitler,
German armies invaded France.
Europe never came to rest, never
achieved permanent peace or sta-
bility. Its history is a history of
wars, and of treaties that only led
the foundations for new conflicts.
Now, with the creation of the
Western European Union, we can
hope that this period has definite-
ly come to an end.
Five years of frustration atid in-
decision have also come to an end.
During this period the Communists
and other enemies of European
unity tried all means to prevent
this union from coming into being.
They almost succeeded when, last
August, the EDC project was
killed. That, I think, was Europe's
darkest hour since the end of the
war. But in October the plan for
the Western European Union was
Tonoeived by Prime Minister Eden
"of England, arid agreed upon "by
Secretary Dulles, Ex-premier Men-
des-France, and Chancellor Ade-
nauer. This plan means the begin-
ning of a new era in the relation-
ship between France and Germany.
Cooperation Vital
Franco - German understanding
and co-operation , arc vital if
Euroix? is to survive. A free and
strong Europe is necessary for the
defense of the western world
against totalitarianism. Franco-
German friendship is one of the
key problems in this fight. It is
only understandable that the Com-
munists are trying everything to
spoil it. Friendly relationships be-
tween the two nations, however,
are not only, essential in our com-
mon fight against Communism -
the political and mental recovery
of both countries depend on them.
There has been a lot of talk
about what is so falsely termed
the traditional hostility between
the French and the Germans, and
especially jn England and Ameri-
ca this has become a kind of a
legend. Some people tend to regard
these disputes as a kind of -sports*
like competition in which they
more or less favor the one or the
other of the two participants in
the race. Bat it would be highly
dangerous, and indeed tragic, to




AFTER MANY YEARS OK AGITATION the Indoor artificial hock»y
rink has been officially app. jved and will be constructed shortly. The
above picture shows one possibility of how the. final rink may look.
The estimated cost is approximately $250,000.
L. Coxe, Poet-Playwright,
Succeeds Cojfin In English
Louis Osborne Coxe, outstand-
ing young American poet and play-
wright, has been appointed Profes-
sor of English. Coxe, who is As-
sociate. Professor of English .it
the University of Minnesota, will
succeed the late Robert Peter
Tristram Coflin, for twenty years
Pierce Professor of English.
Coxe, who is 37 years old, grad-
uated from St. Paul's School in
Concord. N. H., in 193G and from
Princeton University in 1940. For
two years he taught at the Brooks
School in North Andover, Mass.,
before entering the United States
Navy. In his four years of service
he was promoted to the rank of
lieutenant and served in the Paci-
fic and; the Caribbean aboard the
USS PC 549 and the USS PC 1195.
From 1946 to 1948 Coxe taught
at the Lawrenccville School In
New Jersey before becoming a
Briggs-Copeland Instructor of Kng
ILsh at Harvard College. In 1919
he was appointed Assistant I'ro-
(essor of English at the University
of Minnesota and three years la
ter was promoted to the rank of
associate professor
Imaginative. Writer
In making the announcement,
President Coles stated that Bow
doin desired to continue to have
in its- English Department a man
who, in the tradition of Professor
Coflin, was outstanding in the field
of imaginative writing. Coye is the
author of two books of poems. The
Sea Faring and OtSier Poems was
| Please Turn To Page 2]
AD's Win 15th Wass Cup In 21 Years
Betas Again
Take Second
By George A. Smart, Jr. \"i7
Imerfraternity com petition
reached a peak on Monday night
when the 12 Houses gathered to-
gether in the Brunswick High
School to participate in the [K>pu-
lar and much heralded Intcrfra-
ternity Sing.
Ith Wass Cup
Alpha Delta Phi. led by William
Freeman '56, was judged the win-
ner of the 21st annual contest. In
doing so, they retired their fourth
Edward Humes Wass singing cup;
it was the fifteenth win for the
A. D.'s in this twenty-one year old
event. They sang "Gospel Ships"
arid the traditional A. D. March-
ing Song, "We Come".
The second place Betas sang a
Beta Medley consisting of the
"Beta Marching Song". "The Beta
Chorus" and "< >lil Porch Chairs"
and the show tune from "Call Me
Mister". "Coin" Home Train". They
were directed by Terry Stenbcrg
'56.
» President's Cup
After announcement of the win-
ner*. Dean Kendrick awarded the
President's Cup for the greatest piano, singing a number of his own
improvement to the Delta Sigma
House. Under the leadership of
Robert Hinkley "5.">, they sang
'Climbin' Up the Mountain Chil-
dren" and a new fraternity song
"Down Among the Dead Men".
Alpha Rho Upsilon sang "Save
Your Confederate Money Boys"
and a new fraternity song. "Old
Arks a' Moycrin' " and "Dear
A. T. O." were the selections sung
by Alpha Tau Omega. Chi Psi of-
fered "Aura Lee", with solo by
John Collier '37, and "Alpha Nu".
Delta Kappa Epsilon sang their
compositions.
The length of time taken to
reach a decision, plus the actual
performance, are ample proofs
that this was a very close con-
tent. I think it. safe to say that
Uttic objection would have been |
voiced, regardless of which way
the votes went.
Flue Singing
The A. D.'s sang very well! Su-
perb tone, precise cut-offs, good
balance and a realization of the
marching song that only years of
familiar Marching Song and the| Practice and WWtenee could
"Serenade" from Romberg's "Stu
dent Prince ". The Kappa Sigma at
once found the audience's sense of
humor with "Mr.. He Kissed Her"
and "The Happy Wanderer". "An-
imals a' Comin' " and a fraternity
version of "Gaudeamus Igitur"
were offerings by the P.i UptUon
House. Theta
bring, made theirs a genuinely
rewarding performance. The tem-
po of "Gospel Ships" was perhaps
a bit too fast, yet the fraternity
song has never been sung more,
beautifully. Looking for flaws, one
might mention the flatting in
spots, especially in the tenor sec-
j tion -- and the lack of enthusiasmDelta Chi sang
,
"Roger Young" and "Stars ablaz- 0l <hc Sroup., I he Betas also sang
ing". Simga Nu offered the "Dart- ' wol)! SP' rit ' ensemble, expert
m»uth Winter Song" and a return j ,ran(llmS of the many s> ncopations,
engagement of "Brush Up Your a n d a Professional approach
Shakespeare". Zeta Psi sang lhe| markc<1 lnc success of both seiec
'Drinking Song" from the "Stu-
denl Prince" with Peter Potter '58
as soloist, and "Our Brotherhood
While the three judges. Mr. Al- ,hc •*»* did some fine singing
fred Brinkler. Mrs. Albert Ray-
mond, and Mr. Ralph Oatley, with-
drew to make their decision be-
tween the favored Houses, Frede-
rick Wilkins 56 entertained at the
tions. UflSUre entrances and a ten-
dency to flat were the weak points.
As is usually the case, some of
while others left a great deal to
be desired.
A special word of praise should
go to Mr. Stenberg. who besides
directing the Beta House also ar-
Delta Sigmas
Improve Most
ranged songs lor the Houses of
D. S., A. R. V. and Beta. They
were all carefully worked out and
certainly contributed to the quality
of the evening's i>rogram.
* Critic's Thought
Before closing several jxjssible
improvements in the annual pro-
gram might be suggested, It is of
course difficult to run successfully
any such highly cOtnpetatiVe event
and to please every one at the
same time. Nevertheless there Is
a calling ior several beneficial
changes in procedure. One of them,
should be the restriction of re-
peated numbers year after year.
Is it fair for one houj e to sins
the same number annually, while
others struggle 10 learn new ones
each year? How can they justly
be raled on the same level? And
leoondly some new system should
be devised for the line-up. Since
the contestants on the last part
of the program unquestionably
nave a certain lavor over the
earlier one.;, it seems oifly right
that the outstanding competitors
say the top five or six should




Editors' Note: The following is a
report on the activity of the Stu-
dent Judiciary committee for the
current sessions.
The Dean has referred throe
cases to the Student Judiciary
committee this year. Two of the
cases concerned violations of Col-
lege and civil laws regarding the
operation of motor vehicles. The
case of the third student resulted
from bad conduct while under the
influence of alcohol.
The committee recommended
that-rfl' Junior's car be confiscated,
that a letter be sent to his par-
ents regarding his action, and fur-
ther punishment in the event of
another violation, after he was
found guilty of malicious mischief
and willful damage by the negli-
gent handling of a vehicle by the
Brunswick Municipal court.
'Hie second case handled by the
committee involved a violator of
the college rule which states that
"no freshmen may maintain or
operate cars at the college except
by special permission from the
Dean
. .
." In this case a freshman,
.who did not have permisskwi to
operate a motor vehicle, was in-
volved in an accident. After eon-




Bv Roger Howell, Jr. '<iH unit
II. Jumes Williams, Jr. '•">">
Within the past week there
havc.-been two major advances
made in the ice-rink problem. In-
dependent action on the part of
the students to raise money has
been augmented by a stamp of
approval for the new athletic*
plant by the executive committee
of the governing boards.
Several weeks ago the Portland
Press Herald carried a story indi-
cating that plans were being
made for the construction of a
covered hockey rink with artificial
ice. On Thursday the college office
released a statement which indi-
cated that the plans forthis addi-
tion to the athletic layout, which
is to cost an estimated $25O,00O,
have been approved by the execu-
tive committee ol the governing
boards.
The problem of funds still re-
mains, but it is hoped that they
can be raised through soliciting
the alumni and others who are in-
terested in the future of hockey at
Bowdoin. The steps taken last
week by the students may prove
the impetus needed to get the
drive lully underway.
The rink, according to plans,
will seat a minimum of 2,500 spec-
tators. The use of the rink will
not only be restricted to the prac-
tice and games of the ice hoefce)
teams, but will also be open to
recreational skating. The new
structure will be raised on the sit''
of the present natural rink, be-
hind the Hyde Athletic Building.
It is felt that, official announce-
ment of plans to have. the rink
available for use next winter
should prove to be a boost to
hockey here, a"nd will possibly
draw athletes to Bowdoin who
might have enrolled in other col*
leges. Hockey has been developing
into a major s|>ort in the New
England area. It received wide
coverage in one nationally circu-
lated sports weekly during the
past winter, and one of the things
that was most evident to readers
was the prevalence of artificial
rinks and the fact thai colleges
without them were at a strict dis-
advantage in competition, This
move ^by the governing boards
seems likely to remedy the situa-
tion as far as Bowdoin goes.
Mr. Bela Winslow Norton. Vice
President:
"We are now engaged in setting
up committees of alumni in a num-
ber of cities ill Maine, oilier New
England states, and elsewhere 1o
conduct a concei)t rater solicitation
[Please Turn In Page >|
Investigation Reveals Rigid
Course Of Study In 1835
By The 11ms
As a marked contrast to the
wide and' varied course of study
that the college offers today il is
of interest to look back to lK.'io
and see what the required work of
a student at. Bowdoin was then,
120 years ago.
John S. C. AI>bott. site of Bow-
iloin's most illustrious sons, in his
book "New England and Her In-
stitutions", devotes several pages
to the course Of study at this col-
lege in 18.15. Other New England
colleges differed littler
In order to be admitted to the
freshman class, candidates for -id-
mission had to be a,blc to read ami
write Latin grama tically, be well-
versed in geography, arithmetic,
six sections of Smyth's Algehia.
Cicero's Orations; the Bucolics,
Gcorgics, the Aeneid of Virgil. Sal-
lust, the Gospels of the Greek
Testament and Jacobs Greek
Reader. They also had to produce
certificates of their good moral
character.
COURSE OF STT DY
Freshman Year
1st Term
Anabasis of Xenophon (3 books).
Folsom's Livy (2 books).



























The French language (continued),
Srd Term
I ierodot us ( continued )
.





The French Language (continued).
Junior Year
1st Term






Electricity, Magnetism, and (')>-
t ics.












Stewart on the Actions and Moral
Powers.









Italian. German, and Hebrew,
The year was divided into three
terms. Commencement was not un-
til the first Wednesday in Septem-
ber. Following this was a vacation
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The '55 Institute: Timely Topic
I^att week's series of lectures and discussions by Dr. Philip
C. Jessup proved to be particularly timely. One of the country's
outstanding foreign policy experts, he executed a well-balanced
and effective program by concentrating on the general nature
of foreign policy in his lectures and examining specific problems
in the informal discussion groups.
The planning and executing of a dynamic and successful
foreign policy is today 'one of the, if not the, most important
challenge facing this country. There is much truth^in the old
saying that we have never lost a war or won a peace. Science
is far outstripping diplomacy and statesmanship; if this trend is
not reversed, the final results may well be catastrophic.
From these considerations, it is fortunate that for the 1955
Institute series, the college sponsored an eminent foreign policy
authority who could — and undoubtedly — did con uLtftC
much to many student's education.
The new format of this year's program — the three-day
concentration and a different type of subject matter — raises
some vital questions as to the whole Institute undertaking.
Only oni series every other year coupled with subject specializa-
tion does not produce a well-rounded result. One speaker
representing one viewpoint instead, and the three-day concen-
tration should be carefully examined. The possibility of hav-
ing an Institute series every year might well be considered. As
one of the most valuable functions of the college, this program
should be reviewed and revised when necessary to keep it at




Subject *! '..« •5.% T
Art 1 1 2
Biology 20 7 15 42
Chemistry 18 22 13 53
Classics 2 i a
Economics 24 22 35 81
English 15 17 19 51
French • 5 6 9: 20
8^ 18German 7 a
Government 34 23 29 86
Greek 2 1 3
History 15 13 16 44
Latin 1 2 3 ,6
Mathematics 20 14 9 43
Music 1 2 2 5
Philosophy t 2 1 2 5
Physics 11 8 2 21
Psychology 6 5 12 23
Sociology 4 2 6 12
Sing Rules




I congratulate the student coun-
cil on the energy they have ex-
erted in behalf of the proposed
hockey rink, hut in my opinion
their efforts could have been bet-
ter directed. 1 grant nearly every
argument stated for the building
of this rink. Yes, Bowdoin 's phy-
sical plant needs expansion; yes,
a hookey rink would attract stu-
dents .who would be good addi-
tions to the campus; yes, our phy-
sical plant a,nd hockey team can
not be compared with many in-
stitutions against which we com-
pete. But, I think Bowdoin has a
far more pressing need. This need
is scholarship aid.
Although the sums invested for
scholarships seem great. Bowdoin
is buying in a highly competitive
market and is bidding agaiast
wealthy universities. In order to
laise our scholastic standing, we
need to be able to match or come
close to matching what rhey offer.
No student, will turn down a $1200
scholarship for a $600 or $800
scholarship even if Bowdoin has a
hockey rink. And money invested
lor scholarships would have a
more universal application. I
think it is safe to say more stu-
dents need money than play hock-
ey!
,
I do not mean to ignore athle-
tics. Nothing could be more in-
correct. But I do wish to stress a .












To provide for the needs of the
College over the next decade as
projected in this pamphlet, will re-
quire somewhat more than ten mil-
lion dollars in all. The amounts re-
quired for individual projects are










tion and maintenance $3.'»0,000
For an addition to the
Library, including en-
dowment for its main-
tenance $750,000
For a new Dormitory $300,000
For the endowment of a
Department of Geology $300,000
For an addition to Gym-
nasium including endow-
ment for maintenance $700,000
For the Infirmary altera-
'
t :ons to provide for stu-
dent out-patient clinic $ 50.000
Endowment for oper-
ation $500,000







During the course of a college
year every house on campus has
the privilege of entertaining other
members of the college community.
The winner of the interfratcrnity
sing, according to custom, provides
a party to which all are invited.
Monday night there was such a
party at the A. ,D. House.
The A. D. party was not unusual
in any respects in so far as the
actions of t lie students were con-
cerned. There were the usual
pranks such as the smuggling of
beer, breaking of fences, and up-
rooting of shrubs. This wear and
tear is expected by the host
house; and no house interested in
good public relations can object to
such trivialities.
When students forget their ob-
ligations as guests, and conduct
themselves in a mobbish manner,
however, something should be
done.
Even at parties certain conduct
is called for. Don't get the idea
that I'm advocating prim and
proper behavior, but I would like
to see a little more common sense
displayed at such functions. All
houses suffer when a few individ-
uals show a lack of maturity. The
offending students give their house
a bad reputation, and the enter-
taining house suffers from the en-
tire situation.
Public relations on the campus
can be, and would bo improved if
we could all think to behave in
other houses, as we do in our own.
Yours truly,
Charles S. Christie '55
[Continued from Page /]
years. It Is hoped that the new
rules, now written for the first
time, will clear up all misunder-
standings and ambiguities.
The new system of sco 1 '' <r, the
Sing, it Is felt, will make bet-
ter co-ordination amon& the
judges. In past years judges have
overloaded their score cards and
thus caused the nod to go to houses
which, in the opinion of two out
of three, did not deserve first
place.
In an interview immediately fol-
lowing the meeting, Professor Til-
lotson cleared up a viscious rumor
which has been circulating on
campus. He stated definitely that
all of the judges had been his
guests until after the sing. No
one of the three had dinner at a
fraternity house.
Nobody is quite sure why or how
the President's C\ip was awarded.
A great deal of confusion still sur-
rounds that point, but the new
system of awarding the cup will





Remembering our discussions of your football men who were hav-
ing troubles in English, I have decided to ask you, in turn, for help.
VVe feel that Paul Spindles, one our most promising scholars, has
a chance for a Rhodes Scholarship, which would be a great thing for
him and for our college. Paul has the academic record for this
award, but we 'Tmd that the aspirant is also required to have other
excellences, and ideally should have a good record in athletics. Paul
is weak. He tries hard, but he has troubles in athletics. But he does
try hard.
We propose that you give some special consideration to Paul as
a varsity player, putting him if possible in the backfield of the foot-
ball team. In this way, we can show a better college record to the
committee deciding on the Rhodes Scholarships. We realize that Paul
will be a problem on the field, but - as you have often said — co-
operation between our department and yours is highly desirable, and
we do expect Paul to try hard, of course. During intervals of study
we shall coach him as much as we can. His work in the English Club
and on the debate team will force him to miss many practices, but we
intend to see that ho carries an old football around to bounce (or
whatever one does with a football) during intervals in his work. We
expect Paul to show entire good will in his work for you, and though
he will not be able to begin football practice till late in the season he
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sideration the committee recom-
mended: (1) That the guilty party
he deprived of his priveiego of
maintaining a motor vehicle at
Bowdoin during his sophomore
year; (2) that a letter of repri-
mand be sent to .his parents for al-
lowing the guilty person to oper-
ate a vehicle in direct violation of
the college rules; (3) That to in-
sure better enforcement in the fu-
ture, the college make suspension
the penalty for infraction of the
aforesaid rule.
On April 6 a Bowdoin student,
under the influence of alcohol com-
mitted a scries of irrational ac-
tions. Th* committee recommend-
ed that (1) he be suspended for
one week; (2) a letter be sent
home explaining the situation to
his parents.
For the Student Judiciary
Committee





What's In A Name
The most popular first name
among the students is John with
64. Others include Robert 47,
Richard 38, David 35, William 32,
James 28, Peter 20, George 18,
Donald 18. Charles 16, Paul 13, Ed-
ward 13. Philip 12, Henry 11, and
Joseph 10. There are 213 differ-
ent first names among the stu-
dent body altogether.
Seven undergraduates are the
possessors of two middle names,
while 34 have none. 115 are Jun-
iors, eight call themselves II, and
14 include in their names III.
There are seven pairs of stu-
dents bearing identical first and
last names. They are John Alden,
William Hamilton, Robert John-
son, Robert Martin, Charles Saw-
yer, and Robert ,Walsh.
Among the student body are
nine sets of brothers: Bell, Berk-
ley, Doherty, Dyer, Hamilton,
Holmes, Hovey, Rooks, and White.
The shortest first names on cam-
pus are Don, Ira, Jay, Hai, Lee,
and Max. The shortest last names
belong to Coe, Day, Dow, Fo*,
Ham. Hay, Kim? Lee, Li, and Rau.
Smith is the most popular last
name on campus with seven stu-
dents. Johnson has six bearers.
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of three weeks and the first term
was from the' first of October un-
til the last of December. Then
came a vacation of eight weeks
until about the first of March. The
second term lasted until the end
of May and the third term from





Board in commons 45.00
Incidental charges on col-
lege bills 10.00
Other expenses such as
wood, lights, washing,

























Children under 12 25c
Evenings
Adults 75c Tax Inc.
Children under 12 a5c
Sundays
Matinees
Adults 75c Tax Inc.
Children under 12 35c
Evenings
Adults 75c Tax Inc.
Children under 12 35c














As this is written, it appears
that WBOA will have reached its
goal of over 200 hours, breaking
the old station record of 200 hours
and ten minutes set in the spring
of 1**52. As you read this, the
station staff may well !* still ma-
rathoning away, but as the long
hours are crossed off, it becomes
increasingly difficult to fill in a
twenty-four hour schedule. How
long beyond the magic figure the
marathon will progress is prob-
lematical. Only time and the en-
ergy and enthusiasm of the staff
will tell.
Unlike WBOA's last, previous
marathon effort in which most
of the burden eventually came to
rest on such worthies as Lynn
Morrell, John Miller, and Ed Co-
gan, this year's record-breaking at-
tempt has found the duties pretty
well divided among the members
of the station staff. Nearly all of. present.
'Covering The Campus
Professor Edward C, KMcland
is one of thirty-two New Engend-
ers to be awarded Guggenheim
Fellowships for 1955-56. Announce-
ment of his award was made by
Henry Allen Moe, Secretary (ion-
oral' of the John Simon Memorial
Foundation in New York.
The Bowdoin Political Forum
has announced that Sharab Ten-
duf La. Bowdoin foreign plan stu-
dent from Tibet will lead an in-
formal discussion in the Poucinian
Room Thursday o\ enmg, April
28th, at 7:00 p.m., whore he will
discuss Tibet.
Tcnduf La, having recently been
appointed the Far Eastern Ad-
visor to the Political Forum, has
given many interesting talks to
church groups and civic organiza-
tions on his homeland since his
arrival here in the United States
in September. Tenduf-La can per-
haps be called a "rare speciman"
because he is one of only three
Tibetans in the United States at
"Or. Henry A. Huston of the
Class of„W79, Bowdoin Colleges
oldest alumnus, today celebrated
his 97th birthday, lie recently re-
turned from the second Of two
cruises to Swuth America, a year-
ly affair with him.
• Dr. James S. COIei, President of
BowttOln, sent the College's best
wishes to Mr. Huston today, in a
telegram reading, "Bowdoin sends
cordial greetings and congratula-'
tionslo her senior graduate as M
reaches another anniversary; and
wishes him continuing health and
happiness."
l>r. Huston became Bowdoin's
oldest alumnus upon the death of
the Reverend HarVej W, Chapman
'73 on March 5 at the age of 104.
Mr. Chapman was the oldest male
graduate of any college in the
United States at the time of his
death.
Bang Chape/ . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
consider the relationship between
France and Germany as tradition-
ally or naturally hostile. Nothing
could be falser than that.
You might say that all this
sounds very idealistic. But I am
completely aware of the great
emotional and psychological ditti-
culties that still stand in the way
of German friendship not only
with France but with many other
countries, too. Great wrong has
been done and unsjieakable misery
has been inflicted upon the whole
world.
Murdered Millions
The murdered millions of the
last war have not been forgotten,
and they should not be forgotten.
But to forgive does not mean to
forget, and to understand not to
excuse. Friendship can only be
based on forgiveness and under-
standing.
Manly people may not know
that, or may not want it. But there
are a few in every country who
do. They have a moral obligation,
a Christian duty to work together
and stand together. We all, who
have the privilege of getting an ex-
cellent education, belong to this
group, and bear this responsibility.
The great mass of the German
people may not have changed as
much as you think they should —
that can only take place in a grad-
ual process. But I know that there
are many who feel responsible for
what has happened in the past, and
who want to make sure that it
never happens again.
Franco-German friendship can
become a lasting and deep one only
on a personal basis. Last week's
historic decision in the French
Senate has cleared the way politi-
cally. Germany and France will
work together for a united
Europe.
But a great. task still lies ahead,
mutual trust and understanding
must develop, and personal friend-
ships be built up. We approach
this task with courage and con-
viction, founded on faith and hope,
and with a deep sense of humility.
Night Watchman . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
Fakes Out Conspirators
It takes Mr. Fuller two hours
and forty-five minutes to make a
complete circuit of the campus. In
that time he punches. the forty
keys which are found in the thirty-
two fraternity houses and college
buildings. He starts at Winthrop
Hall and ends up in the Heating
Plant. Occasionally he varies his
routine in order to outsmart any
violators of the rules who have his
schedule down pat.
When he was asked what his
prime duties were, Mr. Fuller said
that he kept his eyes open for fire,
kept away thieves, and made sure
the College didn't suneptitiously
go co-ed. He said that, contrary
to popular belief, he doesn't run
into many difficulties during house-
parties. The officers of the various
houses give him their full co-opera-,
tiori when they are in any condi-
tion to do so.
The chief occupational hazard
of the night Watchman seems to
be the efforts of the practical jok-
er. Most of the devises used by
these late-hour buffoons seem to
backfire. Mr. Fuller says, and
those which do succeed bother
him very little. However, the per-
petrators of these plots continue
their elaborate efforts, employing
everything from skeletons to gun-
powder.
John Fuller has been working
as watchman Jor about one and a
half years. He likes his job, does-
n't mind the hours, and finds most
fof the students friendly and agree-
tho approximately thirty-five an-
nouncers and engineers have taken
a hand in keeping the chain of
hours unbroken. No one seems to
have begrudged the meals which
have been missed ahd the sleep for-
saken in putting together the 200
hour skein. Some of the more en-
thusiastic participants have even
suggested letting the marathon
run on forever.
able. His only complaint is the
weather which he says is good only
on his night off.
Prof. Coxe
LUD ELLIMAN
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H7 PUA3ANT STMIT. ORUNtWICK.
[Continued from rage I]
published In 1947, and The Sec-
ond Man and Other Poems will be
published in the fall by the Univer-
sity of Minnesota Press. In addi-
tion, his poems, essays, and re-
views have appeared in many
magazines such as Poetry, the New
Yorker, the Sewmirc Review, the
Saturday Review, and New R-pub-
lie.
Professor Coxe, who will join
the Bowdoin faculty in the fall, is
the co-author, with Robert Chap-
man, of the play Billy Kudu, which
opened at the Biltmoro Theatre in
New York on February 10, 1951.
Comparatively little is known
about his country, recently over-
run hy the Chinese Communists.
Dr. James M. Moulton, Assis-
tant Professor of Biology has been
granted a Research Fellowship of
$600 by the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution in Massachu-
setts. He will spend the summer !»t
the Institution studying the prob-
lem of the behavior of fish in re-
lation to sound.
This will bo Professor Moulton's
second summer at Woods Hole. In
1954 he explored the possibility of
sound being used to increase the
productivity of the sea.
An adaptation for the stage of
Herman Melville's well known
nineteenth century novel, the piny
won acclaim from drama critics,
but the public did not respond and
it closed after 105 performances.
A member of the Dramatists
Guild of the Author's League of
America, Coxe was recently named
Sewanee Review Fellow in Poet-
ry for 1955-56. He is married to
the former Edith Winsor of Wes-
ton, Mass. They have four children.
Robert Winsor tVj», Louis Osborne,
Jr., 5, Charles Shearman, II,. 4,
and Helene Eyre, nine months.
Dr. .lames S. Coles, President of
Bowdoin College, flew to Camp
Kilmer, N. J., on Saturday to bo
a visitor and observer, at the First
Army Command Post Exorcise
"Operation Raindrop II " He will
continue on to meetings in Wash-
ington of the Mine Advisors- Com-
mittee and the National Science
Foundation an') will return to
Brunswick tomorrow.
Twenty five members of the
Colby student Christian organiza-
tion met here with the Bowdoin
Interfaith Forum Sunday evening
to hear Professor William (loohe-
gan discuss Norman Vincent Peal-
Ism and its effect! on modern re-
litjicMis attitudes The group, pre-
dominanteiy female, arrived In
time for Sunday chapel. After di-
viding for supper as the guests of
various houses, the organization
returned for Professor Geohegan'i
talk in the Moulton Union After
the lecture, there was a discussion
and coffee.
PEOPLE OF INDIA, a Life Ma-
gazine exhibition, will ho shown
at Bowdoin College until May 9.
On display in Sills Hall on the
campus, it consists of twenty-eight










like a cigarette should!
No wonder Winston's winning so many
friends so fast! College smokers found
flavor in a filter cigarette when they found
Winston. It's got real tobacco flavor!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works so effectively, yet
doesn't "thin" the taste or flatten the flavor.
S^k WINSTON
a. j. arvMOLoa roaa^co eo., wihiton-i>l»
m iL AMI a**l
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POLAR BEARINGS
Frank McGinley
The report printed below in this colu»..n is the result of
long and searching work by the Student Council. It demon-
strates the feeling which' the Bowdoin faculty has concerning
athletic interest on campus, and seconds remarks rmde in Polar
Bearings some weeks ago.
REPORT OF COMMnTEE OF ATHLETICS
AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE
This report is compiled from interviews with thirteen of
Bowdoin's faculty and coaches plus opinions gathered by the
author from speaking with other professors and students on the
campus. This report is not to condemn athletics at Bowdoin
College but rather to point out the existing situation and to
clarify some misconceptions which may exist concerning ath-
letics at the college. It is an objective approach of a matter
which is of grave concern to many of us. Some recommenda-
tions will be made to improve upon and strengthen our situa-
tion here at Bowdoin College.
It is agreed by all that we are at a low point of an athletic
cycle which .most colleges do experience at one time or another.
The question which arises in most of our minds is WHY. The
answer to this question involves many interacting variables
which I shall present now.
First: The students of today have extracurricular interests
which lie outside the realm of athletics, such as music, writing
and other campus activities. This is not to be taken as deroga-
tive of other interests but merely to realize their existence.
Second: Many students would rather go home week ends
than support a competitive athletic contest. Some would even
prefer to do this than to "go out" for a sport. This appeal to
travel seems stronger today than it did ten or twenty years ago.
Third: Today, at the college, there is more of an emphasis
placed on studying than in the past due to the existing major
program; and the desire for more men to attend graduate
schools in their chosen field.
Fourth: A reason of some controversy is that students pre-
fer fraternity and social life to that of a life of an athletic who
must train to play a major college sport and play it well.
Fifth: We are not getting our share of athletes because
we are .not attractive for the good athlete graduating from high
school. We cannot offer him a scholarship as large as many
of the other colleges which draw from the same high school
population.
There is a rule at the college or at least I believe there is
such a rule that a student must participate in one sport as a
condition of graduation. 1 do not believe this rule is being en-
forced today.
It must be remembered that this is a re-inforcing situation.
That is, the student tends to attract the "type" of student that
is already here on the campus. It is agreed by all that the col-
lege should not lower its standards to accommod;* the superior
athlete. There is a self-study committee now studying the re-
quirements of the college.
The Athletic Department wants all students in. one sport
or another. They do not want a student who needs to study
to neglect his work because of participation in a varsity sport.
We have an athletic plant to satisfy our needs with the possible
exception of the hockey rink.
The athletic situation lies for the most part with the stu-
dents. This spirit of the student body is as good now, if not
better, than it has been in past years. It is up to us as members
of the student body to encourage athletes to come to Bowdoin.
We are the best advertisers that the college has. At a small
college such as this it only takes a few good athletes to form a
real good team. Fraternities should encourage freshmen to
play varsity sports in preference to interfraternity sports if they
are concerned with the situation here at Bowdoin. The athlete
on the campus is not "glorified" as he is in some schools, and
this 1 believe is a credit to the college. It must be remembered
that the athletic prowess of the college affects the morale of the
entire college population. I assure you that the Admissions
Department is doing their best to obtain good' athletes who can
do well scholastically, too.
.
The Athletic Department is working
to its capacity to improve the physical plant of the college. It is
up to the students to develop interest in sub-freshmen and to
foster that interest in the freshmen when they arrive on campus.
That, coupled with a sincere arid enthusiastic interest in our
teams, will make the Bowdoin situation in athletics healthier in
the years to follow.
Recommendations by the Student Council:
1. Enforce the One Sport Rule to its most profitable use
for the individual and the college.
2. That each student make a concerted effort to contact
at least one athlete* who can do the work at Bowdoin.
3. Where the college cannot provide an Admissions Of-
ficer to visit a specific area of schools the alumni should be or-
ganized under the proper authority to visit this area.
Respectfully submitted.
Paul E. Testa, Chairman
Twirlers Drop Four On Early Spring Tour
Sophs Appear Promising
BOWDOIN LEADS in third raee of the afternoon for the Maine Stat-
Champtonnhip. The White took the trophy by Kwamplng Maine 18' ',
to 10. Colby was third with eiltht points while Bates remained
unentered.
Leighton, HowlandCombine
To Lead Bowdoin Fleet
To State Of Maine Crown
DeeringHigh Tramples Cub
Nine 8-5 On Errors, Singles
Peering High School found the up the last four innings and was
Varsity Netmen
Lose-Cubs Win
The Bowdoin Tennis team suf-
fered four 'consecutive setbacks in
its first matches of the season. The
team concluded a four day tour of
southern New England last Satur-
day.
Opening at Trinity on Wednes-
day, the Polar Bears were blanked
9-0 by a sharp, experienced outfit.
Some of the contests were close
and could have gone either way.
The Netmen then went on to Am-
herst and lost 8-1 with only Cap-
tain Bill Nieman winning his I
match. On Friday, Williams, one
of the best small college teams in
the East, downed the White 9-0.
It should be noted, however, that
both Williams and Amherst have
recently completed extensive tours
of the South, meeting some of the
best competition in the country.
The Jumboes and Ephmen have
been practicing for weeks and
were just too powerful for Bow-
doin In winding up the tour, the
Pcdar Bears bowed to M.I.T. by a
7-2 count.
Nlenutn Number One Man
Coach Sam Ladd is readying hi.;
squad of one Senior and five Soph-
omores for State Series play. Nie-
man, the lone Senior, plays num-
ber one, Bill Gardner is the num-
ber two man, Ed Podvoll three;
Don Weston, Fred Thome and
Gene Wheeler round out the ag-
gregation. Ladd is still experiment-
ing with his doubles combinations.
The Polar Bears have scheduled
11 matches for this season. Only
four will be held on the newly re-
surfaced courts at Pickard Field.
State Series competition gets
started tomorrow when a strong
Colby club takes on the White
here at Brunswick at 1:30. The
Maine schools are well balanced
this year and a tough fight for
the championship is anticipated.
The State Championships will be
held at Orono on May 23. The New
England's are slated for May 13-15
at Williams.
Wednesday afternoon the Peer-
ing High School tennis team trav-
eled to Brunswick for a first match
with the Bowdoin College fresh-
men and was defeated 5-4. The
Polar Boar Cubs still in the midst
of organization, managed to mus-
ter the men necessary for a first
mark in the victory column. Early
season sloppiness was prevalent
on the courts on the part of both
teams, and it was difficult to fore-
cast our chances for the remain-
ing four matches.
Kim Mason, first-deeded frosh,
put together his^powerful serves
and fine net game to defeat Deer-
ing's first man, 6-1, 6-1. Tom
Lowe, Deering second man, re-
taliated with a two-set victory
over Bert Wolf. After that, it was
Bowdoin most of the way with
Dick Fleck, John Philbrick, and
Ron McDonough winning their
singles matches. Ed Koch, in the
sixth sloth, became the second
Bowdoin loser.
Danny Loeb and Al Robinson.
took their doubles go, to assure
Bowdoin of a win, 6-4, 6-1. Paul
Lewis and Colby Thresher lost
their match and their dinners in
a twilight affair with Deering's
Lowe and Lee. Gordy Weil and
Pete Potter also found themselves
on the short end of a 1-6, 5-7 con-
test.
A challenge ladder has been team should be better prepared
posted by Coach Ladd and with I for their encounter with the fair-
a week of inter-squad matches, the 'ly potent Hebron varsity.
Ciridermen Shining
The second annual New England
Relay Track Meet held at Har-
vard last Saturday saw Yale and
Harvard take scoring honors. Yale
purloined seven events while the
Crimson made off with four. There
was no team point scaling kept
and therefore no standings were
set up as far as final results go
Bowdoin came up with a third
in the Sprint Medley with Weis,
Mostrjm. Herrick. and Eaton car-
rying the honors for the Polar
Bears. In the Freshman Spring
Medley, Coach Magco's frosh team
took a fourth paced by Hinkley,
Reiley, Freidenburg, and Young.
Twelve new Meet records were'
established and two more were
equaled. '
By Franklin D. Beveriilge '.16
In an amazing display of sail-
ing perfection, Bowdoin's crack
racing combination of Charlie
Leighton and Skip Howland won
every race in their respective di-
visions to capture' the Maine State
sailing crown by a score of 19'2
to 10 to 8. Maine and Colby finish-
ed behind the Big White in that
order. Bates failed to send an en-
try.
Sailing on his home waters,
Leighton completely dominated
Division "A". Only once was the
sailing club's commodore ever se-
riously threatened. In the third
race of the day, Ainsvvorth of
Maine rounded the final mark a
full two hundred yards in front
of the local entry. Displaying tre-
mendous skill, Charlie worked his
craft into a position to receive
more favorable wind, and barely
nipped the Black Bear crew at the
finish line. In his final race, Leigh-
ton and his crew Koyu Kinjo
caught the gun beautifully and won
going away.
Howland's command of Division
"B" was no less complete. Team-
ing up well with his crew Bob
Sutherland, Howland was never
headed in any of his three races.
First over the line in every at-
tempt, Skip displayed his best
form of the current season. The















The following is the schedule
and conditions for this year's In-
terfraternity Sailing meet.





We.liH-whiv, May *, 2:30 P.M.
Chi Psi
T D. (Defending Champion)
Psi U.
Delta Sigma






Friday, May 6, 2:30 P.M.
The winners of each division.
r Teams selected by drawing.
In case of rain the maki>-up race
will be held Friday and the finals
Tuesday, May 10.
All men who have not sailed in
a varsity or freshman meet this
fall or spring will be eligible to
compete.^
.
Hockey'Rink . . .
[Continual from /'«»<• I]
of funds during the month of May.
The reception that we have re-
ceived to this effort has been most
encouraging. So far committees
have been founded in Portland,
Brunswick, Lewiston, Augusta,
and Boston. By the end of this
week we expect to have similar
committees formed in "New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington.
"With endorsement already giv-
en by the Alumni Council and the
Directors of the Alumni Fund, we
feel confident that this appeal can
be presented successfully to the
Alumn and friends of Bowdoin.
"A dinner for committee chair-
men and others joining in the ef-
fort will be held on campus Wed-
nesday evening, May 4th. This
will mark the actual start of the
campaign."
The Student Council wishes to
thank all the students who dem-
onstrated their interest in the
building of a hockey rink at Bow-
doin by supporting the recent stu-
dent fund raising campaign.
A report on the drive:
Hash* mrmbrr* contributing
1. A.I). M 00t of R7
.
r
>8 out of ',«
fi:t out of .16
.14 out of 54
611 out of <»1
M out of :.«
SB out of .16
42 out of J'.'
M Out of .IK
42 out of 60
.11 out of .1.1



























Power Shown In Softball Tilu
The announcement by the Execu
tive Committee of the Governing
Boards means that the drive for
funds from the alumni has been
actively organized. The organiz-
ers have contacted groups locally
in Brunswick, Lewiston. Augusta,
and Portland. Organized efforts
have also been started in New-
York, Philadelphia, and Washing-
ton.
Completion or the second week
of interfraternity softball leagues
finds co-leaders heading each loop.
In league A, Dplta Sig and Beta
still sport unolemished ' records
while in league B, both Kappa
Sig and TD are knotted with 2
wins without a loss. In last week's
games: In league A, Jim McAd-
ams blasted out a grand slam
home run to boost Delta Sigma
over Psi U 4-1. while" Beta kept
pace with a 6-5 win over AD. A
three run triple in the last of the
sixth by Louis DuPlessis was the
big blow. In the league A finale,
Chi Psi Lodge evened its record
with a 9-7 victory over ATO. A four
run third pushed Chi Psi out front
to stay although ATO came back
to threaten in the top of the sixth.
Over in league B. TD, paced by
a booming Gary Gelinas homer,
built up an early lead and fought
off a final DKE rush to take the
Dekes 10-9. Co-leader Kappa Sig
stayed at the top edging ARU 7-6.
Zeta, on the rebound from a first
week loss, blasted out five circuit
clouts to outslug Sigma Nu 10-8
closing out the week's activity.
Suffering from a lack of hitting,
and a somewhat shaky defense,
the Bowdoin varsity baseball team
opened its season by dropping all
four games on its annual "South-
ern" swing. The pitching staff
came through with top notch per-
formances by Dyer, Greene, and
Prater in the first three setbacks
from Trinity, Amherst, and Wil-
liams.
The last encounter of the trip
with the MIT sliderulers was the
most lopsjded effort of the sw ing
Marshall and Coster were Bow-
doin's batteries for the game while
Al Hauser, a "good hitting pitch-
er," took the mound for MIT and
hurled them to a 10-4 win. He
helped out !iis cause with three
well timed hits and one RBI. In
the third frame, MIT led off with
a double by Ohlson who scored
quickly on an error by the Polar
Bears. The fourth and fifth went
by without incident, but in the
sixth MIT came through .with four
runs through a display of bunting
seldom seen. Three successful
bunts by Newhall, Hauler, and
Trussel — a former Bowdoin bolts
bailer — loaded the bases. With
the count 3 and 2 on MITs right
I
fielder, coach Danny MacFavden
I
brought in Fred Coukos hoping
that Bowdoin's center fielder
could strike out the batter.
Coukos Takes Mound
Coukos couldn't get his first fast
pitch over and Newhall was forc-
ed home with MITs second run.
Perciballi, having previously singl-
ed to right field in the fourth, pro-
ceeded to lay down a hunt .which
scored Hauser. With no out and
the bases full Ohlson grounded
to Coukos who quickly threw to
Coster for a home plate force. Cos-
ter then threw to. first base trying
to nab the runner but the ball hit
Ohlson on the back and' spun
wildly away allowing another run
Jo- score. MIT's leadoff man then
hit a grounder to Coukos who
threw to first for the second out,
with the fourth run for MIT scor-
ing. Dyer relieved Coukos and re-
tired the side. MIT came through
with two more tallies in the sev-
enth to* make the >eore seven to
nothing. In the eighth chapter Bow-
doin made n game effort to get
back into the tilt but didn't quite
make it.
Trinity Win Disputed
In Bowdoin's first encounter of
their Dixie tour with Trinity, the
big White nine was nosed out 3-2
in the bottom of the ninth by a
controversial call on the part of
the plate umpire. Dyer's superb
pitching was not enough to offset
the lack of hitting which was
sorely needed.
Ron Harris. Bowdoin's lead-off
man, opened the top of the first
with a walk. He was followed by
Krieder who sacrificed pushing
Harris to ^second. An error by
Trinity's shortstop put Coukos on
first and Anthony proceeded to
drive a double to deep left- center
• hich scored Harris In the sixth
inning Anthony reached first on a
walk and came home on a pair
of Trinity errors for Bowdoin's
mo. ml and last tally. In the eighth
inning Trinity came back to even
the score. A base OH balls follow-
ed by three consecutive singles did
the trick. In the bottom of the
controversial ninth Trinity came
through with the game breaking
run. Drabonsky. Trinity's ace of
the pitching staff, walked and was
fallowed to first by A''<>;:<»nder
who reached first on a Bowdoin
error. Another base on balls loaded
the bases with Sticka up. Dyer
struck Sticka out but Kozack, the
Trinity catcher and clean-up man,
came to the plate and walked at
Dyer*! third strike got by Mike
Cotter. Mikn. who picked it up
quickly, threw to Dyes trying to
nab Drabonski roaring down the
third base path. The ball never
reached Leroj because Kozack had
stepped out of the batter's box and
planted himself directly in Coster's
line of fire to deflect the ball. The
i move by Kozack which resulted
i in the g:ime w inning run was bit-
terly protested by the MacFay-
denmen but to no avail.
Amherst, Williams Win
Traveling north from Hartford,
Bowdoin's next encounter was Am-
herst who won out in a closely
fought duel 2-1. Dick Greene, a
promising sophomore, took the hill
for Bowdoin and turned in a stell-
ar performance, In this game Am-
herst bunched -her few hits to pro-
duce two early tilt tallies. In the
top of the ninth Bowdoin had Cou-
kos leading off in the face of a
two run deficit. Coukos popped out
to second and a single by Anthony
put one man on. Coster reached
on a second base error and Libby
grounded out to third. Bob Shep-
herd, another promising sopho-
more, lined a single which scored
Anthony to wrap up the game
scoring and a Bowdoin come back.
Williams was the next stop for
the White with Trim Frazer slated
to do the throwing. Bowdoin re-
gained some of its poise at the
plate by collecting eight hits,
Kreider. Coukos. and Rigby hav-
ing two apiece. Tom Frazer pitch-
ed well and allowed only four
bingles. A shaky start in the first
allowed Williams to obtain three
runs.
Coach Adam Walsh is serv-
ing as a member of the Rules
Committee of the Football
Coaches of America. Adam has al-
so been elected a trustee of the
Coaches Association. .
offerings of pitcher Marty Roop
much to their liking, last Wed-
nesday afternoon and with the aid
of a few infield flaws they man-
aged to hand the Freshman nine
an 8-5 drubbing on the home dia-
mond.
With the Cubs in the fore, 2-0.
Ihe visiting stickers harvested a
six run crop in the beginning of
the second frame and .were never
headed after. Don Lary, who
sparked the Purple's victory over
the Bowdoin Frosh last Spring, had
another good day at the plate,
whacking two triples. One of these
came in the big second inning
along with three other hits, a
walk, and a pair of infield bungles
to account for the scoring.
Roop waded through five rocky
innings, allowing seven hits, three
walks, and two balks. Three errors
behind him also aided the Deering
cause. Ronnie Desjardin finished











Al Tobey, Clata of '50
i' '
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can ahow you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of The Orient
ITS NOT TOO LATE!
YOU CAN STILL WIN $25 IN THE
Lucky Strike Droodle Contest
If you want to find out just how easy it is, ask
Roger Price, creator of Droodle*.* "Very!" Price
says. Better yet, do a Droodle yourself, like the
one shown here.
^ Droodle anything you like. And send in as many
as you want If we select yours, we'll pay $25 for
the right to use it, together with your name, in our
advertising. We're going to print plenty — and
tots that we don't print will earn $25 awards.
Draw your Droodles any size, on
any piece of paper, and send them
with your descriptive titles to
LUCKY DROODLE, P. O. BOX 83
NEW YORK 46, N. Y.
Be sure your name, address, col-
lege and class are included.
LUCKY STRIKE. OROODtE.
JUCXSCS CMflOctMG A FEW
A Campus-to-Career Case History
le keeps up with
440,000 customers
"I used to think accountants wore green
e\e shades and sat on high stools," John
Merrick will tell you. "That's before I
started working in a modern accounting
department.
"I trained for about a year and a half
in different phases of telephone ac-
counting. Then I was placed in charge
of tile section which maintains tele-
phone service records. 1 have more
than 60 people in my group with four
supervisors reporting to me. Our job
is to keep a running record of monthly
charges for 140 exchanges in Central
Massachusetts. That comes to 440,000
different customers.
"Customers expert their bills on time
and they want their charges to be right.
So on my job my primary concern is to
maintain constant and rapid production
and at the same time keep our work ac-
curate and reliable. One of the best u ays
to do this is to be sure that 'the right
person is on the right job at the right
time.' an old cliche. But Mound it works
and it gives me a chance to use my
Sociology training since it means han-
dling all sorts of personnel situations."
John finished Bates College in 1952 with a degree in Sociology,
and started with the New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company. His work is typical of many assignments in the
Bell telephone companies. The opportunities open for col-
lege graduates with other operating companies of the Bell
Telephone System are many and varied — also with Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia
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Wednesday Lecture:
'Responsibilities'
"The Responsibility of Power"
What power is, what it means
to us., and how it can be used was
the outline of Wednesday's lec-
ture. The citizen of the United
States has power to the peoples
of the world. The responsibility,
which can be both good and bad,
for the use of this power rests
with the United States as a na-
tion. It is up to this countiv to
prove that we have not been cor-
rupted by this power. Professor
Jessup used the illustration of the
power of both a ten ton truck
and an old lady to tie up traffic
on Fifth Avenue as an example
that the power is relative and de-
pends on the circumstances of the
given situation. It is our obligation
to see that wrong use of our pow-
er does not occur under the means
at our disposal. This is partly a
moral concern. The problem of a
diplomat is to weigh the probabi-
lities and the choice between al-
ternatives for U-sing our power "in
the competition with Communism
for the mmds of men".
"Power is limited by various in-
hibitions on its use". To show this,
Professor Jessup cited several ex-
amples. There are two assesments
of the Asiatic mind in the Quemoy
and Matsu situation. There is some
feeling that the Asiatic respects
only force, and we must use it to
show that we're not the "paper
tiger". But if the U. S. should use
atomic artillery or other such wea-
pons, wo would have provided,
"tailor made, the most potent pro-
paganda weapon available to Wie
J. C. Vincent
Communists since the end of back to this continent (we can't
/^Jessup declared it to be divided.
Di cr*l"l CCf*6 A €11 51 T^Ttf the colonial areas, the statuslatUoata -TLOlO. ouo is not as desirable
John Carter Vincent, foreign af-
fairs expert and former diplomat,
returned briefly Tuesday, April 19,
to discuss the present situation in
Asia in a conference with students
of Professor John P. Armstrong's
Foreign Policy course. The discus-
sion centered around the topic of
how a country gets itself into em-
barrassing situations, with Mr.
Vincent expressing his views and
further explaining the lecture he
gave here for the Political Forum
last March second.
'Paper Tiger'
Mr. Vincent took note of the
Chinese charges that the United
States is playing the role of "pa-
per tiger", supposedly shown
World War II." Jessup assorted
that the "Force-Consent" policy
was our best course: a combination
of force (power brought to bear)
and the eliciting of the willing
consent of allies and uncommitted
nations. To use freely the force
available to as would alienate the
nations on which we count. The
United States has been fortunate
in that our interests have thus far
generally coincided with our moral
judgements, but it is a problem to
keep these two controlling reali-
ties together.
Wealth and Might
Our wealth and our military
might arc two elements of power
which force world responsibilitiy
upon us. These two factors can-
not give us leadership, but present
many problems. We must utilize
our economic might to fill the gap
for the Western European nations
that once depended on trade with
the East and for Japan which
once depended on China. If Cong-
ress fails to act on President Ei-
senhower's tariff policy, we could
be held responsible as a nation for
the events that would ensue.
The duty also falls on the in-
dividual. "Because we are free,
we arc not free to be irresponsible."
We have the power to prevent a
third world war, if the rights and




Students were given the oppor-
tunity to fire a wide range of
questions during the one and a
half hour faculty-free conference.
In reply to a question about the
nature of the status quo desired
under the Containment Policy,
q to the U. S.
as in the over-all picture of "the
big balance". Jessup didn't see
any major change from the policy
of containment under Truman to
Dulles' policy.
Concerning morale in the State
Department: "inevitably, it de-
pends on feeling that the man on
top is standing behind you." One
of the great difficulties is that
this has not always been the case.
There are different angles to the
loyalty question: weeding out un-
fit people, and using it to penal-
ize for political opinions. For ex-
ample, "the old Chinese experts
are all dropped or shifted as a re-
sult of the McCarthy pressure.
This has, in general, created the
thmughour'actiOnsinKorea.lndo-l^ 1"3" " tnat jt
'
s the rare man
China, and the Tachens evacua-
tion. The source of our trouble, Mr.
Vincent declared, is "a prepared-
ness to take military action be-
yond what we are prepared to fol-
low with diplomatic and public
policy." The ]>hrase "losing face"
does not explain and solve
a multitude of problems: "no
one ever lost face in the eyes of an
Asiatic who took a reasonable
course of action." Mr. Vincent
iwas s|>caking of a continued ef-
fort to win the uncommitted na-
tions of Asia.
Concerning Quemoy and Matsu,
Mr. Vincent pointed out that al-
most nobody wants to go to war
over the islands, "yet we have got
oui-selves out on u limb for what
1 would call unsound reasons", We
had. perhaps, thought, of the is-
lands as a bargaining point for a
truce In the Formasa Strait. This
v is an under-estimation of the
Chinese determination.
No Invasion Post
In answer to questions. Vincent
observed that Nehru considers
Formosa part of the Chinese main-
land, and, though he is in a posi-
tion of influence in Asia, our hopes
for Nehru-guided proposals for
settlement of the Formosan situ-
ation from the Bandung confer-
ence should nojt be too high. Vin-
cent felt that the off-shore Islands
can not lx% used for an invasion
ijxxst by either side, and that we
should not risk war because of any
jwssible loss of Nationalist morale
resulting from an evacuation. The
diplomat thought that Chiang is
probably sincerely convinced that
was between the US and Russia
Is inevitable, and that such a war
would be a chancp to get to the
mainland again.
Brown Lecture . . .
[Continued frnm^Page 1}
quotations from Shakespeare., the
irony of the lecture title bristled.
The outstanding contributions of
the age to literature undoubtedly
overshadowed the sacrifices.
to write a memorandum that is
at odds with the prevailing point
of view. This is utterly disruptive
to an efficient service." Placing
LcRoy Henderson, a long-time ca
recr diplomat, in charge of person-
nel was "a step in the right di
rection; but right after this comes
the Corsi case under the continu
ing influence of MacLeod." '..
Two-faced Threat
I'rofcssor Jessup described the
Communist threat as two-faced:
militai-y (though this is not im-
mediately acute so long as we
maintain our buildup) and ideo-
logical. Asked to define the nature
of the Russian-Chinese alliance,
Jessup declared that, so far, they
seem to have an identity of com-
mon interests. There are, how-
ever, many indications that they
may have built the Chinese up to
the point where they arc out of
hand. When Stalin was alive, Mao
was accepted as a prophet of
Communism. Mao could now con-
sider himself as the last of the liv-
ing prophets, and that tbe center
of Communism should be Peiping.
Jessup was asked to coma pre
the Austrian settlement with a
possible similar settlement for
•Germany. Unification is necessary
first for Germany. It Is hard to
draw a com|>arison. The Russians
fear German rearmament, and
have, in the past, made all efforts
to hold it up. They will propose
withdrawal of troops by both sides
— they go to Poland and we go
stay permanently on French ter-
ritory). They may feel, on the
other hand, that it would be to
their advantage to cooperate. Jes-
sup did not consider it inconceiv-
able that the Iron Curtain may be
lifted and moved back. '
Concerning the recognition of
Red China, we must be able to
look at the situation realistically,
determining what will buildup the
future rather than looking at it
through internal politics. There
are three problems: we can't sac-
rifice the Formosan Nationalists,
the seat on the Security Council
(which wouldn't make too sub-
stantial a difference to our posi-
tion), and what this would do to
]
our relative prestige in the Far
East. "I am satisfied' our present
policy is not contributing to our
prestige in the Far East. The net
rcsultlof recognition and admit-
ance would be to our advantage."
The Chinese Nationalists, he point-
ed out, still have the veto power
in the U. N.
The United Nations doesn't make
any contribution, and probably
cannot make a solution of the cold
war; but in smaller conflicts that
could have blown up it has helped
greatly. We should not recommend
charter' changes for the U. N. If
we held the review conference now
possibly it would raise hopes that
would only be smashed in the fol-
lowing angry debates, and further
factional splits would occur.
The release of the Yalta Papers
"in the terms, of our relationship
to Britain was another little ele-
ment to make the British people
feel our government acts a little
foolishly and in response to in-
ternal political pressures." Jessup
felts that many people thought
they were digging up political dirt.
It was his opinion that the re-
lease didn/t have a good effect on
Germany and France, as some have
said. Printing the "chit-chat" is
wanted in long-range history, but
publishing them so near the time




Our entire foreign policy is bas-
ed on the fact that the United
States needs and must have allies,
and that to lose them would be
fatal. These allies need not neces-
sarily be tied by formal- alliance,
but they must take "a friendly
and sympathetic attitude toward
our aspirations." Coalition diplo-
macy is the United States' policy
of dealing with the free world, and
its principle responsibility is to
hold "together the free coalition.
Since 1945, the Soviets have tried
to drive .wedges in the Western
Wall. "We must fill up the cracks".
As the free world is by no means
a closely knit group, there are
problems. Jessup cited many ex-
amples of solid alliances within
the coalition, such at NATO ("The
most potent military alliance in
the world today") and showed
how other agreements brought in
and .connected many nations. Then-
are common bonds, such as be-
tween the nations that committed
troops to Korea. Then there are
the "uncommitted nations", such
as the Arab States and India. The
t.endancy to speak of neutral states
"with a sneer" is dangerous: "our
job is to pursuade rather than
alienate by jibes."
We mast utilize our power
through effective leadership. We
can't imitate the totalitarians in
this. "The period of McCarthyism
did great damage to our total po-
sition. There was an immense
PHILIP JEiSStJP and President Coles exchange views in the IViiciniiin
Room during the former's stay, here last week as Institute lecturer.
depth of concern in the countries
that had been occupied by the
fascists." But this "parasite" to
our strength has passed. We must
consider moral factors, and create
confidence by showing the "spirit
and purpose of American life it-
self" rather than "material opu-
lence." "Respect at home and hon-
or abroad" is needed.
Propaganda Essential
In a reference to Admiral Car-
ney and Senator Knowiand, Jes-
sup observed that too many men
comment on great issues without
considering the impact of their
statements. Propaganda is. an es-
sential weapon of modern diplo-
macy, and, faced wtth a clever
machine, our task is to mirror
"the good we believe we have".
Much damage was done to such ef-
fort by the series of Congressional
investigations from which it will
take time to rebuild. To tell the
truth behind their programs would
have a bad effect for the Soviet
tion" can gain us support. "Bluff
is dangerous and can utterly ruin
a position" — once it is called, it
takes a long time to repair the 1 cestful" when it began;
Second Conference:
Berlin to Bandung
Professor' Jessup was asked
about the competition between
Nehru and Chou for Asiatic influ-
ence. The competition is coming
out now at Bandung. Though Neh-
ru has the edge, Jessup felt, the
states near the Chinese border
have an understandable fear.
The United Nations will not
emerge as a federal world gov-
ernment in the appreciable future.
Jessup declared, and this is not
likely to happen except as the re-
sult of a startling international
event. The progression will be slow
and imperceptablc, as it was in
this country.
The Professor was asked his opi-
nion of Chiang. In his early days
Chiang appeared as a great libera-
tor, a good soldier and politician.
As a result of the disintegration
of China, Chiang lost contral of
his people and a self-centered and
selfish bureaucracy developed. Re-
forms are needed now on Formosa.
"It is a sad picture, I think. Chiang
seems a fine man. But, somehow,
things have seemed to slip out of
his grip." His Moscow-trained son
is the heir-apparent.
No Pin-Pointing
If the off-shore islands were at-
tacked by the Chinese, would war
result? Jessup chided the feeling
that some hold that we would be
able to pin-point the military
bases, and carry on a limited war
with China. He felt that the Com-
munist tactics would be to draw
us in deeper and keep us off bal
ancc while bleeding us with the
cost.
Jessup thought the Point Four
program was "extraordinarily sue-
but, as
damage. Jessup quoted Elihu Root
who spoke of the man who "shook
his fist first and his finger second"
and lost influence.
Negotiating with pur enemies is
a problem. The smaller states are
constantly advocating it. We end
up negotiating with the French
and British too often, while the
Russians stick to their line. Jes-
sup declared it as a "you -.hold -
the - line - while - I - milk - the -
barren - heifer situation". But to
sit down and talk is not appease-
ment. "This appeasement accusa-
tion is a silly thing."
Professor Jessup concluded by
'
referring to Kennan: wc must
keep our internal affairs in order
and "not shift out of our world
environment". By thus strengthen-
ing our coalition, we can prevent
we tied military strings to it,
many nations began to favor tech-
nical assistance from the U. N.
The diplomat was asked what he
understood the distinction to be be-
tween the thought of Kennan and
Morganthau. There are no under-
lying thoughts of international
morals in Morganthau that are
found in Kennan. Kennan no more
considered hfmself in the Morgan-
thau school of thought than in any
other.
What would be the effect of eva-
cuation of the off shore islands
on the Nationalist Chinese?
i Chiang still looks forward to re-
gaining the mainland and believes
that world war is inevitable, Jes-
sup felt. The -effect of the evacua-
tion on the morale would be bad,
but it is time that Chiang be told
realistically of our opposing opi
Friday Lecture:
UN and Parliament
In the final lecture of the 1955
Institute Lectures, Professor Jes-
sup, showed the connection be-
tween the rules and procedures of
parliamentary law and modern dip-
lomacy. The example was the
United Nations.
Rules of order are necesswy t»
assist an assembly in the work
for which it has been designed.
Rules keep men and nations,
in check, and provide a uniform-
ity of business proceedings. In the
United Nations, which Senator
Vandenburg called "the town meet-
ing of the world", such rules are
even more necessary. Controlling
the committees which carry on the
real work of the organization,
these rules determine agenda
items, the printing of debates and
official publications. In the As-
sembly, the rules decide conduct.
The other aspect of Coalition
Diplomacy is negotiation. Several
false impressions of United Na-
tions negotiations have been ad-
vanced. One author has criticized
the "diplomacy by insult, exercises
in forensic propaganda ". Jessup at-
tacked this position. Bad manners
in debate do have an irritating ef-
fect, he admitted, and the Soviets
have attained some skill In this
field. But such things are not pe-
culiar to U. N. debate — they
happen in our awn Congress.
Professor Jessup described the
background in which the U. N.
meetings are held. The State De-
partment sends messages to its
foreign offices and collects opini-
ons before taking a stand. There
are also consultations among' the
permanent representatives station-
ed in New York *— these men have
become " a very cohesive group,
knowing each other by name"
through many meetings. The Unit-
ed Nations also provides an unob-
trusive backdrop in which foreign
ministers and secretaries can meet
and talk. "From the top to the
bottom, there arc many business
gatherings, negotiations lieing car-
ried on constantly." Lodge 'com-
mands a big staff and runs a big
show". "Position papers" lay out
the facts for the agenda items.
The ten delegates are advised and
coached by experts, with a "sense
for the rigfat_mbment for words".
There aVe "liason officers" whose-
jpb is to persuade and to point out
to other nations where their inter-
ests rr-ally fie. Proceedings are




strained In the battles for the im-
portance offices to which great
honor is attached. The President
of the Assembly is a world figure
with real power. That position can
be increased through the strength
of his own personality. Jessup cit-
ed Romulo as an example. When
the Soviet delegate, VLshinski, had
wandered from the agenda order
into an attack on the U. S., Romu-
lo declared him out of order. Vish-
inski continued. Romulo then or-
dered the interpreters to stop and
the loud speaker system to be
turned off, leaving the Russian
delegate helpless as a iienalty for
violating the rules of older.
The methods of parliamentary
diplomacv must be carefully
thought out. The way things are
done Is Important Frequently it
is disadvantageous for the U. s.
to initiate too many resolutions or
to initiate them alone. The place
of an item on the agenda is impor-
tant. Professor Jessup cited sev-
eral examples of United Nations
verbal skirmishes and the subtle
tricks of quick debate. Problems,
he noted, are ofjen best solved by
"putting them on ice", though na-
tions feel obliged to seek imme-
diate solutions..
In all these proceedings, trie
delegates "are no fools. There is'
a nai appreciation of -a moral
stand. The principles of a decision
need to he put over. It is signi-
ficant that- no delegate has ever
attempted to attack the principles
of the U. N. charter • this heart
testimony of the influence of the
ideas the document contains." The
young United Nations is still de-
veloping In parliamentary diplo-
macy. Difficulties exist, but it is a
great mistake to underestimate
the progress that can be made
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President James S. Coles recent-
ly announced at the morning Cha-
pel service that four seniors have
been chosen to deliver the tradi-
tional Commencement addresses
on Saturday, June 18. They arc
William V. S. Carhart, Louis E.
Roberts, Sharab W. Tcnduf La
and G. Curtis Webber, II. Select-
ed as alternate was Lloyd O.
Bishop.
They were selected from among
twenty seniors who wrote ad-
dresses and delivered them before
a faculty committee recently.
Carhart is a member of the edit-
orial staff of the Quill, and of Al-
pha Tau Omega. He is majoring
in English.
Roberts, a member of Alpha
Rho Upsilon fraternity, is major-
ing in philosophy. He too has
written articles for the Quill.
Tcnduf In
Tcnduf La is a Bowdoin Plan
student from India. Sponsored by
Beta Thcta Pi he has been here
only one year. In the fall he will
attend the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy at Tufts Universi-
ty.
Webber is majoring in English.
A member of Kappa* Sigma frater-
nity, he has been active on the
staff of the Orient and WBOA. He
has also taken part In several
speech contests and has been nam-
ed a James Bowdoin Scholar. As
a junior Webber won the Stanley
Plummer prize speaking contest
and has been a member of the
varsity basketball squad for three
years.
Bishop, who was named alter-
nate, was recently awarded a Ful-
bright Scholarship to Franco for
the academic year 1955-56. He will
study the French language and
literature at the University of
Dijon.
An Alumni Fund Scholar nt
Bowdoin, Bishop was elected to
Phi Beta Kappa last June and is




At the recent elections David
McCornack, Jr. '54, was elected
president of Beta Theta Pi.
McCornack, a member of the
class of 1954, entered Bowdoin in
1950. He enlisted in the Army in
1952 and" served in the Korean
theatre. Being discharged in 1954
with the rank of sergeant, he re-
turned to Bowdoin as a Junior. He
has been active in college athletics
having played on tlr freshman
football team and served as mana-
ger of freshman hockey.
Ruhcrt A. Keay '56 was chosen
as vire president. Active in cam-
pus publications, Kcay is at pres-
ent Editor-in-chief of the Bugle.
As a creative writer he has writ-
ten lyrics for many of the num-
bers in the show While The Cat's
Away.
Terry Stenbcrg '56 is the Beta's
new secretary. He .has been very
active in music at Bowdoin. As a
member of the Meddiebempsters
for twu years, he has arranged
many of the selections in their
repertoire. He will be president of
the Glur Club next year and is
pianist /or the progressive jazz
group, t;ho Emanons. He is the
leader oi the ROTC band. Sten-
berg is \»Jcc president of the Class
of 1956.
Wallace W. Mich '56 was elected
treasurer. John Raymond Fairman
'56 is the new steward. Ellsworth
B. Clark '56 will represent the
fraternity on the Student Council.
Other officers in the house are
house manager. Paul Kingsbury
"57; rushinu chairman, David Hur-
ley ">ti; siK'ial chairman. Don Wes-
ton '57; hazing chairman. Jim
Boudrcau '57. Representative to
the Debating Council is John P.
Dow 57. recorder is William Gard-
ner '57. Student Union representa-
tive, Dana IJandalt 57; White Key,
John Manning '57.
Wllklns Is < hapUin
Fr.xi Wilkins '56 is the new
chaplain. Hc«rb Shimmin '56, his-
torian; wortliy keeper of the wor-
thy annals ('librarian) is Carroll
Pcnnell '56 Joseph McDanicls "57
is the new scholastic chairman,
alumni secretary is Richard Allen
'58; scrgcant-at-arms. Robert
Johnson '56; music director. Dana
Randall '57; athletic chairman,
William Dalev '58.
/ Moulton Reveals Story
Of Strange Sounds Of Sea
Biology Professor Uses Slides, Recorder
To Demonstrate Various Sea Noises,
Ghostly Moans, Howls, Etc.
By Roger Howell, Jr. '58
Assistant Professor James,Moul-
ton of the Biology Department de-
livered a lecture on "Animal
Sounds of the Sea" in the Moulton
Union Lounge on Wednesday, April
27. Mr. Moulton used a tape re-
corder and slides to augment his
talk.
False Conception
Mr. Moulton noted that most
people have a false conception of
the nature of the world under wa-
ter. It is usually pictured as a
place of eerie silence, and the
writings of undersea explorers have
done little to dispel this illusion.
In truth, however, the undersea
world is an environment not unlike
our own. There is sound under the
sea, and through the use of under-
water microphones and amplifiers,
this sound has been noticed and
recorded. Many of the sounds heard
have been related to fishes merely
because it is difficult to imagine
anything other than a fish making
them. Thus, unknown animals have
been named for the sounds they
make, for example, the echo fish
and the carpenter fish.
To demonstrate this, Mr. Moul-
ton played a tape recording which
included the sound of snapping
shrimp, unidentified sounds com-
prising ghostly moans and howls
recorded near Bermuda in water
over two miles deep, the noises
made by whooping fish and echo
fish, the tapping noise made by the
carpenter fish, and the noises made
by pilot whales and white por-
poises. He followed this with a
recording of crab and lobster ac-
tivity recorded at Boothbay Har-
bor during the last winter.
Aristotle and Homer
Mr. Moulton noted that primi-
tive fishermen have for centuries
utilized the sounds from the sea
to improve their catch. Syrian
fishermen stationd a crew member
deep in the hull of the boat to de-
tect sounds which they have come
to associate with good fishing. This
sort of practice is also carried on
by the Japanese, Indian, and Ma-
layan fishermen. Even Aristotle
wrote about fish sounds, guessing
that they made their noise in
[1'lra.se Turn To Page 4]
'Man's Pressure Points'
Topic OfRev. MacDonald
The Reverend Joseph Cony Mac-
Donald. D.D. '15 of the Union
Church, in Waban, Massachusetts,
poke on "Man's Pressure Points"
in the Sunday chapel. Reverend
MacDonald Is a member of the
Board of Overseers. The text of
his talk is reproduced here.
I'd like to think with you for a
little while this afternoon about
man's pressure points.
If you should take some first
aid course the instructor would
tell you that a man's pressure
points are just six in number and
are to be used only to control the
flow of blood in an emergency.
But these are not the pressure
points which I have in mind.
The ones I have in mind are
far more numerous and much more
difficult to handle.
It is like carrying some kind of
a load which has been strapped
tightly to back and shoulders. We
carry the load with us on our
journey but the load becomes hea-
vy and the ropes chafe. We feel the
pressure of it all and sometimes
that pressure seems to be almost
more than we can bear.
All our lives have, in one way
or another, their pressure points.
These may be physical or mental
— certain handicaps under which
we struggle all life through. Or
they may be moral and spiritual.
Everyone Has A Burd»n
Each one has his burden. The
loads we carry vary widely. They
really test us, whether we are weak
or strong, whether we are young
or old.
I started thinking about all this.
oddly enough, some time ago when
I heard something, which at first
amused me, about a man who lives
in a small Maine town. The man
is the collector of rubbish and gar-
bage there. He is very conscien-
tious in doing his work and very
fearful of competition. It is this
attitude, perhaps, which has given
him an ulcer. You may have some
difficulty figuring- -out how there
would be enough worry Involved
in collecting rubbish to justify an
ulcer. I'm sure that other physical
factors must; be involved. But the
more I thought about this man
the more I realized that he, living
at his level, a relatively low and
obviously insecure economic lev-
el, has his pressure points just as
you and I have them. Thus it is
that life tries and tests men, on
every level, to the limits of their
strength and frequently beyond.
Some years ago I knew a man,
now dead, who was one of the
most distinguished citizens of
Massachusetts. He was vigorous
and able, an important- leader in








Palme '55 won the Class of 1868
Prize Speaking Contest, which
was held on Tuesday, April 26 in
Smith Auditorium. Altogether six
seniors contested for the prize.
John Francis Bowler '55 spoke
on "Bowdoin's Missing Ingredi-
ent." In his speech, he criticized
the tendency of Bowdoin men to
become merely fraternity men and
thus neglect the friendship of men
in other fraternities.
Philip Singer Day '55 spoke
about Alcoholics Anonymous in «
speech entitled "A New Life."
He showed how this organization
played a vital part in rehabilitat-
ing people that he knew and loved.
"Bowdoin's Wcll-Roundcd Stu-
dent" was the subject of Camille
Francis Sarrauf. In his speech, he
noted that the emphasis on the
well-rounded mln is a poor thing
when it stretches to the point of
neglecting studies for extra-curri-
cular affairs. The man who gets
ahead is the often despised grind.
Philip August Weiner spoke on
the danger of trial by the press in
a speech called "Danger: Conta-
mination.'" He showed how the ju-
ries in an important trial can be-
come biased by reading newspa-
per accounts oi the trial. He also
pointed out how this problem has
been largely overcome in England.
For his prize-winning speech,
Charles Janson-LaPalme gave a
humorous talk entitled "And the
People Who Answer Them." The
talk was concerned with the prob-
lems, oj living with that modern-
day menace, the telephone, and he
combined a shrewd sense of timing
and gesture with witty material to
nail down first place.
Mclvin Earl Hodgkins conclude^
the speaking with "Let's Look At
One Another." In his speech he
noted that "the proper study of
mankind is man." What should be
sought In others are the qualities
not found in oneself, according to
the philosophy expressed in his
speech.
A musical interval was provided
at the end of the first three
speeches and once again at the
end of the contest when the
judges were making their decision.
Ballads .were sung by John Clem-
ent Davis and Peter Martin Pirnie,
who accompanied themselves on
guitars.
The Class of 1868 Prize is award-
ed annually to that member of the
Senior Class "who shall write and
deliver the best oration."
Pnoto by uivenere
Pickard Theater Progress Rapid;
Half-Way Mark Is Nqw Passed
By David A. Pyle '35
On our last visit to the Pickard
Memorial Theater more than a
month a£o we reported the com-
pletion of the heavy construction
phase. During the last month prog-
ress has been rapid.
At this time the Theater is- well
past the half-.way mark irt the
finishing stage. The three rooms
down stairs have been plastered
and the acccoustical eclutex ceil-
ings were finished this .week. In
the auditorium walls the accous-
tical boards have been installed,
and the balcony has been finished
with wooden balustrades which
give it a massive effect. The audi-
torium floor has been finished with
linoleum much the same as that
in Smith Auditorium and by next
Wednesday we should sec signs of
the chairs which have already ar-
rived on campus.
But the big job to watch in the
next few weeks is the painting
of the inside of the audjtorium.
The total color effect will be an
orange-brown even though the
chairs arc more on the reddish
brown side. During the next week
the theater canopy will receive its
finishing touches now that the
granite steps have been set. The
glass doors will not be installed
until the very last. A skillful job
of blending the fire escape doors
with the side of the building has
recently been affected. Not orig-
inally in the plans is a ticket office
which has been squeezed under the
auditorium floor directly opposite
the front entrance. As we write
this report the work progress is
right on schedule and unless some-
thing unusual turns up Richard III
will be given in the Memorial




The 1955 edition of the WBOA
Marathon ended at 7 a.m. on Sat-
urday morning, April 23jj*i, some-
what later than had previously
been expected. The final hour to-
tal was 282, a substantial increase
over the old record of 200 consec-
utive hours set way back in 1952.
Rise In Interest
The larpv- number of students
who asked <iuestions about the
marathon or commented about
some of its feature shows indi-
cates that the hoped-for rise in in-
terest among student listeners was
realized. A roster of added fea-
tures including appearances by the
Polar Bear Five, the Meddics,
Scotty MacKenzic, visiting nove-
list, and Gus Mork as guest disc
jockey were scheduled in an ef-
fort to add appeal to the listening.
Tapes Kebroadcust
Tape recordings of the Glee
Club's Campus Concert and the
Intcrfraternity Sing w°re broad-
cast with noteworthy success. The
number of requests for a repeat
performance of the Interfraternity
Sing suggests that a rebroadcast
during Ivy Week-end might be
feasible.
8 shirts i.
All in all, it was a noble effort
with a large majority of the sta-
tion staff members contributing
their talents at one time or an-
other. Of course, the personnel
was stretched pretty thin with ap-
proximately 7 or 8 different shifts
scheduled every day. At times in-
nocent bystanders were pressed
into action to keep the skein of
hours unbroken, but the over-all
effect was good, leaving hope that
in another year, with an ambitious
crew, even this year's mark of
282 hours of marathoning may be
eclipsed.
Juniors Contract For Ralph Flanagan
To Play At Formal On Ivy Week End
Committee Plans Traditional Ceremony
RALPH FLANAGAN, KEE LARGO, AND JOHNNY AMOROSO, director of and top performers with the
Ivy band now undrr contract. Flanagan's band, which bei;an recording in 1950, has broken many attend-
ance records throughout the country, and is considered to bo one of the leading recording groups. Fea-
turing a Glenn Miller-like sound, Flanagan emphasizes danceaMe music. He is billed us' the "band that
brought back dance bands."
Kirkland To Give Lecture
Tonight On Robber-Barons
By George I.
"The Robber Baron, a Case of
Split 'Personality" will be the sub-
ject of the fourth and final of a
series of lectures by .Bowdoin
teachers sponsored by the Student
Curriculum Committee. The , talk
will be given by Edward C. Kirk-
land, Bowdoin's well-known Frank
Munscy Professor of History, who
is completing his last year of
teaching here. As usual it will be
in the Union lounge at 8:15 to-
night.
The talk will be concerned with
the generation of famous big busi-
0V*s meo such as J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, Jay Gould, Jim Fiskc, John
D. Rockefeller, and others, who
came into the American scene af-
ter the Civil War. As the title sug-
gests, Professor Kirkland will des-
cribe how these men' had one per-
sonality in their business activi-
ties, and another ouside those
activities. He has previously given
the talk as one of the Blazer Lec-
tures at the University of Ken-
tucky.
Last Talk
Professor Kirkland has long
been interested in the story of
these so-called "robber barons",
but his current teaching duties
have prevented him from doing as
much research into the subject as
he would have liked. This le«ture
will therefore represent only the
beginning of his Investigations,
which he will continue newt year
Pops Preview
In Gibson Hall at eight o'clock
on May 8, a preview will be given
of the Shostakovich Piano Con-
certo to be performed at this year's
Bowdoin Night at the "Pops", with
Professor Tillotson, assisted by
David Holmes '56 at the second




The History Department pro-
I>oscs a new course to be given by
Mr. Whiteside. It will probably be
given as a year course and will re-
place History 17-18 Economic and
Social History of the United
States, which will be bracketed
for the time being.
The catalogue description will
run somewhat as follows:
"History 27. Social and Intel-
lectual History of the United
States from the Colonial period
until 1850.
History 28. Social and Intellec-
tual History of the United States
since 1850.
A course in which social factors
and formative ideas are identified
and considered historically. Such
topics as religion, education, na-
tional aspirations in cultural de-
velopment, sectionalism in political
and economic life, reform move-
ments, the immigrant contribution,
urbanization, systems of labor and
labor organizations, and Americ-
an attitudes toward .world affairs
are studies with respect to their
significance for American develop-
ment and the American character."
Some acquaintance with political
history will Ik- assumed and it is
possible that "History 11-12, or the
consent of the instructor" will ap-
pear as a prerequisite. Final de-
cision in this matter will be made
by the I>epartmcnt of History. Mr.
Whiiesidc stated to the Committee
on Curriculum and Educational Po-
licy that there will Ik? some over-
lap with the material of History
17-18 in that any social history
must take economic forces into
consideration; the emphasis, how -
ever, will be different History 17~
18 has heretofore been given every
year.
It has not yet been decid'cl
whether the new course will be
given every year. History 17-18 and
History 27-28 will not in any case
be offered in the same year.
Rockwood '56
under the Guggenheim Fellowship
that was recently awarded him.
With his base of operations at his
farm in Vermont, Professor Kirk-
land expects to do his work at
Cambridge. Mass., New York City,
Washington, D. C, and Ithaca,
New York.
This talk will bo the last one
in which the Student Curriculum
Committee has tried to bring to-
gether students and a few of the
outstanding men of the faculty
who have interesting and signifi-
cant topics, and whom many of
the students might not otherwise
have a chance to hear. The scries
has been very successful thus far,
and since Professor Kirkland is
well-known as one of the most in-
teresting and popular lecturers on
the "ampus, it should wind up on
an excellent note tonight.
Professor Kirkland, now com-
pleting his twenty-fifth year here,
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from
Dartmouth College in 1916. He
was one of the first 10,000 to en-
list during the First World War.
Returning to' the states, he did
graduate work at Harvard?- re-
ceiving his master of arts degree
in 1921 and his Ph.D. three years
later.
1 His first position in the teaching
profession was at his alma mater
-- Instructor in Citizenship, Dart-
mouth, 1920-21. He taught pros-
pective engineers at M.I.T. a's In-
structor in History in the period
1922-24. His last. pre^Bowdoin pos-
ition was as Assistant Professor
of American History at Brown




The Maine State Intercollegiate
Freshman Debate Tournaments
will be held here this coming Sat-
urday morning and afternoon.
Bowdoin will play host to teams
representing Bates College and the
University pf Maine. Each year
the site of the tournament
changes. The subject for the de-
bates this year is the national
question of last year, "Recogni-
tion of Red China."
Two Rounds
The two out of town teams will
meet two Bowdoin groups in two
rounds. At 10:30, three debates
will be going on simultaneously
in various parts of Sills Hall, and
a similar second round will be
run off beginning at 1:15.
The six Freshmen representing
Bowdoin arc David Berube, John
Carter, Francis Marsano, Allan
Woolcy, David Weil, and Paul
Todd. With the exception of Todd,
none of these men have had any
previous experience or training in
debating.
No Award
No cup or formal award is made
in the tournament. It is essen-
tially used as an opportunity for
practice by the colleges entering.
This winds up the debating ac-
tivities at Bowdoin for this year.
During the course of the nine
months, debating has been con-
ducted hen- on almost every level,
from the highly contested Intcr-
fraternity competition, to New
England tournament work by v;u-
sity men.
Graduation Thespians Start
On Richard IIP Rehearsals
By, George A. Smart, Jr. '!>!
Rehearsals arc now in progress ham, and James Dewsnap '57 the
for the Commencement production 1 Earl of Rivers,
of William Shakespeare's tragedy, I Playing th-> parts of Elizabeth's
"Richard III". This play has been | two sons will be Don Perkins '5H
chosen for opening of the Pickard as the Marquis of Dorset and
Theatre because it has been played Charles Dumais '58 as I«ord Grey,
more often than any other Shakes- 1 Robert Walsh '55 will be seen as
pearcan drama, outside of "Ham- 1 the. Earl of Oxford, Maynard
let", and because of its many Seclyc 56 as the King's Chamber
theatrical effects. j lin Lord Hastings
Directo- of Dramatics, George j '57 as Lord Stanley, and Fr-d
Quinby, lccently announced the ^Goddard '55 as Lord Lovcl. George
large cast for this production. ! Chasse '55 will be Sir Richard
Camille Sarrauf will be seen in the Ratcliff, Whitney Mitchell '58 Sir
title role of Richard III. Mr. Sar- 1 William Catesby, John Alden '57
rauf has played in the past thn?c'Sir James Tyrrel, Don Walton "55
Shakespearean plays — MarcclIus'Sir James Blunt, and Neal Alter '55
in "Hamlet". Tubal in "The Mer-I Sir* Robert Brakenbury. William
chant of Venice", and Rodrigo in' Hale '56 is the Lord Mayor of Lon-
don. Gordon Weil '58 plays the
part of a scrivener. The three citi-
zens will be played by David Web-
ster '57, William Kimball '55 and
Ei-win Cohen '58. The two mur-
derers will be played by Ben Cur-
rier '55 and David Bell '55, the
page by Charles Janson-La Palme
'55, the three messengers by Ed-
mund Peratta '55, William Hayes
'55 and Carl Schcffy '55.
James Fickctt will serve as
stage manager for the production
and Nancy McKccn will handlo
the costuming.
Rehearsals will be held on the
Art Building Terrace until such
time as the stage is fully equipped
At that time the cast will move
inside the Pickard Theatre for fin-
al practice sessions. It now seems
reasonably certain that the build-
ing and stage will be ready, but
in order to prepare for any con-
tingency, the direction will permit




By Richard B. Lyman Jr. '81
Ralph Flanagan, recording and
performing star of first magnitude
since his original appearance six
years ago, has been engaged to
provide music at the annual Ivy
week end formal dance Friday,
May 20.
"The band thai brought back
dance bands" will .be presented
with no increase from last years
ticket price of $6, according t>>
Lee Dyer 56. President of the'
Junior* Class and ex officio chair-
man of the Ivy Committee. Flan-
agan was the Disc Jockey's choice
for the number one band in the
country in 1953, based on Billboard
magazine's annual poll.
"Introduction to Ivy", a half
hour WBOA production even
Wednesday night at 10:30 p.m. un-
til Ivy, will feature music by Flan-
agan and others designed to pre:
pare the mind of the undergrad-
uate for the social event.
Ivy Saturday
Besides the Friday night formal
dance et al, the Weekend consists
of traditional "Ivy Saturday". A
Jazz band will tour the campus
and outlying fraternities at a res-
pectable hour to awaken all. The
Class Day ceremonies arc marked
by two light speakers, the award
of the Wooden Spoon to,the most
popular Junior ,and the planting
of the ivy. Various houses will
compete in the quartet concert
Saturday morning. With any kind
of good weather, Bowdoin invad >s
the beaches in the afternoon. Sat-
urday night features a variety oi
activities.
,
Flanagan began his career as
a popular artist in 194 (J alter s \-
eral years of arranging for such
stars as Sammy Kayo and Perry
Como. An immediate recording
success of tremendous proportions,
Flanagan was induced to form a
touring band and make personal
appearances. At his debut at the
King Philip Ballroom in U'n-nl-
ham, Massachusetts, he v. as well
received. Three days later, the
State Police had to be called to en-
tangle the traffic jam. An estimat-
ed 4,000 people were turned away
that night.
Designed I- or l>an< inn
His music, reminiscent of that
of Glenn Miller, Is designed for
dancing. Consequently, many col-
leges have booked the Flanagan
group: Dartmouth. Holy Cross,
Georgia Tech. Ohio University/ "I
think the tinv is ripe for the
American Public to return to the
habit of going out to dance", he
has said. Certainly many have
come out to dance to his music,
During the past year he has played
to an estimated 2,000,000 on in-
person dates. His rcconls v II sev-
eral millions each year.
Among his best records have
been "Hot Toddy". "My 11' to ". '
"Joshua", "Giannina Mia", and
"Singing Winds". The las) is his
theme and the song from which
his vocal group derlvi i it name.
Flanagan has turned out many
albums, and his collection of
Rodgers and Hammorslelfi l;.v-
oritcs has consistently been a good
seller.
The weekend is being arranged
and run by a committee of Juniors
Herbert Miller ' comprising the class officers and
representatives from each house.
"Othello". Catherine Daggett will
be Queen Margaret, widow to Hen-
ry VI; Mildred Thalheimer will
play Richard's Mother, the Duch-
ess of York; Madeline Jcppcscn
will be Queen Elizabeth, Wife of
Edward IV; and Mary Chittim
will, play I-ady Anne, Widow of
the Prince of Wales. Since -all of
these ladies have participated in
many Masque and Gown, produc-
tions, it seems especially appro-
priate that they should take part
in the new theatre opening.
In the role of Edward IV will
be Philip Stuart '57. As the Prince
in the Tower. Barry Waldorf '58
will be the Prince of Wales and
Reed Coles the young- Duke of
York. Arthur Cecelski '55 will be
the Duke of Clarence, Anthony
Fleishman '57 the Earl of Rich-
mond, Calvin Kendall '56 the Arch-
bishop of York. Raymond Brcarcy
'58 the Bishop of Ely, Frederic
Wilkins '56 the Duke of Bucking-
Wilkins Sweeps Into
Grand latent Finals
On May 11, just one week from
tonight, the fair city of Bath will
bo invaded for second time bj
Ulanist-singer I- red Wilkins '§6,
the fat man's Victor Borgc.
On Wednesday last, Wilkins wps
the wuiner of a gala tal-nt lesti-
val on the stage of the Opera
House. This feat is especially spec?
tacular when it is noted that his
opponents included a six-year-old
lady singer, a fifteen-year-old belly
dancer and one of the worst pian-
ists in New England.
Grand ijn.il>.
Wilkins' victory sweeps him on
to the grand finals one week from
tonight, again at the Bath Opera
House when it is hoped that lh<
entire Bowdoin student body will
be in attendance to cheer him to
a new suco-s.-. Cam Sarraut 55,
President of Wilkins' Beat Bath
Committee", is al present takin :
suggestions tor Wilkins" repertoire
next week. In the words of. one
of Fred's creditors: "Please help
lam win. I need th? money.
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'Great Alumni Spirit'
Tonight the chairman of alumni committees scattered
throughout the country will meet for a Kickoff Dinner for the
hockey rink fund drive. These committees were set up by Mai
Morrell and Bela Norton, the college's administrative officials
behind the move, in the last two Weeks. This evening's dinner
marks the beginning of the organized solicitation of the alumni,
a drive which will last 6 weeks.
Mr. Norton, "much encouraged by the interest shown"
among the gjroups with whom he spoke in New York and
Washington, says that there is "great alumni spirit" for the con-
struction of the best available rink.
We think the students deserve high commendation for
the way they placed their almost unanimous support behind
the Student Council program. The support thus demonstrated^
is, we feel, unsurpassable proof that present generation Bowdoin
men are willing to back up their expressed desires with action.
A tremendous round of applause should be accorded to
those from the alumni ranks who are working for the realization
of this dream. Without the devotion of these men, very likely
nothing could have come from the sentiment expressed by stu-
dents and graduates through the years.
In the face of such loyalty and determination, Bowdoin's
lacks and needs seem only temporary obstacles in imminent
danger of falling.
R. B. L, Jr.
282 Hours
The January 1 2 edition of the ORIENT carried a report of
the trouble^BOA was having with the FCC, mainly due to its
experiments with a new method of increasing broadcasting range.
The station was off the n:r for five days. Where the station
could be heard around campus, its message was wasted often
as not.
A few days ago, this same station completed a marathon
extending over 282 hours, far surpassing the old record of 200
hours. During this period, the staff kept music, news, and fea-
tures coming out of the broadcasting room in the Union around
the clock. Interest was widespread in the college community.
An important extra-curricular activity is back on its feet. At
Bowdoin today, nearly everyone listens to WBOA.
,




The Bowdoin College baseball
team has just returned from their
"southern trip". This I admit is
not startling news to most under-
graduates. During-the process they!
managed to drop four games.
These defeats were at the hands of
Trinity, Amherst, Williams, and
MIT. However well they played
and no matter how close the.
games were the fact still remains!
that on the records v»e now have
an 0-4 count.
In Mr. Greenwood's article of
April 20, 1955 he discussed the
pros and cons of a southera trip
such as Maine and Colby take.
"One of the primary reasons," he
said, "for discontinuing the south-
ern trip has been the humiliation
suffered at the hands of teams
who have taken advantage of ear-
ly outside practice." What he
means by "humiliation" I do not
know; if he means "defeat" then
he has used the wrong word. I
wonder what Mr. Greenwood
would call the results of this re-
cent trip through Southern New
England. When Bowdoin team,
any team; loses a game is it neces
sarily a "humiliation"?
But getting back to the Bow-j
doin baseball team. We all ha
been assured many times that in
our particular geographical loca-
tion we have the "advantage" of
getting out on the Brunswick
diamond 10 to 14 days before the
Maine or Colby teams. This then
serves as an argument hoth forj
the latters Southern tour and our
remaining at home. While the Col-
by Mules and the Maine Bears are
working out in the warm climate
of tbc South, loosening long dor-
mant muscles, Bowdoin baseballers
are fighting the elements trying to
get in some hitting practice and
enviously awaiting warmer weath-
er when the bat doesn't sting their
hands so much.
But Bowdoin really does not
need any extra practice, (what did
someone say once, "Practice makes
perfect") because when the time
comes we are always in the thick
of the State Series struggle. We
have always been "first-rate con-
tenaers". There are four college
teams in the State of Maine, who
we play. The first three are al-
ways considered contenders.
Let us follow Mr. Greenwood's
logic a bit farther. He mentioned
that the last time Bowdoin took
a southern trip five out of six
scheduled games were rained -out.
The conclusion was that "As a
result, the entire trip was a finan-
cial as well as practical failure."
But, Mr. Greenwood has over-
looked one small detail; we did
manage to play one game. This
one particular trip resulted in a
"failure" academically speaking.
However, if we were governed by
such isolated incidents as this
where would we be? Running ex-
actly parallel to this line of reas-*
oning Ls the 1954 trip to the New
England colleges. The game with
Trinity was cancelled; we were
rained out at Amherst; lost to
Williams 4-1; and finally, beat
M.I.T. 2-0. So out of four sched-
uled games we managed to play,
two. This trip also cost the college
quite a bit of money, but it was
considered a success by the ball
players because they at l«-ast got
a chance to play.
•It is not merely playing, such
as they do at practice those "10 to
14" days in late March. Errors and
flaws are sometimes missed at a
practice session, but in a game, a
competitive game, the rough edges
stand out like a sore thumb. You
begin to find yourself, to realize
your mistakes, and most impor-
tant of all, after a few games un-




To the readers of the ORIENT,
there is always a satisfaction when
the headline relates a Bowdoin
victory m some athletic contest.
This sentiment is manifested in the
students now at Bowdoin, the
alumni, and the parents; the lat-
ter two in particular. So what
!
While at Bowdoin, a student is
aetive In many mterfratemlty
functions and is of course inter-
ested in his own organization This
tends to explain why there is am-
ple coverage In the ORIENT on
such contests as volley ball, bowl-
ing, sailing etc. But can we' reason
by this principle that where the
College as a whole is represented
there should not be as much and
more support from the College
newspaper? Certainly not! The
fact of the matter is that the
ORIENT serves not the student
body alone but also alumni and
parents. Once a student has grad-
uated from college, his interest in
the institution is not lessened but
in truth promoted through addi-
tional responsibilities as an alum-
nus. Although still loyal to "X"
aternity, his primary obligation
S to the College itself. The par-
ts of course hold a somewhat
similar stand, on a personal basis.
Though somewhat biased, I can
not but feel there are many other
Interested readers in and out of
college who would like to read
about a successful track team,
who in the past have been dis-
appointed about the negligence of
the ORIENT. Several meets were
not mentioned.
There may be a reason for such
action. I think not!
Yours truly,





Here is n listing of WBOA re-
golnr ami special shows for the
week.
NIGHTLY SHOWS: News at
7rS0, 8 ami 11, Sports at 7:35, ami
11:15 (15 minute roundup).
SPECIAL, SHOWS FOR THE
WEEK: Monday, all evening, Jam
Session, Tuesday, 9:00 Three to
Go, Thursday, 8:15 Ivy Show, Sun-
day 8il5 All Sports- Show. All
We.-k, Kllek Quiz. 10:05, Dream
Date 10:15.
It also gives the coaches an oppor-
tunity to see you in action and
point out your weaknesses. It is
analogous to the student* ,wbo
spends four years trying to speak
French, and then encounters an
undergraduate who has studied in
France for one year. Who do you
think speaks the better French?
The teams the Polar Bears met,
on this trip had all played at least
five or six games previous to the
Bowdoin tilt. We were babes in
the woods for them. Bowdoin ath-
letes are not supermen who do not
need the practice accorded to other
schools. We have a great deal of
talent on our present baseball
team, but it is going to take a
lot of practice, practice, and more
practice to do well against Colby
and Maine. I suggest, Mr. Green-
wood, that you see the Bob Math-
tir* story again. He went to Eu-
rope, all we want is the South.
Sincerely,
The Baron
[Continued From Page 1]
his chosen field. He had burning
within htm a tremendous fire.
Whenever you were with him you
were conscious of the power and
the passion which drove him .re-
lentlessly on and on. They got him
into one difficulty after another
as he climbed higher and higher
up the ladder of success. He never
could quite control that driving
force within him and ultimately it
brought him prematurely to his
grave.
Yes, most lives have their pres-
sure points. It is true of some who
live- very hdmbly. It is true of
most 'of those who carry heavy
responsibilities in important posi-
tions. Its true in the home in the
relations with dear ones there. Its
true in one's work whether one is
engaged m or giving military serv-
ice or taking part in business.
Pity for PlaeM
To be sure, there are some who
have reached the point where they
no longer seem to feel any of that
pressure. They are placidly bedded
down, perhaps, in some comfort-
ab'e groove. All the passion has
gone out of life. They no longer
feel Intensely about anything. Noth-
ing "burns them up" as we some-
times express it. Perhaps they are
to be envied. My feeling is that
more often they are to be pitied.
For it is the pressure upon us
that, if we use it right, drives us
on and up.
The important thing for such
people, who no longer feel strong-
ly and battle vigorously, to keep
in mind is that they have no right
to sit in any kind of judgment
upon those who are in the heat
and fury of the struggle..
How easy it is for some people
to sit placidly by the side of their
little land-locked harbors and to
pass unkind judgments upon the
ships that come into those har-
bors — ships which have been
buffet ted by the great storms at
sea and bear upon them the scars
of their struggles with winds and
waves. It Is so easy thus to sit
in judgment, and so unfair, es-
pecially when you have never ex-
perienced yourself the fierce fury
of the storm swept seas.
Let me return, though, to the
figure with which I started and
mention three of the pressure
points which so often cause trou-
ble and raise havoc in a life.
L/oneltnesa
One sacb pressure point is lone-
liness. There are times of great
lineliness which come Into many-
lives. They may come more fre-
quently into tbe fives of city dwel-
lers than into the lives of those
who make their homes in some
wilderness, :—
Pearl Buck, in her recent auto-
biographical volume tells of living
at one time in a remote part of
China where the only other white
people were a young American doc-
tor and his wife. That wife hated
the Chtnese. She made no effort
By Robert B. Johnson '88
to know them. She never stirred
from her house. Mrs. Buck says Of
her that we all took it for granted
that "she could not be herself so
long as she remained in the alien,
country". Loneliness hurts. It may
be our fault, as in that woman's
case, but it throws life out of gear.
Some new and strange place. Ab-
sence of okl friends. Our failure
to make new friends. These things
leave their mark upon us. There
isn't any pressure point that is
harder ro make peace with than
this. The human heart craves
someone who cares - someone in
the home someone outside the
home de«r ones, neighbors/
friends. One who has never ex-
perienced great loneliness ean ever
know how much it hurts and how
hard it is to endure. The heart
cries out in the silence for a com-




Another pressure point is guilt.
Wc feel guilt for things we have
done, and equally, ft Is to be hoped
for things left undone. The mind
that is burdened with its sense ol
guilt is troubled and unhappy. It
must face up to the guilt - ac-
knowledge it repent of it
atone for it. A man must not al-
low this guilt, to separate him
from God and yet all too often
that happens. A man must make
his peace with his God and with
those whom he has wronged. Once
he has done that the pressure will
be relieved at least a little. A
guilt complex, however it comes
about, does incalculable harm.
One really disturbing thing,
though, about this sense of guilt
is that very often people make so
much of things relatively trivial,
while they are not disturbed enough
about some of the big things which
should have been their concern —
things in the Jife of their com-
munity,
g
their nation and their
world.
Fear
One more pressure point wbich
I. would just mention is fear —
fear of the unknown - fear of the
consequences of our mistakes —
fear of the threats to our security
and our happiness. Once you let
fear into your life there are all too
many places where it makes itself
felt. It is a point where life chafes
you ami weakens you. And then
your load becomes all the harder
to bear.
I might very easily mention
other such pressure points — but
enough. As we see them and know
I hem for what they are several
conclusions are inevitable.
One, which I have already men-
tioned, is that it is not for us to
sit in any judgment upon others.
AH, SPRING
Well, all you merry lads, Spring
is at last upon us. The monsoon
has ceased (at least temporarily i
and the sun shines bright in our
old Maine home away from home.
Once again Hordes of dewey-eyed
young damsels can lie seen cavort-
ing in lithe and vibrant fashion On
the local greenswai-d. Popham
Beach is once more in favor. And
gay undergraduates can be seen













the know, and four Psi U's have
been immortalized in full sartorial
splendor in the window of Ben-
Sovial Rule Changes
To Be Investigated
By David I.. Tamninen '56
In- an abbreviated meeting on
Monday afternoon the Student
Council "elos.-d the hook" on two
projects.
Sub-committee chairman Jim
Williams (Chi Psi '55) made his
final report on the hockey fund
drive. The funds have been de-
posited with Mr. Mclntyre and the
drive thus completed.
Constitution Ratified
In a second major step the
g
Council unanimously ratified the
"Maine Intercollegiate Student
(iovernment Association Constitu-
tion. Bowdoin is the second school
to make this move, while Colby
College and the University of
Maine have yet to report any sim-
ilar action.
A sub-committee composed of
Wayne Orsie (Delta Sigma '56)
and Will Hale (Alpha Delta Phi
Ml has been appointed to or-
ganize a set of proposed social
rule amendments. The Council has
six'rit some time <luring each of
the last two meetings discussing
theft matters.
President Hal- announced thnt
Dean Kendrick would meet with
the Council next week to discuss
the College calendar. At this thno
members of the Council will prob-




Dr. Balkrishna Gokhale, profes-
sor and head of the department of
Indian history and culture at Sidd-
harth College, University of Bom-
bay, and now teaching here will be
one of two speakers &t the Far
Eastern Conference at Oberlin Col-
lege on Tuesday, May 3. Sponsor-
ed annually by the Oberlin-in-
China Memorial Association and
the Forum Board, it will be held in
two sessions on the overall theme,
"Southeast Asia and Indian Po-
licy." Dr. Gokhale's topic will be
"India's Relations with Southeast
Asia."
'
Dr. Balkrishna Gokhale, on leave
of absence from Siddharth, will be
visiting associate professor of his-
tory at Oberlin College next year
after a year at Bowdoin. He has
specialized in Indian history and
culture and international politics
with particular reference to Indra
and Asia and Tndian politics. He Is
the author Of three books on In-
dian culture and history and has
contributed many articles to pa-
pers and journals In India, the










We just do not know the pressures
to which they are subjected and
we just do not have the right to
pass any judgments upon the
manner in which they handle the
tests that come to them.
Another conclusion is that it is
not for us to whine about our lot.
Things happen, for better or for
worse, some of them good and some
of them very hard to take. It does
not help. to whine about the hard
things and to cultivate self pity.
A whiner weakens and discredits
himself and he bepomes a nuisance
as far as his friends are concern-
ed. For most of those friends
have enough troubles of their own.
Sir William Osier told the med-
ical students at Toronto that one
of the two great lessons they
must learn is how to consume
their own smoke;;
A third conclusion is this
that it is up to each one of us,
trusting in God's understanding
and love, to do his best. Man may
nc,; understand but God does. Man
may mock at our failure to handle
our pressures, for he maf not
know at all the strength of those
pressures, bdt God does not mock.
He understands all too well. He
cares all too much.
We can take to this God of ours
our loneliness, our guilt, our fear
— all the burden and the pain
which press upon our minds and
hearts and He will help us. He
will not remove tbe pressure, any
more than He took away from the
Christ His cross, but He will give
oit's. Sunbathcrs can be seen on
the premises of their fral places,
exposing their flaccid stomachs to
the warm rajs in the vain hope
that others will think that they
vacationed in Florida. All is sun-
ny for the Bowdoin ^t'litleman as
he looks out at the Spring through
rose-colored eyes (the product of
last week end i. Btll such was not
the case just a few short years
ago for one Ansclm I.unch of the
class of '.tH. '
A SAO STORY
The story ol Anselm Lunch is
B sad one. He too was a happy
young undergraduate in the Spring
of his Senior year. lie was il
Sanskrit major, and since He had
taken the onlj Sankrit course of-
fered fifteen times, lie was ex-
cused from Major Exams. While
his fraternity brothers were sub-
sisting twi benzedrine and obsceni-
ties, young Anselm was touring
the coast in his Terraplarie, drink-
ing liagons of ale at The Stork
Club (a Brunswick ta\ern. since
moved to New York) and mutter-
ing endearments in Sanskrit to
Bates and West brook girlies. An-
selm was having the besi time of
his life during the fateful Spring.
He forsook his studies completely.
He ignored the job interviews ar-
ranged for him at the Placement
Bureau, (a privilege granted only
to a select few, as we all well
know). He spent all of his time
in gay revelry. Anselm traded in
his Terraplane and cashed a bad
check in order to procure a Cadil-
lac. He lil the gym on lire in the
middle of the Ivy dance, causing a
few chaperones to burn to the
grotmd along with the gym. He
plowed the steps from lluhbard
Hall with a stolen bulldozer. He
cut all of his finals, and drew a
gun on the Dean when threatened
with expulsion. Finally he was ar-
rested and transported bodily from




The moral of this story escapes
me, but it shows that any young
man with no initiative can be a
success in this world of fast ears,
fast money, fast women, and Pep-
to-Bismdl.
to us the courage and the strength
we need to endure, and, if possible,
to win our victories. Underneath
are His everlasting arms. They
will, hold us up, All about us is




















Member of the Federal Reserve System and
















A mad dog owned by a student
25 years ago caused a flurry of
excitement until the college car-




A MAN CALLED PETER

















JattM Agar - I.ori Nelson
You finally meet the campus
queen—on graduation day!
And then you find her summering
next to your house on the bay . .
.
For more pure pleasure . . . .SfWOKEr CAMELS f
No other cigarette is so rich-tasting
vet so mild
!
P. S. No other brand has ever been able to match the pure ptoasure in Cornel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos — one of the reasons why Camels are America's most popular cigarette!
. 1. Btvnoldt Toburo Co
. WUiitoc-aalaai, N C.
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Chet Day At MIT.
Chester M. Day, Jr., '56, will
study at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, beginning this sum-
mer, under a plan which wHl bring
him three degrees in June of 1958.
Day will be enrolled at M IT.
in the so-called VI-A program in
electrical engineering. He will stu-
dy a total of nine terms, including
summers. Five terms will be spent
at M.I.T., and the other four in
employment with the Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories.
Upon complotion of the course,
Day will receive the bachelor of
urfs degree from Bowdoin and
both the bachelor of science and
the master of science in electrical
engineering from M.I.T.
Sailing . . .
Nine teams qualified lor the new
Kngland inter-collegiate dinghy
sailing championship finals in elim-
ination races today in Medford
and Cambridge and new London,
Conn.
Gaining berths in the finals
at Coast Guard Academy in New
Ixmdon May 14-15 were: Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology,
Tufts, Boston University, Harvard,
Brown, Bowdoin, Coast Guard,.
Rhode Island and Yale.
MIT took top honors wilh 102
points on the Thames at New
London, 'lulls was second with 93,
and Boston University third with
W). They were followed by Dart-
mouth fifi, Northeastern 58, Wes-
leyan 51, and Worcester Tech 49.
Harvard won half the races at
Mystic Lakes in Medford to lead
its elimination competition with 55
points. The Crimson was led by
Fred Hoppin. who won three races.
Trailing Harvard were Brown
with 47 points, Bowdoin 36, Mid-
dlehury 32, and Williams 31.
Varsity Profiles . . .
HAItOI.I) ANTHONY
Ciiptiiin of tht* t^ttm. Ih'HiIk the list At
I, tl, Miicn. Hnl'i- n Hininr nrwl has yi'ftrn
nf rri»Ti( nrc In draw urwn. H»- is mi
oul li,-J,l«- 1- u ho can piny I'iikI Imse iimi
s»-i v<- v,t v eirertivclv as h relief pitcher.
II,- i- the \*n\\rr liiitir ol t-h,- W-tim.
MH II Ml COSTKK
A M»i>h<>mor«-. n&ttva of N*»\v Brunswick,
will hArnlle t"»- catehlnic chorea this wa-
miii. The "Canuck* is one of the
4noft eanable reeelvera lean on ih,* Bow-
doin diamond for' RcvvVnl leaaona hih| hits
uith t hi' l,est.
FKKD < OPKOS
Misswl imrt of Inst spn.^>n after frac-
turing his wrist. I',,uk is a pitcher and
'an outfielder. He is a senior. I.elterm»n
in RaaeDall and hHS ,-ni-ited his letter
for 1 ,1 1 s I threa years in varsity flH>tlmll.
LEKOY OYKR
A fitebnllinu lefthander, was ll mainstay
of the pitching stair last year. II,- throws
u fast hall and n irond curve, arid shcniM
ro well again in this his junior year.
I^s- is ahw, a foothiill letteiman.
HONKI.I. HARRIS
A junior, was a first haseman in hlarh
schiMil hut was converted Into an outfield-
er in hi* lieshmnn year and made a
place for himself in the lineup last
year. A lefthander, he will be hack at
}
firstn hase moat of the time this season
auaiiist riuhl hand pitching.
JOHN KRKIIIF.lt
Has raptain of the haskethnll town
this winter. He plnys seconil base, anri
though he is not an exceptionally Irtnir
hall hitter he hits amiMiir the leadi-rs.
Hr possesses a fine ey,. and a\Cinus from
laith sides of the plate. Johnny is a
junior.
John i.iiinv
A thre,. simrt star, playinr football, bns-
Ixlhnll as well as baseball. II, • startid at
shoi'tstop Inst venr ns a sotihiauoie.
I.KONARII I'l.ASSK
Junior letterman, will lie a prominent
mrure In th,. Polar Bear outfield this
season. Tie is considered one of the
last defensive outfielders and also irets
some timelv hits.
PKTKR RlfiBY
A iuni,,r, was a utility Inflelder last
year nnd will h ( . plnyinir at third this
venr. Pete is n standout coolie on the
Polar elear hrxkey tenm and rn-enntnin
elect for US6-M.
B.I.F. Officers
The Beiwdohi Interfaifh Fowm
met last Ttitfrsday in ftfe MouHon
Union to choose next year's offic-
ers. The elected men : Donald Rich-
ter '56, President; Robert Mat-
hews '56, VicfJ President and Pro-
gram Chairman; Roger Howell, '58,
Secretary; Peter Gass '57, Treasu-
red; Harold Tucker '58, Chaplain.
A final draft of a new constitution
was also adopted, and plans were
discussed concerning the publica-
tion of the Freshman Bible, for
which the BTF is responsible. A
spokesman for the organization ex-
pressed the hope that the Bl-F will
continue to expand nnd serve an
even larger function during the
coming year.
Proctors
The Proctors for the school year
1955-56 were chosen this week by
the Dean, after considering recom-
mendations by the Student Coun-
cil and seeking the approval of the
faculty
. The following list was
agreed upon:
Wlnthrop
North LeRoy E. Dyer
South John 'W. Maloney
Mtafe
North J. Leo Berkley
South Aaron J. Shatkin
ApptMrm
North Maynard A. Seelye
South Wallace W. Rich
Hyde
North Robert H. Glover
South Peter J. Righy
Moore
North Raymond F. Kierstead. Jr.
South Peter J. O'Rourke, Jr.
Frosh Sailing
Under perfect sailing conditions
last Saturday, the Colby fresh-
man team defeated the Polar Bear
frosh by a score of 40'a to 33',2.
Bad breaks seemed to haunt the
Cubs: two races had to be re-
sailed due to an overturned mark,
and each time a safe Bowdoin lead
was turned into a defeat. Dm
Mackintosh and Dave Belknap
showed good helmsmaaship, but
Mackintosh seemed a little over-
anxious, lieing called back twice
for jumping the gun at the start-
ing line. Colby used their fresh-
man ace Kim Scranton • to good
advantage. Scranton, who repre-
sented the Mules in the varsity
state meet a week ago, picked up
a first, two seconds, and a third
in his four outings. Dave Belknap
was high point man for Bowdoin,
with a first, two seconds, arid a
thiid. The other two firsts were
captured by Colby's Jan Nicker-
son.

























The Frosh batsmen found the
range last week, and, unleashing
some of their famed power, they
walloped Portland High 17-1, and
Edward Little, 7-1, both games be-
ing played at Pickard Field.
Relic, Martin. Stover *M«e
Ronnie Desjardin went the route
last Saturday afterrioon for the
first time this season, as he held
thp Eddies to a pair of singles and
whiffed eight. He received
.
good
fielding support from his mates,
and strong hitting by Pete Relic,
Bob Martin, arid Brud Stover gave
him a lead on which to rest. Stov-
er's eighth inning belt over cen-
ter-fielder Gammon's head was the
longest hit ball of the day.
Everybody got in the game
Thursday afternoon when the Cubs
iet go against the Portland nine.
With the injured Joe Schlotmah
out of action, Bill Linscott took
over at first, while Martin moved
to the keystone sack, vacating his
left field post to Mike Curtis.
Linscott Hits Three
Linscott paced the Bowdoin of-
fense, rapping out a triple and two
singles. Curtis, playing his first
game, contributed three singles to
the cause, and Raleigh Clark slap-
ped two birigles. Brad Beckwilh,
utility infielder, slammed a home-
run to deep center in the fifth
inning for the game's batting gem
and also for Bowdoin's first four
base knock of the season.^
Doug McKinnrin, making his first
-Stmollds '.17
start of the year, got through the
first inning all right, but filled the
sacks with none out in the second
and was removed in favor of Rog-
er Howell. Howell lasted two in-
nings, but ' when wildness threat-
ened he gave way to Marty Roop
who struck out seven men in four
innings. Desjardin, who has hurled
in every game this season, came
on and finished up the final two in-
nings.
Bewdoln Fr»«h IPertland
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Big White Ne**nen Snap Four [Libby Glittering In Field,
Game Losing Skein, Kill Tufts Oyer Whiffs 8 In Perfect
».. '-"- - i \f..e..i.. >ki i hi • arm nWfc •' JJ JBy Joseph J. Murphy '57
The Bowdoin Netmen snapped a
four match rosing streak by crush-
ing a weak Tufts team 8-1 here
test Saturday. Playing on their
home courts for the first time this
season, the Polar Bears won every
singles match in straight sets. The
only setback for the White came
in the second doubles contest
when Ed Podvoll arid Fred Thome
bowed to Ralph Ahlberg and Reg-
gie Parsons 2-6, 7-5. 6-3.
Captain Bill Nieman downed
Jack Duncombe 8-6, 6-4 while Bill
Gardner whipiiecT' Reggie Parsons
6-1, 6-0. Ed Podvoll beat Ralph
Ahjherg 6-4. 6-4, as Fred Thome
took Bob Hunter 7-5, 6-2. Oe.no
Wheeler defeated Sam Fitch 6-4,
6-2 and Don Weston gave Roger
Kane a 6-1, 6-3 thrashing.
Nieman and Gardner teamed up
to take the first doubles from •Dun-
combe and Parsons by a 6-3, 4-6,
6-3 count. Wheeler and Weston
rolled over Fitch and Kane 6-0,
6-1.
The postponed match with Col-
by was rescheduled for yesterday.
The team now has a lay-off dur-
ing major exams and competition
does not resume until May 12 when
they take On the University of
Maine at Orono.
Golfers Win Two Series Tilts
Yachtsmen Bound
For Now EnglandsS
For the first time in the history
of the New England Intercollegi-
ate Sailing Association, Bowdoin
CoUefe will be represented in the
Association's championship regat-
ta In be held at the Coast Guard
Academy at New London, Connec-
ticut, on May 14 and 15. In a spe-
cial preliminary meet held at Tufts
last Sunday, the Big White skip-
pers, Skip Howland in Division
"A" and Charlie Leighton in Di-
vision "B", nailed down the third
qualifying spot behind Harvard
and Brown. At the -other such
meets held at M.I.T. and the Coast
Guard Academy, Yale, Rhode Is-
land. Boston University, M.I.T.,
Tufts, and Coast' Guard also qual-
ified. Bowdoin, the smallest college
represented in the finals, will h-ive
its work cut out for her.
The Polar Bears might well
have been relegated to the role of
onlookers hut for the clutch per-
formance of Commodore leighton.
Needing to finis.li ahead of bolh
Williams and Middlebury in his
final race, Leighton not only beat
them but finished in a well-de-
served runnerup spot behind Har-
vard. Howland, in Division "A",
did about as poorly as a member
of a qualifying team can hope to
do. In five starts the hapless Skip-
per garnered two fifths, two
fourths, and a third.
Leighton in the meantime pick-
ed up a first, two seconds, a





































Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full
transcript of College record
Orientation Lectures ->-
Incoming Stndent* Sept. 8*9
Cliisae^ Be»fin Sept. 12, 195ft
For further information a«Wre««
Registrar Fordham linlverslty
School of Law
S02 Broadway. New York 7. N.Y.
Lret us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in thne and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE -
Paul K. Nivwi Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of The Orient
By David
Back from their southern golf
trip, the Linksmen managed to
win two State Series matches and
drop one contest to Tufts. On
their New England trip the team
won handily over Trinity 24-3 and
MJ.T. 21-6. They were badly beat-
en by two far superior teams spon-
sored by Amherst and Williams-
Returning to their home course
at the Brunswick Count ry CKib,
the Linksmen began their defens
of the State Series Crown with a
18-9 win over Bates. It was a very
cold day on which no low scores
were turned in.
The following day, Thursday,
the Polar Bear golfers won their
second State Series match by
trampling Colby 17-10. It was
another one of those miserable
days but Dick Carleton and Paul
L. Bird '56
Doherty broke 80, shooting 79 and
78 respectively. No Colby gnlfer
went as low, but Bruce Bradshaw
shot an even 80.
Ttlfts Take Bears
Last Saturday the Tufts College
golfers prosed too much to handle
as they posted a 16'a to 10& win
over the While clubbers. It was
the first day in a week but proved
fatal for the Bowdoin golf team.
No one broke 80 Tor Tufts but
their leaders proved to make the
difference. For Bowdoin, Paul Do-
herty did the f rick with a 78 while
Jim Cook had a 79.
This coming week finds .only a
single match but a very important
one at Maine. The University ap-
pears to be the team to beat for
the state title, .
CAMPUS SPORTLIGHT
By Ray Greenwood '55
This week's issue contains a
highly informative article written*
by Frank McGiniey. There is very
little to add in the way of extra
information. About the only thing
this writer wishes to stress is the
truth contained therein. Frank's
article coupled with Paul Testa's
investigation publish"?d in last
week's ORIENT presents an ac-
curate picture of the Admissions
Office policy.
Messrs. Shaw and Hazelton are
more than willing to paint an in-
formative picture for any inter-
ested student.. Last Friday night
Mr. Shaw visited the Kappa Sig-
ma House and be honestly at-
tempted to enlighten us on the ad-
missions office functions.
I have talked this problem over
with many interested students and
some feel that it is none of our
business to involve ourselves with
the intrinsic workings of the Ad-
missions Office and at the same
time put Mr. Shaw and Mr. Hazel-
ton on the carpet. I must disagree
because it is our job as paying
boarders to know how our school
is being run. Inquisitiveness nev-
er got anybody in trouble if it is
done in the proper manner.
It is unfortunate that it must
take an athletic dilemma to "bring
out the inquiry. However, such is
the situation. And it is this writers
humble opinion that it has been
handled in a tactful manner. There
are many facets to such an issue
and the Admissions office has ad-
miringly lent an informative hand.
To be willing to give up valu-
able time to discuss any Admis-
Riflemen Qualify Here
Six Bowdoin College undergrad-
uates have qualified as Experts on
the rifle tange. Eight others fired
Sharpshooter scores, and five
more qualified as Marksmen.
A total of twenty-live students,
including members of the varsity
rifle team and Reserve. Officers
Training Corps cadets, recently
fired the M-l rifle for qualification
at the State Rifle Range in Au-
burn. Henry M. Britt '56 of Rock
Tavern, N. Y., was the highest
scorer, with a mark of 162 out of
a possible 170 points. Second high-
est was Henry M. Eubank, Jr., '57
of Richmond, Va., with a score of
151.
Bowdoin Third
at pine-wreathed Pickard Field,
the Bowdoin baseball nine went on
to squelch Tufts 5-2 in a Satur-
day game.
The two Tufts runs both came
in the first inning, and all were
due to errors. Backstop Mike Cos-
ter had three wild throws which
allowed the scores. Dick Green,
who started on the mound for the
White, wasn't hit hard but often
enough to give his fielders a chance
to bobble the plays.
Libby Sparkles
After the fateful first, and an
equally shoddy second canto, the
\\y [ J*£ICK lViCCt | Bowdoin fielding improved to the
par of "how good it was in the
ThreeFrames;Bears Win 5-2
By Frank ; D. Bevertdge 'M
After perhaps the two sloppiest his left behind second base for a
first innings of baseball ever seen ground ball and throwing out with
full for
sions question student's wish to
have answered, is a clear sign of
their sincere interest in the sub-
ject matter nt hand. I strongly
urge that all the elher houses who
have not already dune so spend an
evening with either Mr. Shaw or
Mr. Hazelton and obtain the in-
side dope on the workings of the
office on second floor Mass. Hall.
Although I disagree with a few
policies of the AdmisMons Office,
I must respect their tedious at-
tempts to admit each fall the best
students that are interested in a
Bowdoin education. Of course,
they are concerned with the sports
problem now existing on campus.
They seem to be doing all that
there is within their power. It is
the undergraduate student body
which must perform an integral
part of the Admissions Office job.
That is to say, we are responsible
for talking our home town heroes
into applying to Bowdoin and then
the Admissions Office takes care
of the rest. My hat is off to the
Admissions Office for the splendid
job they have been doing and will
continue to do.
Rowdoin sophomore weightman
Bill MeWilliams won the hammer
and took seconds in three other
events as Bowdoin finished third
yesterday in a college triangular
track meet at Cambridge, Mass.
MfT scored 76'i points, Tufts 56 !,«
and Bowdoin 32.
MeWilliams heaved the 16-pound
hammer 172 feet, five inches for a
first, and was second in shot pul.
discus and AAU hammer. Winner
of the latter event was Harold Con-
nelly. The former Boston College
field star tossed the hammer 202
feet, 3 3/8 inches. This exceeded
the world mark of 2(H) feel, 11
inches.
Though there was no doubt of
the distance, recognition of the flip
isn't certain. Oscar Hedlund, track
coach at MIT, was supervising the
javelin* throw and didn't learn of
Connelly's feat until after the
meet. Presence of qualified AAU
officials is necessary for record ap-
proval. This item is being checked.
Bowdoin's Dwight Eaton' and
Steve McCabe also were promin-
ent in the placing. Eaton shared
second in the high jump, and was
third in both the broad jump and
220-yard dash. McCabe had thirds
in the 120-yard high hurdles and
fourth in the 220-yard low hurdles.
jld days." Harold Anthony, having
switched his left field position with
Ronnie Harris for first base, did
a workmanlike job handling low
and high throws. T-ball Libby,
Deacon's shortstop, was the field-
ing lodesfone of the, game with
two beautiful saves, once going to
"Rain Halves Softball
The Bowdoin Interfratefnity
softball leagues fell victim to the
April's last gasp showers with but
half the six scheduled games being
completed.
In league A, Beta bombed Psi U,
11-4, to strengthen its hold on
first place. A five run fifth wrap-
ped it up as the winners made it
three in a row. Thi-ee singles, a
walk, and a Psi ll error followed
by an Andy_ Williamson double ac-
counted for the runs. Dave Mc-
Comack's two run homer in the
first and a single earned him the
top sticking spot for Beta. Art
Perry blasted out a two run triple
as a Psi U sixth fell short,
bs Loses 9-5
Chi Psi came up with timely hits
to capitalize on shoddy Delta Sig
fielding and win its League A game
9-5 in eight innings. The win
boosted Chi Psi into a second plate
tie with Delta Sig.
two down and the bases
Tufts, again going this time to his
right to backhand a low hoppw
deep in Ihe hole and make a long
throw for the out.
Deacon D a n n y MacFayden,
working three pitchers three inn-
ings each, threw in I.eroy Dyer in
the fourth with the White behind
2-0. Dyer's control was remark-
able, and his fast ball seemed at
its best as the portsider pitched
fhree perfect innings. He fanned
eight of the nine. The other hal-
ter bleeded a slow roller 1o third
baseman Fete Rigby for Ihe play.
Betvdoin BlasN Out
In the sixth Bowdoin bunched
three bunts behind two walks, an
error, balk, and wild pitch to lake
pver a 4-2 lead from Jumbo st a ti-
er Stan Feinstein. Another run
scored on two singles and two
sacrifices in the eighth off Ron
Lengyel.
Tom Frazer, sophomore right-
hander, went in against Tufts in
the seventh,, eighth, arid ninth inn-
ings. He contained the Tufts tries
for counter-attacks with ease.
Bowdoin got six hits while holding






Complete Selection A-I Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop -












And Senter's have gifts for
a loving mother.
Senter's suggestions are
man; . For instance: gloves,
handbag, hosiery, jewelry,





P.S. We will gift -wrap free.
And at no extra charge we will
wrap the gift for mailing.
University Model
CHINOS
In Khaki or Charcoal Black
Good rugged sanforized chinos now made in a dress pant
model that really fits. Styled just like your Ivy League



















The confidence you need to
keep up your game is built right
into this fine Spalding racket.
The Spalding KRO-BAT® de-
livers all the "feel" for better con-
trol and accuracy. It's built to take
power serves and smashes, and
give you top performance.
Buy the KRO-BAT in your own
weight and grip sue. Just one set
will tell you . . . this is youi yearfar'
belter tennis.
SPrUWNG




With the above reminder,
let's consider some of the ad-
vantages of ii book from
Palmer's us a token of your
affection.
I. Convenience: you step In-
to the store that's nearest
fo Bowdoin College, make
your selection, and that'H
it. - .
2. You won't be nicked for
any hidden charges: you
pay for the hookw and
s«!es tax only. Gift-wrap-
ping, packaging, and post-
age charges are on the
the house — even a gift
card.
S. A good book Is a univer-
sally appealing gift — It
has lasting value, it
amuses, it inspires, It
decorates the house —
through giving hooks, you
ns donor can express
yourself better than any
other way.
4. The price range Is flexl- .
ble: there are excellent
hooks now available for
for the price of a Ane
greeting card -» or yon
can spend as much rts you
wish.
5. We have this year n real
"natural" for Mother's
Day In the new book MY
LOVE AFFAIR WITH
THE STATE OF MAINE. -
Tills we honestly believe
and would like to discuss
with you. Special thanks,
by the way, to the several
students who stopjied in
h»*t Friday evening fo
meet the author, Seotty
Mackenzie. She auto-
graphed our stock while
she was here so we would
have eno'igh to All
Mother's Day orders.
6. You say you're short of
cash? Your credit Is good,
so let's see If we can't do
business anyway.
7. But yon hnren't afrr Men
what your Mother would
like to read? Here's
where we can put our ex-
perience to work If you'll
just stop in and talk It
aver with im. We know
what's new and good and
What appenls to different
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I. in-
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By David G. Lavender '55
This was a dull week through-
out the Ivy League; none of the
college newgpapers "that came into
the Orient office contained any
material worth plagerizing. As a
result, we're completely up a tree
as far as material for this week's
column goes. But the Orient needs
twenty inches, and the show must
go on. So after much futile head
scratching, we've finally come up







a bit of time at
several colleges
and universities
out there. S o
we've decided to
impose on you a
purely personal dissertation on
some of the general features of
the Western institutions of higher
[earning', which differ greatly
from most Eastern colleges.
We don't dare make any com-
parisons on the basis of academic
standards or intellectual atmos-
phere; both East and West have
many excellent colleges, and to
claim the superiority of one area
would put us in awfully hot water.
However, it may be said that only
two Wustern colleges, Pomona and
Reed, 'come at all close to the
aims and methods of the small
New England college. The rest dif-
fer from the average Eastern col-
lege about as much as Bowdoin
differs from Westbrook.
Size is the dominant feature of
most Western colleges and univer-
sities. The massive state univer-
sities on the Pacific Coast are in-
conceivably large to anyone accus-
tomed only. to Bowdoin, Amherst,
pr even such a relatively large uni-
versity such as Harvard or Yale.
The University of California's
Berkely campus alone has a stu-
dent body as large as the entire
population of Bangor and an area
almost the size of Greater Port-
land. And there are 14,000 more
VC students at the Los Angeles
campus, and another five thousand
sprinkled around at five other
campuses throughout the state. All
of the other universities on the
west coast have an average stu-
dent body of approximately fifteen
thousand.
This great size inevitably pro-
duces a factory system of educa-
tion. There is absolutely none of
the personal flavor of intimate
quality of affection which students
at the smaller New England col-
leges feel for their alma mater.
It is literally possible to go for
weeks without meeting anyone you
know on the University of Cali-
fornia campus. But lack of per-
sonality at these universities is
more than compensated for by the
magnificent facilities at all of
them. One can study literally any-
thing at any of them and be as-
sured of the best facilities obtain-
able. The campuses of the state
subsidized universities and also of
the relatively smaller, privately
endowed ones such as the Uni-
versity of Southern California and
Richard HI . . .
[Continued Fion. Page 1) .
a pertonflance on the Art Building
steps if necessary. Because of the
Contingency, the scenery in Mem-
orial Hall will necessarily be simi-
lar to that usually employed on
the Art Building Terrace.
The only piece of equipment not
on order for delivery and Installa-
tion before June 1. is the switch-
board. The crew will be forced to
use the old switchboard for the
production wherever it goes on.
and this will limit the production
somewhat, in the effectiveness of
the lighting. The new switchboard
is now being especially designed
for the- new theatre by George Izc-
nour, of the Yale Department of
prama, for installation during the
summer. His electronic board, first
Used a few years ago, is the great-
est advance in stage lighting in
the past generation.
Costumes for the production will
come from Brook Costume Com-
pany in New York, who supplied
costumes for the Jose Ffcrrer pro-
duction of the play, two years
ago at the New York City Center.
Stanford resemble have all of the
equipment of a modern city. The
University of Washington, especial-
ly, is completely modern and has
very few buildings over five years
old.
In addition to the mammouth
universities, there are several hun-
dred smaller colleges scattered
through the three Pacific Coast
states. Few of these, however, are
strictly liberal arts. There are
agricultural colleges, politechnic
colleges, manual arts colleges,
teachers', industrial colleges, and
so forth, but few of them cater to
education in the fine arts. There is
also a great movement to junior
college education in California and
Oregon. In California alone there
are over a hundred junior col-
leges, all possessing completely
modern, state subsidized buildings
and equipment. The average en-
rollment in these ce'leges is ap-
proximately fifteen hundred.
The architecture of most west-
ern colleges la completely foreign
to that of the East coast. Gothic
buildings arc unheard of; most are
cement brick or modern glass and
redwood monstrosities. Stanford
has perhaps the most unique cam-
pus on the West coast; its build-
ings are almost entirely 'all of
Spanish architecture and are laid
out in a series of Vast courtyards
with none of the trees or lawns
that are characteristic of Eastern
colleges.
Most of the four year colleges in
the west have fraternities and sor-
orities, and the system is run just
as it is in the East. The percentage
of the student body that belongs
to them is, on the average, smaller
than in most Eastern colleges; but
the number of houses is far great-
er. There are fifty two fraternities
and approximately thirty sororities
at the University of California.
Most of the social life of the col-
leges is centered in them, for it
is here that one makes virtually
all of his or her friends.
A college party is just about the
same anywhere in the country,
but, perhaps due to the influence
of size that is so predominant
throughout the West, the house
parties in the colleges out there
tend to be larger and more extrav-
agant. Many of them are held off
campus; the usual practice is for
a fraternity to rent the entire floor
of some hotel, hire a name band,
and then import a sorority or two.
Members are usually assessed for
these affairs, and the cost is often
appalling. There is also a great
vogue for year round beach pai~
ties in California; the song groups,
bridge games, and clam bakes of
the East are substituted with al
bacore hunting groups, skin diving
and spear fishing, and water ski-
ing.
It is an absolute necessity to
own a car at most Western col-
leges; at the large ones it is not
uncommon to have classes two
hours in a row that are held a
couple of miles apart. Hopping up
their cars is one of the chief pas-
times of the Western male college
students; they seem to have been
influenced by the hot rod addic-
tions of the Hollywood hoodlums.
These hoods have also shown their
influence in the dress of the West-
ern college students. To be sure,
the grey flannel uniform is gradu-
ally making its way toward the
Pacific! but the process is a slow
one. In the meantime, Hawaiian
sport shirts, tight Levis, and sad-




Charles A. Cary "10 retired at
the end of last month as a vice
president and member of the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the DuPont
Company, after a career of 37
years that began on' the produc-
tion line of a black powder plant.
He retains his position as a mem-
ber of the DuPont Board of Di-
rectors.
A native of Machias, Me., Mr.
Cary attended Washingon Acad-
emy and w'as graduated, magna
cum laude, from Bowdoin in 1910.
In 1912 he received his degree of
bachelor of science in civil en-
gineering from Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology.
Overseer And Trustee
Mr. Cary was a member of the
Board of Overseers of Bowdoin
from 1947 to 1951 and has been
a member of the Board of Trus-
tees, of Bowdoin since 1951. In
1950, Bowdoin conferred upon him
the honorary degree of Master of
Arts.
Mr. Cary. who has reached re-
tirement age, 65 years, has been
a vice president and member of
the DuPont Executive Commit-
tee since 1946, when he stepped
up from the post of assistant gen-
eral manager of the Rayon De-
partment, now the Textile Fibers
Department, He had had at that
time more than 20 years in Du
Pont's textile fibers manufacturing
and management activities. After
serving as chief production super-
visor at the Old Hickory. Tenn.,
rayon plant, he became manager
of a staff division for planning and
control of Du Pont's rayon busi-
ness. At the start of Du Pont's
commercial activities in nylon he
became assistant manager of the
Nylon Division. In 1944 he became
manager of the Nylon Division.
The next year he became assistant
general manager of the Rayon De-
partment.
Director Of Remington
He has been a member of the
Board of Directors of Remington
Arms Co., since 1947, and chair-
man of the Board of Directors of
International Freighting Corpora-
tion since 1948. Remington and
International "Freighting are . Du
Pont subsidiaries. He recently was
elected a member of the Board of
Directors of Delaware Power &
Light Co.
Mr. Cary has been quite active
in civic afTSirs. He is internation-
ally known in the activities of the
YMCA and has had a deep intei>
est in the affairs of the Presby-
terian Church. He became presi-
dent of the United Community
Fund of Northern Delaware in
.lj)33. He has- been a director of
the Wilmington YMCA since 1948
and became a member of the In-
ternational Committee of the
YMCA of the United States and
Canada in 1954. He became chair-
man of the North American Ad-
visory Committee, International
Missionary Council, in 1954. He is
a member of the Delta Kappa Ep-
silon fraternity.
SING CHANGES
Last week's announcement on
use of Pickard Theuter for Inter-
Fraternity Sing has been further
amplified. The practice perform-
ance of the Ivy. play and other
activities taking place in Pickard
will necessitate restricting prac-
tice sessions to the three actual
days of the Sing competition: Tues-
day, Wednesday, and Thursday,
April- 25-27 of next year. All re-
hearsals must, in any event, be
Igned up with Professor- Quinby.
G. E. Surveys^lumniSupport
How often and how much do
college graduates contribute finan-
cially to the alma maters from
which they obtained their degrees ?
General Electric, through a sur-
vey of the college graduates on
its payroll, recently obtained the
answer to that question.
Of 16,148 college graduates on
G-E's payroll who replied to the
questionnaire, 7,339 or 45.4 per
cent reported they had made 15,-
776 contributions to colleges be-
tween 1952 and 1954. Their gifts
averaged $17.85.
Gilts Increase
Returns showed that 5,305 G-E
college graduates contributed to
their schools in 1952; 5,532 made
gifts in 1953 and in the first nine
months of 1954 gifts were made
by 4,939, at an annual rate of
more than 6,000. During the same
period, average gifts increased
from $17.34 to $18.27, indicating
that both the number and the
amount of the gifts to colleges is
rising.
General Electric's Educational
Relations Services Department re-
ported less than a dozen of the
graduates replied "none of your
business" or indicated irritation




ters the recently-announced Cor-
porate Alumnus program of the
General Electric Educational and
Charitable Fund under which the
fund matches dollar for dollar, up
to $1,000 each, gifts from college
graduates on the company's pay-
roll to accredited alma maters.
Alumni Magazines Help
Returns showed that colleges
which have alumni magazines and
continuing gift campaigns get a
better gift response from their
graduates than those without,
leading to the conclusion that a
college fares better if it keeps in
closer touch with its graduates.
/ Moulton Reveals Story
Of Strange Sounds Of Sea
Palmer Releases Highly Praised
'Love Affair With State OfMaine'
By John It. MacKay '56
LUD ELLIMAN




As Time Goes By
"How old arc you?" the veteran
chorus girl asked the new member
of the troupe.
"I'm seventeen," replied the new-
comer lightly.
"My, my," returned tlui other




In Art*. Srienrra and Kducation, an
rxtrnai** offering of over 124) graduate
and undergraduate credit course* for
«tudenU who want to Accelerate.
Makr up Studien or Purauc Work not
available) at other times, (o-Kduca-
tional. No Saturday clashes. Facilities
for him si tig and recreation. Swimming,
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so trim, fit so
"natural" "stain-
shy" finish so safe
from spots! For
more fun—go
Miss Gertrude Mackenzie, auth-
or of a highly lauded first book,
was at Palmer's Book store last
Friday evening. Miss Mackenzie,
more familiarly known as "Scotty"
was the center of attcnion at the
very well .attended autographing
party. Miss Mackenzie's non-fic-
tional My Love Affair With The
State Of Maine was the prime
topic of conversation during the
party which last from 7-10.
Palmer's, in presenting the book,
jumped the gun by nine days. Mr.
Palmer obtained permission from
the publisher, Simon and Schuster,
and from Miss Mackenzie to re-
lease the book to the public on
April 29. The book will be released
ollicially on May 6.
Ideal Gift
My Love Affair With The State
Of Maine has been selling very
well in Palmer's and has been
suggested as an ideal gift for
Mother's Day. All of the advance
notices on the book are compli-
mentary, and all of the radio com-
mentators who have mentioned it
have, shed very favorable light
upon it. It is considered good
movie material by experts in that
field.
Miss Mackenzie's book has al-
ready set an unofficial record. It
is the first book to have been
bought by the two highly competi-
tive anthological book clubs,
"Books Abridged'' and "The Best
in Books.'' The combined circula-
tion of these two clubs is estimated
to be somewhere near two-hundred
twentya- thousand.
My Love Affair With The State
of Maine is a non-fictional treat-
ment of the ups and downs of
Scotty Mackenzie and her partner
Dorothy Mignault In an intrigu-
ingly untypical endeavor.
The formula for the book is rel-
atively simple, but, on the other
hand, one that we've never heard
of, take two Park Avenue career
girls fresh from martini-flavored,
high pressure advertising jobs on
Madison Avenue and simply throw
them into the thousands of com-
plicated — and often humorous —
situations which owning and run-
ning a Maine style general store
entails.
'Not Insipid Nonsense'











Al Tobey, Class of '50
warm, light, and very entertaining
book. It is not the usual sort 'of
insipid nonsense which 4 he "1
Came to Maine and This Is what
I Saw" variety pf tourist or sen-
sationalist would write. The book
is neither acid nor gushy. Miss
Mackenzie left the beaten track
and presented the State from what
we consider an enlightened point
of view. After Unhappily partici-.
pating in the everlasting battle
between the out-of-stater and the
"Mainiac" for the better part of
a season Miss Mackenzie learned
to sympathize with both parties.
The battle, the reconciliation,
the booming general store, and
the personalities involved are all
presented in a vivacious, spontane-
ous style which Miss Mackenzie
exhibits in person as well as in
print. Her- book is not ponderous
and it is not "intellectual", but it
does not make a claim to such
qualities. It is, instead, rewarding
and humorous light reading which
we would recommend to all who
want to elude the tedium of tlv;
hbur-exam-quiz routine.
[Continued from Page 7]
much the same manner as a crick-
et does. Leonardo da Vinci also
probably listened to the sounds
of the sea, and it has even been
suggested that Homer was aware
of these noises.
Fish sounds are more common
in warmer waters than in our own,
Mr. Moulton noted. Consequently
Yankee sailors have often been
surprised on first hearing them.
Several examples of this .were not-
ed, including one in which a man
heard sounds of "organs, bells,
frogs, and harps" coming from the
sea.
Fish Do Hear
Mr. Moulton confessed that his
chief interest in marine noises
stemmed from the questions relat-
ing to their biology. He noted how
it had been proved that fish do
hear. The species that have been
studied are collectively sensitive
to frequencies covering nearly the
whole of the human range", al-
though no one fish spans it entire-
ly.
The problem of studying the
hearing of fishes is complicated by
the fact that they may employ as
many as three different systems of
hearing. Fishes use an inner ear,
much like the human one, but they
also have a system of sound-sensi-
tive Specialized nerve endings
Much work remains to be done in
this general area; Mr. Moulton
noted. The situation is further
complicated by the fact that fish
tested under artificial stimuli ra-
pidly adapt themselves to it, but
developments in the electronic
field may enable more experiment-
ing under natural conditions.
Mr. Moulton stated that water
is an excellent conveyor of sound,
citing as an example the fact that
an explosion of a six pound TNT.
bomb in Dakar was monitored in
.the Bahama Islands, 3100 mile*
away.. Kish quite naturally have
not been lacking in adapting this
quality of their world to their own
use. It is felt that several species
have even used their sounds as a
means of echo- location.
Mr. Moulton with the use of
slides showed how fishes have util-
ized their anatomical attributes
Ihe Housing Director, S. A.
Ladd, Jr., requests that all stu-
dents planning to room in dor-
mitories during the fall and win-
ter terms, 1955-56 obtain room ap-
plication forms at the Placement
Bureau, Banister Hall, the Chapel.
This is a final announcement. Al-
location of rooms on a priority ba-
sis will take place shortly.
for sound transmission. He also
said that fishes with the most evi-
dences of excellent hearing are the
most silent. The poorer their hear-
ing is, the more sound they make;
this is not without a human paral-
lel, Mr. Moultori felt.
Muffled Tom-Tom
Next, Mr. Moulton investigated
the methods of noise making used
by fish. The most common method
is the use of the drumming muscles
.which produce a sound rather like
a muffled tom-tom, but the wide
variety of sounds made indicates
that there are a greater numlier
of sound mechanisms than tire
known at present,
Mr. Moulton ' stated that the
problem of fish sounds had be-
come a very important one in the
Second World War, since animal
sounds had discharged sonic mines.
and fleets had even been marshall-
ed on a false alarm due to harbor
defense hydrophones monitoring
these sounds. Research has been
undertaken at Woods Hole to iden-
tify these sounds. Dr. Moulton
showed slides of some of the equip;
me'nt used and played tape record-
ings of some of the s[Jontaneous
sounds monitored. He demonstrat-
ed how the fishes were enticed to
make calls, and also how they
could be silenced by means of
sound.
Each lias Pattern
Mr. Moulton then showed some
slides of oscilloscope analysis of
some of the fish calls, demonstrat-
ing that each call had a pattern
or-its own. He thought that it was
feasible that the motions of a
particular fish could be traced by
noting any peculiarities in the pat-
tern, of its call. It might also be
possible to induce fish to move in a
particular direction, for example
into nets, by t*>c use of sound.
There is indication. Mr. Moulton
noted, that the calls of fish may
be in part a sexual affair, but it
is probable that they are not limit-
ed to this.
Conjecture is giving way to ex-
periment, Mr. Moulton concluded,
and it is likely in the future that
the animal sounds of the sea may




Sharab Tenduf La, a student
from India, led n Political Forum
discussion on "Tibet'' at Bowdoin
College on April 28.
Tenduf Li is attending college
under the so-called Bowdoin Plan,
orb'Tnated here in 1947 under the
leadership of Joseph C. Wheeler
'48, then an undergraduate.
In his awn country Tenduf La
has been doing social work for
sonic years in his spare time. One
proiect has been the operation of
a milk center where forty under-
nourished children have received
milk. His sister, Tenki (Peggy)
Tenduf La, is a student at Colum-
bia College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, studying to become a gyn-
ecologBt, She plans to return to
India, then to Tibet, where she
hopes to introduce modern meth-
ods of gynecology, thcCorrtmunists
permitting. Peggy Is being sponsor-
ed in this country by Lowell Thom-
as and three other Americans.
Notice . . .
On Saturday, May 7th the Stu-
dent I'nion movie "Thunder Bay"
is described as a romantic' action
story that depicts the Betting up
<>f o f America's last frontiers,
oil
-shore oil drilling. It portrays
the inevitable clash between the
simple Itshiag folk mid the group
of wild CStters in' inicst' of' black
gold. Showing times of the film are
6:80 and 8:80 at Smith. The film
features .lames Stewart, Joanne
Dm, Gilbert Roland and Dan
Duryea.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber Go,
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By Roger Howell, Jr. "58
Last Wednesday, Professor Kirk-
land delivered the last in a series
of lectures toy faculty members,
lie gave an amusing lecture on the
robber barons to a large audience
in the Moulton Union.
Professor Kirkland opened the
talk with a description of the char-
acter of John D. Rockefeller by
the historian of Standard Oil, Ida
M. Taribell. He: was described as a
money mad man, hardened to the
sufferings of those who fell in his
path. It was felt that he was not
the only one of his kind, but rather
the type of the business man of his
day. In contrast to this interpre-
tation of Mr. Rockefeller was the
statement by Dr. W. H. Welch who
felt that he had a strong charac-
ter, was kind at heart, and was a
very nice man.
How Come?
The question was raised how
such opposite opinions could be
formulated of the same man. It
could not be explained, Mr. Kirk-
land noted, by a difference in the
observers, for 'both were compe-
tent people. It is more correct to
assume that both opinions were
correct.
The period between 1865 and
1900. the Age of the Robber Ba-
rons, was a time concerned with
defining spheres of conduct, Mr.
Kirkland said. There was in the
case of individuals a public and a
private sphere, and the conducts
and rights in one did not necessar-
ily prevail in the other. In other
words the enptnin of industry could-
act in one way with their business
associates and in a completely dif-
ferent way at home. In short, Dr.
Kirkland said, they were split per-
sonalities. Although this solution
was considered by Ida Tarbell, it
was rejected. On the other hand,
Mr. Kirkland said thai he wanted
to differ from this opinion; he feels
that the double nature of the lives
of the robber batons is the ex-
planation for divergent views to-
wards their character.
Truth .Not K\|M<ti<i
The reasons for the differences
in their character lies in, tho econ-
omic and social setting of their
era. The appearance of the corpo-
ration as the dominant method of
industrial organization was first in
importance. The final authority
fell among the stockholders, who
were far more anonymous than
the members of a business organiz-
ed on individual lines. As Washing-
ton Gladden noted, a corporation
need not be expected to tell the
truth when it is dealing with a
city.
A second factor which enabled
business men to live in this way
was the limitations on their exper-
ience, according to Mr. Kirkland.
They did not have any first hand
contact with the results of busi-
ness policies or enterprises. The
most obvious example of this, said
Professor Kirkland was the fact
that the regions of the country
were developed by Ihe capital of
men who never lived there.
East and Went
Mr. Kirkland said that the dis-
tance between East and West was
not the only factor which insulated
business men from the facts. Mr.
Morgan, for example, could move
back and forth between his office
and his hoine in New York with-
out ever seeing the tenement dis-
tricts of the city. If he had walk-
ed East from his office he would
have entered a new world, al-
though the extent of the poverty
there would not have tx-en ob-
vious "unless some sociologist was
at his elbow to pour social statis-
tics into his car."
It was another characteristic of
the urban neighborhood which also
accounted for the limited experi-
ence of the business leader stated
Mr. Kirkland. It whs largely true
that labor classes were recruited
from immigration, making them a
different stock racially than most
_i of the business leaders, nearly
^^-Ihrec-quai ters of whom came from
"colonial families." The habits and
customs of the working classes
were as different from these of the
business men as was their appear-
ance.
Materialism Abounds
A generalization often made of
aristocrats that they are not fa-
miliar with any of the processes or
details that have to do with the
{.Please Turn To Page 2\
Philip 8. Day '35
Creditors Win
If Fred Does
Attention, Gentlemen of Bow-
doin: Tonight's' the night! Tonight
your representative, Fred Wilkin.s,
will be competing with the great-
est musical talent in the city of
Bath, at that city's luxurious
Opera House at 8:15 p.m. Mr. Wil-
kins, this time ably accompanied
by Dr. Terry Stcnberg at the 88,
will sing a jazz version of I Got
Rhythm and a blues version of I
Get a Kick out of You.
And another Bowdoin man will
be appearing on the screen, Gary
Merrill, who is featured in the
Gregory Peck film Twelve O'Clook
High, which will be shown Before
and after the gala talent festival.
You are advised to arrive early,
because of the possibility that
some Bath urchin might also try
to pack the theater, and that must
not be!
Mi»l» Rule
Among tho Bowdoinitcs plan-
ning to attend tonight are the
memljcrs of the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, who. it is reported, are
arranging to arrive en masse to
cheer Mr. Wilkins to victory. And
i
f has been rumored that the en-
tire faculty of the Chemistry De-
partment will be there to cheer
and shout biologist " Wlfk ins on
to a rolling success. So here arc the
facts:
Event: Gala talent festival
V Place: Bath Opera House
Day: TONIGHT!
Time: Arrive between 7 and 8
p.m.
Task: Cheer for Fred
Results Money for Fred's friend-
ly creditors.
We were talking to Fred on
Sunday last, and he said there is
no truth to the rumor that ho is a
.singing whale. Or isiie? Well, hear




Philip S. Day '55 has been
awarded an Elihu Root-Samuel J.
Tilden Scholarship for three years
of study at the New York Univer-
sity School of Law, it was an-
nounced today by Dean Russell
D. Niles in New York.
The Root-Tilden scholarships,
valued at $6600 each, are award-
ed annually to two outstanding
college students from each of th»
ten federal judicial circuits. Day
and David K. Page of Dartmouth
''College were selected from the
First Federal Judicial Circuit and
will begin their law studies at
New York University in Septem-
ber.
Ability and Ambition
These scholarships are designed
to aid young men who give promise
of becoming outstanding lawyers
in the best American tradition.
They are named for two graduates
of the NYU School of Law — Ehhu
Root, 1867, and Samuel J. Tilden,
1841 - because they exemplified
this tradition. The objective of the
donor of these awards is to attract
to a special training program
young men who have the ability
and the ambition to follow in this
tradition.
The Root-Tilden scholarships are
awarded on the basis-of academic
record, extracurricular activities,
and potential capacity for public
leadership.
Day has been an outstanding
student at Bowdoin. A prc>matri-
culation Alumni Fund Scholarship
recipient, he played varsity foot-
ball and basketball for three years,
is president of his class, and was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa last
February.
President of the Political Forum,
Day is also chairman of the Stu-
dent Judiciary Committee and has
been a reporter for the student
paper, the ORIENT and an an-
nouncer for WBOA, the campus
radio station. A student proctor in
Moore Hall, he is majoring in his-
tory and is a member of Psi Up-
silon fraternity.
A James Bowdoin Scholar for
three consecutive years, Day will
receive his bachelor ci arts degree






By Frederick C. Wllklns '56
Serge Koussevitsky. the late and
great conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, has written
of Dmitri Shostakovich: "It is my
deepest feeling that there has nev-
er been a "composer since Beetho-
ven with such tremendous appeal
to the masses." I believe that this
appeal was shown vividly on Sun-
day evening, May 8, when an au-
dience, which contained few peo-
ple who had musical training, ap-
plauded with sincere enthusiasm
after a performance of the Con-
certo for Piano, Trumpet, and
String Orchestra. For here was
all that makes music universally
popular: engaging lyricism, rhyth-
mic drive, and a blend of nobility
and witticism.
The concerta was composed in
the early thirties. The first move-
ment, in Sortata — Allegro form,
features a lively development sec-
tion with occasional excursions in-
to burlesque. The second move-
ment grows slowly to an effective
climax which soon leads back to
its quiet opening theme. The third
movement serves as a prelude to
the finale in which we fmd the
composer at (what Dr. Tillotson
calls) "his proletarian best." The
vulgar burlesque mood so lightly
suggested in the first movement
is here given full reign, as beer-
hall tunes are drily given forth
along with literal "slaps" at Schu-
bcrtian romanticism. The detailed
piano cadenza leads to a thrilling
rhythmic conclusion.
[Please Turn To Page 1}
•
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Maynard A; Seelye '56. has won
the Westinghouse ^Achievement
Scholarship in Liberal Arts, it was
announced recently by President
Coles.
Seelye, a mathematics major, is
on the Dean's List. He has been
active in dramatics and has twice
been named a James Bowdoin
Scholar. At the James Bowdoin
Day Convocation in 1953 he was
awarded a specially inscribed book
for having maintained a straight
"A" average during his freshman
year.
Walker Art Museum Has
Large American Collection
\ WALKER TliKASIRK: The Assyrian Reliefs in Sculpture Hall:
former adornments or the palace> of the King of the Assyrian Empire
from H60-AH5 BC. they were given to the CoUrge In- Wr." Henri Byron
Ha*kell. a graduate of the Bowdoin Medical .School in 18.M. who' ac-
riulred them while serving as a missionary physician on the Tigris.
The Interested observer will note that the stance of the figures is im-
possible to Imitate.
By Peter V. Gass '.'57
Most of the student body knows
what is in the domed building with
the lions In front of it that stands
between Scarl.cs. Science "Hall and
the Gibson Music Building. The
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin's
graceful museum of fine arts, is
pleasing to look at from the out-
side arid still more pleasing from
the inside. But. .with the exception
of Art students, interested under-
graduates, and dates with their
guides, the museum is not as well
known to the undergraduates as it
is to members of the faculty, and
outside visitors and admirers. Sur-
prisingly enough for those who give
it little thought, the museum is
one of the busiest places in Bruns-
wick during the summer. It is open
all year. 1
Mr. Theophilus Walker, in whose
memory the museum was built,
was a close friend of President
Leonard Woods. In 1850, Mr. Wal-
ker contributed one thousand dol-
lars to be applied toward the com-
pletion of the Chapel. Since Mr.
Walker had long been devoted to
the art interests of the college,
the College Boards voted to in-
clude in the Chapel an art gallery-
dedicated to the memory of his
mother. By 1857, however, the ac-
cumulation of art donations had
strained the space available in the
Chapel, and Mr. Walker express-
ed more than once his hope for in
independent museum building. Re-
alization of his hopes were cut
short by death.
Niece's GUt
Walker's nieces. Mary Sophia
Walker and Harriet Sarah Walker,
made the gift of the museum to
the college in memory of their
uncle. New York architects were
hired, and the building was con-
structed with the two niece? pre-




By Maynard A. Seelye '56
The presentation last Wednes-
day and Thursday evenings by the
Brunswick Workshop Theatre of
Noel Coward's "Blythe Spirit" (an
improbable farce in three acts),
under the capable direction of
Deapa Sweet, left little to be de-
sired either in the way of thespian
performance or of technical per-
fection. Working under the handi-
cap of the poor acoustical proper-
ties and limited facilities of the
Brunswick Town Hall, the mem-
bers of the cast and production
crow deserve credit for imaginative
treatment of this spirited farce
Of the community theatre pro-
ductions which we have seen, the
closest to "Blythe Spirit" for
semi-professionl performance in
our estimation was also a Work-
shop play — this season's "Magni-
ficent Yankee," starring John and
Deana Sweet under the direction of
Bill Beeson '56.
Chittim Male Lead
Members of the Bowdoin Com-
munity appearing in the cast were
Professor Richard L. Chittim, in
the leading male role of Charles
Condomine, and Frances Hokan-
son, wife of Assistant to the Bur-
sar Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr., ap-
pearing as the lively maid. Edith.
Both Mr Chittim and Mrs. Hokan-
son will be remembered for their
performances in the Faculty pro-
duction of Congreve's "Love for
Love" last spring.
So iamiliar to all of us that she
is practically a member of the
Bowdoin community is Nancy Mc-
Keen, who has turned in' fine per-
formances in many Masque and
Gown plays,» the most recently
memorable of which arc "While
the Cat's Away" and "Thor with
Angels". Nancy brought her own
nterprctation and her own vivacity
to the role of Madame Arcati. tha
unbelievably hilarious middle-aged
medium who gets herself and
everyone else involved through
her 'amateurish' tampering with
the mysterious occult.
It would be hard to say whether
the capricious 'spirit' of the play.
Trudi Eisner, or her sister Con-
stance Aldrich. playing the role
of Charles Condomine's second
wife Ruth, did the better job in
interpreting their roles. Both have
appeared in Masque and Gown
productions, lx>th turned in ex-
cellent performances in "Blythe
Spirit". We would welcome the
opportunity of seeing cithrr Trudi
or Connie on stage in the future.
Credos I)pser»«*d
All performers deserve credos
for bringing probability to the im-
probable sophisticated lines of Mr.
Coward. Nadine Allen and Mar-
vin R. Todd were quite adequate as
the remaining members in the east.
The exacting demands on the tech-
nical crew because of the ghosts
and ghostly effects in this play
presented a challenge well met.
With the removal of the Brunsw ick
Workshop to the new Pickard
Theat£e next Fall, we expect a
fine supplement to Masque and
Gown performances. And now that
Professor and Mrs. Chittim have
both confirmed their remarkable
acting abilities, perhaps we may





THE OFFICIAL CONCEPTION of how the hockey rink will look when completed Is shown above. Al-
ready the financial drive Is steadily progressing with S75.000 now given or pledged. The solicitation for
funds is being concentrated in these next six weeks. The first report on the hockey rink fund Is due on
Tuesday, May 17. The building will have a seating capacity for at least 3,500 spectators, have dressing




Editor's Note: The following let-
ter was written to the ORIENT
by Student Council President Wil-
liam Hale, Jr. '56, explaining the
Council's attempts to effect some
change in the social rules of the
college. A report on progress sjnd
plans is included below.
Dear Sirs,
In its meeting on Monday, May
9th. the Student Council voted to
submit the following resolution to
the Faculty Administrative Com-
mittee.
"Under the power granted to
the Student Council in Article 3,
Section 2 of the Constitution the
Student Council
. wishes to make
the following recommendation to
the Faculty Administrative Com-
mittee.
"We recommeno that the Social
Rules as approved by that Com-
mittee on December 13, 1948 be
revised to include tho following
provisions
:
"That mixed groups shall he al T
..
lowed upstairs in the fraternity
c, jioujses:
'^. Between 2 and 6 p.m. on
Friday, and 1 and 6 p.m. on any
Saturday of the school year.
"b. Between 2 and 6 p.m. on
Friday, and t and 6 p.m. on Sat-
urday and Sunday of Houseparty
Weekends.
"For the following reasons we
feel this recommended change is
valid: 1) the students have lived
up to the rules as formulated in
1948 with a great cense of matur-
ity. Therefore we feel that this
adoitional rule would be admin-
istered with the same sense.
"2) The proposed change would
facilitate a more natural atmos-
phere for entertaining guests, This
would encourage more men to re-
main on campus weekends."
The purpose of this letter is to
inform the students of the course
of action which the Council has
and is taking in this matter. Dur-
ing the academic year 1954-55
there has been much discussion
concerning the existing social
rules now in force. The Council
sensed there was a great oeal of
student sentiment in favor of the
aforementioned resolution. There-
fore, at the Student Council meet-
ing of May 2nd a committee was
appointed to draw up a resolution.
On May 5th a special meeting was
held to have a discussion and tab-
ulate a vote on the resolution. The
vote was 12 in favor with one rep-
resented group still to be tabulat-
ed. No group voted negatively.
On May 13th Dean Kendrick met
with the Council in order tj com-
ment on the resolution. The Dean
has assured the Council that a
meeting will be arranged between
the Faculty Administrative Com-
mittee and the Student Council
in the very near future to con-
sider the resolution. The final fail-
ure or sued si of the resolution
now rests in the hinds of
Committee and wc have
further been assured that this de-
cision will bo forthcoming before
the summer vacation. If passed the
rule would take effect at the be-
ginning of the Fall Semester in
1955.
I believe one final point should
be made clear in regard to the res-
olution being submitted. That is
the question of tho power held by
the Student Council. As defined in
Ul Constitution it is this: "The
student Council shall bave the
power to pass and administer
such regulations as it deems prop-
er subject to review by the stu-
dent body and the college admin-
istration." The resolution has been
approved by the student body and
now awaits review by the admin-
istration. There is every reason
to believe that the administration





Under the editorship of three
officers of the Interfaith Forum,
the Freshman Bible is undergoing
revision. Under the guidance of
Mr. Hazelton, Robert Matthews,
Peter Gass, and Roger Howell are
handling the job.
The section of religion in col-
lege will be thoroughly revised. It
is to be completely rewritten since
it was felt by tho members of the
Interfaith Forum that it should
bo stated in a manner to appeal
to the incoming students.
Tlie section on fraternity rush-
ing will also be completely redone
under the direction of the student
council. It was felt that much of
the material in this section was
out-of-date or misleading. In con-
nection with this change In the
editorial comment on fraternities,
pictures of all the fraternity
houses will be included in the new
version of the book.
Several now features are also to
Ik- added. A section is to be in-
cluded on the conveniences of
Brunswick — the locations of the
banks, theaters, and laundries as
well as the churches and post of-
fice. Also places to stay and places
to eat are to be listed for the con-
venience of parente.'It is hoped
that a map of Brunswick will be
Included to show definitely where
these places are.
New drawing for the division
pages arc to be made These will
bo humorous in nature., and it is
hoped that they will be effective
in presenting a more interesting
hook to the incoming freshman.
Among the sections that will be-
partially rewritten arc the ones




By David L, Tamminen '56
After the reading of the min-
utes by secretary Morton Price
(ARU '56) -the weekly Student
Council meeting got under way
with a short list of new business.
President William Halo (AD
'56) announced the conditions in-
volved in the management of the
"blotter concession" for the school
year of 1955-56. Interested parties
may make application for the job
to their Student Council represen-
tatives.
President Hale asked that the
houses keep in mind the policy of
electing Student Council represen-
tatives first after house presidents
in the coming elections.
President Hale read a letter from
the Student Council of Amherst
College requesting information on
the Bowdoin Plan and Bowdoin
Plan students.
Social Rules Changes
Dean Kendrick visited the meet-
ing and whs consulted about social
rules and possible calendar
changes.
The sub-committee on social
:ules amendments submitted its
resolution concerning mixed groups
in fraternity studies.1
- After some
discussion it was decided that the
Council, as a whole, would meet
with the Administrative Commit-
tee to examine the proposal.
Questions concerning the dates
of Spring Vacation and Commence-
ment were introduced and the
Dean explained the situations. For
a full report consult your repre-
sentative.
In closing, President Hale
thanked the Dean for sitting in on
the meeting, and announcer! that
the Council will meet again next






Professor N.L Munn Assails
Bowdoin s Playboy Attitude
Sincerely,
William Hale, Jr.
Deploring the present-day edu-
cational climate in the United
States, Professor Norman I.. Munn
declared in a recent chapel talk
that "capable boys are brain-
washed into mediocrity." He asked
the question, "How is this country-
going to get the quota of great
minds that it needs - not only to
solve its scientific problems but
also the much more urgent social
problems?"
I>r. Munn, is Professor of Psy-
chology and a natonally known
figure in his field. "Every year," he
stated, "our high schools graduate
100,000 students who. even though
they have the necessary grades
and a itrrmg interest in entering
college, are unable to do so for fi-
nancial reasons.
"This is why the government is
considering a federal scholarship
pmgram. Colleges like Bowdoin,
with liberal scholarship Plans, are
doine what they can to alleviate
this injustice. But what they can
do makes only a small- dent ,n the
situation. Meanwhile many individ-
uals arc losing an opportunity to
mature as fully as they might, and




"As an illustration from closer
home," Dr. Munn continued, "let
us take this campus, which my
friends elsewhere tell me is typi-
cal in this respect. Tho climate re-
sembles altogether too closely that
of a country club. There are some
capable and serious students who
know where they are going and
who are going there just as quick-
ly and efficiently as they arc able.
"These students make up the
bulk of the men we honor annually
on James Bowdoin Day. They com-
prise the group from whom what-
ever great mines Bowdoin pro-
duces will most likely come There-
arc many other capable :ttudents
who fritter away the best years
of their lives looking for ways to
avoid work and to avoid indepen-
dent thought. I have no sympathy
lor them.
"Then there arc some students,
altogether too many, who really
do not have what it takes to do
good work and do it efficiently. I
the world is losing something of salute those who stick it out and.
own though they have to become
grinds to do it, eventually make
inestimable value
Practical Courses
In his address, entitled "Of Stu-
dents, Climates, Ideas, and Para-
sites," Professor Munn pointed out
that "our educational climate is
only a reflection of. the general at-
titude of our nation toward things
which are not immediately practi-
cal. Even at a liberal arts college
like Bowdoin. students clamor for
practical courses ano many com-
plain that the college docs not
prepare them specifically for job.
L\cn in our graduate schools, stu-
dents are more concerned with
things like engineering, business
administration, medicine, and law
then they are with pure science."
"In psychology today graduate
students arc flocking into clinical,
industrial, and business psychoi-
ds grade. They will not be the
idea men of our generation, but
there is one contribution they
may make They may Improve the
elim.itc - something which the
l>l.»: boys, the country club set. will
never d<>."
Goal Is Twice Tuition
Professor *4unn went on to re-
mind the undergraduates that "the
cost per student on the liouooin
campus is twice what he may pa>
in tuition. So even il he earns the
mo, ;•> himself, he owes the college
at least as much a* he pay*. If his
parents |>ay his tuition, he 'owes
both them and the college If he
is a scholarship student, he is
doubly indebted to the college and,
beyond that, he is keeping out one




In a pamphlef ap|>caling to the
alumni for funds to build an in-
door hockey rink, artificial ice is
called "not a luxury but a necessi-
ty."'
This booklet explains in some
detail the needs for dependable
practice conditions and the history
of attempts to secure such condi-
tions. "Hockey has been a major
sport at Bowdoin for more than
thirty >ears ... it should be ;i
natural."
"With the increase of the num-
ber of students who came to Bow-
doin with a special interest in the
game, temporary rinks were in-
stalled on the eampus. first In the
vicinity of the Library and later
on the Delta. ... It has become
increasingly difficult for Bowdoin
to continue the game, because of
climatic changes and the develop-
ment of mechanical refrigeration
techniques which have brought
competing colleges and schools the
advantages of artificial ice."
More and Better Hockey
The artificial rink, the pamphlet
points out. eliminates the uncer-
tainties of winter weather. This
"meaas more and better hockey for
those who have artificial ice."
Bowdoin hockey- players have
"utilized nearly every device to
play outdoors on natural ice" Af-
ter the war. they used an empty
hangar at the Air Station until
the Navy moved back in. "Exper-
ience since then shows how frus-
trating it Is to relv on :*n outdo >r
rink of natural icr. especially when
competing teams have artificial ice
during a season of 120 days com-
pared with a maximum season of
'
55 days at Bowdoin. Even this*
short season may be halved by un-
favorable weather."
Coach Danny MacKaydcn says.
"Lack of ice means not only few-
er games played but also little'
practice. No team in any sport is
worth while without practice."
Recreational Skating
An artificial rink "would elimin-
ate the handicaps of variable win-
ter weather. It would provide ideal
conditions for hockey to develop
as a major winter activity" A cov-
ered,, rink would provide opportu-
nities for students, ihe faculty an.
I
members of the College community
1o enjoy recreational skating"
"Throughout New England hock-
ey and recreational skating are
flourishing. Next winter every col-
lege that has l)cen on the Bowdoin
schedule for the past fifteen yean
will have its own artificial ice or
it will have such ice readily avail-
able."
"Bowdoin must build a new rink
to continue as » typical New
England college with typical New-
England sputs. The College needs
and should have at Ihe earliest
possible moment, a new covered
rink of artificial, ice."
Admissions OHic c
Accepts About 375
With all the figures nol yet com-
plete, the Class of 1959 is begin-
ning to take form. All the notices
are out, with the exception of a
few cases, and Bowdoin now sntf-
cipati^ two hundred and fifty new
sons in the fall. The nuinhci of
men admitted will keep the col-
lege at its present sire,
Nine hundred applications were
made from approximately Lhbaamc
area as in previous years. Ol this
number, between three hundred
and fifty and four hundred men
were accepted. "Shrinkage" due
to multiple applications will bring
this number down to expected si/e
The admissions, us in the past,
were made solely on the basis of
quality.
Approximately 20 per cent of
the men that applied 'asked for
scholarship aid. A little more than
20 per cent of the men admitted
will receive it. The matriculation
funds have been supplemented this
year by the General Motors Schol-
arship*, the Dana Scholarship, and
tlie Moore Scholarship.
Roughly six out of ten of the
group will come from public
schools. Three or f, )llr w ill !*• (JI's
entering college for the first time
Mr. Hazelton, speaking for the
Admissions Office, expressed the
belief that at present it looks like
a fine class.
*l
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The Racing Fifties
A Measure Of Maturity
Student Council President William Hale '56 has explained
in a letter published on the first page of this issue the procedures
used to insure the complete consideration by the faculty of the
Council's proposals for changes in the social rules. Every stu-
dent should, we feel, read that letter in its entirety, because of its
personal interest and importance
At present, the changes being sought have not received of-
ficial support from any administrative official. However, Dean
Kendrick has promised an early meeting with the Faculty Ad-
ministrative Committee, which will ultimately* decide the fate of
the proposals.
Arguments presented by Hale seem especially valid and
clear. Students, he says, have carried out existing social regula-
tions with exceptional maturity. Secondly, opening the upstairs
of fraternity houses on week end afternoons would -allow a
"more natural atmosphere", a point of prime importance.
The Council, whether it is successful in this or not, should
be commended for the manner in which they have dispelled the
clouds of confusion which previously marred such appeals. Their
lucid arguments, when -combined with their handling of the case,
may well be enough to demonstrate to the faculty and adminis-
tration that Bowdoin students possess that measure of maturity
which such freedom from regimentation would require.
R.J3. L.. Jr.
By Frederick C. WMtins "M
I have been reading Sincerely,
Willi*; Wayde by John Marauand
this week, and find the book ex-
tremely readable. It tells, with
gentle satire, the story of a typi-
cal American businessman of our
time. His life is one of compro-
mises, as slowly he is engulfed in
a false society: the result of suc-
cess in life. Willis found out that
you had to sacrifice a lot of things
if you made money, and, at ho
said to his wife one afternoon at
the Ritz in Paris: "Sometimes it's
a probJem — how to be sincere."
Willis never forgot his father's
warning: "Just don't get too
smooth, or you'll turn into a son of
a ... A lot of people do before
they know it. son." The character
of Willis is fascinating as it un-
folds in the novel. Sincerely, Wil-
ls* Wayne is truely a significant
literary achievement in these, .the
Racing Fifties.
Fiedler HI
As the Bowdoin night at the
Boston Pops rapidly approaches,
it is sad to note that Arthur Fied-
ler will not be at the helm this
year. His doctor does not permit
him to conduct at present. The
director next Thursday night will
br> Frederick Fennell, of Roches-
ter, New York. We know nothing
of the new maestro.
East of Eden
East of Eden is the fines* film
that I have seen in months. Paul
Osborne's screenplay was a whop-
ping success, Elia Kazan's direc-
tion was superb, and a cast of ten
Broadway performers old them-
selves proud. "It's awful not to be
loved," says Julie Harris. "It's the
worst thing in the world." In this
age of "breathtaking cinemascope"
as it is called in Silk Stockings, we
are certainly fortunate to have
authors like John Steinbeck to
counteract the cheapness of much
of today's cinema output.
Apology
Please forgive the brevity of my
journalistic output this week, but
I am breathless with fear and
trepidation in anticipation of my
ordeal in Bath this evening. I hope
you will all be there with me, as
it is so nice to have a few friends
in the audience. I sincerely hope
that I may return, wiih victory
sitting on my portly helm, ready
to greet you all again next week.
Art Museum . . .
I Continued from Page 1\
sent to spare no expense in attend-
ing to every minor detail. The
building, dedicated by President
j
By «ieorge A
Hyde in 18&4, proved at first to new ENGLAND CHAUUTKK
Words To Live By Hanle) Nev* CeaderOf Medical Group
Y'lnnuh '">H
Introspection
Another phase will shortly begin in our comprehensive
and critical self-analysis. Returns from the various component
parts of the college have been or are being completed. Next in
the. self-study process is to be the codifying of the individual
fragments into a unified, cohesive entity, from which final action
can eventually be taken.
The numerous faculty sub-committees covering every facet
of Bowdoin life have compiled a detailed series of their findings
and recommendations. The alumni have been given an oppor-
tunity to express their opinions through a questionnaire.
Student participation has not been overly extensive.- The
poll by the Student Curriculum Committee of the upper three
classes in the academic field has been the principal means of
determining student opinion. Its findings, some of which ap-
pear on page four of this issue, should shed valuable light on
different topics.
This next phase, the integrating of the faculty findings
with the various surveys, will be a delicate and difficult under-
taking. Its completion in the fall will mark one year of hard
work and will lead into the decisive stage.
In wha,t way the results of the many months of patient
probing will be considered for actual implementation remains
to be seen. Though this year's studies have been carried out
quietly and without much publicity, the groundwork has been
and is being laid for the eventual beneficial results of this com-
prehensive program of introspection.




[Continued from Page /]
material neccessities of life hard-
ly applies to the robber barons, ac-
cording to Mr. Kirkland. They
glorified in their possession of use-
ful knowledge and talked quite
plainly about money-getting.
Professor Kirkland noted that
the gulf between the manufactur-
ers and the laborers was widened
by the separate spheres in which
they lived. There was never any
moral obligation between buyers
and sellers; all was on an economic
level. Thus when a man hired an-
other to /work in his factory this
was an economic and not a moral
transaction. The less that either
talks or thinks about the other,
the better are the hopes of good
sue~:as in this relation. Accord-
ing to Mr. Kirkkland there could
not be a better documentation of
the two spheres of interest than
this.
Social Conscience
The robber barons were not
themselves always aware of their
split personality, according to Mr.
Kirkland, nor were they always
willing to undertake a cure for it,
although bystanders were eager to
apply remedies. One group which
worked hard at this was the cler-
gy. They aimed for "social con-
science and social justice." One of
the most important among them,
Washington Gladden, said, "A suf-
ficient remedy for the disorders of
the industrial world is the applic-
ation to them of the Christian rule
of life,.'' .v
In stating the social gospel,
Gladden tried tq merge self-love
and social, and therefore should
have appealed to the capitalist. ,Mr.
Kirkland said. How far reaching
the effect actually was is not
known. Perhaps there was some
other code which could be used to
bridge the gap between the public
and private sphere of the business
leader. This night be the "gentle-
man's code of club-house morality"
which had one great advantage in
the realm of business; it was ap-
plied by the business leader to
himself. This was self-help and
had a great appeal to the Americ-
an nature. Mr. Kirkland remark-
ed. Still, attempts by means of
social pressure were as rare as
they were ineffective.
Perhaps more could be obtained
by organized attempts at under-
standing, Mr. Kirkland said. I*
this connection he noted Jacob
Riis' book, How the Other Half
Lives, which was significant be-
cause of it* factual representation.
Mr. Kirkland felt that the sanity
which should replace a split per-
sonality was a return to actuality.
In connection with this approach,
Mr. Kirkland mentioned the form-
ation of the Economics Club under
the leadership of Lyman Gage in
order to develop "a better under-
standing of the ideas and motives
which activate men in their rela-
tions to each other in the social
state."
Republican Roosevelt -
Mr. Kirkland noted in conclud-
ing that once efforts to solve the
problem through individuals fail-
ed, there were bound to be at-
tempts made Jo supply morality to
industry' through some sort of gov-
ernment intervention. "The state
was the only recourse!" This move-
ment picked up steam under Theo-
dore Roosevelt, who looked at both
politics and business under the
guise of morals. As decades passed
it was not clear whether this neiw
cure was any more acceptable than
its alternatives to the notions of
split personality, according to Mr.
Kirkland. Many came to Washing-
ton under the New Deal looking
for a course of treatment for their
disease. It was given to them. As
Franklin Roosevelt said, "Most of
the patients seem to be doing very
nicely; some of them are even well
enough to throw their crutches at
the doctor."
be a source of embarassmem to
the college, which, at the time, had
no library building and no spence
building. It has been called one ol
the finest structures of its kind
in the country'.
The Museum now Itouses the
original Bowdoin bequest of eighty-
four oil paintings. Since that ori-
ginal gift in 1826. many others as
.well as loans and several purchases
have greatly enlarged the collec-
tion. Beside an outstanding collec-
tion of Amerieati portraits, the
college has diverse representations
of art from many periods of
American. European and Oriental
arf. Pictures belonging to the mu-
seum hang in the library, the
President's office, and the Union.
The murals in the main hall of the
building provide an excellent
cross section of American mural
painting at the close of the nine-
teenth century. The familiar sta-
tues of Socrates and Aristotle, as
well as the two lions renting on
granite blocks quaried nefar Free-
port, were done specially for the
building.
The Museum is smoothly run by
four people under the direction of
Professor Beam. Mr. Schroalz is
director. Miss Gertrude Pgaisted,
Mr. Beam's secretary, altetrnates
with Mrs. Gardner Sanford, at-
tending the desk in the main hall.
Mel Pottle, the janitor, keeps the





Here is a listing of WBOA re-
gular and special shows for the
week.
NIGHTLY SHOWS: New* at
7:30, 8:00 and 11:00. Sports af>
7:35 and 11:15 (15 minute round-
up). Dream Date 10:15, Flick Qule
10:05.
SPECIAL SHOWS: Monday, all
evening, Jara, Tuesday, 9:00, Tbree
To Go, Wednesday, 8:30 Ivy Show,
Friday, 8:15, Sports Eye, 8:30
Hamill recorded request show,
Sunday, 8:15, All Sport.s Show.
Bates College, garnering vic-
tories in four of six debates, won
the unofficial Maine Freshman de-
bate crown, last Saturday. On the
basis of point scoring, three for
each round, ^ates received twelve,
Maine five, a>id Bowdoin one. Bow-
doin's lone score came in the last
event in which its affirmative last
to Maine's negative by a score of
2-1. AH other decisions were una-
nimous.
The national debate topic, con-
cerning diplomatic recognition
of the Communist Government of
China, was discussed. The discus-
sion centered on the present situa-
tion, and the possible advantages or
disadvantages accompanying the
proposed recognition. It is inter-
esting to note that of the six de-
cisions, three favored the affirma-
tive and three the negative. Bow-
doin's affirmative was argued by-
Gordon Weil and Paul Todd, while
John Carter and David Berube al-
ternated in one negative position
with Frank Marsano in the other.
That phrase "New England
character," brings to mind a whole
host of words used to describe the
typical New Englarider.* Essen-
tially all inhabitants of New Eng-
land can l)e classified, but not very
easily. There is actually no typi-
cal personification for a New Erig-
lander, nor is there a way io clas-
sify them individually by states.
although perhaps this is the eas-
iest to ox). Working at it from this
angle we arrive at something like
this:
A. Maine — The typical "down-
easter" must wear a Sou-Wester
and oil-cloth raincoat or "slicker"
24 hours a day or be labeled a
fraud. He must smoke either a
clay "T-D" pipe or a weather
blackened briar stump; no corn?
oobs for your State 'O Mainer.
Above all, he must be able to row
a dory standing up and facing the
direction in which he is rawing,
an old mariner's trick. Effects to
help his typical appearance would
be (a) a quarter inch ol' dirt)
gray stubble on his weatherlit ateO
chin, tb) picturesque wrinkles and
creases in an absolutely "nut-
brown" weathcrbcaten face, to
nice thick juicy calluses (signi-
fying honest toil) on his weather-
beaten hands. Nothing else will do,
no one else has any rlsht to claim
citizenship in the stale of Maine.
B. New Hampshire The ideal
Hampshireman must be able tq
cock hay Jike hobody's business.
The dirty gray stubble applies to
him also, only he must have a
genuine 100',, granite i New
Hampshire granite) face. "Like
it was hewed out of livingrock," is
the pet phrase of authors describ-
ing a. face belonging to^a Hamp-
shireman. The calluses go for him
too, only more so.
.
*
C. Vermont — Vermonters are
the only ones who are allowed lo
be represented by ' a young man.
The typical Vermonter is a *'Green
Mountain Boy" in the true sense
of the word. He is always shown
as a husky giant, plenty of hair.
etc. His limbs are of pure hickory
and the same deep color. Although
both Maine and New Hampshire
produce more lumber than Ver-
mont, we always picture the typi-
Dr. Daniel K. Hanley has been
eal Vermont Odysseus as trapped
J
apprftnted JMrector of the Maine
in an impenetrable forest. He has j;Medical Association, it was an-
an ax with him, and hews, mightily nouncad recently by Dr" William
at soitu '.ind of a tree. (The forest
j
jr, Mahoney of Saeo. President of
is very dim. and the only trees i np Association.
We can Identify are sugar maples „ fms mnv | N erected post Dr.
which we somehow associate with Stanley will repraseffl the
Vermont.)
1>. Massachusetts There is
only one place as well as one type
worthy of note as cepresentfltive
of Massachusetts. Hoston I pro-
nounced Bab'-ston) and the end
product of Harvard ( pronounced
Mav'-vahd). The only typical citi-
zen of Massachusetts, is the grad-
uate of that University. However
there are several counterfeits
which If not watched carefully.
will creep into your imagination
and take away ;,our belief in a
land of milk and Harvard grad-
uates. The most dangerous of
these, and the only one I will men-
tion, is the proper Bostonian. This
insidious snake in the grass, us-
ually is associated with Beacon
Hill, and the Boston Symphony
Orchestra. He is proud of his
heritage ol Boston, and belongs to
the Sons of Liberty (or whatever
the Male Revolutionary Society is
calico i while his wife belongs to
the D.A.R. Beware of the proper
Bostonian, he will prove a snare
to your feet. Some adjectives to
keep In mind .when dealing with
Massachusetts are: puritanical,
strait-laced, coldly dignified, etc.
K. Khodc Island In imagining
a • representative Rhode Islander,
the situat.on is semi-humorous.
We ,'flno. ourselves actually begin-
ning to think that the people in
Rhode Island are smaller than
citizens of other states. And don't
think that Rhode Islanders are
unconscious of their size. They
are werj sensitive about being the
smallest state in the Union, and
pretend to be proud of it as a sort
of distinction. Well, I'll say they're
not fooling anyone
F. Connecticut Connecticuters
are proun of being the only true
New England Yankees. From the
Beginning The Yankee has been
pictured as a man of Ichabod
Crane proportions, Henry Ford in
genuity, and Phineas T. Barnum
philosophy. The sharp trading
Yankee, a dying breed, went whole
I hundred members of the Maine
! Medical Association on the nation-
al level, in addition to his dttttea
within the state
t lass of 1890
Dr. Hanley, who has, been Col-
lege Physician since October of
1940; will continue In this posi-
tion. He, is a graduate of Gover-
ns* LXimmer Academy and of Bow-
doin in the Class ol l' 1 '.'! Four
years later lie received ins MIX
from Columbia University College
of Physicians and Sun eo'.ii, He ln«
•terned at Boston Cfl Hospital,
Dr. Ilaniev is a member of the
Staff x>( the Mcrcj Hospital -in
Portland and the Bath Memorial
Hospital in Bath. He is a member
of the (\imberland County Medical
Society. Maine Medical Agina-
tion, American Medical Associa-
tion, and American Academy of
General Practice.
I hog for the thought that "there
is a sucker horn every minute.
"
Connecticuters then are vei y
proud of their non-olTicial nick-
name, "The Nutmeg Stale." and
the traditional cause for its being
so named.
Above are the pictures conjured
up by modern authors when de-
scribing that wonderful North-
easternmost part of our country,
and the character ol the people
thai live In its respective, states.
This compilation is made to help
budding authors who wish to pro-
duce a picturesque New England
atmosphere without lies! hand ex-
perience. I will not vouch for the
percentag-e, or population per
square mile of persons who vvfll
answer the above Descriptions. I
will say that if you hunt hard
enough you may find some some-
where Northeast of New. York, es-
pecially those fraudulent Boston*
ians.












For the first time on the Bowdoin Campus!
WINE SKINS
Imported from SPAIN
• Can't break • Can't leak • Insulated
* 1 quart capacity • Carries all beverages
* Nozzel and cap of polished bull horn
The perfect container . . .
. . . for sportsman and spectator
GREAT FOR IVY • GREAT FOR DATE

























Matriculants must be College
graduates and present full
transcript of College record
Orientation Lecturm —
Incoming students Sept. 8 Si 9
CHasses Begin Kept. 12, 19S5
Kor further information addreajt
Keglstrar Fordham I niversity
School of Law
302 Broadway. N.w York 7, N.Y.





























































works on new ways
to handle "hot"
radioactive fuel
Whenever uranium is "burned" in .in nlomir.
reactor, certain valuable elements such as
plutonium are left behind in the "ash."
These products are highly radioactive, but
they must be recovered because of their great
valm to. the atomic energy program.
This is the job of 31-year-old H. Ward
Alter, Supervisor of the Separations Chem-
istry Unit at the AEC's Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory, which General Electric operates
in Schenectady, N. Y.
Altar's Work Is Vital, Important
Mter is doing his job well. He has already
received the Coffin Award, General Electric's
highest honor, for developing an apparatus
that makes possible faster, safer, and more
efficient recovery of the valuable elements in
the "ash."
The work done by Alter and his group
helps lower costs, increase efficiency and ex-
pand our knowledge of the chemical process-
ing of spent radioactive fuels.
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Alter came to General Electric in
1948, he already knew the work he wanted
to do. Like each of the 25,000 college-gradu-
ate employees, he was given bis chance to
grow and realize his full potential. For Gen-
eral Electric has long believed this: When
fresh young minds are given freedom to
make progress, everybody brnefits— the
individual, the company, and the country.
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McWilliams Wrests Four First Place Trophies In State Track Meet
Belknap, Birkett
In Sailing Win
Braving drenching rain and a
fioklf. wind, a Bowdoin frosh sail-
ing crew of Skipper Dave Belknap
and Jim Birkett captured the last
two races ofthe day^to nose out
a determined Dartmouth crew and
win a nonagonal moot held at the
Medford Yateh club last Sunday.
The Polar Cubs experienced
many up* and downs before final-
ly nailing down the victory. Belk-
nap started auspiciously by win-
ning the first race going away, but
the next two encounters were nigh
disastrous. A foul and a k)\v fin-
ish put Dave well back in the
pack, but with the stage sot for a




& Jar*es Birkefc 78
Dartmouth \ 77 \
Roxbury Ch tin " 75'.,
MIT. «5
Oirii Latin School 63




This coming weekend the var-
sity team travels to Now Ix>ndon.
Connecticut, for- the New England
Championships. By gaining the
finals of this event, tho Big White
team has clinched tho number nine
rating in New England , and stands
to improve this ranking, in the




Two matches wore scheduled
this week by the Freshman Ten-
nis Squad and two more wins wore
chalked up for C»ach Sum Ladd's
boys. Tuesday afternoon, the Cubs
traveled to Hebron and doloated
the Big Green in their first match,
5-4. Only two singles wins were
recorded for the Bowdoin Frosh
Bob Crussley defeating Hank
Mann. 6-4, 6-3, and Nick Fleck
taking Paul Larrabee, 8-6. 6-4.
A sweep of the three doubles
matches gave Bowdoin the edge,
John Philbrick and Kim Mason,
Ron McDonough and Fleck. Cross-
ley and Lewis, all combining for
their respective victories.
Saturday afternoon, the Frosh
gave Portland High School a classy
whitewashing, the Blue and White
being able to take only two sets in
the entire afternoon. Kim Mason
took his singles 6-0, 6-2; John
Philbrick, 6-2, 6-4, Hon McDon-
ough, 6-0, 6-2. Paul Lewis, 6-4, 6-1
;
Andy McMillan, 6-2. 5^7, 6-0; and
Kd Koch, 6-0, 6-1.
The Cubs completed the rout
when they overcame Portland in
each of the doubles events. Mason
and Philbrick defeated Portland's
Allen and Somerson; Lewis and
McDonough overcame Abbey and
Huston; and McMillan and Koch
whipped Segal and Perry in the
last match of the afternoon.
Betas. Kappa Sigs \ Duffers Drop Match
Hold Softball Leads
The interfraternity Softball
leagues are forced to the limit for
their champions. With all its rain-
ed out games made up the League
B crown rests on a single tilt with
Kappa Sig and Zeta Psi paired off
in the deciding game. Both teams
share the league lead with identic-
al 3-1 records. In league B a slight-
ly different picture presents itself.
Beta currently holds the top spot
with a 3-0 record. However, either
Chi Psi with a 1VJ record of Delta
Sig, 2-1, could catch and possibly
overtake the leader since each has
a game yet to play with Beta, Chi
Psi a regularly scheduled go while
Delta Sig has yet to make up a
previously rained out contest with
the sunberth holders.
In games played this week In
League A: Again rain interfered
with the schedule as only two
games were played in league A.
Chi Psi remained in the running
by handing winless AD its third
straight defeat, 15-8. Later in the
week, Psi U evened its record with
a 16-10 downing of ATO. George
Rogers earned the win with a
strong relief hurling chore, back-
ed up by two successive clutch
plays by third baseman Ken Coo-
per and two homers by Don Ben-
nett.
In league A, the game of the
week saw Sigma Nu break into
the win column, handing Kappa
Sig its first defeat of the season
6-3. Trailing 1-0 entering the top
of tho sixth, the winners erupted
for 5 runs, combining 4 hits with
shoddy- support behind pitcher
Dick Smith. Kappa Sig came back
with 2 in their half- of the sixth
on a home run by Al Murray but
Sigma Nu held on to take the
game. Kappa Sig the next day
blasted TD out of contention 11-3,
while Sigma Nu made it two in a
row by defeating winless DKE
11-4 on Friday. In the final game
of the league B week ARU com-
pleted the TD desolation with a
13-7 romp.
To Maine At Orono
Traveling to Orono last Satur-
day, the Varsity golf sqjuad was
shellacked 24-3 by the University
of Maine divot diggers. Despite
the lopsided final score, however,
most of the matches were close
and the competition was pretty
keen.
The home team had a decided
advantage, since they were play-
ing on one of the tougher courses
in the state and one on which they
were used to playing. The feature
match of the day was the one be-
tween Ron Golz of Bowdoin and
Al Noyes of the Black Bears.
Noyes was forced to sink a twenty
foot putt on the last hole to even
up the match. Golz was the low
man for the White linksmen, finish-
ing .with an 80.
This waek the Bowdoin tee-men
journey to Belmont, Mass., to com-




By Frank D. Beverlttge *5«
NOTICE
Five houneo have already sign-
ified their intentions of participat-
ing in the quartet competition on
Ivy. They are the A.D.'b, A.R.lI.'s,
Dekes, Kappa Sig's, ami the Zetes.
Professor TlUotson is desirous of
having the other houses enter so
an to make the contest more worth
while.
«. + .«. + .«. «.*. + .« . . .«.«. + .«.«. + . «.».«. + .,
Tennis Team
Crushes Colby
The Polar Bear Tennis team
swept the three doubles matches
last Tuesday afternoon to hand the
Colby Mules a 6-3 defeat. After
singles play, the score was knot-
ted at 3-3 but Bill Nieman and
Bill Gardner downed Dick Abedon
and John Marshall of Colby 6-4.
7-5. Ed Podvoll and Fred Thome
walloped Ross Bear and Charlie
Macombor 6-1. 6-0 while Gene
Wheeler and Don Weston topped
Bill Timkin and Bob Bernhard
8-10, 7-5, 6-3.
The White experienced a lot
more difficulty in singles compe-
tition. Captain Bill Nieman beat
Dick Abedon 6-3, 6-0. Bill Gard-
ner bowed to John Marshall 6-3,
8-6 while Ross Bear of the Mules
beat Ed Podvoll in three sets 6-1,
3-6, 8-6. Fred Thome edged Ma-
comber 6-3, 8-6. Don Weston after
dropping the first set, beat Timkin
4-6, 6-3, 6-0.
Gene Wheeler wound up in an
endurance contest as he set a new
record by playing 93 games dur-
ing the afternoon. Wheeler took
tho court at 1:30 lost his singles
rnatch to John Shute 12-14, 7-5,
9-7 and then teamed up with Wes-
ton for doubles play. The latter
contest wasn't completed until
6:45 a long day to say the least.
Interfraternity Sailing
Zeta Psi's Dick Kurtz showed
marked superiority in every de-
partment of sailing to win the
Thayer Francis Interfraternity
Sailing Championship Trophy on
the New Meadows River Basin
yesterday afternoon. A close dual
in the championship final had been
expected between Kurtz and Bill
Macleod. skippering the Psi U.
entry, but Kurtz swept his way to
victory by clinching the round
with two straight firsts. Combin-
ing well with his crew Ollie Saw-
yer, Kurtz showed promise for
next year's Varsity team, as did
Macleod.
The • interfraernity series was
held in three trial rounds, .with
the winners of each round going
on to the final. Kurtz was the vic-
tor in the opening round held May
3: the Zete skipper barely nosed
out the A. D.'s Bob Hinckley for
the qualifying spot. Macleod swept
•all four races in his round to qual-
ify easily. Tbe third round saw
the ATO's Ttoug Drake swamp
DKE's Johnny Grant in a sailoff,
after the two had tied at the end
of the round. Some of the other
skippers who competed but did
not make the finals were Pat
Twinem of TD, the defending cham-
pion; Jack Seelye for tho inde-
pendents; and Archie Clark for







Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop




Peter O'Rourke, campus repre-
sentative for Chesterfields and
L&M's will award one caruWof
either brand to the, man who
comes the closest to predicting the
score and the three Bowdoin bet-
ters who get the most hits between
Traveling north to Colby Col-
lege. Bowdoin met the Colby mules
in a closely fought contest last
Wednesday, finally succumbing to
a score of one to nothing. Leroy
Dyer and Mike Coster were the
batteries for Bowdoin, while Jam-
ieson and Jubinsky did the chores
for Colby. In the late innings Jam-
ieson tired and was quickly reliev-
ed by Gray who squelched a Bow-
doin rally in the ninth.
In the second inning Bowdoin
had its first chance to tally when
Anthony led off with an infield
single. Libby proceeded to lace a
double to deep left center. An-
thony weni to third but was
stranded as Jamieson settled down
to retire the side. In the fifth Col-
by came across with its first and
only tally. Boole led off with a base
on balls and reached second on
a sacrifice by Jubinsky for one out.
Lake grounded out for the second
out. but a base on balls and a Bow-
doin error loaded the sacks. Boole
then reached home on another
Bowdoin miscue. Coming into the
bottom half of the ninth at a one
run deficit the Macfaydenmen put
up a valiant 'bid to pull the game
out but didn't quite make it. Cou-
kos led off with a bloop single to
right and moved to third as An-
thony and Libby both walked.
With no outs and the sacks jam-
med, Rigby grounded to the pit-
cher who turned it into a'double
play, forcing Coukos at home and
then snagging Pete who "was tear-
ing down the first base path. Plas-
se hit a "pop up" to the shortstop
and Bowdoin's flame faded in the
dusk.
Bowdoin had four hits to Colby's
5 with Coukos, Anthony, Libby,
and Coster doing the sticking.
Dyer was superb on the mound,
fanning 6 and walking three. The
trouble lay in the Polar Boar's
lack of hitting at the right time
.
The Polar bears took a day off
before meeting their second con
tender in the state series. On Fri-
day afternoon at Pickard Field
Bowdoin met the Black Bears
from Orono in a closely fought
duel. For Maine Folsom went most
of the way with Otterstad re-
lieving in the ninth. Greene
pitched for Bowdoin and once
again came through with a good
performance. Ron Harris started
the first inning rolling with a
single to right. Libby flied out, but
Coukos. who has now hit 6afely
in 5 straight games, rapped a dou-
ble to left center, scoring Harris
In the third frame Maine struck
back with three well timed hit
driving in two tallies. Three more
them in this Saturday's game with j runs were scored in the fourth, as
Colby. I Maine continued to run up tho
score. In the seventh Bowdoin
made a strong bid for a come-
back. With two down, Folsom
walked Harris and Libby. Fred
Coukos singled, driving in two tal-
lies, making the score Maine 5,
Bowdoin three. Once again in the
ninth the MacFaydenmen threat-
ened but were promptly squelched
by Ottersatt who came in to put
out the fire.
Maine had six hits to Bowdoin's
five. Coukos was the heavy sticker
for the Bowdoin nine collecting
three hits off of Folsom's offer-
ings. He also was fairly busy in
the outfield with 7 putouts.
Trinity, in. the process of their
northern swing, stopped off at
Pickard Field Saturday afternoon,
and those who were present
to view this contest witnessed one
of the most exciting ballgames of
the season. The Polar Bears, who
have been plagued continually this
season by bad breaks, once more
found themselves on the bottom
half of a 9 to 8 score.
Fraser and Drenzik were the
batteries for Bowdoin. Leroy Dyer
relieved Tom in the seventh, and
Mike Coster took over the catching
duties for Dick in the eighth. Gal-
lager was the hurler for. Trinity
and Kozuch, a heavy hitting catch-
er, was behind the plate.
Trinity scored two in the first
on a single by Kozuch and a dou-
ble by Yeomans. They added two
more in the third frame by virtue
of a long triple to deep left center
by Kozuch followed by a Bowdoin
msicue. In the bottom of the third
the Polar Bears came to life and
evened things up. A single by
Johnny Kreider followed by walks
to Harris and Libby loaded the
bases. Coukos doubled, driving in
two tallies. Two more walks and
a Trinity error produced three
mofe" runs bringing the score to
5 to 4. In the fifth Hal Anthony,
Bowdoin's captain, banged one into
left center field for a triple. Leo
Berkeley drove him in with a sin-
gle over second base. Trinity came
back in the top of the sixth with
three more tallies, resulting in a
score of 9 to 6. In the seventh,
Trinity came through on a walk
to Krushberg, followed by a triple
by Sticka and a single by Kozuch.
As in the prior two games, the
MacFaydenmen tried desperately
to get back in the ball game in
tho bottom of the ninth. It all hap-
pened with two down.
Three base knocks in a row by
Coukos, Anthony, and Shepherd,
who had come in the seventh to re-
lieve Berkley, filled the sacks. The
next batter, Rigby, was hit by a
pitch, bringing in one run. A
base on balls to Coster scored an-
other. The game ended Bowdoin
Frosh Win, 11-9,
Over Hebron
In a rather sloppy, see-saw af-
fair the Bowdoin Frosh managed
to squeeze out an 11-9 win over
Hebron Academy last Tuesday af-
ternoon at Pickard Field. Brud
Stover's seventh inning triple into
deep left center, driving in Ra-
leigh Clark, was the blow which
gave the Cubs the final edge over
the visitors.
Marty Roop drew the starting
mound assignment from Coach Ed
Coombs and experienced a pretty
roaght 4' innings. Although he
fanned seven Green batters, he
gave up five passes, six hits, and
four wild pitches. Reliable Ronnie
Desjardin was summoned in the
fifth to halt the Hebron attack and
did so quite satisfactorily. In the
remaining frames ho shut the op-
position off with only two hits and
no walks to collect his third vic-
tory of the season.
Bob Martin continued his cur-
rent batting success, cracking a
triple into left field and a single
for two runs batted in. Desjardin
provided the only other extra base
knock, (when he stretched his long
single to center into a two bagger.
Pete Relic was the ideal leadoff
man once again, gathering one hit,
a couple of walks, and tallying
three runs.
Waterman and French, the He-
bron hurlers were not exactly mas-
ters of control. Each had a pair
of wild pitches to his credit, and
there were thirteen walks between
them.
Bowdoin left fourteen men on
base during the afternoon and
thus kept its average of ten plus
per game in that department.
Bowdoin Second To Maine,
Wies, Eaton Score Firsts;
HillmanCup ToMcWilliams
By George
The University of Maine scored
60 points in the 56th annual State
Track and Field Meet at Colby
and came out on top for the
23rd time. Depth and all around
ability characterized the Maine
squad, as they tallied in almost all
of the fifteen scheduled events.
Bowdoin, over the years one of
the strongest contenders in the
State Meet, took second place with
47 points. Bates and Colby gar-
nered 27 and one points, respec-
tively. A st-ong .wind and a heavy
track somewhat hampered the
meet's performances.
McWilllurrw Standout
Bill McWilliams, awarded the
Allan Hillman trophy as the meet's
outstanding performer, copped 20
of the Polar Bears' 47 points. He
took firsts in the javelin, hammer,
shot put, and discus. He is the
fifth Bowdoin trackman to 'receive
the award since 1950. Only a soph-
omore, McWilliams should have a
brilliant future in State competi-
tion.
Also prominent on the Bowdoin
squad were Dave Wies and Dwight
Eaton. Repeating last year's per-
formance, Weis raced to triumps in
the 100 yard dash and the 220.
Eaton, a Sophomore, leaped to
first place honors in the broad
jump.
George Paton, Bowdpjn's lanky
timbertopper almost had a win in
the low hurdles, until he kicked
over one of the barriers and was
passed by the rest of the field.
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
For The IVY Dance
and long, long after
White Dinner Jackets
Correctly styled in single breasted — shawl collar model
of smoothly tailored tropical fabric ...
2450
Palm Beach Dinner Jackets
Palm Beach Tuxedo Trousers
from $25.95 to $36.95
$12.95
RENTAL FORMAL CLOTHING AVAILABLE FOR
IVY — OR ANY TIME. PLEASE ORDER NOW TO




















































8, Trinity 9 on Freddy Ferber's
grounder to the mound.
Danny Macfayden has a good
ball club and with a few breaks,
which they have not had up to
now, they should show up strong-
ly in the remainder of State Series
play. The team is one of the
strongest defensive .units in the
state and is improving daily at the
plate.
MmssiIi '58
Phil Mostrom also was the victim
of a bad break when he was bad-
ly elbowed in the 440 and forced
to nurn himself out in the early
stages of the event. In the Fresh-
man Mile relay, for which no
pc . are awarded, the Main*
team finished Hist ahead of the
Bowdoin quartet.
Magee Honored
Coach Jack Magee was present-
ed with n scroll and wrist watch
by the member! of the Bowdoin
team in honor of his 42 years of
coaching Polar Bear Cindermen.
During that time he has won 20
State Meet titles. He is retiring
this June.
The list of the winners in each
event is as follows:
Javelin - McWilliams, I Bowdoin)
189' 5' ,"
Broad jump Eaton, (Bowdoin)
2V 3%"




Pole vault - Smith, (Maine) 11' 6"
High jump Cooper, (Maine)
.V 10V
Mile Firlotte, (Maine) 4:32.8
440 — Fay, (Bates* :50.6
120 highs .Calkin, (Maine) :15.4
220 lows Calkin. (Maine) :25.7
100 — Wies. (Bowdoin) :10.2
220 — Wies (Bowdoin) :22.1
Two mile Furrow (Maine) 10:2
880 Firlotte. (Maine)
NAP'S HOME BAKERY
Dominic A. Gamache, Proprietor
Pastries, Pies, Cakes, Wedding Cakes
Our Specialty
125 Maine Street, Brunswick Dial PA 5-5451
A Campus-to-Career Case History
Ed Chandler reviews Long Distance facilities brln een Atlanta and Lincoln,
Georgia. He is working from a layout that shows all Long Distance lines in the ttttle.
"My classmates
talked me out off a job t •
Ed Chandler had a good job all lined
up long before he graduated from
Georgia Institute of Technology as an
Industrial Engineer. But then he
changed his mind . .
.
iBnsn.vriek Dial PA 5-5382
"When I got out of college in '50, 1 was
all set to go with a company I'd worked
for during a previous summer.
" But then I got called up by the Army.
During the next two years I beard a
lot of good things from my Georgia
Tech classmates who'd gone to work
for the telephone company. As far as
I was concerned this was the best recom-
mendation any company could get.
"So when I got out of the Army I
stopped in to talk with the telephone
people. When I saw an outline of their
development program, I was sold.
. "My first year took me through every
phase of handling and estimating costs
on telephone equipment from warehouse
to installation. I drew up plans for sev-
eral projects, then went out in the field
to see how they were carried out.
"Now I'm helping develop next year's
multi-million-dollar construction pro-
gram for Georgia. I've found it an in-
teresting and rewarding job."
In the engineering department of Southern Bell
Telephone & Telegraph Company in Atlanta, Ed
Chandler ia moving along in his career. Your Place-
ment Officer can give you details about similar op-
portunities with the other Bell telephone companies
like Southern Bell— also with Bell Telephone Lab-
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Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd, Sr. '5*
In the spring a young man's fan-
cy turns to thoughts of, among
other things, riots. Or so it would
seem from a casual examination of
the various college papers over the
last few weeks. We have, for ex-
ample, from M.I.Ts "The Tech":
"9 Students Arrested Sunday
Night: Fire And Water Highlights
Of Riot".
It seems that there was some
sort of move to celebrate May
Day (McCarthy should look into
this) at the Tech, which got out of
hand on the East Campur1 . It
wound up on the West Campus,
amid bonfires, water-bombs, fire-
crackers, several hundred stu-
dents, fire-engines, and ". . . three
paddy wagons, filled with members
of the riot squad, and an uncount-
able number of patrol cars."
For the*general attitude of all
concerned, another quote is illum-
inating; "Two patrol cars arrived
at 12:45 and were met by fresh
deluges of water from the upper
stories of Baker. The patrolmen
warned the demonstrators to dis-
perse or more men would be called
and all thoso present, who could be
caught, would be arrested. This
announcement was met with cries
of "more wood", "we hate cops"? -scTiool was invented, and will
and "let's have a panty-raid".
And so on to the three paddy-
wagons.
Atomic Water Bomb*
Nobody seems to have been par-
ticularly hurt, with the exception
of some clubbed students, and a
policeman who was felled by a
water-bomb. M.I.T. grinding out
atomic scientists, etc. as it does,
it seems somewhat surprising that
ars and gentlemen. In the "old
days", — the 1800's - they were
pretty bloody affairs, however,
with broken arms, legs, etc.
To_jur_nto a more refined type
of disturbance, consider the latest
fracas from the University of
North Carolina. This is nothing
more than that grand old college
sport, the panty-raid. Nine of them
got caught—students, that is—and
they will face trial "in the local
Recorder's Court for unlawfully
and willfully disturbing women
students". But the girls don't seem
to have minded the disturbance
too much; they were cheerfully
throwing panties out the windows
with the typical gay abandon of
true southern belles. They are in
for trouble when found out, it
should be noted. The housemother
of the house in question has dark-
ly hinted that, "I don't know who
the girls were, but I know what
room they came from." Personally,
this writer is all for one Grady
Wells (one of the chosen nine)
who made the following statement,
to wit; "I wasn't doing anything".
Student riots are an old and
hoary tradition the world over,
have been going on since the first
Student Curriculum Comm.
Analyzes Student Opinions
doubtless continue until we all
mutate into a race of geniuses —
plural genii? — and schools are
no longer necessary. Some of the
best* ones occurred at the Sor-
bonne in the days of Francois Vil
Ion, that scholar, robber, murder-
er, scoundrel, and poet supreme
of the late middle ages. Villon was
in on a justly famous riot known
as the riot of the pet-au-deable,
nothing more lethal was thrown, (which occurred sometime in the
On the other hand, things at ' middle 1400's, and as a result of
Yale seem to have fizzzled miser
ably. On April 19th. "the freshmen
started a riot on the old campus.
Cherry bombs - and firecrackers
were the keynotes in, the demon-
stration, but no serious damage
occurred and no students were
hurt." Although the article fails
to speak of the outcome, it ap-
parently was a rather poor show
Ing. One would think Yale fresh-
men would be capable of bigger
and better things, but then they, blow off a little steam, thoy keen
don't built them the way they us<
** to, any more. Princeton usual
ed
ly
does this sort of thing rather well,
your reporter tiaving been in on
several during his earlier career
at Princeton.
One interesting aspect of Prince-
ton riots is that they frequently
take a more passive form, like sit-
ting down in the middle of Nassau
Street (the local equivalent of
Maine St.) Very much the schol-
A lii inn i Association
Gives Senior Fete
The Alumni Association sponsor-
ed a dinner May 3, for the mem-
bers of the senior cliiss. Approx-
imately 135 attended.
President James S. Coles wel-
comed the seniors on l>ehalf of
the College. John L .Baxter "16
spoke for the Qovernlng Boards.
Judge Louis Bernstein "22 spoke
for the Alumni Fund.
The alumni body as a whole was
represented by Richard S. Chap-
man "28. Seward J. Marsh '12 spoke
briefly for the Alumni Office, and
Philip S. Day '55 responded for the
6eniors.
Presiding at the dinner was Gil-
bert M. Elliott. Jr., "25 of Port-
land. President of the Alumni
Council and the Alumni Associa-
tion.
which several students were
hanged. The Paris gendarmes had
a habit of doing this when the
students became a bit too annoy-
ing. Things were REALLY rough
in those days. Our modern riots
pale by comparison.
Rlou KeiiMiiiuhh Ban-
Riots at Bowdoin seem to be
reasonably rare, which is discour-
aging, for they can serve a useful
purpose. They let the students
NOTICE
WBOA will hold a meeting. Sun-
day afternoon at 1 p.m.. in Studio
B, for all students Interested ' In
joining the WBOA staff next fall.
roMlttoiut will be available in the
fall, for DISK JOCKEYS, AN-
NOUNCERS, and ENGINEERS.
Also. WBOA will retain a small
number of WRITERS, (both ad-
vertising and promotional) and
ARTISTS. Thin is YOUR cr-mce
to Join a growing; and interesting
extra-curricular activity. WBOA
plans extended program hours next
fall, and advancement to key posi-
tions win be rapid. Some candi-
dates win train in the next two
weeks for immediate placement
next year. If you can WRITE.
TALK, or DRAW, RUN to Studio
B, Sunday, at 1 p.m.
the local constabulary on it's toes,
and they could afford a fine chance
to the ROTC men. Think of the
opportunity to plan strategy, to
handle masses of men in a cool,
calculated manner, to practice
throwing tear-gas grenades (or
cherry-bombs). ROTC has obvious-
ly been missing something here.
But" then a riot must have a
cause, a purpose of some sort, no
matter how ridiculous. And what
is there at Bowdoin to incite riot
(with the possible exception of the
architecture)? Things are admir-
ably well-run and peaceful. We
have no cause to strike against the
Dean as the students of a south-
ern college did a few years ago.
Where can we go for a panty-raid?
Colby
-is too far. So is the U of M.




Sabbatical leave for Professors
L*_S. Hammond. N. C. Little, G.
E. Quinby, and F. C. Koell'n have
been approved by the Governing
Boards. Professors Hammond and
Little have been granted the sec-
ond semester of the 1955-56 col-
lege year. An entire year was vot-
ed, for Professors Quinby and
Koelln.
Associate Professor Hall of the
English Department will bc one of
three men from this area to study'
in the field of general education
at Columbia University. Mr. Ha|l
will be studying on a grant.
By Maynard
The Student Curriculum Com-
mittee has been faced with the
tremendous task in the last few
weeks of evaluating the rather
comprehensive questionnaires on
student opinion filled out last
month by Bowdoin upperclassmen.
To obtain an idea of the amount
of work involved, consider for a
moment that close to 375 of these
questionnaires have been returned
to the Committee, and have had
to be read through, question by
question to be abstracted for an-
alysis.
Most of the results from the 27
separate questions now appear as
numbers and comments on the
tally sheets, but the job is not yet
done. As soon as majors are over,
the Committee will be faced with
the necessity of considering and
interpreting the results in the light
of existing Conditions and student
experience and will consider rec-
ommendations to the Self-Study
Committee, which will be working
through the summer, considering
faculty and student reports as
well as the alumni questionnaires
and putting together its final re-
port.
The SCC Questionnaire is a de-
parture from the working meth-
ods of the Committee followed
through the earlier part of this
year. Except for this one big one,
the committee has avoided ques-
tionnaires as a method of obtain-
ing student opinion and has pre-
ferred instead to poll the fraterni-
ties on various questions as they
came up. Also, although the Com-
mittee is set up to consider stu-
dent needs and report directly to
the President of the College, we
have this year taken direct action
wherever it seemed expedient to
do so. This was in no way an at-
tempt to bypass proper adminis-
trative channels, but in many
cases it seemed unnecessary to
make reports when a matter could
be dealt with directly with the
persons or departments involved.
Thus when the Committee de-
cided that there was a need for
more opportunity for the students
to hear some of the College's most
well-known and interesting lec-
turers outside the classroom, they
went ahead and sponsored, aided
by a generous grant of funds by
the Student Council, a series of
four lectures by Bowdoin Profes-
sors on their own favorite topics
which were open to the public tree
of charge. The Committee feels
that this series was extremely suc-
cessful and may well be con-
tinued in the future. Our only re-
gret is that difficulties in schedul-
ing and the fact that we did not
startj the scries early enough in
the year prevented some profes-
sors from speaking who wou^d
have enjoyed doing so.
No ROTC Final
As another result of direct rcc-
ommcndatiqn by the Committee,
the ROTC Department is giving no
final exams to Freshmen this year.
The Committee felt that keeping
these students here for an exam-
ination which often was held on
the last day of the examination
period was a little unnecessary in
a non-credit course- and might
A. Seelje *56
well be handled as it already is in
Hygiene and Public Speaking. The
cooperation of the ROTC staff is
appreciated.
We hope that some of the re-
sults from the student question-
naire may be made available to
the student body in the 'next few
weeks through the facilities of
the Orient. As this is the week
when all seniors have been strug-
gling through major examinations,
a brief rundown on the question
of what changes should be made
in the major program might prove
interesting.
More Work Wanted
Of course, it is important to
keep in mind that the major de-
partments differ so much at pres-
ent in the amount of work re-
quired outside th<? course frame-
work, and also in the way in
which the major program is han-
dled, that no blanket statements
can be made which pertain to all
departments. Nevertheless, certain
general statements can be made.
It js found that a good majority
of both Juniors and Seniors feel
that the major program should be
expanded outside the classroom.
About the same proportion feel
that major work would take on
more meaning and importance if
it were put on some sort of tu-
torial basis with course credit giv-
en at the more advanced stages.
Realizing that the needs of dif-
ferent departments vary, Bowdoin
students are more or less agreed
that a more uniform system among
the different major departments is
unnecessary, although some voice
the opinion that the major pro-
grain should be strengthened in
some departments a ad cased
slightly in others.
Urge Lenient Minors
The minor has been much dis-
cussed by both faculty and stu-
dents. There are those who feel
that departments are so lenient
about the choice of the minor that
it has taken on little meaning since
it often has little bearing on the
major field. Their opponents argue
that the minor should be left up
to the student, thereby allowing
him if he so wishes to use his
minor to fill in his training ir •
fields which do not ncccssarly con-
cern his major, but which might
otherwise show up as definite defi-
ciencies in his Liberal Arts back-
ground. The nod would seem to go
to the latter school of thought, as
both Seniors and Juniors were
about,, sixty per cent opposed to
more'closClyTTrtcgrated minors.
Results on the question of
whether creative work should
count towards honors in su*h
fields as music, art. and English
will prove a little hard to inter-
pret. The Senior class is almost
exactly split on the question, with
the slightest edge to the nays,
whereas the Junor class leans out
the other way in saying yes to the
question. Whether this is to be at-
tributed to greater maturity of
opinion on the part of th» Senior
class, or indicates a growing in-
terest in the creative arts on the
part of Bowdoin students, remains
to be seen.
Tillotson Concert . . .
[Continued From Page I)
The performance on Sunday eve-
ning opened with the familiar Bach
Toccata and Fugue in C minor.
But it was in the Shostakovich
concerto that "TUry" made the eve-
ning one of the most memorable
musical events at Bowdoin this
year. An impeccable showman, he
played with such artistry and fire
that it left this critic filled with
awe and eagerness, to hear this
work again' next- week, when Dr.
Tillotson will perform it with the
Boston Pops, with whom he in-
troduced the concerto to this coun-
try in 1934. The piano reduction of
the orchestral score was played
by David Holmes, '56, with preci-
sion and the expert humor that the
work requires. But the glory be-
longs to Frederick E. T. Tillotson
of Brunswick and Dmitri Shosta-
kovich of Leningrad, whose team-
work produced triumphant results.
Bowdoin Studen ts In 1830 IMum '* ChaPel Talk
ijrVere Strictly Regulated
Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co.
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Commencement
Schedule Presented
College ends for the greater
part of the student body on June
11th. The Seniors, however, only
begin to enjoy what is to many the
most memorable period of their
college career. This is the week
between the last exam and ..com-
mencement. The following is a
brief list of the sequence of acti-
vities:
Sunday, June 12
5:00 p.m. Baccalaureate Serv-
ice. First, Parish Church.
Thursday, Jun« 16
4:00-6:00 p.m Class of 19.T0 Re-
ception, Placard Field House.
Friday, June 17
11:00 a.m. Commissioning of
ROTC Graduates. Art Building
Ten-ace.
12:00 NOON. Alumni Luncheon
and Meeting of the Alumni Asso-
ciation. The Alumni Service Medal
will be presented. Sargent Gymna-
sium.
12:00 NOON. Luncheon and
Meeting of the Societyof Bowdoin
Women. Moulton Union.
2:00 p.m. Dedication of Pickard
Theatre in Memorial Hall.
3:00 p.m. Annual Meeting of Phi
Beta Kappa. Smith Auditorium.
Organ Recital in Chapel. Frater-
nity Reunion Meetings.
4:15-5:30 p.m. Reception by the
President and Mrs. Coles. Moulton
Union. Class Reunion Dinners, as
arranged. - l_
8:45 p.m. Commencement Play,
"Richard IU." Pickard Theatre in
Memorial Hall.
Saturday, June 18
9:30 a.m. Formation of the Com-
mencement Procession.
10:00. a.m. The Commencement
Exercises in the First Parish
Church, followed By the Com-
mencement Dinner and the Lunch-
eon for Ladies.
By Roger Howell Jr. '58
When people consider college
life as it was back in 1830, they
are inclined to think that it might
have been a very dull affair. The
schedule for the students was any-
thing but light, and the regulations
of the college were so restrictive
that they were called the Dracon-
ian Laws.
-The students uscd^to get up at
the proverbial crack of dawn, whip
off to prayers in an unhefetcd chap-
el, and then take irven hour's reci-
tation before breakfast. It was
then study time till noon, and af-
ter a short break, back to the
grind again until 5:00 p.m. when a
break was provided by another
prayer service. This is not exactly
what students nowadays term a
good schedule, especially since
there were no athletics to speak
of. Still, the Bowdoin students
were not an unenterprising bunch
of young men; they found ways to
squeeze fun out of even these con-
ditions.
Obviously, they did not always
obey the Draconian Laws. But dis-
obeyal of the code meant disci-
plinary problems, and the> records
of the Executive Government, as
the faculty was then called, are
full of references to the problem
of dealing with the transgressors.
Many problems were to be dealt
with. For exampje, one Andrew
Thorndike, a student of the col-
lege, was found guilty of "unlaw-
fully, driving away, taking, and
killing a goose, the property of an,
inhabitant of the town of Bruns-
wick." This act was of course a
very serious one. Thorndike ob-
viously had "transgressed the law
of civil society and violated the
moral law of God," and because of
the base and disgraceful nature of
his crime, he was suspended for
eight months.
This is not an isolated case of
college discipline; it was a live
problem, and many different laws
and regulations were laid down
and penalties devised during this
period. The basic problem was the
one that faced the Mikado in the
operetta of the same name —
making the punishment fit the
crime. Nearly everything was
tried: fines, admonitions, proba-
tions, demotions, suspensions, ex-
pulsions, and of course sound
thrashings. Actually whippings
went out of style before Bowdoin
was founded, but some of Ameri-
ca's institutions of higher learning
were not adverse to employing
them. m
When one considers the disci-
plinary measures that wero in
force at Bowdoin in the early
days, he must remember two
things. In the first place, the ave-
rage age of the entering student
then was a good deal lower than
it -is today. Boys were quite often
admitted at fourteen, even at times
at thirteen. In the second .place,
it should be remembered that col-
lege morals on the whole reflect
the- moral standards of the teri-
tory near at hand. If all reports
can be trusted, the moral stand-
ards of communities in those days
were none too high, especially
when It came to quenching thirst
with alcoholic beverages. Bruns-
wick, which was supposed to be
free from such temptations, did a
liquor business amounting to
twelve thousand gallons in the
year 1826.
With these things in mind, it is
worthwhile to note some of the
things which were considered as
infractions of the rules in those
days. Among them were negli-
gence in study, absence from read-
ing themes, ignorance of Euclid,
wrong position at prayers, beat-
ing drums in the college yard, play-
ing cards for money, making fires
in the yards, and walking too far
on the Sabbath. Admittedly, these
restrictions could prove quite a
problem to the up-to-date man
about campus.
Assessing fines was the usual
punishment for such vices. This
approach to punishment was a cus-
tomary one in colleges. It is re-
corded at Oxford that one of the
students, trying to commit suicide,
cut his throat badly. The college
authorities, promptly realizing that
such things just are not done at
the best British universities, lined
him five shillings, and made it
quite plain that he would be fined
ten shillings if he tried to do it
again.
Here at Bowdoin there was a
definite' system of fines, graded
according to the relative serious-
ness of the offense. The top fine
appears to have been a dollar le-
vied for such offenses as disorder-
ly conduct at prayers, walking too
far on Sunday, and for the second
offcase of gambling.
If the fines failed to curb the
unruly students, the faculty had
other little tricks they could em-
ploy like public admonitions, sus-
pension, demotion, and the inevit-
able letter to the folks back home.
Even
.
some of Bowdoin 's most il-
lustrious greats were caught in
the web of the Draconian laws.
Nathaniel Hawthorne had one
rather rougfawcek end when ho
was fined for/absence from college,
neglect of datamation, and ab-
sence from ptrblic worship.
[Continued from I'age /]
of those 100,000 who should but
can't get into a college.
"In any event, he might happen
to be the man vvhtf, if he didn't
waste his time, would contribute
some of the ideas so sorely needed.
"Apart from this sort of obliga-
tion to our college and our country,
there is our obligation to those
who made our civilization possible.
We have fallen heir to the wisdom
of the ages. Great prophets, schol-
ars, and scientists have made
countless sacrifices so that we and
our fellows might live more abun-
dantly. As President Eliot of Har-
vard once said, We have been sac-
rificed for and wo. must not throw
our lives away.' "
Practical' Interests
"Our interests," Professor Munn
stated, "are (or the most part in
practical things. We i-pcnd four
billion dollars per year on re-
search, but 95 percent of this is
applied research. The money is
spent in discovering how best to
blow ourselves and the world
about us to hell which is bad —
and it is spent in discovering a
vaccine to prevent polio — which
is good.
"Good or bad. however, this re-
search is motivated by practical
ends and not much of it generates
basic ideas. It utilizes basic ideas,
and it coulii not get very far with-
out them, but, as more and more
scientists go Into practical re-
search, we are using, up our capi-
tal as well as our interest
. . .
There is too little money for pure
research; there is too little for the
scientist in an Ivory tower; and
there is too little respect for him.'.'
Dr. Munn concluded, "I believe
in having a good time and 1 cannot
tolerate asceticism. But neither
can I tolerate playboys who also
have good brains. With the need
for ideas so great, and educational
opportunities so limited, as \\>ll
as expensive, I find it hard to* look
with equanimity upon capable- men
who not only waste their own op-
portunities but commit sabotage
upon what should, In great meas-
ure, be an intellectual environ-
ment."
a device to be scoffed at. It was
given by the President In front of
the whole college, and he certainly
did not spare his words. He prom-
ised the wretch everything from
immediate catastrophe to eternal
damnation for his profligate
ways.
Such was life in the good old
days. It all goes to prove that Jho
students then were just at likely
to go out and paint the town red
as they are today, even though
now no fear exists that .the Dean
will ..come after the transgressors
brandishing a horsewhip. At least
it is a strong Supposition that he
The public admonition was notwill not.
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COLLEGE READY TO CELEBRATE NINETIETH IVY CEREMONY
WITH SUPREME ARRAY OF PARTY WEEK-END FESTIVITIES
Beach Parties Foremost
Among Fraternity Plans
By Peter F. «s» '57
Kach of Bowdoin's twelve fra
tcrnities will be welcoming the
ninetieth Ivy weekend with their
own forms of entertainment.
Alpha Delta Phi plans to have
the Dartmouth Chiefs, a jazz band,
playing for them Friday after-
noon. A cocktail party will pre-
cede a formal banquet. Saturday
morning will be the time of the
traditional Alpha Delt-Dekc soft-
ball game (bcerball)> The A.D.'s
(will be at Small Point in the af-
ternoon to eat lobsters. In the
evening and night, weather permrt-
ting, there will be a "Bermuda"
party on the lawn with music
supplied by a dance band playing
from the living room.
The A.R.U.'s will hav a cock-
tail party and banquet before the
college dance Friday evening. The
afternoon will be spent at Popham
Beach. A Charles Adam's theme
(will dominate the celebrations in
the evening. A dance band from
Harvard will supply the music.
The A.T.O. House will provide
a cocktail party and banquet for
its members Friday evening. The
A.T.O.'s will be coming bark from
Roid State Park Saturday evening
for a dance in their chapter hall.
Rumor has it that the Betas
will be returning from Sebago
JLakc Saturday in timc for dance
and evening celebrations at the
house. A cocktail party and ban-
quet will be given Friday evening.
The Chi Psi's will be at Pop-
ham Beach Saturday afternoon.
In the evening. 7:30, the house
will be host to eight singing soph-
omores from Bates College called
the Stardusters. A dance band
will provide the background for
the rest of the evening's entertain-
ment. Formal dinner and cocktails
will be provided Friday.
The Dekes are giving a "shore
dinner" at the house Saturday
evening. It sounds mysterious.
Cocktail parties are being talked
about. They will start things of-
flciaJly with a banquet Friday eve-
ning.
On Frjday afternoon at four,
the Delta Sigma House will be the
host of the Polar Bear Five. At
seven, the jazz will stop for cock-
tails and a banquet. After spend-
ing the afternoon at Popham
Beach, the Delta Sigs will con-
tinue the jazz with the Dartmouth
Chiefs.
The Kappa Sigma house will be
at Sebago Lake Saturday after-
noon. There will be a buffet dinner
in the evening, with jazz being
played in the background. There
will be a banquet and cocktails
Friday evening.
The Psi Upsilon brethren will
be either at Sebago Lake or Pop-
ham Beach Saturday afternoon.
Tli is may sound indefinite, but
wherever they are, they will be
celebrating. A dance band will be
creating atmosphere during the
evenings' activities. They will
start a formal banquet with a
cocktail party Friday.
Sigma Nu will provide the stan-
dard entertainment and combin-
ation of fine food and drink be-
fore the college dance Friday.
They will be at Popham Beach
Saturday afternoon. A combo
band from Boston will provide the
evening's musical accompani-
ment. A spokesman at the house
said that he thought the house
roof /will not be used this Ivy.
A beach at Harpswcll will be
the location of the Theta Delt ac-
tivities on Saturday afternoon.
Clams, lobsters, and beer will be
the staffs of life. At 8:30 that eve-
ning a double quartet of girls
from Bates will be singing to a
glowing audience. Jazz will be
supplied by a band from the Uni-
versity of Now Hampshire. At
11:00 the Mcddiebempsters will
sing. Things start with a cock-
tail party and bar.quet Friday.
Tlie Zetes will be at Popham
Beach Saturday afternoon. Infor-
mation leaking from the house
indicates that Bob Percival will
be there to provide the music that
evening. Cocktails and a banquet
will be provided Friday.
Oriental Editor
Visits Campus
The editor-in-chief 'of the Sogen-
sha Publishing Company in Japan
visited Bowdoin College last week.
Takao Akiyama was in the Bruns-
wick area as a participant in the
Foreign Leader Program of the
International Kduca'ion Exchange
Service of the United States De-
partment of State.
Mr. Akiyama arrived in Bruns-
wick Thursday evening and spent
Friday on the Bowdoin campus
and in Portland. During the morn-
ing he visited the Bowdoin Library,
the Walker Art Building, and the
Curtis Memorial Library, under
the guidance of Kenneth J. Boyer,
librarian at the College.
Following an appearance at
Professor Edwin, B. Benjamin's
English class. Mi'. Akiyama was a
guest of the Benjamins for lunch-
eon, then drove to Portland with
Professor and Mrs. James A. Stor-
er. There he visited the Anthoen-
sen Press and the Portland Pub-
lic Library.
Saturday morning Mr. Akiyama
visited the Brunswick Publishing
Company and lunched at the Al-
pha Delta Phi house. In the after-
noon he attended the Bowdoin-
Colby baseball game in com-
pany with Professor Emeritus Or-
ren C. Hormell. A supper at the
Topsham Grange completed the
day's activities.
On Sunday Mr. Akiyama visit-
ed the Merriconeag Farm in North
Harpswell and attended a student
recital on the Bowdoin campus.
A graduate of Meiji University
in 1936, Akiyama has been editor-
in-chief of the Sogen-sha Publish-
ing Company since 1949 and a
member of its Board of Directors
since 1952. In the course of his
three months trip to the United
States he is visiting many large
cities in all parts of the country.




By George A. Smart, Jr. '57
The final student recital of the
year was held in the Moulton
Union Loung at| 3 o'clock on Sun-
day afternoon. And the afternoon
held something -special, not only
because of the unusually high qual-
ity of performance, but also be-
cause this marked the fiftieth
student recital given at this col-
lege. These programs were begun
in 1938 and have had an unbrok-
en annual continuity ever since.
Professor Tillotson stated that
these Recitals have two specific
goals in mind: first, that music
cannot live without performance
and, secondly, that students should
have the challenge and right to
self expression of the true art
forms.
The excellent and varied pro-
gram is certainly worthy of men-
tion. During the program we heard
music for the voice, the recorder,
the flute and piano, and we listen-
ed to compositions ranging a Bach
Contata to Wagnerian opera to
simple folk songs. Such well chos-
en selections could hardly help
but add to the afternoon's enter-
tainment. Participants of the pro-
gram were Peter E. Potter '58 and
Frederick C. Wilkins '56 both
baritones; Frederick and Ingeborg
von Hueno and David W. Holmes
'56 on the recorders; and Mary
Wilson of Brunswick, contralto.
Mr. von Huene also played the
Mute, while Mr. Robert Beckwith,
Mr. Holmes and Mrs. von Hucne
shared the various piano accom-
paniments.
Mr. Potter
Peter Potter opened the pro-
gram with three Italian Songs and
two operatic arias. Mr. Potter has
a magnificent voice and as time
goes by he learns more and more
how to use it to best advantage.
He was in exceptionally fine voice
on Sunday and it was again a gen-
uine pleasure to hearlijm. In "Vit-
toria, mio core!" by Carissimi, he
demonstrated his long range and
managed the coloratura passages
very successfully, while in the "O
eessate di piagarmi" by Scarlatti,
ho showed a fine breathing tech-
nique. "Mattinata" by Leoncavallo,
probably the most familiar of the
three songs, proved to be his most
successful vehicle of the group,
for in it his voice contained al-
ways a bright timbre and he sang
the selectfon with true fervor and
authority. The Italian diction in
these pieces seemed altogether sa-
tisfactory. In "Vision Fugitives"
from Massenet's "Herodiade
', the
baritone made best use of the vo-
cal timbre and dramatic expres-
sion, fhx? French style is of course
an art in itself and it will require
time and experience before Mr.
Potter can fully comprehend the
dynamic qualities of this music.
Nevertheless, he sang the aria
magnificently, with ringing tones
and a good amount of feeling too.




to give him a picture of a small
New England community.
Lively Ivy Day Ceremonies
Feature Greason, Wilkins
By John K.
The class of 1956 will start off-
the Ivy Day Coremonles with a
loud, informal bang. At 9:30 a.m.
the Polar Bear Five will make a
brassy tour of the Campus in
an effort to awaken the groggy-
eyed celebrants of the evening be-
fore. The tour will be concluded
on the steps of the Walker Art
Builduig. and the group will play
until the ceremonies proper begin.
At 10:30 Al Wright, the master
of ceremonies, will take over. Af-
ter a few introductory remarks he
will introduce Professor LeRoy
Greason. Mr. Greason has vowed
-
- via blood-signed oath — that
his talk will be neither long, liter-
ary, nor pedantic. He will discuss
Bowdoin. its committees, and the




sor Greason's enlightening speech,
a very talented — and extraordin-
arily anonymous group of nine will
entertain. The Ivy Pay Committee
is making hush-hush preparations
for this gala event, which they
hope will be one of the high spots
of the morning. The Committee is
happy to report that it is breaking
all sorts of precedent in presenting
this unknown, infamous gang.
Wilkins
The many-faced Fred Wilkins
will be next on the morning's
agenda. Fred has. written a poem.
He will read it. Mr. Wilkins has
MacKny '56
be&\ nominated for several class
positions, among them class jester,
class souse, and most-likely to suc-
ceed. He is most famous for his
over-night conquest of the city of
Bath.
Next on the agenda is a hearse.
No one is quite sure why. where,
or how a hearse got into the pro-
gram, but its there, and apparent-
ly it's going to be given away. The
anonymous donor was pleased to
report that the vehicle is a 1941 5
door Cadillac with an engine valu-
ed at $125. It. contains two mat-
tresses, and is described as an
ideal party car. The donor would
appreciate the support of the cam-
pus in his gentle endeavor.
Wooden Spoon
The traditional presentation of
the wooden spoon and the planting
of the Ivy wilt be next. The con-
testants for this coveted award are
Lcroy Dyer, AD, Pete Rigby, Psi
U, Bob Glover. Chi Psi, Paul Do-
herty, Dekc, Pete Chapman. TD,
Jerry Kirby, Zetc, Steve McCabe,
Kappa Sig. Terry Stpnbcrg. Beta,
Pete ORourke. Sigma Nu, Don
Zuckert, ATO, John Maloney,
ARU, and Perry Allen, Delta Sig.
The voting for this award will
take place today
The festivities will be wound up
in fine style with the quartet con-
tost. Quartets from six or more
houses have expressed their in-
tentions of entering the contest.
Fine music, they claim, will be
the product.
Tannhaeuser" was the least effec-
tive offering. Potter managed the
line generally well, but in many
places his voice lost much of its
brilliance and sounded harsh, and
the German diction left something
to be desired. His performance as
a whole was, however, of the high-
est calibre!
3 Recorder*
Following the vocal selections,
Mr. von Huenc performed Sonata
No. 3 for Flute by George Handel,
with Mr. Holmes assisting at the
piano. Unfortunately, Mr. von
Huene .was not up to par on this
particular afternoon and there
were several unintended squeaks.
However the performance was far
from unsatisfactory, and the Ada-
gio, especially, wai skillfully play-
ed-
Next we heard selections for
three recorders. The first, a son-
ata- by Mattheson, was thorough-
ly delightful and full of sweet
tones and pleasing rhythms. The
difficult fugal passages were man-
aged flawlessly. Joined by Contral-
to Mary Wilson, the group then
played "Er rufet scincn Schafcn"
by Bach. Miss Wilson's voice is
small, but of pleasing quality, and
it lent itself well to this unusual
composition, so sad and folk song-
like in texture. In conclusion, with
two pianos and piano accompani-
ment, the group presented a suite
by George Philipp Telemann. This
selection, depicting the personali-
ties of several famous women in
history (Santippa, Lucretia, Dido,
etc.) contained many charming
melodies.
Mr. Wilkins
List on the program was Fred-
erick Wilkins, who sang six folk-
songs. Mr. Wilkins' beautiful voice
is perfectly suited to this style of
music and it was a joy to hear
him. Change of mood, clear dic-
tion, and easy, flowing, sincere in-
iriiasr Turn To Pflgr 2]
Thomas L. Spence '57 was nam-
ed Editor-in-chief of the Bowdoin
Orient for the coming semester at
the staff banquet and awards pro-
gram held last night in the Moul-
ton Union.
Bill Beacham '57 and John E.
Simonds '57 were announced as
the new Business Manager and
Sports Editor respectivey at the
dinner which was attended by sev-
eral staff members, faculty mem-
bers and Maine newspaper peo-
ple.
Lady Publisher Spoke
Mrs. Jean Gannett Williams.
president of the Guy Gannett
Publishing Company, was the prin-
cipal speaker at the meeting. Mrs.
Williams spoke on the obligations
of a newspaper to its public, the
position the Gannett papers take
in reporting and interpreting the
news, and briefy analyzed the geo-
political factors which influence
Gannett newspaper policy.
Prize Winners
Mrs. James Stacy Coles, chair-
man of the ORIENT awards com-
mittee, presented- the $10 prizes
for excellence in the various
phases of college journalism. The
committee, made up of Mrs. Coles.
Professor William Geoghegan, and
Mr. Paul Hazclton, awarded the
prize for the outstanding news
stoiy to Richard B. Lyman '57, for
the outstanding feature article to
David A. Pyle '55 and for the
best sports story to John E. Si-
monds '57. George A. Smart '57
received the award for the out-
standing critical review and David
R. Anderson '55 was presented
the prize for the best editorial.
Wayne D. Gass '58 and Roger
Whittlesey '58 were awarded
prizes for outstanding work in the
ORIENT business department.
Anderson, who acted as the
toastmaster at the affair, made
the announcement that Spence had
been selected by the Bowdoin
Publishing Company to succeed
the present co-Editors, James An-
wyll Jr. '55 and Anderson. Spence
joined the staff soon after his ar-
rival on. the Bowdoin campus two
years ago. He received rapid pro-
motions in recognition of his out-
standing newspaper ability and in-
terest in the paper. He has served
as a reporter, news editor, and
for the past year as a managing
editor. In addition to this ex-
perience, he has been an acting
editor-in-chief several times dur-
ing the current semester. As a
result of his election, he automa-
tically becomes one of the three
undergraduate members of the
five-rnan Publishing Company.
Hi i sines* Staff Promotions
Beacham, who will succeed Pe-
ter M. Pirnic '55 as Business Man-
ager, has also served on the staff
since his freshman year. His ap-
prenticeship includes service as
Advertising Manager, Circulation
Manager and as a business assis-
tant. Harry G. Carpenter '57 re-
places Carpenter as Advertising
Manager.
The outgoing Sports Editor,
Frank L. McGinley, will be suc-
ceeded by Simonds, who, in addi-
tion to two years' service on the
paper as a reporter, has been an
acting sports editor under both
McGinley and his predecessor.
Co-Editors Anwyll and Ander-
son expressed their appreciation
for the excellent work done by
"Ivy Curtain" editor David G.
Lavender '55, humor columnist
Robert B. Johnson '55, who has
created "Words To Live- By" dur-
ing the past year, and to Profes-
sor James A. Storer and Vice
President Bela W. Norton, senior
members of the Bowdoin Publish-
ing Company.
Work Praised
Anderson also cited the high
calibre performance of Managing
Editors Lyman and Spence and
Business Manager Pirnic during
the past year.
This marked the first time in
recent years that an ORIENT
banquet and awards nigtii had been
held. The purpose of the banquet
Ls to reward staff efforts and bring
active and former Bowdoin news-
papermen together.
AN IVY EPIC
By J. St.uard- I,a< usee '5$
When Spring to Bowdoin's frosty shore is come,
When once again is heard the Rote drum,
When Ivy seeks to hide the battered walls,
And Sol invades again the dreary halls,
The Bowdoin Spirit, long asleep, revives,
And looks about to see that Love survives.
• Great Love, whose heat can melt the coldest snow,
Whoso cherubim can wield the strongest bow,
Now is the timc your festival is due,
Here is the place your children worship you,
Oh come, attend the ceremonies rite,
Accept the sacrifices made by night,
And watch the frenzied dance, the swaying throngs,
And hear the pounding Jazz, the tender songs,
And know for sure your power will n'er decline;
Your subjects' love for Love they'll n'er resign.
It was at Ivy gentle Carol came
To grace the learned halls, and seek her fame;
(Poor Carol, fame is but an empty thing — -
Discarded beer cans have a hollow ring.)
But come she did, her beauty clear as' ice,
A friend to Virtue, enemy of Vice.
Now Carol dared not chance the trip alone
But called to mighty Prudence on his throne;
"Great God," she prayed, "thou friend of innocence,
Thou advocate of horse and common sense,
I've followed Virtue's path, not often trod,
And now choose you, O Prudence, for my God."
(A short delay, for naughty Hurricane
Had caused some static with his winds and rain.)
At last connections made, grave Prudence said,
"Good gracious, Child, I know the path you tread
Is paved with innocence, and free from sin;
If you desire my aid, just count me in."
"O Prudence, now I do desire your aid,
I'm going to Bowdoin, and I'm sore afraid."
Olympus rumbled with an ominous sound,
The skies gTew black, the lightning struck the ground,
And Prudence, trembling, took a nectar shot
To drown his fears, and make his nerves less taut.
"Gad zooks," he cried, "Odd bodkins to the King!
Whatever made you do this stupid thing?"
Poor Carol wept to hear the wrathful curse,
"It's just a blind date, and I could do worse."
"How," he bellowed, stomping to and fro,
"Could anyone do worse, I'd like tc know?"
She wept again to hear his angry voice.
He stopped to think, and thinking, had po choice.
"All right," he growled more gently now, "I'll go,
But I must travel incognito though."
When Carol was but half an hour in town,
Her date and she began the journey down
To Bowdoin's Underworld beneath the earth,
A cave of darkness, gin. and beer, and mirth.
The way was tortuous, the stairs were steep.
While all around them demons seemed to creep;
But still sweet Carol groped her cautious way,
And hoped sh - migh again see light of day.
Her escort, panting, followed close behind,
And though 'twas dark, he did not seem to mind;
And last came Prudence flying overhead
With pallid face* and look of fearful dread.
The trio shortly found their way was barred
With oaken door and Charon standing guard.




After careful deliberation, the
Student Curriculum Committee
has submitted the following report
to the President of the College on
the proposed Comparative Litera-
ture Course:
The Student Curriculum Com-
mittee has taken a poll of the frat-
ernities to determine student in-
terest in the possibility of rein-
stalling a course in Comparative
Literature. There was overwhelm-
ing support for such a course. Ac
cording to Professor Athorn
Daggett, there is also faculty a
alumni interest in making a course
comparable to that formerly
taught by the late President K. C.
M. Sills again available tr> the men
of the College.
The course which we propose
would be a year course entitled
Comparative Literature. It would
satisfy the requirement for two
semesters of literature under the
Humanities Requirement. A suit-
able text might be an anthology
edited by Robbins, with additional
readings in the area under con-
sideration. The first semester
would consist of Greek and Latin
Literature, BiblicaJ. Literature, and
the literature of the Middle Ages,
including St. Augustine, Thomas
Aquinas, and Chaucer. (As there
already exists a very good one-
semester course in Greek and Lat-
in Literature in translation, the
readings in the Classics would be
included in this course only be-
cause of the necessity of tying
them in as a basis from which
Westcni thought and literature
have developed. They would be
chosen from representative and
influential authors, such as the
dramatists Sophocles, Europides,
and Seneca, the poets Homer and
Virgil, Sappho, Theocritus, and
Horace, or the philosophers Plato,
Aristotle, and Lucretius.
Renaissance Literature
The second semester would be-
gin with the literature of the
Renaissance and be divided accord-
ing to the several countries of im-
portance. The Italian Literature
would include Dante, Petrarch,
Boccoaccio; the French, Mon-
taigne, Rabelais, and Racine or
Moliere; the Spanish. Corvantes
If timc limitations and course set-
up permit, representative Russian
and German works of a somewhat
later period should be included.
Finally, the English portion of
the course might include Milton,
Spencer, early Elizabethan Dram-
atists. Shakespeare ....
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick has
expressed the opinion that it would
be impossible for trte College to
bring in a man expressly for the
course. Mr. Herbert R. Brown sug-
gested the following scheme which
appears to be an excellent one.
The course would be taught by
several members of the Faculty
with a chairman who would prob-
ably be the head of the Classics
Department. The following are
suggestions for the lecturers in
the various areas of the course:
Greek Literature might bo taught
by Mr. Walter M. Solmitz; Latin
Literature by Mr. Nathan Dane;
Chaucer and Milton by Mr. Edwin
B. Benjamin; Italian Literature by
Mr. Jeffrey J. Carre; Cervantes by
Mr. Eaton Leith; French Litera-
ture by Messrs. Jean L. Darbelnct
and Charles H. Livingston; and
Elizabethan Drama by Mr. Her-
bert R. Brown. This list is subject
to change according to material
covered in the course and accord-
ing, to the interests and availa-
bility of the Faculty. Two hour
examinations apd a final would be
given each semester; the exam
would be composed' of questions
submited from each area covered
during the period. Each professor
would grade his questions and the
chairman of the course would com-
pile the final grades.
The reasons for making such a
course available would be:
1. It would afford the science
major who has little time to take
several cultural courses an oppor-
tunity to read some of the finest
literary works of civilization while
satisfying his literature require-
ment.
2. The student would be able to
hear and become acquainted with
men of different departments,
from whom he would not ordin-
arily have time to take a course.
3. The course would fill a de-
ficiency in the curriculum and
would offer an opportunity lor the
student to visualize broad view) in
the dcvclopni'iH of Western civili-
zation.
In conclusion, we believe that.
for the reasons we have, offered,
such a course would be a worth-
while addition to the curriculum.
Respectfully submitted.
Aaron J. Shatkin for the
Student Curriculum Committee
Lineup of Social Events
Includes Concert, Dance
By Roger Howell, Jr. '58
A gala lineup of social events
to please all tastes has been lined
up to spark this year"s version
of Ivy weekend. Dates from all
over the East .will converge on the
campus to enjoy the festivities of
the spring's biggest social gather-
ing.
Things will get under way for
the weekend on Thursday night
when the Glee Club will conclude
a brilliant season with ns annual
nijprustavc Mork
Bids Farcwfell
Gustave Mork, biology instruct-
or, bade formal farewell to Bow-
doin with a touching fireside 1ypc
of chat in last Wednesday's cha-
pel. Mr. Mork had originally plan-
ned to talk about the opportunities
Bowdoin presents to the promed-
ical student. Instead, he enumerat-
ed various Bowdoin characteristics
that struck him. He mentioned tra-
ditions, such as the afternoon cha-
pel bells, recalling gratefully the
marine hymn that is sometimes
played on Monday afternoons. Ad-
miring students of Mr. Mork's bio-
logy one-two laboratories and oth-
er acquaintances well knoVv that
Mr. Mork was a marine. Although
he is sorry to leave, Mr. Mork is,
at the same time, glad to go on
with "his medical training .which
has been inleruptcd so* many
times.
Part way through the talk, he
digressed to compare Bowdoin
with the college of his undergrad-
uate days. The physical advan-
tages here were far superior in
his eyes.
Ills Gratitude
Mr. Mork stressed the friendly
atmosphere at Bowdoin and re-
minded his audience of the good
student-faculty relationship. In
closing, he again expressed his
gratitude for the year's experience.
Many present could be observed
with their faces in their hands.
The benches were studded with
undergraduate biologists, some of
whom put aside their morning
mail to listen attentively. Mr.
Mork received the traditional ap-
preciative wooding before the stu-
dents surged out, completing one
more chapel requirement.
night at the Pops in Boston. Many
will take advantage of excused
cuts on Friday to take in this
event.
Cocktails on Friday *
Actual happenings on campus
will start on Friday. There will be
cocktail parties and banquets in
the fraternity houses, followed by
the long-awaited formal danc'.'.
Music for this dance will he pro-
vided by the nationally famous
orchestra of Ralph Flanagan. "The
band that brought back dance
bands" will commence activities
at 9:00, with no increase over last
year's price of 56. The Mcddie-
bempsters will provide entertain-
ment during the intermission.
Saturday morning, :ill will be
cheerfully roused out of their beds
by the joyous music of a jazz band
which will tour campus at a res-
pectable hour to got everyone in
the right mood for tlie day. The
traditional Class Day exercises
will take place at 19:30. Two light
speakers will address the gather-
ing, the Wooden Spoon will be
awarded to the most popular Ju-
nior, and the planting of the ivy
will occur. Immediately following,
several houses will compete in a
quartet contest.
Awuy to the Beaches
In the afternoon, providing good
weather holds up, the fraternities
will invade nearby be.ichcs for the
entertainment and relaxation that
a good beach party can provide.
Saturday night will not be lack-
ing in activities either. There will
be parties and dances in most of
the houses to keep up festivities
in this last big fling before finals.
Nothing special is planned Tor Sun-
day. There will be the usual in-
formal get-together in most of the
fraternity houses before afternoon
chapel. By that time most of tin-
dates will have left, still harbor-
ing the memories of an all too
short weekend.
Providing the goorf weather of
recent days continue* this could
be one of the finest Ivy weekends
in memory. However, even if the
rain should descend as it did last
year, most of the events will take
place as scheduled, although beach
parties will be out of the question.
At any rate, the whole college is
awaiting impatiently the advent of
the big weekend.
Pops, Dance Highlight Ivy
Every Ticket Sold
For Symphonic Hall
It has been announced that
Massachusetts Hall has no more
tickets for the "Bowdoin Night at
the Pops" at Symphony Hall at
8:30 tomorrow evening. Unless
some fraternities have bought
tickets for more tables than they
are able to fill, no tickets are
available on campus or at Sym-
phony Hall.
In tomorrow evening's program
the orchestra will play the Over-
ture to "The Secrets of .Susanne"
by Wolf-Ferrari, "The Minuet of
the Will-o-the-Wisps" from The
Damnation of Faust by Berlioz,
"The Ride of the Valkyries" . by
Wagner, and the Shostakovich
Piano Concerto with Frederick
Fennel! at the helm and Frederic
Tillotson as soloist. This will be
followed by six numbers by the
Bowdoin Glee Club and several
songs by the Meddies. The or-
chestra will then continue with
"American Salute" by Gould.
"Fandango" by Perkins, and
"Tamboo" by Cavez.
Tho bacchanalian revelry will
conclude with "Tilly'' conducting
the combined orchestra and Glee
Club in "The Bowdoin College
Medley." It is hoped that all stu-




Her, is » listing of WBO.\ re-
gular and special shows for the
week.
NIGHTLY SHOW!*: News at
7:30, 8:00 and 11:00. Sports at
7:35 and 11:15 (15 minute round-
up) Dream Date 10:15 Hick Quiz
10:05.
SPECIAL SHOWS: Monday, all
evening, Jatz. Tuesday, 9:00, Three
To Go. Wednesday, 8:30 Ivy Show
.
K:I5 Piano Portrait*. Friday, 3.00
Baseball Ganm wirti Bates. 8:15
S|*>rts Eye. Sunday, 8:15 All
Sports Show.
There Mill be a general meet-
ing of WBOA on Tuesday, May
24 at 8:00 in the Lounge of the
Moulton I'nion. All members of
the station are expected to attend.
After Much Effort
Do you know whose efforts are
bringing Ralph Flanagan to the
campus Fridav evening?
During the Christmas vacation
Terry Stenberg '.% contacted Mr.
Charles Kcarns. agent for many
name bands among them the Flan-
agan group. Terry told Ke.uns
that Bowdoin wanted a name band
for the traditional Ivy forma).
Kearns said that Flanagan would
be in our neighborhood at Ivy
time since he would appear at
Dartmouth, May 11, and was
booked for Hampden Beach lor
Saturday, the 21st.
Contacts Committee
Terry then phoned Roy Dyer,
Junior Class President, and mem-
ber of the all-junior Ivy Commit-
tee. Roy called the Maine nun on
the committee and got their sanc-
tion of the Flanagan combo. Terry
did likewise for those members
who lived in lower New England.
With the committee's approval the
contract was sent in Flanagan for
his signature. The signed contract
now rests secure awaiting* Fridav.
evening's results winch from all in-
dications should be most satisfy-
ing.
The Committee
Among those on lite various sub-
committees which compose the Ivy
Committee are publicity chairman,
Bob Keay; and members Ernest
Flint, Ty Tyler, and John Maloney.
Malonc^v has been acting as disc
jockey on the WBOA production,
"Introduction to Ivy" which has
featured Flanagan recordings. On
the dance committee are Terrv
Stenberg. chairman; Fieri Fcrbci
Ron Harris. Dick Hand, and Gerry
Kirby.
The Committee for Ivy Daj
Ceremonies is Wayne Orsie, chair-
man; Chuck Eades. and A| Wright.
The decorations committee is com-
prised of chairman Roy Dyer, Pete
Holmes. I/fnic Flint. Ron Harris.
Leo Berkley, Bob Silvius, and Ijob
Glover. The committee members
have been working on the decorat-
ing since last Friday, May 13. Pete
Holmes is in charge „f ail lighting
for the dance And Clark Neill will
[/Vcuje Turn Jo Page
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Hubbard Hall Exhibit Honors
Samuel Johnson's Dictionary
Virginia Minot Reviews QUILL
Whether any students outside
those in English 17-18 are con-
scious of the situation or not, It
remains a bold fact that this year
is th<< two hundreth anniversary
of the publication of Samuel John-
son's "Dictionary of the English
language",- a great scholarly
achievement. The work (Irmly es-
tablished Johason as a major au-
thority on the English language.
'I"he Bowdoin Librai-y along with
many other institutioas of higher
learning" is observing this event.
Thanks to the efforts Of Mr:
John McKenna, Assistant Libra-
rian, there is an excellent exhibit
on Johnson's Dictionary in the
showcases on the first floor. It
would be well worth while for
those interested students to drop
over to the library and take a
look. :
—
The library is very fortunate in
owning two first editions of the
dictionary. The first editions,
which are in two volumes, were
given by Mr. Edward Woodman
and Mr. E. Parmalee Prentice.
Neither, gentleman is a graduate
of Bowdoin. The copy given by
Mr. Prentice_is from the Prentice
collection, donated in 1942; the
majority of which is made up
of books on agriculture printed
between 1500 and 1690.
The Dictionary itself took eight
years of hard labor to write. But
it took half a lifetime for the
scholar to acquire the immense
reservoir of knowledge which was
the backbone of the dictionary.
Several- Dictionaries had been
compiled before 1755; one, the
"Dictionarium Britannicum" was
a great help to Johnson in writ-
ing his own work. However, the
authors of these works did not
use the discrimination in defini-
tion; none gave such apt and
carefully chosen "Examples from
the best Writers." Because of
these quoted illustrations, Dr.
Johnson's Dictionary remains to
this very day a word collection
which may bo read with pleasure
and profit. Samuel Johnson's "Dic-
tionary of the English Language"
has remained for two hundred
years a model of its kind. Those
who speak and write the English
language are in his debt.
It is only fitting that this article
end with a quote from the Dic-
tionary. The following quote sums
up this "attempt" in more ways
than one. Essay: "a loose sally of
the mind, and irregular indigested





It was most encouraging to me
to read your article re Professor
N. L. Munn's recent Chapel talk.
To know that at least one mem-
ber of the faculty is willing to
protect against the lack of an in-
tellectual atmosphere at Bowdoin
is heartening. I realize the mem-
bers of the Self Study Committee
ai-e aware of this problem, and
they are trying to correct it for
the benefit of future classes.
However, I was appalled last
week to learn from a Bowdoin
student that the solution was be-
yond the hands of the S.S.C. He in-
loi-med me that there is a new
trend in American education. "The
idea now is to do as little work as
possible and still get by. No one
really has a burning desire to
learn anymore!"
So you see, Professor Munn, the
playboy attitude is sweeping the
country. But we are primarily con-
cerned with what goes on here at
Bowdoin. Until this »ew trend has
passed, I am afraid that the teach-
ings of Aristotle, Plato, and Euclid
will have to take a back seat to
"Doyle's Rules".
Norman David Block '58
Kaitz. Forman
Bridge Champions
At the final Duplicate Bridge
Tournament conducted by the Stu-
dent Union Committee this year
Marvin Kaitz, Daniel Forman.
William Gardner and Morris Ed-
mundson were the 1955 campus
champions.
Sixteen finalists played set pre-
wired boards. The titles were con-
ferred by J. Wayne Stark, Direc-
tor. Memorial Student Center,
Texas AiM College, and Chair-
man of the National Intercolle-
giate Bridge Tournament Commit-
tee.
Teams represent ing Texas Uni-
\ersify and Whitman College won
the National .Championship Kaitz
and Forman was number two team
for New England Each winner
received scrolls and their names
on a plaque presented hy the As-
Tamminen Reports
On Student Council
By David L. Tammlnen '56
In the next-to-last Student Coun-
cil meeting of the season several
new topics were discussed along
with rehashes of one or two old
topics.
Ty Tyler (TD '56) was named
as one of two men to handle the
College Blotter concession in the
fall. The other man is Psi U., as
yet unchosen.
In an attempt to eliminate any
controversey on selection of cheer-
leaders, all selections must now
meet with the approval of the
Council.
The Council will meet with the
faculty on Wednesday, May 25
to discuss the pending amendment
to the social rules.
Cars
There is a possibility of having
the registration and administration
of student-owned cars incorporated
into the functions of the Council.
In answer to questions on the
problem of retaining fraternity
banners and protecting them from
possible damage, information was
produced stating that the flags
may be insured substantially for
a nominal fee.
One or two other items were
touched upon, but space prohibits
an account of them here. Consult
your friendly house representa-
tive for further details.
The last official meeting of the
Council will be on Monday, May
23, for available representatives.
sociation of College Unions.
Approximately two thousand
students at 141 colleges and uni-
versities in forty-four states took
part in the tournament.
Mrs. Virginia S. Minot, wife of
the English instructor, reviews
the spring Untie of the Ql III.
in Mm following article-
:
Dialogue with a dead cow, a
child's dream of his lost Chinese
amah, a noetic comparison of the
mythical whale and the real one,
religion and a fraternity drinking
bet, the problem of an island bas-
tard who has just lost his mother,
and a G. I. killer at hay are some
of the themes treated in the May
Quill now on the stands.
A greater variety of writing is
being contributed to the magazine
by more different kinds of stu-
dents than ever before," according
to the editors. In spite of current
distress of Life editors and others
about this "Silent Generation ",
and concern about non-participa-
tion of students here, evidently
writing at Bowdoin is on the rise!
One result is a magazine that is
unusually well-balanced and stim-
ulating.
More Prose
Unlike most of undergraduate
publications, the Quill boasts a
richer array of prose than of poet-
ry — with a few notable excep-
tioas. (This device, which enables
each poet to class himself as
among, the exceptional dissuades
him from throwing rocks at our
windows). This, in spite of the fact
that like its contemporaries, the
Quill is over-supplied with tragic
poetry. There's something about
the late-teen-early-twenties mind
that makes the tragic viewpoint
seem most meaningful and the
poetic form the best in ivhich to
express this attitude.
However, in the May issue, hu-
mor and seriousness, experiment
and tradition, many kinds of poet-
ry and prose are represented. The
humorous note is new, as is the ef-
fective use of illustrations - - some
powerful woodcuts and skilled line
drawings.
Coffin's Woodcuts
Woodcuts by Robert P. T. Cof-
fin appear to especially good ad-
vantage with four undergraduate
poems by the late author, one of
the magazines most ardent faculty
supporters. As the editors say in
their introduction "His well known
fireside composition course provid-
ed a great deal of the material for
the Quill and he often gave the
Quill the honor of being the first
to print his poems and sketches."
The romantic style of the poems is
widely different from his terse ver-
nacular later work; but they show
the early fascination with classical
Greece, and the poet's sensitive
response to nature, (His dreamy
golden "Indian Summer" is a per-
fect example).
E. E. Robert's mature and well-
written "The Departed" has a'sol-
idity and penetration seldom found
in a short story. When an Island
boy, who has just buried his moth-
er, asks '.What is there for me
now?" the two older men know
they must answer carefully, for
the boy's own life.' hangs in the
balance. The well-written but ir-
relevant details of the scene set-
ting slowed down the beginning
for me, but it might be argued that
this was not inconsistent with the
thoughtful tone of the whole. The
story gives an impression of hav-
ing been taken from a novel or
longer piece. This may be only an-
other example of well-drawn char-
acters seeming to have had a life
which starts before the story opens
•and continues after it closes.
Widely different in theme and
approach is John MacKay's "Talk-
ing to the Trees." It's the story
of the fraternity butt, Eddie, a
Catholic — when he found his re-
partee falling flat he gave up on
wit and turned to righteousness.
Dialogue that is authentic without
being reportorial, understatement
in the modern manner (except m
the rather flat beginning para-
graphs), and a skillful impression
of the crowd and the individuals in
it, add up to a terse vivid piece
on the bull session bet that "boom-
eranged.
(Mi-hart's 'Beautiful Lines'
"Whale-Road" by> William Car-
hart is a poetic examination of the
myths and metaphors man has im-
posed on the uncaring sea. The
great white sperm whale is a sym-
boj that cannot be killed; in the
real sea "great and small go under
in a swell". There are some beau-
tiful lines here:
. .
. high above the sands and
shallows *
Co the gulls,
Each in his own white way to
death
In the bellowed breath of winds
That churn the tides.
The concluding stanza is slight-
ly weakened, I think, by the in-
troduction of the personal "we".
But perhaps this will be remedied
in the longer poem, of which this
is the beginning section. That's,
something it would bo good to see
after these exam days of outer
its counterpoint of the child'-;
dream of his Chinese amah and
the mother's remembering. The
chase is given a new twist in "Fu*
Fight", a potent mixture of night-
mare and reality. "Paul" by Rob-
ert Johnson is a strange futuristic
story of the man who stayed on
after the earth was abandoned. In
Slesinger'.s "In His Orchard" wc
find a brief but complete sketch
which promises some fine longer
pieces in the future.
Credit is due the Quill staff for
creative editing: not only creating
order from contributions, but in
going out after "the guy who
writes." When they find talent,
they encourage it, nurse it along
and give it the deadline which is
responsible for more work getting
done than is the evasive muse.
Much of their good material
used to come from Coffin's course.
Now there is it feeling that there
might be a place tor a small in-
formal writing group, where strug-
i gling authors (in or out of the
sunlight and inner turmoil are|Englial. department) would be as
ovor - sured of a reception midway be-
Roberts' "Fantasy" is a philo-
sophical dialogue between a soul-
ful but dead cow and a greedy,
|
practical pig (possibly influenced
by James Agee's "A Mother's
Tale"?). A good try. Doesn't quite
come off, but well worth trying
and publishing.
Also adding a humorous touch is
"Allegory" by John How'and, a
satire on the editors' bete nolr, the
formless piece that begins with
two under a misty streetlight and
end with dots having gone
nowhere meanwhile. In spite of it-
self, the sketch tosses back an
echo of the elusive beauty it is
satirizing.
Sensitivity
David Pulsifer's poem "How Can
I Touch Your Hair" is remarkable
because it succeeds in injecting a
modern and masculine strength
into that dedicate old form, the
villainelle. A potentially grotesque
subject, the lover with no hands,
is treated with real poetic sen-
sitivity.
"The Dream" by William Hamil-




/ By (ieorge A. Smart, Jr. '">7
I enjoyed a wonderful day on I Madame i.arbo
Saturday when I went to Port- Well gents. 1 must bring to you
iween the scornful guffaw and the
reciprocal backslap.
The editors are proud, as they
i may be, that this issue contains
no vestpocket Hemingways or car-
bon-copy Eliots. Of course writers
everywhere create with the con-
sciousness of the pioneering of
Hemingway or Faulkner or Dylan
Thomas just as no painter can
work today without a bow to Pic-
! am. But there is a difference in
doing finger exercises "in the man-
ner of . . ." and in selecting what
we need 'rom our literary fathers,
and using it in our own way, with
the addition of fresh first-hand
discoveries and observations.
The wide variety of topic and
treatment in the magazine sug-
gests an answer to that fuming fu-
tile question of writers in college
and after, "What shall I Write
about?" The customary "Write
what you know" might be expand-
ed to "Write about what makes
>ou angry, sad or puzzled, indig-
nant or (most difficult i tender."
Which has been done here, to the
enrichment of us all.
Little woman: "They have no
oar, no television set, no piano. I
can't imagine what they do have.''
Spouse: "A bank account, per-
haps?"
LUD ELUMAN






































The sixth annual meeting of the
Maine Psychological Association
will be held at Bowdoin Cortege
on Saturday, May 21, it was an-
nounced today by David L. Rus-
sell. Assistant Professor of Psy-
chology and Director of Student
Counseling at Bowdoin, who is
Secretary-Treasurer of the group.
The program will get under way
at 12:15 p.m.- with an inspectios
of the newly renovated Psychology
Laboratory in Banister Hall. Fol-
lowing* luncheon in the Moulton
Union, members and guests will
gather in the .Dudley Room in Ban-
ister Hall for an aduress by Pro-
fessor E. Parker Johnson, Presi-
dent 'of the Association for this
year.
Three research papers will be
presented at the meeting, one of
which, by David L. Wies of Yon-
kers. N. Y., a senior, will discuss
"A comparison of teacher's rat-
ings with WlSC scores of third-
grade children."
The annual business meeting of
the Maine Psychological Associa-
tion will be held after the pre-
sentation of the research papers.




Willis C. Gustafson of Manches-
ter Depot, Vt., will study here for
the next four years as the win-
ner of a Union Carbide Scholar-
ship. The award covers the com-
plete cost of tuition and required
fees for a full four-year academic
Vnirso and reasonable allowances
for necessary books and supplies.
Gustafson is a senior at Burr
and Burton Seminary in Manches-
ter and will graduate on June 12.
He is the oldest of the six sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Car) II. Gustaf-
son. Co-captain of the football
team at Burr and Burton last fall,
he is a two-year letterman in that
sport. He has also been vice presi-
dent of, his class and assistant
editor of the school yearbook.
Each scholarship, in addition to
the other allowances, carries an
annual grant-in-aid of $600 for the
college during the life of the
award to assist in offsetting over-
head expenses beyond the amount
covered by tuition. More than 300
out of a proposed goal of 400 schol-
-arships were made for the cur-
rent academic year.
Last Wednesday the Union Com-
mittee chose Peter K. Orne* '57 of
Wilmington, Delaware, as its Pres-
ident for next year. Pete is a mem-
ber of /eta Psi and besides serving
on 'the Union Committee for thei
past yfar he has been a leader'
In fraternity activities.
Other officers are Richard Fiek-
ett '57 Theta Delta Chi, Vice-Pres-
ident; Peter Davis "57 Alphft Tau
Omega. Secretary; and Alfred Dar-
row '57 Independent. Treasurer.
According to its Constitution
the Student I'nion Committee se-
lects its officers from the Sopho-
more members of the Committee
to insure "continuity. Since the
committee is an activities body this
practice provides experience for
the following year's group. The
other eight members of the com-
mittee are now being elected by
the fraternities fiflm the Class of
1958.
Student Recital . . .
{Continued from l'uge /]
terpretatior* made these songs de-
lightful. The plaintive "Down by
I
the Sally Gardens", the spirited
| "Minstrel Boy", the ever l)eauti-
lul "Drink to me only with Thine
Kyes". the humorous "Here's to
the Maid of Bashful Fifteen", the




All of these have that simple down
to earth quality that has made
them century favorites. Wilkins'
voice and manner have an iiresist-
ablo appeal, and therefore it came
as no great surprise when two en-
cores were requested .He sang two
of his awn compositions, "The
Sexton" based on a Sill's poem
and a show tune from a new Wil-
kins-Beeaofl musical called "Dan".
The afternoon's performance
was an artistic success, and it
eemed ;v shame that it was en-
joyed and appreciated by such a
small audience.
land to attend the New England
Theater Conference, that fine,
young organization that has done
so much in recent years to en-
hance the enjoyment of good ((im-
munity theater. Cuest speakers
for the morning program included
John R. Woodruff, President of
NKTC; Mrs. Osmond Strong of
the Concord Community Players;
Morston Batch, Chairman of the
Drama Department at Tufts Uni-
versity; Sherwood Keith, Director
of the Boothbay and Decrtrees
Playhouses; and Miss Elinor
Hughes, well-known critic of the
Boston Herald - all of whom gave
up-to-date reports on the purposes.
goals and accomplishments of the
NETC.
Bette Davis
After the morning session we
journeyed to the Graymore Hotel
for the luncheon, where the guest
speaker was the first lady of the
screen - the one and only MImm
Bette Davis. Miss Davis (also
known as Mrs. Gary Merrill),
now very much a part of Port-
land community life, had many
kind words for the theater group,
and expressed her confidence in
the bright future of this enter-
prise.
Following the luncheon, we
viewed the current Portland Play-
ers' production of Ruth and Au-
gustus Goetz's Th.» Heiress. This
popular play, a durable favorite on
Broadway, the screen and many
community stages, received a
lirst-rate performance Saturday
afternoon. In fact to this critic,
the gripping story of a father's
domination and a plain daughter's
abandonment by her faithless lov-
er, took on new meaning.
Looking surprisingly like the
screen heroine Olivia de Haviland.
Ruth Either brought sympathy,
warmth, grace and finally cruelty
to the part of the "Heiress", and
Richard Gott (a Bowdoin grad-
uate) gave life and credibility to
the almost dual personality of
Morris Townsend. Smooth hand-
ling of the othe^r'partsTexpert di-
recting (Allan Davis) and a
handsome staging all contributed
to a performance that rated su-
perlative words of praise from
the Misses Davis and Hughes.
The progress of the Community
Theater Groups is certainly a
source of leal pleasure to those
of us who look for the continu-
ance of good' theater on the local
level.
the truthful words, that all the
rave comments littered towards
that mysterious lady of the screen
hy our paters are completely .jus-
tified. For laughs, I took In the
twenty year old '-'clastic" film last
week, based on the famous story
of Duma. "Caniille", and I as-
sure you that 1 was [ar from
laugMns when I left the theater.
There is no |vrxonality on the
screen today that compares .with
the "fabulous" liarlxi! The face,
the smile, the eyes, the laughs,
the voice! Whatever that quality
ma> haye been, aftei twenty years
it still can change Iceland into
the Torrid Zone and it left me
and my cinema companion some-
thing close to breathless, when the
"Lady of the Camellias" closed
her eyes for the last time. Don't
miss this one!
A Man Called IVter
Midst the influx of films so jam-
med with sex. love triangles, crime
and horror, there emerges now
and then a picture that is some-
thing out of the ordinary' A Man
Called Peter is one of these rari-
ties. The picture is a'Straight-for-
waid presentation of the life of the
late VS. Senate Chaplain, Peter
Marshall. From the acting stand-
point, Richard Todd and Jean Pe-
ters give outstanding impersona-
tions of the Scottish minister and
his wife; from the production
standpoint the picture avoids all
the pitfalls of most film biogra-
phies, and instead relies an authen-
ticity, sincerity and go(xl taste for
its success
Flanasan . . .
[Continued \rom l'a«e 1)
operate the sound equipment.
The dancing will start at nine
following the various banquets at.
the houses, i he intiM-mission at
10:45 will feature the crowning of
the Ivy Queen chosen from the
fraternits regents. Then the Med-
dles will sing. And the door prize
will be awarded: The dance will
continue to one whence it is ex-
pected that all will go houseward
to get a good night's sleep.
Tickets for the dance may be
purchased from any member of
the Ivy Day Committee and all
those buying their ticket before
midnight, Wednesday, will be elig-
ible to win the iporta coat on dis-
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WINSTON brings flavor back to filter smoking I
College smokers are welcoming Winston
like a long-lost friend! They found flavor
in a filter cigarette,— full, rich, tobacco
flavor— when Winston came along!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive
Winston filter works so effectively, yet
lets the flavor come right through to you.
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A few week* ago over WBOA an hour long discussion was
broadcast between Mr. Hazelton of the Admissions Department
and an ORIENT Sports Staff contingent made up of Ray Green-
wood and yours truly. Several very interesting and perhaps
generally unrecognized points were brought out by Mr. Hazel-
ton concerning prematriculation scholarship aid to high school
athletes.
Admissions Policy
The fundamental theory of the Admissions Department
is that Bowdoin gives ample opportunity for any financially
pressed student to make enough money to alleviate his burden.
In contacting men of this situation while they are stiil in high
school, the main concern of the Department is to make clear
to any deserving boy that he can "get by all right" here by a
combination of scholarships, outside work, et cetera. If this
theory is true, and there seems to be little factual evidence
against it, there is no need of giving full expenses paid scholar-
ships. The present system unofficially amounts to the same
thing for those who need such, and show that they deserve the
help.
There are good theoretical reasons for not straining to
compete with other colleges for certain outstanding high school
athletes. Here is a hypothetical case: if students (a.) and (b.
)
both have the same high school qualifications and the same
financial need, and if there is onry one $800 scholarship to be
given out, and student (a.) is interested in Bowdoin while (b.
isn't, student (a.) should certainly be given the scholarship. If
there are two scholarships, an $800 on- and a $ I 2000 one, there
is certainly no justice in giving the $800 one to (a.) because he is
interested, and the $1200 one to (b. ) because he isn't inter-
ested and we wish to lure him away from another school. I'm
sure everyone will agree to that.
Let us not forget what the basic theory of the Admissions
Department is. They are interested in helping boys who are
particularly interested in Bowdoin, and who show by their high
school record that they should be at Bowdoin. The scholarship
system is presently set up on the premise that if a man wants
to come to Bowdoin he can get by at Bowdoin by scholarships
and outside work", though he might have to "stretch" a bit more
than at a college which offered him an outright full expense
paid grant.
All Around Men Needed
When asked why there didn't seem to be men on campus
such as Merle Jordan or Don Agostonelli — all around men
with top grades and top athletic ability — Mr. Hazelton said
that he believed that there are as many men of that type on
campus today as ever before, but that they just aren't partici-
pating in sports. Such a notion brings us back to the investiga-
tion and findings of the Student Council committees on ath-
letic participation at Bowdoin
. . . and lays the problem back
in the laps of the students.
Polar.Bears Break Qut Of Tailspin, Blast Colby, 10-5
Exeter, Red Riots
Bow To Freshmen
Two more triumphs were added
to the Freshmen's string this past
week, as the Polar Cub nine
romped over South Portland High.
j
15-2, last Wednesday at Pickard
i Field and .squeezed out a 1-0 de-
|
eision over Philips Exeter Aeade-




The varsity racqueteers added
another State Series triumph to
their credit during the past week,
as they tromped Bates, 7-2, at the
Gareelon Field Courts in Lewis-
ton on Tuesday afternoon.
Bill Nieman was beaten by Dick
Coukos Drives In Four Tallies;
Dyer's Hurling, Coster's Catch
Spiirk Bowdoin To First State Win
Ronnie Desjardin twirled a neat | Protner - ^ 6-2, and Ed Podvoll
Zete Frizhee players popularize
the unit is Wendell Ooodwin.
Photo by DiWnere
a new gentleman's sport. Pitching
Frizbee, A Gentleman's Sport
Ivy's hero and so is Frizbee, theiterval six paces apart
White Skippers Place
7th In New Englands
Displaying the same form that
brought them the National cham-
pionship last spring, MITs crack
racing .combination of Alain de-
Berc and Fred Brooks swamped
the rest of the field to win the
New England Championship Re-
gatta, held at the Coast Guard
Academy last Saturday and Sun-
day. deBerc and Brooks were top
scorers in Division "A" and Di-
vision "B" respectively. Bow-
doin's top twosome of Skip How-
land in "A' and Charlie Leighton
in "B" finished 7th in the nine
team competition. The big White's
total score of 86 points was far
behind the winning total of 160;
yet for one costly mistake, the
local entry could have finished
fifth in the standings.
Leighton, the man who person-
ally put the Polar Bears in the
finals for the first time in the
history of the college, just could-
n't find the winning touch. Unable
to buy a favorable break, Charlie
and his crew Koyu Kinjo seemed
to be in the wrong place at the
wrong time in every race. In nine
starts he collected a total of one
4th. three 5ths, a 6th, a 7th and
three 9ths.
Rowland, sailing against the al-
leged cream of New England
skippers, almost pulled off a third
place ranking in Division "A",
the end of the first three races in
each division, the Polar Bears
were not too far behind the lead-
ers; in fact, less than fifteen points
separated the front-running Tech
skippers and the fourth-place Bow-
doin skippers. In his fourth race
of the first day Skip got off to
a very good start. Rounding the
first mark in 3rd place, he pick-
ed up in the run to the final mark.
Rounding the final mark in the
runnerup slot. Skipper really went
to town. Relying heavily on his
crew Bob Sutherland for vital in-
formation regarding the positions
of the rest of the fleet, Howiand
concentrated his entire attention
on getting the maximum speed out
of his craft. With less than five
feet remaining to the finish, he
crossed in front of the leading
Coast Guard craft and won the
race. Then disaster struck: for
some strange reason. Howiand
completely lost his head and jam-
med the tiller over in the wrong
direction; his dinghy almost re-
versed its course and forced the
Coast Guard skipper to hit the
finish line marker. This uncalled-
for act on Howland's part re-
sulted in his disqualification from
the race and cost Bowdoin fifth
place in the final standings-. Along
with this "goose egg ", Skip put
together a 3rd, two 4ths. two 5ths,
a 6th, a 7th, and an 8th for 46
points, good enough for 6th place
in "A". Leighton's total of 40 gave
his 8th place in "B".
One vital factor that cannot be
overlooked is that both Leighton
and Howiand are sophomores; only
one other team in the competition
.was similarly equipped with two
inexperienced second-year men.
With two remaining cracks at the
"Big One", things look optimistic
for Bowdoin 's sailing future.
gentleman's answer to organized
athletics. Strictly a gentleman's
sport, Frizbee is winning acclaim
in interfraternity athletics at Yale,
Dartmouth, Williams and other
progressive institutions. Originat-
ing on the Walla Walla campus in
Wineiburg, Ohio, near the end of
April, Frizbee did not reach out-
of-the-way Bowdoin until the first
of May. At its meeting last night,
the Ivy day committee declared
Frizhee the Same of the weekend.
In fact, so much enthusiasm has
been generated over this new form
of exercise Bowdoin students are
taking up a Frizbee collection to
show the alumni they rtiean to
have a Frizbee stadium. B> all
means wo recommend Frizbee to
the ladies and gentlemen in the
crowd this weekend.
How To I'liiy Frizbee
As you see in the picture
(above) two six-man teams are
most satisfactory. The teams line
up facing each other at double in-
The game
is centered around a tin disk
known as a Frizbee unit, (a tin
cover from a 5 gallon jar I. This
unit is pitched back and forth be-
tween the two teams. Each play-
er /liust defend his own orbit
which is all" the space within his
reach keeping one foot in place.
The unit must bo snatched out of
the air with one hand. Each time
the unit is muffed a point goes to
the serving team. In short, the
Frizbee rules are about the same
as those in volleyball. A referee de-
cides when the unit is out of orbit.
High, long curves which enter the
player's orbit from behind are con-
sistent point getters. When a leav-
er guns this unit, he spins it hori-
zontally on a straight line. In-
cidentally, there is a line distinc-
tion between a legal gun and an
UlUega.1 gun. the latter -being slight-
ly faster and impossible to catch.
Spectators clap politely for each




As Tufts Wins Easterns Tang,e S()ftballTufts University won the 37th
Annual Eastern Intercollegiate
Track and Field Meet for the 14th
time. The Bowdoin Cinder and
Sawdustmen wore edged into a
fourth place tie with Williams
College at the White Stadium con-
test.
Five Bowdoin men, led by Bill
McWilliams, broke into the s^or-
ing column. McWilliams took first
in the hammer toss with a heave
of 163'4". He also copped a second
in the javelin and placed third in
.the shot put and the' discus.
John Hcrrick garnered a num-
her two spot for Bowdoin in the
hall mile run, while Phil Mostrom
and George Paton took third place
positions in the 440 yard dash and
the 120 yard high hurdles, res-
pectively. Steve McCabe's throw
of 153'2" was good for third place
honors in the hammer throw. In
tho Freshman Medley Relay the
Polar Bears grabbed a third with
Fredenburg, Hinckley. Riley, and
Young doing tho legwork.
Bowdoin Record Broken
Bruce Moore of Tufts made a
leap of 23 feet 11*4 inches in the
broad jump event to set a new
meet record. The old i coord was
set in 1948 with a jump of 23 feet
$i inch by Mark Blanche of Bow-
doin.
Three-way deadlocks are the
vogue in both the Interfraterniiy
Softball Leagues this week. In
League "A" the Psi U's trounced
the AD's, 6-1, behind the superb
twirling of George Rogers and the
hitting of Ken Cooper, and the
Delta Sigs outslugged the ATO's,
11-8. While this was happening,
tho Betas were keeping their rec-
ord unblemished by slamming the
Chi Psi's, 5-1, and thus causing
a triple hold on second place by
tho. Psi Us, DS, and Chi Psi's.
Makeup games earlier in the
week saw the Betas, paced by Carl
McCornack's hitting, overcome
The Delta Sigs, 11-8, and the ATO's
break into the win column with a
6-2 triumph over the "cellar-dwel-
ling Alpha Delts.
three hitter at the Exonians to
register his fourth win of 'he cam-
l»ign. Bt.wdoin scored its only tal-
ly in the second inning. John Pa-
pacosma beat out a bunt, moved to
second on an infield out. and scor-
ed when Desjardin's grounder was
misplaveu at third base. Exeter
j
only threatened in two innings,
and' Brud Stover's catch of a line
drive in the ninth was turned into
the game ending double play which
killed an Exeter rally.
Combining eight hits, ten walks,
and seven errors into a 15 run to-
tal, the Frosh breezed to victory
earlier in the .week over the South
Portland Capers. Marty Roop
went the entire distance for Bow-
doin. relinquishing only four hits
and striking out six batters. It
was Hoop's best mound perform-
ance of the season, even though
his six free passes are still evi-
dence of lack of control.
Bill Linscdtt paced the clubbing,
as he walloped a homerun and a
single in four times at bat. Mike
Curtis hammered out a pair of
singles, driving four runs across,
and Pole Relic rapped a pair of
bingles.
Boasting a 6-1 record, the Fresh-
man nine plays host to Kents Hill
next Tuesday afternoon and fin-
ishes up tho season against the
Maine Frosh next Thursday at
Orono.
lost to Ted Meilen, 7-5. 6-1, to give
the Bo!- vats their lone two points
oi thv day. The- three doubles
teams for the Polar Bears, Nie-
man-Gardner. Podvoll-Thorne, and
Wheeler-West on all swept through
their matches with the opposition
with comparative ease. Singles vic-
tories were also registered by Bill
Gardner. Tut Wheeler, Fred
Thome, and Dm Weston.
This Monday the Laddmen will
trek to Orono where the State
tournament will be held. The
Thursday of that week they will
encounter the Black Boar Netters
from Maine on the Pickard Courts.
Bowdoin Golfers
Seventh At Oakley
The Varsity linksmen played but
one match this weekend, that be-
ing the New England Champion-
ships at the Oakley Country Club
in Watertown, Mass. Because of
the stiff competition, the Bowdoin
delegation finished in seventh
placPjj
Although none qualified for the
individual matches, Ty Tyler came
through with a 7!). Ron Golz post-
ed an 81, and Paul Dohcrty shot
an 82. The qualifying score was
76, which is evidence enough of
the keen competition. A] Noyes of
Maine had a 73 and reached the
semi-finals of the playing.
Tho Bowdoin Frosh tee-squad,
composed of Ray Breary. Joe Leh-
man, Neil Cooper, and Ted Saw-
yer, had a little more action dur-
ing the past week, playing two
matches. They rolled to a 5-1 vic-
tory over Rockland High School
and played to a 3-3 tie wiih
Brunswick High School.
"Die coming week finds the Bow-
doin duffers playing a pair of State
Series matches away from home

















Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
* USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
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I3SI I0n§6r than any other
high-compression ball ever made!
No other high-compression ball can resist scutTing like
the new dura-thin* covered air-flite.® This ex-
clusive Spalding cover adheres to the ball with a new
strength to defy cutting up^. . . even on high-iron and
explosion shots.
It's a more compact ball, too . . . offers you longer
play and real economy.
Play your next round with this great new Spalding
AIR-FLITE. You can expect and get new uniformity




Tn a return match between the
Bowdoin Freshman tennis squad
and the~rtebron vanity, the Polar
Cubs showed their capabilities in
easily thumping the Big Green to
a nine of 7-1. The first match,
played at Hebron under poor con-
ditions, evidently played tricks on
the Bowdoin boys, for the after-
noon ended in a mere 5-4 victory.
Wednesday, however, it. was the
White all the way, winning five
of the six singles contests and
sweeping both doubles. The third
doubles encounter was called be-
cause of darkness. .
Kim Mason after losing his first
set, came on easily to defeat He-
bron's Russ Williamson, 4-6, 6-4,
6-1. John Philbrick won handily
over his opponent, as did Nick
Fleck in the second and third
slots respectively. Bob Crossley
lost the only match of the after-
noon .when Hank Mann overpower-
ed him in a 7-5, 8-6 go. Ron Me-
DonouRh took Tab Cleary 6-4, 6-2
and Paul Lewis earned another
point for Bowdoin, winning his
match, '4-6, 8-6, 8-6.
The first two double matches
had enough time to finish, and
Kim Mason and John Philbrick
paired in a 5-7. l>-4. 6-1 win. Mc-
Donough and Fleck combined to
win their match 4-6, 8-6, 6-3 and
end an afternoon that proved to
be highly successful for Coach
Lndd's Hoys.
Two women met on the street
after a long absence. Said the first,
"Gracious. Dorothy, I haven't seen
you for seven years. You certainly
look a lot older."
«.
"You too, Eleanor, dear. I
wouldn't have recognized you ex-
cept for the dress and hat.".
On Saturday afternoon at Pick-
ard Field, Colby ,was the victim
of a ten-run assault by the Bow-
doin nine. Dyer went all the way
with Coster as his receiver. For
Colby, Brown and Gray shared
the defeat with -Jubinsky backing
up the plate.
A home tun in the first by
Stinneford gave Colby a one run
edge. However, Bowdoin came
back in the bottom half to tie
things up. as a result of two base
knocks by Kreider and Libby. A
sacrifice by Bob Shepherd movd
them up on the base paths, and a
sacrifice fly by Fred Coukos drove
Johnny Kreider across. In the top
of the third Colby came back to
score two more tallies as a result
of four well-timed base knocks.
Four bases on balls and a couple
of base hits resulted in two more
in the fourth. With Bowdoin down
four runs, the Polar Bears open-
ed up in the bottom -of the fifth
with a three run splurge. Leroy
Dyer reached on an error follow-
ed by a base on balls to Libby
purling two men on the sacks. A
double by Bob Shepherd drove in
two tallies while Coukos scored
Shep with a single. Tho MacKay-
denmen came through in the sev-
enth with a game tying run as a
result of a double by Coukos. In
the eighth the Polar Bears salted
the game away. Successful singles
by Rigby and Coster followed by
a Dyer double drove in the tie
breaking run. Kreider then follow-
ed with a line single to right for
another run. With Kreider on
third Libby flied to center bring-
ing in the second-sacker. An er-
ror, sandwiched between singles
by Shepherd and Anthony, brought
home the final tally. In the ninth
Mike Coster executed a defensive
gem by hauling a foul pop up out
of the stands.
At Lewiston, last Wednesday af-
ternoon, the Bowdoin Polar Bears
met the Bates Bobcats in a close-
ly fought duel. Green and Coster
were the batteries for Bowdoin.
Leroy Dyer relieving inlthe, sixth.
Jack went all the way for Bates
with Reny behind the plate. Hoad-
ley took over the catching duties
for Reny in the eighth. With the
score tied 5 to 5 the game went
into extra innings. In the bot-
tom of the tenth a base on balls
put Davis on first. Perry, Bates
leftfielder, struck out and the
third batter Atwater lined out to
Coukos for the second out. Cou-
kos threw into the infield try-
ing to nab Davis spurting toward
second. In the melee that follow-
ed the ball danced crazily away
and Davis headed for third. In try-
ing to nab this fleet baserunner
at third, the throw went wild and
as a result the winning tally scor-
ed. The game ended Bates 6 Bow-
doin 5.
In the top half of the first, John
Kreider led olT with a walk and
reached second on a sacrifice by
John Libby. After Bob Shepherd
had grounded to short for the
second out. Coukos, Bowdoin's
clean up hitter, whoso bat has
been red hot lately, laced sharp
single to lelt scoring Kreider.
In the fourth Bates evened the
score as the result of a base on
balls to Atwater and a run pro-
ducing double by Bates first-
sacker Dunn.
The sixth was the big inning for
Bates. Perr\ stalled the ball roll-
ing with a long triple to left. At-
water drove him in with a sharp
single: he then stole second. Dunn
singled to right bringing home At-
water. With two runs across, Mar-
tin reached safely. He was fol-
lowed by a double by Spence Hall.
With two men on Bates third
baseman. Vokc, hit a single driv-
ing in the two runners. The in-
ning ended with the score stand-
ing Bates 5 Bowdoin 1.
In the top of the seventh Bow-,
doin struck back to even things
up. Harris and Rigby reacfted
safely putting men on first and
second with no outs. A single by
Mike Coster produced one run.
Dyer (lied out. but Kreider kept
the inning going with a base
knock. Libby was slated to bat
next with the bases full. T-Ball
laced a tremendous drive to deep
left center, driving in three need-
ed runs to tie the score. How-
ever, this was all that the Mac-
Faydenmen could bring across.
Coukos and Libby were the big
stickers for Bowdoin. Fred com-
ing through with a single and a
double, while John had a very im-
portant two-base hit. The Polar"
Bears mustered five hits between
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sets the pace
in sports
S-t-r-e-t-c-h those dwindling dollars
by GREYHOUND
the low-cost, convenient way horns
One way
Boston - 3.50
New York City .... 8.00
Hartford, CL - 6.35
Albany, N. Y 8.00
New Haven _ 6.85
Philadelphia „ 10.10
Providence 4.75
Plus I?. S. Tax. . Big EXTR^savings EACH WAY on Round-Trips.
OWENS TAXI SERVICE
(.rrj hound Terminal




All students lia\ing ;uiy in t cr-
est in reporting for football next
September ar" urged hy Coach
Adam Walsh to attend a brief
meeting in the gymnasium, Tues-
day, May Iltti at * p.m. in the
Handball Room.
Anyone interested in reporting
as a candidate for football Mitn-
atfr should report to Manager Kit
Lajighrin at the same place ami
time.




I know a secret. My
sister Hehhie is going
to Ivy week-end. And
guess what her date is
giving her? A Rolf's
genuine leather wallet
from Senter's. It's
red call ski n with a
ruby and rhiuestoiie
elasp. Debbie says It's
simply ilrenmy. And
only the dollars. I
know another secret.
She hinted to Bob that
she'll adore having it
Vans,- it has a place,
for his photo. She said
to him on the phone:
"Wherever my wallet
goes you will be sure
to go also." And do you
«:inl to know another
secret? When I get big
I'm going to an Ivy
week-end, too. And I'm
going to hint to my
•late to give me a
Rolfs wallet from Sin-
ter's. Valine. If Debbie
says it's dreamy It
really is:
1 1 HIM Mil III, 111111111111111,111^
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The Racing Fifties
As each Broadway season draws'
to a close, it offers some pleasure
to glance back o'er well-traveled
roads and sum up one's theatrical
experiences in the last year. This
season I saw thirteen professional
productions, a number as unlucky
as my choice of dramas to view.
Personally, I was moved by the
excellence of six, stunned by the
utter lack of taste of three, and
bored by the complete mediocrity
of the remaining four. Unfortun
ately I have not yet seen the two
Pulitzer Prizewinners of the sea
~son, so I cannot offer a complete
evaluation of 1935s dramatic out-
put.
Best Play and Musical
Clifford Odets' drama, The Flow-
ering Peach, was a play that
moved me greatly. The author's
sympathetic handling of the Noah
legend is admirable, and Mcnasha
Skulnik was perfect as the des-
potic little man of God who
learned humility in a great flood.
This was by far the best play I
have seen in a rather sterile sea-
son. As musicals go, I need say
nothing about The Pajama Game,
which comes so close to perfection
that its equal will not soon appear.
John Raitt is magnificent as the
new superintendent in a pajama
factory-, and Richard Adler and
Jerry Ross are the best song writ-
ers in the business today. I also
saw their newest release. Damn
Yankee, after reading Mr. Wallop's
novel, The Year the Yankees Lost
the Pennant, and, although it
doesn't live up to Pajama Game in
all respects, I find that only
Charles Gounod can please me
more in a stage interpretation of
the Faust legend. 4
Bad Plays
The Southwest Corner, although
graced with the brilliant acting of
Eva LeGallienne as a staunch
Vermont Puritan, was a dull thud
in a .season of thuds. Black-Eyed
Susan, an anthology of filth and
off-color .witticism, was graced
with the shoddy talents of Vin-
cent Price. Festival wasn't come-
dy, although it tried to be, and
The Honeys was all arsenic and
no lace.
Portrait of a Lady
Perhaps my greatest disappoint-
ment, of the season was to see
Jennifer Jones, stripped of her sil-
ver screen, floundering on a stage
where she just did not belong. She
would not even have beep good in
a decent play, but The Portrait of
a Lady w;is a tedious bore As I
fought to keep awake, I had also
to fight hack tears of disgust. Ob-
biously Henry James' novel of hu-
man character is not condensable
into three acts, but it was done.
May such a fiasco never again ap-
pear!
Silk Stockings
Only three other musicals were
on my bill of fare this season:
Silk Stockings, which pleased me
greatly, and which has a passable
score, including "Without Love"
which is a perfect vehicle for the
Dietrichesquc voice of Hildegarde
Neff, and a little soft-shoe hit
called "Siberia"; Plain and Fancy,
which had One of the poorest
scores I have ever heard, and which
lacked the glow of any star, and
which got just a little too folksy;
and Ankles AweJgh. Now here is
a whale of a bad show. At least
Plain and Fancy had talent con-
nected with it; Ankles Aweigh had
almost none. My mere words can-
not express the caliber of such a
unique production. Let me quote
from a revue by Wolcott Gibbs:
"The second act starts off with
Wynne and Bill getting together
on "Kiss Me and Kill Me with
Love", an abominable song that
stops the show dead in its tracks".
And here is Brooks Atkinson, writ-
ing in The Times about the same
show: "Sammy Fain has written a
score destitute of originality, and
by Frederic C. Wilkin* '56
Reserve Officers Training Corps
Holds Annual Formal Review
Don Walker has orchestrated it by
feed, g the melodies into a univac
machine. As things go on Broad-
way, it is difficult to find a show
that contains no talent. But An-
kles Awrigh has a certain fascina-
tion in< that respect. Material and
performance are nicely matched:
They are both restless and dull."
Christopher Fry
Christopher Fry has written a
pleasing verse drama in The Dark
la Light Enough. However it should
not be labeled as theatre. There is
great poetry in the work, and it
was spoken well by Katherine Cor-
nell and Tyrone Power, but it just
isn't good theatre. Fry's plays float
in the air like Shaw's, but Shaw
was able to drop to earth now and
then.
Coward and Carroll
Noel Coward did little more
than reunite the Lunts and the
stage with his play, Quadrille, but
this was enough. Mr. Coward is
witty and intelligent enough to
create beautiful word-patterns
which almost sound meaningful
when spoken by actors as great as
Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fontanne.
It was a delightful play, expertly
acted with precision by the finest
team in contemporary theatre.
The other two dramas that I
saw this year were both well-writ-
ten, one was well-acted, but both
closed shortly after their arrivals
in New York. Graham -Greene's
The Living Room, a study of Cath-
olicism, is a moving work, and de-
crved a far better rccepion than
it got. Barbara Bel Geddes is one
of our finest young actresses, and
her suicide scene, when all she
can remember are the tender
prayers uttered in childhood ,is un-
forgettable. Walter Fitzgerald was
perfect as the priest. And another
bit of fine priestly acting was done
by Irish star Liam Redmond in
Taul .Vincent Carroll's The Way-
ward Saint. This tine play is the
character sketch of an inspired old
canon whose innocent love of all
things great and small upsets the
Bishop of the diocese. Nothing in
the Bishop's experience has pre-
pared him to deal with a clergy-
man generally regarded by the peo-
ple as a saint. "Saints are con-
founded nuisances," says the Bish-
op," and I will not have them in
my diocese." Paul Lukas, a highly
civilized actor, is. miscast as the
devil's advocate, who tries to cor-
rupt the soul of a saint. And all
the attempts at fantasy in both
play and performance are perfunc-
tory. Brooks Atkinson's summary
of the failure of The Wayward
Saint to appeal to New York Thea-
tre-goers is perhaps a satisfactory
indictment of the dying theatre of
today:
"Perhaps on Broadway we at-
tach too much importance to tech-
nical perfection. Like sophistica-
tion in life, it is polished but emp-
ty. It is the supreme achievement
of automobile and refrigerator de-
sign, but it is secondary to the-soul
in a play. "The Wayward Saint"
has one. It is on the side of the
angels, tempered with just enough,
of the Old Adam to be a recog-
nizable comment on life."
Photo by DiVenere
Leading the KOTC Final Review last Monday were*these officers. On
either side of Regiment commander Harold William Anthony are Bat-
talion commanders Williamson and Starkweather. In the second row
are unit commanders Tecce, Coleman, Stoneman, Hays, Gracey, Metz,
Bishop, and Sabbagh. In the last row are Color Guards Berkley,
Kowal, Brewer, and Caverly.
'Die annual inspection and, re-
view of the Bowdoin College unit
of the Reserve Officers Training
Corps was held on Monday, May
16..
The formal review, with all ca-
dets participating, took place at
Whittier Field at 3:15 p.m. At this
time a number of awards were
presented to members of the
ROTC Regiment. The earlier part
of the day was given over to visit-
ing classes and inspection of
training aids, supply room, ar-
mory, rifle range, and training
areas. The morning Chapel sen-
ice was conducted by Lt. Col.
Gates B. Stern of the ROTC staff,
who spoke on "The Military Mind."
In the inspecting party were
Coonel Gerald Chapman, Artil-
lery, Chief of the 'Maine Military
District; Lieutenant Colonel John
M. Rossnagel, Artillery; Major
Harold B. Roberts, Infantry; Cap-
tain Robert W. Foreman, Trans-
portation Corps; and Captain
Gregor A. MacLeod, Artillery.
At the present time there are
357 undergraduates enrolled in the
ROTC program, almost half of
Bowdoin's student body of 725. Ca-
det Colonel of the ROTC Regi-
ment is Harold W. Anthony '55 of
South Portland.
Kirby, Chapman, Hale, Zuckert
Are Elected House Presidents
In last week's ORIENT it was
erroneously reported that the sec-
ond floors of houses would be o|M-n
to women from 2 to 6 on Friday
afternoon of each weekend if the
proposed social changes go
through. The houses will be open
























At the recent elections the
Zetes reelected Paul G. Kirby '56
as president. He has previously
served as vice president.
Other officers are Phil Mos-
trom .'56. vice president; Vince
Villard '57,-seeretsryr Ollie Saw-
yer '58, corresponding secretary;
Bob Wishart '57, White Key Repre-
sentative; Kyle Phillips '56. Stu-
dent Curriculum Representative;
AI Marshall '56 Student Council.
Members of the Zcte executive
committee, the Supremo Council,
are Paul IXiBrule 7)6, Dave Pat-
terson '56 and Logan Hardy '57.
T.U.'s fllOS" < ll;i|MI)J!l
The T.EWs chose Peter A. Chap-
man '56 as their president. (In,
man. active on* the White Key.
was house representative in his
sophomore year and is president
of the organization this year. He
has been on the varsity football
squad since his sophomore year.
He is a memlior of the ROTC
Unit and participates in interfra-










Matriculants must Ih>~ College
graduates and present full
transcript of College record
Orientation Lectures —
Incoming Students Sept. 8 A 9
Classes Begin Sept. fi, 1955
1 "r further Information mldrcas
Registrar Fordham Iniversity
School of Law
101 Broadway, Now York .7. N.Y.
Among the other new officers
are Bill Durst '56. recording sec-
retary Dick Fickett '57. corres-
ponding secretary; AI Stark '55,
herald. Members of the executive
committee are Roland Emero '56,
Dick Fickett, and Pete Chapman
who acts as chairman.
Hale '56 is A.D. Prexy
William W. Hale, Jr. was chos-
en as president at the recent A.D.
elections. Hale was awarded the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Cup
this year and is at present the
president of the Student Council.
Hale .went to Stearns High
School in Millinockct, his home-
town. ""*>
Others elected are recording sec-
retary, Henry Sherrcrd '52; cor-
responding secretary', Roger How-
ell '58.
Members of the executive com-
mittee are
. Bjj> Freeman '56 and
Dave Dott '57.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it » .
.
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of Jlie Orient
College Mug (Black or White, Gold Trim) 2.50
Trophy Mug (Polar Bear Handle) 4.50
Cocktail Shaker (College Seal) 5.00
-
11 oz. Highball Glasses
7 oz. Old Fashion Glasses
Moulton Union Bookstore
AN IVY EPIC
[Continued from Page I]*
"I ask the password," Charon said, "of you,"
And Carol's escort breathed, "Tau Alpha Mu."
Once in, they tried to sit, when someone cried,
"Get off, you dopes, this seat is occupied."
The Bowdoin Underworld is ruled by two,
By Love and Bacchus, God of Bowdoin Dew;
They share their power and share their childish glee
Encouraging nocturnal revelry.
When Carol with her train had stumbled in.
Great Love at Bacchus glanced with sultry grin;
"You know, my Love, said Bacchus joyfully,
"I think this dame's a 'Purest'; you agree?"
"I'd say she is," laughed Love, and scratched her hips,
"But won't be long." Old Bacchus smacked his lips.
The lusty pair edged toward their helpless prey
To try her virtue, when they heard her say,
"Oh no, kind sir, I never touch the stuff,
And please, dear sir, I beg you, don't be rough."
When Carol thus condemned his sacred brew,
The angry Bacchus joined the battle too;
He girded up his loins, he cleared his throat,
He took a hearty drink, and thus he spoke
:
"Harumph! Young lady, you insult my name,
Refuse my beer, and give my stomach pain!"
At that, the loyal Love threw in her lot
And snarled, "Down here, your virtue sells for naught!
Defenseless Carol wept u\ such abus i;
Her escort gave her beer and said, "Stay loose."
The cruel man should know good girls don't drink.
For if they did, their Spring-like breaths would stink.
Now Carol had a weapon yet untried,
Which she could use When Fear o'ercame iicr pride,
For Prudence, faithful Prudence, still was there,
Flying so gracefully through smoky. air.
"O Prudence, God," cried Carol fearfully,
"They are attacking! Hurry! Rescue me!"
"Gad zooks!" cried Prudence petrified with shock,
"Repel them, Carol, throw a body block!"
But Prudence, stunned, had flapped his wings no more,
And dropped, quite suddenly, upon the floor.
"O Prudence, Prudence, help me if you will."
But Prudence lay upon the floor, quite still.
The future Carol saw was grimly wrought,
Although, I grant, the darkness hid a lot.
When Prudence fell, it caused a great surprise,
And startled Bacchus cried, "What ho! A prize!"
Then Love with dainty foot rolled Prudence o'er,
Looked down at him, and soon began to roar,
"Ho, ho," she laughed, "It's Prudence drunk with, beer;
I'd sooner thought to find old Temperance here!"
"Impossible," said Bacchus bending low,
"But get a glass, and we'll soon make it so!"
"Oh no, not him!" cried Carol with alarm, .
"Why not?" grinned Bacchus, "It can do no harm."
Oh mighty Jupiter look down and say
If you have ever seen a scene so gay,
For with the tenth full can of foaming brew,
Great Prudence staggered to his feet anew.
Discovered that his head was wondrous light,
And turned to Bacchus with sincere delight.
"Ol' Bacchus, pal, you are a friend indeed;
I think anoddcr drink\iswhat
/I'need.''
And then he turned to beaut^oujk Love to sigh,
"I'll get to you, ol' Baby, by'and by."
"I think," said Love, her face a little blank,
"The air down here is getting rather rank,
And if you'd care to come along with mc,
We'll try it at some new fraternity."
And so the trio staggered out to do
Behind The Ivy Curtain
body is having Spring Proms and
elections, there is no outstanding
trend In collegiate news to report
this week. If anything, the trend
is still towards riots (see last
week's Orient). MIT, for instance,
surpassed itself by having 47 stu-
dents arrested in a mixed bag
which Included a Boston Univer-
sity student, a Massachusetts Col-
lege of Pharmacy student, and "a
54-year-old man" Everybody
wants to get into the act, as Jim-
my Durante is wont to say. The
University of North Carolina has
staged several more panty-raids,
but nothing up to their usual
standards. Disappointing, to say
the least.
The one thing that does seem
outstanding, however, is the fre-
quent absurdity of headlines, story
leads, titles of all kinds, sizes,
shapes, and sorts. Of course, it all
depends on how you look at the
title in question, but at times a
cerain degree of twisted imagina-
tion can work wonders with the
most prosaic of titles. Consider
the following round-up:
From the Kearsarge Beacon
(Colby Jr.) — "The Infirmary Has
Visiting Hours". Who does it visit?
The library? Down to the corner
drugstore for a cup of coffee with
the Gyrrf? Incidentally, they have
a kangaroo for a new mascot;
what might that indicate?
From The Massachusetts Colle-
gian (U. of Mass.) — "Romance
Department Instructor To Study
In Italy; Another Writes" By
George! ! There's a department I
could REALLY be interested in!
And jthat writing; it'll be a best-
seller!
From The Maine Campus <U>
of Maine) — "Eight New Skulls
Tapped At Sing". Tapped for
what? Beer? Haven't they heard
of kegs up there yet? Most un-
sanitary.
From The Beacon (U. of Rhode
By Henry D. M. Sherreru, Jr. '52
Aside from the fact that "every- Island) - "Tedeschi Wins Puritan
Prize". The prize being, no doubt,
a large, scarlet "A". Probably vot-
ed "most frustrated man on cam-
pus" also. We sympathize.
From "The Amherst Student"
(obvious) - "Fraternities Decide
Not To Restrict Visitors ". In other
words, if your girlfriend is an ape
(or a Westbrook girl) you CAN
bring her.
From the Wellesley College
News — "Cylindrical Chapel at
MIT Made To Serve Many Faiths".
Also so the man with the collec-
tion plate can't corner you.
From The Swarthmore Phoenix
— (this note retell in entirety as
follows) "What's For Collection?"
The Men's Glee Club will per-
form in Collection this week." As-
tounding! And in front ol all those
people, too. What nerve!
From The Swarthmore Phoenix
(again) — "Boredom, Not Sex,
Cancels 'Lucrezia' ". The Borgia
family will never live this one
down. And, come to think of it,
just exactly how sophisticated are
those people at Swarthmore? How
blase can you get? But then it's a
co-ed place —
These are the best of the crop,
but there are other points of in-
terest which should be noted. The
paper published by the University
of Vermont St State Agricultural
College is called,- Interestingly en-
ough, "The Vermont Cynic". At
Wesleyan. they have discovered
that the basic faults are. in order
of Importance; "overemphasis on
marks, lack ol time, and lack of
girls". The average ^Bowdoin stu-
dent could have told them the
same thing 161 years ago. Possibly
in reverse order, however. At the
University of Vermont, there is a
professor who is begging to be
lynched, it would appear, It seems
he told a "gathering" that "I
•would abolish all fraternities, soro-
rities, spectator 'sports, and most
student extra-curricular activities
in a Utopian College."
The rounds and try some other Bowdoin Dew.
Now that of course left Carol without aid,
But somehow Carol wasn't much afraid,
For after' all, with Prudence drunk as Hell,
Why shouldn't she enjoy her life as well?
By J. Steward LaCascc
Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co.
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BOWDOIN AWARDS 141 DEGREES TO HER -150th
CLASS AT ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Carhart, Roberts, Webber
& TendufLa, Give Speeches
Carhart concluded, "Quite with-
out malice, we can laugh at the
undergraduate writer with his im-
maturity, his imitations, and his
unbearable intensity. And, more
often than not, the value of the
campus literary magazine is that
it exemplifies a variety of the
things not to do in writing. But
it is possible that we tend to con-
descend too much if we make no
effort to understand the back
[Please Turn To Pag* 2]
Four College seniors delivered
the traditional Commencement
parts today in the First Parish
Church.
The speakers were William V.
S. Carhart, Sharab W. Tcnduf La,




"The sincere young writer must
be, above all other ithings, an ego-
tist," declared Carnart, as he be-
gan his defense of the would-be
literary figure among the student
body. "That is, he must have the
supreme gall to believe that he
has something to say to the world
to which it is worth the world's
time to listen. When his writings
are accepted by and published in
the campus literary magazine, his
ego gets a pat on the back, and
if someone should happen to call
his writing 'pretty good,' his ego
is bathed in sunshine.
"Of course, there has to be more
than egotism to stimulate the pro-
duction of poems or stories. Gen-
erally, the young writer has a gen-
uine love of literature, a love
which can be expressed only by his
attempting to create new litera-
ture of his own."
Borrowed Styles
Carhart went on to describe . .
some of the difficulties faced by foder«l jud.cml c.rants. Day was
.
* ' selected from the First Judicial




Eight members of the Class of
1955 have been awarded scholar-
ships for graduate work in the
coming year.
Philip S. Day of Brewer has
been awarded an Elihu RootjSam-
uel J. Tilden Scholarship fo/thrce
years' study at the New York
University School of Law. The
Root-Tilden scholarships, valued
at $6600 each, are awarded an-
nually to two outstanding college
students from each of the ten
the young writer. He often begins
with a trite idea, whether in
prose or poetry, and expresses it in
dull fashion. He then turns to
"t In- time-honored habit of imitat-
ing established and recognized
writers. Every year there are
hundreds of campus Hemingways,
Robert Frosts, and Dylan Thomas-
es pouring out their souls in bor-
rowed styles."
Entirely beyond his own person-
al struggle, Carhart asserted, are
some of the other problems faced
by the young writer. "He is very
likely to he branded with that
most damning derogation 'intel-
lectual' or more exactly, 'one of
them long-haired intellectuals.' "
Problem Of .Studies
The young tyritcr also must
struggle with hisNconscicncc when
he has exams to 'prepare for and
at the same time a poem to work
on. "It is not easy to advance
beyond the copying stage when the
writer feels that in order to do so
he must spend more time away





Ten Bowdoin classes held their
regular live-year reunions during
the 150th Commencement Week-
end, and another half-dozen or so
held informal meetings and re-
unions during the three day fes-
tivities.
Bowdoin's oldest alumnus, Hen-
ry Augustus Huston of Kew Gar-
dens, New York, who is now 97,
came back for his 76th reunion,
j
Though he was the only member
J
of his class present", he marched i rome B. Gracey, Needham, Mass.
studies at New York University
in September. The scholarship was
awarded on tne basis of Day's
academic record, extracurricular
activities and potential capacity
for public leadership.
Gerard L. Dube '55. who grad-
uated last year, has been named
Henry W. Longfellow Graduate
Scholar for the second consecutive
year. The grant is awarded from a
fund given in 1907 by the daugh-
ters of Henry W. Longfellow, 1825,
for a graduate scholarship that
would "enable a student, after
graduation, to pursue graduate
work in some other college, or
abroad if considered desirable;
the work to be done in English, or
general literature, and the field to
be as large as possible — Belles
Letters in a wide sense."
O'Brien Scholar
Philip W. Cummings of Port-
land has l>een selected as an
O'Brien Graduate Scholar. Cum-
mings will study philosophy at
Cornell University, where he has
also been awarded a graduate as-
sistantship. His particular interest
lies in the field of aesthetics. The
Scholarship comes from a fund of
.520,000 given in 1937 by Mrs. John
Washburn of Minneapolis in mem-
ory of her uncles, John William,
Jeremiah, and Joseph O'Brien.
Awards arc made to students who
are judged by the faculty to be
"most suitable to profit by travel
or advanced study, cither in this
country or abroad."
George L. Hinds of Naples will
study physics at the University of
Maryland as a recipient of the
Galen C. Moses Graduate Scholar-
ship. The award is given to a
student to carry on post-graduate
work in any natural science.
Fulbrtght Scholars
Lloyd O. Bishop, Portland. Je-
Coles Presides At Third
Commencement Exercise
The 150th Commencement Ex-
ercises of the College and the third
Commencement presided over by
President James S. Coles saw 141
Seniors receive their Bachelor of
Arts degrees this morning at the
First Parish Church.
Eight honorary degrees were
awarded by President Coles dur-
ing the Commencement cere-
Allan Woodcock Motor L. Buttcrfield Ezra T. Benson
8 Honorary Degrees Presented
DuringCommencement Exercises
President James S. Coles award-
ed eight honorary degrees during
Bowdoin's 150th Commencement
exercises this morning. The degree
recipients, all men, represent sev-
eral different fields of endeavor.
The citations read as follows:
Allan Woodcock, of the Class of
1912, distinguished surgeon and
citizen of Maine, praiseworthy in
devotion to his high calling, and
of rare clinical insight, his skill in
medicine has been acknowledged
by his peers by fellowships in the
American College of Surgeons and
the American Academy of Ortho-
pedic Surgeons. Serving his coun-
try with the Army in World War
I, his service to his community as
doctor and citizen well merited his
election to the Bangor City Coun-
cil by an overwhelming majority.
Active alumnus of Bowdoin Col-
lege, an Overseer since 1942, and
father of two Bowdoin sons, his
alma mater recognizes him
-on the
fortieth anniversary of his gradua-
' tion from the Bowdoin Medical
School.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Science
.Victor Lloyd Buttcrfield, Presi-
dent of Wesleyan University. Nur-.
tured as a child in the grove of
Academe, effective and under-
standing teacher in secondary
school and college, head of a great
institution made greater by his
own infectious courage and per-
suasive administration, unflagging-
ly dedicated to the liberal arts and
the small college, and now an in-
fluence of no mean power at all
in the Commencement Procession
and was much in evidence through-
out the weekend. His "reunion" set
a Bowdoin and perhaps a national
record.
Largest Group
The biggest gathering was that
of the Class of 1930, which held
and Neil Alter, Winthrop, Mass.,
will all study abroad next year as
the winners of Fulbright Scholar-
ships.
Bishop, who was elected to Phi
Betta Kappa last June, will study
the French language and literature
at the University of Dijon. On his
return to the United States he will
its twenty-fifth reunion during the





'* WfuMc work on a
Chairman Frederic H.! Df^'h Foundation award. He is
the Secretary of the Senior Class.
Four Professors Granted
Sabbaticals For 1955-56 *
General
Bird of Rockland, the Class held I
a tea and reception on Thursday
afternoon, June 16, for the Gov-
erning Boards, the faculty, and
friends of the College. That eve-
ning the Class staged a stag din-
ner which was followed by movies
and an informal Class gathering.
On Friday the members of the
Class of 1930 and their wives and
families held a buffet lunch at
Pickard Field, followed by an af-
ternoon of games and relaxation
at the Auburn Colony in Soutn
Harpswell. At 6 p.m. Maine's well-
known guides, Charlie Miller and
Walter Strout, put on an outdoor
feast featuring steak and lobster.
The day ended for the Class of '30
with a square dance. On Saturday
afternoon the Class presented- its
gift to the College in honor of its
twenty-five years out of college.
Class Committees
Committees for 1930s 25th re-
union are as follows: General
Chairman: Frederick H. Bird of
Rockland; Headquarters, Pickard
Field House and Arrangements:
Samuel H. Slosberg of Gardiner.
Raymond E. Jensen of Portland,
IPleate Turn To Page 2]
Gracey, who was also elected
to Phi Beta Kappa last June, will
study at the London School of
Economics at the University of
London. Gracey has maintained
an outstanding academic record
during his four years at Bowdoin,
and was the rccepient of a special-
ly inscribed book for having main
taincd a straight "A" average for
two consecutive semesters.
Alter has been awarded a schol-
arship to the University of Stras-
bourg in France and will study in
the general field of government
and international relations. He
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in
February and has been active in
a number of campus organizations.
Bowdoin College Scholar
James J. Sacco has been award-
ed the Bowdoin College Scholar-
ship to the University of Chicago
Law School, where he plans to en-
roll in a three-year course. Sacco
was the first Bowdoin recipient of
the Westinghouse Achievement
Scholarship in Liberal Arts, an
award made on the basis of high
achievement in academic work and
demonstrated qualities of leader-
ship.
Four members of the faculty
will be away from the College for
eitjjcr all or part of the coming
academic year on sabbatical leave.
They are Professors Edward S.
Hammond, Fritz C. A. Koelln, Noel
C. Little, and George H. Quinby.
Professor Hammond, who has
been at Bowdoin since 1029, has
been Wing Professor of Mathema-
tics for more than twenty-five
years. He will be on sabbatical
leave for the second semester next
year. His plans are uncertain, but
he hopes to travel in Europe.
To Study In Germany
Professor Koelln has been a
member of the Bowdoin faculty
since 1929 and is now George Tay-
lor Files Professor of Modern Lan-
guages. He will spend his sabbat-
ical in Stuttgart and Tubingen,
Germany, to make use of the ex-
cellent libraries there for mater-
ial on Friedrich Schiller. He has
been working on a book on Schil-
ler's philosophy, and hopes to
finish it during his year's leave.
Professor Little, who has been
at the College since 1919, has no
definite plans as yet for his sab-"
batical leave, which will take place
during the second semester. He is
now Professor of Physics and Jo-
siah Little Professor of Natural
Science.
Professor of Dramatics in the
Department of English, Professor
Quinby has been at Bowdoin since
1934. He plans to spend his year's
sabbatical traveling and studying,
perhaps in Mexico.
Carnegie Grant
Dr. Lawrence S. Hall, who has
been at Bowdoin since 1946, and
is now Associate Professor of Eng-
lish, has been granted a year's
leave of absence to accept an ap-
pointment as an interne in gener-
al education at Columbia Univer-
sity. Professor Hall will study and
teach at Columbia under a grant
from the Carnegie Corporation. As
part of his study of the organiza-
tion, methods, and philosophy of
general education, Professor Hall
will conduct one course during his
year of residence at Columbia.
New Appointments
Three new appointments to the
College faculty have been an-
nounced for the coming academic
^ear. They are Professor Pedro
Armillas. Louis Osbour *c Coxe,
poet and playwright, and Nishan
Kechejian.
Professor Armillas of Mexico
has been appointed Visiting Lec-
turer in, Archaeology on the Tall-
man Foundation. He will teach a
course in archaeology and will de-
liver a scries of public lectures at
some time during the year. Con-
sidered to be one of the most
competent and brillant archaeolo-
gists .working in the Central Amer-
ican and Mexican areas, Professor
Armillas has had extensive exper-
ience in field work and has lec-
tured at many congresses and con-
ferences. He is a member of sever-
al professional socitics in Mexico
and has written more than tweny
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educational levels, he would extol
the saying that "A child's mind is
not a lamp to be filled, but a flame
to be kindled." There is ho better
example than he that the real ben-
efits of the liberal arts education
are not things whichs. "hover on
the superfices of the mind" but
"what goes into the spinal mar-
row."
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Letters
Ezra Taft Benson, Secretary of
Agriculture. Native of Idaho,
trained in agriculture as much by
perspiration as by education, from
driving a team at the age of four,
he now holds the reins of the
greatest agricultural areas in the
world. Devoted to the principles of
his church, exemplifying in him-
self the steadfastness, indepen-
dence, and perseverance so es-
teemed by Maine and sturdy New
England, and through his adher-
ence to common sense policy in t
spite of great pressures, he has
gained the admiration of all those
of independent ' mind from farm
or city. His candor and fortitude,
honesty and humility, have but





Construction of Bowdoin's much
needed Hockey Rink has been au-
thorised pending the receipt of
another $105,000. The action was
taken yesterday at a meeting of
the Governing Boards of the Col-
lege.
The Boards authorized an ap-
propriation of $275,000 "from gifts
and pledges that may b-1 used for
purposes of building a covered
rink for hockey and ice skating."
They also stipulated that "when
these funds reached $225,000 con-
struction caii be started." A spe-
cial committee of the Governing
Boards will be appointed to have
supervision ovor the construction.
To date approximately $120,000
has been collected. Most of the
fund raising committees have de-
cided to continue their drives in
order to procure the $105,000 ne-
cessary to start construction.
Undergraduates, as well as the
alumni, have been active in the
drive to secure funds for the hock-
ey rink. A student drive this
spring raised over $500. It was
the hope of the undergraduates
that the rink would be completed
\l'tiu\c Turn in Page }]
58 ACCEPT COMMISSIONS
U.S. Army I'hotn
MAJOR GENERAL William H.
Colburn who addressed the 58
seniors who received commissions
as 2nd Lieutenants yesterday is
shown here.
Fifty-eight Bowdoin College se-
niors received reserve commissions
as second lieutenants in the Arm-
ed Forces yesterday morning in a
special outdoor ceremony on the
terrace of the Walker Art Build-
ing. Forty-seven of the men w'ill
be commissioned in the Transpor-
tation Corps, three each in the Ar-
tillery and Military Intelligence,
two each in the Chemical Corps
and Signal Corps, and one in the
Corps of Engineers.
The Invocation was pronounced
by the Reverend Laforcst E.
Hodgkins of Terry ville, Conn., a
major in the Army Chaplain Corps
Reserve, and father of one of the
seniors being commissioned. Dr.
James S. Coles introduced Major
General William H. Coibcrn, De-
puty Army Commander for the
First Army Area, who delivered
the main address. Following the
administering of the oath of office
by Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey, Com-
manding Officer of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps unit at
Bowdoin, General Coibcrn present-
ed the commissions.
New Lieutenant*
The following men will be com-
missioned in the Transportation
Coips: Neil Alter, Winthrop,
Mass.: Harold W. Anthony. South
Portland; James Anwyll, Jr.,
Holyoke. Mass.; James E. Baillie.
Andover, Mass.; Robert C. Berg-
rhol.. l,v DiVcnrre
THESE OUTSTANDING MILITARY STUDENTS* were among the
58 Bowdoin College seniors that received reserve commissions in the
U.S. Army yesterday morning. First row, left to right, Williamson,
Anthony, and Starkweather; second row, Tecce, Coleman, Stoneman,
Hays, Gracey, Metz, Bishop, and Subbagh.
Walter C. Tomlinson. Jr., Andover,man, Watcrtown, Mass.; Lloyd O.
Bishop, Portland; John F. Bowler,
Jr., London, Ontario, Canada;
Robert C. Burr, Winchester,
Mass.; Richard L. Carlcton. Read-
ing, Mass.; Richard M. Catalano.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Charles S. Chris-
tie, Oak Lawn, R. Li Donald M.
Coleman, South Weymouth. Mass.;
Forrest R. Cook. Jr.; Marblchead,
Mass.; James D. Cook, Reading,
Mass.; Hugh Courteol, Evaaston,
III.; Daniel P. Forman. Rockville
Center, N. Y.; William E George,
Ipswich, Mass.; John B. Goodrich,
New York. N.Y.; Jerome B. Gra-
cey, Needham, Mass.
Also David S. Hamilton, Upper
Saddle River, N. J.; George A.
Harvey, Holbrook, Mass.; Edward
M. Hay, Cape Cottage; Melvin E.
Hodgkins, Terryville. Conn.; Wil-
liam L. Kimball. Northeast Har-
bor; James P. McAdams, Lowell,
Mass.; Frank A. Metz, Jr., Win-
throp, Mass.: Jose R. Morant, Jr.,
New Britain, Conn.; Gabriel C.
Peluso, Lynn, Mass.; Donald It.
Philbin, Lowell. Mass.; Peter M.
Pirnie, Concord. Mass.; David A.
Pyle, Plymouth, Mass.; Joseph L.
Rooks, Swampscott, Mass.
Also James N. Sabbagh, West
Roxbury, Mass.; David B. Stark-
weather, Auburndale, Mass.; Wal-
lace A. Stoneman, Albany, N. Y.;
Jack W. Swenson. Walpole. Mass.;
Joseph J. Tecce, Wakefield, Mass. ; | cialized fields.
Mass.; Chester L. Towne, Wal-
tham. Mass.; Philip A. Weiner,
Lcwiston; Rupert B. White. Bruns-
wick; David L. Wies, Yonkers,
N. Y.; 11. James Williams, Jr.,
Braintree, Mass.; Kenneth P. Win-
ter, Goldens - Bridge, N. Y.; and
Hans R. Wirth. Middletown, Conn.
Artillery
Receiving commissions in the
Artillery will be James L. Dohcr-
ty of Longmeadow. Mass.; Clyde
E. Nason. Jr., of South Portland,
and Camille F. Sarrauf of North
Adams. Mass.
Those receiving Military Intel-
ligence commissions will be Frank
N. Cameron of Maiden, Mass..
Thomns J. Kane, Jr.. of Portland.
and Andrew W. Williamson, III,
of Jefferson.
Dimitri T. Jeon of Boston. Mass..
and John T. Mason of Freeport
will lie commissioned in the Chem-
ical Corps. William C .Hays of
Waltham. Mass., will become a
second lieutenant in the Corps Of
Engineers, and Paul D. Porter of
Houlton, and Robert K. Windsor,
Wilmington. Del., in the Signal
Corps.
All of the commissions awarded
are in the Resoi-vcs. The new sec-
ond lieutenants will be called to
active duty before July of 1957,
except for a few who will request




"New Wine, New Wineskihs"
was the title of the address given
by President James S. Coles at
the annual Baccalaureate Service
of the College held Sunday, June
12, at five p.m. in the Brunswick
First Parish Church.
After being slightly dampened
by a rain that fell on them as they
lined up outside the church prior
to the Processional, some 140
members of the Class of 1955 filed
into the service, which was high-
lighted by President Coles' Bac-
calaureate Address and his Charge
to this, the 150th graduating class
of Bowdoin.
False Alarm
The Baccalaureate Service pro-
ceeded quie.tly and without inci-
dent, though an unidentified wo-
man attempted to disrupt the ex-
ercises. Firemen, acting on a re-
port from this woman that there-
was a fire in the church, surround-
ed the building with trucks and
hoselincs, but few inside were
aware of the commotion. During
the Invocation, Brunswick's As-
sistant Fire Chief burst open the
doors to investigate the report
but withdrew quietly when he
found that a service was being
conducted inside. A thorough ex-
amination of the building proved
the alarm to be false, and the pro-
ceedings continued without inter-
ruption.
Invocation
Following the Senior Procession-
al, during which the hymn "For
All the Saints" was sung, the Rev-
erend J. Arthur Samuelson deliv-
ered the Invocation. The College
Hymn was then sung, following
which the Scripture Lesson, taken
from the Gospel of St. Matthew,
was read by Professor Fritz Carl
August Koelln, PhD. Reverend
.Samuelson then delivered the
Prayer, and the Chapel Choir sang
the anthem "Vere Languorc, Nos-
tras."
In his address, President Coles
used for a text the Biblicaltext:
"Neither is new wine put into old
wineskins: if it is, the skins burst
and the wine is spilled, and the
skins are destroyed; but new wine
is put into fresh wineskins, and
so both are preserved." Develop-
ing the analogy of wineskins as
representative of newly graduated
college students filled with the
fiiuts of our scientific, technical,
and economic achievements, Presi-
dent Coles said: "We have pressed
a strong, virile new wine. To con-
tain .this new wine will require
new, strong, and flexile wineskins
skins which will yield here or
yield there, which will give a little
here or there when the pressure
increases, but at the same time
maintain their same general, over-
all shape and never split or burst.
Only such skins can contain this
strong new wine in its final stages
of fermentation, until it has mel-
lowed to its full maturity."
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Brown Honors Coles
With Laws Degree
Dr. James Stacy Coles was
awaidcd an Honorary Doctor of
Laws degree by Brown Univcrs-
sity at their recent commence-
ment, June 6.
In conferring the degree, upon
Dr. Coles. President Henry M.
Wriston of Brown stated: "Your
research abilities were evidenced
hy the President's Certificate Of
Merit; your capabilities as a teach-
er were quickly demonstrated;
your administrative powers were
shown first as Executive Officer of
the Chemistry Department at
Brow n, then as Acting DeaM of the
College In which office you dis-
played courage In reaching the
difficult decisions that post de-
mands. Deeply dedicated to the
educational enterprise, we honor
you as President of Bowdoin Col-
lege and as a friend and colleague
for whom all on this campus have
not only respect but affection."
monies. The recipients are as fol-
lows: Allan Woodcock '12, Maine
surgeon; Victor Lloyd Buttcrfield,
President of Wesleyan University:
Ezra Taft Benson. Secretary of
Agriculture; William Francis
Gibbs, naval architect and engin-
eer; Lowell Innes, Assistant Head-
master of Shady Side Academy;
Leonard Augustus Pierce, attorney
at law; Ronald Perkins Bridges,
religious leader and teacher; and
Roger Makins, British Ambassa-
dor to the United States.
The traditional exercises, which
began at 10:00 a.m. in the Church
where they have been held for
countless years, .were preceded by
the Commencement Procession. W.
Howard Niblock '35 of Pittslield
acted as the Commencement Mar-
shal. George H. Quinby '23 was
the Faculty Marshal, and Harold
W. Anthony acted as Marshal of
the graduating class.
Senior Speakers
Following the opening Prayer,
Seniors William V. S. Carhart and
Sharab W. Tertduf. La made their
Commencement Addresses.' G. Cu'r-
tiss Webber and Louis E. Roberts
delivered their parts after a musi-
cal interlude. President Coles then
presented the Baccalaureate de-
grees to the graduating class, fol-
lowing which he read th" citations
on the eight honorary degrees 'and
made these awards. The service
was completed with th? Benedic-
tion and the singing of two an-
thems. Class Marshall Ant horn
then lead the Recessional out of
the Church, and the Procession
marched to the 'Commencement
Dinner in the Hyde Athletic 1
Building. Dr. Ronald Bridges '30 of
Sanford acted as Chaplain duiing
the exercises.
Graduates Listed
Alfred Austin Albert, Neil Alter,
David Roy Anderson. Harold Wil-
liam Anthony.
James Edward Baillie, David
Procter Bell, Louis Joseph Bcnoii,
Robert Philip Bergman, Robert
Sidney Bernson, Lloyd Orman
Bishop, Edward Barnum Black-




jOlgard Bruzs, RcSett Cutler Burr.
'Frank Norman Cameron, Wil-
{ liam Van Syckel Carhart
. Klcnard
| Lawrence Carlton. William Alhin
Casper '54, Richard Michael C'at.a-
1 lano, Arthur Ronald Cecelski,
George Daniel Chasse. Jr., Charles
Sumner Chr.stie, II, Peter Clifford
'53, David Franklin Cbe, Donald




"One of the values to be ob-
tained at Bowdoin College is one's
recognition of his obligation for
service to his society and his fel-
low man." This was the theme ol
the address delivered at the tradi-
tional Seniors' Last Chapel service
by President James S. Coles.
"Perhaps the keynotr ol this
college year just passed." Presi-
dent Coles noted, "has ben res-
ponsible service. Responsible ser-
vice by the students to the Col-
lege, and hence to themselves, Res-
ponsible service both by the in-
dividual student and by student or-
ganizations. Responsible service bj
the fraternities. A .high degree of
interest in serious college I'l'ob^,
lcms by students."
Reminding the seniors thai their
"gain here is eventually for the
public good," Dr. Coles concluded,
"Looking back on your senior year,
most of you will applaud th ! les-
sons which have been learned, the
spirit and the great hearts dis-
played, the manner in which [fie
name of Bowdoin has been carried
by those chosen to cany it.
"You will applaud all that Bow-
doin has offered you the many
excellent lectures, the fine music,
drama, and art; the dornanding
and consequently fruitful classes
and.courses; the literary and oth-
er achievements of the year. These
are the things which will stand out
in your memories in the years to
come. All are representative of the
service of one,man to another, giv-
en in the service of one master.
"During the past year thLs ideal
of service as been epitomized in
the. fulfillment of the lives of two
Bowdoin men Kenneth Charles
Morton Sills and Robert Peter
Tristram Coffin. The former's life
was devoted to the service of his
College, his students, his church,
and his country: the lattrr's to his
studenCs, his College, literature and
letters everywhere; a life always
ready tc give something of him-
















... James Anwyll, Jr. '55
David R. Anderson '55
David G. Lavender '55
Richard M. Catalano '55
Robert M. Cross '45
. Barbara H. Anwyll '55
Barbara Jane Noel '57
Peter M. Pirnie '55
William W. Hale '56
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Cathart, Roberts, Webber
& TendufLa, Give Speeches
{Continued from rage /)
ground from which these sorry
creations spring. It might be that
there are a few undergraduates
today who are as prodigious as
was T. S. Eliot when he wrote
The Love Hong of. J. Alfred I'ru-
froefc."
TENDUF LA^-"A Pilgrim's Way"
"Only the mind and heart to-
gether can discover the truth in
a people." This was the discovery
made by Tenduf La, a Bowdoin
Plan student this year from Dar-
jeeling in West Bengal, India.
Tenduf La, who will study at
the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy at Tufts University
next fall, resolved when he came
to America twelve months ago
"not merely to know the people of
this broad land, but to know them
intimately. I wanted to know
their common aspirations, ambi-
tions, and hopes. I wanted to
know what moved them, what they
liked and why. I wanted to know
their latent hates and fears, and
the reasons for them. I wanted
also to know* what they cherished
and believed in, and what they
loved. I wanted to know a "liv-
ing" people, human and therefore
understandable. I wished to know
the truth."
A Pilgrim's Heart
Recalling his own people in Dar-
jeeling, Tenduf La said that "good
fellowship, an uncomplicated,
simple life, an appreciation of
things spiritual, were the natural
order of things." Before he left
his own country, his grandfather
gav;e him this advice, "Go on your
way with a pilgrim's heart. Do
right Avoid wrong. Learn the
best of other people. Humility
becomes the great. Remember,
my son, always conduct yourself
with humility. Tall bamboos bend
low. Only the tall bamboos can
bend low."
Tenduf La went on to describe
his first disappointing impressions
of the United States, acquired in
a large city. These impressions,
he stated, colored his thinking for
a lonf time, giving him a negative
approach to things.
Glimmer Of Truth
But finally, in the home cf one
of his friends in Brunswick, he
"obtained a glimmer of the truth
in things. In his home with its
simple blessings and unpreten-
tiousness, with its air of content-
ment and joy, I found more to
recommend than in many stately
homes. Something was finding an
echo in my heart.
Now it became .apparent to
mi'," he continued, "what folly lay
in the roUt intellect. Only the
mind and heart together can'" dis-
cover the truth in a people. Thus
grows understanding, and my un-
derstanding of America has be-
come1 not "only an intellectual ap-
preciation but an emotional one.
My previous enquiries about this
country, which I thought I had
settled to my own satisfaction,
seemed now to be singularly vapid
and superficial. A whole new
world has been opened to me
since, and it is illumined with a
truer light."
Tenduf La concluded, "In that
unheralded American home, I dis-
covered, unalloyed, the golden
qualities which I have since come
to associate with the people of this
country: a natural simplicity, a
becoming unpretentiousness, and
kindness springing from the depths
of the heart. My voyage of dis-
covery of America has just begun.
But from now on my ship will be
guided by a brighter star."
WEBBER — "A Crack In the
Ivied Wall"
"To cling to the outmoded con-
cepts of racial - superiority is to
endorse a sterile conservatism
which has no place on a campus
where young men's minds are to
be trained in an atmosphere where
freedom of hinking is encour-
aged." This was the conclusion
reached by Webber as he discus-
sed the thorny problem of racial
and religious discrimination among
college and university fraternities
in America.
Best Solution
"The best solution to this diffi-
cult problem, at least as far as
Bowdoin is concerned," declared
Webber, "is for the college admin-
istration to take steps similar to
those already taken by schools like
Amherst and Connecticut. Ac-
cording to the kind of plan usually
followed in other colleges, the ad-
ministration would require its fra-
ternities to clear themselves of all
discriminatory provisions in their
charters by some future date —
say in three years.
"This time limit would allow all
affected local chapters to make a
determined effort to secure local
automony from their national
headquarters. Failing this, they
would have ample time to make
the necessary arrangements With
alumni to continue operations on a
local basis or possibly to affiliate
with another, more liberal nation-
al fraternity." /
Alumni At Fault
Webber continued, "The college
itself, and not its fraternity chap-
ters acting on an individual basis,
is the place where the movement
should originate. In many cases,
the hands of the students are tied
by obdurate alumni members who
refuse to allow any sort of a
change in their fraternity. Polls
on many campuses have shown
that the alumni, not the students,
were the ones who resented any
effortsto eliminate the discrimina-
tion clauses.
"Indivi.. tal chapters which
might well be timid in attempting
such a serious venture by them-
selves would take courage if they
knew that there were to be others
in the same predicament.
"But aside from all this," Web-
ber concluded, "Bowdoin is a lib-
era arts college with a liberal
tradition to maintain. The place
of the small liberal arts college is
traditionally in the fore of any
movement which discourages in-
tolerance and opens U? new areas
free from discrimination. The col-
lege has a responsibility to its
students, not to be gainsaid by the
petty dicta of the national fra-
ternities, to educate its stude.its
for living in a world in which
people are judged more and more
on their individual merits, not
lumped together into arbitrary
general categories of black and
white, Christian and non-Chris-
tian.
"The college is refusing to
acknowledge its responsibility to
its students and to the community
as long as discrimination is con-
doned within the ivied walls." »
ROBERTS — "Bowdoin Beatified"
Roberts made an extended com-
parison of Bowdoin with a "vener-
able old_ lady, staid, stately, and
proud, confident that -she knows
best." He described the College
as "a living anactjornism, and yet
she lives and prospers. But let
us remember she is, after all, only
a memory of men gone by. She is
a brick and stone, mortar and pine
relique of an ageless devotion to
knowledge. Boys corae to her to
learn what men have thought."
Suits And Rustic Speech
Continuing with his description,
Roberts asserted that a Bowdoin
man before the public "could not
be anything but a Bowdoin man;
in the first place, his Maine man-
nerisms and dry twang are ab-
solutely unmistakable. Harvard
men acquire the Boston accent;
Bowdoin men lose it. Their salty
and rustic speech is pleasantly
ingenuous - especially for college
men.
"They are proud of their rural
existence; it bespeaks a certain
naturalness and lack of affection
which they are particularly quick
to criticize in others. The rushing
falls, the cold and dismal winters,
the ebullient springs — these arti-
cles of nature become intimately
identified with their own lives and
activities. They become rusti-
cated, and quite noticeably adopt
the country boy's suspicion of and
derision for the collegiate city
slicke-. An educated bumpkin is
still something rare in this world.
And that's what we are."
A Tradition
"At a meeting of those chosen
to be provisional Commencement
speakers," Roberts declared, "we
were informed that we were re-
quired to produce a speech to be
read before the faculty committee.
But the committee chairman com-
fortingly assured us. 'This isn't jui
order, it's a tradition.' I think
those seven words explain, better
than I could hope to do, the es-
sence of Bowdoin's nature and
method. One can refuse to obey
an order, but a tradition is, by
definition, a perpetuated thing.
"Tradition bears the oppressive
weight of years against which it is
impossible to stand. Tradition
can't be refuted; nobody can argue
logically against it. Bowdoin
tradition smiles beneficially and
assuredly upon the youths who en-
ter its domain through the old
class gates. It looms up like some
amorphous genie to guide the stu-
dent along its way, when, as in-
evitably happens, he turns to go
astray upon a new and curious
path of knowledge. It is the shad-
ow of an ivy
-covered wall, com-
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articles in his field.
In 1946 Armillas held a Guggen-
heim Fellowship and in IMS re-
ceived a grant-in-aid from the Vik-
ing Fund for research in Central
America. He has been a member
of the faculty .at the EscuiHa Na-
cipnall for the past fourteen years.
Since 1948 he has also been on the
faculty of Mexico City College as
Leoturer, as Assistant Professor,
and from 1953 on as Associate
Professor.
Poet-Playwright
Louis Osbourne Coxe, outstand-
ing young American poet and play-
wright, has been appointed Pro-
fessor of English, succeeding the
late Robert Peter Tristram Coffin,
for twenty years Pierce Professor
of English. A graduate of Prince-
ton, class of 1940, Coxe in 1949
was. appointed Assistant Professor
of English at the University of
Minnesota, and three years later
was promoted to the rank of asso-
ciate professor.
He is the author of two books of
poems, The Sea Faring and Other
Poems, published in 1947, and The
Second Man ami Other Poems, to
be published this fall. He is also
the co-author with Robert Chap-
man, of the play Billy Biuld, an
adaptation of Herman Melville's
famous novel. It opened in New
York in February, 1951.
Nishan Kechejian of Jamaica,
New York, has been appointed a
Teaching Fellow in Biology for
1955-^)56, replacing Gustave Mork.
Kechejian, who received his ba-
chelor of science degree from
Bates last Saturday, is a graduate
of Jamaica High School, and also
attended New York University for
two years. Interested mainly ih
the field of invertebrate zoology,
Kechejian will teach general bio-
logy.
Retirements
Edward Chase Kirkland, Frank
Munsey Professor of History, com-
pleted his last year of teaching
here, after being associated with
Bowdoin far 25 years. Under an
unusual arrangement, Professor
Kirkland, now 61, will remain on
the faculty for four more years,
but .will be granted leaves of ab-
sence until he reaches the age of
retirement, — 65.
Already the well-known author-
ity of American economic history
has arranged a vigorous schedule
for the next few years, one that
will include research, writing, and
free-lance teaching. Next year he
.will give a series of six lectures at
Cornell, the Messenger lectures,
on the cjjeed of the businessman;
these w'ill be published in book
form. In f956-57 Professor Kirk-
land will travel to England to be-
come Pitt Professor of American
History and Institutions at the
University of Cambridge. Mean-
while, during the next two years
he will continue his work on his
two projected books, which he
hopes to have finished by 1957.
The first will be an Industrial
history of the United States from
1860 to 1897. The second, He Fell
Among Businessmen, will be a
biography of Charles Francis Ad-
ams, Jr.
The Finish Line
John J. Magee, veteran Polar
Bear track coach, will also retire,
effective this June. Magee, after.
completing his 42nd year as coach
of Bowdoin track, has achieved
not only national but internation-
al fame. His Big White teams have
won 20 State, Championships in
37 years of competition, over a
period of 41 years. In addition,
Magee-coached teams have won
the New Englands four times,
1923, 1925, 1934, and 1950.
He acted as chief aid in pre-
paring the United States track
and field athletes for the Olympic
games in 1920, 1924, 1928, and
1932. In 1932 and in 1935 he was
appointed coach of the American
teams which participated interna-
tionally. He is a past president of
the Association of Collegiate Track
Coaches of America ;'a former vice-
president of the National AAU; one
of the founders and president of
the Maine AAU; a member of the
New England Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association advisory board,
and has served on the Maine State
Boxing Commission.
Photo h> DlVentra
EVER SINCE 1802 Massachusetts Hall has been the mainspring of
Bowdoin College. Mass. Hull, the oldest college building in the state
of Maine, was originally conceived to be a college under one roof, but
today it serves only as a home for the administrative directors. Many
old grads have nostalgicully been viewing the building during the week-
end and have been using 1t as the focal point of their return to
Bowdoin.
College Displays Three Unusual
Exhibits For Commencement
"As long as' the Bowdoin sun
continues to shine and cast shad-
ows, the pall of tradition will over-
hang this campus. It cannot be
opposed; yet youth cannot quite
accept it either. This dichotomy
causes at least a momentary con-
dition of fraustration in every
Bowdoin student. It has broken
more than one of them. But they
depart and it remains. It will al-





Visitors to the College during
the Commencement Week and the
rest of June will have an oppor-
tunity to see three unusual exhi-
bits. One is a selection of thirty
pen drawings by the late Robert
Peter Tristram Coffin. The sec-
ond is" B group of fifty camera
portraits by Stephen E. Merrill of
Brunswick. Both are on display in
the Walker.; Art Building on the
campus.
Also being shown in Hubbard
Hall, the college library, is an ex-
hibit entitled "Robert P. T. Coffin,
1892-1955." This is made up ol
books and manuscripts by Bow-
doin's Pulitzer Prize Poet.
The Coffin Tradition
The Coffin drawings demon-
strate that poet's unusual versatil-
ity as an artist as well as poet,
author, teacher, and lecturer. In-
cluded in the drawings are scenes
depicting the Maine coast in the
Brunswick area, with dories, chil-
dren, gulls, deer, islands, a coun-
try church, farm houses and vil-
lages, all in the Coffin poetic tradi-
tion.
One of the best of the pen draw-
ings is that of the cottage in Ox-
ford, England, where Henry Dod-
son ( Lewis Carroll ) , author of Alice
In Wonderland, once lived. In 1928
Professor Coffin took his family to
England and Oxford, where he was
a Rhodes Scholar some thirty-five
years ago, and this drawing was
one of the results of the trip.
Pierce Professor of English at
Bowdoin for twenty years, Dr. Cof-
fin died suddenly in Portland on
January 20 of this year. His repu-
tation as a poet has long been se-
cure, and his unusual ability to il-
lustrate his many books with his
own |>en drawings has become in-
creasingly admired.
—w_ Merrill's People
Steve Merrill's camera has por-
trayed many people, well known
not only in the Brunswick area but
throughout the country. Included
in this exhibit are John Gould, Wil-
liam Zorach, Cadwallader Wash-
burn, Owen Davis, and Professor
Coffin. Also depicted are One-
Kyed Bill Smith, the weather
prophet of Thyng's Mills; painters
Edythe Laws, Alphonse Shelton,
and Stephen Etnier; Walter M.
(Pop | Williams, Topsham's vener-
able selectman; Dr. Chauncey W.
Goodrich and Professor FVederic
E. T. Tillotson of Brunswick.
The fifty Merrill portraits range
from studies of two-year old chil-
dren caught suspended in play to
pictures of sixty-year-old natives
in the Philippines, where he was
stationed during World War II and
managed to keep taking pictures.
But they all .have one common
characteristic. Each portrays a
story in and by itself.
Freelance Photography
Merrill has been interested in
photography since shortly after his
graduation in 1935. For a few
years he was a freelance photog-
rapher in Skowhegan, his home
town, and then was associated
with the Carleton D. Brown Stu-
dio in Waterville. In 1939 he pur-
chased the Webber Studio in
Brunswick, which Mrs. Merrill, the
former Violet L. Buxton of Fort
Fairfield, operated while her hus-
band was in the Signal Corps from
1943 to 1946. For the past two
years he has operated from his
home on a freelance basis.
In addition to his photographic
work, Merrill is a professional
magician and has given shows in
dozens of towns and cities. He also
collects Greek and Roman coins,
writes poetry, is an "Expert" pis-
tol and rifle marksman, and is
President of the Brunswick Work-
shop Theater. B' jnswick audiences
have seen him in many dramatic
performances.
Merrill pictures have been seen
at the National Photographic Show
in Chicago and at the World's Fair
in New York fifteen years ago.
Special Interest
Members of the Bowdoin Classes
of 1915 and 1935, returning for
their fortieth and twentieth reun-
ions respectively, will be especially
interested in these two exhibits.
For Professor Coffin graduated in
1915 and Merrill in 1935.
During Commencement Week
special hours are being observed
at the Walker Art Building. On
both Thursday and Friday, June 16
and 17, it will be open from 10
until 5. On Saturday, June 18, vis-
iting hours will be from 9 to 4.
Regular hours are from 10 to 12
and 2 to 4 on weekdays and from
2 to 4 on Sundays and holidays.
«The public is invited to attend the
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and Joseph P. Flagg of Portland;
Registration, Costumes, Entertain-
ment, and Programs: T. Maxwelll
Marshall of Portland, David H.
Oakes of Boston, Weston Rankin
of New York City, Flagg, and
George S. Willard of Sanford.
Liquid Refreshments: Herbert
W. Chalmers of Bridgeton, David
P. Faxon of Camden, N. J., and
John H. McLeon of Rockland; Ban-
quet and Outing: William C. Cole
of Portland, Chalmers, McLeon,
Harry B. Thayer, Jr., of Exeter,
N. H., and S. Foster Yancey of
Dallas, Texas.
Housing: Bird, Willard, and Fax-
on; Transportation: Cole, Thayer,
and Yancey; Publicity and Reun-
ion Booklet: Thayer, Rankin, and
Willard; Treasurer: H. Philip
Chapman, Jr., of Longmeadow,
Mass.
50 Year Class
The fifty year class held its re-
union under the chairmanship of
Major General Wallace C. Philoon
of Brunswick. Its Friday night
banquet at the New Meadows Inn.
The Class of 19l5 held its forty-
fifth at the Lookout Point in
Harpswell. The 1920 Class reunion
J & J Cleaners
' FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
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The greatest need of America
today, President Coles asserted, is
"an irrevocable partnership be-
tween capital and labor," neither
of which can live without the oth-
er. "We are fortunate," he said, "to
"live in a free nation whose econo-
my is capitalistic and whose society
and politics are democratic." These
forms, he pointed out, have sur-
vived through a' number of suc-
cessive industrial revolutions until
the present day, when "we pass
from a revolution of power where
man could no longer sell mere
muscle or manuel labor, to a revo-
lution of control, here man is no




Dr. Coles then stated that capi-
tal and labor are almost complete-
ly interdependent in America to-
day and that there is no way of
predicting where this trend and
partnership will lead. "For you
'trie Class of 1955), as educated
men and as college men," he con-
tinued, "it is particularly impor-
tant to appreciate this. No one
can predict the world in which
you will live. You must be con-
tinually alert for new forms, for
the new adjustments which are
necessary in our society. . Adjust-
ments must be made, new forms
must be adopted, if our social, eco-
nomic, and political structure is to
keep pace with the advances of
our technological and scientific
structure. To do so is not radical;
it is not subversive, disloyal, or
communistic. It is merely the rec-
ognition that advances in one field
of human endeavor will always re
Twelve Foreign Students Will
Study Here On 'Bdwdoin Plan'
NAPS HOME BAKERY
Dominic A. Gamache, Proprietor
Pastries, Pies, Cakes, Wedding Cakes
Our Specialty
125 Maine Street, Brunswick Dial PA 5-5451
of human endeavor. Rather than
this being a radical position, it is
the conservative position, for the
best way to conserve the past is
"to take the best of that past and
make it compatible with the new.
We must continually reexamine
what we have . . . Your liberal arts
training at Bowdoin has given you
appreciation of human culture, un-
derstanding of the knowledge of
science, affection for the beautiful
and reverence for our history and
Twelve foreign students will
study here for the academic year
1955-56 under the "Bowdoin
Plan," it was announced early
this month by Director of Admis-
sions Hubert S. Shaw. Two of the
boys are from France and two
from Korea. The other eight
come from Costa Rica, Finland,
Greece, Italy, Japan, Mexico, and
Sweden.
The Bowdoin Plan was conceiv-
ed in 1947 by Joseph Wheeler,
then an undergraduate at the Col-
lege. He called it a "nearly pain-
less method of securing the means
for foreign students to study in
the United States." The college or
university pays tho tuition
charges; the fraternities provide
the room and board. «•
By May of 1952 more than 60
colleges and universities through-
out the country had adopted the
Bowdoin Plan. It has paid divi-
dends many times over in good




Floman of Helsinki, Finland, »will
study at Bowdoin next year under
the sponsorship of Alpha Delta
Phi fraternity. Nineteen years old,
he plans to study mathematics and
physics and then continue his
course in Finland, where for the
past year he has been enrolled
at the University of Helsinki.
Junghi Ann of Seoul, Korea, will
be sponsored by Alpha Rho Up-
silon fraternity. Now twenty-one,
he was a student at Kyunggi High
School in Seoul until June of 1950,
when"1 the fighting broke out-. He
took refuge in Pusan and contin-
ued his education there, graduat-
ing from high school in March of
1952. Then for sixteen months Ahn
was an interpreter and translator
quire adjustments in other fields.. witn a United States Army engin
you the background with which to
integrate the new with the old.
The Charge
' Speaking directly to the gradu-
ating class in the Charge, Presi-
dent Coles charged them to keep
faith to the best of their ability
with all that is good. "For you and
for your woild," he concluded,
"there need be no fears if you
but retain the flexibility of youth,
your enthusiasm for the world
about you, and your faith in the
ultimate justice of the God who
reigns over ail."
eer construction battalion in Ko-
rea. As a student-publisher, he
helped establish the monthly
"Kyunggi Youth," the first English
periodical ever to be published in
a Korean high school. He will
study natural sciences at Bowdoin.
Alpha Tan Omega
Andreas S. Caharachos of the
Greek island of Mytilene in the
Aegean Sea will study chemistry
and physics in preparation for a
planned career of teaching nuclear
our past. All of this provides for Physical chemistry in a university
in Greece. Only eighteen years old,
he has been attending Athens Col-
lege since 1948 and has held both
a Fulbright Scholarship and an
Athens College Scholarship. Cana-
rachos will be sponsored by Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity.
'
Dario Giocomoni of Milan,
Italy, plans to study chemistry at
the College. To be sponsored by
Beta Theta Pi fraternity, he is
nineteen and has been a student
at the University of Pavia, where
he plans to continue his studies in
chemistry following his year in
the United States.
Chi Psi
Dietmar Karl Rudolf Klein of
Bremen, Germany, who is twenty-
four, shall be sponsored by the
Chi Psi Lodge. He will study econ-
omics and political science with a
banking career as his eventual
goal.
Francisco Solorzano of San Jose,
Costa Rica, will study modern
languages, particularly English,
under the sponsorship of Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Even-
tually he hopes to teach and work
with international and govern-
mental organizations.
Delta Sigma
Sven Olof Salin jaf Stockholm,
Sweden, will be sponsored by Del-
was held at the Wiscasset Inn. Un-
der the chairmanship of Glen R.
Mclntire of Brunswick the Class
of 1925, returning for their thir-
tieth, dined Friday night' at the
Westcustago Inn at Yarmouth.
1935 and 1940 joined forces for
their reunion at the Bath Country
Club. Sebasco Estates was the
scene Of the Friday banquet and
outing of the ten-year class, 1945,
which was under the chairmanship
of Lloyd R. Knight of Cape Eliza-
beth.
Largest Class
Bowdoin's largest class, 1950, al-
most 400 strong, had an outing
and dinner at the Page Cottage in
South Harpswell. Its chairman was
Gerald N. McCarty of Portland.
Other classes having reunions over
the weekend were 1890, 1924, and
1928. Other class committees also
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ta Sigma fraternity. He plans to
study English and American lit-
erature, psychology, and educa-
tion here. A native of Estonia, Sa-
lin left that country when it was
overrun by the Russians during
World War II.
In Shik Ix>e, a Repuhlic of Ko-
rea Army lieutenant, will study
under the siwnsorship of Kappa
Sigma fraternity. He graduated
from Seoul High School in 1950
and spent two weeks at the Seoul
University Engineering School be-
fore the invasion of his country.
I.ee then became an interpreter
with the military forces in Korea
and served In that capacity for
four years. Since last fall he has
been at the Korean Military Acad-
emy, patterned after West Point.
He will study economics.
I'si Upsllon
Stanislaus Budzinski of Mejule,
Fiance, will study psychology and
American civilization during his
year as a Bowdoin Plan student.
From 1952 to 1954 he studied at
Castelaudary Classical College un-
der the terms of a French Nation-
al Scholarship and received his
bachelor's degree last June. This
year he is teaching at the Lycee
Chaptal in Mende. In December
Budzinski, whd is only nineteen,
will have a booklet of his poems
published. Psi Upsilon fraternity
will be his s[>onsor.
Luis Castaneda of Mexico City,
Mexico, will concentrate in the
fields of economics and English
during his year under the sponsor-
ship of Sigma Nu fraternity. He
plans to continue his study of
economics at the Instituto Tecno-
logico de Mexico, where ho is en-
rolled this year.
Theta Delta C hi
Kiyoshi Nakane will follow in
the footsteps of both his father
and his older brolher as he enters
upon his Bowdoin Plan year. His
father, Shigeo Nakane, graduated
with the Class of 1922 and receiv-
ed his master of science degree
from the University of Chicago.
After some years as a chemist
with United States paper manu-
facturing companies, he returned
to his native Japan, where he now
lives in Tokyo. Ahira iDave) Na-
kane graduated with the Class of
1954 after four years as a Bow-
doin Plan student under the spon-
sorship of Th«*ta Delta Chi frater-
nity. He is now with Japan Air
Lines Company, while his wife,
Joyce, who attended Gorham State
Teachers College, is an interpre-
ter. His younger brother, Kiyoshi,
who has" completed his sophomore
year at St. Paul University in
Tokyo, will also be sponsored by
Theta Delta Chi.
Claude Rene Bontoux of Va-
lence, France, wants to become an
English teacher in a secondary
school. He is nineteen and for two
yean held a National Scholarship,
at the" Ecole La Martiniere in
Lyon. He plans to spend his year
at Bowdoin concentrating in
American and English literature.
He will be sponsored by Zeta Psi.
Since the inauguration of the
Bowdoin Plan in the spring of
1947, 63 different foreign students
have benefited from its provisions,
some for but one year, some for
as many as four.
Mr. Sass — But darling, you've
been talking for half an hour and
I haven't said a word.
Mrs. Sass — No, you haven't
said anything — but you've been
listening in a most aggravating
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NEW THEATRE NOW OPEN
*
HEFORK THE WORK start.-.! on the new Flckard Theatre, only the skeleton of
Memorial Hall remained, as is seen by the above picture whirh was taken last sein.-st.-r.
The eliihsriioiiis on the ground floor In which Professor* Brown, Livingston, and others
had taught scores of Bowdoin students for many years had been ripped out, as had the
antiquated stage and seats on the second floor. /This picture, taken from the site of
the present stage, looks out over the ramp on Which some 600 seats from the old Roxy
Theatre In New York City were soon to be plared.
Photon by DiVencr*
WHEN THE NEW THEATRE was completed, a stage fully equipped for any type of
concert or dramatic production had I»mii installed. The above picture, taken from the
new stage, shows the rows of seats wh'ch were taken from New York's Roxy Theatre
and will hold upwards. of six hundred persons. New classrooms have been installed in




The production of Shakcspeure s
Richard III on Friday evening,
June 17, marked the premiere pre-
sentation on the stage of the new
Pickard Memorial Theatre.A large
cast of thirty-five actors under the
direction of George H. Quinby '23,
Director of Dramatics, turned in
a sparkling performance before an
enthusiastic audience in the new
Davis '57 of Ridgway, Pa., as the
Marquis of Dorset; Frederick C.
Wilkins '36 of Lynnfiold, Mass.,
as the Duke of Buckingham; Her-
bert A. Miller '57 of Chestnut Hill,
Mass., as Lord Stanley, the Earl
of Derby.
.
Also Philip F. Stuart '57 of
Lakewood, Ohio, as Edward IV;




PLAYERS REHEARSE FOR FIRST PERFORMANCE in the new
Pickard Theatre which was dedicated at a special ceremony yester-
day afternoon. The cast is seen in full dress rehearsal for the first
performance of RICHARD HI ever held at Bowdoin. The play was
one of the Shakespeare plays which have been given at Bowdoin dur-
ing the annual commencement festivities through the years. The
members ol the cast, from left to right, Mrs. Mildred Thalheimer,
Mrs. Myron .lepson, Peter Davis '57, Frederick ('. Wilkins '56, James
W. Dewsnap '57, Maynard A. Seelye "56, and Herbert A. Miller '57.
theater which was completed early
this morning.
Camille F. Sarrauf '55 of North
Adams, Mass., appeared in the ti-
tle role. An outstanding actor, he
was recently awarded the Alice
Merrill Mitchell Prize for his ex-
cellent dramatic portrayals over
the past two years.
Also included in lite cast were
four Brunswick women. Mrs. Mil-
Brunswick as Lord Grey; Peter W.
Conn., as . Thomas Rotherham,
Archbishop of York; Roed Coles,
son of Bowdoin's President, as the
Duke of York; Raymond A.
Brearey '58 of Kennebunk as John
Morton, Bishop of Ely; Barry C.
Waldorf '58 of Irving'ton, N. J., as
the Prince of Wales; R. Whitney
Mitchell '58 of Stoneham, Mass.,
Dedicatory exercises for . the
newly constructed Pickard Mem-
orial Theatre were held in Mem-
orial Hall Friday afternoon, June
17, at two o'clock.
The new theater, which was only
recently completed, is the best
equipped in the state of Maine and
among the finest of its kind in
New England. It is fully equipped
for concerts and stage plays and
will probably be used by summer
theater companies as well as for
Bowdoin productions. The money
for the theater, which was con-
structed within the framework of
Memorial Hall, was provided by
the generous bequest of the late
Frederick W. Pickard, vuho left the
College $250,000 for its construc-
tion.
Cary Speaks
President James S. Coles pre-
sided at the dedicatory exercises.
The main address was presented
by Charles A. Cary '10 of Wilming-
I ton, Delaware, who recently re-
| tired as a vice president if E. I.
I
DuPont de Nemours ant. - Com-
pany. In his dedicatory speech Mr.
Cary paid tribute to the mem-
ory of Mr. Pickard, who was also
a vice president of duPont. The
two men served together on the
Governing Boards of the College.
The Very Reverend Chester B.
Emerson '04 of Cleveland, Ohio,
pronounced the invocation at the
ceremonies. Other speakers in-
cluded Professor George H. Quin-
by '23, Director of Dramatics at
the College; Mr. Leonard A. Pierce
'05 of Portland, Chairman of the
Building Committee for the thea-
ter; and John C. Pickard '22 of
Greenville, Delaware, son of the
donor. President Coles made the
closing remarks.
An unusual feature of the dedi-
cation program was the presence
on the stage of some ten past
presidents of the Bowdoin Dram-
atic Club and the Masque and
Gown.
The dedication of the Pickard
Theatre marked the culmination
of many years of labor by Pro-
fessor Quinby, who has long
worked to bring a Utile theater
to Bowdoin. Tribute to his efforts
was paid - Friday evening by
the present members of the
Masque and Gown, who dedicated
their presentation of Shakespeare's
Richard III to him in tfiese words:
"To George H. Quinby, who for
twenty years has advised its offi-
cers, encouraged its playwrights,
and directed its productions, the
Masque and Gown dedicates its
fifty-second season."
First Play
Richard HI was the fust play
to be presented on the new stage.
The theater is admirably con-
structed with a seating capacity
of over 600 persons. Over the audi-
torium is a shop space 55 by 75
feet and 20 feet high. There are
classrooms in the basement of the
building. At its full width the new
stage can be opened to 47 feet,
and it will have a maximum depth
of 30 feet. For concerts it will be
47 feet wide and 25 feet deep and
for ordinary theater use will be
31 by 20 feet. It is equipped with
a cloth cyclorama encircling the
acting area.
Mr. Pickard, who died on March
7, 1952, was a member of the Class
of 1894 and one of the most gen-




[Continued From Page I)
in time for the 1955-56 hockey
season. Whether or not this will
be possible will depend on how
soon the fund will reach $225,000
figure. The need was pointed out
in a pamphlet circulated among
the alumni; this spring. In it ar-
tificial ice is called "not a luxury
but a necessity." It goes on to
say
. . . "It has become increas-
ingly difficult for Bowdoin to con-
tinue the game, because of cfima-
tic changes and the development
of mechanical refrigeration tech-
niques which have brough com-
peting colleges and schools the ad-
vantages of artificial ice."
His gifts included the establish-
ment of a chair in French to be
filled in rotation by instructors
from French universities, for the
better training of Americans in
that language. He also gave Pick-
ard Field which covers forty acres
and includes several football fields,
baseball diamonds, and tennis
courts, together with a field house
and locker room.
At his death Mr. Pickard left to
Bowdoin $800,000, including a
$300,000 endowment for a new pro-
fessorship in chemistry,. $250,000
for the construction of the theatre,
and the balance for books and ma-
terials for the Library and im-
provements to Pickard Field.
died Thalheimer appeared as the as Sir Williani Catesby; William
W. Hale, Jr. '56 of Millinocket as
the Lord Mayor of London; Don-
ald C Walton, Jr. '55 of Gorham
as Sir James Blunt; Frederick H.
Goddard '55 of Marblehead, Mass.,
as Lord Lovcl.
Duchess of York, Mrs. Myron A
J oppose n as Elizabeth, Mrs.
At hern P. Daggett as Margaret,
and Mrs. Richard L. Chittim as
Lady Anno.
The Cast
Other members of the cast wore
Arthur R. Cecolski '55 of Salem,
Mass., as George, the Duke of
Clarence; Noil Alter '55 of Winth-
rop, Mass., as Sir rlobert Bracken-
bury, Lieutenant of the Tower;
Maynard A. Seelye '56 of Cornish
as Lord Hastings, the Chamber-
lain; Edmund A. Pcratta '55 of
Ashlund, Mass., William C. Hays
'55 of Waltham, Mass., and Robert
C. Foster, III '58 of Newtonville,
Mass., as Halberders; George D.
Chasse '55 of Damariscotta, Ben-
jamin A. Currier, Jr., '55 of Ames-
bury, Mass., Philip S. Day '55 of
Brewer, David Z. Webster '57 of
Palmyra, N. Y., William L. Kim-
ball '55 of Northeast Harbor, and
Irwin F. Cohen '58 of Lewiston, all
as Bearers.
James W. Dewsnap '57 of West
Long Branch, N. J., was seen as
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Several Prises Announced,
38 Win Latin Honors
The following honors, appoint-
ments, prize*, and awards were
announced during the Commence-
ment exercises Saturday morning,
June 18.
The honorary awards to seniors
were announced as follows:
Summit Cum Laude
Lloyd 0. Bishop, Portland, An;
drew W. Williamson.Wtt, Jeffer-
son.
Majrna Cum Laude
Harold W. Anthony. South Port-
land; Neil Alter. Winthrpp, Mas-
sachusetts; Jerome B. Gracey,
Needham, Massachusetts; Elliot S.
Palais, Brunswick ; Richard C. Ro-
berts. Rockland; Gordon B. Small,
Jr., Glen Ridge, New Jersey.
Cum Laude
David P. Bell, Brooklyn, New
York; Frank N. Cameron, Maiden,
Massachusetts; Hugh Courteol, Jr.,
Evanston, Illinois; Philip W. Cum-
mings. Portland; Philip S. Day,
Brewer; James L. Fickett, Cape
Elizabeth; Clarence W. Fiedler,
Jr., Lawrence, Massachusetts; Al-
fred A. Gass '54, Greenfield, Mas-
sachusetts; John B. Goodrich, New
York, New York; Robert C. Grout
'54, Beverly, Massachusetts; Wil-
liam C. Hays, Waltham, Massachu-
setts; Allan F. Hetherington. Jr..
Belmont, Massachusetts; George
L. Hinds, Jr., Naples; Thomas J.
Kane, Jr.. Portland;
William L. Kimball, Northeast
Harbor; Charles C. Ladd, Jr., Har-
rington, Rhode Island; Samuel Le-
vey, Portland; John T. Mason,
Freeport; Joseph T. O'Connor '54,
Lawrence, Massachusetts; O. Georg
Rau, Marburg-Lahn," Germany;
Louis E. Roberts '53, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts; James J. Stagnone, Lo-
well, Massachusetts; David B.
Starkweather, Auburndale, Massa-
chusetts; Joseph J. Tecce, Wake-
field, Massachusetts; Sharab W.
Tenduf La, Darjeeling, West Ben-
gal, India; Robert W. Vose, Ban-
gor; Robert E. Walsh, West Hart-
ford, Connecticut; Warren H.
Weatherill '53, Ann Arbor, Mich-
igan; G. Curtis Webber, 2nd. Au-
burn; Kenneth P. Winter, Goldens
Bridge, New York.
Honors in Subjects
Economics — Jerome B. Gracey,
Needham, Massachusetts.
English — Philip W. Crammings,
Portland.
French — Lloyd O. Bishop, Port-
land (Highest Honors); Allan F.
Hetherington, Jr., Belmont, Mas-
sachusetts.
German — Frank N. Cameron,
Maiden, Massachusetts; James N.
Sabbagh, West Roxbury, Massa-
chusetts.
History — John B. Goodrich,
New York, New York (High Hon-
ors); Richard M. Catalano, Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania; William C.
Hnys. Waltham, Massachusetts.
Latin, Alfred A. Albert, Bruns-
wick.
Sociology David B. Stark-
weather, Auburndale, Massachu-
setts (High Honors).
Appointment*, PHw*. and Awards
'< (June 18, 1»M)
— David Sewall Premium in Eng-
lish Composition — William R.
Hamilton '58, Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey.
Smyth Mathematical Prize —
John L Bacheldcr '57, Merrimac,
Massachusetts.
Lucien Howe Prize Scholarship
for High Qualities of Gentlemanly
Conduct and Character — Andrew
W. Williamson, III, '55. Jefferson.
Hawthorne Prize — Robert B.
Johnson '55, Worcester, Massachu-
setts.
Sewall Latin Prize — Kevin G.
Sullivan '57, Weston, Massachu-
setts.
Sewall Greek Prize — David L.
Seavey '57, Cos Cob, Connecticut.
Noyes Political Economy Prize
— Jerome B. Gracey '55, Need-
ham, Massachusetts.
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin
Prize — Richard P. Hoplcy '55,
Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
Nathan Goo Id Greek and Latin
Prize — Alfred A. Albert '55,
Brunswick.
Colonel William Henry Owen
Premium — David B. Starkweath-
er '55, A/uburndalc, Massachu-
setts.
Brown Extemporaneous English
Composition Prizes — 1st, Sharab
W. Tenduf La '55. Darjeeling,
West Bengal, India; 2nd, David G.
Lavender '55, Ojai, California.
Sumner I. Kimball Prize for
Excellence in Natural Sciences —
George L. Hinds, Jr., '55, Naples.
Horace Lord Piper Prize for
Best Essay on Peace, Bruce R.
Cowen "57, Newark, New Jersey.
Goodwin French Prize — Allan
D. Wooley, Jr.. '58, East Peru.
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr., Prize
Scholarship in English Literature
— J. Steward LaCasce '56, Fryc-
burg.
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize
for Best Essay on Principles of
Free Government — William C.
Hays '55, Waltham, Massachusetts.
George W. McArthur Prize, An-
drew W. Williamson, III, '55, Jef-
ferson.
Edwin Herbert Hall Physics
Prize — Ralph A. Westwig '58,
South Portland.
General Robert Dunlap Prize
for Best Essay on "Service" —
Richard W. Loughry '56, Ridge-
wood, New Jersey.
Forbes Rickard Poetry Prize —
Robert B. Johnson '55, Worcester,
Massachusetts.
Philip Weston Meserve Chemis-
try Prize — Aaron J. Shatkin '56,
Norwood, Rhode Island.
Class of 1875 Prizes in Amer-
ican History - John B. Goodrich
'55 of New York. New York, and
O. Georg Rau 95 of Marburg-Lahn.
Germany.
Pray English Literature Prize —
Philip W. Cummings '55 of Port-
land. .
The Poetry Prize — J. Steward
LaCasce '56 of Fryeburg.
t * -
Coles Presides At Third
Commencement Exercise
[Continued From Page 1]
Lowell Innes Leonard A. Pierce Konald P. Bridges Roger Makins
Mansfield Coleman, Forrest Rus-
sell Cook, Jr., James David Cook.
Fred Coukos, Hugh Courteol, Jr.,
Philip Wilbur Cummings. Benja-
min Atkinson Currier, Jr.
Philip Singer Day, Robert Crim-
ley Delaney, Rolard Ralph Di-
Leone, James Louis Doherty.
James Leddy Fickett, Clarence
Walter Fiedler, Jr. '49, Daniel
Peter Forman, Benjamin Bradley
Fox.
A. Allen Gass '54, William Ev-
erett George, Frederick Hull God-
dard, John Bradbury Goodrich,
Jerome Burton Gracey, Railton
Greenwood, Jr., Robert Charles
Grout '54.





Five juniors and five seniors
have been elected to membership
in the Bowdoin College Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine,
it was announced yesterday by
Nathan Dane, II, Secretary of the
group.
Elected from the Class of 1955
were Philip W. Cummings of Port-
land. William C. Hays of Waltham.
Mass., Thomas J. Kane. Jr., of
Portland, David B. Starkweather
of Auburndale. Mass., and G. Cur-
tis Webber. II, of Auburn.
Those elected from the Class
of 1956 were Norman P. Cohen
and Raymond F. Kierstead, Jr.,
both of South Portland, Aaron J.
Shatkin of Norwood, R. I., Henry
D. Shaw of Presque Isle, and
Wayne M. Wright of Sanford.
The Almon Goodwin Phi Beta
Kappa Prize for the outstanding
member of the junior class within
the group was awarded to Wright.
Also announced by Dean Natha-
niel C. Kendrick were the names
of eight members of the Senior
Class who roceiw?d straight "A"
grades in all of their courses for
the spring semester. They are
Neil Alter of Winthrop, Mass..
Harold W. Anthony of South Port-
land. Lloyd. O. Bishop of Port-
land, Jerome B. Gracey of Need-
ham, Mass., O. Georg Rau of West
Germany, a Bowdoin Plan student
this year; Gordon B. Small of
Glen Ridge, N. J., David B. Stark-
weather of Auburndale, Mass.. and




Numerous activities have been
organized and coriductcd by the
Society of Bowdoin Women dur-
ing the 150th Commencement
Weekend.
On Friday the Society held a
luncheon in the Moulton Union.
This was followed by a business
meeting at which the officers for
the coming year were elected.
Following the Commencement
exercises this morning the group
held a luncheon in the Sargeant
Gymnasium, with mothers and
wives of the graduating class as
guests.
Organized in 1922, the Society
of Bowdoin Women aims at doing
everything possible to make Com-
mencement a pleasant and enjoy-
able time for women visiting Bow-
doin, to provide funds to obtain
prominent women to lecture at the
College, and to increase the funds
in the Society of Bowdoin Women
Foundation.
Two spinsters were talking. One
remarked, "Last week I advertised
in the paper for a husband."
"You don't mean it!" the other
exclaimed. "Get any replies?"
"Hundreds of them. And they
all said, 'You can have mine.' "
[Continued from Page /]
added to his already great stature
and the dignity of his high office.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Laws
William Francis Gibbs, naval
architect and engineer. Receiving
his formal training in the liberal
arts and law, his interest in the
sea and ships soon brought to him
a competence in marine design un-
surpassed in his generation. Offi-
cially recognized for his work in
shipping in World War I, award-
ed the President's Certificate of
Merit for his contribution in World
War ii, holder of the Franklin
Medal, these honors and other dis-
tinguished awards attest to his
brilliance as designer, engineer,
and executive. Paraphrasing Gals-
worthy to express the genius of
the naval architect: "By Art 'alone
can true Harmony in the ship be
fostered,, true Proportion revealed,
and true Equipoise preserved."
Bowdoin, long associated with the
rugged Maine coast and powerful
sea, numbering among her sons
and neighbors men who have built
and sailed generations of ships, ap-
propriately honors him.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Science
Lowell Innes, native of Bidde-
ford, graduate of Thornton Acade-
my and Yale, for many years able
Assistant Headmaster of Shady
Side Academy — the early home
of many Bowdoin men, a vigorous
proponent of precise and disci-
plined thinking. He has seasoned
his scholarship with wit, warmed
it with humanism, inflamed it
with idealism, never warping it
with sentimentality. An outstand-
ing schoolmaster he has guided
youth with sensitive touch, ad-
justed to the particular needs of
the particular boy, gaining res-
pect, affection and admiration, not
only from his students and their
families, but from all colleges to
which he has entrusted his boys.
For just such qualities we honor
him.
Honoris Causa, Muster of Arts
Leonard Augustus Pierce, attor-
ney at law. Throughout his dis-
tinguished career in law he has
never lost his fidelity to the tradi-
tions of his Aroostook birthplace;
his perceptive discrimination, his
shrewd discernment, his sagacity
and his sharpness of mind, have
multiplied the effectiveness of his
industry and loyalty many times.
As a Trustee of the College, as the
father of four Bowdoin sons, as
representative of his class on the
occasion of its fiftieth anniversary,
but primarily for the high regard
in which he is held by Bowdoin, by
the State of Maine, and by New
England, we salute him.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Laws
Ronald Perkins Bridges, of the
Class of 1930, religious leader and
teacher, dedicated to ideas and
their felicitous expression; to peo-
ple and their humane understand-
ing, to Maine and its magnanimous
appreciation. Effective lay preach-
er, fascinating conversationalist,
one who without embitterment has
known the fortunes of politics, en-
livened by what would have en-
feebled others, his rare humor,
lively imagination, and perceptive
intellect have brought to religious
teaching and administration, and
to the eCumcncal movement, life
and inspiration. On the twenty-
fifth anniversary of his class, the
College is pleased to honor him
who has so ably demonstrated that
it does "most effectually promote
Virtue and Piety . . . and . . . the
useful and liberal Arts."
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Divinity
Roger Makins, British Ambas-
sador to the United States, diplo-
mat whose long experience, based
upon sound university training in
history and economics, has made
his service invaluable. His states-
manship already signally honored
by his Queen, we honor him today
for his internationalism, best de-
scribed in his words, "The mind
of man recognizes no frontiers;
and if the human body . . . un-
fortunately needs, a passport, the
human spirit never has and never
will," and for. his outspoken sup-
port of free inquiry: "The human
mind cannot, function in chains."
His life and deeds jusiuy the ideal
of the liberal arts. Already by
marrjage and spirit in the Ameri-
can family, Bowdoin College, num-
bering among her sons many
Rhodes Scholars and one of the
first Marshall Scholars, now proud-
ly claims him as one of her family.
Honoris Causa, Doctor Of Laws
"And in the name of this society
of scholars I declare they are en-
titled to the rights and privileges




Philip G. Clifford, well known
Portland lawyer for nearly fifty
years, was yesterday honored by
his colleagues on the Bowdoin Col
lege Board of Overseers, of which
he is President.
Transacting a little business
without the knowledge of their
President the Overseers passed the
following resolution at their meet-
ing yesterday:
"Whereas PHILIP GREELY
CLIFFORD of the Class of 1903;
Bachelor of Arts, summit cum
laude, and Doctor of Civil Law;
former Member of the Alumni
Council; Vice-President and Presi-
dent of the Overseers of the Col-
lege; has long and faithfully
served Bowdoin College and is to-
day rounding out forty years as
a Member of this Board; we, his
fellow Overseers, herewith recog-
nize his significant and devoted
contribution to Bowdoin and ex-
press our sincere and grateful ap-
preciation."
pertaining to their several de-
grees, and that their names are
to be forever borne on its roll of
Honorary Members."
New Alumni Fund Record
Seen: 10 Leads Classes
The Bowdoin College Alumni
Fund will set an all time record
by the close of the Fund Year on
June 30, it was confidently pre-
dicted yesterday by Judge Louis
Bernstein, Judge of the Portland
Municipal Court and Chairman of
the Fund Directors.
Bernstein Reports
Judge Bernstein made the re-
port to Bowdoin men and thei' -
guests at the annual meeting of
the Alumni Association in the
Sargeant Gymnasium at the noon
meal on Friday. He announced
that a record number of contribu-
tors had bee» set, 3393, compared
to last year's record high of 3371.
Last year's figure represents the
total that had' contributed by
June 30. This year's figure rep-
resents only the total through
Friday noon.
Record On The Way
The Fund Directors Chairman
also announced that $101,052.22 of
the $115,057.00 goal had been
pledged or collected by Friday
noon. Last year's $103,685.52
total has nearly been topped. The
record breaking dollars may well
have been collected by this morn-
ing.
1910 Out Front
The eleventh progress report,
issued Thursday, showed that
eight classes had. already topped
their quotas. The Class of 1910
was out front with a sum of $6,-
343.50, representing 327.3'.i of
their objective. The old Gudrd,
all classes through 1904, had col-
lected $15,120.00, or 249',/ of their
goal. The classes of 1907, 1950,
1917. 1925, 1919, and 1941, in that
order, had all topped their ob-
jectives by Thursday afternoon.
The classes of 1945, 1949. 1946,
1936, 1913. 1929, 1927, had all
achieved over 90'/r of their goals
by that time.
1910 Ahead Here Also
The Class of 1910, now number-
ing 53 members, was the only class
to have 100',; contributing by
Thursday noon. The Class of 19.fi
was second with 98.1%. The Class-
es of 1905, 1907, 1906, the "Old
Guard", 1912, 1917, 1930, and
1915, in that order, completed the
top ten in percentage of contribu-
tors.
Cloyd E. Small of Worcester,
Mass., head of the Science Depart-
ment at Worcester Academy, re-
ceived the coveted Alumni Serv-
ice Award at the annual meeting
of the College Alumni Association,
held yesterday afternoon follow-
ing the Association luncheon in the
Sargent Gymnasium.
Also announced by Alumni Sec-
retary Seward J. Marsh '12 were
the names of three new Directors
of the Alumni Fund and three new
Members at Large of the Alumni
Council.
Voting Returns
' After canvassing the results of
the alumni voting. President James
'S. Coles appointed to a three-year
term as Directors of the Alumni
Fund, William W. Curtis '20 of
Boston, MaSs., Weston Rankin '30
of New York City, and Jotham
D. Pierce '39 of Portland. Paul E.
Gardent. Jr., '39 of Weston, Mass-
was appointed to serve the re-
maining year of an unexpired term.
Elected to four-year terms as
Members at Large of the Alumni
Council were Judge Louis Bern-
stein '22 of Portland. Dr. Oakley
A. Melendy '39 of Augusta, and
Everett P. Pope '41 of Braintreo,
Mass.
Citation for Small
The citation for Small's Alumni
Service Award, presented to him
by Gilbert M. Elliott. Jr., '25 of
Portland. President of the Alumni
Association, reads as follows:
To CLOYD* E. SMALL of the
Class of 1920, cum laude grad-
uate of the College with a
Harvard Master's degree; son
of a Bowdoin physician; for
thirty-five years conspicuous-
ly successful teacher and wise
counsellor of preparatory
school boys> since time im-
memorial, faithful and diligent
secretary of the Worcester
Bowdoin Club; devoted and
I
constructive Member of the
Alumni Council; year after
year, conductor of a parade of
Bowdoin services without
the aid of a band; his loyalty
and devotion to his College
are this day recognized with
gratitude and appreciation by
his fellow alumni with their
Alumni Service Award."
A member of Chi Psi fraternity,
Small is a former president of the
Worcester Bowdoin Club and has
for years been its Secretary and
Alumni Council representative.
Fund Directors
Curtis, one of the new Alumni
Fund Directors, is an executive
with the Aluminum Company of
America in Boston. He is vice
president md a director of the
Bowdoin Club of Boston and a
past president of the Rhode Island
Bowdoin Club. Rankin is a part-
ner in the New York City ac-
counting firm of Price Waterhouse
and Company. He was a member
of the First Hoover Commission
Task Force and is the author of
various articles in his field. Pierce
a director of the Canal National
Bank, is a partner in the Port
land law firm of Hutchinsen,
Pierce, Atwood, and Scribner. Gar-
dent is president and treasurer of
Garlin and Company, Inc. He too
is a vice president of the Bow-
doin Club of Boston and a Gover-
nor of the Skating Club of Boston.
< Council Members
Of the new Council members,
Bernstein is Judge of the Port-
land Municipal Court. He is active
in various community causes, in-
cluding the Jewish Community
Center, the Boy's Club, the Sal-
vation Army, and the Communi-
ty Chest. Recently re-elected
president of the Portland Bow-
doin Club, he has been Chairman
of the Alumni Fund Directors this
year. .
Melendy, who received his M.D.
degree from Columbia in 1914,
then served as a captain in the
Army Medical Corps. A Rotarian
and member of the Chamber of
Commerce, he practices general
surgery in Augusta.
Pope is thought to be one of
the youngest bank presidents in
the United States. He heads the
Workingmcn's Cooperative Bank
of Boston. During World War II
he was the only Bowdoin man to
be awarded the Congressional Me-
dal of Honor. Pope was recently
named one of Greater Boston's
seven outstanding young men of
1955.
David Scott Hamilton, Stanley
Anthony Harasewicz, Wallace Rus-
sell Harper, Jr., George Andrew
Harvey, Edward Merrill Hay, Wil-
liam Charlton Hays, Charles Rus-
sel Herrmann, Allen Francis Heth-
erington, Jr. '54, Robert Fuhr
Hinckley, George Libby Hinds. Jr.,
Melvin Earl Hodgkins, Richard
Prentice Hopley, Theodore Holmes




Palme, Dimitri Theodore Jeon,
Robert Bruce Johnson.
Marvin J. Kaitz '54, Thomas Jo-
seph Kane, Jr., Jesse Ward Ken-
nedy, William Lewis Kimball, Ko-
yu Kinjo, Thomas Robert Kneil,
Arne Bror Peter Kock.
Charles Cusing Ladd, Jr., David
Garrigues Lavender, Samuel Le-
vey, Hai Tung Li, Pertti Olavi Lip-
as.
James Peter McAdams, John
Howard Manningham, John Sher-
man Marr, John Tredennick Ma-
son, Frank Andrew Metz, Jr., Ed-
ward Davis Miller '51, Jose Ra-
mon Morant, Jr.
Clyde Ellsworth Nason, Jr., Wil-
liam Eugene Nieman, Jr.
John Emil O'Brien, Joseph Taf-
fe O'Connor '54, Seri Osathanu-
grah.
Elliot Samuel Palais, Frank Al-
bert Paul, Jr., Bernard Passman,
Gabriel Carl Pcluso, Edmund An-
thony Perratta, Donald Raymond
Philbin, Peter Martin Pirnie, Paul
Douglas Porter, Loring Gardner
Pratt, Wayne Spiller Pratt, David
Arthur Pyle.
Otto Georg Rau, Dexter James
Riscdorph '54, Richard Charles Ro-
barts, Louis Edward Roberts '53.
Joseph L. Rooks, Donald" Athanas
Roux. ' -
James Naseeb Sabbagh, James
John Sacco, Camille Francis' Sar-
rauf, Frank Joseph Scalcra, Jr.,
Gordon Burgess Small, Jr., Wil-
liam Edward Sonia, Jr., James Jo-
seph Stagnone, David Burr Stark-
weather, Henry Joseph Starr, Wal-
lace Anderson Stoneman, Jack
Wendell Swenson.
Joseph John Tecce, Sharab
Wangfel Tenduf La.
Paul Eugene Testa, William
Good Thalhcimer, Walter Clay-
ton Tomlinson, Jr., Chester Loring




Robert Emmet Walsh", Donald
Cameron Walton, Jr., Warren Hall
Weatherill 53, George Curtis Web-
ber 2nd., Philip August Wei tier,
Warren Wright Wheeler '52, Ru-
pert Baxter White, David Law-
rence Wies, Howard James Wil-
liams, Jr., Andrew Wilson Wil-
liamson, III, Alfred Duncan Wil-
.
son, Jr., Robert Kennedy Windsor,
Kenneth Paul Winter. H. Rudolph
Wlrth, Gilbert Morrcll Wishart '52.
DIAL PArkview 5-7242 OPEN YEAR ROUND
APPROVED BY A.A.A.
SIESTA MOTEL
V. S. ROUTE NO. I
2 Miles West of Brunswick
FULLY CARPETED — INDIVIDUAL THERMOSTATIC HEAT
Brunswick Coal & Lumber Go.
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
Smith's Photo Shop
Be sure to have plenty of films and flashbulbs for
the Commencement Exercises.
WE CARRY POLAROID FILMS AND A LARGE













On this memorable oc-
casion we extend to all
Bowdoin graduates our
best wishes for a happy
and successful future.
&enter s
Where You Always Shop
With Confidence
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of The Orient
HOOD'S PLACE
Real Italian Sandwiches
Hot Dogs with all the Fixin's
\
GROCERIES — DRINKS — COLD BEER and
ALE TO TAKE OUT
WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE





Italian Spaghetti, Pizza and Hot Pastromi
Steaks and Chops
REGULAR DINNERS
Bowdoin Men s Favorite Restaurant
Beer and Ale on Draft and in Bottles
6V2 Elm Street Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin Hotel
and Restaurant
By the Way-Have You Visited Our
Cocktail Lounge?
Steaks—Lobsters—Dinners
115 Maine Street Brunswick, Maine
„..*
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WILL the'' sophomore* on
the Polar Bear football squad
be able to effectively re-
place but year's Seniors and
thus help Bowdoin to a win-
ning season? See Polar Bear-
ings on page three. THE BOW ORIENT
CAN Bowdoin remain a
small liberal art* college des-
pite increasing costs and in-
creasing numbers of college-
age students? This problem
is discussed in the Editorial
on page two.





By Maynard A. Seelye 'M
Advocating unlimited cuts, high-
er faculty salaries, and greater em-
phasis on athletics, the student
body expressed their views on the
college academic program in the
Student Curriculum report just
released.
This advisory report to the Fac-
ulty Committee was based on the
lengthy questionnaire returned
earier in the spring by over sev-
enty-five per cent of all upper-
classmen and was submitted in the
belief that student opinion on the
current curriculum and intellectual
life of the College was necessary
to complete the picture of existing
conditions.
Rushed to completion late in the
year at a time when the student
representatives were involved in
Major examinations, various ac-
tivities, and even final examina-
tions, the report is necessarily
limited in its scope. However, the
committee sought to consider
those subjects which seemed of
most vital interest to the students,
and the 45-page report analyzes
student attitudes and makes rec-
ommendations on the needs and
assets of the College, the Major
program, the "cut" system, re-
quirements, teaching methods, de-




A few of the changes recom-
mended by the students were high-
er faculty salaries, a revision of
the Major program to include tu-
torial work, the introduction of
more student speakers into the
Chapel program, the elimination
of all cutting regulations for up-
perclassmen, the introduction of
courses in geology, comparative
literature and ancient history, and
extensive revision of many of the
required courses in writing,
speaking, languages, and sciences.
Students ranked faculty salary
increases second only to improve^
ments in athletic facilities, partic-
•"-ularly the new hotkey rink. But
the students themselves pointed
out that better pay would be
needed if Bowdoin were to continue
to attract men of high calibre to
its teaching staff.
'IFree. CuU" Defended
In regard to the proposed change
in cutting regulations, the report
states, "It may not appear that
such a solution would appreciably
reduce the present amount of cut-
ting in classes." Asfde from the
fact that such a system was
strongly advocated by most stu-
dents answering the questionnaire,
however, the committee felt that
such a system would place the res-
ponsibility of attending classes
solely on the student, and thus the
"incentive for attending class
would be more genuine." The stu-
dents also felt that, under such a
system there would have to be
strict adherence to such measures
as the "C" rule, or even stronger
ones.
"Group" Majors Rejected
The desire for tutorial suj>ervis-
ion in major work apparently
arose out of dissatisfaction with
some aspects of the present ma-
jor program. The committee was
also in favor of encouraging crea-
tive work for honors projects ,etc,
in such fields as music, art, and
English.
When questioned on another im-
portant proposal in regard to the
Major program, namely, the in-
stitution of "group" majors in suc.i
fields as social studies, the stu-,
dents were found to be decidedly
opposed to such a plan, appaicnt-
ly on the grounds that such a pro-
gram would penetrate neither field
deeply enough to be worthwhile.
The introduction of student
speakers in Chapel Wy| a com-
mittee recommendatifin suggested
by the fact that mos-r students did
not feel that the Cuapel program
was making one |>f the more im-
portant contributions to their col-
lege life. It w,i thought that in
this way student interest and feel-
ing of participation might be in-
creased.
Although no specific plans were
put forth to remedy the situation,
various student activities such as
the Orient and the Masque and
Gown were found to be sadly
lacking in the student support
which they ought to receive.
No Radical Revamping;
Student opinion on certain of
the major questions which have
concerned the Self Study Commit-
tee were not found to be clear
cut enough to warrant any con-
clusions. For example, it .would
be very difficult to decide on the
basis of student answers as to
whether a majority of the student
body would favor or oppose the
dropping of Bowdoin's traditional
"tri-partjte" choice (between
Creeky/Latin and mathematics)
w)fKhis now required of all stu-
^^llents.
President Pelletier
L. L. . Pelletier
New President
Of Allegheny
On June 26, just eight days af-
ter he had been made a Professor
of Government at Bowdoin, Law-
rence L. Pelletier '36, was elected
president of Allegheny College in
Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Pr6sident James S. Coles "issued
the following statement upon
learning of Professor Pelletier's
decision to leave Bowdoin for his
new post, which he assumed this
fall: "Those who have known Pro-
fessor Pelletier have long recog-
nized his inherent administrative
sense. This, coupled with great en-
ergy, past scholarly achievement,
and a personal dedication to serve
in his highest capacity, admirably
suits him for the responsible and
demanding position he will assume
as President of Allegheny College.
He will be sorely missed at Bow*
doin College and throughout the
State of Maine, but he carries with
him to his new post the confident
good wishes of the College and his
many friends."
Vacation Cuts—$10
To reduc* the, wholesale cut-
ting of cUanes Immediately be-
fore and after vacations, a $10
fine will henceforth be assessed
'
against any student extending
his vacations. Student Council
was informed on Monday by
William Halo '56, sneaking for
the dean.
The Administration's new
ruling will apply to those rut-
ting their last class before or
their first claas after vacation.
This ruling is effective Immed-
iately. The dean indicated that
tile growing serlousnett* of this
problem In recent years mafle
this action necessary.
Dean's List students and oth-
ers who have saved up their
cuts will not he excused, Coun-
cil was told, hut offieial excuses




Two hundred and nine out of
the entering class of 213 Fresh-
men have been pledged by frat-
ernities. According to- lists ob-
tained from each house, largest
delegations were obtained by: Psi
Upsilon, with 25; Zete Psi, 24;
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Sigma
Nu, 20 each.
Alpha Delta Phi — IS
Bruce W. Baldwin




W: Thomas Hindle, II





Charles L. Taylor, III
Ronald B. Woods








William W. Dunn, Jr.
Ronald H. Dyer
Jerome H. Fletcher
Charles W. Graham, III
F. Lee Hitchcock
David M. Hunter
Charles F. Long, Jr.
Gordon A. McLaren
Christopher A. Main





Brendah J. Teeling »
Eugene A. Waters /
Ralph A. Westwig '58
Timothy L. Whiting









Delta Kappa Epsilon — 30
Wayne G. Anderson











I Peter G. McCurdy
|
John A. C. McLean, n
'Robert T. McMurray
Thomas E. Medvecky
Daniel A. Rockmorc '58
Alfred E. Schretter
Allan Stikeleather
Henry J. Tosi, Jr.
John P. Treanor, III
Theta Delta Chi — 19
Harold B. Aldrich, III
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Glee Club Turnout Large;
'Billy Budd' To Appear Soon
By George A.
With, the beautiful new Pickard
Theatre readied for many kinds
r.t entertainment, the Glee Club
and Masque and Gown organiza-
tions arc already in the process
of preparing for a busy season.
The handsomely equipped Pickard
building, a number of new figures
in the key positions, and an un-
usually ambitious schedule all add
to the promise that this will be a
memorable theatrical year on the
campus.
A turn-out of nearly 60 inter-
ested men at the freshmen voice
trials and the return of last year's
fine club (minus only a very few
old members through graduation),
gives Tilly good cause to believe
that the singers are headed for
another banner year. An especially
bright spot in the club's plans is
the strong possibility that they
will at last be given a spot on the
"Toast of the Town" program.
16 Concerts
The tentative Glee Club sched-
ule lists 16 concerts. They are the
practice tour on Nov. 18-19 at Na-
tu*k. Mass.; three performances of
the "Messiah", one at Colby Jun-
ior College on Dec. 3, another
here at the First Parish Church
on Dec. 10, and a third one at
Colby College on Dec. 11; the Baby
Tour Mar. 9-11 at Lasell Junior
College, Beverly. Mass.. and Wel-
lesley College.
The big Spring tour takes the
group, to warmer territory this
year. Commencing with a joint
concert at Pembroke on Mar. 16,
the vocalists wall then journey on
for solo concerts in Worcester.
Mass: New York City (a broad-
cast performance from the Brook-
ed Museum »; Ilyallsvillo. Md.;
Smart, Jr. '57
Wilmington, Del.; and Hartford,
Conn. A campus concert on April
7 and the annual Boston "Pops"
Concert on May 7 will climax the
singing season.
Along with many of the Club's
regular numbers, Tilly announced
several new compositions, among
them "Mcserere mei Deus" by Al-
legi, "Gwilym Gwent" by Philip
James. "Sam Was a Man" by Per-
sichetti. two Negro spirituals ar-
ranged by Robert Shaw — "If I
Got My Ticket, Can I Ride?" and
"Jesus Walked in the Lonesome
Valley". "Ho! Flibustiers!" by Jo-
livet, the Serenade from the "Stu-
dent Prince" and "PDre Jud" from
"Oklahoma".
Returning to the Club as leading
soloists are Peter Potter '58 and
Frederic Wilkins '56; the former
will be featured in the Romberg
number, while the latter will lend
his talents to the Rogers & Ham-
merstein tune. All these plans add
up to the conclusion that Quartet
Trials will hold keen competition
fo» all singing minded souls.
Billy Budd
At last situated in its' new home,
and under the leadership of Direc-
tor Raymond Rutan (he replaces
Prof. George H. Quinby. who this
year is on sabbatical) and Presi-
dent William Beeson III, the
Masque and Gown plans for an
exciting year in the. new theatre.
As its first offering of the season,
the group will present "Billy Budd"
by Prof. Louis O.' Coxe "on Nov.
10 and 11.
The choice of "Billy Budd"
seems an especially good one for
several reasons. Firstly, because
its author Professor Coxe is teach-
|/*/e<iw 7"ii. n To Pngf 1]
17 NEWCOMERS JOIN
FACULTY THIS YEAR
President and Mrs. James Stacy
Coles held a reception at their
home in honor of the 17 new mem-
bers of the College Faculty last
Thursday.
In the receiving line with them
were Professor of English Louis O.
Coxe and Mrs. Coxe; Visiting Lec-
turer in Archaeology on the Till-
man Foundation Pedro Armillas
and Mrs. Arm il las; Visiting Lec-
turer in English Ellsworth Bar-
nard and Mrs. Barnard; Lecturer
in Mathematics Charles H. Mcr-
gcndahl and Mrs. Mergendahl; As-
sociate Professor of Government
and Director of the Bureau for Re-
search in Municipal Government
Clement E. Vose and Mrs. Vose;
Assistant Coach of Football and
Hockey C. Nelson Corey and Mrs.
Corey. •
Also Assistant Professor of Mili-
tary Science ahd Tactics Thomas
W. Stockton and Mrs. Stockton;
Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics Peter C.
King; Instructor in English Ste-
phen Minot and Mrs. Minot; In-
structor in Classics Kevin B. J.
Herbert and Mrs. Herbert; In-
structor in Government Stuart E.
Colie and Mrs. Colic; Instructor in
English and Acting Director of
Drama A. Raymond Rutan, IV and
Mrs. Rutan; Instructor in Psy-
chology Merle J. Moskowitz; In-
structor in History Charles G.
Nauert, Jr.; Instructor in Sociol-
ogy R. Leighton van 'Nort; Teach-
ing Fellow in Biology Gene W.
Moser and Mrs. Moser; and Teach-
ing Fellow in Biology Nessib J.
Kechejian.
Returned To College
Professor of Economics Albert
Abrahamson, Associate Professor
of German Thomas A. Riley, and
Assistant Professor of German
Walter M. Solmitz have returned
to the Bowdoin Faculty from sab-
batical leave of leave of absence
last year. -—
~-^_^-~
On leave of absence or sabbati-
cal leave for the academic year
1955-56 are Lawrence S. Hall, As-
sociate Professor of English; Ed-
ward C. Kirkland, Frank Munsey
Professor of History; Fritz C. A.
Koelln, George Taylor Files Pro-
fessor of Modern Languages; and
George H. Quinby. Professor of
Dramatics in the Department of
English. During the spring semes-
ter Edward S. Hammond, Winfc
Professor of Mathematics, and
Noel C. Little, Professor of Phy-
sics and Josiah Little Professor of
Natural Science, will be on sab-
batical leave.
A native of Carthou, Professor
Voae graduated from Houlton High
School in 1941, then attended the
University of Maine for two years
before entering the United States
Army in June of 1943. He was in
the service for two and one-half
years with combat duty in Bel-
gium and Germany as a Staff Ser-
geant in the First Infantry Divi-
sion. Following the end of World
War II, Vose returned to the
University of Maine, where he was
president of the graduating class
in 1947.
A native of Shclburne Falls,
Mass., Mr. Barnard graduated
from the University of Massachu-
setts in 1928 and following grad-
uate work at the University of
Minnesota received his master of
arts and doctor of philosophy de-
grees from that institution. At
present he is working on a biogra-
phy of Wendall Wilkic.
A graduate of Tufts in 1911, i
Mergendahl has taught in almost
j
every kind of school, from a one-
room country school in Stone
Ridge. N. Y., to Harvard Univer-
sity. Since 1919 he has been head
of the mathematics department at
Newton High School, and before
that time taught in Kingston,
N. Y., Orange and Lynn, Mass., and
New Britain, Conn. He is the co-
author of four textbooks.
R. Leighton van Nort is a grad-
uate of the University of Pennsyl-
vania in 1952 and has done grad-
uate work at Princeton University
Tor the past three years, receiving
his master of arts degree there in
1954.
Rutan, a member of the Class of
1951, graduated from Ridgewood
High School and served in the
Army in World War II. Follow-
ing his discharge in 1947 he en-
tered Portland Junior College and
transferred to Bowdoin at the be-
ginning of his sophomore year. He
majored in history and .was a
James Bowdoin Scholar and a




The Museum of Fine Arts has
received a group of paintings and
pastels by Elihu Vedder, noted
American artist of the nineteenth
century, as a gift from the Am-
erican Academy of Arts and Let-
ters. Announcement of the gift was
made jointly by President James
S. Coles, and by the American
Academy.
Best known for his paintings
"The Lair of the Sea Serpent,"
"The Lost Mind," "The Questioner
of the Sphinz," and his unique il-
lustrations for Fitzgerald's trans-
lation of The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam, Vedder also painted
mural decorations for the College,
the Congressional library, the
Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh,
and many other public buildings.
Four Murals
In 1893 four mural paintings
were commissioned to be execut-
ed as permanent decorations of
Sculpture Hall in the Walker Art
Building. These symbolize the ar-
tistic achievements of Athens,
Florence, Rome, and Venice as
conceived by John La Fargc, Ab-





The Bowdoin College Alumni
Fund set two new records this
year, with $113,545.71 contributed
by 3,497 alumni and 89 others.
New highs were recorded both in
the numbers of givers and in the
dollar total.
The record totals Were an-
nounced by Alumni Secretary
Seward J. Marsh '12, who report-
ed that under the chairmanship
of Judge Louis Bernstein '22 of
Portland the Alumni Fund was
approximately $10,000 ahead of
last year's total.
Almost 49'/r of the total Bow-
doin alumni body of 7151 made
contributions to this annual vol-
untary giving. The average con-
tribution was $30.62.
The Class of 1910, whose Agent
is S. Scwall Webster of Augusta,
was announced by Marsh as the
winner of the Alumni Fund Cup,
with a performance score of
234.4 l'/e of its combined objec-
tives.
In second place, with a score of
178.80'/.
,
was the Old Guard, made
up of classes from 1879 through
1904. The Old Guard Agent is
Judge Arthur Chapman of Port-
land, a member of the Class of
1894.
One of the principal sources of
both endowment and income for
Bowdoin in recent years has been
the Alumni. The Alumni Fund,
inaugurated in 1869 and reorgan-
ized in 1919, has contributed near-
ly $900,000 for the capital needs of
the College and a further sum of





Recently four members of the
faculty received promotions. They
include: Dan Edwin Christie to
Professor of Physics and Mathe-
matics, Jeffrey James Carre to As-
sociate Professor of Romance
Languages, Edward Pols to Asso-
ciate Professor of Philolsophy, and
Charles Ellsworth Huntington to
Assistant Professor of Biology.
GRADES IN COURSES
Final Review—Spring Semester '55
Note:
Incomplete* are not Indicated.
Course A's B's C's P's E's (T)
Art 2 6 15 14 2 37
Art 6 1 4 6 1 12
Art 10 5 10 6
Astron. 2 4 6 8 10 4 32
Bio. 2 10 20 50 43 9 132
Bio. 6 2 3 2 2 2 11
Bio. 8 10 10 2
Bio. 10 1 7 3 2 13
Bio. 12 4 2 2 8
Bio. 16 1 2 1 4
Chem. 2 9 27 52 26 4 118
Chcm. 4 4 15 3 2 1 25
Chem. 6 113 2 7
Chem. 8 1 11 6 7 25
Chem. 10 110 2
Chem. 14 3 5 1 9
Class. 12 7 18 23 12 1 61
Econ. 2 7 43 56 20 2 128
Econ. 4 3 17 9 1 30
Econ. 5 3 9 6 18
Econ. 6 2 14 11 9
Econ. 12 5 2 5 12
Econ. 14 3 9 13 3 28
Econ. 15 1 4 1 6
Econ. 18 8 8
Educ. 2 7 10 5 22
Educ. 4 2 3 9 3 17
Eng. 2 7 52 99 44 8 210
Eng. 4 10 71 97 30 1 209
Eng 6 1 19 21 4 1 46
Eng. 10 3 12 22 3 3 48
Eng. 14 1 1 5 10 4 21
Eng. 18 2 5 4 2 1 14
Eng. 20 2 4 3 8 1 17
Eng. 22 3 2 2 7
EnK . 24 1 1 3 3 -0 8
Eng. 26 3 8 22 15 ' 3 51
Fr. 2 4 7 12 11 8 42
Fr. 4 12 21 37 29 10 109
Fr. 6 4 13 14 6 37
Fr. 8 3 4 4 1 12
Fr. 16 5 12 8
Fr. 18 13 3 7
Ger..2 21 19 28 11 10 89
Ger. 4 18 30 30 8 5 91
Ger. 6 12 2 6 0" ~S"
Ger. 8 4 7 1 12
i
Ger. 10 2 5 10 8
I Ger. 11 5 6 2 13
I Ger. 14 5 7 2 14
'Gov. 2 4 16 32 15 2 69
Gov. 4 13 3 2 9
Gov. 5 1 6 19 4 30
Gov. 10 2 £ 11 10 2 28
Gov. 12 4 13 11 9 1 38
Gov. 15 2 11 10 3 26
Grk. ? 4 2 2 4 12
Grk. 4 110 2
Grk. 6 110 2
Grk. 11 1 1
Hist. 2 9 19 30 15 3 76
Hist. 6 3 8 7 4 1 23
Hist. 8 5 11 13 2 1 32
Hist. 10 3 6 5 1 15
Hist. 12 7 18 16 8 49
Hist. 14 6 7 1 14
Hist. 18 10 11 13 4 38
Hist. 26 2 15 17 4 37
Lat. 2 1 3 3 5 2 14
Lat. 4 3 6 8 3 20
Lat. 10 3 5 3 2 13




Spence New ORIENT Editor;
Beacham, Born, Howell Next
Thomas L. Spence '57
Thomas L. Spence '57 and Har-
old R. Beacham will be Editor-in-
Chief and Business Manager of
the Orient for the fall semester.
Others on the editorial and busi-
ness staffs include: H. Edward
Born '57, Managing Editor; Harry
G. Carpenter Jr. '57 Ad Manager;
John E. Simonds '57 Sports Edi-
tor; Roger Howell Jr. '58 Asso-
ciate Editor.
Spence was managing editor of
the paper last year before he rose
to the editorship. Beacham was Ad
manager under last year's admin-
istration. Of those who arc holding
top posts on the paper this year.
Born was the most widely trav-
elled in the last two years. Two
years ago, he worked for the
Orient as News Editor but last
year he was at Cberlin College,
where he was also a news Editor
on the paper. Returning to the
College this fall, he has moved into
the post of managing editor. Car-
penter rose to his new post from
the job of Circulation Manager.
The Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany, which manages the budget
of' the paper is composed this year
of Mr. Storcr, Mr. Norton. Beach-





Publication of the 1955 Bugle,
delayed over the summer primarily
because of lacking information, is
expected by Thanksgiving, accord-
ing to Walter B. Gans '57, editor
of the 1956 Bugle.
Gans gave as reasons for Hie
delay: a slow start. Work tor the
1956 Bugle has already begun, and
articles are being written now
which in the past were not written
until the second semester.
Poor cooperation of the student
body. Various sources of informa-
tion beyond the staff were hard
to procure. Too many tasks fell to
to editor and his immediate staff*
Work promised to be done was not
completed.
Hud No Ortic-
Also, the Bugle had no central
office. The staff has been promised
an office this year.
With such handicaps, -many
'deadlines could not be met and
all required information could not
be obtained quickly.
The mailing lists composed late
last spring were vetoed by the
Faculty Advisory Committee which
controls the expenditures of the
year-book. The committee, con-
sisting of Messrs. Chittim, Grea-
son and Ainsworth, decided to
mail only to men in the graduating
class. Both the committee ;uid
Gans, however, had expected pub-
lication before the opening of Col-
lege, and news of the continued
delay came as a surprise.
Keay Leaves
Robert Keay, 1955 Bugle Editor,
went to New York City during the
summer to meet with publishers.
Bradbury, Salyes and O'Neill, but
was unable to bring the needed in-
formation. It was impossible to
contact all students on the 1955
staff. The remaining copy is being
procured now by Keay, who left
college last spring, in conjunction
with the 1956 staff.
154th College Year Starts;
12 New Foreign Students
On Monday morning, September
19, some 215 freshmen started
registering as Bowdoin College be-
gan its 154th academic year. All
members of the incoming class
signed the matriculation book in
the office of President James S.
Coles.
On September 17 mothers and
fathers of entering freshmen at-
tended a Parents' Forum in the
Moulton Union on the campus.
The panel included President
Coles, Dean N. thaniel C. Ken-
drick. Bursar Glenn R. Mclntire,
Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey, Profes-
sor of Military Sciences and Tac-
tics, and other members of the
faculty.
At the Forum many parents
took advantage of the opportun-
ity to ask questions about under-
graduate life at Bowdoin and
about the curriculum.
Parents Meet President
Following the question and
answer period parents and their
sons met informally with Presi-
dent and Mrs. Coles and the other
members of the panel.
Members of the three upper
classes registered oh Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Wednesday noon In the ' First
Parish Church Dr. Coles spoke at
the traditional opening Chapel
service. First classes of the year
took place at 8:00 a.m. on Thurs-
day morning.
The annual President's Recep-
tion was held at 85 Federal Street
on Thursday evening. New mem-
bers of the faculty and their wives
were in the receiving line with
President and Mrs. Coles.
Bowdoin Plan Students
Represented in this year's en-
tering class are sixteen states and
three foreign countries. Twelve
other foreign students will be in
residence under the Bowdoin Plan,
by which their expenses are shared
by the College and undergraduate
fraternity chapters. These men
come from Costa Rica, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Mexico, and Sweden.
Germany and the Netherlands
top the list with ei-jht Bowdoin
Plan representatives each. France
and Austria have both' had s"ven
students. Greece and Denmark
four, Sweden, England, Japan, and
Vietnam three each. Brazil, China,
Finland, Irag, and the Ryukyu
Islands all have been represented
by two men. Czechoslovakia,
India, Korea, Hungary, and Vene-
zuela have each had one man study
under the terms of the Plan.
This year's Bowdoin Plan stu-
dents, all new to the College, are
as follows: Jarl-Olof Floman of
Helsinki, Finland;' JuTighi Ahn of
Seoul, Korea; Domenico Tosato of
Rome, Italy; Dario Giacomoni of
Milan, Italy; Dietmar Klein of
Bremen, Germany; Francisco. Sol-
orzano of San Jose, Costa Rica;
Sven Salin of Stockholm. Sweden;
In Shik Lee of Seoul, Korea; Stan-
islaus Budzinski of Mende. France;
Luis Castaneda of Mexico City.
Mexico; Kiyoshi Nakane of Tokyo.
Japan and Claude Bontou.x of Val-
ence, France.
Nakane is the third member of
his -family to study at Bowdoin
His father, Shigeo, is a cjim laude
graduate and a member of the
Class of 1922. His brother. Ahiri.
graduated with the Class of VX>\
"The heart of Bowdoin College
is the teacher and the student
"
T.iis was the declaration made by
President James S. Coles, as he
[Ptrait Turn To Page 1]
Took 2 Years
Faculty Committee of the Self-
Study Completed its report to the
Faculty and Governing Boa ids on
September 1, after two years of
planning, organizing, research, and
varying degrees of activity which
involved virtually the entire teach-
ing staff and to a lesser, degree
the students and many of tho
alumni of the College.
Assisted by a grant from the
Fund for the Advancement of Ed-
ucation, the study program grew
until it encompassed nearly all
possible aspects of Bowdoin life,
with 'an attempt r.t critical and
constructive evaluation ef each
major phase. Not only matters
pertaining to the curriculum, but
also admissions, policies, prob-
lems of the Faculty, physical en-
vironment intellectual atmosphere,
social life, various activities, and
the effects of all these things on
the students have been considered.
Already the College lias felt the
effect of the Study. Not in terms
of ' conclusions and recommenda-
tions, for these have yet to be ap-
proved by the Faculty and Go\ -
erning Boards of the College, and,
as Dean Kendi ick says in his Re-
port to the President for the aca-
demic year 1954-1955: "it is to be
regretted that the results of the
extensive examination . .
.
can-
hardly be put into operation for
another year" Hut the last year
has been one of disorder and fev-
erish activity, To quote from the
Report of the President for rhc
sessions of 1954-1955:
"Regardless <'f the nature of
the reports and the manner in
which it will be received .
. ., the
experience of the year has been
very profitable for the College.
The entire Faculty has been drawn
into the discussions a few but
once, but many on numerous
(perhaps too frequent!) occasions;
the problems receiving attention
have been very pertinent to the
welfare of the College, Ware
nothing more to come from the
study than the appreciation and
understanding ol the multifarious
aspects of the College's structure
and operation .
.
. the Study in
itself would have been eminent ly
worthwhile.'"
The disruption of normal ac-
tivity brought about by the stud;.
has not been without its draw-
backs. As the Dean says in the
report aforementioned; v lni\it-
ably there is some difficulty in-
volved and dissatisfaction incurred
in administering a curriculum that
is under examination. Rut the
gains to be expected are great,
and it is virtually certain that Inr
many years to come Bowdoin will
be influenced and its course largely
dctcrmiijed by the work . . which
has occupied the attention of so




Tho timing of the study has
been particularly apt, in at least
two ways. Fi(st, the study stalled
is an attempt to evaluate the en-
lire "conservative tradition in edu-
cation which has been maintained
at Bowdoin" at a time when Bow-
doin was just getting stalled un-
der a new administration with feu
lies to a tradition unbroken for
nearly seventy years. Secondly,
the completion of the stud) come.
when Bowdoin is settling down to
fl "normal" academic life for I he
first time since the unsettling
effects of World War II. it the
end of a period in which, although
she has accelerated hei programs
and adjusted as necessary to
changed conditions. Bowdoin ha>
resisted pressures and changes of
emphasis which have affected
many sister institutions,
It would still be premature to
discuss the report of the Central
Committee, as il must go through
a period of consideration In week-
ly meetings bv the entire Faculty
before its final adoption. These
meetings will be held during the
next four or five weeks and will
involve consideration and disci...
sion by the Faculty of every phas •
of the report, After approval, the
report will be submitted to the
Governing Boards in V< oruary.
The Central Committee which
prepared the final report was made
up of six members: Albert Abra-
hamson. Professor of Kconomics;
Herbert Ross Brown. Professor ol
English; Jeffrey I Carre, Asso-
ciate Professor of Romance Lang-
uages; Chairman Athern P. Ettg-
gett. Professor of Government;
Alton H. Gustafson, Professor of
Biology; Edward C. Kirkland. IV-
fessor of History In addition, Dean
Nathaniel C, Kendriek and 1
dent James Stacs Coles served as
members of the Committee ex
officio.
The Committee also had the
full-time assistanoc of a trained
Research Analyst, Miss Barbna
T. Hodges, who also proved of in-
valuable assistance t > the Stu-
dent Curriculum in preparing
their own questionnaire and ad-
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" CAN We Remain Small?
In the face of continuously rising costs of education we at
the College and those at other small liberal arts colleges must ask
ourselves: "CAN the small liberal arts college remain small?"
Most of us agree that it is desirable for us to remain small.
However, this is not the question confronting small liberal arts
colleges.
In the next few years, especially after 1965, tremendous
pressure will be exerted on small schools of America to increase
their enrollments. Already we hear the cry from state univer-
sities that they cannot absorb the great swarms of youths (lam
mering at the gates of higher learning.
The University of Rhode Island expects a hundred per
cent increase in enrollment by 1970. At Ohio State Univer-
sity 40,000 students are expected by I960. In Michigan there
are now two state universities and one city university each with
more than I 5,000 students. Tax appropriations to these schools
has increased sharply in recent years.
Why have educators suddenly become concerned with
this problem? In the first place the birth rate in America rose
enormously immediately after the lean decades of the Great
Depression and World War II. Our population since 1950 has
increased at the rate of 3,000,000 persons a year. This alone
presents a problem which would baffel most educational admini-
strators. ; , -—:
"
But this is not-all. In addition to the rapid increase in
population a greater percentage of youths are attending institu-
tions of highef learning. In 1900 only four per cent of America's
college-age youths — 18 to 21 years old — were attending col-
leges, universities and technical schools. Today 34 per cent
of this age group are in institutions of higher learning. It is
estimated that by 1970 nearly half the youths in America at
college age will be attending some kind of institution of higher
learning.
And there is a weakness in the above reasoning. No
longer can the statistician include only youths from 18 to 21
in the college age bracket. In order to estimate more accurate-
ly the rising tide of enrollment this must be expanded to include
young men and women up to 24 years of age. Needless to say,
this makes the problem even more. appalling.
There is another statistical joker in the deck: if educators
effectively prepare for this onrush of students, our colleges will
appear even more appealing to the half of high school students
qualified to enter college but for other reasons currently do not.
Thus our statistics may become self-fulfilled prophecies.
We will still have to compete with other colleges, both
large and small, in attracting the best high school and prepara-
tory school students. Currently the College gets about 63 per
cent of its students from Maine and Massachusetts. The Col-
lege relies heavily on Maine because over the years it has gotten
its best students from Maine. it Would seem, therefore, in
order to keep the standards of the College on a high level, we
have sacrificed increasing national recognition.
At one time the College could rely on the very loyal Maine
alumni to contribute greatly to the College endowment. But,
alas, it appears with increasing federal taxes, and all, the Col-
lege, like other small schools, cannot rely on individuals to in-
crease sizeably its endowment.
One might wonder why the endowment has to be increased
if we are to remain a small school. The answer is simple
enough: rising costs of education. One way of meeting the
rising costs of education is to admit more students. Fraterni-
ties know only too well that the more men in the fraternity the
better the fraternity is financially. So too with our small col-
leges.
If the small school is to remain small, it means that the in-
dividual student will have to assume more of the cost of his
education through increased tuition and that either industry or
the federal government will have to come to the aid of the small
school.
Assuming tuition costs painfully but inevitably rise to ease
the burden of increasing costs, many of our best scholars, from
Maine and elsewhere, will be hurt. Perhaps many capable stu-
dents will not be able to attend the College.
And let's be realistic: the grea' industrial centers of Ameri-
ca are rapidly shifting southward and westward away from New
England. Because the College is primarily, almost exclusively,
a New England college it does not receive much publicity in
the great industrial centers from whence the life-giving funds
must come.
Again the ORIENT states that it does not know the
answers to this perplexing dilemma. But one can see that much
soul-searching must be done. We are not completely the mas-
ters of our fate, and many factors must be considered if Bow-
doin, as we hope, is to remain a small college and yet not face
the dangers of economic ruin.
To These Ears
By tieorge A. Smart, Jr
Of special interest to Maine
cinema goers this summer was the
return fo the screen of lhe long
time favorite, Bettie Davis in the
new 20th Century Fox costume
drama, "The Virgin Queen."
After a three-year absence from
the Hollywood scene, Miss Davis
chose to replay the role of Queen
Elizabeth I, a character whom she
portrayed so memorably some 16
years ago. This time we have a
different leading man, a different
love episode (Sir Raleigh instead
of Lord Essex), and the aid of
color and CineniaSeope ; all com-
bining to bring
1
us the most res-
plendent Elizabethan drama that's
yet hit the movie screen. If it
is sonwwhat remarkable that Miss
Davis should have chosen the
"Virgin Queen" as her comeback
vehicle, it is more so in that her
realization of this demanding his-
torical figure is more magnificent
than ever.
Major General Lauds Doggett
The following letter was wrif- the Rifle Team. He also teaches
the use of individual weapons and
crew-served weapons.
Sergeant Doggett announces
that the rifle, teams will start in-
formal practice during the first
week in October. Any member of
the student body is welcome to try
out at the Brunswick Recreation
Center, any afternoon, Monday
through Friday.
Freshman, varsity and ROTC
rifle teams will be formed early In
Noveirtber with the schedule of
matches beginning in December.
Sergeant Doggett is eager to
have anyone who is interested in
riflery try out for these teams.
Previous experience, although de-
ten recently by Major General
William H. Colbern, Deputy Army
Commander of the First Army., to
Master Sergeant Frank L. Dog-
gett of the Reserve Officers Train-
ing Corps staff.
"During my recent visit to Bow-
doin College, I was greatly pleased
to be informed of your voluntary
assistance to the Brunswick Rec-
reation Commission in improving
the municipal rifle range and in
serving as an instructor for the
Junior Riflery Program.
"Your efforts have contributed
not only towards the fine spirit of
friendly cooperation which exists
between the Army and the citizens
of Brunswick^ but also towards jsirable, is by no means necessary
building better citizens for tomor-
row from the youth of today. Both
of these matters are cause for con-
cern to all Americans, and it is
both fitting and praiseworthy that
you, as a non-commissioned officer,
have set an example both for your
fellow men in the Army and for
the civilian populace towards solu-
tion of these vital problems.
•"I wish to commend you for
these activities and to extend to
you my appreciation for a job
which has reflected so favorably
on the Army."
Sergeant Doggett is "a veteran
of more than twenty years of
Army service. During World War
II he served in Burma with the
famed "Merrill's Marauders." He
has been a member of the ROTC
staff since February of 1954 and
is in charge of the Drill Team and
Art Reproductions
On Sale In Museum
An exhibition of fine reproduc-
tions of sculpture opened on Mon-
day, September 26, at the Walker
Art Building.
A wide range of sculptural styles
is represente'd. There are objects
from China and Cambodia, from
the ancient Near East, Africa, and
the South Seas. In addition, French
Gothic pieces, Italian Renaissance
works, and very modern objects
are on exhibition. There are beaut-
ifully done reproductions of an-
cient jewelry, which are cast in
metal and washed In gold or silver,
to simulate the original material.
Capable Portrayal
Handsomely groomed in all the-
royal finery, and accurately de-
tailed even down to the bald head,
she stalks about the palace with
suitable royal hauteur, shouts all
wishes and commands with proper
authority, and portrays the con-
tradictory Queen E>ess with a
warmth and insight that make
for a thoroughly creditable figure.
Her understanding of the almost
singular pride, the impetuous man-
ner and the lonely fate of the
Queen, make this a truly glorious
characterization. That the same
actress who is still remembered
for such varied parts as "Jezabel,"
"June Bride," and "The Star,"
could so successfully replay this
demanding part seems no small
feat indeed.
Richard Todd, already well-
qualified as a swash-buckler from
his escapades in "Sword and the
Rose" and "Rob Roy", plays Ral-
eigh with as-much gusto and color
as the script will allow. A new-
comer, Joan Collins, looks pre.tty
enough but fails to give much
life to the unfortunate lady-in-
waiting, who lures Raleigh's af-
fections. Herbert Marshall, Rob-
ert Douglas, Jay Robinson and
Romney Brent make Elizabeth's
mincing courtiers all they should
be. The directing is generally
competent, and the CinemaScope
does full justice to the court
scenes as well as the beautiful
countryside.
Script Lacking
As for the script? Well, from
this corner it appears that they
might have done better to stick
with the original Elizabeth-Essex
episode instead of venturing into
less-sure territory. The Raleigh
•si
affair, although based in part on
historical fact, does not begin to
hold the dramatic impact of the
earlier Maxwell Anderson play. Jn
this version, the romantic inter-
lude seems to be only another item
on the court agenda, and the pic-
ture must focus on Her Majesty
and Court matters for its chief
theme.
However, the "Virgin Queen"
provides an entertaining evening,
and perhaps most important of all,
it proves to any doubtful minds,
the Bette Davis — two times
Academy Award winner and ar-
dent Bowdoin football spectator
is still very much a queen!
Szumowski Defends
High Cost Of Books
To the Editor:
At the beginning of each semes- >£
ter during the rush period of sell-
ing textbooks the familiar cry is
heard, "Prices of textbooks are
high."
I would like to point out that
the Bookstore does not regulate
the list -price of a textbook. The
price is governed by the publisher.
The Bookstore buys the text at a
cost of 20 per cent off the list
price. The number of expenses
the Bookstore must pay for such
as salaries, telephone and tele-
grams, and the increasing shipping
costs which are likely to go up
again in the very near future ab-
sorb the 20 per cent discount the
Bookstore receives. Students at
the University of Maine, Colby
and Bates are paying the same
prices for textbooks as the Bow-
doin student.
Expenses in the Bookstore are
mounting but the amount of profit
on the sale of a textbook remains
the' same. .When analized one will
find that textbooks have not in-
creased in price as fast as other
commodities since 1946.
At college a student's textbook
bill compared to other bills is still
one of the lowest expenses he can
account for. It is interesting to
note that the per capita cost of
new books sold at the Bookstore
for the past two years of 1953-54
and 1954-55 was $34.19 and $34.13,
respectively. The average cost for
a year will vary depending on the
number of new adoptions and the
number of used books which can
be picked up on the Campus.
Textbooks are a necessary part
of a student's education and
should be regarded as such and
not as a necessary evil.
W. J. Szumowski, Manager
Moulton Union Bookstore
Fairfields Book Shop
across from the campus at
224 MAINE STREET DIAL PA 5-5059
• We believe that our selection of high quality, inexpen-
sive, paper and cloth bound titles will compare favor-
ably with any you have seen. Drop in and let us show
them to you.
• Special orders are an important part of our business and
we do everything possible to insure rapid service —
All orders are sent out on date received.
• PANDA PRINTS for all occasions. We also have a
series of Christmas card albums now available for early
ordering convenience.
CARL APOLLONIO '53
Dr. Daniel Hanley, College Phy«
sician, has beqh named to a six-
teer - .>mber committee to con-
sider regional rural medical needs
of the three Northern New Eng-
land states.
Professor Edward Kirkland has
been ejected a Fellow of the Am-






































Behind The Ivy Curtain
••-—
by Henry p. .M. Sherrerd '52
Well men, and I use that term
loosely, here we are again. The
summer has passed into memory,
along with its varied pleasures and
utterly neglected plans of getting
a headstart on next year's work.
So let's face it as the square-
jawed, clean -living, two-fisted,
whitebucks-khaki-pants, Northern
Ivy Leaguers that we are. Gentle-
men and Scholars all.
Or are we? Already the familiar
cry is heard in classroom, living-
room, and coffee-shop alike: it's
too dull, it's too hard, it's too
much to do, I can't understand it,
who wants to read that stuff any-
way etc., etc., on and on, ad in-
finitum, ad absurdum.
Where exactly does this over-
whelming antipathy toward learn-
ing come from? And to what rea-
son?
Trapped by the Military
If it's as bad as such conversa-
ions would have us believe, why
bother with college at all ? Merely
to escape military service ? For the
sake of the party week-ends? But
we're all going to be trapped by
the military sooner or later (at
least you are — this writer has
already been from here to eternity
and back) so this is no real ex-
cuse.
And if you are fortunate en-
ough to be stationed near places
like New York, Paris, San An-
tonio, Tokyo, El Paso or such
cities, your .weekends are apt to
be far superior to anything you
will ever see here.
Why Gripe?
So presumably we are here to be
educated, of our own free will.
Then why the ever-present re-
sistance? After all, for the most
part we choose our own courses.
An engineer may have it all plan-
ned out for him, with no personal
say whatever — but this is not
an engineering school, and the
choice is up to us. With a small
amount of trouble and cash, we
can even change them if we like,
despite previous registration.
Again, why the griping? Perhaps
the instructor is not all he could
be — but interest in the course
alone should surmount that diffi-
culty, which is certainly not an
outstanding one anyway.
Should it just be chalked up to
normal griping? Some, yes, but
not as much as is going the round*
already, or has been in recent
years. In his American literature
course last year, Professor Brown
literally pleaded with the student^
to read the works assigned — all
fiction and poetry, which is ex-
pressly designed to be interesting.
At the opening session of his Eng-
lish novel course this year, he
made the same appeal, presumably
on the basis of past experience.
Genuine Interest
Your writer was struck by this,
and by the "thought that it some-
how seems ridiculous for such a
course to be necessary at all. High-
er mathematics, technical courses
in science, and similarly involved
subjects certainly require the help
and guidance of an instructor, but
English, history, art, music, clas-
sics? These things are deliberately
planned by their creators to be
as interesting and instructive as
possible.
The creator never loses sight of
the fact that hi^work must sell,
hence he must shape it to this
end. If we have the interest to
come to college to begin with, then
there should be no need of con-
stant prodding by the faculty to
get us to read these subjects. Nor
is there any need for feeling that
one is being strange if he discusses
such things with genuine interest
outside of class.
There is no need of constant
grinding, to be sure: you can go
too far in that direction. But there
could be a much more intelligent
approach to study than is cur-
rently in evidence. So just
for laughs, why not grow up a bit
and face this year with a little
more maturity. If you are here
to study, then do so, and don't act
as if you were ashamed of It —
the men who sneer-afs'tudy are us-
ually not around at graduation,
you will notice. It can be a lot
more interesting, and much less
troubling at exam-time. Otherwise
this writer suggests signing on
the next Norwegian freighter out
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White Battles Rain, Mud, Lime in 19-2 Loss at Tufts
By John E. Simondt '57
/\ Walt Till Next Year?
Although the current football season has just barely started, it'
is a pretty safe assumption that it will go down in the books as having
been a building season. To those cynics who think this is some sort
of an alibi let us point out that last year's team came so close to win-
ning at least five of its games that only about twenty-five men were
used throughout the course of the season. The Polar Bears were
never either far enough ahead or behind in the score to permit any
experimentation on the part of Adam Walsh and his staff.
Those who viewed Saturday's soggy encounter at Medford will
recall that four sophomores were making their debuts with the start-
ing eleven. By the time the game ending cartridge had exploded
eleven sophs had partaken of the action at one time or another. In
last year's opener only five newcomers entered the fray, and none of
them started. This seems to be indicative of the /act that last year's
Freshman squad had better material than that of the previous year's
team. The presence of so many sophomores on this season's squad,
linked with the fact that close to thirty men saw action against a
highly touted Tufts eleven, holds promise of a colorful season ahead.
Perhaps Bowdoin won't have to wait until next year to have a win-
ning season.
Hot Lime
The only serious Bowdoin casualties suffered in the Tufts game
occurred as a result of the rain which caused a freak chemical re-
action. It seems that the white powder used to mark off the yard
lines was some sort of unslaked' lime, which when combined with water
produces a powerfully vitriolic substance. This substance was so
strong that it penetrated the uniforms of several members of the
White eleven, namely Steve McCabe, Pete Dionne, Art Perry, and Ken
Cooper, producing severe burns which threaten to sideline them tem-
porarily.
An Associated Press release from Fort Scott, Kansas in Sunday's
New York Herald Tribune states that nine members of the Fort Scott
High School team suffered serious burns from the lime field markers
during a ball game on Saturday.
The dangers from this so called hot lime cannot be minimized.
Fortunately no one received bums around the eyes or there might
have been some threat of blindness. It's possible to protect a player
from injuries caused by his opponents, but there isn't too much any-
one can do to combat the lethal qualities of the elements unless the
elements in question are removed in favor of a harmless substitute.
' Someone ought to get on the ball and make sure that a different sub-
stance is used to mark the fields from now on In.
Taboo On Jeffs
With the announcement that Amherst has been quarantined
because of a polio epidemic the possibility of a Bowdoin-Amhcrst post-
ponement has begun to loom on the horizon. Last Saturday's Golby-
Amherst contest Was called off* for that reason, of course, and, since
the Polar Bears' game with the Purple is less than two weeks away, a
postponement may ensue shortly.
Stingta' In The Rain
Brud Stover, a sophomore of great athletic expectations, started'
his first varsity game Saturday and was the only member of the visit-
ing contingent to pjay the' entire sixty minutes. Considerably handi-
capped by the weather and playing surface which stifled the White
ground attack, Stover was forced to do the unorthodox and go to the
air with the slippery leather. Although he only connected with two
out of eleven heaves, there didn't seem to be a really bad pass in the
bunch. Definitely not just a fair weather quarterback he punted con-
sistently over the heads of the Tufts safety men. and his kicks aver-
aged 34 yards. With Stover and Sophomore John Papacosma, who
circled the ends beautifully in the first quarter, in the Bowdoin back-
fleld hopes for future games have risen Immeasurably.
Autumn Sailing Season Opens;
Howland, Leighton Eye Trophy
Improved Polar Bear Aggregation
Dominated by Eager Sophomores
By Albion L. Payaon '58
Now that the tension of the ma-
jor league pennant races and the
heavyweight championship bout
has subsided, we can start some
serious thinking of Polar Bear for-
tunes on the gridiron this fall.
With seven of last year's regulars
gone by graduation and other vari-
ous reasons, Coaches Adam Walsh
and his new cohort and assistant
coach, Charles "Nels" Corey met
a very green squad, over half of
which were sophomores. However,
the Polar Bears have a solid nu-
cleus around which to build. The
fourteen returning lettermen have
often proved themselves worthy
grid competitors. Holdovers A)
Murray, Johnny "T-B#uT Libby,
peppery Dick Drenzek, and Cap-
tain Steve McCabe have already
clinched berths on the starting
eleven. But Walsh placed all sev-
en open positions up for grabs on
September first and the fight was
on between hungry sophomore can-
didates and seasoned veterans to
take the place of slots vacated by
the graduation of Phil Day, Fred
Coukos, Don Roux, Harvey Ste-
phens. Dimi Jeon, and co-captains
Paul Testa and Art Cecelski. This
hustle has promoted a new spirit
in the Polar Bear Camp.
Hopeful
With most of last year's win-
less team gone, many observers in-
cluding Walsh himself , have gone
on record as saying Bowdoin
chances are poorer than ever this
fall. However, this writer has a
few ideas which may perk up in-
terest around 'ye olde quad' and
may offer a little more prospective
outlook for I960.
The one factor which seems to
have been overlooked most is
that, despite the Big White's 0-7
record last fall, every game was
close and the opposition had to
work sixty minutes to beat us.
With a few decent breaks, .we
could have had • reasonable 5-2
slate. Also, if we had had a clear
afternoon at Tufts last Saturday,
the outcome would have been much
different. With our offense based
on a strong air attack, it only
figures that a clear day would
have been to our advantage. Let's
not consider last Saturday's de-
feat as typical of the outcome cf
future White games because it is
true that we do not stand too
much of a chance in the pouring.
Good Spirit
A marked rise in spirit ha? in-
filtrated the Polar camp this fall.
On occasion, the squad has worked
out on Sunday afternoons under
Captain Steve McCabe's leader-
ship. McCabe has also inaugurated
the idea of holding a bed check at
the infirmary during rushing. In
Short, the men have made it a
habit of living football since Sep-
tember 1st. Appearing to be in
excellent shape, they have shown
this observer that they'll be play-
ing each game for keeps and that
the team deserves one hundred per
cent backing from the student
body.
Corey
The most important addition to
the squad is not any particular
player but the new assistant coach,
"Nels" Corey. "Nels" has compiled
an excellent playing and coaching
record since he entered Bowdoin
in 1935. His playing record includes
three years of guard duty for
Walsh-coached teams in 1936-37-
38. In his senior year he received
little All-America mention. This
alone proves his football know-
how. His coaching record is as
star-studded as his playing record
Dads To Be Honored
At Saturday's Game
Fathers' Day will be Observed
at Bowdoin College on Saturday,
October 1. On that day more than
150 dads of Bowdoin men will be
guests of the College for the var-
sity football game with Trinity.
A full schedule of events has
been planned for the fathers. Reg-
istration will be held in the Moul-
ton Union from 9:00 in the morn-
ing until noon. Between 8:00 and
WIOCT fathers will have an oppor-
tunity to visit classes and to tour
the campus with their sons.
Charles H. Mergendahl of New-
tonville, Mass., will be the speaker
at the morning Chapel service. The
father of two Bowdoin sons, he
has since 1919 heen head of the
mathematics department at New-
ton High School. In August Mer-
gendahl was appointed Lecturer in
Mathematics at Bowdoin.
The annual meeting of the Bow-
doin Fathers' Association will be
held at 10:45 in the auditorium of
the new Pickard Theater in Mem-
orial Hall. The main speaker will
be Acting Director of Drama A.
Raymond Rutan.
Following the business meeting
luncheon for the fathers will be
served in the Moulton Union.
' After the Bowdoin-Trinity game
at Whittier Field there will be
an informal tea in the Un>on for
the fathers and sons, with moth-
ers also invited. President and Mrs.
Coles and members of the faculty
Sabasteanski Tutors
Ambitious Harriers
By John D. Wheaton '58
Cross-country returns to the
College fall athletic program this
year. 8ix men are working out
daily under the coaching of Frank
Sabasteanski in an attempt to re-
vive the sport, once a strong fea-
ture in the sports department but
which is now, according to Sabas-
teanski, "the .weak link in the ath-
letic program". N.C.A.A. rules
forbid a fall track schedule. How-
ever, six men expressed such a
desire to run this fall that the
College has slated two Cross-
country meets in addition to the
New Englands, held November 7,
in Boston. October 14, the Polar-
Bears Sparkle in First Half;
Papacosma, Stover, Perry
Star in First Game of Season
Bowdoin opened
football season by bowing to a very
powerful Tufts eleven. It looked
like Bowdoin's ball game in the
opening minutes of the contest
as the hard^lriving Polar Bear
backfield, plowed through the
Jumbo defense at will. Sopho-
more fullback John Papacosma
distinguished himself early in the
first quarter with slashing runs
deep into Tuft's territory. The Big
White had two more big guns
booming in the first quarter in
the persons of halfbacks John "T-.
harriers meet Tufts, BU and BC at
I
Ball" Libby and Dick Drenzek.
as he coached state championship wi " be present to meet parents
teams at Maine Central Institute
in four different seasons. He also
spent two seasons at Colby and
last year had an extremely suc-
cessful year at Williams. It is no
secret that Walsh and Co.cy have
a great deal of respect for each
other's deeds and that opponents
of these two great Bowdoin figure-
T+ie sailing club opened its 1955
fall season on a highly optimistic
note Monday night when Commo-
dore Charlie Leighton announced
the accomplishments and aims of
the club for the 1955 season. High
point of the program was the an-
nouncement that the class of 1930
had given the club sufficient funds
to purchase an entirely new fleet
of fiberglass dinghies. In appre-
ciation of this gift, the club re-
ciprocated by giving a silver bowl
to be know as the class of '30
trophy, af a prize for the spring
state sailing championship. Ap-
propriately enough, the bowl was
first placed in competition and .won
by the college last spring.
Another announcement by Com-
modore Leighton revealed that
George "Skip". Howland had been
named to the New England All-
Star team; as such, Howland and
a crew from Bowdoin were invited
to compete for the New England
Sailing Association in a team
match against the Middle Atlantic
Sailing Association. This competi-
tion for the Admiral James Pine
Memorial Trophy had been won by
New England for four straight
years. This year was no exception.
Displaying excellent team tactics,
the New Englanders defeated the
Eastern Sea boarders in a best-
of-seven series, - 4-2. Howland's
share in the victory was ample and
the college oan well be proud of
the Bowdoin crew's performance,
Merrymeeting Gift Shop
185 Park Row
Greeting Cards «• Gifts
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
particularly that of spinnakerman
Leighton. Other members of Bow-
doin's all-star crew included Bob
Sutherland and George Rockwood.
The next "big" meet on the
club's schedule is the Hewitt tro-
phy regatta to be sailed on the
New Meadows River October 16.
This regatta determines the cham-
pion of Northern New England;
the winner of this meet retains
possession of the Hewitt Trophy
for one year, and also qualifies for
the fall New England and Eastern
Seaboard Championships. There is
a great deal of prestige in this
meet; Bowdoin has never won the
Hewitt Trophy, but this year, com-
peting against defending cham-
pion Middlebury, ever-strong Dart-
mouth, and a darkhorse Colby
team, the Polar Bears hope to car-
ry off the laurels.
The officers of the club hope for
a larger membership than ever this
year. Freshmen membership is es-
pecially desired; there is an ur-
gent need '° fill the ranks of the
freshman racing squad immediate-
ly. The club has arranged many
interesting meets for the frosh
squad. There's a spot open for a









T",o new campus stylet arrive, vw Arrow.
This button-down shirt, with soft
roll collar, marks a great advance—* new
lull-length back pleat for never-
befor* comfort. As a fitting
companion, Arrow offers a new china
slack with tapered legs, pieatlest
front and adjustable back strap.
Chino slacks in black, tan and grey,
|5.9S. Oxford shirt, $5.00, «
stripes and solid colors.
yiRROW-
— first in f«$hio«
SHUTS • Till • HACKS
tory.
Walsh's new aide holds the rank
of assistant coach hut he will prob-
ably concentrate most of his ef-
forts on the line and Walsh will
.work mostly with the backs. This
situation will give each individual
more coaching and, with the know-
how from a couple of old war-
horses like Walsh and Corey, the
finishing product may fall noth-
ing short of phenomenal. The stu-
dent body should take the addi-
tion of Corey seriously because
he knows both football and, more
important, men.
New Talent
From this side of the fence, the
seven men who will fill vacant
positions are John Papacosme,
sophomore fullback; Brud Stover,
sophomore quarterback ; John'
Snow, junior end; Ernie Belforti,
sophomore,, and Ken Cooper, jun-
ior gUards; Pete Dionne, soph-




tles are still being waged at many
of these positions. Pete Relic,
Dave Gosse, and Fred Wenzel are
pressing for a halfback berth.
Steve Anderson has looked good
The Bowdoin Fathers' Associa-
tion was formed in June of 1946.
One of its most important func-
tions is the award each year of
two scholarships to members of
the entering class. Recipients are
selected on the basis of scholar-
ship, character, and qualities of
leadership. This year two boys
heads become too confident of vic-p**4" Virginia and Pennsylvania
were awarded $800 each.
Officers of the Association are
as follows: President, James W.
Robertson of Winchester, Mass.;
Vice President, B. Alden Thresher
of Waban, Mass.; Secretary-Trea-
surer, Herbert E. Mehlhorn of
Brunswick; Directors, Eugene B.
Martens of Long Beach, Long Is-
land. N. Y„ Peter Stengel of Bel-
mont, Mass., and Edward E. Lang-
bein of Forest Hills, Long Island,
N.Y.
Tufts and October 19, they travel
to Worcester to meet Worcester
Tech. and Amherst. Attempts are
being made to secure another meet
between the 19th and the New
Englands.
Phil Mostrom, Bob Hinckley,
Dave Young, Bob Packard, Bill
Daley, and Paul Todd are the cur-
rent candidates preping for the
first meet. However, Sabastean-
ski expressed the sincere hope
that more men would follow the
example of these six and take ad-
vantage of the opportunities of-
fered by the program. According
to Coach Sabastpanski, "these few
men, by their desire to run, are
offering a challenge to the rest of
the College to disprove the gen-,
erally accepted theory that Am-
erican youth is slipping physically.
The benefits which might be de-
rived by full scale participation in
the Cross-country program would
result in a general improvement in
the winter sports program while
adding to the athletic prestige
of the school."
About fifteen freshmen have ex-
pressed a similar desire for the
formulation of a frosh Cross-coun-.
try team. The first meeting was
held yesterday and Sabasteanski
states that with sufficient interest
a schedule of home meets will be
drawn UP for the Frosh.
at fullback in practice while Pete
O'Rourke could push Stover onto
the bench and Drenzek back into
.his old signal-calling assignment.
In the line, Dick Michelson, Sandy
Kowal, Logan Hardie, and Bill
Perkins are seeking starting
berths. The most vicious battle
seems to be at the ends; Matt Le-
vine, and'' John Stearns are keep-
ing Show and Murray awake
nights and they figure to see a
iot of service.
With all this keen competition
at each position, no first stringer
can afford to let up for an in-
stant. The Polar Bears, knee-deep
in talent, can afford to be choos-
ier than lasjt season.
President Coles is a member Qf
the Publicity Committee of the
newly formed Brunswick Chamber
of Commerce.
Professor Athern Daggett has
been elected Vice President of the
New England Political Science
Association.
Bowdoin fans who sat through the
drenching at TUfts Oval were
brought to their feet early in the
game when Bowdoin broke the
scoring ice with a safety. The slip-
pery ball got away from Tufts
halfback Paul Abrahamian on the
(umbo's own ten yard line and
Norm Stewart, recovering the ball,
was smothered by Bowdoin men in
the end zone. The Bowdoin eleven
continued to outplay Tufts
throughout the first period as
Adam's forward wall, led by cen-
ter Art Perry and flanked by Ken
Cooper and Ernie Belforti smashed
through the Jumbo's forward
wall to drop Tuft's ballcarrier in
their tracks. Pete Dionne and
Steve McCabe, Bowdoin's kingsize
tackles gave a good account of
themselves throughout the game
as they broke up the Tufts' attack
more than once.
One of the outstanding sights of
the game was to see the excellent
pass protection given "Brud"
Stover by the entire line when
Bowdoin's quarterback went back
to toss.
The tide of battle changed, how-
ever, in the second quarter when
the Tufts' team finally began to
live up to their pre-game reputa-
tion as one of the hottest teams
Tufts University has ever turned
out. After shaking off the first
period blow dealt them by the Po-
lar Bears, the Jumbos began to
roll. Led by last year's great Norm
Wright and newcomer Paul Abra-
hamian, Tufts began to grind into
the Bowdoin defense.
"Abrahamian started the ball
rolling for the Jumbos when he
By George A. Mnwilh '56
the current took off on an 18 yard romp in the
second quarter. A pass from
Thompson to Mattson put the ball
on the Bowdoin 27. From there
Wright and Abrahamian combined
to punch the ball over for the first
Jumbo tally. The attempt for the
extra point, a running play, waa
stopped by Bowdoin's left end John
Snow.
The Tufts' eleven capitalised on
two breaks in'the third quarter to
score their second touchdown.
Bowdoin recovered a Tufts' fum-
ble but was offside on the play
and lost the ball. On the next
play a sloppy Jumbo pass went
into the arms of a Bowdoin line*
man but was dropped. A series of
short runs carried the ball into
the end zone for the second Tufts'
score.
Bowdoin, fighting back in the
final period, was forced to kick.
It was partially blocked and gave
the Jumbos the ball on Bowdoin's
36. Abrahamian was called on
again and went 22 yards on 2 plays
to give Tufts their third and final
tally of the game.
Bowdoin: Re, Murray, Stearns;
rt, Dionne. Kowal, Armstrong; rg,
Belforti, Poole, Demers; c, Perry,
Michelson; lg, Cooper, Hardie, Lea-
hey; It, McCabe, Gibbons. Perkins;
le. Snow, Levine, Titus; qb, Stover;
rhb, Libby, Anderson; lhb, Dren-
zek, Gosse; fb, Papacosma,
O'Rourke.
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Flannel slacks are to college men what ham
is to eggs. Here's a chance to own good
ones » at a real saving. In Cambridge
grey, charcoal grey and charcoal brown.
"Ivy Leaguer" Unlined Collar,
Button Down Oxford Shirts, $3.95
120 MAINE STREET PHONE 200
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Kappa Sigma — 18
Winfield H. Bearce. Jr.
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Thomas P. Riley of Brunswick
has been elected Secretary of the
Board of Overseers. In this posi-
tion Riley will be carrying on a
family 'tradition of service to the
College. He is the third genera-
tion to serve as Secretary to one
of the Governing Boards.
The Riley tradition got started
in 1894, .when Thomas Harrison
Riley of the Class of 1880 and the
grandfather of Thomas P. Riley,
was elected Secretary of the Over-
seers. He served in this position
for thirty years and upon the com-
pletion of this period, in 1924, he
was awarded an honorary Master
of Arts degree as "the faithful and
efficient Secretary of the Board of
Overseers, whose genial nature and
devotion to accuracy and duty
have won for him the affection and
the gratitude of his Community
and of his College; representative
of that type of loyal, Intelligent
service and citizenship in shady
paths and quiet streets which his
Alma Mater applauds and honors
no less than fame won on the
broad highways and in the glare
of public life."
Two years after his father re-
signed his post, John W. Riley of
the Class of 1905 was elected Sec-
retary of the Board of Trustees
and served until 1944.
Now John Riley's son, Thomas
P., a graduate of the Class of 1939,
has been elected to carry on the
Riley family's tradition of service
to Bowdoin. He replaces Joseph
A. Aldred '24, who had been Sec-
retary of the Overseers since 1945.
All three Rileys have been as-
sociated with the Riley Insurance
Agency in Brunswick, which has
been in the family for 102 years
and has been represented over the
years by four Bowdoin graduates.
GM Scholarship
Goes To Freshman
James G. Carnathan of Brain-
tree, Mass., has been selected as
the first recipient of a General
Motors Scholarship at the College,
Hubert S. Shaw has announced.
Carnathan, who entered as a
member of the Class of 1959 will
receive a stipend of $1200 for the
academic year 1955-56.
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[Continued From Page 1]
addressed the undergraduate body
and the faculty in the First Par-
ish Church.
Opening Chapel
Speaking at the opening chapel
service of Bowdoin's 154th aca-
demic year, Mr. Coles continued,
"The College is not its campus and
its buildings. Edna or Hazel or
Diane or Carol or Connie or Hilda,
a present lone, or perhaps even a
future Penelope could destroy
these in brief hours, and the Col-
lege would still be here."
In his address, entitled "The
Teacher and the Student," Mr.
Coles affirmed, "The common
ground on which the teacher and
the student tread is intellectual
endeavor. Both have their own
particular responsibilities."
He went on to define the under-
graduate's responsibilities in the
following terms: "No matter what
college a student is in, he should
be there because he wants to
learn. He should see, or at leaSt
believe in, the advantages of high-
er education to him as an individ-
ual and to his society. At col-
leges such as Bowdoin the student
must possess demonstrated ability
and proven aptitude for sustained
intellectual endeavor. He must be
able to take maximum advantage
of what his teachers and his col-
lege can offer, and his major ef-
fort must be with respect to the
academic program of the college;
his interest in extra-curricular af-
fairs, important as they are, must
not be such that his academic
work suffers thereby."
Responsibility
Defining the teacher's respon
sibilities, Dr. Coles stated that he
must have a "thorough mastery
of his subject, which he is contin^
ually enlarging and deepening
through his researches and schol-
arly work."
A teacher, to be a good teacher,
must have "not only a genuine af-
fection for students, but a love
for teaching. If he cannot always
be. young in heart and spirit, if
he is not perpetually fascinated as
well as sometimes annoyed by the
adeptness and quickness of the
undergraduate mind, he will find
that his students merely irritate
rather than invigorate him.
"However he goes about it, the
teacher must set his students on
fire or, in the language of the pro-
fessional educator, he must moti-
vate them."
Student's Task
In short, Dr. Coles concluded,
"the teacher is concerned with ac-
quiring knowledge and transmit-
ting that knowledge, and the ex-
citement of the search for it, to
his students. And the student,
realizing the importance of high-
er education, has come here to be
educated to gain an apprecia-
tion of our culture and its history,
to learn the laws of nature and
the relations between men and
societies, to learn of man's debt
to the past and to the deity."
Duty and Responsibility
"When the teacher can meet his
responsibility and the student
equally well meets his own, then
the over-all responsibility of the
College
.is.. met without difficulty.
The College's responsibility re-
mains today much as it was when
Joseph McKeen assumed office as
"owdoin's first president and
spoke of the duty of the College
to the society in contrast with its
responsibility to the individual."
Glee Club . . .
[Continued from Page I]
ing here at Bowdoin this year and
will be on hand to help in casting
and with technical supervision.
Secondly, the play seems almost a
stage director's dream, for it fair-
ly abounds with lighting effects
and imaginative design.
It is hard to think of a more ap-
propriate work to show off our
new stage and auditorium. "Billy
Budd" is ideally suited for pro-
duction at a men's college since if *^' ^
contains only male characters. The
large cast numbers 24 and the
qualit., of the various roles, add-
ed to the number, will hold many
opportunities for dramatically
minded students. Try-outs are to
be held in the Pickard Theatre
auditorium and stage on next Wed-
nesday and Thursday evenings,
Sept. 28 and 29, at 8:15.
The story of Billy Budd takes
place on board the H.M.S. In-
dometable in 1798, the year after
the British mutiny at the Nore.
Billy Budd is a handsome, blue-
eyed, stammering young seaman
who fairly radiates innocence and
good will, and is a favorite with
the whole ship. The one exception
to the feeling is the master-at-
arms, John Claggart, a figure of
"Mephistophelean" evil, ,who, hat-
ing all that is goodness, cannot but
hate Billy Budd and plot his des-
truction. He accuses Billy in the
presence of high-principled Cap-
tain Vere of plotting mutiny.
Stunned by the accusation, and
blocked by his stammer from deny-
ing it, Billy can only strike at
Claggart — with a blow that kills
him. At a subsequent court-mar-
tial, the Captain is torn between
his duty to "war's child", the
Mutiny act, and his compassion for
what might be his own child. He
finds, however, that the tyranny
of law is less hateful than the
tyranny of lawlessness; in the end
he decrees that Billy Budd must
hang.
A gripping mystery play, filled
with metaphysical overtones, "Bil-
ly Budd" opened on Broadway at
the Biltmore Theatre on Feb. 10,
Grades
[Continued from Pa^e 1]
Lat. 11 1 1 2
Math. 11 8 7 16 17 9 57
Math. 12 17 30 16 21 12 96
Math. 14 3 13 13 7 3 39
Math. 22 4 13 11 12 3 43
Math. 23 4 5 3 4 3 19
Math. 32 3 6 3 1 13
Math. 38 1 2 2 5
Math. 44 2 1 3 2 8
M.S. 12 5 55 51 8 3 122"
M.S. 22 3 22 53 27 5 110
M.S. 32 11 25 29 1 1 67
M.S. 42 8 27 23 58
Mus. 2 3 16 10 29
Mus. 4 4 19 15 2 1 41
Mus. 12 1 1
Mus. 14 2 1 3 6
Mus. 22 1 J» 1
Phil. 2 2 10 8 5 1 26
Phil. 3 2 5 .0 7
Phil. 6 2 2
Phys. 12 6 11 20 20 6 63
Phys. 22 1 3 9 5 1 19
Phys. 24 2 4 2 8
Phys. 32 2 1 3
Phys. 36 2 3 5
Psych. 2 9 25 45 15 6 100
Psych. 4 3 3 10 4 20
Psych. 6 5 4 9
Psych. 7 1 6 2, 9
Psych. 8 4 1 5
Relig. 2 2 17 15 6 rr 40
Relig. 4 5 12 13 7 2- 39
Russ. 2 1 2 1 4
Russ. 4 3 1 4
Soc. 2 5 11 24 14 54
Soc. 4 1 2 2 5
Soc. 6 4 7 7 1 19
Span. 2 4 3 4 11
Span. 4 3 1 4
1951. The play won Uterally "su-
perlative" critical acclaim and ran
some 105 performances.
Although plans are. not yet def-
inite, the organization is consider-
ing a musical — possibly Gilbert
and Sullivan — for its Winter
Houseparty production set fox Feb.
9, 11 and 13. A comedy is planned
for the Ivy play on May 12. and
14. The annual student one-act
play contest will be held on March
5th, and the high school one-acts
will take place on April 14. From
the looks the Pickard building will
not see many idle hours this year.
Meddies Tour Air Bases
On Third Summer Jaunt
By Roland L. O'Neal '59
Meddiebcmpsters again helped in
the promotion of international un-
derstanding and good will by com-
pleting their third consecutive
summer tour of Europe during the
past summer.
The 11-member group consist-
ing of director Terry D. Stenberg
'56, Norman C. Nicholson Jr. '56,
William H. Freeman '56, Dana W.
Randall '57, Richard G. Geldard
'57, Charles N. Janson-La Palme
'55, Raymond E. Demmers Jr. '58,
William Kirk '52 and Richard. T.
Downes '57 popularized- such tunes
as "Down by the Riverside," "Five-
Foot Two.1 ' "Stomping at the Sa-
voy," and 'The Monk" as they
proved themselves fine morale
boosters for American troops in
southern Germany.
While passing through the beaut-
iful Bavarian Alps, the "Meddies"
sang twice nightly for two weeks
as they visited Munich and Num-
bers. It was in Munich' that the
group met five Bowdoin Alumni,
Ben Ford, Bill Hill, Sam Hib-
bard, Albert MacDonald, and Ken
Miller.
In past years the "Meddies"
Men of Bowdoin
Welcome to Brunswick
When you're downtown, drop in
and look around Brunswick's new-
est and finest men's Clothing and
Furnishings' store.
Headquarters for:
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86 Maine Street Brunswick
have toured France and norther
Germany. At the present time they
have offers to sing in England this
Christmas and In either Europe or
the Far East during next summer.
Their lively songs have not only
been a morale booster for the
servicemen, but this year their
flight over the Atlantic was de-
layed by "Hurricane Connie" and
so the boys provided another form
of morale boosting for those -tour-





ARU's won an easy victory in
the scholastic competition but
their freshmen were barely nip-
ped by ATO frosh, according to
the results of the Fraternity
Scholastic Standings for the sec-
ond semester of the !54-'55 year
which have been issued by the
office of the dean.
The results show that both the
all Fraternity averages and the
all College averages were below
those of the Fall semester. Two
fraternities, Sigma Nu and Theta
Delta Chi, made substantial gains'
while two others, Psi Upsilon and
Kappa Sigma, fell to lower posi-
tions on the totem pole. The
D.K.E. House won the Scholastic
Improvement Cup.














All Fraternity Average 2.220
All College Average 2.233
In the Freshman Fraternity
standings ATO just managed to
edge out ARU for first place. The
freshmen in ATO and the Zcte
House were the only ones whose
averages w-ere better than their
fraternity average. The most
noteworthy gain from the Fall
was made by the Zete House,
which jumped from twelfth to
sixth place. However at the same



















The averages are based upon
the system that counts A as 4, B
as 3, C as 2, D as 1 and E as 0.
Although many of the students
dropped out because of the "C"
rule, failure, or financial reasons,
the college with a total enrollment





several changes in the College
calendar for the coming year, not-
ably of which is -the moving up of
Ivy Day to May 12 and the shift-
ing of Major examinations to May
28.
Thanksgiving recess, omitted
from the Freshman Handbook be-
cause of lack of definite informa-
tion, will be from Wednesday,
Nov. 23 at 12:30 p.m., until Mon-
day, Nov. 28 at 8 a.m. Christmas
vacation will be from Friday, Dec.
16, to Tuesday, Jan. 3.
The most significant change for
the first semester is that the re-
view period will begin on a Mon-
day rather than a Saturday. The
change was made because of track
meets and other athletic events
which have in the past conflicted
with the review. Examinations will
begin on Jan. 23 and continue un-
til Feb. 4, a shorter period than
in previous years.
Spring vacation will be the same
length as last year: from March
23 to April 3.
Ivy Day has been moved up in
an effort to avoid conflicts with
examinations given at major wo-
men's colleges.
The end of the year may be





"The Bowdoin College Chapel
is a living witness to the power
and the glory of God." These were
the words spoken Sunday by the
Reverend Joseph C. MacDonald at
a special service in recognition of
the centennial of the dedication
of the Chapel. The actual dedica-
tion took place on June 7, 1855.
"As the hundred years have
passed," Dr. MacDonald said, "the
Chapel has become more and more
of a symbol. Its body is a kind of
a miracle in granite and .wood, but
in its heart, in its worship services,
are relived tl.o great mysteries of
life and death, man and God, time
and eternity. There is something
of spirit about it which is far
more important than the materials
used in its construction. Thus it
is that it has become such an im-
pressive and beloved symbol of
the College and v of the God in
whose name it was built and in
whom our 'hope securely stands.' "
"I like to think of this Chapel
of ours in this way," Dr. Mac-
Donald continued. "I see it not as
just cold, inarticulate stone, but
as a building which has become
forever a .part of the lives of gen-
erations of Bowdoin men ,who here
jor examinations will be held on I have had fellowship in worship
May 28 and 29. Oral Major exam-
inations will be from May 30
through June 1. The last two days
will overlap the general review
and examination period of the sec-
ond semester, which begins May
30 and ends June 11. On Monday,
June 11. special examinations will
be held for seniors who had course
examinations scheduled on June 1
and 2.
The Baccalaureate Address will
be on June 10 and the 151st Com-
mencement Exercises on June -16.
Changes were made entirely by
Dean Kendrick. The Administra-
tion is considering major revisions
for next year.
and here have bowed in the pres-
ence of their God.
"That God <as a group under
President Hyde's guidance once
phrased it) is a Goti 'present in
nature as law, in science as truth,
in history as justice, in art as
beauty, in society as sympathy, in
conscience as duty, and supremely
in Jesus Christ as the highest and
best .we know.' No small God this,
but a God for all of-life, a God for
time and eternity."
Dr. MacDonald is minister of
The Union Church in Waban,
Mass., and a member of the Bow-
doin Board of Overseers. He grad-
uated with the Class of 1915.
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Deficit in College bud-
get limits library appro-
priations. See Editorial on
page two. THE BOW ORIENT
Is hazing keeping fresh-
men off the football team?
See Polar Bearings on
page three. „




Fluorescent lights in the main
reading room and the stacks, a
new washroom, and six new facul-
ty studies highlighted a major li-
brary renovation this summer.
One of the most apparent im-
provements made in the library
was the relighting of the main
reading room. Even though the
desk lamps have been done away,
there is still more than sufficient
light. Although cthc amount of
Bght given off will slightly de-
crease as the lights become older,
there will still be enough.
Mr. McKenna, assistant librar-
ian, has noticed that there has
been a great increase in the num-
ber of students using the reading
room. Now one can see even if
sitting at the middle of the table,
whereas before only students at
the ends of the table, by the
lamps, had sufficient light.
Since 1004
The new washroom at the bot-
tom of the stairs to the left as
one comes in the main door, is
more convenient and much larg-
er than the old outdated wash-
room on the second floor.
Parts of the Alumni Records
room and the Economics room
have been converted into faculty
studies, three in each of these
rooms. The6e rooms are not for
offices, but for faculty members
doing research. After the work
has been completed, the room will
then be relinquished to others. • .
Although the rewiring and re-
lighting of the stacks was not
originally to be done this year, it
was deemed necessary when sev-
eral persons received shocks from
the switches. Another important
reason for having the work done
this year is the fire hazard of the
wiring, which had been in since
1904. While completely rewiring
the stacks, it was decided to in-
stall fluorescent lights at the same
time.
Over $30,000
The appropriations for these im-
provements were made by the
Boards from capital funds. There
was an appropriation of $7,892 to
cover the installation of the six
faculty studies, $3,500 for the re-
lighting of the main reading room,
$8,126 for the new washroom in
the basement, and $11,500 for re-
wiring and relighting the stacks.
The library budget for this year
was reduced from last year's. In
1954-35 the appropriation lor
books, periodicals, and binding was
$17,000. For the current year this
appropriation was cut to $14,500,
a decrease of $2,500. This $14,500
comes entirely from the income of
Library endowment funds desig-
nated by the deed of gift to be
used for the purchase of books
and other materials.
Higher Kates
The appropriation for student
assistants for the current year
was increased by $600 to a total
of $4,600. This increase was neces-
sary to cover the extra hour that
the Library is open each evening,
to provide for extra work of shelf
reading due to the open stack, and
to cover an increase in the rate
of pay from 70 to 75 cents per
hour.
The appropriation for new
equipment, which last year was
$500, was increased to $1,225 for
the purchase of a microfilm stor-
age cabinet and furnishings for
the six new faculty studies. The




"After careful consideration, the
Executive Committee of the Gov-
erning Boards of Bowdoin College
has accepted the gift of the inter-
ior wood trim, panelling, mould-
ings, fireplace, mantles, and other
items from the Longfellow birth-
place which the College may wish
to remove ... At some future
date, when funds may become
available for the purpose, and in
a manner which is deemed appro-
priate, the college will make use
of these items," President Coles
stated in last Monday's chapel
talk.
In an effort to clear up confu-
sion resulting from rumors and
erroneous stories in the public
press, President Coles took care
to explain how the College had
come about the gift, why Bowdoin
has a strong interest in it, and'
the nature of future plans con-
cerning its use.
In 'I'tter Disrepair*
Three and a half weeks ago, (he
College indicated its interest in
acquiring some items from the
birthplace of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. The house, still stand-
ing on the corner of Fore and
Hancock Streets in Portland, will
be torn down before the end
of the year because of industrial
expansion.
The house is In "utter disrepair"
despite the sincere efforts of many
interested people. "All efforts at
preservation, cither on its present
site or on some other site, have
failed," the President said-. Mrs.
F. Gas* '57
B h i m a MacDonald Stutevant,
President of the International
Longfellow Society and husband
of a Bowdoin man as well as moth-
er of several more, asked the Col-
lege whether it might be inter-
ested in taking some parts of the
house.
A committee, composed of Vice
President Norton, Professor H.
Brown, and Superintendent of the
Grounds Brush visited the house,
and, with the assistance of the
College Architects, McKim, Mead,
and White, examined the interior
parts that were authentic and still
preserved. At the same time, sev-
eral other institutions showed in-
terest in obtaining the woodwork.
The gift was deeded to the Col-
lege by the International Long-
fellow Society and the American
Hoist and Derrick C o m p an y
through the Thomas Laughlin
Company in Portland. The Presi-
dent expressed appreciation for
"the opportunity afforded the Col-
lege to take such material as it
believes it can use. and thus pre^
serve here at Bowdoin for the
many who may be interested
an association with the birthplace
of one of Bowdoin's most famous
alumni." • *
Not Hts Home
The house which Longfellow
was born in was not the Long-
fellow home. The home, given to
the Maine Historical Society by a
member of the Longfellow family
in 1901, has been excellently pre-
IPlease Turn To Tage i\
DEAN CLARIFIES CUTS
WITH NEW REGULATIONS
In an effort to clarify the pres
.
ent class attendance regulations,
the dean's office has made avail-
able for the student body a print-
ed list of the rules. Several \rt\-,
portant changes have been made'.
The most controversial and well
known of these is the ten dollar
fine that will be imposed for cuts
taken immediately before or after
any vacation. The money collected
will be used for the general opera-
tion of the College. The dean ex-
plained the reason for this was
excessive cutting done at both
ends of vacations in previous
years. Last year it reached the
"sloppy" stage, the dean said, and
"the vacation situation was ab-
solutely unfair to both instructors
and students."
The other new change is in-
direct. Students on probation due
to cutting may be debarred from
any course in case of further un-
excused absense. If the debarred
man is failing the course at the
time, he will be given an "E"
grade. Otherwise, no grade , or
credit will be given, but the cause
for dismissal will be entered on
the record and the deficiency will
have to be made up. Under the
new ruling passed by the Gov-
erning Boards, it will cost the
student $75 to make up the de-
ficiency. Such action will come
only after disregard of a warning
to the student already on proba-
tion.
Cutting Regulation*
The remaining regulations are
much the same as last year.
Freshmen are not permitted to
have more than three, upperclass-
men not more than four, uncx-
cused cuts in any- regular course
per semester. Dean's list students
will receive their usual privileges,
except for classes immediately be-
fore and after a vacation. Ab-
senses for authorized extracur-
ricular activities, sickness, family
emergencies, or reasons of com-
parable importance will be ex*
cused only through the dean's of-
fice.
Faculty members are urged to
make clear to their classes any
.attendance requirements peculiar
to their courses and not covered
by the general regulations. The
instructor has no free reign to
change the present cut policy, and
is not entitled to penalize a stu-
dent for an authorized absensc.
Faculty members are expected to
turn in cuts promptly and regu-
larly.
Unlimited Cuts Vetoed
The dean termed the regulations
"not as terrible as they sound."
At present, the faculty "is not in-
clined toward unlimited cuts" and
nothing similar to such ja plan
would be put into effect at Bow-
doin in the forseeable futui*e, the
dean said. There are strong feel-
ings among the faculty that the
four unexcused cuts were original-
ly given' for emergencies. "But
.now, said Dean Kendrick, "with
students so mobile and addicted to,
weekends, it has changed from the
'old days." The basic reason for the
regulations, the dean stated^ is
the philosophy of Bowdoin. that
"the classroom is the center of
this college."
Over 200 Receiving Aid
From Many Scholarships
Two hundred and one under-
graduates this fall are receiving
some form of scholarship aid.
They are sharing in a total of
$117,191, made available as schol-
arships.
The College is providing during
the year approximately $100,000
in. the form of loans and under-
graduate employment.
A breakdown reveals that the
average uppcrclass award is about
$520, and the average freshman
award more than $720. Something
over 23'f of the total undergrad-
uate body will be receiving schol-
arship aid.
Coles Justifies Scholarships
Commenting recently on the
student aid program, President
Coles declared, "The fundamental'
justification for scholarships lies
in two considerations: to insure
that a Bowdoin education is avail-
able to the highly qualified student
regardless of his economic status,
and to insure that the college pop-
ulation shall be representative of
the national population with res-
|>ect to social and economic back-
ground."
Of the total of 201 students, 80
are from Maine and 54 from Mas-
sachusetts. Other states represent-
ed are New York with 11, Con-
necticut and New Jersey. 8 each;
Rhode Island. 6; Vermont. 3: Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia, 2
each; and Delaware and Indiana.
1 each. Also receiving aid are 14
foreign students. 12 of whom will
stuilj. iiii.i. i lIjc Botttloln Plan
Others included are faculty ex-
change students and sons of facul-
ty and staff members.
From Norway To Paris
The list of scholarships and
terms of award in the College
Catalogue shows grants available
for natives or residents of Maine,
Massachusetts, Richmond, Beverly,
Piscataquis County, Portland, Del-
aware, Bristol, Washington Coun-
ty. Augusta, Bethel, Bangor, Cape
Elizabeth, Ellsworth. Hancock
County, Greater New York, War-
ren, Minot, Machias, Dexter, Top-
sham, Brunswick, Oxford County,
Norway, Paris, Bath, North Ha-
ven, Vinalhaven, Rockland, Lin-
coln County, Knox County, and
Buxton.
Scholarships go annually to
graduates of Lincoln Academy, a
New England school, Portland
High School.- Belmont High School,
Thomaston High School, Bangor
Theological Seminary, a public
school, Thayer Academy, Law-
rence Academy, and Fryeburg
Academy.
The Family Tree "
Also eligible are descendants of
members of the Classes of, 1822,
1896, 1903, 1916, 1920, 1926, 1929.
and 1944, descendants of the Rev-
erend Richard Woodhull. and stu-
dents of American ancestry on
both sides, or of Colonial or Rev-
olutionary Ancestry.
There are special scholarships
for members of Chi Psi, Alpha
Tau Omega. Psi Upsilon. Beta





the present freshman class of 213
from approximately 900 applicants,
Hubert S. Shaw announced.
Speaking at morning Chapel
service, Shaw said that 144 high
schools and preparatory schools
in sixteen states are represented in
the Class of 1959. Seven schools
have four or more graduates in the
group, with Hebron Academy and
South Portland High School pro-
viding the most representatives.
Seventy per cent of the students
come from public schools and thir-
ty per cent from private schools.
Relatives of thirty-two freshmen
have attended the College with 12
fathers included in this category.
The smaller number of fathers is
probably attributable io the fact
that in the depression years alum-
ni were raising smaller families.
Individual Student Important
Shaw reminded his audience that
for every frcshirun here there
arc 10,000 others elsewhere in the
United States. "This docs not, how-
ever," he declared, "in any way
diminish the importance of the in-
dividual student at the College."
This year's class is about the
same size as the entering group
for the past two or three years,
and it is likely that future classes
will also have between 200 and 225
members.
The Class of 1959. Shaw re-
marked, is the result of visits by
the admissions officers of the Col-
lege to something more than two
hundred schools located roughly
from New Brunswick to Ohio.
Forty-nine freshmen were





After a two-week delay WBOA
hopes to begin broader sting with-
in a week. Because of technical
difficulties it is impossible to give
a specific date for the resumption
of the station's activities.
Les Hamill '56, station manager,
said in an. interview on Sunday
night that WBOA is physically
able to .go on the air at any time,
but that until the range of the
station is checked to meet the re-
quirements of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, WBOA
will not broadcast.. A field inten-
sity meter, an expensive and rath-
er scarce instrument, is needed to
measure- broadcasting range, and
during the past week the per-
sonel of the station have been
making frantic efforts to rent this
instrument from one of the Port-
land stations.
Not Even A Squeak
Until this past Thursday the
WBOA engineers had not been able
to get a squeak out of the trans-
mitter, but this problem was over-
come when it was found that the
transformer was irrcpairably dam-
aged. The new transformer was
installed on Thursday.
Station Manager Hamill bays
that he plans to hold the*prog^am-
ming of WBOA in the same pat-
terns which have been set by
his predecessors. He does hope,
however, to put a few new ideas
into action. Bowdoin-on-the-Air
will try to broadcast nearly all
Bowdoin athletic contests, and the
members of the station are trying
to clear the difficulties which
block a resumption of Fred Wil-
kins '56 program, "Night Train."
If the program does get the prop-,
er clearance from administration
authorities, it will be on from
12:00 to 1:00 a.m. on weekdays.
Hamill Number One
The members of the executive
board for the Fall semester are
Hamill, Station Manager; Ells-
worth Clark '56, Program Direc-
tor; Leonard Bachcldcr '57, Chief
Engineer; Howard JacObson '57,
Business Manager; Peter Relic '58,
Sports Director; Stephan Land
'57, News Director; Joseph Brush
'58, Chief Announcer and Stephen
Morse '56, Publicity Director.
WBOA is adding to its riftbrd
library. The station is now nego-
tiating with » Columbia Records
.which, if successful, will bring a
great many classical and popular
record albums to the station. RCA,
Capital, MGM, KAPP, Dccca, and
many other companies already
send records to WBOA.
Bowdoin-on-thc-Alr is a mem-
ber of the College Radio Corpora-





By Donald M. Zuekrrt '56
Contending that the inevitable
violations of more liberalized so-
cial rules would be "disasterous to
the College," Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick, speaking on behalf of
the Faculty Administration Com-
mittee, recently gave several rea-
sons for the rejection of Student
Council proposals in this field.
Last May, Student Council went
before the Committee to request
certain changes in the body of
social rules. Basing their argu-
ments on the need for some mea-
sure of privacy during social week-
ends. Council requested that dur-
ing stipulated hours mixed par-
ties in the second floor living quar-
ters of, fraternities be sanctioned.
Privacy at Times
"Privacy is certainly to be de-
sired at many times," replied the
dean, "but it is questionable
whether
-it is .the obligation of the
College to provide it or whether
the College can So so with its own
facilities, especially at the time of
large social gatherings. In many
ways the fraternities are not set
up for that purpose."
The general policy of the Fac-
ulty Administrative Committee is
that on the whole it is better to
continue to confine mixed social
gatherings to the lower floors and
to leave the upper floors distinctly
as living quarters.
Danger of Abuse
The dean pointed out that these
proposed changes would of neces-
sity apply to both responsible and
irresponsible people. The combina-
tion of drinking and men and
women in this age group might
easily lead to abuse of the privi-
lege on the. part of these few ir-
responsible members of the stu-
dent "Body. These few exceptions
could do irreparable harm to the
reputation of the College.
"The rejection of these proposals
do not in any way prove that the
College has a lack of confidence in
ihe student body, hut if these
changes were permitted further
extensions .would be demanded at
a later date. This would he a move
to which I believe the families of
both the dates and undergraduates
would be opposed," concjuded the
dean. •
All those working on the
ORIENT news, sports and edit-
orial staff and those Interested
In working in one of these de-'
partments are urged to attend
an Important meeting In the
ORIENT office, south basement





Dissatisfaction with training in
foreign languages, speech, and.
sciences, regret for neglect of
courses in social studies, fine arts,
and philosophy, criticism of the
major system in recent years, con-
tinuing esteem for close faculty-
student relationships, and endorse-
ment of (but .willingness to ac-
cept reforms in) the fraternity
system were all indicated by re-
turns on the questionnaire sent
out to all 7,3}5 alumni on the ac-
tive mailing list in February of
this year.
Replies from alumni, and par-
ticularly V.,c over 3fj0 letters re-
ceived in lieu of or along with the
completed questionnaire, were
treated as confidential information
by the Self Study Committee, and
the results which have been re-
leased arc based on tabulation and
analysis of the 1454 replies receiv-
ed by mid-July, or about 20 per
cent of those questioned. Response
by classes showed little variation,
the lowest returns coming from
the classes of 1920-1929 with 17
per cent replying, and the highest
from the classes of 1900-1909 with
23 per cent.
Language Reaction
Reaction to instruction in lan-
guages found expression in sever-
al connections. Asked if study of
language had proved .worthwhile.
72 per cent of those replying con-
sidered that It had, the percentage
being considerably higher among
classes before 1910. On the other
hand, 21 per cent of those answer-
ing another question regarded their
undergraduate language training
as unsatisfactory, the chief com-
plaint being the lack of oral and
aural drill.
Percentages of alumni who con-
sidered their training in speech
and in the sciences unsatisfactory
were only slightly less.
History Rates Hlrh
Listing by alumni of courses
they wish they had taken gives
high rating to social studies and
fine arts. The weight given the
most frequently mentioned sub-
jects is indicated by the following
percentages: history 13 per cent,
eeommiics 10 par cent, phUosnph)
A. -Seelye '56
eight per cent, English eight per
cent, art seven per cent, psycholo-
gy six per cent, music five per cent,
literature five per cent, govern-
ment five per cent, biology four
per cent, and all other subjects
29 per cent.
A similar listing of the five- most
worthwhile subjects taken gives
English, including courses in com-
position, speaking, and literature,
first place with 18 per cent, his-
tory second with 11 per cent, econ-
omics third with nine per cent,
government fourth with seven per-
cent, and mathematics, biology and
chemistry next with approximate-
ly six per cent each. In this and
the previous listing, estimates arc
somewhat rough and undue
weighting may have been given to
required subjects or departments
offering a large number of individ-
ual courses.
Major .Meetings. Hit
Replies to a multiple-part ques-
tion on the major system indicate
that both' <hc written and oral ex-
ams were least esteemed during
the twenties when the system was
first introduced, that the oral ex-
am has consistently received more
respect than the written, and that
the program, which was suspended
from 1942 until 1952, has not yet
regained the stature that was
maintained prior to World War II.
The lack of prestige of the present
major -system is attested by the
lack of value placed by graduates
since 1950 on honors papers and
particularly by their disparage-
ment of the contribution of major
meetings.
The alumni questionnaire was
intended to reflect the total col-
lege experience, and hence, al-
though the emphasis was on the
curriculum, questions were includ-
ed which elicited information on
all phases of undergraduate life.
particularly the role of the frater-
nity.
Alumni For Rushing; Controls
The alumni, as did the under-
graduates in replying to a similar
question, rated fraternity member-
ship most often as being among
the five activities which contribut-
[Plratf Turn '/".< Pt^t l\
Bishop Oxnam To Speak Here











Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam
Courtesy Portland Press Herald
SHAW. RANLETT, HOWELL
LEAD RESPECTIVE CLASSES
Number one students in the
three upper classes in overall aca-
demic standing arc Henry D.
Shaw '56, 93.87; John Ranlett '57,
94.16; and Roger Howell Jr. '58,
96.89, according to figures compil-
ed by tht Dean's Office.
Howell's 96.89, the highest figure
in any class, is 38.21 points high-
er than the lowest, a 58.68, achiev-
ed by e sophomore. The Class of
'56
-has nine a-bove the 90 mark,
'57 has only four, and '58 has nine.
Shaw Leads '56
The top 20 out of 169 listed for
the Class of '56 are as follows:
1. Shaw, Henry D. 93.87
2. Wright, Wayne M. 93.62
3. Cohen, Norman P. 92.72
4. Shimmin, Herbert S. 92.69
5. Shatkin, Aaron J, 92.54
6. Kierstead. Raymond F., Jr.
91.54
7. Seelyc. Maynard A. 90.83
8. Flint. Ernest G.. Jr. 90.21
9. Marshall, Albert R. 90.02
10. Price. Morton L. 89.77
11. Rodman, Bjchard B. 89.71
12. LaCasce. J. Steward 89.41
13. Phillips.. Kyle M.. Jr. 88.97
14. Aldrn, John J. W. 88.89
15. Kurt/, Richard W. 88.79
lfi. Hurley. David L 88.22
17. Loughry, Richard W. 87.11
18. Greene. Wai .en II., Jr. 86 93
19. Lee. Philip A„ Jr. 86.79
Porter, H. Peterson 86.79
169 66.81
Ranlett Rest Of '.VJ
The ti.j) 30 out of the 202 listed
for the Class of '57 are as follows:
1. Ranlett. John 94.46
2, Cover, Bruce R. 91.59
14. Kingsbury. Robert A. 88.68
15. Cameron, Michel A. 88.66
16. Field, John P. 88.16
17. Turner, James H. 87.84
18. Loeb, Daniel N. 87.55
19. Leahy, John P. 87.42
Whcaton,- John D. 87.42
Williamson Winner
The top 20 out gf the 139 who
graduated in June are as follows;
1. Williamson, Andrew W., Ill
94.86
2. Bishop, Lloyd O. 94.04
3. Palais, Elliot S. 93.26
4. Robarts. R. Charles 92.97
5. Rau. Otto (;. 92.87
i
6. Gracey, Jerome B. 92.54
I 7. Alter, Neil 92.15
! 8. Small, Gordon I?., Jr. 92.07
9. Ladd, Charles C. 91.41
10. Anthony. Harold W. 91.23
11. Day, Philip S. 90.74
12. Gass, A. Allen 90.09
13. Hays. William C. 90.07
14. Kane, Thomas J„ Jr, 90.01
15. Cummings. Philip W. 89.93
16. Starkweather, David B. 89.78
17. Winter. Kenneth P. 89.29
18. Webber. George C, II 89.00
19. Kimball, William L. 88.04
20. Vose. Robert W. 8K.00
139 . 70.71
Maine's aeademie superiority is
again shown from the following







Others < 40 32
3. Kessler, David M.
4. Kinnelly, Francis M.
5. Bachelder, J. Leonard
6. Strout. Arthur K.
7. McDaniel. Joseph W.
8. Spence, Thomas L.
9. Williams. Edward It.
10. Moody, Stanton I.
1 1. Howland. John L.
1^'. Cohen. Saul II.
13. Frogel, Marvin P.
Waltz, Miles E,
15. ^Stuart. Philip K.
16. Davis. John C. Ill
17. Abbott, Chirjej II.
Sullivan, Kevin G.
19. Ramsden, Herbert A.. Jr.





















Howell First in '88
The top 20 out of the 207 listed
for the Class of '58 arc M follows:
1. Howell. Roger, .Jr. 96.89
2. .Won ley. Allan D . Jr. 95.89
3. Block, Norman D. 9167
4. Relic. Peter D. 9'2.2'J
5. Rirkett, James D. 91.00
fi. Kostis. Nicholas P. 90.89
7. Weil, Gordon S. 90.52
8. Westwig, Ralph A. 90.47
9. Waldorf. Barry <' 90.23
io! Carpenter/Kenneth E. 89.78
11. Weston. Charles A. 89.71
12. Packard,
.
Robert W. • 89.67
13. Milliken. Stephen B. 89.00
* .. __
STATE DEFT. EXAM
The Department of State an-
nounced that its leeowd written
examination will l>e given on De-
cember 9. 195"). Tomorrow. Mr,
John N. Gatch Jr. will hold a con-
ference in Room B In the Moulton
Union All undergraduates inter-
ested in seeing him ttave been
asked to register at the Place-




By Roger Howell :»K
G. Bromley Oxiwn, Bishop <a
the Methodist Church in the Wash-
ington. I). C. area since 19.">2. Will
1)0 the Janus Bowdoitl Day Speak-
er here on Wednesday, Oct, 12,
President James S Coles announc-
ed.
The response from the .lame;
Bowdoin Scholars will be given
by David L. Hurley '50.
A graduate of the University "f
Southern California in 1913. Bishop
Oxnam holds honora rj degrees
from many institutions, among
them Wcsleyan, College of the Pa*
cific, Yale. DePauw, Northeaste .,.
Wabash and Allegheny lie was
president of DePauw from 1938
until 1936. when he was elected
a bishop of the Methodist church.
Since that time he has been resi-
dent bishop in the Omaha, Boston.
New York and Washington area..
Bishop Oxnam is one of ihe
presidents of the World Council of
Churches. He is a member of the
Board of Preachers at Harvard
University, and he his served as
a member of President Etsenhow-
er's Commission on Higher Educa-
tion and as a member of the Ci-
vilian Advisory Committee to Ihe
Secretary of the Navy during
World War II In ,19-13 he
as Chairman of the Commission
to study jvist war relief conditions
in Germany.
Frequent Contributor
A frequent contributor on so-
cial, international, industrial, and
religious subjects. Bishop Oxnam
has lectured at colleges and uni-
versities throughout the country.
He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
and 'a 33rd degree Mason.
James Bowdoin Day, named in
honor of the earliest patron of the
College, was instituted in 1941 to
grant recognition 10 those m




Carrying no stipend, are aware- . <j
to students who have comph :
least two semesters of woii; in
recognition of a high average In
their courses to date or of -up- io
work in their major department
Each year Mrs Stanley P Ch se
of Brunswick hai~ decorated Ihe
portrait of James Bowd tin in the
Walker Art Building with a lau-
rel. It was her husband, the late
Professor Chase, who was chair-
man of the committee which In-
augurated the exercises-' in 1941.
68 qualify
This year there ire 6H students
who have qualified as Jantes Bow-
doin Scholars. They are: John J,
W. Alden '56. J. Leonard Bachel-
der '57, Edward I. Baxl ir '58,
Jam -s ]). Rirkett "58; Norman I;.
Block '58. John I. Burgess '58, Ken-
neth E, Carpenter '58, Norman I'.
Cohen '56, Saul II. Cohen "57,
Bruce R. Cowen '57. John C, Da-
vis III 57, John P.. Field '58 E -
nest G. Flint Jr, '">•>. M irvip P.
Frogel '57, Charles F, Rades '56,
Warren II. Greene Jr. '56, David
w. Holmes '56, Peter K, li times
T>6'.' Roger Howell Jr. '58, John I..
Howland '57, David L. Ilurle> '56,
David Kessler '57, Raymond 1".
i Please Turn To Page ! I
Black Bugs and Boondocks
Bothered Bragg Boarders
Ry Warren A
Jumping from ROTC drill on
Pickard Field to army life at Fort
Bragg is a big leap, but it is pna
that members of the advanced
ROTC group at the College made
last summer.
We drove in to tho ROTC Sum-
mer Camp with out hearts in our
throats. The gate that we entered
was a massive Structure of light
gray stone, with a huge airbourne i
insignia and the caption, "Amor-
ica's Guard of Honor".
Our ride continued past rows of
wooden barracks that displayed
few of the comforts of home. .The
surrounding "Grounds " consisted
for the most part of asphalt and
concrete with an occasional strip
of gravel-packed earth. A few
trees grew nearby. Even at this
time of year the day was hot and
humid. Had anyone told us that
it would become much hotter by
the middle of July, we never would
have believed him. then.
"I'psle daisy, tfirlsl"
The first morning began with
an "Upsie daisy, girls." and we had
made our first acquaintance with
the army pontine, Somehow we
managed to do everything most
commonly associated with mili-
tary training that first day; we
stood in line for hours, we altiveii
a "sir" to every answer, and we
attempted to look eager, if not in-
telligent. The shining of shoes, the
polishing of brass, and the diall-
ing of elothws soon t.*>l< their not -
Sleviiger '".'>6
ma! large pa 1 1 of the daily i mi-
tine. Our most difllcut task v. I
the finding of enough rime to ac-
complish everything thai wa < \-
P"cted of us
Alter this beginning OUI I
continued. "No doubt Ihe men in
command would have preferred to
see us marching, but since we
weie to receive Instruction in
every branch of the army We had
to get from one place to the oil* r
as fast as possible'. The Fori I
Military Reservation is one "i the
largest in the country and Biffer-
ent sections arc miles apifrt. This
meant that vvo sometimes rode In
trucks for as much as an hout tit
n time. Our spines will nevei lor-
get the Jounces in these vehicles.
The roads were deeply rutted and
Covered with dust. 'Ihe litst truck
was always the mosl populai since,
the last trucks had to inn thn I ' I
the dust raised In all the QthtTS.
Dust.became qui greatest discom-
fort.
Mark Itilgs and ' BoemliK Ks"
Unfortunately our rides could
not continue if vvc were to lear::
the fundamentals ol ground war-
fare For the most pari this con-
sisted of putting on-- fool In front
of the othei Innumerable • times.
The terrain through Which w
vanced could have Ih-cii the back
woods of Maine except for the
prolusion of insects, poisonous
plants and snake,, and tangled
i Please Turn Tu I
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Deficit Hurts Library
The College, we learned, is having financial problems.
This is something not new to the small private college, or any.
institution of. higher learning for that matter, but what is signifi-
cant is the fact that annual deficits are becoming a habit. Like
the man on the street who is again feeling the high cost of living,
the College is feeling the high cost of education.
Since the fiscal year of 1952-53 the College has been run-
ning in the red. It had a deficit of $68,525 that year, and the
following year of 1953-54 showed a deficit of $15,585. For
the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1955, the College operated
on a prospective deficit of $81,565; however, altho- gh official
figures are not yet available. President Coles said that the ac-
tual deficit ran about $21,000, the $60,000 difference being
made up through unexpected gifts to the College during the
• year.
When the first budget for this year (1955-56) was drawn
up there was over a $100,000 deficit. President Coles and the
Visiting Committee asked each department to submit new
budgets 20 per cent smaller than its first budget. A new budget
was sumbitted and after some readjustments which- made the
overall reduction somewhat less than 20 per cent, the Govern-
ing Boards approved it with a prospective deficit of $80,000.
Needless to say, it is not easy for a department to cut its
expenditures by 20 per cent, as most of them ask for only the
bare essentials anyway. Many departments simply could not
cut its expenditures that much.
When the library committee tried, it found that because
of so many fixed costs, such as subscriptions to periodicals, book
bindings, salaries and student assistance, the cut could come
only from money appropriated to buy new books. The com-
mittee, which over the years has purchased only very essential
books, found that it could purchase about two-thirds of the
books it had planned to buy for the library this year.
This is significant when one remembers that a cut in the
appropriation for new books affects the whole College. In a
sense a cut in funds for new books can never be made up. Many
books go out of print after one or two years and, especially in
the scientific fields, it is necessary to buy books every year to
keep up to date with the latest concepts and discoveries.
' President Coles has expressed much concern over the plight
of the library and has promised to help all he can by appropri-
ating as much money as possible to the library from unexpected
gifts to the general operation of the College during the coming
year. But because such gifts are unexpected, the College
cannot depend on them to help the library or any other depart-
ment. The problem has been somewhat eased by a $1,000
gift from United States Steel Corporation, which President Coles
immediately transferred to the library.
The library is the life blood of the College. If it cannot
keep abreast with the latest developments in all fields of studies,
both faculty and students alike cannot use it to its fullest ad-
vantage. There is no status quo in the striving for knowledge,
not to progress and expand in the guest for learning is to fall
behind.
All of us, students, faculty, alumni and administrators
must be concerned with the problem because we are the Col-
lege. In order for the College to function properly on the level
with other schools to which it has always compared itself, the
College needs more money on which to operate.
ROTC Department
Honors 13 Seniors
ROTC has designated thirteen
College seniors as Distinguished
Military Students. Lt. Col. Will R.
Winfrey announced recently.
The list includes the following
Cadet Captains: David G. McCor-
nack, Jr., Terry D. Stenberg, J.
Loo Berkley. Henry M. Britt, Ro-
land F. Emero, Richard W. Kurtz,
Frank L. McGinley and Richard
K. Merritt
Also honored were Cadet First
Lieutenants John C. Brewer, Paul
A DuBiule. Jr.. and Albert R.
M.i i.shall and Second Lieutenants
Peter J. O'Rourke and Lloyd E.
-Willey,
The designation of Distinguished
Military Student is given for "dem-
onstration of outstanding qualities
of leadership, high moral charac-
ter, ability in academic achieve-
ments, and definite aptitude for
the military' service." Men so de-
signated are eligible to apply for
a commission in the Regular Army.
"To Ostch a Thler — the lat-
est Alfred Hitchcock "thriller." al-
though failing to measure up to
such spine-tinglers as "Rear Win-
dow" and "Suspicion" in its sus-
penseful impact, nevertheless pro-
vides the movie-goer with an eve-
ning of very acceptable entertain-
ment.
Located on the scenic French
Riviera^ the picture offers one
breath-taking sight after another
as the viewer races with the "Cat"
along country roads, through pa-
lacial villas, on glistening tiled
roof-tops and into lavish hotel
suites lighted only by extravagant
fireworks displays. Despite the
splendor of this combination of
man-made and natural beauty, this
onlooker found the greatest satis-
faction in just focusing on "Phila-
delphia's own" Grace Kelley. The
1955 Academy Award winner is
net called upon to do much ex-
cept to look handsome and rich,
both of .which she does so con-
vincingly that little else matters.
Grant Pleasing
Cary Grant, always a suave,
pleasing figure oh the screen,
moves through his intriguing role
with polish and assurance, and in
the interim does well in maintain-
ing the suspenseful line. A very
able cast does full justice to the
script, which remains a fairly»tjght
and interesting one, at least till the
final scene .when the air goes out
a bit too fast. Lastly, the dialogue
is consistently good, often witty
and clever. It's worth seeing!
A famous lawyer was examining
a witness in court one day and he
had reason to suspect deliberate
perjury. At length, becoming im-
patient, he asked the witness very
impressively:
"Do you know the nature of an
oath, sir?"
"I do," replied the witness.
"And are you not aware, sir,
that you are commanded in the
Bible not to bear false witness-)-
against thy neighbor?" aske»fThe
lawyer. \
"I know that,' was theVeply,
'and I'm not bearing false witness





Student Union Committee held
its first meeting of the year at
the home of advisor Don Lancaster
last Wednesday evening, accord-
ing to John Wheaton '58, commit-
teeman. * '
Following a bnef^resume of the
committee activities of the spring
semester, the group discussed
plans for the coming term, upper-
most of which is the annual
Alumni Day, to be held this year
on October 29, the date of the
Bates game. Committees drawn-
up the previous spring were rati-
fied.
Student Union again will offer
trophies for the fraternity display
contest and will sponsor the
Alumni Day dance in the gym
which officially opens the Bowdoin
party season. Attempts are being
made to engage a more well-
known band than is usually had
for the event in the hope that
Homecoming day will be an even
bigger success than in the prev-
ious years.
Room* For Dates
In conjunction with party week-
ends, the Committee expressed the
desire that the students cooper-
ate as much as possible in the mat-
ter of rooming assignments. A
file of available rooms will be
kept by the Committee in the
Moulton Union for the conveni-
ence of students seeking rooms
for dates. The reciprocal aid of
any students knowing of potential
date lodgings to add to this file
would, of course, assist the entire
student body as well as the Stu-
dent Union.
The program of Union films has
been scheduled to begin Saturday,
November 12. This year plans
call for individual brochures con-
taining dates and descriptions of
each film to be printed and dis-
tributed for student use.
Tom Wiswell, expert chess and
checker player is returning to the
Campus. Wiswell will be here
sometime during the week follow-
ing the Maine game. The Com-
mittee also hopes to bring a pool
and billiards expert to the Col-
lege. Shortly following the ap-
pearance of Wiswell, bridge tour-
naments will begin.
P.S. Have you tried snuffing out
your cigarette in an egg yolk late-
ly?
An intermediate thought re-
minds me, let's have a good, old-
fashioned crusade to open the Pas-
time!
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous: Of special inter-
est to all ardent WBOA fans
(thousands?) is the news that
"Night Train" of 1952-53 fame will
be returning to the air-waves
shortly. Sharing the spotlight on
this "bigger and better" revival,
which incidentally will originate
from the comfortable lounges of
the power plant, will be its regu-
lar stars Fred (the Singing
Whale) Wilkins and lovable Aman-
da Snow. . . . Sermons on this past
Sunday indicate that a certain pic-
ture playing at a certain theatre
in the "near-by" area is a must
for all college gentlemen.
. . . May
we express our thanks to an "im-
promptu" performer who added
such local color and humor to Sat-
urday's game festivities.
Members of the Elliot Lounge
"set" are urged to cheer "real
loud" on the 22nd.
. . . Trie list of
the "Billy Budd" cast indicates
that a goodly number of new stage
faces will be 'seen in the opening
Masque and Gown production un








In your recent article, Can We Picking up the threads of le-
Remain Small?, I agree most ' gislation from last Spring, the
heartily with your wish that we I Council closed the book on the
might remain a small college, latest proposed social rules
There are, however, two aspects changes. A report of the death of
of your* argument that I cannot | these proposals is to be found else-
Behind The Ivy Curtain
accept.
(1) You state that, "One way
of meeting the rising costs of ed-
ucation is to admit more students."
This statement cannot be proved) l957 trom the second week in
where in the pages pf the Orient.
^57 Soon To Elect
A vote of the Council has mov-





Put on your pants boy! Some
of you may have heard that yell
last Saturday afternoon. It was
uttered during the second half of
the Trinity game. It came from
a certain section of the under-
graduate stands. I was sitting in
that section. I participated in the
yell and was most happy to do so.
Here's the whole story behind the
yell.
Cheerleaders at football games
should be striving towards one
purpose — to get the fans, in uni-
sion, to cheer as loud as possible
for the benefit of the team. It has
been the custom of the Bowdoin
cheerleaders, during my three un-
dergraduate years at least, to pro-
vide i or* attempt to provide) the
crowd with a few laughs. If the
Bowdoin cheerleaders believe this
policy will help the spirit of the
fans, and, indirectly, the team, let
them keep it up.
But let's be men about it! This
is a college for men! When the
band is playing a march, let's not
start acting like high school girls
at a football rally. Let's not start
wiggling the hips and Hinging the
legs high into the air, for the
alumni and undergraduates to
stare at and then chuckle in an
odd sort of way. That's not help-
ing the team any! Keep time with
the music if need be, but let's
do it in a manly, forceful, and sen-
sible manner. And let's not be at-
tired, like we might be on a sunny
Saturday afternoon of Ivy Week-
end. That's not helping the team
any. Let's be dresed like men who
want to win a football game —
who want to win so badly that
they'll sacrifice a little dirt on
their apparel for a hard fought
victory'- Let's wear long pants!
There's a time and a place for
Bermudas.
I don't believe I'm alone in what





































Jeff Richards - Jarma Lewis
also
Short Subject*
by citing fraternities as an ex-
ample. I understand that for eaoh
student that is admitted to Bow-
doin, the College itself spends at
least as much as the student for
his education. Therefore, the more
students Bowdoin admits, the
more Bowdoin must pay. The
problem is discussed more fully
in the recently released self study
report.
(2) You also state that since
November to about the middle of
October. President William W.
Hale Jr. '56 noted, after a confer-
ence with Leroy E. Dyer, president
of the Class of 1956. that Ivy plans
are best "launched at an- early
date. Thus the moving of the elec-
tion date will enable the new presi-
dent of the junior class to get
ideas and committee-men working
as soon as i^ossible.
A three-man committee, eompos-
by Henry D. M
Now that the college season has |
really gotten under way, the news-
papers are rolling in, and the first
week's crop shows them to be filled
with articles no less wierd and
wonderful than some of those re-
ported last spring.
For instance, the Boston Uni-
versity News features a column
titled 'Voice of the Terrier," which
deals with the sporting scene.
Good enough. On Sept. 20, the
column was devoted to a question
and-ansu'er type of discussion con
Sherrerd *52
Why does the genera) reading
public put up with this sort of
tUlng? Probably because nobody
really reads it anyway. But it could
he different, and a lot better.
Students of the world, arise! You
have nothing to lose hut your con-
fusion.
The 11th Commandment
If those who do occasionally
think about these things would
stand .up for their intellectual
rights'wt might be less put upon.
But this is the age of the housing
ing
eral normal questions (Are We
Lnproved, What does the Starting
Line Look Like, How Do The Ter-
riers Stack Up, etc.) there comes
one rather shattering question, to
wit: "Are the Terriers a Desire
Team"?
What goes on here 7 fhe answer
provides no clue the usual eye-
wash about good attitude and such.
Think of it - - A football team
named Desire. It was inevitable.
(iobbtedy-Gook
Why is it that official announce-
ments are always in such incredib-
ly stilted languages? Or any news-
funds must come." I cannol ! tnov must have some power of [paper quotes, as far as that goes?
cerning the football team, which is i development, social studies, and
also sane enough. But after sev- | group Integration, and who wants
Bowdoin draws about 63 per cent ^ °f paul S. Doherty '56, Wayne
of its students from Maine and 1 F 0rsie >56 . and David L. Tarn-
Massachusetts, it must necessarily ! min <"n '^ was appointed to in-
"sacrifice increasing national rec- 1 vestigate the possibility of the
ognition." And also for this reason, ! Collncil taking over jurisdiction of
Bowdoin "does not receive much
j
motor vehicles on campus. The
publicity in the great industrial
i
Council nas some feeling that if
centers from whence the life-giv- j tnPV are to become "watch-dogs"
A continued interest is being
|
shown in fathering some sort of
understand this. The national rec-
ognition that Bowdoin wants does
not come from a wide geographi-
cal distribution but rather from
the quality of the institution that I conference, in the not too distant
is operating. We can still be a I '"'IHfe. with representatives of stu-
New England college and gain our jdent^eyernment organizations in
reputation by our high standards. scnools similar to Bowdoin. A
Sincerely, three-man committee composed of
J. Steward LaCasce '56 Thomas E - Needham '57, Maynard
I A. Seelye ^56, and Robert H. Glov-
j
er '56 has been named to make
/~ . • _,
contact with Amherst and Wil-




,. /~i 11 an0- Wesleyan have already indic-
At Canadian Lolleee at <*» a " interest.
Donald E Richter '56 has charge
legislation in the setting up of I Get a load of this one, from the




appointed George H. of new copies of the new Student
Quinhy Acting Professor of Drama
for the spring quarter. Professor
Quinby, on leave of absence from
the College, will teach courses in
dramatic literature and play pro-
duction.
Professor QUinby will also direct
a play for the Drama Guild of the
University. At Queen's he will re-
place Professor William Angus, a
graduate of Bowdoin in the Class
of 1919, who returned to Bruns-
wick in June of 1952 to play the
part of Polonius in the alumni
production of Hamlet, the Com-
mencement play presented as a
tribute to the late Kenneth C. M.
Sills. Angus will be teaching dur-
ing the spring and summer sessions
at the University of Hawaii.
During the fall semester Pro-
fessor Quinby is on sabbatical
leave from his position as Profes-
sor of Dramatics in the Depart-
ment of English here. On October
3 he will sail with Mrs. Quinby
to visit early Greek and Roman
theatres in France, Italy, Sicily
and Greece. They will return to
Brunswick shortly before Christ-
mas.






Council Constitution and various
appended rules, regulations and
stipulations.
A revolution in the appointment
of students to the job of produc-
ing the College Blotter is about to
take placeiAaron J. Shatkin '56,
Donald^ Zuckert '56, and Albert
R. Marshall '56 make up the com-
mittee to investigate and recom-
mend workable solutions.
Mentioned in passing, as the
various members of the Council
fled fronaihe. conference room in
quest of dinner, was the question
of the effects of hazing on candi-
dates for the freshman football
team. More will be said on this
subject next week.
Dean Kendrick sat with the
Council and discussed, with the
delegates, some of the pros and
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are highly pleased with the evi-
dence of constructive planning on
the part of the legislative body or
women's student government
we thoroughly agree with the phil-
osoi>hy behind this plan which was
designed to give the" house council
more of a counciling and less of a
punishment function and to leave
a margin of error for the girl who
breaks rules out of rare forgetful-
ness under trying circumstances."
What exactly does this mean?
If you work jour way through the
morass of ten-dollar .words, you
can boil it down to three words:
"We like it". Everything else is
just a smokescreen to impress the
peasants,and, somehow or other,
lend an air of authority. "
'We Got Tr«Hible«
The Orient is no exception to
this sort of thing, unhappily-
enough. Last week's issue carried
this gem of pedantism: "Inevitably
there is some difficulty involved
and dissatisfaction incurred in ad-




be reduced to "We got troubles."
—Why, is it. -thai those in high
places, who would have us re-
vere the short, simple, dii-eet words
of Lincoln at Gettysburg, always
j
calibrated for hundreds of vege
go in exactly the opposite direction | tables and for ten different clima
themselves? tic zones.
to be an individual ".
In connection with this, a writer
for The New Hampshire (U. of
N.H.) noted in his column of ad-
vice to the frowhmen "above all
it-will learn that though practical-
ly anything goes at college, pro-
vided it is unoriginal, the one un-
forgiveabic crime' is to be different
in any way from the majority.
Your first commandment will be
like ours: 'Thou shall not eiev-
lateV A cheerful thought. In
spite of the irony, he was all t<K)
close ui the truth.
Poor Ciirtoonn
Looking very generally at col-
lege newspapers, one is struck by
the lact that the art work is in-
variably of tlie lowest possible stan-
dards. Why? Do editors scour the
campus tot the most amateurish
artist they can lind'.' Surely,
every campus has at least one ica-
sonably competent artist why do
they avoid the local newspaper
like a seven o'clock class? News-
paper cartooning is an ancient and
honorable art consider only the
names of Nast, Low and Fitz-
patrick. Then why is it that only
the most childish of drawings is
ever published?
Every once in a while you run
into a really wonderful typograph-
ical mistake: this week's award
of a zinc-plated LiUerace-type
candleabra goes to. the Wesleyan
Argus. In jin editorial on rushing




"What is the reason that a sig-
nificant and increasing num-bcen
the effect of the ncohmarRhteb
olmhfqhcsryMHMII her of stu-
dents choose to remain indepen-
det?" What significance indeed?
A circular "slide rule" tells a
gardener when to plant vegetables
and indicates the date on which
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King-size Winston brings flavor back to filter smoking - full, rich,
tobacco flavor! And the exclusive Winston filter works so effectively that the
flavor really comes through to you. College smokers know why Winston
changed America's mind about filter smoking. Winston tastes good— like a cigarette should
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By John E. Simonds '57
As the grim skein grows larger and more unbearable each week
like thp straws being piled on the patient camel's back, the campu»
habitues and officials have been pretty busy. trying to stir up both an
overhauling of the college athletic policy and a Jittle active interest in
Bowdoin football.
Fearful Freshmen
The somewhat startling fact that forty per cent of the original
candidates for Freshman football have decided not to play this year
was broached by both Adam Walsh and the members of the Student
Council on Monday. Lack of time because of hazing has always been
the moat popular excuse, and this was the one which was discussed
quite thoroughly in both of the Monday meetings. The general feeling
seemed to lean toward leniency in hazing towards the Frosh football
players.
Though the rigors of the autumn pledging rites always seem
much greater to the Freshmen than they really are, there is no escap-
ing the fact that the threat of hazing, combined with the impending
college assignments, has discouraged several good football players
from first year ball. AlsO, those who do play find it hard to keep in
playing condition if upperclassmen make a practice of promoting
nocturnal jaunts into the Maine wilderness.
Several suggestions have been offered by college officials for im-
proving the current athletic program. Some of these may never be
adopted, but one thing has been brought into the light. That is, that
in incidents such as discouraging Freshmen to play football, the stu-
dent body and no one else is responsible for any lack of athletic power
in the college.
• - * • • » •
(The following was written by a rheerleader, Al Payson, embit-
tered at the listless Bowdoin crowds at the first two football gar
the current season.)
Last Saturday's game with Trinity showed that the
of Bowdoin students are extremely fickle and unconeerned\
team's showing this year. It was so quiet in the Bowdoif
that one of the cheerleaders was forced to plea with the "fans"
the public address system to give the team support. Up to that time,
the only noise that could be aroused from this group of football ex-
perts was a long hiss at a police officer who was simply doing his
duty of ejecting a "disturbing influence" from the premises and a
mixture of jeers and cheers at the announcement of the World Series
score. Likewise, at Tufts the only noise from the Bowdoin stands
was a childish reaction to an announcement over the PA system.
All this would seem to indicate that Bowdoin students are more inter-
ested in the picayune sidelights that come with any athletic event
than the event itself.
Your writer has talked to some of the players on the Polar Bear
squad and they were disappointed by the silence of Saturday's crowd.
Dick Michelson and Ken Cooper both agree that a loud roar from the
crowd when the team is breaking out of the huddle is a tremendous
boost to a team's morale. Dick Drenzek gays that he doesn't hear the
crowd but he can "feel" it while John Snow just "likes the atmosphere
of a highly partisan crowd" that will show the squad some enthusiasm.
According to Captain Steve McCabe, the team can tell on the playing
field how interested the crowd is and will play accordingly.
At recent cheerleading meetings, many gimmicks have been pro-
posed to try to perk up school spirit. The pep squad has quite a prob-
lem on hand, knowing that a "rickety-rack" cheer can't go over in an
all-male school. What is not known, however, is exactly what will
succeed in captivating the crowd.
Campus Apathy
What is the answer to the lack of school spirit? Your writer has
a possible answer. The student body is too content to sit back and
blame our athletic showing on the coaching staff, athletic office, ad-
mission's office, bursar, dean, president or any administrative person-
nel in the college. I have heard of criticism aimed at the R.O.T.C.
department for keeping the boys away from the football field on Mon-
*^days. Statements like this are only a feeble attempt of the un-
enthusiastic student to cover up his own lack of intelligence and in-
terest.
In the last two home games, a special freshmen section will be
roped off. After a look at the upperclassmen, it is obvious that the
school must depend on the freshmen for support. Perhaps the fresh-
men ought to start hazing us for a while until we get indoctrinated
with the fact that we are lucky to be here instead of the myth that
the college is lucky to have us.
In our future games, let's hope that the upperclassmen can follow
the example to be set by the freshmen who will show that they have
spirit during the Colby and Bates games.




Freshmen football practice got
underway Sept. yKJ, as forty-three
candidates reported to freshmen
coach Ed Coombs.
The team worked on plays and
got in condition last week. Coach
Coombs couldn't give any state-
ment about the. team's outlook or
probable starters, for a live scrim-
mage has not been held yet.
The freshmen are pointing to
their opener against Hebron Acad-
emy on October 14th. After that
they play Bridgton Academy,
Maine Central Institute, and Exe-
ter in that order.
Candidates for the team include
centers: Reid Appleton, ''Joseph
Badot, William Dunn, Jeren Skid-
gel; guards: Bruce Chalmers, Wil-
liam Heselton, George Leavitt,
Gorden McLaren, Ronald Kirwood,
Michael Rodgers, Richard Tuttle,
and George Watkins.
Also tackles: Richard Briggs,
Edward Garrick, Robert Ginn,
Howard Glenn, and Ottie McCul-
lum; ends: Anthony Berlandi,
Robert Gorra and Lawrence Wil-
kins.
Also backs: Richard Adams,
Clayton Bennett, Michael Barrett,
Richard Briggs, Rodger Clifford,
James Fenlason, Richard Fogg,
Charles Jackson, Kenneth Judson,
Fred Hall, Albert James, Michael
Karavetsos, John McLean, Alfred
Merritt, Robert Mettler, Ralph
Miller, Mark Powers, Richard Pow-





Bowdoin's certainly not out of
hot water yet. Five more games
await the Polar Bears this season,
home and away. This weekend all
five teams were actively engaged
in the Fall Classic and most of
them did as .well or better than
was anticipated.
Amherst, by dint of polio-quar-
antine, played its first game of the
season at Union College last Sat-,
urday. The Lord Jeffs, whom the
White faces this Saturday, scored
three times on the ground and
smothered the host team with sus-
taining drives throughout the
game, 20-6.
Bates was completely outclassed
as Phil Bucaldo of Northeastern
scored all four TD's in running the'
Bobcats into th« ground, 26-0. The
only yardage they could make was
against the Huskies' reserves and
that threat .was stopped before
any score was made.
Colby lost a heartbreaker Sat-
urday, 20-19, when Middlebury
During a layover on a recent
week-end trip, we overheard the
ticket agent make assurances that
a certain train would be on time.
One man, after pacing the station
platform for more than an hour,
stalked angrily to the ticket win-
dow.














Robert Peter Tristram Coffin
train was late when I asked you
before?" he fumed.
"Look here, Mister," replied the
complacent agent, "I ain't paid to
sit here and knock the railroad."
BARBER SHOP
TURNERS





Flat Tops, Crews 1.00
ards Polar Bears, 35-14
Drenzek And Anderson Score;
Dionne Hurt, Out For Season;
White Sharpens In Last Period
Fred Wenatel being harassed by Trinity Tacklers after a six yard gain.
Courtesy Portland Press Herald
Skippers Win 1st Series Round,
As Belknap And Leighton Sparkle
The sailing team opened its de-
fense of the Class of 1930 Trophy
with an Impressive rout of Colby
and Maine on the New Meadows
River Sunday.
With comparative ease, the Big
White Skippers, Charlie Leighton
in Division "A", and Dave Belk-
nap in Division "B". won every
race of the meet. This meet vic-
tory resulted in a 13Mi to 5 to -4
lead for the White over Maine
and Colby in that order in the
quest for the Class of '30 trophy.
There are still fourteen races
to be sailed this year in the State
series, so the team has a long way
to go before clinching the state
title and the trophy.
The big news of the meet was
the" brilliant showing of Belknap.
Before the meet team captain
Leighton "docked" Skip Howland
beat them by virtue of a third per-
iod extra point. Colby ran well,
however, with Dick Krosnigar the
big gun in the attack.
"Quarterback Dan Rdrke threw
the winning touchdown to end Dan
Wingate in the last 40 seconds to
give Williams a 12-7 win over
the Universit.rof Rochester. Rorke
ran rampant and had a hand in
both scores, setting up the first
with a 33-yard run.
in favor of the younger Belknap,
preferring to hold Howland in re-
serve should the sophomore star
weaken. BelJtnap "weakened" to
the tune of two wins in as many
starts. The "Big Two" became the
"Big Three", as Skip sat on the
bench and watched his teammates
sink the opposing crews.
This coming weekend will be
another first in Bowdoin sailing
history. No less than twelve differ-
ent men will represent the White
in three different meets on Satur-,
day and Sunday.
The varsity travels to the Coast
Guard Academy for an octagonal
meet. Howland will be carrying
the Polar Bear laurels in that one.
The J. V.'8, featuring Dave Belk-
nap, Dick Kurtz and Bill Mac-
Leod have a dinghy meet at Coast
Guard; and the freshman squad,
introducing skippers Roff Dyer,
Bill Dorsey, Dick Krueger, Bob
Fritz, and Bill Lehmberg, travels
to Brown for a dinghy race.
Big hopes ride with the untried
Cubs; many of these skippers have
great reputations; whether they
can stand the pressure of college
racing still remains to be seen.
ASr in all, this weekend should

















Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
i
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Body Repair and Paint Shop
Sales and Service
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
DIAL
PA 5-6*55 HI »U A9ANT tTMIT « fUHHHCR. HUH #
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
Value First
Reasonable Prices
When you're downtown, drop in
and look around Brunswick's new-
est and finest men's Clothing and
Furnishings' store.
Headquarters for:






We also have a complete
Cleaning - Pressing - Repairing Department
in our tailor shop
LECLAIR & SON
MENS WEAR




Tues. Oct. 4, TD vs Chi Psi; ARU
vs Zete.
Wed Oct. 5, Beta vs AD; DS vs
ATO.
Thurs. Oct. 6, Psi U vs DKE; KS
vs Sigma Nu.
Tues. Oct. 11, Psi U vs AD; DS vs
Zete.
Wed. Oct. 12, DKE vs Chi Psi;
ATO vs KS.
Thurs. Oct. 13, TD vs Beta; Sjgma
Nu vs ARU.
Tues. Oct .18, DKE vs Beta; ATO
vs Sigma Nu
Wed. Oct. 19, TD vs AD; Zete vs
KS.
Thurs. Oct. 20, Chi Psi vs Psi U;
ARU vs DS.
Tues. Oct. 25, TD vs Psi U; ATO
vs ARU.
Wed. Oct. 26, Beta vs Chi Psi;
Zete vs Sigma Nu.
Thurs. Oct. 27, DKE vs AD; DS vs
KS.
Tues. Nov. 1, AD vs Chi Psi; DS
vs Sjgma Nu.
Wed. Nov. 2, TD vs DKE; ARU vs
KS.
Thurs. Nov. 3, Psi U vs Beta; ATO
vs Zete.
A brilliant Trinity passing at-
tack was more than enough to
hand the Polar Bears their tenth
straight setback on the home field
Saturday, 35-14, despite two TD
plays by Drenzek and Anderson.
The boys from Hartford weren't
here very long before they made
themselves at home in the White's
end zone. It took exactly one min-
ute and 50 seconds to register a
score.
The Polar Bears won the toss
and received the opening kickoff.
Trinity took over when the White
was forced to punt. On their first
play from scrimmage, quarterback
Bob Alexander saw his right end
Niness all alpne on the Polar Bear
35 and flipped a pass which Niness
took all the way to paydirt.
The extra point was good and
Trinity took a 7-0 lead in less
than two minutes.
Led by sophomore backs Dave
Gosse and John Papaeosma, the
Big White ripped into the Trinity
defense for a quick first down.
They bogged down, however, and
were again forced to kick.
Late in the first quarter Trinity
began to roll again and went 30
yards on two plays. Alexander, dis-
playing phenomenal passing abili-
ty, threw from the White's 37 and
hit his left end, Karsky, who step-
ped into the end zone for Trinity's
second tally. The conversion was
good again.
Stick* Scored
Just before the close of the first
period Trinity intercepted a Dren-
zek pass on the Polar Bear 25.
Again taking to the air, Trinity
went right down to the White's one
foot line on a pass from Alexander
to big number 88, right end Sam
Niness.
Old reliable, Charlie Sticka, car-
ried it over for the six points and
then made it seven when he split
the uprights.
White Falls Short
The White," fighting back from
a 21 point deficit in the second
period; called on Fred Wenzel and
John Papaeosma to drive the ball
deep into the Trinity territory.
Quarterback Dick Drenzek show-
ed he could pass too and hit big
Al Murray for a first down.
A fumble on the Trinity 5 yard
line gave the Hartford lx>ys the
ball. Capitalizing on the fumble,
Trinity worked up to the Polar
Bear 40 on two pass plays.
Alexande once again looking
like pro n i ferial, hit his left half
George Kelieher who went all the
way for Trinity'* fourth score of
the day. The extra point was good
again, as the gun sounded the
first half.
The Polar Bears kicked off to
open the second half and fell on a
Trinity fumble on the second play
of the period. It took the Big
White just two plays to grind out
a first down. Once again luck turn-
ed against the Polar Bears, as the
Hilltoppers picked off a Drenzek
pas's on their own five.
Trinity carried to their own 40
on a sustained drive. Then Alex-
ander uncorked another pass for
the books and hit his left half Kel-
ieher again who went for 70 yards
to the Bowdoin one foot line.
rfticka barreled it over and Hel-
lene] made it 35-0.
Drenzek Intercepts
Drenzek, taking to the air, mov-
ed his team down field with a pass
to Al Murray. Stopped again by a
fumble which the Hilltoppers re-
covered, the White defense went
into action and forced Trinity to
punt.
The Polar Bears fumbled again
on the punt return and gave Tri-
nity the ball deep in rival territory.
A flat pass backfired on the Hill-
toppers as Dick Drenzek picked off
the toss and ran 75 yaids before
being downed on the Trinity one
yard line.
Not to be denied, Drenzek sneak-
ed oven on the first play to score
the first White touchdown of the
season. The extra point was boot-
ed through the uprights by Krnie
Belforti.
Again in the fourth quarter, the
Polar Bears, working better than
ever, drove deep into Trinity terri-
tory.
On the Trinity 20 Drenzek
pitched out to sophomore fullback
Steve Anderson, who skilled right
end and went all the way to score
the Polar Bears second touchdown.
Belforti kicked the extra point to
make it a 35-14 ball game, the final
score.
The White cause was somewhat
weakened early in the game when
sophomore tackle Pete Dionne was
removed from the tray with a se-
i rious leg injury. He will be out for
the remainder of the campaign.
,
Bowdoin Players - Re, Murray,
J. Stearns, Titus, Roop; rt. Dionac,
Kowal; rg. Belforti, Hardie, Leahy;
c. Michelson, Perry; lg. Demers,
Cooper, Pooles; It. Perkins, Mc-
Cabe; 1c. Snow, T. Stearns, Levine;
qb. Stover, Drenzek; rhb, Llbby,
Relic, Smith; lhb. Gosse. Wanzal,






















A Campus-to-Career Case History
"I represent 30,000 people"
That's the population of the Mason
City, Iowa, area where Jack MacAllister
(Iowa U., '50) is Manager for North-
western Bell Telephone Company. How
would you like this kind of job?
• • •
As Telephone Manager I represent
Mason City to my company, and vice-
versa. Among my customers are bank-
ers, farmers, housewives, merchants .
.
.
each with different questions and prob-
lems about telephone service. Through
public information and good business
office service, my people and I do our
best to furnish the answers*
My assignment calls for varied activi-
ties—sales, public relations, office super-
vision. One minute I'm describing a
new construction program to a group of
businessmen ... the next explaining a
new service to a rural customer.
It's a job with lots of variety and re-
sponsibility, and I enjoy every day of it.
My supervisor is 75 miles away," says
Jack, "and that puis me pretty much on
my own— which is the way I like it."*
Jack MacAllister graduated with a B.S. in Com-
merce and started with Northwestern Bell about
five years ago. Aa Telephone Manager at the age
of 28, he is typical of the many young men who are
building careers in telephone work. Similar op-
portunities exist today with other Bell telephone
companies
. . . also with Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.





*P. S. Since this case history wu prepared. Jack has been promoted.
Now a manager at Des Moines, Iowa, he has increased responsibilities.
M M mmt
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William
I never look forward, with any
pleasant anticipation, to a trip by
train. Too many timea I have had
the misfortune of sitting beside
a mother with three or more chil-
dren, all very young and noisy, or
a drunk, or, worse still, an in-
quisitive bore. The last mentioned
is the worst: he want*^ your biog-
raphy, plain and simple, and is apt
to eye you with moral censure if
you have ventured in the smallest
way off his beaten path. I have
found that it is much easier to lie,
and much easier, too, to give him
a pat and prosaic life history In as
uninteresting a monotone as pos-
sible.
My trip by rail two weeks ago
got off to a splendid start. From
Philadelphia to Boston I succeed-
ed in isolating myself from the
rest of the car by reading Willis
Waydo. From Boston on, things
happened. I had finished my book
and retreated to the smoking com-
partment, sans any sort of reading
matter whatever. This was a grave
mistake. The other two passengers
were well-armed: one (a fat,
plainly dressed young man) sought
solace in a pocket treatise by Bil-
ly Graham; the other carried
Look, Life, and See—exceptionally
well taken care of!
I sat, smoking. The lounge was
very quiet, and it was twilight and
the terrain outside was vaguely,
but comfortably interesting. Then
my man entered. I knew somehow,
in one of those flash instants, that
he and I were destined for each
other; that it would be useless to
attempt an escape.
A SWlg Worth Ten
My man had not shaved in sev-
eral days. His pin stripe suit was
wrinkled and he reeked of stale
tobacco smoke and misty alcohol.
He sat down beside me, lit a cig-
arette, and murmured: "One for
the road", then pulled a bag-cover-
ed bottle from his pocket, and took
a swig worth ten for the road.
The soul of cordiality offered
each of us a swig. I refused -
with a tolerant, and, I'm afraid,
too friendly smile. After all,
I didn't know just what my man
niightjdd^Billy -Graham, with a
detonate snort, refused, and Look-
Lkfe-See gave him a healthy, un-
friendly: "No".
"Don't you like to drink?" he
inquired of me, after criminally
eyeing the blunt Look-Life-See.
"Sure", I said: (Oh, the stories
I Could tell you, frightening little
man! — if you only knew my past,
present and future! Do I look like
a shrinking violet? Of course, I
tjon't. Drink I do, and will . . •)
"I'm just not in the mood." (That
could be said to be the story of
my life.)
"Ha!" My man gurgled, and
gave me an evil little look. "Col-
legetfby?"
Jt was out! Between us a bar-
rier was suddenly erected. I ob-
viously knew very little about a
lot of things, but my man knew
everything there was to know, be-
cause he hadn't gone to college,
ha-ha!
He began. He was a mechanic,
it seemed, who had been abroad
during the last war, and had never
gotten over it. I have- never been
•broad, and the kick he got out
of that sent him reeling. "Never
been abroad!" he chortled deris-
ively and proceeded to tell me
what I'd missed.
I had missed a lot. I'd missed
•some lousy foreigners with a dif-
ficult and inane currancy, and a
great many women with only one
idea in mind. "But it was great,"
he kept telling me — "We cheated
them just as good as they did us."
My man was an astronomer, too,
it soon developed. He had read a
book about the Milky Way. and
knew all about the Dog Star and
the Dippers. I meekly interjected
that I knew all this, too, but it
was soon made clear that I didn't
know it "half as good as him."
Beeoon III 'M
Great Lover, Urbane Humanist
He was a philosopher and ling-
uist, a great lover, an urbane hu-
manist . . . "And when you get
tired of me, kid, you just tell me
to shut up."
I wouldn't have done that. It's
rude. And besides, my man had
that You'd-best-like-what-I'm-tell-
ing-you look. I endured it all. Once
I let my gaze falter. I saw a tree
outside. A tree! I wished I was
riding with a tree or climbing one,
or doing anything with one — any
tree but this tree.
My gaze faltered. A black cloud
crossed the brow of my man.
"Hey! You're not listening," he
reminded me.
He was quite right. I flashed
back my most brilliant smile, but
the charm was gone. My man act-
ed hurt and angry. He shut up. He
had a swig and went to sleep.
I fled to the club car. 'We were
nearing Portland, and a lady who
writes for Argosy, seated with
her anemic son and King Charles
Spaniel, was telling the rest of
the car how we were going to be
invaded by Canada. She had dug,
single-handed, six dug-outs in the
event of an atomic attack, and
was sure Queen Elizabeth was al-
lied with Canada and would lead
it to victory, transferring her
court from London to Ottowa.
Everybody loved then country
and was willing to defend it
against such a vicious attack with
the exception of a pale young man,
tireless, who regarded us all with
a contemptuous smil*. He had
been to Spain with
. the marines
and intended to give up his citizen-
Library . .
.
[Continued from Page /]
Library appropriation for other
expenses, which in 1954-55 was
$2,000, was cut to $1,800.
In order to increase the ap-
propriation for books, President
Coles has indicated that he would
like to turn over as much money
as possible to the Library from
gifts. Late last week he gave
them the $1,000 which the United
States Steel Corporation had don-
ated.
A lighting expert is expected
soon to inspect other sections of
the library to pave the way for
further lighting improvements.
ship and return there for good.
This produced horrible rumbles in
the car: "Dirty Franco govern-
ment," etc.
"I love my country," shouted
the lady from Argosy, thumping
her more than ample bosom:
"That's why I dug sit holes in my
yard."
An argument ensued. The young
man sat listening to them all, a
faint far away look in his eye.
Now^and then he drank and com-
fortaBd^lcaned bark, smiling.
"Dirt* F>*n<^o Government"
The lady from Argosy finally
left, accompanied by anemic son
and ugly dW her face flushed
with patriotiSvindignation. I fol-
lowed. All the\va> back she mut-
tered "Dirty Franco government"
to the conductor, who said the
young man was~ obviously a men-
tal defective, and a queer, to boot.
I found a seat and quickly be-
gan to reread Willis Wayde. All
was quiet; all was well. The
young man who was going to
Spain soon walked slowly through,




By Charles L. Taylor III '59
"I have full confidence that
.




Mergendahl said a word to
of its size in the country." op- the fathers. "Do not take your
inioned Mr. Charles H. Mergen- j sons t0° seriously. They will soon




[Continued from Page 1]
Theta Pi, and the Christian
Science Church.
Awards are made each year to
men preparing for the ministry,
for law school, for medical school;
for men majoring in biology, chem-
istry, and the classics; and for
those receiving "A" grades in lit-
erature or chemistry.
One Out Of Four
And thus it is that better than
one-quarter of the student body
becomes eligible for and shares in
nearly $120,000 in scholarship aid
each year. And the number of
awards is constantly increasing.
Included in this year's list of re-
cipients are men receiving grants
from Standard Oil of New Jersey,
the New England Society in -the
City of New York, Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Beane, Westing-
house, Union Carbide, Bath Iron
Works, and General Electric.
And these scholarships pay off
in the right kind of dividends, as
any study of a graduating class
will reveal. Most of the top boys
in any class came to the College
with a prematriculation award
and continued to receive scholar-
ship aid throughout their under-
graduate years and in some cases
in graduate school.
Longfellow . . .
[Continued from Page I]
served and is now one of the land-
marks of Portland. The birthplace
was owned by Longfellow's aunt
and her husband, Captain Ste-
phenson.
In the winter of 1807, Captain
Stephenson went on a business
trip to the West and the Long-
fellows were invited to stay in the
house with Mrs Stephenson Thus,
j £ J^^ ci^el^ndUhia
r\f thn nio-ht phiMrnn in hit: l:»mil\_ , " _ _ _ __ .




College paid tribute to Ave alum-
ni at the Sixth Annual Conference
of the Alumni Fund Friday night.
They were S. Sewall Webster 10
of Augusta, Frederick W. Willey
'17 of Pittsburgh, Pa., Samuel A.
Ladri. Jr. '29 of Brunswick, Vir-
of the eight children in his family,
Henry Longfellow was the only
one born in the house, and he
lived there only until he was eight
months old.
Longfellow himself entered
Bowdoin at the age of fourteen in
and Gerald N. McCarty '50 of Fal
mouth Foreside.
Each man received a specially
inscribed certificate in recognition
of his position as leader of his
decade group in the 1954-55 Alum
the famous class of 1825. In Col-! ni Fund - Thc awards were made
-at the conference dinner in the
setts on Father's Day at the morn-
ing chapel service.
But he quickly stated that it
was inevitable a few of this year's
entering class would not graduate.
He said that he has found from
previous experience that fresh-
men, who do not drop out from
know everything. It has been said
that the only reason a college has
sophomores is so that it can have
juniors and seniors."
Increasing Leisure
In closing, he quoted from the
president's commencement address
fiancial trouble, generally fail be- ! at Penn State, in which Mr. Eisen-
cause they fall into one of three
groups.
Women And .Song
1—Those who are not capable
of doing the work. Ho added that
this college did not have this prob-
lem because the Admissions Office
did not admit men of his type.
2—TTiose who can do the work
but don't duo to indifferency or
wine, women and song. Many of
this group fail during their first
or second semester. For those who
might be In this group, Mr. Mer-
gendahl recalled that Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes once said, "it doesn't
matter where you stand, but in
which direction you are going."
3
—Those who are discouraged
and throw in the towel. Mr. Mer-
gendahl advised those students to
see their instructors, who are apt
to be more realistic than friends
or fraternity brothers.
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Bowdoin Sweatshirts (Heavyweight) . » 3.25
Gym Trunks '.. 1.50
Sweat Socks . .95
M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
hower warned that with the great
increase in our leisure time we
clearly have thc power to lead our
lives for better or for worse. What
the World needs are men who
are products of a general educa-
tion, a liberal and a practical edu-
cation combined to produce a stu-
dent who is able to understand the
physical, spiritual and biological
world.
Mr. Mergendahl, who has been
the head of mathematics at New-
ton High School since 1919, was
appointed Lecturer of Mathema-
tics here in August. He mentioned
that most sons traditionally fol-
low their fathers to college, but
that he was in the odd position of




[Continued from Page I]
undergrowth. By far the most an-
noying elements of the "boon-
docks" were the black bugs that
hovered about our eyes and ears.
Insect repellent became standard
equipment. Once thc hands and
face were thus bathed one was
free to contemplate the objects
about him. When facing the sun
while sitting in the stands, it .was
difficult to study anything espec-
ially the giant charts that the air-
bourne personnel flipped through
"rapidly. Nevertheless the training
received made a lasting impres-
sion. It was given in this way:
"Gentlemen, this is the four point
two mortar. It weighs so many
pounds, fires this kind of round,
and is displaced in this manner:
demonstrators, post!" Later we
would go through thc action of
firing the mortar by ourselves.
By the end of the camp period
we had experienced almost every
phase of Army life from kitchen
police to full field inspection. We
had become acquainted with the
various service and knew what
they were and how they operated.
In completing one small assign-
ment after another we regained
our confidence and self respect. No
longer were we embarrassed by
the fact that our commission
would come through the ROTC
and not years of service. We felt
that we too could serve well.
One employee tells of sending in
a poem he wrote to the local edit-
or, hoping it would appear in the
paper soon. To make sure he got
attention, he penned to thc poem:
"Let me know if you are going
to use this poem. If not, I've got
other irons in thc fire."
In a few days a letter came
back:
"Remove the irons. Insert poem."
Merrymeeting Gift
185 Park Row





Nearly every style out: sur-
coat, cossack, three-piece
knit, bomber style and prac-
tically all Army and Navy
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WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
t
Maine Street Dial PA 5-7072
"We will be looking forward to seeing all the alumni"
lejge, he was a member of the Peu-
cinian Society and elected to Phi
Beta Kappa. Upon graduation, he
created a fame through his gen-
ius that has been part of the Bow-
doin pride and concern ever since.
Many Great Men
Both Longfellow and Nathaniel
Hawthorne became so great, ex-
plained President Coles, that "they
overshadowed many other re-
markable men in the college in
that same decade.
From this college, less than
twenty years old, Maine having
just been admitted as an inde-
pendent state in the Union the
College itself having but four
buildings and six members of the
faculty — there graduated be-
tween 1820 and 1830, one Presi-
dent of the United States, two
Secretaries of the Treasury, one
Comptroller of the Currency, six
United States senators, eight Unit-
ed States Representatives, two
State Governors, three state At-
torney Generals, four District
Judges, six judges of State Su-
preme Courts, many lawyers, state
legislators, ministers, doctors,
teachers, college professors, and
one college president." The Col-
lege is interested in preserving a
reminder of such a past.
Exact I si- Unknown
Thc exact use the interior parts
Moulton Union. Chairman Carle-
ton S. Connor '36 of Stamford.
Conn., Chairman of the 1955-56
Alumni Fund, presided, and the
main address was given by Dean
Nathaniel C. Kejwlrjck, who spoke
on "The Stattfof the College."
Chairman (Connor also paid tri-
bute to Arthur Chapman '94 of
South Portland, who as Agent for
the Old Guard has consistently fin-
ished among the first few classes
in the annual Fund competition.
Last year he was in second place
with a total performance score of
178.80. A retired justice of the Su-
preme Judicial Court of Maine, Mr.
Chapman included in his Old Guard
group 250 members of the classes
from 1879 through 1904.
The dinner was followed by I
work session in Sills Hall on the
campUs. Speakers included Con-
nor, Webster, and Frederic H. Bird
'30 of Rockland. Class Agents and
their supervising Alumni Fund Di-
rectors met in small groups to
discuss common problems and
ways and means of reaching the
1955-56 objective Of $125,000.
Oxnam . .
.
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Kierstead Jr. '56, Robert A. Kings-
bury '58, Francis M. Kinnelly '57,
Nicholas P. Kostis '58, Richard W.
Kurtz '56.
John S. LaCasce '56, Robert G.
I.ary '56. John P. Leahy '58, Phil-
ip A. Lee Jr. '56, Daniel N. Loeb
'58, Richard W. Lough ry '56, Jo-
seph W. McDaniel '57, Albert R.
Marshall '56, Steven G. Mcistcr
'58. Stephen B. Milliken '58, Reg-
inald W. Mitchell '58.
Stanton I. Moody '57, Robert W.
Packard '58, John Papacosma '58,
Kyle M. Phillips Jr. '56, H. Peter-
son Porter '56, Morton L. Price
'56, John Ranletl '57, Peter D.
Relic '58, Richard B. Rodman '56,
Carl A. Russell Jr. '58, Maynard
A. Seclye '56, Aaron J. Shatkin '56,
.Henry D. Shaw '56, Herbert S
of Longfellow s birthplace will be | shjmm ;n jjg
put to is not yet known. They
will probably be stored until.funds
are available to the College.
The gift may be used, President
Coles stated, as decoration "in.
some classroom in which courses
in literature are taught, where by
its associations it might evoke an
atmosphere uniquely appro-
priate for the study of letters. It
may be in some common room of
some future building. It may be
in a faculty office. It may be put
to use in a way ye.t to be sug-
gested by a student or professor."
Confusion as to the extent *of
thc Longfellow project began sev-
eral weeks ago, when the Port-
land Evening Express carried a
story announcing that thc College
would ' transfer the Longfellow
home to the campus intact and
other exaggerated moves. The
Thomas L. Spence '57. Arthur E.
Strout '.57, Philip. F. Stuart '57,
James H. Turner '58, Barry C.
Waldorf '58, Miles E. Waltz '57,
Gordon L. Weil '58, Charles A.
Weston '58, Ralph A. Westwig '58,
John D. Wheaton '58, Thomas C.
Wilder '56, Edward. R. -Williams
'57. Julian W. Witherell '5fi, Alan
F. Woodruff '58. Alan D. Wooley
'58 and Wayne M. Wright '56.
Three Students
To Be Chosen
A committee of three fraternity
presidents, chosen by the presi-
dent of the Student Council, has
nominated six juniors to serve on
the Student Judiciary Committee
for a two year term.
Two of the following juniors will
bo selected: Paul I. Kingsbury Jr.,
John E. Simonds, John J. W<x)d-
ward, Roderic V. Dyer, Anthony
T. Fleishman, and Richard B. Ly-
man Jr.
The committee also nominated
four seniors, one- of whom will
serve for one year with returning
members Peter J. Rigby and David
L. Hurley. The four seniors are
William W. Hale Jr.. Raymond F.




Thirty-two College seniors are
serving as cadet officers in the
Reserve Officers Training Corps
for thc first semester, according
to Lt. Col. Will R. Winfrey, Com-
manding Officer.
Appointed to thc rank of Cadet
Captain were J. Loo Berkley,
Henry M. Britt. Roland F. Emero,
Richard W. Kiirt/. David G. Me-
Cornack Jr., Frank L. McGinley,
Richard F. Merritt, and Terry D.
Stenberg.
Alumni ...
[Continued From Page 1]
ixl th« most to their Bowdoin ex-
perience, 66 per cent of those
who replied listing it in this way.
This compares with 96 per cent of
the Class of 1955, 66 per cent of
the Class of 1956, and 81 per cent
of the Class of 1957 who consider-
ed fraternity membership one of
their most valuable experiences.
At the same time, however,
graduates of the College indicated
they would support certain changes
in the present rushing and initia-
tion group. Proposals most favor-
ably received were those for total
rushing and control of rushing by
rules. Alumni would favor ini-
tiation postponed until second se-
mester, but not to sophomore
year. Support for deferred rushing
was somewhat more negative.
The question on which answers
were most evenly split was a pro-
posal that all Freshmen should
live and dine together. Fourty-
two per cent would favor such a
system, 43 per cent would not, and
15 per cent did not answer the
question. On this and the proposal
for delayed rushing, the classes
graduated since 1950 wore most
decidedly negative, but there was
«) other appreciable' split between
classes.
Second only to the value placed
jn fraternities was that on inform-
al faculty contacts. This result in-
dicates that Bowdoin continues to
live up to her ideal of close teach-
er-pupil relationships and re-,
affirms the importance of main-
taining that ideal.
When asked to name thc qual-
ities for which their teachers were
best remembered, by far rho most
important characteristic remem-
bered by alumni was that of inter-
est in. understanding of, and wil-
lingness to give help to students.
Portland Press Herald carried the
far less spectacular, but correct,
story the next morning. Thc Ex-
press also corrected itself that
evening, but meanwhile, a nation-
wide press service had picket! up
the original mistaken account,
from whence "Time" magazine
repeated the erroneous story.
Other appointments were as fol-
lows: Cadet 1st Lieutenant. John
C. Brewer, Peter A. Chapman,
Norman P. Cohen. Paul S. Doher-
ty, Paul A. DuBrule Jr., David L.
Hurley, Albert R. Marshall and
Aaron J. Shatkin.
Cadet 2nd Lieutenant, Ellsworth
B. Clark, Willis H. Durst Jr., War-
ren H. Greene' Jr., .William W.
Hale Jr.. Calvin B. Kendall. San-
ford A. Kowal, John A. Kricdcr
and George A. Massih Jr.
Also Stephen J. McCabo. Peter
J. O'Roiirke Jr.. Harlan I. Prater
III, 1'etcr J. Rigbyi Timothy B.
Stearns, Lloyd E. Willey. B. Lee
Wood Jr. and Allan F. Wright.
Brunswick Coal Or Lumber v.
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
0.
YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY
I.SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you
the superior filtration of the Miracle Tip, the
purest tip that ever touched your lips. It's white
... all white . . .pure white!
2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M's superior taste
comes from superior tobaccos — especially
selected for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are
richer, tastier . . . and light and mild.
^ litem & Mvrai To»*cco Cn.




Is faculty research be-








For the only complete
coverage of the Amherst
football game yet pub-
lished, see page three.







By Roger Howell Jr. '58
Few professors come to the Col-
lege with as romantic a back-
ground as this year's Tallman pro-
fessor, Pedro Armillas. In a re-
cent interview, Armillas revealed
much about his career prior to
coming here and about his first
reactions to the area.
Armillas was born in Spain, and
was 21 when the civil war broke
out. At that time he fought in the
Royalist Army, where he" rose to
the rank of Artillery Captain. At
the end of the war, he emigrated
to Mexico and eventually became
a Mexican citizen.
"Originally I had planned to be
an architect," said Armillas. His
interest had shifted to painting
while he was still in his undergrad-
uate days, and as a result he took
many courses in the fine arts de-
partment. He also took courses in
philosophy and ancient history, and
it ,was through the latter that he
had his first contact with archaeo-
logy, he revealed. This was, how-
ever, the archaeology of the Near
and' Middle East arid not of the
area in which he has come to
specialize.
Marriage
Armillas stated that he was mar-
ried before he left for Mexico. As
a result, he said, he was respon-
sible for the support of a wife
when he reached North America,
and this .was what led him to take
a job as a surveyor for the Agri-
cultural Department of Mexico in
the state of Chiapas. He had had
enough mathematical background,
he revealed, to take on this job
which consisted of surveying lands
for the Indians of the region.
While working on the job, Ar-
millas spent eleven months in the
Indian villages. There existed, he
said, a language problem since
most of the Indians were monolin-




Young Republicans Club is plan-
ning to have its first organization-
al meeting on Thursday, Oct. 15,
in conference room B of the Moul-
ton Union.
The present president, Robert
A. Wagg '57, stated that there
would be another meeting later in
the month for those who wished to
Join.
The club, which in recent years
has been quite small, last year hav-
ing only about ten members, is in-
terested in expanding. The pur-
poses of the club arc to attend
major Republican meetings
throughout the state and to find
well-known Republican speakers to
talk here at the college. Two years
ago, the club invited the then gov-
ernor of Maine. Burton M. Cross,




Curator Schmalz of the Walker
Art Building has placed on display
there an exhibit of sculpture re-
productions manufactured from a
new hard and inexpensive plaster.
This material, which has found
wide acceptance among art lov-
ers in metropolitan areas, makes
available to the public for the first
time excellent reproductions at
low cost, and the exhibit is de-
signed to introduce northern New
Englanders to the scope of crea-
tive activity this plaster affords.
Borrowed ' from four sources,
the University of Pennsylvania
Museum, the Walters Gallery of
Baltimore, Museum Pieces of New
York and Alva Studios of New
York, the number of reproductions
on display range from early Egyp-
tian to contemporary American
and make an informative, repre-
sentative exhibit.
Wide Display Range
On view arc examples of Baoule
Ivory Coast wooden figurines, 4th
century Greek reliefs, Philippine
"Anito" figures, Belgian Congo
and New Guinea masks, 12th cen-
tury Byzantine panels, and Flor-
entine reliefs, among others.
There is a mid-14th century
French Virgin-and-child image, a
10th century German altar plaque,
and an Egyptian panel dating from
2300 B.C. Contemporary art is re-
presented by a' carved-granite
chimpanzee by North Dakotan
John B. Flanagan. "The 'Hun Man"
by Nikita Carpenko, and "Woman
Combing Her Hair" by Alexander
Archipcnko. Several pieces of ar-
tistic jewclsy are also shown.
Almost every piece may be
bought by placing an order with
the person at the Museum informa-
tion desk. While pieces range in
price from 52 to $75, the average
is about |U, The exhibition ends
November 5.
BOWDOIN FIRST COLLEGE
TO GRADUATE A NEGRO
One of Bowdoin's foremost
alumni, but one who is little re-
membered today, was John Brown
Russwurm of the class of 1826.
Mr. Russwurm is of special signi-
ficance as he was the first Negro
to be graduated from an American
college.
He was born to a Creole mother
in 1799 on the island of Jamaica.
After his mother's death, his father
took the eight -year-old boy to the
United States and settled in Maine.
The young boy was sent to Quebec
for his grammar school education;
it was during this period of his
life that his father remarried, then
suddenly died, leaving the child in
the care of his step-mother. For-
tunately for Russwrum, she
was a woman of great persever-
ance and singleness of purpose;
Mrs. Russwurm was determined to
keep her step-son in school and
despite the race prejudice preval-
ent in the North, she finally had
him enrolled at Bowdoin in 1823.
Here he was received sympathetic-
ally at a time when society was
prone to look upon the situation
with disdain and little regard.
But Russwurm worked at his
studies and finally graduated in
1826, the first of his race to ever
earn a degree in America. After
his graduation, he went to New
York where he became editor of a
paper directed toward abolishing
slavery. His interests were divert-
ed, though, to the service of the
Colonization Socict.v, an organiza-
tion to which he devoted the rest
of his life. In 1829 he was sent to
Africa where he became the super-
intendent of public schools in Li-
beria; at this time he also be-
came interested in the mercantile
interests of Moravia.
From 1830 to 1R34 he was the
Secretary of the Colonization So-
ciety and also edited the Liberia
Herald. In 1836 Mr. Russwurm
was appointed to the position
which he held to his death
that of Governor of the Maryland
Colony at Cape Palmas. It was a
tremendous honor for Mr. Russ-
wurm to achieve this office and an
indication of his greatness. He died
in 1851.
Naturally Sagacious
Cleaveland's "History of Bow-
doin College" decribes him as "a
man of erect and more than ordin-
ary stature, with a good head and
face and a large, keen eye. In de-
portment always gentlemanly. Of
a sound intellect, a great reader,
with a special fondness for his-
tory and politics. Naturally saga-
cious in regard to men and things.
and though somewhat indolent
himself, exceedingly skillful in
making others work. A man of
strict integrity, a good husband,
father, master, and friend."
This volume concludes its bio-
graphical sketch of John Brawn
Russwurm with: "Honor to the
college which, disregarding a gen-
eral but illiberal prejudice, admit-
ted to its privileges this member
of a proscribed caste! Honor es-
pecially to the memory of him





Deadline for the fall issue of
the Quill is November 7, the editors
recently announced. This year's
board of editors is setting this
early deadline in hopes of being
able' to squeeze out three issues
instead of the two which have ap-
peared in recent years.
One of these three issues might
be a humor magazine which would
run under a different title than
"The Quill." This proposed maga-
zine of cartoons, humorous articles
and stories, and jokes is now in the
embryonic stage. The editors are
now sure that student interest and
contributions would justify the ne-
cessary expenditures involved in
such an undertaking. The mem-
bers of the board would be glad to
hear from anyone who has any sug-
gestions or contributions to a Bow-
doin humor magazine.
Quill Board
The members of the Quill board
for this year are William Beeson
III '56, editor-in-chief, John R.
MacKay '56, John Howland '57,
Henry D. M. Sherrerd '52 and Wil-
liam R. Hamilton '58. Any ideas or
contributions may be given to
them personally or left in one of
the two boxes set up in the Moul-
ton Union Bookstore and the li-
brary.
As usual the Quill will consist
primarily of short stories, essays,
poems, and illustrations. The
editors are trying to find as many
men as .they can who are able to
illustrate their own work. A staff
artist is also in demand at the
present time.
Short Story Prize
A short story contest and at
least one lecture will be sponsored
by the Quill this year. A $25 cash
prize will be awarded to the win-
ner of the contest who will have
to be a man who has not yet con-
tributed to the Quill. The lecture
— on a topic not yet decided
upon — will be given by Profes-
sor Coxe, the new Pierce Professor
of English. The tentative date for
the lecture is the first week in
November.
NOTICE
All seniors planning; to use the
services of the Placement Bureau
for the purpose of Job Interviews
and placement In industry are re-
quested to register with the Bu-
reau at once. Application forms
and other material may be obtain-
ed from this office. The Placement
Bureau is located In Banister Hall,
the north wing of the Chapel.
51st Student Recital
Opens Music Season
On Sunday Oct. 23
A look at the tentative schedule
of musical events at the college
during the coming year indicates
that the season will have more
than its usual variety and interest.
The season will be officially
opened on Sunday, Oct. 23. in the
Moulton Union with the fifty-first
Student Recital. On Monday eve-
ning, Nov. 14, in the Pickard The-
atre, Suzanne Block will be heard
in a program of Pre-Bach Lute
Music. The first Music Club Con-
cert will be presented on Monday,
Nov. 21. The combined forces of
the Bowdoin College Glee Club,
the Brunswick Choral Society and
two guest girls' glee clubs will of-
fer the annual "Messiah" perform-
ance in the First Parish Church
on Saturday. Dec. 10.
Operatic Double-Bill
An operatic double-bill staged
and sung by the Music Club will
be seen on the evenings of Feb.
28 and 29. The Bennington College
Choir will join the College Choir
on Sunday, March 4, for a Vesper
Service at 5 p.m. and a joint con-
cert in the evening. Giovanni Ba-
garotti, violinist, will give a re-
cital in the theatre on Monday.
April 9. The much heralded Inter-
fraternity Sing Competitions will
be held on March 24 to 26.
The Wcllesley Choir joins the
College Glee Club here on April 7
for the annual campus concert.
The Curtis String Quartet will ap-
pear on Monday, April 16; as is the
custom Dr. Frederic Tillotson will
join the ensemble for one num-
ber, it being this year the
Cesar Franck Quintet.
Graduation Recitals
The fifty-second Student Recital
takes place on Sunday, April 22,
and the Brunswick Choral Society
Concert comes on Thursday. May
3. Three graduation recitals round
out the season: David Holmes,
pianist, on May 15; Frederic Wii-
kins. baritone, on May 20; and





Mr. Miles Malone of Andover
Academy will address the newly-
formed College History Club in
the Moulton Union Lounge on
Thursday, Oct. 20. at 8 p.m. The
topic of his talk will be "Teaching
History in the Secondary School."
Within the next three month*
the Administration hopes that
enough funds will be solicited to
allow start of construction on the,
proposed covered hockey rink, to
be raised on the site of the present
natural rink, located behind the
Hyde Athletic Building.
A total of $143,000 is still need-
ed to complete the rink, and $93,-
000 must be received before con-
struction can start according to
terms voted by the Governing
Boards in June.
Hopes that the indoor artificial
rink would be available for use
this winter will not be fulfilled, but
the drive is definitely going ahead,
and the long-cherished dream of
adequate facilities for this im-
portant sport should become an
actuality for the 1956-57 season.
Plans for the rink, as finally ap-
proved, call for a covered, refrig-
erated rink with a seating capa-
city of at least 2,500, which would
be available for recreational skat-
ing and intra-mural hockey as well
as for practice and games of Var
>ity and Freshman squads.
Rising routs
Original estimates of a cost of
$250,000 were increased ten per
cent to cover higher prices of
steel and other building costs.
These building costs are continu-
ing to increase, making it more
imperative that construction start
as soon as possible. As President
Coles stated in his opening chapel
address, "It would be surprising if
$10,000 has not already been add-
ed to the $275,000 previously bci
lieved sufficient."
An extensive fund-raising cam-,
paign begun in late April and or-
ganized on a regional basis had
collected or pledged about $117,-
000 by the original target date of
Commencement, 1955. At that time
the Governing Boards authorized
expenditure of a total of 5275,000
for the covered rink and voted
that construction could start at
such time as $225,000 has been
collected. Funds continued to come
in over the summer, but the total
amount is still far short of the goal
set.
Mr. Bela Winslow Norton, Vice
President of the College, issued
the following statement:
"The hockey campaign ha*
reached a point where gifts and
pledges amount to slightly more
than $132,000. In order to start
construction as voted by the Gov-
erning Boards in June, an addi-
tional $93,00© is needed and an
overall $143,000 to complete the
new rink.
Alumni .Fund First
"In September the campaign
was reviewed in detail with the
Governing Boards' Advisory Com-
mittee on Development. By invi-
tation, officers of the Alumni Fund
attended this meeting. As a re-
sult of those discussions a special
By Maynawt A. Seelya 'M
prepared and will be sent out with-
in the next 10 days.
"This report from the Advisory
Committee states the official posi-
tion of the College that the hockey
campaign should be completed at
the earliest possible date. It is
recognized that support of the
Alumni Fund comes first and noth-
ing in the hockey campaign will
be done to conflict with this annual
appeal. It is also recognized that
the hockey campaign must be fin-
ished so that other pressing needs
of the College can be met.
Reorganizing Campaign
"In analyzing the campaign at
the present stage, several perti-
nent questions have been raised
and discussed. One of these has
been concerned with the number
of responses received from alumni.
Before recommending any changes
in the original plan for a covered
rink, efforts are being made to
carry the campaign to every alum-
nus and give additional opportu-
nities for participation. The com-
mittees in some of the larger cities
|
such as Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia and Chicago arc already
revamping their campaign plans,
and committees elsewhere have
been asked to review their posi-
tions and ascertain the extent to
which additional support may be
developed.
"It is hoped that by the end of
1955 the whole campaign will reach
a point where plans for construc-
tion at least can he actively un-
derway."




Charles S. Benson, Assistant
Professor of Economics, has joined
the faculty of the Graduate School
of Education of Harvard Univer-
sity. As Assistant Professor, he
will direct research in the eco-
nomic aspects of community school
problems.
Dr. Benson is continuing teach-
ing- the course in Contemporary
Economic Theory here this fall.
He alio is continuing his work
•with the Maine College-Communi-
ty Research Program of the Com-
mittee for Economic Development,
studying the economy of the State
of Maine.
Dr. Benson will join with socio-
logists, psychologists, anthropolo-
gists, historians and other social-
scientists who work with profes-
sional
-educators on field studies
and instruction in the Harvard
Graduate School of Education.
His research will center on long-
range community studies In the
Center for Field Studies. These
studies are financed by a grant
from the W. K. Kellogg Founda-
Oxnam, Hurley, Sweet Speak




WBOA began its official 1955-56
seasbn by broadcasting the Bow-
doin-Amherst football game from
Amherst. According to reports re-
ceived from some of the houses
and dorms, reception was very
poor.
Last week WBOA was trying to
locate a field intensity meter from
Portland to measure broadcasting
range. An engineer from Port-
land's WGAN consented to under-
take the task. He gave the WBOA
engineers some pointers on how,
to correct discrepancies and modi-
fy power down to the Federal
Communicatons Commission stan-
dard. Once WBOA reached the
standard, it was possible to go on
the air.
Poor Reception
What remains to be corrected is
the- reception problem. A new
transmitter, soon to be completed,
will boost reception. Also planned
is the installation of a second
transmitter, off the campus, to
give a wider range coverage How-
ever, WBOA officials claim that
they are making every effort to
improve their technical situation.
A look at the agenda of pro-
grams reveals the return of old
programs. Disc shows will con-
tinue in both popular and classical
veins as well as all home sports
events and some off-campus con-
tests.
News highlights and analyses
will be frequent. A live jam ses-
sion series is being set up by John
S. H. Carter '58 and Dave Bern-
stein '59, as well as a special cam-
pus news program with spot inter-
views of sport contestants, student
leaders and faculty members.
Despite the technical problems
which perennially plague WBOA
and severely limit its range,
a regular schedule has now been
started.
On Thursday Roger Hodgkins,
chief engineer of WGAN, Port-
land, made a test in which he con-
firmed the FCC's complaint that
WBOA was over its legal broad-
casting limit. However, he stated
how much over, which the FCC
had not. Some of tKe changes he
advised were put temporarily into
effect by Saturday. The Williams
game will also definitely be ©road-
cast, and a regular schedule has
been put into effect with no for-
seeable interruptions.
No Big Changes
At the WBOA executive com-
mittee meeting it was decided to
try to make the present system
more efficient rather than to make
any major changes. According to
Mr. Hodgkins, it is possible to
cover the campus, possibly except
for the Beta and ATO houses,
.while still staying within the le-
gal limits. As a first step in do-
ing this, the remaining half of the
new transmitter started last year
will be built. This will be incor-
porated in a change to a lower fre-







College honored 69 undergrad-
uates chosen as James Bowdoin
Scholars today at a special convo-
cation in Pickard Theatre.
Main speaker at the exercises
was G. Bromley Oxnam, Bishop of
the Methodist Church in Washing-
ton, D. C, area since 1952. Bishop
Oxnam used as his subject "The
Artificer in Ideas." Assisting at
the exercises was William D.
Gcoghegan, Assistant Professor
of Itcligion. Prof. Burton W. Tay-
lor was marshal for the academic
procession which preceded the ex-
ercises.
.Speaks for Students
In the undergraduate response,
David L. Hurley '56 declared, The
honest labor that went into the
writing of a Freshman's first Eng-
lish theme and three years after-
ward into his honors paper will be
spent later at his office in the
business world. And the labor ex-
erted in his other undergraduate
pursuits will be duplicated in those
activities which enrich his adult
life."
"And what of the diversity of
problems in the reality of every-
day life? Is it not true that the
athlete on the Dean's List who is
helping to finance his way through
college faces some degree of diver-
sity in his daily existence?" Hur-
ley asked.
Reassures Parents
In answer to an often repeated
question of anxious parents, Hur-
ley stated, "Will your sons see the
meaning of it all? I would like to
extend my assurance and express
my faith in the men of this col-
lege, my faith that they are ac-
cepting and will continue to ac-
cept their responsibilities to God,
to their families, and to them-
selves."
During the exercises, ei. ht men
who had maintained a straight
"A" record in their courses for
two consecutive semesters were
presented specially inscribed cop-
ies of The Itinerant Ivory Tower,
a collection of essays by G. E.
Hutchinson. The men were Neil
Alter '55, Harold W. Anthony '35,
Roger Howell Jr. '58, John Ran-
lett '57, Otto Gcorg Rau '55, An-
drew W. Williamson, III '55, Al-
lan D. Wooley '58 and Wayne M.
Wright '56. Alter, Anthony, Rau,
and Williamson received their
books in absentia.
Athlete and Scholar
In conjunction with the James
Bowdoin Scholarship honors, two
other Bowdoin students were hon-
ored. Albert R. Marshall '56 was
named as the 1955-56 recipient of
the James Bowdoin Cup. Given by
Alpha Rho Upsilon fraternity, this
cup goes annually to the student
who in his previous college year
has won a varsity letter in active
competition and has made the
highest scholastic average among
the students receiving varsity let-
ters. Marshall won his letter as a
pitcher
-on the baseball team last
spring.
The second award winner was
Frank L. McGinlcy '56 of East
Holdcn. He received the General
Philoon Trophy, given by Major
General Wallace C. Philoon, USA,
Ret., of Brunswick, a graduate of
the Class of 1905. This trophy is
awarded each year to that mem-
ber of the Senior Class who has
made the best record at the an-
nual summer camp of the Reserve
Officers Training Corps.
Following the cxercies in the
Pickard Theater, there was a
luncheon for jtfie scholars and
members of tKe faculty in the
Moulton Union. John S. Sweet, As-
sistant Professor of English, ad-
dressed the group.
13 States
Among the men honored were
27 seniors, 16 juniors, and 26
sophomores. Of the 69 men, 26
come from Maine and 17 from
Massachusetts. Other states rep-
resented are New York six, New
Jersey four. New Hampshire and
Virginia three each, Connecticut,
Maryland, and Ohio two each, and
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
Vermont one each. One James
Bowdoin Scholar comes from Ox-
ford, England.
Jui H. Wang Of Yale
To Discuss Enzymes'
Molecular Activity
Dr. Jui H. Wang of Yale Uni-
versity will lecture at the annual
meeting of the Maine Section of
the American Chemical Society,
j
to be held here on Saturday, Oct.
} 15. it was announced by Profes-
sor William C. Root, secretary-
treasurer of the group.
Dr. Wang's address, entitled
"Small Molecules with Enzyme-
like Activity," will be given at 2:30
p.m. in Parker Cleavcland Hall of
Chemistry.
Born In Popping. China, in 1921,
Professor Wang graduated from
the National Southwest Associated
University at Kunming in 1945 and
then taught chemical engineering
there for a year. He came to the
United States in 1946 and bct;an
graduate work in radiochemistry
at Washington University in St.
Louis. Mo. Two years later he was
appointed University Fellow at
that school and in 1949 received
his doctor of philosophy degree.
Research Fellow at Yale
Upon completion of his doctorate
training. Dr. Wang remained at
Washington University as Monsan-
to Post-doctoral Fellow and did
research in radiochemistry with
Professor J. W. Kennedy. In 1951
he left St. Louis and became Re-
search Fellow at Yale University.
He was appointed Instructor in
Chemistry at Yale in 1953 and was
promoted to the rank of Assistant
Professor in 1955.
Professor Wang's research in-
cludes self-diffusion in liquids, the
theory of polarography, solutions of
electrolytes, the study of reaction
mechanisms by means of isotopic






Resident James S. Coles left
for Wasnington on Thursday, Oc-
tober 6, to attend the Joint Civi-
lian Oi ntation. Conference being
conducted through October 15 by
the United States Department of
Defense.
Those attending the Conference
will witness military demonstra-
tions at four Marine Corps. Navy,
and Army bases in the South.
The purpose of the Joint Civilian
Orientation Conference is to pro-
vide a broader understanding of
the United States military estab-
lishment and its place in world
events.
President Coles has maintained
his interest in military affairs since
World War II, when from 1943 to
1946 he did research at the Under-
water Explosives Research Labo-
ratory of the Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institution in Massachu-
setts. A research group leader and
supervisor, he was in charge .of a
76-foot fishing schooner which had
been converted to a floating elec-
tronics laboratory. This was used
to test the underwater explosive
power of depth charges, depth
bombs and torpedo warheads- by
measuring shock .waves.
Also during this period, as a
civilian technician with the Naval
Technical Mission in Europe, Coles
traveled extensively in-—Western
Germany, interrogatng enemy
scientists and assessing the value
of their research in terms of that
done in this country.
Received Award*
As a result of this service, lie
received the United States Navy
Bureau of Ordnance Development
Award and the President's Certi-
ficate of Merit. He has continued
to keep in touch with this work and
is occasionally called away on Na-
val research duties.
President Coles is presently serv-
ing as a Civilian Aide to the Sec-
retary of the Army from tho First
Army Area.
Council elected David L. Tam-
minen '56 as its president for the
coming year at its regular weekly
meeting last Monday.
Donald M. Zuckert '56 was se-
lected as vice-president, and Hen-
ry D. Shaw '56 was elected as sec-
retary-treasurer All these men
had served on the Student Coun-
cil during the previous semester.
The new president, Tamminen.
is a Psi U. He played freshman
basketball and was a member of
the varsity baseball squad last
spring. An Alumni Fund scholar,
he has also been active in - the
Masque and Gown. He lias served
as the chairman of the library and
hazing committees of his frater-
nity.
Zukert is the president of the
ATO house. Last year he held the
posts of vice president of the
fraternity and chairman of the
social committee. He was a mem-
ber of the Orient staff and was on
the Dean's List for the last sem-
ester.
Shaw, a member of Kappa Sig-
ma, is serving his second term on
the student council. He is one of
the student members of the blan-
ket tax committee. A James Bow-'
doin scholar, he ranks first in his
class. He is also a member of the
WBOA sports staff and of the De-
bating Council.
Council also announced appoint- •
ments to the Student Judiciary
Committee Monday.
The new senior appointed to the
committee is William W. Hale Jr.
John E, Simonds and Anthony T.
Fleishman are the two new juniors
selected for this post.
There are two men on the com-
mittee as holdovers. They are Pe-
ter J. Rigby and David L. •Hurley.
The two new juniors will serv c
for a two year term; the senior
member will, of course, only serve
a term of one year.
The two runners-up in the se-
lection of members were senior
Raymond F. Kierstead and junior
John J."Woodward. If a perman-
ent vacancy in the committee as it
«ow stands should occur, Kici-
stead will move into the post.
Should another such vacancy arise,
Woodward would, take the posi-
tion.
Important In net Ion
The Student Judiciary Com-
mittee has a very importani func-
tion in that it lakes up for con-
sideration such things as infrac-
tions of the social rules and other
misdemeanors and violations. Its
function is to decide what to do
In such cases as far as punish-
ment goes. In normal practice.
eases are referred to rt by the
Student Council.
In compliance with the request
of the cheerleaders, Council has
authorized the Athletic Depart-
ment to set aside on" section In
the student stands for members
of the Freshman class and their
dates. This move is an attempt to-
ward a better organized cheering
section for the home football
games. _^
BOWDOIN PLAN STUDENT
HAPPY TO CHANGE VIEWS
Contrary to his former belief. Da-
rio Giaeomoni. Beta House foreign
student from Milan. Italy, states
that he is pleased to find out there
are American colleges which grad-
uate educated men, not thinking
machines. —The Editors
"How do you spell it ? B-O-W-
D-O-I-N. Thank you very much.
Mr. Nicholls." In such a way, by
telephone, I heard this name for
the first time from the director of
the United States Information
Service in Milan, Italy,
Previously, I knew by name
several highly specialized Univer-
sities in America such as MIT.
Princeton and the University of
Chicago, where the latest scientif-
ic discoveries come from. I knew
nothing about this small but ex-
cellent college whose main goal
is not to give men a great amount
of knowledge in a particular field,
but rather to give them a cultural
background in order to graduate
educated men, not thinking ma-
chines.
European Tradition
From this point of view. Bow-
doin College resuscitates the old
European tradition of culture in-
tended for intellectual enjoyment,
without forgetting, at the same
time, the necessities of the high-
ly specialized modern life.
Among the many new things I
have seen here, two in particular
have impressed me most. And here
they are. first: the friendly rela-
tions existing between professors
and students; second: the fraterni-
ty and club system which gives
everybody the oprojrtunity of prac-
tising for his future social life.
Bowdoin College is a small col-
lege; here i> its charm and its
strength. The small classes enable
professors to get in touch with
every pupil and share his problems
and also to be favorably interested'
in his improvement. On the other'
hand, students appreciate and be-
come friendly with their instruc-
tors so that thoy study the sub-
jects they arc taking with much
more interest and with much more
satisfactory results. Unfortunate-
ly some boys misunderstand this
familiar spirit of the college and
take an excessive liberty of action
toward their professors;
. but I
must say that it happens quite
seldom.
Clubs Important
In the clubs (another great
strength of the college* students
meet boys having common inter-
ests to themselves and link them-
selves in a hi"; family. But, I re-
gret that many Bowdoin men
seem not to have vet understood
the importance of these clubs, the
real "labs" of social life. Some of
them are actually very popular. It
is unfortunate, hhwevej that many
more boys do not join the Political
Forum, one of the most important,
if we consider that we are in the
countrv which is the political lead*
er of the free world
To conclude. I'll confess that be-
fore coming here* I thought the
American Universities to be like
big factories whin 1 men skilled in
only one particular
-matter grad-
uated. Bowdoin College showed
me, to my great satisfaction, thai
what is vei> often said in Europe
isn't true at all and I am sure that
a very interesting year for me has
begun.
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Teaching And Research
The faculty is the cornerstone of this College, and on its
aaliber and continuity rest not only the reputation but the life
of Bowdoin. ' One of the advantages in which we take pride is
the opportunity for a close- relationship between the teacher*
and those that are taught. Thus, problems of the faculty and
of the College become problems for student consideration. We
can ask along with the college how the best young men are to
be obtained and kept, and how much chance is given to them
to advance in their fields.
Bowdoin is active in the competition for the best men. The
College shares certain problems in common with other small
colleges. Salaries are certainly not the main attraction. In
items of purchasing power, faculty pay brings in twenty-five per
cent lees than it did before World War II. Our geographical
location limits intellectual companionship largely to within the
faculty Itself.
We are not keeping pace with the physical advantages,
though there is an increasing awareness of need, and many
things have been revitalized. In the sciences progress in this
respect has been relatively good. But here, improvements in
physical advantages and salaries are limited by finances. Large
universities with grants and numerous sources of income hold
the upper hand. To appeal to the best man, however, we must
keep abreast of the colleges of our size.
Because of the student-faculty relationship and existing
friendly atmosphere at Bowdoin, the teaching ability should
normally improve with experience. But equally and increasing-
ly important is the demand for specialized scholarly activity.
Many feel that it has reached a point of "publish or perish."
The teacher needs for his own intellectual satisfaction and stimu-
lation a more penetrating knowledge in his held. A scholarly
reputation outside the College is necessary ho* the- economic
security of his career, even more so because Bowdoin does not
offer permanent tenure.
The administration has had a growing concern about the
need for opportunities for such activity. A reduction in class-
hour loads would obviously bring increased time for specialized
work. Class-hours and preparation take up much time, and
leave many tied down during the academic year. The summer
is productive for those who can afford it or are able to get work
connected with their special interests. A greater extension of
leaves for the junior member* of the faculty would be a decisive
factor in the solution of the time problem. At present there
seems to be little opportunity for an instructor to participate in
major research without leaving Bowdoin — unless there is a
possibility of financial aid.
The continual competitive struggle to obtain and hold the
most fit faculty is becoming more ana" more of a crucial crisis
at Bowdoin as well as at other small liberal arts colleges.
College Leaders Discuss Four
Basic Problems At Conference
Problems common to fourteen
New England colleges were dis-
cussed at the 98th meeting of The
Association of Colleges in New
England in Hanover last week.
The more widely reviewed issues
were those concerned with schol-
arships, tuitions, salaries and ad-
missions.
Great advances have been made
during the past few years in elim-
inating students who may be
scholarship risks.
The National Merit Corporation
was organized this fall in an ef-
fort to provide the nation's lead-
ing students with a college educa-
tion which they otherwise would
be unable to receive. Wilt the large
collage benefit fnor«. than the
small college? Are the Merit Cor-
poration Scholarships too high?
Should they not pay for every-
thing? And is the best student tbe
one who doesn't have to work?
These were the questions the As-
sociation asked.
Closely counted wit* Scholar-
ships was the topic of tuition.
Sliould part of the scholarships be
put into a loan fund, and let par-
ents pay for the tuition over a
longer period of time? MIT and
Harvard are currently on this
plan. And how may the tuitions be
kept at minimum? Howdoin's tui-
tion of $700 is among the lowest
with the result that the college is
running at a deficit
If a college is running art a def-
icit, how can it pay its faculty
adequately? The faculty salaries
are relatively lower than before
the war, inasmuch as they have
nqt risen proportionately to living
costs. The rewards for those
thinking of the teaching profes-
sion are not great. With the state
universities growing, the need for
teachers may become a serious,
one. The Association was inter-
ested to know whether the small
college would fail to attract the
foremost teachers in such a com-
petitive field.
In aa attempt to reduce the
number of multiple admissions,
the Association suggested that all
college* who were definitely going
to accept a candidate, accept him
on the condition that be complete
his secondary school work success-
fully.
In summing up the conference,
Dean Kendrlck reported, "it didn't
discuss some of the more inter-
esting questions; it didn't deal
with the curriculum as much as
desired. The Association spent
more time on specific questions





It has recently been announced
that the dilapidated birthplace of
Bowdoin Alumnus Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow will be duplicat-
ed on our fair campus. Such an act
offers an excellent insight to that
peculiar institution — the Ameri-
can character.
Davy Crockett Shrine
While thousands are homeless,
hungry, and jobless becuuse of the
recent series of floods, gracious
benefactors offer to reconstruct
this waterfront home because it
gives us a physical association with
the past. This blind, vainglorious
sentiment for such emblems is ty-
pical of modern Americans. They
'.rave something tangible to con-
nect them with their forefathers.
What would be the present fame of
Davy Crockett without his coon-
skin cap?
A Handofr to Socrates
It is due to this singularity in
Americans that they tend to forget
the various intellectual, philosoph-
ical, and cultural heritages of the
past. These cannot be so easily
grasped by the hands, but require
an exertion of the mind. Conse-
quently the average American will
tell you that Socrates plays ^eft
half for Notre Dame and that Alex
de Tocqueville is a contestant on
the $64,000 Question.
Other motives brought about this
move. Discounting sentiment, ty-
pical New England frugality would
initiate concern about the matter.
With old-fashioned Yankee ingenu-
ity, so evident in Bowdoin alumni
and so absent in her students, the
present solution was brought for-
ward.
Kinsey Shrine
It will undoubtedly have far-
reaching consequences. Americans,
being fanatical "savers", will de-
mand that Bowdoin also add to her
growing museum of natural history
such items as Alfred Kinsey's first
"laboratory" and the first ballot
oast for Franklin Pierce when he
ran for President.
Should the project become pop-
ular, another factor of the Ameri-
can character would appear. Com-,
mercialization of sacred institu-
tions is a common practice now. If
funds fall short for the new hockey
rink, I predict that the college will
charge admission to all tourists
who come to see Longfellow's
birthplace.
However, if it. doesn't become a
shrine, it will make, a natural*
choice for a classroom for Eng*
lish 25-26, History 11-12, or His-
tory 17-18. And what inspiration
it would offer to students in Lit-
erary Composition, English 31-32!
All interested professors are asked
to send in their applications early.
Where To Put It
I think that it is obvious that
the location of this structure is
quite important. Students will un-
doubtedly be polled as to their
choice./fTybu have any particular
preference, send it Ln. I suppose
fhe logical place to address your
letter would be to the Placement
Bureau. Otherwise, drop your sug-
gestion in a box which is placed on
the library steps for this purpose.
Present sentiment for the location
seems to favor the basement of
Sills Hall.
Bowdoin Philistines
I am afraid that the originators
of this plan forget one important
detail. What effect will this sight
have upon the Bowdoin student re-
turning home after a pleasant eve-
ning at Bill's or the Boulevard?
Filled with solid pizza pics, liquid
spirits, gas pains, and an occasion-
al vacuum between the ears, he
will probably go mad at this gro-
tesque sight. He is experienced at
handling pink elephants — not a
white elephant.
Norman David Block '58
To These Ears
By Georgn A. Smart, Jr. 'S7
of last season, will be the first
offering of the Brunswick Work-
shop Group . . . The new "Miss
Show Business" album on the Ca-
pitol label provides a nice per-
manent memory to the Judy Gar-
land Ford Jubilee show of a few
weeks ago.
Tally: It appears that "Garden
of Eden" will rival the annual
Topsham Fair when final box of-
fice totals are figured. Such is life
in the entertainment business.
There's nothing quite like a bad
movie to make a dull w-ek-end
even duller!
Variety's Sake. For variety's
sake, I suppose it's a good thing
for the movie-goers to sit through
a really bad "flick" once in a
while, and just such an experience
was shared by the desperate pat-
rons who journeyed to the Cumber-
land over this past week-end. As
though Walt Disney hadn't ex-
plored all the possibilities of Davy-
Crockett and the Battle of the
Alamo, Republic Pictures has
come out with another film deal-
ing with the theme, entitled "The
Last Command."
Unsatisfactory C*»t
This time we see a "land-lovin"
Texan by rhe name of Jim Bowie as
the hero; but do. not despair, pa-
triots, for Davy Crockett is still
very much on hand — with witty
remarks, a gun and plenty of
twang. Sterling Hayden, never a
very inspired figure on the screen,
romps through the lead role with
gusto and a rare kind of indiffer-
ence. The young Italian soprano
Anna Maria Alberghetti takes on
her first straight dramatic role as
the girl who loses "heart and soui '
to that Bowie guy. Miss Alberghet-
th-isn't at all unpleasant to the
eyes, but is at her best when sing-
ing a pretty song. J. Carrol Naish
is particularly unrewarding* as the
Napoleonic-like figure, Santa An-
na, leader of the Mexican forces.
In the long run the picture must
focus on Richard Carlson as the
fiery lawyer and Virginia Grey as
the brave wife, as the only two
convincing performers.
Trite Dialogue
After a few choice lines like "I
wish to go down as a gracious
page in history" and "Any man
could walk into your eyes
v
" one
realizes that the dialogue could
not be much worse. The scenery articles would be of better quality,
is pitifully faked throughout, thel The rcpdrters can achieve this by









































A considerable amount of inter-
est has centered on the chapel in
the last few weeks. This is due
to the recently celebrated cen-
pel is slated tp collapse on a cer- itennial of its dedication. Few know,
the Brunswick canines? Rumor has
it that those fierce quarrels among
the four-Aegged set in the Biology
1 lecture room are practically ex-
tinct! ... A certain college resi-
dent informs me that King's Cha-
however, much about the buildingtain day during our lifetime.
Watch out! . . . "Wedding Break- an




Walter G. Gans '57, the Editor-
in-chief of this year's Bugle, sug-
gested several points which he
hopes will make a better year-
book.
Gans pointed out the need for
a . more binding theme to unify
the book, necessity of better cov-
erage for college events, and the
advantages of creative and feature
writing.
Elaborating on the need for
creative and feature writing, Gans
said he believed these two points
would personalize the book, pro-
duce literary continuity, and avoid
incomplete and stereotype cover-
age that is so often true of year-
books.
The editor also stated that by
having a more unified staff the
viously unauthentic, and one must
even question some of the histor-
ical facts upon which the story
pivots.
The title song, smoothly sung
by Gordon MacRae, is decidedly
the highlight. All in all, "The Last
Command" invites you to waste
happen and not waiting until May
to highlight the football season.
Since photography is the bind-
ing element of a yearbook, it is
the objective of this year's editor
to have a continuously active
photography staff so that a reser-
voir of pictures may be compiled
two..hours and to t.u-ow away fifty Another objective of this year's
cents. But then, who can study on
Saturday night!
Miscellaneous: Peter Potter sang
with force and rich tone on Friday
morning when he replaced Fred
Wilkins as Chapel soloist. Wilkins,
who was suffering from laryngitis,
is scheduled to appear next Friday.








Prof. Gordon L. Hiebeit of the
Chemistry Department has receiv-
ed a $5,000 Frederick Gardner
Cottrell Grant from the Research
Corporation of New York, it was
announced by President Coles.
The grant will be used to pur-
chase parts for and to construct
the first infrared spectrometer in
the State of Maine. This spectro-.
meter will then be used to further
Professor Hiebert's investigations
of the spectra and structure of
binary systems.
His doctoral thesis at Brown, on
"Infrared spectrum of dilute solu-
tions and the structure of the hy-
drogen halides" won the- Potter
Prize in Chemistry as the best
thesis for 1954.
Bugle is to illuminate fraternity
life through the use of candid
photography. The photographs are
to be taken by a photographer
responsible to the Photography
Committee. "By applying the prin-
ciple of a continuously active staff,
there will Be material coming in
daily, thereby giving a more com-
plete coverage of this year's
events," concluded Gans.
This year's staff has Walter G.
Gans '57 as Editor-in-chief with
Richard A. Hillman '58, Assistant
Editor. The Board of Editors in-
cludes John E. Simonds '57, Wil-
liam Beeson III '56, Warren A.
Slesinger. '56, John R. MacKay '56,
and Francis D. Pervere '58. The
Business Managers are Donald H.
Hundlett '57 and Paul J. O'Neill
'57. Other members of the Bugle
staff are Calvin B. Kendall '56 and
Richard Allen '57.
cated. fr-_
The first chapel at the College
was built by Samuel Melcher of
Brunswick, who also constructed
many of the older houses in the
town. Erected in 1805, three years
after the opening of the college,
the structure cost eight hundred
dollars.
It proved, however, to be un-
suited for the growing college. As
a result, the present chapel, a
Romanesque church of undressed
granite, came to be a feature of
the campus. It was designed by
Richard Upjohn and was built dur-
ing the decade from 1845 to 1855
through funds received from the
Bowdoin family estate.
Distinguishing Spires
The facade of the present struc-
ture is distinguished by twin tow-
ers and spires which rise to the
height of one hundred and twenty
feet. The interior resembles the
plan of English college chapels,
with a broad central aisle, from
either side of which rise the
ranges of seats. The lofty walls
are decorated with twelve large
paintings.
Other features which may not
be known to many students in-
clude a bronze plaque bearing
a bas-reiief of Elijah Kellogg of
the class of 1840. This is placed in
a recess to the right of the main
doorway. The chimes which play
every afternoon, a set of eleven,
were the gift of William M. Pay-
son '74 and are installed in the
southwest tower. The organ was





The chapel itself stands as a
memorial to President Leanard
Woods, the fourth president of the
'College, under whose "personal di-
rection it was erected. At this
time (and in fact until 1872) stu-
dents attended compulsory chapel
exercises twice a day, at 6:00 in
the morning and at 5:00 in the
afternoon. The morning service
was followed by a recitation be-
fore students went to breakfast.
In 1872 the afternoon service was
given up except on Sundays, and
four years later the time for morn-
ing chapel was changed to 7:50.
When he came to the College,
Woods was 31" years old. He was
a graduate of Union College and
a professor of Biblical literature
in the Bangor Theological Semin-
ary. A man of strong convictions,
he had an engaging personality. It
was his suggestion to the Boards
that the president be given a Larg-
er share of the teaching which led
to a practice by now firmly es-
taolished.
It has been said that the chapel
is, in materials and architectural
type, expressive of the man.
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M.
From "The Massachusetts CoK
lsgian" (U. of Mass.) come the
following definitions:
Amhei*t CoHege — a poor school
on the other side of town; they
don't own a single cow or tractor!
Bookstore — a place where stu-
dents wait three hours to be told
that the books they wanted have
not come in yet.
CO-EDS — female students sent
to study at the same school at
which male students are studying
with the result that no one stu-
dies.
Grind — anyone who passes an
exam honestly.
Instructor — someone who reads
today whaf he assigns you tomor-
row.
Labor — a form of exercise,
the threat of which keeps many
students in college.
Psychology — a course which
teaches how to drive rats insane.
Study — antiquated method of
passing exams.
Things To B>» Different
You may think the average MIT
man takes no more exercise than
is necessary to work his slide rule,
but things are going to be different
from now on. President Killian of
MIT announced that a gift of one
million dollars has been made to
the Institute by David F. duPont,
specifically for "the improvement
of athletic facilities." DuPont, a
student at MIT, was unfortunately
killed in an automobile accident
last month. No details of how the
money will be used were publish-
ed, but it seems doubtful that MIT
will immediately rush into inter-
collegiate football. More likely it
will go into new gym facilities, in-
tramural equipment and such.
Twelve Cn-KiK
From the same issue of "The
Tech", domes the startling news
that MIT has not one, not two, not
three, but twelve — count 'em —
twelve co-eds in the Freshman
class! You men on the Bowdoin-
MIT plan have it made! Engine-
eering, anyone?
The Beacon (U. of R. I.) devotes
a full page to fraternity and so-
rority news and notes — which
might be one thing if well-written,
but unfortunately is of the worst
type of gossip-column name-drop-
ping. Some of the introductions
and signatures are interesting,
however. For instance; the man
writing for Theta Chi signs him-
self "The Bald One," while the cor-
respondent for Sigma Chi is "The
Foul One." But at any rate, it is
heartening to know that there is
one honest writer among the lot
Brunswick Coai & Lumber G
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
Sherrerd Jr. '!X
— where eleven columns open with
a greeting on the joys of being
back at school, the man for Phi
Sigma Kappa oiwns with "It's
lousy to be back." A realist, that
one.
j On the Wagon
Standard College Tricks Dept.:
it sifms that someone stole the
campus paddy wagon at the U. of
Maine the other day, removed the
tires, and left it in front of the
recreation center. A definite lack
of imagination here. At least they
could have dismantled and reas-
sembled it in the president's office,
or some such place. Why does no
one ever think up something new?
See H. Allen Smith's "The Com-
plete Practical Joker."
The Williams Record carried an
interesting article on Oct. 5, which
reported the arrival of a foreign
student at the college. But the
most interesting thing about the
article is that it casually refers to
him as "a Bowdoin Plan student
from West Germany".
Old CoMeip. Try
The best of them all, however, is
the wonderful contrast between
the issues of "The Massachusetts
Collegian" for Sept. 30, and Oct.
4. The first issue is tilled with a
wild hue and cry for Harvard's
scalp, with headlines of " 'Lynch
John Harvard!' Cry of Storming
UMies", "See You Theah!", and
"Rcdmen Heady the Jar J awn
Harvard Tomorrow". Optimism?
You never saw so much. The old
pep, file old college try, rah-rah.
and all that. But what are the
headlines of the aftor-game issue?
"Harvard Nips I'M For First Time
Since 1916, 60-6." "Wait'll Last
Year", and,- simply. "WhaV Hop-
pened?-" Nips? 60-6? This- should
go down as the understatement of
the year. We at Bowdoin have our
troubles, assuredly, but if we are
ever clobbered 60-6, let's not. kid
ourselves that we were "nipped".
"Nipped" indeed!
FI'LBKKiHT
Any men interested in Ful-
bright scholarships or other grants
for study abroad should remember
that the deadline for applying for
such grants is usually \ery early
in the year. In the case of Ful-
bright awards, applications must
be in by the end of this month. In-
formation and application forms
may be obtained from the Assist-
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Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
When you've worked pretty late
And the issue looks great.
.
.
Why not celebrate! Have a CAMEL!
pufEpteaoire/
If $ a psychological fact: Pleasure helps
your dfsposMett If you're o smoker, re-
member— more people get more pore
pleature from Camels than from any
other cigarette I
No other cigarette is so
rkaft-tastiML yet sowUcfl
Otfctel
a 4. i««*t*«c.. wa^«i-aa*» a. a.
.tfftBBtfMi BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB»BBB*a*ak*a*.
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POLAR
BEARINGS
By John E. Simondi '57
It was unfortunate that the majority of Bowdoin fans wefe unable
to gai" contact with the actual facts, figures, and happenings in the
Amherst game this past weekend. The sizeable traveling distance
between Brunswick and Amherst plus the added threat of weekend
rain discouraged most of the student body from making the trip down
to watch the game. Those who tried to tune their radios in to 820 on
their dial to listen to the play by play report from WBOA wene gen-
erally disappointed. Except in one ot* two dormitories it was impossi-
ble to War the ball game on the radio. To top it Iff off, the sports
sections in Sunday's papers gave very little, if any, detailed informa-
tion on the encounter.
For the benefit of thosp undergraduates, alumni, and well-wishers
who saw only the score of Saturday's game it seems necessary to. say
that the defeat was neither as disastrous nor as humiliating as the
final tally might lead one to believe. Statistically speaking, the Polar
Bear ground attack churned out 140 yards on the mud surface at
Pratt Field, while the Purple forces gained a total of 155 during the
afternoon. In the air Bowdoin picked up 18 yards, just nine yards
short of the Amherst total.
Handles Needed
The factor which made the difference in the game wag the White's
tendency to fumble at crucial moments in the contest. Drives were
stemmed twice deep in Amherst territory when the wet pigskin squirt-
ed out of Bowdoin's possession. Two more fumbles, a blocked punt,
a couple of pass interceptions, and several penalties added further
momentum to the Jeffs' cause. As in last year's game, Amherst regis-
tered its final two scores by taking advantage of a few-'Breaks. If
Amherst, slated for another strong season this fall, expected Bowdoin
to create some tough resistance Saturday, they didn't come off the
playing field disappointed.
Frosh Opener
Friday afternoon will see the Polar Bear Freshmen gridders travel
to Hebron to open the season. This game will show just how well
Coach Ed Coomhs has been able to mold his collection of high school
all-stars together in the brief time alloted him for the job.
This season's neophyte eleven seems to have constructed a fairly
formiduble offense to go along with a heavy forward wall. Jim Fen-
lason of Hampden seems to be this year's choice for the field general-
ship, while Roger Coe of Swampscott, Mass., Mike Karavetsos of
I.ynn, Mass., Ken Judson of Auburn, Gene Waters of Westbrook, and
Clayton Bennett of Dexter comprise the remainder of the leading back-
field potential.
Former Thornton Academy center Jere Skidgel appears to be the
keystone in the Frosh line this season. Big Bob Gorra from Yonke-.-s,
N. Y., Ottie McCullum of Augusta, Tony Berlandi of Roslindale, Mass.'
Dick Tut tie of South Portland, and Bruce Chalmers of Bridgton are
the main hopefuls for front line berths. Since this year's squad is
rather limited in number, most everyone should see plenty of action.
Exeter should be the Polar Cubs' toughest opponents this year by
virtue of their recent shellacking of Tilton a couple of Saturdays ago.
: Line Shuffle
With Steve McCabe's knee injury keeping him out of play for an
indefinite period, Coach Adam Walsh has moved guard Ernie Belforti
over to tackle and either Logan Hardie or Ray Demers to the starting
guard slot. Incidentally, Sandy Kowal, tackle replacement for the in-
jured Pete Dionne, played the entire sixty minutes Saturday. In-
juries to Bill Perkins and McCabe will leave the Polar Bears some-
what handicapped in the tackle spots, and Belforti, Kowal 1, Ted Gib-





As Rain Mars Play
By Paul V. Lewis '58
Another element — rain — had a
marked effect on all the games
played this week in the New Eng-
land area, but there were no
major upsets as a result of the
ill-timed weather.
Bowdoin's past and future rivals
did nothing better than antici-
pated in Saturday's games as
the wet fields made for poor aerial
attacks all through the circuit.
Maine Deadlocked
An exciting finish was the high-
light of the Maine-New Hamp-
shire Yankee Conference classic.
The Bears had been bottling up
the UNH offensive quite effectively
until the closing moments of the
last period when Charlie Carami-
halis let fly a 40-yard pass to
halfback Dick Gleason, who was
out in the open, on the Maine
thirty. The point-after fell inches
short and the game ended in a 6-6
deadlock. Ray Hostetter again
looked great, running once for a
45-yard gain. The Bears were
tackling, charging, and blocking
viciously throughout the game with
tackle Cal Bickford and ends Coo-
per and Douglas sparking the for-
ward wall.
Springfield College struck
twice - in the second and fourth
periods — to cap a 14-0 win over
the Colby Mules on a well chopped-
up gridiron. Colby who hadn't been
blanked in eleven starts, was con-
stantly harassed by the hard-run-
ning attack set up by the Spring-
field duo of Cort Conoit and Tom-
ray Charton. Fumbles were the
prime reason for defeat as the
slippery ball eluded the Mule
Turf, Fumbles Stop White As Amherst Wins
Jeffs Capitalize On Misplays;
McCabe, Perkins Injured;
Libby Top Gainer For White
ACTION AT AMHERST Kappa Sigs, Dekes
Win In Key Tihs
As League Begins
With surprisingly low- scores and
little bloodshed, the Inter-fcater-
nity Touch Football League got
underway last Tuesday in the an-
nual campaign to dethrone the
Kappa Sigs.
Only the defending champs and
the Dekes were able to roll up
the customary big score. Sigma Nu
was downed by the Kappa Sigs,
49-31, and the Dekes battered Psi
U 30-8." In other contests, one TD
touchdown was enough to beat Chi
Psi, 6-0. Beta blanked the AD's 8-0
while the ARtTs licked the Zetes
18-8. The Delta Sigs were surpris-
ed by the ATO's and took a 13-9
loss.
If any team captains would like
brief summaries of the games to
appear in the Orient, they
should jot down the necessary in-
formation and place it under the
Orient door in the basement of
Moore Hall.








By Albion L. I'avson '58
League B
\mherst Student
, (Above) John Llbbv (30) bring* a. Purple ball carrier to the ground.




No. Name Class Age Wgt Hgt.
17 Stearns, John H., Jr., '56 21 190 6-0
23 Stearns, Timothy B., '56 21 160 5-10
29 Hoop, C. Martin, '58 18 165 6-0
33 Chapman, Peter A., '56 21 180 6-2






6-4Titus, Roger E., '58 18
53 Murray, Alfred I., '56 21 180 5-11
11 Prosser, William A., '58 18 165 6-2
TACKLES
45 Gibbons, Albert E., Jr., '58 19 185 6-1
51 Armstrong, Richard Q., '57 20 210 6-2
52 Dionne, Peter L., '58 18 210 6-2
54 Kowal, Sanford A., '56 21 207 6-3
55 McCabe, Stephen J., '56 21 215 6-1
56 Schell, Bailey H., '58 19 214 6-3
57 Fickett, Richaid K„ '57 19 200 6-3
58 Crosbv, John TV. '58 19 195 6-3
59 Cooper, Neil A.. '58 18 200 5-11
GL'ARDS
12 Kingsbury, Robert A., '58 19 170 5-9
21 Demers, Ray, '58 21 177 5-9
31 Cooper, Kenneth W., Jr., '57 20 195 5-11
38 Hardie. W. I.ognn, '57 21 190 5-11
40 Tsomides, Constantine, '58 18 170 5-10
41 Pooles, Robert F, '57 20 190 5-7
46 I.eahv, J. Paul. '58 19 200 6-1
49 Pefkins, William, '56 21 200 5-11
50 Belforti, Ernest W., '58 19 200 6-0
CENTERS
3» Perry, ^rthur L., '57 20 178 5-8
42 Michelson, Richard A., '58 19 190 6-0
BACKS
10 Gosse, David R.. '58 19 155 5-6
14 Means. Fletcher W.. II, '57 20 168 5-8
16 Drenzek, Richard M., '57 19 170 5-8
18 Compagnone, Sal. J., '56 21 146 5-5
19 Relic, Peter D., '58 19 165 5-8
20 Smith, Richard W., '57 21 172 5-10
22 McGoldiick, Paul J., '57 20 145 5-10
24 OKourke, Peter J., '56 21 155 5-8
25 Rockaway, Peter L., '58 19 168 5-8
26 Anderson, Stephen W., '58 19 165 5-8
27 Hone. Oliver W., '57 20 163 5-8
28 Wenzel, Fred J., '57 20 155 5-9
30 Libby, John T. '56 21 170 6-0
32 Papacosma. John, "58 19 175 5-10
35 Stover, Elford E., Jr., '58 19 183 6-0
36 Sargent, Robert M., '58 18 *- 180 5-11
43 Seffens, William E„ '56 25 185 6-0
in the game. Neil Stinneford gave
the Colby fans their only excite-
ment of the day when he ran
thirty-three yards in the first per-
iod.
Bate* Beaten
Bates lost its third straight of
the season, unable to move the bail
to any extent from start to fin-
ish. Brandeis had no trouble get-
ting their two halfbacks Bergal
and Stein loose to score on the
ground and Jim Stehlin to hit his
receiver Ray Deveaux in the end
zone for their 20 points. The Bob-
cats could only retaliate once when
Paul Perry took a handoff from
Quarterback Tommy Vail to plunge
from the three after Vail had hit
Flynn with a 10-yard pass for the
set-up.
Coming from behind in the final
period, Trinity scored on a five-
yard pass from Bobby Alexander
to end Sam. Inness to give them
a 26-20 victory over Tufts. Trinity
went into the second half with a
19-14 lead and then the fireworks
began in the form of Dnvey Wells,
the Tufts scatback who had been
damaging in the Tufts win over
Bowdoin two weeks ago. Taking a
pitchout he raced around end 53
yards for a touchdown and a 20-19
lead. The score remained that way
until the last four minutes when
Alexander flipped the game-win-
ning pass. Fumbles were prevalent
in this game too, and were direct-
ly responsible for two touchdowns.
Epltntrn Romp
Williams gained its most impres-
sive victory of the season when
they whipped Middlebury in Wil-
liams' Homecoming Day game 26-
0. It was Danny Rorke who did all
the damage as he plunged for three
yards in the third period and ran
for 15 in the fourth; he also set
up a third-period score with a 23-
yard scamper. Middlebury was
playing constantly in the shadow
of their own goal posts from the
minute the gun was sounded. Next
week the Purple will be playing
on their own ball field when they
meet our luckless Polar Bears.
Mat Lpvino (34). (Relow) Drenaek (16), Papacosma (32), Sandy
Kowal (54) ilnd Dh-k Miehelfton (42) converge on a crashing Lord
Jelf back.
Varsity Sailors Felled By Choppy
Surf; Belknap, Frosh Impressive
Williams coach Len Watters has
had better than average fortune
during the past seven seasons,
winning 30, losing 24, and tying
two. Last year was one of his
poorer years, as the Ephs won
only one game.
A great may of the Bowdoin-
Williams contests have resulted in
shutouts. In 1947 the White rolled
over Williams 26-0, and the fol-
lowing season they gained a 14-*
victory. The Kphmen reversed
'.hlngs in 1949 and 1950, when they






Dry Cleaning - rirnlei,
FttttKc - Alteration* •
3 PLEASANT STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Motorist: "I ran over your cat
and I want to replace him."
Housewife: "Well, get busy.
There's a mouse in the pantry."
UPTOWN
Wednesday-Thursday











Francis in the Navy
This Saturday's invasion of Wil-
liamstown by the Polar Bears will
mark the thirtieth meeting be-
tween the two schools on the foot-
ball field. The Ephmen have a de-
cided edge on Bowdoin in the won
and lost record of this series.
The White eleven have only won
eight of the past games played and











The sailing team's widely-her-
alded "invasion of the «um*h" end-
ed on a disappointing note Satur-
day at the Coast Guard Academy
when the vawity team, captained
by Skip Hawland. finished last in
a seven-team meet.
• This disastrous ending dimmed
the lustre of a tremendous per-
formance by JV skipper Dave
Belknap. Sailing on the Thames
River for the" first time in his
brief career. Belknap was barely
nosed out for high point honors by
a determined MIT skipper. Belk-
nap's score combined with Dick
Kurtz's point-total gave the JV's
a two-boat score of 50 points, eight
short of the winning MIT com-
bination. In four starts. Dave pick-
ed up two firsts and two fourths.
Tough Luck
As far as the varsity team was
concerned, Howland should have
stayed in bed. To say the least
his luck was terrible; first over the
line in each of his three starts, the
hapless Skipper watched boat af-
ter boat ghost by him in the "Force
Zero" gale. Where he went, the
wind didn't or so i+ seemed. What
he needed was a set of Oarsman
from "Ulysses". Jim Birkett and
Ollie Sawyer performed well as
crews in the JV boats, as did Bob
Sutherland, Bob Hinckley, and
Bill MacLeod in the varsity boat.
This coming- weekend Bowdoin
will be the host team in the
Northern New England Champ-
ionships. Competitors for the Ad-
miral H. Kent Hewitt trophy, em-
blem of the championship, will be
Middlebury I the defending cham-
pion), Colby, Dartmouth, and the
favored Polar Bears. At this writ-
ing it is undecided who will start
for the Big White. The names of
Hawland, Belknap, and Charlie
Leighton are being most frequently
mentioned, although there is a
slight possibility that either Bob
Hinckley or Dave Gardiner might
draw the nod. Each team enters
two skippers in the two-divisional
competition.
The Frosh journeyed to Brown
the past weekend to xace against
six other colleges in their first
meet as Bowdoin sailors. Consider-
ing the iluky wind on Brown's
Sagonac River and the fact that
they had never worked together as
a team, Bowdoin's four representa-
tives did quite well with a fourth
place.
Hill Lehmberg skippered the
JJ4" Division for Bowdoin and scor-
ed three seconds and a first among
the seven races sailed. Bob Fritz
and Ron Dyer, alternating skip-
pers for Division "B", combined to
get two seconds and two thirds in
their seven races.
MIT, the winner with 87 points,
sailed beautiful races but Bow-
doin's skill and determination to
win could be seen after the sixth
race when the Polar Bears lay on-
ly one point behind the leader. Un-
fortunately a Big White boat cap-
size and a fourth place in the final
race lost them ten points to MIT





















The'Polar Bears of the Andros-
coggin left all fettxriousness at
home Saturday afternoon when
they journeyed to Pratt Field, Anv
herst, to vie with the Lord Jeffs.
On the muddy, rain-soaked grid,
Amherst dunked the Big White,
20-0 in a well-played encounter.
To add to their miseries, the
visiting eleven suffered the losses
of Captain Steve McCabe, who
hopes that his knee injury will be
sufficiently recovered to play
against Williams, and Bill Perkins,
who will be missing indefinitely.
Amherst scored early in the first
stanza when George Mathawson
churned out 44 yards to the Polar
Bear 12. After seven unsuccessful
attempts to hit paydirt, Tom Gor-
man, bucking a gallant goal-Jine
stand' by the Polar Bears' forward
wall, went over for the TD.
Big WMte Moves
Starting on their own 47, the
Polar Bears got things going in
the second period, driving into Jeff
territory. After a pair of first
downs featuring a good mixed at-
tack, quarterback Brud Stover
fumbled on the 28 and Don Moores
recovered for Amherst. Punt ex-
Lo*k-allk«»
"It's a shame the way some
players grab all the glory; even
the sportscasters help them out,"
said the young wife.
"How's that?" asked the puzzled
husband. \
"Why a fellow gBra hit today
and they didn't even mention his
name," she said "The only thing
the newscaster said .was a guy
that looked like Stan Musial won
the game for the Cards."
"Looked like Stan Musial?" ask-
ed the perplexed husband.
"Yes," she replied. "The an-
nouncer said that Stan Musial's







U. Rhode Island 56
RISD 26
Fall Tennis
The annual fall tennis tourna-
ment got underway this past week
with the first and part of the sec
ond round already completed. The
eight men who reach the quarter
final round will tentatively make
up the nucleus of the varsity team
up until spring practice. At that
time challenge matches will be
held to determine the men who
will play in actual competition.
Eight men are seeded in this
tournament as folkWfc: 1, Bill
Gardner; 2, Ed Podvoll, 3; Fred
Thome; 4, Gene Wheeler; 5, Don
Weston; 6, Bob Tow; 7, -Nick
Fleck; 8, Kim Mason. Of these,
Gardner, Podvoll, Thome, Wheel-
er, and Weston ai-e veterans of
last year's Maine State Champion-
ship team. The tennis teem will
suffer from the loss of last year's
captain, Bill Nieman, and the re-
maining veterans are all juniors.
Both Fleck and Mason are sopho-
mores and sixth seeded Tow is a
lreshman. Coach Ladd has em-
phasized the importance of com-
pleting all matches as soon as
possible to avoid any delay that
might be caused by the approach-
ing bad weather.
of the second period with Am-
herst leading, '{-0.
Early in the second half, Jim
Connors intercepted a Stover poaa
at his own 48. After beiajf stop-
ped by the Polar Bears, they .were
forced to punt, the ball going to
the 16. At this point Dick Drenzek
fumbled and again Moores retriev-
ed. Bill Manly bucked over on the
next play and the score stood at
13-0.
On the kickoff Dick Smith let
the bail roll into thv end zone far
a touchbflck. However, a holding
penalty moved the ball back to
the Bowdoin 5. The attempt to re-
move their backs from the wall
failed. Stover's punt was htarkad
by the Jeffs' Stu fuller, and Jirtr
Sabin smothered the pigskin in tfte
end zone for the Jeffs' last score.
The game was highlighted by
inclement weather which made tile
pigskin umvieldly. Bowdoin stand-
outs were John Snow, Ken Coo-
per, John Libby and Sanford Kow-
al while Captain Harry Steuher,
Don Moores, Bill Manly, and Jim
changes dominated play in the rest Jenkins paced the winners
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
Campus favorites . .
.
from every angle .
.
,
No guesswork here, Arrow's aew
button-down shirt cops the styje lead on
campus with its soft roll collar, full-
length back pleat, back-collar
button—details you'd expect from
custom shirtmakcrs! Now
available in authentic plaid* and-
tattersall checks, $6.95 up.
Combine it with Arrow's tapered
slacks in chino, $5.95




Why do more college





gives you 20,000 filter traps
in every filter tip, made
from apure natural substance
found in delicious fruits
and other edibles!
IYes, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000 tiny
^ filter trope. You cannot obtain the same filtering action
in any other cigarette.
2 The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to
^ market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for fil-
tered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started research more
than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.
3.
4.
Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have a
finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rieh;
satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.
Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know, without
looking, that it even had a filter tip . . . and Viceroys coat
only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters I
That's why more college men and women smoke VICEKOYS than
any other filter cigarette . . . that's why VICEROY is the largest
selling filter cigarette in the world!
20,000
Tiny Filter Traps .7?
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Juniors Nominate Class Officers
Election of officer* for the Class
of 1967 will be conducted by the
Student Council in the Chapel on
Thursday and Friday, Oct. 20 and
91, between 2 and 5 p.m.
The preferential ballot system
Will again be used.
Eugene V. Helsel Jr. was nom-
inated by the AD'S as the class
president. Helsel has been a mem-
ber of the Glee Club for three
years. He also sings with the A
Capella Choir. He played basket-
ball in his freshman year.
The Psi U's chose Arthur I*
Perry. Perry is a varsity letter-
m*n in football and was captain
of the freshman football team. He
has also been on the Student
Union Committee.
Chi Pel's Choose Flrlwliman
Anthony T. Fleischman will re-
present Chi Psi on the ballot as
their presidential nominee. Fleisch-
man plays varsity football and is
a member of the Masque and
Gown. He has also served as vice
president of Chi Psi.
The presidential candidate nom-
inated by the Dekes was Donald
H. Rundlett. He was a member of
the freshman golf team.
During his freshman and soph-
omore years he served as assistant
basketball manager. This year he is
working as the business manager
of the Bugle. He was the Student
Union Representative In his soph-
omore year.
Kent G. Hobby was nominated
by the TD's to the presidency. On
the Dean's List last June Hobby is
on the Student Curriculum Com-
mittee. He has played football.
The- Zetes elected Charles M.
Leighton to All the presidential
slot on the junior class ballot. A
member of the Glee Club in his
freshman year he has represented
the Zetes on the Bugle staff. Ath-
letically Leighton managed the ski
team last year and has been active
}n the Sailing Club. He is the
Commodore of the Sailing Club
this year.
Kappa Sigma Elect* Smith
At Kappa Sigma Richard W.
Smith was tapped as presidential
nominee. He has represented Kap-
pa Sigma on the Student Union
Committee and is now on the
White Key. Very active in athletics
he played freshman football,' bas-
ketball, and baseball. This is his
second year on the varsity football
team.
The Betas gave John J. Manning
HI the nod for the presidential
slot. He served Betas as White
Key representative for two years,
and was president of the White
Key in his sophomore year. He
played football in his sophomore
year.
Richard D. Baribeau was elect-
ed by the Sigma Nu's to represent
them on the ballot. For the past
two years he has served on the
Student Curriculum Committee.
Active in managerial capacities he
has been a manager of the fresh-
man football team, the varsity
football team, varsity baseball
team, the varsity basketball team.
ATO'ft Pick Lyman
Richard B. Lyman Jr., the ATX)
nominee, is the vice president of
the fraternity. He is a former
managing editor of the Orient. He
plays in the band and Is on the
Dean's List.
: Peter J. Strauss was nominated
by Alpha Rho Upsilon for the
presidency. Ho is on the executive
board of the Glee Club.
William H. Hamilton was chosen
at Delta Sigma as the presidential
candidate. A member of the Out-
ing Club he is also on the staff of
the Bugle. He is active in the Out-
ing Club.
Vice-Presidents
Nominated by the AD's for vice-
president is John J. Woodward. He
has been active in the Glee Club
throughout his college career and
has served on the Student Union
Committee. He was the junior run-
ner-up in the selections for the
Student Judiciary Committee.
Paul J. McGoldrick was the se-
lection of the Psi U's for the post
of vice-president. McGoldrick is a
guard on the football team, and
played on the freshman basketball
team his first year at the College.
A member of the Newman Club, he
is also on the Intcrfaith Forum.
Chi Pal Nominee
Th* Chi Psi's nominated John F.
Collier. He is the captain of the
varsity swimming team and a
member of the Glee Club. A Tra-
velli Fund Scholar, he is secretary
of his fraternity. He is also active
in the Masque and Gown.
Fletcher W. Means II has been
chosen by the Dekes as nominee
for vice-president. Means was ac-
tive in freshman track and base-
ball, and has also participated in
varsity football and varsity track.
He is serving his second year as a
member of the executive commit-
tee of the Glee Club.
Selected by the TD's was Rich-
ard K. Fickett. He is a member
of the Polar Bear football team
and the vice-president of the Stu-
dent Union Committee. Fickett
has also been on the Dean's List
•nd was a James Bowdoin Scholar.
Hardie For Zetes







Hardie as their vice-presidential
nominee. He has played both
freshman and varsity football, the
latter for two years. He is a mem-
ber of the Glee Club.
Kappa Sigma has put up Ed-
ward R. Williams as their nominee.
He is a James Bowdoin Scholar.
Nominated by the Betas was
Dana W. Randall. He has been in
the Glee Club for three years and
in the Meddies for two. He is now
on the Student Union Committee
and was formerly a member of
the Bowdoin Jazz Society.
Sigma Nn Candidate
Sigma Nu has nominated John I.
Snow. Snow played freshman foot-
ball, and has been on the varsity
football team for the last two
years.
The ATO's have put up James
W. Dewsnap. A member of the
Masque and Gown, he is also on
the Dean's List.
Saul H. Cohen was nominated
by ARU for the vice-presidency.
He is on the Dean's List.
Delta Sigma has selected John
H. Alden as its candidate for vice-
president. He is on the rifle team.
Secretary-Treasurer Candidates
The AD's have put up Walter
G. Gans for the post of secretary-
treasurer. Gans has been in the
Glee Club for the last two years.
He has served as Managing Editor
and is now Editor-in-chief of the
Bugle. A member of the Masque
and Gown, he was on the Dean's
List in his freshman year.
John E. Simonds was selected by
the Psi U's as their candidate for
secretary-treasurer. He is sports
editor of the Orient and also of
the Bugle. He has also been se-
lected as one of the Junior mem-
bers of the Student Judiciary Com-
mittee.
Chi Psi has nominated R. Craig
Wallace. He has been active in
WBOA.
Dekes Propose Johnson
The Dekes have put up Robert
R. Johnson as their candidate for
secretary-treasurer. He played
freshman basketball and is also a
letter winner as a varsity player.
Henry Thomas is the secretary-
treasurer candidate of the TD's.
He has made several contributions
to the Quill and was a member of
WBOA. He has also been on the
Dean's List.
The Zetes have put up Peter K.
Orne as their candidate. He has
been a representative to the Stu-
dent Union Committee from his
fraternity and has been both vice-
president and president of that
committee.
Nominated by Kappa Sigma for
this post was John K. Humphrey.
He played on the freshman golf
team.
9etas Nominate Dow
The Betas have nominated John
P. Dow as their candidate. Dow
has been in the Masque and Gown
and has served as assistant man-
ager. He has been in the Glee
Club for three years and is now
the librarian of that organization.
He was on the Dean's List for
his first two years and has served
on the Debate Council for the last
two.
Sigma Nu has put up John C.
Finn. Finn played frosh basketball
and is now on the varsity.
Nominated by ATO was F. Kirk
Metzger. He has been' a White Key
representative.
ARU Candidate
Bruce R. Cowen was nominated
by ARU. He has been on the
Dean's List and is a James Bow-
doin. Scholar.
John Ranlett is the candidate
from Delta Sigma. He is in the
band and has been a baseball man-
ager. He is also a James Bowdoin
Scholar, and number one in his
class.
Student Union Comm.
Members of the current Com-
mittee are president Peter Orne,
Zeta Psi; vice-president Richard
Fickett, TO; secretary Peter
Davi9, ATO; treasurer Alfred Dar-
row Jr., Independent; Richard
Hillman, AD; Stephen Anderson,
Psi U; Stellan Wollmar, Chi Psi;
Francis Johnson, DKE; Joseph
Lehman, Kappa Sigma; Dana
Randall, Beta; John Wheaton,
Sigma Nu; Bertil Wolf, ARU; and
James Fawcett III, Delta Sigma.
A drunk in a hotel kept calling
the phone operator in the early
morning to ask when the bar
opened. Each time she said
"11:00."
Finally, the manager was asked
to take the call and he said "11:00.
but I'm going to be there to see
that you don't get in."
Whereupon the drunk replied,
"I don't want to get in! I want
to get out!"
Archaeology Professor . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
guists, speaking only the Dzeltan
language, a tongue of the Mayan
family. As a result he had to pick
up many of the phrases in order
to carry on his work. With this as
a stimulus, he became interested
in the Indian cultures, and on his
return to Mexico City, decided to
follow his new interest as the basis
for a career.
Recent Work
"Since then — it was fifteen
years ago — I have worked for
the Department of Monuments as
an archaelogist and as a profes-
sor of the National School of An-
thropology at the National Muse-
um," he said. Armillas also re-
vealed that he had done some field
work in this period, "reconnais-
sance work," as he put it. This
caused him to travel in Central
and South America and to take
part in some diggings, notably in
Salvador where he made excava-
tions in 1949.
When asked about the reaction
that he had to the college commu-
nity, Armillas had some significant
things to say. He revealed that
this was the first time that he
had taught in this country, al-
though he had visited it before in
1947 and 1948 when he was a fel-
low under the Guggenheim Foun-
dation. As a result, he felt that
he was fairly familiar with the
country as a whole, although he
had never been to New England
before, except in the Boston area
for a few meetings.
Contact With Americans
Armillas stated, however, that
he had had contacts with AmerU
can students before in Mexico.
There is a big difference though,
he said. "Those students going to
Mexico are of two different types;
the first are advanced students
specializing in anthropology and
the second are the tourist type of
student," he stated. Explaining the
latter type more closely, he said
ihat many of them were men tak-
ing advantage of the GI bill; al-
though their interest in anthropo-
logy may have been sincere, their
intellectual attitude was much dif-
ferent from the graduate student's.
Armillas noted that this was the
first time that he had taught stu-
dents who were not professionally
interested in anthropology, but
ones with a high standard of edu-
cation. He felt that he could not
yet summarize the difference, but
he did say, "I am beginning to feel
reactions." He stated that he was
surprised and pleased by the in-
tense attention of the students to
a subject which is so unfamiliar,
especially archaeology treated as
a branch of the social sciences.
. Reactions to Surroundings
When asked about his reactions
to the material surroundings. Ar-
millas had his to say, "I like the
college." He stated that he had
visited more impressive campuses,
but he was sure he preferred a
small community of professors and
students. He has thoroughly en-
joyed life in a small New England
community.
"I know before that autumn is
perhaps the nicest season here,"
he said. He has been to New
Hampshire to see the foliage,
which he said is something that
has to be seen to do it justice. "I
had seen pictures of it before, but
there is a difference." He has also
visited a few archaeological sites
in the area, on the Harpswell pen-
insula. While admitting that he is
not too familiar with the archaeolo-
gy of the area, he said," I want
to learn more of it." i
Armillas then reiterated his
feeling that the students were a
serious body of young people with
a definite purpose in the pursuit
of learning. He did say. however,
that he might revise this opinion
before the year is over.
Merrymeeting Gift Shop
185 Park Row







WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street Dial PA 5-7072
"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais" 'Education Is Do-It-Yourself Kit
Dear Pauline,
The social season — my social
season, that is — got off to a
funny start this weekend. Do you
remember Normie Pepper from
Bowdoin whom I told you I met In
Chatham last summer r Well, Nor-
mie asked me up there for an "off
weekend." I have never been to
any off weekend before — at any
men's college — so I thought it
might be fun. So Marianna Scott
and 1 cut our modern dance class
and got to Brunswick about eight
Friday night.
I believe I told you that Normie
Pepper is quite the intellectual. He
writes, and talks about everything
just as if he was there at the be-
ginning. When yours truly first
met him she was a little frighten-
ed by him, but that wore off, be-
cause Normie Pepper has got great
charm. The kind you read about.
And he loves a party better than
anyone.
Bagged Bullfighter
Marianna's date was a good
friend of Normie's. I think his
name was Ole (you know -- like
the bullfighters' yell) or something
like that, and 1 never really got
his last name. Well, Pauline, this
Ole was so in the bag when we
got there Marianna just about got
back on the train and went to Ban-
gor. He decided to call Marianna
Pete — a name which she absolute-
ly detests since she had that un-
fortunate episode last spring vaca-
tion in Bermuda with that Yale
person whose name was Peter.
We were both horribly hungry
but we didn't say anything, think-
ing Normie and his friend would
take us some place. But they took
us to their off-campus apartment.
My parents have never approved
of off-campus things, ever since
that little affair at Bowdoin last
spring when some Deke invented a
game of poker that was not dis-
creet, or very nice, either. And if
our Dean knew she'd have me
burned at the stake! But, anyway,
it wasn't a bad apartment. Too
much low furniture, if you know
what I mean, and practically no
lights. The boys' had beer waiting
for us, so we sat down and got ac-
quainted over that. Then Ole got
up and put some queer modern
music on that made me just shiver
it was so odd. Ole just sat alone
by himself, pretending that he was
listening to the music. Marianna
kept giving me pitiful looks.
Arty Normie
Normie Pepper asked us if we'd
like to hear some of his poetry,
and I thought that was kind of
nice, since we might get to know
something about him — we're both
psychology majors — and, anyway,
I'd told Marianna it was going to
be an arty type weekend.
Well, Pauline, I have heard some
pretty dirty things in my life, and
seen some — written on side-
walks and walls, you know — none
of which I would dare repeat!, but
Normie Pepper's stuff made me
retch. Believe me, honev, he is a
REAL CASE! But Marianna and
I were very polite, and listened for
about an hour. The idea of the
thing was a big affair Normie had
had with an older woman, and she
had a Jocasta complex, and he had
an Oedipus one, and New Eng-
land was decaying, and there were
verses ahfn.it a certain scene on the
beach that was a direct steal from
From Here to Eternity (the
movie), only not half as good.
To The Floor
Ry this time Marianna and I
were getting kind of squiffy as we
hadn't eaten, and Normie kept ask-
ing us both if we had ever had a
father complex. Then he and that
horrible Ole had an argument
about some real obscure writer
like Proust, and then nasty old
Ole started throwing things, so
that poor .Marianna just got down
on the floor and stayed there.
It was about twelve, and Normie
said he'd pick us up at nineln the
morning, because he had to take
his friend back to the house. Then
Ole said he would keep guard out-
side the room where we were
sleeping, and Marianna got hys-
terical over this, and Normie had
to remind Ole that we were nice
girls.
By William Beeson III 'M
And So To Bed
After we got them out we were
both a wreck and decided to go
right to bed. Evidently there were
some more boys living in another
apartment down the hall, because
Marianna had to lock herself in
the toy-toy to keep them out. And
— can you imagine this ? — there
was no lock on the door of the
place where we were staying! I am
a firm believer in locks, so we
pushed a big chair against the door
and got to sleep.
The next day Normie and Ole
picked us up and took us to their
fraternity house. It was past the
time they served breakfast there,
so all we had was coffee and burnt
toast. Then we went to a class in
Chaucer which had about twenty
boys, really the most odd types I
have ever seen, and I have been
around, as you well know, Pauline.
Normie and Ole kept firing these
silly questions at the poor old pro-
fessor, and then laughed under
their breaths.
A Neat Treat
We went back to the fraternity
for lunch and Marianna and I each
ate five egg salad sandwiches
apiece we were so hungry.
Then Normie said we were go-
ing to have a real treat, and he
wouldn't tell us what until we got
back to the apartment. All sorts
of fearful things rushed through
my mind* but the treat was really
nice — three quarts of champagne.
I have always been a fool about
the stuff, and pretty soon we were
all having a real gay time, except
Ole had to go and put on some
more of that nauseating music.
Champagne can do some really
funny things to a girl, and pretty
soon I began to like Normie very
much, and he began telling me
what a rotten life he had and how
there were a lot of fakes in the
world. And then I told him the
secret I'd never told anyone but
you, Pauline — about that older
man I met on the Bermuda boat
last spring. I was so ashamed
when I remembered I'd told Nor-.
mie the next day because a girl
just has to be careful these days,
arid not let talk get around and
ruin her social career.
The Beast In Men
I am ashamed to say I crumped
out, Pauline — with my head on
Normie Pepper's shoulder — but
it wasn't so bad because he did,
too. When we woke up Marianna
and Ole had vanished, so Normie
took me back to the fraternity
house where a small party was
going on. Marianna was there, and
she and I seemed to be the only"
two girls around, and these .boys
kept asking us to dance. They
were all pretty squiffy, and kept
telling us how marvelous we were,
and how lonely they were. That
is an old line, and we both had
headaches, and Normie and Ole
had gone riding on somebody's
motorcycle. You can't imagine how
frightened we were, Marianna par-
ticularly. By midnight practically
everyone had crumped except for
two boys named Vernon and Bat
who seemed to have turned inro
beasts at the stroke of twelve. You
just had to sit there, staring them
down.
Target .Practice
Finally Normie and Ole came
back and took us to the apartment
where we had some more beer.
Pretty soon both of them lay down
on the floor and started spitting
beer, trying to hit the ceiling.
Marianna and I decided to barri-
cade the door to our room and go
to bed.
We had to catch an early train
the next morning, and when we
came out of the room Ole was
crumped out on the floor, groan-
ing, and Normie Pepper was on
his feet, but very, very pale. He
carried our bags down to the sta-






Attempting to allay fears that
bigger and better scholarship
programs may lead to a preoccu-
pation of the student's mind with
grades and academic success. Pro-
fessor Cecil T. Holmes assured his
audience in Chapel on Saturday
that deflated egos among students
are no worse than those common
to other competitive forms of
society.
Emphasis on grades is nothing
new, according to Holmes, and
those students who aim for the
grade rather than the education
are hurting no one but themselves.
Education is still something yau
have to do for yourself. The text
of Holmes' chapel talk follows:
"Recent announcement by the
Ford Foundation and allied agen-
cies of a program for locating able
youths and enabling them to get
college educations in spite of pos-
sible financial handicaps has
raised at least one wild cry of
alarm.
"Sloan Wilson (creator of The
Man in the Gray Flannel Suit) in
last Sunday's Times Magazine,
seems to be not a little frightened
at the increased emphasis on
grades and - examinations which
will inevitably follow upon the in-
stitution of such a scheme.
"It isn't only scholarships that
have created this new importance
of grades, complains Mr. Wilson:
Competition Increased
"Competition for entrance to
the best colleges has increased en-
ormously since the war ... A boy
who wants to be a doctor . . . had
better start cracking when he's
about 14. His career . . . has al-
ready started . . . The tolerant
father who says, 'Son, marks
aren't really very important,' sim-
ply isn't up to date . . . Busi-
nesses and industries are doing as
much as the scholarship programs
. . . to make children self-con-
scious about their abilities . . .
The boys . . . know that the best
jobs are often given to honor stu-
dents. . . . When I went to school,
a student who worried much about
grades was thought something of
a crank, not a shrewd boy busi-
ness man, as he obviously is now.
... In my day . . . they started
their business or professional car-
eers unhandicapped by the sins of
their past. So far as I can remem-
ber, no personnel man ever asked
me what my marks were in col-
lege. . . ."
Things To be Rougher
"Things are, going to be much
rougher from now on, thinks Mr.
WilsonMf the boys don't get these
scholarships, they are. going to be
set down as failures, and he's
afraid they are going to feel bad!
If they make it, on the other hand,
he's sure they wil\ go around act-
ing" like newly coriimissioned sec-
ond lieutenants. \
"Well, it is a pretty frightening
prospect, isn't it, — \that a larger
percentage of the student popula-
tion may become concerned about
grades and about doing well on ex-
aminations? And don't think it
couldn't happen here. Look at the
big play given to scholarship and
train. He apologized for his friend,
and tried to excuse it all as an
"off weekend." Ha-ha!
On the train we met a girl who
had had a very narrow escape at
the fraternity house she was stay-
ing at, but she .was wearing a knit
suit, and you know as well as I do
that those types always have nar-
row escapes.
Variety Is the Spice
So you can sec wc had quite a
time. Marianna is writing Ole
now — says he's different, though
what she -wants a different type
for, I can't imagine. Give me a
Yalcman any old time.
Tell Myra Jorgenson that I am
going to the Dartmouth game with
that old thing of hers— just act
casual when you tell her. Write
me a letter, sweetie.
Love and kisses,
Jaync
class standings in this week's
Orient. And consider James
Bowdoin Day, right1 in the middle
of the football season, set apart
for the glorification of the purely
academic. It's almost as though
the curriculum were becoming a
major sport.
Bearing Up
"But however alarming the no-
tion that grades and academic
achievement may come to exer-
cise a potent influence over the
student mind, some of us will try
to bear up under the threat. May-
be Mr. Wilson views with too
much alarm. Of course it's rough
for a boy who wants to be a doc-
tor to begin thinking about study-
ing when he is only 14. But prob-
ably th : ,gs can be so arranged
that he will have to do this only
if he wants to be a Rood doctor.
"The promoters of the scholar-
ship plan no doubt hope th».t they
may afford opportunity to a few
boys who might ultimately develop
into really eminent scholars or
scientists. Such people have to be
discovered young; some of them
even now decide by the tender age
of 14 that they are going to be
physicists or archaeologists. This
doesn't necessarily make them into
nasty little monsters who are in-
terested in nothing but grades.
"I am sure that Mr. Wilson ex-
aggerates the devastating effects
of the scholarship plan. He worries
too much about the deflated ego of
the youth who doesn't want an
award. Why is it that a civiliza-
tion based on . free enterprise,
which devotes so many of its free
hours to baseball, football, track,
golf, and the $64,000 question is
do deathly afraid of a little com-
petition in the classroom? How
about the blasted egos of the los-
ers in all the other competitions
of this highly competitive society?
Someone Better
"Sooner or later each of us has
to make the unpleasant discovery
that somewhere in the world there
is someone who can do something
a little better than we can. At
present, the schools seem deter-
mined to postpone as long as pos-
sible the moment of this dire re-
velation.
"It seems to me that it would
better serve the yougster to let
him learn the doleful fact pretty
early; to" help him bear up under
the shock as manfully and as
gracefully as possible; and to en-
courage him to make the best pos-
sible use of the talents he docs
have. I think that the inevitable
discovery may be infintely more
demoralizing if it is delayed until
the subject is a full-grown man in
a Gray Flannel suit.
Side-Effects of Sueeess
"As for the distasteful side-ef-
fects of success, wo just have to
put up with them. You simply can't
have newly coriimissioned second
lieutenants who don't act like new-
ly commissioned second lieuten-
ants; this is a law of nature. The
most highly respected major gen-
eral has to go through this stage.
Besides, second lieutenants per-
form highly necessary functions.
The army must love them, or it
wouldn't have made so many of
them.
"For that matter, why pick on
second lieutenants? The armed
forces don't provide the sole in-
stances of persons .who are tem-
porarily hard to live with because
of initial success. Consider the suc-
cessful novelists who write smart-
aleck pieces on education for the
Sunday papers.
"The realization that grades arc
important isn't as new, either, as
Mr. Wilson seems to think. The
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marks aren't very important," has
always been out of date. President
Hyde, in an Address to Freshmen,
delivered here at Bowdoin I don't
know how many years ago (I read




'Scholarship alone will not give
you the highest standing with your
fellows; but you will not get their
highest respect without showing
that you can do well something
that is intellectually difficult. . . .
your future career depends upon
it. On a little card, five by eight
inches, every grade you get is
recorded. Four or eight years
hence, when you are looking for
business or professional openings,
that record will, to some extent,
determine your start in life. But
you are making a more permanent
record than that upon the card;
you are writing in the nerve
cells
. . .
habits of accuracy, tho-
roughness, order, power, or their
oppositcs; and twenty, thirty, forty
years hence that record will make
or mar your success in whatever
you undertake.
" 'Make up your minds, then, to
take a rank of A in some subject,
at least B in pretty nearly every-
thing, and nothing lower than C
in anything. If you ask why I
place such stress upon these let-
ters, let me tell you what they
mean.
"'A .means that you have grasp-
ed a subject, thought about it; re-
acted upon it; made it your own;'
so that you can giv it out again
with the stamp of your individual
insight upon it.
"
'B means that you have taken
.it in, and can give it out again in
the same form in which it came
to you. In details, what you say
and write sounds like what the. A
man says and writes; but the
words come from the book or the
teacher, not from you ...
_.
"
'C means the same as B, only
that your second-hand information




'.Di means that you have been
exposed to a subject often enough
and long enough to leave on the
plate of your memory a few faint
traces which the charity of the
examiner is able to identify. Poor
and pitiful as such an exhibition
is, we allow a limited number of
D's to count toward a degree.
" 'E means total failure. Two
E's bring a letter to your parents,
stating that if the college were to
allow you to remain longer under
the impression that you are getting
an education, it would be receiv-
ing money under false pretenses.'
Valuing the Urade
"Finally, to be fair to Mr. Wil-
son, if it isn't already too late,
we must admit thai there do ex-
ist students who apparently value
the grade more than the education,
but I can't see that they arc-real-
ly much of a menace, except to
themselves. They aren't u numer-
ous as Mr. Wilson thinks; and
they are pretty easy to spot. They
are the ones who always ask, 'Do
wc have to know this?', to which
the proper answer is: "How .should
I know?' or, 'How much of this
arc we responsible for?' to which
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By Maviuml A. H«e4ye 'Si
Student Council plans for the
current semester call for a New
England Small College Conference
of student governing bodies, to in-
cude representatives from Am-
herst, Bowdoin, Trinity, Wesleyan,
and Williams. The conference, to
be held he're is tentatively set for
the middle of November.
Both the date and the conference
Itself are still subject to endorse-
ment by the schools involved. The
Trinity Student Senate and the
Wesleyan Council expressed ap-
proval last Spring when the pro-
posal was put forth and are ex-
pected to continue their support
of the program.
Amherst and Williams who were
also invited to join in the Confer-
ence, did not have sufficient time
to act on the Bowdoin proposal
and have been asked again to take
action on it. It is not yet known
whether their student groups will
favor the meeting.
Similar Problem*
The main reason put forth by
the Student Council for this con-
ference Ls that the problems faced
by the student governments of
these five schools have more simi-
larities than those of any of the
other schools with which we some-
times compare ourselves. In the
all-Maine conference with Bates,
Colby, and University of Maine,
for example, although it is in many
ways beneficial for us, wc are
meeting with co-ed schools with
vastly different social rules, fra-
ternity setups, etc.
Representatives of Wesleyan and
Trinity have stated they find the
same situation prevailing in stu-
dent confabs which they have at-
tended.
The similarities among'the five
schools asked to join the confer-
ence are obvious. They are all
•mail New Kngland men's colleges,
devoted to the teaching of liberal
arts. All have essentially the same
fraternity setup. Hence all would
have essentially the same problems
of student government, and the
experience of one school in iron-
ing out difficulties should be val-
uable to the others,
Should Exchange Id-a*
We compare ourselves with
these schools in matters of curri-
culum, faculty salaries, scholar-
ship policies, athletics. Why not
compare matters of student gov-
ernment and extend the swapping
of ideas?
Among the topics suggested for
discussion at the conference are:
(1) Relationships between the
student governments and the ad-
ministration, and ways and means
of strengthening the position of
the student groups on the various
campuses.
(2) Problems relating to fra-
ternities, especially rushing and
hazing practices.
(3) Social regulations.
Council believes the conference
can prove its merits and hopes
that, if successful, this year's
meeting will only be the first of
many such meetings among the
"little five."
Thomas E. Necdham, AD repre-
sentative on the Student Council,
was appointed Monday to the
chairmanship of the Campus Chcit
Committee. Preparations will have
to begin soon for the charity week-
end, for although it is not held
until March, plans and organiza-
tion for the event involve several
months of work.
A member of the class of 1957,
Necdham is from Orono and has
been active in the Newman Club
and Political Forum as well as
serving as basketball manager. He
was elected to the Council in May.
William S. Perkins, junior, has
been elected to a two-year term
on the Blanket Tax Committee by
the presidents of the twelve frat-
ernities and the Independents. Per-
kins is a member of the Meddie-
bempsters and plays on the var-
sity football squad.
The Dean has asked the Student
Council again this year to em-
phasize to the students that noth-
ing is to be gained in retaliatory
action should any incident;, occur
during the State Series. The of-
fending college is responsible for
any damage done, provided no
damage is done in return by the
offended school.
House presidents were invited
to the Council meeting on Mon-
day to Join in a discussion of haz-
ing problems. The discussion was
an informal one with no definite
proposals made, although many
alternatives were suggested by
both Council and guests. Discus-
sion of the situation will continue
in the meeting next week. Frat-
ernity presidents were invited to
this meeting both to help in evalu-
ating existing conditions and to





Bowdoin Music Club, under the
direction of Robert K. Beckwlth,
will present only two concerts of
Its own this year, mainly because
there are three graduation recitals
scheduled, and some Music Club
members will be participating in
these graduation programs.
Chamber Music.
The first concert, to take place
in the Pickard Theatre at 8:15
p.m. on Monday, Nov. 21, will be
devoted primarily to chamber mu-
sic works but will also include a
Bach Cantata. The Cantata itself
(No. 127) calls for a fair sized or-
chestra (considering the regular
Bach size orchestra) — two record-
ers, two oboes, trumpet and key-,
board -^and calls for, in addition to
the chorus, soprano, tenor and bass
soloists. Ruth Powers remembered
for her work in the Brahms' Re-
quiem and "Dido and Aeneas" will
be the soprano, and Frederick Wil-
ktns '56 Will sing the bass part.
Wllkins, in addition to being a
leading glee club soloist, also sang
the title role of Aeneas last sea-
son.
The remainder of the program
will include a quintet for flute,
oboe, violin, bassoon and piano by
Bach; and a trio for flute, violin,
and viola by Beethoven.
Operatic Doublr-Blll
The second concert which will
take place on Tuesday, Feb. 28
in the new theatre (and will prob-
ably be repeated on the following
night), will again be operatic ex-
cept that this year's program will
contain two operas. A comedy by
Hlndemith, entitled "There and
Back," the point of which .is to'
show that life is just as logical in
reverse as It is the other way,
lasts about fifteen minutes and will
serve as a kind of curtain raiser.
Cupid
The aeeond work Ls actually not
an opera, but rather a court
masque. The title Ls "Cupid and
Death" and it Ls a joint composi-
tion of Mathew Locke and Christo-
pher Gibbons. It is essentially a
tragicomedy which revolves around
the mistaken exchange of the ar-
rows of "cupid and death."
Historically it precedes "Dido
and Aeneas" by roughly 50 years,
and is primarily an entertainment
work written for the English court,
one in which memRcrs of the royal-,
ty frequently joined.
Five Scene*
It is divided into five scenes at
the end of which there is a general
dance in which members of the
court audience might have joined.
The work itself includes both
spoken dialogue and songs, and
ruas about an hour in length.
William Beeson III '56 will take
charge of the stage direction, and
Carl Schmalz of the art depart-
ment will design the sets. Al-
1
though no definite cast assignments
]
have been made yet it is assumed i
that many of the people seen in
|
last year's "Dido and Aeneas'' pro-





Charles Mitchell, B.A., M.A., B.
Litt. has been named as visiting
professor of the history of art on
the Tallman Foundation. He will in-
struct a course on the Renaissance
during the tall semester of the
1956-1957 academic year.
Professor Mitchell is a graduate
of St. John's College. Oxford, Eng-
land. He did post graduate work
at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
He is a Fellow of the Royal
Historical Society, and a member
of the Council of the Walpole So-
ciety. During the years prior to
World War II, he was an assis-
tant at the National Maritime
Museum in Greenwich. During the
war, he was a Lieutenant Com-
mander in the Royal Navy.
Prolific Writer
He has had numerous publica-
tions,, both articles and books, pri-
marily in the field of the Italian
Renaissance. In addition, he has
written books about ships.
His main fields of interest are
the Italian Renaissance art and ar-
chaeology, English I8th century
art, German 16th century art and
the history of classical tradition.
He Ls now living .with his wife
and two sons in London, where he
has been lecturing at the Warburg
Institute at the University of Lon-
don. He is just completing a book
on the history of Roman numis-





In a drive to enforce the new
Maine liquor law state inspectors
fined five Colby College students
for drinking at a football game, ac-
cording to an article in The Maine
Campus.
The new law, which makes it
an offense for a minor to purchase,
consume, possess or make the at-
tempt to procure alcoholic bev-
erages, will be enforced by local
and state officials. Dean Natha-
niel C. Kendrick also pointed out
that the College will cooperate
with enforcement officials.
Any students arrested will be
dealt wjth by the administration
as well as the state officials. Stu-
dents are asked to exercise cau-
tion in their conduct both at
games and during the houseparflcs
afterwards.
Minor Laws
The new law reads as follows:
Minors who purchase alcoholic
beverages art subject to a fine up
to $50.
Minors who consume alcoholic
beverages in a licensed premise arc
subject to a fine up to $50. (
Minors who use means or meth-
ods to purchase, to order or to pro-
cure alcoholic beverages, or who
attempt to purchase, to order, or
to procure the serving of alcoholic
beverages are subject to a fine up
to $50.
Minors who have in their pos-
session, except in the scone -of his
or her employment, on any street
or highway, or in any public place
or in any automobile are subject
to a fine up to $50.
CLASS OF '57 ELECTS
3 OFFICERS THIS WEEK
Voting in the class of '57 elec-
tions will be held on Thursday and
Friday between the hours of 2 and
5 p.m., monitored by members of
the Student Council. Voting will
be by preferential ballot, with can
didates checked in order of choice.
manner specified by the Student
Council Constitution, Section 7 of
the By-Laws.
Paragraph D of this section
'Voting shall be by the pre-
itial system, with an appro-























































The Council wishes to make
clear that any ballot which does
not list at least seven men (a ma-
jority of the nominees) for each
office cannot be counted in the
tabulations for that particular of-
fice. The elections are run in the-
Newly Pressed
Meddie Record
To Go On Sale
Meddiebempsters have recently
pressed a new long playing record
which will be on sale the weekend
of homecoming.
Pressed by the RCA Victor Cus-
toms Record Department the disc
features a cover design, modern
type, with the Meddies in green
relief. This is the ,wo:k of Burt
Goldblatt, New York artist. The
notes were written by William
Beeson HI, College columnist and
playwright.
The eleven selections include
"Bidin' My Time", "Oh. You Beau-,
tiful Doll." "Winter Wonderland,"
"Mollie Malone." "Runnin' Wild,"
and "Imagination." On the reverse
side are "Mood Indigo," "Stompin'
at the Savoy," "Daddy," "Blue
Room," "The Lord Is Good to Me."
The group is directed by Robert F.
Hinckley '55.
^
Open Dory Carries Student
Thousand Miles Up Coast
assigned to the choices. Voting
shall be held in the Chapel. The
individual shall vote, in order of
preference, for a maximum of thir-
teen or at least for a majority of
the candidates or the ballot shall
be invalid."
A first place vote this year will
be given a count of 12, a second
place, 11, and so on for as many
men as are listed in. order of pre-
ference.
Departures From Tradition
This year's election is the first
to be held since 1953, when the
class of '56 chose Its officers. The
lapse is due to the change in the
time of electing from sophomore
to junior year which was decided
on at that time. It was felt that
a class would be better able to
make the choice after two years
here rather than just one. ' The
necessity for sophomore class offi-
cers was eliminated years ago
when sophomores ceased to handle
a dance weekend of their own.
There is another departure from
tradition in this year's election,
however. It is being held two
weeks earlier than the time usual-
ly set aside for voting, the week
after the Maine game, in order to
give the newly elected president
plenty of tim« to make prepara-
tions for Ivy Weekend ceremonies.
Publicity for the elections is of-
ficially handled by the Orient, and
results will be released through




Provided a competent trombone
player can be found to complete
the group, the Polar Bear Five,
Dixieland jazz ensemble, will con-
tinue its musical activities on the
campus and in outside engage-
ments.
To date only two replacements
have been found to fill vacancies
left by three men graduating in
June. All three had played in the
band since it was started four
years ago, and were responsible
for building its reputation. They
were Wallace R. Harper Jr. '55,
Pertti O. Lipas '55 and J. Ward
Kennedy '55.
Olin M. Sawyer '58 will replace
Lipas on the piano, and James P.
Kushner '57 will be playing a
trumpet to take the place of Har-
per on the cornet. There are sev-
eral prospects to fake Kennedy's
place on the trombone, but no
one has been signed up yet.
Richard Nason '56, clarinet, and
Charles A. Chapman '57 on the
drums are the only two returning
members of the Polar Bear Five.
Engagements have already been
made for the hand at the Dart-
mouth Winter Carnival, Weileslcy,
and Colby, pending procurement of
I a trombone player. The group will
also be playing around the cam-
pus on weekends.
The campus' progressive jazz
band, known as the Emanons, has
already organized for the year.
However, the Emanons do not plan
to be as active as last year.
College Loaned Paintings;
Artist Was Noted Doctor
By John R
It started with a lot of ambi-
tion, a battered hull of a dory,
a few scraps of wood, and some
carpenter's tools. From such be-
ginnings Samuel Manning '54 and
Donald Loomis forged the mater-
ials necessary to carry them from
Mere Point to a point some 20
miles north of Cape Breton Island,
which forms the northernmost tip
of Nova Scotia.
Manning, who has had his col-
lege career interrupted twice by
the U. S. Navy, and Loomis, a
friend of his from Navy days,
made the 1,000-mile trip in their
open dory with scientific and jour-
nalistic motives. They had no idea
they would get the "stunt" pub-
licity which they got. As a mat-
ter of fact they purposely avoided
publicity because of the rather
dim view which the U. S. Coast
Guard holds in regard to such un-
dertakings.
Thre«-fold Purpose
The purpose of the trip was
three-fold: Manning, who describes
his interests as "geo-political,"
wanted to get amongst the in-
shore fishermen of the rugged
north-east coast and be able to
talk with them on their own level;
he is a student of the tradition of
this fascinating area in relation
to the geographical environment.
During the trip he took extensive
notes and is now preparing arti-
cle* for several magazines.
Loomis' tnotivei for the nip
MacKay '56
were of a different nature. His
prime interest is professional pho-
tography, and during the trip he
took some 1,400 stills and many
feet of movies which will be used
to accompany Manning's articles.
The third purpose of the trip
was of a philosophical nature. The
two wanted to show themselves
that with a good deal of hard
work, a few pieces of canvas, and
some washed up junk they could
face their environment on equal
terms for an entire summer. Dur-
ing the trip they exhibited a near-
ly complete independence of the
economical fabric on which our civ-
ilization is built.
On June 24, the pair sot sail
from Mere Point in their 22 foot
dory. They were equipped with a
few cartons of canned food —
which was used primarily as bal-
last — a couple of sleeping bags,
a portable receiving set. a pair
of oars, and a double lugger rig, a
mysterious gadget which involves
two square sails.
Top Speed Five Knots
The maximum speed of the lit-
tle vessel was five knots, and a
combination of primitive rig and
uncooperative wind compelled the
two men to row a fourth of the
distance. Throughout the trip
Manning and Loomis did all sleep-
ing and eating within the confines
of the boat. However, they only-
spent three of four nights at sea;
the remainder of the time they
[I'trasf Tun, To P.igr y]
By Vincent
College has recently acquired a
number of oil paintings by the
late Dr. John Howard Allen, most
of which are now on display at
Walker Art Museum.
The paintings were loaned to
the College by his widow, who de-
signated some to be used for teach-
ing purposes, others for decorating
faculty offices and 12 to be placed
in the student loan collection.
They are the first original paint-
ings available on loan to students.
Dr. Allen, until he retired at 65,
was a distinguished ear, nose and
throat specialist in Portland. He
practiced painting as a hobby in
his spare time. A friend and pro-
fessional painter of American land-
scapes, Alexander Bauer, occasion-
ally criticized his works, but at
no time did Dr. Allen receive form-
al instruction.
Completed 500 Work*
It was not until his retirement
that he began painting seriously,
but in the next five years he com-
pleted an amazing 500 works. In
the course of so prolific a career
an artist necessarily shows slap-
dash technique in much of what
he docs, as evidenced in some of
the works received by the College.
But several of the paintings on
exhibition do show a flair for com-
position and an easygoing, im-
pressionLstic style.
The artist's best work appears
to have been done around 1929, ex-
emplified by the tasteful "Beach
Crowd, Ogunquit," and "White
Birches," a painting of which any-
one would be proud. "The Beach
Crowd, Ogunquit" is a small im-
pressionistic work much in the
blurry pastel style of Monet. How-




The 10th anniversary of the
date that the Charter of the Unit-
ed Nations went into effect will be
celebrated here by Prof. Athern
P- Daggett in a chapel speech Mon-
day. Oct. 24. A Presidential pro-
clamation asking for observance
of the day will be complied with
throughout the state through
a State Committee under the
chairmanship of PrOf. Herbert R
Brown.
Since the original San Francisco
Conference from April 25 to June
26 in 1945, the date has been
noted on the Bowdoin Campus by
a chapel speech. The more recent
of these talks have been given by-
President Coles and. Professor
Kirkland.
S. VilUrd 1(7
brighter showing simplicity and
sense of atmosphere. "White
Birches" is a landscape represen-
tative of the artist with his favor-
ite bulc, white and flat sky strik-
ingly contrasted with the brown
road and green trees so typical of
cold-weather Maine.
Some Flaw* Revealed
"Yellow Barn." (1929) again
shows contrast and composition,
but certain flaws reveal an artist
working more for practice or his
own pleasure rather than striving
for perfection. Where telegraph
poles and fence posts arc sketched
in the foreground, the sky or back-
ground is painted around them in
vertical stripes instead of the usual
horizontal. "Vista," (1939) in
which is shown a section of beach
revealed through an opening in a
clump of trees, also gives the effect
of a painter trying to achieve a
certain aspect of art (in this case
a third-dimensional effect) at the
expense of the rest of the elements
of the painting
Russctt stalks in a snow-covered
field is the subject of "Jack's
Farm," (1915) a painting which
evidences true feeling for a New
England winter.' "Up the Road."
one of the largest of the pictures
dLsplayed. although by no means
the best, is another pastel colored
New England landscape. "Ram Is-
land Light," (1928) a painting of
the ocean swirling around offshore
rocks, is an example of the artist's
greatest weakness — inability to
present a lively subject in a live-
ly way.
Lack* Form
The water looks like molasses.
The rocks lack form, contrast is
forgotten, and the ocean is paint-
]
ed in the most elementary man- i
ner. Again in a painting entitled
"North Anson" a large shadow, |
falling from a barn across most of
the foreground of the picture,
shows the difficulty encountered
by the artist when he tangled with
more advanced and professional
subjects. The shadow looks like a
piece of canvas.
Moat Int-reslinR Work
Compared with the majority of
his works is Dr. Allen's "Sardines !
on a Plate" is the most interesting
|
in the exhibition. It is entirely I
different from the others. The sub-
jject is a plate resting upon a ma- i
hogany table, while on the plate !
rests a knife, some sardines, audi
half a lemon. Opposite the plate
\
is a red cigarette box upon which
j
rests a burning cigprette. The ef-
j






Through the generosity of an
alumnus, the College received on
Oct. 12, the original of a letter
written by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow to his sister at the be-
ginning of his junior year at Bow-
doin.
The donor of this letter is Mr.
Roscoe H. Hupper of New York,
a member of the Class of 1907, an
Overseer of the College since 193$,
the father ot three Bowdoin sons,
and at present an outstanding ad-
miralty lawyer in New^York.
Lauds Donor
In speaking of the gift and the
donor, Bela W. Norton, Vice-
President of the College said, "For
many years he has taken a lively
and generous ii. .crest in the af-
fairs of Bowdoin, as well as He-
bron Academy and his home town,
Tenants Harbor. He is a typical
Bowdoin Man, one who has dem-
onstrated his devotion to the Col-
lege by many other generous gifts.
Thanks to his interest in collect-
ing old manuscripts, Bowdoin now
has a most valuable addition to its
Ijongfcllow collection."
In his letter of presentation to
President Coles, Mr. Hupper des-
cribed the Longfellow letter in
these words: "This pleasant epis-
tle, written in brother-and-sister
confidence by Longlullow, then 16,
early in his junior year, 132 years
ago today, speaks volumes for his
contentment, purpose and resolu-
tion appropriate-indeed' for
every Bowdoin man ^W note, and
to emphasize in all his pursuits."
Accompanying the original were
some irue copies which will be cx-
[rkaic Turn To Page I]
Adm. D. B. MacMillan




By Roger Howell Jr. \r>K
Rear Admiral Donald B. Mac-
Millan '98 will return to the Col-
lege again to lecture on the Far
North on Monday. Oct. 21, at 8:15
p.m. in Pickard Theater.
Admiral MacMillan has lectured
to thousands of audiences through-
out the country. He has sailed well
over 250.000 miles of arctic waters
and has written five books on that
region. He has frequent lecture ap-
pearances at the College from
.which he graduated in 1898. Even
after graduation, however, he kept
up active contact with his col-
lege. From 1920 to 1923 he served
h.s professor of anthropology and
from 1926 to 1931 as professor of
ethnography. In 1932-33 he was
Visiting Professor of Anthropology
on the Tallman Foundation.
Most Recent Trip
MacMillan's most recent trip tc
jthe Far North was made in the
its first meeting of the year on I summer of 1854, shortly after he
Tuesday. Oct. 11. to discuss many was promoted to the rank of Rear
of the functions which it will car- Admiral. It was his thirtieth such




Bowdoin Interfaith Forum held
ry out during the year. trip since he was chief assistant
Of primary importance in this j to Admiral Robert K. Peary 77
discussion was the Religious Forum
which is held in the third week of
February. A motion was made and
passed that the keynote speaker
should give his address on Monday
night instead of during Sunday
chai>el if possible
The reasons for this were two-
fold. In the first place, it was felt
that the twenty minutes of chapel
hardly gave I speaker time to
make his point. In the second
place, many of the house dLscussion
leaders are not able to hear the
speaker on Sunday, and all have
expressed a desire to be able to do
so.
Speaker For Forum
The question of a speaker for
the forum was discussed at some
length, but no definite decision
was made. It was decided to wait a
week and discuss the matter again
at another meeting. The same re-
sult was reached with the ques-
tion of choosing discussion lead-
ers f.»r the houses.
Professor Greason spoke briefly
at the meeting in his capacity as
campus contact for the Theological
Fellowship Program. This program
is for one year of study by men who
j.are not sure whether or not they
would like to work in religion. The
"exploratory" scholarship is re-
newable.
One big lecture will probably be
sponsored by the BIF during the
year, although there is a possibi-
lity of more than one. Plans for
the annual sendee at the Eirst
Parish Church were also tentative-
ly stated. There is p possibiHt)
that a similar service will be held
in some other nearby churches.
ncm Conference
The question of the Thurcda}
chapel speakers was also discuss-
ed. The final point brought up was
the Student Christian Movement
conference for the Maine area
which wilr be held on the Colby
campus the weekend of the Colby
game. The date has its drawbacks,
but it is hoped that the College will




full realization of theltrary to many Korean students.With a
fact that I am benefiting tremen
dously from this year at Bowdoin,
I ar.i happy to say something about
my country and to introduce some
of my particular impressions which
influenced me most among the
many things I have seen since I
arrived here.
First of all, I was much Im-
moat American students s-'em al-
most indifferent to political af-
faii-s, domestic or abroad.
It is most unfortunate that stu-
dents in Korea are inevitably (by
their surroundings) forced to
watch out for political develop-
ments and this results in awkward
mental instability that causes ser-
pressed with the "readiness of the I ious confusions in concentrating on
faculty to help students in their their school work. I believe that
studies and friendly 'fraternity en- this tendency of indiffereney to-
vironment between upperclass and I ward the political affairs is very
newcoming students. Even though
I did ajiot have any college educa-
tion in Korea before I came over
here. I am very well aware of the
worth learning to Korean students
(even though they are unable to
do so although they wish under
present circumstances) and hope
fact that there is very little chance I that it will be gradually changed
to have such favourable oppoi-tu- in the near future. The problems
nities as I have in this College Korea faces today are complicated
where every member of the col- 1 by many factors beside the above
lege is closely related to one an- mentioned, such as lack of educa-
other. In this way. I think that the , tion for many people, ethical prob-
Americsn students are having Items caused by violent changes in
most important advantages which] the circumstances during the hos-
are hardly accessible to Korean
students in their own institutions
of higher education.
Also there ate many defectives
In the educational system in Korea
such as neglecting the vital role
of liberal education through which
tilities.
I feel very happy to commence
my study at Bowdoin with its tra-
ditional charm and environment
since it has been my most cher-
ished desire to contribute to the
rehabilitation of my war-devastat-
one can acquire broad knowledge ed land by successfully completing
and understanding of learning com
mon to all human beings. In view
of thLs, I certainly feel that I
came to the right place to pursue
my study in America and at the
same time set a shining example
to my countrymen in learning the
standard of democracy which all
my study under the liberal phil- freedom loving people of the world
osophy of education. Secondly, con- SO earnestly desire.
on his 1909 expedition, which cul-
minated in reaching the North
Pole on April t>.
MacMillan has also explored the
Hudson Bay Region quite tho-
roughly. On the .MacMillan Expe-
dition to the North he brought
back some IimM'O aietir plants for >
study. In World War 11 he did ex-
tensive work in mapping out the
radar defense system in the North.
He flew thousands of miles over
Labrador. Baffin Island. and"
Greenland taking many photo-
graphs, For his contribution to the
war effort he received a special
Congressional medal and the rank
of Commander, USN.
rounded School in Far North
He has also continued to con-
tribute to educational functions.
He carried the interests of educa-
tion to the Far North when he
founded the MacMillan-Moravian
School in Labrador. He is also
director of the Grenfell Associa-
tion and the Kent Island Scienti-
fic Station.
The Bowdoin, MacMillan's ship,
is world-famous. He designed it
himself for explorational work In
the Arctic. This ship has taken
him safely through channels which
have claimed over 200 other ships—
For all his work. MacMillan has
received many honors. On April f>.
1954, he was awarded the College's
greatest honor, the Bowdoin Prize,
This prize is awarded once every
live years to a graduate or former
member of the College or a mem-
ber of the faculty al the time or
award, who shall have made during
the |>eriod the most distinc-
tive contribution in any form of
human endeavor. The prize i.
awarded only to someone who has
won national, not local, distinction
and who is. in the opinion of the
committee, fully entitled to DC so
recognized.
Other Awards
He has, also received the Klisha
Kent-Kane Gold Modal (19271. a
special Co n g ress i o n a I medal
I 1944); the Chicago Geographic So-
ciety Medal (1949), the Explorers
Club Med.,] i 1953), .and the Hub-
bard Gold Medal of the National'
Geographic Society (1953).
One of the many questions con-
stantly asked Admiral MacMillan
is why he goes to the Arctic. He
answers simply "to learn some-
thing." This something is not found
in schools, colleges, or books.
MacMillan became interested iu
the Arctic as a youth when his
father, a sea captain, gave his life
to the sea. He also wondered much
aboul the birds v. Inch he observ-
ed flying north from his horn, >n
Cape Cad.
Interest In North Intensified
Ait. r the death c.i his father
he came to Freeport to live. There
he came under the influence of
Wilmot B. Mitchell- then principal
of Freeport High School. He was
licrsuaded +>y Mitchell to go to
Bowdoin. and there he learned
about Peary. His Interest in the
North was intensified.
MacMillan had Ins lirst invita-
tion to go on an Arctic expedition
from Peary for the trip in [905-06.
However, he had just signed l
contract to teach at Worcester
Acadcmv ard so he sent a tele-
gr im to Peary reading "Sorry.
Impossible."
In 1908, MacMillan trot a leave of
licence from Worcester Academy
"until he got this slliy notion of
arctic exploration out of his head."
It is hardly necessary to add that
he has been on leave of absence
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No Excuse For Hazing
With fall very definitely in the air and the State Series
games coming up, many of the College's finer traditions are
brought to bear — traveling to other schools, enjoying the
games (whether we win or lose), the occasional singing or Phi
Chi, the traditional Homecoming Came and all the other impli-
cations of fall.
But there seems to be another fall occurrence which is be-
coming a tradition, a tradition far less desirable than the above
mentioned. Each fall there occurs more and more tension re-
sulting from a practice having very little, if any, logical good
supporting it, the practice of hazing. Many examples of tension
resulting from hazing which have occurred this year could be
mentioned.
Forth*^hrst six weeks there descends upon the campus an
uneasiness caused by this outmoded custom which for a few
students has disastrous lasting effects. Somewhere in the dark,
dim past hazing arose so that a novice or pledge of a college
fraternity could "prove" himself worthy by going through a
ridiculous ritual designed to tear the ego out of him and to make
him appear as a fool to others. This, say the proponents of haz-
ing "takes the cockiness out of the freshmen," it "welds them
into a class."
But is the practice of making freshmen wear huge signs,
of wearing outlandish clothes and of performing foolish acts a
valid one) Does it materially add to the character of the fresh-
man or to those who direct these activities? We doubt it.
In the first place hazing is the antithesis of the ideals of
college life. If the College, or any other, has one specific pur-
pose it is to educate thinking individuals. Essentially, what
hazing does is to teach conformity, the worst thing which can
happen to a college student.
Secondly, why should one individual, just because he hap-
pens to be an upperclassman, have the right to these powers,
whiuh when exercised, do more to confuse and bewilder fresh-
men than anything else during the first six weeks of their college
lifer* Is it not enough for a freshman to make a rapid adjust-
ment to a whole new way of life without adding a burden having
no rhyme nor reason?
Today many students come to college at the very young
and difficult age of I 7 or 18. Many are still in adolescence.
The strongest desire found in these students is the desire to be
accepted and respected. They want to become "one of the
gang." The few who resist making friends do so because ihey
have been put on the defensive, because they feel that since no
one wants to know them, they do not wish to know anyone
else. There are some who come to college with a chip on their
shoulder, but far more have the chip put there by the archaic
custom of hazing.
iat Besides, even if hazing leaves no lasting effects on most,
but not all, freshmen (which we believe to be the case), is it
worth the trouble? Talk to freshmen and upperclassmen alike
and one will find that many feel it is not. If hazing has no
positive values, why should it be continued?
The best thing a fraternity can do for a freshman is to
make his adjustment to college as easy as possible. And there
are far more subtle ways of doing it than by making him go out
on "walks" at I or 2 a.m. on a class night. Jf fraternities want
to "prove" a man or take the cockiness out of him, they should
do it by setting an example for him by acting like gentlemen
striving to get as much as possible out of every aspect of college
life.
If fraternity men set this example they will win the respect
of the freshmen. Freshmen will not have to be told to learn
the names of men in the fraternity, they will want to so that
they will be accepted more quickly into the "in group," And,
of course, the best way for new men to learn the College and
fraternity songs. is to have everyone join in singing them, not by
placing one self-conscious individual before the group and forc-
ing him to sing alone.
How many freshmen fail to do their next day's assign-
ments because they were up most of the night learning names
and songs or because they went on a "walk" or were in a "crew
race?" How many men refused to go out for the freshmen
football team or quit because of hazing? Even more signifi-
cant titan this, however, is the fact that, whether they have time
enough or not. hazing gives (in their own mind) a good excuse
for not doing daily work or for quitting the football team.
The handwriting is on the wall. Either students themselves
drastically change tHV practices of hazing, or better yet do away
with it entirely, or the faculty and administration will take ac-
tion. Too many men on the faculty and in the student body
alike are fed up with the current practices. Four years is too
short a time in which to receive a college education in its fullest
sense to let anything which does not materially add to the char-
acter of the individual interfere.
Perhaps there was a time when one could go at his educa-
tion and social development in a more leisurely fashion, but, as
we all well know, those days are gone forever. With so many
more important things to be done, a student simply does not
have enough time to carry out the childish pranks of hazing.
Bowdoin is a place to mold men who are gentlemen, and haz-





Although the current "hazing
season" is coming to an end. I
would like to express a few per-
sonal opinions concerning the sys-
tem in the hope that the upper-
classmen will realize that the sys-
tem at present has a degrading ef-
fect upon the administration's opi-
nion of our maturity.
Unfortunately, the temporary
power which the upperclassmen
have thrust upon them during the
"hazing season" brings out the
baseness in the moral character of
a' few. I'm speaking about the
"Few" who derive personal satis-
faction out of active participation
in hazing. None of us, 1 doubt,
could honestly deny that at one
time or another we slipped up and
took advantage of the freshman
to satisfy our own personal whim.
We're all guilty to some degree;
however, the extent to which it is
carried by a few of us is of im-
mediate concern to the college
community. There are approxim-
ately "10" men who give the im-
petus to hazing in each of the
houses, the remaining "40 or 50"
men in each house amplify their
failure to become MEN by their
passive attitude during the "sea-
son." They nejther condone nor
condemn the incidents that occur
during hazing which- are both de-
grading to the "victim" and them-
selves.
Freshmen Not Inferiors
The demand that the "pledges
prove their worthiness" in order
to become fraternal brothers is
the usual answer to the hazing
system. Then there are a few who
think that hazing brings about
house unity and spirit. How do
they expect to derive this end
when they treat the freshmen as
inferiors? "Oh, this will bring
them around; he's a wise guy, this
will take it out of him." Where
do they think they are? In the
service? At least the service has
something more than the hazing
system has behind it. The service
can't function properly unless dis-
cipline and the number system is
imposed to the utmost. But here
at Bowdoin the primary function
is to develop our individuality. So
in turn we have the hazing system.
Only Temporary Not Valid
"Oh, but you see this is only
temporary." Fortunately the ma-
jority of the freshmen manage to
overcome this stupid obstacle that
has been placed in their path, but
there are a few who never over-
come it — the system should be
very proud of this.
I congratulate"'the "10" who have
managed to keep the system going,
1 also pity them. As for the "40
or 50" I hope that they assume a
little manliness and gain the res-
pect of the administration by
throwing out the system as it now
stands.
A Solution
What's to replace the present
hazing system. The "big brother"
system, an aspect of fraternal
brotherhood if carried out, is to my
mind the answer. Of course this
places more responsibility upon the
upperclassmen. I hope and think
that the upperclassmen can as-
sume this new role; if they can't
then the college has failed them
also.
•To build unity the fraternities
should emphasize reconditioning
their fraternity houses. Then at
least a few immature "boys" would
think twice before damaging their
houses during party weekends.
Donald L. Henry '55
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M
Ever wonder what a football
game looks like from the other
side of the field? Here are the
headlines from the newspapers of
three of Bowdoin's late opponents:
"Jumbos Snow Polar Bears -
Triumph Over Bowdoin in 19-2
Season Debut." (Tufts Weekly,
Sept. 30)
"Bowdoin Crushed Convincingly
as Niness, Stika Score Twice;
Alexander Stars, Hits on 10 out of
14 Passes, Gaining 361 Yards."
(The Trinity Tripod. Oct. 5)
"Jeffs Splash to 20-0 Win Over
Bowdoin." (The Amherst Student,
Oct. 10)
Outplayed, Not Inept
The general comment in each
write-up was not that Bowdoin
was particularly incompetent or
inept, but only "outplayed." Simi-
larly, each noted that Bowdoin
was. on occasion, capable of sus-
tained drives — but not enough
of them.
This same issue of "The Amherst
Student" also carried a story on
the pre-game rally where, it
seems, a seven-foot effigy of the
Bowdoin polar bear was burned.
This is bad enough, but here is
the paragraph that should bring
all Bowdoin men to their feet in
righteous indignation: "While the
flames shot up into the air. Sphinx
President Robert Ward '57 intro-
duced Prof. E. Dwight Salmon, the
rally's main speaker. Professor
Salmon talked about the ancient
practice of totemism. the associa-
tion of an animal with a people.
Assuring his listeners that man Is
superior to all beasts, no matter
how large, how ferocious, how
powerful, how frigid, or how mus-
cular they may be, Salmon pre-
dicted victory for Amherst and
.Lord Jeff, it's human symbol."
Frigid?
Frigid? Great Heavens!! It's
painfully possible the man has
never known any of the fortunate
girls who come to Bowdoin at
partytime. Frigid- indeed!!
Those of you who are somewhat
annoyed with the delay in getting
out last year's "Bugle" may rest
assured that you are not alone.
The State College News (N.Y.
State Teachers College) notes
that: "We hear there's a pretty
good chance that at long last we'il
be able to find out who graduated.
We advise freshmen to sign up for
their yearbook pictures now. This
will insure speedy delivery by the
spring of 1960 (With luck)."
Boston The Hub
Then there's the note in The
Tech (MIT) to the effect that
. . .
"in a way, Boston is the Hub of
the Universe, since it seems to
stand still while all else moves
about it."
Veterans! Warm up that type-
writer and use it, men, use it! The
Beacon <>U. of R.I.) recently car-
ried an article about a new Cong-
ressional bill which would raise
veterans allowances $40, to the as-
tronomical figure of $150 a month.
Married men's allowances would go
proportionally higher. Your Con-
gressman is the target, so let's get
in the** and write!
No Swearing
If you haven't already heard
about it, things are really getting
rugged at the University of Con-
necticut. The, new rule is that.
"Any student under 21 years of
She rrerd Jr. '52
age who is' reported to the office
of men's affairs for the use of pro-
lane or vulgar language will be
suspended for an indefinite length
of time " Now this ruling may or
may not be a good idea, but the
age limit of twenty-one is surely
about as silly as New England
drinking laws. A man is considered
old enough to die for his country
at the age of 18, yet not old enough
to drink a toast to his own death.
Now he can't even curse his own
fate. How blind can you get ?
But not to end on a bitter note,
let us review the current crop
of typographical mistakes and ri-,
dicuious headlines. In the first de-
partment we have an excellent
one, from the "Mount Holyoke
News," to wit: "Suppose newspa-
per errors were tabulated and pub-,
lished like those of a ball player.
It would be embarrassing for most
editors, but i might lead to a high-
er degree of accuracy." And this,
believe it or not, comes from an
editorial titled "Fumble!"
Big Red Girls, Hypnotists
In the headline department, we
have two, the first of which is
certainly above average. This
comes from the "Kenyon Colle-
gian," and boldly states, "FROSH
MEET BIG REJ3 GIRLS!" No com-
ment, beyond the fact that the Big
Red apparently refers to Denison
(whatever that may be).
The best of them all, however,
appears in "The Tech News,"
which is the paper of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute. This is a
true gem, a veritable jewel to be
treasured away for all times and
cherished for the masterpiece that
it is. It seems that in the weekly-
assembly period, they had a dou-
ble-show, so to speak, with the
school president first, and then an






To help the Admissions De-
partment in its publicity program,
the general College Bulletin for
1955-56 was printed in September
this year instead of December as
usual, and it is now being used
for distribution to prospective ap-
plicants.
This edition of the Catalogue
does not contain the lbsts of stu-
dents. These will be inc/uded in
1000 copies printed separately for
use on the campus. These copies
will be available to the students
in the usual way at a later date,
according to Mr. Herbert R.






It seems that a new traditkSn
is swiftly springing up at Bow-
doin: Phi Chi in reverse. Every
fall the Authority and a growing
handful of their young supporters
descend to the occasion by swing-
ing their paddle of forced evolu-
tion, and proceed to haze the haz-
ers. They are working hard "in
the direction of eliminating haz-
ing." One wouldn't think they'd
be working as hard with all the
time and determination thut is
theirs.
It has become easy to blame
the hazing system lor athleticr
scholastic, and personal problems
that didn't exist when hazing was
more fully practiced. While the
hazing system is being industrious-
ly and otncially trampled on, it is
increasingly noted how much time
it all takes and how much ill it
does. The basic objective would
appear to be to point the lratoi-
nities in the* direction of well con-
trolled dining clubs under the pre-
tenses of strengthening them.
I would like to suggest a dif-
ferent strategy for different ob-
jectives.
.Students Must Art
There is no denying that some
points of hazing can be improved.
And if they were, the fraterni-
ties would be strengthened and
the college would benefit. There
is only one disagreeable catch: the
changes would have to be dojie en-
tirely by the student body and in
their own time. FTrtt, the hazing
practices should be unified, per-
haps placed under the central
authority of a committee composed
of representatives from each
house. The committee would deal
exclusively with hazing. Second-
ly, the faculty advisors' would
watch the proceedings at each
house and make weekly sugges-
tions to the committee. The Stu-
dent Council could enforce deci-
sions of the central authority if
violations should occur.
The freshmen would still be
made to learn the traditions of
the college and house, the songs,
the names, and gain a sense of
class identification and spirit. They
could still be made brothers and
Bowdoin men.




And they came to the fair!
As George Gobel might aptly
say, "Do. do, do, do, do go to the
farr." And thus it happened on
Lundi, Mardi, Mercredi et Jeudi
eCenfngl of the past week that an
impressive number- of college, stu-
dents moved en masse from the
limits of Brunswick to the "limits"
of' Topsham for that annual pil-
grimage to the "fair"; more spe-
cifically to view "four maidens in
distress" and to enjoy the perils
of "Sallie et son babouin." It was
at this time also that a literary
genius of the senior class aban-
doned work on his latest racy
novel. Nackt au Fahrrad. and
tumbled towards Topsham in
search, of "spicy" material,
Confines >
ThereWithin the confines of the
"typical" county fair, a cross-sec-
tion of Brunswick society met to
examine nature in its purest form.
'A cold breeze weeping through
the grounds seemed to make pro-
fessions all the more dangerous
and exciting. And the Ferris wheel
turned, the, dice rolled, and all
kinds of happy pastimes insued.
but one attraction above the rest
drew money and "goggling" eyes
to its doors. There on "forms." liis-.
ty living and exotic curiosity show-
ed in the extreme.
Inquisitive freshmen, having first
performed themselves con brio,
flocked to the admission "gates and
inside ran for the coveted front
row "seats." A not-too-mystical
illusion of perfume, course laugh-
ter, "drafty" material, skill of the
dance, and varied proportions fill-
ed the "staee" with base and sick-
ening exhibition. Blushing faces be-
low black beanies emerged from
the "play" house, ahead of
"nauseabound" elders, and disap-
pointment voiced itself loudly in
the air of night life adventure.
Smart Jr. '57
But bnck on the lpvel of "higher"
education - on 'Hies, Oct, 12 -
students and faculty paracVI to
the traditional James Bowdoin
Day Exercises, where once each
year the college formally recog-
nizes its "aeholars." it is safe to
say that this prograan in its en-
tirety set a standard which has
seldom been reached before
.
The
quality of David Hurley s sjieecfi
of response was ' superior" in its
content, delivers and sincerity.
Kxelting Oration
Following the choir's rendition
of Bach's "Grant Us To l>o With
Zeal," the guest speaker, Bishop
G. Bromley Oxnani. delivered the
most exciting address that 1 can
ever remember hearing, The ra-
pid expression of wisdom and ex-
perience involved in "The Artificer
In Ideas." provided listeners with
a stimulating theory awt e new,
deeper insight into a thoughl-prO-
VOklng subject. For few moments
at least, some of use were. 1 think,
able to see the prime purpose of
our being here at a Libera] Arts
college.
Concert Singer.
On Monday evening I traveled
to Portland to hear the tint in
this year's series of Community
Concert offerings. The size and in-
terest of the Portland and near-by
music loving patrons, is sufficient
to enable four or five leading eon-
cert artists to be brought to the
Maine coastal city each yesr, This
season for instance the schedule
lists among its guests: the Phil-
harmonic Orchestra of London con-
ducted hy Herbert von Karajan on
Nov. 18; Michael Rabin, violinist,
on Jan 16: Claudia Arrau, pian-
ist, on Feb. 10; and a singing en-
semble entitled "The Men of Song"
on March 16,
Monday's artist was the rising,
yours soprano star of opera and
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Flat Tops, Crews 1.00
COMMITTEE TO .MEET
Blanket Tax Committee will
hold hearings during the week of
Oct. 17, to receive requests for
appropriations for 1955-56. Acti-
vity managers and faculty advisers
should be prepared to submit pro-
posed budgets and their 1954-55
expense accounts.
LEARN TO DANCE
FREE introductory dance lesson and analysis
Special rates to Bowdoin Men
Expert instruction by professional teachers
Waltz, Rhumba, Tango, Swing,
. Foxtrot, Samba
» Dial PA 5-5231
or Stop in 212-B Maine Street
MODEL SCHOOL OF DANCE
(Formerly Ryan's)




















The Exciting True-Ufe Story
of America's Most Decorated
Hero . .







and sales of new
tiny transistors
The germanium transistor—some smaller
than the eraser end of a pencil and able to
operate on a few thousandths of a watt
— is probably one of the most promising
developments in the electronics field today.
It opens the way to new midget radios, TV
sets flat enough to hang on a wall and many
other exciting possibilities.
One of the men who helped design and
perfect these tiny transistors—and the man
who is now head of sales for all General
Electric germanium products— is James H.
Sweeney, Manager— Marketing, Semicon-
ductor Products Department.
Sweeney's Work Interesting, Vital
As early as 1948, Sweeney was head of a
group that studied the design and possible
uses of germanium products. He gained
national recognition for his work in devel-
oping and introducing these products to
other industries, and when a new Semi-
conductor Products Department was formed
in 1953, Sweeney was a natural choice for
the job of marketing these products.
25,800 CtJItfe Ofadnata, at General Electric
When Sweeney came to General Electric in
1941, he worked in many different depart-
ments until he finally found the work he
wanted to do. Like Sweeney, each of the
25,000 college-graduate employees is given
the chance to grow, to find the work he does
best, and to realize hia full potential. For
General Electric has long believed this:
When fresh young minds are given the free-
dom to make progress, everybody benefits
—the individual, the company, the country.
Ml alattMMBl mtttmmmMi stkftftaM
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POLAR
BEARINGS
By John E. Simond* '57
At half-time in Saturday's game an unusual situation was in
existence. -Bowdoin had made six first downs and had piled up 125
yards in rushing. Williams had achieved three first downs and had
scraped together only fifteen yards via the terrestrial route. Williams
was leading, however, 14-0. For any other team this probably would
have been an unusual situation, but for Bowdoin it was quite normal.
In practically all of the dismal dozen which the Polar Bears have lost
consecutively they have piled up almost as much yardage if not more
than their opponents. In short, the White troops have been powerful
in all statistics except the most important one, the final score.
Tiirnlmt Points
The outcome of the Bowdoin-Williams clash seemed to have been
decided in the second period. When Smythe ,pf Williams fumbled
Rorke's forward toss on the White 42 Fred Wenzel jumped on it, and
the Polar Bears, trailing 7-0, appeared to be ready to move. Libby
smacked the middle for two, and after a Stover aerial was grounded
he circled right end, carting the leather down to the Purple 40-yard
line before being tackled. On the next play Libby filtered through
the Eph defense for nine more jards, leaving the nose of the ball just
short of the 30.
With second down and six inches needed for a first and Bowdoin
apparently on the move, Stover elected to cross up the enemy with a
surprise aerial movement. If the pass play had been successful, Stover
would have been praised for his uncanny strategy. Unfortunately,
though, strategy is only considered good when it works. Brud was
snowed under for a twelve yard loss on the play, and from that time
until the last quarter Bowdoin had trouble getting started. The
maneuver was definitely a gamble, and since it didn't pay off, it must
have provided a great deal of fodder for the^grandstand quarterbacks.
Actually, the main pivotal action centered about Williams' second
touchdown. Nearing the end of the half, the Polar Bears were still
behind by seven points. Naturally, there is quite a difference between
having a one touchdown deficit and having to score twice to tie the
game up. Bowdoin was counting on being able to leave the field at
the half with a one touchdown handicap at the most, but when pass
interference was ruled on the White two-yard line in the waning sec-
onds of the half the picture becarne a lot less optimistic. On the last
play 6f the half Fearon of the Ephs bulled across for the second tally.
This was really the touchdown that beat Bowdoin, for in the second
half the Polar Bears did not seem to have the offensive power or spark
that was present in the first two periods.
One Man Team
The majority of the Bowdoin squad members consider Williams to
have been their easiest opponents thus far in the season. Sophomore
Danny Rorke can be credited with ninety per cent of the credit for
their win. A grid sensation all this season, Rorke was particularly
effective on roll out plays. Early in the third period he wheeled down
the sidelines on a fifty yard scoring romp which just about sewed up
the contest.
> Morose Mules
This Saturday's.encounter at Whittier Field will see one of Maine's
Collegiate football squads sever its winless chain. Colby has been
subdued by Springfield and Middlebury this year, and has been forced
to postpone its matches with Amherst and Tufts. In view of this fact
it should be apparent that Bowdoin has the edge as far as combat
activity is concerned. Having played twice as many games, the Bears
may be a little more at home on the field than the Elm City eleven.
Colby's last victory was gained against Bowdoin in the 1954 campaign.




The freshman football team cop-
ped its opener, 12-0, against an
unimpressive Hebron eleven last
Friday afternoon at Hebron's An-
drews Field. Scoring once each in
the first and fourth periods, the
Polar Cubs got roiling as soon as
they had possession of the ball. '1 he
middle of the White line looked
especially strong at times during
the rough and tumble affair.
On their first three offensive
plays the White reeled off 35 yards
before stalling at midfield. They
capitalized on a big break when He-
bron fumbled on their own 18.
Mike Karavetsos and Roger Coe
carried to the 2-yard line on two
plays and Coe plowed through the
middle for the touchdown. The
Polar Cub backs had little trouble
going through the line and made
several good gains with quarter-
back Jim Fenlason directing the
attack.
After a fourth quarter drive in-
to Hebron territory, Fenlason fir-
ed a pass to Al Merritt who was
dropped on the 3. Gene Waters
then lugged the ball over on the
ensuing play. Earlier in the period,
Fenlason had intercepted a Big
Green aerial on the Hebron 40
and had dashed into the end zone.
The play, however, was recalled on
a penalty.
Hebron 'never really posed a
serious threat during the game as
their single wing offensive was
effectively throttled by the Bow-
doin forward wall. Waters and Coe
both showed exceptional running
ability for the White eleven during
the afternoon's play.
The Freshmen are host to Bridg-
ton Academy here at Pickard Field







Kappa Sigs Lead 'B' League Competition;
Dekes. Betas Share Top In 'A' Group
,<*»»*
Sailors Sweep Weekend Meets;
Breeze By Middlebury For Cup
Bdjvdoin's powerful sailing team the New Meadows River, Leighton
established itself as the Northern | was hever headed. In the blustery
New England Champion last
weekend when on two successive
days Big White skippers defeated
Middlebury in a team race and
then defeated the Panthers in a
special trophy race for the Cham-
pionship.
Howland Stars
It was a team victory all the
way for the Polar Bears with no
less than four skippers feasting on
the fruits of victory. Saturday the
Admirals soundly whipped the
Vermonters in a team race by
winning the first two races in a
best-of-three series. Skip Howland
was the big gun; rebounding from
a disastrous performance at the
Coast Guard Academy the previ-
ous week, Howland won each of
the two races, giving his team the
necessary points for victory. In
a consolation third race, the Pan-
thers gained slight revenge by
defeating Bowdoin's J.V. Skippers,
Dave Bcldnap and Dick Kurtz.
Belknap did show to good advan-
tage in this one, however, being
b-irely nipped for the runnerup
spot by Middlebury's ace John
Metzer.
While Howland was the shin-
ing light on Saturday, team cap-
tain Charlie Leighton was the epi-
tome of brilliance on Sunday. Sail-
ing on his frigid home waters of
winds, Commodore Charlie estab-
lished a perfect record of three
wins in as many starts in Division
"B". In the meantime his running
mate Howland was amassing a to-
tal of two firsts and a second, as
the determined Admirals, clinched
the trophy and the Northern
Championship with two races still
to be sailed in the eight-race
series.
Kurtz Triumphs
The parade wasn't over yet as
Dave Belknap substituted for Skip
in Division "A", and/Dick Kurtz"
took over the tiller for Charlie
in Division "B". Little Dave put
on his best performance to date
but was nosed out at the finish by
Middlebury's high-flying Metzer.
Kurtz, eager to show what he
could do, quickly established a lead
and then held on for a well-de-
served victory in the final race of
the cold but rewarding day.
Pictured above are both the AD and I'm I touch football teams as
they await the opening snap of the bull in Tuesday's game at Pickard
Field. The interfraternity leagues roll Into their third week of ac-
tivity this week.
Kappa Sigma crushed ATO 58-6
this week to take sole possession
of first place in the B Division
of the Inter-Fraternity Touch
Football loop. In the A Division
the Dekes and Betas are deadlock-
ed with two victories each.
Bob Hnmlin and Frank Johnson
each tallied twice to lead the
Dekes to a 32^7 romp over Chi
Psi. The Betas rolled over TD 26-4
with a dazzling passing attack.
Ron McDonough tossed four 6-
point heaves during the game; two
were to Lou DuPlessis, one to Ter-
ry Stenberg and. another to Bill
Daley. In the other A Division
tilt, the AD's walloped Psi U 26-6
as Gene Helsel and Harry Car-
penter turned in outstanding per-
formances. Bullet Bob Martin
made some phenomenal running
gains for the losers.
In the B Division. Delta Sigma
edged past the Zetes 14-13, while
Sigma Nu took a 13-6 decision
over ARU.
Captains of the respective teams
are urged to leave brief summar-
ies of the games under the






















Eight members of the reactivat-
ed Outing Club began their season
by climbing Tumbledown Mt. on
Oct. 9.
Accompanied by Prof. Charles E.
Huntington, the group spent a
clear autumn day on this relative-
ly unknown peak in Mt. Blue
State Park near Weld, Me. Al-
though it is not one of New Eng-
land's higher mountains, the climb-
ers considered the rock climbing
as challenging, and the view from
the summit was almost as re-
warding as could be found on Mt.
Katahdin or Mt. Washington.
Weather Postpones Trip
A second trip, to Camden Hills,
had been planned for Sunday, but
it was postponed because of in-
clement weather.
At the first meeting of the ciub,
the president, John C. Brewer '56,
emphasized that its group activi-
ties-would probably be limited to
mountain climbing and skiing trips.
The club's equipment, which in-
cludes a canoe and several packs,
is available, however, to members
wishing to use them for other pur-
poses. Club leaders hope that the
organization may participate in
activities with similar groups from
other New England colleges.
The next regular meeting is
scheduled for tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in Conference B of the Union.
Tufts, BU Outdistance Varsity Harriers;
Freshmen Also Lose In Season Opener
Bowdoin hill and dalers were
beaten back on two fronts last
week as cross-country attempts a
return to the campus after a brief
lay-off. Varsity harriers traveled
to Tufts Friday, finishing third in
their triangular meet, as Boston
University shaded host Jumboes
for top placihg. Meanwhile, at He-
bron Academy, the freshman squad
finished last behind Hebron and
winning Fryeburg.——' —
i
At Tufts, BU garnered four of
the top six spots to finish with 27
points, .while Tufts, led by meet
winner Jack Fawcett, who may
well be best remembered for his
record-breaking mile performance
in the Bowdoin cage last winter,
caged 36 points for second place.
Dave Young (7) and Bob Packard
(8) were the only White finishers
in the top ten as the Polar Bears
totaled 59 markers and the final
slot. Other finishers for Bowdoin
were Bill Daley (13), Phil Mostrom
(15), John Herrick (16) and Paul
Todd (18). Tlie varsity meets
Worcester Tech and Amherst at
Worcester in its second outing,
Wednesday, October 19.
McCfo/ern Wins
Though finishing last in the
meet, the frosh salvaged the sa-
tisfaction of gaining top individual
honors as Tom McGovern raced
(he 2 and Vt mile course in 13:41.5
to finish first in a field of 41 start-
ers. Inexperience hurt the Cubs as
several runners held top posi-
tions throughout the race only to
fall behind in the stretch. Jtobert
Chasse (8) and Paul Berube (9)
were the other White harriers in
the top 10* finishers. Other Frosh
finishers were: Nate Cogan. Peter
Bastow, Chris White, John Wil-
liams, Roland O'Neil, John Chris-
tie, Charles Snow, and Robert St.
Pierre.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
NOW high grade B> any test, this button-down
in shirts
Arrow shirt rates 100% . . . from the
exact flair of its medium-spread collar;
and lustrous fabric to its rich
window-pane checks and solid colors
. . . all-but-endless wear and
stitch-for-stitch value.
Question: why not pick up a few right away?
Checks and solids in broadcloth, $5.00;
white, $3.95.
Oxford* white and colors, $5.00.
'Rom
— first in fashion
SMUTS • 111$ • MANOKIICHIirS • UM0IIWI At
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C







Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop




Three out of four of Bowdoin's
past and future scheduled rivals
walked away with winVlast Satur-
day afternoon with rain once more
an element to contend with.
The Colby-Tufts game at Med-
ford was completely washed out
by heavy rains as inclement
weather hit the entire Southern
New England area. The game has
been tentatively rescheduled for
November 19. *
The University of Maine played
big-league football the first half
and easily came out on the top in
a 13-0 victory over their Yankee
Conference rivals, the University
of Connecticut. Offensively and
defensively the Black Bears were
brilliant the first two periods, con-
sistently staving off threatening
rallies that stopped once on the
one-yard line and another time on
the one-foot marker.
Maine Offense Rolls
The first score came after Thur-
low Cooper had smashed through
the Uconn line to spill the quarter-
back DiGiorno forcing him to fum-
ble. Runs by Jack Small and Ray
Hostetter put the ball on the Con-
necticut 23. Then Jim Duffy threw
a low wobbly pass to end Cooper |
who made a beautiful knee-high
snare and raced to the four where
he bulled over a would-be tackier
and hit paydlrt. Cooper, who has
been tremendously impressive all
year, set up the second TD when
he forced quarterback Harry Driv^
as to throw off-balance into the
hands of a Maine line-backer.
Coach Westerman's boys were in
possession on the 23 again. Jim
Griffin carried to the 16 and then
the end-zone to make it 1^-0.
Roger Miles' kick was true u'ihI
Maine had won its second game of
the season.
Bates Breaks Ice
At Middlebury, Vermont the
young Bates squad earned their
first victory of the 1955 campaign,
12-7. Halfback Bob Martin sup-
plied all the punch tallying both
touchdowns and carrying most of
the time. Paul Perry made the
first score possible when he
blocked a Middlebury punt on the
23-yd. line in the second period.
Five plays later Martin plunged
over for six points. In .the middle
of the fourth quarter Martin re-
turned a punt 34 yds. to his own
49. It took the Bobcats eight plays
to tally this time with quarterback
Bill Heidi gunning t& Martin for
a 12-0 advantage. Middlebury
marched back 74 yds. for its only
score~with end Milt Peterson tak-
ing a flip from Panther halfback,
Cooper, in a play that covered 35
yds. to the goal line.
The Coast Guard Academy
turned five blocked kicks into
touchdowns against Norwich two
weeks ago, and they used the same
type of tactics Saturday in defeat-
ing^mherst 21-13 in a driving
White Air Attack Grounded;
Libby Again Leading Runner;
Drerizek Tallies Lone Score
Hampered by last weekend's in-
clement weather and the Ephmen's
slippery quarterback, the Polar
Bears' spirit was dampened as Wil-
liams swept to a 27-6 victory over
Bowdoin.
Classy sophomore Dan Rorke ac-
counted for two of the four touch-
downs with a 50-yard run' and a
TD pass to wingman Ed Lauben.
In the first quarter, with Brud
Stover at the helm, Bowdoin dis-
played its ability to move the ball
on the ground. Their air attack,
however, was a flop. The Big White
did not complete one pass the
whole afternoon. The weather was
an important factor in this matter,
however, as the steady rain made
the ball difficult to handle.
Williams capitalized on a break
halfway through the first quarter
when they recovered a fumble on
the Bowdoin 20. Several plays la-
ter fullback Joel Potter crashed
over from the two. The conversion
was good and the Ephs took the
lead with a 7-0 count.
Interference
With the clock ticking away the
remaining seconds of the first half,
Dick Drenzek intercepted a long
pass intended for Williams end Tim
Hanan and raced back to the 35.
The officials called an interference
rain. Turning two fumbles and an
intercepted pass into touchdowns
the Academy came on to upset
the Lord Jeffs although an Am-
herst gridster supplied the thrill
of the afternoon. Bill Manley in-
tercepted a pass on the seven and
raced the entire length of the field
for a score and had the • small
crowd on its feet all the way. It
was Amherst's first loss' of the
season.
Trinity's Streak At Twelve
Bob Alexander rifled three
touchdown passes to help Trinity
trounce St. Lawrence at Canton,
New York, 33-0. It was the twelfth
in a tow for the Bantams.
Alexander hit end Jerry Paw-
ley for 27, .half George Kellehcr
for 63, and end Sam Niness for 56
in the first, second, and third per-
iods. The other two counts came
from Little All-American Charley
Sticka who has been mainly used
as a decoy this year. Sticka
crashed for 16 and 7 in the second
and third quarters. Fumbles ren-
dered St. Lawrence completely
helpless throughout the game.
charge against Drenzek. Conse-
quently, the penalty gave Williams
the ball at the point of lnterefer-
ence, the Polar Bears 2-yard line.
Dick Fearon punched the ball over
and the conversion was good.
Williams made the score 21-0
early in the third quarter as Rorke
came through with one of the best
runs of the game. Scooting around
right end and "picking up blockers
as he went, the little quarterback
weaved through the Bowdoin de-
fense for 50 yards and went all the
way for the score. Evans convert-
ed for the third straight time. Min-
utes later the Big Purple got pos-
session of the ball again on an in*
tercepted Stover pass. It took Wil-
liams only six plays to march 65
yards for their fourth and last
score of the game.
Drenr.rk Scores
In the last period the Polar
Bears finally hit pay dirt. Bowdoin,
on six plays, drove 62 yards for
their only tally of the game. A
great 22 yard romp by fullback
Steve Anderson highlighted the
march while Dick Drenzek tore
off tackle for 18 yards to make
the touchdown. On the try for the
extra point, the ball hit the up*
right and caromed off.
John Libby ,was the outstand-
ing player for the Polar Bears as
he ripped off a total of 86 of Bow-
doin's 168 yards rushing. Williams'
big gun was quarterback Danny
Rorke who did an excellent job
leading his team.
Schedule. Change
The Freshman football game
with M.C.I, at Pittsfield, origin-
ally scheduled for October 28,
has been moved back one day to
the afternoon of Thursday, Oc-




Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:15 A.M.







Greeting Cards — Gifts
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
DIAL
PA 5-5555 HI »IC*S*NT $7'UIT. MUM*WICK. M*U«
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OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
THE SWEATER
that belongs in every
college man's wardrobe
100% ORLON
Wash it yourself in a minute —
it drys in a jiffy — can't shrink
or stretch.
A remarkably good buy at
%LK6
Yes, here's the perfect sweater for college men. Light but warm
Orion. In charcoal grey, tan, mint and light blue.
120 MAINE STREET PHONE 200
MMM
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Bemon III 'M
Less than a millenium ago an
average couple decided to play
Adam and Eve. They were a cou-
ple with foresight and daring, and
they sought and eventually found
the laat inch of Eden in creation.
And slowly, emanating from thern.
a little creation, a kitchen garden
of Eden, developed in concentric
circles about these forthright two.
They began to be ecstatically
happy, as only two t people who
have nothing else to do, can be
happy. Not that they were lazy!
Lord! — they built a little cabin
and planted fruit trees and cul-
tivated land in a fury of activity.
Sometimes they would drag them-
selves to bed so excrusiatingly
tired it seemed impossible that
they would ever awake. But they
were hardy, resourceful people and
they always stayed wide-awake.
They grow firm and brown in the
hot sun, and winter toughened
them up. They looked romantically
pioneer. And they had successfully
evaded modernity with its myriad
complications. It took them a num-
ber of years, but they created their
Eden, leashed its powers, and lay
blissfully back, that done, con-
templating their vast but simple
treasure.
Birds, Beast* and Baldwins
The beasts of the fields cooed
happily together. Birds sang only
when they cared to. Daft lilies, in
adolescent glee, ran wild. The ap-
ple trees, in a lazy concentration
of efforts, produced acres of ruddy
fruit. Peace was infinite and love-
ly, so lovely sighs dared not be
Uttered.
And it came to pass that a wick-
ed, wild fellow from the North de-
cided to play serpent, and slithered
into Eden with Machiavellian
abandon. He was not a bad soul,
hut he was a very dissatisfied one.
His mother had been a wanderer,
and a lot of her ran in his veins.
He was as distrustful of Eden and
Its inhabitants, as they were of
the clashing world whence he had
come.
This serpent creature sidled up
to apple trees and asked disturb-
ing questions. He nastily tasted
their fruit, and said it curled his
lip: then glided way, whistling. For
him the lilies seemed a common
lot, and he jeered at the contented
beast of the fields. He loathed
nothing. He only asked questions.
But that is always bad.
Happy Words
Finally, days after his arrival,
he sauntered up to the cabin of
Adam and his Eve. They tried to
make him welcome, but it had
been so long since they had seen
his kind, they became awkwa"rd
and dreadfully unsure . of things.
Lamentably, too, they had forgot-
ten the tongue he spoke. When
they had first come to Eden, they
had decided to use only the happi-
est .words they knew, words like:
day and night, hello, goodbye,
hand, kiss, and love — they had
forgotten words like: evaluate, im-
agine, determine, cost, and mech-
anism. This enabled the serpent
creature to crack them open, to
find the tenderest spots in their
hearts, the terms they most ad-
horred. He could speak very loud
and very long, and though tln-y
clapped their hands tightly over
their ears, he made them hear.
Out of the past a deluge of dreams
and disillusion poured, drenching
the poor couple in rivulets of raw
discontent.
Coffee and Cigarette*
Eden began to look very black'
indeed. Animals came whining to
the doorstep: some, their eyes
wild and glazed; others carried
along in waves of bitter salt tears.
The trees and flowers drooped so
low they were bruised and torn by
the hordes of Eden, and the birds
chanted dissonant hymns which
had lain at the back of their
throats before they winged over
Eden's grassy acres. And the ser-
pent creature talked on and on,
from dawn to dusk, so that the
cocks forgot to crow, they had
become so neurotic. The serpent
creature paused only to drink cof-
fee and smoke an antiquity called
a cigarette. He was insupport-







Eventually he went away, and
was followed in small secret
groups of discontented Edenites.
The new Adam and Eve, left very
much alone, sat before their cabin,
taring into space.
Days flew by, and every morn-
ing the advent of the serpent
seemed farther and farther away,
so that one day the couple awoke
and sighed hugh sighs of relief, as
if it had all been a bad dream.
Eden looked new again, and weeds
had grown up around the cabin
door . . .
Back To Work
They set to work again, and
within a year Eden was as before.
Only this time it was a little dif-
ferent. Lo, a son was born unto
to couple, and a daughter after
that. Soon a happy dynasty grew
up in Eden, and began to edge out,
slowly taking a piece of moder-
nity's land. It became quite a lit-
tle kingdom. And it was so neutral
the powers of modernity, a race
of serpents, gave up in disgust and
were a little bored.
The vast flock of Adam and Eve
were level-headed, sane people
who spoke only in the absolute
verities, and washed behind their
ears every night. They all mar-
ried and happily scrimped and
planned, made ends meet, and
probably died of a surfeit of con-
tentedness. They painted -- those
of them that painted — only what
was readily discernible to the eye.
Those who became men of affairs
were square dealers and joiners
and modest drinkers. The doctors
lived only for their profession —
if an unknown malady crept in,
they sadly shook their heads and
turned away. Men who ran fac-
tories used all the old implements.
They employed thousands of men
who became so efficient in their
minute specialties, they became
mechanisms themselves — so what
need had they, really, of any new-
fangled efficiency device? Books
in Eden were happy books, books
about young love and midde-aged
love and senile love. Occasionally
a bold spirit would write a book
on the words death and murder,
but it was quickly suppressed, and
the dispirited radical exiled to
some pinnacle of modernity, a new
world where men's brows fur-
rowed and women drank too many
cocktails.
Ibtppy Haze
It took a long time, but the
forces of Eden consumed the
reaches of this outer world. People
lost their identity and were swal-
lowed up in a happy haze of Eden-
dust. Life became uncomplicated:
one had only to live out his life in
simple precision with the beatific
rhythm of the next guy, and he
had no cares but those of house
and hold.
.It has been ^whispered by the
gossipy old grandmothers of this
new world that a lone serpent
creature inhabits an island of his
own, far off in some unknown sea.
It is suspected that he is creating
a world of his own there, together
with an Eden Proserpina who once
wrote a book on the word hate.
The gossipy old grandmothers
think these two must be rather
lonely out there, so far from it
all. . .
Civil Service Test
Malcolm Butler of the First U.S.
Civil Service Region will be on
campus October 31 to discuss .with
candidates the new recruitment
program at the college level.
The first list of eligibles will be
composed of applicants who file
prior to Nov. 18. The written test
is scheduled for Saturday, Dec. 10.
The Placement Director adds
that it will be greatly to the ad-
vantage of students to be included
in this first list. Those seniors in-
terested should so indicate at the
Placement Bureau. Mr. Butler will
be available from 10 a.m. on, Mon-
day, October 31.
Open Dory . .
.
[Continued from Page 1]
slept at anchor in one of the many
small ports which they touched.
Their diet consisted primarily of
peanut-butter sandwiches and fish.
The first port of call was Booth-
bay Harbor. From there they hit
Bar Harbor, Birch Harbor, Jones-
port, Cutler, West Lubec, Bever
Harbor, Chance Harbor and
St. John. When they crossed cus-
toms between U. S. and Canada
an amusing difficulty arose when
officials found it almost Impossible
to classify their dory. It had no
tonnage, no name, and it gener-
ally defied the official, "flll-in-the-
form" sort of description which
customs officials demand. The of-
ficials rose to the occasion, how-
ever, and where no facts were
available, they forced a synthesiza-
tion of them.
Vicious Tides
Beyond St. John the going be-
came very rough. The vicious tidal
waters of the upper Bay of Fundy
are second only to those of the
Bay of Biscay in dangerousness.
The dory proved itself sea-worthy,
however, and, after a few close
calls in this bay of 40-foot tides,
the pair made it to Auliac, a small
town at tiu ^ead of the Cumber-
land Basin.
From Auliac they made a port-
age across the isthmus which con-
nects Nova Scotia to New Bruns-
wick. They sailed across the
Northumberland Strait to Prince
Edward Island where they did a
good deal of exploration. Their
last port of call on P. E. I. was
Souris. From there they made
their way into the Gulf of St. Law-
rence, heading for Cape Breton
Island.
Hurricane Carol
It was when they were between
Souris and Cape Breton Island
that they first heard of Hurricane
Carol. At the same time they
heard the warning broadcasts they
noticed that the entire western
horizon was black with the silent
fury of some sort of storm. Man-
ning says that the air was warm
and still, and that it "just smclled
like hurricane weather."
Fortunately, Carol did not mat-
erialize out of the evil clouds, and
the two men managed to reach
shore before having to fight it out
with a north-easter. They even-
tually worked their way around
the northern point of the island
to Dingwall. From there they in-
tended to make their way over to
Newfoundland, but by then time
had run dhort, and they discovered
that they wouldn't be able to do
as much work and exploration on
the island as they had planned.
Deterred By 8eas
Despite this fact, they set out
with hopes of just skipping down
the coast. Unfortunately they were
deterred and driven back by what
they suspected might be the rough
seas preceding Carol. They found
out later that it was only a north-
easter, but were consoled when a
native told them that it was the
worst of the season.
With Newfoundland ruled out
and the beginning of the school
year only a few weeks away, Man-
ning and Loomis decided that the
most sensible course of action to
take would be to hitch a ride on
a fishing boat headed south. This
they did, and within a few days
the two men and their boat
touched the shores of Gloucester,
Mass.
Feel Trip A Success
By the first week in September
they had successfully navigated
back to their home port of Mere;
Point.
Both Manning and Loomis feel
that the trip was a success. Des-
pite their setback off the waters
of Cape Breton Island, they got
all the photographs and notes
which they wanted. They did not
court adventure, but they found
her, and bt-yond that they com-
piled notes and records which are
of genuine scientific interest and
which will provide material for
nearly a dozen magazine articles.
New Fred Wilkins Musical
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The 1955 College Lecture Series
will open on Nov. 22 with a talk
by Bart J. Bok, Robert Wheeler
Willson Professor of Astronomy at
Harvard University.
Professor Bok, one of the leaders
in the youthful science of radio
astronomy, will speak on that sub-
ject. Co-director of the radio as-
tronomy project' at the George ft.
Agassi/ Station at Harvard, he is
particularly interested in cosmic,
evolution and research on the Mil-
ky Way. In 1950-51 he spent eight-
een months in South Africa study-
ing the Milky Way.
A native of Holland, Professor
Bok came to the United States in
1929, following study at the Uni-
versity of Leiden and the Univer-
sity of Groningen. After four years
as an R. W. Willson Fellow in
Astronomy at Harvard, he was ap-
pointed Assistant Professor of As-
tronomy in 1933. From 1946 to
1952 he was associate director of
the Harvard 'College Observatory
and was named to his present post
as Willson Professor of Astronomy
in 1947.
Author Of Several Books
Professor Bok Was chairman of
the National Research Council
Committee on UNESCO from 1917
until 1949 and is a member of Sig-
ma Xi, the American Astronomical
Society, the American Association
for the 'Advancement of Science,
and the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences. He is the au-
thor of several books and is a fret
quent contributor to both scien-
tific and popular magazines.
The series of three lectures will
continue on Dec. 1, when Dc Max
T. Goebel, Director of the Tech-
nical Division of the Grasselll
Chemicals Department of the Du
Point Company, speaks.
Dr. Goebel will speak on new
developments in agricultural
chemicals. Following his gradua-
tion from the University ot Illi-
nois in 1928, he was for two years
a research chemist for the Com-
mercial Solvents Company at
Terre Haute, Ind. He then returned
to the University of Illinois and
in 1934 received his doctor of phil-
osophy degree in chemistry.
With DuPont
In 1934 Dr. Goebel b^gan his
career with DuPont as a research
chemist at the Experimental Sta-
tion in Wilmington, Del. He was
promoted to group leader in 1938
and in 1941 was transferred to
'Hubabaloo' To Play
Two Days In Boston
On Thursday and Friday eve-
nings, Ntv. 17 and 18, a new mu-
sical review entitled "Hubabaloo"
will be presented at John Hancock
Hall in Boston.
Of local interest is the fact that
the musical score has been com-
posed by Fred Wilkins, whose
"While the Cat's Away ..." is
still remembered in Brunswick.
His collaborator in the new re-
view is Robert Miller, a Yale grad-
uate, whose little brother Herb is
presently studying in this vicinity.
"Hubabaloo" is being produced
by Liberty Mutual Association, and
has the benefit of professional di-
rection, choreography, and scenic
design. When asked to discuss his
•core, Wilkins said:
Mont Ambitious Work
"The score for Hubabaloo is cer-
tainly the most ambitious work I
have done to date. Thank goodness
I am not doing the orchestration
too!"
The songs include the title song
and dance "The Hubabaloo," which
is one of several production num-
bers in the revue; "I Follow the
Wind." a folkish ballad in the con-
ventional Wilkins tradition; "Made
up my Mind," a waltz that the
directors believe will be the big
hit from the show; "Too Late for
Me," a sophisticated song of late
love; "Welcome to Boston," the
snappy opening number; and "The
Worst Reputation in Town." There
are six other musical numbers as
well.
Tickets Available
Tickets are available at $1.60 and
$1.15 for each performance. Any-
one interested may purchase tick-
ets via Herb Miller at the Chi
Psi Lodge as soon as possible.
Since the Glee Club sings hi Na-
tick on Saturday, the 19th, it is
expected that many members of
that august ensemble will be see-




Political Forum held Its first
meeting of the semester on Tues-
day night, Oct. 4, with Warren
Greene '56, President, taking
charge.
Other members of the executive
committee who were present in-
cluded Philip A. Lee Jr. '56, Vice
President; Francis M. Kinnelly '57,
Secretary; Philip E. Shakir '56,
Treasurer; and Lewis Kaskel '56,
Member-at -Large.
Among the plans discussed for
the semester was a series of In-
formal discussions by various mem-
bers of the college community and
by townsfolk. These talks will be
primarily for the members of the
Forum, though anyone else inter-
ested would be welcomed. They are
designed to supplement the sched-.
ule of speeches and panel discus-
sions regularly carried on under
the auspices of the Forum.
The Forum agreed to send three
delegates to the New York Herald
Tribune Forum, to be held October
16-17 in New York City. They are
Warren H. Greene Jr., Francis M.
Kinnelly, and Ditman K. R. Klein.
College's Famous Alumni
Leaders In Varied Fields
MacMillan Books
Moulton Union Bookstore is
featuring a sale of theee books
this week by Mrs. MacMillan
which describe the Arctic.
CTVIL, SERVICE EXAMINATION
A new examination is now open
for Student Trainee positions in
the fields of physics, metallurgy,
chemistry, cartography, engineer-
ing, mathematics, meteorology, and
oceanography, the U. S. Civil Serv-
ice Commission has announced.
The jobs are in the Potomac River
Naval Command and in various
other Federal agencies in Wash-
inRton, D. C, and the nearby area,
and pay from $2,690 to" 3,415 a
year.
Cleveland as assistant manager of
the general research section of
the Grasselli Chemicals Depart-
ment. In 1944 he was promoted to
manager, and in 1948 was named
assistant chemical director, with
headquarters in Wilmington. He
was appointed to his present posi-
tion five years ago.
To These Ears..
[Continued From Page 2]
concert, Leontyne Price. Since her
appearance as Bess several years
ago in the New York revival of
Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess," she
has demonstrated amazing skill in
the fields of classical and semi-
classical music. Last week's re-
cital was %mplc proof of these
boastful publicity claims. An at-
tractive and gracious woman on
the stage, Miss Price sang with as-
surance and sound musicianship,
demonstrating at the same time
beautiful tone, a wide range, and
flawless intonation. A warm re-
ception from the large audience
greeted all the numbers on the
diversified program, which includ-
ed lieder songs, operatic arias,
American folk songs, and Negro
spirituals.
My Sister Eileen: The current
attraction at the local cinema pro-,
vides a mediocre evening of en-
tertainment. In this instance, Hol-
lywood was once again tried to
out-do Broadway, and in the ra-
dical process of change has come
(dangerously close to ruining a de-
lightful musical-comedy. To those
people lucky enough to have seen
Rosalind Russell in "Wonderful
Town" several seasons ago in New
York, this showing will no doubt
prove to be a sad occasion. All
those nice songs --- "It's Love,"
"Ohio" and "A Quiet Girl" — are
gone, and the substitutions are
hardly worthy of mention.
As the two girls from Ohio, Bet-
ty Barrett does reasonably well
with the Russell role, and Janet
Leigh displays a stimulating figure
and little else to the part of Eileen.
Actually Jack Lemon comes out
best in the long run with the role
of the playboy at the head of a
publishing firm. A limpid script, a
generally poor score, and unin-
spired directing seem to place "My
Sister Eileen" in the realm of
"Hollywood musical misses" of the
year. Don't neglect that German
assignment just to see it!
fey Barry C
The eminence of a school is of-
ten judged by the quality of her
alumni. In this respect, Bowdoin
Is one of the most distinguished
colleges in the country, for «hc
has produced more celebrities per
square inch of campus than any
other rival. Of our graduates 42
per cent have entered the business
world, 15 per cent went on to law,
15 per cent became educators, 12
per cent took up medicine and six
per cent joined the ministry.
Fifty-seven of the educators be-
came presidents of some fifty-two
colleges and universities; we ha^c
also had two Supreme Court
Judges, one president of the Amer-
ican Bar Associations two presi-
dents, one vice president of the
American Medical Association and
one President of the United States.
Military Men
Bowdoin men have always fig-
ured quite prominently In the mi-
litary operations of the country;
5,000 of our Alumni have served
in six wars, starting with the War
of 1812 when Boiwdoin gave seven
of her men and continuing to
World War II when 3086 men
joined the combined armed forces.
(There are no figures available as
yet for the Korean conflict.) Of the
men who have served, five receiv-
ed the Congressional Medal of
Honor, 18 were recipients of the
Legion of Merit, 29 had conferred
upon them the Croix dc Guerre,
and five were bestowed with the
Distinguished Service Medal; 15
foreign countries deemed it fitting
to give 82 of our men citations.
We have also contributed many
outstanding leaders in the field of
government, one President (Frank-
lin Pierce, 1824), one Attorney
General, two Secretaries of the
U. S. Treasury and concurrently
(1896-1898) the Chief Justice of
the U.'S. Supreme Court (Melville
W. Fuller, 1833), the President pro
tempore of the U. S. Senate (Wil-
liam P. Frye, 1850) and the Speak-
er of the House (Thomas B. Reed,
I860).
Men In Congress
Currently ,we are represented in
Congress by Paul H .Douglas of
Illinois (1937) and U. S. Congress-
man Robert Hale (1910); Asso-
ciate Justice Harold H. Burton
graduated from Bowdoin in 1919
and former Chairman of the Atomic
Energy Commission, Sumner T.
Pike received his diploma in 1913.
The diversity of our Alumni's
occupations and achievements is
startling: Robert C. Peary (1887)
discovered the North Pole; Cyrus
Hamlin (1824) founded and was
president of Robert College in
Constantinople; a member of the
class of 1916 organized and con-
ducted an arctic research labora-
tory for the Navy in Alaska, where-
as a member of a somewhat ear-
lier class served as Secretary to
the King of Hawaii; Robert Peter
Tristram Coffin ( 1915) became one
of America's outstanding poets; Al-
fred Kinscy (1916) conducted re-
search on the nature of sex in men














Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of Hie Orient
Wl PREDICT: 1980s moat Infuriating magazine artlcla will b«
"THE NATURAL SUPERIORITY
OP IVY LEAGUE MEN"
in November HOLIDAY magazine
. .
.
and that its noted author, Henry Morton Robinson (Columbia '23) will be man mn.vt
burned in effigy on non-Ivy campuses this fall! It's guaranteed to enrage the letter men
of "Moline Subnormal" ind "Turpentine Tech"
. . . redden the faces of state universities'
professorhngs" (that's whst Robinson calls 'em)
. .
. wound the tender feelings of everydrum majorette in America.
You 11 smoulder at Robinson's gibes at courses in chain-store management and em-
balming! Burn at his references to state universities as "educational rabbit warrens.*
Explode at his views on mass education for the "denizens of Outer Mediocrity." It's ont
of a trio of provocative articles on Ivy League men, social life, sports. Don't miss ill
November HOLIDAY -now on your newsstand!
A Cuttis «AG*i»a
Waldorf 'M
B. MacMillan (1896) extensively
explored the North Pole.
Chemist* and Engineer*
A Bowdoin man conducted the
funeral services of John Brown;
another served as aide to Jefferso*.
Davis. The two chemists who were
instrumental in the development
of frozen orange juice were from
Bowdoin as were the three men
who developed the contact lens;
the Stanley Steamer was invented
by a Bowdoin man.
Bowdoin graduates have been
lost in such disasters as Custer's
Last Stand, the San Francisco
earthquake, the sinking of the Ti-
tanic and of course, Pearl Har-
bor. One was eaten by cannibals.
Writing about these events .were
such journalists as Edward Page
Mitchell (1871) of the New Yorjc
Sun. Eddie Niel Jr. (1925) of the
Associated Press and Hodding Car-
ter Jr. (1927), the noted author,




[Continued from Page 1 J
hibited in order to assure the pres-
ervation of the original.
De*crlb«>s Collego
Longfellow wrote this letter on
Oct. 12, 1823, to his sister Eliza-
beth, two years his junior and one
of his favorites. In it, he describes
the College In the fall season, and
more particularly, his room of
that year. Of the latter he said,
"How shall I describe it! — Yel-
low floor — Green fire-place —
Mantel and window-scats, blueish-
white — and three great doors,
mahogony color. But jesting apart!
•
— the room is a very good
room . . . ." The Same room, though
no longer in the same decor, is lo-
cated on the third floor in the
northeastern corner of, what is
now called, Winthrop Hall. Long-
fellow also mentioned that his bed-
room window looked towards the
village and Professor Cleveland's,
and today there is a plaque under
that window acknowledging the
fact that Longfellow occupied this
room during his residence at Bow-
doin.
Aid To Scholars
It is hoped that this and succeed-
ing passages of the letter, such as,
"I feel far more contented here —
far more happy, far less inclined
to be low-spirited, than has ever
been the case at any former per-
iod," will be of great aid to the
students of Longfellow in their
study of his attitude and char-
acter when the full text of the
letter is published at some future
time.
At this time, plans for the man-
uscript, are rather indefinite, but
it is expected that the original
will be added to the Longfellow
collection housed in the Library,
and that the complete text of the
letter will be published, at a later
date, in an appropriate literary,
historical, or scholarly journal.
Books On The Far North
by
MIRIAM MacMILLAN
KUDLA AND HIS POLAR BEAR
ETUK THE ESKIMO HUNTER







When you're downtown, drop in
and look around Brunswick's new-
est and finest men's Clothing and
Furnishings' store.
Headquarters for:






We also have a complete
Cleaning - Pressing - Repairing Department
in our tailor shop
LECLAIR & SON
MEN'S WEAR
86 Maine Street Brunswick
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It's time for the Student
Council to take action on
hazing. See editorial on





in their best performance
to date at Tufts, Saturday.
See feature on page 3.







Among the most interesting do-
cuments describing the life at the
College in the earlier days of her
history is the journal of John Glid-
den Stetson of the Class of 1854.
He came to college from New-
castle in the fall of 1850 and ex-
pressed himself as follows:
"Long have I felt it very im-
portant for me to keep a journal.
All love to review past scenes
and reflect with interest upon any-
thing that's happened in accord^
ance with their wishes;' from
those things that have gone other-
wise they may derive much bene-
fit, by tracing the causes, which
led to these results, and avoiding
a like course of conduct in the fu-
ture, shun like consequences."
Although the journal is writ-
ten in a style which seems foreign
to us, it is a fairly lucid account
of a typical college student's life
a centry ago. Stetson's aim in writ-
ing the journal was "to serve as
a memento of passing events." The
most interesting section of the
journal is his itemized account of
al! his expenses; these he careful-
ly recorded term by term. Among
the items listed are: Hat (white )—
S">; Cravat—W.25; Kid Gloves—
$1.25.
Under the general heading of
"Cost of Furnishing Room," Stet-
son mentioned: half-cost of stove—
80c; ralf-cost of hatchet—37c; half-
cost of suit of bedclothes $9.
There are some articles, of
course, which give us some picture
of the college itself. Those he
classified under term bills: tui-
tion- $8 (for each term); chamber







The list of books for his Fresh-
man year includes Smyth's Alge-
bra, Paley's Evidences, L. and S.
Greek Lexicon and Excerpta Lati-
na. The total cost was $4.95.
Athletics and recreation were
not Ignored in the journal, but
were represented by such items as
football, expenses on gymna., ex-
penses on cricket, at 10c each; an
item of $1 listed as "for bonfire"
and one of 25c marked, "fire works,
chapel" testify to the fact that the
undergraduates of 1850 were not
.ii>n\c< indulging in soma fun. Dur-
ing his freshman >ear Stetson al-
lowed himself the extravagance of
a trip to Boston at a fare of $2
each way with incidental expenses
In Boston adding $1 more to the
excursion.
It will astound present day un-
dergraduates to learn that ex-
penses for his college caree. , in-
cluding transportation to and from
his home, tuition, board and all In-
cidentals for the four years at
the College amounted to a grand
total of $963.70.
NOTICE
In accordance with liutt year's
report of the Student Judiciary
Committee, and with the sub-
sequent approval of the adminis-
tration, any freshman or upper-
classman operating a motor ve-
hicle in or about the college
campus without due registration
with the administration will he
subject to immediate separation
from the rollejce for a prescribed
period of times
Student Judiciary Committee
Full Schedule Hanson's Band
For Weekend 7b Offer Music
Being Planned \AtAlumniDance
Student Union Committee has
contracted Jimmie Hanson's band
for the Alumni Day dance, cli-
maxing Homecoming Weekend,
Saturday. Oct. 29, according to
Richard Fickett, chairman of the
committee.
Hanson, no stranger to college
campuses, will have fourteen pieces
in his band for his initial appear-
ance here. His repctoire ranges
from "Louis Armstrong
PRESIDENT COLES is seen talking with Capt. Richard Watson of
Bath after his flight in an Air Force f-33, a 600-mlle-an-hour -jet.
trainer, during his recent tour of several military bases.
.
Coles Ends Ten Day Tour
Of Military Establishments
By Kenneth E. Carpenter '58
Recently President Coles returned from a ten-day joint Civilian
Orientation Conference of the Secretary of Defense during which he
visited milrtary establishments of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and
Marines, and met the nation's defense leaders.
The purpose of the conference was to inform civilians from all
over the country what the defense department is trying to do and
what the relationship between the different services is. In doing this
they emphasize the problem of the defense effort and especially the
fact that we -can't afford to relax because Russia is speaking peacefully
at the m ment. Their long-range aims are conquest, and the only,
way to insure peace is to be strong enough so that they respect us.




Mr. Raymond Rutan, Director of
Dramatics, has recently announced
the names of the students who arc
to appear in the Masque and Gown
production of "Billy Budd." The
three act play, scheduled for Nov.
10 and 11. will be the first full
scale pcrlormancc on the new
Pickard Theatre stage.
The part of Captain Vere will be
played hy Steward LaCasce 7>b\
who has been seen in the Bnwdoin
productions of "Boy With a Cart,"
and "Misalliance.' 1 Allan Wright
'56, who last year was awarded
three speaking prizes, will portray
First Officer Seymour. Donald Per-
kins '58, will play First lieutenant
RatclifTe.
James Dewsnap '57. who last
[Please Turn To Page 4]
MaineHallConflagration Vividly
Described In Letter Dated 1836
Few American colleges have suf-
fered from fire more than Bow-
doin has. Maine Hall has been the
principal victim twice within a
1 1-year period. The second great
conflagration was described in
some detail hy a young sophomore




1 suppose that you will have
heard of the fire here before this
reaches you. It began about two
o'clock this morning in the north-
east corner of Maine Hall. .either
In the cellar or on the lower floor;
the room has lately had a new
fire-place, and it is supposed to
have originated in some defect in
this.
It was occupied hy Richardson, a
freshman; as his bed was out of
order in some way, he came to Mc-
Keen Hall I which was a wooden
building on the corner of Maine
and Cleaveland Streets, which had
roonQ for students in the second
story i and slept with Scamman; if
.he had not he would undoubtedly
have been smothered by the dense
smoke.
One of the students In the fourth
'Story was the first to smell the
smoke, he jumped up and without
stopping to attempt to save any-
thing ran down stairs breaking
open all the students' doors as he
(1 them. All the, students in
that end lost everything but the
clothes they wore, most of them
leaving their outside garments and
watches even.
Dr. Adams, the tutor, roomed in
that etui, and believing when he
awakened that the staircase was
in flames, he jumped out of the
window and broke his leg just
above the ankle; he was found
lying on the ground by some of
the students who carried him into
New College. Silshee, one of the
two who walked to Portland and
back the same day. knew that
there was a letter for his chum in
the fourth story of that entry con-
taining a hundred dollars.
The staircase was by this time
entirely dest toyed, hut the room
happened to be a middle one. and
he went into the one next to it in
the other end, climbed around the
double wall separating the two
ends, passing from one window to
the other, got the letter and re-
turned in safety.
This'was verv difficult and dan-
gerous on account of the thickness
of the college walls and what no
other fellow could have done.
The flames were communicated
by the roof to the other half of
the building, and beginning at the
top, of course consumed it very
slowly; everything was saved from
this end even the doors and win-
dows.
The Peuciniah library was sav-
ed with very little injury, losing
only those books which .were in
the students' rooms in the north-
western end. The Athenean li-
brary containing over three thou-
sand volumes, many very \ aluabie,
was entirely destroyed with the
exception of such u are out.
One or two of the students who
slept at home came la the morn-
ing to attend prayera and were
[Pirate Turn To P„g l\
In Washington during which Presi-
dent Coles met the country's de-
fense leaders, the civilian group
spent a day at the Quantico Ma-
rine School. There President Coles
saw an amphibious landing, a land-
ing of equipment by helicopter, and
also expti^ r«ced a ride in one.
Visited Naval Air Station
At the Pensacola Naval Air Sta-
tion, the group's next stop, they
were supposed to have ridden on
the Carrier Saipan, but it was
away on duty. Instead they took
two or three dives on a submarine.
The group learned about the or-,
ganization of the Navy and the
importance of keeping up the Na-
val Reserves. Having been taken
to a subsidiary field, they were
shown how the Navy teaches flying
j
and were taken up in a trainer
; and given a lesson
I. President Coles also had a
I
chance to experience aerial acro-
.
batics. but after a tail spin, he dc-
I cided he had enough. lie saw a
j
precision team flying in a diamond
i shape with their wings about three
feet apart at five or six hundred
j
miles an hour, while doing acro-
|
batics.
At the Eglin Air Force Base the
group saw the strict time sched-
ule which the services can main-
tain. Some bombers flew from
about 700 miles away and arrived
at exactly the arrival time which
was listed on the schedule. To
show how practical it is for the
Air Force to take pictures previous
to bombing, a helicopter flew past
the stands taking pictures and re-
turned in exactly an hour with
the prints.
The group saw a demonstration
of firing rockets at planes, and an
attack on a factory which showed
the potential fire power of jets.
There was a fueling of. a B-52 in
air by two jets which President
Coles said, "looked like two flics
with a seagull."
Rode in a Jet
One of the most thrilling exper-
iences President Coles said he had
was riding in a jet for about 20
minutes during which he traveled
about 150 miles, or about from
here to Boston. The President also
flew it for about 10 seconds. Be-
fore they went up in the jet, they
were briefed for one and a half
hours about safety and had on a
Mae West (life saving jacket) and
a parachute. The pilot of the
plane was Captain Watson from
Bath.
The Infantry Center at Fort Ben-
ning. Ga., impressed the group
with the role of the Infantry and
the Army. One of the most spec-
tacular things at the Infantry
School was the mass jump of 800
paratrooper*. Only three were
hurt, two with spraii ed ankles and
one with a sprained back.
When the new infantry weapons
were demonstrated. President
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the blues, .and an intermission
"session" has been promised.
Also at intermission, the Med-
diebempsters will sing a few se-
lections in the incomparable style
which recently earned for them an
RCA recording engagement. Fol-
lowing the Meddics, announcement
will be made of the House Display
winners.
While tickets will be available
at the door, Student Union Com-
mittee will push an advanced sale.
The committee urges early pur-
chases to avoid waiting and con-
gestion the night of the dance.
There will be coat check _rooms
and a soft drink concession.
House .Display Contest
In conjunction with Alumni Day,
the Committee also sponsors an-
nually the interfraternity house
display contest. The first and sec-
ond prizes will consist of two large
gold, engraved cups;' the third
ranking hou.,e will receive honor-
able mention. For the past several
years all houses have had displays
which add to the festive nature
of the weekend. Judges from the
faculty will review the displays
Saturday at noon. All displays
should be finished by 11:30 a.m.
Richard Fickett '57 heads the
Union Committee planhing the
event. Fickett has announced the
following sub-committee heads
working in conjunction with the
dance: gym arrangements, Stephen
Anderson, '58; receiving line, Rich-
ard Hillman '58 and James Fa.w-
cett '58 DS; house display,, Peter
Davis '57 and Alfred Darrow 57;
general arrangements, Peter Dav.s
'57; publicity and tickets, John
Wheaton '58. •
Professors Herbert R.- Brown,].
William C. Root and ono other to* "g "
With the end of the home foot-
hall season comes the first big
weekend of the College year —
alumni weekend, .which this year
will run from Oct. 28-30.
A full slate of events is listed
for the weekend, ranging from fra-
ternity initiations to the last home
football game. Many alumni are
iexpected to return to the College
during the period.
The event which will probably
mean the most to the freshmen on
campus comes on Friday, their ini-
tiation date. It marks the end of
hazing and their acceptance into
their fraternities as brothers. Fol-
.lowing the formal initiation cere-
monies, most of which are held on
Friday afternoon, there will be
the banquets in the houses.
Alumni Council
Things start early on Saturday
for the alumni. At 9 a.m. the
Alumni Council will meet in the
Faculty Room in Massachusetts
Hall to discuss matters which come
under its jurisdiction. The morning
chapel service features an address
by Professor Albert R. Thayer '22
who will speak in observance of the
day.
During the morning the alumni
are welcome to go to any classes
that may interest them. A full
schedule of classes, meeting times,
and room assignments is to be
found at Massachusetts Hall.
Lobster Stew Luncheon
At 12 noon a lobster stew lunch-
eon will be served in the Sargent
Gymnasium. It will be served to
alumni, their families and friends
who have made reservations in
advance. These reservations and
also the game tickets had to be
purchased on or before Oct. 19.
The traditional homecoming
football game will be staged at
Whittier Field at 1:30 p.m. against
Bates College. The fact that the
Polar Bears are still looking for
their first win is not expected to
materially affect the size of the
crowd.
Following the game a reception
wifl be held by President and Mrs.
Coles and the Alumni Council at
the Moulton Union. It is scheduled
to run from 4 to 6 p.m. The alum-
ni are urged to come in game
clothes and to bring the- family
Fleishman Nips Perry;
Means, Finn Also Win
Junior class elected Anthony T. Fleishman, president;
Fletcher W. Means II. vice president; John C. Finn, secretary-
treasurer.
. Sixty-two per cent of the class voted in the annual elections
for permanent class officers on October 2 I and 22.
Fleishman nosed out Arthur L. Perry, 1.121 to 1,082.
only a 39-point difference. Eugene V. Helsel Jr. finished third
with 945.
Means polled 1,087, 65 more than John J. Woodward's
1,021. in the least disputed race. Paul J. McGoldrick came in
third with 952.
Finn collected 1,008 points, 48 more than second-place
Robert R. Johnson's 960. John E. Simonds finished a close
third with 953.
be chosen at a later date will
act as judges of the house display
contest.
Donovan D. Lancaster, Manager
of the Moulton Union, has an-
nounced that Union hours will be
longer than usual this weekend.
The Union will be open Friday
night until 1 a.m. On Saturday
night it will be open until_3 a.m.
and will open Sunday morning at
9 a.m.
Minimi Day Dance
Saturday evening will be fea-
tured by the Alumni Day Dance
sponsored by the Student. Union
Committee. The music will be pro-
vided by Jimmy Hanson's group.
Tickets are going at $1.00 a couple.
The final college sponsored
event scheduled for the weekend
is the Sunday chapel service. Rev.
Frederick D. Hayes. STM of the
High Street Congregational Church
in Auburn will be the speaker.
Colored Motion Pictures Spark
MacMillan's Full-House Lecture
Peter R
Rear Admiral Donald B. Mac-
Millan took a capacity crowd in
Pickard Theater on an eight -thou-
sand-mile trip to the top of the
world by means of colored motion
pictures Monday night.
Mrs. MacMillan, who has accom-
panied the Rear Admiral on many
of his famous trips to the North,
spoke briefly before the lecture
began, commenting on experiences
in pnvidua lectures. She noted
that this was a chance to take
her famous husband "down a peg
or two."
Rear Admiral MacMillan, a Col-




tist, holder of many honors both
national and from the College,
past Bowdoin professor, was intro-
duced hy President Coles as "the
man who put the freshman cap on
the tower."
Explored 17 Years
During his 47 years of Arctic
exploration and research, the Rear
Admiral has been often asked why
he returned. His answer: "to learn
something." Noting the general ig-
norance and mistaken conceptions
concerning the arctic regions held
Tor thousands of years. MacMillan
pointed out the conflicting theor-
ies. When he went with Pearv to
the Pole in 1909. he observed, "the
entire world wannbd to know."
There is still much to learn.
MacMillan began the motion pic-
ture trip to the North, a composite
of several trips, by showing a send-
off celebration in Boothbay Har-
bor. It was there that he was made
a Rear Admiral ("My wife took
the decorations. I never saw them
again.") Three warships were sent
to escort the admiral out of the
bay. "They thought it was our last
trip." the Admiral commented.
adding that they hope to make
their thirty-first trip next June,
"if nothing goes wrong."
Going Again
The crew of his ship, the Bow-
doin, a special double timbered
schooner made of native white oak,
was a mixture of several types.
Sailors, professors, boys < "Put your
trust in boys. I've never had one
let me down "> all were interest-
ed in finding out.
Qaw '57
The next land the Bowdoin saw-
was South Greenland, where the
crew was greeted by F>skjmos who
exhibited their skill in kayak hand-
ling before MacMillan's camera.
The actual foundations of the home
of Eric the Red were shown. Show-
ing the vegetation, MacMillan re-
marked, "it is a green land --
look. It is not as cold as Bruns-






Miilan only in the dark. Pictures
.were shown of The Bowdoin siding
an iceberg so that crew members
could climb on it. "They are the
most beautiful thing in the North
to me. My wife? She is always
climbing icebergs." All -ebergs
are freshwater ice. the wafer com-
ing from land. Holes in icebergs
were explained by rivers of fresh
water that moved glaciers.
Several shots were shown of the
Greenland fishermen. The whale,
every part of which is used, is
worth five thousand dollars. The
oil is used in such things as soap,
margerinc, and lipstick. The meat
can be eaten raw, as can shark
meat.
MacMillan's camera, looking
lover the top of the world at the
1
midnight sun presented beautiful
pictures of color. A polar bear
crossing the ice became a gold form
floating weirdly in black space
-in
the strange light. Close-ups of the
hear swimming brought out a cu-
rious fact; on the surface the ani-
mal used all his legs to swim, un-
derneath, only the right front and
the left hind paws were usc?d. The
hear had never seen a boat before.
MacMillan noted, or he would
ha\ e been shot as many men on
heats kill the bears.
Eskimos Intelligent. Happy
The farther-North one goes, the
happier the Eskimos become. Mac-
Millan proved this with a series
of pictures filled with contagious
healthy smiles. They' live as man
lived five thousand years ago. with
no written language, living on what
they catch, believing that they are
the only people in the world. But.
said the Rear Admiral, "I believe
|W'«ir Tun, TO l>fl f]
Perry Start* Strong
The presidential race was not
decided until the seventh-place
votes were counted, when Fleish-
man finally overcame a big Perry
lead. Perry jumped oft to an amaz-
ing advantage, and after the first
and second votes held a 127-point
edge over the eventual winner.
A small but determined block
appears to have tried to undermine
Perry. Twenty-three voters left
him off completely, while nine gave
his last place. Only 18 omitted
Fleishman.
Perry received the most first-
place votes, 23, compared with Hel-
sel's 20, another candiatc's 18, and
Fleishman's 16.
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lit 2n<! 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Hlli 9th Irtlh lllh 12th Total
PRESIDENT:
Fleishman |M 204 220 170 10K 112 42 18 35 4 1,121
Perry 2H0 140 143 1H0 !>« 80 it 6 3 18 1,082
H.-l-.-l 2B0 168 110 no 63 96 84 12 10 32 945
VICE PRESIDENT:
Mean* 1S2 2KK 220 140 HO 48 56 48 15 1.087
Woodward 247 1U2 165 i,->o •ill 96 49 9 14 1,021
McGoldrick l»S 216 14.1 160 •10 48 56 6 15 II 21 o 932
SECRETARY TREASURER
:
Finn 119 72 154 220 153 88 140 6 4 o 1 ,008
Johnson 104 264 121 170 99 56 HI 6 10 36 3 ft 960
Simonds 273 156 IB.-. no 117 48 56 6 6 16 '.'53
Novel Chalil Performance
Sparkles At First Recital
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
The musical season got underway on Sunday afternoon, Oct. 23,
with the fifty-first Student Recital. The concert was in every way
an auspicious one, presenting an unusual and extremely interesting
program and a number of capable musicians.
The first group featured Alan Bernstein on the chalil, accompanied
by Robert Beckwith at the piano, playing a Korean folksong and
"Israeli Dance." The instrument, carved by the performer himself,
is fashioned after an ancient . Israeli device; it is constructed much
like a recorder except for the fact that it has a hollow center. The
performance seemed more notable for its novelty than lor its musical
merit. The instrument produces mellow tones, but they are muddy
and often overlapin-g.
Reeortters
The second part offered a Canon-
ic Sonata for recorders by George
Telemann. played by Frederick von
•Huene '53 and David Holmes '56.
The skill of these gentlemen has
been demonstrated many times be-
fore, and it will suffice to say that
their performance was again
wholly admirable. Following this
selection, the two were joined, by
Ingeborg von Huene on the tenor
recorder and William Whiteside on
the base recorder in a performance
of the "Sonata in F Major" by
Sammartini. The tones of these
two lower voice instruments are
truly beautiful to the ear, and with
their skillful playing, they blended
wonderfully with the soprano and
alto recorders. The work itself is
an interesting one, the second
movement especially brilliant.
Concluding the instrumental
part of the program was a Trio
Sonata in C Major by Johann
Quantz for flute, recorder and pia-
no. Mr. von Huene negotiated the




Ticket.s are still available for
the Friday, Nov. 18 production of
"Hubabaloo" in John Hancock
Hall, Boston, according to Herbert
Miller '57, publicity manager.
Many students and townspeople
will be going to Boston to see the
revue so numerous rides should be
available. Students or townspeople
desiring tickets, costing $1.60 and
$1.18, should contact Miller at the
Chi Psi Lodge.
Pwtie. Friday
Those who would like to hear
some of the music before deciding
to make the trip to Boston will be
afforded a chance to hear Freder-
ick C. Wilkins '56. composer of
the music, sing and play 10 of the
musical numbers thus Triday night
at the Beta House. This perform
skill, David Holmes was capable
| ance will be part of a small, in-
formal dance and sing gathering
to which the campus is invited.
on the recorder, and Mrs. von
Huene was satisfactory at the key-
board. The final movement was a
highlight of this composition.
Stuart and Potter
The last three sections of the
program, devoted almost entirely:
to operatic arias, featured Philip
|
Stuart '57, tenor, and Peter Pot-
1
ter, baritone, with David Holmes'
and Robert Beckwith at the piano.
J
Mr. Stuart sang the familiar
'Cam Mio Ben" by Giuseppe Gior-
dani and "O Del Mio Dolce Ardor"
by Christopher von Gluck. In both
arias the tenor showed great im-
provement over last year, in range
and technique. His middle register
is now far richer than before, and
the higher notes appear to come
with much more ease. Diction and
understanding of the text were al-
together satisfactory. Mr. Stuart's
main faults seemed to lie in a
tendency to swoop up to the high
notes and to shout the top tones
|hus sacrificing tonal quality for
strained volume.
Mr. Potter eSMyed the dramatic
aria "O vin. dissipe' la tristessc"
from Ambroisc Thomas' "Hamlet"
and the celebrated "Eri tu" from
"Ballo in Maschera" by Giuseppe
Verdi. Potter has a magnificent
voice and he certainly used it to
best advantage on this occasion.
He too has improved over a year's
period. The realization of the long
legato lines, the achievement of
the dramatic impact, the excellent
breath control and steady flow of
rich tones were the outstanding at-
tributes of his performance. The
signs of strain seen hNa few of the
high notes will surely be erased
with further practice.
The program ended with the
duet for baritone and tenor. "O
Mimi, tu piu non torni" from Puc-
cini's "La Boheme." Neither Pot-
ter nor Stuart were as successful




By Maynard A. Seelye '56
Student Council this week is
sampling student opinion on three
proposals for hazing reform. These
proposals are not in the form ci-
ther of recommendations by the
Council or motions before the
group for action but are suggest
lions offered by members in infor-
mal discussion on which Council
would like to determine general
campus feeling.
The pro|>osals have arisen out
of discussions of the hazing que*-
tion in Council meetings and out-
side. Last week, presidents of all
fraternities were invited in to offer
suggestions. Comments of both
students and faculty have indicat-
ed that some changes are desired.
Pro and Con
In making these proposals,
Council has mainly tried to take
into account complaints most often
made against hazing and to sug-
gest measures which might elimin-
ate the more undesirable aspects.
Some of the most common com-
plaints are that it consumes too
much of the entering freshman's
time, that huge signs and^othcr
projects worn into fhe classroom
distract attention of the class from
the professor,- and that ridiculous
stunts carried on where they may
be viewed by visitors to the CoU
lege do not give the College o
good name.
Council does not feci that haz-
ing on the campus is any 'worse
than it has .been in the past. Nei-
ther do they feel that tradition is
necessarily a justification tin*
keeping a status quo. Tasks such
as learning of songs and fraternity
lore are recognized as desirable,
but the most effective methods of
going about it have been a matter
of disagreement.
While il is not necessary for the
Council to carry matters hack to
houses for approval, co-operation
among these groups is recognized
as necessary to carry out any pro-
gram effectively. Student comment
on these three proposals wil", help
decide which course Council even-
tually will take.
No Hazing?
The first proposal on which
Council is asking student feeling
is one which would entirely elimin-
ate all hassng except for the wear-
ing of signs and beanies and the
learning of college and fraternity
songs, etc. The only way to en-
force learning of songs, chapter
rolls and other material would be
to require the Freshmen to pass
tests, written and oral, before they
could bo initiated into the frater-
nity.
Theory behind this suggestion is
that hazing the man who refuses
to learn assigned material has lit-
tle effect, and that the threat of
[Please Turn To Page 4\
BULLETIN
Paul Rutler, chairman of the
Di-mm-rntir National Committer,
will speak here in Smith Auditor-
ium at 1 :.'«» p.m. on Wednesday,
Nov. 2, the Orient learned late
lust night from Francis M. Kin -
nelly '57, secretary of the Political
Forum.
Mr. Butler was Adlal Steven-
son's campaign manager In the
IMS presidential election. This
talk Is open to the entire (Allege
and Is sponsored hy the PolltlcaJ
Forum.
Foreign Student From France
Describes Americans' Mores
Claude It
On Monday, Aug. 4, one of those
easy-going French southerners
landed on the American ground
New York! It was stifling hot.
The famous skyscrapers looked
like monstrous boxes streaked
with rows of square holes (called
windows!!. The sun had nothing
to do with our "happy" Mediter-
ranean sun. The city was crushed
by this ruthless' Aztec god, the
American sun.
Squeezed between frightful
walls, the human beings seemed
to be a swarm of insignificant
wretched creatures hopelessly im-
prisoned in the pit of Hell! A
taxi drove me up to a bus station.
As I entered the waiting room, I
felt panic stricken. Dissonant,
loud music created a highly arti-
ficial atmosphere. A coke machine,
a cigarette machine, a chewing
gum machine, an orange juice ma-
chine, etc., displayed gaudy, showy
colors.
Violent Flashes
Violent flashes of superfluous
electric light blinded me. A dull
crowd was loitering around. Some
girls in extreme colored dresses,
chewing gum with great distinc-
tion, were slothfully dragging
along extravagant shoe*. Mon
Dicu! What was going to become
of me in that inferno! Nothing
was in scale w-ith man. I won-
dered whether I would be able to
sp?nd a year in such a world of
automaticism and bad taste where'
man was completely "uprooted"!
from his teal nature.
Rontoux
My first contact with Amcrjcan
f.)od confirmed me in this discour-
aging opinion. It would never have
been allowed in a civilized coun-
try to turn turkey into a taste-
less piece of dry meat while it is
so luscious roasted to a nicely.
dripping with golden gravy and
stuffed with truffles and chestnuts!
A visit to some "administrative
buildings" to a big department
store in Albany showed me the
actual danger of mechanism and
mass production. iTry to put your-
self in the place of a man who
watches the same electric com-
puter eight hours a day!)
New York Peaceful
But, little by little, I found out
that de\ilis!i machinery was not
the only American characteristic
I realized that New York was a
very peaceful place, with a quiet
and slow traffic! (compared to
"Les Champs Klysecs" or "la place
de la Concord:-" in Paris I I "ap-
preciate'* the w-a> a railroad-sta-
tion clerk takes his time and ap-
parently enjoys your company be-
fore giving you the wrong ticket!
Moreover the U. S. male is not
a tough, Unbending, resolute fel-
low, as Gary Cooper and Alan
I.add pretend to he. He delights
in dressing up a s a ook whenever
he gives a backyard party; he in-
dulges in drinking milk, which
God created for plump, pink ba-
bies; he wears pink shirts and
flowery underwear; and he goes in
for sugared songs. Lastly, he is
subject to woman's tyranny.
[Pleas, Turn Tu P-ig, l\
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Time For Action
Once again the Student Council has been placed in a posi-
tion where it can strengthen its position as a ruling body of
studenu on the campus. The question of what to do about haz-
ing affords, we think, an excellent opportunity for Council to
do something constructive. Two years ago when hazing was
modified. Council was given more than three months in which
to act. After the pressure provided by an outside group of
students who drew up a report on the problem, Council did
make some proposals. The strongest of these proposals were
turned down by the houses only to be put into effect by the
administration.
.
Position of the Council now, however, is radically differ-
ent than it was two years ago. No longer does the Council
have to refer all legislative action to the houses for approval.
Rulings of the Council can stand on their own, subject only to
referendum by the student body.
There have been enough incidents and strife "during the
hazing season this year to indicate that all is not going smoothly.
It is up to the Council to review the situation, which it has been
doing. If the Council could come up with some constructive
solution, it would not only keep the administration from inter-
fering in student affairs but it would strengthen Council's posi-
tion in the eyes of the students, faculty and administration.
The administration has repeatedly expressed its desire to
foster responsible student government. Dean Kendrick in a
1953 chapel talk stated that "though student government is not
a 'right' in terms of the charter and by-laws of th« College," it
is the inherent obligation of the college to encourage it because
the mission of the institution "is to prepare men morally and
intellectually for responsibility as citizens in a free society. It
does no good to give them intellectual preparation with no
preparation for the assumption of social responsibility.
The position of the administration toward campus organ-
izations was further stated, however, to the effect that ... if
these bodies do not themselves demonstrate a real sense of re-
sponsibility for the basic interests of the College . , . , the Col-
lege again is not functioning properly and the elements in the
College who are formally and legally responsible must inevit-
ably limit and narrow the field of student government."
At its most recent meeting. Council took up the hazing
problem. In dealing with this they are in the position of handl-
ing a very controversial issue. Council members must bear in
mind that they not only represent the interests of their constitu-
encies but should also act in the best future interests of the stu-
dent body as a whole. Many times Council is in a better posi-
tion to view clearly all aspects of an issue than the student body
is. It is for this reason that we have representative government
here or elsewhere.
A lot of talk but not action will solve nothing about this
issue. The talk has already begun, for in the most recent meet-
ing three tentative proposals were made, each of which would
greatly decrease hazing. The first proposal would eliminate all
hazing except the wearing of beanies and signs. The pledges
would still have to learn the college and fraternity songs and
traditions, and entrance to the fraternity would be based on the
passing of an examination.
Second proposal would eliminate hazing except between
5 and 7 p.m., five days a week. Nothing would be worn ex-
cept beanies and reasonably sized signs. There was a possibility
that this might be amended to include lunch-time hazing and
constructive house projects in the afternoon. The third proposal
would limit hazing to one "hell week." In the period before
"hell week" pledges would be expected to learn the necessary
songs and to devote some time to constructive house projects.
It was noted that this proposal was similar to the system in use
at Wesleyan.
These proposals do not constitute action on the part of the
Council. The talk has begun; if Council is to show "a real
sense of responsibility for the basic interests of the College"
action must follow.
Longfellow Material Stored In Portland
Final removal of all material
fiom the Longfellow homestead in
Portland Was competed on Satur-
day, Oet. 22. Mr. John F. Brush,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds., has temporarily placed
it in storage in Portland until
definite plans for its final use
ere decided upon.
There have been some ideas pro-
posing a Longfellow room, per-
haps on the third floor of Win-
throp Hall. Some of the furnish-
ings eould be used in new build-
ings as suggested by an architect
Vice President Norton stated
Saturday that suggestions from the
student body were needed. The col-
lege wishes to use the material





College students here one hun-
dred years ago had many strange
customs, some of which are des-,
eribed in B. Homer Hall's "Col-
lege Words and Customs."
Students here used to have two
big bonfires regularly each year:
one on the night preceding the
annual State Fast, and the other
is built by the freshmen on the
night following the yearly examin-
ation. A pole some sixty or seventy
feet long was raised, around which
brush and tar were heaped to a
great height. The construction of
the pile occupied from four to five
hours.
"Dignity" was the term applied
to the regular holidays, varying
from one half-day per week, dur-
ing the freshman year, up to four
in the senior.
"Declamation boards" were
small establishments in the rear
of each building, for urinary pur-
poses.
Venerable Females
"End women" were the "vener-
able females who officiate as cham-
bermaids in the entries." They
were so called from the entries
being placed at the ends of the
buildings.
Near the commencement of each
year many decades ago the soph-
omores would attempt to "hold in"
the freshmen when coming out of
prayers, generally "producing
quite a skirmish."
A noteworthy musical group
one hundred years ago was the
Pandowdy Band. A student des-
cribed it thusly:
Unpopular Professors
"The Pandowdy Band has no
regular place nor time of meet-
ing. The number of performers va-
ries from half a dozen and less "to
fifty or more. The instruments us-
ed are commonly horns, drums,
tin-kettles, tongs, shovels, triangles
and pumpkin-vines. The object of
the band is serenading Professors
who have rendered themselves ob-
noxious to students; and sometimes
others — frequently tutors are en-
tertained by 'heavenly music' un-
der their windows in the dead of
night. This is regarded on all hands
as an unequivocal expression of the
feelings of the students."
Students used to use the phrase
"to rake an X" meaning to re-
cite perfectly, ten being the num-
ber given for the best recitation.
"Sail" was a perfect recitation. "To
sail" was to recite perfectly.
An imperfect recitation was call-
ed a "screw."
"Yager Fights" were the annual
conflicts between the townsmen
and the students. The Yagers were
accustomed, when the lumbermen
came down to the river in the
spring, to assemble in force, march
up to the College yard with fife
and drum, get "famously drubbed,"
and retreat in confusion.
To These Ears
By George A. smart Jr. '87
As one New York critic remark- stage many years ago. I found his
ed at the beginnning of the sea- ["Mad Dogs and Englishmen" es-
son the television viewers at home i peoially enjoyable. His voice a,nd
are going to bo the winners in the ! personality blended well with Miss
battle of spectacle shows taking Martin's in the "Ninety Minutes Is
place between the major TV* stu
dios in New York City and on the
West Coast. In the space of only
six weeks we have been treated to
a variety of extravagant produc-
lions including Thornton Wilder's
complicated "The Skin of Our
Teeth," a musical version of "Our
Town," the Palace Review of Judy
a Long. Long Tune" song and in
the title song "Together With Mu-
sic." A minimum of props and a
complete abseBce of other cast
members, made it immediately ap-
parent that all success or failure
of the show lay on the broad shoul-
ders of the two featured artists.
It seems no small feat indeed that
Garland. "Show Biz" and the Mau- (the people, no matter how talented,
rice Evans' presentation of "Alice j should put across a ninety minute
in Wonderland. " All 'of these "ex- 1 program with nary a dragging





About the newsprint dealing
with hazing on the editorial page
of the Oct. 19 Orient: I find my-
self in no position yet to broadcast
publicly my opinions. I do feel,
however, that some credit is due
the upperclassmen who voiced
their opinions on this popuar topic.
But I do not feel that any credit
is due the cowardly members of
that fraternity (or fraternities)
where the copies of the Orient
were burned before the freshmen
could read them.
This act is not unlike the Nazi
book-burning of the Thirties. It Is
the principle of the matter that
makes this childish and ineffectual
action a disgrace to the fair name
of Bowdoin College!
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judgement and care, the result be
ing a multitude of first class en-
tertainment. Perhaps the high spot
came this past week with the "Cy-




from stage and motion picture pro-
ductions of the Edmond Rostand
work, it was not surprising to hear
that Jose Ferrer was about to at-
tempt a TV production Of "Cyrano
de Bergerac." Mr. Ferrer, probab-
ly ranked as one of the great
theatrical geniuses of the time,
has tried his hand at a variety
of acting enterprises, but above
the numerous triumphs rises his
portrayal of Cyrano. One cannot
imagine anyone getting more out
of the beautiful and clever lines,
nor picture a more perfect charac-
terization of the demanding
French lover. His insight into the
unhappy fate of the poet is so
realistic, his simultaneous realiza-
tion of the humor and pathos of
this character is marvelous, and
his vivid interpretation of the
swordsman in action is literally
captivating.
One cannot pass by without men-
tioning too the excellent support-
ing cast of Monday night's show.
Claire Bloom, after a rather too
crisp beginning,, grew into the role
of the unfortunate Roxane, and
in the closing scenes proved to be
a sympathetic and moving heroine.
She was far superior to the movie
heroine. As Christian, Christopher
Plummer was at all times satis-
factory and managed nearly all
the lines with proper abruptness
and "lack" of polish. In the hour
and a half adaptation, vCyrano"
retained nearly all of its dramatic
virtue, thereby escaping the fate
of most cut versions.
Miss Martin and Mr. Coward
On Saturday evening, two mas-
ters in the world of entertainment,
joined forces to bring us a thor-
oughly delightful hour and a half
of musical pleasure. Mary Martin
(often referred to as Miss Musical
Comedy) fresh from her triumph
in the Salute to France production
ofJ'Skin of Our Teeth" and still"
well remembered for last winter's
"Peter Pan" anu her Nellie role
in "South Pacific," was once again
cast as Mary Martin. She sang
many of her hit songs ranging
from her incomparable rendition
of "My Heart Belongs to Daddy"
to "Some Enchanted Evening," and
joined Mr. Coward in two skits
and a medley of popular songs.
Her essay of the "Madame
Butterfly" sequence was as comic-
al as it was unusual.
Mr. KnglUhman
Already established as first-rate
musical dramatist, -Noel Coward
sang a number of his own success-
ful compositions, and in doing so
demonstrated that he is every bit
the admirable showman on the te-
levision screen that he .was on the
Spirit! Rah! Bab! Rah
Never since my coming to Bow-
doin have I seen such spirit or
witnessed quite such an exciting
demonstration as took place last
Friday evening. Torches, band mu-
sic, speeches, bonfires, and cheers
are the tradition, but when hun-
dreds of students march en masse
down the main street of fair
Brunswick, literally "storm" the
Cumberland) pay tribute to the
Dean's residence, and finally call
at the front steps of the Presi-
dent's mansion - - all this time
shouting, singing, screaming, run-
ning, and successfully stopping all
traffic both ways — this is indeed
news!
During the last two seasons the
spirit has seemed to be at an
alarming low, explained in part by
the poor victory record, but now
the spirit and life which is sup-
posedly an integral part of every
small American- college seems to
have emerged once again in all its
glory. I wonder who, if anyone, is
responsible for this sudden rebirth;
perhaps its the vital stimulation of
the freshman class or a powerful
suggestion cast by a "gung-ho"
few. The source does not matter;
the important thing is that the
student body has shown itself ca-
pable of actiing alive.
Now that we know that such
emotions do exist, let's put them
to use. Power aimed in «a right
and constructive direction is a
gift to mankind. Now let's see a
little such action applied to the
problems of the cut system, cur-
riculum, and hazing. What better
way can there be to prepare for
the outside world and its numerous
problems?
NEW ThCKJCT POLICY
Masque and Gown has recently
announced a new tieket policy. All
seats in the Pickard Theatre will
be reserved with admission blank-
et tax or one dollar. Tickets will
go on sale November 8, 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. at the box office in Mem-
orial Hall. Telephone PA 9-2271
Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Philip-
pines, and several Latin-American
countries are taking legal steps to
provide their people with vitamin-
enriched wheat flour and rice.
Fairfields Book Shop
224 Maine Street
Don't Be Caught —
Christmas card orders placed
now will be sure to arrive in
plenty of time for mailing.






One side of the hazing issue has
been stated in the Orient. Among
the students there is a wider range
of opinion than is indicated in this
editorial. A large group agrees
that hazing as it now stands has
some weak points. Still they are
not for abandoning the whole prac-
tice because it may not complete-
ly live up to its demands.
To our mind, hazing should be
reformed, not done away with. We
feel that the traditions of frater-
nities can be integrated with the
traditions of the College. The unity
of force which a fraternity can
present is far more valuable to
the College than that which would
be presented by a glorified eating
club. This unity of force is not
something which is casually adopt-
ed. The practices of hazing are
what make it possible. To be sure
a pledge could learn names and
songs without hazing, but there is
more to fraternities than names
and songs. It is that something
more which is realized through
and only through hazing. What are
then these positive values of fra-
ternity life?
They are briefly something like
this: the enjoyment which stems
from a sense of belonging to a re-
putable organization, more strong-
ly rooted in the college than the
individual member; self-discipline
and the responsibility for conduct-
ing an organization's affairs; the
growth of personal relations rang-
ing from toleration to deep friend-
ship within a stable group; finally,
sheer enjoyment.
These are not values which are
opposed to the values of the Col-
lege. They are, in fact, essentials
of what we call a liberal education.
But they are values which are
reached only through a strong or-
ganization through a fraternity
and not through an eating club.
We wish to point out that we
are not trying to destroy whatever
good exists in our pledges. Nor
are we aiming to degrade them
for our amusement. Most impor-
tant of all wp are not trying to
destroy their individuality. A fra-
ternity of men with identical in-
terests would indeed be dull. One
with men having complementary
interests is an exciting organiza-
tion.
To completely abolish hazing is
to crush fraternities as such and
institute the less influential eat-
ing club. This is a step we cannot
advocate. There is an excuse for
it all; the "archaic system of haz-
ing" should not be abolished.
Roger Howell Jr. '58
Peter F. Gass '57
Harold R. Beacham Jr. '56
John W. Albert '57
Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57
Alexander trize
Trials for the Alexander Speak-
ing Prize will take place on Nov.
3 at 7:30 p.m. in Sills 107. under
the supervision of Professor John
S. Sweet.






The average Bowdoin gentleman
and scholar would never dream of
attempting to make out with some-
one else's da.te; such a thing is un-
thinkable in a society where
everyone is a brother to at least
50 otrjer men. But for those of you
who are not gentlemen and schol-
ars (or have occasional lapses of
brotherly loyalty) here is some ad-
vice from The Mount Holyoke
"Weekly:
"The Question





suits. . . . Will to win, fight for
the team, and spirit ... it all plays
a part. Plenty of hustle, lots of
pep and you can't miss.' . . You
got to be smooth, boy, smooth.
You have to be able to sell your-
self. Of course, it helps if her date
is smaller than you. . . . But the
true secret to success, man, is
persuasion. Like a traveling sales-
man. . . . Really push the merchan-
dise.
. .
.' The little boy lost ap-
proach! Try and convey the feel-
ing that you need to be mother-
ed ... of course this method is \
most effective on older women,
'
whatever an older woman may be.
Another approach which does the |
trick is the 'little boy scout help-
j
ing out the little girl scout.' It's |
all over before they realize you're
j
no little boy scout. . . . There is a
certain challenge to a girl who
sees a poor boy standing ajone in
a hall. In other words, nine times
out of ten, it's the girl who does
the bird dogging. So my best advice
is to stand around looking chal-
lenging.' "
Good hunting!
At MIT last week, the Eedture
Series Committee sponsored a talk
BARBER SHOP
TURNER'S





Flat Tops, Crews l.OO
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By tsenry D. M, Sherrerd Jr. '52
like the Pickwick Papers. It is in
the tradition of all story telling,
and can be traced back to cave
drawings. In answer to that ques-
tion. 1 will say thst it is not a
question.
Q. Do you think sex is here to
stay?
A. Save that question for Arnold
Toynbee.
Mr. Capp went on to explain
the new pathos in comic strips.
What he referred to as "heart."
"The great belly laugh occurs
when we find it is not diabetes but
cancer." And Mr. Capp mentioned
that he is considering "heart" for
Li'l Abner, "throwing the baby out
of a plane window over the Rock-
ies." »*
It would seem that at North-
eastern, they don't much care for
the Student Council. The North-
eastern NcW's recently published
a note from the Council request-
ing that students refrain from
throwing wastepaper and cigarette
butts in the suggestion box. This
same issue alhe reported the prob-
lems of casting for a production
of "Ah, Wilderness." The big prob-
lem was a girl to play the part of
Belle, "a young* lady of less than
average virtue." In relation to this,
the article contains this fatuous
statement: "Belle was very dif-
ficult to cast," said the adviser to
the Silver Masque, "because all our
Northeastern girls are so nice."
Ugh.
In the Typographical Mistakes
Dept. this week, we have two
rather curious ones. These are
typograpnical mistakes in the
grand manner, rather than just a
minor slip-up. The first is in The
New Hampshire: the sporting page
has a lead article proclaiming that
"Wildcats Retain Classic Trophy
in 6-6 Tie," and a 3tt by 4%
by Al Capp, of all people. During
, f()1 . a
',jknui. but no pic
the question and answer part of
the program, the following , ex-
cerpts were taken down:
Q. Where do you get such lovely
girls and such repulsive men?
A. I come to places like this.
Q. Do you use, Wildi oot ?
A. I do use Wildroot. I have
been using Wildroot loyally for
two years. If they renew, 1 con-
tinue to use Wildroot. It is perfect-
ly harmless, and makes a hell of
a good salad dressing.
Q. I have read Long Sam since
it started. What is it-all about?
A. I, too, have read Long Sam
since 'it started; it is important
to remain confused; that's what
newspapers are all about.
Q. Do you consider comic strips
an art form?
A. The comic strip is an ar-
rangement of words and pictures
and appears in installment form,
ture, just a blank space. The
other is in the Amherst Student
for Oct. 13. This is to all outward
aspects a perfectly normal, four-
page issue. The front, page looks
good, and so does the back page.
But when you open it — wha'
hoppen'd ? You are greeted by two
totally blank pages, aa snow-white
and virgin of any print as a poli-
tical speech is of truth. At Am-
herst, when they make a mistake,
they really make a mistake,
and hence are clearly at the head
of the line for this week's zinc-
plated candelabra award.
Dusting the coastal waters of
Florida with powdered charcoal is
suggested as the cheapest way of
combating the "red tide" that
periodically' destroys so much ma-
rine life.
LEARN TO DANCE
FREE introductory dance lesson and analysis
Special rates to Bowdoin Men
Expert instruction by professional teachers
waltz, mambo, foxtrot, samba, swing, rhumba,
Charleston, tango, balboa, cha cha, polka
Dial PA 5-5231
or Stop in 212-B Maine Street
MODEL SCHOOL OF DANCE
(Formerly Ryan's)
YOU'LL. BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE!
WINSTON*^ fk b«k OVL or!
King-size Winston is the filter brand that's making cigarette history.
College to college, coast to coast, the chorus is the same : "Winston tastes good
like a cigarette should !" The rich flavor really comes through to you because
Winston's exclusive filter works so effectively. Try Winston — you'll see!




By John E. Siaionds '57
On Reaching The I'nhicky Number
Saturday's ball game started and ended on tragic notes in respect
to Bowdoin interests. HoH'ever, in the space of time between the
opening drum roll and the final gun the battling Polar Bears, backed
by previously unsurpassed spectacular enthusiasm, played their best
football of the season. The White eleven outran the Mules by 17 yards
and gained 80 yards more than the opposition through the air lanes.
Even the Bowdoin Band succeeded In pushing the "Waterville Won-
ders" all over the playing field, Just before the beginning of the second
half.
For the first time since last year's Bates game the Polar Bears
were leading at the halfway mark. As the third quarter began, thou-
sands of Bowdoin fans voiced their glee and encouragement through
cardboard megaphones which were provided by a leading tobacco
company and distributed by the cheerleaders. These same fans also
stood and watched in helpless horror as Neil Stinneford plucked
Stover's short intended touchdown pass out of th? air and led a whole
pack of black and white-jerseyed players down the far sidelines on a
98 yard touchdown romp. The shock was indescribable. The Polar
Bears had been camped on the Colby four-yard line, and were prepar-
ing to drive through for their third and clinching score. In about ten
seconds the whole outlook of the contest was altered.
Strange Touchdowns
Spectators and players alike were witnesses to four of the most
spectacular and unusual touchdowns ever to be registered in a- single
game. An 86-yard return of the opening kickoff, a 54-yard partially
deflected pass, a 98-yard runback of an interception, and a 60-yard
punt return accounted for the game's scoring. Incidentally, it didn't
seem to make much difference to anyone that Bowdoin could have
tied the game by making successful conversions. The game just didn't
seem that close.
By all rights the Polar Bears should have tallied as a result of
their three long marches deep into Blue and Gray territory. John
Papacosma, moving like a truck rolling" downhill without any brakes,
was Bowdoin's offensive mainstay during all of these drives. He
carted the leather 18 times and averaged seven yards per carry for a
126 yard total throughout the afternoon. Long-armed Al Murray also
furthered the White's progress by grabbing several high heaves for
considerable yardage. Potential scoring marches were thwarted on
the Colby 26, 17 and four-yard lines.
The Mules couldn't seem to keep their offense performing con-
sistently. Merriman was their best runner from scrimmage. Rolling
out from the quarterback position, he followed his interference through
the holes beautifully, and pnee in the secondary Bowdoin tacklers
bounced off him as though he were electrified. Stinneford was pretty
well bottled up from scrimmage by the White line, but it seems rather
doubtful that he left the field at the end of the game unhappy about
this fact. Colby's aerial attack amounted to a negligible quantity,
since the Polar Bears always knew when a p,ass was forthcoming. It
seems that the visitors shouted certain distinctly audible signals
among themselves to remind one another of the pass play.
Casualties
Pete O'Rourke, ushered off the field by the school medicos with,
an injured leg, may be out for the remainder of the season.. Among




Captain Steve McCabe, who sat out last week's tilt at Williams-
town, was back in action again and played the entire game. As a
matter of fact, the whole left side of the line — McCabe, Snow and
Ray Demers — played the complete sixty minutes.
Hopeful Homecoming
This Saturday, of course, Bowdoin meets the Garnet Bobcats from
LeWi&ton in the last home game of the current season. Bates prac-
tically upset Maine this past week, and, though they have but a single
victory to their credit thus far, must be considered as tough opposi-
tion by any team. If, however, Bowdoin is ever going to be inspired
to do the spectacular, there is no better time than homecoming. All
records, past and present, become void during the last home game,
and "unpredictable" is the appropriate adjective used in advance to
describe the outcome. Besides, many people believe 13 to be a lucky
number. _ - ...
Sailors Reach New Englands;
Defeat Yale, MIT, Williams
ty» their most impressive show-
ing to date, Bowdoin's fast im-
proving skippers won four out of
five races, swept the final series
of the day, and thereby gained
nominal entrance to the New Eng-
land Team Race finals at the
Coast Guard Academy November
1112, by defeating Yale, MIT, and
Wljliam* at the Tufts Yacht'Club
last Saturday.
if. was the ability to display of-
fensive team tactics that spelled
the difference between a victory
and a championship performance.
Two brilliant moves, one by Belk-
nap and the other by Leighton,
were particularly outstanding. In
the opening round against Yale
the Admirals got off to a bad
start as two Bowdoin boats were
forced* to withdraw in the first
rap» as a result of hitting the
first mark Even with the odds
two against four, the Polar Bears
made it a close contest with How-
land taking the first and Macleod
finishing astern in third place.
Needing to win the next two
raoes to remain in contention, the
Big White skippers set sail with
vengeance. Coming down the home
stretch of the second race Belk-
nap held a slight lead over the
seoond-placs Yale craft with
Leighton in third place scant yards
astern. At this point little Dave
forced his adversary into the wind,
allowing his teammate Leighton
to sneak through into the lead.
Belknap then bore back onto his
course to the finish line, crossing
in second place behind Captain
Charije. This maneuver gave Bow-
doin the points necessary to win












76 Maine Strea*. Brunswick
—
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After Williams had surprised
everybody by upsetting MIT (in
deference to the engineers it must
be said that they were minus their
two top skippers), the Big White
engaged the naval battery from
Williamstown in the meet final.
After taking the first race, the Ad-
mirals in the second, found them-
selves in second, third, fifth, and
eighth positions on the back
stretch. With some quick figuring
and hurried conferences back and
forth between boats, it was de-
cided that Leighton in the third
boat would try to ride the fourth-
place Williams boat wide at the
ma^k, thus allowing Hbwland in
fifth place to sneak into third,
while Charlie would then fight
it out for the fourth slot. Leigh-
ton employed precision timing,
placed his boat between the Wil-
liams craft and the mark, and
carried his adversary twenty yards
beyond the mark. Everything went
off like clockwork; Howland drove
into third position and Leighton
pulled away from his opponent so
rapidly that Skip was able to slow
up and allow Charlie to take his
well-deserved third place, thus giv-
ing the Bowdoin Captain high-
point honors for the afternoon.
The pedestrian record reflected
the 4th consecutive year of im-
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Colby Runbacks Nip Bears; White Ahead At Half
Stinneford Sparkles For Mules;
Papacosma And Libby Bolster




The Bowdoin freshmen football
team notched its second triumph
j
last Friday afternoon by downing
hapless Bridgton Academy, 13-6,
at Pickwd Field. It was an excep-
tionally sloppy game with numer-
ous fumbles and frequent offside
penalties. The Polar Cub backfield,
particularly Gene Waters and
Roger Coe, rolled up lots of yard-
age on the ground, but this was
offset somewhat by a shaky pass
defense which enabled the Black
and Grey to score Its lone touch-
down.
The Polar Cubs scored very
quickly in the opening period. Af-
ter swapping fumbles twice at mid-
field, the White attack opened up
on the Bridgton 49. Jim Fenlason
rambled around right end tp the
24 on a quarterback keep. On two
successive plays Roger Coe went
through the left side and brought
the ball down to the 4 yard line.
Fenlason took the ball over on the
next play. Gene Waters converted.
Bridgton Comes Sack
Bridgton took the ensuing kick-
off and went nowhere on their
first two attempts. With third
down and eleven on his own 29,
Joe Abate looped a jump pass to
Ted Kelley. Kelley nearly out-
raced the Bowdoin secondary but
was nailed five yards short of the
goal. An offside penalty moved the
'
ball to the Polar Cub 2 and Abate
rammed into the end zone. The ex-
tra point attempt was blocked by
Dick Briggs.
The Freshmen muffed a great
opportunity in the second stanza.
Tony Berlandi, who'd been crash-
ing into the Bridgton backfield
continually, flattened Abate as he
went back to pass, Jolting the ball
from his hand. Berlandi recovered
the fumble on the Bridgton 14.
The White attack ran out of gas
on the 6 before a formidable Black
and Grey defense. Later in the
period, Bridgton recovered a Polar
Cub fumble on the Bowdoin 18.
Abate brought the, ball to the 8
yard line on two'successive carries.
Fortunately time ran out, ending
the threat.
Cubs Score Clincher
The White scored again in the
final period after Bridgton lost
the ball on downs on their own 45.
Gene Waters barreled through the
right side for 21 yards. Coe went
around the left end for 7 more.
Bobo Judson picked up a first
down on the 10 and Waters plowed
into the end zone from the 4 yard
line, three plays later. Earlier,
Roger Coe had eluded the Bridg-
ton defense and stepped o* 45
yards for a touchdown but the
play was nullified by an offside
penalty.
Well deserved credit must also
be given to the Pblar Cub line-
men, particularly Berlandi and
Jere Skidgel, who turned in out-
standing performances. Joe Abate
was superb in the losing cause.
He ran well, was a -stalwart on
defense from his linebacker's posi-
tion and directed the offensive
maneuvers with finesse.
By George A, Smart Jr. '57
The smoothest .working club the Even though both teams drove
Polar Bears have fielded in many (deep into the opponents. territory
(Above) Papacosma (32), Stover (35), McCabe (55), and Smith (20) move in on Colby ball carrier.
(Below) Libby (27) shown running a Colby punt back 60 ynrds for Bowdoin's second wore. Others in
picture are Michelson (42), Murray (68), and Demers (21). Photos by DiVonerc
Jeffs Outrun
White Harriers
Taking five of the first seven
places, Amherst harriers ran off
with a 23-45-62 victory over Bow-
doin and Worcester Tech at Wor-
cester last Wednesday. The White,
showing the value of experience,
were a vastly improved group as
compared to their first meet, with
Dave Young and Bob Packard
pushing winner Waner of Amherst
all the way. Waner finished the
3.7 mile course in 19:07 with
Young second with 19:25 and
Packard in third position with
19:27.
John Herrick and Bill Daley,
finishing tenth and eleventh re-
spectively, insured the Polar Bear's
grasp over second place. Phil Mos'-









a game was edged out of what
looked like its first victory in thir-
teen starts by a hard driving Col-
by team. Throughout-, the game
the Big White outclassed their op-
ponents but their failure to connect
on conversions proved the decid-
ing factor in the Mule's 14-12 win
at Whittier Field Saturday.
The combination of right half
back Neil Stinneford and the man
with the unerring toe, Lee Mat-
hieu,, supplied Colby with its 14
points. Sinneford tallied twice for
the visitors on two long runs, one
of 87 yards to paydirt and the
other a 98 yard interception gal-
lop. However, it was Mathieu who
clinched the game by making good
both his extra point tries.
Both teams scored in the first
three minutes of the game and it
appeared that the crowd was to
witness a high scoring duel be-
tween the two schools. Colby wast-
ed no time in breaking into the
scoring column as Stinneford took
the opening kickoff all the way
back and set it down in Bowdoin's
end zone. The conversion was good
and the Mules took a fast 7-0 lead.
The Polar Bears lost no time in re-
taliating, however, and quickly
moved the ball down to the Colby
45 with a hard rushing attack.
At that point, Stover called a pass
and flipped a long toss to end John
Snow. Merriman, on defense for
Colby, partially deflected the ball
but Snow managed to grab the
ball and race the remaining ten
yards for the touchdown. The ball
missed the uprights on the con-
version try and the score was post-
ed at 7-6, Colby.
The Big White scored again in
the second period when John Lib-
by took Merriman's punt on his
own 43 and, aided by a tricky fake
reverse to Pete O'Rourke, dashed
down the sidelines and made the
score 12-7 In favor of Bowdoin.
The try for the extra point was no
good.
during the second period, the do*
fensive wails for the two clubs held
fast and no more scoring was done
in the second quarter.
PupiK'osma OuUtusdla*
Sophomore fullback John Papa-
cosma led the Polar Bear attack
in the second half and accounted'
for almost all the yardage the
A-men ripped off in-the third per-
iod. Papacosma averaged about 15
yards a carry in that quarter but
it all went for nothing. With the
ball on the Colby four, Stinneford
intercepted a pass by Stover and
went all the way up the sidelines
for a TD. This proved to be the
turning point of the game as the
Mules took a 14-12 lead which re»
mained the final score of the game.
The fourth period saw the Polar
sari roll down to the Colby 12
yard line on a series of plays cli-
maxed by a 28 ' yard Stover to
Murray pass. Bowdoin had gotten
possession of the ball When Snow
recovered a Colby fumble on their
own 45, The home team could not
score, however, and Colby manag-
ed to run the clock out for 'their-
second consecutive victory over
Bowdoin.
Papacosma and Libby were the
big guns for Bowdoin on offense
with Steve Anderson also giving
a good account of himself from the
fullback slot. Brud Stover played
a greatly improved game and look-
ed to be in complete control of the
situation at all times. He hit on 5
out of 12 passes for a net of 103
yards. Snow and Murray played
outstanding games at ends while
big Dick Michelson and Ernie Bel-
fort i backboned the center of the
line.
For Bowdoin: le Snow; It Mc-
Cabe; lg Demers; c Michelson,
Perry; rg Cooper, Hardie; rt Bel-
forti, Kowal; re T Stearns, Mur-
ray; qb Stover, Drenzek; lhb
O'Rourke, Gosse, Wenzel ; rhq Lib-
by, Smith; fb Anderson, Papacos-
ma.
'Monster' Rally Revives Student Fervor
Last Friday night Bowdoin wit-
nessed one of the most successful
rallies ever staged here. Starting
at the AD House at seven o'clock
By Albion L. Payson '58
afcar. from Winthrop, Maine, Ap-
plelon, Moore, and Hyde; from the
Union, the library, and Massachu-
setts Hall; from Topsham, Free-
and led by "J. C." Carter and the i port, and even Bill's to rally the
band, a multitude of roaring stu- team to* victory.
dents campaigned to the library I 4 The inspired throng was not to
and gathered around the bonfire. [ be" stopped after the confab at the
To begin the rally, Al Wright
captain of the cheerleaders, intro-
duced Professor Beam who spoke
of thrilling past* encounters with
the Mules and pointed out that we
had a decided edge over Colby in
past experiences. He concluded
with the hope for a strong cheer-
ing "section at the game.
Wright introduced some new
cheers and chants, among them an
angry murmur and "la-las" to
"Cheerio," to be played by the
band the next day. The crowd res-
ponded to these cheers in fine fash-
ion both at the rally and at the
game the next day.
Benjamin Stirs Chuckles
Peppery Dick Drenzek gave a
short pep talk concerning the
team's chances, but Professor Ben-
jamin stole the show with a spirit-
ed delivery. He pointed out that
people must come from far and
library as they followed the band
downtown to the high spots of the
town, namely, the Cumberland
Theater and the houses of the
Dean and the President. The
throng was greeted with impromp-
tu speeches. Both urged full sup-
port at the game the next day, em-
phasizing the importance of having
the student body "up" for the
game.
Great Day For Game
On a typical football afternoon,
chilly and bright, Colby and Bow-
doin took the field. From then on
came continuous roara from the
crowd. The first half was all noise
on the home side even after the
discouraging opening minute when
Colby went ahead, 7-0. The roar-
ing throngs rallied the White to
a 12-7 half-time edge. Aided by
new cheers, the pep squad got the
most from the crowd in the first
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C<
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
Kappa Sigs, Dekes Still Unbeaten;
AD, SigmaNu, Psi U, andARUWin
half. At the start of the second
half, miniature megaphones were
distributed to the crowd. These
megs created new fervor among
the - crowd and noise reigned
through the final moments of play.
Although Bowdoin eventually
lost a "squeaker," 14-12 ,the cheer-
ing did not go for lost. Coach
Adam Walsh was pleased with the
team's showing, pointing out that
Colby was pushed all over the field
and that it was Bowdoin's best ef^
fort all season.
So the supporters need not feel
let down because most of them
were hoarse Sunday. I'm sure most
of us would be happy if the team's
performance against red-hot Bates
would improve further over last
week's "best showing." It can be_
seen that the team definitely came
alive and put on a good showing
only when the crowd likewise came
alive and put on a similarly good
showing.
I^et's do our part again against
Bates and Maine and bring out







Ahead of the game . .
.
Arrow fields & smart squad of sweaters,
with man-for-man superiority down
the line. They're warm and soft, styled
with exceptional ;aste—in Orion or
lambswool, or a blend of Orion and
wool. It's a smart college man who
collects several colored sweaters.
Sleeveless from $5.00 or long-sleeved
from $7.95. They're perfect, worn
with dress and sport shirts
—
like this Arrow plaid. Get a few of each!
Kappa Sigma and Dekr
strengthened their leads in their
divisions of the Inter-fraternity
football league. The Dekes
knocked Beta from the top slot
with a 32-20 drubbing. Kappa Sig
swamped. the Zetes 53-23 as Ken-
ney, Kreider, Plas.se and Co. went
wild. Bama Prater led the Sigma
Nu aggregation to a 44-6 romp
over ATO. Prater threw no less
than four touchdown passes and
ran the other three over himself.
He hit Dick Green with two scor-
ing heaves and fired two more to
Tom Morrison.
AD downed TD 33-14 as they
Psi U defeated Chi Psi by a 2M
count. Don Bennett, Pete Rigby
and Tex Whitehurst scored for
the victors. ARU found the range












2 1 Sigma Nu
2 IIARU
1 2|ATO






capitalized on erratic TD passing, year
Nearly 14,000 persons were kill?
ed in weekend traffic accidents last
•~*mr***
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
, Dial PA 9-3431






Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
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The average College professor
here earns somewhere between
17,400 and $8,500, the typical as-
sociate professor somewhere be-
tween 95.560 and $6,650, the aver-
age assistant professor somewhere
between $4,500 and $5,000, and the
typical instructor somewhere be-
tween $3,830 and $4,100, according
to figures for 1953-54 from the
American Association of Universi-
ty Professors.
Instructional salaries have not,
since 1939-40, kept pace with liv-
ing costs, with improvement in the
incomes of other professions, or
with the per capita growth of the
national Income.
This survey covered 41 colleges
and universities, including six
grouped under the title of small
New England and Middle Atlantic




In 1953-54 the average profes-
sor at one of these six colleges
earned $7,947, compared with
$6,540 in 1948-49 and $5,941 in
1939-40.
Professors' salaries, on a nine to
ton month basis, ranged from
$6,000 to $11,000. Means varied
among the six colleges from $7,390
to $8,547 in 1953-54.
Associate professors earned on
the average $6,035. $5,058. and $4,-
137 In 1953-34, 1848-49, and 1939-
40 respectively.
Associate professors ranged from
$4,800 to $6,000. with an average
of $5,550 to $6,647. in 1953-54.
Salaries for assistant professors
have risen from $3,348 in 1939-40
to $4,135 in 1948-49 and $4,807 in
1953-54 in the six colleges, includ-
ing Bowdoin.
$5,000 Average
Although the extreme pay for
assistant professors varied from
$3,800 to $5,600, the average
among the colleges ranged from
$4,490 to $5,000 in 1953-54.
Instructors' pay almost doubled
In 14 years. From a $2,395 in
1939-40, their average salary jump-
ed to $3,074 In 1948-49 and $3,968
in 1953-54.
Instructor extremes were $3,000
to $4,600, while the average in





[Continued from Page /]
they arc more intelligent than we
are." Among the most healthy
people in the-world, the Eskimos
live on a diet that contains no
sugar, bread, or vegetables.
Commenting on the type of coun-
try In which the Eskimos thrive.
MacMillan recalled parts of the
original trip with Admiral Peary.
In 74-degrees-below-zero weather,
with underclothes sewed around
them, sleeping in holes in the snow,
the men depended on hot tea. "The
North Pole was discovered on tea
— a quart a day. I'm not selling
tea
. .
." It took an hour to build
a snowi house. An Eskimo showed
them that fire could be started
by firing powder into dry moss.
The Rear Admiral is the last living
member of the Peary expedition.
Talent Show Wants
College Participants
On Wednesday p.m., Nov. 2, be-
tween the shows at the Bath Ope-
ra House, there will be a talent
show, comprised solely of College
talent.
It is hoped that each fraternity
will submit a talented act or a
freshman to compete in the show.
The talent representative of each
fraternity should contact Frede-
rick C. Wllkins '56 as soon as pos-
sible, so that a suitable schedule
may be arranged. The fact that a
monetary reward is involved
should instill fervor in many
souls.. Audience applause will
choose the winner.
'57 Elects . .
.
[Continued from Page 1]
Seven Ballot Mot
At one point, seven juniors hand-
ed in ballots exactly alike in pre-
sidential competition. They voted
first-place for a dark horse candi-
date, but placed the prevoting fa-
vorites at the bottom of their bal-
lots.
Distribution of points presiden-
tially was 1,121, 1.062, 945, 908,
899, 801, 748, 664, 659, 634, 601, and
571.
A big second-place vote for
Means gave him a lead which he
never relinquished. Woodward
picked up the most firsts, 19. while
Means collected 14. Both Wood-
ward and McGoldrick were honor-
ed with heavy 11th and 12th-pl'ace
votes.
Vice president totals were 1,087,
1.021. 952, 926. 906, 882, 857, 721,
650, 627, 518, and 429.
Six-Man Race
The lower-place votes gave Finn
the victory over five strong can-
didates, who battled it out for sec-
ond spot. After Johnson's 960 and
Simonds' 953 came three unnamed
candidates who rolled up 946, 934,
and 931 votes.
Simonds and another candidate
each were named first on 21 bal-
lots, a huge lead over Finn's 13
first-places and Johnson's 8. On
the first and second-place votes,
Finn was behind by 188 points, but
rallied in the lower ranks to win.
Johnson and particularly Simonds
were hurt by organized undermin-
ing.
Vote distribution for secretary-
treasurer was 1,008. 960t 953, 946
934, 931, 753, 627, 624, 585, 582, and
571. '
Council awarded 13 points for a
first
-place vote, 12 points for a sec-
ond, and so on until 2 points for a
twelfth-place vote.
A strong majority of the 131 bal-
lots, about 100 or 110, were mark-
ed only for the seven favorites in
each race.
77 Fail To Vote
Seventy-seven juniors failed to
vote in what were overall extreme-
ly close races. Parts of two bal-
lots were thrown out for irregulari-
ties.
Ballots were counted Monday
night by a committee of four Coun-
cil members: Albert R. Marshall
'56, Thpmas E. Needham '57. Hen-
ry D. Shaw '56, and David L. Tam-
minen '56. The task took 3>i
hours.
Psi U candidate^ piled up the
most points 2,987, followed by AD's
2.897, Dekes 2,795, Zetes 2 748
Betas 2,629, Sigma Nu's 2.598 Chi
Psi's 2,413, TD's 2.140, Delta Sig-
mas 2,004. Kappa Sigs 1.955, ATO's
1,780, and ARU's 1,737.
Fleishman has played varsity
football, is a member of the
Masque and Gown, and has also
served as vice president of Chi Psi.
Means is a varsity trackster and
football player and was active in
freshman baseball and track. A
Deke, he is serving his second
year as a member of the executive
committee of the Glee Club.
Finn, a Sigma Nu, played frosh
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WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street Dial PA 5-7072
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of Hie Orient
French Student
[Continued from Pagt 1)
Smoking cigarettes, watching tele-
vision, and giving orders seem to
be the basic feminine functions in
this country! In order to com-
plete her superority, the "U. S.
female" manages to took 25 years
old when she is 15 and 30 when
she is 40, which gives her a pri-
vileged position — let's stop kid-
ding!
A Land of Contrasts
In short, I am glad to see that
the United States is not one of
those too perfect, infallible ma-
chines. The American citizen is
not a rugged chap at all. He lives
in a land of contrasts.
I have got accustomed to Amer-
ican life. I djOunot hold my hands
up any longer when I see a whole
bunch of excited dates in white
socks invade a fraternity house.
I know that the noblest desires of
a human being can be fulfilled
ajiywhere. I have already met
many very cultivated persons.
I have admired many a gorgeous
landscape. I have often resorted to
the generosity and to the hospital-
ity of the people. At Bowdoin, I
am able to take advantage of the
best conditions of work I could
hope for. I am sincerely grateful
to all my fellow students who help
me carry on this fascinating ex-
perience. As a rule I do not agree
with the American conception of
life. But, "My club house is not
the center of the universe." And
it is so exciting to try to account
for the differences between
France and the United States, and
to live iri a friendly atmosphere
that I enjoy myself in America
very much.
Third Of Faculty Received \BillyBudd
A.B.
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At the Debating Council's initial
meeting this year, Council Advisor
Prof. Albert R. Thayer announced
the intercollegiate debate topic for
this year: Resolved, that the non-
agricultural industries of the Unit-
ed States should guarantee their
employees an annual wage.
On Tuesday, Oct. 11, Prof. Ken-
neth G. Ainsworth of the econom-
ics department led a discussion of
this year's topic.
The Schedule
The first item on the debating
agenda this semester is the trials
for the Achorn Prize Debate to be
held in Sills 107 at 730 p.m., Mon-
day, Oct. 24. Six students from the
freshman and sophomore classes
i
will be chosen to compete for the
prizes of $50.00 awarded at the
final contest on Nov. 8. At this
trial each participant will speak
for four minutes on some aspect
of the national debate topic. He
.will follow this with a brief re-
buttal of a competitor from the
opposite side.
The next event will be the De-
bate Clinic at Bates on Friday,
November 4. Morton L. Price '56
and Warren H. Greene '56 will de-
bate Willi students from the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire on the
subject of the granting of federal
scholarships to outstanding high
school students. This will be part
of the annual high school debate
clinic.
Other important items on the
schedule arc the State Tournament
at Waterville with the four Maine
colleges participating, and the
Eastern Debate T urnament at
the University of 'ermont.
Thirty per cent of the faculty received their degrees from this
college. Sixty-one per cent were graduated from New England col-
leges. The other 36 per cent came from as far outside of New Eng-
land as Hamburg. Germany; Barcelona, Spain and Oxford University
in Oxford, England.
Thirty-flve per cent received their A.B.'s from Maine colleges
with Bates contributing three and the University of Maine, two. Massa-
chusetts is second with nineteen per cent.
One Quarter Ivy League
Twenty-six per cent of the to-
tal of one hundred and one hail
from Ivy League colleges with
eleven from Harvard, nine from
Yale and two from Princeton and
the University of Pennsylvania.
Dartmouth, Brown and Columbia
each account for one graduate.
Two members of the ROTC staff
are graduates of the Military Aca^
demy at West Point. The other
colleges represented are Lehigh
and Southwestern.
From the Big Ten conference
come four members of the faculty
with one each from Indiana, Ne-
braska, Wisconsin and Ohio.
Geographically the weight is
with the East having 81 per cent
of the faculty A.B.'s and B.S.'s.
The Midwest accounts for nine
per cent followed by the South
with four per cent, and the West's
two per cent.
Ph.D.s
Twenty,four of those faculty
members with doctorates were
awarded them by Harvard.- Colum-
bia accounts for six, and Prince-
ton and Wisconsin have each
granted three Ph.D.s to mem-
bers of the faculty. Brown. Min-
nesota, Yale and Illinois each have
two faculty members with their
doctorates. Twenty-three other
faculty members have doctorates




[Continued from Page J J
quite "struck aback" to see noth-
ing of the great building but the
blackened, windowless, doorless,
roofless walls; they had heard the
cry, but thought it was nothing
but the yaggers' houses. >
There will be no recitations to-
day as the recitation rooms are all
burned, and the government are
all busy finding quarters for the
students.
Give my love to mother and be-
lieve me your affectionate son
Edward
The successful duplication of
photosynthesis by man, outside
the living plant, has recently been
announced. This accomplishment
hopefully expected for years, may
lead to the making of unlimited
food out of carbon dioxide, water
and sunlight.
[Continued ,rom rage f]
being barred from the fraternity
the only real compulsive factor.
Limited Hours?
The second proposal would eli-
minate all hazing except between
the hours of 5 and 7 p.m. on week-
day nights. Nothing in excess of
ordinary clothing would be worn
on the campus except beanies and
signs of a reasonable size. The
hours might be extended to in-
clude the lunch hour, but the main
point is that the entire evening
would be left free for studying.
The argument for this proposal
is that it would eliminate automa-
tically any of the activities which
are criticized as time-consuniing.
It has the further advantage of
promoting a more unified approach
to hazing by the various houses,
so that all fraternities would not
take the blame for the activities
of one, as sometimes happens un-
der the p/esent system. Conceiv-
j ably, constructive activities during
the afternoon would still be al-
lowed, but this proposal would au-
tomatically eliminate such tasks
and mail call and union call.
One Week Only?
Third among the suggestions of-
fered at the Student Council meet-
ing on Monday was a proposal
which would eliminate everything
except the learning of songs- dur-
ing the first part of the season and
confine hazing to the final week be-
fore initiations. Constructive house
activities .would be allowed pre-
vious to this week, but their would
be a time limit of something like
three or five hours a week for each
man.
Hazing during the last week un-
der this proposal would be much
the same as at present. Thus it
would Still be possible to conduct
freshmen walks, etc.. but only (lur-
ing the time specified. This system
would be easier on the upperclass-
men in that it would not prolong
I he hazing period. It has boon
pointed out that the system is
used at some schools comparable
to ours and seems to work out
fairly well.
In any of the plans being-con-
sidered, existing rules such as the
one against physical hazing would
not be altered.
[Continued From Page I]
I year appeared in "Othello" and
"Richard III." will appear as Sail-
ing Master Wyatt. The part of
Gardiner will be filled by Charles
Graham '59. Midshipman Rea will
be played by Curtis Stiles '56.
Robert Gustafson '57, will fill the
berth of ship's Surgeon.
Herbert Miller '57, who has ap-
peared in "While the Cat's Away."
"Thorwith Angels," and "Othello,"
will bo seen as Claggart. Gordon
Weil, seen last year in "Boy with
a Cart," and "Thor with Angels,"
wHl appear as Master-at-Arms,
Man Squeak. Rodney Forsman '59,
will portray The Danskor. The part
of Jenkins will be filled by John
Sweirzynski '59.
Allan Cushner '57, will play
Maintopman Payne. Maynard
Seelye '56, a veteran of "Thor
With Angels," "Missalliance," and
"Richard III." will play Kincaid.
Anthony Fleishman '57, seen last
year in "Country Girl," and "Rich-
ard III," will play O'Daniel. Paul
Sibley '58, will fill the berth of
Maintopman Butler.
Kem Appell '59, will be seen as
Talbot. Jackson, another Maintop-
man, will be played by John Grin-
old '59. Playing Billy Budd him-
self will be John Collier '57, in his
first Masque and Gown appear-
ance. Nicholas Kostis '58, will play
Hallam, a Marino. Robert Thomp-
son of Brunswick will play try?
part of the messboy. Appearing as
Stoll, a Helmsman, will be Rob-
ert Berkley '58. Charles Chapman




Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:15 A.M.



















Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Coles Trip ...
[Continued from Page 7 J
Coles was given a chance to fire a
recoillcss rifle, with which, inci-
dentally, he hit the target. He
said that all you have to do is line
up the sights as you are told, and
you cannot miss. The group saw an
artillery attack at night with
Hares which was very impressive-.
Some of l,he latest developments
such as the atomic cannon, the
"Honest John" ground to ground
rocket! lea-cs from the ground
and returns to it* with a range
of about 15 miles, and the Nike
which fires supersonic missies at
planes were shown the civilian
group.
Jimmy Doolittle on the Trip
Jimmy Doolittle, who led the
first raid on Tokyo, went with the
group. The nearly 80 civilians were
composed mainly of business, pro-
fessional and industrial leaders.
Karle Stanley Gardner, the author
of mysteries, was also along.
President Coles said that what
impressed him most was the mor-
Laws Prohibited Swearing,
Gaming, Drinking, Shooting
Laws of the College of 1855
provide an interesting contrast to
the laws of today; a century ago
the student was guided by rules
and regulations which the under-
graduate of 1955 would And both
confining and impossible. The fol-
lowing selections illustrate this
point:
"If any student shall
_
profane
the Lord's day by unnecessary
business, visiting, receiving visits,
or walking abroad, or by using
any diversion, or in any other
manner; or shall be disorderly, ir-
reverent, or indecent in his be-
havior in the Chapel or place of
assembling for religious exercise;
or shall be absent therefrom with-
out permission, or be unseasonable
in his attendance; or shall un-
necessarily leave the place of wor-
ship durint
-e services; he shall
be admonisu- 1, suspended, or rus-
ticated according to the aggrava-
tion of the offence."
No Drinking
"If any student shall be guilty
of intoxication, or' dissoluteness;
of lying or purloining; of challeng-
ing, assaulting, or fighting with
any person; or shall sing indecent
songs, or be indecent in conversa-
tion; or shall lead a dissipated
life; or shall associate with any
person of known dissolute char-
acter; or shall be guilty of any-
other violation of good morals; he
shall be admonished, dismissed,
rusticated, or expelled."
"No student shall cat or drink
in any tavern, store, shop, or vic-
tualing house, unless in company
of his parent or guardian; nor
shall attend any theatrical enter-
tainment, or any idle show in
Brunswick or Topsham; nor shall
he frequent any tavern, nor resort
to any house or shop after being
forbidden by the President; nor
be guilty of disorderly behavior,
nor occasion disturbance to any
citizen; nor play at cards, billiards,
or any game of hazard, nor at
any game whatever for money or
other things of value; nor shall
purchase, nor bring into the Col-
lege, nor drink any intoxicating
liquors; nor make any bonfire, nor
play off fireworks, nor be in any
way concerned in the same, nor
without first obtaining permission
of the Executive Government,
make any illumination of the Col-
lege buildings; nor engage in any-
military parade, nor keep a gun
or pistol or any gunpowder in
College, nor without permission of
the Executive Government, go
a-shooting or fishing; under the
penalty of admonition, suspension,
dismission, or rustication."
However, the Administration did
not take a completely restrictive
view of the student; in fact, as
the following paragraph indicates,
the College attempted to assume
the role of encouraging disciplin-
arian:
"The Executive Government
shall faithfully instruct the stu-
dents in languages, arts and sci-
ences, in the manner prescribed,
and shall faithfully execute the
laws of the College and maintain
discipline and order; always taking
care to exercise, as far as possible^
a parental government over the
students, and to give them the
counsel of friendship; to visit them
at their chambers, to superintend
their deportment, to assist them
always in their studies, to en-
courage them in the practice of
virtue, and to endeavor to sub-
stitute a moral power over the
heart, as a principle of order, in
the place of the fear of punish-
ment; so that the penalties of the
law shall fall only on those, who
yield not to higher and better
motives, and are not influenced by
a regard to character, by filial
gratitude, by the love of excel-
lence, and the sense of duly to
God."
the military in adopting new tech-
niques and devices. It was, he stat-
ed "an extremely worthwhile ex-
perience" but expressed regret that
when he accepted the invitation,
nle and spirit of the armed forces | he did not realize he w-ould miss
.is well as the great flexibility of James Bowdoin Day.
Recital . .
.
[Cotitinurd from I'agr /]
in this venture as they had been
in solo numbers, and this writer
could not help feeling thai this
popular melody was a little too
much of a challenge for the two
aspiring artists Stuart's vdlce was
always too loud, and the quality
of his high.tones was anything but
pleasing to the ear. Potter's voice
retained its smoothness, but most
of his* singing never quite came
through; perhaps the iron objec-
tion was the complete lack of bal-
ance between the vocalists. The
music of Puccini's "Bohenie" Is
above all lyrical, and shouting or
even a few careless tones are all
that's needed to blemish even the
most beautiful of melodies
The reception of the audience
was enthusiastic, hut it was again
sad to. note so small an attendani
especially at a concert of this high
calibre. -
Schedule Change
The Freshman football game
with Maine Central Institute,
originally scheduled to Im- play-
ed at Plttsflcld on Friday, Oc-
tober 28, has been moved hack
on«r day to Thilrwday, October
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After debating the hazing prob-
lem for almost an hour on Monday,
Student Council voted to form a
committee on the whole to meet
with Professors Alton H. Gustaf-
aon and Athern P. Daggett to clari-
fy the Self-Study recommenda-
tions.
Representatives reported what
each bouse had expressed to the
three proposals suggested last
week by the Council. Results were
largely negative, with several
houses proposing new plans for
consideration.
Dean Refer*
Council Pres. David Tamminen
'56 told the Monday gathering that
he had asked Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick about the Administra-
tion's views on hazing and had
been referred to the Self-Study re-
port.
Analysis of the brief section de-
voted to hazing in this report re-
vealed different interpretations
among the 18 representatives, so
that clarification as to Administra-
tion's position was needed.
Professor Gustafson is chairman
of the faculty subcommittee of the
' Self-Study program dealing with
hazing and Professor Daggett is
chairman of the faculty committee
of the Self-Study.
House* Discuss Proposals
House meetings last week dis-
cussed and voted on three hazing
proposals suggested by Council
which were sent back to the houses
to sound-out student sentiment.
First proposal advocated almost
complete elimination of hazing, ex-
cept for signs, beanies, learning of
. songs and fraternity lore.
Second proposal would limit
hazing to the 5-7 p.m. period on
week nights, with excess clothing
on campus barred.
Third proposal would confine
hazing, except song learning, to
the final week before initiations,
which has been interpreted by
some as a "hell week."
The AD's crushed all three pro-
posals handily with only two, four
and two per cent respectively fa-
voring the three.
ARU's had a comparatively
strong minority favoring each pro-
posal, Twenty-six per cent support-
ed the third, while the first two
were approved by 12 and 22 per
cent respectively.
Proposals one and two were
unanimously rejected by the
ATO's but 35 per cent went along
with the third.
Beta Proposal
Betas were least opposed to the
secojid, where one-fifth approved.
Only five and four per cent, voted
for proposals one and three;
Although rejecting all three, the
Betas unanimously supported a
proposal of their own, one which
found strong favor in Council dis-
cussion.
The Beta proposal is a compro-
mise from proposals two and three,
with certain minor modifications.
Chi INi'R Reject All
The Chi Psi's rejected all three
proposals informally.
The Dekes rejected the first two
proposals to a man but almost
passed the third, 40 per cent vot-
ing affirmatively.
The Delta Sigmas turned down
all three proposals without an af-
firmative vote.
The Kappa Sigs turned down the
first, proposal unanimously, the sec-
ond with 10 per cent for and the
third with 14 per cent in favor.
Instead, they backed a new pro-
posal which was a combination of
proposals two and three. Table
hazing for the entire hazing period
and unlimited hazing for the final
week would be established under
their recommendations.
The Psi Us unanimously reject-
ed proposal one, had but. one vote
in favor of two, and nine per cent
backed proposal three.
[Please Turn To Page 4]
Poly Forum Group
Attends Convention
Three members of the Political
Forum attended the Twenty-fourth
Annual New York Herald-Tribune
Forum in New York City.
The members who attended
were: Warren H. Green Jr. '56,
Ditmar Klein '57 and Francis M.
Kinnclly '57.
The Forum, entitled "Dynamic
Forces at Work on World Prob-
lems." was split into two meetings,
the first consisting of a discussion
of the "Promises and Problems of
Atomic Power" and the second, of
"Constructive Action in Tension
Areas." The speakers included
Vice-President Nixon, Harold E.
Stassen, Paul Rcynaud, and George
V. Allen.
A report of the proceedings of
these two meetings will be given






"Mr. Checkers." Tom Wiswell,
"Unrestricted World Champion."
returns to the campus Tuesday,
Nov. 8, with a demonstration of
the skill which has earned him
world-wide recognition, Student
Union Committee, sponsor of tho
event, announced.
Wiswell will give a simultaneous
checker and chess exhibition,
playing up to 50 opponents at one
time. The exhibition is scheduled
to begin at 8 p.m.
Written Thre- Books
Wiswell travels from here to the
University of Maine for a two-day
engagement. He has written three
books on checkers; Checker Kings
in Action, Learn Checkprs Fast
and Let's Play Checkers.
Union Committee also wishes to
announce that it will run a month-
ly lost and found column in the
Orient. The list will be taken from





When asked for an evaluation of
the recent freshman review. Dean
Nathaniel Kendrick stated, "This
year's grades compare favorably
with those of last year."
The Dean went on to say that
no one is really exacted to get
all A's in their courses as covered
by this review. On the other hand,
the review indicates those students
who arc very weak and should
have help. As the Dean said, "Jn
that case the purpose of the review
is to get the students and their
advisers together to work out any
difficulties."
The Dean's final comment was
that one month's work is rather a
flimsy scale for use by an insl me-
ter to determine a grade, and thai
the freshman marks which are
compiled in November are of much
more significance in the considera-




Maine Regional Meeting of the
New England Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools will
be held at the College on Thurs-
day, Nov. 3, Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick announced.
The program, featuring a sym-
posium on the teaching of Eng-
lish on the secondary school and
college freshman level, gets under
way at 10 a.m. with a coffee hour
and registration period in the
Moulton Union. At 11 a.m. the
giuup will meet in Smith Audi-
torium in Sills Hall, where Prof.
Herbert R. Brown will preside
Pres. James S. Coles will extend
the greetings of the College.
Tour Plckard
Three teachers will take part in
a symposium on "The Teaching of
Secondary School and College
Freshman English." They are
Miss Francis L. Hueston, Head
of the English Department at
Deering High School in Portland;
Philip Burnham of St. Paul's
School in Concord, N. H.; and Wal-
ter P. Whitney, Associate Profes-
sor of English and Chairman of
Freshman English, at the Univer-
sity of Maine.
Following a guided tour of the
Pickard Theatre in Memorial Hall
and luncheon in the Moulton
Union, the afternoon session will
be given over to a discussion of
the morning symposium, with its
three members serving as a panel
in a question and answer period.
Professor Brown wi!' then sum-
marize the symposium. Dana M.
Cotton, Executive Secretary of the
New England Association of Col-
leges and Secondary Schools, will
conclude the meeting by telling




United States Senator Frederick
G. Payne and Carl J. Broggi, new-
ly named Commissioner of the
Maine State Department |or the
Development of Industry and Com-
merce, will be featured speakers
at the annual meeting of the Maine
Social Scientists, to be held here
on Nov. 14, according to James A.
orcr, Assistant Professor of
conomics and. Secretary of tfrc
oup.
prograjpj^oll get under way
at KTSrrmrwith registration and a
coffee hour in the FVucinian Room
in Sills .Hall. From lr, a.m. to 12
noon there will be discussion meet-
ings of the various departments,
economics, government^ history
and sociology.
End With Business Meeting
Mr. Broggi will speak informally
in the Smith Auditorium in Sills
Hall at noon. Following luncheon
in tho Moulton Union Senator
Payne will address the gathering
in Parker Clcavcland Hall of
Chemist ry.
The day's activities will conclude
with the annual business meeting
of the Maine Social Scientists,
which is composed of members of
the economics, government, his-
tory, and sociology departments at
Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, and the
University of Maine. President of
the group is Burton W. Taylor.
Professor of Sociology.
Several Arctic Explorations
Began Polar Bear Tradition
Accomplishments and traditions
of the College arc something that
every Bowdoin man has a right to
be proud of. Not the least of these
is tho College's link with tho Far
North. It is for this reason that
Bowdoin is often called tho Ex-
plorer's College and has as its
symbols the Polar Boar and Sun.
Sources of this tradition go back
nearly 100 years, when in 1860 the-
little schooner Nautilus sailed
down St. George's River on a voy-
age of northern exploration and
scientific research. The expedition
was under the charge of Paul A.
Chadbourne, at that time a pro-
fessor of chemistry and natural
history here.
Chadbourne Led .First Trip
The Nautilus proceeded along
the Labrador and Greenland coasts
and sailed as far north as God-
thaab on the west coast of Green-
land. So far as is known, this was
the first voyage of exploration and
scientific research to Labrador and
Greenland ever conducted by an
American college. Tho party on
this trip consisted of 20 students
from the College and Williams.
Among them was Alpheus S. Pack-
ard '61, son of the much esteemed
College professor of the same
name, and later lecturer here and
professor at Brown.
In 1864 Professor Packard was
again on his way north in the
schooner Benjamin S. Wright.
which sailed from Boston to Lab-
rador and weVit as -far north as
Hopedale.
Third Expedition in 1810
In 1891 another scientific ex-
pedition to Labrador was conduct-
ed. This time the entire party was
comprised of Bowdoin men who
sailed from Rockland, Maine, and
explored tho Labrador, coast as far
as Hopedale. Dr. Charles S. F.
Lincoln '91, still vigorous and ac-
tive, was a member of this expedi-
tion. This trip was notable for the
rediscovery of the Grand Falls of
Labrador and the discovery and
naming of Bowdoin Canyon.
Peary Foremost
Of all the men whose names arc
inseparably associated with the
Far North, Adm. Robert E. Peary
'77 stands foremost, not only as
tho discoverer of the North Pole,
but also as the man who would
never give up. After 23 years of
persevering trial and failure
(though each failure was a su-
perb accomplishment in itself) he
finally achieved the goal his heart
and mind were set on. April 6,
1909, is an epic date in the annals
of Bowdoin for on that day Peary
placed the American flag and the
Deke banner at the North Pole.
Peary's collcgematc Alfred Bur-
ton '78, later dean at MIT and
father of Felix A. Burton '07 and
Harold H. Burton 09. assisted in
organizing the 1897 Peary expedi-
tion during which the great Cape
York meteorite was removed from
its northern fastness and brought
to this country.
MucMillan Important
. Another noted explorer is Rear
[PkmfTmr* To Fug* i)
New Fraternity Brothers
Initiated Into Ten Houses
Ten fraternities initiated 169
freshmen last week. Later, when
all initiations are completed, there
will be about 209 fraternity mem-
bers in the freshman class. Psi
Upsilon and Zeta Psi had the larg-
est aggregations with 24 each.
Alpha Delta Phi initiated 14
freshmen on Friday, Oct. 28, in
the presence of General Philoon
and George Davidson, who deliv-
ered the charge.
Alpha Rho Upsilon initiated 17
on that same night, along with one
foreign student. The ceremony was
done in the presence of House
members only.
ATO's Add IS
Alpha Tau Omega added 13
freshmen to their house, at the
ceremony held on Thursday after-
noon, Oct. 27, followed by the ban-
quet that night. F. N. Abbot, na-
tional educational advisor of the
fraternity, was present along with
Ralph Goddard, who is to be prov-
ince chief.
Beta Theta Pi initiated 16 on
Oct. 28. The Reverend Mr. McGor-
rill spoke at the banquet.
Chi Pal's Take Eight
At the Chi Psi Lodge, eight
freshmen and one foreign student
were initiated on Thursday after-
noon, Oct. 27. Chief speakers wore
Prof. William D. Geoghogan and
Glenn R. Mclntire, bursar at the
College.
' Twenty-one frosh were initiated
by Delta Kappa Epislon on Oct.
28. Speaking were Prof. Noel C.
Little and Fletcher Means, Deke
and College alumnus
Delta Sigma held its ceremony
Oct. 27, after a banquet. Chasper
Oowan, an alumnus of the College^
gave the charge to the 18 freshmen
and one foreign student.
Kappa Blfrs Initiate 17
At Kappa Sigma, 14 freshmen
and three sophomores were initiat-
ed on Tuesday afternoon and Wed-
nesday evening. Charles Gates, the
national ritualistic chief, was
present at the ceremony.
Psi Upsilon initiated its large
contingent of 24 on Oct. 28.
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick was
a speaker, and several alumni were
present.
Sigma Nu has not yet held its
initiation. At present, there are 19
frosh pledges, and one foreign stu-
dent pledge.
Likewise, Theta Delta Chi will
have its initiation later, the date
now set for Nov. 17.
Zeta Psi initiated 24 freshmen
<>n Thursday night. At the banquet
On Friday night, Prof. Herbert
Brown was toastmaster and Pres.





College publications dating from
1819 to 1955 are now on display in
the first floor show cases of Hub-
bard Hall. Among the more inspir-
ing literary efforts on view are
copies of the Bowdoin Bearskin.
The Growler, Tho Escritoir, and
tho Bowdoin Portfolio.
The Quill, Buglo, College Cata-
logue, and Orient are also on dis-
play. Various representative is-
sues of these publications show the
reader the evolution of each from
the small archaic gems which they




Four College freshmen and two
sophomores will compete on Nov.
8 for the Edgar Oakes Achorn De-
bating Prize, according to Albert
It. Thayer, Coach of Debating and
Professor of Speech in the De-
partment of English.
They are James J. Brown '59,
Richard E. Morgan '59, Alfred E.
Sehretter '59,. Robert F. Garrett
III '59, Francis C. Marsano '58,
and Gordon L. Weil '58.
Alternates chosen were Sidney




Five College seniors arc Rhodes
Scholarship candidates from four
New England states. Dean Natha-
niel C. Kendrick announced today.
The men are Raymond F.
Kierstead Jr., John S. LaCasce,
David L. Hurley, Aaron J. Shatkin
and Kyle M. Phillips Jr. Maynard
A. Scelye was named at. alternate
from Maine.
These five men will appear in
December before Rhodes Scholar-
ship Committees on Selection in
their home states. Two men will
be selected from each state to go
on to the New England competi-
tion, in which four men will be
chosen from among the twelve can-
didates.
Qualification*
Some fifty years ago Cecil
Rhodes set down in his will these
qualifications, which he wished
each Rhodes Scholar to possess: 1,
literary and scholastic ability and
attainments; 2. qualities of man-
hood, truth, courage, devotion to
duty, sympathy, kindliness, unself-
ishness, and fellowship; 3. exhibi-
tion of moral force of character
and of instincts to load and to take
an interest in his schoolmates; -4.
physical vigor, as shown by inter-
est In outdoor sports or in other
ways. •
Rhodes Scholars will study for a
period of two years at the Univer-
sity of Oxford in England, with a
third year possible in some in-
stances.
to-read, truly modern publications
of today.
Catalogue Sated 1810
The oldest material on display Is
a one-sheet College Catalogue dat-
ing from 1819. The next is the Es-
critoir, a somewhat literary maga-
zine, which was first published in
1826. The Escritoir went broke,
but it was succeeded by the Bow-
doin Portfolio which was first pub-
lished in 1839. In the July issue of
that literary effort extracts from
Lonfcllow's Hyperion were printed.
The first issue of the Buglo was
[Please Turn To Page *1
The topic to be debated: Resolv-
ed, that the non-agricultural in-
dustries should adopt a policy of
guaranteed annual wages for their
employees. Supporting the affirma-
tive will be Brown, Morgan, and
Sehretter, with Slobodkln as al-
ternate. The negative will be up-
held by Garrett, Marsano, and
Weil, with Gross as alternate.
The Achorn Prize, established in
1932 by Edgar O. Achorn of the
Class of 1881, is awarded for ex-
cellence in debating between mem-




Colleges must rely on their
alumni for a considerable amount
of financial support if they arc to
continue operating effectively.
This statement was inferred in
a recent report by tho Council for
Financial Aid to Education. The
report was a cost-of-education sur-
vey of 753 American colleges and
universities. The extent to which
alumni support their alma mator
may determine whether or not a
college finishes the year in the
red or in the black.
And a largo number of corpor-
ations are using figures of alumni
support to determine the extent
to which they will give to the vari-
ous colleges and universities, the
extent of their support varying di-
rectly with that of the alumni in
their employment. An increasing-
ly large number of corporations
arc being asked to aid institutions
of higher learning. And those with
hearty alumni support arc being
given the preference. They prefer
to supplement rather than re-
place alurrni contributions. Fol-
lowing the load of General Elec-
tric some companies are now offer-
ing to match any alumni donations
up to $1,000 made by College grad-
uates in their employ.
Pay 40 to 60 Per Cent
At privately endowed colleges
and universities the student in
paying his tuition covers from 40
to 60 per cent of the cost of cdu-
cating him. In state universities
and other state supported institu-
tions the student pays approxi-
mately 20 per cent of his educa-
tional costs. Despite increases in
tuitions, the costs of education are
increasing at a rate much greater
than the tuition incrcas-s.
This is true in all schools ex-
cept the professional and technol-
ogical schools according to tho
survey. Tuitions in these schools
arc increased at a rate roughly
equal to that of the rising costs.
At 84 Roman Catholic colleges the
cost of educating the average stu-
dent rose 39 per cent. Other in-
creases were 45 per cent at 66 in-
dependent universities. 46 per cent
at 184 nondcnominational inde-
pendent liberal arts colleges, 49
per cent at 125 sectarian non-
Roman Catholic colleges. 56 per
cent at similar non-Roman Catho-
lic universities, and 61 per cent at
21 Roman Catholic Universities.
The survey included the increases
in the five-year span ending with
the academic year 1952-53. The
tuition increases in these same col-
leges and universities range from
23 per cent to 30 per cent, ending
with the academic year 1953-54.
In the same five years 113 tax
supported colleges met cost in-
creases of 44 per cent with tuition
advances of only 25 per cent, and
at the tax supported universities
cost increases of 85 per cent were
countered with increases in tuition
averaging 30 per cent.
In the academic year 1952-53
students at publicly supported col-
leges and universities paid 20 cents
of their educational dollar. At the
privately endowed institutions the
figure ranged from 45 to 66 cents
on the educational dollar.
Highest Costs a*
Liberal Arts Colleges
The 184 nondcnominational inde-
pendent liberal arts colleges re-
ported the highest costs of opera-
tion with the average being $1060
per full time student per institu-
tion; the professional and techno-
logical schools reported a cost of
$1,065 per full time student.
The survey said that increasing
importance is placed on alumni
support. The donation is a moans
of repaying a loan by society since
the tuition charge does not usually
cover the cost of education. Those
funds are badly needed for current
operating expenses.
At this college the tuition covers
approximately half of the cost of
education, the total cost being
about $1,500.
APPLICATIONS FOR AID
Application blanks for students
wishing to request scholarship aid
for the spring semester are avail-
able at Mr. Wilder's office in Mas-
sachusetts Hall. Completed appli-





About 350 College Alumni re-
turned to tho campus last Saturday
to attend tho fall meeting of the
Alumni Council in Massachusetts
Hall.
President Daniel F. Mahoney '19
of South Portland presided. Re-
ports from several committees
were heard including those M the
Alumnus, an alumni house, schol-
arships, placement prospective stu-
dents, nominations, alumni clubs
and the Alumni Service Award.
Plans wore also made for the an-
nual midwinter campus conference
of the Alumni Council.
After tho meeting there was a
lobster stew luncheon in Sargent
Gymnasium at which time the
Alumni Fund Cup was presented
to S. Sewall Webster 10. In the
1954-55 Alumni Fund Drive, Mr.
Webster, secured contributions
from ono hnudrod per cent of the
members of his class.
Pres. Charles F. Phillips of Bates
College and Pres. James 8. Coles
made table appearances at the
luncheon along with Alumni Secre-
tary Seward J. Marsh, Council
President Mahoney, coach Adam
Walsh and Carleton S. Connor '36.
chairman of the 1955-5G Alumni
Fund.
After the football game there
was an informal reception hy Pres-
ident and Mrs. Coles and the






Aid Bears ' Cause
Ry Paul Z. Lewis '58
After 13 straight losses, a fired-
up Bowdoin eleven brought Phi Chi
back to her ancient glory, set lint;
down the Bates Bobcats handily.
18-0.
Displaying some sharp defensive
work spearheaded by Brud Stov-
er in tho backliold and Capt, Steve
McCahe in the line, the Polar
Bears put their ignominious losing
streak in [Ktst tense, and, con-
sidering the Homecoming spiri",
they couldn't have picked a better
time.
Everything went right for the
men in black and white, The sta-
tistics balanced to the Hales side
but the spectator was witness to
a one-sided affair; a hard-hitting,
tackling, heads-up ball club made
sure of that. From the opening
minutes the Polar Bears get out to
refute their trenchant critics and
bring back the winning spirit for
the Old Grads and they never were
bolted from accomplishing their
purpose.
Clutch defense was evidenced
throughout the entire 80 minutes
and six interceptions highlighted
the Bowdoin resurgency. Bates was
stopped cold in its. tracks every
time they got their hands on the
pigskin. The large Alumni Day
crowd couldn't cheer enough.
Tho first score came in the mid-'
die of the first period after Stove
Anderson had grabbed a Bobcat
punt on his own 46 and returned
it to the Bates 12. Brud Stover
sneaked through the middle of the
Garnet defense for 15 yards and
an unnecessary roughness penalty





Paul M. Butler, Chairman Of tho
Democratic National Convention,
spoke this afternoon in Smith Au-
ditorium under the auspices of the
Political Forum.
Mr. Butler is currently making
a good-will tour of Maine to pro-
mote the Democratic party. His
remarks wore, for the most part,
largely informal, and included the
leading political issues of the day.
Paul Mulholland Butler was
born in South Bend, Indiana in
1906. He attended Notre Dame
Preparatory School from which ho
i graduated in 1923; he received his
I
law degree from the University of
Notre Dame Law School in 1927.
I While attending Notre Dame, he
1 distinguished himself by winning
the" Edmund A. Wills Award, a
scholastic prize. During his last
| two years in law school he worked
as a part time reporter at night
on the South Bend Tribune.
Active Democrat Since 1926
Mr. Butler has been active in
Democratic pariy circles since
1926. As a lawyer, he became
president of the Young Democrats
in his home city, a group which
worked for Franklin D. Roosevelt's
election in 1932 and subsequent
years. In 1939 ho w-as appointed at-
torney for tho South Bond Board
of Education. On the local politic-
al level he served as Third District
Chairman in South Bend and as a
precinct poll-taker and worker. He
graduated to the state political
scene when he became a member
of the Indiana State Central Com-
mittee; he has been National Com-
mitteeman from Indiana since
1952.
During the 1952 Democratic Na-
tional Convention he worked with
other Democrats to obtain the
Presidential nomination for Adlai
Stevenson. In 1953 he became one
of the eleven members of tho exe-
cutive committee of the Democra-
tic National Committee. The cul-
mination of all of Mr. Butler's
work occurred on December 4,




Placement Bureau reveals that
ono hundred and nine students are
currently listed as living off cam-
pus.
AD's, with twenty-one, have t::e
most students living off campus.
while Alpha Tau Omega, with
none, have tho uv.st. Second to
the AD's are Ihe TD's with 11:
second to the ATO's are the Sigma
Nu's with one. The eight other
fraternities and Independents are
listed as having between five and
10 students residing off campus.
Of the 109., 13 are seniors, 32
are juniors, and 46 are sophomores,
while the remaining are either spe-
cial, students or meml>ois of othei
classes.
Married Students
At present, there are 21 married
students living near the cam, in,.
No fraternity has as many mar-
ried students making their homes
near the campus as the Indcpcu-
donts who have four.
At least nine married students
are moml>ors of the class ol 541
•Rooms on campus are awarded




Often Painted Polar Bear
To Get Protective Cover
- The Polar Bear has been sport-
ing a coat of tan canvas lately.
Ono might jokingly ascribe it to
the advent of colder weather, but
there's a bettor and much more
serious reason for it.
The boar, presented in 1937 as
a gift of the Class of 1912 and
carved from a mammouth 26 ton
block of Westerly granite by Fred-
erick G. R. Roth, moans a lot to
Bowdoin men. It's been subjected
to damaging abuses by our sports
rivals who make it a target for
pranks and game warnings. In fact
some class numerals remain on it.
and oven tho calling card of a cer-
tain Maine School in tho form of
tbe name "Bananas."
Kxpenslvr Repairs
The cost of removing the desec-
ration has run into "many hun-
dreds of dollars" and involved the
grounds and buildings staff in un-
necessary time consuming work.
John F. Brush, Superintendent of
Grounds and Buildings, says that
quite a bit of thought and action
have been directed into protecting
the bear.
Last year flood lights wore rig-
ged on Sargent Gymnasium to help
discourage sports rival culprits
with destructive intentions. But a
group rode by in a car and flung
a mixture of two kinds of thick
paint on the bear. Instead of ward-
ing off tricksters, the lights gave
them a better target.
this is by no means the end of
the problem. Two alternatives are
being considered for future pro-
tection. One Is p light, fitted can-
vas covering and the other is a
special plastic-impregnated sealer
which will be applied to the entire
surface of the statue. Tho plastic
is invisible and will make the
granite impervious to anything one
might splash on it paint in any
form included. Once the statue is
thoroughly sandblasted, the plastic




the sandblasting turning the boar
into a cub are not well founded as
the blasting procedure used by the
Page Monument Co. in Bath, which
does Bowdoin work, merely
bounces the sand off the granite.
And before tho blasting, a sort of
poultice is applied to draw out by
capillary action whatever has been
put on the statue by vandals.
All that remains is final approval
by College authorities of the plas-
tic sealer since it has been tested
and approved by professional ar-
chitects and stoneworkers around
the country. Brush remarked.
"Once we get the plastic on it. they
can throw what they want and
we'll knojv it won't harm the bear
as we can take it right off."
Another suggestion for watching
the bear, at least during hazing
covered with odd bits of canvas but
Form-Pitting (unvm
This year Brush had the bear i*68* "- « »° Post freshman guards
at intervals.
toward graduation with the result
that many sophomores are forced




Deadline for the fall issue of the
Quill is Monday, Nov. 7. M aiiu-
snipls may be submitted to the
board of editors Henry D, M.
Sherrord Jr. '32, Alpha Delia Phi;
John C. MacKay 'S6, Kappa Sigma;
or William Dccson III '58, John
Howland '57. William R. Hamilton
'58. Beta Theta Pi.
The Quill is interested in poetr;
short stories, essays and short
plays; Cover designs may be sub-
mitted and any artist interested in
illustrating pieces may contact
any of the above mentioned board
members.
Tearher Exams Arc
To Be Held Soon
The National Tearhcr Kxnmina-
tions, prepared and administered
annually by Kducational Test in;:
Service, will bo giver, at 200 test-
ing centers throughout tho United
States on Feb. 11. 1956.
Application forms and a Bulletin
of Information describing registra-
tion procedure and containing sam-
ple test questions may ho obtained
from college officials, school su-
perintendents, or directly from the
Nationaf Teacher Examinations,
Kducational Testing Service, Jn
Nassau Street. Princeton, New
Jersey. Completed applications, ac-
companied
-y proper examination
fees, will be accepted by the ETS
office during November and [>e-
ccmbor. and in January so long
as the> are received before Jan.
13, 1956.
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Council's Predicament
That Student Council is in a quandary over the hazing
iaaue few will deny. As each week goesjj^one can see that
its position becomes more and more ambiguous, in this column
last week the Orient stated that the hazing problem presents
a good opportunity for Council to establish itself politically as
the ruling body for students here.
But, as many Council members realize, it will become a
strong ruling body only through some very astute political
dealing on this problem. If it directly represents students' views
on hazing it could only propose to leave hazing in its present
form. This would solve nothing because the faculty's and ad-
ministration's views are such that they could not accept such
a course of action.
On the other hand, if Council proposes exactly what the
faculty and administration want it is of little use to the campus
as a ruling body. It would, in either case, be representing only
one interest group in the College.
Rather, if Council is to establish Itself in the eyes of every-
one concerned — faculty, administration and students alike —
it must come up with some compromise and be ready to defend
it against both interests. From history we learn that compro-
misers are seldom popular with anyone; but, on the other
hand, where a group of compromisers have strongly defended
their actions, the problem facing them has been solved in the
best interests of all concerned. Whether or not a right Of moral
solution evolves from a compromise is sometimes doubtful, yet
for all practical purposes the problem is solved.
Council must act as an arbitrator between the extreme
views of the faculty and administration and the extreme views
of the majority of students. All know the Orient's views on
hazing. The Orient feels that its solution is the true one, but
also realizes that the abolishment of hazing cannot come over-
night. Because we want a strong Student Council respected by
the whole College we would like to see it support a, proposal
for deferred initiation until the second semester or, as a poor
second choice, a sound compromise 'proposal similar to that
which one of the fraternity houses suggested after hearing the




The General Motors College
Scholarship Plan, announced only
a few months ago, has two general
purposes - to provide for higher
education both unrestricted money
to increase faculty salaries and
to use for other operating pur-
poses, and funds for more under-
graduate scholarships.
The College has own allocated
one scholarship to award each
year. When the program is in
full operation, there will be one
General Motors Scholarship holder
in each of the four classes.
Under the General Motors Plan
the participating institution has
full discretion in the award of the
scholarship, open to any young
man or young woman who* is a
citizen of the United States. The
award is renewable for the four
undergraduate years provided the
student continues to maintain high
standards of academic work.
No Employment Obligation
There is no obligation on the
part of either the individual stu-
dent or General Motors concern-
ing employment following gradua-
tion. It Is expected, however, that
recipients will take advantage of
work opportunities during the
summer months.
General Motors also pays to the
participating institution a grant-
in-aid equivalent in amount to the
regular tuition charged the stu-
dent. For the College this
amounts to $700.
Behind The Ivy Curtain
U. S. Stamps Honor
Longfellow. Pierce-
Other College Men
Several men connected with the
College have been featured on pos-
tal issues of the United States gov-
ernment.
Henry W. Longfellow of the
class of 1825 appeared on a onc-
cent stamp in 1940. It was one of a
set of five stamps honoring Amer-
ican poets. There were several
other sets in this unusual "Fa-
mous Americans" series of stamps
which honored authors, educators,
scientists, composers, artists, and
inventors.
Longfellow taught at the Col-
lege from 1829 to 1835. He moved
to Harvard in 1836, where he re-
mained until he decided In 1854 to
give up academic work and devote
all his time to writing.
Pierce On 14-Cent Stamp
Franklin Pierce, fourteenth
President of the United States,
was portrayed on the fourteen-cent
value of the postage stamp series
of 1938. A close friend at the Col-
lege of both Hawthorne and Long-
fellow, he graduated a year ear-
lier in 1824. Following a legalistic
and political career which found
him in the Senate at the age of
33, he was nominated by the Dem-
ocrats and elected President in
1852.
General Ulysses S. Grant receiv-
ed an honorary LL.D. at the Col-
lege In 1865. Elected President in
1869, Grant has appeared on sev-
eral stamps including tl.c ..ighteen-
cent value of the series of 1938.
Mark Hopkins, famous president
of Williams College served as Pro-
visional Professor of Mental and
Moral Philosophy at the College in
1873-74. He was honored on the
two-cent value of the Educators




Warren Green '56 and Morton
Price '56 will debate the University
of New Hampshire before the
Bates High School Debate Clinic
on Friday, Nov. 4. They will oppose
the granting of Federal Scholar-
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By Henry D» M.
In general; there is only one
thing to say about the past week's
crop of Intercollegiate newspapers
— they're dull. There is practic-
ally nothing of any real interest
to report on; not even any parti-
cularly amusing mistakes.
Without exception, all papers
are reporting on the sanjp things
— student council elect ions «*ot
new rulings, visiting lecturers, and
the local dramatic club's fall pro-
duction. You get an overwhelming
impression of the editors really
straining to fill the front page, let
alone the next three. As an all-too-
painful example of this scraping-
the-barrel-type of reporting, con-
sider last week's Orient. What can
you say? Nothing that can be
printed, at any rate.
Result of Exams ?
Probably it's the result of hour
exams, which have the effect of
reducing all college activities to
a state of monotonous grinding at
about this time of the fall. And in
line with this sort of thing, we
have an interesting article in the
Trinity Tripod for Oct. 19.. which
was* headlined, "Comic Books Pro-
claimed Improper Approach to
Lit." This, of course, raises the
question of whoever claimed that
comic books were the- proper ap-
proach to literature? Is this news
at Trinity? But the best part of
the article is the sub-headline,
which reads; "Men Usually Doom-
ed by Studying Comics."
Certainly this is one of the bet-
ter headlines; the sort of thing
that catches the eye and holds it —
it has a certain kind of fincly-
drawn old-testament wrathfulness
to It. You can speculate endlessly
on visions of comic-book readers
being cast into utter darkness,
roasted over beds of glowing coals,
mercilessly jabbed by grinning de-
mons with needle-sharp pitchforks.
You can see it as an illustration
by Dore, along the lines of those
immortal engravings for Dante's
Inferno — a vast, gloomy land-
scape of flaming rivers and chilling
ice-fields, of bottomless pits and
furnace-like hurricanes, of ghastly
creeping things and glittering-eyed
fiends, each an expert in some ex-
quisitely refined art of torture. The
smoky atmosphere is filled with
the yowling screeching, weeping,
wailing lamentations of the
comic-book readers who rush fran-
tically back and forth from one
horror to another, always with a
stack of comic-books in their
arms.
So take heed, men — Classic
Comics not only won't get you
through the English Department,
but it may put you in dire need
of the Religion Department.
Speaking of ominous headlines,
there was a rather interesting one
in The Newtonite for Oct. 11. This
one reads "Arsenic For Seniors
Says Assembly." No doubt every-
one feels that way occasionally,
but this does seem a bit extreme.
What it all boils down to, how-
Sherrerd It. '82
ever, is the fact that the senior
class is producing "Arsenic and
Old Lace." Of course, you may
also ask why the. Orient receives
high school papers (this one from
Newton High School, NewtonvUle,
Mass.) but then you'd be surprised
at some of the things that come
to the Orient.
We even get the weekly paper
from the Air Base, which is hard-
ly an Ivy-League outfit. It's not a
bad paper though — much better
than many your writer has to plow
through each week. For one thing,
when news gets low -(as noted be-
fore) thoy don't fill space with dull
articles on history; they take a
much more sensible approach and
I
just fill in with pin-ups. Logical
enough.
But the silliest of them all comes
from the Mount Holyoke News —
this states that, "Freshmen Lay
Eggs at Hazing Hen Party." If you
think that sounds ridiculous, get
a load of the rest of it: "All 'dumb
clucks' were to report to their se-
nior sisters . .
.
carrying nests
built to their own measurements,
and for two hours were to" be at
the mercy of the seniors. . . . Each
'dumb cluck' was to bendrtrver her
nest, flap her arms, and sing a
song, which she was to have learn-
ed thoroughly ... as Mary Lyon
stopped striking, each chick was to
make loud noises, and produce one
of three blue eggs which had been
carried above the bolt of her gym
suit, in back. .
. .
In the words ol Alexander Wool-
cott, "I may vomit." Or perhaps
it was Moss Hart, but that is the




University of Daldas In Mnni-
2ales, Columbia, is offering two
teaching assistantships to Amer-
ican graduate students for tho
195C academic year — Jan. 3 to
Oft. 5, 1956, the Institute of Inter-
national Education has announced.
This is the first year in which
assistantships have been offered to
American students by a Colum-
bian University. Successful candi-
dates will assist in teaching Eng-
lish in the university's Department
of Languages. Preference will be
given to applicants who plan ca-
reers as teachers of Spanish.
Other eligibility requirements
are: U. S. citizenship; a bachelor's
degree by date of departure; the
maturity, articulateness and Initia-
tive necessary for teaching; good
moral character, personality and
adaptability; proficiency in Span-
ish, and good health.
Assistantships include a monthly
stipend of about $100, room, and
tuition in any faculty of the Uni-
versity. Return transportation by
air from Manizales to Miami is al-
so provided.
Interested students should write
the Institute of International Edu-
cation,
1
! East 67th St., New York
21. Closing date for applications
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Three professors have returned
from sabbatical leaves of absences
after spending part of. their year
abroad The three are Thomas A.
Riley, Walter M. Solmitz and Al-
bert Abrahamson.
Professor Riley, Associate Pro-
fessor of German, spent his sabbat-
ical In Vienna, Austria, where he
studied German liteVature as a
Fullbright Advanced Research Fel-
low.
Professor Solmitz, Assistant Pro-
fessor of German, studied as a Re-
search Fello*r at the Warburg In-
stitute, University of London.
When not In London, he was in
Switzerland and the British Isles.
Professor Abrahamson, Profes-
sor of Economics, traveled In Eu-
rope, North Africa, and the West
Coast while lecturing, writing, and
editing. ',
Library ... .
[Continued from rate 71
published in 185ft. It consisted of
one big sheet of paper on which
were printed the names of the
various fraternities and societies
on campus and the members of
each.
Quill Founded 1898
The Orient first appeared in
4871. 'It was a small, crabbed pub-
lication which concerned itself with
the news and literary output of
the campus. It appeared fortnightly
until 1900 when it became a week-
ly.
The Quill was first printed in
1898 with Perclval Baxter as its
first editor-in-chief. .Among its
more celebrated contributors have
been K. -C. M. Sills, R. P. T. Cof-
fin, W. W. Lawrence, S. P. Chase,
Vance Bourjailly and Charles Mer-
gendahl.
The Bowdoln Bearskin and the
Growler were two humor maga-
zines which floundered financially.
The Bearskin was brought into be-
ing in 1922 and died in 1927. The
Growler was born in 1930 and was
ended ten years later. —
—
By Oeorge A.
Among the several specialties of-
fered to "Bowdoinitos" this last
Homecoming weekend was the in-
troduction of the new record al-
bum, "The Meddies." Although al-
ways an extremely popular group
-- here and abroad — 1 believe
that the group reached something
like a new high last year. It is
indeed hard, for me at least, to
imagine a finer tone quality or a
more perfect blend than was
achieved in a number of their per-
formances last season. The new 19"-
inch long playing record serves as
a permanent reminder of the qual-
ity of the '54-'55 ensemble.
Side one gets off to an ambitious
start with an excellent rendition of
"Bidin' My Time." Balance and
effective arrangement mark the
success of this number. The second
selection, "Oh You Beautiful Doll."
Is perhaps the low point of the
recording; the fault lying in a too
casual and unrestrained treatment
of the old Barber Shop tune. "Win-
ter Wonderland" doesn't seem ideal
for a group as small as the Med-
dles; nevertheless their treatment
of it is enthusiastic and skillful in
its approach.
Perkins Solos
Bill Perkins '56, a former Med-
die, joins the group for the solo in
"Molly Makme." Perkins is cer-
tainly one of the best soloists the
group has known in recent years,
and his sympathetic treatment of
the appealing ballad makes "Molly"
one of the real highlights of the
recording. A toned-down perform-
ance of "Runnin' Wild" effectively
demonstrates Terry Stenberg's at-
tempt "to resolve the breach be-
tween barber shop and modern
harmonies." The restrained version
deprives the number of some of
its "live" humor but presents an
Interesting and musically sound
contrast.
Bob Martin's treatment of "Ima-
gination" is wonderful for its ori-
ginality. The voice, pure and free,
is well suited to the melodic line
and with a smooth background of
the other eight voices "Imagina-
tion" Is a sure delight. On the sec-
Smart Jr. '.'>*
Ond side "Mood Indigo" retains
the pleating sound of the popular
Meddle Interpretation In the
strict ly modern vein. "Stompln* At
the Savoy" is sung with gusto and
rollicking assurance'. For the "mod-
ern" listener this one will pro*
vide special enjoyment.
As tlif hack cover reads
"'Daddy' \%Ji classic by now." One
cannot imagine a rendition
comparable to George. Graham's.
Tlie singular humor, the clear
enunciation of the rapid lyrics and
the Intonation are reasons for the
Outstanding success of this num-
ber. "Blue Room" has always
Seemed to me one of the best of
Meddle offerings; this recording
lives up to the usual standard in





FREE introductory dance lesson and analysis
Special rates to Bowdoin Men
Expert instruction by professional teachers
waltz, mair.bo, foxtrot, samba, swing, rhumba,
Charleston, tango, balboa, cha cha, polka
Dial PA S-S231
or Stop in 212-B Maine Street
MODEL SCHOOL OF DANCE
(Formerly Ryan's)
beautiful blend,
has made t he
"world famous,'
displayed
The record ends with another
Steriberg arrangement, "The Lord
Is Good to Me," adapted from a
children's spiritual about the folk-
lore hero, Johnny Appleseed. Norm
Nicholson's rendition of the solo
part is Instrumental to the song's
success and the capable use of
close harmony and mellow tones
make • this piece a real accom-
plishment. Spiritual! are not often
included In the Meddie selections,
but a listening to "The Lord . . ."
indicates that an occasional use of
this form might he very welcome.
In this writer's opinion no a
capella group, regardless of Its
calibre, is ever at its best on rec-
ord. Something, perhaps its the
spontaneity of live performance, is
never quite caught on recordings.
In this - apparently unavoidable
respect "The Meddies" fall
short. Hut in other terms this ree-
|ord (A H o w (I o i n-on-the-Air
recording manufactured by RCA
'Victor Custom Record Depart*
msnt) is highly successful. An at-
tractive cover designed by the New
iYork artist Burl Coldblatt and a
j
well-written commentary on the
reverse side by Bill Beeson '56 add
to the success of this allium.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431





*Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE RECORD OFFICE
When the Big Game is done
And your home-team has won . .
.
To have the most fun*- have a CAMEL!
banc (jfeaswe!
iti a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're o smoker, remember
— more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarette I
No other cigarette is so
rith-tosting, yet so mild!
', <v
.
»mm tmi.m. n. a
mi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Stover's Interceptions* Snow's Punt Block, Lineplay SparkWin
POLAR
BEARINGS
Georjfe A. Mutsih, Jr., '.">6
The Chapel bells rang for the first time in two seasons of Bowdoin
football last Saturday as the Polar Bears walked off the field with a
gridiron victory - their first in fourteen tries. The Big White broke
into the winning column with a decisive 18-0 triumph over -a Bates team
which last week had amazed everyone with its excellent showing
agf iiist a strong Maine eleven.
It was apparent, however, that a team needs more than a good
reputation to stop the White, as Bowdoin proceeded to run the
Bobcats into the ground. The fans at Whittii r Field saw a team that
was as unrelenting on defense as it was on offense; rarely has such
a well rounded Bowdoin eleven taken the field.
Ilct.ns, Spurkles
So tight was the Polar Bear pass defense that, when Bates
took to the air on offense, the problem for the Bobcats was not so
much to complete the pass as it was to keep it from bein£ intercepted.
Six of Bates' 23 attempted passes were intercepted while the Bobcats
themselves could complete only five. Credit for this feat is due to
Bowdoln's two quarterbacks, Brud Stover and Dick Drenzek. Stover
accounted for four of the interceptions while Drenzek snaged the
other two.
In addition, each interception was run back a substantial distance
and one, by Stover, set up the second Polar Bear tally. Bates tried
four different quarterbacks in the hope of finding the right com-
bination but none succeeded in penetrating Bowdoin's pass coverage.
Bates found thy going equally as tough on the ground, although
they did out-rush the White 171 yards to 129. However, while the
visitors were able to move in mid-field, they met a solid wall of
Black and White when they got around the Bowdoin 25 yard stripe.
The hard fighting Polar Bear line refused their opponents admittance
beyond this point and the shutout is testimony to their success.
Stover Offensive Stnntlout
Quarterback Brud Stover, a tremendously improved ballplayer,
was responsible for two of the Polar Bears' three scores. The first
came In the opening minutes of the game after the Big White had
moved to the. Bobcat 14. Stover took the forth down snap from the
center and, faking a pass which opened up the Bates' defense, sliced
into the end zone for the touchdown. Again in the second period, the
sophomore quarterback, capitalizing on his own interception, dived
over from the one for another six points.
While Bowdoin played one of its best games in many a day,
one glaring weakness continues to hound the team. That is their
inability to score that all-important extra point. Their failure to
do so was the cause of their defeat in the Colby game and again this
past weekend they were unsuccessful in three tries. Against Bates
it seemed that the Bobcat linemen had an unobstructed path to the
kicker and each time were able to block the kick.
The win over the Lewistonites gives Bowdoin a 34 and 20 record
with the Bobcats. Since the series started back in 1889 there have
been only Ave ties. Feelings ran high in both camps in favor of a
Bates' win last weekend and the upset means more than a change in
Bowdoln's football record book. It has given a decided boost to the
team's morale. The Polar Pears have always had the material and
now, with a new least on life, could surprise a lot of people.
Important (.anus
The Walshmen move into the final game of the State Series with
a 1-1 record and could come out of it with a tie for the State Cham-
pionship. If both Bowdoin and Bates win next week it will be a
two way tie with Maine. After the Polar Bears' showing last week-
end the possibility for a share of the championship does not seem




AD's trounced the Dekes 20-7 to
deadlock the race in the A Division
of the Inter-Frat loop last week.
Kappa Sigs clinched a tie for the
B Division crown by crushing the
winless Delta Sigs 35-0.
Rick Hurll's deft passing brought
the AD's to victory as he found
Gene Helsel, Terry Woodbury and
Bud Volk with scoring passes. In
other A Division action Psi U's
found little opposition in the TD's
and coasted to an easy 26-6 win.
Betas and Chi Psi's did not play.
Zetes broke into the win column
Approximately 16.763 students
have been matriculated here, and
1 1,508 degrees in courses have been
awarded. Living alumni include
5,513 graduates, 2,085 nongradu-
ates, and 4 honorary graduates.
after dropping three straight by
whipping- Sigma Nu's 38-19 in "B"
competition. ARU's took a solid
hold on second place by white-
washing the ATO's 30-0.
The standings:
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By Albion L. Payson '5ft
The 1955 Polar Bear football
squad will have all but ten seniors
to return to Adam Walsh again in
September, 1958. Leaving by grad-
uation will be Jack Stearns, Tim
Stearns, Pete Chapman, Al Mur-
ray, ends; Sandy Kowal and Cap-
tain Steve McCabe, tackles; Bill,
Perkins, guard; and T-Ball Libby,
back.
John Stearns never went out for
football until his junior year but
he saw plenty of action and earned
his letter. From West Hartford,
Conn, and a graduate of William
Hall School, he also has been ac-
tive in the Glee Club.
Pete Chapman first donned his
football regalia as a freshman at
Bowdoin and has worked hard for
the White squad. His entrance to
Bowdoin from Cape Elizabeth
High School marks the third gen-
eration of Chapmans to attend
Bowdoin. His grandfather is Ar-
thur Chapman, also of football
fame. He has also been very ac-
tive in interfraternity athletics,
was President of the White Key
and president of Theta Delta Chi.
Steams tutored by Corey
Tim Stearns holds the distinc-
tion of being coached by Nels
Corey prior to Corey's rookie year
as line coach. Graduating from
M.C.I. , Tim played on the Corey-
coached grid squad.
Al Murray is reputed to have
the quickest hands of the White
Knights. A graduate of Water-
town High School, Al is a two-
year letterman at Bowdoin and
has been on the starting eleven
for the past two seasons.
Sandy Kowal earned his letter
in football and also is active in
hockey. He is a member of the
Student Curriculum and the
WBOA staff and other extracur-
ricular activities on campus. Al-
though he never cracked the start-
ing lineup until this season he saw
a lot of action in his sophomore
and junior years.
Bill Perkins has been hobbled by
a leg injury since mid-season but
had seen much service. At Wil-
liam Hall High, he also partici-
pated in track. Probably his big-
gest handicap is that he hasn't
played for two seasons previous
to this one. He also has been a
Meddie.
McCabe Heaviest
Captain Steve McCabe, a Bear
stalwart since his sophomore sea-
son, is the heaviest man on the
team at 215.- Graduating from
Boston English he has also been
a wight man on the track team.
McCabe has been a good inspira-
tion on a team which came through
when things really began to look
discouraging. He must be com-
mended for his splendid work and
leadership of the '55 season.
In contrast to McCabe is Sal
Compagnone both the lightest and
shortest member of the team.
Standing 5-5 and weighing in at
146, Sal hag nevertheless shown
that "it isn't the Size of the dog
in the fight, but the size Of fight
in the dog." Sidelined by various
injuries, Sal is still all smiles and
is waiting impatiently for the
Black Bears from Maine. Sal
learned his football at Boston Lat-
in and has also been active in
track up here.
Pete O'Rourke, who cracked the
starting lineup for the first time
Somewhere in this pUeup is Brud Stover, •coring Bowdoln's second
touchdown against Hates. Cooper, MicheUon, McCabe, and Wenzel can
be vaguely distinguished, as they piuh aside the Bobcat defenders.
against Williams' and injured his
leg, Will be out for the rest of
the season. A fiery competitor,
Pete earned his letter last season
and has proved himself a quick
thinker on both offense and de-
fense. Pete also played baseball
and basketball at Lynn English
and is a member of the Student
Union and Board of Proctors.
Although a quiet fellow off the
field, John Libby makes plenty of
noise when carrying the pigskin.
Perhaps a little slower than many
halfbacks, T-Ball is a cagey run-
ner and has provided Bowdoin
followers with many thrills. He
spent his sophomore year as Jack
Cosgrove's understudy at quarter-
back. However, last ser.son Coach




The past weekend not only saw
the football tea.ni emerge victorious !
but the Polar Bears also sailed i
their way to victory in a meet
j
here at Bowdoin against Colby and !
Maine. Skip Howland and Charlie
Leighton sailed "A" and "B" di-
visions respectively for Bowdoin
|
and they combined to win all six
]
races for a total of l^-a points, out
of the same possible. In addition
there, were two make up races
held over from September 2, Bow-
doin's Leighton and Belknap tak-
ing these swiftly in the light air.
With this victory Bowdoin has
now won eighteen straight races
against these two colleges, and it
is reasonably assumed that Bow-
doin will take the Maine Series
championship and thereby capture
the '30 trophy. Only one meet re-





backs, and John got the nod. He
has remainded there ever since
and has performed adequately.
A star in' football, basketball,
and baseball at South Portland,
I Tee carried his fine athletic repu-
| tation in high school right into
college. John has proved himself
1
scholast icitlly, also. Carrying a pre-
, med schedule along with his ath-
|
letic and fraternity activities, he
has been a consistent Dean's List
i
man.
. Although these irfurth year rpen
I will be missed next* year by Coach
JAdam Walsh, there seems to be
a strong nucleus of underclassmen
developing, around whiclj. he may
construct his future squads. The
seniors will undoubtedly return
next year at Homecoming to wit-




The Freshmen football team suf-
fered its first setback of the sea-
son, 6-0, at the hands of a power-
ful Maine Central Institute eleven
at Pittsfield last Thursday. The
Polar Cubs were handcuffed until
the second half as they were un-
able to pick up a first down and
couldn't advance beyond their
own 30 during the first twenty-
four minutes of play.
M.C.I, tallied quickly in the first
period after recovering a Bow-
doin fumble on the White 20. Two
plays later, Pete Matthews raced
to paydirt from the 15.
After intermission, the revita-
lized Polar Cubs opened up. Jim
Fenlason and George Watkins led
the way as the Freshmen drove
from midfleld to the M.C.I. 10.
Threatening to tie the game, the
Polar Bears had a fourth down on
the 7. Pint sized Bobo Judson bar-
relled into the end zone but the
touchdown was nullified by a clip-
ping penalty. The Pittsfield aggre-
gation took over and stymied the
Bowdoin offense for the rest of the
afternoon.
The White defense also stiffened
and the game settled down to a
"three plays and punt" routine.
Fenlason and Rog Coe picked off
three M.C.I, aerials while Jere
Skidgel bolstered the line with
heads-up play.
~
The Polar Cubs make their last
appearance of the year when they
meet a strong Exeter club here
at Pickard Field at 2:00 Friday
afternoon.
put the ball on the 12. After three
downs covered a yard loss, Stover
went back in the pocket to pass.
But the unexpected happened.
Stover, eyeing the open left side,
took off around the picket and hit
pay-dirt untouched. Frenzy In the
stands and a 6-0 lead as Dave
Gosse missed the placement. The
Bobcats took on (he White chal-
lenge but were consistently ham-
pered by the Bowdoin front wall
sparked by Ernie Bel fort i . and
Sandy Kowal. Unable to dent the
defense, the Garnet gave way
again and again to the home team
and could not cross the fifty until
the second quarter. But just as
they were beginning to find their
stride. Brad Stover made the first
of his four Interceptions and
squelched the threat.
A few minutes later Bob Mar-'
tin pulled back faking a quick
kick. Letting fly a pass down the
middle he hit the wrong man —
Stover again, who picked it out
of the air and ran it back to the
Bates 25. Gosse, Stover and Fred-
dy Wenzel brought it to the one
and Stover drove over his own
center for the next six points.
Gosse was smothered in his at-
tempt for the extra point. During
the half th? Bowdoin rooters kept
their fingers crossed as they start-
ed to anticipate something they
had not seen for two autumns.
A fumble on the Bobcat 28 was
recovered by McCabe with .only
a few minutes gone in the third
{Continued from Page 1] jg
period. It looked like another
break. Two passes were dropped,
however, and two plays Only net-
ted three yards. Bates took over
on downs. Heidel, calling signals,
could get nowhere. Forced to punt,
Bruce Dearborn went back to his
5, got the pass from the center,
and found himself caught by John
Snow and Ken Cooper. Springing
through the front line they
pounced on the ball and in the en-
suing scramble Snow came out the
wiuner in the middle of the Bob-
cat end zone. Anderson failed to
convert, still Bowdoin was well in
the lead 18-0. Towards the end
of the third period Fred Drayton
and Martin ground their way down
to the White 25 only to have Hei-
del fumble away their opportunity
to Ray Owners.
The last threat from the Lew-
istori team occurred in th? mid-
dle of the last quarter. Drayton
broke away from his own 20 and
was finally hauled down by Paul
Leahy on the Bowdoin 48. Leahy,
who had been outstanding during
the several minutes he had seen
action, 'saved a shut-out for the
White with a beautiful tackle from
behind. Two more interceptions
by Dick, Drenzek. along with this,
broke the Bobcat's back and time
flnr.lly ran out with Bates des-
perately trying to score from 39
yards out. Players, students, alum-
ni, and the dates all were part of
the general turbulence. The bells
once more sang out a Bowdoin
triumph.
Shown above is a shot of the play that eoulil have won the game for
the Freshmen at MCI. Bobo Judson (26), circling his right end for a
touchdown, Is being aided by Dirk Tut tie's (55) block. However, the

















It's more than mere underwear. Worn
alone or under an Arrow sweater or
shirt, this Arrow Two-Purpoae Tee Shirt
is a campus favorite. Wear it with
comfortable Arrow shorts—they featurt
exclusive contour seat that can't bind
!
Boxer shorts in novelty patterns, $1.50.
Tee, from $1.25.
—ARROW-
— first in fashion
sums • nn
MANMftCHlIM • (MDUnMAI
OUTFITTERS TO "BOWDOIN MEN
Jackets
for all occasions
Our selection of Fall and
Winter Jacket arranges
from glove-soft suedes to
rich wool tweeds — and
from the durable O.D. par-
ka to the smartly styled
suburban coat.
%**mi$
Why do more college




They're all warm, practical, and represent such famous names as:
McGregor Pendleton
Buckskin Joe Mighty-Mac
Priced from M2.95 to '45.00
120 MAINE STREET DIAL PA 5-5382
Because only Viceroy
gives you 20,000 filter traps
in every filter tip, made
from a pure natural substance
—cellulose—found in delicious
fruits and other edibles!
IYcs, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000 tiny
v
^ filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering action
in any other cigarette.
The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to
market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for fil-
tered cigarettes. Viceroy pionccred.-Started research more
tlian 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.
3 Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have afiner flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rich,
satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.
Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know, withotit
looking, that it even had a filter tip . . . and Viceroys cost
only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters
!
That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than
any other filter cigarette . . . that's why VICEROY is the largest-
selling filter cigarette in the w orld !
20,000
Tiny Filter Traps .Tr
plus that Real Tobacco Taste
i m
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Becaon III '56
There are certain types of mo- 1 her last two releases on the same
tion pictures which should be sup
pressed. "Blood Alley" is one of
these. It was obviously designed
for snob appeal: there were arty
camera angles, much in the style
of Kazan's "East of Eden"; a great
many too-filtered landscapes, and
an attempt at Hemingway port-
raiture, monosyllablically ludi-
crous. The dialogue was weird
enough to be forgettable.
Wayne A Great Guy
Now don't get me wrong
John Wayne is a great guy. He is
getting ancient but he's right in
there, and we're all awfully glad
he's been able to keep his grasp,
on things. He's not as two-fisted
as Gary Cooper, but he is likable
because Hollywood has seen fit to
provide him with a soul as .wide as
Cinemascope. In this one we knew
John Wayne had a soul because
of a symbol called Baby. I may
have completely missed the point,
but I think Baby was God except
Baby was a. she and that confused
me. Now that I think of it, though,
Blood Alley took place in China,
so maybe Baby was a Chinese god-
dess. This makes Wayne more a
mystic than ever, but I'm 'sure
Hollywood intended it thnt .way.
Disembodied VoiM
Tlie picture began with a dis-
embodied voice chanting something
plaintive in Chinese. That was an
unusual touch. After that we saw
John Wayne in a Communist pris-
on. He had been there for two
years, and a few minutes after the
picture began he walked out, free
as a breeze, as though he might've
done it_mnny times before After
a long, hard Hollywood journey
down a river with a character call-
ed Big Han, who spoke an odd
Chinese-Brooklyn patois., he meets
Lauren Becall, as we all knew he
would. Lauren is a white goddess
who is tough as nails but has a
heart, and is very attracted to
Wayne. She is a pretty funny girl,
too, because she doesn't like
Wayne's Baby, and sticks her
tongue out at the air every now
and then. This is real cute.
Foreign Film Fluvor
Another interesting effect was
the use of subtitles to tell us what
some of the picture's many Com-
munist villains were saying. This
gave the proceedings a foreign art
film flavor. Another bit of foreign
flavor was the microscopic per-
formance of Anita Ekbeig who al-
ways appeared just within camera
range with a baby on her back,
attired in not very fetching coolie
garb. To my knowledge she said
very .little, but we always saw
her close by a machine gun so we
knew she was pretty important.
All sorts of bravery was flaunt-
ed around. John Wayne, single-
handed, guided a ferry boat three
hundred miles to freedom, using
his own map .which was so un-
complicated even I understood it.
Blood Alley was supposed to be
treacherous, but Wayne's map
made it seem like child's play.
Naturalistic Bit
Then there was a naturalistic bit
when a depraved Communist at-
tacks Lauren, and is bayoneted to
death by John, who hides under
her bod. There is some suspense
here, since Wayne and the rest of
us wore sure Lauren was attracted
to the Commie soldier, and were
afraid Wayne for spite might not
savo her. He did. though, and she
was singularly ungractous about
the whole thing.
What else can I say? The pic-
ture ended with a surge of feeling,
and Wayne and Lauren got togeth-
er. It is all disgusting, and not i of Military Science, will travel to




College's campaign for $275,000
with which to build a refrigerated
covered rink for hockey and ice
skating is approaching the half-
way point, according to an an-
nouncement today by Vice Presi-
dent Bela W. Norton.
Gifts and pledges aggregating
more than $136,000 have been re-
ceived as the campaign moves into
a new phase of alumni solicitation.
Plans for raising the remaining
funds that are needed are outlined
in a letter sent recently to alumni
by the college's Advisory Commit-
tee on Development of which Earle
S. Thompson of New York City is
chairman. After reviewing the
progress of 'the campaign and
pointing ou,t its relationship to the
annual Alumni Fund, the letter
states:
Shouldn't Interfere With Drive
"This Committee unanimously
believes that the campaign for the
new rink must continue and be
completed at the earliest possible
moment ... to avoid unnecessary
interference with the current
Alumni Fund and to assure a rink
for use by the winter of 1956-57."
Members of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Development in addi-
tion to Mr. Thompson include
Charles A. Cary of Wilmington,
Delaware, Roscoe H. Huppcr and
Harrison Atwood of New York
City, and Major General Wallace
C. Philoon, U.S.A. Retired, of
Brunswick.
label — I missed her old accom-
panist, Sam Hamilton, but this
time she is given something pretty
special in the persons of Cy Wal-
ter and Stan Freeman, who are
awfully proficient and interesting.
Cultivated But Worn
Mabel's voice is cultivated, but
worn. She is a singer, who. like
Sinatra and her more sophisticat-
ed sister, Libby Holman, is able to
make a song her own purely by
the way she interprets it. Mabel's
Autumn Leaves and a few oth-
ers are classics - one will never
hear them sung that way again.'
She is a singer who bears a
close affinity to Cole Porter. They
compliment each other royally.
Porter's city. bred sentiments, his
aloof air of sadness, the cham-
pagne brand of gaiety - - all this
is Mabel's, too, and if you don't
like that sort of thing, then be-
ware.
I'nfaniiliar Tunes
This new album contains a great
many unfamiliar tunes, all of them
worth reviving. Looking at You is
perhaps the best of these, and an-
other number. Experiment, origin-
ally sung by Gertrude Lawrence in
a show called Nymph Errant, is
a clever sample of Porter's lyrics.
It's All Right with Me. from "Can-
Can," is the only really bad num-
-ber in the album. Miss Mercer's I
Am Ashamed That Women Air So
Simple is given a great deal more
than it was in the finish of Kiss
Me. Kate, and her Use Your Ima-
gination is quietly and charming-
ly sung.
High School Debate
To Be Held Dee. 10 j
Seventeen Maine and New
Hampshire schools have already
entered the twenty-sixth annual
Debate Tournament, it was an-
nounced today by Albert R. Thay-
er. Professor of Speech. The Tour-
nament will be held at the College
on Dec. 10.
Schools which have entered this
year's competition include Cape
Elizabeth, Cony High of Augusta.
Crosby High of Belfast. De.'iing
High of Portland, Edward Little
High of Auburn. Kenncbunk, Lew-
iston, Lincoln Academy of Damar-
iscotta, Portland, St. Dominic High
of Lewiston, South Portland. Ste-
phens High of Rumionl. Thornton
Academy, Wateiville, and West-,
brook. New Hampshire entries aft
Laconia High School and the
Holderness School of Plymouth.
A total of almost seventy stu-
dents will debate the advisability
of repealing the Mcttatre Act.
which makes possible the fixing of
minimum retail prices by the man-
ufacturer.
There will be a Senior Division
and a Novice Division, with eight
to ten forums being run off simul-
taneously, each containing six to
ten sneakers. Each individual for-
um has three judges, who award
points to each speaker on a scale
of one hundred. Thus each compet-,
ing school is tanked on the basis I also lcarn of Potential changes that
Of a possible li* hundred point*. may affoCt the °Perat,on of Ml1
Council . .
.
{Continued from Page /J
^The Psi U's supported a resolu-
ti3h>which would transfer the haz-
ing pYoblem from the Council to a
new committee to be appointed by
the Council of 13 non-Council stu-
dents who could deal with'
the hazing question on a full-
time basis. This was rejected by
the Council.
Sigma Nu's had four or five per
cent in favor of proposal one. two
per cent for proposal two and al-
most half in favor of the third pro-
posal.
All three recommendations found
strong support among the TD's
who passed the second with 55 per
cent in favor. The first proposal
was backed by 40 per cent and
only one-fifth backed proposal
three.
Zetes turned down all three,
with five, five and 15 per cent in
favor. However they favored a
combination of two and three si-
milar to the Kappa Sig plan.
Independents 'informally sup-
ported proposal two and the other
two to a lesser degree.
Discussion centered on the ad-
visability of referring a possible
compromise proposal back to the
houses for discussion and voting,
but this course of action was de-
feated by one vote. Plans to confer
informally with Professors Gustaf-
son and Daggett were then approv-
ed.
become official as well as other
things pertaining to ROTC. He will
College Land Cost $76;
25 Kinds Of Trees Abound
,
! tat
trips down a muddy river and sym-
bols named Baby.
As any of her fans « ill tell you.
there is nobody quite like Mabel
Mercer. Her beautiful new record,
"M ibel Mercer Sings Cole Por-
ter." has been issued recently by
Atlantic. It is much grander than
Plaques will be awarded to the i l ry Scipnco ,hat navC not been





^V, , . ..
and honorable mention certificates Co1 ' Wlnf,p>' wl11 al»° be able
to visit various members of the
staff under which he works. He
will be able to discuss the prob-
lems that have come up since the
last, meeting. Many of these ques-
tions could not be adequately an-
swered by a correspondence. In
the words of the Col.: This is the
most valuable part of the trip.
The ROTC Department has been
issued a new l',i ton stake and
platform truck. It is a commer-
cial vehicle and is expected to be
more practical than the old 2\s
ton 6x6 combat cargo carrier.
It will be much easier to handle
and also more economical on fucL
The truck is used primarily to
will be awarded outstanding indi-
vidual debaters.
ROTC Conference
To Convene In NY
Col. Will R. Winfrey. Professor
ference this Friday and Saturday.
All units of ROTC under the juris-
diction of the First Army will be
represented. The First Army en-
compasses most of the Northeast.
At the conference Col. Winfrey
will become acquainted with new
systems of instruction that have carry arms to the drill field.
Determining the site of the Col-
lege back in 1796 was a matter of
some debate, but on July 19 of that
j
year the boards of overseers and
trustees met and finally decided to
locate the College in Brunswick.
A tract of land that belonged to
William Stanwood was determined
to be the most desirable location.
It covered about 30 acres and was
valued at $76.67 at the time "of the
transaction. It seems that the soil
was practically useless for farming
since it was sandy and porous and
thus held no moisture and little
nourishment for plant growth.
When Mr. Stanwood turned it
over to the College it was a plain
of pines and blueberry barrens.
This obviously did not present a
fine prospect, so at the opening of
the College a plan was drawn up
by Alexander Parris of Boston to
improve the campus. Under his
direction trees were planted, but
they fared poorly in the soil of
the campus. All soon died except
the Balsam poplars.
Poplars Thrived
The poplaYs, being a hardy sort
of tree, continued to thrive and
for a long time they were the on-
ly trees in the yard. The financial
position of the College was such
that it could not afford to be much
worried about the barrenness of
the campus. It was not until the
difficult financial situation was eas-
ed by the sale of land in northern
Maine that much further atten-
tion was given to the needed land-
scaping.
During this period various plans
were tried out to improve the ap-
pearance of the campus. One of
these involved giving students holi-
days from classes to plant trees.
The students trooped off into the
.woods, dug up a tree, and returned
to campus to plant it wherever
they wished. Some of the trees
lived;, many did not.
Forerunner of Ivy
The planting was also tried un-
der the College authority, but this
did not seem to work any better.
It is very likely that these at-
tempts to beautify the campus by
student help were the forerunners
of the present-day Ivy Day cere-
monies.
It was not until later that a wis-
er approach was used. A landscape
gardener was employed to arrange
the trees already planted, to fer-
tilize the soil, and to supervise
any new plantings. With this meth-
od, great results were attained,
and the campus became attractive
to students and to visitors.
According to good authority
there are about 25 of the 75 trees
indigenous to Maine represented
on the campus. These include the
slippery or red elms, the white
or American elms and the balsam
poplars.
Gifts of Friends
During the development of the
landscaping program, there were
many friends of the College and
members of the faculty who were
very helpful. Professor George T.
Files was one of these. He was
familiar with the bleak aspect of
the ground during the winter
months. While Hubbard Hall was
being built, the grounds were ne-
cessarily torn up, and this present-
ed an opportunity to plant new
trees. The majority of the Colorado
Blue and Norway spruces wcreiiis
gift.**
Professor Hufchins took advan-
tage of the fact that the Purring-
ton Nursery had a number of
spruces going to waste to improve
the area to the south of the In-
firmary. Ho purchased these trees
and transplanted them in place of
the original stand of trees on that
site.
White Pine
The tree which is probably most
firmly rooted in the tradition of
the College is the whitej>inev The
site of the College wasrwiginally
a plain of these.- Although many
were destroyed by unwise lumber-
ing and by the construction of
buildings, the efforts of the Mc-
Keen family and the College ad-
ministration kept a large tract in-
tact.
There are also some trees of
historical significance on the cam-
pus which should be noted. The
Thorndike Oak is probably the
most obvious example. Few know,
however, the story of the planting
and rearing of this tree.
It appears that George Thorn-
dike noticed a live acorn on the
ground at a spot where there were
no oak trees when coming out of
the first chapel service of the Col-
lege. Thorndike planted the acorn
near Massachusetts Hall, saying
that he was doing that which
would make him remembered
when his comrades were forgotten.
The seeding was carefully nur-
tured and later transplanted to
the President's garden, where it
was watched over by a series of
Presidents. It stands on the site
of the garden behind the old presi-
dent's house.
The Kellogg pine stands in mem-
ory of Elijah Kellogg of the class
of 1840. It was not, as many sup-
pose, planted by him. Rather it
was later picked as a memorial to
this man.
Two classes planted trees which
serve as a memorial 'to their col-
lege careers. The class of 1869
planted a white elm which stands
to the .west of Winthrop Hall, and
the class of 1889 planted a red oak
to the west of Massachusetts Hall.
The trees of the College were not
just a chance happening. They re-
present the efforts of many people,
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[Continued from Page 1}
Adm. Donald B. MacMillan '98 who
accompanied Peary on the success-
ful polar expedition of 1908-09.
Peary called him his most valuable
assistant, as he gave not only un-
sparingly of his fine skill and
strength toward the ultimate suc-
cess of the expedition but also kept
up the morale of others by his
unfailing good humor, friendliness
and enthusiasm.
The story of MacMillan's career
;is a scientist and explorer of the
Far North is one of the imperish-
able memories of the College. No
one has more authoritatively in-
terpreted the North to others than
MacMillan. In his staunch 87-foot
schooner, which he affectionately
named for the College, he has made
voyage after voyage from the coast
of Maine to the farthest reaches of
navigation in the polar seas.
Geological Expert
To Give Talk Here
Early Next Month
Dr. George G. Simpson. Chair-
man of the Department of Geolo-
gy and Paleontology at the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History,
New York City, and Professor of
Vertebrate Paleontology at Colum-
bia University, .will give a lecture
here on Dec. 8.
Dr. Simpson, who has been as-
sociated with the American Mu-
seum of Natural History since
1927, will speak on the rate of evo-
lution, past, present, and future.
An outstanding figure in his field,
he has been on fifteen expeditions
in western and southern areas of
the United States collecting fos-
sils and studying strata forma-
tions. He has also taken-part in
field observations and expeditions
in Patagonia, Venezuela, Brazil.
Argentina, Australia, France, Ger-
many, and England. As an Army
major in World War II, he carried
on research in Algeria, Tunisia,
and Italy.
Honorary Degrees
Dr. Simpson studied at the Uni-
versity of Colorado and is a grad-
uate of Yale, where he received his
bachelor of philosophy degree in
1923 and his doctor of philosophy
degree three years later. He holds
honorary doctor of science degrees
from Yale (1946), Princeton
(1947), and the University of New
Mexico, and from Oxford and Dur-
ham Universities in England, as
well as an honorary doctor of laws
degrpc from the University of
Glasgow in Scotland.
Dorms Had No Furniture,
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To Form On Nov. 6
A new literary society is to form
on Sunday, Nov. 6, in commemora-
tion of Samuel Richardson's novel,
Pamela, according to Frederick C.
Wilkins '56 one of the founders of
the society.
The group, which will call itself
the First Pamela Society, is form-
ing with the express interest of
publicizing the first novel written
in English.
Said Wilkins: "Such an anni-
versary must not slip by unnoticed,
such a date must not escape rev-
erence! It is optimistically as-
sumed that the faculty of the
English department will support
this new literary endeavor. We
hope thai they will agree to speak
on the significance and pleasures
of this earliest of English novels."
The founders of this new club
will meet every morning in the
Moulton Union at 10 a.m. For
those interested further infornia-
tion may be obtained from Wil-
kins, Richard Nason '56 and Rob-
ert Silvius '56.
A number of observations on
freshman life at the College in the
late 1870s are revealed in the au-
tobiography of George A. Tillson
of the class of 1877.
Tillson observed that there were
only a few buildings on the cam-
pus when he entered the College.
Massachusetts Hall, the shell of
Memorial Hall, three dormitories
and the chapel were the extent of
the structures on the campus, with
the exception of a small, one-story
brick building that was used as a
chemistry laboratory.
Dormitory rooms at the time
were absolutely bare. Tillson ob-
serves that "there were no light-
ing fixtures, no water, no heat, no
furniture, and- much of nothing."
What the rooms looked like when
they were occupied depended on
the wealth and taste of the stu-
dents.
End-Women
The College did, however, fur-
nish women to take care of the
rooms, Tillson states that the wo-
men were locally known as end-
women and were not noted for
theif youth or beauty. He said
that "when it was proposed at a
faculty meeting to hire a new one,
the President asked, 'Is she suf-
ficiently repulsive in her personal
appearance?' Judging from those
I saw while at college. I think
the standard was pretty well main-
tained."
It. appears that during the 60s
there was considerable agitation
at the College for a change in the
curriculum, since there was a feel-
ing that the College was too clas-
sical. The result was the creation
of a scientific department, institut-
ed under President Chamberlain.
Tillson elected the scientific pro-
gram because he wished outdoor
work. It also appears that the en-
trance requirements were consid-
erably lest than for the classical.
Betting on Prayers
Tillson stated that he soon be-
came adjusted to the routine of the
College. It was a Congregational
instruction, but he never "thought
the religious instruction was of
particular benefit at Sunday serv-
ices especially when seeing class-
mates betting on the length of the
prayer."
TTie minister was not too popular
with the students. It appoai-s that
he got his largest wooding when
he once observed that the price of
whiskey in Chicago had fallen to
$1 a gallon.
President Chaml>erlain had been
a military man and wished to have
military training at the College.
Tillson observed "Drill was not
very popular; in fact it was very
obnoxious to the junior class es-
pecially."
Student Plot
A vast student plot was hatched
to resist drill. With the coopera-
tion being widespread, the drill-
master found he had only three
men 'left in his squad. This rebel-
lion was a clear defiance of the
College authorities, and the facul-
ty did not fail to meet the situa-
tion.
When Tillson himself refused to
drill, he reports that the faculty
answered him, "I am very sorry
to hear you take this position; in
accoidance .with the orders of the
faculty, I direct you to leave
Brunswick on the first train that
goes in the direction of your
home."
Tillson's class mot In Portland
and all agreed to consent to drill
in order to remain in the College.
Still their efforts had not been in
vain. "As a result of the rebellion,
the College boards at the next
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"It sounded good to me
Charles Poole. IVS. in Business Ad-
ministration. Boston University, '52, is
working for New Jersey Bell Telephone
Company as a Traffic Superintendent.
For a young man he has a lot of respon-
sihility. And responsibility is what he
likes. He has three New Jersey ex-
changes umlri lii- super\ision — Dover.
Madison aruTWashington — which total
nearly 16.000 customers, and he man-
ages a force of some 100 operators, in-
cluding nine chief operators and fifteen
an ice assistants.
"It's the t> ]>«• of job. ** says Charlie,
happih. "where you can never say
) ou're caught up. There's always some-
thing to do,*? Each day brings Charlie
new problems, new experiences. And
with every passing day his grasp of llu:
telephone business is getting stronger.
his value to the eompan) is growing.
That >|icll- the kind of future that
Charlie wants: the opportunity lo take
an ever-increasing part in an ever-ex-
panding business.
"It.sounded good to me," Charlie says,
remembering what he thought when the
telephone interviewer had finished tell-
ing him about the company and its fu-
ture. And, ay you might expect, it .-till
sounds good to him.
Charlie Poole is typical of the many young men
who are building careers in telephone work. Sim-
ilar opportunities exist today with other telephone
companies, anil also with Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Western Electric unci Sandia Corporation.
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Billy Budd To Be Acted
By Masque And Gown
Group To Offer
Play By Coxe
Masque and Gown will present
its first dramatic production of the
year, "Billy Budd," this Thursday
and Friday .night at 8:15 p.m. in
Piekard Theater in Memorial Hall.
Under the new Masque and
Gown ticket -policy all seats are
reserved. Undergraduates may pro-
cure their tickets hy presentation
of their Blanket Tax cards at the
box office in Memorial Hall be-
tween 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. each day
from Nov. 8 through Nov. 11. All
other tickets cost $1 and reser-
vations may Ik- made by calling
PArkview 5-2271 during those,
hours.
From .Melville'* Novel
The three act play, written by
Prof. Louis O. Coxr and Robert
Chapman, first opened at the Bilt-
more Theater in New York on Feb.
10, 1951. An adaptation for the'
stage of Herman Melville's novel,
it tells the story of man's inhu-
manity to man. The play won both
the Donaldson and the Outer Circle
drama awards.
Two short scenes from Billy
Budd were presented by Masque
and Gown over WCSH-TV last
week.
NOTICE
Bowdoin Quill will present
I.miis <). Coxe, I'rofessor of
Knglish, In a lecture on recent
poetry In Smith Auditorium at
8:80 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov.
18. Undergraduates, faculty and




By (..org*- A. Smart Jr. '57
In an interview with Prof. Louis
Osborne Coxe, co-author of the
approaching Masque and Gown
production of "Billy Budd," the
poet and playwright Mid that he
and Robert Chapman feel that
the main achievement of their play
is getting away from the com-
mon trait of current dramas in
which a few socialogical characters
chat back and forth for two or
three hours.
Using and combining the imple-
ments of "language, action and
(for want of a better word) mean-
ing, the play does or attempts to
do something new and exciting."
New and Different
During the course of the con-
versation, Professor Coxe referred
to Walter Kerr's book "How Not
to Write a Play" in which the not-
ed New York critic complains that
nothing much happens on the
stage anymore and pleads for a
"new and different" quality. When
writing "Billy Budd" the authors
did their best to follow this line
of thought - - to create something
"new and different."
"We strove," said Professor
Coxe, "for an exciting and valid
presentation in the theatre, with-
out the use of such gimmicks as
this year are: "All the King's.! ballet sequences, compact staging
Louis O. Coxe
x
The Cruel Sea '
To Commence
Flick Season
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
"The Cruel Sea," first of the
movies sponsored by' the Student
Union Committee, will be present-
ed Saturday, Nov. 12 in Smith
Auditorium. Show times are 6:30
and 8:30 p.m.
Other movies to be presented
On the same program, "Living
i Down Fist." appearing on that
station at 1:00 p.m., Mr. Coxe was
interviewed as author of the play
apd Professor of English * here.
While it was the first appearance
on television for most of the stu-
dent actors, the play appeared
once before on "Omnibus."
Dedication to Orowcll
The 1955-56 season of the
Masque & Gown is being dedicated
to the late Cedric R. Crowell, of
Roxbury, Conn., it has been an-
nounced by A. Raymond Rutan,
Acting Director of Dramatics.
I-ead Parts
The part of Captain Vere will
be played by J. Steward LaCasce
'56. Allan F. WrigKt '56 will appear
as First Officer Seymour and Don-
ald A. Perkins '58 as First Lieute-
nant HatClillc. The part of Sailing
Master Wyatt will be played by
James W. tVwsnap '57.
Others in the cast are Charles
W. Graham III '59, as Gardiner;
Curtis II. Stiles '56. as Midshipman
Rea; Robert L. Gustafson '57, as
Ship's Surgeon; Herbert A. Miller
'57. as Mastor-at-Arms Claggart;
Cordon L. Weil '58, as Master-at-
Arma Man Squeak; Roderick G.
Foreman '59, as the Dansker.
Also John B. Swier/ynski '59, as
Jenkins; Alan J. Cushner '57, as
Maintopman Payne; Maynard A.
Seetye '56. as Mainlopman Kin-
caid; Anthony T. Fleishman '57, as
Maintopman O'Daniel; Paul II.
Sibley '58, as Maintopman Butler;
Komlcr Appell '59. as Maintopman
Talbot; John P. Grinold '57. as
Maintopman Jackson; Jomi F. Col-
lier '57. as Billy Budd himself;
Nicholas P. Kostis '58, as a Ma-
rine; Robert W. Thompson '57, as
the mosslioy; Robert J. Berkley
'58. as Stoll. a helmsman; and
Charles A. Chapman '57, as the
drummer.
Men," Nov. 12; "La Beaute du Di-
able," Dec. 3; "Against the Wind,"
Jan. 14; "Desert Fox," Jan. _21:
"Genevieve," Jan. 28; "Sergeant
York," Feb. 4; "Miss Julie," Feb.
18; "Titanic." March .'!; "Glenn
Miller Story." March 10; "High
and Dry," March 17; "Viva Zapa
and girls without any clothes on."
"Billy Budd" relics upon the physi-
cal as well as psychological
forces."
Honest Approach
The co-author admitted that he
finds new faults in his creation
ta," April 7; "It Came From Outer
]
ovcrytime he sees or rereads the
Space," April 14; "Rocking Horse play. However, over and above
Winner," April 18, and "Thirteen
Rue Madelaine," May 5.
Exam Schedule
During the first semester ex-
amination period "Quartet'' will
-be shown in parts on Jan. 23, 24.
25, and 26. In June O. -Henry s
"Full House'-' will be presented. .
Ec Professors
Studying Town
Profs. James A. Storcr and
Charles S. Benson of the Econo-
mic! Department, in conjunction
i
.
with the Economic Survey Com-
!
bcforc entcnnS thc Uni,«i States
what faults there may be, he feels
very strongly that "Billy Budd,"
which deals with some very per-
tinent facts, is "honest and
straightforward in its approach."
In conclusion, Mr. Coxe men-
tioned that papers have recently
been signed for a West End of
London production and a possible
English motion picture version of
the play.
^
Coxe, who is 37 years old, grad-
uated from St. Paul's School in
Concord, N. H., in 1936 and from
Princeton University in 1940. For
two years he taught at the Brooks




By Peter K. Gaaa '51
Paul M. Butler, Chairman of the
Democratic National Committee,
urged the undergraduate body to
take an interest in politics and the
parties in a lecture, in Smith Au-
ditorium last Wednesday after-
noon. Mr. Butler was sponsored
by the College Political Forum as
part of its program to revive in-
terest in politics.
Mr. Butler, speaking without
notes or a prepared speech, began
by paying tribute to coach Adam
Walsh who was part of the famous
Notre Dame football team when
Butler was an undergraduate there.
Butler also praised Senator Doug-
las of Illinois, a Bowdoin graduate,
and the late President K. C. M.
Sills.
"Unfortunate" Restriction*
Noting that some colleges have
"unfortunate" restrictions on po-
litical activities, Mr. Butler said
that college is primarily training
to take up responsibilities as "good
citizens." He had sent letters to
the college presidents of the nation
encouraging greater interest in
parties.
Mr. Butler felt that there is a
responsibility to become actively
identified with a party chosen af-
ter independent study. The day of
the power politician and the money
politician is coming to an end.
There is a need for people in the
parties who have a desire to give
of themselves without selfishness.
There should be greater respect for
the two party system. The basic
objectives of the two parties are




from the audience, Mr. Butler de-
voted half of his time to answers.




mittee of the Brunswick Chamber
of Commerce, are working on an
economic survey of the Brunswick
community, the purpose- of which
is to examine the lov^o'-s iin.ui> ial
situation since the Verney Mill
closed.
The Chamber of Commerce
hopes that the report can be used
not only to relieve the immediate
financial plight of the town by
having a new industry come to
Brunswick to take i!s place but
also to make the whole economic
basis of the community more
sound.
This report will he sent to man-
ufacturers who are considering the
possibility of moving to Brunswick.
The l-eport will furnish them in-
foi-mation about the labor situa-
tion, tax structure, government,
schools, raw materials, transporta-
tion, etc.
Professors Benson and Storer,
however, were not the only ones
Navy. From 1946 to 1948 Coxe
taught at the Lawrcnceville School
in New Jersey before becoming a
Briggs-Copeland Instructor o f
English at Harvard Colleg \ In
1949 he was appointed Assistant
Professor of English at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and three
years later was promoted to the
rank of associate professor. He
came to Bowdoin this year to suc-
ceed the late Robert Peter Tris-
tram Coffin, for twenty years
Pierce Professor of English.
Creative Writer
Coxp is the author of two books
of poems. "The Sea Faring and
Other Poems" was published in
1947, and "The Second Man and
Other Poems" has been published
this fall by the University of Min-
nesota Press. In addition, his
poems, essays, and reviews have
appeared in many magazines such
as "Poetry," the "New Yorker,"
doing work on the report. It was ' ,nc "Sewanee Review," the "Satur-
a community effoit with about 25 day Review," and "New Republic."
townspeople collecting data or "Billy Budd," which opened at
supplying information relative to the Bi Itmore Theatre in New York
the report. One group which con- : on February 10. 1951, has since
tributed greatly was the League of
j
beet) a popular choice for college
Women Voters. ' and high school dramatic groups.
Popular Professor Prepares Prominent
Pithy Publication Prior To Printing Press
One of the most prominent lit-
erary magazines in the country,
the New England Quarterly, is of
special interest to the College com-
munity; not only does this publica-
tion emanate from the Bowdoin
campus, hut it also employs the
services of Professor of English
Herbert 'Joss Brown as its Manag-
ing Editor.
The magazine was founded at
Harvard in 1928 by Admiral Sam-
uel Eliot Morison. President of the
American Historical Society and
Professor of History at Harvard.
and Prof. Kenneth B. Murdock.
Admiral Morison is the celebrated
mail' of letters who authored the
By Barry C. Waldorf '.>«
Quarterly has contained the works
of such outstanding authors as
Mark Twain. Edward Taylor (the
Puritan metaphysical poet), Van
Wyek Brooks, Harold I.aski. Ber-
nard DeVoto (editor of the "Easy
Chair" in Harper's) and has in-
cluded articles by members of the
College faculty; among them are
Profs. Edward Kirkland, Thomas
Riley, Athern Daggett and, of
course, Herbert Brown.
However. Professor Brown's
main function on the publication
is Managing Editor; it is his job
to prepare the magazine for press,
edit the articles after deciding
•what articles are to be printed and
Naval History of World War II generally supervising the publica-
and the Pulitzer prize winning i ion Although the aroount of work
biography of Columbus, Admiral of involved appears staggering. Pro-
the Ocean Sea. . fCSsor Brown looks upon his choies
Deals \Vith New England
| as ..just a noobv •
The Quarterly is comprised sole- I
1} of articles dealing with New
' Widely Circulated
England life and letters, confining
j
The magazine's circulation cov-
as this may seem, the range of
,
ers a wide range. Although no ac-
Mihject matter is amazing. The tual figures are available, the
i
Quarterly goes to the Universities
of Moscow, Paris. Amsterdam, Ox-
ford, Cambridge, London, Rome
and Vienna. Among the magazine's
subscribers are two members of
the United States Supreme Court,
practically every important Amer-
ican library', several Governors and
many distinguished critics, authors
and editors.
Typically American
The magazine is typically Amer-
ican and therein lies its charm and
popularity; the four editions ap-
pear in March, June. September
and December and are printed by
the same company that prints the
College catalogue.
The current edition is particular-
ly important as it marks the first
appearance in print of some of
Emily Dickinson's private papers,
thus making the issue a first edi-
tion of the great poet's work. The
headquarters for the magazine is
located in Hubbard Hall and the
annual subscription rate is $4.00.
tween the unions and the employ
ers.
Asked who had the best chance
of getting the Democratic nomina-
tion for the presidency, Mr. Butler
replied that, at present, he was
neutral but that there is a wealth
of qualified candidates. After a
tour of 37 states, Butler was "very
hopeful" for the chances of the
By .Stephen Z. Colodny '57
A major Gollege activity stands
on the verge of extinction as lead-
ing WBOA officials have gained
an impression from the Blanket
Tax Committee meeting to the ef-
fect that the College radio station
either boost its coverage and justi-
fy its continued existence or else
suspend operations at the end of
thp current year, according to Jos-
eph M. Brush II '38, chief an-
nouncer.
Second Transmitter
At the present time the range
of WBOA extends to four of the
five dormitories on campus. How-
ever, according to station officials,
they hope to improve this situation
very soon as a second transmit-
ter is now in the process of being
built. It is expected that this new
equipment will be in operation
around Thanksgiving time. With
the addition of the second trans-
mitter the area of coverage should
be extended to the entire College
community with the possible ex-
ceptions of the Beta and ATO frat-
ernity houses.
Aside from the engineering de-
partment which has been the per-
ennial weak link, the station as a
whole is in good shape at this
time. At present the record col-
lection of the station is quite ex-
tensive with the continual addi-
tion of the current hits on all the
major record labels and many of
the smaller ones. Also, thus year
WBOA has made arrangements
with Columbia and Capitol records
to receive regular shipments of
the new LP's in the popular and
semi-classical fields.
I. at,, Hours Must Go
Although the station is not oper-
ating on a strict schedule at this
felt, was a non-political matter be-j time, several shows are featured
weekly. Monday night is devoted
entirely to the American idiom of
jazz, and on Thursday from 11:30
p.m. to 12:30 ajn. Friday the Sen-
sual Hour is a featured offering.
Kariier in the year it was thought
that Night Train, which was
formerly run by Fred Wilkins,
would return to the airwaves, but
.duo to difficulty in securing late
Democrats in '56. "The trend has hour privileges ffom.the director
been toward the Democratic Par-fof the Moulton Union, those plans
»y.'
Tammany Hall, now lead by
Carmine DcSapio whom Butler
labelled an outstanding young
leader with the utmost integrity,
has taken on a new form. It is run
by the people.
Farm Income Down
Butler pointed out that the farm
income has dropped two and one
half billion dollars, that there is
now "a political revolt in the mak-
ing in the Middle West." The farm-
ers may blame Ihc present admin-
istration.
have had to be temporarily aban
doned.
According to Joseph M. Brush
II '58, chief announcer, interest in
the station is still high, but in-
creased coverage is necessary' to
maintain thus interest, and that
plus the maintenance of opera-
tions are the prime concerns of
the WBOA staff at this time.
WBOA was established as the
result of a substantial gift of the
Class of 1924. The three-room stu-
dio was built in 1951 on the sec-
ond floor of the Moulton Union.
Dr. Huntington Discusses
College's Scientific Station
By Roger Howell Jr. fM
Last summer Prof. Charles F..\
Huntington of the biology depart-
ment undertook a considerable
amount of preliminary work at the
College's scientific station at Kent
Island in relation to Leach's petrel.
Dr. Huntington, in a recent in-
terview, gave some background of
his work. Leach's petrel, ho re-
vealed, is a .sea bird which nests
in burrows on outer islands. The
fact that the birds do nest in bur-
rows and also nest colonially
makes them extremely vulnerable
to mammals, and this. Dr. Hunt-
ington said, was the reason that
they nest on the outer islands
where there are no mammals.
Leach's petrel lives at sea all
the time except when it docs come
in to nest. Its navigation is some-
what of a mystery. The birds come
in only at night to their burrows
in the thick spruce woods. It is
also significant that the birds lay
only one egg a year, thus having
a very low reproductive potential.
Dr. Huntington said that one
would think that they would
evolve to reproduce at a higher
rate, but this is not the case.
Experiment* Lust Summer
During the past summer. Pro-
fessor Huntington was mainly con-
cerned with seeing how much ef-
fect his experimental procedures
would have in upsetting the birds
so that they would desert their
nests. It would, of course, be very
difficult to conduct experiments on
the homing ability of these birds
if the experimenting itself caused
the birds to desert their nests.
In trying to find the extent to
which his experimenting would
cause the birds to desert their
nests. Dr.. Huntington first went
through the woods with the help
of William Carpenter of Water-
villc and Richard Huntington of
Princeton, N. J., looking for the
openings of the burrows. Since
there were burrows left from pre-
vious years in the area, it was
necessary to identify active bur-
rows by observing whether the
burmws were freshlv dug and also
by the characteristic musky smell
of the birds which pervades the
burrows that they are using.
Three Group*
When the location of a number
of burrows had been determined.
Dr. Huntington divided them into
three main groups. In the first
group, he went into the burrows
right away and banded the birds.
Generally, only one bird was found
in the next at a time. He con-
tinued to check on these burrows
throughout the time he was there.
In the second group, once he
had banded two birds in the bur-
row he left it alone. The third
group he left alone as a control.
Dr. Huntington noted that this
control had some drawbacks, how-
ever,- since the nests were all in
the same general area and hence
even the control was disturbed to
some extent. As a result, he tagged
another set of burrows located
some distance away and left them
completely alone also.
This early part of the experi-
menting was conducted from the
time of Commencement until the
middle of July. At this point, Dr.
Huntington left the island. He re-
turned there in the middle of
August to investigate all the bur-
rows.
Statistic hI Analysis
By that time most of the eggs
had hatched, and as a result there
were young birls in most of the
nests. He analyzed the findings
statistically. The results are still
somewhat inconclusive, and there-
fore he hopes to do more work
next summer. Generally speaking.
Dr. Huntington said, the results
were these. In the separate con-
trol group there was a significant-
ly higher percentage of occupancy
than in any of the three original
groups. In these groups, although
there was a difference in percent-
age of occupancy in the direction
that was to be expected < the more
the disturbance, the smaller the
percentage of occupancy! these
differences were not statistically
significant.





By Maynard A. Seetye '56
Action by the Council on the
hazing question comes on the heels
'
of a prolonged discussion which
has involved the entire .campus
during the last few weeks, stu-
dents and faculty alike.
Council has felt very strongly
its position of having to comply
with faculty opinions on one side
and student wishes on the other.
It has become increasingly clear
that most of the faculty and many
students object to those elements
of hazing which tend to consume
too much of the entering fresh-
man's time, to distract attention
,
in the classroom, and to detract
from "the good' name of the Col-
lege."
Impression Continued
Meeting of the Council \vithj O J)1 1
Professors Daggett and Gustafson C)UZUtMC DlOCn,
on Friday confirmed Council's im-
pression that the faculty is intent
on eliminating destructive aspects
of hazing. It was also pointed out,
however, that the proposal to move
hazing to second semester is> not
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All 13 Approve
Beta Suggestion
Council on Monday unanimously
! approved with certain amendments
a proposal offered last week by
the Beta Theta Pi House.
This proposal is in cfTcri a com-
promise between tentative propos-
als two and throe referred to the
houses for straw votes two weeks
ago, the former having been sug-
gested by the TD's and the latter
by the Deke represent a tivc.
The compromise plan has been
termed the Beta Proposal because
it was put into a formal motion
by the Beta representative, E. B.
Clark '56. l>ut several houses sug-
gested similar plans in answer li>
Council appeal of two weeks ago.
Goes To Faculty
Proposal ;»s finally adopted is a
recommendation to the facuty in
the form of an alternate plan to
that already proposed by ihe Self-
( Study Committee in its report to
i the faculty, and it will not take
ss approved hy the fa-
administration.
Although the motion was. madeMiss Suzanne Bloch, lutenist.
enough alternate proposal by the
| singer to the lute, and player of ! last week, if was tabled for one
students might meet with faculty i virginals and recorders, will np-
j
meeting to allow the Council to
approval. Ipear here on Monday, Nov, 11, at j meet as a committee of the whole
Recognizing that hazing does In-'g^S pm . jn n,p pjckai
cur a drain on the freshman's time
as well as a certain mental or psy-
chological strain. Council at the
same time felt that modifications
of the present system would b<"
more acceptable to the student
body than the switch to second-
semester initiation. It was also felt
that a prolonged or postponed haz-
ing program would only serve to
increase any psychological strain,
real or imagined.
Consider All Views
In drafting its proposal, Council
has attempted to take into account
both student and faculty views.
Thus, the first section of the pro-
posal deals with precisely those
aspects of hazing mentioned above,
while the second attempts to pre-
serve for the students some aspects
of hazing as it exists at present.
Another reason for not interfering
with the final week too much is
that many of the activities car-
ried on that wceiOire prescribed
By national fraternity rules, and
although they might thus be rlas-
tn Memorial Hall, according to
Frederic E. T. Tiilotson, Professor
of Music.
Daughter of the famous com-
poser Ernest Bloch, Suzanne
Bloch has for many years been the
principal concert performer on the
American continent at the lute.
Her first training was as a pianist,
but before she was 20 she turned
to various keyboard instruments
of an earlier day. As a composer
she won at the age of 19 first
prize in a Paris contest for women
musicians. She has Written lute-
songs of her own, set to verses
from "Alice in Wonderland."
Miss Bloch is the only concert
artist accompanying herself on the
authentic nineteen-st ringed lute in
the rendition of Medieval, Renais-
sance, and Elizabethan songs. Eac'i
year she makes appearances
throughout thi_ United States and
in Canada, recreating music of the
past which mi^ht otherwise be for-
gotten.
Ihe public is invited to attend
d Theater] with Profs. Athern P. Daggett and
sified under initiation procedures
j
Miss Bloch's performance
rather than hazing, it would be
| js no admission charge,
difficult to make hard and fast
rylrs for the final period. ~
Part IV of the proposal smrsi Vti»pj/ c
^llfff'l*
to define enforcement procedure ^ * *V/1Y3
while leaving it partly on the honor
system. The enforcement of these
proposed rules under this provi-
sion would be much the same as
the "enforcement of social rules
at present. I
Unif.v Practices
One of the main objectives kept
In mind by the Council in framing
its profwsal was the unifying of
practices so that the hazing system
could not Ik- blamed for the ac-
tions of one particular house and
also so the pledges In one house
would not feel they were worse off
than those in another. It was with
the idea of keeping practices uni-
form that a proposed amendment \ n,orc lhan ''" mon ' '"' , ' m ' s -sl»«
Tremendous Leases
These "tremendous losses'' were
not expected, when Ihe library
staff undertook to check losses af- 1
There
From Thieves
As a floor-by-floor survey of the
library continues, the number of
books missing from last fall is
continually mounting to alarming
proportions, according to Librarian
Kenneth J. Boyer and Assistant
Librarian John R. McKenna.
A survey taken in recent weeks
of the 800s, books on literature,
indicates that about 107) books
have disappeared In the last year.
A preliminary check of the fourth
floor of the stacks, covering gov-
ernment and economies, shows that
which would have allowed hazing
at two meals, leaving the distri-
bution of the allowed time up to;
the individual house, was defeated. I
,
Also some members of the Council ' ,Cr *" '"'*' y?*T '"
,
,hc MW rK)li -
felt that the freshmen should ^ , ^> "Mmving the stacks open to all
nterfer
lS,u"<>n,s - When a gathering of h- i
"jbrarians from other state colleges
j
heard of the results, they were
|
Alton H. Gustafson of the .Solf-
Study Committee to clarify the
status and intent of that commit-
tee's recommendation- that hazing
and initiation be postponed to sec-
ond semester.
Monday's meeting was marked
with a spirit of co-operation and
willingness to compromise. Amend-
ments to the original Beta motion
were voted on first after discussion
of each point, and the package pro-
posal in its final farm was then a|>-
proved hy all thirteen members.
Text
The text of the proposal as it is
to be presented to the faculty is as
follows:
"On November 7, 1955, the Stu-
dent Council unanimously enacted
the following propowtls to l>c pre-
sented to the Faculty Administra-
tive Committee with regard to haz-
ing:
"I. Prior to the Monday before
Homecoming Weekend
A. Fi-eshmen shall ho re-
quired to wear only beanies
and signs, the signs not to
exceed 8 inches by 12 inches.
B. Mealtime hazing shall be
permitted five days a week
at one meal per day. the time
not to exceed forty.-fivc min-
utes a day.
C. No man shall lie requir-
ed to work on. house project
,
in excess of three hours per
week, and these hours shall
lie confined to the period be-
tween the noon and evening
meals.
"II. Beginning the Monday lie-
fore Homecoming, with the
exception of Part I, Section
A. hazing as under the pres-
ent system shall be permit-
ted.
allowed one meal without
ence.
It was felt that, further tearing
apart of the proposal would serve
little purpose, and both the house
presidents and the houses as a
whole have already been consulted
for their opinions.
shocked, according to Mr. McKen-
na.
The sui-vey is continuing on
other floors and should bo com-
[Pl^Hc Turn To r<i£f 1}
'III. All hazing shall terminate by
12 noon on Friday before
Homecoming,
"IV. The Student Judiciary Com-
mittee shall hold house presi-
- dents responsible for the en-
forcement of these rules."
The Council proposal presumably
j
would lx- presented to the faculty
• by the Dean in his capacity as sd-
,
visor at Ihe time when the faculty
j
reaches that section of the Solf-
I Study report which deals with haz-
I Ing practices.
.
German Student Here On Bowdoin Plan
Gives Personal Views On Saar Problem
This is the first of three articles
by Dietmar Klein, a bowdoin Plan
student from Germany majoring
in political science. He is a member
of the Young European Federal-
ists, a European youth and stu-
dent movement, the German sec-




In March 1964, as chairman of
the ISSF chapter at the University
in Freiburg. Breisgati, Germany, he
made- a study excursion to the
Sarr, Luxembourg and Belgium
with his group in order to study
the problems of the Euro|)can coal
and steel center. •
Studied Prut. lein
He had a chance in Saarliniec-
ken to speak with members of the
government of the European Move-
ment of the Saar. with professors
at the new University of the Saar-
land, vvith workers, aivd many
other people. From these contacts
and his own personal observations.
By Dietmar Klein
he got an insight to the problems,
views and feelings of the people
involved in the so-called "Saar
problem." The Editor
"A clear defeat of France." "a
clear victory for Germany," "new
German nationalism defeats plan
of Europcanization," or "the Eu-
ropean Union died in Paris on Aug.
30. 1954, and was buried in the
Saar on Oct. 23. 1955" these
are some of the catch-lines re-
sulting from the recent referendum
in the Saar. a fiercely disputed
area of 9*K> square miles between
France and Germany, vvith a pop-
ulation of 983.000. a steel produc-
tion of 2.8 million tons and a coal
production of 16.8 million tons.
Waal ftaot Treaty I1r*t
More than Hvo-thirds of the Vot-
ers, after a bitter campaign ->of
three months, rejected the agree-
ment on the stat is of the Saar until





Konrad Adenauer had agreed Oct.
23. 1954. is approved.
The Saar formed part of the
Holy Roman Empire until annexed
to France by Louis XIV. It re-
mained a part of Fiance until the
end of the Najwleonic Wars in
1815, when it was transferred to
Prussia by the Treaty of Vienna.
The Saar. taken from Germany
after World War I and occupied by
France, was administered by the
League of Nations until 1935, when
it voted to rejoin Ihe German
Ileich. Ninety por cent of tbe Saar
citizens who voted favored this
move.
Significant Dates
Many sigiiitieant events occurred
after World War II in which the
Saar was concerned. Lister below
are some of them:
Feb. 11. 1945: In the Treaty of
Yalta the United States, Russia
and Great Britain agree upon the
division of Germany in occupied
French Premier zones. France shah participate,
and Chancellor
j
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Library Book Thefts
Recently we learned some pretty startling facts concerning
library book thefts from Kenneth J. Boyer, the College librarian.
Over a hundred books. Mr. Boyer said, were taken from one
floor alone in the stacks during the past year — that is, since
the new open-stack policy went into effect.
The seriousness of these thefts is quite apparent to any
thinking student. Many of the books which have been removed
cannot be replaced. For instance, every book on the writings
and life of William Faulkner were taken. Also removed were
books in certain irreplaceable sets.
One can easily see that under the strain of getting a term
paper in on time or other similar circumstances, a student might
be tempted to borrow these books illegally. This in itself is
unfortunate, but what is even more unfortunate is the fact that
many of these students fail to return these books after they
have finished using them. And there are probably other stu-
dents who are afraid to return them for fear of being exposed
as plagiarists. A curious form of intellectualism, to say the
least. Mr. Boyer feels certain that all of the books taken were
not appropriated sut of a deep love of literature. Few students
desire a complete library on the life and writings of Faulkner,
for example.
To be sure, it is to be expected that some books will be
taken when the stacks of any college library are open to its
students. But over a hundred from a single floor is far in excess
of what would be expected. When a book, especially a good
book, goes out of print it is difficult to ascertain its monetary
value, for it is that much less knowledge available to others.
To have the stacks open to the College community is a
privilege, a privilege which must be used carefully. If the
library staff finds that as many books have been taken from
other floors, Mr. Boyer, as librarian, will be faced with one
or two alternatives: either the stacks will be closed or more
stringent safeguards will be imposed upon students who use the
stacks. Since the College spent a large sum of money to have
the lighting replaced in the stacks so that students might use
them more efficiently, it would be unfortunate, indeed, if the
stacks had to be closed. In the same manner it would be very
unpleasant to have special guards checking each student in
and out of the stacks. Such a measure would tend to discourage
many students from using the stacks.
Of course, this problem can be solved a third way, by the
students themselves. If those students who took books would
return them by placing them in the box outside the library door
after hours or by dropping them off at the main desk when the
library is open, no questions will be asked. Mr. Boyer is more
interested in having the books returned than prosecuting the
persons involved.
We hope that those few persons who have misused this
valuable privilege will take heed and consider the many students
who use the stacks in an honest manner. Few students, we
beheve, deliberately want to curtail the use of material in the






There is little doubt that the
hazing situation at Bowdoin could
stand some form of modification
or improvement. Such action, we
trust, will come about as a result
of a democratic and unemotional
process which does not attempt or
desire to remedy the situation un-
til all sides and viewpoints are
aired and explored.
The Bowdoin Orient by its name
implies that it is the paper, if not
the voice, of the student body of
Bowdoin College. For the last two
issues editorials have appeared in
the paper that are admittedly in
direct contradiction with an over-
whelming majority of the student
body. Many members of the facul-
ty are opposed to these views—
indeed several members of the
Orient's own staff in a recent let-
ter expressed their disagreement
with the editorial policy.
These editorials then are neither
representative of the College col-
lectively or any suable portion of
the College community. It is not
the purpose of this letter to ex-
press our views on the pertinent
hazing question, however different
our views may be from those ex-
pressed by the editors. We wel-
come the other side, hut not when
it is presented as the only side.
The Student Council, in their
attempts at examination before
reaching any definite conclusions
on this complex problem, is termed
in the iast editorial as being "in
a quandary," its position is called
"ambiguous" and if it represents,
as a Student Council should, the
views of the student body it "would
solve nothing." The editorial also
pointed out that whatever course
of action the Council takes, the
student body's or the administra-
tion's, it (the Council) "would be
of little use to the campus as a
ruling body" as "it would, in either
case, be representing only one in-
terest group in the College." We
are of this same opinion and sym-
pathize with the Council in their
problem,, but congratulate them in
their efforts to seek an acceptable,
not faction-making, unifying plan.
We again agree with the Orient
that an organization, like the Stu-
dent Council, is ineffectual if it
represents 'Only a small interest
group in the College and we pro-
pose that a student newspaper is
equally, if not more so, "of little
use" when "representing only one
interest group in the College." We
have noticed the disappearance of
the editorial policy statement from
the paper and can not help but
speculate if it was because some
members did not subscribe to the
viewpoints on the hazing issue.
"We" Should Sign Editorials
.
Surely the Orient must be aware
that these are controversial editor-
ials, and to the non-initiate could
easily be misconstrued as being
the viewpoint of Bowdoin College.
Why then couid not the "we" who
express the Orient's views on haz-
ing indicate who they are?
It is indeed a sorry situation, if
not a potentially dangerous one,
when a college newspaper is not
even representative of a majority
of its own staff. We sincerely hope
that we are not alone in feeling
this way and that serious steps
will be taken to prevent the news-
paper from degenerating into a
mouthpiece of a powerful few.
Richard T. P. Kennedy '58
Walter G. Gans '57
William Hale Jr. '56
LeRoy E. Dyer '56
Frederick D. Cameron '54
By George A,
BJg names, an elaborate produc-
tion and 90 minutes Were not
enough to save Max Liehman's pre-
sentation of "The Great Waltz on
Saturday evening. The original
"Waltz" won popular acclaim some
years ago when it fust appeared
on Broadway and has since that
time enjoyed a number of suc-
cessful revivals throughout the
country.
Based probably more on fancy
than fact, it is essentially the story
of hpw the younger Johan.: Strauss
finally outwitted his jealous father
(the first Vienna waltz king) and
brought his immortal three-quarter
time compositions to the listening
public. The libretto has never been
an impressive one in any one of
Its varied forms, but with good
singing and a reasonable attempt
at dramatic flavor, the tuneful




fell far short of the mark. The
Metropolitan's Patrice Munsel, re-
cently returned from a night club
stint at Las Vegas I you know, that
place where even the bell boys all
own Cadillacs), essayed the role of
the young singer who falls in love
'withy "and promotes;-' the jtfoung
composer. Miss Munsel, who does-
n't groiw prettier through* the
years, was never in particularly
good voice and sang most of the
music carelessly and with an an-
noying modern tinge, hardly well
suited to the classical mode in
which the majority of the music
lies. Credible acting was her one
strong point.
Andes' Acting Poor
One can barely imagine a worse
characterization than was given
by Keith Andes in the role of
Johann Jr. His acting stylo was
close to sixth grade calibre, he
sang badly from start to finish and
he didn't even look the part. I
don't think that leaves anything
untouched. It thus remained for
stage comic Bert (hahahaha) Lahr
and opera veteran Jarmila Novat-
na to give the only distinguished
touches of the evening. I've al-
ways felt that a little of T^ahr goes
quite a ways, but on this occasion
thanks to some funny lines and a
moderate style, he was first rate
in the part of the cafe owner. Miss
Novatna Isn't as young as she used
to be, but she can still act and
belt out a pretty tune at the same
time. Mia Slaven'ska was splendid
as the ballerina.
As though the original story
weren't strain enough on the ima-
gination, Liebman's .writers felt
compelled to produce a new and
more fantastic tale. This, added
to the poor singing and generally
Smart Jr. '57
unsatisfactory acting power, went
the last lap of the road into mak-
ing "The Great Waltz" a genuine
f:tjlure. I suppose for the owners
of color TV the costumes did pro-
vide a pleasing eyeful.
"Hie Boston Scene
A glance at the Boston theatric-
al season gives indication that the
"city of culture" is having more
than its usual share of play offer-
ings. Up to now the biggest hit
(by critical standards at least)
seems to have been the .Anouilh-
Hellman production of "The Latvia."
From the standpoint of acting,
text, direction, and stage present a-
j
tioh, the Joan of Arc story seems
to have come very close to that
envied place known as perfection.
The talents of Julie Harris, Boris
Karloff, Christopher Plummer, Jo-
seph Wiseman and Theodore Bikel
won unanimous approval from the
critics, and the play line itself, al-
though far from a new subject, re-
ceived high praise.
Mr. Rogers and Mr. Mammeratein
By this time it appears that just
about any enterprise with the
names of Messrs. Rogers and Ham-
merstein linked to it is marked for
sure success. Their newest contri-
bution Is a musical play based on
John Steinbeck's "Sweet Thurs-
day" and stars Helen Traubel and
William Johnson, with a newcomer
Judy Tyler as the romantic lead.
Critical analysis reveals that "Pipe
Dream" is always "serviceable"
and entertaining, but that It lacks
same of the genius so apparent in
the earlier successes of "South
Pacific," "Oklahoma," "Carousel"
and "The King and I." Among the
individual songs, "Susie Is a Good
Thing" and "Thinkin' " loom up as
the brightest compositions. Skill-
ful handling of a "trivial" situa-
tion and an "ill-assorted'' band of
characters, a colorful and dramat-
ically tailored production, and su-
perb performances by an "out-
standing" cast all point to a long
run for "Pipe Dream."
Extra
Although competition has been
getting mighty stiff, "Seven Cities
of Gold" placed itself In the top
row of contenders for nomination
as the worst motion picture of
the year. ... On the serious side,
"The Desperate Hours" from all
"reliable" reports is one movie
that you shouldn't miss. . .
. Re-
ferring back to bad movies, really
bad that is, the management of To
These Ears takes "pleasure" in
announcing that a poll for worst
movie, worst actress, worst direc-
tion, worst musical etc. will be held
shortly after Christmas. If Har-




Last year's staff of the Bugle
has sent in all material for the
delayed year book to the publish-
ers and it should, barring unfore-
seen delays, be ready for distribu-
tion around Thanksgiving, Prof.
Kit-hard L. Chittim, adviser, an-
nounced.
Meanwhile, the staff of this
year's edition has already begun
work on its issue. Currently, how-
ever, work has been retarded be-
cause the Bugle has no office.
Members of the Bugle hope to
have an office soon, which, they
hope, will be on campus. Faculty
advisers to the Bugle are now
considering possible locations.
There is a new photographer for
this year's issue. He was chosen
by the publishers. It is hoped that
he will add something new in the
way of style to the Bugle.
Behind The Ivy Curtain
Mrs. J. Coles
To Speak Soon
Mrs. James S. Coles will be a
panelist at the fifth annual Alum-
nae Council at Barnard College
this Friday and Saturday, when
alumnae from all over the coun-
try return for a two-day confer-
ence on "Whither Barna.d?"
On Satuiday Mrs. Coles will
join Dean Thomas P. Pcardon of
Barnard, and Mrs. Leonard Cronk-
hite, Dean of the Graduate School
of Radcliffe College and a trustee
of Barnard, in a discussion of the
College's faculty and plans for
meeting teaching needs of the fu-
ture. -
Mrs. Coles is one of eight re-
gional councillors of the Alumnae
Association of Barnard College.
Other alumnae participating in the
Council will be representatives of
Barnard's 55 alumnae classes, 22
regional clubs and board of direc-
tors of the Alumnae Association.
By Henry D. M.
Once again the weekly round-up
can hardly be' described as much
of anything but dull -- with this
exception, however, that what
items are worth reporting, are rea-
sonably good. In like manner, onee
again, the Orient has received
publications from such outer-fringe
Ivy League organizations as Deer-
ing High School (Portland I. Phil-
lips Exeter Academy, Shady Side
Academy and the New Hampton
School' of New Hampton, New
Hampshire.
It is from the last-named of
these various institutions that one
of the best items comet;, which is
titled, "What's the Catch?" It is
a list of what teachers say. What
they mean is in parentheses:
I will not give any surprise tests
in this class. (Hah, just* wait till
tomorrow!
)
The textbook which you will use
is one of the pest written. (I wrote
it.)
Outside reading is not required
in this subject. (Read 16 of the
following nr.d report on each one.
)
I'm just interested in what you
get out of this course and not
about your grades. ( I flunked half
the class last term.)
Most pupils feel I'm an easy
marker. (I flunked half the class
last term.)
If my tests take you more than
half an hour to complete, you
should flunk it. (Oh, well, I've got
nothing to do all afternoon.)
I grade on quite a lenient curve.
(Ninety per cent "Fs," 8o per cent
"D's," one-half of one per cent
"B's," and one-fourth of one per
cent "A's.")
The same paper is also to be
congratulated for having in the
person of one G. Bell, the best
cartoonist seen in any paper that
has come to the Orient this fall.
This man can draw, a talent sadly
lacking in the art departments of
colleges which presumably have a
far greater variety of choice.
Theses Done: $M
The next item is second-hand in-
formation from The Wesleyan Ar-
gus, but amusing nevertheless. It
Sherrerd Jr. "St
seems that the Harvard Crimson
has exposed a commercial thesis-
writing organization, which would
write your entire major thesis for
$20. Amazingly enough, this or-
ganization seems ti) have been com-
posed of one woman and a typist,
and they boasted of having writ-
ten approximately lit successful
theses. The woman In question, one
Edith Taunton, appairntly made
her mistake when she accepted a
commissiori from a staff-member of
the Crimson to write a 60-page
thesis on. "The Hole of Michael
Bakunin in Russian Revolutionary
Movement of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury." She should have known
better than to fool around with
that sort of thing.
Good reporting department: the
Amherst Student rushed out a
special one-page edition after the
football game of Oct. 22. This car-
ried a complete story on the after-
noon's activities with Wesleyan:
the football game and soccer game
(which Amherst lost), the fresh-
man football game and cross-
county meet (which they won). It
was bordered in black, appropriate-
ly enough.
"One Man's Poison"
The Trinity Tripod for Oct, i.'fi
featured a column with the rather
interesting title of "One Man's
Poison," in which the writer dis-
cussed the approach of Halloween,
and the possibilities therein for
changing a few things around cam-
pus. His ideas are as follows:
"The first change has to do with
chapel. Every morning at 7:45 a.m.
some indiscreet barbarian scuttles
into the chapel tower and rouses
the entire slumbering student body
with a nerve-shattering rendition
of an obscure Bach prelude. Now,
I have a sincere appreciation for
Bach, but net in the middle of the
night. 1 suggest that appropriate
steps be taken to eliminate this
aboriginal practice. Perhaps sev-
[ Please Turn To Page 4]
Editor's Note: Editorials in the
Orient are not signed as they rep-
resent the view, of the edltor-ln-
chlef. Few papers, college or pro-
fessional, have- signed editorials.
One is to assume that editorials
represent the views of either the
editor-in-chief or publisher of the
paper.
Politics On Campus
Last week, we thought, the Political Forum made a very
positive contribution to the college community in presenting
Paid M. Butler, chairman of the Democratic National Com-
mittee. While Mr. Butler's talk was not profound, it was, never-
theless, interesting to hear some of his own personal views' on
American poKtica along with some of the Democratic Party's
attitudes on many national issues.
Mr. Butler gave some pretty sound advice on a college
graduate's role in politics regardless of which party he favors.
And be also stressed tbe importance of active participation in
political affairs while in college, insofar as it is possible.
So far this year, however, the only political club actively
functioning on campus is the Political Forum, a nonpartisan
group, la past years there have been some students here who
were quite interested and dedicated to one of our two national
parties. We feel that this was a healthy indication and wonder





































Webster's New Collegiate (Indexed) 6.00
Webster's New World Dictionary (Indexed) 6.00
Concise French-English Dictionary 3.75


































Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE! —
WINSTON brkjs|W back to {fifoi swfouq
College smokers all over the country are welcoming Winston with
open arms! This king-siae filter cigarette gives you real tobacco flavor. TTie
full, rich flavor really comes through to you because the exclusive Winston
filter works so effectively. In short: Winston tastes good — like a cigarette should!
WINSTON
j aiYNOLDa roaAC jo co .winston.fAicM. N e
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POLAR
BEARINGS
Maine Grabs State Crown, Burying White In Mud
By Paul Z."Lewl« 'St
"Although the current football season has just barely started, it
is a pretty safe assumption that it will go down in the books as hav-
ing been a building season.'* So read the^ first line of John Simonds'
"Polar Bearings'' dated September 28. 1956. Just hoy true, this fore-
cast was can probably be best exemplified by the play of a number of
the sophomores on the '55 squad.
SwphH Look Good
Most impressive of all possibly was the formidable running of
John Papacosma who certainly played the game of his life Colby
weekend. Because he was a constant threat all through the season,
rival defenses kept eyes and men glued on him in every game. Brud
Stover perhaps typifies the intention of many a coach and that is for
improvement. Besides playing spectacular ball on defense in many of
the games, Stover employed some clever maneuvering to best ad-
vantage in the Bates game and has really seemed to have gained con-
fidence in his ball-handling.
In the lme Ernie Belforti and Dick Michelson have become bul-
warks both offensively and defensively. They succeeded in getting
themselves in the thick of play nearly every second they have been
on the field. Pete Dionne was a major loss this fall. Dionne, a tackle,
and another sophomore, fought his way to a starting berth the first
game of his varsity career and stayed there until he was injured in
the Trinity game.
So characteristic of the achievement of this new strain in the
team's personnel is the drive and ambition of sophs like Gosse,
Anderson, and I-eahy. Sheer spirit gave them the chance to see a lot
of action during the season.
It's hard to say whether the season lived up to our expectations
in actual won-lost terms but as for the idea of it being a year of con-
struction - we would certainly have to go along with that point.
Much of the credit in developing the young material in the line
ought to be given to Nels Corey the new line coach. In his first year
here Nels has some fine results to show for his hard work with the
Polar Bears".
Deeds Well Done
In looking at these past seven weekends in retrospect there certain-
ly are some other petfple to consider. For instance, John Liljby who
led the offense almost every game; two juniors Ken Cooper and
Johnny Snow who accounted' for some tremendous defensive play in
several gratifying instances. Al Murray through graduation will leave
behind him a lot of brilliant pass receptions, and Steve McCabe will
leave something even more memorable than some great days at
tackle. As team captain Steve earned the respect of coaches and
players alike, to a degree that may never have been equalled here at
Bowdoin. The school has nothing but praise for Steve for not only
his athletic, but also his remarkable leadership ability and success.
Success At Sea
•Bright spot in the sports picture this fall was the accomplish-
ments of the sailing team. Last year nothing more than a group of
interested boatmen, this season they have bloomed into being one of
the finest squads on the Eastern coast. Five team victories in seven
outings have enabled them to earn the Northern New England Cham-
pionship along with possession of numerous cups. In Maine state com-
petition they haven't lost a single one of their last 18 races, a phenome-
nal record in itself. Behind Captain Charley Leighton, who has an
excellent chance of being the top sailor in New England, there are
four top calibre skippers in Skip Howland, Dave Belknap, Dick Kurtz,
and Bill Macleod. The Admirals have been invited as one of the two
New England representatives to the Aniutpolis NEISA races in two
weeks. That is the big one of the year and they're looking optimistic-
ally to the 20th.
--— '!- i ^ — r — -— . . .
Hoop Coaches j NYU Scholarship
Twenty scholarships, each val-
ued at $2,300 a year, are being
offered by the NYU School of Law,
according to Dean Russell D.
Niles. The scholarships are award-
ed annually on a regional com-
petitive basis, with two allocated
to each of the ten federal judicial
circuits. The Root-Tilden Scholar-
ships are restricted to unmarried
mail students between the ages of
20 and 28 and are given to the
man who displays an interest in
public service, participates in ex-
tra-curricular activities and main-
tains a high schoiastc average. Ap-
plication can be made by writing
to Dean Russell D. Niles, New
York University Law Center New




Unbeaten Kappa Sigma walked
off with the B Division crown of
the Inter-Fraternity Touch Foot-
ball League last week by slaugh-
tering runner-up ARU 53-6. The
victors also unveiled some new
players beside their regular con-
tingent. John McKay, playing his
first game, snared a pass on the
first play and galloped into the
end zone. The defending champs
will be heavy favorites when they
take on the eventual winner of the
A Division. During the season
the Kappa Sigs averaged 48 points
per game while holding their op-
ponents to a total of 66 points in
the five contests.
In «tle other B Division action,
Zete defeated ATO. Sigma Nu and
Delta Sig were rained out.
Deke and Beta finished in a dead
beat in the A Division. AD can
force a three way deadlock by de-
feating Chi Psi this week. Phil
Boggs led the Dekes to a 3*18
rout over TD. Beta edged Psi U
27-23.
The playoffs to decide the A Di-
vision winner will be held this
week, if possible, according to the
White Key. Plans for the final
game against Kappa Sig have not
yet been formulated.
The standings:
A Division JV Division
Freshmen Hold Drenzek To Murray Pass, Safety
Result In Polar Bears' Scoring;
Blocked Kicks Cripple White
The moldem of Bowdoln's football destiny are shown above watching
the action during a recent home game. Nela Corey (left), having
done wonders with the White line m his flrst year, and veteran helms-
man Adam Walsh survey the picture and Join the multitude of Bow-
doin fans who wait and hope. Photo by DiV'enere
W Ll W L
Beta 4 1 Kappa Sig 5
Deke 4 1 ARU 3 2
AD 3 1 Sigma Nu 2 2
PsiU 2 3 Zete 2 3




Skippers Miss Schell Trophy; ,
Get Crack At Annapolis Event
Greet Varsity
Nineteen varsity basketball can-
didates reported to Coach Ed
Coombs at the gym last Tuesday
night. Their hopes bolstered by the
return of eleven letterrren from
last year's squad, the Polar Bears
hope to wrest the State Champion-
ship from the defending cham-
pions, Colby.
Besides the lettermen there are
also three returnees who earned
varsity numerals and three soph-
omores from last year's freshmen
five.
Returning lettermen are last
year's captain John Kreider, Bob
Glover, Rollie Janelle, Ted Ken-
ney, "Bama" Prater, Bob John-
son, Johnny Libby, Perry Allen,
Ron Golz, Harry Carpenter and
Tom Fraser. Winners of numerals
are Jack Eaton, Don Bennett, and
John Finn from the varsity and
- Charles Sawyer, Buzzy Burrowes
and Brud Stover from last year's
Frosh. Joel Kaplan and "Bull"
Durham, both casualties last sea-
son, also reported.
Minor Change*
There has been a slight revision
in the coaching staff. Coombs, who
was both varsity and frosh mentor
last season will confine his duties
to the varsity this season while
Mike Linkovich will direct the
Cubs as well as hold an advisory
role.
This should be an aid to both
clubs as Coombs had to split his
time last season between the two














A capacity audience heard Leroy
D. Cross, Secretary of the Faculty
and noted alpinist, speak on
"Peaks of Northern New England"
on Wednesday night in Conference
B df the Moulton Union.
An authority on mountain climb-
ing, Mr. Cross held his listeners in
rapt attention as he described
summits he has scaled accompany-
ing the talk with colored slides.
Mr. Cross bas scaled the majority
of the peakSJn Northern New Eng-
land and the White Mountains.
Prof. Charles E. Huntington fol-
lowed the guest speaker with a
short lecture, "An Assault on the
Cliffs of Grand Manan" which was
also illustrated with slides.
'
Secretary Wallace W. Rich '56
announced that the Outing Club
has been invited to Wheaton for
the weekend of Nov. 12. Parties,
dancing, hay rides are in order
for the weekend.
Plans from Bates, Maine and
Colby were acknowledged regard-
ing the establishment of a jointly
controlled ski lodge at Sugatiouf
Mountain.
WOOD ON STEPS
The grounds and buildings crew
began "wooding'' the steps and en-
trances to the various College
buildings last week and expect to
be finished with this task before
the advent of snow.
The wood, stationary and com-
pletely covering all parts of the
stair cases, is a safety precaution
against winter snow and ice. It
also facilitates the removal of
snow and ice.
be getting plenty of basketball
know-how, as Coach Linkovich has
been around basketball for a long
time and knows his hoopla as well
as the men whom he is coaching.
An Apology
In Polar Bearings in the Novem-
ber 2nd issue of the Orient the
following statement appeared.
"The Polar Bears have always had
the material and now, with a new-
lease on life, could surprise a lot
of people." After the publication
of this article the writer was
brought to the realization that this
sentence held implications which
were wholly unintentional.
In no way was the remark in-
tended as a dig against the coach-
ing staff or football team of Bow-
doin College. It was made in all
sincerity and was merely an ex-
pression of the author's beliefs
that the Polar Bears have always
put out 100 per cent regardless of
the results. I would like to take
this occasion to publicly apologize
for any misunderstandings which
were caused by the article.
George A. Massih Jr. '56
Bowd'oin's twin-skipper combin-
ation of Skip Howland in Division
"A" and Charlie Leighton in Di-
vision "B" placed fourth in the
15th annual fall intersectional-invi-
tational regatta for the Erwin H.
Schell Trophy last Sunday, scor-
ing 168' i points in the two-day
dinghy sailing meet. Bowdoin ac-
quired its total on the strength
of three firsts, two seconds, four
thirds, and five fourths. Brown .was
the meet victor with 193'/4 points,
followed by MIT with 183 and host
Coast Guard with 180.
leighton Stars
It was the tremendous perform-
ance of Commodore Leighton that
really carried the Big White to
the fore. In ten races Leighton
picked up the three Bowdoin vic-
tories, a lone second, three thirds,
two fourths, and a seventh in the
eleven-team field. Leighton's point-
total of 101 gave him second place
honors in the scoring column be-
hind Brown's Johnny Quinn. How-
la ltd pieced together single sec-
onds and thirds, three fourths,
single sixth and sevenths, and a
last-place finish for a total of 67%
points, 13th among the scorers.
Weather played a big role on
the Thames River. Conditions va-
ried from strong winds (20-30
mph) and rough seas on Saturday
to moderate (14-18 mph) and gen-
tle seas on Sunday. Because of
the heavy winds and the conse-
quent number of capsizes, Satur-
day's racing was limited to foar
encounters, two in each division.
The Schell Trophy, named In
honor of the founder of intercol-
legiate sailing in the United States,
is one of the most prized trophies
in the country. This regatta is
comparable to the New England
Championships in the spring. ' On
the basis of this regatta, top-rank-
ing NEISA teams are invited to
compete in various intersectional
regattas during the latter part of
November.
Invited To Annapolis
Bowdoin, because of it« show-
ing in the Schell trophy, has been
invited to compete in the Navy
Fall Invitational Regatta for the
United States War Memorial Tro-
phy Nov. 19-20. This meet, held
at the Naval Academy in Anna-
polis, draws two teams from New-
England, two teams from the Mid-
western Collegiate Sailing Associa-
tion, and nine teams from the
Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate
Sailing Association. Brown, the de-
fending team, will be the other
New England entrant.
Fowle Boost* Bowdoin
This coming weekend the team
travels to Boston where MIT is
playing host to the New England
ISA's team racing championships.
The trophy for this regatta, the
No. one fall regatta of the NEISA,
is named in honor of Leonard M.
Fowle, the patron saint of inter-
collegiate sailing. Mr. Fowle is the
graduate secretary of the NEISA,
a writer for Yachting magazine,
and a reporter for the Boston
Globe. Interestingly enough, Mr.
Fowle was quoted as saying the
following at the presentation ce-
remonies for the Schell Trophy.
"It is nice, indeed, to see new names
in the sport of intercollegiate sail-
ing. I refer specifically to Bowdoin
College. I thought I saw the be-
ginning of a new awakening in
Maine sailing last spring, and now
I am sure of it. All I can say is
that you people had better watch
out for Bowdoin next week (the
F'owle Trophy Regatta). They tell
me they've got a number three
skipper who can beat the regular
skippers up there, and you'd bet-
ter keep an eye on them."
Sailing for Bowdoin in the Fowle
Trophy Regatta will be Leighton,
Howland, Dave Belknap and Bill
Macleod. Their respective crews
will be Ollie Sawyer who did a
wonderful job for Leighton in the
Schell Trophy, Bob Sutherland,
Jim Birkett, and Jack Hanson.
Phillips Exeter
In 0-0 Deadlock
On soggy, rain-swept Plckard
Field the Freshman football team
battled Phillips Exeter Academy
and the weather to a scoreless tie
on Friday afternoon.
Although the rain never abated
during the game, both sides dis-
played good ground attacks. Exeter
had a solid club that had previous-
ly lost to both the Amherst and
Williafns Freshmen by one touch-
down. There were a great many
fumbles since the ball was so slip-
pery.
Bad Break*
The Polar Bears started well. Af-
ter returning the kiekoff to their
own 42, they drove to the Exeter
35 before stalling. Later in the first
period, Jim Fenlason with beauti-
ful deception, circled right end on
a bootleg play and sprinted 35
yards before he was finally broughf
down on the Exeter 15. Unfortu-
nately, the gain was nullified by an
offside penalty.
Then, on fourth down, Exeter
got another break. Roger Coe, in
punt formation, took a bad pass
from center and was snowed under
before he could get the kick away.
The Big Red took over on the Bow-
doin 42 and pioceded to push to-
ward paydirt. Tom Righter and
Bob Spiegel carried to the 32 for
a first down. After another first,
Righter plowed through the line
to the 15 but the White defense
rallied and the visitor's offensive
came to a halt.
Paaaiag Attack Stopped
Exeter threatened again late in
the final quarter when they un-
leased a short pass attack. Quar-
terback Jack Tolly fired a strike
to one of his rangy ends standing
on the Bowdoin 20. A clipping pen-
alty brought the ball to the 15.
Tolly connected with another short
heave only to have Spiegel fumble
the ball. Fenlason dropped on the
loose ball and the Polar Cubs, were
out of hot water for the time being.
Moments later Exeter again pen-
etrated deep into Bowdoin terri-
tory. On this occasion Gene Wa-
ters intercepted a pass on the
one-foot line. Standing in the end
zone, George Watkins booted the
ball back upfield to end the final
threat.
By George A. Massih \5g
Orono only one pJay, a pass front
Duffy to Cooper in the endzone, to
capitalize on the break. Cooper
made the conversion.
Maine's last six points of the
game came with just a little time
left on the clock. An interception
gave the home team the ball on
their 40. In a series of running
plays through the weakening Polar
oar line and one 15-yard pass the
Brack Bears marched to their
eighth touchdown.
With the final gun about to go
off, Bowdoin added two more
points to their cause with a safety.
The Big White had moved the ball
to the Maine two when they lost
it on downs. Two plays later Don
Shields was caught in his own
endzone on a pitch-out play.
Brud Stover looked good on bath
defense and offense and his run-
ning mate, Dick Drenzek, was no
less impressive at his turn at quar-
terback. Fred WenzeL John Pa-
pacosma, and Dick Smith turned
in fine performances in the back-
lleld while Al Murray, Marty































































New ARROW Gabanaro . . •
styled for campus wear
A campus style survey produced this
smart medium-spread collar—just the
neat yet casual shirt you'll want for da*
or informal dates. It's made in your
exact collar size and sleeve length
too—for perfect fit.
Smart new colors, with matching peart
luster buttons, saddle stitching around
collar edge, button thru pockets.












SAILING AVERAGES (to date)


















Bowdoin fell into a three-way
tie for second place "in the State
Series last Saturday when the
University of Maine eight times
rolled into their opponents' end
zone to beat the Polar Bears, 54-8.
Maine picked up three blocked
punts which they carried into pay-
dirt, scored four times on the
ground, and passed once for a six-
pointer to give themselves undis-
puted possession oi the Series
Crown.
Big White's first score came late
in the first half after three plays
had moved the ball 38 yards to the
Black Bear 24. Drenzek, in at
quarterback, faded back and hit
end Al Murray in the end zone for
the tally on the next play. Al
snagged the pass despite the cov-
ering of two Maine defenders. The
attempt to run the extra point af-
ter a bad center was unsuccessful.
Black Bears contributed 34
points to the first half scoring and
originally broke the ice after five
minutes of play with a five yard
plung by Ray Hostetter. Their
second score came about four min-
utes later when quarterback Jim
Duffy kept the ball on an option
play and went 87 yards for the
touchdown. It was the longest run
of the game and came about after
Bowdoin had punted to the Maine
12.
Next three Black Bear scores
were all made in the same way. In
the closing minutes of the first
period the Walshmen were forced
to kick on their own 35. Norm
Cole, on defense for Maine, charg-
ed in to block the punt and the
loose ball was picked up by End
Paul Boucher who went all the
•way to the endzone.
Minutes later, early in the sec-
ond period, ' Bowdoin went back
again to punt on their own 25.
This time tackle Bill Tarazewich
smothered the kick and Norm Cole
grabbed it on the ten and took it
over for the tally. Again, late in
the second quarter, the Maine for-
ward wall-broke through the Polar
Bear defenses and downed a Stov-
er kick on the White 21. End John
Castor pounced on the ball and ran
the remaining 11 yards to add six
more points. Five of Maine's six
conversion tries were good.
Westerman's eleven continued to
build up the score as Duffy rolled
off his right end for 14 yards to
score in less than- five minutes of
the third period. Miles made the
extra point good.
Once again, three minutes later,
the Black Bears blocked a Bow-
doin kick. It took the boys from
FINAL STATE SERIES STANDINGS
W L Scores
Maine 3 (15-13, 53-0, 54-8)
Bowdoin 1 2 (12-14, 18-0, 8-M)
Bates 1 2 (13-15, 0-18. 20-12)















e o 2— s
Substitution. — Maine: Thibodeau,
Saleofcy. Harvey. Parady, Manolni. Shield*.
K Carmirhael. Herbert. Mouluw. KnjrUnh,
McCourt. Edtrar. Varner. Miles. C'yr. Celer.
H. Carmiehael. Abbott. Denuow. Gtvr3.be>
tlian. Cacbinoi. Nau.ni. Wood. Boa*. Car-
roll, Caator. Sawyer. Lewla. Tnoninaon.
Bowdoin: I > rente*. J. Stearnt. Cooipajrnone.
Kelio. Smith. Demet-. T. SUarnj. Weniel.
kooi>. Levine. Perry, Poole*. Cibboni,
Leahy. Srhell.
Scar in*: Maine touchdov, n». Duffy 2. Hoa-
tetter 2. Boucher. Cole. Cartor, Cooper.
Bowdoin uaichdowna: Murray. Point*
after: Maine. Mile* « < placekiciw) : Birk-
ford 2 (placekirka) ; Cooper (placekU-k)
aa/ety: Shield* iMaine).
Referee - - Kaiph Ward ; Umpire — John
Paly; Linenman Tom Whclan : Held




When you're downtown, drop in
and look around Brunswick's new-









We also have a complete
Cleaning - Pressing - Repairing Department
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Be«*on til 'M
It's surprising how five days of Outlook Went Down
rain can make a contemplative
man of you. Waking up to the
»ound of it on the roof is a cozy
sound, all right, one day a week,
but after two or three there's
something bleak about it, especial-
ly if your vista on jumping from
bed is the wrong side of Maine
Street — Mike's, the bowling par-
lor and the First National are
ever very pretty, and they are
ghastly in rain. Rain, like nothing
else I know, can suddenly set the
tone of a day merely by its pres-
ence. Try as you will to throw
sunlight onto any patch of your
daily life, and you're worse off
than before.
Singing In The Ruin
As I mentioned, you get con-
templative. At least I do. On
a recent evening everything, with
a superb and quiet violence, seem-
ed to culminate in one crashing
truth, or view, or what have you.
All this began simply enough: five
of us, with a pianist, began rem-
iniscing with songs. We sang them
all "I've Got It Bad and That
Ain't Good," "Chickory Chick,"
"Ballerina," "Bluebirds Over the
White Cliffs of Dover" all the
crazy .war songs, the love songs,
good and bad, the nonsense songs
— and when we couldn't get fur-
ther than the first two lines of a
souk, we suggested others, and
kept goin£. For some reason none
of us wanted to stop. Like an
undercurrent, there was a desper-
ate desire to keep on, to reach
far buck into those years and
places, and come forth with some-
thing insignificant — a song about
a midnight masquerade - some-
thing transitory which had meant
a lot to us at one time
We all remembered Pearl Har-
bor, the day it "had all started. I
remembered being called in by my
parents to hear the news. It was
very boring, and there were a lot
of big words. But there it was: a
fairy tale word with an immediate
meaning - war. The next day
my sister and I built a bomb shel-
ter from a rabbit hutch, were tre-
mendously concerned over it for a
day or two, then promptly forgot
it.
None of us the other evening
were actively concerned with the
thing called war. As we sat there,
talking and singing, I began to
notice in as detached a manner as
I .could improvise, the looks on
all our faces. None of us looked
very happy; all seemed wrinkled
in concern. I began to think we
had gone back this way to try to
re-establish the era in our minds,
to define what it was we had
missed back there.
Forgetful People
What had we missed? And were
•we rdally aware of all that had
happened? Say Battle or the
Bulge, Monte Cassino, or Okina
wa, and you'll get a hazy picture,
perhaps a movie screen distor-
tion. I won't cry here: "How soon
we forget!" We are a forgetful
people, and have found It' easy to
sum up our forget fulness in a pat
way
I have a very brilliant friend,
or at least a friend potentially
brilliant. It will sound very roman
tic to say he is dtl alcoholic, be
cause people don't believe someone
our age could be, but I know him,
He is my friend and an alcoholic
He had as normal a life as any
of us. He was always diffident
about spraying himself around, but
he was respected because he could
do a great many things very well.
Offers came I don't mean pro-
fessional offers, but the guy knew
th it people were interested in him.
It is always easy to say Yes, but
my friend said No.
He went to college and seemed
to go rapidly down. Not in grades
all the time, but in his outlook. He
began to analyze attachments apd
habits, and slowly resolved them
Into nothing. When there is only
that, I suppose drinking can color
it beautifully. The rest of my
friends are concerned about him.
They want very badly to do some-
thing, but they don't know what to
do. So they have adopted a great
spirit of comradery, a "good old
guy" sort of thing, a "Isn't he
funny?, but he's sad, too," kind
*>f thing. Well, my friend is funny.
He can cut things down to tiny
pieces, and make the big things,
ideals and institutions, into hash.
The laughter about all this wears,
but it is kept up. My friend and
the rest of us will do anything
for a laugh. That is a symptom.
It seems to me that we went
through the war with very little
but a veneer of innocence. Noth-
ing was ever sure for us. The pa-
pers told us we couldn't count on
anything, so we stopped reading
them because they depressed us.
Abandoning the present outside,
we seemed to make tight little
groups of our own, and built up
enormous codes of loyalty to The
Gang. Loyalty to The Gang meant
only taking out certain girls; and
talking only to certain people. We
laughed a lot even then. And we
always had past laughter to re-
member. We would sit around all
night remembering, just as I did
the other night. There was noth-
ing ahead of us, just the imme-
diate thing, here and now, with
the past dragged in to ramify it.
I think we always firmly believed
that things were better once, but
when we went back we could nev-
er put a finger on that one grand
time.
Many Cases
Cases such as my friend who
drinks are not as rare as you may
think. And, lest anyone writes this
off as a literary sympton, I know
three people who don't give a darn
for literature: one tried to com-
mit suicide because a girl said no;
one married a guy when she was
20, divorced him, and is now think-
ing of divorcing the new one; the
third is a girl who got dreadfully
afraid she'd be left, and grabbed
the first one that came by. I know
it isn't just me and my particular
group, because I listen to people
and I've seen people and heard
about people who've struck out in
one violent way or another to
avoid conforming to the hazy code
of our generation. Nothing ever
seems to .go quite right for us, and
we want to know why, or we rebel.
I Don't Know Why
I don't know why. I only know
that nothing is secure in our fu-
tures, and that may have produced
a lot of it. The resort to ridicule
is taxing, but we have to laugh,
we. are compelled to laugh at some-
thing, and so we laugh at every-
thing, above, behind or bclgw us.
We have so narrowed it all down,
so compressed it, that we have a
right way to do.everything. We
are nicely able to handle a situa-
tion in correct and bloodless fash-
ion. When we drink, we are care-
ful not to verge on a depth of
sentimentality. You can't say-
things like: "f like yon: you're
my friend," or "What thing I said
hurt you?" Everything is so per-
fectly veiled. It is easy to dive be-
hind all this, and lick spiritual
wounds.
It goes on and on ... As I
have said, I am concerned. A rainy
day is a good time to think it all
over, even though you have to
shear away a little melancholy for
which the day itself was respon-
sible. I wonder how many of us
have sat up in bed late at night
Saar . . .
{Continued from Page /]
but no "Saar problem" exists.
June 5, 1945: The "Provisory
Government of the French Repub-
lic" undersigns together with the
three other powers the Four Dec-
larations of Berlin, thus agreeing
to the assumption of the power of
government in Germany. Legal
basis is the German Reich with Its
borders of Dec. 31, 1937. No "Saar
Problem."
July 1945: Frerfeh troops occupy
their zone of Germany, the terri-
tory of the Satr included as a part
of Germany.
Potadam Agreiiiient
Aug. 2, 1945: Agreement of Pots-
dam, central German administra-
tion provided for, France is not a
signatory power. No "Saar prob-
lem."
Jan. 17, 1946: French Foreign
Minister Bidault declares in the
French Chamber that France must
have the Saar as a reparation from
Germany. The mines of the Saar
must become French property, the
territory of_the Saar under French
customs control using French cur-
rency.
July 15, 1946: The American
Secretary of State Byrnes, coming
from the Foreign Ministers Confer-
ence in Paris, declares that the
French government, primarily
against German central govern-
ment authorities, is ready to accept
the view of the two other western
powers if they agree that these
authorities should have no jurisdic-
tion over the Saar.
Franc I/^rhI Tender In Saar
Dec. 22, 1946: The territory of
the Saar is divided from the
French Zone by a customs frontier.
June 7, 1947: Reichmark is re-
placed by the Saarmark.
Nov. 15, 1947: The French Franc
becomes the only legal tender in
the Saar by French law.
Dec. 15, 1947: A Constitution of
the Saarland is announced, declar-
ing political autonomy from Ger-
many and an economic, currency
and customs union with France.
From the date on, and especial-
ly since the building of the new
German Federal Republic in Sep-
tember 1949, the so-called "Saar
problem" again exists. France has
her own policy, allowing Saar in-
terests only a small space. Main
political rights arc abolished. Many
attempts of the German Federal
Government, speaking for Ger-
many in its borders of Dec. 31,
1937, to come to an agreement with
France are frustrated. Meanwhile,
the Council of Europe is establish-
ed in Strasburg, a European coal
and steel community. It is the first
European federal institution. Trea-
ty of the European Defense Com-
munity is signed and ratified by all
signatory powers except France.
Kent's Island: Scene of Biology Research
Scientific Station
[Continued from Page 7)
Dr. Huntington described in
some detail some of the things
which he has observed about the
petrels in the course of his contact
with them. He said that they do
desert readily if they are disturbed
while they are digging their bur-
row or while they are mating.
Twice during the summer after
banding a pair in a burrow, he
found one with an egg the follow-
ing night, but then both pair des-
erted their nests.
Charasteristic Call
Petrels have a characteristic call
which is hard to describe, Dr.
Huntington revealed. This call can
be heard when the birds are com-
ing in or going out at night. He
said, however, that he had ob-
served that the first birds coming
in and the last ones going out do
so silently.
Next year Dr. Huntington plans
to continue much of his research.
One thing that he wishes to do is
to find out the length of the in-
cubation period of these petrels.
The difficulty in this is the fact
that the birds do desert their nests
so easily. He hopes to be able to
locate the nests by the calls of
the mating birds which are different
from their usual call. Then he will
merely ascertain whether the birds
are actually in the nest and not
pull, them out completely. The
next night he will check to see
whether the egg is there. By not
disturbing them much, Dr. Hunt-
ington hopes to encourage them to
remain.
Different Control Area
Choosing a control area which
will be undisturbed but also near-
er to the area of actual work is
another project. The difference in
occupancy percentage of the iso-
lated control area this past sum-














Flat Tofts, Crews 1.00
or at the beginning of a .day, and
said to ourselves: "I am 21." It
can scare you, if you let yourself
get entangled. Twenty-one has
been set up as a^ort of a symbol.
Does it mean being able to vote,
or does it signify rampant man-
hood, or are we meant to be, when
we reach it, on the ascendant? The
latter thought is a cheering one.
Somehow, though, I feel it must
be planned for. Nothing is reached
that easily.
Ivy Curtain . .
.
[Continued from Fage 2}
ering the bell chords would solve
the problem.
"Now comes that monstrous
pimple on the face of the campus
— the library. This architectual
abortion harbors a double-barrel-
ed threat to the welfare of the
college, namely, the Watkinson
Library and the ROTC offices.
The Watkinson Library houses
every sex book published in Con-
necticut in a massive steel cage,
and is watched over by storks.
Such a flagrant invitation to dis-
aster seems incredible, but there
it is. But what would the withered
wards of Watkinson do if they
found all the index cards hopelessly
scrambled? Sheer panic would en-
sue, I assure you. Students and
faculty alike would joyfully greet
the nu rRc of such iron-barred idi-
ocy. As for the ROTC why not give
them a taste of their awn medicine,
and set off one of those super-
bombs that they are incessantly
babbling about?"
Though Bowdoin cannot claim
the distinction of a particularly
outstanding sex-took collection, on
the question of architectual .abor-
tions we defy anybody to match
Memorial Hall for pure repulsive-
ness.
And what about those bell
"chords" to be cut ? Is this wit or
ignorance? Otherwise, the writer
should be commended for taking a
somewhat more imaginative ap-
proach in the usually lethargic
college-tricks department.
Two more minor notes in clos-
ing: one in the classified column
of the Connecticut Daily Campus,
which reads: "Found on Highway
101 — Black leather jacket with
an eagle on the back." The second
factors than human disturbance,' is the name of -4he paper publish-
Stacks . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
i
pleted by the end of this calendar
year. Although the most used floors
are being done first, there is. no
reason to doubt' that the same
"alarming" results might be true
with the other floors, probably at
a somewhat reduced rate.
This Might Mean . . .
Action from this survey will not
be considered until all results are
known. Since the library staff con-
siders the losses far more than
normal, some method of cur-
tailing this situation may be
forthcoming. Possible alternatives
a^e the use of turnstyles, closing
the stacks to the students, or al-
lowing only special students work-
ing on research projects to use the
stacks.
Students show no strong prefer-
ences in their unauthorized bor-
rowings, taking a little bit of
everything. Such literary figures
as Cooper, Franklin, Pope. Words
worth, Hardy, More, Moliere, Pla-
to, and Homer are represented in
the file of missing books. Most
popular are Swift and Maurias,
but Shakespeare had practically
no appeal.
Many commentary books on
prominent authors, presumably
Ujed for term papers, have disap-
peared. Translations of French and
German authors used in course
work are likewise in demand. Al-
though many notable books are
missing, a very wide group of com-
paratively unknown novels have
been taken.
Seniors In ROTC Choose
Their Branch Of Service
By John W
Seniors in the advanced course
in Military Science have made
their choices as to which branch
of the Service they wish to enter
upon graduation, the ROTC office
has announced.
These are only preferences and
do not necessarily represent the
branch they will actually enter.
They will be subject to the ap-
proval of a board which will in-
terview the officer-candidates
sometime between Nov. 4 and Nov.
12.
Four on Board
This board is composed of three
members of the ROTC department
and one from another department
other than Military Science. The
civilian member will be either Prof.
Nathan Dane II, Prof. Robert H.
Ivy Jr., Prof. Jeffrey J. Carre,
Prof. William S. Flash, Doctor
Daniel F. Hanley or Coach Ed-
mund L. Coombs. Their decision is
passed on to the Department of
the Army as a recommendation.
Dr. Huntington said. Finally, he
hopes to be able to find a way of
distinguishing males and females
externally. Dr. Moulton of the tiame of the paper published by
biology department has suggested
that this might be done by observ-
ing the width of the cloacal open-
ing.
Dr. Huntington also wishes to
do some work on the herring gull.
Deadline date for senior regis-
trants planning to use the ser-
vices of the Placement Bureau is
Dec. 3.
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ed by the girls of Wells College
which is, simply, "Grapevine." Do
th.'y realize that this is also the
Alcoholics Annonymous'
New Club To Form
For Camera Fans
Monday, Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m.,
the Camera Club will meet with
faculty advisor, Sergeant First
Class Peter F. DiVenere. The
meeting place will be posted on
the bulletin board.
All students interested in form-
ing an active club are urged to
attend. It is anticipated that
monthly contests will be held on
various subjects, and prizes will





sions of the Army are
there. According to Capt.
W. Stocton ones chances in the
Infantry of going to Europe arc
only slightly better than going to
Asia. The Artillery would be a
toss-up. and the other branches
would be anyone's guess, he said.
A breakdown of last year's as-
signments shows 47 in the Trans-
portation Corps, three in Artillery,
three in Intelligence, two in the
Signal Corps, two in the Chemical
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Fifteen College students have
been awarded Charles Irwin Trav-
elli Scholarships for the academic
A breakdown of the first pref- ' > ear 1953-56, it was announced by
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick.
The men include Finest A. Bel-
forti, '58, Kenneth E. Carpenter
'58, John F. Collier '57, Robert H.
Glover '56, Francis P. Johnson '58
Peter L. LeBoutillier '59. John T.
Libby '56, Prank L. McGinley '56,
Paul J. McGoldriek '57, William A.
McWilliams '57, Peter J. O'Rourke
'56, John Papacosma '58, Peter J.
Kigby '56, Peter L. Rockaway '58,
and Allan D. Wooley '.">H.
Each year the Trustees of the
Charles Irwin t Travelli Fund of
Boston make awards to Bowdoin
students of high character and
scholastic standing whose partici-
pation in extra-curricular activi-
ties and Whose "campus citizen-
ship" have contributed significant-
ly "to the interests of the College
as a whole."
erences reveals that only eight
chose combat arms. The entire
eight listed armor as their first
choice. Military Intelligence was
the most popular of the services
with 17 firsts. Its popularity may
be partly due to the fact that the
seniors have just completed a
course in intelligence and also that
there are a great number of gov-
ernment major students enrolled in
ROTC. Transportation polled 15
firsts. The large number here is
undoubtedly a carry over from a
few years back when the ROTC
Department was primarily a
Transportation Corps unit. The re-
maining 40 per cent have their
preferences scattered over various
units.
The eight that chose Armor may
have done so. with an eye on Eu-
rope, as the only two Armor Divi-
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That the College will be forced
to raise tuition by $100 effective
September. 1956, is almost a cer-
tainty, according to a United Pre«s
article in the Clark Scarlet and
an announcement by Prcs. Coles.
Action is expected Feb. 4, when
the Governing Boards meet. Presi-
dent Coles indicates that he will
recommend the increase which
probably will be approved at the
early February meeting.
Most other leading New Eng-
land colleges have raised tuitions
in the last year. Just last week
Amherst announced a major hike
for next year.
Cannot Avoid Increase
The President said that "I don't
see how the college can avoid it."
The annual financial report re-
veals another deficit, while the
need to increase faculty salaries is
growing, as competitive pressure
from midwestern colleges mounts.
Although it is not certain that
the planned hike will be $100, the
President indicated that this
amount was probably correct, the
same amount that Williams in-
creased theirs last year and Am-
herst for next yean
An' increase of this size would
mean $75,000 more available to
the College, but about $30,000
would be spent providing addi-
tional scholarship funds. The
-President emphasized that, in case
of any increase, every scholarship
award would be correspondingly
raised. Sub-marginal cases would
also have to be considered.
Tuitions Almost Doubled
The average college tuition in
New England has almost doubled
since World War II. In 1945 the
average tuition of the 24 Institu-
tions was $369. Now its $665. By
September it will be over $700.
Other college figures include
Amherst $700 and $95 in fees.
Bates $650 and $25 in fees, Brown
$850 and $50, Colby $700 and $25,
Columbia $800 and $16, Dartmouth
$900 and *4e, Harvard $80© and
$56, Princeton $900 and $50, Wn-
lcyan $650 and $27, Williams $800
ana $80, and Yale $1000 Including
fees, according to President Coles'
figures.
The approximately $45,000 which
would be left over will probably
[Please Turn To Page 1]
Harvard Professor
To Deliver Lecture
Bart Jan Bok, Robert Wheeler
Willson Professor of Astronomy at
Harvard University, will deliver
the first talk of trie 1955 College
Lecture Series next Tuesday in
Smith Auditorium at 8:1").
"Radio Signals from the Milky
Way" will be the subject of the
talk by Bok, who is one of the
leaders in the youthful science of
radio astronomy. Co-director of
the radio astronomy project at
the George R. Agassi/. Station at
Harvard, he is particularly inter-
ested in cosmic evolution and re-
search on the Milky W;iy.
In 1950-51, he spent eighteen
months in South Africa studying
the Milky Way. As a result of
this stay fh Africa. Bok is conver-
sant with the racial situation
there, lie will hold a conference
next Tuesday in the Peucinian
Room at 4:00 p.m. for all interest-
ed students during which he will
discuss this issue.
Bok upholds the "apartheid"
policy of the South African gov-
ernment and will defend that po-






In an attempt to increase its
coverage to include the whole
campus and possibly all of the
fraternity houses, WBOA officials
have come up with a three point
program according to Leslie K.
Hamill '56. station manager.
In announcing this three point
program, Hamill went into the
background of the present situa-
tion. Last spring, the Federal
Communications Commission made
some tests and found that WBOA
was operating with power far ex-
ceeding the legal limit.
It appears that this had been
the case since the station had been
first built, although it was not
realized by the staff. The FCC
informed WBOA in what Hamill
calls "plain terms" to reduce the
power or else. In complying with
this dictum, the station has re-
duced power to the point where
reception is limited to four of the
dormitories and is not good there.
Obviously, something has to be
done about the situation Hamill
said. As a result, the staff heads
of WBOA have been consulting
with Professors Little and Jeppc-
sen of the Physics Department in
an attempt to find the best solu-
tion. The decision that has been
reached was a three-part program.
First point is to at temp! to in-
crease the efficiency of thr present
transmitter on a temporary basis
in such a way as to provide good
reception irn all five of the dor-
mitories without exceeding the le-
gal limit. It is hoped that this
will be done by Thanksgiving, ac-
cording to Hamill.
.Second pnase would renter
about the building of a new radio-
frequency netion for I lie trans-
mitter incorporating a change to
645 Kc. This would be installed
when the present FCC rules are
changed which will probably occur
at the end of the year >>r shortly
thereafter, Hamill said. 'I his
change in rules would oblige
WBOA to use an odd multiple of
5 Kc, with higher power on cam-
pus only.
Third phase in the program is
to find some menns of
, aching the
fraternity houses and the town.
Hamill stress's the Cad that no
definite decision has been reached
on this yet. He said, however,
th.it the solution seems to lie to
build a small KM transmitter and
get a non-commercial license. This
would allow coverage over approx-
imately a four-mile radius. Hamill
stated that the problem! here are
getting a license, financing the
transmitter, and putting a con-
verter in each fraternity so that
they could receive it.
Report Reveals
Another Deficit
By Maynard A. Seelye '56
Financial report of the College
for the year ended June 30, 1955,
which is in the process of being
distributed, reveals that the Col-
lege continued to operate in the
red last year for the third year in
a row.
While this is not unusual and
certainly not unexpected, it is the
first time in recent years that the
books have shown an operating
deficit over a ten-year period.
The net deficit for the period
1945-55 was $1,702.99, which is
smaH compared with the yearly
operating expense of about $1,-
300,000. However, continual opera-
tion in the red will inevitably in-
crease the overall deficit appre-
ciably and will obviously be ne-
cessary in lieu of either a large
increase in the amount of endow-
ment funds or a raise in tuition.
Endowment Funds
The endowment funds at book
value are reported to be $12,615,-
536.55, which is a considerable ad-
vance over the 1946 figure of $£,-
928,384.33. The expenses of oper-
ating the College, however, have
increased over the same period at
an even faster rate and are ap-
proximately twice what they were
ten years ago, although this may
not be a fair comparison since
the enrollment was down during
the war period.
It is interesting to note that,
due to the large holding in common
stocks, the market value of college
investments is over 3H million
more than the book figure and re-
presents a "net gain In the mar-
ket value of the portfolio over the
past year" of about $1,834,000.
$413,155 of this increase was made
up of gifts and other additions.
And the net increase was figured
after disbursements of $521,718 for
capital expenditures, of which the
Pickard Theater represents over
$320,000.
Tuition Increas*
A deficit of $28,755 in 1949-50
resulted in a $100 tuition increase
which put the budget back in the
black. The next $100 increase in
1953 following an operating deficit
of $68,527 for the previous year
did not succeed in balancing the
budget, although the yearly deficit
was reduced. A year ago, the pros-
pective deficit envisioned by the
budget of the Visiting Committee
was $81,564.
The budget cannot take into
account unexpected gifts, and these
gifts kept the operating deficit for
the past year to»$21,703. The bud-
get recommended by the Visiting
Committee and approved by the
Governing Boards for the fiscal
Jtear ended June 30, 1968 is "based
on an estimated prospective deficit
of $73,073."
Income
The income from both general
and designated funds last year
was $593,026.72; from student
charges. $611,328.67, of which
$524,737.50 was for tuition. Alum-
ni contributions amounted to $72,-
839.26. The other major income
source, gifts for current purposes,
amounted to over $52,000, and
the amount of the operating de-
ficit was transferred to the Frank
A. Munscy Bequest.
Major expenditure of the Col-
lege was for instruction, $474,679.-
81, .and was about $33,000 more
than for the previous year. Ad-
ministration cost $217,422.35, an
increase of $14,000 over the pre-
vious year.
Activities GetMore Funds;
Eight Get More, Six Less
Four activities
Glee Club, Rifle Club and Cheer-
leaders — had their appropriation
requests reduced by the Blanket
Tax Committee for the current
year at their recent annual execu-
tive meeting, approved by the fac-
ulty on Monday afternoon.
The total amount available for
By Carroll K. IYnnetl II '56
— the Band, the previous year.
The budget of the Band was
cut. Last year's band appropria-
tion had been larger than usual in
order to replace worn out instru-
ments.
A Glee Club request for an addi-
tional $600 was not approved. The
Committee felt that when the
Faculty Still Deliberating
On Self Study Proposals
appropriation was lower this year i project for which the money was
than last since the balance froml'° °e spent did materialize the
the previous year was almost a Committtc could be petitioned for
thousand dollars less than that funds.
carried over from 1953-54. The Rifle Club Cut
total available to this year's com- 1 The Rjfle ciUD appropriation was
mittee was $13,972, $743 less than | cut since the proposed budget was
the amount at the disposal of last | so much higher percentagewise
year's committee.
Four out of the 18 activity ap-
propriations remained the same as
last year. Six cases were lower.
The budget for the remaining
eight activities was increased over
Summary for 1M4-6.V
than that of the previous year.
The Club had wanted to replace
some of the guns which had been
used in matches. Since these cost
one hundred dollars apiece with
[Pleate Turn To Page <]
Estimates for 1953-56
B.T. Fees, Fall 1954
B.T. Fees, Spring 1955
Less B.T. Printing
Total for division


























OfIice hours of the lYcsident
arc usually from 2 to 4 p.m. every
weekday except Saturday.
German Student Discusses Past Attempts
To Reach Suitable Saar Valley Solution
This is a continuation of a series
of three articles in which Dietmar
Klein, a Bowdoin Plan student
from Germany, .gives his personal
views on the Saar problem. — The
Editor.
Last week I gave a short survey
of significant dates in order to see
how the so-called "Saar problem"
developed. Although the Federal
German Republic, speaking for
whole Germany in its borders of
Dec. 31. 1937. has an undoubted
title to the territory of the Saar,
the standpoint of France, since
World War II, has always been
that )t has legal interests to de-
fend as collateral for future settle-
ments of German reparations in
the German Peace Treaty. In
the following article I describe the
attempts between 1952 and 1954
to come to a compromising solu-
tion, in which the Saar should be-




The F.DC treaty was signed May
25, 1952. but later on France felt
that a Franco-German agreement
on the Saar constituted one of the
preconditions to a parliamentary
ratification of the EDC. In Feb-
ruary, 1952, France proposed a
European status for the Saar, to be
guaranteed by the Western Pow-
ers. The French proposed at that
time to let the Saar keep its in-
j
ternal autonomy under the super-'
vision of a European organization I
and to allow the economic ties un-
1
tying France and the Saar to relax
gradually as the economic integ-
)
ration of Western Europe pro-
gressed.
France-German Talks Bejln
In July 1952, Chancellor Aden-
auer of West Germany agreed to
the principle of Europcanization,
and FranVo-German talks began.
West Germany especially agreed
to the idea to make the Saar the
scat of all European institutions.
But three months later the talks
were broken off when West Ger-
many sought a temporary Europ-
ean statis with the possibility of
revision, because only an all-Ger-
man government has the right in a
peace treaty to agree to a change
in its frontiers. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that in the legislative
elections of Nov. 30, 1952, the
Saaiianders voted overwhelmingly
for the Europeanization formula.
Then a new effort to settle the
question was made by the Council
of Europe. The Dutch delegate to
the Council, van der Goes van
Natcrs. made a new plan which
was adopted by the common com-
mission of the Consultative As-
sembly on April '26, 1954. Three
days later Chancellor Adenauer, in
a m.-osage to the Bundestag (Par-
liament) agreed to this plan as
a basis for talks with France.
(Please Turn To Page li
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Shown above from I. to r. are Billy Budd (John F. Collier '57). Cup-
tain Vera (J. Stuart I.nCasce '*•), the Oankser (Roderick (J. Foreman
'59), SallinK Master Wyatt (James W. Dewrfnap '57), Flrat Officer Sey-
mour (Allan F. Wright '56) and First Lieutenant RatCllffc (Donald
A. Perkins '58).
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
Campus theatrical season got of-
ficially under way with the
Masque and Gown presentation of
"Billy Budd" on Thursday and
Friday evenings. Nov. 10 and 11.
The .famous Herman Melville
story, adapted for the stage by-
Louis O. Coxc and Robert Chap-
man, was Jhe first regular offer-
ing to be seen in the new Pick-
ard Theater.
The play, although complicat-
ed and unhappy in its impact, is.
nevertheless, an extremely inter-
esting work, and seems ideal for
production by a boys' school, since
it calls for an all male cast.
The story is set on board
1 1.M.S. Indomitable at sea in
1798, and it vividly summons to
life the rough and brawling ways
of men on shipboard. But below
this way of living, the author of
"Moby Dick" was seeing into the
very depths of human existence,
and "Billy Budd" is a stern dram-
atization of the ever prevailing
forces of good and evil.
Henven vs. Hell
Billy Budd is a handsome, blue-
eyed, stammering young seaman
who fairly radiates innocence and
good will, and is a favorite with
the whole ship. The one exception
to this feeling is the master-at-
arms. John Claggart. a figure of
"Mephistophelean" evil, who, hat-
ing all that is goodness, sees in
Billy Budd the ruin of his own
ego, and cannot but hate him and
plot his destruction. He accuses
Billy in the presence of high-prin-
cipled Captain Vcre of plotting
mutiny.
Stunned by the accusation, and
blocked by his stammer from
denying it, Billy can only strike
at Claggart — with a blow that
accidentally kills him.
According to Naval law, he is
1 guilty of murdering a superior of-
i
lieer and must hang. But to every-
one on board, Billy is innocent of
i any intent of murder; he is in-
stead merely the victim of the
master-at-arms' scheme to destroy
him. The ship's court even balks
!
at the necessity of uttering so
! horrible a sentence. In the end.
: the Captain, torn between his du-
: ty to "war's child," the mutin\
act, and his compassion for what
might have been his. own son, finds
I that the tyranny of law is less
; hateful than the tyranny of law-
1 lessness. Billy Budd must hang.
Excellent Adaptation
Co-authors Coxe and Chapman
have created a credible and dram-
atically secure adaptation of the
sea story. The casual beginning
below the decks with 1he idle
gossip and squabbling among the
crew moves slowly out of familiar
things and into the tight grip of
a moral problem that grasps the
whole ship, and "challenges the
universe." It is difficult to fol-
low the fateful reasoning of
the last scenes, because it tangles
with so many abstract ideas and
upsets completely the most basic-
human assumptions. \
In the play, as with the book,
one cannot be absolutely sure of
Melville's intention. Was the au-
thor, in his bitter old age,
thumbing his nose at God and at
the world lie set down for us to
live in? Or. rather, was he show-
ing us the universal flaw tin
this case Billy's stammer) which
all of us possess, but cannot do
anything about, and yet must still
suffer for? In other words we
must all do as Captain Vere and
Billy did, regardless of Chris-
tian assumptions. I believe the
latter theory comes closest to the
[Please Turn To P'i»' 1\
Examines Oral
Language Work
Changes in the elementary
modern language courses and
grade requirements for graduation
have been discussed by the faculty,
and approval of the recommenda-
tions of the Self Study Committee
is expected.
The conclusions of the Self
Study Committee propose that
two hours of oral and aural drill
without required preparation but
with obligatory attendance will be
added to the present three-hour
elementary modern language
courses. Similar additions of one
hour each week would be added to
the intermediate language re-
quirements. The Self Study Re-
port suggests as a specific re-
quirement completion of two
years of French or German in
college; or completion of a year
course in advanced French, Ger-
man, or Spanish literature or con-
versation; or completion of a
year of Latin or Greek. Thus, the
language requirement could not
be met by elementary courses
except by taking two years of
French or German in College. Fac-




The Self Study recommendation
for increased amounts of writing
in all courses will probably not
need the approval of the Govern-
ing Boards to go into effect. The
writing would be evaluated for
form as well as content. Wher-
ever possible, oral presentations
were suggested. Official faculty
approval of these recommendations
is anticipated.
The faculty has also discus-
,sed grade requirements. Under the
proposals, the present require-
ment of 17 grades of "C-" or
higher in semester courses
would be changed to 20. A
candidate for a degree would still
have to complete 34 semester
courses. During his first two sem-
esters, a student would still be re-
quired to get a minimum of two
semester grades of "C-" or higher
to remain in college. The require-
ments of the "C" Rule would be
rajs«l from six to eight: 'during
his first four semester* each stu-
dent would be required to secure
at least eight semester grades of
"C-" or higher to remain in the
college.
Plsv'lslnii
Recommendations to change the
present math or Greek-Latin re-
quirement has been met with
close opposition by meml>ors of
the faculty at the meetings. The
Self Study Committee recommends
a three part division of human-
ties—whieh include Greek and
Latin, Mathematics and Sciences,
and the Social Studies. Each stu-
dent w-nuld be required to com-
plete four semesters in each divi-
sion, two of the courses in each
division before the junior year.
This was the first proposal to de-
cisively split the faculty opinion.
Discussion of the matter has not
yet ended. It is not known at this
time what action the faculty will
take on this proposal.
Argomeint* Pro And Con
A summary of the arguments in
favor of the math-classics require-
ment Ls: (1) They are both basic
subjects to a modern curriculum.
Latin opens the door to the studies
of the languages and humanities;
math is increasingly essentia] to
the sciences and social studies. I2>
The two subjects furnish impor-
tant training in precision and an-
alysis.
Arguments for change were: < 1 )
No matter how important, clas-
sics is not the same as math. The




Council on Monday appointed a
sub-committee, made up of Don-
ald M. Zuckert, chairman, E. B.
Clark, and Paul S. Doherty, to
investigate the problem of missing
library books and try to deter-
mine what can and should be
done by the Council and students
to remedy the situation.
Acting on reports that an inor-
dinate number of books have been
found missing after only one year
of the open stacks policy in Hub-
bard Hall, the Student Judiciary
Committee recommended that
Council investigate possible
courses of action. Dean Nathaniel
C. Kendrick is also interested in
having a student investigation of
the problem, according to David
L. Tamminen, president1 of Coun-
cil.
The Dean has also reported that
the faculty is not expected to
reach consideration of its own or
Council hazing proposals until af-
ter the first ofJ the year.
Because the Council hazing pro-
posal adopted last week has bean
criticized for ambiguous wording
- that is. there was no provision
which specifically stated that
there w.ould be no hazing in the
evening
- Council agreed to a
change of wording of Part I, Sec-
tion B, to read, "Only mealtime
hazing shall be permitted, five
days a week at one meal per day,"
etc.
The only college responding thus
far to Council's tentative proposal
for a joint New England Small
College Conference of student gov-
erning twHiirs is Trinity, whose
Student Senate has reaffirmed its
interest in ^th*; meeting.
.
Tufts College has announced
that it is undertaking a New Eng-
land Conference on a somewhat
larger scope, to be held March 9-
10. 1956. A committee made up of
Robert II. Glover '56, Wayne K.
Oisie '56. and May aid A. Scelye
'58 will draft correspondence de-
signed to investigate the nature
of the Tufts Conference with the
idea of perhaps making our plan
a part of it. to find out if AmherKt,
Wesleyan, and Williams Brc in-
terested, and to keep Trinity in-
formed on what Council is doing
about its proposed conference"
Thomas E. Needham '57. Chair-
man of the Campus Chest Com-
mittee, told of some tentative
plans for the weekend whioh will
include a swimming party, movie,
and charity booths ^ before, but
the octet concert will he replaced
by one made up of camixjs talent.
The Orient will carry a more com-




By Pete F. Gam "57
College faculty, which hoped to
have some portion of the Self
Study recommendations officially
passed by last Monday, has fal-
len behind its schedule and thus
far nothing has been officially
adopted or rejected from tthc Self
Study Report.
The whole report must be dis-
cussed and the faculty's official
recommendations must be ready
before Dec. 14, when the joint,
standing committee of the Gover-
ning Boards on Educational Policy
will hold its first meeting to con-
sider faculty proposals concerning
the report.
Have .Met Frequently
Almost every Monday since fall
semester began the faculty has
been convening in an effort to
have every point Iff the rejwrt
discussed. More informal meet-
ings are planned in an effort to.
meet the Dec. 14 deadline. A for-
mal meeting is planned Dec 12
at* which time official recommen-
dations will be made.
One of the points discussed has
been the proposed rules concern-
ing the major program. Its appro-
val, with certain minor revisions,
is expected when an official vote
is taken. Changes outlined by the
Self Study Committee are the first
part of a plan to strengthen the
major system which was weak-
ened greatly during World War
II.
Major Program
Under the recommended plan, a
major program involving work in
more than one department may be
offered if approved by the Curri-
culum and Educational Policy
Committee upon approval of the
departments involved. Such a
plan, it has been implied, will lie
harder and will involve greater
effort on the part of, the student.
As it Ls now, students will 1*-
expected to choose their major
field by the end of their sopho-
more year. The student must sat-
isfy the department of his Intend-
ed major that 'he is capable of do-
ing at least "C-" work. Six sem-
ester units of the major must he
passed with a grade of "C-" or
[Please T'utn To Page 1]
Coming Union Flick
Is Academy Winner
Student Union will present that
academy award winning film "All
the King's Men" in Smith Audi-
torium on Saturday, Nov. 16 ,11
6:30 and 8:30.
The film stars BwcWick Craw-
ford, Joanne Dnj. John Ireland,
Mercedes .McCambridge, and John
Derek.
Based on the Pulitzer Prize
novel of liobei-t iVnn Warren, this
widely acclaimed film has won
many. awards, including the covet-
ed Academy Award. Star Broder-
iek Crawford and the supporting S
actress Mercedes McCambridge al-
so Won "Oscars" for their per-.,
formance. In this drama
Man Of Thf People
Willie Stark, ruthless and
power-grabbing governor, domin-
ates the plot of the film. It la a
Story of a "man of the people"
who made the headlines and in-
augurated an administration of
violent and wreckirs* corruption.
"All the King's Men" has heejl
termed by one critic as "a drama
thai will take Its place among the
great historical films 'hat have
Iwcomc the motion picture- record
of American history."
iNew Auxiliary Generator Being Installed
To Protect Against Winter Power Failure
A new 25 Kw. Onan standby
generator has been purchased by
the college and is now in the final
stages of being installed in the
heating plant.
John F. Brush. Superintendent
of Grounds and Buildings, laid
that "the auxiliary power plant
has but one function to perform:
to provide 'business as usual' in
the boiler plant in the event of a
power failure." The college growth
has necessitated increased auxil-
iary equipment beyond the point
of one coal fired burner which for-
merly supplied steam for the en-
tire campus.
Offering little protection in case
of a midwinter power failure, the
one burner could not possibh
carry the power load now in de-
mand. So the /generator replaces
the three motor driven oil burn-
By Peter N. Aaaataa Jr. '.ID
ers which would be rendered In-
operative during a power failure.
Brush remarked. "The genera-
j
tor, powered by. a 1955 Ford six-
engine, is as reliable as an auto-
j
mobile and always ready. It is the
same unit as selectei by the Cen-
' tral Maine Power Co. to provide
limited building power and oper-
ate their short wave transmitter
]
in event they ha\c a failure in the
Portland area."
In other uses where power must
be maintained, the generator can
be found in hospitals to act as a
check while surgery is being per-
1 formed, and in large cities for
j
emergency use.
Alth'MJgh there are several sim-
|
ilar power plants on the market.
being able to call the local Ford
' dealer for service placed the Onan
j
out in front when the Onal sclec-
]
lion was made.
When asked aboul the plants
supplying light for the College
buildings. Brush stated. "Present
installation plans don't include
this, but in an emergency a tem-
porary line 'jumper' could be
rigged to keep the infirmary and
Moulton Union in lights not to ex-
ceed a total of 10 or 12 Kw.. which
is the estimated reserve after
supplying the heating station
needs."
The plant will operate on "tat-
tled gas" which is safer when
stored than a large gas reservoir
would be. It burns more com-
pletely and requires a spccal car-
buretor.
After several test runs, the plant
will be put into operation "official-
ly" within a few days.
mtmm mmm
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The Curriculum
That the College faculty is not lightly regarding the pro-
posals made by the Self Study Committee in its report can be
readily seen by anyone reading the news story carried on page
one of this week's Orient. Much discussion has gone on in their
meetings and there has been a good deal of misinterpretation
by students as to what exactly the faculty has done to the Col-
lege Curriculum.
We feel that it is necessary to emphasize that the faculty
has done nothing officially. To be sure, there are certain recom-
mendations, such as a change in the major program in order to
strengthen it, which are generally agreed upon. The faculty in
itself has no power to change the basic foundations of the Col-
lege curriculum. If such changes are necessary — necessary,
that is, in the opinion of the faculty and in the opinion of the
Governing Boards— the changes will come about only through
the official action of the Governing Boards when they meet in
February.
We feel that there should be much discussion by the faculty
before it decides on its recommendations to the Governing
Boards, but we hope that such discussion is confined to principles
of educational philosophy and that such discussion does not
merely represent the arguments of one special interest group as
opposed to another.
Perhaps the hardest decision for the faculty to make will
be its recommendation on the Greek-Latin-mathematics option.
Here, more than anywhere else, there seems to be a clash of
different educational philosophies. Older concepts of education
in which discipline for the sake of discipline prevails seem to run
head-on with more modern educational concepts which do not
place as much stress on discipline for its own sake.
No one, at this point, knows what the outcome of this
proposal to change from a classical, language-mathematics option
to a mathematics-science option will be. But whether or not it is
changed, examination of this and other aspects of the College
curriculum is a good thing. Nothing in this world is valid merely
because it is something in which our forefathers believed. Con-
cepts must be valid and believed because they have meaning
and hold truth for us today. If the Greek-Latin-mathematics
option, which is in essence the very foundation of Bdwdoin's
curriculum, is only a hallowed tradition and has no meaning for
us today, it must be done away with. On the other hand, if
after much deliberation and examination, it still is valid, it
should be kept. The decision is a hard one, it seems, and we




At the third special town meet-
ing held on the issue the voters
of Brunswick voted to accept the
by-pass proposed by the state high-
way commission.
The meeting which was held in
the Recreation Center Tuesday,
November 1, had the largest at-
tendance ever recorded at a Bruns-
wick town meeting. What the pro-
posal involved was very accurate-
ly summarized in the warrant
which stated: "At such time as be-
comes necessary after commence-
ment of work on the proposed
Route 1 highway reconstruction
project, Mill Street shall be de-
signated as a one way street from
Maine to Pleasant Street and mo-
tor vehicle traffic shall move on
Mill Street only in a westerly di-
rection."
This means that when going to
Portland a driver will have to go
to Mill Street and go along Mill
Street to Pleasant Street and
thence to Portland by Route 1.
Returning the driver merely stays
on Pleasant Street right into
Brunswick proper. Ultimately
when the by-pass is completed the
road will follow Mill Street and
thence along the Androscoggin Ri-
ver to the Bath Road where it
will join it at or near Cook's Cor-
ner. This will take all through
traffic out of the town and relieve
the excessive traffic which the
town bears especially in the sum-
mer.
The previous town meetings had
rejected the proposal and had re-
sulted in some unnecessary bick-
ering among those strongly oppos-




A display of three plates in a
series of paintings of fijh is fea-
tured in Searles Science Building,
Prof. James M. Moulton of the
biology department recently re-
vealed.
These plates are from a series
of paintings by S. A. Kilbourne
done in the 1870's. Accompanying
the plates is a text written by the
noted ichthyologist Goode whose
Oceanic Ichthyology is a classic in
its field.
Kilbourne and Goode's book,
Game Fishes of the United States,
was presented to the biology de-
partment by Professor Nathan
Dane II of the Latin department.
It is a rare book, and, in the words
of Professor Moulton, "is an inter-
esting example of the application
of art to biology in an earlier
period."
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
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Despite the care taken by the
Union Committee in choosing "Ibe
Cruel Sea" tor its movie presenta-
tion last Saturday night, the au-
dience to a man failed to enjoy
the performance. A large group
failed to because some superior in-
sight of theirs made the film seem
ridiculous to them, and the rest
failed because of the brilliant and
unrelenting vocaluations of these
first.
A solution is easy, however: ra-
ther than a hockey rink as Bow-
doin's next project, how about a
large, starlit sty for the men who
need an evening out but find the
Union films unamenable to their
high dramatic standards. Here
they could share their subtle hu-
mor with one another and the
prowling dogs; and the films could
still be shown for those unfitted
for such a merry company.
! William J. Beckett '57
William G. Foster '57
Carlton L. Apollonio '52
John C. Davis '57




It is important to us in social
work that students know of the
opportunities in this profession. It J
is the one field dedicated specific-
ally to helping people and attack-
ing social problems.
Today there is a shortage of
10,000 social workers. Salaries
are in line with those in teaching
and the ministry, and some admin-
istrative positions pay over $20,-
000.
A social worker may head a
community chest; help develop-
ment of resources in a backward
country; turn delinquent gangs in-
to wholesome groups; treat emo-
tionally disturbed individuals in
a mental hygiene clinic.
A master's degree is a must for
inteasive work and responsibility,
but there a?e many openings in
public welfare and group work for
persons with a bachelor's degree.
I discovered social work four
years after graduating from Bow-
doin. I hope, -through this letter,
some Bowdoin students may learn
of this ideal profession for service
early in their career planning.
Willard C. Richan '49
Miss Bloch Gives
Unique Presentation
Sound musicianship, unique in-
struments and personal charm
marked the success *>f Suzanne
Bloch's appearance in the Pickard
Theater on Monday evening, Nov.
14. Miss Bloch presented a four
part program consisting of music
for the lute, recorder, virginal and
for the voice with accompaniment
by the lute.
The artist's engaging stage pres-
ence added warmth to a perform-
ance of largely unfamiliar, yet al-
ways interesting music. This lis-
tener found Miss Bloch to be at
her best in the selections for the
lute and the virginal. Her skill
on the recorder seemed inferior
to that of two musicians on our
own campus, and her last group
was marred by a too "untrained"
and unsensative voice.
An enthusiastic reception from
the large audience persuaded Miss
Bloch to offer two encores
both of them delightful.
By Henry 1> m.
One of the most interesting sit-
uations in quite a while has re-
cently developed at Amherst,
where two students have set up
another newspaper in opposition
to the standard "Amherst Stu-
dent.'' Now this may not sound
like a particularly world-shaking
event, and most anywhere elsn it
is not, but in collegiate circles it
is certainly amazing, if not incred-
ible.
Think only for a minute on what
this actually means — competi-
tion, in the fullest sense of the
word. This is the only thing that
most college newspapers never
have to fear, for the simple rea-
son that ordinarily there is only
one paper per campus. In general,
there is nobody to bother this
paper, with the exception of the
few beady-eyed readers who make
it a habit to carefully scrutinize
every line and then write letters
to the editor. And no- one really
reads these letters anyway, no
more than they read editorials.
Outspaken Letters
Not to mention the fact that if
a given letter is particularly out-
spoken, the editor can simply toss
it in the waste-basket, and who
will ever miss it except the writer?
The paper, then, is free to rt>iK>rt
the local news only as it sees fit,
and while it may print dissenting
letters, they never get headlines,
even if the whole student body is
generally against what has been
said.
This sort of thing frequently
shows up in colleges which are
largely controlled by fraternities,
and where the college newspaper
is, for some odd reason, usually
anti-fraternity. In such cases, the
paper does not truly represent stu-
dent opinion — and' yet nothing
can be done about it since there
is no competitive paper to present
the other side of the question.
Then too, in the smaller colleges,
the paper does not depend on ac-
tual sales for its continuation in
business, which means that it is
virtually impossible to change its
policies in any normal manner. If
a commercial newspaper does not
please its readers, either the poli-
cies in question are changed, or it
simply goes out of business when
sales fall off. For the small col-
lege paper, this cannot happen,
which gives it even more of a
strangle-hold monopoly.
But with a competitive paper,
the whole situation is radically
changed, and it becomes much
more of a cut-throat business sim-
ilar to that which exists beyond
the campus grounds. Why? Be-
cause it is doubtful that any small
college is going to support two
Sherrerd Jr. '32
papers, and therefore the second-
ary paper roust start on a truly
commercial basis. If it is good
enough, the students are going to
be reading it instead of the old
standard, and when the college
sees that it is paying for sonic-
1
thing no one reads, the chances arc I
it would probably drop the • old
paper and support the new.
Furthermore, if the new paper I
really represents general student
]
opinion, while the old one does
not, the old paper is likely to lose I
most of its staff. Writers don't
necessarily stay on a news staff
because they agree with the policy
— it's mostly just a question of
hanging around until they>them-
selves have, through nothing more
impressive than mere seniority for
a qualification', come into a posi-
tion where they can change things.
So to Messrs. Robert Bagg and
William Bathurst of Amherst, this
writer offers congratulations for
attempting to remedy a situation
.
long in need of overhauling. The
Orient has not received a copy of
J
their new paper, but whether they
|
are right or wrong in their views,
they at least should be commend-
ed for their attempt to break out
of what usually amounts to a vi-
cious circle.
Plagiarism Deluxe
In closing, we have two other
interesting items — these on the
lighter side of the picture. The
first is in the Plagiarism Dept., and
is probably one of the most out-
standing pieces of such work you
are apt to come across in a long'
time. In a way, it's rather flatter-
ing, however, for the man who is
being plagiarized is none other
than your own' writer.
The paper involved is the Tufts
Weekly, and the guilty man is one
Rusty Gleicher, who not only ti-
tles his column "Ivy Leaves," but
has the nerve to quote almost
word-for-word two different items
which appeared in this column on
Oct. 12, without benefit of quota-
tion marks, and a front-page story
from the same issue. Then to top
it all off, he starts out with the
following particularly innane sen-
tence: "Ever felt like a plagiarist,
I do, since so many of the episodes
I'm about to repeat to you seem
more like the product of a journa-
list's imagination rather than the
absolute truth, but then again
that old college try when it really
gets working produces some rath-
er exciting sets of circumstances."
Figure that one out if you can.
Come to think of it, this makes it
painfully dear why the man plag-
iarizes word-for-word — he himself





Alfred E. Schretter '59 won first
prize as the best individual speak-
er in the Achorn Prize Debate,
held in the Smith Auditorium.
Second prize went to Richard E.
Morgan '59.
Both Schretter and" Morgan
were members of the winning af-
firmative team, as was James J.
Brown '59. The negative team was
composed of Robert F. Garrett,
III '59, Francis C. Marsano "58,
and Gordon L. Weil '58.
The subject of the debate was
the guaranteeing of an annual
wage to employees in the non-
agricultural industries of the Unit-
ed States.
Judges were .Warren B. Catlin,
who is Daniel B. Fayerweather
Professor of Economics and Socio-
logy, Emeritus, at the College;
Robert E. Hart of the Brunswick
High School English Department




Young Democratic Club is hope-
fully expecting to reorganize this
fall and to participate actively in
the 1956 campaign, according to
Secretary Stanton I. Moody '57.
Organized in the spring of 1954
by Stephen S. Land '57 and
Moody '57, it was one of the first
groups to back the candidacy of
Governor Muskie of Maine.
Officers are Moody, secretary,
and Sanford A. Kowal '06, treas-
urer. The Young Democrats say
they do not elect a president be-
cause it is a democratic organiza-
tion.
Members of the executive com-
mittee, which is the governing
board of the organization, are
Peter F.
-Gass '57, Ira H. Shinberg
'57, Land, Moody, Kowal, and Alan
J. Cushner '57. Members of this
committee rotate the chairmanship
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By George A.
"Lady Godiva:" Since Hollywood
must rely upon sex In one form
or another as its chief drawing
card, it comes as no great surprise
that the celebrated story of that
brave lady who rode through the
Coventry streets many years ago
with nothing but nothing on her
fair figure, should be made into a
motion picture.
The film centers around treason
in the English court. Everything
is going along beautifully ior the
Norman rebels, when all at once
Lady Godiva comes romping into
the whole mess and immediately
vows to straighten out the pre-
dicament. All is smooth sailing
for a time, but things start get-
ting hot; the fair lady is suddenly
placed in the light of a traitor
and hubby sets out (on horseback,
of course) to catch her and de-
liver rightful punishment. He
beats down everyone in his path,
but fails to catch Godiva because
she escapes into the convent just
in time. All looks pretty fibpeless
by this time — husband and wife
aren't getting along well at all,
and the darn fool is staking be-
lief in the wrong side. But hold
on! He isn't fooled after all, he
knew what was going on all the
time.
Things now seem to be shaping
up in fine style, and we poor
squirming males are beginning to
fear that the authors of this little
gem forgot to put in the best
scene. Muspeiwe must be. a virtue!
It appears that our hero got foil-
ed somewhere aong the line, and
now he and the lady are up for
high treason. To save face!?)
and prove their innocence, Godiva
nobly comes forth with a proposal
to ride through the streets without
any clothes on. "Our peril is
deadly: I will do anything to fore-
stall it." The king is skeptical at
first, but consents finally, and we
all tighten our safety belts. You,
of course, know the rest of the
story. With red tresses the only
garment, the lady rode through
the streets and not a soul (save
Smart Jr. '57
one poor little idiot) even took a
peak. Unfortunately we in the
audience didn't get much of a
peak either, since the camera likes
best to focus on the closed shut-
ters and the rider's shadow. The
cast includes Maureen O'Hara as
Lady Godiva and George Nader
as her terrlpestuous husband. The
musical score is awful, the scen-
ery almost entirely faked, and the
direction totally uninspired. Need-
less to say. "Lady Godiva" is one
film you really should miss.
Literary Gem
Just to show that the great
literary geniuses aren't falling by
the wayside in this fast moving
century, here is a reprint of a
little conversation found in one
of my English textbooks — its pur-
pose, by the way, is to show the
qualities and importance of clas-
sification and division.
Pete: Hello, Joe, how are you? '
Joe: (pulling a long face) I'm
not so good; think I'm
getting ulcers.
Pete: Sorry to hear that, old
man. What's eating you?
Joe: It's that job I've got. I
work in a fruit store —
in the lemon department.
All day I stanjiXn front
of three bins and separ-
t ate lemons. I put the big
lemons in one bin, the
middle-sized lemons in
another bin, and the rot-
ten lemons in a third
bin. It's killing me!
Pete: Don't see anything tough
about mat. Sounds like a
snap to me!
Joe: Snap, hell! All day, de-
cisions! decisions! deci-
sions !
For those of you who are real-
ly interested, this was taken from
"Form and Thought la Prose" by
Stone and Hoopes.
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When the moon's shining bright
And the party's just right ...
To top off the night -have a CAMEL!
r
It's a ptychttJogkal fact: Pleasure helps
your disposition. If you're a smoker,
remember— more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels than
from any other cigarette!
No other cigarette is
to ridi-tastiag, yet so mild!
Owwel
. >. Inu, law. C. aimw Maa, M. o.
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BEARINGS
Basketball, Hockey, Swimming Seasons Open Soon
By Paul Z. Lewi* '58
Our Friend*. The Enemy
During the two or three weeks' interregnum between the Fall
and Winter sports season It is not only customary but generally neces-
sary to perform post mortems on the season Just concluded. However,
now that the dead leaves have been driven "like fleeing ghosts to
their dark wintry beds," and the gates of Whittier Field have been
sealed until Spring, a detailed dissection of the all-but-forgotten foot-
ball campaign seems inappropriate.
One point cannot pass unmentioned, though. That is the show-
ing that the Polar Bears put forth in State Series competition. All
during the early weeks of the season reports continued to filter back to
the Bowdoin camp saying that Bates and Colby were "loaded for bear,"
as far as football talent was concerned. As it turned out, all three of
the smaller Maine teams suffered bad breaks against slightly more
powerful New England elevens, compiling a total of but four victories
among themselves. The point is, however, that Bowdoin, dripping
with pessimism, whitewashed Bates by three touchdowns and should
have done the same thing to Colby, had It not been for a pair of
spontaneously startling scores.
The University of Maine has not been mentioned thus far in re-
gard to State competition for the obvious reason that it no longer be-
longs lnthe same league with the other three colleges. Bates had a
good day on October 22 at Garcelon Field and only lost by two points
to the Light Blue but on the following Saturdays Maine divided 107
points into two equal doses and administered them to both Colby and
Bowdoin.
There is perhaps.some consolation in the idea that the Big White
is not alone in its football troubles, and that competitors in nearby
Lewiston and Watervllle are the ones who share its misery.
The Beginning of "All" Time
It won't be very long before the many press and coaches' associa-
tions throughout the country begin casting their ballots for the se-
lection of so-called dream teams of All-American, All-Conference,
All-State, etc. calibre. Here in Maine the men who choose the All-
State squad this year are going to have a problem. That problem is:
How to differentiate between the All-Maine and the University of
Maine teams, since both will include the same players.
The time has come to be truthful about the All-State selections.
The U. of M. has two teams, either one of which could have walked
away with the Pine Tree Title without much trouble. If the men
who pick the team are honest with themselves, there will be at least
eight Black Bears on the first squad. Bowdoin has an outside chance
of landing one or at most two men on the first team, but, taking into
consideration that Maine's second line was equal to the White's first
and that there were a lot faster backs in operation throughout the
state than at Bowdoin, it appears that the Polar Bears may have to be
satisfied with second tram representation oh the All-State squad.
Oak, Tile, Ice And Cinders
After the Thanksgiving vacation the college will swing into what
should be one of the best winter sports seasons to be enjoyed at Bow-
doin in several years. The entire basketball team has returned, boast-
ing a dozen lettermen plus some promising sophomores. If the col-
lege doesn't have a winning hoop season this year, it never will.
A powerful swimming team, led by Captain John Collier, Bob
Plourde, Hody White, Clark Neill, Jeff Schofield, Steve Morse, and
others, seems destined for an almost perfect record this year. Wil-
liams, always strong in Eastern swimming circles, will provide the
most opposition to the • Miller-men, but the Polar Bear swim squad
should fare well against the other teams on the schedule.
The flashing blades of the rinkless Bowdoin hockey team should
cut a little bit more ice around these parts now that the team mem-
bers have St. Dom's arena in which to practice and play their home
games. Returning veterans Paul Doherty and Pete Rigby (Co-cap-
tains), Fred Thome, Dave Ham, Art Perry, George Crane, Mike Cos-
ter, and Sandy Kowal will be bolstered by the sophomore talents of
Ronnie Desjardin, Bill Macleod, and Doug MacKinnon. The tearn is
well aware that a successful effort on its part will be the impetus
needed to push the rink fund over the necessary quota.
Frank Sabasteanski, a former Bowdoin track star himself, is at
present getting set for his first indoor season as head track coach.
Lettermen McWilliams, McCabe, Herrick, Mostrom, Eaton, Myers,
McDaniel will be returning along with sophs Young, Packard, Hinck-
ley, Riley, ' Burgess, and Fredenburgh.
This Is It
The forthcoming winter sports season will be an important one.
If It is successful for the college, there will be renewed interest in
all Bowdoin athletics. If it is not, then it will mark a pivotal point
for college athletic policy.
InterfratFootball
Playoff Today
The three way deadlock in the
A Division of the Inter-Fraternity
Touch Football League was brok-
en this week as Deke emerged on
top. On Wednesday AD knocked
Beta out of contention by a two
point margin, 8-6. On Thursday
the AD's were stymied by a su-
perior Deke aggregation 20-0.
George Heselton led the way for
the Dekes with some pretty pass
work, as he flipped three touch-
down passes, two to Bill Linscott.
An elimination round begins
this week. Deke will play the run-
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Rebounding from a disastrous
opening round against Harvard in
the New England Team Race
Championships at M.I.T., the sail-
ing team defeated an uninspired
Holy Cross aggregation and then
swept past a well-balanced North-
eastern outfit to gain fifth place
in the final standings. Paced by
Captain Charlie Leighton, the Ad-
mirals gave a better account of
themselves than the fifth-place
finish Indicates.
In the first round against the
Crimson it was a ease of too little
too late! At every start In the
best-two-out-of-three series Har-
vard skippers jumped out to an
early lead. On the final legs of
these races the Admirals would
make their bid only to be repulsed I
by the Crimson stars Fred Hoppin
j
and "Ace" Langworthy. . Fouls
proved to be disastrous for the I
Bowdoin cause with Skip Howland
,
bowing out in the first race, and
|
Dave Belknap withdrawing in the
third and final encounter of the
series.
Dunk Crusaders
After being dumped into the
second division, the Big White
skippers went to work. Against
Holy Cross Leighton lead home a
perfect Bowdoin finish with Belk-
nap, Bill Macleod, and Howland
following in that order. Saturday's
\
racing terminated at that point,
but theJollowing morning the se-
ries was resumed. A costly foul
gave the second race of the round
to the Purple, but Leighton again
finished first in the final race of
the series, with the remainder ' of
the Admirals supplying the points
necessary for victory.
In Bowdoin's final series of "the
meet, the Big White met North-
eastern to determine the fifth-
place holder. Led by Olympic vet-
eran Bob Blomqulst and Pete Cog-
gins who, like Howland, was a
member of the 1955 New England
All Star Team, the engineers sail-
ed well but were no match for the
pent-up skippers from Brunswick.
The red-hot Leighton again won
both races of the series, with
Belknap finishing second in the
first race and Howland gaining
the runner-up spot in the last race
of the day.
Calm Day'
The wind which was moderate
on the first day of racing dimin-
ished to nothing on the second
day. The Northeastern series was
sailed in a dead calm, with each
race iaking well over an hour to
complete. Yet even in these fluky
conditions there were some bril-
liant performances. High scorer
for Bowdoin was Leighton with
four firsts, a second, a third, and a
fourth. Belknap, Macleod, and
Howland sailed wen, each contri-
buting equally to the victories.
The Summary:
First Round:— Harvard 2; Bow-
doin 1.
Score by races: 31 % - 28, 29'4
- 30, 31 '-4 - 26
Second Round:— Bowdoin 2; Holy
Cross 1.
Score by races: 3014 - 26, 24*«
- 32, 35V4 - 25
Third Round:— Bowdoin 2; North-
eastern 0.





The Bowdoin College varsity
hockey team will play its six
home games this season at the St.
Dom's Arena in Lewiston.
The agreement signed recently
between Bowdoin and the Arena
gives the Polar Bears twenty-one
practice sessions in addition to the
six playipr dates. The first prac-
tice will be held on December L I^ athle7frhu7c^"™s class
«n J tU,* «..o* "K/^rvin" oamo Mill lw» ....
Holiday Tourney, Stover Addition
ToBolster ComingHoop Campaign
With a surplus of hoop talent on
hand. Coach Coombs can afford to
be choosy in his picking of subs
during the ensuing season. Be-
sides the return of last year's en-
tire squad, the varsity will be bol-
stered by the acquisition of Brud
Stover, mainstay of last season's
frosh delegation who has become
"of age."
Stover should help knit together
the best basketball class in Bow-
Above are pictured two of the Hulling team's craft which competed
this pa»t Saturday in the New England team races for the Fowle
Trophy. Forthcoming meet» for the mi< <«sstul Polar Bear suilors in-
clude an invitational competition at Annapolis. DIVenere Photo


















With the basketball season here
again. Coach ,Mike Linkovich se-
lected sixteen men from a field
of forty candidates for th& Fresh-
man basketball team. The 1955-56
Polar Cubs represent a fair
amount of talent as all have two
or more years of high school ex-
perience.
"Link" has just three and one-
half weeks before the season opens
with Brunswick' High School on
Saturday, December 3. All but
three of the Fro6h games will be
played at the Sargent Gymnasium.
The Polar Cubs will travel to Wa-
terville and Orono to meet the
Colby and Maine Frosh.
The squad: Dick Willey, Ells-
worth, Me.; Tom MeGovern, Wal-
tham, Mass.; Bob Goira, Yonkers,
N. Y.; Lee Hitchock, Weston,
Mass.; Jim Hallie, Pittsfield. Me.;
Jim Carnathan, Braintree, Mass.;
Deane Turner, Gardner, Mass.;
John Anderson, Cumberland Mills,
Me.; Elliot "Chick" Putnam, Fra-
mlngham, Mass.; Dick Brown, Le-
wiston, Me.; Howard Blakeslee,
Port Washington, N. Y.; Bob Ca-
simiro, Scranton, Penna.; Ron
Woods, Portsmouth, N. H.; Pete
Papazoglou, Lynn, Mass.; and Bob
Clifford, Lewiston, Me.
Kappa Sig will meet AD. The vic-
tors of these two contests will
then vie for the college champion-
ship.
Hockey Schedule
Dae. IS Color Away
Jan. < U. of Mawchniatt* Away
Jan. 7 Amherst Away
Jan. 11 Colby Home
Jan. IS U. of New Hampahlre Home
Jan. 14 M.I.T. Away
Feb. • U. of New Hampaairn Away
Fab. 11 U. of MaaaachuaeUi Home
Fab. 1G Colby Home
Feb. 18 Norwich
. Away
Feb. 22 Babaon Inatitnta Away
Feb. 26 M.I.T. Horn.
Fab. 29 Babnon Institute Home
Mar. i Colby Away
The interior of the chapel re-
sembles the plan of English col-
lege chapels, with a broad central
aisle from either side of which rise




Keep your vacation free for fun—shop
at your Arrow dealer's beforehand!
Cover yourself and the men on your list
with sure-bets like the Arrow
button-down, shown. $3.95. Or the
/ .~**r—"**$&^' new aH-ny'ori "Frost Fighter"
'
'/ jacket—nylon-fleece-lined and light as a
^S», snowfUke! $19.95. Count yourself
•^ V** in on one, too!
—ARROW*-
-first in fashion




































Coach Bob Miller is looking for-
ward to a successful season with
some power and depth to add to
his team from the ranks of last
year's powerful freshmen aggre-
gation.
• Fo'ur lettermen return headed
by John Collier, a standout sprint-
er. Bill Howard '57, a good-look-
ing distance man, Steve Morse
'36, breaststroker, and Lloyd Wil-
ley '56 in the backstroke are other
lettermen from last year's varsity.
Kurt Herman and Lou DuPlessis,
seniors, promise to bolster the
team in the distance events, and
Clark Neill in the medley. Bob
Glover '56, last year's captain,
will dive in one meet,' but is still
forced to pass up swimming in fa-
vor of basketball because of an
eye infection which has been both-
ering him for several years.
Hody White, breaststroker. Bob
Plourde, powerful backstroker,
Jeff Schofield and Dick Davis, mid-
dle-distance men, are being count-
ed upon by Miller to make the
difference between a winning and
losing season. Mike Carpenter
and Mike Curtis in the sprints are
two other sophs who Miller hopes
will be consistent point-scorers in
the seven-meet schedule. Other
sophomore candidates include
John Field, Dick Payne, John
Towne, Paul Lewis, and Henry
Ofterdinger, freestylers and Roger
Titus, backstroker.
The first meet is December 10
at M.I.T. Other schools on the
slate are Tufts, Trinity, Connecti-
cut, Williams, Amherst, and U-
Mass. The New Englands follow In
the beginning of March.
and the first "home" game will be
against Colby on January 11.
Bowdoin's campaign for $275,000
with which to build a new refrig-
erated covered ring for hockey
and Ice skating has passed the
half-way point, and it is hoped
that the necessary funds will be
in hand in time for the rink to be
constructed before the 1956-57
season.
The traditional rivalry between
Bowdoin and Colby has been in-
creased to four games between
the two teams. Last year Bow-
doin was the victor in two of the
three games played. Games have
also been arranged with Norwich,
Babson, Amherst, University of
New Hampshire, University of
Massachusetts. A tentative game
stilly exists with the Holy Cross
team of Worcester.
Last year's record of two wins,
seven defeats, and no ties was
exemplary of the lack of practice
for Bowdoin. But with the pres-
ent setup, the team can naturally
expect to have a much better sea-
son.
Lost through graduation in '55
were Frank Metz and Dave Coe,
two of the team's outstanding de-
fensemen, as well as Pete Pirnie
who played some great hockey on
the forward line. These being the
only three losses, and with a def-
inite lift in evidence insofar as
experience and man power are
concerned, a good to excellent sea-
son is anticipated.
Coach Danny MacFayden will
have nine lettermen returning
from last year's squad. They are
forwards Paul Doherty '56 of
Longmeadow, Mass., BUI Freeman
'56 of GreeniloM. Mass., Dave
Ham '57 of North Reading, Mass.,
Ait Perry '57 of Weston, Mass.,
and Fred Thome '57 of Morris-
j
town, N. J.; defensemen Mike Cos-
ter '57 of Fredericton, New Bruns-
'
wick, George Crane '57 of Lincoln,
Mass., and Sandy Kowal '56 of
Newton Centre, Mass.; and goalie
Pete Rigby of Needham, Mass.
'
Promising sophs include Ron Des-
jardin, Lewiston; Bill Macleod,
Dedham, Mass., and Doug MacKin-
non of Milton, Mass.
Also available are four men who
last winter won their varsity nu-
merals. They are Frank Beveridge
'56 of Sharon, Mass., Brian Flynn
'57 of Salem, Mass., Ron Harris
'56 of South Portland, and Kurt
Volk '56 of Stamford, Conn.
should be ready to blossom in its
final season. Falling to materialize
thus far, this class is composed of
some of the most talented individ-
uals in the state. Back are last
year's captain John Krelder; Ted
Kenney, Bama Prater, Rollie Jan-
elte, Perry Allen, Ron Golz, Bob
Glover and John Libby.
To Play In Holiday Festival
In their quest for the State Ser-
ies crown, the Polar Bears will
have four home games scheduled
against the Maine teams: one each
with defending champs, Colby, and
Maine -hnd a pair with Bates. The
feature attraction of the season
comes during the Christmas vaca-
tion when the Polar Bears journey
to Colby to vie, in the New Eng-
land Holiday Basketball Festival.
Only seven teams have been se-
lected, so far and there is a con-
flict between Wesleyan and the
University of, Massachusetts.
Teams already entered are Colby,
Connecticut, Brown, Harvard, Mid-
dlebury, Amherst and Bowdoin.
Bowdoin takes the place vacated
by Dartmouth, last year's tourney
kingpins at Storrs, Connecticut.
Opra Against Clark
In prepping for the State Series
and the New Englands, Coach Ed
Coombs has been trying a few
tricks in recent practices and plans
to let them out of the bag in the
first tilt againut Clark. In recent
scrimmages, Coombs has worked
different combines against each
other and besides the expected
creditable performances of the sen-
iors, other lesser lights have been
holding their own. Jack Euton, Bob
Johnson, John Finn, Buz Burrows,
Charley Sawyer, and Don Ben-
nett have been pressing the hold-
overs while shining on both de-
fense and offense.
The addition of Stover to the
starting lineup and Bowdoin's par-
ticipation in Holiday Tourney
along with the usual excitement
aroused by the State Series should
prove this to be a very interesting
season. - -




Here is the forerunner of a
new fashion you'll be seeing in
countless numbers — come
spring and summer, ^ertical
stripes in sport shirts.
These are excellent
values at $395
The fashion right patterns in sport shirts are two — the current
fashion — authentic tartans — and the coming fashion— stripes.
You'll find Benoifs well stocked in these two smart styles — and
you can choose from a variety of fabrics — as well as a range
of prices. $2.98 to $13.95.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Why do more college
men and women smoke
Viceroys
—
- than any other—Z
filter cigarette?
Because only Viceroy
gives you 20,000 filter traps
in every filter tip, made
from a pure natural substance
—cellulose—found in delicious




Yes, only Viceroy has this filter composed of 20,000 tiny
filter traps. You cannot obtain the same filtering action
in any other cigarette.
The Viceroy filter wasn't just whipped up and rushed to
market to meet the new and skyrocketing demand for fil-
tered cigarettes. Viceroy pioneered. Started research more
than 20 years ago to create the pure and perfect filter.
Smokers en masse report that filtered Viceroys have a
finer flavor even than cigarettes without filters. Rich,
satisfying, yet pleasantly mild.
Viceroy draws so easily that you wouldn't know, without
looking, that it even had a filter tip . . .-and Viceroys cost
only a penny or two more than cigarettes without filters!
That's why more college men and women smoke VICEROYS than
any other filter cigarette . . . that's why VICEROY is the largest*
selling filter cigarette in the world!
20,000
Tiny Filter Traps .77
plus that Real Tobacco Taste
^
tt^tmm




Th« College was host to the re-
gional meeting of the New Eng-
land Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, Thursday, Nov.
X
The conference met at Smith
Auditorium for morning and after-
noon sessions with luncheon at the
Moulton Union. A panel discussed
the problems of training in read-
ing and writing in secondary
schools and colleges. Panel mem-
bers were Philip E. Burnham '34,
head of the departmentof English
at St. Paul's School, Concord, New
Hampshire, Miss Frances Hucston,
head of the English department at
Decring High Schoo., Professor
Ix>uis O. Coxe of the College Eng-
lish faculty, Professor Walter R.
Whitney 'A chairman of fresh-
mun English at the University of
Maine. Professor Herbert R.
Brown of the College English fac-
ulty was chairman of the mecing.
Colon Speaks
Pres. James S. Coles delivered
thp greetings of the College to
the group. »
The members of the panel also
considered the varying require-
ments for admission in English to
several colleges and universities.
The afternoon session was char-
acterized by spirited discussion
with over forty members of the au-
dience participating. General rec-
ognition was given to the difficul-
ties of secondary school teachers
burdened with large classes and
the supervision of many extra-
curricular activities.
College deans, presidents and
admissions personnel as well as
teachers of English in colleges and




Sen. Frederick G. Payne dis-
cussed the general economic sit-
uation of New England and the
role that the federal government
should play in salving the region's
economic dillicultios in his Monday
speech before the Maine Social
Scientists.
The Maine Senator pointed out
that although New England com-
prises only 2.1 per cent of the
land area of theUnited States and
6.1 per cent of the nation's per-
sonal income, "The greatest
strength of Now England, howev-
er, is and has always been its peo-
ple." He then mentioned the work
of the Maine College Community
Research Program which is es-
tablishing a "Maine business index,
to be indicative of a heartening
interest in the state's economic
situation.
Proposes Eleven Point Program
Senator Payne then proposed an
eleven point program for the econ-
omic development of New Eng-
land. The proposal included: as-
sisjance to chronically distressed
areas, fisheries, education and re-
search, forestry conservation and
research, Hood control and insur-
ance, and a study of the New Eng-
land transportation position.
The proposal included such oth-
er recommendations as adequate
fund.', for enforcement oT wage
and hour standards and job train-
ing programs, an amendment to
the Walsh-Healey Public Con-
tracts Act of 19.1B, repeal of Fed-
eral tax exemption on municipal
bonds issued for Industrial pur-
poses, prevent ion of reduction in
oil imports, and atomic power and
rosea
-oh development.
Senator Payne concluded by say-
ing that in using our great edu-
cational facilities to create an
awareness of our problems. New
England can meet t he challenge




[Continued from Page /]
better to complete the major
program. Minors will consist of
tour semester units in one depart-
ment, or two semester units in
each of two related departments.
A requirement that every student
shall take a course in his major in
each semester of his senior year
is new.
Grades To Be Olvea
The major course will consist
of. at least four seminars or con-
ferences in each of the last four
semesters, and a grade will be giv-
en which may or may not be the
same as that given for the major
examination. The grades will not
be announced before the major ex-
aminations, though departments
will be able to give warnings in
the major courses. The major
course "shall include a substan-
tial amount of written work."
Men passing the major examin-
ations with a grade of "B-" or bet-
ter will be exempt from the finals
in courses offered for their ma-
jors. Chance for one re-examina-
tion in case of failure of the major
examination will be given after a
three-month interval. As in the
past, major examinations will be
given in the final semester pro-
ceeding final examinations.
Honors And Special Honors
Under the recommendations of
the Self Study Committee, stu-
dents with grades of "B-" or bet-
ter in the courses offered for their
major can become candidates for
honors work. Such work would
consist of either an honors thesis
prepared under tutorial supervis-
ion or a project which would be
accompanied wherever possible
by a supplementary written ex-
planation. The project would be
in music, fine arts, or letters.
There was some discussion in the
faculty meetings as to whether a
series of music recitals were of a
creative enough nature to qualify
as projects. Such honors work will
be graded and count as a course
unit in the final semester. .
The recommendations for spe-
cial honors projects are a return
to what the College had in the
past. To pursue his project, the
student may be released from not
more than four courses in the final
three semesters upon the consent
of the Recording Committee. Five
semesters must first be "satisfac-
torily completed before a student
is eligible. A grade for the project
will be entered in the record in
place of the grades for the courses
that are missed. On agreement
with the instructor, a project may
be discontinued and grades and
credit will be given for the semes-
ters already completed.
Degrees
Summa Cum Laude degrees will
be awarded to students with aver-
age grades of 93.5 or better in the
necessary 'number of courses pre-
sented for the degree, and who
have received at least "high
honors" in their major subject.
The necessary minimum average
grade for Magna Cum Laude is, in
the Self Study recommendations,
91.5 or better, plus the award of
at least honors, or a 93.5 gen-
eral average. A minimum aver-
age grade of 85.0 in all Bowdoin
courses presented for the degree





Cadet Officers m the ROTC
unit will train for six weeks at
Fort Devens, Mass., next summer
according to Lt. Col. Will R. Win-
frey. The summer camp is held
between the junior and senior
years in college for all ROTC stu-
dents.
Cadet officers whose homes are
located outside the First Army
area may attend summer camp in
their own Army area, provided
special permission is obtained.
Colonel Winfrey recently re-
turned from a two-day conference
at First Army Headquarters, Gov-
ernors Island. New York. At the
meeting 46 professors of military
science and tactics from 37 col-
leges and nine military and high
schools in the First Army area ex-
changed ideas, learned new meth-
ods and procedures, and received
instruction in various phases of
the ROTC program.
Lt. Gen. Thomas W. Heircn,
Commanding General of the First
Army, told the conference that
88 per cent of the officers in the
First Army are reservists. Since
the beginning of the Korean War,
the ROTC program has supplied
most of the second lieutenants re-
quired by the Army. Pointing out
that the ROTC program is in a
transitional period, he stated, "The
classes of 1956 and 1957 will, it
is projected, sen* on active duty
for two years. However, those in
later years will serve cither six
months or two years, as deter-
mined under criteria as yet unan-
nounced."
Enrollment this fall in the Sen-
ior Division of the ROTC has in-
creased 1,200 over last year, with
a total of 140,000 throughout the
country.
Medical representatives at the
conference announced that a new
Army regulation allows a limited
number of medical students to
serve on active duty as second
lieutenants in the Medical Service
Corps while completing their final
year of medical school. They then
are obligated to serve on active
duty for an additional three years,
including their service under the
Doctor-Dentist Draft Law.
Critic Views 'Billy Budd'
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DIKECTLV ACROSS FROM THE RECORD OFFICE
Student Tax .„
[Continued from Page 7]
the College's discount these would
represent a substantial portion of
the appropriation. The tentative
budget was cut by one hundred
dollars.
The Cheerleaders' appropriation
was reduced since it was believed
that some of the meal allowances
were high. Some of the members
Of the group were able to eat at
fraternities.
The members of the Blanket
Tax Committee are Chairman
Morgan B. Cushing, who is now
on sick leave from the college,
and Professors Robert K. Beck-
with. Philip M. Brown, William S.
Flash, Reinhard L. Korgen, Wil-
liam C. Root, Coaches Frank F.
Sabasteanski, and Adam Walsh.
Student members of the Commit-
tee are David L. Tamminen '56,
William Perkins '56, and Henry D.
Shaw '56.
real motive involved. Although
not in a strict and fast sense,
"Billy Budd" is an allegory; Jy-
piter and the Devil "vfie" for the
Angel's soul. We must in the end
bless Captain Vere even though
we do not understand what he's
done.
Trial Scene Lengthy
The trial scene seems a bit
lengthy in spots, but the tension
is always held at a high and ef-
fective level. Looking for flaws.
one must question the placement
of the last line, "God bless Cap-
tain Vere!" The line itself is per-
haps essential to convey Melville's
intention, but spoken midst the
frantic excitement of the hanging
scene, one wonders if it can ever
achieve the desired effect regard-
less of how skilled may be its ut-
terance. The way it was said the
other night, this writer could not
help being faintly reminded at
least, of Tiny Tim's famous line in
"A Christmas Carol," "God bless
us everyone r"
The cast in last week's perform-
ance was from most standpoints
admirable. A number of new faces
were seen by the local audiences,
and one of the leads was mak-
ing his first stage appearance any-
where. The large cast numbers to
22, and it is a credit to all of
them that they worked so well
together.
J. Steward LaCascc '56, re-
alized the difficult role of Captain
Vere in an outstanding manner.
He played it always with learned
alertness and conviction, and in
the tragic last scenes he infused
a decent and clean passion into
the honest indecision. The plot
pivots around this man's reason-
ing, and thus the way in which the
figure is played has much to do
with the success or failure of the
play as a whole.
John F. Collier '57 interpreted
the title role in a way that was
interesting for its acting merit
and for the fact that this was
Collier's first stage appearance
anywhere. He not only looked
every inch the part, but also play-
ed Billy with a restrained and
touching gentleness. The young
seaman was never a typed goody-
goody lad, but instead an inno-
cent and compassionate figure —
sympathetic yet always within
the bounds of reality. It was un-
fortunate that he should have
been caught on stage at the be-
ginning of the last scene on Fri-
day night. The weak point of his
performance was found in the
saying of the Jast line. Yet, one
wonders how should the line be
said? In a way the play stands or
falls with its utterance.
BARBER SHOP
.TURNER'S





Hat Tops, Crews 1.00
CUfjart
Veteran Masque and Gown per-
former Herbert A. Miller '57 was^
east as the villain Claggart. One
at times wished for more variety
in the voice, for the long speeches
can closely resemble monotony if
spoken at the same pitch. Miller,
nevertheless, played the role with
an effective combination of neat
brutality and cold fury. The "de-
vil's advocate incarnate" was the
hateful being that he was meant
to be.
John E. Swierzynski '59 played
Jenkins with earnest intensity. Al-
lan F. Wright "56, as Seymour,
did not come into his own until
the court scene; in the first two
acts he played the First Officer
with a careless and indifferent
manner. Comic relief was well
provided for by Anthony T.
Fleishman '57. Donald A. Perkins
"58 and Charles W. Graham III
'59. Fleishman was delightful as
the loyal Irishman O'Daniel, Per-
kins was close to hilarious as Rat-
cliffe and was not caught off
guard in the more serious last
scenes either, and Graham was
comically "green" in the part of
Gardiner.
Gordon L. Weil '58 was satis-
factorily treacherous as the crip-
pled Squeak, and John P. Grinold
'57 did well with his brief part of
Jackson. As the Dansker, a col-
orless but important figure in the
story, Rodney G. Forsman '59 was
first-rate — invoking pity and un-
derstanding into the old man of
the sea. Paul H. Sibley '58 added
little to his part of Butler ex-
cept height, and Nicholas P. Kos-
tis '58 was not exactly well suited
to the part of Hallam. Others in
the large cast were J. Kemler
Appell '59 as Talbot, Maynard A.
Seelye '56 as Kincaid, Alan J.
Cushner '57 as Payne, Robert W.
Thompson '57 as the Messboy,
Robert L. Gustafson '57 as the
Surgeon, Curtis H. Stiles '56 as
Rea, James W. Dewsnap '57 as
Wyatt, and Robert J. Berkley '58
as Stoll. Charles A. Chapman "57
was the Drummer.
The sets were certainly a high
point of the production. The beau-
tiful and solid shipdeck set would
do any Broadway enterprise cre-
dit, and the backdrops for the
Crew's Quarters and the Captain's




While the class of '59 has been
establishing itself 'Beneath the
Pines of dear old Bowdoin,' the
Admissions Office in Mass. Hall has
been roaming the countryside in
the person of Mr. Shaw and Mr.
Hazelton searching for candidates
for the class of 1960.
Since October 1, the Director
and Assistant Director of Admis-
sions have visited over eighty sec-
ondary schools. During these visits
Mr. Shaw and Mr. Hazelton have
Interviewed an average of twenty-
five candidates per visit. The areas
that have been visited are those
places that have shown a concen-
tration of applicants.
While Mr. Hazelton has jounr-
neyed into the remote regions of
Maine Mr. Shaw has visited the
Freeport, Hempstead, and Great
Neck sections of Long Island, the
North Shore of greater Boston,
and the Westchester section of
New York. Future engagements
call for tours of the Philadelphia,
Washington, and New Jersey areas
before Christmas.
The Alumni associations likewise
play an important role in the se-
lection of an incoming class. Alum-
ni groups are sponsoring college
nights and interviews all around
the country'- Two of the more pro-
minent college nights will soon
take place in Hartford and Cleve-
land.
After the candidates have been
interviewed or their applications
received, there is the problem of
the actual selection of the class.
This evaluation begins in January
when the applicants begin taking
their college board tests. The
marks are then recorded and the
acceptances, rejections, and wait-
ing lists are distributed as soon as
possible.
Before the final decisions arc
made the candidates have an op-
portunity to view the college dur-
ing several sub-freshman week-
ends. Plans are already underway
to have the first in this series in
early January.
After these weekends have been
concluded and the Admissions Of-
ficchas selected another freshman
class the activities on the second
floor of Mass. Hall are greatly
diminished until the autumn leaves
fall anew.
Saar Issue ....
[Continued from Page J]
What were the basic elements
of this plan? The territory of the
Saar shall become the future seat
of the European Federal institu-
tions This is only possible when
the countries of Europe — espe-
cially France and Germany "
—
have irrevocably decided to create
an integrated Europe. Adenauer
declared, "It is not the settlement
of the question if the status quo
is disguised with a European man-
tle."
The predominance of France has
to be abolished and Germany shall
have the same access to the Saar
market in free competition. Poli-
tical rights shall be restored. The
political powers should be vested
in the EDC and the European Po-
litical Community, whereas the
Saarlanders should exercise a cer-
tain self-administration. On April
29, 1954, Chancellor Adenauer de-
clared, "The Saar can only be Eu-
ropeanized if European Communi-
ty is a reality." The reservation of
free acceptance by the Saar peo-
ple and postponement of the final
decision until the German Peace
Treaty, however, still remain as
main issues.
But this plan became unrealistic
when on Aug. 30. 1954, the French
Assembly rejected the EDC and
the solution of the "Saar Problem"
and the Franco-German relations
remained again a dangerous open
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[Continued from Prtgr, /]•
be used for increased faculty pay.
News "Leak"
The College's intentions were
make known off the record to
other college leaders at a recent
meeting at Dartmouth, but the
Unhed Press learned the story by
a news 4 leak" and the Clark news-
paper picked it up from the UP
wires. Confronted with this article
telling of this college's and other





Third year of competition for the
Wilmot Brookings Mitchell De-
bate Trophy will get underway on
Wednesday evening Nov. 16, it was
announced recently by Prof. Albert
R. Thayer. The first contest will
match Alpha Rho Upsilon frater-
nity against Zeta Psi.
Twelve more debates between
fraternities will be held on suc-
ceeding Wednesday evenings, ex-
tending into next March. The top
four teams will then meet In the
semi-finals, with the final debate
scheduled for the week of April
11.
Mitchell Trophy recognizes that
famous college teacher's contribu-
tion to the growth of. interest in
the speech arts, paricularly in de-
bating, during his 46 years at
teaching at the College. It was
given by an anonymous donor
with the, purposes of encouraging
Undergraduate interest in topics of
current concern and of stimulat-
ing informal debate and discus-
sion on the campus.
Debates, briefly and informally
conducted, have been followed by
group discussions in the fraterni-
ty houses. The subjects have been
announced only a few hours before
the debate itself is held, and most
of the participants have not pre-
viously taken part in debating.
Language Work . . .
[Continued from Page /]'
choice is an illogical one. The on-
ly basis to the option could be a
pragmatic one. (2) There is no
one subject which does or does not
teach the values of disciplinary
training. (3) Whether the argu-
ments in favor are-true, or not, the
requirement is without significance
for the vast number of students.
Many who are forced to take it
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What young people are doing at General Elec
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Which color of light makes people look nat-
ural? Should a blue light be used more often
than a red? What kind of effect does a violet
light have on merchandise?
In recent years, color lighting has become
so important in stores, restaurants, theaters,
and displays that General Electric developed
a line of new easy-to-use color-reflector lamps
for this market.
The man responsible for deciding which
colors are most effective for users of these
lamps is 29-ycar-old Charles N. Clark, Ap-
plication Engineering Color Specialist for
General Electric's large lamp department.
Clark's Work Is Interesting, Important
In a recent scries of tests, Clark made a
critical appraisal of literally hundreds of
color-filter materials to find the ones that
produced maximum results but were still
suitable to high-production techniques, prac-
tical stocking and simplified selling. This
experimental work also had to take into
account all the information on human per-
ception of color.
25,000 College Graduates at General Elsttric
When Clark came to General Electric in
1949v he already knew the work he wanted
to do. Like each of the 25,000 college-grad-
uate employees, he was given his chance to
grow and realize his full potential. For Gen-
eral Electric has long believed this: When
fresh, young minds are given freedom to
make progress, everybody benefits— the in-
dividual, the company, and the country.
a** MM
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By Msynard A. Seelye '56
Charles Wilbert Show LL.D.,
Litt.D.. graduate of the Class of
1907, New England poet, former
Professor of English at Wesleyan
and former acting governor of
Connecticut, spoke and read some
of his own poetry 1" the Moulton
Union lounge on Monday, Novem-
ber 28.
Wilbert Snow's talk .was of an
informal nature with an Intimacy
and personalness imparted by the
way in which ho presented his po-
etry and attempted to draw his
audience into his discussion.
Cycles of Poetry
-Y Decrying the situation that peo-
ple today arc more interested in
hearing about poetry than In hear-
ing the poetry itself. Mr. Snow
pointed out that history shows that
both poetry and art from time to
time go through "periods of extro-
version followed by introversion"
and declared that "the cycle rnust
be put up with," even though "a
generation may be sacrificed .while
artists (or poets) re-explore the
potentialities of their tools."
Rowing his head to the trends,
therefore, Wilbert Snow presented
some of his own views on modern
poetry and what poetry should be
doing. Admitting that the, trend is
to get as far away as possible
from writing about subjects, he
quoted Robert Frost as saying,
"I like the modern poets, but I
would like them better if they
would let on what they are writ-
ing about."
Portry for Everyone
Mr. Snow expressed the view
that poetry should be for every-
body, not just the "effete and the
elite." When asked if he thought
everyone could be a poet, he re-
plied, "Everybody is a poet, but
some people are more articulate
than others," and went on to say
that some people seem too articu-
late, of which the prime example
was Dylan Thomas. "Words, words,
words, words, words — they just
pour out of him."
The poems which Wilbert Snow
read dealt with his boyhood on an
island off the Maine coast, a
Christmas spent in Alaska, and
other of the most memorable as-
pects of his life. He says he writes
about the local, because "If you see
the local deep enough, it is univer-
sal."
Major Influences
Declaring that the major influ-
ences on his .writing were his read-
ing of Chaucer and study of the
classics, he described America as
a "linguistically tongue-tied" na-
tion and urged cveiyone. and par-
ticularly those interested in Writ-
big; to study modern languages as
well as ancient.
Poet Snow also read a few lines
composed in memory of Robert
P. T. Coffin as a sincere tribute
New 1955 Meddicbcmpstcrs
Shown from left to right: Terry D. Steinberg '56. Director of the Meddlebempsters, with the men chosen
to be trained to 'replace the members that will leave after the. 1996 graduation, John V. Anderson '59
James B. Smith '57, Peter E. Potter '5K, and Russell II. Long-year '37. Smith and Longyear. who haw
been members of the Glee Club for three years, are the new basse*. Potter Is well known in southern
Maine for baritone vocal concerts and has been a Glee Club soloist for two year*. Anderson, a member
of the Glee Club, Is one of the few Meddles ever to make the group In the tall of his freshman year. Be-
cause of the large turnover within the Meddiea after next spring's graduation, an extensive training
period is planned for the new men. Four is an unusually high number to be chosen at one tune for the




Students who have received one
of the bright yellow parking no-
tices under their windshield wip-
ers know that they have parked
in a restricted area. The measures
have been made necessary by stu-
dent disregard of "no-parking"
rules.
Dean Kendrick has pointed out
that "this is a question of whether
5r not the students will abide by the
set rules voluntarily. If they don't,
then steps will have to be taken
in the way of definite restriction
. . . it's a question of the indiffer-
ence of the students with cars,
and the College certainly does not
want to jrt Involved in the* red
tape of fines and restrictions. From
hero on, it's up to the students."
John F. Brush, who is in charge
of the matter stated that this is
on<j of the few colleges that does




"Information for Car Operators"
in the Dean's office declares: "Fail-
ure to observe the college regula-
tions regarding cars will result in
cancellation of the privilege of
maintaining a car at the college."
large areas available for student
Brush observed that there are
large areas* available for student
cars to (he rear of Cleveland Hall,
alongside the cage, south of the
Library, and along the perimeter
of the college.
Student drivers will be warned
twice that they have parked In a
restricted area before notice will
be sent to the Dean.
It is to be assumed that a re-
port to the Dean's office will in-
Dr. Goebel Tells Of Farm
Helps Through Chemistry
"Only the accumulated knowledge of a single century stands be-
tween even the most enlightened peoples of the world and the threat
of food shortage, if not actual famine and starvation," Dr. Max T.
Goebel, technical director of the Du Pont Company's Grasselli Chem-
icals Department, said in a lecture here Dec. 1.




from one poet to another whose idicato the College feels that the
poetry, although of a somewhat i car owner has committed a serious
different type, was aimed csscn- enough offense to have his per-
t tally toward the same ends. 'mission to drive here curtailed.
Scientist Bart J Bok Lectures
On S. Africa And Milky Way
By Peter V. Gass Ti7
Professor Bart Jan Bok, Dutch-
born .Harvard Astronomer, dis-
cussed the situation in South Af-
rica and new electronic advances
in Astronomy Tuesday afternoon
and evening before Thanksgiving
vacation.
A giant sixty-foot "astral hearing
aid" that can pick up signals from
billions of. atomic radio stations
In interstellar space was described
by Professor Bok speaking at the
College on "Radio Signals from
the Milky Way." "This parabolic
antenna," he stated, "will provide
fuller information on the size and
content of the universe,"
Bok, who is Robert W. Willson
Professor of Astronomy at Har-
vard, delivered the first address in
the 1956 College Lecture Series at
Bowdoin. The new antenna which
he described will be the largest
university-operated radio telescope
in the United States. To be com-
pleted early in 1956. it will be lo-
cated at the George R. Agassi/
Station of the Harvard University
Observatory.
Investigate Milky Way
"Probing far into space," Pro-
fessor Bok stated, "the radio teles-
cope receives and plots radiations
from neutral hydrogen atoms
which make up most of the matter
in Interstellar space It overcomes
limitations of optical telescopes,
which, with the aid of photogra-
phy, must confine astral scanning
to areas only slightly beyond the
visual wave lengths of light. It
penetrates dust clouds and water
vapor of the earth's atmosphere
that seriously hamper or cut off
optical viewing."
Terming the radio telescope "a
new. more precise astral hearing
aid," Bok pointed out that with It.
"we will lie able to investigate the
fine details of spiral structure of
the Milky Way system and make
studies of the so-called radio
stars."
Antennas in Europe
Two even larger antennas arc
now being built in Europe. One
is a 75-fixit paraboloid being erect-
ed by astronomers in Holland. "The.
other is a 250-foot paraboloid for
the Jodrell Bank Station of the
University of Manchester in Eng-
land.
"The result of radio astronomy,
working together with optical as-
tronomy," Professor Bok conclud-
ed, "is, in effect. « new mapping
of space, giving electronic form^to
outer and hilhortn'unscen regions
of the immense galaxy of which
the Earth is. hut a very minute
part."
Professor Bok explained the
problems of the Union of South
Africa before an informal gather-
ing in the Union lounge Tuesday
afternoon. Professor Bok had visit-
ed South Africa as an astronomer,
but had also closely observed' the
Situation in that section of this
planet.
He described the shape of the
country as a rough triangle. Tho
dry .plateau, farmed by Africans,
is the main part of the nation. The
diamond coast is sparsely inhabit-
ed; the other has a more agreeable
climate and is the home of many
British.
Black Country
Of the 12 million population. 2%
million are whites — and of these
1% million arc of African stock.
It is, he observed, "basically a
black country." A very small min-
ority is of Indian descent
Befoi-e the "disagreeable and dir-
ty" Brier War brought on by the
discovery of gold and diamonds
within African territory there had
[Please Turn To Page 1]
College Lecture
Goebel told how plant
ologists, agronomists, entomolo-
gists, plant breeders, chemists, and
agricultural engineers, working as
a team, "have gradually brought
under control, though not eradi-
cated, most of the serious pests, be
they insects, fungi, bacteria, or
viruses -which affect plants above
the soil line."
He told how* these pests, in
the latter half of the 19th century,
brought on "a 40-year period of
distress for European agriculture
which has been compared to the
ten plagues of Egypt."
Except for chemistry, he said,
the world would stlU be helpless
against many of the fungi and in-
sect pests which plagued agrlcul*
ture during that rjeriod.
-
"From the
first humble beginnings with lime-
sulfur and bordeaux mixture," he
said, "progress has been steady to-
ward more effective, safer, and
cheaper methods of control.
"The development of organic
fungicides and of the organic in-
secticides, such as the chlorinated
hydrocarbons and the organic
phosphates, has brought about a
situation where the grower ap-
plying to the Agricultural Experi-
ment Station of his state can re-
ceive sound recommendations for
the protection of almost any crop
against its major enemies.
"Certainly the science of pest
control has contributed to the
more than 50 per cent Increase in
American agricultural production
for human consumption since
1920, when the cultivated acreage
of the United States became es-
sentially constant."
At present, Dr. Goebel said, in
a time of agricultural surpluses,
"the most important contribution
which pest control chemicals make
to ,pur modern agriculture is to
stabilize our agricultural produc-
tion by offering each farmer
a certain measure, imperfect as it
may be, of crop insurance.
"Fungi and insects still take
their toll in this country to the
tune of $7 billion per year, as es-
timated by the Department of Ag-
riculture. However, while floods,
droughts, untimely frosts, and
other disasters of climate may
overwhelm the farmer, he now has
some assurance that codling moths,
boll weevils, or late blight, will
not suddenly descend upon his
crop in any given year and com-
pletely destroy it.
"The second important benefi-
riary of pest control is the average
citizen. As this science has be-
come effective, standards of qual-
ity have risen higher and higher,
and smutted wheat, ergoted rye.
and wormy apples arc practically
unknown in today's American'mar-
ket. Indeed, the plant breeder and
agricultural chemist have con-
tributed quite as much to the
esthetic pleasure of the American
in enjoying his food as to his na-
tional health and his national pros-
perity."
In 1800,
i? *S Five Choruses
path- To Consolidate
For 'Messiah'
Glee Club, in a joint concert with
choruses from Colby, Colby Ju-
nior, Westbrook Junior, and the
Brunswick Choral Society, will
present Handel's Christmas ora-
torio, the "Messiah," on Saturday,
Dec. 10, 8 p.m., at the First Parish
Church in Brunswick.
Peter Potter '58, bass, and Phil-
ip Stuart '57, tenor, are the male
soloists. Both have extensive and
varied musical backgrounds. Pot-
ter, in 1952, was named by Deems
Taylor, a 'leading American nnflfc
critic, to sing the role of Prince
Charming in Walt Disney's nation-
wide movie Cinderella. He has ap-
peared on the concert stage in six
states and in two foreign countries,
England and Canada. He has just
recently been chosen a member
of the Bowdoin Meddiebempstcrs.
Stuart has been singing in
church choirs since he was seven
years old, and has performed in
numerous light operatic troupes.
In addition to singing in the "Mes-
siah" last, year, he sang the
tenor solo in the Portland
presentation of Handel's .ora-
torio both last year and this year.
Approximately four hundred
voices will participate in this, the
nineteenth annual presentation.
Professor TUJotson will once again
direct the huge singing group.
2 7-Piece Orchestra
David Holmes '36. will be ac-
companist of the 27-piece orches-
tra comprised of Maine musicians.
Robert Beckwith, assistant prof-
fessor of music and director of the
A Capella Choir, will be harpsi-
chordist
.
Students may obtain their tick-
ets free of charge upon presenta-
tion of their blanket tax card at
tho Moulton Union Bookstore.
Diese student tickets must be pick-
ed up by Friday noon, Dec. 9, an
that the seating capacity at the
First Parish Church may be ac-
curately Judged. No student tick-
ets will be Issued after Dec. 9.
The general admission is one dol-
lar. Tickets may be bought at the
Men's Shop, 62 Maine Street or at
the Moulton Union Bookstore.
The Emanons will play after
the concert, and six houses will




Kenneth J. Boyer, College li-
brarian, disclosed that unless stu-
dent action is taken, the "disap-
pearance" of books from the li-
brary stacks will result in the
closing of the stacks to students.
"Book losses are heavier lhan
We can stand," said Boyer. The
first reaction of the administration
to these losses was that the open
stacks and study booths be clos-
ed, and only students with permits
authorized by department heads
be allowed to study in this newly
lighted section of the building.
Librarian Boyer, however, is will-
ing to let the present "honor sys-
tem" of open stacks continue in
the hope that the student body .will
take it upon itself to locate some
of the missing books and see that
the losses are reduced.
A new inventory will be made
over the summer, and the findings
when compared with the recently
finished inventory and the libra-
ry' records, will go far to deter-
mine whether the student body
will retain its privilege of study
in this section of the library.
Tremendous Coat
Boyer pointed out that this is
not a threat by any means, but a
facing of cold facts. Since a single
book costs the library on the
average of five dollars to purchase
and $2.50 more to process, the loss
of hundreds of volumes is obvious-
ly serious, since the entire yearly
budget for new hooks is but $8,500.
The Student Council committer
appointed to investigate the prob-
lem apparently has met with no
success since the library' has re-
ceived no boo'ivs back. In fairness
to the committee's work, it must
be said that a chair, missing from
the stacks for a year, was recent-
ly recovered.
Other Theft*
This peculiar theft is not tho
only singular violation of college
rules. The reference room was re-
centy relieved of the third vol-
umes of the Britannica and Amer-
icana encyclopedia, two of the
most widely used reference sour-
ces in the school.
Boyer; pointed out that many-
libraries, such as Harvard's, have
stringent regulations and even an
inspection system. He hopes that
such a system will not be enforc-.
ed here, and feels that it can be
avoided If the students will realize




Albert Abrahamson, professor of
economics, will speak on Israel:
A Beachhead State, on Monday-
night in the Moulton Union under
the auspices of the Student Curri-
culum Committee. During 1954,
Mr. Abrahamson went to Israel
with the United Jewish Appeal
Study Mission, which was compos-
ed mainly of economists, philan-
thropists, and businessmen.
This .will be the first in a series
of five faculty lectures to be spun-
sored by the Student Curriculum
Committee. Mr. Abrahamson plans
to speak on his general impressions
of Israel, from the economic, pol-
itical, and social points of view.
A question period will follow.
Athough the purpose of the Mis-
sion was to study the refugee prob-
lem, the economic side was ex-
tremely important because of the
need to determine whether the
refugees can be absorbed into the
Israeli economy. During the year,
the Mission also visited North
Africa and Morocco where then'
are many refugees who would like
to enter Israel. As they were
guests of the Israeli government,
Mr. Abrahamson met the iwime
minister and other important gov-
ernmental officials.
Has Lectured" Widely .
In. addition, during 1954 he serv-
ed on staffs of several groups
studying the New England econo-
my, tho refugee problems and the
like. Earlier this year Mr. Abra-
hamson lectured on refugee prob-
lems and Israel in a number of
American cities on the West Coast
from Seattle to San Diego as well
as some on the Eastern seaboard.
This We Believe, the resultant
study of the Mission, of which Mr.
Abrahamson was joint author, was
also published during 1955.
From 1934 to 1950 Mr. Abraham-
son, on leave from Bowdoin, serv-
ed in many governmental positions,
including an economist with the
Cabinet Committee on Price Po-
licy, administrator of tho Maine
Works Projects Administration,
executive director, of the National
Refugee Service. Special Assistant
to the U. S. Secretary of Labor,
and consultant to the Chairman
of the National Security Resources
Board.
Dean: Progress In Attitude
Is Key To Better Grades
Results of the November review. Psi U
show that there were only 236 |SN
class failures, 36 less than last TD
year
This improvement was relleot<Nl
In the number of minor warnings,
down from 151 jo 1 16. Major warn-
ings remained almost constant, '50
compared with last year's 51.
Freshmen received 21 major warn-
ings, an improvement of one.
Fraternities Kvenly Grouped
Fraternities were very much
more evenly grouped as far as
warnings go than last year. All
houses but two had either three
or four warnings. ARU placed in
top [>osition with two warnings,
while the AD's had double the
number of any other house with
eight. The Bcta"s showed the great-
est improvement with four less
major warnings, while the AD's
and the Delta Sigs showed an in-
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Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick be-
lieved the improvement to bo a
reflect ion of an improved student
attitude this year. He said that







By Gordon L. Well '5K
Prof. Clement E. Vose, Maine
Chairman of the Citizenship Clear-
ing House, is forming a program
designed to stimulate student in-
terest in partisan political affairs.
The Citizenship Clearing House
Committee is a non-partisan or-
ganization backed by University
of New York Law School for this
purpose.
Prof. Vose spoke on the Citizen-
ship Clearing House at Bowdoin
before a group of students and




The Beta proposal of modifying
hazing rules, as amended by the
Student Council, passed the first
stage toward accept anee by the
faculty and administration in a
joint meeting of subcommittees of
the Faculty Administrative Com-
mittee and of the Student Council
last Friday.
All faculty members present
agreed with the students' sugges-
tion that the proposed system
should be tried for at least one
year, and will recommend to the
Administrative Committee as «
whole that it adopt the proposal
with no basic changes.
Acceptance by the subcommittee1
Virtually assures that the Faculty
Administrative Committee will git
along with the proposal. Ordin-
arily, this would be sufficient to
put such a measure' into cfleci.
However, this year, because of lha
Self-Study proposal for second*
icmestcr initiation, the student
proposal will probably have to be
brought before the informal facul-
ty meeting which deals with the
Student Affairs section of the Self*
study Report, which meeting will
not be uniil sometime after Christ-
mas.
The status which hazing would
have under the delayed initiation
plans has never liein completely
clarified, apparently not even in
Self-Study meetings, although it
i was felt that such a plan would
]
eliminate some of the- adverse ef-
noon of November 30. The motto 'eels ol eoiie.-ntr.iled hazing \ .•, >•
of the organization, 'better minds early in the freshman year.
for better politics,'' expresses its ' Another consideration oi the
intent to create student interest in
politics and form a meaningful
basis for party affiliation.
stud"nt Projects
Three tyjies of projects in whit h
Mr. Vose hopes to interest students
were mentioned: (1) Thorough in-
vestigation ,of a particular issue
of public policy, 1 2) Finding the
faculty commit tea which recom-
mended second-semester initiation
was the possibility oi introducing
a campus-wide scholastic require-
ment for initiation inio the Crater-
nils, or at least of milking that re-
quirement more meaningful for
fraternities which now have* one.
This point was again brought out
tacts behind a partisan issue that j
in ,h " «™Vl >»S '»» £*»* ™«
*J»
would be of use as partisan am- •* '". ""' "****, objections to the
Council proposal, which Incorpor-
ates initiation at the same time art
;
munition, and 13) Research in the
problems of organization and tech-
niques. Mr. Vose pointed out that
such a program can be participat-
ed in by independents as well as
those already committed.
In an interview after his talk.
Mr. Vose emphasized the impor-
tance of student study of political
issues during the winter in order
to develop skill as politicians so
that the?' could participate in the
conventions and campaigning dur-
ing the spring.
Activities for Student
A fund has been made available
to the Maine colleges to foster
student political activity. The ac-
tivities which fire open to BowBoin
students present what Professor
Vose regards as a stimulating Held,
Speakers will be brought to iheing harder - - and that the teach-
er;?'were not grading easier. He
j
campus. Students may also attend
thought that there had been less 'political conclaves throughout the
flagrant cutting of classes this state and have the opportunity
year.
He felt that the attendance reg-
ulation changes had helped, along
with the fine for making up de-
ficiencies. When asked about this
year's hazing effects, the Dean said
that any conclusions would be
questionable. -
Few Fined For CiiIh
to partake of both programs.
On Sunday, Dec. 11, a Democra-
tic issues conference, which con-
cerns the Democratic platform for
the state, will be held at Walrr-
ville. I*rof. Herbert R. Brown is
chalqpan of the Platform Com-
mittee. Since the Glee Club will be
at Colby on thai date, many stu-
There have" been only seven or, dents will have a chance to at
eight students who have been fined tend at least part of the meet-
ten dollars for cutting the last
j
ing. Students interested in par-
class before a vacation or the first , ticulars for this or any other
class after. The Dean thought the meeting in the state can contact
results had been, amazing. I Mr. Vose concerning program and
Mathematics II had the greatest
j
other details,
number of failures with 20. Eng- Republican Chairman to Speak
lish I had 13; Physics II, ten; Der- The Republican Committee
-nan I. nine; French III, eight ; I Chairman for Maine, John Weston
English III, six; Chemistry I. five
and Mathematics I, five.
of Fryeburg, will speak at 4 p.m.
[Please Turn To Pag' "
Smart Calls Acting In Wedding Breakfast' Uninspired
Lighting Faults Mar
Initial Performance
By George A. Smart Jr. '37
"Wedding Breakfast," a come
Dr. Goebel said. 85ldy by Theodore Reeves, was the
per cent of the American people
lived on the farm and each work-
er raised only enough food for
himself and one-third of another
somewhat unhappy choice of the
Brunswick Workshop Theatre for
their opening presentation of the
season on Nov .30 and Dec. 1 in
person, whereas today only 12 Ihe Pickard Theater. The produe
IKT cent live on the farm and each
worker feeds himself and 18 oth-
ei-s. While most of this savtnglChapin
of labor has been achieved through
mechanical de\ices. pest control
has contributed to lightening man's
agricultural burden.
An outstanding example of la-
bor saving through agricultural
chemistry, he said, is the develop-
ment of chemical weed control,
which he described as "a rela-
[Please Turn To Page 4\
tion was directed by Deana Sweet
;
the stage manager was Chouteau
Since the comedy is one in which
Ihe audience is always one step
ahead of the 'actors, it must de-
pend on dialogue for its entertain-
ment. The .whole thing really
hinges on the character of Stella;
hers are the best lines and she
should be the most interesting of
the quartet.
[Please Turn To Page 4]
Shown from left lo right are the members of the east of "Wedding; Breakfast" <>tiigr<l hy the Brunswick
Workntrop Theatre: Maureen Routhier, David Weatherill, Konuld l>e»j;ir<llns •.18, and Connie Allen. The
play by Theodore Reeves MM cho«t«'n for the group'* opening presentation g|\,.n in I'irkaril Theater last
week. ' DVana Sweet was director with Chouteau Chapin a> stage manager. Critic Smart lam-lleil play
in the past.
Mr. Monvll of the' Athletic De-
partment also suggested that post-
ponement of the date of initiation
for even a few weeks would less n
interference with the freshman
football program.
Ill spite Of these and other dif-
ferences, however, the joint com-
mittee agreed to trj out thc.pro<
posal us ii now stands rather than
strive for further amendments by
Ihe Council.
Prof. Alton ii. Oustufaun, Prof.
James A. Storer, and Director of
Athletics Malcolm B. Morrell rep-
resented the Faculty Administra-
tive Committee at ihe meeting All
three were also members of the
Sub-Committee on Student Af-
fairs which drafted the Self-Study
proposal,
Last Year's Bugle
Has Gone To Press
Last year's Bugle has gone to
press, according to this year's edit-
or, Walter <; Gana 7>7.
Cans revealed that ho made a
visit to the pi inters of the Bugle
over the Thanksgiving vacation,
and at that time finished ofT a few'
minor details necessary, to the com-
pletion of the book. F.vcn though
it has gone to press, its publica-
tion date is not yet known, accord-
ing to (Jans. The only positive
thing known about the date is that
it will not !«• before January'.
Theme Different
Several
. details regarding this
year's Bugle wire also released by-
Cans. He sairl that, the theme of
the book will be different this
yeai from what it has been in
the past three years.
A new feature section wi)| be in-
troduced into the Bugle this year.
There will also bo cartoons in-
cluded in the layout.
Emphasis, will bo laid on pfas>
''ires and On more ci native writ-
ing than h;>s been, the case in the
past. Cans said that the aim is to
present an accurate account and
vivid representation of what goei
on from fall to Commencement.
Senior pictures will be included
in the fratornitx section, accord-
ing to Cans. The fraternity
.sec-
tion it.sclf will include morn pic-
tm-os than I. is been the case in tho
past.
PLACEMENT BCRKAl NOTICE
S. R. Foster, representing th
»
F. I. du Pont do Nemours Compar: ;
will |k> the guest of the Placemert
Bureau Monday, Dec. Yi, according
io Mr. Samuel A. Ladd Jr., Dire<-
tor of Placement. Mr. Foster wi I
ix' especially Interested in chenv-
ists. physicists and others who ai t
"uninspired." Photo by Stephen E. Merrill I interested in home soecml field.
lftMtjiBSaS>MasaBftSMSMS**> - I
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^Pres. James S. Coles has named
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '52
This week's collection* of iu-nis
Is a prefty zany one, so brace
yourself. If the general news was
P. irf. Ernst C. "ehnreich^ as the jmi before Thanksgiving, it is any-
thing but that now. MldVaemea-
ter exams are over, and the period
National Advertising Service, Inc.
CnU«f# I'uMiatora Rt-prrarntatUt
420 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y< '
Chirac* - Beaton - Lew Anrclcs • San Franciaco
PsMUkaa waakly *hen clawi arr bald during the Fall and Her in* Scaiaatar b»
(ha aludanta of Bowdoin Collate. Addrrta ni'wa roromatiicaUona to tha Editor and auh-
arriptlon communlrationa to tha Bualntaa Manager of tha Bowdoin Publishing" Com*
aar>y at tha OK1K.NT ObTtra in Mw.it Hall, Bowdoin CoUatta, Branawirk. Mala*. Bn-
Urr/ aa aaeanrf i-laia inaltar at tha poat oSiir at Bisniwirk. Main*. Tha aabacriptloa
ntr or ana ftmt U thraa (M) dollar*.
Too Many Grades
One of the unique features of the curriculum here at the
College has been its major program.
.
During the first two years
in the College, a student is acquainted with a wide range of
subjects so that he might acquire basic knowledge of various
fields and so that he might acquire a special interest in at
leabt one field, which would be more fully explored during his
last two years in school. Also, by exposing a student to these
many subjects the discipline necessary to expand in the field
which interests him is instilled.
The Self Study Committee, realizing that World War II
somewhat disorganized the major program, recommended in
its report that certain steps should be taken to strengthen the
major program. Some of its recommendations, we think,' were
very good. For instance, they felt that an inter-departmental
program should be introduced for those few students of super-
ior ability who might be interested.
Also included in the report was the recommendation that
the old rule of allowing students to be excused from carrying
four courses during his last three semesters in college in order
to work on a special honors project.
However, there is one change in the major program which
we seriously question. It has been recommended that course
status should be given to major work. This means that a
man would be graded on his participation in major meetings,
which would be held five times a semester, in the same manner
that he is graded in a course. Proponents of this change argue
that it would make for more uniformity in the work expected
of juniors and seniors in all major departments. That is, a
certain minima would be established in the required major work;
all departments would more or less have the same standards.
It is also argued that many students do not attend major meet-
ings and the only di ciplinary action which can be taken against
a student is to drop him from the program. Also warnings
could be given at any regular warning period to deficient
students.
To be sure, there is much validity in these arguments. But
on the other hand, does not the College get enough marks on
a student? Just last year the plus and minus system was in-
troduced. We find it hard to understand why so much em-
phasis should be placed on marks, for it only leads to very
undesirable competition between students and the real ideal of
learning something for the sake of bettering one's self is lost.
One very desirable aspect of major meetings is that they
tend to be informal. Teachers and students come together as
scholars with a mutual interest in a subject in the hope that all
might benefit from the discussion carried on in major meetings.
If a student has a real interest in this major field and possesses
the maturity expected of him by the time he is a junior, he
should not have to be forced to go to major meetings. Some
departments have no problem with absences, but others evi-
dently do. There are, unfortunately, some students who never
are really mature enough to attend these meetings without being
forced to. But, then, there may also be departments which
do not present the work in an interesting enough manner to instill
any desire in the student to come to the meetigs.
Why not. instead of rigid rules and grades, have a more
informal way of compelling students to attend major meetings
and to take active participation in them? Each instructor could
write a brief evaluation of each student's participation in the
major meeting assigned to the instructor. These evaluations
could, in turn, be given to each student's advisor who would
meet with him when the occasion demanded to point out the
student's weaknesses in his major work. In this way, all stu-
dents would know if they were adequately meeting the stand-
.
ards of the major work.
And insofar as absences are concerned, we think that the
compulsion of writing an extra paper on the material discussed
at the meeting would be punishment enough. To be sure, such
a system as the above mentioned would require more work on
the part of the faculty, but such criticism of the students' work
should also make them do better work in their major courses.
Grades, to an extent, are a necessary evil but when there
are more grades than necessary they are just evil. Grading the
major work most likely would have little effect on the per-
formance of the top men, but it would hurt less able students.
They would be less inclined to present their views in a discussion
knowing that they were going to be graded on what they said.
And after all, any strengthening of the major 'program should
be for the benefit of all students, regardless of their capabilities.
liaison officer to nominate to the
IJuniorth Foundation two or not
more than three candidates for
these fellowships.
These appointments are for col-
lege seniors and recent graduates
who are preparing themselves for
a career of college teaching. The
Foundation welcomes applicants
from the areas of natural and bio-
logical sciences, social sciences, hu-
manities and ail fields of speciali-
zation to be found in the under-
graduate college.
The maximum annual grant for
single fellows is $1800 with an
additional stipend to married men.
Students with or without finan-
cial need are invited to apply, and
a Danforth Fellow is allowed to
carry other scholarship appoint-
ment, such as Rhodes, Fulbright,
etc.
seems to have been followed by
vast relief and near-hysteria.
To stiirt off, consider the riot at
Connecticut in mid-November. The
Connecticut Daily Campus IP-
ports that first of all there was
a panty-raid, which resulted in>
eight students being expelled, plus
six of these arrested on riot eounts.
Then a week later, as a climax to
the big homecoming weekend,
there was a general wave of riot-
ing and arson. To quote the Daily
Campus:
Fire In the Quad
"Action started early and ran
late in the latest UConn fully.
Sunday evening at 7:50 the prank-
sters began, tearing down the
I Fairfield Hall displays and setting
jit ablaze in the sidewalk in the
The qualifications looked for are: t<ater of the North CampU!i qua(1 .
men of outstanding academic abiii- 1 rang)e g^^y forces a))d ,,„,
ty, personality congenial to
.
tfie . Un, „ fire departmfv|lt v , 1( ,
f^/^.?tf_l?.^lyJ "i!?,?f")on the scene shortly - fire was
extinguished. — Three hours 1m
,
acter, including faith and, committ-
ment within the Christian tradi-
tion.
All applications must be com-
pleted by February 15, 1956.
Lancaster Thanks
Christmas Helpers
a repeat performance look place,
this time in the — fraternity
quadrangle. Neither Security i i
the Fire Department could quell
the mob present for the 'late show.'
— Subsequently, bedlam broke
loose — by 11 :40 the mob was out
of hand, and someone phoned for
Security and the Fire Dept.—
"
So it went, the Security Forces
and the Fire Dept. seemingly run-
ning from one riot and display.
Fire-
To the Editor:
I thank the many members and
friends of the College who helped
'bqndni party to another,
at the Christmas Decorating Party
! erackers, blaring bugles, shouts of







Sixty-four senior ROTC stu-
dents recently expressed their first
five-branch preferences. Of a to-
tal of 14 choices, the seniors
were required to include armor,
artillery, and infantry In their
five choices. Armor received the
most first place votes while artil-
lery and infantry received the
most fourth and fifth place recom-
mendations.
The transportation and quarter-
master corps and military intel-
ligence were the most popular of
the optionalST while the ordinance,
medical, and technical corps were
the least popular.
NOTICE
Camera Club will hold a meet-
ing on Friday, Dec. 9, at 7;30
p.m. in Conference B of the Union.
The Club has darkroom facili-
ties and help! in darkroom tech-
nique will be givon by Sgt. Peter
DiVenere. A new Innovation will
be a picture contest on Campus




Sundays at 10:30 AJW.
Sunday School 9:15 AM.








Vose Leading . . >
[Continued from Page I]
on Wednesday, Dec. 14, in thf
Moulton Union lounge. He will
discuss problems of Maine politics,
Republican Parly organization, and
his job as state chairman. Coffee
will be tRVCfj following his talk.
A sizeable fund for the Maine
Clearing House Is used by the four
Maine colleges. Professors in the
Political Science Departments su-
pervtae the activities at each col-
lego: John Donavan at Bates, Har-
old Raymond at Colby, Gerald
Grady at Maine, and Clement Vose
at Bowdoin. The money is used by
them to defray student expenses
at political meetings and to bring
political speakers to the campus.
A meeting at which students from
all four colleges will meet to dis-
cuss their experiences in politics
during the year Is planned for the
spring.
The Clearing House at Bowdoin
was established three years ago,
but Prof. Lawrence Pelletler, who
had been the chairman, left here
to go to Allegheny College just as
the program got under way. There
were some student trips made last
year. With the coming of Mr.
Vose to the faculty, activity here
is cvf r ' ^d to increase in the "non-
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"We want justice" when two par
ticipants were arrested, attempts
to overturn the police cruiser, and
finally a false alarm from the
South Campus all added up to pro-
duce quite a night.
N.K.V.D. ott Top
Turning from this questionable
display of collegiate spirits (which
included $2000 worth of damage)
one is confronted by a rather dis-
turbing note in the Northeastern
News. This is under the heading
of Intramurals. and follows as
such: "In league I, the Boozers
paced by Tony Fisher and the
N.K.V.D. are tied for, the lead with
identical 7-1 records. . . ."
Has McCarthy heard about this?
Maybe there's something to this
business of the eastern colleges
being hotbeds of communism after
all.
The Warpath
The Springfield Student has
lately been running a column call-
ed The Warpath, which is causing
more than a little disturbance; the
writer (who prefers to remain
anonymous I criticizes anything
and everything, and in the process
of this naturally steps on a good
many toes. It is carefully stated
that the column does not reflect
the policy of the newspaper, only
the writer's personal opinions, but
nevertheless on Nov. 11 an editor-
ial was devoted 'to explaining the
origin and purpose of the column.
It was started in 19.19, as a hu-
mor feature, and if it could have




Five members of the faculty are
participating in a conference at
Middleton, Conn., today, tomor-
row, and Friday.
Members of the faculties from
Dartmouth, Amherst, Wesleyan
and Bowdoin will discuss mutual
problems at the faculty level An
annual Pentagonal Conference will
deal with executive problems. Pro-
fessors Christie, Daggett. Dune
and Helmrcich are representing
Bowdoin in the present confer-
ences.
Features of Program
Classroom visits will make up
part of the conference, with parti-
cular emphasis on some special
features of the Wesleyan program.
Among these features are the in- 1 ductions' new release, "Crust and
tegrated feuding in the freshman ! Chianti," a rough adaptation of
"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Beeson III '66
Last Wednesday evening Bruns-
wick's Cumberland Theater was
the scene of a midnight preview.
This was an all-too-rare occa-
sion, and the specially invited au-
dience, composed for the most part
of local critics and a few dere-
licts from the town's "haute
monde" got an extra treat in the
personal appearance of Miss Glory
Dawn, accompanied by her agent.
Milton Grad. and her friend and
mentor, Saul Ross. Miss Dawn, it
will be remembered, is a child of
Maine, recently discovered by the
cinema world when she was chos-
en Miss Potato of Houlton. Need-
less to say, she has since changed
her name.
Last Wednesday's showing fea-
tured Miss Dawn in Janus Pro-
courses in the humanities, the
combined mathematics and phy-
sics programs, and the workshops
with their available resources and
teaching fellows In public affairs,
art, and natural sciences.
After these programs, the pro-
fessors will discuss their relative
merits and bring up any problems
of their colleges in several Infor-masterpieces as the item follow
ing. it should have stayed that ma i discussion g
way.
"Breathes there a man
With soul so dead
Who never to himself hath
said—
The hell with homework—
I'm going to bed."
How true, how time. It reminds
this writer of a similar parody
written by him at the end of an
exam-period:
Bed, receive an honored
guest,
Henry Sherrerd is laid to
rest.
Quietly, quietly, let him lie,
No printed page before his
eye."
With all due apologies to W. II.
Auden.
Language Compression
At Antioch College, they are
really carrying this business of
[Plcw Turn To Page -f]
Masque And Gown
Auditions Listed
Masque and Gown will hold au-
ditions lor its Winter Houseparty
production. Moss Hart's "Light Up
the Sky," on Thursday and Fri-
day at 8:15 p.m., on the stage of
Pickard Theater.
The play calls for nine men
and four women. William Beeson
III 56 will direct the play which
will be presented on the evenings
of Feb. 9, 11 and 13.
Brunswick Coal & umber C











Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
an old Ignazio Silone novel. In
this gem Miss Dawn plays oppo-
site Rossano Brazzi, who is, mar-
ried to Marisa Pavan in the film.
Somewhere during the latter half
of al) this Miss Dawn, a girl who
sells matches to Brazzi on the
Via Flamlnla, is given a chance
to sing. This scone finds her
amidst the smoky babel of a boite,
warbling "Let's Forget Domani,"
which is a very touching song that
Dean Martin will adore. The rest
of the picture "was murky, consist-
ing of views of the Doge's Palace,
the Trevi Fountain, the Cata-
combs, Sistine Chapel. Villa Bor-
ghese, and a. great many wheeling
pigeons. Fortunately, there was a
wide sereen, so there was plenty
of room for everything.
After the showing your repor-
ter had the pleasure of interview-
ing Miss Dawn over a cup of cof-
fee at the Bowdoin Hotel. Certain
pregnant samples are lovingly re-
corded below:
Question: How do you likj?
Hollywood T h
Answer: It is a l«ig place.
Question: During th&filming of
Crust and Chianti" how"~jlid you
and Mr. Brazzi get alon«?
Answer: Fine. We are dating.
He is a real sweet guy, and a
gentleman.
Question: What's your next pic-
ture to be?
Answer: (After a hasty eonfnb
with Messrs. Grad and Ross.) I
am going to play Joan of Arch,
which Saul is filming in Cuba.
Question: What are your aims
at present, MUs Dawn?
Answer: Eventually* I want to
be a real dramatic actress on the
stage. 1 have been coaching, with
Mr. Elia Kazan and lie thinks I
may some day be able to do — •
(Here the lovely lady turned to
her advisors and whispered sever-
al questions.) -- Lady Mackbest.
You know. That English play-
writer.
. . .
Question: Is it true, Miss Dawn,
that you were seen in New York
recently with a certain-
Answer: That is a lousy lie,
de-llb-rat'ly spread by my ene-
mies!
Question: Your enemies, Miss
Dawn?
Answer: Listen, Buster: every-
one is out to get you in this busi-
ness.
Whereupon, twitching her er-
mine, Miss Dawn rose and left,
followed by Mr. Grad and Mr.
Ross. I paid the bill, and walked
back to Park Row, starry-eyed.
I forgot to mention that Glory
Dawn Is a platinum blonde with
green eyes. She is very statu-
esque, I think. Or maybe that
isn't the woid. Anyway, she's
something like that.
PARKAS
Far hood convertible to
a collar. E"-tr» b«»vy dtfy
brass zipper. Fall 16 oz.
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YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE
Men and women both want real flavor in a cigarette — and Winston's
really got it! That's why king-size Winston changed America's mind about
filter smoking. The exclusive Winston filter works so effectively that the
flavor really comes through to you. Winston tastes good — like a cigarette should!
WINSTON
a. j atvHOLoaToaA^coco
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POLAR BEARINGS
By John E. Simonds '57
T? T|fc Cfnlrn
The- iroverninjj board* of Bo«4oin Cc'lege nvaat a tWk*> rink
or they would never have hepin the drive anionic the alumni to raise
fund* for the 1 un«truetion of an arena. Everyone nhould bear thin
point In mind before he »tart« a«klnj( question* about an increase Ut
Instructor*' salaries or the cost of building a new dormitory. Woo
should know b<-tter than the rovernlng boardt what tbe coUeff needs?
Whether or nut the hockey arena Is the coltagr's number «nc pressing
need W immaterial. .The important point la that we don't have an
arnna, and other schools our kIz«> either have theru or ar« In the
pro<ew> of buildiflK them.
This raises the ail important question, "Why do we need such an
arena?'' Well, first of all there's the hockey team to consider. TrOs
year's hockey squad is composed of several pretty fair stick-handlers,
and the squad as a whole is a determined, hustling crew. Last year,
playing without the benefits of a dependable skating surface on which
to practice, they had a rough season. This year they have to travel
to Lewiston three times a week to use St. Dam's arena for practice.
Bowdoin is being bypaased by its hockey opponents; Colby dedicates
the opening of its arena next Thursday evening, December 15. Hockey
could very easily disappear from the Bowdoin sports scone if the
Polar Bear squads find that makeshift facilities just aren't enough to
provide them with the training and practice that their rivals are receiv-
ing.
Aside from the use which the varsity hockey squad will make
of it, the rink would provide that source of recreation which appears
to be lacking on this campus during the Winter months. It coujd
be opened for the use of the townspeople, and would also serve as a
worthwhile weekend attraction.
This arena would be more than just an ice skating rink. During
Sprjng and Autumn months it could serve as a hal| for, ceremonies,
banquets, indoor rallies, student body meetings, indoor Ivy Cere-
monies ami graduation if the weather was bad. The plans call for
a seating capacity of 2,500, which would make it a better gathering
and meeting place than either the Pickard Theater, the Chapel, or
Smith Auditorium. It has been estimated that approximately ninety
per cent of the student body would benefit from such an arena.
Operation "Shot in the Ann"
The price of this hockey arena has been set at 275,000 dollars. At
present the college has raised a little more than half of this sum and
needs to reach {he 225,000 mark or at least 200,000 before construc-
tion can begin. Under the guidance of Bela W. Norton, Vice-President
of the College, and hockey team co-captains Paul Doherty and Peter
Rlgby, along with the aid of the Student Council and other interested
' parties, un attempt is being made to rejuvenate the drive for the
arena.
Each undergraduate is being asked, in a manner devoid of any
pressure, to pledge a certain amount of money toward the building
of the arena. The general feeling among the alumni is that the
enthusiasm for the rink has died out here on campus. This is an
opportunity fur the student body to aid the rink fund concretely and
to provide the impetus which will strengthen the flow of alumni
contributions.
From pad to Worcester
Minus the playing talents of John Libby, Ron Golz, and for the
most part, Brud Stover and Perry Alien during the past weekend,
Coach Ed Coombs' hoopmen suffered dejfeals at the hands of Clark
University and Worcester Tech. Bright spots in Jhe Polar. Bear attack
were the rebounding and scoring of Jiollie Janelle and Bop Glover
and the scrappy back court play of Johnny Kreider and Bobby Johnson.
Tonight the Bowdoin cagers travel to Orono to oppose the U. of M
quintet in the State Series opener. The White plays K* first home,
game Saturday against Bates.
Second In the East
One of the major highlights of the Fall Season occurred on the
weekend of November 19 and 20 *when Bowdoln's sailing duo of
Charlie Leighton and Skip Howland navigated themselves into a
second place finish in the 8th Annual Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate
Sailing Association Fall Regatta. Only Navy outsailed the Polar
Bear tars, and King's Point, Brown, Ohio State, R.P.I., Georgetown,
Fordham, Northwestern, and Hofstrs were ground into the surf by
the White.
Leighton was high man in the meet with 115 points, and this
makes him the leading sailor in New England, if not the entire East.
This success in the Intersec,tlonal Regatta, considered by many to be
equivalent to the national championship meet, is a fitting finale to
the industrious efforts put forth this Fall by the members of the
sailing crew.
Betas Dump K. Sigs;
ARlTs, Dekes Romp
In League Gpeuers
The IiiU-i fiuleiiiiiy Btmkoloall
League commenced last week
with a couple of early upsets. The
surprise was a relatively strong
Beta club upsetting the usually
powerful Kappa Sigma team, 41-
32. The other mild upset was the
A.T.O. 37-35 win over Psi U.
In other games around the
league the vastly improved AD.'s
beat the Delta Sigmas by a com-
fortable score of £1-38. The def-
ending champion Deke squad rol-
led over the weak Chi Psi's to the
tune of 55-18. The Zetes were
nosed out in the last minute by
the T.D.'s by a count of 38-36. The
A.R.U. club, strengthened by soph-
omores, ran away .with the Sigma
Nus by a score of 66-32.
High scores in the first week 0/
play were: Metzger of A.T.O. with
20 points; Helsel (A.D.) 16; Ds-
lucia (D.S.). 16; Dyer (A.D.), 14;
Gardner (Beta), 13; Anderson
(Deke), 12; and Kaplan (A.R.U.),
21.
Fr*atunvi W infer Track l»J*-5«
Jan. 13 LKs-rliiK-Hcrtniid It 3:40 pin
Jm. 20 So. Vvrl.-Thornton H 3)00 i<OT
rVJ>. 10 Cturvurxw-Sanfo'd H 3:00 pm
Feu. 18 Exeter A 2:» wn
Mar. 2 IntexfrnUrnity II 1 :30 pm
Mar. f InUriftwIuUo H 2 :00 pm
Mar. 19 Tufu FrucJi A 1 :00 pm
——
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Drop Clark. WPI Cage Tilts
4..U-
The Bowdoin basketball forces
started off the '55-56 season on
the wrong foot last Friday and
Saturday nights, dropping two
straight decisions to Clark Univer-
sity and Worcester Polytechnic
Institute by respective scores of
75^5 and T2-61.
The Polar Bears started fast
against Clark in the first period
and after a spurt in the final min-
utes of the first half led by a 31-
27 count. Tfiis lead was achieved
mainly through the strong efforts
of Rollje Janelle and hustling Rob
Glover .who combined to score 18
points of the team's first total and
dominated board play.
In the second half the Polar
Bears maintained a small lead un-
til the last five minutes when a
Spirited Clark rally put the game
out of reach Of Uio I'ular Bears.
Kampered by., the loss pt Ted Ken-
ney, liama Prater, and ,John Krei-
der via the foul route, Bowduin
found a capable sub at the gu^rd
slot In Bob Johnson .who scqred
nine 6f his fourteen tallies in the
second half. Janelle copped ,ten
more for top individual honors.
The mainstay for Clark was
Steve Jackson who kept his five
In contention throughout the first
half as he scored 14 of his seven-
teen points in the first half. Second
half scoring was divided among
BUI Gibbons, Nick Longo, Fred
Rhodes, Andy Vlerstra and I Bob
Shadbegian.
W.P.I. Sharp
The combination of a small court
and phenomenal shooting «f the
opposition proved to be the down-
fall of the Polar Bear five against
W.P.I., who with it» first five all
in double figures proved to have
a well-balanced attack-
Ed Coombs' forces trailed from
the outset as they had shooting
difTicidiies and Jtraiksd & hajftime,
35-25. In the second half the Bears





to one point butifJW.P.I., was not
to be headed.
Bowdoin highlights included ex-
j
The 1955-56 Winter Track Soa-
cellent board work by Glover and ] son will get under way December
Janelle, who appears to hayejlO when the starter's gun opens
worked back into his all-state the first event of the season, the
form of last season. His work has | Interclass Meet. The event Is de-
been pleasant news for Coach Ed
Coombs, as Janelle seemed to be
having a little trouble rounding in-
to top form.
The next three games, all State
Series encounters, may prove im-
portant because the team Is not
back at full force. If the Bears
could win these three without the
fulltime service of Ron Golz. Brud
Stover, and John Libby, they will
be most formidable in future
dates. It goes without saying that
the undermanned Polar Beais at
Worcester were at a large disad-
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signed to stimulate class spirit
and will offer an excellent pre-
view of the talents of the cur-
rent track squad.
Coach Frank Sabasteanskt's
squad has 38 members, nine of
whom are lettermen. These in-
clude: Phil Mostrom, Stan Black-
mer, John Herrick, Steve MeCabe,
Dwight Eaton, Phil Myers, pill
McWilliams, George Paton, and
Bill Seflens. The team has a strong
nucleus of contenders In the var-
ious track and field events and
should be quite well rounded. Mc-
Cabe and McWilliams can hold
their own with anyone in the
weight events while Pete Dionne
and Ross Bond .supply depth. John
,
r * Riley, Dave Hurley, Tom- Wilder,





counted on to finish high up in the
i o j sprints while George Paton and
a
4
I |j Phil Myers supply the points In
the hurdles. Phil Mostrom, Stan
Plackmer, and John Herrick are
the distance men.
Var-itr Winter Trark lSJJ-it
is Invitational
Leighton High Scorer In Meet.
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John Ingalls Snow, clags of '57,
has been elected captain of the
1956 varsity football squad. John
has played three years of football
here at Bowdoin and began his
college gridiron career as a start-
ing left , end for the Freshman
team. He broke into the starting
line-up on the varsity in his junior
year and his fine performance both
pn offense and defense gained him
a regular berth for the entire
season. As a left end, Snow shared
top scoring honors with two of his
teammates during the 1955 season
by scoring twelve points.
The 5'il", 180 pound Uneman
bails from Braintree, Massachu-
setts, where he got his football ex-
perience. He played three years at
left end for Braintree High and
moved up as a regular during his
senior year. John was also active
in track and basketball in high
school and was president of his
class.
Snow is a member of the Sigma
Nu Fraternity and is majoring in
math. He holds the rank of cadet
officer in the R.O.T.C. unit.
The pairings for the Holiday
Basketball Tournament, to be held
at Colby during the December 28-
30 period, bave been announced
this week. The t*olar Bears have















nurunjwick High S. IkoI
• tjut. High Srbooi10 Edward iUU











Pictured above are the members of Bowdoln's renowned saJUnu team
kotdtns; their second place cup. Left to right are Dave Belknap, QUI*





Greeting Cards m Gifts
Shop
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
J & J Cleaners
FREE PIQC-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431















WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street Dial PA 0-707*
i ' e i a. i
Christmas Shopping
Only 8 College Shopping Days Before Vacations
Gifts For All The Family
GJLASSWARE — CHJNA — WWl£R










Dry C'loanlnK - Pres«las;
Fitting • Alterations - Benslr
3 PLEASANT STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
The tremendous potential that
has jecently been linked to Bow- I
doin's crack skipper combination
of Skip 1 lowland and Charlie
Leighton exploded with a ven-
geance November 19 and 20 as
the Admirals placed second behind
host team Navy in the 8th Annu-
al Middle Atlantic I. S. A. Fall
Imersectional Invitation Regatta.
Bowdoin's point total of 210 fell
16 short of the victorious Midship-
men's aggregate, but the Polar
Bears gained some satisfaction
when Captain Leighton was an-
nounced as the high-point skipper
for the njeet. Leighton's winning
total of 115 points was the result
of one first, four seconds, five
thirds, and on fourth place in elev-
en races in Division "B." llowland
pieced together three thirds, four
fourths, three fifths, and a solitary
eighth place linish for a sum of
95 points in Division "A," good
for sixth place In the scoring de-
partment.
Lolgtiton T<H>s
Perhaps the nigh point of the
moct, as far as the Big White rep-
resentatives were concerned, was
the fact that Schell Trophy Cham-
pion Biwvn finished in fourth
place, some eighteen points astern
of the Admirals. Howland bested
Brown's captain" Tom Hazelhuftt
by two points in "A," while Leigh:
ton trimmed his adversary John
Quinn by an eighteen point mar-
gin. Charlie's brilliant perfor-
mance practically assures him of
the number one rating in New
England for the fall season. How-
land, taking advantage of the
great weight difference between
Bob Sutherland and Dave Belknap,
used Sutherland as his crew in the
first, seventh, eighth, ninth, and
tenth races in Division "A," but
switched to the lighter Belknap
for the second, third, fourth, fifth,
sixth, and eleventh races of the
series. Olhe S.-iwyor did yeoman's
work for Leighton In "B."
Howland comet Through
Bowdoin's second-place linish in-
cluded triumph over such power-
houses, in addition to Brown, as
third-plan King's Point, Ohio
State, Princeton, Fordham, and
Northwestern. At the end of the
first day the Polar Boars held a
slight tlu'cc-point ' margin over
Kings Point. This lead was
promptly erased the following day
aiul the Mariners took over
second. Leighton fought back with
a first in liis final race of the day
to five the Admirals a four point
edge with just one race remaining.
feeding to put throe boats be-
tween himself and llovfand, King's
Point ace Bill Maclaln established
a big lead in the final encounter,
only to have Skip finish in fourth
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One week from tomorrow Bow-
doin will open Its hockey fteAMon
|t* Colby** new skating arena. Th«
student body is urged to attend
this game If it Is at all poasible.
This is not only to support the
White |Mieksters but to get a look
at Colby's new arena which will
be dedicated on that night.
*r*~
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
N kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short curs
in time and save you money.
TICKETS 9 POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNJ LETTERS • FRATERNITY FQRltfS
- THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Q/ TTie Orient
On Trips Home For The Holidays
byGREYHOUND
Bo*** •- -- -
New Yofic City ..-
Hartford, Q. —



















A Campus-to-Career Case History
HE'S BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR HIS FUTURE
Paul Guild, E.E., Purdue,, '49,
started as a student engineer with
Long Lines—the Bell System unit that
interconnects Bell Telephone Com-
panies. In the student training pro-
gram he became familiar with all
operations of the business.
After that he spent two years on
technical and engineering projects
that took bin) to Indianapolis, Cleve-
land and Atlanta.
March of 1953 found Paul in Cin-
cinnati working on the construction
of radio relay routes. He worked with
the newest microwave equipment that
transmits television pictures and tele-
phone conversations simultaneously.
In 1955, as part of his further
development, Paul was transferred to
a completely different assignment. He
now supervises the important plan-
ning job of balancing a working force
of 900 Ix>ng Distance operators with
the ever-rhanging work load.
"I use my engineering background
on this job, too," says Paul. "It's
extremely interesting and has lots of
responsibility. Besides, you need ex-
perience in more than one depart-
ment lo give you background."
Pau| Guild is typical of young engineers in the Bell
System. Similar career opportunities exist in the Bell
Telephone Companies, BeU Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Vmr place-
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Critic Pans Club Concert
As Low Point Of Season
By Ororfr A.
Tho first Music Club Concert
proved not only to be the low
point of the current season but
also one of the most undistinguish-
ed performances in local music
history. Let it be said that when
one views an offering of amateurs
'and most of us belong to that ca-
tegory), he should not expect to
see professional perfection. Never-
theless, one can not find ample
excuse for many of the exhibitions
of this particular performance
such as confused chatter on the
ttnxe and bad intonation.
.First Selection
The first selection, Quintet in
D Major by Johann Christoph
Barn, featured Rebecca Dulfer,
violin; Sue Burnett, cello; E^Jjel
Purant, oboe; Frederick von
Huene, flute; and David Holmes,
harpsichord. The composition is a
difficult and a beautiful one. In
this instance, however, several
strong flaws prevented much lis-
tening pleasure. The violin, es-
pecially in the second movement,
was cruelly flat and proceeded to
mar the sound as a unit; good
pitch is so necessary in a small
group of instruments. The cellist
also did not seem in good form
and in' the second part, the intri-
cate descending passages were giv-
en the sound of a crashing slide
rather than a clean-cut run. Ethel
Durant is always a gifted oboist,
but on this occasion even she did
not seem to bo quite un to par.
Mr. von Huene was very much the
star of the portion, as indeed he
was of the entire program, and
In this selection he demonstrated
clarity and good tone passages.
'Wedding Breakfast'
[Continutd from Page 1]
Danger of Dullness
Without top-flight, fast moving
performance the 'dullness of the
plot becomes soon obvious and the
brilliant, witty lines are found to
be too few and far between.
Maureen Routhier is an attrac-
tive figure, her stage presence is
confident and graceful, but her
portrayal of Stella was undeniab-
ly weak. . Hardly ever did she
make the most of her wonderful
lines. Her interpretation pf the
pivotal character .was nearly al-
ways luke-warm and indifferent.
For this reason the play fell down
on its strongest note.
Ronnie Desjardin was just light
is the amiable young "accoun-
tant." He was, in fact, the star
of the evening. His 'Norman was
appropriately casual and lively.
Only in his one "explosion" scene-
did he tend to overact, and even
then his excitement did not seem
to surpass realism.
Jerky I't terjiiicrs
Constance Allen as Miss "Fix-it"
had some good moments and some
bad. Her lively impersonation was
a welcome comparison to her un-
animated sister, but one could not
help growing tired of the same
jerky utterances throughout the
show. David Wetherell was vis-
ually satisfactory as Cousin Ralph,
but never did he really seem to
get inside the role.
If one fault stood out above the
rest in the opening night produc-
tion, it was the technical end. The
lighting proved to be a continu-
ous problem and even the cuing
of the mu.sic did not seem to go
just right.
Tho problem of the double set
was neatly handled and the pro-
duction was a handsome onc to
look at.
Smart Jr. 'M
David Holmes' contribution was
all that one could ask for.
Selection Too Long
Trio for Flute, Violin and Viola
by Beethoven, the second offering,
was among other things much too
long. Indeed one could not blame
one brave member of the audience
for trying to stop the selection at
two points. That Mr. Tuck should
have to stop in the middle of the
first movement was most unfortu-
nate, but even more so was that
the ensemble should be so bad.
Vocals Drowned
The conce'rt closed with Canta-
ta Number 147 by Johann Sebas-
tian Bach for chorus, soloists and
orchestra. It was hard to judge the
merits of this performance since
the orchestra drowned out the
greater part of the vocal passages;
one wished that the instruments
might have been placed in the
orchestra pit. What could be heard
was of varied quality. At times the
bass voices soared and at other
times the soprano tones came
through beautifully. Soprano Ruth
Powers has come a long way in
the last few seasons and her sing-
ing on this occasion was certainly
praiseworthy. Her tones were pure
and strong and only in the very
top range did the voice show any
signs of strain.
The opinion remains in this cri-
tic's mind that Fred Wilkins finds
his best forte in the musical-
comedy and lighter forms of mu-
sic. However, his rendition of this
difficult aria (the most demand-
ing of the evening) was his great-
est accomplishment in the classi-
cal style. John Anderson, due to
obvious nervous strain and a diffi-
cult vocal line, did not fare well
in the solo for tenor. It would
seem that with further training
and stage experience the wide
range and pleasant sound of his
voice will be heard to better ad-
vantage.
Behind Ivy Curtain
(Continued from Page 2)
compressing the language 'a bit
too far. Probably you have noticed
how reluctant the Orient is to use
the word "The" — this is by no
means restricted to the Orient,
unfortunately. It is also the vogue
in the Amherst Student, MIT's
The Tech, and like a superior sort
of fungus, seems to be spreading
slowly but surely to include all
college papers in the East. And
all because of Cohunbia. But at
Antioch. Jhey not only omit "The,"
they also run headlines like this:
"Comcil decides unaminously for
Jointcil meeting to investigate
gap." And then the heading of
one of the letters to the editor is
"Chi urges Supercil."
This is, to say the least, silly.
The estimated value of the col-














[Continues from rage I
J
been little disagreement between
the two white groups. Within 10
years after the Boer defeat, the
Boers were given independence.
StubbomneftN of Africans
Since then, the. basic stubborn-
ness and independence of the Af-
rican character has shown itself
in their government. They have,
Bok pointed out, an inability to
look at the interests of other
people. The British remained as
two classes: the civil servants and
the mine owners. They maintained
a system of exploitation, taking
little interest in the affairs of the
state.
Professor Bok thought that Na-
tions between British and Afri-
cans are getting worse. The British
and liberal elements Ls represented
in the minority United Party; ;the
controlling Nationalist Party is
predominately Boer. Switching of
party lines "is just not done."
Native Education
Native education is poor, though
improving, and economic rights are
few. The government has tried to
meet the problem by separation
rather than integration. This can
be explained, Professor Bok stated,
by the African desire to maintain
their own independent way of life.
The natives, however, support
the whites to such an extent that
it will become necessary for the
different elements of the popula-
tion to learn to live together. Bok
felt that the British have "run
away from the problem." His so-
lution was to show by education
that there are ways other than
suppression to maintain their
known ways of life as well as
peace.
By George A.
Philharmonia Orchestra of Lon-
don visits Portland: As their big
attraction of the season the Port-
land Community Concert Associa-
tion presented the Philharmonia
Orchestra of London, under the
baton of Herbert Von Karahan.
The orchestra, which features a
large string section, is made up of
109 pieces. There are those that
like singers, those that enjoy a
fine violinist, but everyone seems
to like an orchestra. The enthu-
siastic welcome accorded to the
Philharmonia by the capacity City
Hall audience was ample proof of
this point.
A lesser response would have
been unsuitable, however, for the
instrumentalists lived up to their
world-wide reputation in every
way. The program which included
Mozart's 39th Symphony, Varia-
tions on a Theme of Haydn by
Brahms, Beethoven's 6th (Pastor-
al), and the overture to Verdi's
opera "La Forza del Destino," was
perhaps an unsually heavy one,
but the precision of the ensemble
added to the luscious quality of the
strings made every minute memor-
able. Indeed, I cannot remember
a symphonic program that came
as close to (lawlessness
The Mozart work, although tak-
en at a little slower tempo than
usual, brought out the romantic
qualities with finesse. The Brahms
number was outstanding for the
incredibly smooth transitions. Ar-
tistically speaking, the Beethoven
number was probably the highlight
Smart Jr. '57
of the evening; the cheerful im-
pressions of the countryside were
handsomely contrasted with dyna-
mic rhythms of the tempest, and
the concluding Shepherd's Song
was tryingly moving.
The stirring chords and numer-
ous emotional passages in the
"Force of Destiny" were the most
appealing part of the program to
me. The only disappointment of the
evening lay in the fact that there
were no encores. A minor point in
such a splendid evening, however.
Chapel Offerings
The quality of chapel exercises
last week seemed on an unusually,
high level. Professor William C.
Root's declaration on "What is
wrong with our civilization today
is that we have lost any sense of
evil as abstract force"; and Profes-
sor James A. Storer's speech on
"Belonging too much" presented
some serious ideas that we might
all do well to think about. Such
talks seem sufficient indication
that intellectual stimulus is "not
on the decline."
After realizing $539.50 from
tickets and check-room receipts
and subtracting $486.81 for expen-
ditures, including $275 for Jim-
mie Hanson's Orchestra, the Al-
umni Day Dance profits amounted
to $52.69.
Instructors in psychology and
education were first introduced at
the college in 1904.
Max T. Goebel
Goebel Speaks..
[Continued from Page 1]
tively new area of pest control
which has, in this country, effect-
ed a minor agricultural revolution
within the past 20 years."
Dr. Goebel told of Du Pont's de-
velopment of a new class of weed
control chemicals, the synthetic
urea herbicides, which have gain-
ed acceptance for elimination of
weeds from sugar cane and pine-
apple plantations, asparagus beds,
and citrus groves. One of them.
"Karmex" DL herbicide, offers
means for eliminating or reduc-
ing hoeing in cotton fields, with




By Lulu M. CMtaned* '39
Six months ago I knew I was
coming to Bowdoin College. It had
been a long wait since I had filled
my application for a scholarship
to the Institute of International
Education.
My desire to come to the United
States and to experience the
American way" 6f life was not a
dream any more but a reality.
People told me I had a great op-
portunity for they considered Bow.
doin to be a very good college.
Whether they were right or not I
was the one to decide. Now that
I have already spent three months
in the College and know what Bow-
doin is like, I feel that the oppor-
tunity of being here is great not
only for myself but for any stu-
dent in this country.
Importance of Individual
The College is small, but what
makes it big is the importance giv-
en to the individual. Its purpose Ls
not only to teach a few subjects but
to form the character of the stu-
dents in a proper way. Professors
through their special interest in
everyone help to do this. Frater-
nity life and all other activities
complete the work.
I do not believe I could find
better teachers, classmates or
campus even in my own country.
Since I left my home I have only
found kindness and everybody
seems willing to help me. I hope
all the American students who go
to Mexico will be treated as well
as I. The exchange student pro-
gram certainly is a wonderful way
for a better understanding among
all the people In tne world.
My knowledge of the English
language has improved. I have al-
ready learned the meaning of "hit
the sack." "chow" and many other
expressions that I had never heard
before. Something that has sur-
prised me is the weather. Every
minute since I have been here it
has been changing. How can any-
one like it ? Maybe if it were snow-
ing all the time it would be differ-
ent. I had never seen snow before
and I think it is the best thing
that can ever happen.
I shall always be grateful to
Bowdoin College for making this
trip/ possible and to the Sigma
Nu Fraternity for welcoming me
so warmly and making me think
it is the best of all fraternities.
CONTEST TONIGHT
Pickard Theater will be the
scene of the Alexander Prize
Speaking contest tonight at 8:15
p.m.
Speaking in the first third of the
program arc Ceorgc A. Smart. Jr.
'57, Joel G. Howard '59 and Ray-
mond A. Brearey '58.
Richard T. P. Kennedy '58 will
be the first speaker in the second
third of the program. He will be
followed by Roderick G. Foreman
'59 and Paul H. Gray '59.
Concluding the program will be
Marc L. Power '59, Donald A. Per-
kins '58 and Robert E. Meehan '59.
The Simpson Memorial Sound
System is the gift of Scott Clem-
ent Ward Simpson- of the Class of
1903, and Mrs. Simpson. It is ded-
icated to their parents. The system









Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
f Body Repair and Paint Shop
« Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
DIAL
PA 6-6666 lliniiJiNT ITMIT • MUNffWK*.MUM
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"Hi's aii mi My room-
mate, that is. He's already
got a job. He's going to be
an insurance underwriter.
Thai nieatis he'll be eval-
uating applications for




"In his case, he chose the
Life Insurance field from
among the five different
underwriting divisions
whii.li Connecticu t General
has; Life, Accident and
Health. Group Insurance,
Group Pension and Rein-
surance. In each, a great
deal of analytical judge-
ment and interesting re-
search is involved and there
is ample opportunity for
independent responsibility
and decision-making. The
training for these positions
is really thorough and ex-
tensive, aud prepares men
for excellent advancement
opportunities in these or
other related areas."*
Your Placement Director
or Mr. Yost at Connecticut
General will be glad to give
you further details. The
address: Mr. Philip Yost,
Connecticut General Life










VICEROY'S PURE, WHITE, NATURAL FILTER!
NO OTHER FILTER LIKE VICEROY!
HINTS TO HELP YOU WIN I
You'll think of dozen* of names when you read
these facts: The Viceroy Filter is the most modern
in the world today! Perfected through 20 years
of research
!
It contains no cotton, no paper, no charcoal, no
asbestos, no foreign substance of any kind!
Instead, it is made from pure cellulose—a soft,
snow-white, natural material found in many
good foods you eat.
Only the Viee«ey Filter has 20,000 filter traps—
twice as many filter traps as the next two largest-
selling filter brands! No wonder Viceroy gives
you that Real Tobacco Taste!
Name this amazing filter and win! It's easy I
No cotton! No paper! No asbestos!
No charcoal ! No foreign substance
of any kind ! Made from Pure Cellulose'
Soft . . . Snow-white . . . Natural
!
it's easy to name this amazing Viceroy Filter when
you know what it's made of . . . why it's superior . .
.
why Viceroys give you that real tobacco taste you
miss in every other filter brand!
Remember, the Viceroy
Filter is made from 100%
pure cellulose—a soft,
natural material found in
many good foods you cat!
There are no impurities in
the Viceroy Filter. So nat-
urally it lets the real to-
bacco taste come through!
Name the Viceroy Filter*!
Enter this $50,000 con-
test, today
I
JUST FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES!
On any plain paper, write the name you think most suitable for
the pure, while Viceroy Filler described on this page. It's easy!
You can think of dozens of names like "Super-Pure," "Fill/on,"
"Naturale." "Flavor Flow," "Ccltutrate," "Twice-The-Traps."
You can use one, two or three words. Any name may win!
Mail your entry 10 Viceroy Thunderbird Contest, P. O. Box 6A,
Mount Vernon 10, New York. Write plainly or print your name,
the name of your college and your mailing address at college!
Submit as many emries as vou wish—but with each entry include
the picture of the Viceroy Filter Tip torn or cut from the backs
.of two (2) Viceroy packages.
Contest open to all students attending colleges and universities
in the U.S.A.
Contest closes midnight. January 31, 1956. Entries judged by The
Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation on the basis of aptness of
thought, originality and interest.
Prizes listed elsewhere in this ad. Winners of the ten Thunderbirds
will also be permitted to designate the school organizations to
which Brown A Williamson Tobacco Corporation will awardRCA Victor Color TV Sets! Wrue the name of the Organization-
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- By Kenneth K. Carpenter 'M
Pros. James S. Coles has set up
a committee to study the advis-
ability of establishing a visual, and
oral aids program here and to\ see
what facilities are available.J
During a tour of military instal-
lations in October, President Coles
was very imprexsed with the Ar-
my's use of various teaching aids.
Prof. William C Root ii chair-
man of the committee, and Profs.
Arthur L. Ol I fill and Norman
L. Munn are the other members.
A meeting Is scheduled to be held
In the near future.
Vliuial Aids ill !'«•
Visual aids are already used in
classes to a certain extent. Profes-
sor Greason put* answers to exam |
questions written by students on
slides. This greatly aids class
analysis of an answer. In some
course movies arc used which
show some processes which would
bo difficult to explain in a lecture.
The language departments have
foreign records to help interested
students.
Visual aids are used to a greater
extent in ROTC courses than in
any others. The aids they have
show the possibilities open. One
of ihe most useful ones is the vis-
ual cast which is a twelve-by-eight
transparent plastic slide.
Advantage*
This slide is placed over a light
and by a series of mirrors is pro-
jected onto a screen or even the
blackboard. An advantage it has
over ordinary slides is that the
room does not have to be dark. In
addition the machine stands up
near the front of the class so that
the professor can face most of the
class while talking. At first there
would be a big initial expense in
making slides, but they are good
for years.
Handling Weapon*
Another teaching device of the
Army is letting students handle the
weapons. This is comparable to the
science laboratory. The Army also
has a large model of a carbine
with movable parts for the instruc-
tor's use in pointing out parts of
it.
Experiments on I'llm
The Army's use of visual aids
shows how much can be done with
them: In chemistry, experiments
oould be put on film and shown
to the class. This way everyone
could see them instead of only
Ihose at the front of the class. In
language courses slides could be
projected showing how the mouth




, Grant Of $500,000
The Ford Foundation has ap-
propriated a grant of $309,500 '"
the College, the bulk of which is
for the supplement of faculty
salaries, it announced Monday.
(According to a Fluted Press
wire releiuw. this would mean
approximately a $200 yearly In-
crease for each of the faculty.)
This Is the largest single grant
for the supplement of faculty
salaries which the College has
reached kIikv 1030.
Pres. Jamea S. Cole* issued
the following statement concern-
ing the grant:
"Bowdoin College is rowt
deeply grateful for the generous
grant made . . . by the Ford
Foundation .... The excellence
of any college Is meaaiired in
terms of the excellence of It*
faculty: such prestige as Bow-
doin has enjoyed among the pri-
vate liberal arts college* OI 'he
country is due . . . only to the
character. ability, Intelligence
and Industry of Its faculty. To
be able to compensate, faculty
member* in proportion to their
contribution . . . has always
been a difficult problem . . . .
[PUase Turn To Pagt P.\
This Is the most recent aerial view of the College. Photographed by the Guy Gan-
nett Publishing Company, It Is the only picture that has been taken since the con-
struction of Gibson. Sills and Cleaveland Halls. It also features a broader view of the




By George A. Smart Jr. '57
Excellent balance, generally good pitch, and beautiful tonal shad-
ings were among the qualities that marked the success of the annual
Messiah performance in the First Parish Church on Saturday eve-
ning. '.
~ ~
! Participating in the Handel
p\/rxlii tint! R at#» work werp tne Bowdoin Glee Club;IjVUIUUUU JsAAlX/jthe Colby Junior College Glee
--» | y-v jClub, Florence Barbiers, conductor;
1 UZZlCS UratOr the Colb>' Co]i<W Chorus, Peter
Re. conductor; the Westbrook Ju-
nior College Glee Club, Marshall
Bryant conductor; Brunswick Cho-
ral Society, Robert Beckwith, con-
ductor; Brunswick High School
Chorus, Edward Boynton, conduc-
and Future laM Thursday evenmg' tor Tho ^^^ wcre Wynncford
to the final lecture of the 1955 |Sco„ Shopardi ^p^^ Al ta
College Lecture series. |Blodgctt Main, contralto; Philip
The biologist stated that there
, Stuart '57, tenor; and Peter Potter
Is some evidence that the rates of
, sg haSS pf f. Frederic Tillotson
George G. Simpson, Professor
of Vertebrate Paleontology at Co-
lumbia University, spoke on "The
Rate of Evolution, Past, Present,
over -all evolution have tended to
increase throughout the history of
life. "If this is so, there arc three
main possibilities as to the future,
each with its adherents."
The committee
petting machines
conducted the entire performance.
Orchestra At It* Best
As is usually the case, the chor-
us and orchestra, showed signs of
suffering from the short time al-
"The rate," declared Dr. Simp- 1 lowed for complete rehearsal, but
son, "may continue to accelerate
j there were on this occasion so
up to an absolute limit at which
j nvmy fine points of the concert
evolution, life, or even time itself ; tha t the Haws could be easily over-
will come to an end. The rate may
j looked.
become stabilized at some com-
1 Tnc nlTn( ,s(ni was the best it
parativcly high value. Or the rate, has y^^ in tnc lasf 1hrpo scasons
may drop (may even now be drop-JThe intonation .was nearly always
ping) toward zero as the possibili- Uattofactory, the instruments stay-
ties for further change arc ex-l^ together well, and in many of
hausted."
.( n ,. pnSsagcs. especially the Pastor-
"A certain skepticism abont any |al Symphony and The Trumpet
of these prophesies is warranted,"
| Shall Sound, the orchestration waa
is considering I Dr. Simpson cautioned. "We may beautifully and powerfully ex-
such as they
have at Harvard with earphones
so that one can play records and
yet no one else in the room can
hear them. They would also like
to get more projectors so that
there is one for about every ten
professors. There would also be an
expense for having the slides made.
If an extensive visual' aids pro-
gram goes into effect, the cost
will he about 510.000, Dr. Root
said. The college, however, hopes
now have to take into eonsidera- j pressive. The addition of the harp-
tion a species such as never existed isichord proved to be a welcome
before, a species quite capable of
turning evolution into n°w and un-
expected channels: the human spe-
cies."
There are several different theo-
ries of the natural control of evo-
lution, the most acceptable of
which is that the immediate de-,
terminant is usually natural se-
lection. "When animals are well
adjusted to their way of life, se-
to get a grant from some founda- 1 lection tends to slow down or even
tion. I stop their evolutionary change.
Foreign Student Discusses Saar
In Reference To European Unity
By nictraor Klein
There was feverish diplomatic
activity in the great capitals of the
western world after the EDC trea-
ty was rejected in older, to repair
the dangerous break in the dike of
western defense line in West
Furope.
Anthony Eden, 1he British Sec-
retary of Foreign Affairs at that
time, traveled to the capitals of
West Europe in the role of the
"honest broker." Seven weeks
later the "Treaties of Paris" were
signed.
A Set Back
The political essence of the West-
ern European Alliance with regard
to the European integration pro-
cesa is thin and a clear set back
for the aims of the European
Movement. The best proof of this
is the participation of Great Bri-
tain which in the foreseeable fu-
ture has no intentions of submit-
ting to a continental European
Federal Authority.
Why this long introduction?
Well, the price for the French
approval of German rearmament
was the signature of the German
Chancellor Conrad Adenauer un-
der the "Franco-German Agree-
ment on the Status of the Saar,"
October 2X 1954.
Was it a "European solution"?
I regret to say No. and this with
precision, for I am not willing to
go along with the inflationary de-
gree of confusion of notions and
wrong label. It was an inter-,
not a supernal ional status, agreed
upon by France and West Ger-
many, to be legalized by a refer-
endum of the Saar population.
Hot Problem
It «as Ihe agreement of West
Germany of "putting the hot prob-
lem into an ice-box" without final
solution until the German Peace
Treaty.
What was the reacliosj after the
conference in Paris? The fierce
discussions in France and Ger-
many revealed something of the
vagueness and inaccuracy of the
[rirnse Tutn To rage 4)
innovation.
Impressive Clinrii-.es
The chorus of men and women,
some four hundred voices strong,
provided many exciting moments.
I hardly remember hearing a more
beautiful sounding soprano sec-
tion; not only were the, tones
powerful and clear, but they were
well focused and colorfully shaded.
The altos were the least pleasing
of the sections; their pitch and
attack were more than adequate,
hut their tone was of a neutral
and colorless quality.
The tenors sang admirably for
the most part, in fact only in the
last, taxing passages of the Amen
Chorus did they get into any real
difficulty. Their skillful response to
the musical line was well matched
by resonant sounds and rmging
crescendos of the bass section.
Looking for flaws one could not
help noting the consistently poor
diction of the chorus as a whole.
. Many Highlights
There were many highlights and
among them were the powerful
And the glory of the Lord chorus,
the exquisitely shaded Surely He
hath borne our griefs and the
mysterioso passages of the Since
by man came death. The luscious
pianissimos achieved in Glory to
God were overshadowed by poor
entrances and bad string ensemble
at the end; the mastery of the
difficult coleratura runs in the His
yoke is easy was somewhat marred
by flatting in the bass section.
Stuart
In the soloist department, the
men seemed to fare much better
than did the women. Philip Stu-
art's improvement over last year is
truly amazing. He sang all of his
music with assured accuracy, un-
[PfrOM Tumi To Pag* /j
Library Obtains
5000 Volumes
Horatio R. Swasey of Altadena,
Calif., has given to the College a
five thousand volume collection of
books In memory of his father,
Henry W. Swasey of the Class of
1865.
The collection is composed of the
libraries of both father and son.
In the terms of the will, the Col-
lege is also the recipient of five
thousand dollars for "general edu
cational purposes." Librarian Ken
a series to determine issues that
ihe people in the state want tho
government to deal with. It broke
down into 16 smaller meetings,
ach dealing with a statewide
Ihe^lnvehforj- and some of YheTProblf'm
Students Actively Partake
In Democratic Conference
By Gordon L. Weil '5«
Four students actively participated in discussions at the Demo-
cratic Pre-Convcntion Issues Conference at Waterville on Sunday.
Prof. Herbert R. Brown is state platform chairman.
This conference was the first in
neth J. Boyer. who has examined.
books, said: "This is a nice col-
lection of a private library con-
taining many usable volumes lor
us."
Eighteen hundred dollars set
College students and faculty-
were members of some of the
sub-committees. Peter F. Gass '57
and H. Edward Born '57 served
on the Education Committee along
aside for the college has been used wi,h Mr - Paul v Hazelton. while
to ship the crates of books across s,ovc A - Land
'57 and Gordo» L -
the country. They are now being j Weil '58 wereJn the ^Agricultural
examined in the library. "The col-
lection Is not spectacular in any-
thing but size," Mr. Boyer added,
"but it should be helpful to us."
Some of the books are quite val-
uable and will be kept solely be-
cause of their rarity, fine binding
or printing Most, however
,
will
be checked against existing copies
in the College library.
group. Mrs. Glenn R. Mclntire,
the wife of the Bursar, was chair-
man of the Health and Welfare
Committee on .which Prof. Edward
Pols served. Two faculty members
were secretaries; Mr. Clement E.
Vose on the Constitution and Mr.
Jeffrey J. Carre on Judicial Re-
form.
Id" it* and Ideals
Frank Coffin, fhe Democratic
State Chairman opened Ihe meet-
ing with the statement that the
party is one of "ideas and ideals."
Professor Brown followed with a
BULLETIN
The Faculty has completed dis-
cussion of the curricular sugges-
tions of the Self Study Report.
These parts of the report were
j
statement of the purpose of the
considered here today by the Edu- ! conference. He Issued a call to
cational Policy Committee of the "get gas masks to go into the
Governing Boards after having I smoke-filled rooms" SO that the j s -
been passed through the faculty sues can be discussed by all the
with ' minor and unsubstantial public instead of letting them he
changes. The changes were ptym- ! determined by a small knot of men
arily concerned with technical jat convention time.
wording, the basic ideas being re- The College student delegation
tained in the recommendations. It: to the conference, the largest of
will be considered by the full Gov-
erning Boards in February.
the Maine colleges, was sponsored
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Lxtensive Renovation Plan 155 ^i™**
By Raymond O. Babiurau '59
Improving the appearance and
usefulness of Hubbard Hall is the
ohjojjt of a long range plan launch-
ed by the library; officials.
Some of these improvements,
such as lighting, have already been
achieved. Others, including more
relighting, some rearrangement,
and new lights for the front of
the building are scheduled for the
near future. All these improve-
ments arc governed by the amount
of money allotted for library use.
The ultimate plan, should funds
permit, is for the addition of a
library annex which would project
from the stacks out toward Hyde
Hall. In the meantime there are
plans to meet every possible space
contingency within the building it-
self.
Lighting
As a part of thus plan, the
stacks and main reading room





By 1'eter F. tiaas '57
Andre Micholopoulos, advisor to
the Greek Embassy on American
affairs and part-time Crock voice
for the Voice of America, spoke
Thursday morning before an in-
formal group in the Peucinian
Room on the Cyprus problem.
Mr. Micholopoules placed the
blame for the situation on the Bri-
tish foreign i>olicy, which he term-
ed nineteenth century and out of
place; }lo pointed out that there
was no elected government on the
island. Eighty-two per cent of the
population is of Greek origin. The
Cyprians ask for a representative
government, and freedom to* unite
with Greece.
British Break Friendship
The Greek diplomat felt that
the British government had pur-
posely broken the long-workcd-for
friendship between the Greek and
Turkish governments. The Bri-
tish, starting out as defendant,
have managed to come out as ar-
biter.
Mr. Micholopoulos observed that
the Greek government has re-
peatedly stated that the British
will be able to retain their
.bases and the land they are on
on any terms .in return for self
determination for the Cyprians.
The use of the word "terrorists''
to describe the Cyprians was
Strongly objected to. He compared
of the Aaii'l-
pointing out





By Roger Howell Jr. \V»
College authorities are in the
process of analyzing a roport on
;
income and expenditures in 60
colleges, according to Wolcott A.
Hokanson Jr., Assistant to the Bur-
sar.
Mr. Hokanson revealed that in
the past there have been dangers
in trying to compare the publish-
ed financial reports of other col-
leges with that of the College, he-
cause of the variation in account-
ing procedure and nomenclature
used in these reports.
As a result of this situation, a
group of colleges tried to classify
their expenditures in a uniform
way that would cause the results
to he subject to reasonable com-
parisons. There has been talk of
trying to gel such uniformity for
a number of years, Mr. Hokan-
son observed.
Pilot Coat Study









By Maynard A. Seelye '.".0
An Intensive student campaign
[to bolster funds for an indoor
r hockey rink will end tonight at
• 7:30 p.m.
As of Monday afternoon, appro*-
! ImatCl) $4,000 had already been
I
given or pledged With one-quarter
of 'he students slill to contribute.
The fund-raising campaign,
I which b/under the auspices of the
I Student Council with the help of
all house presidents, \,as the Idea
| of Peter J. Rigby T)6 and Paul S.
,
Doherly '."16. Rigby and Doherly
first conferred with Vice-President
of the College Beta W. Norton
two weeks ago Friday on the prog-
ress of the overall campaign to
iiiise funds' for the refrigerated
rink.
Shot In The Arm
Their Conclusion was that the'
fund campaign needed ;i definite
"shot in th> arm" if there was to
b:> a hockey rink lor next year's
season, and the most tangible way
in which the students could help
seemed to be boosting campaign
funds and at the same time dent*
onstrate their interest In the rink
by making a significant contribu-
tion on an individual basis.
At the. request of Klgby and
Doherty, fratcrnitj presidents
were invited to the Monday meet-
ing of the Council last week, and
the plan for a student drive "as
presented before the meeting,
where it received tentative ap-
proval. A second meeting: of the
Council and house president* on
Wednesday, at which Mr. Norton
and Director of Athletics; Malcolm
K, Morrvll were present, to answer
questions and supply the solicitors
with pertinent facts, set the fund
drive officially in motion.
History of Kink Plans
A covered artificial ice faockl >
rink has been listed in the Preai-
r need of
World
jever, that an actual attempt was dents Reports ai a majorjmade to cause such lniformity to I the college as far back a.s
be a reality. At that time, 60 col-
. War II days under President Sills.
lieges, through the cooperation of
. The present drive for a bfickej
Ithe Ford Foundation, participated rink is part of a ten»year develop-
,
in what was officially known as
.merit program ouQincd las! year
| the Pilot Cost Study. All of the co- by President t'oli s.
[operating institutions attempted! "j t |g also Just one more phase
I to place the same kinds of in- |n the enterprising program start-
comes and expenditures under the vi \ under the Scsquiccntennial cam-|same headings in their financial palgn which raised more than fOUi
|
report. million dollars, out oi which SUN
The results of this, survey have 'Hall, Giiison Hall and ihe Picknrd
jncnv been tabulated and published.
' Theater have been financed!
|
In its final form, the report has The mure specific campaign no\i
j
been circulated not only to the (V)'
|colleges which took part in the!
1 original survey, but also to all col-
leges which are members of the
I
various college business office as-
'sociations.
being conducted among Ihe alumni
v.is started lost April when the
Governing Hoards authorized the
start of fund-raising. In June, thr
Boards decided on a plan for n
covered rink which would have a
Weighty Volume seating capacJt) of Hi le.Hsl 2S00*
Analysis of the report will take and would post $275,000, Thoy
isome time, according to Mr. Ho- also stipulated that construction
lhansoh since it is a rather
4
could begin when ?22"i.(t(Xj had
'"weighty volume," lo use hi!s been received or pledged,
words. The value of the analysis The Original estimate <i| $250,-
iwiu be very great, however, said 000 was upped 10 per cent because
• Mr. Hokanson, since it will provide , of Increased building ii>>!s. 'Die
comparisons with five other men's'cost of bhlldlngmnterials, notably
.colleges in Ihis area which have steel, is continuing to rise
: similar enrollments to that of the The Need and I'ses
College. j All hough hockey h.is been a
Various items of expenditures major organized sport here for
and income are compapd for the 30 years, it has lx>cn increasingly,
cooperating colleges. An cxampl" difficult for US lo 'iniiniic the
|
of the kind of things compared is sport, Tins is due to the uneer-
.the percentage of total expend!- talnty of lee conditions change-
jturea which are allotted to the able, warmer, winVi weathet





Hlcleki \fnVlH>- flwisul General
of Japan in New York, spoke List
night in the Union on current Ja-
panese problems. Mr. Masakl was
sponsored by the Political Forum.
The treaty in 1RVI lietween the
I'nijed Slates and Japan marked
the end of. a three hundred year
period of seclusion and the 1>°-
ginning of Japan's emergence as i
World power. Absorption of West-
ern skills and culture lead to a
parlimentary, then a totalitarian
and then a conquered government.
Under the pr»st war policy of
demilitarization, democratization,
and decentralization, Japan has
recovered tremendously. She
faces, however, austerity. "She is
'not economically .strong enough.''
The cost;; of production are loo
The two lurtre lamps outside the high, raw materials are scare, and
rian, felt that these should be first jbuilding have long been considered modernization is sorely needed in
because of the heavy student use. I by the administration to be "m>n- spite of advanced technical knowi-
Plans for the near future include | st rosities." However, the high cost edge. loss of territory and over-




By Stephen '/.. Colodnj '.n
Discussing a liny westeravtypoi belief in a fuUirt strong and suc-
dcmoci-acy in the midst of the ccaaful eeonotny, and the view
Moslem world. Prof. Albeit Abra- i y,,,, „ A:u ,, i ,M ,^ ,,.... un>h yr( .hamson lectured on Mondav p.m.
on "Israel: A Beachhead State." j "*'"' ^ "''•'''* '"l P/I«»c enter-
He based his title On the gen- ; prise,
graphical position, the democratic; r» ]k]ni . , (f ,,„, prob^ racjng
constitution, and In a third sense thc ,,.,„, i.,.,,,,,,.,,,- Abrahamsen
Israel's role as. "A foothold on the ,„„„, , (] ()Ul f , )(l 1n) . ., |)|()1(|( m |)(
conseienee of the world, a mnind
, jn || ;l||:l|1 adverse balance o| irade.
cr of mans mhumanity to man." , H1,d Uvj {|j,tj,.u |, v |n absorbing all
stating his Impressions of Ihe the prosiicctive Immigrants. Two
'[abnormal prohlen c ihe nece*.
sltj for constant military prepared-
mil the possible exploitation
by the Communist nations,
hamson remarked that more im-
pressive than the lack of natural
resources is the abundance of hu-
man resources. He characterized
the population :j. a diversified
hard-bitten group to whom Israel
is thc last s'op."
Keimoniir Situation
alumni reading room, and Mr. Boy-
er's ofiice
?
_Oncc these have been
done, the \v\ole building will have
had, with the exception of the
main hall, new lights installed.
for the front of the building has! Trust from the other peoples of
been prohibitive. Asia must lx> gained before Japan
Recently. McKim, Mead, and can take economic leadership and
White, College architects, spotted increase trade with the free states
[Plena Tuin lo Page 1] of Asia.
Looking, into ihe future, Pro-
fessrtr Abrahamson loropw throe
posaibilities: the young state be-
ing pushed into the Mediterranean,
the Arub-fearcd indefinite cxpa'n-
The major part of the college 'siotfl or finally and more optimis-
economist's remarks quite natur-
ally were concerned with the eco-
nomic situation. He pointed OUl
ticaliy, the eventual settlement of
differences between, the countries
now at odds and once again ;i greaj
two fallacious views, the "gee j mo,-«| and cultural contribution to
whiz" approach which has implicit ' tho world.
mmmmtmm m^m 1 kSSJl asaaa satkftAAaaai
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Schools Of Prejudice
There has; occurred in the nation during the past few/
months a series of events so shocking and appalling that every
citizen should ask himself, "Am I living in twentieth century
AmericaV'
One reads in newspapers stories so brutally unreal that
they can only sicken, disgust and shame every rationally think-
ing individual in this democracy.
We are referring to the recent upheavals of racial strife in
the South.
If this out-break of racial hatred in any way reflects the
feelings of a sizable portion of American whites — regardless
of what section of the country they live in — no foreign enemy
of America need ever fear her. She will bring on her own total
depravity and everlasting ruin.
We do not think that the Emmett Till case nor the
Governor of Georgia reflect American beliefs, but there are
organizations right on this campus which support such inane
attitudes.
National fraternity organizations which bar individuals be-
cause of race or religion must bear part of the blame when erup-
tions of racial violence occur. Through their own gross stupid-
ity and stubborn refusal to change their by-laws they retard
movements toward more understanding between peoples of
different races and religions.
Not all fraternities are so morally inept. There are some
on this campus which have no by-laws nor "gentlemen's agree-
menta" excluding individuals because of race or religion. These
enlightened and progressively- minded fraternities make a valu-
able contribution to the College.
Proponents of racial segregation argue that America" is a
free nation and that fraternities and similar organizations are
within their rights to limit membership in any way. This is
true, but fraternities are oh the campuses of American universi-
ties and colleges, all of which have at least one goal in common:
to educate people so that they may become better citizens of
this nation and the world.
No person is educated if he cannot weigh the merits of
each individual and idea that he encounters. Members of race-
and religious-restrictive fraternities must come out of their in-
tellectual lethargy and realize this.
Fraternities can not in any way justify theii restrictive
clause*. If they are located on- a campus where minority groups
are present, restrictive clauses cause such bigotry and warped
conceptions of minority groups that the very presence of these
organizations is a menace to the ideals of higher learning.
A Bowdoin senior, G. Curtis Webber II, said in his com-
mencement address last June: "To cling to the outmoded con-
cepts of racial superiority is to endorse sterile conservatism,
which has no place on a campus where young men's minds are
to be trained in at. atmosphere where freedom of thinking is
encouraged."
We hope that it is possible for colleges and universities to
Instill a spirit of understanding and, tolerance in students. Move-
ments for the reform of fraternities should came from within,
and if they do not. it means that American institutions for higher




Representatives of the College
attended a recent meeting of the
Maine Council of Young Repub-
licans.
Of Immediate concern to the
College Young Republicans was the
Guy Amendment which is one Of
several proposed changes to the
state YOOP constitution. Under
this amendment, college clubs
would have their voting powers
a finitely stated and be placed as
independent clubs In their respec-
tive counties. This wtll enable them
to cast five votes In the county
caucus and at the general con-
vention assembly, where each addi-
tional five members present would
be allowed another vote.
On the college front, YOOP plans
are also developing, with the out-
look promising. Aided by the ap-
peal of an election year, with its
convention, campaigns, and voting,
the club should easily find mem-
bers.
During the last election year,
the College was one of the most
influential groups at the Young
Republican state convention, con-
tributing a platform and having
a member on the Important reso-
lutions committee. In addition,
ex-Governor Cross and Congress-
man Robert Hale came to the col-
lege sponsored by the club.
Chapel Service
Chapel choir and the brass en-
semble, under the direction of Mr.
Robert K. Beckwith, will present
the annual Christmas service to-
morrow at 12:10 p.m. In the Cha-
ps*
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick will
lead the service.
The musical program will begin
with Norden's A Solemn Mustek
j
played by the brass ensemble. This
'
group includes James P. KushneH
'57, first trumpet; Ronald J. Writ-
wood '59, second trumpet; and
James L Boudreau '57 and Ernest
G. Flint Jr., '56, trombones.
Anthem*) By Choir
Following thl* will be two an-
thems by the choir: Hodie Chris-
tus Natus Est by SwoelJnck and
an arrangement of God Rest You
Merry Gentlemen by Alan D.
Bernstein '59. —
—
Choir and Ensemble together
will conclude the musical program
with the choral postlude Angles
o'er the Fields. The organist will
be David W. Holmes '56.
By Henry D. M
Tn spite of the fact that the
editors of the Antfoch College Rec-
ord are a grimly determined lot
when It comes to compressing and
chopping up the English language
(Corned, Jointcll. Supercil, etc.) it
must be said to their credit that
they have a sense of humor. It
would be a sad thing indeed if the
day should come when such works
of art as the following satire failed
to reach the public. But to dis-
semble no further; from the Nov.
22 Issue of this paper —
The Love-Song of a Sociologist
or
If you were the only girl in the
world, and I was the only boy,





With a song in my heart






I love you, Polly Syllabic
Because you're hyphenated.
Just you and me
Riesman and Weber
And baby makes three.
Dietary habit: tea for two,
'Cause two's company






If you'll be my Independent vari-
able
And be a little marriable
I'll be your social-structure
And evenings spent at a Wilson
lucture.
Sherrerd Jr. '52
, this is a good way to shorten
headline*, but what is the point
of it all When you get a headline
as confused as this one (from the
Dec. 9 issue) to begin with?
"Dorrocom Debates Meals, Cen-
sures Floor Crairman; To Distrib-
ute Phone Book.'' Tall, about your
sweeping statements- -
While on the sul>)ect of odd
headlines, it is wort 1 1 looking at
the Swarthmore Phoeiix, for Nov.
8. iThis one came late.j Apparent-
ly the local dramatic club had just
given a production of Christopher
Fry's The lady's Not for Burning,
which Is surely a commendable
project. As is only fitting and prop-
er, It was reviewed In the Issue
In question, with pictures, which Is
fine.
The only trouble is that one of
the pictures, that of a villainous-
looking character gleefully strang-
ling another man, appears directly
above a secondary story which is
boldly headlined, "Touring English
Evangelists Deliver Message to
Students.'' If that's English Evan-
gelicalism, your writer will stick
to Billy Graham and advises all
his readers to do the same.
Sic Transit
Lo, How The Mighty Are Fall-
en Dept.: The U. of R.I. Beacon, on
Nov. 30, devoted all four pages to
the football team. Pictures of all
players, write-ups, pep-talks, etc.,
etc., and a very small article at the
bottom of the back page proclaims
that Robert Frost will speak on
Dec. 8 — Sic transit gloria.
One more note In closing; this
is in relation to the recent fracas
at Georgia Tech, which needs no
explaining after the nationwide
coverage It received in newspapers
and magazines. This writer is
moved to say, with the profound-




A gift to the College in April
of this year, the 55-foot yacht,
Northern Cross, is now being of-
fered for sale.
Cary J. Bok, a Camden resi-
dent, presented the boat to the
College as an outright gift, to be
sold or not, depending on any use
that It might have. Mr. Bok. al-
though not a Bowdoin graduate,
has given other gifts to the. Col-
lege in the past.
At present, the pleasure craft Is
docked at City Island, New York,
taken there from Miami where It
had been docked at the time of
presentation. Valued at approxi-
mately $75,000 (the cost of building
It today), the gasoline-powered
boat was built at Camden in 1947.
It sleeps seven and can comfortab-
ly handle a party of 12.
According to Mr. Wolcott A. Ho-
kanson Jr., Assistant to the Bur-
sar, "The yacht costs quite a deal
to run, and It has no present or
contemplated use to the College."
The Northern Cross has been list-











My heart's in lieu
It belongs to you
My inners are other-directed
And you're the tMher selected
So
I want to be your relation
In a marriage-situation
We'll have a wedding-blue moon
And affectionate ample
And maybe soon
A Httle random sample
But just to be sure




Speaking of compressing thejan-
guage and such things, MTFsThe>
Tech has gone in for this /in a big
way. They have an Inscomm. a
Judcomm, and a Dormcom, to
name only a few. Now admitted]
Bird Specialist
To Speak Here
Dr. Olln S. Pettingill Jr. of
Wayne will deliver the Mayhew
Bird Lecture here on Thursday,
Jan. 5, according to Charles E.
Huntington of the College Lectures
Committee;
Dr. Pottingill Is a nationally
known ornithologist. His Labora-
tory and Field Manual of Orni-
thology is used in some one hun-
dred colleges and universities In
42 states and is generally consid-
ered the leading ornithology text-
book
Two-Year Project
For two years Dr. Pettingill was
engaged In the whooping crane
research project ranging from Tex-
as to northern Canada.
Since 1939 Dr. Pettingill has lec-
tured to nearly a million people
In the United States and Canada.
To obtain the pictures which he
uses in his lectures he has traveled
e hundred and twenty-five thou-
and miles and has exposed over
hirty-flve miles of film.
Store Releases
Itemized List
Faced with an evergrowing col-
lection of Lost and Found articles,
Walter J. Szumowski, manager of
the Moulton Union Store, has com-
piled the following Ust of lost
Items:
Hats and Caps
One straw hat; one gray wool
golf cap; olive drab cap; one gray,
child's, snow suit cap; one gabar-
dine rain hat, gray; one wool,
green, sky cap; one tweed golf
cap; one fur tipped, brown, girl's
cap; two army fatigue caps; one
blue, child's, snow suit cap; one
navy knitted cap; one ROTC cap;
one knitted maroon wool cap; one
green, knitted, baby's cap.
Sweaters and Sweat Shirts
Hebron Academy sweat shirt;
maroon wool sweater, pull over;
grey gool cardigan sweater; pink
wool cardigan sweater. •
Shirt*. Jackets. Top Coats
Red plaid Rhlrt; yellow cotton
sky jacket; green wool, winter
jacket; long, cotton gabardine rain
coat; two gray cotton sky Jackets;
green cotton jacket ;two gray ga-
bardine top coats; brown swede
jacket; blue cotton shirt.
Gloves
Four pair brown and tan leath-
er gloves; one pair ladies gray cot-
ton gloves; one pair ROTC gloves;
one pair gray leather faced.
Scarfs
Green wool scarf; brown plaid
scarf.
Miscellaneous Clothes
Light blue wool blanket; pair
rubbers about size 9; one tee shirt
;
one green tee shirt (black and
white collar).
Watches
Tlmex watch, gold expansion
band; Benrus, plastic band.
Pens and ~Pen<-iU
Scrlpto, red; two Flneline Bow-
doin pencils; Esterbrook gray pen-
cils; Sheaffei
's black Bowdoin pen-
cil; Sheaffer's pen, green; Sheaf-
fer's pen, black and silver; Ester-
brook pen, blue; two Esterbrook
pens, red; Parker ball point, black
and silver; Parker ball point, green
and silver; Venus ball point, blue
and silver; Venus black, pen.
Keys
Various and assorted keys, loose
and on key rings.
Lighters etc,
Zippo lighter; Ronson lighter,
silver. Initialed NUM.; silver cig-
i arette case; three pipes ; plastic




Leather brief case; brown leath-
er zipper note book; clip board.
Miscellaneous
Child's purse, blue; leather la-
dy's purse, redl clarinet mouth
piece cover; rope braiding knife;
string of pearls; two rhinestone
earrings; tie clip, gold.
Glasses
,




The Tender Trap \
bright cast, a very bright bit of
dialogue, and a naughty script
combine to bring us one of the
most entertaining cinema tvsnlnga
of the year. David Wayne takes a
vacution from marriage and the
Indiana Pharmaceutical Co. and
goes to New York to visit child-
hood buddy Frank Sinatra. Buddy's
apartment turns out to be a truly
ideal hunting ground, and midst
a parade of beautiful girls (Miss
Snr, a violinist, and a cheeze
expert) and simply loads of Mar-
tinis, the boys find themselves in
for a real hot time.
"It's a peptic problem play.','
Life-Forecaster
The perfect single-man- about
-
town finds himself caught In a
"tender trap" by a little life-
forecaster in the diminutive foi-m
of Miss Debbie Reynolds and even
friend Wayne doesn't escape from
all the female claws. In the end,
of course, all works out just right
or almost: Frankie gets happily
hooked by Mrs. Eddie Fisher, and
Wayne decides that the wife and
kids are pretty nice after all.
Frank Sinatra proves himself to
be a first-rate comedian, David
Wayne is just as funny as always,
Debbie Reynolds is appropriately
cute and pouty, and Celeste Holm
all but walks off with the female
honors. The plot is not awfully
deep, but it's darned funny from
start to finish. The camera angles
are superb, the many comical
scenes (especially the big binge at
the end! are handled with notice-
able taste, and the numerous good
lines are given full value. It's a
great show, one of the best come-
dies in years.
Rebel Without a Cause
The new Warner Brothers' melo-
drama dealing with lonely, misun-
derstood children is most memor-
able for the performance of the
|
late James Dean in the leading
i role. Mr. Dean resembled Marlon
I Brando in several respects, yet
j
was to this vtewtr* anyway a fat-
more pleasing and farming figure
jthan, the "on the waterfront" ac-
I
tor. In this picture dealing with a
|
group of teen-agers from the same
."raw deal," he plays a tormented,
|
"sincere'' youth with sensibility
^and a great deal of restrained
force. The supporting cast Is an
I able one, the photography is color-
ful and effective, and direction
achieves a sufficient amount of
suspense. It's well done!
Miscellaneous
The latest issue of "The Quill" is
especially praiseworthy from the
Smart Jr. T.7
rtandpolnt, Mark Power
shows a powerful and effective
command of the language in "Sum-
mer Darkrii is and d Steward La-
devetops a different and fas-
cinating Idea with a good deal of
skill in But Bert Went to Browns-
ville. Robert Silvius achieves al-
mosl paiujul realism in May Day
and RoherrC. Wilson Jr. paints a
poignantly natural pictuix> in Ju-
lie.
In Lonnie, author Hamilton fails
to measure up to the standard set
by his contribution last year. A
startling eoy< r by Mr. Sherrerd
nd st Y<'i:il fine illustrations
add to the quality of this issue.
. . William Beeson III '56 will
direct the Winter Houseparty
play "Light Up the- Sky". . . . One
lib rnemtw of the male sex
seemed sadly unaware of his right-
ful function in Saturday evening's
performance
Prize Winners
Roderick C Forsman '59 won
.'first place In the finals of the
Alexander Prize Speaking contest
on Docemljer 7. Finishing second
was Robert E. Meehan '50 with
Richard T. P. Kennedy '58 receiv-
ing honorable mention.
Km-sman used as Ids winning se-
lection •Tite Button" by Robert
Newman. Meehan delivered "A
Short History of Man" by Will
Cuppy. Kennedy's speech was an
essay. "Mux White," by William
Allen White.
A CORKKCTION
lXte to editor's ovei-sight, the
following was omitted from last
week's article on the hazing pro-
posai The committee which met
on the proposal was a joint com-
tiiit'.r,. made up of three members
of the Faculty Administrative
I
Committee and three members' of
'the Student Council Representing
I
the Council were President David
j
L. Tammhien '5fi, Vice-President
' Donald R. Zuckert '56, and May-





[Continued from Pagr 1]
"The faculty has always been
the most Important component of
the College. As Bowdoin's late
Kenneth C. M. Sills was fond of
saying, 'In;pired teaching in wood-
en halls is always to be preferred




Bowdoin's grant is part of a
$550 million appropriation which
includes
:
Two hundred sixty million dol-
lars for grants to 615 regionally
accredited, privately supported lib
eral arts and science colleges and
universities in the United .States
to help them raise teacher's sal-
aries.
Two hundred million dollars for
approximately 3.500 privately sup-
ported hospitals to help them im-
prove and extend their services
to the public. ,
Ninety million dollars for pri-
vately supported medical schools
to help them strengthen their in-
struction.
The College qualified under both
parts of the grant which dealt
with libera) arts colleges and uni-
vcrsltle*. Its 196445 payroll for
instruction was matched by the
Ford Foundation. Also the Col-
lege received a sum approximat-
ing one-half of last year's faculty
salaries, which was designated to
be gtven to 126 institutions which
have led the way in th?ir legions





Money from this part of the
tjrant was not designated to be
used for salaries, only for general
academic purposes. What the Col-
lege will use this money for prob-
ably will not be known until the
Governing Boards meet Feb. 4,
1956.
Schools to receive the additional
grant were selected by the Advi-
sory Committee on the' basis of
replies to questionnaires sent to
every regionally accredited pri-
vately supported college and uni-
versity in the country.
The Committee emphasized that
it "did not attempt to compare the
caliber of these many different col-
leges, their .general excellence or
reputation." It felt that "variety
of excellence is a healthy aspect
of our entire system of higher ed-
ucation, whether publicly or pri-
vately supported. Thjs variety can-
not be readily reduced to mathe-
matical comparisons or scores."
A ceiling of about two per cent
of the total appropriation was
placed on the grant to any one
institution. Thus no college or uni-
versities will receive more than
$5 million. (According to a Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. news re-
port top receivers were New York
University with a $5 million grant.
Harvard and Yale with just be-
low $5 million grants.)
In Maine, according to figures
rcl~-!~i by the Ford Foundation,





































Greeting Cards — Gifts
•
•* FREE GIFT WRAPPING
The nucleus of the volumes in
Hubbard Hall were bequeathed by
James Bowdoin, the earliest pat-
ron of the college.
Admission test for graduate
I study in business, required for en-
; trance by a number of graduate
business schools or divisions
i throughout the country, will be
ed Frh. 2. April 14 and Aug.
1
18, lff56, the Educational Testing
Service announced,
Applications may be obtained
from the Educational Testing Serv-












Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
When you've earned a "holiday
And you take off to play.
.
»
Have fun the best way -have a CAMEL!
butt pfasutzl
Ifs a psychological fact:
Weeiure helps you: j;jp«siH«n.
H you're a smoker, remember
— more people get more
pure pleasure from Cornels
than from any other cigarette
!
No other cigarette is so
rkh-histincj, yet so milcH
Owiiel
a. » — H ill T»k. •>,, WMaHa-felaa. H. 0.
MM 1 AM M MMHI
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White Rolls Over Maine, Bates; Plays Colby Tonight
Polar Bears' Attack Rejuvenated
By Glover's Marked Improvement;
Kenney, Kreider Sharp In Frays
j By Albion L. I'ayaon '68
The Polar Bears got off to a pnd half as they scored on 50 per
flying start In the Maine State Se- cent of their shot attempts. In
rien with consecutive victories over the early moments the Polar Bears
Maine, 82-79, and Bates, 94-86, In began to revert back to last year's
two wild contests. form and Bates quickly cut the
At Orono, the Black Bears of lead to eleven points. The lead In-
Mame got off to a flying start and creased to twenty again when the
led at one point In the first period Bears started playing the crisp,
by 16-5 before the Big White roar- bruising basketball that they play-
ed back to cut Maine's lead to the ed in the first period,
halftime score' of 34-33. In this Near the end Polar Boar regu-
fi-amp Ted Kenney, oooly sank ten lars began to make their exit via
straight charity tosses after Thur- the foul route and at the ciosinr.
low Cooper and Gary Polese had minutes the services of Bama Pra-
sparked Maine's early surge. Mfc Bob Glover, Ted Kenney and
In the second half both teams Brud Stover were no longer avail-
set a fairly even pace with many able. Janelle, Kreider, and Ken-
personal fouls being called. Bob ney looked impressive in their usu-
Olover and Pete Kosty waged a «1 roles. Brud Stover also impress-
scoring duel with Glover scoring <*d although perhaps a little nor-
15 and Kosty posting 13.
Shining In their board play ' as
usual, were Glover and Rolhe Jan-
'
' le, who, although held to single was the flagrant fouling. The two
;
digits, still proved to be a valuable games saw sixty personals, one ex-
asset to the ever-Improving Polar pulsion and a technical. Five Po-
Bears. Kenney and John KrekleT W Bears left the two frays be-
dlreeted formidably the back-court cause of five fouls. However, White
foul shooters converted 64 per cent
of their attempted free throws and
with last year's team average
vous In his abbreviated stint.
About the only disappointing
part of the Polar Bears showing"
maneuvers.
Interesting Hl«l< nghU
Last Saturday night the first
home game provided a triple treat would probably have lost one or
for the home fans. The Sigma Nus , both of these games,
delighted the crowd with a side j Polar Bear Scoring Parade
show featuring Duke the Wonder fjjjj£
Dog until it was broken up by the p?"t*r
officials. In the second half a side- £.r"*r
line scuffle between Ralph Davis, Kmnry
peppery Bates guard, and Ted Ken- lc "> ia"'
ney was stopped by players from stov""
both clubs. | AlU-n
The third and most pleasant *^i»r
treat was the play of the Polar B"'«<
S«ars in the first stanza as they| ToUU
d,- 51-31. Phenomenal shooting j__
by Ted Kenney and John Kreider \U illov ^tlCirtrc




from the opening gun. The Bears
had hit for 18 for 37 as opposed to
the Cats 8 for 42. Bowdoin was
solving Bates' defense as they
were able to collect valuable points
on lay-ups and drive-ins.
Bates came back fast in the sec-
re iTA n PF TP PPfi
4 i- n no 11 .'.» 14.0
4 9 H 4 It 22 r,f,
4 4 1 1 10 9 2.3
4 24 2J 14 1< (2 IS, 8
4 U 3D •it, 14 CI 12. S
4 IS ir, 9 12 41 io.
x
1 17 15 9 33 S.3
3 6 2 2 10 14 4.7
n 1 2 2 1.0
2 1 2 2 1.0
1 2 00
1 1 2 7
4 101 140 »2 99 294 73.5
Bowdoin To
Meet Harvard
The official pairings for the third
annual New England Holiday Fes-
tival Tournament were last week
by "Mike'' Loebs, tournament di-
rector and chairman of Colby's
department of health and physical
education. They run as follow*: «
WtdnmtUr, DmHibfr M. 195SCuw No. 1 1 M P.M.
Hro»n \t. *>>nn«rtli-ut
Chjiw No. Z 3:80 P.M.
AiNi«r« m. MumartiiMettii
Cum» Ko. 3 7 :00 P.M.
Hun'AM v«. Bcm-doln
Oame No. I 9iOO P.M.
Colby vn. Ml&IMmrv
Thnr*Ur. DWMkkw IS. 1188
Gums No. C 1 ao P.M.
Uxtmi of Omp Mo. 1 nnA No. I
Ghjim No. ( .1 :30 P.M.
tomrtt of Giuiii, N.v 8 ukd No. 4Gwn* No. 7 7 :00 P.M.
Wlnru-m or Gnmo Ho. 1 and No. 2Onmr No. 8 9t0» P.M.
Winner* of Giimo No. J and No. 4
Prldar. 0***mb«r It, 1988
Cfun* No. 9 1 :30 P.M.
Inoart M Gnm.. No. (i and No. 8
Cam* No. 10 3.'80 P.M.
Lm*ra of Gam* No. 7 and No. 8
Cnroa No. II 7 :00 P.M.
Wlnn*r« of C«mo No B and No. 6Ouma No. 12 9:00 P.M.
MHnnwg of Game No. 7 and No. 8
Tlie tourney was inaugurated at
Hanover, New Hampshire in 1953
with the University of Connecti-
cut reglsterinng a 70-58 triumph
in the finals over host Dartmouth.
The 1954 tournament, played at
Storrs, Connecticut, pitted theae
same two teams in the final fray
with Dartmouth getting revenge
and winning. 66-&">.
Dartmouth has withdrawn from
the tourney and Bowdoin has tak-
en its place. Bowdoin and the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts are tha
only entries in this year's tourna-
ment who were not in the first
tourney. UMass replaced Spring-
field In the 1954 tourney.
Bowdoln's first opponent. Har-
vard, promises to be tough, as in
their last outing, the Crimson
drubbed Cornell, 81-59. Without
last year's champion back to de-
fend its title, the crown will be
up for grabs. This should add fur-
ther to the spice of this year's
tourney.
Polar Bear Basketball Coach Ed Coombs l» shown above giving a few
pointers to a couple of his stellar doormen, Hnul Stover (left) and
Johnny Rrelder. White hoopstors are going for their third State
Series Win of the season tonight.
Frosh Attack
In Hoop Wins
A red hot Freshman basketball
team opened its season with suc-
cessive victories over Brunswick
and Stephens High of Rumford.
Looking very impressive in both
games, the Polar Cubs defeated
the local Dragons by a 77-51 count
on Wednesday and then whipped
the Rumford club, 84-61 on Sat-
urday in the Sargent Gymnasium.
The White compensated for a very
evident lack of height with ex-
tremely accurate shooting, better
than forty per cent from the floor,
in both contests.
Mike Linkovich, Freshman men-
tor, was able to substitute freely
against Brunswick. Every player
saw action and all but one scored.
Dick Wllley, a diminutive guard
from last year's Ellsworth High
team, led the Bowdoin scoring
parade. Lofting beautiful set-ahots
from all over the court, he piled
up 23 points, 16 in the first half
alone. Tom McGovern, the other
back court man, accounted for 11
more tallies including 7 of 8 from
the free throw line.
Brunswick never got off the
ground against the hustling White
team. Tom Morrison and Bob
Goodwin scored 12 and 13 points
respectively for the visitors while
Lionel Bourque rebounded excep-
tionally well.
Stephens contest was nip and
tuck for the first half. It appear-
ed that only Tom McGovern could
find the range and the White left
the court with a slim 36-34 lead at
intermission. Bowdoin's winning
margin stemmed from a tremen-
dous fourth quarter which saw the
White pour 31 points through the
hoop while they held Stephens to
15. Dick Willey zeroed in for a
total of 26, while McGovern, a
standout at Waltham last year,
finished with 25 points. Bob Gorra
and Lee Hitchcock dominated the
boards for the White and each tal-
lied 8. Mike Shea, dumped in 26
for the visitors.
The Freshmen meet Cheverus"




[Continurd from Pate i]
and the advantage that other i
schools have who enjoy the bene-
fits of artificial ice for practice.
Colby dedicates Its new covered
rink tomorrow evening In the
opening Colby -Bowdoin game.
Although Bowdoin has about
the best outdoor sports facilities
of any small school in New Eng-
land, present indoor facilities are
Inadequate, which makes it diffi-
cult to conduct a worthwhile win-
ter physical education program.
Daytime use of the rink to absorb
some of the physical education
classes would help solve the time-
space problem.
The present gym has 300 lock-
ers and limited showers for a col-
lege of 790 men. Additional lock-
ers and showers in the new struc-
ture would help alleviate this sit-
uation.
The benefits students would de-
rive from the rink extend far be-
yond the enjoyment of hockey as
a spectator sport, which has its
advantages in terms of the effect
on college spirit. The rink would
be available for interfraternity
and interclass hockey as well as
recreational skating
Weekend Events
It could be used to schedule big
weekend events, for which there
Ls at present no meeting-place
large enough to hold even the en-
tire student body, with the pos-
sibility of holding a winter-carni-
val or ice follies on a paying basis.
The building would be able to
house indoor tennis courts during
the fall and spring (the surface
will be similar to a hard-surface
tennis court, with the refrigera-
tion pipes completely buried).
Two months ago, the Orient re-
ported that funds for the rink had
reached $132,000, with $93,000
more needed before construction
could even start (Oct. 12, 1955).
At present, the amount received
has increased by only $10,000
more.
At the time the article was writ-
ten, Mr. Norton expressed the
hope that the campaign might
reach its goal within three months
:
."It is hoped that by the end
of 1955 the whole campaign will
reach a point where plans for
construction at least can be ac-
tively under way."
The campaign has not reached
such a point. It is with the idea
of giving the campaign a boost
that the Student Council sponsored
the present drive among the stu-
dents.
In sponsoring the student drive,
the Council Ls definitely not en-
dorsing better athletic programs
at the expense of other aspects of
the college. It believes, however,
that a covered hockey rink is
among the moat immediate needs
of the college, as recognized by
the governing boards, and de-
serves the support of the student
body.
Hboiikt Be Voluntary
The Council firmly believes that
any contributions to the hockey
fund should be made on a vohin-
J
taeting his Student Council rep-
tary basis. Hence, pressure meth- 1 rcsentatlve or President David I




By Paul Z. Lewis '5*
The Bowdoin Aquamen launched
their 1955-56 season with a decisive
victory over MIT. 56-28, taking
elRht of the nine events listed.
It commenced what may prove
to be a highly successful season for
the White and certainly by the
looks of last Saturday's meet the
Mermen ought to be in for some
interesting engagements. Bob
POLAR BEARINGS
By John E. Simonds '57
Santa Arrives Early
The past week has been especially encouraging for Bowdotn
sports enthusiasts. Coach Ed Coombs' courtsters broke into the win ,
column last Wednesday night with a stirring victory over the Univer-
sity of Maine quint, and followed this up by rolling over Bates on
Saturday night, 94-86. Outstanding In the Polar Bear cause was tho
Inspired play of Bob Glover, Ted Kenney, Brud Stover, ftollie Janelle,
and John Kreider, all of whom tallied In double figures. The White
cagers played exceptionally well during the first half of Saturday's
contest and might run wild tonight at Colby.
Bowdoin's swimming team also mad* a big splash this weekend,
when they drubbed the MIT natators by a sound, 56-28 margin. Cap-
tain John Collier, Bob Plourde, Bill Howard, and Hody White all
gathered first place honors against the Engineers, and the Millermen
missed only one first place all afternoon.
This Monday It was announced that the drive to secure student
subscription funds for aid in constructing the arena has hern a soo-




The Bowdoin College freshman
swimming team will take part in
eight dual meets this season.
Coach Bob Miller's team will
see its first action In an Informal
meet against Brunswick High
School on December 15, then will
have no competition until after
the Christmas recess.
Miller's squad is made up al-
most entirely of men who have
never taken part In a swimming
meet before. All told, .more than
twenty freshmen are trying out for
tho team.
Squad members include David
N. Baxter of Madison. George E.
Beggs of Osterville, Mass., John
A. Bird of Rockland, James J-
Brown of Silver Springs, Md., Don-
ald C. Doele of Ridgewood. N. J.,
Gerald L. Epstein of Gloucester,
Mass., Robert F. Garrett ni of
Haddonfleld, N. J., Alan H. Gill
of North Chelmsford, Mass., Da-
vid M. Hunter of Quebec, Cana-
da, David A. ICranes of Belmont,
Mass., Albert W. Lowe of Reading,
Mass.
Also Christopher A. Main of
Harrison, N. Y.. Peter G. McCur-
dy of Lubec. John A, C. McLean
II of Winchester. Mass., John F.
Meeklns of Foxboro, Mass.. Rob-
ert W. Mulligan of Rumford. R I.,
David A. Olsen of Bronxville. N.
Y.. Alvan W. Ramler of Chestnut
Hill, Mass., Brendan J. Teeling of
Salem, Mass., Robert E. Traister





both double-winners, Plourde tak
ing the 150 indhiduaT medley and
the 200 yd. backstroke events, and
Captain Collier the 100 and 50-
jd. freestyle races. ^ -
Collier Wins 50 Freestyle
The meet began with an eight
point spread advantage of Bow-
doin when the 300-yd. medley re-
lay bested the Engineers in a time
of 3:12.6, and it remained in favor
of the Polar Bear* for the rest
of the afternoon. Collier's 50 was
next in which he posted a 251
clocking. Finishing a close second
was his teammate Mike Curtis.
The next event was the closest
at that time and the amount pledired was eiose to 4,000 dollars.
This is as good an Indication as anyone should require of the
students' Interest in not only a hockey rink but In helping the college
to build a much needed arena. The drive ends tonight at 7. SO, and
all those directly concerned with the project feel that the amount
pledged will surpass the proposed quota.
Frosh Stickers Stronjj
Polar Bear blades will cut into the fresh Colby ice tomorrow
night, as the Mayflower Hill puckstcrs lay the cornerstone on their
new rink. Future Bowdoin hockey hopes have risen considerably
through the scrappy performances of several Frosh stickers. Roger
Coe, Tim Whiting, Rod Fisk, Ted Satidquist. Charha Taylor, and other
Frosh stickers combined talents a few nights %go to give the varsity
sextet ar rough evening. Hockey is definitely on the upswing at Bow-
tuck all the way and not far bo
hind was the White's John Towne.
Plourde took the 150 individual
medley next in a fast 1:41.5. Col-
lier's second win followed in a 55.8
clip Hody White, diving, placed
third, Bryson of Tech taking hon-
ors.
Howard Takes 440
Plourde swam his third race in
a matter of not more than an hour
and showing dimly visible signs of
tiring he pushed to a 2:22:3 clock-
ing in his specialty -- the 200-yd.
back. Hody White ?;ave the Polar
Bears five additional points, taking
the 200-yd. breaststroke ahead of
|
fro™ »he Blanket Tax Committee,
Steve Morse. tHoward beat out ,ho Bowdoin Outing Club voted
Kohlman again, this time in the the purchase of some much-needed
so that no one would be really
forced to pay unless he so wished.
Also recognizing the difficulty of
the financial burden on many stu-
dents, the Council has emphasized
pledging of some amount to be
paid over a specified period rather
than cash payment.
Any student who has not yet
contributed and wishea to have his
contribution counted among the
final results may do so by con-l
t ftr* finer hie Qtiwli.n* Pai.haII ~.^ n *
Twenty-six freshmen are cur
rently propping under the guid- 220-yd. freestyle. It was nip and |
ance of coach Frank Sabastean-
ski for the first frosh track meet.
Dick Tuttle leads the squad in
individual performance, being en-
tered in no less than 7 events.
Gene Waters, Kenny Judson, and
Larry Wilkins are each entered
In 4 events. A tentative schedule
starting January 13 has been
drawn up but lacks final approval
of the schools involved. On the
thirteenth, the Polar Cubs play
host to tracksters from Deering
and Portland Highs with the pos-
sibility of Cheverus High also be-
ing included.
Comprising the squad are:
40 Yard Daah: Judson, Parmalee,
Waters, Tuttle, Williams.
600: Waters, Dowling, Fuller,
White, Wilkins.
1000: Berube, Brewster, Snow,
Cogan.
300: Parmalee, Waters, Judson,
Tuttle, Williams, Chandler, Mer-
ritt, Rieger, Wilkins.
Mile: Berube. St. Pierre.
llUth Hurdle*: Tuttle, Merritt,
Bearce.
Low Hunh>*: Tuttle, Merritt,
Judson.
Bight Jump: Tuttle, Chandler,
Waters, Drowne.
Broad Jump: Judson, Wilkins,
Drowne.
Pole Vault: Rieger, Wilkins,
Drowne. . ,
r
Shot Put: Tuttle, Tripp, Berlan-
di, Swierzynski, Adams, Kir-
wood, Powers.
Discus: Tuttle, Tripp, Turner,
Powers, Adams.
So Pound Weights: Adams Swier-
zynski.
doin, and if the proper facilities are available, the l'*ilar Boars may
of the day, Bill Howard just inch- 1 some day become a power in New England hockey.
ing out MXT.'s Kohlman In the I Interclass Meet
Bowdoin's indoor track season started off unofficially Saturday
440-yd. freestyle go. He splashed
the seventeen-and-one-half laps in
5:32. The Polar Bears took the 400-
yd. relay as M.I.T. disqualified;
and without losing a racing event
they could take .their showers with
little dismay.
afternoon with an Interclass meet. The combined Junior-Freshman
squad outpointed the Senior-Sophotnore aggregation, 72-59. Bill Mc-
Williams swept the three weight events as expected and supplied the
bulk oj* the Junior points. Dwight Eaton, another Junior captured
firsts in the broad jump and the 300 yard dash. John Riley broke the
tape in the 40 yard dash, Bob Packard swept the mile and two mile,
and George Paton coasted over the timlxTs to sweep first in both the
highs and the lows.
The outlook for Coach Sabasteanski's- cindermen looks strong.
Their first dual meet will be on January 21 at Utainc.
Outing Club Prepares For Sojourn
stipend B.O.C. will make its first mass pil-
grimage to the slopes on Jan. 8 at
Bridgton. Weather |)emiit ting, this
action will be repeated the follow-
ing weekend. The second semester
will be ushered in by a two-day
trip to Canon Mountain, N. H.,
Feb. 18-19.
With" their increased
equipment at their Wednesday
meeting. A second canoe and pad-
dles will be added to the woods-
men's fleet; a car-top ski carrier
and a new tent will supplement
the organization's winter gear.
President John C Brewer '56,
communicated to the club the sea-
son's weather prospects which were
obtained directly from our local
SW»niTNO
The swimming team opens up at
home on January 7, when they Prophet. Horaces Mulch '04. "Good
compete against Tufts. The fol- **&*' rite through April; blasted
lowing week the natators head for
,
fme weather fer bundlin'." Heart-
Hartford to take on Trinity. I ened by this cheerful outlook, the
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
Merry Christmas
and
A Happy New Year
BOWDOIN CHRISTMAS CARDS
8 Campus Scenes
2 Cards of Each Scene




























The new Arrow Lido shirt has no
top button at the collar; your
necktie alone closes the collar neatly.
And even if jour neck size grows,
the "expandable" collar stays
comfortable. Get yours today—wear
it with a tic tonight—open at the
neck tomorrow. Priced from $5.00.
Outfitters to Bowdoin Men














Flat Tops, Crews LOO '





W YOO AM IN A STtW abost
your plans after graduation,
here are some fncts that H»ay
interest yon.
Right now I here are many
openings in the (iroup In-
surance and (Iroup Pension
department soft ounccticut'
General Life Insurance
Company. As a Group
Sales representative, for
instance, you become an
expert on employee benefit
programs, niul deal wilh top
management of business
ami industry. Orifyouare
more interested in home
office posit ions pertaining to
group insurance, you would
be thoroughly trained for
top-level responsibility as
an urderwriter, actuary, or
personnel supervisor.
Consult your Placement




necticut for further details.
And don't worry about
your military service statas.
If you are hired, and then
called for duty, yom job
will be held for you sa-til
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First of all, a record of Dylan
Thomus' play for voices, Under
Milk Wood, because Sam Goody is
offering it this week at a terrific
reduction; "besides which. I t^ink
it Is the most vibrant and poignant
play since Our Town
vin triste, in lieu of this year's







[Continued from Page 11
2. A book on truth, and the easi- business offices of the colleges
Tabular Breakdown
Tables break the report down
into types of colleges (men's, co-
educational, and women's) and al-
so on the basis of the size of en-
rollment, said Mr. Hokanson. The
est way to achieve it. (Not to
sound blase, this request should
really occupy a full paragraph.)
3. A date with Carol Channing,
who is easily the most dazzling
woman in the world.
4. A letter from Vance Bour-
jnlly. announcing that he has fi-
nished his review of the last
Quill.
f>. An unlimited supply of shav-
ing cream, toothpaste, soap, razor
blades, and all the other inciden-
tals that make weekly finance un-
bearable.
6. The manly restraint not to
cry .when the last of my old girls
walks down the aisle on Decem-
ber 26, * jdo not handle accounting for in-
7. Tickets to The Lark. Tiger (vestments in the business office,
at the Gates. The Chalk Garden. | Mr. Hokanson noted that since the
and A View from the Briclgi' joflicethenhaslessworktodo.it








A California English professor
who majored in Greek at Bowdoin
is the author of Dryden and the
Art of Translation, recently re-
ferred to by the London Times
Literary Supplement as "an able
and Intelligent study."
William Frost, now Associate
Professor of English at Santa Bar-
bara College of the University of J"*
** for use by more than five
California, graduated summa cum hundred colleges
laude from Bowdoin in 1938 with!*™*™ Kenerally
high
Psikoloji: Insan Intibakinin esas-
lari is the title of a book recently
published in Istanbul, Turkey. Its
author is Prof. Norman L. Munn.




honors in "Greek. "lie was I 1 ".' ' Psychotogy: The Fundamen-
elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his tals of Human Adjustment, it is
are strong.
8. A holiday party at which you
don't have to have read Marjorie
Mprningstar or Andersonvllle;
don't have to like John Foster
Dulles; don't have to think Grace
Kelley is an actress; and don't
have to like Martinis.
9. Copywright control of Pet Me,
Papa, which would be immediately
destroyed,
10. The pardon of Mr. Foster,
who is asked, to forgive last year's
junior vear. was Class Day poet.| a,so wi^ .U8e* i"J CO"e«?u *,??
and delivered a Commencement jun.versit.es in Canada. South Af-
part. He was editor-in-chief of the Hca New Zealand. Australia, and
report covers the year ending June Bowdoin Orient Great Britain - A new edition will
30, 1954.
,
Dryden and the Art of Transla- so°" appear Jf ^"E* v. ,
This is a more useful compari-
,;<>„, which ^ out of jYosfs Professor Murm s Psychology is
son thanW that has been avail- doctoral dissertation at Yale Uni- ?nc ' °., thc l.best sflling ***** in
able before, Mr. Hokanson pointed versity. was published as Number
'
i,s fie,d\ U ™s made ,,s au,hor *"
out. Still it -cannot be accurately A2» in the Yale Studies in English, I internationally known figure in
used for comparison on all counts Which as the Times Literary Supp tnC wor,d of Psychology. For some
because there still exist areas
; lement sa ..navc ^n ^ari ;>^a« the English vers^ of the
which are of necessity not com-' at intorva]s for morP than half a I book has been used m Turkey. So
pletely comparable. Mr. Hokanson CPnturv
cited one example of such a casej p,. prost nas a js0
when he noted that many colleges Solectcd Works f John "Dryden lion '
(1953) and was editor of two
volumes and co-editor of a third
| in the series entitled English Mas-
,
terpieccs. An Anthology of Ima-
;ginative Literature from Chaucer
.which handles investments in ad-
dition to its other work.
Work Remaining '
A major part of the work in
volved in deriving full benefit from'
the Pilot Cost Study still remains.;
Mr. Hokanson revealed. What this
|
work involves is analyzing the da-
1
ta that has been collected. Mr.





[Continued from Page /]
the Turkish government asked if
edited the I
if could arranSe for a Turkish edi-
'
It .
Houghton Mifflin Company in Bos
ton, the original publishers, and
Franklin Publications in New
York. Professor Munn agreed to
forego the customary royalties. He
now has on his shelves Volume I
of a book he cannot read although
he wrote it ! Volume II is expected
off the presses in Turkey soon.
Library
[Continued from Page 1]
Hokanson said that such an analy-| bv ,hp Citizenship Clearing House
sis will probably indicate areas of of which Mr. Vose is chairman for. suitable lights on a bank which
"Planning and zoning in 1955 has
become a profound necessity for
Maine communities," according to
a College bulletin issued by the
Bureau for Research in Municipal
Government. Emeritus Professor
Orren C. Hormell is the author of
the new study, entitled "Planning
and Zoning for Maine Municipali-
ties."
Recognizing that "planning in-
evitably costs something," Profes-
sor Hormell contends that "the
initial cost is slight in comparison
to the later loss of comfort, con-
venience and economic values or
the heavy financial drain required
to correct mistakes." The purpose
of the new bulletin is to provide
information for local government
officials and Interested citizens re-
garding proper and effective pro-
cedures for pl»nning and zoning.
Dr. Hormell retired in 1952 after
forty years on the College facul-
ty. He is now DeAlva Stanwood
Alexander Professor of Govern-
ment, Emeritus.
He has written a number of stu-
dies on Maine state and local gov-
ernment and his advocacy of the
manager system for Maine commu-
nities. In 1940, Professor Hor-
mell, with Dr. Roy H. Owsley,
wrote a "Zoning Manual for Maine
Towns." The bulletin issued to-
day supplements this study and is
reprinted from the 1955 Maine Mu-
nicipal Yearbook.
Copies of "Planning and Zoning
i>r Maine Municipalities" are avail-
able without charge at the Bureau
for Research in Municipal Govern-
ment, Hubbard Hall.
Saar Problem . .
.
[Continuta from rage /]
paragraphs which were left to fu-
ture development.
The two countries had agreed
more to general good principles
than to exact settlements which
paradoxically is in diplomatic ne-
gotiation always a sign of disa-
greement and mental reservations.
The German nationalists said
that the statute is a final cUt off No dou-bt therc arc somc -
StronK
Messiah
[Continued from Page 1)
derstanding, excellent pitch (al-
though at one point the cello
came awfully close to making such
a thing impossible I. and pleasing,
well-placed tones. His top range is
still strained and his stage manner
is a hit too familiar for comfort,
but in other respect* he shows
strong signs of becoming a real
musician, _. —'
Potter, although having some
trouble with timing was
spending here at the College which
will deserve some attention. He
noted that on a cursory checking
of the data, this seemed to be the
case. •
The problem remaining is to see
why the College either spends
more or less than the average for
ilso ill! lower
good form. His voice is a beauti-
ful one and he uses it especially
well in the flowing lines of the
Handel style. It is pleasant to see
somooiie-so happily at home in the
top range, and in a year's time
the very bottom of the register has
taken on greater color and
strength. In all of his solos
particularly notable being The
trumpet shall sound he display-
ed remarkable pitch, rich tones
and an awareness to the text. It
was unfortunate thpt the audio
system could not have' been man-
aged a bit more smoothly.
Pleasing Contralto
Mrs. Main has a contralto voice lone of 17 such groups which the
of pleasing quality but on Satur- 1 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
day evening she had a tendency jis lending to various institutions
to flat and it was often hard to
| located in 16 states throughout the
hear her in the piano passages.
;
country. These exhibitions are sent
Mrs. Shepard has strong voice,
j
out in accordance with the plan of
hpt it is of a plain almost harsh
;
the Trustees of the Guggenheim
quality, and on the high notes the
j Foundation to maintain a program
Maine.
j
was being demolished in New York.
Kviunpi.- Sub-< oiumitter i They obtained these lights, and
The Agricultural group was of I 'hey have been shipped to Bruns-
interest because the last Demo- wick, in crates weighing 1.300
cratic platform did not contain any pounds. It is. estimated that the
plank on this subject. The twojl'Khts themselves weigh approxi-
College students met with six dairy I mately 500 pounds apiece. Tne Col-
farmers and a blueberry farmer. ' lcRe obtained these lights at the ex-
roughly the same function. This The problems that * the farmers | pense of paying for their shipping,
has not progressed too far yet, ac- face were brought out, and the so- ; Whether they will be placed on the
cording to Mr. Hokanson. |lutions one farmer could suggest ' library or some other college build-
Redurtng Expense I to another were recorded. On the! »ng is not quite certain yet, but it
Mr. Hokanson concluded by not- basis of the suggestions, concrete
j
Is hoped that they will be installed
ing that most people think in only I proposals were made to the com-
j
before Ivy.
one direction when faced with the mittee of the whole. • Reading Room
problem of colleges operating at a Proposals made at this meeting' If study conditions become more
deficit, and that is^towards raising will be presented to a number Uf I praaainf, Mr. Boyer plans to move
the tuition. Anomer way is to [ Maine citizens in questionnaire! 'he. reserve desk out from the
the expenses, he said, and (form. The remit! of the survey | reading room into the hall and
have one long desk which would
extend across most of the main
hall. The catalogues would be mov-
ed toward the front door, thereby
utilizing more of the space in the
large hall.
This arrangement would add
seating space for about 48 more
students in the main reading room
which now seats 80. Such a move
might be necessary if the stacks
which are now open, should be
barred to student use.
The map room also may be eon-
j
verted into a study area with the
maps stored elsewhere. Although
it would seem that much space Is
being wasted on the second floor,
library officials said that the plac-
ing of more books on that floor is
prohibited by the danger of col-
lapse, due to inadequate structural
support
this report may afford the way to will be thrashed out and a plat-
start on this.
.
'form arrived St in February.
New York Museum Loans
Pictures To Walker Art
College Museum of Fine Arts
has received a group of paintings
on extended loan from the Solo-
mon R. Guggenheim Museum in
New York, according to Philip C.
Beam, Professor Art and Director
of the Museum.
The paintings which have been
loaned to the College make up
tones were shrill and strained. The
piano passages of I know that my
Redeemer llvet-h were greatly
rnlaaed,
James Kushner '.">? was hit eom-
,
pet cut self in the .trumpet part'
and David Holmes offered distin-
guished playing on the keyboard,
as <;id Roberi Bcckwith on the
ley, and Feke." and the famous
likenesses of Presidents James Ma-
dison and Thomas Jefferson paint-
ed by Gilbert Stuart on the order
of the Honorable James Bowdoin
HI.
FROSH DEBATE
Two freshmen won five consecu-
tive victories in the annual Univer-
sity of Vermont Debate Tourna-
ment held in Burlington recently.
They are Richard E. Morgan '59,




The birth of a new student act-
ivity was officially recorded at
Monday's meeting .when the Stu-
dent Council recognized 'The
Manuscript" as a legitimate cam-
pus activity.
The recently organized "Manu-
script'* is a creative writing club
open to any sfudent provided he
is "reasonably productive" and
shows enough interest to at-
tend meetings fairly regularly.
Each member will read his
work before the group and benefit
(rum intra-group criticism and
comment. "The Manuscript" plans
to subscribe to several literary
magazines for the benefit of the
members, the magazines to be
turned over to the library at thc] si°ns. France and Germany, never-
ehd of each year, and also plans, theless. ratified the agreement
to sponsor one or two lectures; and the parliaments consented
yearly by outstanding men in the ***» a small margin. As a German
creative writing field. and European I would have con-
Officers of the new society for sented too, but not whole-hearr-
this year are. president, J. Steward jedjy and only in consideration of
LaCasce '56; vice-president. Don- ''he circumstances involved
aid A. Perkins '58; secrctary-trcas-| But how did the population of
urer, Robley C. Wilson '52. Ithe Saar feel itself? It was not
Bugle Editor Walter G. Guns asked to work out the new status;
'57 appeared before the Council lit could only sav Yes or No.
to
countries, and especially France,
had stopped. Here resentful emo-
tions began to play a part.
This understanding feeling was
capitalized on and utilized by a
nationalist argumentation. A grow-
ing of new German Nazism? This
would be a complete and fateful
misunderstanding of the situation.
from Germany, according to the
sentence: "C'est le provisoire qui
dure." They just did not trust
France.
The argument of Adenauer's
coalition — the Free Democrats
excluded — was that the agree-
ment was not permanent.
The French nationalists were on
the other hand greatly upset that
France had made some conces-
natlonalists, but the fact of their
emerging into the public was only
made possible by the feeling of
the "man on the street." The ad-
vocates of the new status did not
succeed In separating the good aim
from certain injustices, or, to put
it in other words, concessions in
political freedorh. free speech, end
of sequestration'etc. came too late.
Thus, it came to the two-third
rejection. Paris and Bonn must
acknowledge it. The USA and
Great Britain have retired to a
cautious neutral position. The
treaties of Paris remain unchang-
ed. Since freedom is uncorked in
Saarbrucken and German-orien-
tated parties have shaken the very
foundations of the Hoffmann ad-
minstration, or return to the old
status at the Saar seems impossi-
ble. The election of a new parlia-
ment (Landtag) on December 18,
clarify and explain certain I When I had the chance to stay 1955 will reflect the new situation.
changes in format which are plan- j for some days in Saarbrucken, in
ned, some of which also apply to
[
March 1954, I had the impression
last year's Bugle, which has not
, that about 60 or"70 per cent back-
been printed yet. jed a European formula. Coal of
Also at this Monday's meeting.
|
the Saar and the iron ore of Lor-
President David L. Tamminen up- raine fit together, and French and
pointed a two-man committee, Al- Saar interests meet here half way.
bert R. Marshall '36 and E. B.;But the Saar also widely links
Clark '56, to investigate the sug-lwith Germany, from which it has
gestion of Placement Director been accustomed to import many
Samuel A. Ladd Jr., that a Career) manufactured goods now partly
Day be instituted here. blocked by the French tariff.
Fraternity Debate Contest
For Mitchell Trophy Begun
The twelve fraternities and the
Independents have been competing
for the Wilmot Brookings Mitchell
Debating Trophy now held by Beta
Theta -Pi since Nov. 16.
The first debate matched the
ARU'S and the Zetes on Nov. 16.
Warren H. Greene '56 and Morton
L. Price '56 represented the ARU's
and Vincent S. Villard '57 and
R. Wendell Goodwin '56 were the
Zete debaters. The subject was
"Resolved: That the honor system
should be adopted at Bowdoin."
The ARU's won the match.
Delta Sigs David R. Manyan '58
and J..Glen Howard '59 met Dekes
George F. Rowland '57 and Alfred
E. Schretter '59 debating the sub-
ject "Resolved: That Bowdoin's
$10 fine for cutting days before
vacation represents an unsound
educational policy." The Dekes
were the victors in this debate,
held Nov. 30.
Saar Vote .
Then this year the so-called
"European" agreement was pre-
sented for a refeVendum, the po-
sition of the pro-Europeans nt the
I
Saar was made harder. They
Maynard A. Seelye '56 and Rob- 'should say Yes to an pnclarified
ctt E. St. Pierre '59 debating for
the Independents challenged Clyde
L. Pingree '58 and John K. Mac-
Kay '56 representing Kappa Sig-
ma. The Kappa Sigs successfully
defended their position on the sub-
ject "Resolved: That the Federal
Government should on the basis
of need and ability grant national
scholarships to secondary school
students for advanced study."
statute for a good goal.
This is very well characterized
by a cartoon showing the German
Michel standing on a diving-tower
before ah empty swimming pool.
Marianne is standing by and say-
ing: "You may dive, the water will
come later."
Meanwhile the Saar was asked
to march forward where other
Brunswick Esso Servicenter
ON' PORTLAND ROAD Jl'ST BEFORE GOLF COURSE
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Gas, Oil and Service
Dial PA 9-9357
United Europe
What will be future develop-
ment? Thiee things can be said.
Paris and Bonn will first, nego-
tiate. To propagate a true Europ-
ean solution only has a basis if,
after the elections in France, the
Kuropean integration gets new
impulses. A second possible solu-
tion is a rapprochement of the
Saar to Germany whereby the ec-
onomic interests of France and the
Saar will bo fully i-ecognizcd. I-ast
but not least it must be said the
Saar is still less a real problem
than a symptom of
.
Franco-Ger-
man relations. Since we are living
in the area of "Competitive Coex-
istence," our attention should
never be diverted from the crea-
tion of the "United States of
Europe." a positive social and po-
litical idea which. In my mind, is
for Europe the only answer to the
challenge, out of the past!
of long-term loans to centers
where paintings of the type featur-
ed are not commonly available to]
the public.
j
The paintings will he placed on I
exhibition at the Walker Art t
Building during the first week of
January. Included are works by
Chagall, do Chirico, Kandinsky,
Maholy-Nagy, andharpsichord. The whole perform- i Klee, Marc,
anco was under the guiding hand i Xceron.
of Professor Tlllotaon and he once
j
The Art Building contains sev-
again Interpreted the Handel core] era] notable collections, especially
With warmth and feeling. Enthu- the Colonial and early Federal por-
siast e reception greeted this




doin family. These include an out-
"afT-ctionatcly dedicated" to Edith standing group of paintings by
Lansing Koon Sills. L.H.D. I Badger. Smibert, Blackburn, Cop-
Brunswick Coal & Lumber Co
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Last year's Bugle should be
ready for distribution to students
in February, according to Walter
G. Cans, editor of this year's
Bugle.
However, parts of the yearbook
were cut out, a cheaper grade of
paper was used and it was hound
in' a less expensive semi-stiff cov-
er. Sections which have been cut
out are the faculty and candid pic-
tures.
Increased Price '
Gans said that such action was
n«-essary because the publishers
have raised their price by $885.
This increase in price came as a
result of their having to keep the
Bugle on their Inventories for an
additional year, Gans stated.
Gans pointed out that the fail-
ure of meeting last year's publica-
tion date has placed this year's
business staff in a difficult posi-
tion. Advertisers in the 1934-35
Bugle have not paid their bills
because of a clause in 1he adver-
tising contracts which states that
bills are to be paid on receipt of
a Bugle copy. This year's adver-
tisers are naturally reticent about
risking committments, not having
seen last year's book.
No Addition* Planned
No additions are planned for
this year's Bugle. Gans had hoped
to put pictures of the graduating
seniors on the page opposite their
fraternity group pictures. How-
ever, because of conflicting dead-
lines on, fraternity group pictures
and senior portraits, it will not
be possible to do this. According
to Gans, the yearbook is printed
in 16-page sections and all of the
senior portraits and fraternity
group pictures would have had to
have been in at the same time.
Deadline* Being Met
All editorial deadlines for this
year's Bugle are being met on
time, said Gans, but the March 1
deadline for the entire yearhook
will be hard to meet. The delay of
last year's Bugle has hampered
the business staff in getting ad-
vertisements. However, Gans is
quite sure that this year's Bugle
will be out on time.
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Sighted moving toward Hubbard Hall during the past week's preview
of the monsoon season, this piece .of ice was reported to have broken
from a larger block located eaat of the Piekard Theater. Ki-c-nt rain
falling on snow created many surli hazards for those who decided to
risk travelling to classes.
Hart's 'Light Up The Sky'
Chosen For House Parties
By (ieorge A. Smart Jr. "57
Moss Hart's gay comedy. Light Up the Sky, has been chosen ;is
the Winter House Party play by the Masque and Gown organization.
First produced on Broadway in
1948 with a bright cast that in-
cluded Glenn Anders, Audrey-
Christie, Phyllis Povah, and Sam
Lovene, the play gives a view of
I some of the problems and situa-
I t ions involved in a pre-Broadway
"How do life scientists carry on; '«'". especially when it opens in
their studies outdoors? What do Boston. Light Up the Sky will be
they see and learn?- Of what ] given three performances in the
value is their effort to man's wel- 1 Piekard Theater, on Feb. 9, 10
fare?" These wore the questions and 13.
raised and answered by Dr. Olin
S. Pettingill Jr. as he delivered the
1956 Mayhew Bird Lecture here
last Thui-sday evening.
Answering these questions and! well-remembered for 'her"many
many others, Dr. Pettingill showed
|
stagc ^,los inclu(lirig portia nnd
colored movies of scientists at , Ule motnor in ry^ov with A
n
„cls




The George I. Alden Trust of
Worcester, Mass., has established
a $20,000 scholarship fund at the
College in memory of the late
Wayne Sibley. It will provide more
than full tuition for its holder.
Income from this new fund will
be assigned as a scholarship each
year to a student selected on the
basis of "character, personality,
and all-around ability"' In award-
ing the scholarship, preference will
be given to qualified students from,
Worcester County.
Mr. Sibley was for nearly 25!
years a lawyer in Worcester,
where he was a member of the firm,
Sibley, Blair & Mountain. A na-j
tive of that city, he prepared for'
college at North High School and
Cushing Academy. At Bowdoin he,
pitched on the vai-sity baseball
team and following graduation in
1926 entered Boston University
Law School. In 1929 he received




The cast will bring some fami-
liar and some new faces to Bruns-
wick audiences. Nancy McKeen
CLUB ELECTS KIM
The newly' organised Camera
Club has elected Jimmy Kim '37
as president and Harry G. Carpen-
ter '37 as secretary. The Faculty
Advisor is Sgt. DiVenere of the
Military Science Department.
Meetings are planned for every
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Adams 102.
The meetings, open to all inter-
OSted undergraduates, will center
around discussions of various as-
I>ccts of photography. The meeting
tonight will be concerned with de-
veloping, types of equipment and
procedures used.
The Club will hold displays in
the Moulton Union. There will also
be cash prizes for the best photos
til contests planned for the future.
Secretary Carpenter has urged
that no one need bo a professional
to join and further his interest in
photography.
serious enemy of game and com
mercial fish in the Great Lakes
basin, was shown being tracked
down by icthyologists. Plant eco-
logists recorded the "action" of
a "live" sand dune; limnologists
mapped a lake bottom; parasitolo-
gists studied the causes of ".swim-
mer's itch," the scourge of sum-
mer bathers.
Demonstrates Methods
Dr. Pettingill also demonstrated
ways of collecting insects, mark-
ing snakes, banding bats, census-
ing birds, and other study methods,
as he spoke on "Tip o' the Mit-
ten," the northern tip of the mit-
ten-shaped lower peninsula of
Michigan with its forests, bogs,
marshes, lakes, streams, ar.d farm-
lands, where th" University of
Michigan Biological Station is lo-
cated.
A graduate of Bowdoin in the
Class of 1930, Dr. Pettingill is a
nationally known ornithologist and
wildlife photographer. Many of
his films have been used in making
such Walt Disney movies as "Na-
ture's Half Acre." Recognized as
the outstanding authority on the
American woodcock, he drove from
Texas to northern Canada with
his wife in 1946. following' the al-
most extinct whooping crane.
Since 1939 Dr. Pettingill has
lectured to nearly/a million people
in the United States and Canada.
To obtain the pictures which he
uses In his lectures he has traveled
one hundred and twenty-five thou
sand miles and has exposed over
thirty -five miles of film. Kor many
years a member of the faculty at
Carleton College in Minnesota, he





The Bowdoin College Travelling
Print Collection is now available
to be sent without charge to cul-
tural and educational institutions
and groups throughout Northern
New England for free public ex-
hibition, according to Prof. Philip
C. Beam.
The Travelling Print Collection
consists of two hundred matted
and framedp^tchings, engravings,
mezzotints, and other printed pic-
tures, For practical purposes it
has been divided into four groups
of fifty prints each, contained in
special boxes.
All of the expenses involved in
the shipping, insuring, and hand-
ling of th'e prints will l>e paid by
the College. S|*>nsoring institu-
tions will furnish only \\\- exhi-
bition space, which does not need
to be elaborate. A chool corridor
or library room will, if necessary,
be sufficient.
Each of the prints Jias been
thoroughly identified and describ-
ed in detail on an accompanying
label, containing pertinent ai-tistic.
technical, and historical informa-
tion.
Four Group-
Normally each exhibitor will
display one of the four groups in
the Travelling Print Collection
for about a month. However, ar-
rangements for the display of two
or even all four of the groups at
one time can bo made under spe-
cial circumstances.
The Print Collection is available
for exhibition throughout the en-
tire year. Requests for its loan
will bo filled, whenever possible,
in the order of their arrival and
according to any preferences ex-
pressed. However, because the
project aims at serving a large
number of communities, consider-
able latitude must bo expected in
the sotting of exact dates. Exhibit-
ors are asked to accept any of
the four sections which may be as-
signed' to them. Each section con-
tains a balanced and varied selec-
tion of subjects.
The Collection is under the *"-
porvi.sion of the Director and staff
of the Bowdoin College Museum
of Fine Arts in the Walker Art
Building. All inquiries and cor-
respondence should be sent to the
Director, Prof. Philip C. Beam.
In making the announcement.
Professor Beam stated "Bowdoin
is very happy to offer this print
collection to the people of nor-
thern New England. We hope that
\Plra\r Turn To I'n-r /J
will be seen as Miss Lowell. Don-
ald A. Perkins '58, who recently
delighted audiences as RatclifTc in
the Billy Budd production, will
play Carleton Fitzgerald.
Making her bow with the Mas-
que and Gown players wilj be An-
etfa Cotie In the role of Frances
Black. Katherine Daggett, whose
many appearances include those In
Jezebel, Richard III and Boy With
a Curt, will play Stella Living-
ston. Roderick G. Foreman '59,
winner of this year's Alexander
Prize Speaking Contest, will be
Peter Sloan. Norman L. Levy '57,
seen last year in Thor with Angels,
will play Sidney Black. In the role
of the young actress, Irene Liv-
ingston, will be Irene Gamache.
Others In Cast
Herbert A. MUler '57, who has
been seen in such productions as
Thor with Angela, While the Cat's
Away and Billy Budd will essay
the hole of Tyler Ray burn. Otho
E. Eskiii '56, will play the role of
( Iwen Turner, and Kyle M. Phillips
Jr. '66; that of Sveh. Others in the
cast are Allison H. Roulston '57,
and James W. Dewsnap '57 as the
two Shrinors, Curtis H. Stiles '56,
as William H. Gallegher and Wal-
lace W. Rich '56, as a plainclothes-
man.
William Bceson 111 '56, will di-
rect the production. Sets are to
be designed by Ray Rutan, and the
stage manager's job will be han-
dled by Robert L. Gustafson '57.
The play, which achieved- great
popularity on Broadway and has
since enjoyed numerous produc-
tions with summer stock and ama-
teur groups, promises to be a
happy occasion during the House-
party Festivities.
One-Acts
Director Bay Rutan announces
that the date for final sub-
inntence of one-act play scripts
has been set ahead. Three copies
of the script are to be submitted
to Mr. Rutan's office under a false
name, with real name in an «*•
\ elope, not later than Jan. 18. The
script judges will be Mrs. Stuart
Colie and Professors Barnard and
Minnt; production judges will be
Mrs. William Whiteside and Pro-
fessors Coxc and Benjamin. A -925
prize goes to the author of the
winning play; $15 will be the sec-
ond prize. A check of $10 goes to
the best actor.
Di<M on Tithing Trip
Mr. Sibley died on September
26, 1953, while on a fishing trip
near Quebec City, Canada, with hbl
brother Paul who graduated from,
the college in 1925. A nephew,
Paul II. Sibley, is now a sopho-
more here.
President Coles, expressing
thanks for the grant, stated, "So'
often we think of scholarships as
established by or in memory of
outstanding ,or unusual men. or
men who have achieved some un-
usual distinction. Fortunately,
more of us are just plain, ordin




Dr. Howard Thurman, an out-
standing leader in the field of
religion today, will speak at the
Sunday chapel service on Sunday
Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the
President at Bowdoin, has an-
nounced.
Dr. Thurman is Professor of
Spiritual Disciplines and Resources
in the Boston University Schooi
of Theology, where he has been
since 1953. Also Dean of the
Chapel there, he has lectured and
preached in well over two hundred
American and Canadian institu-
tions, in 1948 ho was the Ameri-
can lecturer for the Biennial Con
vocation of the United Church of
Canada.
From 1943 to 1953 Dr. Thurman
was engaged In organizing and de-
veloping a unique church, the
Church for the Fellowship ot all
Peoples, which is an Interracial,
Intercultural, and non-sectarian
venture in religious fellowship and
"""'V'" "' '". '^experience. From a small group
entered the law firm. A member. „.' Qn , ,. , ,
< r. • it -•! -c , l. ... °f -1() persons, the membership
of Psi Upsilon Fraternity, he was
a trustee of the Alden Trust.
President Says That Student IHockev Drive
Orive Is Greatly Appreciated Clears $5,814
Toward Goal
grow to over 300, Including Cau-
casians, Negroes, Japanese, Chin-
ese, and Latin Americans. In ad-
dition, there are today more than
1000 membera-at-iarge living in
more than a half a dozen countries
as well as in the United States.
Previous to this venture he had
been Professor of Systematic
Theology and Dean of the Chapel
at Howard University. He has al-
so taught at Morehouse and Spell-
man Colleges in Atlanta. Ga.
He is the author of several wide-
ly read books, including The
Greatest of These, Deep River,
Meditations for Apostles of Sensi-
tiveness. The Negro Spiritual
Speaks of Life and Death, Jesus
probably more like most of us and the Disinherited, and Deep Is
than we are ourselves. He carried
into his own life not exceptional
ability or achievement, but rather
those very things which every
student, good or poor, leader or
follower, outstanding or not, can
take from Bowdoin College.
"Wayne Sibley provided In his
life a model not uniquely for the
' exceptional student, but a model






Following is a statement issued by President Coles in Chapel
on Jan. 3:
"At the end of each calendar year the College receives many
year-end gifts. These may vary in amount from a few hundred
dollars to many thousands of dollars. This has been true within
the past few weeks.
"Of these gifts received by the College most impressive to me
personally has been that of you men who are students, through
your subscriptions in the student campaign for funds for the new-
hockey rink. Combined with previous student gifts, the total
amount which Bowdoin students have subscribed or pledged to
the hockey rink is now over $6,000. On behalf of the College I
want, to thank each and every one of you who has contributed or
pledged, and particularly to thank and commend those students
who wore responsible for organizing and carrying out this cam-
paign. It has been a good job well done.
"As of the end of 1955, the hockey fund totalled approximately
$165,000. There is still a long way to go. but I know that we will
reach the goal in some manner or other, and it is my own hope
and expectation that before the year 1956 runs out, students and
faculty alike will be enjoying this much needed athletic facility."
Geoghegan Delivers Lecture
On Theological Viewpoints
By Fate* F. Ua*» '37
William D. Geoghegan, Assistant Professor Of Religion, delivered
the second in a series of faculty lectures sponsored by the Student
Curriculum Committee yesterday evening in tho Moulton Union Lounge.
The lecture, titled Some Aspects
of Christian Theology, centered
around throe main topics: the na-
ture of Christian theology in the
West, significant illustrations in
the thought of St. Augustine, nnd
recent developments In modern
Protestant theology.
Defining theology as "the art of
participating knowlegably in the
Divine Life," and making sense of
religious experiences, Dr. Geoghe-
gan contrasted natural or philo-
sophical theology with divine or
dogmatic theology.
To the former of those groups,
Prof. To Speak
On Kent Island
Prof. Charles K. Huntington will
speak on "Kent Island" tomorrow
at 8:15 p.m., according to John
C. Brewer '56. President of the
Outing Club, which will sponsor
the talk.
Mr, Huntington is Assistant
Professor of Biology and also Di-
rector of the Bowdoin Scientific
Station at Kent Island in the Bay
belong St. Thomas Acquinas and of Fundy, New Brunswick, Canada.
St. Augustine. Acquinas, trying toj This adjunct to the scientific re-
prove the necessity of a God that: sources of the College was given
is supreme, developed a five-part I in 1935 by Mr. John S. Rockefeller
proof based on tho philosophical
. of New York City. It contains apJames M. Moulton, Assistant
Professor of Biology, has boor&i y .
"""-contradiction. Dog-
j
proximately one hundred and fifty
awarded a grant of $300 from the
Faculty Research Fund to aid in
his research on the genera] prob-
lem of the relation of soUnd to





College students .have pledged
$5,814.19 toward the construction
of a covered, refrigerated hockej,
rink, according to Dean Nathaniel
C. Kendrick.
This sum. raised in a sort of
"Operation Snowball." brought
undergraduate contributions for
the rink to a total <>[ 96218 19,
With the announcement thai the
undergraduates in one week had
raised more than $5800 for the
hockey rink, a droitm came true
for Peter J. Rigby oti and Paul S,
Doherty '56.
Rigby and Ooherty are eb-cap-
tains of this year's varsity hockey
team. Which has been forced to
call St. Dotn's Arena in I.ewislon
its "homo" for the season. The
two of them bad 4*or months been
trying to come up with some plan
which would demonstrate how
much the student IkhIs nt the
College really wanted the hockey
rink which Bdwttofti had hoped to
have readv for this winter.
,
Iloth the estimated goals and
the totals ot contribution's in
the following tabulation' are
only very roughly approximate:
Class (ionl Contribution





Finally they did come up With
plan. They carried it to Vice
matical and doctrinal theology cen- acres and several buildings and is President Bela W. Norton, who
toting around the mysteries of
, the home of thousands of sea birds. ' is in charge of the College devel-
Debaters Ready
Farming Topic
* tTie biology of fish
During the past fall Professor
Moulton worked at Boothbay Har-
bor as his teaching duties at tho
college permitted and made many
recordings of underwater sounds.
His research has involved record-
ing the mechanical sounds of
crabs, lobsters, herring, horseshoe
crabs and other Inhabitants of the
sea. The grant from tho Faculty
Research Fund has been used In




J. Arthur Rank's Against the
Wind will be the feature movie
this Saturday night, the Student
Union Committee has announced.
As usual, there will h«> two
showings in Smith Auditorium,
one at 6:30 p.m. and another at
8:30 p.m.
Jack Warner and Robert Beatty
star in this production, which tells
the story of the British Intelli-
gence Corps activities during
World War II.
Trials for the Bradbury Prize
in debating will be hold tomor-
row night at 8:15 p.m. in 107 Sills
Hall, according to Prof. Albert R.
Thayer.
Members of the three up]>er] assist in 'this research,
classes are eligible to try out 1 [nvlted to Bahamas
for the contest, which has an $80
j
Dr. Moulton has been invited to
prize. • 'carry on hi; Investigations a! fhc
The topic is "Resolved, that Lei nor Marine Laboratory at Ri-
there should be guaranteed annual
! mini Island in the Bahamas next
wages for non-agricultural indus- June, July.- and August. In each
tries." Students are required" to of the past two summers he has
present a five-minute constructive been granted a Research Fellow-
case on some aspect of either! ship of $600 by the Woods Hole
side of the quesion and should be
j
Oeoanographic Institution in Mas-
j
prepared for a short extempore I sachuset ts. where ho has recent-
rebuttal,
i \y been elected an Associate in
Professor Thayer will be in ' is I Marine Biology.
office, 166 Sills, to discuss 10
j
At Woods Hole this year Profes-
competition with interested n n. sor Moulton built a hydrophone
Tho finals of the Bradbu.-y
j
and an amplifier, both of which
Prize Debate will be hold in Smith.
| he has been using as he listens
Auditorium on Feb. 23 at 8:15
1 to fish. His interest in the part
P-m I [Plrase Turn To rage 1\
Prof. William Flash To Lecture
On Public Health At Harvard U.
Assistant Professor William S.
Flash has accepted an offer by the
Harvard'University School of Pub-
lic Health as a lecturer in Public
Administration. /
Professor Flash will start a year
and a half term beginning this
February'. The job will involve
"teaching, field studies and admin-
istrative duties."
Professor Flash commented that
the offer "provides the opportunitv
for me to pursue a special field
which I began with my doctorate
dissertation. I've enjoyed and ap-
preciated being at Bowdoin and
hate to leave, but I just don't think
I can turn this opportunity down."
Hnrvard Graduate
Graduating from Exeter in 1940,
Professor Flash had been in adverr
Using less than a year when the
Army called. In 1946 he went from
the Army to Harvard where he
graduated with the class of '48.
From 1948-50 he did graduate
work at the Harvard School of
Public Administration, serving on
the staff of the Little Hoover Com-
mission in Massachusetts at the
same time.
A Fullbright grant permitted
Professor Flash to study the na-
tional Health Service in England
at the London School of* Economics
During the academic year 1951-52
he was a teaching fellow and un-
dergraduate tutor at Harvard. In




Extensive Title* < opment program. With'the unani-
Kent Island is especially attrac- mous approval and willing trssis-
i tive to students of ornithology l»- tanco of the Student Council and
Augustine, appearing at a sig- cause the extensive tides in the fhc presidents or the fraternities,
niticant time in history, was a noo- Bay of Fundy provide excellent details of the scheme were worked
Platonist. Desiring to know two conditions for the study of marine .out. Tho response of the under-
things, God and his own soul, Au
gustine employed a method of in
trospective analysis of knowledge
to prove his own existence and
then his doctrine of God that has
become vital to western theology.
Augustine reasoned that the denier
of an all-powerful God must have
a mental concept. If total power
is granted to this concept, then ex-
istence must logically follow.
Augustine's concept of an all-
powerful,God that is One has had
a renewed impact In recent theo-
logy. Dr. Geoghegan criticized,
however, the Augustinian theory
that Original Sin is passed down
from Adam. Regarding Adam as
part of myth, Dr. Geoghegan de-
fined Original Sin as rather a'per-
vasiv, sin. He observed that no
part of human nature is exempt
from contamination of man's self-
esteem.
Philosophical (irowth
Dr. GPoghogan noted, that theo-
logians such as Calvin and Luther
were fundamentally Augustinian.
He then pointed to several eon-
temporary thinkers, such as Har-
vard's Paul Tillich, who are re-
luming to the Augustinian way of
thought by philosophically consid-
ering such valid questions as the
nature ol reality and being.
Dr. Geoghegan concluded by not-
ing the dose relationship between
theology and non-theological
spheres of Identity. The use of
philosophical methods in theology
is increasing. Tracing the growth
of science from philosophy, and
philosophy from theology, he
showed that there can bo no real





1952 he was admit tccfto the Bow-
dain faculty. •%
On campus. Professor Flash
has been faculty advisor for the
Delta Sigma fraternity.
The future is. at present, indefi-
nite. With the additional specializ-
ed experience. Professor Flash
would like to return to teaching, or
perhaps go on to more schooling in
Europe!
The Fight For Peace a movie
by Hendrik Willem Van Loon,
will bo shown in Smith Auditor-
ium under the auspices of the
History Club on Tuesday, Jan*. 17.
There will be a 7 p.m. showing
for history and government ma-
jors only, with Profs. Athern P.
Daggett and E. C. Helmreieh com-
menting at the end. At 9 p.m.
there will 1k> a showing for the
general public.
This film, which was endorsed
by the late Albert Einstein and.
the late Thomas Mann, is a survey
of world history from Versailles to
Munich showing the- break down
of international law and" the
growth of the aggressor nations.
Included in the film are the
1917 events in Russia rare films
of Lenin and Trotsky, ottrly films
of Stalin in Rassia, the bombing
of Shanghai, the invasion of
Ethiopia and the Spanish Civil
War.
biology. 'No formal courses are < graduates brought In more than
offered at the Scientific Station. $5800 by the time the Christmas,
but undergraduates are encouraged recess began. Approximately 90
to select problems for investigation per cent of the student Imdy con-
there during- tho summer and to tributed.
conduct field work on their own Bowdoin has constructed no ia-
iiutiative with the advice and as- door athletic facilities since (he
sistance of the Department of Bio- ! gymnasium and cage were built in
logy. - 1912. That project took several
Professor Huntington is engaged years for completion because
in a research project at Kent alumni felt and said. "This is a
Island in relation to Leach's petrel, young man's enterprise; let' tho
a sea bird which nests in burrows young fellows show whether or
on outer Islands, Next summer fu\ not they '.van! it." unaiienged •:
will return to the Scientific Sta- this way. the students m April ol
tion to continue his research on 1911 held a rally. Over $9000 was
tho petrel and perhaps on the her- pledged, and the faculty declared
ring gull. the next Saturday a holida>
Last October Dr. Huntington, Ci-odit for the success of the
presented a pa|*>r before the an- student drive goes In large mea-
nuai mooting of the American sure 1o Rigby and Doherty, How-
Ornithologists' Union in Boston, j ever, without the cooperation and
Based on his current research at assistance ol mam i.tli, rs, their
Kent Island, it was entitled "Tho
,
dream would have been nothing
Effect of Banding on Nest Dosor- but a dream. David L. Tammincn
tion in Loach's Petrel." ; '56, President ,,f |] )( . Bowdoin-
Student Council, was insti union-
PICK \KEl>H.\.M tal in the organization oi the
Thomas E. Needham '57 has campaign and put in many long
been named chairman for the an- hours to make it successful,
nual Campus Chest Weekend at! Other assistance came from the
the College, to be held March 16 presidents and Student Council
and 17, 1956. Announcement of members of each fra*eniity, la-
Needham's selection was made re- eluded are" the following men.
cent ly by David I.. Tamminen '56.
j Alpha Delta phi. William
President of the Student Council. [/'/<<;, I . I r
Orient To Have B. G. M. Priest
Act As Foreign Correspondent
By Warren A. Slcsinger '.")6
The Orient will soon be one of [like a woodsman In' his underwear
the lew college newspapers to fea- ' "l don't care about >..u. but
ture a foreign correspondent. Behlwhere're mj clothes I"
Priest, a former F.owdoin Student : And ICaw Lugs
who has been stationed for Sev-I, ( >n man\ a Sundav morning tjid
oral months with the 26th Inlan- dates at the A D Hon ,• would
try Regiment in Germany, has sol- swallow haul, shudder, and sa>.
.
unteewd to write about his ex- "Just eoffee; please; I m not v<-i
,
periences. impressions, and rellec- : hungi >.'' Hen had Just Chugged
lions abroad. a glass-bottomed mug of beer, t.j-
Two veals ago Ben wrote "Ice
Cubes on Toast," the campus hu-
mor column. .The subjects were
anything that Ben found interest-
miltO JUIee. salt. p. -pp, l . toll i , . ,
sauce, and two raw • gg, lb would
burp, blink. RlW RJ . I mi V
Unfortunate!}
. Ben's sen,,
ing from his glasses fogging torts were (,„, often disregarded.
at Wcstbrook, to a decision of the His poems were straogelj poighapt
Mrunswick Court. The column, and not a Im funny, but lew |
though unusual. ,ne\ or became the : paid them much attention. Ben
intelligible nonsense thaf too often 'would filing and s,,v. AS. .1 I , n
serves as "humor" today. [always grow a beard and y|aj l-'al-
Many remember Ben more as a 'staff."
personality than as a commeiita-l He was forty-three inches ,in
tor His jovial "Woof"' brought an girth, and by *|Mipular demand he
occasional odd glance from a fresh- portrayed Santa Claus x every year
man. but upporclassmen seldom] at the fraternitj Christmas part>
regarded him with anything but ajfor the town's undorprtviii
smile and, a "Woof.'" in return. His (children lie would come sh
escapades at the home football down the stairs roaring "M.crrj
gameg drew ripples of laughter
from the stands. At one Home-
coming he tramped back and forth
calling, "Date! Date!' Ito was
wearing ;> polar bear suit without
the head, and looked very much
Christmas, kidneys!" op a thick
scotch breath, and would grasp the
lirst urchin that he saw and s, /
him on his knee. < >no lime i
French boy sniffed and said
[/'lru,r Turn l« I'ugr i\
SJJJSJSSSJJJSSJ*. kg*
mumm
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Bugle Problems Unsolved
All through the year we have heard the cry, "Where's last
year's yearbook?" Some students have charged the Bugle staff
with inefficiency and stalling tactics. Others have just given up
nil hope of seeing a 1954-55 yearbook.
The Orient learned this week from Walter G. Cans '57.'
editor of this year's Bugle, that the 1954-55 yearbook should
be out in February. It was with a sigh of relief that we learned
this.
A situation such as this is always unfortunate. But what
is more unfortunate is to learn that the same circumstances which
led to a delay of last year's Bugle are still with us.
The faculty committee which is supposed to advise and
encourage the yearbook staff has done little to rectify the situa-
tion. On this committee are Professors Chittim, Ainsworth,
Creason and assistant to the bursar Hokanson.
According to Cans, the lack of a Bugle office is a serious
factor. When asked about the chances of procuring an office
for the Bugle, he said: "The latest thing I heard (from Mr.
Hokanson and Professor Chittim) was that we might get an
office in Appleton Hall, but its expenses had to be investigated
first." This was at Thanksgiving. Since then he has heard
nothing.
The present office is Gans' study room, and the only
equipment which he has consists of a file cabinet. The Bugle
does not even own a desk.
But the faculty committee is not the only one to blame,
Gans also pointed out that there is a general indifference on the
part of the student body toward the yearbook. Ten per cent
of this year's senior class failed to show up for their photo-
graphic appointments.
In addition, said Gans, there is a great lack of good writers
who are interested in working on the Bugle staff. And although
this year's staff is better organized than last year's, the burden
of publishing the Bugle still rests on a few. Most of the editorial
work, he said, has been done by Richard A. Hillman '58. Geof-
frey W. Schofield '58. John E. Simonds '57 and himself.
Obviously, something must be done to correct this situation.
Gans is doing his best to overcome some insurmountable diffi-
culties, but the problems are far from solved. Students and
faculty alike must show a greater interest in the Bugle if it is to





As a practical matter, civil li-
berties rrii^ht be described as the
line on which governmental au-
thority encounters resistant pub-
lic opinion. Of late, due to the
muddled government security pro-
gram, this ime has become blur-
red and public, opinion confused.
-More subtle and dangerous, how-
over, is the long erosive tread to
"big" cities, "Dig" governments,
and "big" managements — all of
which make for "little" people.
The great threat to our way of
life is not in.jnerc "bigness." It
is in the organizational disease
which afflicts bigness — namely,
bureaucracy. Under bureaucracy
our normal respect for the indi-
vidual is supplanted by rules and
procedures. These create a "no
man's land" where even men of
conscience, responsibility, and
common sense dare not enter.
Lesser men do not ever question.
' In the final analysis, civil li-
berties depend on education. Many
of our citizens clearly have no
concept of the way in which civil
rights have structured their lives.
Administrators, both public and
private, reveal serious gaps in
their knowledge of our nation's
traditions. It is not unreasonable
to cite these as evidence of the
failure of educational institutions.
The education of the leaders
who will form public opinion is
the function of our universities.
Yet few universities bother to in-
form students as to what civil
rights, consist or. Is there any
university which explains to all
its students that the enterprise
of our businessman, the self-re-
liance of our scientists, the essen-
tial character we think of as
"American" — that all derive from
a Way of life which is structured
by certain basic freedoms? I Lis
anyone ever heard a professor
define civil rights as the leg; 1
expression of our Christian res-
pect for the individual?
If wo will be completely hon-
est, we must confess that even
university administrators tend to
he bureaucratic and dictatorial,
Students find few civil rights on
the campus. Here, in a city where
vicious criminals are automatic-
ally accorded all the legal forms
of a fair trial, the University of
California drops students without
so much as a hearing. Teachers
will note that this is an effective
teaching method, but better suit-
ed for the "mass man" of 1984.
When an intangible and over-
whelming power threatens many
individuals, a new power tends to
grow up to balance the threat —
much as labor unions grew dur-
ing depression days. Civil rights
in themselves are an example of
this counterbalancing tendency,
which protects all relatively po-
werless individuals. But the root
sources of this power, and of our
freedoms, lies in public opinion.
And public opinion in turn M
nourished by the values trans-
mitted by education. How, then,"
would you answer the question:
"Are American universities a
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TheFORWARD LOOK
has created new openings
throughout the Chrysler
Corporation. Interested
students should contact the
placement office now for
an interview.
C&fte&t,
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '52
If you think the recent gift of cvcn all around, which would not
$509,500 to Rowdoin by the Ford
foundation is a lot of money, .you
are quite right — but what is real-
ly astounding Is to add up this jCft
and similar «ifts to other eastern
be too surprising.
To turn to the fighter side, MIT's
The Tcfh recently ran Ml article
discussing some problems on op;?n
house hours, and other similar col
colleges, and then try and eon- 1 lege regulations. 'ITie writer brief-
cii\e of so much money in con- ly explained the situation, then
cretc terms. The papers of all
colleges receiving such grants
have, naturally enough, headlined
it, and in descending order of size,
































































That, gentlemen, is a lot of
money. Nowadays, with the gov-
ernment throwing around a billion
here and a billion there, one tends
to lose contact with the meaning
of such sums. But here Is some
$24,000,000 distributed around the
relatively small area of New Eng-
land alone.
Nor is this list at all complete
- - .merely, as noted before, reflect-
ing the headlines of the papers re-
ceived at the Orient. And there
are many we do not get. It is, in
a way, rather frightening to think
of one organization with so much
money that it can give away
amounts like this and not even
feel it. Even if you are cynical
about it all and consider how much
in taxvs the Ford people are avoid-
ing by doing this, it is still some-
thing to really think about. And if
you consider that it all started
with the Model T. well ....
Curiously enough, only the
Northeastern News attempted to
make the gift sound larger than
it really was. The actual grant
was $650,200, but the headline ran
as follows: "Kurd Foundation
Grants Over $650,000 to NU for
Faculty Salary Increases." .The
key word here being, of course,
"Over." Two hundred dollars over,
it seems to tfus writer, is hardly
worth making it sound as If it
might be several thousand dollars
more.
What would really be interest-
ing, of course, would be to com-
pare the size of the grant with the
number of students at the college.
Or the faculty. Or both. Chances
went on: "All in all, however,
things are much, better than in
'he good old days. As unrefutablo
proof, we present a few excerpts
from the rules and rvgulatioas of
j Bowdoin College, vintage 1855."'
And here he went through, word
for word, the old rules which were
printed in.the Oct. 26 issue of The
.Orient. After this, which reads
!
like sometliing from the Apocalyp-
se, he comments: "Perhaps these
policies of a century ago explain
the signiilcance of the Bowdoin
Seal, which shows a face inscribed
In a circle. For all we know, a
century ago this face served as a
reminder to all that "Big Brother
is Watching You.' "
It would seem that the writer
tailed to identify the sun in the
Bowdoin seal tand where did he
get that "unrefutable"?), but still
he may have the answer to a
question which has always both-
ered your columnist.
Here's the sort of a headline you
wouldn't want to read on New
Year's morning: Purple Wrestlers
To Meet Jumbos. This from The






Jt was with a great deal of.
pleasure that I read In a recent
issue of your paper that the Bow-
doin basketball team Is finally go-
ing to participate In a tournament
over the holiday season
This is something that I have
always thought Wiuuld be bene-
ficial to both the team and the
College but which was never done
during the four years I spent
there. I recall vividly two seasons
ago when this year's seniors, af-
ter a brilliant freshman season,
combined with Bill Fraser to form
what I called one of the best
cIuIk in recent Bowdoin history.
By the time the holiday recess
rolled around this combination had
a creditable 7-2 rating, had top-
pled m\ghty Colby, and Was a
sure bet to capture the State Ser-
ies.
The club remained idle over
the holidays while the team
members went to their various
homes all over the East. Mean-
while, other teams, such as Col-
by, were getting in a couple of
extra games and recovering from
mistakes made early In the season.
As the season closed. Bowdoin
found that they had beaten only
the Coast Guard and one other
club while dropping seven other
contests. So what had promised
By (it-orge A. Smart' Jr. '.VI
A significant tribute to the mo- Film Biography
t Ion picture industry this year Is,] A Man Called Peter, film bio-
I think, seen In the difficulties en- jgraphy of Peter Marshall, a
Countered by the nation's film I Presbyterian minister in Washing-
critics when faced with the prob- j ton. was memorable for its good
lem of choosing the top ten films taste and honest presentation.
released during the last twelve , Richard Todd and Jean Peters
months. Some writers even found
j
gave well-developed, sincere Inter-
it necessary' to list a second "best |pretations.
ten." The Desperate Hours, a spine-
Out of films viewed in the last tingling melodrama from Joseph
year, I have picked in the list be-. I Hayes' stage play, was offered in
low, what I consider the top ten. 1 the old-fashioned black and white
They are lifted in no particular I shades. It 'contained a remarkable
order of preference. quality of suspense and horror, and
was superbly acted by Humphrey
On the other hand, one of the to be a highly successful season
are that the ratio would be pretty hungry."
more cheering headlines to be seen
in some time comes from the An-
tioch College Record, to wit: " 'Rip
Van Winkle' Rated Worst Ploy
In Years." This is very nearly the
first review your writer has even
seen ( in a college or school paper,
at least) that criticized a college
production for what it was, in-
stead of automatically praising it
so no one's feelings are hurt. They
may have lynched the writer the
next day, 'but it must have been
worth It. Surely the curse of col-
legiate newspaper writing is that
you don't dare step on anyone's
toes, except the Student Council,
and a few other perennial targets:
It's about time somebody started
being honest about such things. It
is not, after all, quite like this in
the cold, cruel, outer world, and
the sooner one learns this, the bet-
ter.
'
Finally, there is the following
note in The Hamilton College
Spectator: "A letter arrived at
Buttrick Hall the other day from
a well known girls? college. The
address on the letter was simply
'Hungry, Hamilton College, Clin-
ton, N. Y.' The letter was returned
by the administration with the
comment 'At Hamilton we're all
SENIOR INTERVIEWS
Interviews will be arranged only
for seniors who have completed
and returned their application
forms. Individual interviews by the
director and the company jepre-
sentatives will be arranged short-
ly-
Let us help you plan your printing -
as well as produce it- . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
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Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
Printers Of Hie Orient
turned out to be only mediocre,
In closing I would just offer that
I think this is a step in the right
direction. The team as well as
the college should benefit greatly
from such a decision.
RUSS CROWELL '55
Marty
Marty, a winner on all artistic
and commercial counts, proved the
willingness of the public to ac-
cept a simple but warm Story
about unglamorous people. Paddy
Chayevsky'.s TV script made a
memorable picture, and Ernest
Borgnine and Betsy Blair gave
unforgetable performances as the
Bronx butcher and school teacher.
The Bridges of Toko-Ri was a
vivid view into the problems and
public duty of a Navy flyer re-
called to duty for the Korean
War. Laid against a background
of Naval operations aboard a car-
rier, it was excellently acted by-
William Holden, Fredric March.
Grace Kelly, who proved she was
capable of conveying much more
than just glamour, and Mickey
Rooney.
Memorable Western
Bad Day at Black Rock was. a I
truly honorable addition to the
small group of memorable wes-
1
terns that includes "High Noon"
!
and "Shane." A gripping study of
.
a one-armed man against a ner-
vous, guilt-ridden town, it was >
certainly one of the best pictures '
Spencer Tracy has ever been in.
Mister Roberts was a gratifying!
bit of proof of whit can be done
on the screen with a hit play. I
This comedy of the tense, tiresome
life aboard a Navy supply ship
\
was richly performed by an out-i
standing east which included Hen-
'
ry Fonda, Jack Lemmon, James
Cagney ami William Powell.
Bogart and Frederic March.
Love Me or Leave Me, this un-
romanticized biography was a no-
ble tribute to a famous figure in
show business, Ruth Etting. The
singing and acting of Doris Day
and the brutal performance of
James Cagney, as, the gangster
whom the singer married, will not
soon he foi-gotten.
Trial, although highly complic-
ated in spots, was a powerful sto-
ry of a murder trial that is very
nearly taken over by the Commu-
nist party for propaganda pur-
poses. Cleu Fotd. Arthur Kennedy
and Dorothy McGuire turned in
top drawer performances.
[/'/<nw /ion l\> I'ti^r i]
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By John E. Simonds |57
A Lean Y«*ar
Many of the things that happened in 1955 have now been forgotten.
The year pasmxl quietly away a few weeks ago, nnd the only thiiu;
that Bowdoin sports fans remember about it is that it was rough.
The basketball team won seven games; tht> hockey team two; the base-
ball squad picked up four victories; and the football fortunes crystal-
lized into one triumph. These were trying times, but there were a
few bright spots. The freshmen showed some hope for the future,
winning all but four basketball games and losing only one baseball
encounter. Swimming and track teams enjoyed better than average
campaigns as individual performances added color to the seasons. Th'-
tennis team won the State Championship, and the sailing team wus
rankad second in the East.
Moments To Kemember
A closer inspection of the year brings out some of the more me-
morable events. 1955 saw Bill McWilliams sweep four first places in
the State Track Meet and goalie Rigby average about forty uvea per
game during the ill-rated hockey season. In a three Inning relief stint
against TUfts Ix'C Dyer faced nine batters and whiffed eight; Danny
MacFayden's nine lost eight games by margins of two runs or less
Bowdoin lost to Maine twice in basketball in overtimes. Perry
Allen dunked In six consecutive baskets to spark a Polar Brar rally
that won the third Bates game, and Bama Prater sank a last second




By Paul Z. Lewis '58
The Brown and Blue of Tufts
made one of its infrequent appear-
; nc.-s on the Bowdoin campus last
Saturday at Curtis Pool, and found
a vvell-Ktocked group of White
incmtn ready for their arrival.
Willy Howard and John Collier
helped to a large degree to ruin
the Jumbo trip by taking two
i vents in the afternoon's work.
jlut the highlight of the day was
Bob Plourde's record-smashing
150-yd. individual medley victory.
Plourde splashed his way to a
new mark of 1 :37.8 which lowered
the old record held by Jack Mc-
Orath by eight-tenths of a second.
H jump shot to eke out a win over Clark University. Bind Stover spear- y^ j> jar Beai-s were off and fly
headed the Frosh attack in both basketball and baseball and eam-> on
in the fall as a sophomore to take over the varsity quartci backing
chores. The Polar Bear gridders played four games in the mu>: during
the '55 campaign. Interested fans complained about Maine referees,
the need for a hockey rink, and the apparent need for manpower. The
most significant remark of the year was made at a baseball r.-uiio in
which Bowdoin was not doing too well. 'Til net we could beat these
Riiys in an aptitude test!" shouted a voice from the stands.
Same Old Story?
ing after that.
Howard grabbed the 220-yd.
freestyle after the medley had
opened the meet with eight points
on the Bowdoin side of the slate.
Collier then took the 50-yd dash
in 24.6 with Mike Curtis craw-ling
up his back Jhe entire way for
another eight points.
Ifody White placed second in
Well, that's enough of last year for awhile. Post mortems are i the diving but Captain Colliei
Interesting, but not when the body is mutilated beyond recognition.
Bowdoin basketball stock received a belated Christmas boost on the
twenty-eighth when the While cagers upset a highly esteemed Harvard
quintet in the opening round of the Holiday Tourney. This attractive
victory, however, seems to have had the same effect that pitching a
no-hitter often brings to a baseoall hurler. They have trouble win-
ning afterward. Since their upset win, the Coombsmen have dropped
four in a row.
The im|)oitant thing to consider here is the caliber of the op-
ponents whom Bowdoin has been meeting. Colby is stronger this year
than last. The Mules made a respectable showing against Seton Hall
during the vacation and nipped Amherst the other night. Brandeis,
Amherst, and Williams have been consistently formidable during re-
cent seasons. *.
Bowdoin has a veteran squad and many consider the Polar Bears
to be equal to their scheduled competition. On paper Bowdoin stacks
up well with all of these teams. Every man is capable of scoring in
plural figures, which makes the team look like a powerhouse. This
creates a feeling of false strength, because they can't all score heavily
in the same game.' There Is no mistaking the' fact that Bowdoin does
have the material for a powerful basketball organization. In . fact,
they've had the same material for three years now. A combination of
things has prevented them from winning regularly. These factors are:
(1) lack of proper development of material, (2) lack of team spirit
among players, (3) lack of scoring confidence.
.
Weeke^ Win* >v
The swimming team and the freshman hockey squad both finished
out of the red this weekend. Bob Plourde's record-shattering first in
the individual roodley plus, firsts by Collier, White, WUley, and Howard
paved the way for the tankers' lopsided victory. Rod Fisk pulled the
hat ti-jck with a trio of goals against a bewildered Kxetcr goalie to




By Joseph J. Murphy
After jumping off to a fast start
by winning three successive games,
the Polar Cub basketball team has
come upon troubled waters. Just
before Christmas vacation, Chev-
erus downed the White 62-55. Sub-
sequently, both Maine Central In-
stitute and South Portland High
have gained 85-83 and 80-77 vic-
tories respectively.
Bowdoin led most of the way
through the Cheverus game but
was overcome by a tremendous
fourth quarter spurt which saw the
Portland club rack up 24 points
while holding the White to 13. Tom
McGovern was high scorer with
20 points.
The M.C.I, contest was a real
thriller with victory riding on a
last second field goal by John Car-
roll. Bowdoin led at half time but
felt behind during the second ses-
sion. Trailing by 9 points with less
than 5 minutes remaining In the
game the Polar Cubs, with Pete
Papazoglou and Tom McGovern
leading the way, knotted the score
at 80 all. M.C.I, pulled ahead on
a three point play by Ed Guiski.
McGovern canned a driving lay-up
and added a foul shot to tie the
game once more at 83 all. With
four seconds remaining. Thaxter
Trafton launched a long one-hand-
er. The ball bounded high off the
rim and Carroll, in a frenzied
scramble, tipped the ball against
Hockey Tonight
The Athletic Offlee, through
Hockey Coach Dan Mut-Fayden,
announce* that undergraduate!)
will be admitted to "home" hock
ey game* upon presentation of
their Blanket Tax card* at the
ga(e. "Home" game* are played
at the St. Dotn's Arena in Lewis-
ton.
The first game at St Dora's will
be on Wednesday, January 11, at
8:00 pm against Colby. On Fri-
day, January 13, at 4 in the af-
ternoon, the Polar Bean* will
meet the University of New Hamp-
shire.
the backboard and into the basket
Just one second remained on the
clock.
Ed Young and Trafton turned
in great performances for the visi
tors as they tallied 24 and 20
points respectively. Lee Hitchcock
and Pete Papazoglou were out
standing for the White. Hitch, in
his most aggressive game to date,
had a tremendous first half and
sank 11 of 13 free throws. Papa-
zoglou kept Bowdoin in the game
in the late stages as he scored 16
in the second half alone.
came back with his second victory
of the afternoon with the fastest
century in his college career 5-1.7.
Curtis again was runner-up with
Tufts' Arnold In the show position.
Lloyd Willey earned his first
lauifls of the year when he nipped
out Pickering of Tufts in the 200-
yd. backstroke event. Howard
again was a winner, this time in
the 440-yd. freestyle, with a time
of 5:31.5. White equalled his per-
formance at MI.T. when he de-
feated the White's Steve Morse
and finished first in the bi-east-
stroke in 2:42.
The Jumbos gained their larg-
est spread of the meet when Mul-
ligan, Schloss, Simmonds, and"Ina
teamed up to beat out the Bow-
doin 400-yd. relay squad in the last
event. It still wasn't enough to
prevent the Polar Bears from
earning their second straight vic-
tory of the season, 56-30.
Ilmly White (left), are breast- .vtrokeman and diver, poises for a
dive while Captain John Collier, freestyle, arjlst in the 50 and 100,
looks on. **• «
Portland Dunks
Frosh Tankers
A hard working but inexper-
ienced freshman swimming team
dropped its second meet of the
year last Friday night at the Cur-
tis Pond, 57-28, to a strong Port-
land club.
Bob Mulligan took the Cub
splashers' only individual first
with a :26.9 clocking in the 50
yard freestyle. Right behind him
for the White was George Beggs.
Dave Olsen, Kit Main, Al Ram-
ler, and John McLean combined
talents to cop the 200 yard free-
style relay in 2:04.1. Second places
were garnered by Brendan Teeling
in the individual medley, Dave Gill
In the breaststroke, and Pete Mc-
Curdy in the backstroke. Single
points were added by Gil Winham
in the 200, Bob Traister in the 100,
and Beggs in the backstroke. The
Frosh were shut out in the medley




Nels Corey's Frosh pucksters
skated to their second victory of
the season last Saturday with a
6-1 trouncing of Philips Exeter
Academy on "the Exeter rink.
Flashy wingman Rod Fisk fired
three hot disks past the Exonians'
netkeeper to guide the Cub attack.
Ted Sandquist drove a pair of
shots into the twines for the White
stickers, and center Rog Coe dent-
ed the ribbons for another tally.
Goalie Tim Whiting set up an al-
most air tight defense around the
Bowdoin cords, making eighteen
saves during the fray.
Fi*k tallied at 4:27 and 10:26
of the opening period and at 7:37
of- the second frame. He received
an ussist from Sandquist on his
first goal. Sandquist registered at
5:03 of the first canto and at 11 d02
of the middle third with a helping
hand from Fisk. Coo broke into
the scoring column at 9;41 of. the
beginning stanza.
Penalties were meted out to Bob
Fritz at 9:11 of the first period
and to Bill Dunn at 14:23 of the
same chucker. Both players were
booked on interference charges.
McWilliams Is
Winner At Hub
Through the efforts of Bill Mc-
Williams, Bowdoin took om> first
iplace in the 40th Annual Boston
Y.M.C.A. Indoor Meet last Satur-
iday. The Polar Bear track squad I goalies in New England, sparkled




By Frank D. B*verldge '56
The Bowdoin icemen travelled
south this weekend to meet Am-
herst and the University of Massa-
chusetts. The first game on Friday
against Amherst was a rough and
tumble affair. Both teams played
to a 1-1 tie up to the third period.
Freddy Thorne, Bowdoin's hard-
shooting right winger, slapped a
shot by De Masoellis, Amherst's
classy goalie at 5:38 of the first
period assisted by "Squeek" Doher-
ty and Art Perry. Amherst quick-
ly retaliated at 5:44 In the same
period to tie up the score when
Kidd, who was high man on the
ice, put by Pete Rigby the first of
his three goals.
Big Third Period
The game then settled down to
a fairly even match until the fire-
works In the third quarter when
Amherst came across with 4 tal-
lies, two by Langren and the
other two by Kidd. One of the
Langren goals came as the result
of a penalty shot.
The third period w'as Interrupt-
ed when the game got a little Wt
out of hand, and two men were
disqualified for the remainder of
play.
The game ended Amherst 5,
Bowdoin 1.
Pete Rigby, one of the best
-Courtsters Lose To Epkmen, Jeffs,
Colby, Mass. After Harvard Upset;
Stover Leads In Weekend Scoring
By Albion L. Payson 7>H
}a total of 35 high schools, prep
schools, and clubs from all over
Kew England.
Bowdoin tallied in the shot put
event when McWilliams' 49,2"
heave was good for first place.
The meet w-as judged on the basis
of individual performance and not
team totals.
Competing for Bowdoin were
BeckwJth, Blackmer, Burgess, Ea-
ton, Herrick, Hinckley, Hone, Mar-
sano, Mostrom, McDaniel, McWil-
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F. C. Robinson of the Class of
1872 (who was quite tone deaf)
was elected chairman of the senior
class music committee.
David C. Young, a sophomore
from Pound Ridge, N. Y., has been
elected captain ;of the 1956 cross-
country team. Young was also
elected honorary captain for the
past season.
A graduate of rtatonah High
.
^School, where he was active in the
club and the band and ran
the track and cross-country
teams, Young also is a miler and
two miler on this year's varsity
track team, coached by Frank Sa-
basteanski. Last winter in his first
collegiate competition he won the
l.OOft-yard run at the YMCA meet
in Boston. Six days later he won
both the mile and the 1,000 in a
triangular meet against Portland
and Deering high schools.
pen and Kidd were the big men
for the Lord Jeffs.
The Polar Bears spent 17 min-
utes in the penalty box while
the Amherst squad was two min-
utes short with fifteen. It was
the Purple's wingmen who dom-
inated the play throughout the
game with 55 shots on the goal
against 25 for the Polar Bears.
Playing in the same rink the
following day, the White lost to
UMass by the lopsided score of
8-1. Once again Fred Thorne
came through with Bowdoin's on-
ly tally at 7:11 of the first period.
The Redroen scored four of the
goals in the same, period, two in
the second, and two in the third
Penalties Hart
Van Durcn wielded the big stick
for the victors, slipping four goals
by Rigby. The high scoring of the i
Mass boys can in part be ex-
plained by the fourteen minutes,
almost three-quarters of a period,
that the Bowdoin ice-men played
with, only five men on the ice. The
opponents had only one penalty.
lUgby, again, looked good with
41 saves.
Williams trampled Bowdoin last
Saturday afternoon, 92-72, to hand
the Polar Bears their fourth loss
in a row. The strong Eph,flve piled
up a halfway lead of 49-23 and
coasted easily to the finish. The
night before the Purple racked up
100 points against Bates.
Despite the wide losing margin,
the White had several bright spots.
Brud Stover continued his scoring
spree with 23 points, while Bobby
Johnson scored . 14 and Holla- Jan-
elle had 12. John Ubby appeared
to be rounding into his old form,
as he threw in nine.
The night before, the Coombs-
men, leading 31,30 at the half,
were torn asunder, by .an Amherst
47 point splurge In the second half
and lost a hard-fought battle to
the Jeffs.
Kollle Janelle, hampered by a
head cold, was limited in his re-
bounding efficiency, but Tom Fra-
ser scraped up ten rebounds and
hit on five out • of eleven shots.
Stover, hot in the second half, to-
talled 17 for the evening.
Stover On AJl-Touriu-> Team
The Polar Bears finished fourth
in the third annual New England
Basketball Tournament, held at
WateryiUe over tbe vacation. Out-
standing Bowdoin achievements
were the 78-*6 toppling of Harvard
and Brud Stover being selected for
the All-Tournament first team, af-
ter having scored 50 points in three
games.
Bowdoin looked sharp in the im-
pressive Harvard win, and only a
piece of clever shuffling by Coach
Ed Coombs made the victory- pos-
sible. Ted Kenney and John Kreid-
er were benched in favor ofStover
and Johnson In the backcourt.
Later ,J|1 Charlie Sawyer took over
for Johnson and aided the club
with his defensive acumen and 10
points. Janelle picked off 21 re-
bounds, and the team as a whole
gathered In 55 ricochet tosses.
Colby JllnV
Colby, bugaboos for the White
quintets for the five games, com-
bined good shooting and timely
fast breaks to sink the Big White,
70-59. Trailing, 37-30, at the mid-
point, the Polar Bears forged
ahead, 43-42, but couldn't pene-
trate the Mule defense from then
on. Bowdoin outivbounded their
hosts, 63-27, as Janelle, Bob Clov-
er, and Stover kept the boards
clean. Stover's 18, Glover's 14, and
Prater's 11 points paced the White
scoring.
In the consolation round Bow-
doin dropped its final set to Massa-
chusetts, 82-67. At halftime Jan-
elle, (Hover, and Stover had ac-
counted for 30 of 41 points, as the
Coombsmen led, 41-31). Cmass had
a big team and not only out re-
bounded the White, but outscored
them by 18 in the second half.
.Nipped By llriinilcls
On December 1G Bowdoin lost
a heart-breaker at Waltham,
Mass., 83-79. Polar Bears started
slow and trailed by 17 at one time,
but came back to cut the midway
mark to 39-32. The visitors fought
back and went ahead until Glover
hurt his knee. Big Bob had scored
21 points and had held Houston to
four. Houston and Finderson even-
tually scored 62 points between
themselves to offset the classy
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"One open door after another"
"That's how I (eel about the telephone
company," says Walter D. Walker,
B.E.E., University of Minnesota, '51.
"When I joined the company I felt that
I could go in any direction. And that's
the way it s been.
"For the first six months I was giren
on-the-job training in the fundamentals
of the telephone business—how lines are
put up ana equipment installed. Learn-
ing those fundamentals has realty paid
on for me.
"Then I had the opportunity to go to
the Bell .Laboratories in New Jersey.
I worked on memory Crystals— ferro-
electric crystals— for use in digital'com-
puters. I learned bow important research
is to the telephone business.
"After two years I came bark, to Min-
nesota, to St. Cloud, to work in the
District Plant Engineer's Office. There
I made field studies of proposed con-
struction projects and drew up plans to
guide the construction crews. This com-
bination of inside and outside work
gave me invaluable experience.
"In JulyJi^S, I rame to Minneapolis
as an Engineer in the Exchange Plant
Extension Engineer's Office. W<? do fore-
casting—not of the weather, but of. fu-
ture service needs. Using estimates of
growth and economic studies, we make
our plans for tbe years ahead. We fig-
ure out where and when new facilities
will be needed to meet future growth.
"AH this has been preparing me for
a real future. You see, the telephone
company is expanding by leaps and
bounds. That's why it offers a young






Wally Walker', .career is with NorUiweetern Bell
Telephone Company. Similar career opportunities
exist In other Bell Telephone Companies, and in
BeH Telephone Loboratoriea, Western Electric and
Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Bceson in '56
Since this column allows the
writer a chance to express his
thoughts on what is new in that
aura respectfully known as the
main stream, this week he will do
precisely that, if in a random way.
This will not be a helpful comer
with all kinds of advice of where
to ro or what to see, nor will it
be a guide for the budding English
major, nor hints to the amateur
bartender.
"Intimate Journal"
I got what John Malcolm Brin-
nin has sub-titled "an intimate
journal," Dylan Thomas in Amer-
ica, for Christmas. It is a more
than intimate journal. It is down-
right blatant. By now, nine out of
ten undergraduates from here to
Swanec know about Dylan
Thomas. Some of them even have
rend somo of his poetry. A better
percentage have probably listened
to his thunderous, beautiful voice
on records, reading his own poet-
ry. And again, most know or have
heard that he led a scandalous
private life. Then.- are vast Thom-
as cults everywhere. In New
York, his disciples still crowd the
White Horse and others bars he
made popular.
Tiuigh Joli
Mr. Brinnin, a poet himself, and
a rapidly rising star* in that an-
thological firmament so well-trav-
eled by Mr. Louis Untermeyer,
was the late Thomas' speaking
agent in America, personally ar-
ranging and seeing through each
of the poet's engagements. This,
Mr. Brinnin would have us know,
was quite a job. The redoubtable
Thomas was a child where tech-
nicalities Were concerned. More-
over, he was undependable, his
love life was In constant chaos,
and he drank interminably. Brin-
nin, and more unwillingly as
Thomas returned each time to
America, played nursemaid, con-
fidante, financier, advisor — he
just had to t>e a versatile kind of
guy. And where his versatility
leaves off, Mr. Brlnnln'i patience
begins.
Nightmare World
Lest I play the book down, let
me say that it is a harrowing
account. The world Brinnin,
through Thomas, brings the read-
er into is a nightmare world. It
is a world that the late poet
stepped into with four years to
live. Even on his arrival in this
country, ho was seriously ill, and
the gradual disintegration of his
powers, of the man himself,
places Fitzgerald's The Crack-Up
in the field of understatement.
There are strange, disquieting
things in the book, things that are
not just Thomas, but around him:
the tenor of the American literary
clime.
The most terrible thought of
all that comes to one halfway
though the book-, and having had
a good look at Thomas in London
and at his home in Wales (a much
more placid and sober view, inci-
dentally), is: What did America
do to him? Because it is evident
we did something. The difference
between oceans is marked.
Moulton (Jets . . .
[Continued from Page /]
that sound plays in the normal
lives of fish has been aroused by
abundant evidence that they not
only hear sounds but also produce"
sounds. He has, extended his in-
vestigations* to the possibility of
sound being used to increase the
productivity of the sea.
Faculty Committee
Established by the Class of
1988 at its 25th reunion in 1953
with a gift of $11,000, the Bovv-
doin College Faculty Research
Find is open to additions from
oiler classes as well as .from
outside groups or individuals. The
Faculty Committee administering
the fund is composed of ProTs
Jean L. Dat-belnct. Ernst C. Heim-
lich, James A. Storer, and Gor-
don L. Hiebcrt, with President
Coles as chairman.
Prints . . .
[Continues from rage J]
many of them will avail them-
selves of this unusual chance to sVc
a well-rounded collection of prints
in the. field of art.
"The intention of the College,
in making these prints available,
is to acquaint people with signi-
ficant artistic material not ordin-
arily seen outside of museums and
metropolitan centers."
To These Ears
[Continued from Page 2]
Battle With PoUo
Interrupted Melody told the
touching story of Metropolitan
Star Marjorie Lawrence's battle
with polio. It was made memor-
able by Eleanor Parker's brilliant
acting, Eileen Farrell's beautiful
singing, and Glen Ford's sympa-
thetic portrayal of the singer's
husband.
The Tender Trap, during a sea-
son that produced too few good
comedies, provided a delightful
evening of entertainment. David
Wayne, Frank Sinatra and Ce-
leste Holm gave beautifully acted
performances that were on a level
with the very clever and witty
script. The excellent camera shots
are also worthy of mention.
Other Films
It would hardly be fair to com-
plete this article without saying
that there wen; a number of
highly rated films which I did
not get to se». I think particularly
of Oklahoma, Guys and Dolls. The
Prisoner, and The Great Adven-
ufe'. I found The Phoenix Story
anoVThe African Lion to run very
high on my list.
It's been a good year for us
movie-goers!
Hockey . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
W. Hale Jr. '56 and Thomas E.
Needham '57.
Alpha Rho Upsilon, Morton L.
Price '56 and Mayer Rabinovitz
'57.
Alpha Tau Omega, Donald M.
Zuckert '56.
Beta Theta Pi, David G. Mc-
Cornack Jr. '54 and Ellsworth B.
Clark '56.
Chi Psi, Anthony T. Fleishman
"57 and Robert H. Glover '56.
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Doherty
and Philip C. Boggs '56.
Delta Sigma, John C. Brewer
56 and Wayne F. Orsie '56.
Kappa Sigma, John A. Kreider
'56 and Henry D. Shaw '56.
Psi Upsilon. Tamminen, Rigby.
and RoneM F. Harris '56.
Sigma Nu, Leon A. Gorman '56
and Donald E. Richter '56.
Theta Delta Chi, Peter A. Chap-
man '56 and Aaron J. Shatkin '56.
Zeta Psi. Paul G. Kirby '56 and
Albert R. Marshall '56.
The Independents, Maynard A.
Seelye '56.
It is now hoped that the new
structure can be completed in
time' for use next year. Approx-
imately $140,000 had been raised
prior to the undergraduate drive.
The Governing Boards of the Col-
lege have authorized constructftn
when $225,000 has been received
or pledged, with the over-all cost
estimated at $275,000. The build-
ing will have seating capacity
of at. least 2500 spectators.
A covered rink with artificial
ice has long been on the list of
the College's major needs. Indoor
athletic facilities- at the College
are felt to be inadequate. In
1912 there were 333 students. This
year there are nearly 800. Badly
needed is another large floor space
that will be available at all hours
of the day. This will be used for
physical education classes, intra-
mural contests, and varsity and
freshman games. The covered rink
with artificial ice will answer
present problems better than any-
other single unit. In addition, it
can be used for recreational skat-
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The College Museum of Fine
Arts held an open house in con-
nection with an exhibition of a
group of paintings on extended
loan from the Salomon R. Gug-
genheim Museum in New York.
Included in the exhibition last
Thursday afternoon were works
by Chagall, de Chirico, Kendinsky,
Klee, Marc, Maholy-Nagy, and
Xceron. These pictures make up
one of 17 such groups which the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
is lending to various institutions
throughout the country where
paintings of the type' featured are
not commonly available to the
public.
Extended Loan
The Trustees of the Guggen-
heim Foundation feel that loans
on view in the same location for
an extended period of time will
have more educational value to
the borrowing institution than the
brief acquaintance afforded by a
traveling show. Through such an
extended loan, the community is
given a chance to familiarize itself
with the paintings and the styles
of painting which are included.
The present campus was origin-
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OTHER WINTER JACKETS from $6.98
Sportswear P||IL«V Footwear
DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE RECORD OFFICE
"IT WAS JUST AFTER EXAM!
last year when my room-
mate and f beg&n thinking
about our futures in the
business world. Neither, of
us had seen the placement
director; so wc went to talk
with him.'
"Wc found out about
many varied and excellent
opportunities for liberal arts
graduates in the Life Insur-
ance industry.
"I was particularly in-
terested in the Mortgage
and Heal Estate phase of
insurance. A Field Super-
visor in t liis work has been
thoroughly trained by the
Co mpany to e valua t e
residential and business
properties, as well as the
various business, social and
economic factors affecting
such loans. Thereafter, he
assumes the responsibility
for supervising the loans and
Heal Estate held by the
Company in a geographic
area, and for the acquisition
of new business thru cor-
respondents, brokers and
company representatives.
"To get the details of this
and other such interesting
opportunities, consult your
Placement Director or w.rite






Chapel bulletin board v. -as erect-
ed in 1924 as a memorial to the
members of the Class of 1898. It
is made of bronze, double-faced
and illuminated.
Priest . . .
[Continued from Page I]
ta Claus, you smell justd like my
foddair."
Ben did not always aim at such
easy entertainment. His contribu-
tions to science brought him great
renown. By the end of his sopho-
more year he had established the
veracity of the jadaloon legend, al-
though he, like everyone else, had
never seen one. According to his
journal, he spent a weekend In
New York riding in taxi cabs. Kv-
ery time that he opened the dear
of the cab he felt something rush
by his pantleg. He determined, na-
turally, that this must be a jada-
loon. Through some acute but in-
tangible sense of perception Ben
discovered a vast amount of in-
formation: The jadaloon is eight
ieet long and a half inch
wide. It makes no noise and is in-
visible. It neither runs, jumps, nur
fiys — it rashes.
Ben was investigating the source
of food for the jadaloon when his
funds dwindled, he left school, a in I
the Army snatched him away. He
too dwindled — losing sixty-three
pounds in six months. Now that
he is "down to lione and muscle"
.he plans to stay* 'that way: "Might
as well; won't be able to stand the
beer in the States."
At present he is I'vt. B. (',. M,
Priest (the only Pvt. Benjamin
Guy Mead Priest in the world),
and is a "kind of degenerated sec-
retary" who wiles away the hours
"thinking of something to do." In
amusing himself by writing for the
Orient, he hopes to amuse others
as will. He plans to eotne back to
I Bowdoin next year, and fe'ets that
i
this is a good way to prepare him-




For the lay musician and those
unable to fit a music apprecia-
tion course -into their schedule,
the Bowdoin Music Library now
has a new series of recordings ac-
cording to Prof. Frederic E. T.
Tillotson.
The seiies of ten 10-inch rec-
ords, entitled The Music Master
Series, conceived by George H.
Mendelssohn, present brief ex-
cerpts from the lives and music of
great composers. A number of
Well-known actors and announcers
perform the narrations, while the
music is played by the Vox Sym-
phony orchestra with the aid of
soloists.
Narrations
Tlie narrations are of a story-
l.ind nature and the musical ex-
cerpts are those from the best
known compositions, but the rec-
ords definitely havd something to
offer in the way of interest and
information to the music-loving
beginner. The seiies includes the
lives and works of Edward Grieg,
Johann Strauss. Wolfgang Ama-
deus Mo/art. Franz Schubert,
Ludwig van Beethoven, Frederic
Chopin. Peter Ilyitch Tchaikov-
sky. Felix Mendelssohn. Robert
Schumann and Johann Sebastian
Bach. ,
Soloists
Arnold Mass. David Perry, John
Loder, Joae Ferrer, Allen Robin-
son, and Floyd Mack are the nar-
rators. The young soprano Joan
Student Council Proceedings
By Maynard A. Seelye \>G
In the absence of Presfdent David L. Tamminen during the first
quarter-hour of the regular Monday session of the Student Council,
Vice-President Donald M. Zuckert, A.T.O. '56, conducted the business
of the meeting.
I On' Tamminen's arrival he ex-
plained that he had been discuss-
ing the current polio campaign
with Capt. Thomas W. Stockton,
Brunswick chairman lor the March
of Dimes. Captain Stockton ap-
peared before the Council meeting
to explain the campaign methods
to be used
Objection had been raised to the
use of .soliciting posters and coin
boxes in fraternity houses, which
is not in line with college i>olicy
or the aims of the Campus Chest.
The difficulty is due to the refusal
of the" National Polio Foundation
to accept funds raised through fed-
crated drives, according to Captain
Stockton. For this reason the 1955
polio contribution of the Campus
Chest was turned down. A work-
ing compromise suitable to Captain'
Stockton and to the Council has
been reached.
As another part of the campaign
the student wives plan to sell cof-
tee or milk and sandwiches in the
fraternity houses during one eve-
ning of the exam period. The
Council had no objection and the
Dean has given his permission for
the women tip enter the houses dur-
ing the evening designated.
Tamminen explained that al-
though he will stay on as, Acting
President until the second moot-
ing of the new semester, new mem-




Miss Gertrude Bowdoin Getchell
of Brunswick has given the Col-
lege her home at 5 Bath St.,
across US Route 1 from the
campus and Massachusetts Hall.
For years Miss Getchell lived
in this house with her sister, Miss
Grace T. Getchell, who lied about
a year ago. They had inherited
the property from their mother,
Mrs. Maria E. Getchell, and their
aunt, Mrs. Margaret T. Shorey.
Mrs. Shorey provided in her \yill
that subject to the life tenacy of
her nieces, her share of the house
should be. left to the College to
found the Jane Tappan Scholar-
ship in memory of her mother.
Before the fraternities had
chapter houses, members of the
Zeta Psi Fraternity often ate at
the Getchell Home.
Miss Getchell, whose very name
reflects her affection for Bow-
doin, now lives next door with
the Theodore Stimpson family.
Brainerd sings the Grieg songs,
Eugene Morgan sings several Mo-
zart sarias and pianist Milton Kayo
plays several keyboard composi-
tions by Chopin and Schumann.
The records have been made




PLUS 40 COLUMBIA Hi-Fi Phonographs
FOR THE 50 COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO
WRITE THE BEST NAMES FOR
VICEROY'S PURE, WHITE, NATURAL FILTER!
HINTS TO HELP YOU WIN!
You'll think of dozens or names when vou read
these fads: The Viceroy Filter it ihc most modern
in Ihe world today! Perfected through 20 s'ears
of research!
I; tains no cotton, no paper, no charcoal, no
sibeitoi
,
n.i foreign substance of any kind!
Instead, it ii made from pure cellulose
-a soft,
snow-white natural material founj in many
good foods >ou e.ll
Only the Viceroy Idler has ?0.000 filter traps—
take si many tiller
.tcaos_aj me nest two largest-
selling filler hr.,ru!s' So wonder \ iccroy gives
you that Kcal loh.uco laslel
Name this amazing filler and win! It's easy!
NO OTHER FILTER LIKE VICEROY!
No cotton! No paper! No asbestos!
No charcoal ! No foreign substance
of any kind ! Made from Pure Cellulose-
Soft. . . Snow-white . . . Natural
!
It's easy to name this amazing Viceroy Filter when
you know what it's made of . . . why it's superior .-.
.
why Viceroys give you that real tobacco taste you
miss in every other filter brand!
Remember, the Viceroy
1 iltcr is made from 100%
pur.e cellulose— a soft,
natural material found in
many good foods you eat!
There arc no impurities in
the Viceroy Filter. So nat-
urally it lets the real to-
bacco taste come through
!
Name the Viceroy Filter!
Enter this $50,000 con-
test, today!
JUST FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES I
1
On any plain paper, write the name you think most suitable for
the pure, white Viceroy Filter described on this page. It's easy
!
You can think of dozens of names, like "Super-Pure," "Fillron,"
"Naturale," "Flavor Flow," "Celluir.uc," "Twicc-Thc- traps."
You can use one, two or three words. Any name may ssin!
Mail your entry to Viceroy Thunderbird Contest. P. O. Box 6A,
Mount Vernon 10, New York. Wri
Ihe name ol
,1 your mailing address ai cc
Submit as many er.incs as sou wish— but mth
the picture of the Viceroy 'Filter Tip torn or cui from the backs
.Of two (2; Viceroy packages.
Contest open to all students attending colleges and universities
in the U.S.A.
Contest closes midnight. January 31, 1956. Entries judged by The
Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation on the basis of aptness of
thought, originality and interest.
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Seven of the 12 College frater-
nities elected new ofllcers last
week. Those chosen as presidents
were:
William H. Freeman '56, Al-
pha Delta Phi; Elliot S. Kanbar
'56, Alpha Rho Upsiloni Richard
B. Lyman Jr. '57, Alpha Tau Ome-
ga; Anthony T. Fleishman "57. Chi
Psi; David L. Tamminen '56, Psi
Upsllon; Frank D. Beveridgc '56.
Sigma Nu, and Albert R. Marshall
'56, Zcta Psi.
Freeman is a member of the
Meddiebompsters, the Glee Club
and was formerly on the hockey
team.
Kanbar was qn 'he freshman
swimming team and has served on
WBOA.
Lyman, a former managing edit-
or of the Orient, is active In inter-
fraternity debating.
Fleishman, who is president of
the Class of 1957, participates in
Masque and Gown product ions.
During his sophomore year he was
a member of the football squad.
Tamminen is president of the
Student Council, on the baseball
team and Ml Orient reporter.
A member of the Orient's sports
staff, Reveridge was also on the
hockey team last year. Previous
to his election as president, he
was vice-president of his frater-
nity.
Marshall was the recipient of
the James Rowdoin Cup for his
high academic standing and ex-
cellence in athletics and is on
the Student Council.
The AD's elected Richard L
Rand '56. vice-president; Harry G.
Carpenter '57, treasurer; William
W. Hale Jr. '56, steward; Eugene
V. Hclsel Jr. '57, corresponding
secretary, and Roger Howell Jr.
'58, recoiding secretary.
Other officers of ARU are John
W. Maloney '56, vice-president
;
Ls/wtt Kaskel '56, treasurer; Meyer
RabLnovitz '57, steward; Marvin
P. Froget '57, recoiding secretary;
Ira H. Shinbcrg '57, corresponding
secretary; David A. Traister '57,
student council representative.
Geoffrey M. Armstrong '58 was
elected vice-president of ATO;
James D. Rirkett '58, secretary,
and James W. Dewsnap '57, stew-
ard. «
The new officers of Psi U arc
Peter J. Rigby '56, vice-president;
Brian H. Flynn '57, treasurer!
Ronald A. Golz '56, secretary:
John E. Simonds '57, student coun-
cil representative.
Sigma Nu elected John C. Finn
'57 vice-president.
The Zetefl elected Charles M.
Leighton '57, vice-president ; Bruce
McDonald '57, McVCtWry; Richard
Q. Armstrong '57, treasurer; and
Philip J. Howard Jr. '57, student
council representative.
Half of the fraternities elect
members for the Student Council
each semester, so that there is a
rotational system. Thus, at no
time do all the members of the
council change. House officer elec-
tions are held at Varying times
by the different houses.
Under the Student Council con-
stitution, the Independents were
supposed to elect their represen-
tative this semester and the Zetes
next semester. The constitution
was changed to allow the two
groups to switch dates as the In-
dependents, wished to hold elec-




"Bowdoin is the only college or
university in the world that owns
a facility such as Kent Island,"
declared Prof. Charles K. Hunting-
ton, in a talk here last Thursday
under the auspices of the Bow-
doin Outing Club.
"No matter how fond anyone
may be of the Bowdoin Pines."
Professor Huntington continued,
"Kent Island is the most beautiful
part of the campus. For various
reasons, it is not being used as
much as it should be. At the end
of the spring semester each year
the ornithology class makes a trip
out there, but the island and the
Rowdoin Scientific Station on it
should be used all through the
summer.
"Kent Island research has made
the name of Bowdoin known to
ornithologists in parts of the
world where Bowdoin would never
be heard of otherwise. Probably
the most active fields of research
in ornithology, where the studs' of
birds can contribute most to bio-
logical theory, are those of popu-
lation dynamics, behavior, and
orientation and navigation. About
16 papers in these and other fields
have been published on the birds
of Kent Island."
.
Dr. Huntington, who is Assis-
tant Professor of Biology, is also
Director of the Scientific Station
at the island, located in the Bay
of Fundy between New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia and a part of the
Grand Manan Archipelago.
Huge Tides
"The tides in this part of the
Bay," Professor Huntington stat-
ed, "average around 20 feet, and
in the spring are as much as 28
feet. In fact, the tides rule your
life. They arr also of primary im-
portance for the other animals of
the region. The tremendous volume
of water flushed in and out of the
Bay twice a day keeps a con-
stantly renewed supply of plank-
ton food available for the fishes,
the birds, and the mammals, es-
pecially man. which feed on it di-
rectly or indirectly."
"This year." Professor Hunting-
ton concluded, "I am planning to
spend the entire summer at Kent
Island, working chiefly on the
herring gulls and the Leach's pet-
rels. With the herring gull I am
chiefly interested in the fact that
they do not breed until they are
throe or four years old and in the





The seventh in a series of 1.1 in-
terfraternity debates for the Wil-
mot Brookings Mitchell Debating
Trophy will take place 7:30 pjn.,
tonight, at the Beta House, home
of the defending champions. The
Betas will debate with the AJUTs.
ATOs Allan F. Wright '56, and
Raymond F. Kicrstead Jr. '56, de-
fending the resolve that "Ameri-
cana Today Are Anti-intellectual,"
debated against TD's Norman D.
Rlock '58 and Myron W. Curtis
"58, Dec. 14. A split decision, the
debate was won by the ATOs.
Henry M. Eubank '57 and Ron-
ald A. Golz '56. debating for Psi
U, successfully defended their neg-
ative position against Robert W.
Matthews '56, and Peter J.
ORourkc Jr. '56, debating for the
Sigma Nu's on Jan. 9.
The subject was "Resolved: that
American justice would be best
served by a constitutional amend-
ment providing for trial by jus-
tices in place of trial by jury." A
split decision was made by judges
Kenneth G. Ainsworth, Edwin B.
Renjamin and Nishan J. Keche-
jian of the faculty.
Council Investigating Bugle,
Career Day And Elections
|»y Mar**** A, S.M-ly« 'M
Mondays meeting of the Student] to try out for these activities.
Council, which lasted two and one Cans agreed with Council mem-
half • hours, saw the formation of| bers that the Bugle suffers from
several new committees and an u> a lack of good writers from which
Schedule of Final Debate*
Date Affirmative Negative
Jan. 18 Beta ARU
Feb. 8 Zete D. Sig
Feb. 15 DKE K. Sig
Feb. 22 Ind. ATO
Feb. 29 TD Sig Nu
Mar. 7 Psi U Chi Psi
Mar. 14 AD Reta
Each debate will begin at
7:30 p.m
., and the affirmative
team will be the host.
In the most recent debate, held
at the Chi Psi I.odge, the AD's
and the Chi Psl's debated the
topic: "Resolved: that even though
he might be willing' to run again
for the presidency, President Ei-
senhower should not receive the
Republican nomination in 1956 be-
cause of ill health."
Defending the affirmative were
Joseph M. Brush II '58 and Rich-
aid E. Burns '58 of Chi Psi. On
the winning team were Paul W.
Todd '58 and Richard T. P. Ken-
nedy '58 representing the AD's.
The judges were Samuel Kamer-
ling, Ray Rutan and John Mo-
Kenna, of the faculty. This debate
was also a split decision.
Herbert A Miller '57. is chair-
man of the Executive Committee
of the Interfraternity Debate
Council. Other members of the
Executive committee are Robert
L. Gustafson '57, P. Jay Howard
'57, and Paul A. Todd '58.
WBOA Temporarily Silenced;
To Return Soon On 645 KC
Radio station WBOA ceased
broadcasting activities after cov-
ering the Bowdoin-Maine basket-
ball game last Saturday afternoon.
The College station will go back
on the air Monday, Feb. 6 with,
station manager Leslie K. Hamill
'56 hopes, greatly improved facili-
ties. The broadcasting frequency
will be 645 KC, instead of the
former--820 KC spot. The new fre-
quency is in compliance with a
new FCC regulation allowing
limited-range stations to broadcast
on odd multiples of five kilocycles,
and the change to the lower end
of the broadcast band is expected
to give better reception with the
same power output.
With the addition of a new RF
stage, now being built by Chief
Engineer J. Leonard Bachelder 7)7,
the station transmitter will Ik.'
»mpletcly rebuilt. Rachelder hopes
the new facility will eliminate the
hum which has intcrfcrrcd with
reception this fall. d
If the new changes and unprove-
mcnti result in the better recep-
tion expected, Hamill hopes to
start several new programs during
the spring semester. Among them
wduld be the "Three to Go" musi-
cal qui/ show, so successful last
spring, and the long awaited re-
turn to the air of Fred Wilkins'
Night Train.
Hamill explained that he had not
started these programs earlier be-
cause with the limited listening
audience it did not seem worth-
while. '
It was just a year ago that Bow-
doin-on-the-Air was forced to go
off the air a few weeks early while
straightening out difficulties with
the FCC.
The resultant cut in power out-
put rendered reception of the sta-
tion virtually impossible until the
transmitter was "piped" this fall
directly into the individual power
lines for the five dormitories.
Facilities for frequency modula-
tion which would allow reception
in the fraternity houses and down-
town remain a project for the fu-
ture. Rachelder last week received
a letter from the local representa-
tive- of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission agreeing thai
FM transmission would be "the
most practical solution" of WBOA's
problems.
Bachelder. as Chief Engineer of
WBOA, has applied for a second-
class engineer's license, which
would be necessary before the sta-
tion could obtain a license for FM
transmission.
With FM, WBOA could have a
range of approximately five miles.
rii«' estimated cost for FM
equipment, which would include a
10-vvatt transmitter and converter*
for all fraternities, is $3,000.
Record Library
Gets 102 Sets
Three donors have enlarged the
College record library by P>2 vol-
umes. Prof. Frederic E. T. Tillot-
son of the Music I>cpartment has
announced".
Mr. and Mrs. John Rule, par-
ents of Stephen W. Rule '58, have
given 89 volumes, ranging from
Bach to Gershwin. All arc 78
RPM speed.
Prof. Philip C. Beam of the Art
Department has given a dozen
volumes and the complete record-
ings of St. Matthew's Passion was
the gift of Frederick W. Pickard.
Professor Tillotson has added
these records to the student loan
collection in the hope that the
undergraduate body will feel free
to make use of them at any time.
The Blanket Tax Committee has
appropriated $75 to be used for the
purchase of records which are re-
quested by students.
"I urge all students to request
records," stated Professor Tillot-
son. He pointed out that any type
of recording requested will be
bought and added to the loan col-
lection, which is exclusively for
student use.
.estigation of problems facing the
yearbook staff.
The Council investigation of the
Bugle situation was aimed chiefly
toward helplr.g the Bugle obtain
facilities comparable to those of
other student publications, planl-
ning to avoid a recurrence of last
year's unfortunate fiasco, and sug-
gesting possible ways to arou*
student interest in, and increasing
the prestige of, both the Bugle and
the Orient.
Professor Herbert R. Brown,
Chairman of the Faculty Publica-
tions Committee, appeared befosr
the Council to discuss the situation
from the faculty point of view, anU
later, David L. Tamminen '56 ut
vited Walter G. Cans '37, editor
of the 1956 yearbook, to give Wk
views on possible improvements
Professor Brown pointed out
that the faculty committee
which he is chairman official
handles only the catalogue m
other college publications. Th
have intentionally kept out of st
dent publications for fear of in
ferring with editorial policies,
only indirectly.
Brown said that the present ad-
visory committee for the Bugle was
formed solely to rexicw contracts
and other financial matters us u
result of a predicament caused
some years ago when a Bugle busi-
ness manager "failed to read the
fine print" on a printer's contract.
He suggested thaCmany of the
difficulties with college publica-
tions in the past could have been
averted if there had been more
student interest and support for
the organizations involved. Profes-
sor Brown agreed that the Eng-
lish Department could help
through stressing news-writing, in
English 1-2, but thought the frat-
ernities could exert more powerful
influence by urging their freshmen
Interfraternity Sing
Scheduled For April
The Interfraternity Sing will be
held on April 24, 25 and 26 in
Pickard Theater, according to
Frederic E. T. Tillotson ol the
Music Department.
The theater will be available for
rehearsals all day on April 24 and
25.
Professor Tillotson hopes to
make a permanent 10-inch record
of Bowdoin College songs. One
side will feature at least two songs
from each fraternity; the reverse
side will be done by the Glee Club.
The Simpson tape recording sys-
tem in Gibson Hall is not working
at present, though it is hoped that
repairs will be rrtade by April. In
the meantime. Professor Tillotson
has consented to loan a tape re-
cording machine given to him last
year by Mr. Herbert Holmes of
Portland to any house during prac-
tice. Mr, Holmes, the father of
two Bowdoin men, is a representa-
tive for all RCA products in Maine.
Professor Tillotson feels that the
machine can be used to pick up
some "good rr i ctl as




Frederick W. WhJttaker, presi-
dent of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, will be the keynote
speaker for the annual Religious
Forum to be held Feb. 20 and
21, according to Roger Howell Jr.
'58, secretary of the BIF.
Mr. Whittaker was a graduate
of the College In 1944 and of the
Bangor Theological Seminary.
Following graduation, he became
a clergyman at Shelton. Conn, and
continued his studies at Yale. In
1948, he-was appointed Assistant
tfotessor of Church. History at
Bangor Theological Seminary. He
then became successively I^.»an of
Students and President.
The keynote address will be
given on Monday evening. The
bulk of the fraternity discussions
will be held on Tuesday, according
to the tentative schedule for the
Forum.
Church Service
Members of the BIF led the
service at the First Parish Church
last Sunday. Donald E. Richter
'56. president of the BIF, preached
the sermon. Every year membeis
of this organization plan and car-
ry' out one service at the church.
In addition to delivering the ser-
mon. Richter gave the pastoral
prayer and said the benediction.
M. Carlton Storms '57 gave the
call to worship and led the con-
gregation in prayer. The respon-
sive reading and scripture lesson
were read by Harold W. Tucker
'58
Ushers at the service included
Franklin R. Cole '58, Richard K.
Fickett '57, Richard C. Flock Jr.
'58, and Petojr F. Gass '57. The
Chapel Choir provided the music
for the service.
to choose its staff, and pointed out
that the first sU*p toward making
the Influence of the Bugle felt
would be the acquisition of the
badly needed Bugle office.
Donald R. Zuckcrt '56, moved
that the President of the Student
Council appoint a committee to
exert the influence of the Council
toward obtaining an office for the
Bugle staff. The motion was car-
ried unanimously by all members
present.
Guns also agreed to work later
on toward drafting some sort of
constitution or body of rules under
which the Bugle should function.
Tamminen appointed Paul S. Do-
herty '56, to bring tiles on the
hockey rink campaign up-to-date,
with the assistance of Orient staff
members Maynard A. Seelye '56
and John S. Simonds '57, ncwly-
eicctcd Psi U. representative on
tltf council.
Thomas E. Needham '57, chair-
man of the Campus Chest Com-
mitter, gave a progress report on
the plans for the weekend, the ar-
rangements for which are nearly
completed.
Secretary Henry D. Shaw *56
read a letter received from Tufts
ad\ using the college on final pluns
for their New England Conference*
of student councils. No action has
yet been taken on whether the
council will send representatives.
Albert R. Marshall *56, retiring
Zete representative, and E. B.
Clark '56. reported the results of
their interview with Director of
the Placement Bureau Samuel A.
I^add on the possibility of estab-
lishing a career day here. I^idd
pointed out that such ventures
have been tried in the past with
attendance usually rather spotty.
Shaw also introduced discussion
of the advisability of changing pro-
cedure for electing Junior Class
officers. Tamminen apjiointed
Shaw and P. Juy Howurd Jr. '57,
to draft proposals for amending
the section of the Student Council
constitution deuling with class
elections.
Since the next regular meeting
is not until after the examination
period Tamminen suggested that
it might be necessary to call a





The Student Union Committee
will sponsor four activities prior
to and during the coming exam
period, according to Donovan D.
Lancaster, director of the Moul-
ton Union.
The first of these events will
be the second duplicate bridge
tournament directed by Mrs. Belle
Stetson, to be held In the Moul-
ton Union Lounge this evening at
7:30. at which time all entrants
must be in the Union with their
partners. No duplicate experience
is required.
Prizes
First prize will be $3 worth of
merchandise at the Union Store.
Second prize will consist of $2
worth of merchandise for each
contestant. There will be an in-
tercollegiate tournament in Feb-
ruary.
The student-faculty chess tour-
nament will be held in the Union
on Jan. 19, at 8:00 p.m. Those
wishing to enter must register in
the Union Office ind bring their
own sets. The Student Union Com-
mittee will award chess sets to
the first and second place winners.
The chessmen to be awarded are
standard tournament pieces wx>rth
$10.
Exam I ticks
The regular midyear exam mo-
vies will be shown this year start-
ing Thursday, Jan. 24, and con-
tinuing every day with the ex-
ception of Thursday, Jan. 24 and
Sunday. Jan. 29. The showings in
the Smith Auditorium will run
from 12:45 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Parts one through four of Som-
erset Maugham's Quartet will be
shown on Tuesday', Wednesday.
Friday and Saturday, Jan. 24, 25,
27, and 28. Cartoons and sports
shorts will also be shown.
The regular Saturday evening
movies will include James Mason
in The Desert Fox, a portrayal of
the German general Rommel, In
World War Two's African cam-
paign. This will be shown Jan. 21.
J. Arthur Rank's technicolor pro-
duction about nn old racing car,
Genevieve, will be shown on Jan.
28.
Sergeant York is scheduled for
Feb. 4. Gary Cooper will portray
the World War I hero. Alvin York.
All the films will start at 6:30
and 8:30 p.m. in Smith Auditor-
ium and are open to the college
community.
Commanders To Play





Replacement For William Flash
Taught Govt. At Brown, B. U.
David B. Walker, MA. (Boston will conduct spring classes in leg-
Unlverslty) will replace Assistant | Islativv processes, Government 2,
Professor William S. Flash In the and will work with majors in the
government department Next so- 1 field.
mester Flash will lecture at Har-j He recclv<>d his A3, as well as
vard in Public Administration.
J
his M.A. from Boston University,
Mr. Walker will be an instructor and recently completed his Ph.D.
in the government department, and' thesis! The topic for this study,
"
i which he did at Brown, was Am-
Self Study Program [JJ;
r
To Be Acted Upon
The Self Study Committee pro-
posals will be considered by the
Committee on Educational Polic)
of the Governing Boards on Feb. 4.
The report will then go to the
Boards ol Overseers and Trustees
Colleges' Size
Increases 8.3%
The increased number in Bow-
doin's student enrollment this year
is a manifestation of the upward
trend in the nation's college at-
tendance record, according to a re-
port in School and Society Maga-
zine.
Recent reports received from ac-
credited universities and four-year
colleges in all parts of the United
States and its territories show en-
rollments this autumn of 1.612, 225
full-time students and a grand to-
tal of 2,111,4X5.
Figures for 1955 iivdlcate an 8.3"r
Increase over the fall of 1954. The
1955 freshmen in live broad field:
%|Plav. Parties
Eddie Grady and the Comman-
der* will provide fhe music for the
Winter House Party formal ac-
cording to Donovan D. Lancaster,
advisor to the Student Union Com-
mittee. Pattl Ryan will be the
vocalist.
During the intermission, the
Meddles will sing and the Queen
will be crowned,
ITie Commanders, who have just
I
completed three weeks at the Pal-
ladium Ballroom iji Holly woo. 1.
! California, received a personal
thank -you from President Eisen-
hower alter they had played nl
Fit/simmons Ami) Hospital hi
Denver,
Billed as the Four Bones, the
trombone section is featured in
specialty numbers.
The dance, which will be held In
the Sargent Gymnasium on Friday,
Feb. 10, will last from !t:l)0 p.m, to
1 :00 a.m. Advance ticket sales are
now underway so that congestion
at the door can he avoided: The
tickets are JjO.OU per couple, facul-
ty members and their wives will
be admitted free.
Gym I><vr« rations
Plans for the gym decorations
center around a Mardi Grna theme,
The. ceiling will be compietelj ctA
ered with blue fabric. Streamers 61
colored lights and pennants will be
draped across the gym to repre-
sent street decorations at Mardi
Grits. Colored awnings from l he
side-walls will give the effect ol
the French Quarter, Booths and
cut-out costumed figures will corn-
el study exceed the number of slnvM* 1" *£ ' '^ ** :l w," l« **•**-
ilar freshman in 1954 by 9.?%, thewwm be a large cut-out double
These 1963 figures show that this I««**vll standing in flu
year, as well as in several preced
ing years, the biggest percentage
gains for new students are in spe-
cialized areas of study. However,
in actual numbers, enrollments re-
main greatest in the broader area
of the arts and sciences.
New Blood
Recruits for the depleted ranks
of school teachers are on the way
in encouraging numbers, especially!
in regard to men; this fall then-
is an increase of 13.2', over 1951
in full-time students starting!
courses in the field of teacher
Marine and ttonrn To Act
..
Moss Hart's gay comedy, Light
Up The Sky, wii be presented In
the Pickard Theater on Feb. 9, 11.
and 13. The shows on the ninth and
thirteenth will start at Slo. and
on Saturday, the eleventh at 7:00.
The Orient wasTiiistaken last week
in reporting a show on Friday,
Feb. 10.
Advance tickets will go on sal-
at the ticket office in Pickard
Theater Feb. t>. Blanket Tax cards
will admit students; dates and
others will be charged $1,00 each,
Light l'p the Sky, first produced
. -o this, Mr. Walker has taught
beginning government courses at
both Brown and Boston University.
A further qualification for his post
has been some government service
experience. He served in the U. S.
Army. Mr. Walker, who is married,
makes his home in Salem, Mais.
The government department is
who vrilfnioke"thc^lnarconsKkTa"|"ulT,,rlnK "" thini loss in '«• th«™
tiOTJS, After the final decisions, : onc >'''a f-
I'wtructor James F. Tier-
President James S.Coles will make | "°>' a" (1 Associate Professor Law-
a report to the college. I ronct> L ' I
'
cllc,*r b"" 1 «eft the de-
Thc more feasible aspects,of the VUtntM last summer,
proposals will go into effect im-i Professor Flash joined the facul-
mediately, while other portions of ty In 1952 after serving in the
the programs will take effect grad- ' Army and graduating from Har-
ually. No Immediate results are an- j vard. His new Job will involve
ticipatcd this year, however.
j
teaching, field studies, and admin-
Tho most controversial subject 1 'strativc duties.
of the proposals Is the- math-clas-!' ~~
mcs requirement. Other notc-l In the basement of Senrlcs
worthy resolutions under consider- > Science Building, a museum is be-
ation are the "C" rule change and ing organised with valuable gifts
the division of the humanities into from the family of Admiral Rob-
three parts. The proposals to in- ert E. Peary '77. Rear Admiral
crease the amount of writing and | Donald B. MacMillan, of the cla;
oral presentation are expected to, of 1898, and other friends of the
receive unanimous approval. college.
training. Although this represents "" Broad*W ''> ]! ; "• *'ves a view,
an improvement, present enroll- of scmH ' of ,h" PTOblonis and uitua-
ments fall far short of supplying 1 llo,ls taKnl«=? ln ;i W«*roa*W0








"'K ' :s '"
ministrators to handle adequately V"""
,n
'
WU,lam Bec80n m '•""i" 111
the nation's problem of a lack ol i
1 ""''.1' 1 f* I''"!1" 1 '"'". «'"' Robert





and Lav Rutan designing the isetsThis years increase of 13.3'.
over last year's enrollment in en-
gineering freshmen, in respect t.
peacetime conditions, may ,i" at-
tributed to the current expansion
of American industry by demand
ing young engineers in numb r-
iar exceeding the collegiate sup
ply. The current advances an
widely spread among engineering
colleges of state and other targe
universities and the land-grant col-
leges. The Independent technologi-
cal institutes and schools aLso re-
port increases.
Culture By Statistic*
The freshmen statistics show an
S.l", increase over 1951 in the
nunilx^r entering courses in com-
merce or business administration.
There .is also a 3.9' i Increase ii
freshmen entering colleges ot agri
culture. A substantial increase in
the large universities as well aj
the small colleges is evident.
The universities In larger cities
have greatly expanded their offer- ,'
ihgs available to mature, qualified
j
persons w1k> can devote evening
|
hours, late afternoons and Salur-
The judging for the Interfrater-
nity Snow Sculpture Competition'
will be held at noon on Saturday,
Feb, 11, snow permitting, A prr
maneiit cup. will !*• awarded '••
the winner. Judges will Be cnos-
'en front- the faculty member* on
the Union Committee,
House Activities
All the houses will yive the trad-
itional cocktail p iiius and ban-
quets on Friday, Feb. 10, Scatti red,
but frequent, cocktail parties v. ill
occur throughout Saturday. Of
coins,', in ,,. will bc iii) organized
parties on Sundhv
.
Saturday' evening, the heart of
the actual house parties, will offer
vaiie.l house activities. Most of the
houses plan bands of one kind or
[f'fiaii- Turn I v Page /]
Quill Is Sponsoring
Shorl Storv Contest
Willi Prize Of $25
'Hie ouili is sponsoring a short








lessional, technical and cultural
subjects. As to sex, the 936.9TJ
men students represent an in-
SSfcrease ot ln.7', over I9.">» and the
472,934 women students, an In-
crease of 5.H' <
.
Ike Nominates Alumnus For Rank Of General
Gen. Wyman
President Eisenhower has nom-tcan Theater and the European
inated a Bowdoin alumnus for the Theater. He was made assistant
rank of General, United States
\ commander of the First Infantry
Army, ami head of the Continental | Division during the Sicilian cam-
Army Command, according to a
If. S. Army announcement made
last week.
Senate confirmation is expected
shortly.
In Korean Conflict
Lit. Gen. Willard G. Wyman '20,
copimander of the IX Corps dur-
ing the Korean Conflict, past com-
mander of the Allied Land Forces
in Southeastern Europe (NATO)
and currently the Deputy Com-
manding General of the Continen-
tal Army Command at Fort Mon-
roe, Va., has been named to suc-
ceed General John E. Halquist, who
retires from his-Fort Monroe, com-
mand March 1.
paign in 1943.
Commander of the 71st
In 1941 he returned to the Unit-
ed States and took command of
the Seventy-first Division, and up-
on his return to Europe in Feb-
ruary. 1913, he led it through the
front lines, into Germany, captur-
ing Plrmasens and assisting in the
capture of the key city of Mann-
heim. By V-E Day the Seventy-
first had crossed Germany and
made contact with the Russian
forces at the Enns River in Aus-
tria, giving it the distinction of ad-
vancing farther east than any oth-
er Allied ground force.
Following the war, General Wy-
During World War If, Gtfheral man was assigned to Headquarters,
Wyman served in the China-Bur- ' Army Ground Forces, as an as-
ma-India Theater, the North Afri- sistant chief ol staff It was during
ir I n
The deadlim date is Februan 2H.
Professors Benjamin Coxe and
Sweet will judge the contest, which
is oj>cn to any undergraduate who
has not had any woik published
before this school year,
To Stimulate Interest
In sponsoring such a contest, the
Quill board hoi>es t,, stimulate in-
tercst in undergraduate writing
and. at the saiui- time, to get
this period, which ended with his Ki"ater variety In the men who
appointment as Chief Of Staff | submit material to the Quill.
First Army, in September, 1917.! Any m-n who wish to enter the
that he originated and introduced contest should give their work so
"Aggressor," the mythical, stand- !""> one <>r the members of the
ardi/ed enemy force against which Qu ''l Hoard or place the storj in
Army tactical forces now pit them- l,m ' °* , ' 11 ' '"" QulU folders which
selves in all field maneuver prob- , ;"v located in the Moulton Onion
lems. Bookstore and at the main desk
[of the library.
Iloaorury *•*• Wi'lM.n Efoetea
la June. 1901. shortly before he )',% 22f ';:"-'''!^- li "- ,.J. >"'" 1->
. r . , .
J "•«. ....
nii; | lt Unbert ( , Wilson C was
left for the Korean Conflict, the elected to the editorial board. Wii-
College honored General Wyman son. a veteran, Is treasurer of the
with an Honorarv Master of Arts Manuscript Club mid is author of
degree. He took "command of the a ^' rX . s '"'-' ;" ll < " h " >> »P-
... ,. , „ , [wared in the fal Issue ol theSixth Army Headquarters at thc-Quiii
Presidio in San Francisco upon r. - The six members ol the QuJU
turning from his NATO command editorial board are William I'.ee-
in sout hoist ern Europe and after son III. "36, John It. MacKay "56,
leaving this post, took command John I,. I low land 7>7, Henrj D. M.
of his present position at Fort Shcrrerd Jr., '52, William H Ham-
Monroe, Va. ilton '58, iiixl Robert C Wilson :c.
- - -
-
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Students And Deadlines
There is a Reneral inability at Bowdoin to meet deadlines
—
any type of deadline, whether in a course, for the Orient, for the
Bimle, for WBOA, or for any other type of work that should
be completed within a lime limit. Perhaps this is the prime evi-
dence of irresponsibility and laziness here. In any case, it is a
nvattf r of no small amazement when one stands back and looks
at the skill with which many of us are able to procrastinate until
the last minute, and then either bungle the job or let it lapse en-
tirely, leaving the sweat to fall off someone else's face.
This is why so few men are left with so much work on the
Bugle: too few undergraduates are capable or willing to under-
take the pressure of a deadline.
This is why too many slump to the scholastic blacklist: there
is no discernment or interest in judging time and capabilities and
making these two factors accurately measure the work that is
due within the limits.
,
This is why the Orient sometimes must lean on an imagin-
ary stick when it expects and depends on news that it never gets.
This is a difficulty facing the managers of WBOA when
they demand that work be done for a time within the limits set.
What are we going to do under pressures of a complex life
which is but one deadline broken down into many? Will any
business be able to tolerate this lack of desire to get things done?
Can a man supporting hiimelf through a profession, such as law
or medicine, slide through his obligations as we, as undergradu-
ates, can in our padded existence? Can a writer shrirg off tests
or his ability and be in demand? (Or perhaps his readers know
well that he is merely waiting for artistic inspiration because his
present mood found discipline distasteful.)
Whatever form it may take, this inability is with us. It's too
bad, isn't it? Maybe we, as individuals, should do something





Richard H. Goodrich, county
chaJrmiin for the March of Dimes,
has appointed .Capt. Thomas W.
Stockton of the ROTC Department
the Executive Director for the
March of Dimes in the Brunswick
area.
'ITio director for last year's drive
was Mr. Oscar Brackett of Bruns-
wick. This year he serves under
Captain Stockton as card chair-
man. This involves the sending of
letters to everyone living in the
town except the students.
As Executive Director he is re-
sponsible for the campaigning and
collection of all donations in the
town. To aid him in his function
there are many citizens of the
community serving on his commit-
tee.
The drive is now well underway.
Many different organizations have
been united in the effort. Blue
Crutch Day was run by the Am-
erican Legion on Jan. 3. Mrs. Mc-
Intire, the daughter-in-law of the
college hurswir, is in charge of The
Mothers' March on Polio. She has
appealed on television many times
in this endeavor.
Student wives plan to sell sand-
wiches and cooki.s to the under-
graduates on Jan. 25. The 'proceeds
will go to the drive. There will be
no collection of actual money on
campus because a federated drive
is held annually in March.





1 raid your latest article, "Bu-
gle Problems Unsolved." with great
interest and admiration, but 1 was
sorry you did nut make your argu-
ments' more forceful. 1 certainly
agree that Hie iaculty in general
are a weak and spineless (toup
and should exert more influence
in student projects.
It being an accepted fact that
the faculty committee which ad-
vises the Bugle staJT is to blame
for the recent difficulties, what
then is to be done about it? How-
can we, the students, exert more
pressure on the faculty to exert
more pressure on the students, to
meet their own deadlines? That's
a rough one, 1 admit, but it de-
mands serious thought.
Not l.wal Problem
And, moreover, this problem is
not a lo<*al one but can and ought
to be extended to all student activ-
ities. I can not speak for the other
dormitories or fraternity houses,
but Moore Hall for the past year
has received virtually no faculty
supervision. In fact, 1 have not
seen a member of the faculty In
this building this year! The result
Ls appalling.
Students sometimes stay out
past twelve o'clock at night, bull
sessions are a common occurrence,
and degradation and laxity reign.
If we are ever to maintain those
high scholastic standards the col-
lege Ls reputed to have, how can
we expect success without closer
supervision? The faculty definitely
ought to exert more pressure,
since we obviously cannot take the
responsibility ourselves. Mind, I am
not advocating compulsory study
hours, but something - - 1 say,
something — ought to be done im-
mediately!
Faculty Inactivity
The same faculty Inactivity and
apathy Ls felt in all aspects of the
college community. I understand
very few students try for essay-
prizes, but how can we possibly be
expected to if they (this spineless
faculty) do not assign us the sub-
jects and deadlines? How can the
Quill ever come out without facul-
ty pressure? But there Ls one thing
certain at least. The Orient is a
shining example for any student
activity. The Orient meets its
deadlines faithfully — not once u
year, but once a week! It's en-
couraging that in at least one stu-
dent organization proper faculty
supervision and pressure have been
exerted. I hope this example will
make other less successful organi-
zations sit up and take notice, be-
cause it is unquestionably up to
us, -the students, to make this
spineless faculty do something
about our Inactivity!
Sincerely,
J. Steward LaCasce '56
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M
Examinations
Seem to be here
I he> always happen
This lime or year
Abominations
t >f jour life
Who would rather
Avoid the strife
And all the grinding
lentil the dawn
Brings the collapse
With a weary y&wn
And a breath all sour ,.
With cigarette smoke ^"»-—
And an upset stomach
From too much coke
Or ginger-ale^
Placement Bureau
R. C. Thompson, a representa-
tive of the Vanderbilt Co.. will be
in the Placement Bureau office to-
morrow to interview interested
science majors, particularly those
majoring in chemistry, according
to Samuel A. Ladd Jr., director.
Also tomorrow, J. S. Patterson
of the Chrysler Corp. will be here
to. discuss all phases of the motor
industry and opportunities avail-
able for liberal arts graduates.
Following mid-year examina-
tions, several evenings will be de-
voted to career conference ses-
sions for interested seniors. De-
tails will be announced in the Feb.






WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street £iai PA 5-7072
Maine Hall, built in 1808, was
originally known as "the college"
and named later to commemorate






The editorial in last week's
Orient rightly deplored the tardy
appearance of the 1955 Bug-h", but
in putting the finger, on the cul-
prits responsible, you squashed
us just a little harder than even
members of the faculty care to l>e
squashed. The charge was that
we had "done little to rectify the
situation." You would have been
more accurate had you added that
the little we did was more
than we were required to do. The
responsibility of the Bugle eon*
mlttce is to force only financial
advice on the yearbook staff, and
that we have done so \igorously
that the Bugle is once again sol-
vent. Such other advice as the
Staff wishes mast be solicited. In
that way there is no danger of
the faculty forcing its own tastes
on the student editors. The Bugle
is the seniors' yearbook, not the
faculty's.
It strikes us as slightly ironic
that in a year when students have
been clamoring for greater free-
dom in the use of houses during
parties and greater responsibility
in regulating class and chapel at-
tendance, there should suddenly
bo this appeal for less independ-
ence and responsibility in the cre-
ation of a yearbook. Frankly, wc
are bewildered. Possibly the Orient
would be willing to enlighten us
on the exact nature of the res-
ponsibility students arp anxious
and willing to assume. All we ask
is that your concept of responsi-




worth, Creason and as-
sistant to the bursar Ho-
kanson," the last of whom
is not a member of the
i committee.
P.S. We arc certainly sympathe-
tic with the Bugle's desire for of-
fice -space. May we remind ycfllf
though, that it has only been in
the last year or two that office
space was sufficient for faculty
needs. It seems a little unreason-
able to expect the faculty to do
for others in a few weeks some-
thing they were barely able to do




Your mouth tastes green
Or maybe brown
But it's awfully vile
From cold grilled-cheesefi
Mixed with bile
Your nose Ls runny
Your mind is stuffed
With useless facts
Your eyes are puffed
Your back is sore
Your fingers tremble





Who rambled too far
Enjoying life
. Away from the books
When classes were held
You're now on the hooks
And exams are upon you
These miserable days
You're catching it up
In a final blaze
A thirst for learning
You knew not before
So you study your notes
In search of their lore
You find thr-iv's not much
You're out on a limb
You run to the bookshop
But the outlines are slim
And meagre at best
You return to your room
On the desperate side
And consider your doom
Your possible fate
You get rather nervous
Thinking of leaving
Entering the service
It all seems so grim
You wonder just why
You let it all slide
You wish you could die
You consider that thought
You ask your best friend
If he thinks that with luck
The world may soon end
In which case it's silly
To study so hard
He tells you he's busy
He's studying Lard
These Chemistry majors
Are all greasy grinds
They store away knowledge
In their neat little minds
They haven't the know-how
Of the gay social whirl
They think in equations
sout with a girl
They missed all the parties
You wint to last tall
They slaved home and studied
While Lou had a ball
So th^ip never worry
It do?sn't seem fair
Everyone'is against you
They don't seem to c«ue
You think that you'll junk it
And go have a beer
So what if you flunk if?
You can still gel a job
A job in the Service?
You stifle a sob
And run for the asprin
The- benzedrine pills
The various capsules
To cure all your ills
And keep you awake
Through the hours so di^eary
A pot of black coffee
Your eyes will be bleary
Collect all the books
Arrange every note
Grind it out slowly
You'll learn it by rute
If you can't understand It
You just need a basis
Of one or two dates
And a few famous faces
To use like a springboard
Diving into the bull
So sharpen your shovel
Soak your mind full
Of what you can cram -^
Get In there and fight
In like a Hon
And out like a light
There's no need to panic
Write with real nerve
Don't ever forget
They grade on the curve.
To These Ears
By George A.
Return of the Soggy Story: Th.
members of the American mov ie-
goitv^ public who g< t to *< e Hie
Rains of Banchipur are very for-
tunate people, because this iuvvK
released picture is one of the best
offerings of tha year. The story is
based on Louis Bromfteld's best-
selling, "passionate novel of mys-
terious India," and, believe me, it
is quite a story-. There is not much
of anything left out except Mari-
lyn Monroe and l«issie.
Poor Lanu
To portray tho carefully
sketched group of leading charac-
ters, Hollywood has assembled a
very 'fine cast perhaps "top-
notih" Is a better adjective. In the
demanding role of the American
adventuress, so full of passion and
torment, is that evil and goi-gious
hunk of woman Lana Turner. And
she plays this role with the tem-
perament and conviction that she
always somehow manages to bring
to her many tough acting assign-
ments. Her performance is surely
worth at least one Academy-
Award. The other players are no
less superb.
Green Eyes
HIchard Burton Ls really dashing
In a green turban to match his
eyes, as the dedicated doctor. If
Joan Caultield, as the "eager man-
hunter from Iowa," sometimes acts
a bit tot) young for a college grad-
uate and looks too old for the part,
we certainly do not mind because
Smart Jr. '.'"
she has an awfully nice smile and
plenty of good looks to go with it.
Eugenie Leontovlch is plenty wise
and waspish as the old dovvaeer,
and Fred Mac-Murray as the Am-
erican engineer drinks away his
youthful ideals with real genuine
energy,
Subtle Script
Merle Miller's script is more or
less the movie fan's' dream. It's the
kind of thing you do not have to
worry about, because you kriow
exactly what the next line is going
to be. The dialogue in Its full Im-
pact could best be described as
compelling and cleverly subtle. I
especially liked the heartbreaking
Words uttered by Dick and Lana
at the end.
Dick : Do vou lov.:> mi •?
Lana: Completely.
Of course, it's obvious as a turtle
that with such a complicated love
situation only an earthquake and
the rains of Kanchipur could
straighten it out. The earthquake
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You are invited to attend a free showing
of color travel films and hear LAW-
RENCE FOX, a student travel leader,
discuss European travel ^
,
Thursday, January 19
7:30 P.M — Smith Auditorium
News
Frl.-Siit. Jan. 20-21































What young people are doing at General Electric
EXAM TIME
OUTLINE TIME
COMPLETE STOCK ON HAND
Barnes & Noble — Hymarx — LittlefieW
M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
TheFORWARD LOOK
has created new openings
throughout the Chrysler
Corporation. Interested
students should contact the




works on new ways
to improve metals
Today scientists and engineers face one of
the toughest barriers of all — the "metal
barrier." Modern technology has progressed
so rapidly that today's metals can't meet the
tremendous demands placed upon them. For
such fields as aviation, electronics, atomic
energy, present metals must he improved and
new kinds of materials must be developed.
One of the young men playing a role in
this new and important field is 30-year-old
Dr. Roland P. Carreker, Jr.
Carreer's Work Interesting, Vital
As a research associate in the General Elec-
tric Research Laboratory's Metals and
Ceramics facility, Carreker's chief concern
is the improvement of metals through new
processing techniques.
-• In his work, Dr. Carreker has dealt with
such important metallurgical problems as
metal failure in high-speed turbine rotors,
determining the strength of pure metals
from —42S1 F, the temperature of liquid
hydrogen, to 2,800°F and economic studies
of new metallurgical processes.
25,000 College Gradeitej it General Uectric
'
When Carreker came to General Electric in
1947, he already knew the work he wanted
to do. Like each of our 25,000 college-
graduate employees, be is given a chance to
grow and realize his fuU potential. For Gen-
eral Electric has long believed this: When
fresh young minds are given freedom to
make progress, everybody benefits — the in-
dividual, the company, and the country.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, A'. Y.
I
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POUR BEARINGS
By John E. Simonds '57
"No Country For Old Men"
The blame for Bowdoln's catastrophic basketball defeat last Satur-
day afternoon can be pinned on the performances of two men. You
won't find their names on the I'nivrisity of Maine roster or on!
any other basketball roster. They don't play basketball. Instead,
they travel the basketball circuits posing as referees.
Clad in their gray uniforms and armed with powerful whistles,
they huff and puff up and down the floor trying to keep up with the
two teams. Saturday, they did a bad job of keeping up with anyone.
They made bad calls, grew tired and nervous, and had no control over
the contest These two men exemplify Maine basketball officiating.
It's a detriment to the sport.
It was a pathetic sight to watch the two refs in question operating
on the court Saturday. They were both little old gray-haired men,
a bit fatigued and somewhat concerned about the mutinous crowd.
One could almost feel sorry for them, having to stand out there as tar-
gets for spectator derision. Both of them were probably nice old en y i
with families, friends, etc. Just trying to pick up an extra buck. Of all
the part time jobs, though, they picked the most hazardous. Basket-
'
ball is no sport for old men. These two turned what could have lyprt
a good ball game into a melange of chaos and tntojudgment .
Perennial Problem
Poor officiating has haunted the Polar Bears through every basket-
ball campaign, and everyone has done his share of griping about it.
The situation must be helpless, however, since the same poor chllbrp
of referees generally turns up each year. Occasionally, reft- from
Boston and New Hampshire are imported, and the contest between the'
outside and the local whistle-blowers is clearly evidenced.
Bowdoln's athletic fortunes should not be jeopardized by the in-
competency of withered officials trying to make a hobby ojjl o n f-
ereeing. The State should tighten up the requirements and raise the
salaries for athletic officials, or else the athletic department should
boycott the Maine referees. It'll probably be quite a while before
cither one of these things happens, though.




The Aquamen lost their first
meet of the season, when they
traveled to Hartford for an ex-
citing battle with a surprisingly
good Trinity squad. The Bantams
managed to come out ahead in the
end, 47-37, but only after a see-
saw succession of events.
Trinity took the opening 300 yd.
relay and the 50- yd. freestyle in
the first minutes of the meet
Shannon of Trinity was especially
impressive in the 50 with a 23.8
clocking, the best the White has
faced this year. John Collier and
Mike Curtis were second and third
respectively.
Howard Wins
The 220-yd. freestyle was Bow-
doln's first victory, as Willy How-
ard took another, this In 2:25.
Bowdoin sti-uck again when Bob
I'lourde plowed his way to a first
\
in the individual medley in 1 :39.
Trinity's Scott and Criley follow-
ed.
The Bantams earned a seven-
point spread In the diving; and
after taking both first and second
in the 100-yd. freestyle, the White
became desperate for points.
Flourde Triumphs
Plourdc won his second race of
the afternoon with a slow 2:28
in the 200-yd. backstroke, Wllley
of Bowdoin a close second. Trinity
again countered with a first and
third in the 200-yd. breaststroke,
I^ogan touching out White of Bow-
doin. Scott of Trinity frustrated
I loward's attempt at a second vic-
tory, winning the 440-yd. freestyle
and completely ending the Polar
Bears' chances of a third consecu-
tive win. The 400-yu. relay went
to Bowdoin but the Bantams had
already wrapped it up for them-
selves, 47-37.
Frosh Lose
Friday afternoon the Freshman
poolers were Inundated by Hebron,




The Bowdoin Frosh basketball
squad romped to a 79-42 victory
over a hapless Kents, Hill team
making its season's debut here on
Saturday afternoon, fivery Polar
Cub played almost a full half as
Freshman mentor Mike Linkovich
substituted freely. It was an of-
fensive field day for the White as
each map contributed to a total
of 34 shots from the floor. The
visitors managed to scone but 3
points in the third period but far-
ed better In the final session as
the Polar Cub defense relaxed.
Wllley Stars
The Frosh picked up loose balls
and Intercepted passes with aban-
don and left the court at intermis-
sion with a 41-25 lead. Dick Wil-
ley and Jack McLean topped the
scoring parade with 16 points
apiece. McLean put on a great one-
handed shooting exhibition As he
pumped in eight field goals. Willey
scored most of his tallies on lay-
ups after taking long passes from
Teammates at the Bowdoin end of
the court Lee Hitchcock had 10
markers while Jim Hallee and
Jim Carnathan had 8 points each
for the White. Cfert Pomeroy ahd
Dick Rogers chalked up 10 and





Last Wednesday night the Colby
Mules downed the Polar Bear Five,
74-59 for their 17th straight Se-
ries victory. The Mules dominated
tiw play in the first half, but
Bowdoin spurted after the inter-
mission to tie the count. Then the
roof lell in on the White.
Colby started out very fast,
building up an eleven point spread
»t half time, 35-24. Charlie Twigg
and Bob Raymond were the big
factors in the Colby surge, while
Bowdoin was having a hard time
finding the range.
Bowdoin, however, started to
move the ball early In the sec-
ond half and knotted the counf
at 52-all with but six minutes re-
maining. Then the Mules found
themselves again and began to hit
with great consistency to forge
ahead and stave off the White
threat.
On Saturday afternoon, the
Maine Cagers travelled to Bruns-
wick and managed to walk off
with the win to the tune of 82-66.
It was Maine's first Series victory
of the season.
The first half was very sloppy
with Bowdoin leading at the half,
40-36. Janelle and Llbby sparked
Bowdoin while Pete Kosty led
the Maine attack aided by Mike
Polcse.
The second half proved a differ-
ent story as Maine took advan-
tage of foul shot opportunities and
ran away with the encounter.
Maine made a total of 42 foul
shots and this wni just about the
story of the game. Pete Kosty
who had 26 points for the game,
garnered sixteen of his total from
the foul line alone. Huston also
took advantage of Bowdoin In-
fractions, making a-total of eleven
to come up with 15 points for the
afternoon.
The Bowdoin scoring was well
divided but did not have enough
punch to overcome an inspired
Maine team. Bowdoin plays Bates
this Wednesday night then takes
a rest for examinations. The first
game after midyeai-s is with Tufts
on Winter House Party Weekend.
The game has been changed from
8:15 to 2:00 in the afternoon.
Colby (741 1 Bowdoin <59>
a V PI
Rnymnml 6 I •.'lJiin.ll.>
Oumi>beH' 1 1 SrKraaer
Briton 1 4 •ICIowr
Omliuor« 2 1 « UW.v
KlStovi-rC'nisrf 4 1)
TViinc 1 ] 1 3 1 Johnnon
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"T-Ball" Llbby twists under the basket for a lay-up against Maine, last Saturday. Waiting anxiously In
the background are Bowdoln's Ron (Jolt and Mj-Jne's high scorer, Pete Kosty. Libby led the Polar Bear
scoring with a dozen point*. Courtesy of Portland Sunday Telegram




Bowdoln's flashy foursome of
IXvight Eaton, John Herrick, Bob
Hinckley, and Phil Mostrom sped
to a 3:30.5 victory' in the mile re-
lay at the annual Knights of Co-
lumbus Track Meet at Boston last
Saturday night.
Anchorman Mostrom cracked
the tape just twenty feet ahead of
a Williams runner. MIT. Worcester
Tech, and Wesleyan finished be-
hind In that order.
Over at Harvard Bill McWll-
liams took third place In the 35
pound weight in an AAU meet He
tossed the weight 58T, Just Ms
inch off the college record. Right
behind him was Steve McCabe in
fourth place.
Friday afternoon saw the Frosh
spikemen roll over the combined
forces of Deerlng and Portland
High Schools. The Cub cinder
squad amassed 72 points in their
winning efforts. Firsts were gar-
nered by Dick Brown, Ken Jud-
son, Dick Tut tie. Larry Wllklns,
Tom Reiger, Deane Turner, and
Dick Adams.
The summary:
Mil.- Bun -r- Won by Rolf* (D) : 2nd.
Churte (Kl : Srd. Vwrlll (P). Tim. 4:46.5.
40 Yard Iumh -- Won by S.-rmour
IP); 2nd. Judaon (B) : 3rd, Wilkin. (B).
Tim.' 4.8 ire.
45 Yard High Hurdl<«> — Won by
Brown (8): 2nd. Tuttl* (B>: 3rd. Foy*
(P). Tin* 6.4.
•06 Yard Run — Won by Thomas (P) :
2nd. Stilling. (P) : 3rd, Dowllng (»».
Tim* 1:22.7.
45 Low HurdlM — Won by Jud«>n
(B); 2nd. atcrrlti (B) : 3rd. >'or« (P).
lima 6.7.
12 Round Shot — Won by TuttW (B) .
2nd, Tripp <B): 3rd, Adam* (B). Dia-
tan<-«> 46 fart. 2k lncn<-».
1.000 Yard Run — Won by Rolfe (D) :
2nd, Ouy (U) : 3rd. Chasae (B). Time
2:57 (ran an extra lap).'
300 Yard Run — Won by Wllklns
(II); 2nd. Kornan (L>) : 3rd. Judaon (B).
Tlnwr 34.2 MT.
High. Jump — Won by Pbya <PJ, ; 2nd.
Brown ill) : 3rd, Carnathan (B). Hi. 5
tWt. 9 Inch*-*.
Broad Imuc Won by Judaon (B):
2nd. Merrltt (B) ; 3rd. Kmun (D). Dis-
t.mr* 18 fra-t. 5 lochia.
Pole Vault — Won by RWirer (Bl : 2nd.
Gellnaa <I>) : 3rd. Browne (B). Height 10
feet. 6 lnrhea.
Dlacu* — Won by Turner IB) ; 2nd.
Kraru-n (B)-: 3rd, Trip© (B). Distance
US feet. 111 lnrhea.
Relay — Won by Bowdoin (Merrltt,
Reiger, Parmalee. WilUm) j 2nd. Peering
(Keenan. Shea. Pierre. Dranimey) ; 3rd,
Portland (Price, MllcheL Thomas. Stilt-
ingr). Time 2:16.1.
36 Pound Weight (did not count in
•coring) — Won bv Adams (B); 2nd.
Swienynskl (B) ; Srd. Chittiek (D). Dis-
tance 37 f«ot, Hi inchea.
This week the White Key held , and
its elections for the spring semes-
effective soft ball pitcher.
Langbein, an ATO, is a veteran
^L^'V^JS! '5? *** footbaU manager and husUingelected to the presidency, suc-
ceeding John J. Manning '57. Rob-
ert A. Wishart '57 was chosen vice-
president, and Edward E. Lang-
bein was named secretary.
Smith is a member of Kappa
Sigma, plays varsity football, and
Is active in all interfraternity
sports. Wishart, a Zete, is also a
leading figure in interhouse ath-
letics as a stellar backcourt man
The infirmary was erected in
1916-17. It was given by Dr.
Thomas Upham Coe of the Class






































GREAT - GREAT SHIRT EVENT
The Greatest Bargains
Of The Year - On Sale Friday
IRREGULAR S
By Far
MOSTLY $5.00 and $5.95 Qualities




Don't miss this — it's outstanding!
The smartest styles — handsome colors!
Not run-of-the-mill shirts — but distinctive shirts;
these are not seconds — no holes or tears!
Slightly soiled — small misweaves —
-
nothing that affects wear or looks.
Some shirts without labels —
some with the labels of
America's finest stores.
Some whites— but these
are mostly the smartest
style* you'll find in the
country's smartest stores.
Broken lots naturally— but
a wide range of choice
sizes 1 4 to 17..
32 in. to 35 id. sleeves.
fcaraat, Brtuuftfa*
bounder for the ATO court five.
With the Installation of those
new men it is hoped that more
complete records of White Key
and interfraternity activities will
be maintained during the forth-
coming semester.
Bill McWlniamS has been named
to the National Student Weight-
lifting Honor Roll for the academic
year of 1955-5$. This honor.roll
is open to students, who can lift
overhead a barbell which exceeds





White puckchasers tasted vie-
too* for the first time this season,
as they tipped the University of
New Hhampshire sextet, 3-1. on
the St. Dom's ice last Friday af-
ternoon.
U.N.H. took the lead at 5;51 of
the first period when right winger
Ernie Twombly, connected on as-
sists by Jack Rice and Charlie
White. It took Bowdoin a long
time to strike back but strike back
they did. In the middle of the third
period, Mike Coster soloed for tlu»
equalizer to tie up the match and
went ahead in the next minute of
play when Paul Doherty converted
a long shot by Brian Flynn into
the nets. The third tally by Ron
Desjardin came at 19:43 when
U.N1I., employing the same tac-
tics as the Polar Bears had used
in their game with Colby, pulled
their goalie out of the cage. Ron-
nie belted a shot from mid-ice
which whistled untouched into the
nets. Final score -- Bowdoin 3,
U.N.H. I.
In the middle stanza, the Mac-
Faydenmen were charged with
three two minute penalties for
charging. Two were against Des-
jardin, the third being against-San-
dy Kowal. U.N.H. had one penalty
In the third period, a hooking
charge against left defenseman
Getchen.
Pete Rigby had it comparatively-
easy In the nets, saving '22.
Lose to Colby
Last Wednesday evening, Bow-
doin met Colby at the St. Dom's
arena in Lewiston. The Mules, hav-
ing previously beaten the Polar
Bears, 6-1, earlier in the season,
clinched the State championship
hockey series by turning back
Bowdoin, 4-1.
Howie Cates, Colby's right wing-
er, tallied first at 0:18 of the first
frame with an assist by Morisscy.
At 5:47 of the same iR'riod, the
Mules once again scored as Jim
Bishop slapped the puck by Pete
Rigby.
Going into the second period
with Colby in the lead by 2, the
Mules raised it to three orvMoris-
sey's counter. At 8:46, Ron Des-
jardin put by Colby's goalie the
MacFaydenmen's only score with
an unassisted rush up the middle.
Colby's last score, by Charlie Mor-
Issey, his second of the nignt, came
with 34 seconds remaining after
Bowdoin had pulled their goalie
out of the cage.
•a
A Campus-to-Career Case History
t?
I take a job from scratch"
The Air Force introduced Forrest I.
Hurst to communications. In 195.1 he
was Communications Officer at Lowry
Air Force Base near Denver, Colorado.
He was partially responsible for the com-
munications setup of the President's
"Summer T^Tiite House,'" and in this
assignment he met members of the local
Bell telephone company.
"The telephone people I met," says
Forrest, "were always helpful. I con-
sidered them the experts. They gave a
very good impression of the Bell System.
So three months before I was discharged
I wrote to Indiana Bell for an interview,
and subsequently I was hired as a
Student Engineer."
Today Forrest is in Indiana Bell's
Engineering Department, working with
rarrier facilities— the means by which a
number of telephone calls can be sent
simultaneously over one circuit
Forrest is given the basic circuit and
equipment requirements for a job. "My
boss farms it out to me,"' Forrest says,
'and I take it from scratch." Forrest
does the complete engineering job. He
writes the specifications, including wir-
ing plans and the list of equipment for
the job. Then the installers take over.
"I really feel that I'm contributing
to the telephone business," Forrest says.
"My wife does too. When we're la the
car we get a kick out of driving by a
j ob that! engineered. Nothing ran com-
pare with a career in a business that's
growing as fast as the Bell System. It's
the place to move ahead."
Forrest graduated in 1952 from Purdue
University with an E.E. degree. His career k
typical of those which exist in other Bell Tele-
phone Companies, and in Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia
Corporation. Your placement officer ha* more
information about Bell System companies.
•tit TKUFHOMC
SYtTCM
NO MAN can do his best h ft
job he doesn't, like or for
which he is not qualified.
That's why the Personnel
people at Connecticut
General Life Insurance
Company take great pains
to help new men find the
area best suited to their
interests and abilities.
With a broad range of
types of work, and new
positions constantly being
created with the rapid
growth of the Company,
you should soon find the
place where you will have
the best chance for advance-
ment.
1. "Hire young men"
f . "Train them ourselves"




qualified men a fine chance
to attain high goals for
themselves.
For example— the 1JJ top
executives at Connecticut
General joined thecompany
at an average age" of 23 \\
years, reached their present
top-level jobs at an average
age of 47 years, after
experience, in most cases,
in more than one major
functional area of the
Company.
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y
By William Btewa m 'M
I saw The Bad Seed during the
recent vacation. I had read Wil-
liam March's book on which Max-
well Anderson based the play last
summer, and had been fascinated
by it, as one is both fascinated
and repelled by a snake.
Well-Written Play
Naturally I had read the Broad-
way reviews acclaiming the play,
and, in particular, Nancy Kelly's
performance as the wrought
mother of a ten-year-old congeni-
tal murderess. So I went to the
theater with high hopes. I was
dazzled. I was put in a trance.




Sgt. Kmil Roycik, USA, has
Joined the staff of the ROTC De-
partment to assist in the instruc-
tion of small arms and armor, ac-
cording to an ROTC announce-
ment.
Sergeant Roycik was born In
Now York City and has been in
the Army since he graduated from
high'sehool in 1943. He served with
the 29th Infantry Division nnd
saw action in France and Ger-
many. Serving in four campaigns,
he received tho Purple Heart.
After the war he served with
the occupation forces in Japan
and Germany. He spent last year
In Greenland as a supply sergeant.
To These Ears
. . .
[Continued from Ftige 2] •
and flood that director Jean Nc-
gulesco and his crew have fash-
ioned is really a pip.. ft is a spec-
tacle of spectacles! This atmos-
phere of shrieking souls and enrth-
Bplitting-open excitement is hand-
somely conveyed in Cinemascope.
Pakistan has never looked so good.
The estimated value of the col-
lege buildings and equipment is
X>.730,000. Resources on June 30
1965, were $U\615,536.55.
written play, it has a tightness
and a vigor to it I very much
admire. Aside from thus, the play-
j
wright knows Just where to pull
| his punches. In a psychological
melodrama, this is important. The
play weaves a considerable spell.
Terrible Performance
I went home troubled. Nancy
Kelly had very much bothered
me, and I was not quite sure why.
It came to me later. It was then
I decided that Miss Kelly had giv-
en one of the most terrible per-
formances of the century in The
Bad Seed. I think it was her style
that perplexed me. She was play-
ing It grand—oh, very' grand
—
with all the stops pulled, and then
quietly inserted again.
You might call it a heroic per-
formance, for the audience was
always aware that Nancy Kelly
was a very heroic woman. Not just
because her daughter was a cun-
ning little Lizzie Borden, you un-
derstand, but because Miss Keljy
walked, talked, and generally gy-
rated In the obsolete tradition of
Minnie Maddern Fiske and Mrs.
Leslie Carter. She Is an emotion-
al actress.
Boring Routine
When her daughter reveals some
new horror to her, she pounds her
stomach furiously and practically
doubles ur in pain. Quite frequent-
ly she does a little "even though
the World is cracking apart. I must
go on with everyday pleasantries"
routine that «ets to be a throbbing
bore. This is executed with a quick
jump toward the door from a foe-
tal position: chin high, eyes blaz-
ing, body arched and ready for a
new attack. Miss Kelly keeps her
role dying, relentlessly bringing it
back to life again and again. Some
of us were darn glad when she
went offstage and shot herself for
good and all.
The little girl was excellent.
Tho rest of the cast, with the ex-
ception of Ann Shoemaker, who
did admirably with a character
wickedly known as Monica Breed-
love, was typical road company
material. A huge blonde hussy in
a slit black velvet skirt and Gib-
son Girl blouse, did a drunk
scene that would have made her
schoolmates at Cohoes High




Greeting Cards — Gifts •
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
L*t us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry WOkca
Printers Of Jlie Orient






Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
«
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
Htm AtANT ITBHt. MUNSWICft. MAI*
Student Union Committee: (Left to right, top row first) John B. Wheaton '68, Stellan P. Wollmar '58,
Joseph It. i>hrruui '58, Francis V. Johnson '58, James M. Fawcett '58, Richard K. Fickett '57, Stephen w!
Anderson '58, Richard A. Ilillman '58, Dana W. Randall '57, Peter K. Orne '57. Not Included In the uhoto-
R-raph Is Peter W. Davis '57.
House Parties ...
[Continued from Page /]
another. The Sigma Nu's expect
Joe Perry's Jazz Band ftx>m Boston.
The AD's and the Kappa Sig*s are
looking forward to the Meddies.
The ARU's will have a German
beer party, complete with cellar
beer garden, drinking hats and
band. The AD's and Beta's arc
ptanning hayridrs, the Beta's cap-
ping theirs with a cocktail party.
The Beta's will also celebrate the
"grand opening" of their new bar.
'Hie Chi Psi's have been trying to
contract the Dartmouth Chiefs as
well as planning a new bar. The
Delta Sig's will stage a pajama
party with their party favors. The
Psi U's and Zete's are planning
"nothing special," and the TD's are.
planning "nothing." Reports from
the Independents were not avail-
able. The ATO's have been think-
ing of a masquerade party.
A varsity basketball' game with
Tufts is planned for 2:00 p.m. on
Saturday. Feb. 11. The Freshman
basketball team will play the Port-









Hat Tops, Crews 1.00
"Nivii", you might.say if
someone suggested a career
in selling life insurance.
Well, if you don't think
you'd make a good sales-
man you're probably right,
and a step ahead because
you know it.
But don't forget there
art other positions in the
life insurance business be-
sides selling. For example,
in Connecticut General's
Home Office, here are a few
of the fields open to you:
Investment Analysts to han-
dle our over one-billion dol-
lars of holdings of securi-
ties, direct loans, mort-
gages and real estate.
Personnel People to train
as supervisors in our vari-
ous service areas, as well
as staff specialists in the
Personnel Department.
Vnderwriter* to determine
what risks the Company
will assume in our various
lines of coverage.
Claim Men in both home
office and field offices to ex-
pedite payment under our
policy contracts, and main-
tain service of a high order
to our policyholders.
Ask your Placement Di-
rector, or write Mr. Philip
Yost, Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company,
55 Elm Street, Hartford,





[Continued From rage 2]
The campaign winds up on Jan.
30 with a basketball game between
the Brunswick Recreation Club
and the Naval Air Station. The
latter event is sponsored by the
Lions Club.
Captain Stockton called his posi-i
tion a "rather thankless job" but
took it willingly for three reasons:
the importance of faculty mem-
bers taking part in town affairs,
his duty as an Army officer, and,
finally, as the father of a three-
and-a-half-ycar-old boy. For 30
days Captain Stockton expects to
lose an average of thi-ee hours
sleep a night, but he said he will
find it worthwhile in the end.
Exam Flick Schedule
SMITH AUDITORIUM
12:43 P.M. -1:14 P.M.
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Football Parade 1955
Somerset Maugham's Quartet — Part I — The Facts of Life
Wednesday, Jan. 25
Screwdriver — Woody Woodpecker Cartoon
Quartet — Part II — The Alien Corn
Friday, Jan. 27
How to Play Football — Disney Cartoon
Quartet - Part in — The Kite
Saturday, Jan. 28
Bannister's 4 Minute Mile
Quartet — Part IV — The Colonel's Lady
Monday, Jan. 30
Dippy Diplomat - Woody Woodpecker Cartoon
Wacky Weed — Andy Panda Cartoon
Olympic Winter Thrills
Tuesday, Jan. 31 -






Don Donald — Cartoon
Trouble Indemnity — Mister Magoo
Table Tennis Topnotchers
Friday, Feb. 3
He Dood it Again — Mighty Mouse
. Championship Basketball
Football Parade 1954





J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431




Mr. Lawrence Fox of Pittsfield.
Mass., will present a program de-
voted to student travel abroad at
7:30 oh Thursday. Jan. 19, in Smith
Auditorium. Color movies will be
shown.
Mr. Fox has led touring groups
of students in Europe on five oc-
casions. One of these groups work-
ed with EuroiHVuis rebuilding war
damaged ^puth Hostels. A former
radio announcer, Mr. Fox conduct-
ed a scries of interview programs
for BBC. He broadcasted from
such places as Paris, Copenhagen,
Oslo, Stockholm and Ixmdon.
On his tour of Scandinavia, the
group covered 1700 miles by bi-
cycle alone. Five girls were on this
tour. Contrary to popular opinion,
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PLUS 40 COLUMBIA Hi-Fi Phonographs
FOR THE 50 COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO
WRITE THE BEST NAMES FOR
VICEROY'S PURE, WHITE, NATURAL FILTER!
10 Winners! 10 Thunderbirds! win a ru iiy 40 Winners! 40 Columbia Hi-Fi Sets!
equipped new '% Thundcrbird! In your choice of Own America's most dciting Hi -Fidelity
colors! Automatic transmission, two tops, power Phonograph — the Columbia "J60"K— in
steering, radio, white side walls. Act now and win! beautiful Mahogany!
Plus 10 RCA Victor Color TV Sets to the college organizations designated by the 10 Thundcrbird winners!
NO OTHER FILTER LIKE VICEROY!
HINTS TO HELP YOU WIN I
You'll think of dozens or names when you read
these fails: The Viceroy Kilter is the most modern
in the world today! Perfected through 20 years
orresearch
!
It contains no cotton, no paper, no charcoal, no
asbcsios, no foreign substance of any kind!
Instead, it is made from pure cellulose—
-a soft,
snow-white, natural material found in many
good foods you eat.
Only the Viceroy Filter has 20,000 filter traps—
twice as many filter traps as the next two largest-
selling filter brands! No wonder Viceroy gives
you that Real Tobacco Taste!
Name this ama/ing filter and win! It's easyl
No cotton! No paper! No asbestos!
No charcoal ! No foreign substance
of any kind ! Made from Pure Cellulose-
Soft . . . Snow-white . . . Natural
!
It's easy to name this amazing Viceroy Filter when
you know what it's made of . . . why it's superior . .
.
why Viceroys give you that real tobacco taste youfc"
miss in every other filter brand!
Remember, the Viceroy
Filter is made from 100%
pure cellulose— a soft,
natural material found in
many good foods you cat!
There arc no" impurities in
the Viceroy Filter. So nat-
urally it lets the real to-
bacco taste come through
!
Name the Viceroy Filter!
Enter this $50,000 con-
test, today!
JUST FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES I
On any plain paper, write the name vou think most suitable for
the pure, white Viceroy Filter described on this page. It's easy!
You can think of dozens of names like "Super-Pure," "Filtron,"
"Naturale." "Flavor Flow," "Cellutrate." "Twice-The-Traps."
You can use one, two or three words. Any name may win!
Submit as many entries as you wish— but w ith each entry include
the picture of the Viceroy Pilter Tip torn or cut from the backs
of two (2) Viceroy packages.
3 Contest open to all students attending colleges and universitiesin the U.S.A.
£k Contest closes midnight. January 31, 1956. Entries judged by TheT Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation on the basis of aptness of
thought, originality and interest.
g Prizes listed elsewhere in this ad. Winners of the ten Thunderbirds** will also be pern, itled lo designate the school organizations to
which Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation will awardRCA Victor Color TV Sets! Write the name of the organization
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Party Weekend Features Play, Dance
Dramatists Present
4
Light Up The Sky'
By Robert En (iustafson '57
Featured tomorrow night will be a performance of Moss
Hart's comedy Light Up the Sky at 7 p.m. The play, first
produced on Broadway in I 948, reveals the trials and errors of
a pre-Broadway run in Boston.
The Masque and Gown production of the play is utilizing
the recently installed Izenour lighting panel for the first time.
The panel is the only one of its kind in existence.
The cast includes newcomer's as
well as \ctcran performers. Nancy j 1 J ' 5 TT
McKeen, who will be seen as Miss J(10010011 llUllt
Law 'ii
pi
has appeared in many past
roductions. Donald A. Perkins '58, rT^T TT' Li?*
recently seen in Hilly Budd, will 1 fit tllE'll kjliOl
play Carioton Fitzgerald. Making & 1
Of Celebrationher debut with the Masque andGowir will be Arietta Colie in the
role of Frances Black.
Other Veteran*
Catherine Daggett, whose many
appearance! include those in Jezc-
Ry Our Wildlife Editor
A Jadaloon roast will be spon-
sored by the college Friday and
bel, Richard III and Hoy With A Saturday afternoons at 4:00 under
Cart, will play Stella Livingston, the Thorndike Oak. All under-
ttoderick G. Foreman '59, who ap- graduates and dates will be wel-
peared in Hilly Hudd, will be Peter corns. Bring your own forks.
Sloan. Norman L. Levy '57, seen Tho jaualoons will be captured
last year in Thor With Angels, will Thursday evening after dusk bv
play Sidney Black. In the role of mimbers of the administration
the actress. Irene Livingston, wrll scoping jn teams through the
jbe Irene Gamache. pucker-brush. The binds, stately
Herbert A. Miller '57, who. has last specimens of a once large spe-
1
appeared In Thor With Angels,
(
. ios responded avidlv to calls of
Whrle The Cat's Away, and Billy
••Woof." They are hard to find.
Hudd, will play the role of Tyler jada ioon moa)i ()ncc regarded in
Kayburn. Another newcomer, Otho Mainc as an aphrodisiac, is eaten
E. Eskin '56, will appear as Owen jn long thin strips The meat itsclf
,
Turner. Others in the cast are Kyle
M. Philips '56 as Sven, Allison H.
Well kiddies
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '52
,23 skiddoo
Fleeing after meeting his date for
the first time at the station this
afternoon, this student was later
found helplessly weeping in a local
tavern on Elm Street. His faculty
advisor took rare of the date.
is of a reddish color and is un-
avoidably sweet and tender. Not
Roulston '57, and James W. Dew- j^^ a , Bow^n nave experienced
snap '57 as the two Shriners, Cur-
tis H. Stiles '5fi as William H.
Gallagher and Wallace W. Rich '56.
as a plain-clothes man.
lieeson Direetthg
William Beeson III '56 is direct-
ing the production. Kay Rutan has
designed the set, and Robert L.
Gustafson '57 is the stage mana-
ger. This fast-moving, lively come-
dy promises to add greatly to the
weekend gaiety. It will also be
given on February 13 at 8:15 p.m.
-The play achieved great success d
"
PStrov healthy" American Tun."
during rts Broadway run. Brooks
Atkinson wrote of it, "An old hand
at noisy cartooning, Mr. Hart has
drawn this one in a racy style of
broad satire with torrents of tem-
perament, purple patches in the
dialogue and wry, malicious strokes
on the wing." Howard Barnes of
the New York Herald Tribune
wrote, "Moss Hart has brought
malice, wit and affection to a show
about show people, Light Up the
Sky. His new comedy a1 the Royale
strikes a wars balance between ar-
rant caricature and sympathetic
observation of his own strange
breed. It has scenes of jubilant
satire,
Kenyon Paper
Is Suspendedthe delightful sensations of down-ing a Jadaloon.
Jadaloons were once protected
by a powerful band of bird lovers
\ The Kenvon Collegian, the offi-
bent on preservation. The campus
; da , student publication of Ken-
group, now dwindled to several
,
College. Ohio, has been sus-
members, still meets weekly on top pondL>d from opcra tion for an in-
of the Memorial Flagpole. Though
they have protested to the College
that a roast would be cruel and
showing a lack of campus spirit,
President Coles said that he will
not let "a small band of radicals
Profound Poem
; By. Local Bard
By Our Old Ballad Editor
definite length of time, for printing
an "obscene" prom issue, accord-
ing to the Amherst Student.
The cause of the suspension was
a reportedly "obscene" dance
weekend issue published in early
November. The issue has since
been impounded by the Kenyon
Student Council.
The spoof paper is reported to
have included two offensive arti-
cles, together with an advertise-
ment for a "portable womb," bear-
This week there isn't any news .
Because Mid-Years are over
The grinding is all done
The midnight oil is all burnt
The memorized facts are forgotten
The notes are in the ash-can
i And as we face a new semester
Here, behind the shower curtain j
Everything has been wiped clean. ,












( )ne could almost develop a mania '
About this sort of thing.
But that would be silly
Since we are all square-jawed,
Clean-living, straight-shooting,
Wide-awake, clear-eyed, and etc.
Bright young men of the future.









Because this would not be proper
And the BOWDOIN MAN is, of
course
Unbelievably proper.
As a matter of fact, the Bowdoin
Man
Is unbelievable anyway
Some of the Bowdoin Man': £>r!s
Are unbelievable too
There are many types
But to classify them again








Or beer to Bowdoin
They come in all sizes and shapes










Wring in Everyday .Meter
(Fragment from a lusty epic)
Ever together be you and I.
Like hotdog and roll until they die
Together in the teeth of fate.
Marry me now, before it's too late.
it describes the labor Like mustard spread upon the bun
pains experienced by a production
trying out in Boston."
Origin Of Title
The title of the play comes from
a speech of Old Skroob in The Idle
Jeste "Mad, sire? Ah, yes —
mad indeed, but observe how they
do light up -the sky." The play
serves mainly to reveal the whims
and the fickleness of the leading
actress, the director and the pro-
ducer of a new show opening in
Boston. Before the opening per-
formance, they are devoted to the
Will peace us dress, till we are one
In heaven, where th'anglic choir
Doth bathe its hymns in holy fire
Come sit with me, my song is
sung.
Not there, where Satan's upward
flung
A pile of dung and paper plates,
But here, where your Appollo
waits.
• * •
Lament of the Unfortunate
Seductress
show, but after' it appears to be a ° Muse of Love, if you could see
flop, they are quick to desert it. The slob that now embraceth me
Indeed, their temper tantrums You'd pity take on this sad sinner,
seem to approach the madness And throw up your ambrosia din-
mentioned by Old Skroob. ner.
Students may obtain tickets by The man I got was naught but
presenting their Blanket Tax cards i gut,
at the box office in Pickard Thea-i And sickens this demented slut.
ing. the caption, "Be the first in
your neighborhood to go back to Until the average Bowdoin Man is
the womb." i Flat broke.
At the same time the suspension Or as a famous philosopher once
of the newspaper was announced,
j
remarked
President Chalmers temporarily "Never in the history of mankind
suspended editor Henry Steck from Has so much been spent for so
the college.
. |_ little."
Commenting on this action, Dean But he was bitter
C. Scott Porter said he does not And too old, besides,
know of any time in the last 25 But possibly correct.
years that a student has been sus- , Francois Villon also summed it up;
pended for "bad taste" in a pub- "Tout aux tavernes et aux filles"
lication. Usually, he said, "the pub- ' And if you can't translate that
lication is censored where needed." You shouldn't be reading this
Reports from Kenyon indicate
that Steck has a great deal of sup-
port, but President Chalmers will
not change the ruling. Besides a
petition from the Student Assem-
bly, a letter from the Student
Council, and many individual let-
ters, the matter was reported to





If you can read this you are too
Damn close
I love my wife, but
Oh you kid
And etc.
But to get back behind the shower
curtain which reminds me of
swimming in
The fountains of the Place de la
Concorde
And the moat of the Imperial
Palace
A rather slimy tish-pool in Juarez
And a nameless pond in Hyde Park.
Me, Richard Halliburton, and
Sherwin-Williams cover the world.
Not to mention the waterfront
Anyone for Fisherman's Wharf
Or Sally's?
Out in Frisco, it's not like here,
Behind the fire-proof curtain.
It's rough, and they don't fool
around
When you pick up your date ,
The first thing you do is
Shoot her in the stomach
Then, after you've been introduced,
you
Bash her in her teeth
Break her arm
Kick her into the corner
And if she lies there bubbling,
Kick her until she stops.
Then you give her a.double-double
On the rocks
Arrd start necking.
Necking. Kid stuff. But they censor
me.
That's the trouble with it all
In the war to end wars
Which was righbhefore the Korean
War
• Pardon me, the Korean Police
Action)
It was one damn island after
another
But here, behind the shower cur-
tain,
It's one damn censor after another.










We live in an alphabetical world
Which is unfortunate, since
So few of us know how to spell
Or even think; particularly poli-
ticians
.
Who are the greatest champions
of the
Alphabetical ' system. And you
know
What politicians are.
Ye shall know them by their al-
phabets.
However, to return to the BOW-
DOIN MAN
And date
What is there to say?
What indeed?
But they censor me.
Behind the shower curtain
Everything goes down the drain.
YAXE TO BECOME OO-ED
There is currently a move on
at Yale University to make the
school co-educational. Unlike Bow-
doin, Yale, authorities claim, has
ter. All other tickets are $1.00, andj O, turn him from my fated door, become a suit-case college,
all seats are reserved. I And leave me as a wayward waif. We doubt it.
Critic Declares Tonight's Drama
Thrilling, Exciting, Fantastic
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
I have just returned from the most fantastic, the most
thrilling, the most exciting evening I have ever experienced in
the theatre. 1 am speaking, of course, of the amazing production






up the long aisle
Light Up the Sky is all about a str^ h
,/^ , ^"^bomb falling on New York City, and almost tripped over aFrankly If,la pretty involved plot, scrubwoman in the backTf theandl was thoroughly confused by
j
auditorium. Fortunately, she was
™n *Tk1 ,th ' rty"1rSt "fain 'just the reliable source I neededcall had been taken. So confused (she had seen all the rehearsals)was L that I just sat there in one and so I felt the place undeSd-
of those comfortable new orange ing the play after all Other-wise
seats after the whole thing was my review could never havT2e£over
- printed!!
Bizarre Sights
Ray Rutan has staged quite a
spectacle. The scene is the ruins
of Radio City Music Hall turned
into a bizarre bar. The production
is full of special effects, especially
memorable is the moment when
Catherine Daggett descends in a
giant balloon. Another big moment
comes when Mrs. Daggett and An-
etta Colie enter on a large floating
cloud.
Of the cast, Gordon Weil as the
voice of the parrot is perhaps most
memorable. Also outstanding are
Kyle Phillips as Sven and Capt.
Wally Rich as the talkative plain-
[Plrase Turn To Page 2]
1 '',




From Our Smith Correspondent
Miss Jerri Stackpool. formerly of
Canton, Ohio (before it was made
an All-American City) and Phenix
City, Ala., and now a junior at
Smith, is the 1956 Orient House
Parity Queen, it was announced
yesterday.
Public announcement of an
Orient House Party Queen rad-
|
ically departs from past Orient
tradition. Although a house party
queen has been picked by the
Orient every year since 1879, its
choice was never made public for
various reasons. Either she was so
ugly that the editorial staff was
ashamed of her or, as in past years,
she was so good-looking that she
was reserved exclusively for use
of the staff at their annual house
party in the basement of Moore
Hall.
However, due to extreme finan-
cial problems caused by excessive
expense accounts of certain mem-
bers of last year's staff, the Orient
could not afford a house party of
its own this year.
Jerri was chosen from more than
10,000 girls interviewed by the
Orient over the past six months in
conjunction with a research project
being' carried ' out -Cor a leading
California research corporation.
The object of this research project
was to compare the ideal campus
beauty (that's Miss Stackpool)
with the average American worruyj,
I as statistics depict her.
The typical figure, which came
,
as a result of this extensive re-
search and good fun, is five feet,
three inches tall, and has a 39-inch
, nip spread, a 35-inch bust and a
29-inch waist.
Compared to her Miss Stackpool
;
towers to five feet, six inches, and
measures 36 inches in the hips, 40
inches in the bust and has a 25
j
inch waist.
In the course of our research,
which involved the collaboration
of would-be ear doctors, neurolo-
gists, psychologists and opticians
i all Bowdoin pre-med students at
:
the moment), we found that 3.8
l
per cent of American women are
j
left-handed, two-tenths of one per
j
cent are color blind, 4.5 per cent
are hard of hearing and 56.4 per
cent wear glasses.
There were other facets to the
report, too. However since Al Kin-
sey is an alumnus of Bowdoin, we
do not wish to run him out of
business with our superior report
and therefore have kept it "con-
fidential" just like the faculty




By J. Skelton Williams \59
Music for tonight's dance beginning at 9 p.m. will be
furnished by Eddie Grady and his Commanders.
Featured will be Patti Ryan, vocalist, and the Four Bones,
the trumpet section. The latter will do specialty numbers.
The dance will be held tonight from 9 p.m. to I a.m.
Student tickets will cost $5.00 per couple, while faculty mem-
bers and their wives will be admitted free.
' '





found itself in a fix.
the Orient
numerous recordings with Decca
records. In addition they have re-
cently played at the Palladium
Ballroom in Hollywood, California,
and also at the Fitzsimmons Army
Hospital In Denver when Presi-
dent Eisenhower was there.
Meddles and Queen
There will be entertainment
during the intermission of the
The stalT was anxious to publish dance. Along with the singing of
a special House Party issue but, the Meddies, there will be held
unfortunately, had no funds avail- the coronation of the queen,
able for such an issue, as this is ]> ans are now being completed
not a regular publishing week for for f he Snow Sculpture Compoti-
the Orient. tj,m . The Judging will be made to-
Harold R. Beacham '56, business morrow at noon. A permanent cup
manager, tried to get additional which has been displayed in the
advertising from the National Ad- Union Bookstore, will W given to
veitising Service, Inc., in New the winner.
York. However, the request came Decorations will be completed
too late for the Service to be of for the gymnasium by tonight,
help. There will be colored awnings
Then H. Edward Born '57. from the side walls to give the
editor-in-chief, thought that per- impression and the atmosphere of
haps the College fraternities might the French Quarter. In fact, all
be wilUng to contribute $5 apiece, the decorations will be made about
A meeting was held Monday and a Mardi Gras theme. The entire
all fraternities very willingly con- ceiling will be covered with blue
tributed. fabric, effectively set off with col-
For such generosity the Orient ored lights and ricnnants draped
thanks each of them very much, across the gym to represent street
They saved the day, and we only decorations at Mardi Gras. There
hope that this" issue is worthy of will be a large figure of a devil
their confidence in us.
'
standing in flames as a center-
Also, we would like to thank all piece. Completing the design will
of our regular town advertisers bc cut-out costumed figures and
who bought ads in this special booths,
i issue. Th( . n,>IIS( .s
Parties in the Houses will be
started tonight, and the character
of the Houses will be changed as
men move out and girls move in.
Tonight, there will l>c cocktail thir-
ties followed by more and better
cocktail parties on Saturday. These
parties maj be scattered, but frc-
Party Customs
Draw Comment
By Our Local Color Editor
It is time for parties again. n U( . M t
All Bowdoin i-omeos are raising The thjln, whicn js „,,, wiu ^
iheir steins to toast voluptuous represented by the parties hold on
I
damsels, tottering on the brink of Sundav.These will Im- strictly tm-
i love. At such a time it is interest- organized. The core of the parties
[ing to note the many strange cus-
1 will occur with varied organized
| toms associated with such a week- house activities tomorrow night.
end.
Adorned in mourning costumes,
the gallant swains drag their pros-
„ne time or another.
For Saturday night, there will
be bands at most of the Houses at
p^ctive mates to the gymnasium
for a few hours of what the
French might call "I'amour ver-
ticale," tunefully accompanied by
trumpets and violins.
Other music lovers proudly bear
many battle scars from quiet mom-
ents of octet singing. Usually ap-
pearing in the smallest rooms im-
aginable, the Meddies merely
serve as accompaniment for the
chortols, guffaws and titters of
couples treading blithely on the
fingers and faces of friends.
There are two typos of party im-
Housc Activities
The AD's are holding a ha) ride,
and their party favors will bo
scarves. The Betas, also holding
a hay ride, will give out paddles.
The ARl"s are having a (Vrman
boor party, with mugs and Alpine
hats for favors and a band. The
ATO's are having a costume |>arty.
Their favors wi') consist of |>or-
fume vials
The Chi Psi's have obtained the
Dartmouth Chiefs. They are using
black felt hats and garters as fa-
vors. The Delta Sig's are having
bibors at Bowdoin: those who! a pajama party, using rod and
drink heavily, and those who pass white striricd pajamas.
out. The first group drowns its I The DKE's favors will be bran-
joys, while tho second is drowned
,
dy snifters, along with the Psi
by them. I U's. The Kappa Sig's will hear
But drinking is strictly unimpor- ' the Dartmouth Chiefs and the
tant on such a stellar sojourn,
j Meddies, too.
Classes, as ever, remain foremost
j
The TD's favors will be mugs,
in the mind of the student. Since
;
The Zetos are planning a Roaring
girls are present, most professors Twenties party, with black der-
assume the roles of veteran hams,
, bios. The Sigma Nu's favors will
and lecteras lose much of their bo High hats. They are having Joe
awe as they become stages for un-
\ Perry's jazz Band from Boston,
discovered Skoltons and Brandos. tPlrn.it Turn Tn Huge 2\
Assistant Professor Undergoes
Revealing Spiritual Experience
By Peter Florlen (.ass '57
Assistant Professor Caroll D. Screwg has been hospitalized
as the result of what authorities at the Bath General Hospital
have described as "pre-party neurotic-tremens." Resting com-
fortably Professor Screwg claims to be the victim of a valid
spiritual experience.
While grading exams late last
Wednesday night, Screwg stated
that he was visited by the ghost
of a deceased associate professor
from the Philosophy Department
who warned him that his soul was
in direct danger as a result of his
attitude toward student activities
outside of the classroom. Short-
ly after, Screwg was awakened
by what he termed "the spirit of
House Parties Past," which he
described as about 90 proof.
The spirit took Screwg on an
imaginary tour of past House Par-
ties, showing him all the happy
Listening to the songs and
gurgling that surrounded him,
Screwg said that he was suddenly
painfully reminded that many
whom he saw could not possibly
have been preparing for his Sat-
urday morning class. Mysteriously
retuined to his bed, Screwg was
again awakened by "the spirit of
House Party Present."
Spiritual Tours
This spirit — a stronger 110
proof specimen - guided Screwg
through the many gay parties that
wore to happen on the following
eve. As the last, Screwg identified
Robert D. Crodgit '56, whom he
had spoken of as an unworthy
goof-off. Crodgit was under a ta-
ble, accompanied by his date, a
bottle, and his youngest illegiti-
mate son, pitifully deformed Small
Saul. Smiles glowed on all three
[Please Turn To Pag' 1
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After reading the completely
bombastic article entitled "What
Is a College Boy?" a University
of Arizona student retorted with
"What Is a College Girl?"
A college girl is a gossip column
with two faces, naivete with false
courage and a perfume factory
with a high I.Q.
A college girl is an unusual com-
l>osite she has the beauty of
Cinderella's sisters, the disposition
of Marie Antoinette, the trust-
worthiness of Bathsh'eba, the
worldliness" of Maud Muller, and
the elegance of Annie Oakly.
She likes soda pop, milk shakes,
candy, classes, expensive dates,
dolls, cosmetics, new clothes, the
T.V. show "Secret Storm." bridge,
dancing, studying, telephone calls,
praise, new cars, athletes. Liber-
ace, mommy and daddy, and any
college male with a bank account.
She hates alcoholic beverages,
spicy l)ooks, burlesque shows, good
jokes, bold males, males without
money, working, walking, silence,
Marilyn Monroe, mice, excessive
weight and any grade below a B.
A college girl is a versatile crea-
ture. She can't cook. sew. drink.
smoke, tell jokes, argue politics,
understand sports, fish of hunt,
pi i.\ football, drive a car, or use a
slide rale.
she is dedicated to a four-year
search for a husband and al-
though she hunts diligently, she is
already married to her mirror.
She is ;i proud creature with a
subtle talent for trapping men.
Her mask is deception it is in-
dependence, sweetness, and stu-
diousness. Her excuse for entering
college is the pseudo-pursuit of a
career,
A college girl is a hypocrite with
an Italian haircut, but she is still
the idol of eyery college boy's
dream. She deceives, llirt.s, and
plots to apprehend her male
friend, until she succeeds. (Mien,
and without conscience, she breaks
the hearts of would-be-lovers.
.
Despite her variety of defects
and her insidious disguises, she is
irresistible and indispensable
the college boys would he bored
stilt without her.





Everybody seems to have their
own opinions as to what makes a
college boy. A group of nurses at
the University of Pennsylvania
Nursing School recently (actually
a couple of months ago but then
it takes a long time for news to
travel all the way up here) wrote
an essay entitled "What is a Col-
lege Boy?" and it was reprinted in
the Ohio State Lantern. Here are
a few selections:
A college boy is a composite
. . . he has the energy of a Rip
Van Winkle, the Shyness of a Mrs.
Mlcawber, the practicality of a
Don Quixote, the kindness of a
Marquis do Sade, the imagination
of Hill Sykes, the aspirations' of
a Casanova and when he wants
something it is usually money.
He likes good liquor, bad liquor.
cancelled classes, double features,
I'la.vtex ads and girlsl on football
I
(and House ; Party) weekends. He
is not much for hopeful mothers,
irate fat hers, sharp-eyed ushers,
campus guards, alarm clocks or
letters from the dean.




. you can lock him out of
your heart, but not out of your
bank account. You can get him off
your mind, hut you can't get him
off your expense account. He is a
'no-account, girl-chasing bundle of
worry. But when you come home
at night with only the shattered
pieces of hope and dreams, he can
make them seem mightily insigni-
ficant with four magic wonds: "I
flunked out, Dad."
"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Beeson III '56
January 27
Dear Jayne,
I'm sorry I haven't written for
so long, but we have been having
exams. I have already had my
sociology an da real dog in
Shakespeare (I still don't know
why I took that course), and have
biology and French to get out of
the way.
The real reason I'm writing is
for a friend of mine. He needs a
date for House Parties, and I
thought maybe you could fix him
up. His name is Greg Blix. He is
small — about five-eight - and
has long black hair and eyes. He
is quiet at times, but impressive.
And he is loaded. So see what you
can do.
Every night I look at your





i Dear Baba Meeker,
. Hello. I am Greg Blix, your
House Party date. I guess Jayne
told you about me. I'm not really
like that, har-har. . . .
I am really looking forward to
it. We sound like we will have a
good t ime.
Bring the usual things, and an
evening dress. Also snowboots.
Yours truly,
Greg Blix











































; Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Sales and Service
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
DIAL
PA 5-555S
U7PKA5ANT STRICT. BRUNSWICK MAIN!
February 1
Normie, dear—
You are very inconsiderate be-
cause I just hate Axing my friends
up, but I think I have a great
date for your friend. Her name is
Baba (short for Barbara) Meeker.
She dresses divinely, and laughs a
lot! She also prefers Scotch. Tell




I am atrociously busy, and still
have two Christmas thank-yous to
get off.






It was so nice to hear from you,
and I'm so excited about Bowdoin.
I can hardly wait. It's even hard
for me to get to sleep anymore,
thinking about it.
I am so glad you like Scotch.
I'm majoring in drama.
Jayne and I plan to arrive on
the noon train, and I'll be wear-
ing a fur coat so you'll know who
I am. It's baby mink.
Adieu, until then. And you were





I hope you can forgive what
must have l>cen an awful time last
weekend. I guess I was just feel-
ing depressed, that's all - haven't
you ever felt that way? At any
rate, I hope I didn't act like a
complete heel.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431









Thou shalt love thy date withj
all thy heart, with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind.
Thou shalt not take the Dean's
name in vain.
Thou shalt not try to sneak
back into the Houses after
they close, sayeth the Dean.
Thou shalt not flourish a bot-
tle in public.
Thou shalt not commit adul-
tery.
Neither shalt thou bird-dog.
VII. Thou shalt not try to bring
dates into the dorms.
VIII. Thou shalt not lie to the
state authorities.
,
IX. Thou shalt not coveteth . . .
V. Thou shalt observe the Sab-
bath.
We seemed to hit it off pretty
well before the cocktail party on
Friday, even though I am a chem-
istry major. Allow me to tell you
j
that I was pretty impressed by
I
you,
I'm sure you'll go far in your
acting, because you just seemed to I
me all last weekend the perfect
'
actress, even when I was not feel-
'
Ing too hot.
I hope I can keep on writing,




P.S. Normie says to tell you
j






Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
February 15
Dear Greg,
Thank you for an interesting
time. Bowdoin impressed me in a
|
great many ways. I'm sure I
won't forget my weekend there
for a long time to come.
Since we probably shall never






Continued from Page I
clothes man. Irene Gamache play-
ing "the woman" has the lead in
the show but she doesn't appear
until the third act and then she's
crowded off the stage by a thou-
sand extras all dressed in pink
rags. She's very good though. Al
Roulston and Jim Dewsnap, play-
ing a couple of Shriners, have a
marvelous time blowing trumpets,
screaming, chasing girls and
throwing firecrackers into old la-
dies' bathtubs. Norman Levy is
very effective when he jumps over
the footlights and hits friend Irene
with a coke bottle, and he inter-
rupts well too. Perkins cries with
all kinds of feeling.
Mr. Rutan, feeling that this was
the time to use the new lighting
board, focuses a constant rainbow
on the stage (Mrs. Colie looks
very well with a green face). Rob-
ert Gustafson is, I suppose, res-
ponsible for all the p;>ople falling
through the trap-doors off-cue!
Assistant Prof..
[Continued from Page 1]
faces. CrpdgMrwaa happily oblivi-
ous to the many assignments that
hung over his head. Small Saul
was hiccupping joyously and toast-
ing all who came near.
Toward dawn, Screwg claims, a
final spirit, the spirit of House
Parties Future, visited him and
showed him the terrible effects
that possible future work would
have on the happy faces that he
had so recently visualized.
Intent on reform, Screwg pur-
chased a parcel of cheer from the
state the following morning and
visited Crodgit and his small "fam-
ily." Crodgit, who, understandibly,
could not believe Professor
Screwg's new spirit or the reasons
why, reported the incident to the
State mental authorities who tem-
porarily interred him in Bath for
rest. Screwg is expected to be re-
leased Monday morning, in time
for classes.
Coombs Strategy Finally Wins;
Brilliant Defense Stumps Dons
As Fans Go Wild With Surprise
Victory came at last to the
hunger-starved Polar Bears and
when it came, it came in a big
way. The varsity cagers became
the first court aggregation since
so far back port's editors can't
remember it to stop the mighty
Dons of San Francisco.
Jubilation reigned supreme in
the locker room following the
game. The party made anything
the Dodgers did look like a con-
vention of teetotaling old maids.
As one member of the squad ob-
served, "We may never win an-
other game—we may never even
be able to play another -but this
was worth it."
Brilliance Peraonified
Chief cause of the Polar Boats
success was the brilliant defense
devised by coach Beezer Coombs.
Ho realized that the only wa> to
stop this terrific ball club was to
stop all five of their starters. He
knew from scouting roitorts that
the Dons had romped over both
zone and man-to-man defenses on
their way to top national ranking.
Obviously the only thing left to
do was to use both.
Of course, Beezer Coombs ex-
plained later, working out the de-
tails of the zone-man-to-man de-
fense took a lot of practice and a
lot of c(x>peration from the ref-
erees. But, as he observed, it was
really quite simple. Five men
were played on 6 foot, 10 inch Bill
Russell, man-to-man and five more
played a loose zone, while Maine's
famous referees looked in the
crowd for the girls they had not
seen since last week.
Even with the new defense
working to perfection, the game
was tight, with the lead changing
hands twenty times in the course
of 40 minutes.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C<
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
House Parties...
{('.Diilinuril from Page l\
A special event at the Beta
house will be the celebration of
the "grand opening" of their new
bar.
College Spurts
On the sports front there are
numerous games to l>o held over
the weekend. The Freshman Track
team will compote against Chov-
erus and Sanford on Friday after-
noon at 3 pm.
On Saturday there will be four
athletic events. Boston College
track team will race the varsity
at 1 p.m. St. Dom's Arena in Le-
wiston will be the sight of the
varsity hockey team versus the
University of Massachusetts. The
varsity basketball team will play
Tufts here at 2 p.m. Finally, the
Freshman basketball team will
have a game with the Portland
YMCA at 4 p.m.
The big White jumped out on
top shortly after the opening
whistle as Ted Kenney bumped off
several defenders and Bred up a
long one hander while lying flat
Ion his back complaining that he
]
had boon fouled. Seconds later
captain John Kreidor stole a stray
j
pass and dropped in the neatest
i old half court set that has ever
|
graced the Sargent Gymnasium.
A behind the back jump shot by
.Brud Stover set the Polar Bears
!
soaring out in front 6-0 when Rus-
soil began to get hot. Hampered
by the defensive efforts of a five
I
man crow headed by Rollie Janp
|
elle, Russell had trouble and miss-
ed new and then, even though he




The turning point in the ganV
came late in the third quarter
when the Polar Bears wore hold-
!
ing a slim one point deficit. Let
it be explained here that at Bow-
doin teams hold deficits, not leads.
At this crucial moment. Coombs
held a conference with head ref
Kddie Ubet. Seconds later K. c.
Jones, Russell's running mate on
|
the top-ranking Dons, was ejected
!
from the game under the ground
]
rule that no player in an athletic
contest at the College shall look
i at the Dean's wife more than
j
twice in one quarter.
From here on in. it was a run-
j
away. Russell seemed hardly to
'know where to look. Ho said af-
terwards that he was afraid this
rule might apply to the President's
wife also While coach Phil Wool-
pert tore his hair and made a ter-
rible mess In"the coiner, the Polar
Boars seemed to roll on. Invincible.
Even a las't quarter spurt of 33
p.iints by the big man Russell
could not stop the tide. With vic-
tory in the basket, the Polar Bears
never let up It had BOOH so long
since they had had anything but
goose eggs in the basket that they
were in a hurry to get it all over
with.
Top Winners
As the final buzzer sounded, it
was the Polar Bears out on top
by a score of 111-99. High scorer
for the game was Russell, but the
battling boys from down East did
have the consolation of holding
him to 61 points and thus denting
his scoring average. Top man for
the locals was Brud Stover who
whipped in 19. closely followed by
four others with 18. Top winners
for the night were the two rof-
ere 's who pocketed a bonus for
their excellent work.
While the national dailies ac-
claimed the fall of the titan, the
little college that we love, so well
went back to consider how It
might win another game in the
state series.
A Pair of Truly Outstanding
Bargains
Full Length — All Wool
ARGYLE HOSE
First Quality — Regularly 3.50
Specially Priced at
$179i
2 pairs for 3.50
PURE SILK REPP TIES





Polar Cub Bear .3.25
Lena the Kangaroo - 2.50
Poochie ~.Z. 3.95
Complete Stock of






• New Slim Line Tapered Legs
• Popular Back Buckle Strap
• Khaki or Black
• Sizes 28 to 38










Gmting Cards — Gifts
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money,
i
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilke«




The College Book Store
PINE TREE ENTERPRISES
150 Maine Street Brunswick
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Council Elects New Slate
Of Doherty, Clark, Seelye
Above Ik the architect's conception of the indoor artificial hockey rink. Construction of this long await-
ed project will tH'jrin immediately and will be completed prior to December 1 of this year. The build-
ing will cost $275,000 and will seat approximately 2500 persons.
Construction Of Rink Phi Beta Kappa
Gets The Green Light
Faculty Okay's
Hazing Outline
Construction of a new skating and hockey rink at Bow-
doin College has been authorized by the Governing Boards to
begin immediately, President James S. Coles has announced.
"This action," said President Coles, "means that a refriger-
ated and covered rink will be constructed prior to December I
,
1956. Immediate construction was authorized by the Trustees
and Overseers of the College after" reviewing reports from the
fund raising campaign which has been underway since last
April. Gifts and pledges to the fund for the new rink amount
to more than $172,000.
"The Governing Boards have
made this decision in anticipation
that additional gifts and pledges
will he received during the course
of construction so that the entire
amount needed — $275,000 — will
toe obtained before the new rink
is completed. Efforts to raise these
funds will continue among alumni
and friends of the College."
Preliminary plans for this addi-
tion to the athletic facilities at
Bowdoin call for the construction
of a functional building that will
house a regulation hockey rink.
This building will be erected on a
site east of the Ilyde Athletic
Building where the outdoor rink
has been located. It will have a
seating capacity for approximately
2500 persons.
Construction will be supervised
by a joint committee of the Trus-
tees and Overseers, consisting of
Harold L. Berry of Portland, Wil-
liam D. Ireland of Boston, John
L. Baxter of Brunswick, Ezra P.
Rounds of Exeter, N. H., Alden
11. Sawyer of Portland, and Rolis-
ton G. Woodbury of New York
City, together with Malcolm E.
Morrell, Director of Athletics, and
John P. Brush. Superintendent of
Grounds and Buildings.
This new rink, one of the needs
of Bowdoin for many years, will
be the first project undertaken in
the current development program
of the Col Urge.
The student body contributed
$5,814.19 toward its construction
in the recent drive sponsored.'by
the Student Council and originated
by hockey co-captains Peter J.
Rigby '36 and Paul S. Doherty '56.
Approximately 90 per cent of the
students donated to this drive
which" brought total undergradu-
ate contributions for the rink to
.W.-18.19, including last spring's
drive. The freshmen donated the
most, followed by the sophomores,
juniors, and seniors in that order.
The faculty has approved of the
Student Council proposals for haz-
ing modification by an "over-
whelming vote" in their Monday
night meeting, Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick stated. The faculty ex-
pressed the desire to "go along
with what was the student opinion
and see how it works."
Though the faculty did not want
to go on record an favorizing haz-
ing, they felt that the "Student
Council did a good job." Further
action to implement the proposals
are now left to the joint student-
faculty committee. Questions at the
Monday meeting were concerned
with "technicalities." Specific de-
tails were not discussed.
The proposals, unanimously
adopted by the Council last No-
vember, leave initiations at the
former time. Prior to the Monday
before Homecoming, the freshmen
will be required to wear only
beanies and signs, the signs being
not larger "than eight by twelve
inches. Mealtime hazing will be
allowed five days a week at one
meal each day, the time not ex-
ceeding forty-five minutes.* No
house projects in excess of . three
hours a week may be required.
The projects must be done in the
afternoon.
Hazing as it has been, with the
exception of the beany and sign
limitations will be allowed between
the Monday before Homecoming
and 12 noon on Friday when all
hazing shall stop.
House presidents will be held
responsible for the enforcement
of the new rules.
Bookstore Bares All Facts
On Annual Guessing Game
Six thousand five hundred books
were sold this fall and 3500 this
semester by the College Bookstore,
according to Walter J. Szumowski,
manager of the store. He thinks
this is quite a number for a stu-
dent body the size of Bowdoin's.
Although the store is owned by
the College, it pays all its ex-
penses itself. The proceeds, how-
ever, are turned over to the Stu-
dent Union Committee.
Trying to estimate the number
of books which will be sold is like
playing the horses. For a course
with a hundred people, you might
buy one hundred books the first
year the book is used. The second
you would order about 70 and the
third 55. The bookstore manager
has to take into account the buy-
ing of second hand books by the
students. He also has to consider
the student opinion on certain
books. Sometimes he will find that
a number of students do not think
it is necessary to buy a certain
book, and he will have to take
that into consideration the follow-
ing year.
Surplus Problem
If too many books are ordered,
the bookstore has to pay the post-
age and freight charges to send
them back. Sometimes, however,
they cannot be sent back. If the
professor changes the text the
next year, the bookstore is then
out of luck.
The'books are sold at publisher's
prices, and Mr. Szumowski said
he doesn't know of any college
bookstore where they are sold for
less. The college bookstores have
their own organization, with na-
tional and regional meetings. These
meetings are more or less clear-
ing houses for information.
Ten Years Old
This spring the store will have
been here ten years. Mr. Szumows-
ki has run it for six years. Since
its beginning, it has grown great-
ly. Because of lack of space, how-
ever, it is necessary to be choosy
about the items to carry. If more
space were available, it would be
devoted to outside reading books.
At present there are quite a few
books behind counters, but books
to sell well have to be within easy
access of the buyer.
Items such as stationery are not
as expensive as elsewhere. Tooth-
paste, etc. are under the Fair
Trade Laws, and cost the same as
downtown. Relations with the
town trade are good, and Mr.
Szumowski wants to keep them
that way.
An index is kept of all books
which have been used and is an in-
dispensable reference for the fac-
ulty. There is also a record of how




Six Bowdoin College seniors
have been elected to membership
in Phi Beta Kappa, national hon-
orary fraternity for the recogni-
tion and promotion of scholarship,
Professor Nathan Dane II, Secre-
tary of the group, announced in
chapel Friday.
They are Ernest G. Flint, Jr.,
J. Steward LaCasce, Albert R.
Marshall, Morton L. Price, Richard
B. Rodman and Maynard A. Seelye.
Five other members of the Class
of 1956 were elected to membership
in Phi Beta Kappa last June.
They are Norman P. Cohen and
Raymond F. Kierstead, Jr., both
of South Portland, Aaron J. Shat-
kin of Norwood, R. I., Henry D.
Shaw of Presque Isle, and Wayne
M. Wright of Sanford.
The new members were initiated
last Monday. The annual dinner of
the Society was held in the Moul-
ton Union, following which the tra-
ditional Phi Beta Kappa address
was delivered by David McCord,
Executive Secretary of the Har-
vard Fund Council. His subject
was "What Cheer or the Case for
Light Verse."
Phi Beta Kappa was founded at
the College of William and Mary
In 1776. The Bowdoin chapter was
founded in 1825 and is the sixth
in order of establishment. In addi-
tion to the nine charter members,




By Peter P. Uaas '57
Paul S. Doherty '56 was elected
president of the Student Council
Monday afternoon at the Coun-
cil's weekly meeting in the Moid-
ton Union.
Ellsworth B. Clark '56 was chos-
en as vice-president for the second
semester, and Maynard A. Seelye
'56 moved into the secretary-trea*
surer's chair.
Doherty, serving his second se-
mester on the council, is also pres-
ident of the Delta Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity this semester. He has
been active In the Newman Club
and Is co-captain of the hockey
team and captain of the golf squad.
Clark, a member of Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity has been active Irj
WBOA for four years and has been
a member of the sailing team. Sec-
retary of his house last year, he
was also on the Bugle staff and a
debater for his house.
Seelye, an Independent, has been
a member of Masque and Gown,
The Orient, White Key, and Stu-
dent Curriculum Committee. He
has been a James Bowdoin Schol-
ar and a member of Dean's List
for four years. He is a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and is also on
the board of proctors.
Old Business
Under old business, President
Doherty discussed briefly the re-
cent decision of the governing
boards to proceed with the con-
struction of the hockey arena.
Councilmen Henry Shaw and
Jay Howard presented two tenta-
tive proposals for a change in the
present class election system. One
suggestion was that two candi-
dates from each house be nominat-
ed and that the clftss would vote
for ten of the 24 Br- 26 men in a
preferential ballot: The top three
candidates would be the class of-
ficers, or a second vote would be
held among the top ten of the
original contenders. Other plans
were mentioned, but the entire
question was tabled until after the
Small College Conference in
March. _
Councilman Wayne Orsie report-
ed that letters announcing the
plans for the Small College Stu-
dent Government Conference to be
held here on the weekend of
March 9-10 have been sent to Tri-
nity, Wesleyan, Amherst, and Wil-
liams Colleges. Having previously
voted to send two delegates to the
Tufts Student Government Confer-
once on March 2-3, Council chose
members Seelye and Simonds as
tentative delegates.
Senior Banquet
The only item under new busi-
ness was the Senior Banquet spon-
sored by the Alumni Council to be
held on either May 1 or 2. Council-
man Needham, speaking for Senior
Class President LeRoy Dyer, asked
that the representatives find out
from the seniors in their houses
which date would be preferable.
Sitting in on their last meetings
were Council President David* L.
Tamminen, Vice-President Donald
M. Zuckert, and Secretary-Treasu-
rer Henry D. Shaw.
Semester Pleases Dean Kendrick
As 13 Men Make Straight "A's"
David .McCord, Executive Direc-
tor of the Harvard Fund Council,
delivered the annual Phi Beta Kapf-
pa address last Monday evening in
the Moulton Union. Mr. McCord's
subject was "What Cheer or the
Case For Light Verse."
Author or editor of about twen-
ty books, the majority of them
dealing with poetry or light verse,
Mr. McCord began with a praise
and criticism 'of light verse, after
which he read selections from
other authors and ended with sev-
eral of his own works.
Though a good deal of modern
poetry is "quite fine," McCord
pointed out, "something has hap-
pened to light verse." Flourishing
at the close of the nineteenth cen-
tury, it has again come into "fine
flowering.'' Few young people,
however, are selling it today. Mc-
Cord described light verse as too
much of a "stumbling block," de-
manding hard work and technique.
Publishers and magazines look for
flawless work in light verse while
accepting serious poetry of a lesser
caliber.
Ogden Nash's "Termite" was the
first verse read. Nash was de-
scribed as a master of the force-
ful and odd word, "supreme in
short concise quatrain." McCord
noted that many of the modern
serious poets have a wit \hat they
cannot avoid expressing, and read
a poem from Houseman and Frost
to prove it. "Liquor and Longe-
tivity" was used as an example of
genius in the realm of the anony-
mous.
Morris Bishop's "A Bowl of
Bishop" was the source of several
selections. Praising Bishop's "mar-
velous gift for satire" and his
technique, McCord Tead "Ambi-
tion," "a Tonversation With Ba-
by," and "Caviar."
Sir Arthur Quiller Couch's "La-
dy Jane" was read as an example
of "the real poetic gift."
McCord then read ten of his own
works. Pausing several times to
explain the words used, he said
that the verses must "come
smoothly" or they become a stum-
bling block. Among the McCord
poems read were two satires,
"Stellar Roll" and "Go Fly A Sau-
cer." Three brief poems were used
to conclude: "A History of Educa-
tion," "Epitath On A Waiter," and
"Axolotyl."
The fall semester showed a
slight overall Improvement in
grades. Dean Kendrick felt the
college had had "a very satisfac-
tory fall."
One hundred and eighty-one
made the Dean's list this year as
compared to one hundred and sev-
enty-three last year. Even with
this increase the percentage of
Dean's list students is still not
quite one fourth of the entire col-
lege. The senior class led with
more than fifty, a margin of a|
least ten over the other three
classes.
"A" Students
Thirteen students made all A's
this semester, the same number
as before. Seniors were Raymond
F. Kierstead Jr., Richard W.
Kurtz, Albert R Marshall, Aaron
J. Shatkin, Herbert S. Shimmln,
and Domenico A. Tosato; juniors
were John L. Batcheler, Edward
M. Podvoll, and John Ranlett;
sophomores were Norman D.
Block, Roger Howell Jr., James H.
Turner, and Allan D. Wooley Jr.
Significant was the absence of any
freshmen on this list.
About twenty men are leaving
school this semester for various
reasons. Of the seven students
brought before the Recording Com-
mittee for action, six were requir-
ed to leave because of academic
insufficiency. Usually the collcgs
loses quite a few students in the
beginning weeks of the semester,
but nobody left school this year
before Thanksgiving. The Dean
said that in all his time at Bow-
doin he had never seen this hap-
pen before.. After Thanksgiving
seven dropped out : three for med-
ical reasons, two for financial,
and two for personal.
Seven Graduate
Seven more finished their col-
lege work in the fall semester but
will graduate with the class in
June. These men are Carlton L.
Apollonio, Whitmore B. Garland,
Richard E. Getchel, Donald R.
Murphy, James M. Murray, Carl
S. Tschantre, and Francis P. Twi-
nem
A breakdown of the major
warnings by houses showed the










































The freshmen account for al-
most half the major warnings
which is- higher than usual. There
were forty-eight major warnings
this year against forty-five last
year and minor warnings showed
a comparable increase, one hun-
dred and nineteen against one hun-
dred and seven.
Attendance
Asked if the influence of the
Self Study program had had any
effect on the scholastic rankings
In the school, the Dean stated, that
it might have had. In particular he
said that the attendance before
and after vacations was phenom-
enal. This, of course, was due to
the ten dollar fine.
He also stated that the atten-
dance for final examinations had
been much better than ever be-
fore. There was not one case of
oversleeping or deliberately skip-
ping an exam. On the whole he
concluded that the college had
"stayed extremely stable."
Born Is Orient Editor-in-Chief;
Spence, Gass, Howell Are Next
% . ;
H. Edward Born of '57 was elect-
ed the editor-in-chief of the Orient
for the spring semester at the
January meeting of the Bowdoin
Publishing Company.
Thomas L. Spence '57 was ap-
pointed the senior assistant news
editor and Peter F. Gass and Rog-
er Howell Jr. were appointed man-
aging editors.
Born is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry D. Born of St. Clair Shores.
Michigan. He was news editor of
the Oberlin Review at Oberlin Col-
lege, Oberlin, Ohio, and served as
managing editor of the Orient dur-
ing the fall semester.
Spence is the son of Mrs. V. S.
Spence of Verona, N. J. He has'
served on the Orient as news
editor during his freshman year,
managing editor as a sophomore,
and the editor-in-chief during the
first semester. He is also a mem-
ber of the Ivy Day Committee.
Gass is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Gass of Hempstead. L. I.,
N. Y. He is a member of the ln-
terfaith Forum and served as news
editor during the past semester.
Howell is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Howell of Baltimore,
Md He is secretary of the Inter-
faith Forum and Alpha Delta Phi's
Governing Boards Make
Changes InRequirements
Class Of 560 To Need 8 "CY5;
Language Labs, Geology Added
H. Edward Bora '57
recording secretary. He served as
associate editor during the fall
I
term.
Born, Spence, and Howell are
I all on the Dean's jist. Howell, num-
l
ber one in his class, and Spence







Miss Jennet Roberts is the Car-
nival Queen of the Winter House
Parties. Judges for the contest
were Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
Prof. Nathan Dane II, and Teach-
ing Fellow Nishan J. Kechejian.
Miss Roberts was the date of
Michael D. Carpenter '58 of the
Beta house. She is from Greenfield,
Mass., and is attending the Green-
field High School.
The Moulton Union made a
slight profit on the dance. The
fraternity houses will be reim-
bursed for the tickets of the house
chaperons. There were approxi-
mately 400 couples attending the
ball.
Snow Sculpture
The cup for the Snow Sculpture
contest was won by the Beta
house. They, had a large dragon
which spouted smoke and whose
eyes were flashing brilliantly. Hon-
orable mention went to the DKE's,
TD's, and Kappa Sig's.
The judges for the sculpture
contest were Sergeant First Class
Peter F. DiVenere, Mr. Paul V.
Hazelton, and Prof. Eaton Leith.
W. Bass Of '96
Dies In Wilton
Pres. James S. Coirs made the
following statement Feb. 10 upon
learning of the death in Wilton of
Mr. Willard S. Bass of the Class
of 1896, a member of the Board
of Overseers of the College since
1930. '
"It is with a sense of deep sor-
row' and profound loss that Bow-
doin learned today of the death of
Mr. Willard S. Bass. It is difficult
to expiess how much we at the
college will miss his kindly advice
and wise counsel. He will long De
remembered for his humanitarian-
ism and support of all things
worthwhile in his greater commu-
nity — its youth, his church, a
school, a seminary, and a college.
"Mr. Bass's entire philosophy
of life may be summed up in the
words his father used some thirty
years ago when an addition to the
family business in Wilton was
opened. He said, 'We have built
this new building to make shoes
in; we want them to be good
shoes. . . . But those who work
in the building will bo making a
living; we want it to be a .good
living. . . . They will also be mak-
ing a life, and we want that life
to be happy, friendly, and worth
while.' "
The Governing Boards have approved several fundamental
changes in the college's academic requirements and curriculum,
following eighteen months of deliberation and discussion by the
Self Study Committee of the Faculty.
At their annual meetings held
during the first weekend of the
month, the Boards voted approval
of many recommendations of the
Hf>lictif\llQ hi\nmi SeU S,udv Committee. Beginninj:J.lCilglUUO 1 Ul Llltl with the Class of 1960, each stu-
dent will be required to secure a
minimum of two semester grades
of "C-" or higher to remain in
college. During his first four se-
mesters, each student must obtain
at least eight grades of "C-" or
higher to be permitted to remain.
This is a change in the "C rule."
Degree Requirement
A candidate for a decree must
have completed thirty-four semes-
ter courses or their equivalent in
addition to satisfying the require-
ments of his major department. A
grade of "C-" or higher will be
necessary in at least twenty of the
thirty-four courses offered to ful-
fill the course requirement for
graduation.
Changes have been made in the
requirements for academic dis-
Mr. Frederick W. Whittaker, the
president of the Bangor Theologi-
cal Seminary, will deliver the key-
note address for the 1956 Religious
Forum at 8 p.m. on Monday, Feb.
20 in the Moulton Union, accord-
ing to Roger Howell Jr. '58, secre-
tary of the Interfaith Forum.
Mr. Whittaker, a graduate of
the College in 1944, will speak on
"The New Christendom." This sub-
ject will also be taken as the gen-
eral topic of the Forum, which




The schedule for the Forum this tinctionsat graduation. An average
year marks a considerable shift
from the pattern of past Forums.
Formerly, the keynote address was
given in the Sunday chapel pre-
ceding the Forum and discussions
were held in the individual frat-
ernity houses on Monday and
grade of 93.5 or better, at least
three years residence at the col-
lege, and at least high honors in
the major subject are needed for
summa cum laude honors.
The Governing Boards approved
the return to the curriculum of
Tuesday. This year, President Eulogy, a subject in which the
Coles will speak in anticipation of college, with^ Professor Parker
the Forum on Sunday and there Cleaveland, held an International
will be no discussions held in the , reputation in the first half of the
houses on Monday. | nineteenth century. Geology was
n/r„,™;„„ «v,»~vi« „„ i~,«k *.»„„ ' included in the curriculum fromMorning chapels on both Mon- 1Rns til 1 oar)
day and Tuesday will be handled ^Li .u , u < ,c^a








these have not yet been selected.! *£° £°u«of aural and oral drill
There will also be receptions for ,^ r^
**lcd t0 the Present «?"
both the visiting clergy and the ^Zfllf^ ^.TS W m0dl '-rn
members of the Interfaith Forum £"*"£?\?""* "* * n°W;
in the Peucinian rooms at 4 p.m. «? P'^? o* a"cndanfe W1"
nn MnnH.„ „nH ts.^m.v I ** obligatory. One hour of such
drill wall be added to the inter-
mediate modern languages courses.
The visiting clergy for thls ;
.
Aho Planned in the fall, is an
year's Forum include Mr. J. Ar- increased emphasis on written and
thur Samuelson and Mr. William oral Presentation of reports in all
D. Chapman of Brunswick. Rabbi courses which lend themselves to
David Berent of Lewiston will sucn methods. Sections in fresh-
make a return visit to the College man English will bc limited to
to participate. Dean Timothy An- not more than twenty men, and
drews will represent the Greek ^"^ m freshman public speak-
Orthod*x faith and Arthur Jones m& to not more than twelve.
Another innovation. In the col-
on Monday and Tuesday.
Visiting Clergy
lege's program will be a series of
evening lectures prepared to serve
as an introduction- to those sub-
jects to which it is dillicult for the
will represent that of the Quakers.
The others who will take part in
the religious emphasis program
are Mr. Carl Simon, the Rev.
James J. Casey, the Rev. Harry ^ZZJjZaIS Z """V" 1 "
„ ,--_ , , •„,,, ,
entering student to obtain an ear vAmmerman, Chaplain Wilson from „,,„„„„,* ; . , „. .. •
the Brunswick Naval Air Station,
classroom introduction.
Mr-.Martin V. B. Sargent and Dr. neq.u^ent, for the DegreeWilbur Hogg^ One more discussion For tno d ()f R,clK,,OI . 1)f
leader is to be selected before the Arts the studont must fu{M thForum next week. requirements listed feelow.
Bowdoin was one of the first I. Distribution Requirements
small colleges to institute a For- In order to provide his entire
urn in which the undergraduates program with suitable breadth,
could be exposed by discussion, each student is required to meet
to the central religious themes certain distribution requirements,
that they will come in contact For this purpose the curriculum is
with throughout life. The discus- divided into the following three
sions are aimed at a wider under- divisions:
Standing. 1 [Plrnte Turn To rani- 3]
Hart's 'Light Up The Skf
Successful Though Risque
By George A. Smart '57
Barnard To Speak
On Wendell WiUkie
Dr. Ellsworth Barnard will speak
at the College tomorrow evening,
at 8:15 p.m. in the Moulton Union
Lounge under the auspices of the
Student Curriculum Committee.
His subject will be "Reforming
the Republican Party: Wendell
Willkie and the Old Guard."
Visiting Lecturer in English at
Bowdoin for the academic year
1955-56, Dr. Barnard is working
on a biography of Willkie. He is
the author of Edwin Arlington Ro-
binson: A Critical Study (1952) and
Shelley's Religion (1937). and also
edited Shelley: Representative
Poems. Essays, and Letters (1944).
Dr. Barnard is a native of Shel-
burne Falls, Mass., and graduated
from the University of Massachu-
setts In 1928. He later received
his master of arts and doctor of
philosophy degrees following study
at the University of Minnesota.
Instructor In English at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts from 1930
to 1933, Dr. Barnard has also
[Please Turn To Pag* 11
A delightful cast and brisk di-
rection marked the happy success
of the Masque and Gown's Winter
House Party play — Moss Hart's
! Light Up the Sky.
Mr. Hart's 1948 comedy, dealing
with the trials and joys of thea-
tre people, falls short of being one
of Broadway's brightest comical
pieces — it has some very amusing
moments but at other points it
borders on tiresome farce. The
first act, once it gets off the
ground, fairly sings with witty
'. lines, and the opening scene in the
second act also holds Its own, but
after that things start to fall
apart.
Dull Situation
At that time the plot appears a
little too thin and Mr. Hart's situa-
tion becomes painfully dull. In
I
the third act the playwright tries
to pull all the loose strings togeth-
er even to the point of moralizing.
I
but his intention never quite comes
I through. Perhaps there Isn't
;
enough good material from which
j a meaningful lesson can be drawn.
I wonder too if there is real place
for all the dirty lines; a few cer-
tainly belong In the scheme, but I
think the risquo atmosphere
reaches a drowning point.
Despite these flaws Light Up the
Sky is far from bad theatre. In
fact when it is performed with spi-
rit and some kind of reason, as it
was Thursday evening, it makes
for a very entertaining two hours.
The play is gay, it has its share
of funny lines, it doesn't require
deep thought: it was an ideal
choice for the party weekend.
Swift Tempo
Thanks to a competent cast and
smooth direction, the play achiev-
ed the swift tempo and boisterous
tone that it nerds. Mr. Dceson's
knowing hand was always in evi-
dence. He chose to have th° ar-
tors play types not individuals.
This worked beautifully except for
the character of the older play-
wright, who did not fit into the
personified formula. Owen Turner
possessed a warm and down to
earth quality that was pleasing in
itself but which caused discord
with the other interpretations.
The play does not find room for
both types and individuals; it's one
or the other!
Excellent Performance
This does not mean that I found
displeasure in Otho Eskin's per-
formance. Quite to the contrary.
I found his sardonic yet human
characterization to be the most
satisfying of the evening. Although
he sometimes tended to over-act,
Donald Perkins was nearly always
sufficiently supercilious as the di-
| Please Turn To Page 2\
'
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Each student is required to com-
plete four semester courses in each
Division. Two of the courses in
each Division must be completed
by the end of the sophomore year.
No more than two semesters in
any one subject may be counted
toward meeting the distribution
requirements. In Division I in the
language departments only courses
at the literature level satisfy this
distribution requirement. The
starred subjects satisfy the labora-
tory science requirement.
II. Specific Requirements
A. Oral and Written English
1. English 1-2 and English 3-4
(Public Speaking).
2. Acceptable English in both
oral and written work in all
courses. Any student may
take, and all students
whose work is below stand-
ard in the rudimentary
skills of clear expression
EDITORS' NOTE
Re<\ause of the vital significance
of the proposals passed by the
Qoverning Boards and the large
amount of campus news, the edi-
tors reluctantly felt it was neces-
sary to omit the editorial this
week.
[Continued from Page J]
may be required to take the
course in Remedial English
given in each semester by
the Department of English.
Students will be enrolled in
this course on the .basis of
an Inadequate score on the
English Aptitude Examina-
tion, unsatisfactory work in
English 1-2, or upon the
recommendation of thp De-
partment of English.
B. Hygiene and Physical Edu-
cation
1. Hygiene. (Students electing
Military Science are re-
lieved of this requirement).
C. Foreign Languages
Completion in college of two
years of French or German;
or of a year-course in French,
German, or Spanish literature
or advanced conversation; or
of a year-course in Latin or
Greek literature.
D. Laboratory Science
Completion of two semesters
in laboratory science. This re-
quirement must be undertaken
not later than the beginning
of the junior year. The courses
taken count toward the dis-
tribution requirement.
E. Literature
Completion of two semesters
in the literature of a language.
The courses taken may count
toward the distribution re-
quirement and the language
requirement.
F. Major and Minor
Completion of a major field
of concentration and of a
minor. (See Rules Concerning
the Major.)
G. Courses and Grades
1. To be eligible for a degree,
a candidate must have com-
pleted thirty-four semester
courses or their equivalent
and either the major course
of his department or the
two semester courses of-
fered in lieu of the compre-
hensive examination.
2. Each student is required to
achieve a grade of C- or
higher in at least 20 semes-
ter courses offered to ful-
fill the course requirement
for graduation.
3. A year course is equivalent
to two semester courses.
English 3-4; Hygiene; Mili-
tary Science 11, 12, 21, 22;
and Physical Education are
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Assistant News Editors
J. Skelton Williams '59
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not counted in the require-
ments set forth in G.
H. Residence
To be eligible for a degree, a
candidate must have been In
residence at Bowdoin College
for at least one year.
N.B. In fulfilling the requirements
for the degree any student
especially qualified to do so
may take a course not other-
wise open to him In lieu of
the one required with the
consent of the department
.
concerned and of the Record-
ing Committee.
The Freshman Year
The program for a freshman shall
be:
(1) English 1-2 or an advanced
course in English for which
he may qualitfy.
(2) English 3-4; Hygiene or Mil-
itary Science; and Physical
Education.
(3) A course toward the satis-
faction of the language re-
quirement. .That course may
be any one of the following
or a more advanced course
in the same department:
Classics 1, French 1-2, Ger-
man 1-2, Spanish 3-4. (Stu-
dents electing Spanish 3-4
must first pass a qualifying
examination given by the
department.)
(4) A year's work In laboratory
science or a year's work in
mathematics.
(5) A second language, ancient
or modern, or any course
which is open to him offered
by a major department in
Division 11 or III.
The "C Rule"
During his first two semesters
at Bowdoin, each student must se-
cure a minimum of two semester
grades of C- or higher to be per-
mitted to remain in college. Terms
of readmission, if any, for students
dropped under this rule shall be
set by the Recording Committee.
During his first four semesters,
each student must secure at least
eight semester grades of C- or
higher to be permitted to remain
in college. Students failing to meet
this standard are dropped and
their probation is closed. Grades in
English 3-4, Hygiene, and Military
Science 11, 12, 21, 22 are not
counted in this tabulation, nor are
grades in courses taken at other
colleges.
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M
All normal college activities
come to a grinding halt during
the mid-year period, and the news-
papers are no exception. The Ori-
ent has received virtually nothing
later than January 20 and as a
result of this, there is not much
news. What [Mpera there are, na-
turally enough, are filled with ex-
am schedules, exam rules, and ex-
am grlpeSf articles, parodies, etc.
up to and far beyond the point of
boredom. Still, there are some
amusing stories, and some rather
revealing ones at that. Let us con-
sider, first of all, a note which
appears in Connie Brown's column
"OfT the Press," in The Mount
Holyoke News for Jan. 13:
"From an antiquated issue of
the Holy Cross Crusader, We quote
Political Forum
Picks Officers
Philip A. Lee Jr. '56 ha s been
elected President of the Political
Forum succeeding Warren H.
Greene Jr.
Dietmar K. R. Klein of Bremen,
Germany, is the newly elected Vice
President of the Forum. Francis
M. Kinnelly '57 was named Sec-
retary, Robert A. Wagg Jr. '57
Treasurer, and Norman P. Cohen
'56, Member at Large.
The Political Forum is a non-
partisan undergraduate organiza-
tion. Each year it sponsors visit-
ing lecturers and speakers at the
College. The Forum offers an
opportunity for organized discus-
sion of national and local politics,
as well as foreign relations, with
the purpose of encouraging stu-
dent interest in such problems.
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The memory of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne, nineteenth-century novelist
and short story writer, will be per-
petuated at Bowdoin College by
four of his direct descendants, it
was announced today by Pres.
James S. Coles.
Each year the author of the best
undergraduate short story will re-
ceive a prize of $40, to be given
by four cousins, all graduates of
the college.
Donors of the prize are Julian
C. Smyth of Clinton Corners, N. Y.,
Hawthorne Y. Smyth of Ossining,
N. Y., Manning Hawthorne of Ar-
lington, Va., and Charles Haw-
thorne Deming of Darien, Conn.
Actually the Hawthorne Prize is
not a new one. It was established
in 1903 by Nora Archibald Smith
and Mrs. George C. Rfggs (Kate
Douglas Wiggin). Then for many
years, until his death in January
of 1955, Pulitzer Prize Poet Rob-
ert P. T. Coffin of the Bowdoin




The Student Union Committee
will conduct the third in a series
of college bridge tournaments to-
night in the Moulton Union
Lounge. Play will start at 7:30
p.m.
The tournament is the final
preparation for the choice of a
college team of 16 men to play
in the Annual Intercollegiate Tour-
nament on Wednesday, Feb. 22.
Tonight practice hands from past
Intercoljegiate Tournaments will
be played to acquaint players with
the types of hands. used.
Members of the student body
are welcome to compete tonight
even though they have been un-
able to take in the two previous
tournaments and may make the
team on the basis of tonight's
showing. a>
Sherrerd Jr. '57
the following eye-witness report of
'exams I have encountered during
my brief but traumatic career':
1. Distinguish between
(a) Latin
(b) NATO (be clear!)
(c) The Thirty Years' War
2. (a) Disprove the existence of
the material world.
(b) Disprove your own ex-
istence.
(c) Disappear. (Be quiet 1)
3. Did anyone ever say, 'I'd
rather be right than wrong?'
Why not? When? Does it
matter? (Be tidy!)"
Now this is all very good, and
is surely no more ridiculous than
some exams handed out at Bow-
doin, but it really was much bet-
ter the first time around, which
was in 1931 in one of the funniest
books of all times. 1066 And All
That. Come, come, Connie, your
'ack of outside reading is showing.
Two more items are worth quot-
ing in their entirety, the first from
The Trinity Tripod. David Skaggs
writes, in his column "The Col-
legiate Scene," as follows:
HARVARD—When the rowing
team began practice In their indoor
tank recently they agitated a cou-
ple of gallons of liquid soap that
someone had secretly poured into
the tank to such an extent that
the millions of bubbles created
caused them to quit for the day.
They must have had a clean shell
anyway.
The last is from the Amherst




FROM AD, PHI DELT
Thursday, Jan. 28 — Unidenti-
fied vandals battered down the Al-
pha Delt vault door tonight with
a reportedly "large log" and pil-
fered three kegs of beer without
disturbing any of the brothers.
The same evening the Phi Delt
janitor spied a group of young men
dismantling the tapping equip-
ment Meeting the exigency of the
moment the janitor asked, "What
are you doing here?"
The boys replied, "We know
Herbert Pasternak '56, the social
chairman."
The janitor, impressed with these
verbal credentials, watched the
boys leave the house with the de-
tached mechanism in a sack. He
was, stated one Phi Delt, dismay-




The police suspect some corre-
lation between the two thefts and
are working on the case.
Real smart fellows, those police.
And of course the moral of this
story is that whenever in a tight
spot, don't punt —- use a big name.
Stay cool and you can get away
with anything.
Drama . . .
[Continued from Page /J
rector. Norman Levy found one
of his best roles in that of Sid-
ney Black, the cocky, loud-mouth-
ed producer; his one danger lies
in a tendency to shout the lines,
but in this instance volume was
generally appropriate.
Rodney Forsman appeared to be
miscast as Peter Sloan; the young
playwright was a little too young,
too coliegiate and too innocent
for credibility. Herbert Miller as
the startled Harvard man was hil-
arious. Curtis Stiles did a great
deal With a basically colorless role.
Actresses
In the female department acting
honors went to Mmes. Daggett and
Colie. Catherine Daggett, proving
once again that she can do won-
der's with any part, was superb as
Stella. Hers are the best lines in
the play and she made the most
of them, but in addition she gave
to the role a credible mixture of
taste and hard humor. Annetta
Colie, as the producer's wife, was
always a virtuoso of wit; her ges-
tures even down to the profession-
al wiggle were appropriate and
riotous.
Irene Gamache as the egotistical
leading lady gave an intelligent
but almost too serious perform-
ance. Nancy McKeen did not seem
at home in the part of the aston-
ished typist — visually or histrion-
ically. Others in the cast Were
Allison Roulston, James Dewsnap,
Wallace Rich and Kyle Phillips.
N.B. This review is exclusively
for the Orient and will not appear
in the Boston Herald!
To These Ears
By George A.
Good news for all those worthy
souls who study in our fair library!
- Three late evenings ago as I sat
grinding it out in the stacks, I
realized that I just must have a
break. I tip-toed down the winding
stairs, across the silent corridor
and crept into the periodical room.
I'm ashamed to say that I hadn't
visited that room since I had to do
that darned freshman English li-
brary assignment. But the place











WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street Dial PA 5-7072
Barnard
. . .
[Continued from Page 1"]
taught at the University of Tampa
in Florida, at Williams College, at
the University of Wisconsin, at
Alfred University, where he was
chairman of the Department of
English, from 1941 until 1950, and
at the University of Rochester.
Since 1952 he has been Lecturer in
Liberal Arts at the University of
Chicago, from which he is on leave
of absence this year.
He is a member of the Modern
Language Association, the College
English Association, the National
Council of Teachers of English,
the Conference on College Compo-
sition and Communication, and
the American Association of Uni-
versity Professors.
Dr. Barnard's lecture will be the
third in a series being sponsored
this year by the Student Curricu-
lum Committee, which is composed
of representatives from each of
the twelve fraternities and from




The Masque and Gown has elect-
ed Herbert A. Miller '57 as presi-
dent, according to A. Raymond
Rutan, acting director of drama.
Other officers elected are as fol-
lows: production advisor, Peter W.
Davis '57; senior member at large,
Norman L Levy '57; production
manager, David Z. Webster '57;
publicity manager, Robert L. Gus
tafson '57; business manager, Ed
ward T. Koch '58; junior member
at large, Gordon L. Weil *58; sec-
retary, James W. Dewsnap '57.
Miller, an English major and a
member of Chi Psi fraternity, is a
cadet officer in the Reserve Offi-
cers Training Corps unit at Bow-]
doin. He is chairman of the De-
bating Council, sings in the Glee
Club, and has taken part in sev-
eral M.asque and Gown produc-
tions, including the Commence-
ment performance of Shakespear's
Richard III last June. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Isadore O.




The Workshop Theatre of Bruns-
wick will present An Inspector
Calls in Pickard Theater on Feb.
22-23 at 8:15 p.m., according to
W. A. Hokanson Jr., business man-
ager of the Workshop Theatre
Because the College has per-
mitted the use of the Pickard
Theater to the Workshop Theatre
for its productions this year, the
directors have adopted a policy of
admitting College students upon
presentation at the box office of
Blanket Tax 'cards.
Smart Jr. '57
Glancing over the literary works
— you know Atlantic Monthly, the
Friend's Journal, Confidential and
the rest of them — my eyes light-
ed on the library's newest addi-
tion. The cover almost gave me a
shock. There, big as life (on the
cover that is) sat a shapely and
satisfied looking damsel not ap-
parently in much distress, stun*
nlngly dressed in a cocktail glass,
a pointed hat and a few streamers.
Above her fair outline blazed the
magazine's title — Nugget — with
the tempting sub-title, "Entertain-
ment In a Lighter Mood." And be-
low the fifty cent sign (for those
who don't care for candid photo-
graphs I guess) several bright
streamers bore the names Somer-
set Maugham, The Mermaids' Is-
land, Sophia Loren ad Erskine
Caldwell. Well, of course I had to
look inside. Wow! Why that little
gem hasn't been stolen from the
library 111 never know! Besides I
never expected that our Halls of
Learning would subscribe to such
..... publications.
Outdoors
Nugget is sort of an outdoors,
sports-like magazine. At least it
seems to be that, for it's just full
of people with no clothes on, "na-
tural" photographs, and "adven-
ture" stories. It's no doubt intend-
ed for art students or maybe bug
majors, but really I didn't know
that any course at Bowdoin was
making a study of nudist colonies!
The Short stories could ( being an
English major I decided that it
was my duty to read them) best be'
described as spicy, I think. They're
sort of roughly sketched (to go
along with the snap-shots, I im-
agine) but the detail in spots is
most vivid. Nugget is kind of like
a jumbo personification of the New
Yorker and U. S. Camera.
Fireside Stuff
When I had absorbed the last
pulse of this month's "session of
your favorite fireside entertain-
ment," I closed the back cover in
time to see the appropriate last
words, "Remember, it's cold out-
side."
I gently put Nugget back on the
shelf, blew on my fingers, tip-toed
across the silent corridor, up the
winding stairs to the stacks. The
time was three twenty in the morn-
ing and I settled into A Primer of
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It's an
"open and shut case"
for the
ARROW Lido
You don't need « law degree to know that this
is a shirt with real comfort built in. Why?
The new Arrow Lido has no top button. Your
tie closes the collar neatly, always. You can
wear it open, too, and look just »s smart.




SHUTS • Till • SLACKS
J
When classes ate through
And your girl's close to you
Here's a good thing to do—have a CAMEL!
M«Mi«fe,
B. J. a*r.ol».T.t»«oOo.. Wknua.aata. N.'O,
mmmm k mam iMLMLi
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White Tops UMass, BC, Tufts In Winter Frolic
Tcerhen Overpower UMdss;
Play Colby This Evening
By Frank D. Bevirifljfe '66
The hockey team permitted the U. of Massachusetts to
score the first three goals before settling down and going on to
win 6-4 on Saturday afternoon at St. Dom's arena.
This evening the pucksters will tangle with the Colby sextet
in trying to avenge two previous defeats by the Moles.
Kidd tallied the first goal of the
game at 4:18 with an assist by
Farragular and slipped his second
one by the Bowdoin goalie four
minutes later with an assist once
again by Farragular and also by
Richards. U of M's third goal of
the game came at 12:23 of the
same frame making the score three
to nothing before the Bowdoin
ieemen began to strike back. This
third goal was scored by Richards.
Art Perry, Bowdoin's starting
left winger, slapped one into the
nets at 19:09 to end the scoring
for the first period. The Big White
completely dominated play dur-
ing the second period. Doherty,
Desjardin, Flynn, and Art Perry
all scored In that order and all
were unassisted except for Art who
was aided by "Squeek" Doherty.
Ronnie Desjardin's goal which
came at 3:24 of this middle
frame was the longest goal to be
scored at the St. Dom's arena.
Ron shot from behind his own net
and sent the puck whistling the
length of the ice right through
the legs of the opposing goalie.
Bowdoin's last tally came at
0:47 of the third period when
Doherty, aided by Fred Thorne,
dropped the sixth goal of the af-
ternoon into the U of M's cage.




The Freshmen basketball team
bowed to a rugged Portland
Y.M.C.A. outfit, 75-68, on Saturday
afternoon in the Sargent Gymna-
sium. The visitors got off to a fly-
ing start, leading by 12 points in
the first period, and were able to
stave off a Polar Cub rally in the
second half. The game was ex-
tremely rough as 55 personals and
2 technical fouls were called. The
officials had all they could do to
keep things under control. Lee
Hitchcock, Tom McGovern and
Jim Hal lee left the contest on
fouls, hampering the Polar Cub
offense in the final minutes of the
game.
Portland's big gun, "Flip" Fla-
herty, paced the victors with a 31
point performance. Flaherty was
extremely accurate from close-in
and was spectacular on rebounds.
Tom Noonan scored 16 and played
an excellent floor game.
The Polar Cubs' performance
left something to be desired as
could only squeeze one more by
Rigby who played great defensive
hockey in the nets, making 32
saves.
For Bowdoin Kowal, Flynn, and
Desjardin each spent two r;ii.mtes
apiece in the penalty oox while
Kidd of University of Mass. sat
out four minutes for charging and
slashing.
The visitors had won their first
encounter With Bowdoin 5-1 ear-
lier this season.
In a rough and tumble hockey
game, the Polar Bear six met de-
feat as UNH forged to a 6-3 vic-
tory. The fray was chock full of
penalties, Bowdoin collecting 5 as
compared with 9 for UNH.
Rube Hall and Ernie Twombly
were the big guns for New Hamp-
shire, both scoring two. Andy Dube
and Jack Rico were the other New
Hampshire sharpshooters. For the
MacFaydenmen, Doherty and
Thorne did the scoring, Freddy
Thorne collecting two goals.
At the end of the first frame
the Polar Bears were out in front
2-1 but in the middle stanza UNH
swept ahead slapping the puck by
Pete Rigby four times. Each team
scored one more in the final
frame. Pete Rigby had a total of
21 saves in the Bowdoin nets.
they threw the ball away and shot
very erratically after their three
weeks layoff. Dick Willey and Tom
McGovern were high men with 21
and 17 points respectively.
Bowdoin now has a 7 and 4
record. On Wednesday they trav-
el to Hebron Academy to take on
a strong club that rolled over
Weitbrook earlier in the year.
The summary:
Bowdoin Kro.h | Portland "Y
C F PI




5 21 1 Archer




























24 20 SHI Totals
Bishop and Slattery
26 23 7G
Half Score: Portland 35: Bowdoin 24
The sports picture for the com-
ing week promises some Interest-
ing and perhaps, exciting events.
The Basketball team travels to
B.U. and Trinity on the 17th and
18th, while the White puckmen
meet Norwich and Babson on their
home rinks. The Cindermen play
host to Bates and Providence on
the 18th and 24th and Bob Mil-
ler's Aquamen will try to avenge
defeat when they face a strong
Williams contingent on Saturday.
The ski team travels to Farming-
ton for the State Meet on Friday.
#*#**#*<#***sr<#*s*#*sr*#s#*^*#*>#>*#*#*s4***.*#<#«***#sr*^****i#^
Men's Grey Sweatshirts 2.45
Men's* Black Zipper Sweatshirts s~ _ 3.25







































































By Mike Curtis '58
A powerful University of Con-
necticut swimming team handed
Coach Bob Miller's forces their
second defeat of the season, 51-31,
Monday afternoon at the Curtis
Pool. It was a contest which fea-
tured some close finishes and rec-
ord-breaking performances.
Uconn's opening victory in the
300-yard medley relay gave an in-
dication of things to come, when
a New England and Connecticut
varsity record was set in 2:56.^.
Even in defeat the Bowdoin trio
of Bob Plourde, John Collier, and
Mike Curtis unofficially shattered
the College record for this event.
Howard Edged
Bill Howard lost a heartbreaker
by inches in the 220-yard free-
style to Fingles of the visitors.
Howard's final spurt fell short;
Uconn's Dick Arnold was a not too
distant third. Probably the clos-
est race in the meet was the 50-
yard freestyle in which Capt. John
Collier lost by a few inches to
Cucuel and Greiner of Connecti-
cut.
Steve Pinney lowered the Con-
necticut record in the 150-yard
medley swim, defeating the White's
Bob Plourde in a lightning 1:35.
Uconn's Halloburdo edged Curtis
for third place. Grundy of the
Storrsmen gave an excellent dem-
onstration of fancy diving, as he
soared and twisted to first place
over teammate Stuart and Polar
Bear Hody White.
Plourde Wins Backstroke
Uconn's. star sprinter and ex-
Hebron star, Bruce Maxwell, took
the 100-yard freestyle handily in
:52.9. Collier was again touched
out by inches by Greiner and had
to be content with a lone point.
Swimming for the third time
during the meet, Bowdoin's Ail-
American, Bob Plourde was little
short of sensational in giving the
White its first victory with a win
in the 200-yard backstroke. He
was clocked in 2:16.7, just one-
tenth of a second off the College
mark. Huskies' Tanner and Bow-
doin's Lloyd Willey were strung
out in his wake for second and
third slots.
White Cops Breaststroke
Fingles, the meet's only double
winner, again thwarted Howard's
victory bid with a triumph in the
quarter mile. Arnold was again
a propinquitous third. In the 200-
yard breaststroke Bowdoin record
holder, Hody White, won handily
with Eckler of Uconn inching out
Photo By DiVin.re
Dwlght Eaton clearing the bar on his way to a win in the high jump.
Eaton copped five first places to pave the way for the White trackmen
in their lopsided 90-36 victory over the Boston College cindermen
Saturday afternoon.
Hcrrick Record, Eaton s Triumphs
Pace Trackmen To 90-36 Romp
Dwight Eaton
By George A. Massih '56
led the Polar Packard won
Bear Cndermen to a 90-36 romp
over Boston College last Saturday
as he personally accounted for 23
of Bowdoin's 90 points.
Eaton took five first places. In
the broad jump he K i the field
with a leap of 23' "a" to set a new
meet record. He tied the meet 40-
yard dash record with a sprint of
4.6 seconds and won the 300-yard
dash in 32.6 seconds. In both the
pole vault and high jump he tied
for first place
the mile in' 4:39,
with Young and Blackmer supply-
ing second and third place honors
in the event.
Bill McWilliams' heave of 56
feet took first place In the ham-
mer toss. The Eagles were shut
out of this event also as Steve
McCabe and Don Richter placed
two and three right behind Bill.
A Note, of Optimism
With this kind of scoring the




By David H. Bird '56
Breaking out of a long slump
just prior to the mid-year exams,
the basketball team outlasted
Bates 89-82 at Lewiston on Janu-
ary 18.
Behind until the final few min-
utes, the Potar Bears swept to vic-
tory by effective tram-play and su-
perior rebounding by Bob Glover
and Rollie Janelle.
As usual, Bowdoin scoring was
well-distributed with four hitting
double figures. Janelle, 20, and
Bob Johnson, 17, led the way. The
losers' ace. Bob Monteiga, tallied
35, which kept him first in State
Series competition.
White Beats Tufts
Using a fast break in the second
half to overcome a big deficit, the
Polar Bears conquered Tufts 59-
55 before a Winter House Party
crowd on Saturday afternoon.
In a sloppy first half the Jum-
bos grapped a 30-20 advantage be-
hind the deadly set shots of Don
Muench and good rebounding.
Brud Stover scored 18 and Bob
Johnson 13 to pace the winners
in their first contest after exams.
Rollie Janelle with 10 helped spark
the second-half resurgence.
Bowdoin <8»> IBstcs (82)
POLAR
BEARINGS
John Herrick also accounted for 'ng Boston College home in defeat.
a new meet record in the 1,000,
yard run as he came across the
finish line in 2 minutes, 20.4 sec-
onds.
Two Sweeps
The Polar Bears came through
with clean sweeps in both the
hammer throw and mile run.
Steve Morse for second in a ques-
tionable decision.
In the final 400-yard freestyle
relay the White quartet of Clark
Neill, John jTowne, Howard, and
Curtis was awarded the victory on
a Connecticut false start disquali-
fication. It was a closely contested
relay, however, as Curtis lost out
by a touch.
With a few breaks in the tight
finishes the Millermen could have
made this a much closer meet than
the misleading final score indi-
cates.
Frosh Swamped
During the week the freshmen
swimming squad dropped two
meets to Lewiston and Brunswick.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
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ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
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Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes




With trackmen like Eaton, Her-
rick, and Packard and the out-
standing work of Bill McWilliams
and Steve McCabe with the
weights, the future looks bright
for Coach Sabasteanski's track-
sters, especially with the depth af-
forded the squad by men like
Hinckley, Blackmer, and Young.
Frosh Romp
Paced by a 1-2-3 sweep in the
shot put event the Polar Bear
Frosh won their tri-meet against
Sanford and Chcverus with a to-
tal of 62 points. Sanford was a
strong second with 41 points and
Cheverus was third with ten.
Ron Tripp won the shot put
event with a toss of 43 feet. He
was followed up by Dick Tuttle
and Richard Adams.
The Polar Bear Cubs made it
1-2 in the 300-yard run with Lar-
ry Wilkins turning in the winning
time of 34.2 seconds. Teammate
Ron Woods was a close second.
Paul Berube broke the tape first
in the 1,000 yard run with a 2:39.3
effort^in that event.
G P Pi G F V
Jnnelle 5 in JH c'Hllmrler 4 r. II
KraM-r 2 5 B Dunn 1 5 7
Glover ; 7 1 1 Miintfina u !l St
Stover 7 1 10 Hniil.il> 5 II
Llbbv 1 I % limin ^\ 4 6
Krnney ] 4 « Itu*h<r»ky i 4 6
Juhrinon 6 6 .171
Totals 31 27 S9I Totals 25 31 M
Bowdoin ruin (35)
G F F G V r
Janelle 1 4 14 Sherman 1 r, 9
KrttKer .1 1 ii'ljimlner 3 l V
StoVer I 2 IR'KuM-inno 2 2 6
Juhnfton 4 6 ISIMuvnrh | % is
Linhy 3 il ti Shaw 4 s
Alh-n 1 li _' Ntiinlcv 1 8 5
|Su panian 1 2
Totals 22 15 591 Totnln 21 13 .',:,
INTERFRATERNITY TRACK
All competitors in the March 2
Interfraternity Track Meet must
complete at least 12 days of train-
ing prior to the event in order. to
compete, Frank Sabasteanski has
announced.
However, these contestants who
are now on the track squads or
active on other college teams will
be exempted from this require-
ment.
Coach Sabasteanski urges all
men who plan to run in the meet
to make certain they have fulfilled
this training" requirement in or-
der to assure the same high stan-
dards which have marked previous
fraternity track competition.
By Paul Z. Lewis
Some Parallelisms
It seems that the 1956 Olympics have done to the world's
nations much of what sports themselves have done to the
American colleges; we are now witness to an entirely new type
of national diplomacy.
In the past our schools have had a large part of their status
built around the success or failure of their respective "clubs."
Subsidization, superfluous strain on the participants unreason-
able demands of the spectators and (in our analogous case)
alumni, have been the causes, and in keeping with the vicious
cycle, the results of such a situation. In the United States high-
pressured athletics have got the complete going over in every
type of publication, administration hearing, etc., etc. Reaction
has come in many forms — particularly interesting is the Uni-
versity of Maryland's irreverent adieu to Jim Tatum. college
football's answer to the N.F.L. Evidently the student body at
College Park was not overly appreciative of their athletic plant s
contributions to the school for the past decade.
A New Emphasis
The small schools have been squeezed almost out of the
picture in much the same way as the U. S. (which you know is
merely a small-time winter sports nation, competition-wise) has
been at Cortina. How they are to retaliate is a question of in-
creasing significance, both for small schools and the comparable
present-day position of the U. S. Olympiad. Should these or-
ganizations accept sports as an administrative "foreign" policy?
1 should hope not; for in the end it is the athlete himself who
suffers amidst the subterfuge. In turn it will be the schools and
the country who will suffer ihe consequences. We can base
our pride on our performances but they need not be superficial
ones.
"Hard work, self-sacrifice, and more hard work" are the
ultimate aim. Yet we must not fail to see our limitations. To
meet the situation with foolish extertial pressures is fruitless —
it will only serve to make m»ckery of the ideals of college ath-.
letics and the Games. The individual, not the cause, is all-
important, and there is the purpose of these two institutions in
a nutshell. What path to choose? Must there be any argument?
Interfraternity Sports
















































A Campus-to-Career Case History
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Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
DIAL
PA (HUM
»1»IIASANT STRUT. BRUNSWICK. MM*
Dick Abraham of Hell Telephone Laboratories, here experimenting
uith closing the loop on a transistor feedback amplifier.
"I'm working with top names and top talent"
That's one oi Richard P. Abraham's
comments about his career with Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories in Murray Hill. N. J.
"In 1954, after I'd received my M.S. from
Stanford," Dirk continues, "I was inter-
viewed by a number of companies. Of
these I liked the Bell Labs interview best
— the interviewer knew what he was talk-
ing about, and the Labs seemed a high-
caliber place.
"The Labs have a professional atmos-
phere, and I m really impressed by my
working associates. As for my work. I've
been on rotating assignments—working
with transistor networks and their meas-
urement techniques, studying magnetic
drum circuitry, and doing classified work
on Nike. This experience is tremendous.
"In addition to the job, I attend Lab-
conducted classes on a graduate level
even] limes a week. Besides that, the
Labs are helping me get a Ph.D. at
Columbia by giving me time off to pet to
late afternoon classes. That's the kind of
co-operation •you really appreciate from
your company.
"What are important to me are the op-
portunities offered by the job and the
work itself. My wife and 1 Own a house
near Murray Hill, and we've found a lot
of friends through the Labs. All in all,
I think I'm in the right kind of place."
Dick Abraham is typical of the many yonng men
who are finding their careers in the Bell System.
Similar career opportunities exist in the Bel)
Telephone Companies, Western Electric and
Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has

























w T, Pet. GB
Sigma Nu 6 1 .857 —
Beta Theta Pi 5 1 .833 lb.
Alpha Delta Phi 4 1 .800 1
Kappa Sigma 5 2 .714 1
Alpha Rho Up. 4 2 .667 l!a
Theta Delta Chi 3 2 .600>
-^
Alpha Tau Omega 3 4 .429 3
Delta Kappa Ep. 3 4 .429 $
Delta Sigma 2 4 .333 3'£
Zeta Psi 1 5 .167 4V4
Psi Upsilon 1 5 .167 4>i
Chi Psi 1 6 .143 5
"MY PUTURI IS DICIDEDf**
That's what some seniors
have said because they
know they're going right
into military service after
graduation.
Today smart senior!
have another outlook to-
ward their futures. Some
have already talked with
their Placement Directors,
been interviewed by Con-
necticut General Life In-
surance Company and
hired in positions that will
be waiting for them after
service.
An example of the many
available opportunities at
Connecticut General is the
administrative personnel
position in which you will
supervise people.
You'll never have as good
a chance again to investi-
gate the many job oppor-
tunities open to liberal arts
graduates, as the place-
ment office on your own
campus affords yo» this
spring.
There are many fine
openings for college grad-
uates in the life insurance
business. Consult your
placement director or write
Mr. Philip Yost, Connecti-
cut General Life Insurance
Company, Hartford, Con-
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Coles Cites Aids That Hammond, Little
College Gives Town
"fiowdoin College hat existed in every way possible to
bolster the economy of the Town of Brunswick," Dr. James S.
Cole*, President of Bowdoin, said in an address to the Bruns-
wick Rotary Club Jan. 23. 1956.
"It is recognized by Bowdoin,"
he continued, "in making its own
contribution, along with those of
many other community institu-
tions and agencies, that a healthy
Town will contribute to a heal-
thy College. Bowdoin is proud to
he a contributing and important
constituent of the Brunswick Com-
munity. It has done in the past,
and wants in the future to do, its
hare in fulfilling Brunswick's des-
tiny."
Dr. Coles listed some of the ways
in which the College, its faculty,
and its staff make financial contri-
butions to the Town. These in-
clude the taxes on property val-
upd at well over one million dol-
lars, a total payroll last year of
more than a million dollars, and
money spent in the area by under-
graduates, as well as by the thou-
sands of alumni and visitors at-
tracted yearly to Bowdoin.
"Important as the contributions
of Bowdoin to Brunswick are in
terms of money," President Coles
stated, "the College and its fam-
ily make other contributions whieh
are much more important. These
other contributions are in terms of
men and women — in terms of
people, knowledge, culture, and
spirit. Many of the eight hundred
undergraduates contribute to the
life of the Community quite di-
rectly — In working with Boy
Scouts, through church activities,
in musical organizations, assist-
ing with the recreation program,
helping local charities through the
Campus Chest Weekend, carrying
out help projects during fraternity
initiation, holding parties for un-
derprivileged children, speaking
before clubs and organizations, and
in countless other ways.
"Another important contribution
Bowdoin makes to Brunswick," he
continued, "is that made by the
men of Its faculty. One way In
which this benefit is directly real-
ized is evidenced by the prepara-
tion of the recent economic survey
of Brunswick under the direction
of two members of the faculty who
volunteered to do this. The result
is one of the finest economic sur-
veys made for any town the size of
Brunswick.
"More than 150 positions in the
organization of the Town and com-
munity are filled by members of
the official College family. The
presence of Bowdoin in the com-
munity, with its lectures, concerts,
library, other facilities, and its In-
tellectual contribution, makes
Brunswick attractive to new busi-
neas, new teachers, professional
people, and many others we want
In a progressive, alive town.
"Today's summary," President
Coles concluded, "was prepared
at the request of some citizens of
Brunswick, who felt that many
contributions of the College have
not been fully appreciated, and I
give it to you with humility. It is
not complete by any means, and I
have said nothing of the many
values the College receives from
the town and the people of Bruns-
wick — benefits to Bowdoin from
Brunswick which are beyond es-
timate, and for which the College
is always grateful."
AM YOU "TMI SAIM TYftt"
it you enjoy and fed you
are good at influencing and
motivating people, you
probably are interested in
a career in sales work. If.
in addition, you have qual-
ities of leadership and want
to manage a business
organisation of your own
you should look into the
Sales Management Train-
ing program at Connecticut
General LifeMnsurancs
Company.
If you qualify you can
have a position waiting for
you even if you have to go
into military service first.
There Is probably no
other place where an out-
standing man can rise so
fast to the high income
brackets as in life insurance
sales or sales management.
Connecticut General of-
fers an exceptionally fine
training program that will
prepare you to run an es-
tablished branch sales office
or manage a new office,
For further information
on this career opportunity,
consult your Placement











David M. Zolov '59 won first
prize of $25 in the finals of the
Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize
Speaking Contest held Feb. 6. His
subject was "Is the Ark Opened
Robert Y. Tow '59 was awarded
honorable mention by the judges,
Professors William D. Geoghegan,
Charles H. Mergendahl, and Clem
ent E. Vose.
Zolov is a member of Alpha
Rho Upsilon fraternity and is the
son of Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin Z»
lov of Portland.
Tow is "enrolled in the Reserve
Officers Training Corps unit and
is a member of Theta Delta Chi
fraternity. His father, Tow He
Gong, lives in Providence, R. I.,
and his mother in Hong Kong.
The Fairbanks Prize was estab
lished in 1909 by Captain Henry
N. Fairbanks of Bangor in mem-
ory of his son, a member of the
Bowdoin Class of 1895, who grad-
uated from Harvard Law School
and was a lawyer in Bangor until
his death in 1909.
Take Sabbatical
Leave This Term
Two professors, with a combined
teaching career of more than 70
years at the college, will spend the
spring semester on sabbatical leave
in Europe.
They are Dr. Edward S. Ham-
mond, Wing Professor of Mathe-
matics, and Dr. Noel C, Little, who
Is Professor of Physics and Josiah
Little Professor of Natural Sci-
ence.
Professor and Mrs. Hammond
sailed from New York last week
on the Ribeira Grande, first spend-
ing three weeks in the Azores and
the Madeira Islands, then moving
on to Lisbon and Portugal. Thoy
plan to spend a month in Spain be-
fore going to the Riviera, down
through Italy to Sicily, and per-
haps io Innsbruck and Vienna in
Austria. They will also travel in
the Netherlands and in Scotland
before returning to Brunswick in
September.
Professor and Mrs. Little sailed
from New York on Jan. 27 aboard
the Stavangerfjord for Oslo-Nor-
way. They intend to travel in Eng-
land, Ireland, the Netherlands, and
the Scandinavian countries before
returning to the United States in
July.
Garcelon And Merritt Fund
Aids Prospective Doctors
Speaker W. Trafton
To Give An Address
Willis Trafton, Speaker of the
House at Augusta and candidate
for Republican gubernatorial nom-
ination, will speak here tomorrow
afternoon. The address will be giv-
en in the Smith Auditorium at
1:30 and will be open to the pub-
lic. -
The visit of one of the State's
political leaders is part of the pro-
gram of the Citizenship Clearing
House which tries to stimulate
student interest in partisan poli-
tic*. Professor Clement E. Vose of
the Government Department is
chairman for the State of Maine.
Trafton will be opposed by Alex-
ander LaFleur in the June prim-
ary. Both candidates are in the
process of lining up votes for this
election. ,
Forty-eight prospective doctors
will benefit directly this year from
the generosity of a nineteenth cen-
tury jack-of-all-trades, who stood
6 feet 3 inches tall and weighed
340 pounds. *
Prcs. James S. Coles announced
today that 48 medical school stu-
dents have been awarded a total
of $11,100 from the Garcelon and
Merritt Fund, established in mem-
ory of Doctor Seward Garcelon
and Doctor Samuel Merritt. Gar-
celon graduated from the Maine
Medical School at Bowdoin in
1830 and Merritt in lS4d.
In the past 34 ^>ars more than
$250,000 has been granted from
this fund to over 400 young men,
who now practice medicine
throughout the length and breadth
of the United States.
This year's awards have gone
to students at 13 medical schools.
They represent nine states, the
District of Columbia, and the Ter-
ritory of Hawaii. Thirty-seven of
them graduated from Bowdoin,
five from Colby, two each from
Amherst and the University of
M line, and one each from Holy
Cross and Dartmouth.
Ten of the men are studying at
Tufts Medical School, nine at Mc-
Gill in Canada, eight each at Yale
and Vermont, three each at Cor-
nell and Harvard, and one each at
George Washington, Howard,
.Johns Hopkins, Ottawa, Pennsyl-
vania, Rochester, and Texas.
Twenty-nine of the recipients
are residents of Maine, eight are
from Massachusetts, three from
Connect ietit, and one each from
the District of Columbia, Mary-
land, New Hampshire, New Jer-
sey, New York, Texas, Virginia,
and Hawaii,
Dr. Merritt was a native of
Harpswell and lived in. the family
homestead overlooking Cundy's
Harbor. His sister Catherine mar-
ried Dr. Garcelon, who later in-
structed,Merritt in medical school.
Shortly after news of the Gold
Rush in 1849 reached the East. Dr.
Merritt went to California. With
the new possibilities of that ter-
ritory, he combined the professions
of surgeon, sea captain, lumber-
man, politician, businessman, and
educator. When he died in Oak-
land, Calif., in 1890, he left an
estate valued at more than two
million dollars, from which eleven
years later the Maine Medical
School and Bowdoin received a
bequest of over $400,000. This re-
presented the largest gift the Col-
lege had received up to that time.
When the Maine Medical School
closed its doors in 1920, the Su-
preme Judicial Court of Majne
decreed that the part of the in-
come formerly used for the Medic-
al School should be used for "the
payment of medical scholarships
and fellowships to worthy and
struggling young men, intending to
study and practice medicine."
Dems To Meet
In Waterville
The second pre-convention Plat-
form Meeting of the Democratic
Party will be held in Waterville
next Sunday. Members of the fac-
ulty and student body will partici-
pate in the activities.
A questionnaire designed to find
out what the people of the state
are interested in having in the
platform was drawn up at an ear-
lier meeting. Interested citizens
from all parts of the state will
meet to evaluate the answers to
the questionnaire and to make
concrete suggestions to the State
Platform Committee. The Commit-
tee is headed by Professor Her-
bert R. Brown. A platform will be
submitted for the approval of the
state convention in March.
Faculty
Six members of the faculty were
involved in the first meeting -in
December. They served as chair-
man secretaries and members of
the various committees organized
to deal with several phases of state
government.
The platform will be of great
importance in the September elec-
tion. The Citizenship Clearing
House wi)J.vprovide transportation
and food for all who may be inter-
ested in going. The group which is
going to Waterville will meet at
10:00 a.m. Sunday in the Moulton
Union.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C<
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General Electric is made up of more than
90 product departments that operate as in-
dividual "businesses" — each conducting its
own legal, financial, manufacturing, engi-
neering, marketing and research activities.
One of the most important of these busi-
nesses is the Technical Products Department
that makes broadcasting and communica-
tions equipment and semi-conductor devices.
Responsible tor managing the finances of
this $40 million business is Robert H. Piatt.
Piatt's Work Is Important, Responsible
In the next ten years, the Technical Products
Department is expected to reach the $100
million mark — more than doubrinp its
present size. This is a big job. And it requires
Piatt to keep tabs on everything from tax,
cost, and general accounting to payrolls,
budgets and measurements, credits and col-
lections, and internal auditing.
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
Experience gained in the Business Training
Course and as a traveling auditor gave Piatt
a variety of financial experience. Like each
of our 25,000 college-graduate employees,
he was given the chance to grow and realize
hi? full potential. For General Electric has
long believed this: When fresh young minds
are given the freedom to make progress,
everybody benefits — the individual, the
company, the country.
Educational Relations, General Electric




Melvin M. Leiman has been ap-
pointed to the College faculty,
President James S. Coles announc-
ed recently. He was named In-
structor in Economics.
"Ceiman is a graduate of Chris-
topher Columbus High School in
the Bronx. In 1949 he received a
bachelor of arts degree from Ohio
State University and Is a candidate
for a doctorate at Columbia Uni-
versity. During World War H he
served with the United States
Navy for a year.
Leiman for the past three years
has been with Market Statistics,
Incorporated, in New York City.
In 1951-52 he was associated with




18 Business Agents To
Visit Here This Month
Eighteen men representing in-
surance companies, banks, mer-
chandising firms, and various in-
dustries will interview interested
senior registrants of the Place-
ment Bureau this month, Samuel
A. Ladd Jr., Placement Bureau Di-
rector, has announced.
The following is a list of the
firms being represented and the
date their representatives will be
here:
The prize-winning Swedish film
Miss Julie will be "present :-d as
the Union flick on Saturday in
Smith Auditorium at 6:30 and 8:30
p.m.
A. Grand Prize winner at the
Cannes Film Festival, this movie
has been described as "a rare,
great film from Sweden." It is
based on a play by August Strind-
berg. Anita Bjork, who plays the
role of Miss Julie, was described
by Newsweek: "brilliant Anita
Bjork has a good bit of the young
Garbo's glamor and a good deal
more than a bit of Garbo's pulse."
The short subject, The Heart Is
Highland, released by the British
Information Service is in techni-
color and is a 20-minute story of
Scotland.
February 15 — S. S. Kresge, New York \
R. H. Kellogg, Representative — Merchandising
February lfi — Marine Midland Trust, New York.
E. J. Palkot, Represenative — Banking trainees
February 15 — Mohawk Carpet Mills, New York
O. S. Cooper, Representative — Sales
February 16 — W. T. Grant, Boston
J. P. Dane, Representative — Merchandising
February is — Sylvania Electric, New York
D. W. Currier, Representative — Sales, Research,
Production
February 16 — Johns-Manville Research Center, Manville, N. J.
R. E. Parry, Representative — Research
February 17 — Filene's, Boston
P. Quinn, C. Ely, Representatives — Merchandising
February 17 — New York Life Insurance, New York
H. Woodman, Representative — Actuarial
February 20 — Lumbermen's Mutual Casualty, Boston
W. Miller, G. H. Stevens, Representatives, Casualty
and Fire trainees
February 21 — Insurance Company of North America, Springfield
E. A. Richards, Representative — Casualty trainees
February 23 — Smith, Kline and French, Philadelphia
L. H. Watson, Representative, Administration trainees
February 24 — Scott Paper, Chester, Pa.
L. H. Wight, C. Metcalfe, Representatives — Sales,
Production and Research (Career Conference, Feb-
ruary 23, 8 p.m.)
February 24 — Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance. Portland
R. M. Boyd, Representative — Sales Management
(Career Conference, February 23, 4 p.m.)
February 27 — S. D. Warren Paper, Westbrook
J. H. Milliken, Jr., Representative — Sales, Produc-
tion and Research
February 28 — Paul Revere Life Insurance, Worcester
S. J. Lukens, Representative, Insurance trainees
February 28 — General Electric, Schenectady, New York
W. Needham, H. G. Hutton, A. B. Caine, Representa-
tives — Financial and Administrative, Public Rela-
tions, Employee Relations
February 29 — Price Waterhouse, New York .
W. H. Clark, Representative — Accounting
February 29 — Hercules Powder, Wilmington '
W. D. Thompson, Representative, Chemists
Walking is supposed to be a lost
art. But a guy still has to get to
the garage somehow.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
Christian Science
Society
Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:15 A.M.












The GRAND UNIO ^Mffers the college
graduate outstanding- portunities for per-
sonal development in an industry that has re-
markable growth potential.
For 83 years the GRAND UNION CO. has been
pioneering new and better ways of merchan-
dising and distributing food to the consumer.
Today GRAND UNION operates hundreds of
large modern supermarkets from Virginia to
Canada and is opening new stores at a rate
that will double our present sales volume in the
next five years.
A GRAND UNION Personnel Representative
will be on your campus soon to interview inter-
ested Seniors. Those who qualify will be in-
vited to visit our headquarters in East Pater-
son, New Jersey. The men that are employed
will participate in a formal 18 months Manage-
ment Training Program that is rigorous but
rewarding.
All personnel benefits including a retirement
plan, medical - hospital - surgical insurance,
group life insurance, profit sharing plan, stock
option plan.











By Peter W. Gasa '57
The clash between the Repub-
lican Old Guard and the reform-
ing force of Wendell Willkie. the
"forgotten man" with a continu-
ing impact, was described by Dr.
Kllsworth Barnard, Visiting Pro-
fessor In English, last Thursday
evening in the Moulton Union.
Professor Barnard began with
a definition of the Republican Old
Guard. Stating that this group re-
presented the conservative bloc
within the party, Barnard
noted that the Old Guard fa-
vors laisscz faire at home and
isolationism in relation to foreign
policy. They are generally pro big
business, indilTerent toward ci-
vil-rights, and sometimes have an
anti-intellectual atitude.
Barnard then delved into the his-
tory of the Old Guard, "which has
dominated the Republican Party
since Lincoln died." Theodore Roo-
sevelt temporarily changed party
policy, but as soon as Taft stepped
into office the Old Guard was back
in control. Barnard pointed out
that Roosevelt got more votes than
Taft after his split with the party
and said that he thought the Old
Guard "never seems to have re-
presented a majority of the Re-
publican Party." Not since 1932
has the Old Guard been able to
nominate a candidate, but has, in
spite of this, been able to control
the parly machinery in Congress.
Democratic Delegate
Willkie, the son of a liberal In-
diana lawyer, began to take part
in politics after World War I
when he had joined a law firm. In
1924 he was a Democratic delegate
for the state at the national con-
vention. In 1929, he was' a lawyer
in New York City, and by 1933
represented a large holding com-
pany in an argument with the gov-
ernment. Drawing national attei.
tion, Willkie became a candidate
for the Republican Party.
Courtesy of the Portland Praia Herald
Willi* A. Trafton Jr.
Trafton Favors
Big Sales Tax
By II. Edward Born '57
"I do not like the way the Gov-
ernor wants funds raised through
a graduated state income tax, ahd
I- think that most of the people in
Maine do not like a program of
borrowing money without know-
ing where the money will come
from to retire the bonds," said a
Republican gubernatorial candi-
date here last Thursday afternoon.
Tax financing, education and
roads are Maine's three vital prob-
lems, stressed Willis A. Trafton
Jr., Speaker of the House and a
Republican candidate for governor
in the June primary, in speaking
before an audience of 65 persons
in Smith Auditorium.
"In the years immediately
ahead," he continued, "education
is the big problem. With my
generation producing children at a
rate greater than ever before, we
must rapidly expand our normal
schools in order to meet the ris-
ing demand for more teachers,"
Trafton added.
On the subject of roads ho want-




Hazing at Bowdoin has received
further restrictions, at least in
one fraternity, because of the re-
cent hazing accident at Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology.
No Blame For Death
Although President James R.
Killiam of MIT did not blame Del-
ta Kappa Epsilon fraternity for
the death of Thomas L. Clark, a
DKE pledge, at Cambridge last
Feb. 10, the DKE executive secre-
tary William M. Henderson an-
nounced from the New York head-
quarters that all chapters must
confine their hazing activities to
houses in the future. Henderson
gave this announcement to the ra
dio networks and the papers as
well as sending an official mem-
orandum to all the DKE chapters.
Local DKE'i Affected
The Student Council has already
agreed to have no off campus haz-
ing except for the week prior to
initiation. For the Bowdoin chap-
ter of DKE, however, off campus
hazing such as walks will be com-
pletely curtailed even during this
week prior to initiation as a re-
sult of the decision of the DKE
national headquarters.
Secretary Henderson expressed
the National Headquarters' deep
regret for this unhappy accident,
and President Killiam said the ac-
cident resulted from "long prac-
ticed traditions" and disavowed
any conscious negligence on the
part of the students or the college.
Scholarship Program Needs
New Funds For Student Aid
KLEIN TO SPEAK MONDAY
Dietmar Klein will speak on
"Germany Between the East and
West" Monday, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Moulton Union.
The talk, sponsored by the Po-
litical Forum, is open to the Col-
lege community.
"The entire financial program at
Bowdoin College must be. geared
to the. central purpose of the lnstl«
tution; which is to provide a lib-
eral arts education for men beat
qualified to benefit by it, and to
insure that the student body shall
continue to be representative of
all economic and social groups."
This is the objective reaffirmed
by the recent actions of the Facul-
ty and Governing Boards in accept-
ing the Committee on Self Study's
recommendations.
Terming the College's needs for
additional scholarship funds
"pressing and acute," the Self
Study report set forth the follow-
ing principles governing the pro-
gram of scholarships for fresh-
men:
"1. The purpose of the fresh-
man program is to help deserving
and able boys to attend the col-
lege they have chosen, and the
amount of the award should be
related to the need of the applic-
ant.
"2. The holder of a freshman
award should know that if his
need continues and his perform-
ance meets the standard set, he
can be assured of continued equi-
valent help throughout his four
years.
"3. The freshman scholarship
program should be held in proper
proportion to the total scholarship
program so that boys of the other
three classes of similar needs and
attainments can be sure of equi-
valent help."
The Committee on Self Study
also stated what it considers to be
the fundamental principles for a
valid admissions policy. These prin-
ciples include faculty responsibi-
lity for the formulation of admis-
sions policy; Admissions Office res-
ponsibility for the administration
of that policy; the effective use of
all the resources available to the
College in its search for the best
obtainable student body; the gear-
ing of scholarships for freshmen
to the central purpose of the Col-
lege; and maintenance of the pri-
mary emphasis on the quality of
the student body.
"Details may change with cir-
cumstances," the Committee con-
cluded, "but these fundamentals
must remain."
During the current academic
year approximately 200 undergrad-
uates out of a total enrollment of
somewhat less than 800 are re
ceiving nearly $120,000 in schol









New officers of WBOA are Les-
lie K. Hamill '56, station manag-
er; J. Leonard Bachclder '57, chief
engineer; Joseph M. Brush II '58,
chief announcer; Nelson C. Hicks
'58, business manager; David H.
Peirez '58, program director; Rog-
er E. Titus Jr. '58, publicity direc-
tor; Neil A. Cooper '58, news direc-
tor; and Oliver W. Hone '57, sports
director.
WBOA is going to institute
three new programs. Last Tues-
day at 9 p.m. Three to Go went
back on the air. Paul A. DuBrule
Jr. '56 will run the show, which is
a musical quiz with cartons of
Lucky Strikes as prizes.
Flick Quiz
Flick Quiz on which songs from
movies are to be identified, will
be on every night from 11:05 to
11:15 p.m. WBOA is also working
on Night Train, formerly put on
by Frederick C. Wilkins '56.
Continued effort is always being
made to improve the reception in i -« «- , ^
the dorms. There is still nothing JYJllSKie oDCaK.
Courtesy of the Portland Frew Herald
Edmund S. Muskie
Students Hear
definite about having an FM trans
mitter with converters in the fra-
ternities. The AM transmitter can-
not be used to reach the fraterni
arship aid. Through loans and un- ties because WBOA would then be
dergraduate employment on the
campus, the college is also provid-
ing for its students during the
year an additional $100,000.
breaking F.C.C. regulations.
The FM transmitter will cover
The Old Guard soon began to problem in this state because there
fear that they could not control I are over 20,000 miles of them and
him. The first split came over less than a million people to finInn ^iil.mi M'.i C? <* *« iaa( it r: in.: _ •* •the Selective Service issue. Willkie
resisted pressure to oppose it.
When Willkie favored Lend Lease,
the split became complete. Willkie
appeared before the Senate For-
eign Rel.it ions Committee to testi-
fy for the bill after his trip to
Britain. Before a packed hearing,
Willkie used both his observations
and secret information supplied by
the British government.
Attacked
Lend Lease and Willkie became
favorite subjects or attack. Roo-
sevelt became Willkie's friend and
ance their maintenance." Trafton
pointed out that Maine has one
of the highest gasoline taxes in
the nation (seven cents a gallon),
but theJ fight to improve the ex-
isting roads and build new ones
has been difficult.
Sales Tax Best
Trafton said it seemed illogical
to him that there should be a
Democratic governor and a Repub-
lican legislature. He criticized Gov-
ernor Muskie's methods of raising
tax revenue, stating that the sales
tax was the best instrument for
Council Picks
NewCommittee
even considered forming a liberal I raising state revenues. Althoug
front with him. The Lend Lease | increased funds from the sales tax
passed in the Senate, Barnard not- 1 might be gained through reducing
ed. with Willkie greatly helping to
j
the number of exemptions he
unite popular support. Willkie be-
j thought it would probably be wiser
gan to .state that he had "the best
set of enemies in America."
Willkie carried on a political
battle on three fronts: he made
no impression on Congress, he was
do
to increase the sales tax rate.
Qualifications For Governor
Trafton based his qualification
for governor on the facts that he
has had two years' experience on
able to split the Republican Na- a city council (in Auburn), two
tlonal Committee for about three I terms In the Maine Legislature
years, and he attained a "triumph"
with the public "though it did no
good."
After Pearl Harbor, which tem-
porarily drove the isolationists un-
derground. Willkie devoted his life
to the establishment of an effective
International Organization in
which the U. S. would play a lead-
IP/ease Turn To Page 4]
one of which he was Speaker of
the House under a Democratic
governor, "which involved learn-
ing about State Government fast.''
He also pointed out that he has
had the fortune of receiving a
good education (at Harvard and
Speaking for Dean Nathaniel C.
Kendrick. Council President Paul
S. Doherty *56 announced Monday
that the faculty has approved by
a large majority the Student
Council proposal for modified haz-
ing rules. f
He further stated that a meet-
ing of the standing faculty-student
Committee on Hazing, made up of
three students and three faculty
members, will be called. The main
purpose of the meeting will be for
more detailed clarification of the
rules.
One of the main difficulties in
the past, Doherty pointed out, was
that the rules were too general
and, consequently, too often brok-
en.
Two members are elected by the
Council to the Committee on Haz-
ing each year, one a senior and
one a junior who serves two years.
David H. Patterson '56, elected last
year, and Raymond Kierstead "56
and Gene Helsel '57, elected last
fall, are the current student mem-
bers of the Committee.
John E. Simonds '57 explained
the format drawn up by him and
Wayne F. Orsie '56 for the New
England Small College Conference
to be held here March 9-10.
Under new business, Councilman
Donald E. Richter, President of
the Bowdoin Inter-Faith Forum,
described the revised setup for this
Houses Discuss Many Aspects
Of Religion And Education Topic
Discussions on this year's Reli- 1 sprinkling of such intricacies as
gious Forum theme, "Religion andiSatre's existentialism
Education," were held last night The aru house p]ayed host tQ
the Rev. Mr. Martin V. B. Sargent
who aided the men in a discussion
of dogma and doctrine in the lit-
ergical churches, work and be-
liefs of missionary movements and
definitions of sin.
The Psi U's talked over basic
church differences, Jewish-Chris-
.tian conceptions of morals, and
mystical sides of religion with the
Rev. Mr. Parker.
Other discussion leaders were:
the Rev. Mr. Carl Simon, Dake's;
the Rev. Mr. Harry Ammerman,
ATO; Mr. Arthur Jones (Quaker),
DS; Rabbi David Barent, Sigma
Nu; the Rev. Mr. James J. Casy,
Chi Psi; the Rev. Mr. William
Chapman, Kappa Sigma; Chaplain
Robert K. Wilson, AD; Dr. Wilbur
Hogg, Beta Theta Pi; and the Rev.
Mr. Ralph Miller, Independents.
in the 12 fraternities.
Theoretically, the discussions
were to have crystalized in the
students' minds certain remarks
brought out in the suggested
theme. But some gatherings went
much further and were a great
deal more flexible in the subject
matter discussed.
The, Rev. Dean Timothy An-
drews led a lively discussion at
TD house that started with reli-
gious optimism. Frqm,4,here tf&,
participants discussed the litergic-
al, philosophical and historical dif-
ferences between the Greek Ortho-
dox and Roman Catholic Churches.
At the Zete house, the Rev. Mr.
J. Arthur Samuelson directed a
discussion that touched on moral
values, religion for its ultimate
good, and after life with a liberal
By Gordon L. WeU '58
Six college faculty members and
two students traveled to Water-
ville for the second pre-Conven-
tion platform meeting of the Dcm-
the town, possibly having a recep- 1 ocratic Party last Sunday. Ed-
tion radius of five miles. On Feb. mund S. Muskie, Governor of
29, Assistant Prof. John S. Sweet, Maine, was the keynote speaker,
who is the faculty advisor, and cer- 1 The purpose of the meeting was
tain representatives of the station ! to tabulate the results of a ques-
will meet. Through this meeting tionnaire which had been formu-
they hope to come up with some lated at an earlier meeting. The
By Roger Howell Jr. '58
solution as to what can be done.
Budget
The budget of WBOA is $1230.
results obtained from the citizens'
opinions on several important is-
sues will aid the platform commit
Kurtz Is ROTC Regimental CO.;
Students Gain Responsibilities
They pay $1 a week to various : tee, headed by Prof. Herbert R.
record companies including Co- ' Brown, to formulate a platform
lumbia, Capital, MGM, RCA, and, which will be represented to the
many smaller ones, and in return ! state conversion at Brewer on
get all the records they put out. March 23 and 24.




The 150 people who attended
the meeting were divided into 16
committees to deal with several
phases of state government. They
looked over the results of the ques-
i
tionnaire and submitted their rec-
ommendations to the chairman and
the assembly.
Edward Weeks, Editor of The Frank Coffin, Democratic State
Atlantic Monthly since 1938, will
.
Chairman, paraphrased Gilbert
deliver the Annie Talbot Cole Lee- and Sullivan and Introduced the
ture at Bowdoin College on Tues- j "model of a Modern "Democratic
day, March 20, it was announced Governor." Muskie delivered a
recently by Professor Athern P. , short, extemporaneous speech.
"What Is the proper relationship
between church and state?" asked
Dr. Frederick W. Whittaker as he
delivered the keynote address for
the 1956 Re'igious Forum in the
Moulton Union on Monday night.
Mr. Whittaker, in an address en-
titled The New Christendom call-
ed for closer cooperation between
church and state in order to strive
toward the achievement of the
kingdom of God on earth. Mr.
Whittaker stated that life on earth
was not a "by-product on the way
to life In another world," but ra-
ther a part of the eternal life.
A self-avowed optimist, Mr.
Whittaker stated that he wanted
to bring a positive message in or-
der to stimulate people to action.
In tracing the development of
the concept of Christendom, he
stated that it was in the thirteenth
century that Aquinis gave it its
formal statement. To Aquinas,
nothing was not subservient to
God's government, but God's au-
thority w'as delegated to specific
agents, ' church and state. w;ho
were both subject to the eternal
law.
It appeared to Dr. Whittaker
that this concept contains ideas
which should be revived in the
twentieth century. He felt that
this movement toward the new
Christendom should be realized
especially in several fields.
"Churrh and state should be
united for the benefit of mankind,
so that there is not domination,
not separation, but cooperation,"
he stated. He stressed that church
and state should not be conceived
of as institutions," since they have
no reality except as they are cor-
porations of men created under
the impact and guidance of God."
Mr. Whittaker felt strongly that
a Christian is a better one when
he is also a good citizen. "Spiritu-
al influence must he broueht to
bear on affairs of state," he af-
firmed.
"Protestants have been prone toDaggett, chairman of the faculty
committee on college lectures.
Mr. Weeks graduated from Har- .
vard in 1922, then studied at Cam- ' shape the program rather than nave
"
allowed the doctrine of se-
People's .Program







their clvl1 *««." Mr.
meeting, he stated that the people r"1™11" s,ated because theyHaifa nllniKnJ * U „ * ' —M
Yale). "I haven't been in govern- |E' BI^P ™?™"^*y con-
ment too long and don't have many I l^Z :°"_ reIl?,on '. he,d Mo^ay
[Pirate Turn To Page 2]
and Tuesday of this week.
College Printing Press Offers Opportunity
In Typesetting To Amateurs, Typophiles
An unusual' opportunity is open
to undergraduates interested in as-
pects of printing, the sixth largest
industry in the United States.
In the basement of the library
is housed the Hubbard Hall Press,
a press similar to those owned by
Dartmouth and several other col-
leges. }{oc students after a few
hours of instruction can do their
own type-setting and printing us-
ing any onr\ of many fine and in
several cases unusual types all im-
ported from England. In past years
students have printed under the
guidance of the instructor Christ-
mas cards, cards for other occa-
sions, pamphlets using rare and
old types, bookplates, woodcuts
and other equally interesting pro-
jects.
Leche Yyaundez
J. David Gardner '56, currently
en tilled in the course, is printing
a small book of fifteenth century
English recipes using the original
text with a glossary for the mod-
ern reader. It is impossible to find
these six meat dishes in any mod-
ern cookbook. They were careful-
ly selected from a group entitled
By Carroll E. PenneJl II '56
Harleian MS 279 preserved in the
British Museum. It is dated circa
1440. The title Leche Vyaundez
is Old English for "meat dishes."
Gardner used a typo appropriate
for the work and the result is a
truly distinctive booklet. It also
contains some illustrations asso-
ciated with the art of the early
trenchermen.
Various papers are available to
the student printer for his works.
As is the case of that used by Gard-
ner several of them are of very
fine quality. The student can eas-
ily obtain a paper suitable to what-
ever work he has in mind.
The course as it is now offered
is to introduce students to the vo-
cational possibilities open in the
field of printing and its allied field,
editorial work, publishing, adver-
tising, institutional promotion and
the production of printing itself.
The course is not intended to give
specialized training in printing or
any of the related fields. The stu-
dent is given an introduction to
printing and would have to take
more specialized courses in the
field of his interest if he is to
make a protession of printing. It
is of special interest to the man
who wants to make printing an
avocation, becoming what is known
in the vernacular as a typophile.
Among other typophiles on cam-
pus is Kenneth J. Boyer, College
Librarian, who conceived the idea
of the printing workshop several
years ago. As other colleges al-
ready had similar shops and since
the Hubbard Library already
houses in its Rare Book Room the
fine Athoensen Collection printed
by the famous Anthoensen Press
of Portland, and the Anthoensen-
Christian Collection, the Frederick
Main Collection and others, Mr.
Boyer decided to institute a small
printing plant and offer a course
in typography to the student body.
He was able to get Mr. Sheldon
Christian '37 to be Instructor. With
the help pf Mr. Christian and Mr.
Frederick Anthoensen, H.M.A. '47
plans were drawn up and with the
necessary materials assembled, a
room In the basement of the Libra-
ry was converted into a fine print-
ing shop.
[Please Turn To Page 4}
Richard W. Kurtz '56 has been
selected as Student Regimental
Commander of the ROTC, Lt. Col.
Winfrey, Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, has announc-
ed.
The student staff and command-
ers will bear more responsibility
than ever before, said Winfrey.
They must work out a plan to
grade every MS freshman, sopho-
more and junior on the drill field.
These grades will be included in
the semester grade. Additional re-
sponsibilities include taking at-
tendance, planning and conducting
all drill periods and issuing neces-
sary items of equipment and uni-
forms.
A perennial dean's list student,
Kurtz has been a James Bowdoin
Scholar for the last three years.
He has divided his athletic time
between basketball, football, track,
and sailing. He has also found time
to join in Glee Club activities, as
well as earn the title of Dis-
tinguished Military Student.
In order to accomplish these
jobs, Regimental Commander
Kurtz will deal principally with
his Regimental Executive Officer
and his two Battalion Command-
ers.
These three positions carry the
rank of Cadet Lt. Colonel and will
be filled by Aaron J. Shatkin '56,
Frank L. McGinley '56, and Henry
M.. Britt '56. Shatkin, the Regi-
mental Executive Officer, was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his
junior year, majors in chemistry,
and was on the student council this
fall.
McGinley, 1st Battalion Com-
mander, is an English major and is
the current holder of the General
Philoon Trophy. Britt, whose ma-
jor is history, has applied for a
Regular Army Commission and has
been accepted. He was secretary
of ATO fraternity in the fall and
is captain of the ROTC Rifle Team.
The job of coordinating the ef-
forts of the Regimental Staff will
fall on Shatkin's shoulders. The
staff will include S-3 (training)
Cadet Major Norman P. Cohen '56,
Adjutant Cadet Captain Calvin B.
Kendall '56, and supply officer
Cadet Captain Paul S. Doherty '56.
bridge University in England for ] the governor. In the realm of par- Daratlon °f church and state to
a year. He began as a manuscript ' tisan politics, he pointed out meas- keep tnem from Performing them."
reader and book salesman with ures that have been initiated by He felt tnat citizenship should lie
Horace Liveright, Incorporated, in the Democrats and have been tak- exalted Tn this respect he quoted
New York City but soon became! en over by "the other party." | Henry Ward Beecher's statement,
associate editor of The Atlantic | Progressive steps, he said, have ' "'* is a sin t0 ^ uninterested in
Monthly. From 1928 until 1937 he been taken not because of a threat Polltical duties."
was editor of the Atlantic Monthly from another party, but because I Pressure Group For God
Press.
, |
of the tradition of the Democrats. ' He felt tnat tne modern church
An Overseer of Harvard College His success at the polls resulted snou'd exert a moral influence in
from 1945 until 1951, Mr. Weeks automatically. Muskie felt that legislation, becoming "a pressure
has been a member of the corpora- tlve meeting could benefit from sr°uP for God." The church'should
tlon at Northeastern University this lesson and the tradition of a lso send men from its ranks to
since 1950 and a trustee of Well- the party. To him, the issues are serve in office,
esley College since 1947. He holds of first importance, the candidate In ,he realm of education. Mr.
honorary degrees from many in- second. Whittaker a'so fe't a strong need
stitutions, among them Williams,
j
Need Two-Party System M *" church-state cooperation. He
Middlebury, Alabama, and Dart- Muskie enumerated the respon- wanted a fourth R, religion, In-
mouth. In 1929-30 he was chair- sibility of the party on two counts, serted with the othqr three. He
man of the Massachusetts Com- First, he sad the advancement of fe,t *na t religious freedom was
mittee to Reform Book Censorship, the state would come through two actually endangered by removing
During World War I Mr. Weeks party competition. Whatever has it from education. As > possible to-
was an ambulance driver with the been done by the party is only a lution, he called for the production
United States Army, attached to beginning in terms of what was in- °f books which weu'rl present a
the 37th French Division, and was
.
tended two years ago. Further common core of spiritual heritage
awarded the Croix de Guerre. He steps should be taken during the a nd represent accurately the v:i-
is a Fellow of the American Aca- campaign, and he looked for a rlous faiths.
demy of Arts and Sciences and a "progressive, constructive, far-
member of Zeta Psi and Phi Beta seeing platform."
Kappa frpternities. Author of This There is also the responsibility
Finally, Mr. Whittaker noted,
everyone should bring to hear on
his occupation the faith that was
Trade of Writing he has also edit- of implementing the platform and in him. "All work should be treat
ed The Pocket Atlantic and an the need for candidates at every ed as a holy eal'ing. and men
anthology entitled Great Short level. Formerly the stress was at
,
shou'd have a living fait!
Stories. [Please Turn To Page 4] j who is the creator of us all."
~-.od
Richard W. Kurtz '56
McGinley and Britt will also
have staffs to, assist them in their
duties. Their executives will be
Cadet Majors Albert R. Marshall
'56, and Roland F. Emero '56 re-
spectively. Cadet Captains Timo-
thy B. Stearns '56, Richard F.
Merritt '56, Ellsworth B. Clark '56,





Regfl Cmdr. Cadet Col. Richard
W. Kurtz. Ex. O. Cadet Lt. Col.
Aaron J. Shatkin, S-l Cadet Capt.
Calvin B. Kendall, S-3 Cadet Maj.





Bn. Cmar. Cadet Lt. Col. Frank
L. McGinley, Ex. O. Cadet Maj.
Albert R. Marshall, S-l Cadet
Capt. Timothy B. Stearns, S-3
Cadet Capt. Richard F. Merritt,





Bn. Cmdr. Cadet Lt. Col. Henry
M. Britt, Ex. O. Cadet Maj. Roland
?. Emero, S-l Cadet Capt. EUs-
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t. Finds 'Stolen " Microscopes;
Safe And Sound In Own Skeleton Closet
Five binocular disecting micro-
scopes valued at $300 each which
were thought to have been stol-
en last Wednesday have been
found.
Mr. Gene Moser, laboratory in-
structor, discovered the "mikes"
were missing Thursday morning.
An immediate inquiry showed that
they must have been taken be-
tween 6:30 and 10:30 p.m. It was
later learned that some persons
had been working in the lab from
6.30 to 8:30 p.m., thus confirming
the possible theft to between the
two hours.
The biology department spent
most of an uneventful Thursday
looking for the missing property
but could not turn up anything.
The police were notified of the loss
and given the serial numbers. The
department was led to believe that
the theft was a hoax when they
found the looters had left the mic-
roscope boxes which contained val-
uable slides.
The Dean then took the matter
to the Student Council. This con-
cluded an uneventful Thursday.
Then a more successful Friday
By Roland L. O'Neal '59
dawned. About 10 a.m. the Dean, concerning th^ incident," sail Pro-
through the help of some unknown feasor Gustafson. "and th" pilicy
source, had been led to believe °f keeping the laboratory open
that the microscopes were in a nights will continue as far as I
skeleton cabinet. When Prof. Al- know." Dr. Gustafson noted fur-
ton H. Gustafson sought the key ther that this was the first incident
to the closet, he could not find it of tn 's nature Jn ten years He
in its usual location. The Dean and a 'so pointed out' that this College
Prof. James M. Moulton endeavor- I wa« one of the few schools that
ed to discover If the "mikes" were keeP their laboratories open at
In the cabinet and after looking night.
through the keyhole, concluded «It jg almost impossible for a
they were not there. This was
;
biology major to complete the re-
not the end of the affair, however. qU ired lab work during the after-
Later another key was found noon, and so the College has en-
and Professor Gustafson and Mr.
!
deavored to not only aid the stu-
Nishan Kechejian discovered the dent in completing his required
undamaged equipment in the skel- assignments, but it has also tried
eton cabinet. Although all articles to encourage personal initiative in
lost in the skirmish have been re- the laboratory," Dr. Gustafson
covered, the why's and wherefore's noted. «
remain unsolved.
I a*. .• .
—.. . . ... _, After mentioning that the searchThe mystenousness of the affair ' consumed most of Thursday. Dr
was heightened when Professor
, Gustafson urged the students not
Gustafson returned home Friday
noon. He was notified that a let-
ter with postage due was waiting
for him at the post office. The
letter contained the missing key.
"No further action is expected the day's efforts.'
to abuse their laboratory privil-
eges and confessed his wonder-
ment at the reason for the prank.
He likewise expressed his desire
that the looter "pay him $30 for
M^B.
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The Sacrificial Lamb
Last Thursday we had the fortune of hearing Willis A.
Trafton Jr., one of the two Republicans running in the June
gubernatorial primary. To be quite frank, we were quite sur-
prised at what he said and how he said it.
If Mr. Trafton is a fair representative of the party which
has been in control of Maine politics for 90 years, the number
of days that party will remain in power in this state are limited.
He gave us the feeling that he was anything but sure of himself.
He seemed quite ill-at-ease and had much difficulty adjusting
himself to a so-called "academic" audience.
At the beginning of his speech he seemed quite content to
concentrate on broad national issues rather than specific state
issues. As a matter of fact, he neither stated his qualifications
'or Governor nor explained why Gov. Edmund S. Muskie (if
he runs again) should not be returned to office in September
until he was asked bo do so in the question period following his
talk.
One could easily note many, inconsistencies in his arguments.
For instance, he claimed that the Republicans were more inter-
ested In the common welfare of the- whole public than. in form-
ing a platform based on a synthesis of the demands of various
interest groups. Although he strongly denied it after the speech
in a private conversation with us, we can only conclude that
this was a deliberate slap at the Maine Democratic party's at-
tempt to form a "grass roots" platform based on the opinions
of many of the state's Democrats as expressed in a questionnaire
sent out to over a thousand persons last month. Incidentally,
the questions were formulated by 16 committees, ranging from
agriculture to constitutional retorm, composed of interested
Democrats at the first pre-convention meeting in Waterville
on Dec. II.
He was extremely hesitant in saying who was more quali-
fied in helping draw up a party platform than the common
people, but finally admitted that the Republicans' platform
would be drawn up in a caucus. This is quite interesting when
one notes that the -Republicans have stolen the questionnaire
idea from the Democrats.
Mr. Trafton also claimed that he was in favor of retaining
the Executive Council in its present form, but was also in favor
of annual legislative sessions. Anyone acquainted with Maine
politics can see a gross inconsistency here. The Executive Coun-
cil, appointed by the Legislature and supposed to advise the
Governor when the Legislature is not in Session, would certainly
be of little use in its present form if annual sessions of the Legis-
lature were inaugurated.
The Republicans seem to be operating on the assumption
that Muskie will run again, and they must not think that they
can beat him if they are willing to support Trafton, who seems
to have the edge on Alexander LeFleur at this point. Trafton's
speech was described by one person as "a marvellous show of
inexperience." He simply lacks enough experience in politics
to be an effective opponent of Muskie.
If he does oppose Muskie in September the Republicans
must be willing to let him/be a sacrificial lamb, hoping that more
prosperous times will come to them when a Democrat less able
than Muskie runs for Governor.
Trafton ...
[Continued from Page /]
sears." he said. "This means I can
work with more people."
Finances
The problem of financing state
and local expenditures is primar-
ily one of where the new money
is going to come from, stated
Trafton. Currently, he pointed out,
30 per cent of state revenues come
from the sales tax, 20 per cent
from the Federal Government, 15
per cent from liquor sales, ten per
rent from tobacco sales and 25
per cent miscellaneous. Towns'




development of the state, Trafton
felt that this was primarily a lo-
cal problem. Although the State
Commission on Industrial Devel-
opment can. ' serve as a clearing
house for information, townspeo-
ple themselves must ultimately at-
tract new Industry to the state.
"Maine," he added, "has two ad-
vantages in attracting new indus-
try: industrious people and the
fact that Maine is a good place
to live." Trafton felt that Maine
"can take advantage of the ten-
dency of de-centralization of bu-
siness."
Need Well-informed People
Another problem facing the peo-
ple of Maine, as well as the rest
of the nation, is learning about
their government. According to
Trafton, most people are not well-
informed, and that they mast take
more interest in governmental af-
fairs and learn the facts.
Nationally, there has been a
"substantial alteration" in the
thinking of Americans during the
last 20 years. Trafton noted some
differences in the philosophies of
our two national parties. Whereas
the Democrats have been pushing
morp rapidly for changes, the Re-
publicans, he thought, were more
concerned with consolidating our
previous economic gains and en-
larging them.
"Lately,- the Democrats," he
said, "want to divide up the pie
of gross national income, whereas
the Republicans want to expand
our gross national income."
Republicans Broader
The Republicans, according to
Trafton, are more interested in
the problems of the whole country
and the general good of the "body
politic" than finding out the va-
rious wants of special interest
groups and attempting to synthe-
size these demands, many of which
are inconsistent with one another.
Trafton believed the most impor-
tant constitutional reform In
Maine was the inauguration of an-
nual sessions of the legislature,
rather than one session every two
years as It Is now. He also favored
the idea of keeping the Governor's
Council, although Its need would
be consistently less if there were
annual sessions of the legislature.
Muskle's Victory
When asked to explain why a
Democratic governor was elected
in 1954, Trafton concluded that
Muskie's victory largely reflected
"a negative protest vote against
an individual" (the former Gover-
nor Burton Cross). Cross's plan
to re-classify many state roads and
place them under local support met
much opposition because most of
the people felt that the town tax
burden was heavy enough without
adding more roads to be maintain-
ed through local funds.
Trafton was introduced by Prof.
Clement E. Vose, head of the
Maine Citizenship Clearing House,
an organization to encourage stu-
dents to participation in partisan
politics. «nf|
Behind The Ivy Curtain
i r
fty Henry D. M.
Talk about getting off the beat-
en track — here's a headline for
you: STUDENT UNION BOARD
ELECTS OFFICERS, PLANS
NITE OF SIN. This appeared in
The New Hampshire, for Feb. 9,
and goes on to say:
"The board discussed plans for
the annual 'Nite of Sin' which will
be held this year on March 9 and!
10. They . . . selected 'Haiti' u!
the theme. A search is now under
way to find acts( pertaining to the
theme) for the stage show."
Well now . . . comment is diffi-
cult, but the most disturbing thing
about this is that there is really
nothing in the article to lead you
to suspect anything else than what
you are already thinking. Presum-
ably, this is an affair of the Sadie
Hawkins Day type, in which case
it is like Hollywood advertising;
a lot of lurid words covering a rel-
atively innocent situation. Still, to
the outside reader, it is rather dis-
concerting.
At any rate, you down there at
the University of New Hampshire;
let's watch those "acts (pertaining
to the theme) for the stage show."j
And to you here* at Bowdoln:''
anyone for transferring? Don't for-
get, the UNH is co-ed, and^his
thing may be on the level.
Generosity
Speaking of odd headlines, an-
other interesting pair showed up
in this week's crop of collegiate
newspapers. It seems that on Sat-
urday the 11th of Feb., there was
a basketball game between Am-
herst and Wesleyan, and the score
of this game was Amherst 99, Wes-
leyan 55. Not exactly what you
would call a tight game. Now in
a situation like this, the papers
reporting on it invariably run the!
usual gamut of platitudes. The
winners glorying in it all, and the
losers explaining it away somehow
or other, talking of hopeful "come-
backs," depletion by injuries, or at
least a "moral victory" against a
semi-professional team. But in this
case the headlines are quite re-
versed from what one would ex-
pect. The Amherst Student merely
records that "Jeffs Smash Wes-
leyan, 99-55, Set New Team Scor-
ing Record.'' The Wesleyan Argus,
on the other hand, dismally pro-
claims that "Amherst Slaughters
Wesleyan; Point Total Sets New
Record." Perhaps it is Just that
mood of generosity which is al-
ways so infuriating to the loser,
but The Amherst Student gives a
good bit more credit to the Wes-
leyan team than the Wesleyan pa-
per does. The Wesleyan paper





I think that it's about time that
the student body became aware of
its social obligations to the col-








pened, and is surely a far cry from "y^"w*' t r. Lji~,.^i »*i. k„ct
.?„ Jawbone.. „..»,_i K., .ut, „„.!„.. man who has dedicated his past
Sherrerd Jr. *81
injuries, and this but once, which
might indicate it is true.
So what have we here? Can it
be that there is actually one paper
honestly reporting stories concern-
ing which it should be strongly
diced? Fantastic Yet i hap
the absurdity noted by this writer
last fall. Thih one concerned the
Harvard-U. of Mass. football game,
and from the U. of Mass. point of
view was reported thus
Nips U Mass For First Time Since
1916, 60-6." Nips. Get that; nips,
60-6. But At Wesleyan they are
apparently being honest in the face
of the hard, cruel facts, and this
writer has nothing but sympathy
and admiration for them. Cheer up,
men -- next year will be better.
And in Maine
Then too, there is an amusing
coincidence of articles in The
Maine Campus for Feb. 16. The
first is a front-page article with
the headline "Dismiss Trio After
Bangor Incident." This relates how
three students were dismissed af-
30 years to Bowdoln.
The infirmary has practically
had to plead for blood donors to
Harvard contribute to the blood bank In
Portland to make up for the de-
ficit that has come about due to
Professor Cushing's illness. This
and other incidents during the past
year has convinced this person that
the student body on. this campus is
either mentally unconscious or it
has failed to acquire any sense
of social responsibility.
To me it appears very ironic
that, after four years of Bowdoin
training, a graduate is supposed
to take his place in the communi-
ty of his choice. It is evident by
the lack of blood donors tnat this
student body has a long way to
To These Ears
By George A. Smart Jr. 'til
go before it will be able to assume£ *?l"f ESE? "P '" Bln£l£Se responsibility that it is sup-
posed to be capable of.the local police on a concealed
1
weapons charge. One of the men' , -
supposcd to bc
had a^32 revolver another a four-,
^ ^ threaders" or
inch throwing knife, and the third 1 „
a blackjack. Nice guys.
The lead editorial supplies the
wry note here, for it is titled "Mak-
ing A Mockery Of Tradition," and
devotes itself to impressing on the
student body that wearing high-
school letters and jackets is not
the thing to do at the U. of M. And
it winds up with the sentence,
"Get on the ball! Identify yourself
with Maine and conduct yourself
accordingly." '
If this is the way students iden-
tify themselves with Maine, one
wonders what dark secrets are
lurking in the background of such
traditionally light-on-the-toes char-
acters as Rudy Vallee. Has Ke-
fauver's Committee heard about
this?
Dropping this aspect of the in-
cident and pursuing the story of
the three further is interesting —
it makes one rather wonder whe-
ther the reporter who wrote it up
was doing so with tongue in cheek,
or is guilty of the most outrageous
infatuation with high-flown
phrases. Consider the following:
"Elliot said that he started to
fight back, when Humphrey took a
revolver from his jacket pocket and
pointed it at him. Elliot said that
when he declined to pursue the
matter further Humphrey put the
revolver back in his pocket—
"
"Declined to pursue the matter
[Please Turn To Page 1]
good followers" in our future
communities, and to be blunt I
feel that it's about time that some-
one was. If we don't get off our
"intellectual . . ." and do some-
thing about this condition, the Col-
lege and the student body has fail-
ed to accomplish what we're sup-
posed to get out of four years at
Bowdoin.
Donald L. Henry '55
Wilcox And Cecelski
Now Navy Officers
Robert C. Wilcox '54 and Ar-
thur R. Cecelski '55 have recent-
ly graduated from the Navy's Of-
ficer Candidate School at New-
port, R. 1.
The two graduates completed a
four-months "pressure" course in
seamanship, navigation, opera-
tions and tactics, Naval weapons,
military justice and marine engin-
eering. This is substantially equal
to the four year NROTC course.
Take a fantastic plot, a rather
poor script and over acting, and
you have the formula ;employed
by the producers df Ransom, thp
melodrama that swept across the
giant screen of our beloved Cum-
berlanti Theatre early iast week.
Logicaly speaking the* story is
perhaps in the realm of possibili-
ty, but what parent would have
the nerve to call a kidnaper's
bluff The movie has so many
thrilling moments that the end re-
sult is hardly thrilling at all. The
fault lies more with the actors
than with the script.
Cri* and tear*
Glenn Forfl wihc*s, cries, tears
his hair and* rings his hands to
the breaking point. He makes the
fatal mistake of starting at such
a high emotional pitch that he
can neVer go higher even when
the situation demands it. Donna
Reed looks pleasingly haggard as
the wife and isn't really required
to do mujch else. Tears and cliches
are the film's volumje points and by
the time sonny boy comes rush-
ing Into Daddy's arms at the
Hollywood happy-ending gate, the
whole mVss has become pretty
tiresome.
Extremes
But going from the very bad
to the very good, the Cumberland
came up with ohe of the top
thrillers of recent years — Joseph
Hayes' The Desperate Hours.
When the story was seen as a hit
play some years ago, one Broad-
way critic called it "an almost
perfect melodrama." Thanks to
William Wyler's skillful direction
and a top-drawer cast, the picture
comes off equally well. Taking no-
tice of the slightest and often
most human quirks. Desperate
Hours handles a truly desperate
situation (dealing with an Indian-
apolis family held prisoner in its
own home by three escaped con-
victs) with taste and air-tight ex-
pansion; the tension is always in
the tightest grip yet it never col-
lapses. Humphrey Bogart offers a
gripping portrayal - crude, bit-
ter and ruthless but never com-
pletely devoid of human fraility.
March
Frederic March is equally pow-
erful in the role of the father; his
dignity is at times painfully cut,
yet he remains staunch with the
will that one seeks but seldom
finds. Martha Scott does not* feel
obliged to cry at every turn; she
is perhaps the most convincing
terrorized house-wife that I re-
member.
Richard Ever Ls loveable and irk-
some at the same lime, and Mary
Murphy as the young daughter in
love knows the full value of res-
traint.
The Desperate Hours provides
anything but a restful evening, but
for the melddrama fan, it should
serve as one of the most master-
fully prostrating evenings in re-
cent cinema history.
Nugget t Notice
The library staff, I understand,
has been so barraged by requests
for Nuggett that they have been
compelled to place that spicy little
item on "closed reserve." More co-
pies have been ordered for next
month, and the Trustees have vot-
ed special sums for a 20-year sub-
scription to Play Boy. That publi-
cation will be kept in the Rare
Book Room. It appears that the











Member of the Federal Reserve System and
Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
YOU'LL BOTH GO FOR THIS CIGARETTE'
Bam. a6o* eM^ttati WINSTON
When it comes to real tobacco flavor, college smokers are going for
Winston
!
This good-tasting, easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you full, rich
flavor. Winston also brings you a finer filter that works so well the flavor
comes right through. Join the big switch to Winston.










The GRAND UNION CO. offers the college
graduate outstanding opportunities for per-
sonal development in an industry that has re*
markable growth potential.
For 83 years the GRAND UNION CO. has been
pioneering new and better ways of merchan-
dising and distributing food to the consumer.
Today GRAND UNION operates hundreds of
large modern supermarkets from Virginia to
Canada and is opening new stores at a rate
that will double our present sales volume in the
next five years.
A GRAND UNION Personnel Representative
will be on your campus soon to interview inter-
ested Seniors. Those who qualify will be in-
vited to visit our headquarters in East Pater-
son, New Jersey. The men that are employed
will participate in a formal 18 months Manage-
ment Training Program that is rigorous but
rewarding.
All personnel benefits including a retirement
plan, medical - hospital - surgical insurance,
group life insurance, profit sharing plan, stock
option plan.
Contact your college placement office for interview appointment.
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Sabemen Win Over Bates; Cagers Drop Three
Eaton Sweeps Five Again;
Mc Williams' Tosses Excel;
Paton, Herrick,Hinckley Win
By George A. Masaih '56
Once again Dwight Eaton led a very strong Polar Bear
track team to triumph in their 84-42 win against Bates Colhfge,
Eaton, for the second consecutive meet, took five first places.
His winning time of 32.1 seconds in the 300 makes him the hew
Bowdoin record holder in that' event.
He beat the old mark set by •"* high hurdles. Bob Packard
John Dickinson by 2/10 second
Eaton turned in his other first
place performances in the high
jump, 40 yard dash, pole vault,
and broad jump.
Mi'William* Set* Record
Bill McWilliams turned in equal-
ly fine performances as he con-
tributed 15 points to the Bowdoin
total. His 58-feet 4-inch heave in
the .15-pound weights set a new
meet record and he fell only 3Vi
inches short of the cage record
with hia 48-feet 3% -inch toss in
the shot put. He took his third
first place in the discus event.
Steve MeCabe and Don Richter
made it a shut-out for the Polar
Bears In the 35-pound weights
with their second and third place
tosses.
Hinckley, Herrlck Win
The Big White cindermen made
It- one-two in both the 1000- and
600-yard runs. John Herrick led
the field in the 1000 with Stan
Blackmer only steps behind him.
Bob Hinckley and Phil Mostrom
teamed up for the two top posi-
tions in the 600.
George Paton supplied the Polar
Bears with their eleventh first




By Prank D. Beveridge '56
The Bowdoin puckmen succumb-
ed to the sharpshooting Norwich
skaters by a score of 9-5 at Nor-
wich, Saturday afternoon. Six dif-
ferent scorers contributed the
point-making for Norwich and 8
men participated in the assists.
For the Cadets McLaughlin, Four-
nier and Paquette each had two
goals apiece. The MacFaydenmen's
five tallies were supplied by young
sophomore Doug MacKinnon,
"Squeak" Doherty. and Sandy
Kowal, MacKinnon and Doherty
Scoring two apiece.„
Norwich completely dominated
the first two periods of play, be-
ginning their scoring splurge at
11:53 of the first frame when Mc-
Laughlin, hard skating right wing-
er for the Cadets, slapped the puck
into the cage. Scoring two more to
end the first period, they continu-
ed uninterrupted well Info the
middle frame, tallying three more
before right winger Doug Mac-
Kinnon bagged a goal for the Po-
lar Bears at 13:37. Dave Ham and
Ronnie Desjardin contributed the
assists. With the score now stand-
ing Bowdoin 1, Norwich 6 the Ca-
dets once again continued to dom-
inate play slipping three more
shots past Bowdoin's goalie be-
fore the second period ended.
Trailing their rivals by eight
goals, the Bowdoin icemen came
back in the third period to come
within four goals of their oppo-
nents. Completely outskating the
Cadets the Polar Bears began to
strike back. Co-Capt. "Squeak"
Doherty tallied unassisted at 7:30
in the third frame following this
closely with another goal two min-
utes later. Freddy Thome was
credited with the assist for Doher-
ty's second score. At 12:45 Mac-
Kinnon once again hit the scoring
column with an assist by another
sophomore Ron Desjardin. Bow-
doin tallied once more before the
final buzzer when the Polar Bears
right defenseman came up the ice
took seconds in both the mile and
two-mile runs. The winner in these




By Joseph .1. Murphy '57
Bowdoin's unpredictable Fresh-
man basketball team trounced a
reputedly strong Hebron Acade-
my outfit 100-81 to establish a
new Frosh and college scoring rec-
ord Wednesday afternoon at He-
bron.
The Polar Cubs piled up 64
points in the first half alone, an-
other scoring mark, as they hit on
a fantastic 61% of their shots
from the floor. The former college
record of 97 points in one game
had been established in 1954 when
the Varsity rolled over Bates.
Could Do No Wrong
It appeared that the White could
do nothing wrong as they put on
a. brilliant exhibition of fast-
breaking to assume a 19-2 lead
before five minutes had expired
in the first period. Dick Willey
continually drove through their
defense for pretty lay-ups and
amassed 20 points before inter-
mission.
Bob Gorra and Lee Hitchcock
did yoeman work under the
boards collecting 29 rebounds be-
tween them. Gorra turned irt a
sparkling performance and^tfon-
nected^for -18 points.
Hebron was unable to move the
ball effectively against the alert
White defense. Tom McGovem
picked off many passes and loose
balls to turn them into scoring
plays. Chick Putnam, improving
more with each game, canned sev-
en of his slick jump shots for 14
tallies. Dave Schird racked up 3i
points for Hebron in the losing
cause.
In their second contest this
week, the Frosh overcame a 13
point defict to defeat Exeter Aca-
demy 75-64 on Saturday afternoon
in the Sargent Gymnasium.
to flip the puck into the nets. Pete
Rigby once again played a terri-
fic game in the Bowdoin nets with
a total of 47 saves.
The officials were kept . busy
during the fray as they called a
total of 12 penalties during the af-
ternoon. The Polar Bears collect-
ed a sum of 7 penalties as compar-
ed to the Cadets' 5:
The Polar Bears went down in
defeat for their third straight toss
In a four game series with the
Mules. In a rough and tumble af-
fair at the St. Dom's Arena in
Lewiston, Colby overpowered the
Bowdoin skaters tallying 9 goals to
Bowdoin's 4. Seven different scor-
ers participated in the Mules'
pointmaking and two others con-
tributed assists. Colby's 9 points
were distributed evenly throughout
the game as they scored three
goals each period. Bowdoin tal-
lied one marker in the opening
frame and then was held scoreless
until the third frame when they
broke loose for three tallies.
Leatherneck Attack
Art Perry wielded the big stick
for the White slapping the 'puck
by Colby's goalie twice. Freddy
Thorne and Squeek Doherty con-
tributed the other two. Each man
mentioned above also had an as-




By David H. Bird '56
Bowdoin fans were entertained
in a very exciting duel which found
UNH nosing out the Polar Bears
at the finish, 70-66, last Tuesday
night.
Bowdoin dominated the first half
with "BrWi" Stover filling the hoop
with shots frOm all angles. But
with a couple of minutes left Bow-
doin lost Stover as he turned his
ankle after driving home his shot.
That was a definite blow to the
Bowdoin cause as Stover had gar-
nered 17 points before leaving.
However, Bowdoin enjoyed a 39-
31 half time bulge.
The Wildcats made a slow come-
back but finally caught the Bow-
doin Cagers midway In the second
half. Frank McLaughlin began to
find the range and his 19 points
in the second half made the dif-
ference. Bowdoin seemed to be
able to get the attempts at the
hoop but could not find the range
after Intermission.
Tom Eraser hit for 15 to help
Bowdoin's cause while Lloyd and
Ferguson hit for 17 and 12 res-
pectively to spark the Wildcat's
along with McLaughlin.
Bowdoin traveled south this past
weekend and found the going a
bit rbugh as BU had a real hot
night to tune down the Polar
Bears 98-66. The big factor for
BU was its height and speed.
Bowdoin never really was in the
ball game although she did not
give up till the final whistle. The
Terriers held a comfortable 42-26
lead at halftlmeand merely coast-
ed from there On lh.
However, "Brud" Stover, bad
ankle and all, put on a real shoot-
ing exhibition for the BU fans as
he lead the scorers on both sides
with 28 points. Most of his points
came on long set-shots which
thrilled the spectators.
The BU scoring was divided
fairly well with Koppel, Kelly,
Thomas, and Armstrong all hitting
double figures.
Traveling to Hartford on Sat-
urday,- the Polar Bears lost to
Trinity on Saturday night by a
Score of 84-72. However, the final
score gives no indication of the
closeness of the ball game.
The teams played a nip-and-
tuck ball game in the first half
and ended up all even at half
time. Stover and Ja nolle sparked
the Bowdoin attack during the
first twenty minutes of play while
McGower spear-headed the Trinity
forces.
After intermission the Polar
Bears jumped out into a ten point
advantage after five minutes of
play. After Trinity had called a
tithe Out, they out-scored Bowdoin
14 td 2 In the next five minutes.
Then the teams playett a see-saw
game till the 15 minute mark of
the second half. Then, however, the
roof Tell in and with Bowdoin
feeling the strain of tHWr trip,
Trinity coasted to. an 84-72 vic-
tory.
McGower feally put on a show
as he i£d the scorers with 31
points. He was shooting with ac-
curacy from all over the floor. Vin-
cent and Niness also hit double
figures for Trinity. Jatlelle, Sto-
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Most likely to succeed—
in more ways thin one
Me rites * hand from hit prof, ittft
only far sinking the most buckets, but
also for knowing how tb pick hfc
clothes. This ArroW University
button-doWn thirt Ik Beautifully
tailored gingham in an authentic tar-
tan, $5.95—alio available in oxford
doth (choice of nint colon), $5.00.
When worn together with Arrow
chine slacks, (pleade* front and
back strip) they mirk the ttltten-
tisl guy on campus. Slacks, $5.95.
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Leaping for a rebounil Against New Hampshire in last Tuesday night's
game are Polar Bears Tom Fraser and Perry Allen. The Coombsmen
travel to WntiTvillr tonight to make their third attempt of the season







A strong Williams team arrived
at the Curtis Pool Saturday with
sufficient material to hand the
White Aquamen their third defeat
of the season, 49-31:
Again as last week, the Eph-
men's medley trio of Cunningham,
Severance and Jenks thwarted the
best Coach Miller had to offer in
the fast time of 2:59.7. And again
as last week the White squad of
Bob Plourde, John Collier, and
Mike Curtis broke the college rec-
ord in defeat.
In the 220 Pete Dietz, New Eng-
land Champion, stroked to a com-
fortable victory over Bill How-
ard in an excellent clocking of
2:16.8. The Ephmen's Brockelrhan
was a close third.
Captain John Collier, having
just swum the relay, jumped into
the 50 and scrambled to a second
place behind Williams' ace Gar-
nier. Severance was third for the
Purple.
Plourde Wins Medley
In the 150 medley, Bob
Plourde, Bowdoin's only ' double
winner, took it easy and loafed^ a touch win '
home ahead of the field. Clark
Neill in his best effort $f the year
came on strong in the last length
and stroked out Corns for second
place. -
,
Williams' Garnier became the
meet's first dual winner as he
again edged Collier, this time in
the 100. Mike Carpenter was an
easy third.
Plourde gained his second win
of the day in his specialty, the
200-yard backstroke. Not being
pressed, he coasted home at the
respectable pace of 2:19. Lloyd
Willey was shut out of the scoring
column for Bowdoin.
Distance star Dietz was the sec-
ond double winner for the Eph-
men as he again eased out a win
in the 440 over Bill Howard with
Brockelman third.
The 200-yard breastroke was
the highlight of the meet as the
Polar Bear's Hody White broke
his own college mark by 0.6 of a
second in the excellent time of
2:36.9. Williams' Corns and
Buckly edged Steve Morso in see-
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The White hockey yearlings de-
feated the St. Dominic's High
School hockey squad last Friday
afternoon. /
Tom Mostrom scored two of the
three goals registered in the
game. Rod Fisk who connected for
the other goal came in for assists
on each of Mostrom's tallies.
Tom Whiting played an espec-
ially heads-up game in the nets
with 24 saves to maintain his shut-
out. The scrappy frosh sextet will
play Colby this Thursday night
trying to keep up their excellent
record.
The Freshman Swimmers won
their first meet of the season,
downing the Cheverus team, 39-34.
Bob Mulligan, the meet's only
double winner, took firsts in the
50 and the 100. Al Gill gained
honors in the 100 yd. breaststroke
event and Pete McCurdey earned
top laurels in the 100 backstroke.
The final relay, a thriller, was the
deciding race when Bobby Trais-
ter, swimming anchor, splashed
The Orient is looking for stu-
dents Interested in writing news,
features, and headlines. The
Moore Hall office is open Sunday,




By Paul A. DuBrule '56
Maine's power in the Nordic
events once again proved itself as
the Pale Blue skiers took the
Maine State Championship for the
third consecutive year. Maine
came from behind and swept the
last event of the day, the cross-
country, to edge out a Polar Bear
team that fought all the way.
The Alpine events were held at
Bridgton on Pleasant Mountain on
Friday. In the morning Maine's
Frank Morgan won the slalom
as he edged out Paul Satre and
Pete Hastings of Bowdoin. John
Riley had a poor first run but re-
covered nicely on the second to
give Bowdoin a team score of 92.4.
Maine piled up 96.7 points.
Hastings Wins Downhill
The downhill race was held in
the afternoon once again on Pleas-
ant Mountain. Icy conditions made
the run treacherous and both
Maine and Bowdoin suffered as
two of their stars received leg in-
juries. Morgan and Satre were
both put out of action. This proved
to be a telling factor in the out-
come as it is probable that Satre
could have broken up Maine's dom-
ination of the cross-country on
Saturday. Forerunners Bruce
Chalmers and Charlie Jackson,
both Bowdoin freshmen, whizzed
down the course in 77 seconds
and seemed assured of the best
times of the day — unofficially
since freshmen cannot compete for
score — when Pete Hastings cut
loose with a phenomenal downhill
run that won the event for Bow-
doin and copped firsts for Hastings
in both the downhill and the Al-
pine combined events. His time
was a blistering 71.7 seconds. John
Riley and Olie Sawyer each had
good runs and Bowdoin won the
downhill with 87.9 points to
Maine's 73.7.
At the end of the day Bowdoin
led with 268 points to 255.7 for
Maine, 233.2 for Bates and 178.4
iOr Colby.
Maine showed the vaunted
strength which earned their Class
B Championship earlier this year
at Lyndonville. This was the deci-
sive factor on Saturday plus the
fact that Dave Hunter, Bowdoin's
number two jumper was unable to
compete because of illness.
DuBrule Takes Jump
Paul DuBrule, Bowdoin's captain
and last year's winner of the state
jumping crown did it again this
year as he piled up 142.6 points
and the longest jump of the day, 88
feet, to win. Erik Lund was a
strong fifth and Jack Woodward
took seventh. Maine's Brayolis,
Reed, and Akers took second, third
and fourth, however and won the
event 96.7 to 92.0.
POLAR
BEARINGS
By Paul Z. Lewis
Not Completely Woeful
Although the sports picture was generally gloomy this week, n
few individual performances provided some bright spots and helped
prevent a total wc shout.
Bill McWilliams Set the pace with two record-shattering tosses
in the 35-pound weight and shot put divisions. In Saturday's en-
counter with Bates, McWilliams, one of the top weight men in the
East, took firsts in both his specialties. He smashed the meet record
in the shot put with a heave of 48'3J^", then went on to take another
first in the weight throw again, breaking a meet mark with n measure-
ment of 58'4". It's a real pleasure to watch McWilliams in the latter
event pumping and spinning into one great concerted effort to send
that metal sphere flying a goodly distance. This last record is par-
ticularly impressive when you start comparing the differences of
figures with those made by Backus and O'Brien in this week's AAU
fantasy.
Dwight Eaton, foe the second time in as many weeks, earned five
firsts and showed the spectators the value of versatility. Taking the
high jump, broad jump, 40-yard dash, 300-yard, and pole vault he
nearly made mockery out of the Bates participants w'ith startling
ease. The exceptional event was the 300-yard run where Eaton broke
the existing meet record as he finished in 37.1 seconds.
Pool Records
Hody White cut his 200-yard breaststroke mark down from 2:37.5
to 2:36.9 when he placed first in the Williams defeat Saturday after-
noon. The medley relay of Collier, Plourde and Curtis in the Con-
necticut drubbing of a week ago also set an unofficial record for the
college in dropping their event to a swift Nutmeg State trio.
Pete Hastings won top laurels in the downhill at the State Meet
in Farmington last Friday and Saturday, and enabled the Bowdoin
squad to attain second slot honors.- Paul Dubrule also copped the
state jumping crown for the second successive year.
One of the most disappointing athletic contests of the season was
the UNH-Polar Bear fracas last Tuesday evening. The Polar Bears
appeared to be playing one of their finest games in many a moon;
Brud Stover was sensational in the first half with 17 points and with
a midway advantage of 39-31, it looked like we would easily, see an-
other mark in the win column. But Glover had been out, the Wild-
cats weren't expecting defeat, and the White floor game could not
seem to stand up under pressure. To top it all off, Stover was hurt
and unable to continue for the remainder of the game. The Wildcats
started to Click and with every Bowdoin spurt they, invariably caught
up. From the middle of the half on, the outcome seemed inevitable.
The passing wasn't sharp and the fast break looked like a play they
had forgotten existed. The last few minutes were futile.
Bob Glover will be out for the season. Combined with the three
losses last week^' suffered at the hands of UNH, Trinity and BU the
hoopsters find themselves in the doldrums. Height is sorely missed
in the big games and proficient ball-handling in the fundamental plays
especially, is lacking. From now on, it looks like a bumpy road ahead
for Beezer Coombs' crew. , :
Interfraternity Sports
Betas took over the league bas-
ketball leadership agin with victory
over the Chi Psis 51-19, and ov-r
the TD's 38-37.
The Beta-TD game was a tense
overtime decision, with LouDu-
Plessis sinking the winning foul
shot with three seconds left in
the overtime period. Bill Daley and
Bill Gardner helped contribute to
the Beta vi.ctory while Mike Gig-
nac aided the TD's in sending the
contest into overtime.
In another important game the
AD'j knocked off the league-lead-
ing Sigma Nu's 41-35, to take over




which are always primary considera-
tions in our selection of suits and
sport coats. This spring is no excep-
tion— as the Ivy look is reflected
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second placp behind the Beta's.
The AD's after a rocky first period
settled down under the influence
of smooth playing on the part of
Ronnie Woods and maintained a
slight lead for the rest of the
game over the hard-pressing Sig-
ma Nu's.
WI'RI 1IKI THI OLD WOMAN
in THi iMOE. Unlike the old
girl, however, we're doing
something about our prob-
lem of overcrowding.
Because of our tremen-
dous growth in the past few
years, Connecticut Gcner-,
al Life Insurance Company
is building a modern new
10 million dollar home in a
suburban area bordering
Hartford. It will be com-
pleted in the fall of 1956.
However, our growth
means much more than a
new home office building.
It meant the- continuous
creation of new jobs which
are open to college grad-
uates and offer fine oppor-
tunities to advance to top
levels of management re*
•ponsibility.
If you are interested In
having a detailed list of our
career opportunities, con-
sult your Placement
Director, or wrte Mr.
Philip Yost, Connecticut
General Life Insurance
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New ROTC Officers
[Continued from Page i]
worth B. Clark, S-3 Cadet Capt.
Lloyd E. Willey, Senior Sqd. Ldr.
Walter L. Hardle,
COLOR GUARD
Bruce R. Cowen, Richard K.
Fickett, Richard W. Greene, Rus-
sell H. Longyear.
BAND
Cadet Capt. Terry D. Stenberg




Co. Cmdr. Jadet Captain G. A.
Massih, Jr., Ex. O. Cadet Lt. A.
F. Wright, 1st Sgt. Cadet Officer




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. K. E. Volk.
Jr.. Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer M. S.




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. S. R. Morse,




Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain J. C.
Brewer, Ex. O. Cadet Lt. R. L.
Rand, 1st. Sgt. Cadet Officer S. J.




' Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. N. C. Nichol-
son Jr., Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer W.




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. D. M. Zuck-
ert. Pit. Sgt. J. H. Alden, Pit.
Guide H. M. White.
COMPANY C
Company Headquarters
Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain P. A.
DuBrule, Ex. O. Cadet Lt. P. J.
Rigby, 1st. Sgt. Cadet Officer G.





Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. H. M. Has-
kell, Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer E. S.
Kanbar, Pit. Guide F. P. Pervere.
SECOND PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. R. F. Harris,




Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain S. A.
Kowal, Ex. O. Cadet Lt. W. H.
Durst Jr., 1st. Sgt. Cadet Officer




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. L. G. Plasse,
Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer W. F. Orsie,
Pit. Guide G. L. Weil.
SECOND PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. D. L. Tam-
minen, Pit. Sgt. J. F. Collier, Pit.
Guide, R. B. McDonough.
COMPANY E
Company Headquarters
Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain D. L.
Hurley, Ex. O. Cadet Lt. B. L.
Wood Jr., 1st. Sgt. Cadet Officer




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. H. R. Beach-
am, Jr.. Pit. Sgt. E. R. Williams,
Pit. Guide J. W. Philbrick.
SECOND PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt.R. Nason,
Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer R. P. War-
ren, .Pit. Guide B. L. Bcckwith.
COMPANY F
Company Headquarters
Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain P. A.
Chapman, Ex. O. Cadet Lt. R. C.
Hamlin, 1st Sgt. Cadet Oflicer It.




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. J. W. Mal-
oney, Pit. Sgt. C. S. Wilson, Pit.
Guide R. E. Titus.
SECOND PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. S. J. Mc-
Cabe, Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer W. H.
Freeman, Pit. Guide W. J. Daley.
COMPANY G
Company Headquarters
Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain R. J.
O'Rourke, Jr., Ex. O. Cadet Lt. W.
J. Greene Jr., 1st. Sgt. Cadet Offi-
cer P. B. Hathaway, Guidon Bear-
er D. F. Ham.
FIRST PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. J. A. Kreider,




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. L. E. Dyer,
Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer R. H. Jan-
elle, PH. Guide M. D. Carpenter
COMPANY H
Company Headquarters
Co. Cmdr. Cadet Captain J. L.
Berkley, Foe. O. Cadet Lt. H. I.
Prater, 1st. Sgt. Cadet Officer J.




Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. D. H. Pat-
terson, Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer H.
3. Keller, Pit. Guide J. T. Crosby.
SECOND PLATOON
Platoon Headquarters
Pit. Ldr. Cadet Lt. W. W. Hale,
Jr., Pit. Sgt. Cadet Officer T. M.






Seven paintings of the Korean
fighting by H. R. Bradley Smith
of Peterborough, N. H., are cur-
rently on display at the Walker
Art Building, Philip C. Beam, Di-
rector of the Museum of Fine Arts,
announced recently.
A native of Flushing, N. Y„
Smith attended the Harvey School
in Hawthorne, N. Y.. and New
York Military Academy at Corn-
wall-on-Hudson. The day follow-
ing his graduation trom Rye High
School in 1942, he enlisted in the
United States Marine Corps. He
served four years, with seventeen
months of overseas duty, and was
discharged as a staff sergeant in
1946. He then entered Bowdoin and
graduated in 1950.
Smith attended the School of
Fine Arts at Yale University for a
year, then worked in Alaska, stu-
died painting in Seattle, Wash.,
and joined the staff of the Bangor
Daily News.
Illustration from cookbook, Leche Vyaundez, printed by J. David
Gardner '56.
Printing
[Continued from Page 1}
They also have a similar arrange-
ment with Columbia and Capital
for L.P.'s. WBOA feels it is neces-
sary to keep up on the latest rec-
ords since of necessity most col-
lege radio programs must use
them.
A big item on the budget is the
telephone service. This includes
ATT transmission lines which en-
able WBOA to broadrast away
games.
Since the station was built in
1948 with largely second hand
equipment, a large portion of the
budget must go for depreciation.
Radio equipment depreciates ex-
tremely rapidly and this causes a
large expenditure.
At present the only advertising
on WBOA is for Lucky Strikes.
This is vital to the station, how-
ever, for through this company it
gets teletype service which brings
the news and sports coverage.
Ivy
[Continued from Page 2]
further?" How's t'--'
---'n? Un-
less you are a judo champijn, when
somebody pulls a .32 on you it's
pretty rare that you "decline to
pursue the matter further." Let's
face it; you chicken- out. When,
oh when is the day coming when
all newspaper writers will be as
honest as that sports writer for
the Wesleyan Argus? Probably
never. But we can still hope
. . .
[Continued from Page 1")
Mr. Christian who became the
instructor of the course is well
qualified in his capacity as he has
had considerable experience in
printing and typography and is the
proprietor of the Pejepscot Press
of Brunswick.
Course
The course which he offers is
conducted one evening a week at
the library. Preliminary class in-
struction is given, workshop per-
iods are arranged in order that the
student may get practice in work-
ing at the case, stone, and press
and develop projects of his own
choice. The evening group periods
are offered in conjunction with op-
tional daytime individual work^
shop periods. Experience is gain-
ed through personal conferences,
academic and practical in nature;
collateral reading; and shop prac-
tice. No commercial work is done
in the shop.
The scheduled evening meetings
have been on Tuesday from 8 to
10 p.m. Students who wish to find
out more about the course and the
press may attend one of these
meetings and meet the instructor,
who will answer any questions and
show visitors the "plant."
Willkie . . .
Continued from Page I
ing but not dominating part. Act-
ing not from expediency but from
moral principle, Willkie was soon
losing ground within his party.
"One World" appearing in 1943,
was termed a "brilliant, Honest
piece of writing" by Barnard. An
influence on the people, it was re-
garded with suspicion by the Re-
publican National Committee.
1944 Nomination
The 1944 nomination had been
on Willkie's mind since 1940. "He
wanted the nomination, but was
determined to have it on his own
ground," Barnard said. The prim-
ary in Wisconsin was the test of
•strength. The thret other candi-
dates, Dewey, Mai Arthur and
Stassen denied they were candi-
dates. Willkie, assumii.? "high in-
telligence and public spirit," cam-
paigned against the -eactionary
elements of his own party. He
came in fourth in the primary re-
sults and withdrew from the nom-
ination contest. "Wisconsin insur-
ed Dewey's triumph at the nomin-
ation and defeat in the election,"
Barnard declared. Willkie contin-
ued to criticize the Old Guard po-
sitions.
Heart Ada. k
In September Willkie suffered
a heart attack which he kept se-
cret, but a throat infection brought
the recurrent attack which killed
him in October.
Terming Willkie "the forgotten
man among Republican circles to-
day." Barnard declared, "The par-
ty leaders never mention him —
except as an example of what not
to do in politics. But I believe if
one man were to be named who
more than any other is responsible
for whatever is courageous and
forward looking in the Republican
Party today, that man would be
Wendell Willkie."
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
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'55 Bugle Delayed
By More Conflicts
Last year's Bugle may be de-
layed still more due to conflicts
with the publication of this year's
annual, according to present edit-
or-in-chief Walter G. Gans '57.
All information has been in to
the publishers, proof-read and rea-
dy for printing. The publishers,
Bradbury, Salyes, and O'Neil, are
putting primary emphasis to this
year's yearbook in not rushing the
1955 edition.
Meanwhile, Gans reports that
all work on this year's Buglo is
running on schedule, and every





l Two college seniors, J. Leo Berk-
ley and Henry M. Britt. from the
ROTC unit will visit the United.
States Military Academy at West
Point this week as guests of the
Corps of Cadets.
Berkley and Britt left for West
Point today and will remain there
until Sunday. They are accompani-
ed by Captain Thomas W. Stock-
ton of the ROTC staff, a graduate
of West Point in 1949.
During their four-day stay the
two men will live in the cadet bar-
racks, eat with the cadets, go to
regular classes with their assign-
ed escorts, and attend the combat-
arm demonstrations of the 1802nd
Special Regiment. They will also
take part in the extra-curricular
activities of a cadet weekend, such
as movies, athletic events, and a
Saturday night dance.
"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
By William Beeson III '56
Interested advertisers should
contact Harold R. Beacham Jr. '56,
PA 9-9556, or the Alpha Delta Phi
House, 228 Maine Street, Bruns-
wick.
Dems . . .
[Continued from Page I]
the top of the ticket, but now there
is tinje to get a full slate of can-
didates. Muskie attacked the mis-
conception that the politics of the
state consisted of one man against
one party. The feeling of respon-
sibility should not be dropped now
that some success has been at-
tained.
The Governor stated that the
Democrats understood the nature
of the job and had the will to do
it. In closing, ho thanked the as-
sembly for providing a "cozy,
friendly atmosphere" something he
has not been used to in the past
two years.
The students who went were
sponsored by the Citizenship
Clearing House, a non-partisan or-
ganization which tries to stimu-
late student partisan political ac-
tivities. Prof. Clement E. Vose is
Chairman for Maine.
It is not the policy of this col-
umn to beat the drum for projects
with which it is connected. How-
ever, throwing policy to the winds
this week, I should like to publi-
cize, as best I can, certain plans
of The Quill.
This Friday evening at 8:15 p.m.
in Smith Auditorium The Quill will
present the young American poet,
William Meredith, reading from
his own work. Mr. Meredith's
services were obtained through
the kind offices of Professor Coxe.
It being a fact that lectures by-
men creatively "in the swim" arc
few and far between here at Bow-
doin, we sincerely hope Mr. Mere-
dith's lecture will be well-attend-
ed.
The sullen undergraduate at this
point will curl his lip and solemn-
ly question: "But what kind of
poetry does this guy write?" Well,
he writes sad poems. And he
writes funny poetry, too. And very
knowing poetry. To someone with
a scant knowledge of the craft,
we might add: rather fine poetry.
try today more and more atten-
tion is being paid to the individ-
ual poet reading his own work on
records and before audiences. This
does more than enhance a poem
for a reader — it clarifies and cor-
rects, and above all, balances. It
is an exciting experience.
To those who still murmur "ob-
scure" I would recommend Mr.
Meredith. There is a small but
high-minded group of young poets
today honestly striving for clarity
and integrity in their poetry; at-
tempting to give us a poetry of
our own, a poetry with iiiitive
roots. I think it is safe to call
Mr. Meredith a member of that
group.
• • *
Added attractions: The deadline
for the second issue of The Quill,
to be published in March, is Tues-
day, Feb. 28. This date also holds
for contributions to The Quill short
story prize of twenty-five dollars,
to be awarded on publication of the
March issue. The three judges will
make their choice from work by
Here the undergraduate interrupts \ authors making their first nppenr-
with: "But most of these guys are
pretty obscure, aren't they?"
I don't think any poet means
to be obscure. I feel, too, that hear-
ing verse read by the man who
wrote it can often dispell any mur-
kiness the reader has noted. There
is no better way to have poetry,
ince in either the fall or spring is-
sues.
Re the review of the fall Quill:
Vance Bourjaily did do one, and
a highly complimentary one. The
harried editor, in the worst part
of the Christmas rush, lamentably
managed to lose it. The eontribu-
and I am Jiappy that in this coun- tors' pardon are forthwith begged.
*"#^#"#>#'#'#<##'#<#S**'#'*'#>#'#>#'#<#<*>*^#^#.#V#^#^r^*-#^^#-#^»-#.*.^#.*r^*.#^#^*N^
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Brunswick Coal & Lumber C<
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
-Printers Of The Orient
Sales and Service
Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
WANT TO BE A CLAIM EXAM-
INERT No, we're not talking
about uranium prospecting.
We mean a life insurance
claim examiner with Con-,
necticut General. As such,
you would be responsible
for seeing that the right
amount of mpney is paid as
quickly as possible to the
proper person when a claim
is presented under the vari-
ous types of policy con-
tracts which we issue.
Thoroughly trained in all
lines of personal insurance
in which the Company en-
gages, you would hold a.
key position in maintaining
the Company's high stand-
ards of service with indi-
vidual and Group policy-
holders, and promoting
sound public relations.
And beside good starting
pay, experience in this field
leads to top-level positions
in this and other areas of
the company.
If you are interested in a
job as claim examiner with
one of the country's leading
life insurance companies,
sec your Placement Direc-
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Six Students Attend
Maine YGOP Confab
By Frederick O. Smith U '56
Seven Bowdoin Young Republican* attended the Maine
YGOP State Convention at Auburn this past weekend and
played an active role in formulating the YGOP platform for the
coming elections.
Attending the Friday session
were Ray Brown '58, Leon A. Gor-
man '56, William W. Hale Jr.. '56,
Peter G. Hastings '57, Robert A.
Wagg Jr. '57 and your reporter.
Thomas D. Crocker '59, Wagg
and your reporter also attended
the Saturday session.
Time To Work
Key-note speaker James Crane,
New England Young Republican
Chairman set the tone of the con
vention in his address by stating
that "(we) Republicans are in the
saddest position we have ever been
in. We have to get off our chairs
and work."
Two greatly contested issues
discussed by the convention on Fri
day night were the voting age and
milk control proposals. Active
Bowdoin support, led by Hastings,
helped pass a proposal allowing
18-year-olds to have the right to
vote. Although prominent dairy in-
terests were present to give or-
ganized resistance to a proposal
calling for the removal of milk
price control at the retail level,
while, retaining control at the pro-
ducer level, they failed to convince
the YGOP, who passed the proposal
at the Saturday session.
Aside from hearing and discuss-
ing other platform issues, the Bow-
doin delegation spent Friday even-
ing meeting and talking with pro-
minent members o{ the YGOP and
the Senior Republican organiza-
tion. During this time a Bowdoin
delegate talked with the city edit-
or of a leading Maine newspaper.
Informed of Trafton's lack of is-
sues when he spoke at Bowdoin,
the editor said this was a wise
policy for the campaign was too
young. To use up political Are now
would leave Trafton without any
new issues later.
lAFIaur, Trafton Speak
Alexander LaFleur and Willis A
Trafton Jr., both Republican gu-
bernatorial candidates, spoke at
the opening of the Saturday ses-
sion.
Neal Bishop, candidate for Con-
gress In the second Maine District,
also spoke. Using this united Re-
publican gathering as a chance to
attack his Republican opponent.
Congressman Charles Nelson,
Bishop said only he was capable
of winning the independent vote
which he thought necessary for a
Republican victory in the second
District. He further declared that
"blind party loyalty i s a thing of
the past," which quickly brought
to mind Bishop's bolting of the
party in 1952 and backing of Mus-
kie in 1954.
Weston Speaks
Following this John Weston.
Chairman of the Republican State
Central Committee, gave one of
the two main luncheon addresses.
He declared that the GOP was de-
pending on its youth and "as we
«sk for their support and their
individual and personal partici-
pation so must we extend to them
recognition and reward."
The main address was given by
Peter Garland, mayor of Saco,
who disagreed with Bishop's be-
lief in the independent voter. Gar-
land said "the independent voter
is a dependent voter. He depends
on others to choose his candidates."
Caucuses In Afternoon
In the afternoon there were cau-
cuses of the various Maine coun-
ties, where each county chose a
councilman and councilwoman and
their delegates to the main con-
vention assembly. In both, Bow-
doin's delegates played an in-
fluential role, receiving important
honors. Robert Wagg was made
one of Cumberland County's nine
delegates and your reporter was
elected councilman from Franklin
County.
Among the officers elected in a
council meeting following the cau-
cuses were Herbert SiLsby II '48,
State Chairman, and George Brick-
ates '43, second Vice Chairman.
Silsby, an Ellsworth lawyer, is
the first Maine Chairman to suc-
ceed himself in office. Brickates
is a Bath attorney.
Allott Criticizes Foreign Aid
At the banquet Saturday even-
ing an address was given by Sen-
ator Gordon Allott of Colorado.
Speaking on American assistance
to foreign countries, he said "we
have taken the attitude of distri-
buting our largess like a drunken
sailor on Saturday night." Rather,
Allott said the United States
should create a corps of overseas
salesmen to distribute American
ideas and doctrines.
Chauney Robbins, who introduc-
ed Allott, said a step in this direc-
tion is now done by the American
Information Service of which Ron-
ald Bridget '30 is the .religious di-
rector.
At the final session of the con-
vention the platform was passed
by a large majority of delegates.
Because of the discussions of Fri-
l Please Turn To Page 4}
CouncilCancels
NE Conference
By Maynard A. Seelye '56
Pres. Paul S. Doherty '56 in-
formed the Student Council at the
Monday afternoon meeting that all
houses desiring to be open for
dates Campus Chest Weekend must
decide by this weekend' so the
Council can notify the Dean's Of-
fice of their plans.
Unlike Messiah weekend, there
is no limit on the number of houses
which may stay open for the Cam-
pus Chest festivities, provided
each house has enough dates to
warrant it.
In view of the lack of interest
shown, the Council decided to call
off plans for the proposed New
England Small College Convention
of Student Governments. This will
leave Council members free to at-
tend the Maine State Student Gov-
ernment Association conference, to
be held at Colby this year on
March 9-10.
Doherty asked representatives
to sound out feeling in their houses
as to whether the recent MIT in-
cident warrants elimination of all
walks or perhaps just single walks.
He also urged Councilmen to
continue efforts toward discover-
ing and returning to Hubbard Hall
any long-overdue or un-signed-out
books which may still be around
the campus.
Campus Chest Committee Chair-
man Thomas E. Needham '57 gave
a report on current plans for the
coming weekend. One major
change will be in the method of
distributing prizes for the greatest
contributions by houses^ Instead of
the usual first and second prizes of
$70 and $30, this year $60 will be
given to the house raising the
most money and $40 to the nouse
judged to have the best booth
the gym.
Council members John E. Si-
monds '57 and Maynard A. Seelye
'56 will be attending the New Eng-
land Student. Government Conven-
tion, to be held at Tufts College
this weekend, March 2 and 3.
Robert H. Glover '56 and Thom-
as E. Needham '57 have volun-
teered to attend the Maine Inter-
Collegiate Student Government
Conference at Colby. Plans for this
weekend call for four delegates





Alpha Rho Upsilon was once
again successful in leading the list
of fraternity scholastic standings
in both the aH-fraternity and
freshman divisions. Alpha Tau
Omega retained its second place
position despite the fact that its
freshman average was quite -low.
The Independents also placed high,
although the freshman group was
last.
These figures recently released
by the Dean's office, show some
radical changes as well as some
predictable results. The Betas
showed the greatest improvement
from the spring semester, moving
from twelfth to fourth place. Other
houses were shifted about slightly,
with the AD's retaining their an-
chor position.



























Psi U 2.023 (75.23)
AD 1.994 (74.94)
All Fraternity Ave. 2.153
All College Ave. 2.162
Plans Practically Complete
For Campus Chest Drive
in
In the Freshman Fraternity
standings, the ARU freshmen took
a clear cut lead over their nearest
competitors, the Sigma Nu's. Here
again, there are interesting ob-
servations to be made, both from
comparisons to last year's results
and from the disparity between
the averages of several of the
houses and their freshman groups.
In contrast to the usual results,
this year's freshman fraternity av-
erage is higher than the all-college
freshman average. Also, this year's
freshman grades seem to be lower
than those of last year.

















All Fraternity Frosh Ave.
1.933 (74.33)
All College Frosh Ave.
1.917 (74.17)
"Preparations for the annual
Campus Chest Drive, which will
Be held on March 16 and 17, are
complete and only a few minor de-
tails need to be taken care o\
Thomas E. Needham "57, chairman
of the drive, has announced.
A cash contribution of $2.50 will
entitle the contributor to a week
end ticket which covers admission
to all events during the weekend.
Dates will be admitted free under
this ticket with the exception of
the jazz concert, for which there
will be a charge of one dollar.
Save On Ticket
Persons without weekend tickets
will be charged one dollar for the
jazz concert and 60 cents for each
of the other events. At this rate
the total of admissions is nearly
doubled.
Raffle tickets will be sold for
prizes, which are on display at the
Moulton Union Bookstore and will
include, among other things, a suit
from Benoit's and a cocktail shak-
er from the Moulton Union.
The drawing will be at 11:30
p.m. Saturday. These tickets will
Dean Releases
Course Grades
Following is a tabular break-
down of the course grades for the
fall semester 1955, incompletes in
these courses not being indicated.
GRADES IN COURSES
Final Review — Fall Semester '35
Note:








Psi U 1.982 (74.82)









Modern Poet William B. Meredith
Reads Work For Quill Lecture
By Kit-hard T. V. Kennedy '58
Holding a small volume of po-
ems in hia hand. William Meredith
said that he felt "much like a cat
toward her first litter" whenever
he read from his first work and
with this note he began an hour of
poetry reading last Friday even-
ing in Smith Auditorium.
Mr. Meredith's first selection,
Metaphysical Sonnet, was of the
type that "all poets feel they must
write if they are to be poets" and
it was followed by A Kodiak Poem
which was written as a result of
being stationed in Alaska during
the war. Many of his pieces were
war-inspired and one of them,
Love Letter From An Impossible
Land, expresses the desire for a
distant love.
"When was June's gentleness set
in so alien a land?" the poem
asks and later states ". . . we lie
here needing to be called by-
name . •. . God keeps us whole
and true, my distant love." This
work won the Monroe Lyric
Award for Poetry in 1944.
Modern Poets
Between readings, Mr. Meredith
made several comments on mod-
ern poetry and hsted W. H. Auden
and W. B. Yeats as the finest mod-
ern poets. He felt that they are
not being given the attention due
them but believed T. S. Eliot is
getting sufficient recognition.
He followed these remarks by
describing himself as a "quiet"
poet and of the sort that is fre-
quently missed by those who "tune
their hearing aids too loud."
An example of his comparative
restraint is evident in the poem
Chinese Bargain. The banyan tree
is a surfaccly beautiful plant with
shiny leaves that has long and
dangerously probing roots below
the ground. Mr. Meredith writes:
"with what commendable violence
do these roots. .
. make for
what they want."
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"unremarked forces split the
heart" when "at some silent
blood riot or sap riot they
spill."
In another war poem, Ten Day
Leave, the line "Identity is a trav-
eling place with some . . ." follow-
ing an eager description of home
life seemed lo sum up a genuine
love and self-identification with
home that many people do not
let themselves share.
In Mcmoriam, written on the
death of a school mate in the Navy,
remarks that "salt (now) adds to
what sweet began" and observes
that "without laughter we have
spent your wit in an unwitnessed
fight at sea. . . ."
Restrained Expression
Further evidence of Mr. Mere-
dith's talent for restrained, yet ef-
fective, expression is evident in
Sonnet on Rare Animals in which
he writes:
".
. . when you point you lose
them all.
Startled or on a signal, -what is
rare







































































































































































































































































be sold at 25 cents each or five
for a dollar.
A cash prize of $40 will be given
to the house which turns in the
most money from their booth. The
house having the greatest contri-
bution per capita from the sale of
weekend and raffle tickets plus
the returns from the booths will
receive a prize of $60. To be elig-
ible for this prize a house need
not have a 100 per cent sale of the
weekend tickets.
New Policy On Prises
Last year prizes of $70 and $30
were given to the Houses with
the highest per capita contribu-
tion Including the sale of tickets
and the booth. It Is hoped that this
year a prize for the booth
alone will act as an added incen-
tive in the construction of booths
with a little more Imagination and
appeal.
Thursday evening in Pickard
Theatre there will be a Pops Con-
cert, as well as Friday evening in
the gymnasium. They will be put
on by College talent with Frede-
ric E. T. Tillotson, Professor of
Music, directing. Edwin B. Ben-
jamin, Assistant Professor of Eng-
lish will be master of ceremonies.
Unlike previous years, fraternity
booths will be in the cage instead
of the gymnasium. The booths will
be open from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight
Saturday. On Saturday from 2 to
4 p.m. there will be a South Seas
Party in the swimming pool which
last year was a great success. The
Union flick, "High and Dry," is to
be shown at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
Jazz Concert
As the main feature of the week-
end there will be a jazz concert
Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
gymnasium featuring the Etna-
nons and the Dartmouth Chiefs.
This will take the place of the Oc-
tet Concert.
Representatives on the Campus
Chest Committee are: John J.
Woodward, '57, AD; Neil A.
Cooper, '58, ARU; James J. Dew-
snap, 57, ATO; Louis A. Du-
Plessis, Jr. '56, Beta; Joseph M.
Brush, II '58, Chi Psi; Robert C.
Hamlin '56, DKE; James S. Mil-
lar, "57, DS; Robert W. Thomp-
son '57, KS; Robert C. Shepherd
'57. Psi U; Werner A. Fischer, Jr.
"57, SN; Stephen Z. Colodney '57,
TD; David H. Bird '56, Zete, who
is the treasurer; and Maynard A.
Seelye '56, Independent Thomas
E. Needham '57 is chairman of
the Committee.




Cadet Captain David L. Hurley
and Cadet Colonel Aaron J. Shat-
kin have been designated Distin-
guished Military Students in the
ROTC, Lt. Col. Will R, Winfrey,
Commanding Officer of the Bow-
doin Unit, has announced.
The DMS Award is given for
demonstration of outstanding qual-
ities of leadership, high moral
character, scholarship, and defin-
ite aptitudes for the military serv-
ice.
A French major, Hurley has
been a James Bowdoin Scholar for
three consecutive years. He is a
member of Beta Theta Pi Frater-
nity, the student Judiciary Com-
mittee and the Glee Club.
In the past he has served on the
Student Council and has been a
member of the varsity track
squad for two years. Last October,
Hurley delivered the undergrad-
uate response on James Bowdoin
Day.
Also a James Bowdoin Scholar
for three years, Shatkin is a mem-
ber of Theta Delta Chi fraternity,
a member of Phi Beta Kappa, and
the 1955 winner of the Meserve
Prize in chemistry, which is his
major.
A past Student Council member,
he is a dormitory proctor and a
member of the camera club and
the Interfaith Forum. Last fall,












Morton Price won the first
speaker prize of forty dollars by
a close decision last Thursday at
the Bradbury prize debate in Smith
Auditorium. William 'Greene re-
ceived the second speaker award
carrying a twenty-five dollar stip-
end.
The two finalist teams for this
debate, picked out by Professor
Thayer at tryouts held previously,
were Francis Marsano '58 and
Warren Greene '56 for the Affirm-
ative; Gordon Weil '58 and Mor-
ton Price '56 for the Negative.
The topic of debate was resolv-
ed: that the non-agricultural in-
dustries should guarantee their
employees an annual wage. This
is the national collegiate question
for debate for the present academ-
ic year.
The Negative team was judged
the winner by a close two-one
decision. The winning team was
awarded a twenty-dollar prize and
Three Bowdoin students were
among the 75 delegates from 15
colleges and universities who at-
tended the Eastern New England
Conference of the Student Chris-
8 tian Movement at Rolling Ridge the Affirmative team received ten
8 48 Conference Center, North Andov- , dollars for competing.
1 44 er, Mass., last weekend. ' Professor Alfred R. Thayer pre-
12
1 Franklin R. Cole '58, Richard sided at the debate. The judges
2 38 1 c. Fleck '58 and Donald E. Rich- , were George D. Bearce, Dept. of
16 120 ter '56, all members of the Bow- 1 History, Bowdoin College; Carl
58 doin Interfaith Forum, attended , French, Dept. of English, Bruns-
10
J
the two-day convocation, the
j
wick High School ; and Lieutenant
5 theme of which was "The Chal- 1 Commander Doyle Selden, Bruns-
8 lenge of Modern Society to the wick Naval Air Station.
14 Christian." Ninety-five dollars worth
19 105
j
Dr. Allan K. Chalmers, Profes- prizes were awarded in all.
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14 it is their duty to take notice of
26 the world situation and its prob-
2 lems. Having become aware of
these problems, the "demand of
Christ" on a Christian's life re-
quires a response, not one of
words, but one of action.
He also related many of his ex
periences, especially those with
which he was familiar in regard to
Christian action.
Member of NAACP. ACLU
Dr. Chalmers, a member of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
(NAACP), has been actively in-
volved in the Integration problem
in the South for many years. He
has been especially active in the
University of Alabama case in-
volving Miss Autherine Lucy.
He is also an active member of
the American Civil Liberties Union
and was a member of the Scotts-
boro Defense committee.
The various groups into whirh
conference members were divided
discussed more thoroughly the
points which Dr. Chalmers em-
phasized. They also discussed the
method by which this demand on
a Christian's life could be put into
actual practice.
Dr. James V. Miller. Assistant
Professor of Religion at Bates Col-
lege, was the conference chaplain.
The Student Christian Move-
ment is an organization composed
largely of Protestant college stu-
dents. It includes about 50 Chris-
tian Associations on college and






By J. Skelton Williams '59
"Germany is a European prob.-
lem with world-wide implications,"
said Dietmar Klein in a lecture
sponsored by the Political Forum
Feb. 27.
Klein is a Bowdoin Plan Student
for one year who has come to this
country as a German student in
order to learn something about the
"American way of life."
"In Europe," said Klein, "the
frontier between the two halves
of the world runs through Ger-
many. The main contest in Europe
is now for the body and the spirit
of Germany. I do not think that I
speak too much pro domo when
I say that upon the outcome of
this contest, the future of Western
Europe and even of the free world
can depend."
Success of Communist Propaganda
"Is this propaganda successful?"
Klein asked. "On one hand, no.
The overwhelming majority of
East Germans hates the Russians
and the regime. But on the ot,her
hand ... it must have had a cer-
tain success over a period of years.
"Although they are opposed to
the present regime, propaganda
was effective in instilling the
cliches of 'American capitalists,'
'Ruhr barons,' 'militarists' and so
forth. They think In nationalist
terms, to be "independent from
Moscow aiid Wall Street."
Klein described several factors
which have contributed to the as-
tonishing revival of Germany in
the last seven years. First men-
tioned was the Marshall plan,
which ,he described as the "great-
est moral and political accomplish-
ment which the United States has
ever carried out in regard to Ger-
many and to the so-called 'Old
World' as a whole."
Klein ended his speech with a
hope that Germany might once
again become an indissoluble un-
ion. "Unification of Germany in
freedom is then a part of the
process of uniting Europe into
some type of a federal union."
Workshop Production Disjointed,
"The Demand of Christ" O I r r fr jn • •
Dr. Chalmers stressed his belief ^Om€Wtiat UneVCn, JOYS LUtlC
Christians must realize that 7 J
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
"An Inspector Calls," the pop- the third the play took on the
ular semi-mystery drama by J. B. pace and animation that it needs.
Priestly, was the second offering
j
The role of Inspector Goole, the
of the Brunswick Workshop The- straight-faced, determined strang-
atre, presented on Feb. 22 and 23 er who enters into the Birling
in the Pickard Theater. Unfortu- household with shocking results,
nately, the performance in most was comfortably played by H.
respects did not do full justice Wadsworth Raye. Mr. Raye cer-
to Mr. Priestlys play. Italnly looked the part to perfec-
The work itself is an interest- tion, and he infused a proper stiff-
ing one. The first act tends to ness and dry humor into his unu-
drag, but once the necessary in- sual character. Philip Stuart, mak-
troductions are made, things start ing his dramatic debut here, was
to move in clever fashion. The one also well suited to the part of the
difficulty seems to be that the sophisticated, not-so-perfect gen-
background incidents of the tragic Ueman suitor, Gerald Croft,
working girl and her involvements I Katherine Barbalias was at her
with each member of this snob- I best in her moments of anger. In
bish middle-class family are not , the first act, she seemed stiff and
always wholly clear to the au- 1 uncomfortable in the role; in the
dience. This problem was nicely last acts she grew Into the part,
handled in a recent television I assuming a new conviction and un-
adaptation with the use of flash- iderstanding. Virginia French nev-
backs. Nevertheless, the plot is er captured Sybil's imperious man-
intriguing and well executed; as ner In the first act; only later did
a kind of extra bonus, the author she begin to convey the snobbish,
brings about a surprise twist at
j
narrow-minded nature of the ig-
norant mother.
Neither did Capt. George W.
Potter ever get wholly inside the
role of the pompous father. His
angular gestures were not par-
ticularly appropriate and his cas-
ual phrasings did not seam what
the end.
Wednesday's cast was an un-
even one, the result being a dis-
jointed, somewhat rough perform-
ance. The smooth atmosphere of
mounting tension was hardly ever
achieved; rather we had broken
segments that never quite mesh- the author must have intended.
ed. The first act was dull to the Joseph Brush guzzled down quan-
degree of boredom lifeless and
'
titles of wine, swaggered with gus-
stiff to a painful point; actions' to and was sufficiently irrespon-
and words picked up meaning and sible as the young son. Louise Cas-




By Roger Howell Jr. '58
Archaeology Prof. Pedro Armil-
'as, visiting lecturer at the Col-
lege on the Tallman foundation,
will deliver the first in a series of
four Tallman lectures tomorrow
at 8:15 p.m. in the Moulton Union.
A native of Spain and now a re-
sident of Mexico, Professor Armil-
las will lecture on four successive
Thursday evenings. He has en-
titled the series of talks "Blue-
print for a History of Indian
!
America." The first of the series
will be "The Project of a Program
of the History of America — Indi-
genous Period: Its Extension and
Significance."
History of America
In this talk, Professor Armillas
plans to report on the progress of
the Program of the History of
America. He himself is coordinator
of the Program of the History of
Indian America, which is a part
of a comparative inter-American
project. He plans to explain how
the project was born and how the
!
program was drafted. In addition,
he also hopes to explain why a
need for such a project was felt
in the first place and how the find-
ings will be used.
Another reason beside the per-
sonal one felt as a result of his
position in the project has prompt-
ed Professor Armillas to pick the
' theme that he has chosen for the
Tallman Lectu-es. He stated that
even cultivated people are not
fully aware of what is the mean-
ing of Indian history in today's
: history. He said that the very
reality of the Indian's presence is
j
not generally known. Finally, ho
I
noted that even where the In-
dian is now eliminated, still an un-
derstanding of their eliminatu-
and disappearance is Important io
I
the people of today.
Origins oi Man
"The Origins of the American
Indian" will be the topic fo. the
second lecture to be delivered on
March 8. In this lecture Prof. Ar-
millas plans to trace the origins
of man in this continent. He ex-
plained that man was not aborigin-
al to this continent, but on the
contrary came from across the
Pacific.
i When these Indians arrived, ac-
cording to Pro'essor Armillas. they
were in a cu'tural state bated on
hunting and food gathering. In
examining t'-c- Ird'ana, he wiU
present da' i -n \ d :r<s for the
earlier ev'd - s r ivm-n occu-




Professor Armilbs has entitled
his third lecture which will be Riv- -
en on March 15 "From Savagery
to Civilization — An Out ine of
5,000 Years of Pre-Co!<imbian His-
tory." As part of this lecture, he
will discuss the origin! of Amer-,
ican Indian agriculture and the
probable places of origin of the
plants cultivated by these people.
He will also e::p'ain s">me of the
problems of precis^ dating and will
present w-hat evidences exist of
exact dates. '
. The difference h^tween culture
and civilization precise terms as
used by the archaeologist and an-
thropologist, will lie another to-
pic discussed In this lecture. Fin-
ally, Professor Armi'las intends to
point out important events in the
birth and development of the ci-
vilizations of the American In-
dians.
Clash of Culture* ,
The. fourth and fina! lectures
will occur on March 22. As a topic
for the last talk in the series,
Professor Armillas has selected
"After Columbus Came — The
Clash of Cultures and Indians To-
day." In it he will explain what
happened to the Indians as a re-
sult of the discovery' by Colum-
bus. Professor Armillas ne-ted that
this was not the first discovery of
the New World by white men, but
the voyages of the Northmen had
very little effect on the civiliza-
tions existing on this continent,
if they had any.
The problem of the clash of cul-
tures will occupy a central portion
of this talk. It is important to in-
vestigate why the Indian cultures
were destroyed in some areas and
not in others. Professor Armillas
said. He noted that the Indians
today still constitute an impor-
tant part of the population of this
continent and that many of the
characteristics of some of the La-
tin American societies are due to
the heavy Indian population.
Professor Armillas is the twenty-
third in the series of Tallman lec-
turers at Bowdoin. His appoint-
ment was made possible by a fund
[Please Turn To Page <]
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Point Of Regression
With the release of the official grades for the fall semester,
the rosy optimism over rising grades has been shattered. At
this time last year the all-fraternity, tha all-college, the all-
fraternity freshman, and all-college freshman averages were
higher than they were this year.
The biggest drop has been in the freshman marks, surely
not a favorable sign. The all-college freshman average at the
end of the fall term last year was 2.010 as contrasted with a
1.91 7 mark posted by the same group this year.
Instead of a continuing cycle of improved scholarship, it
appears that a point of regression has been reached. With the
marks continuing to fall lower action of some sort will have
to be taken. At least one fraternity on campus has started an
enforced system of tutoring in an attempt to rectify the situation.
But this will not be the final answer. Students must learn to
think for themselves while they are in college. Nobody is going
fo do. their thinking once they have graduated.
Majors, Finals Conflict
The major examination period has been set back this year
so that it is next to and, for two days, overlaps the final exam
period. The final examination period has been condensed. If
it seems to the men who hope to come back next year that they
will have little time to come up for air, the barrage of crucial
examinations is even more fierce for the seniors.
At the faculty meeting last June 12, the Dean, reporting
for Uje Social Committee on the Calendar in the absence of its
chairman. Prof. Cecil T. Holmes, recommended that the major
examinations come prior to the final examinations. The faculty
adopted the proposal for this year. The acceptance of the Self
Study Report made this proposal permanent law. The primary
reason for the change was apparently that classes were being
disrupted by the seniors. There was also some feeling that
seniors, through with the crucial major examinations, relaxed to
the point of disintegrating the last of the spring academic pro-
gram. *IF-T,*WWH
Last spring, a Visiting Committe from the Governing
Boards asked the faculty to consider an earlier date for com-
mencement. The Special Committee on the Calendar, consider-
ing means of making this possible, decided to shorten one exam-
ination period this year as an experiment. The other alternative
would have been to begin the academic year even earlier in the
fall. The last act of the Special Committee was to propose that
the idea of an earlier Commencement be abandoned. The
faculty accepted this December 12.
It seems now that the only possible argument remaining in
favor of the shortened exam period is that it allows more time
for the spring athletic program. Yet- the shortened examination
period stands.
The shortened examination period is almost completely
pointless, and. in reality, the change in the timing of the majors
will be without purpose or good effect.
The senior, contemplating this two-week series of crucial
and exhausting examinations, will be sorely tempted to cut class-
es beforehand to give time for preparation. The result will be
the same as under the former system: seniors will disrupt the last
several weeks of classes.
But the seniors will not be the only ones looking for the
necessary time to prepare. Many undergraduates, facing a
solid block of examinations, will feel that their only hope lies in
preparation during the previous weeks. The last few weeks
will turn into total confusion and the end of the semester will
completely disintegrate.
It is too bad that the change in the major examinations'
timing was made into law without experimenting with its pur-
poseless results. Final rulings are hard to change. It shouldn't
be too late to reconsider the condensed final examination period,
and effect the reasonable change back to the former system. If
the faculty feels that it cannot reverse the experiment with the
final examinations or the new law regarding majors, it would
be more realistic to allow for the needed time by establishing a
reading period.
"Where there is no hope, the people perish. . . ."
Politics Get Boost
As the tempo of the 1956 election year begins to pick up,
we feel it is appropriate to stop a moment and give a word of
praise to the man most responsible for the current up-swing in
political awareness on this campus.
The man of whom we speak is Prof. Clement E. Vose, di-
rector of the Maine Citizenship Clearing House.
The College is fortunate in having the Maine branch of the
Citizenship Clearing House, a non-partisan organization designed
to stimulate student interest in partisan political affairs and sup-
ported by the New York University Law School, located here.
But it is even more fortunate in having such a hard working and
conscientious director.
To Professor Vose goes our thanks for what he has already
done and a vote of confidence in his future plans to stimulate







I should like to thank Donald L.
Henry '55 for his kind letter about
me and hig effort to enlist more
blood donors to meet my overdraft
at the Portland blood bank. He
and about thirty other students
have already made donations. I re-
peat my sincere thanks to them
and will be equally grateful for
fifteen or twenty more volunteers
to square the account and provide
replacement for my continuing
need for transfusions. However,
I am afraid his unsolicited letter
was unduly critical of the student
body, and I don't want any student
to feel under pressure, or that he
has any personal "obligation" or
"social responsibility" to support
my "cause."
Because the whole problem of
maintaining a blood bank seems to
be unfamiliar to the general pub-
lic, I trust you will permit space
for a few comments in the best
professorial tradition. There are
several reasons why the only feas-
ible method of operation at present
is on the basis of voluntary con-
tributions. The easiest way to get
volunteers is to impress upon each
recipient his obligation to persuade
his family, friends, and associates
to replace the amount of blood he
has received. It would be impos-
sible to meet the need under a
commercial system of buying and
selling blood for money. There
would be no correspondence of
need with ability to buy; the sup-
ply from professional blood don-
ors who sell their blood would be
entirely inadequate, and a broad
base is needed to obtain the proper
percentage of the different types
of blood required for matching
compatibility. Compulsory contri-
butions from healthy adults could
only be required under a system of
state health insurance, perhaps as
a substitute for cash insurance
premiums.
Blood donation is easy, harmless,
and rewarding. Each donor may be
assured that his gift will be as
gratefully received by its recipient
as I am appreciative that the blood
of earlier volunteers has literally
saved my life. Perhaps the sense
of "social responsibility" that Mr.
Henry emphasizes will bring the
day when healthy people will re-
gard regular blood donations to
their community blood banks as
the normal thing to do, like sup-
porting the church, community
chest, and other worth-while proj-
ects. Then the increased supply
of blood will permit its beneficial
use in cases of need not met today.
As I recall the list of donors'
names on the forty-odd bottles of
blood I have received, I begin to
feel the embodiment of the United
Nations, though I do not think
that I can speak yet for any Asia-
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry B. M.
... So here it is Sunday night
again, and I've got to write that I
silly column for The Orient. Good
big stack of papers this week —
must be about eight inches thick
— who knows? Maybe there's
something interesting fox a
change. Well, let's cut this pro-
crastination and get at it. First on
top; the Skidmore News. That's
a bad omen — these women's col-
lege papers are pretty bad — any
good heads? Tyrolean Fetrttval In
Sight. Hmmmmm — good eye-
sight, those girls — editorials?
Time For Re-Evaluation — oh no!
Not another one of those! Know
Your Big Twelve. Twelve what?
Odd —it doesn't really say. Have
to assume it's the council officers
— still, they could be learning to
tell time — Hints From Ski Bunny
Expose Off-Slope Tactics — that
looks interesting, but they'd cen-
sor anything I might say — So
much for that.
Connecticut Daily Campus next
— this is better, usually — Trus-
ts-* Rule V Conn Still Dry. Too
bad, men »- but then trustees nev-
er stopped anybody., from having
a few now and then, so that real-
ly won't make any difference —
Station Non-Radioactive. What's
this ? ,"Two University engineering
students were overheard while en-
gaged in typical shop talk
. .
.
'Where would you hide if the So-
viets were to drop an A bomb on
the University?' Replied the sec-
ond, 'Why in radio station WHUS,
of course. It's the only place on
campus where there is never any
radioactivity." Hmmmmm — sup-
pose I could mention that, but
then WBOA would get mad —
What else? Not much — rather
dull issue — let's try another one.
The Clark Scarlet — that's a
new one, haven't seen it before.
Perkins To Speak At Wilson Tri-
bute — Wilson? Ah — Woodrow
^- what an about-face Princeton
hag pulled on him. Hated his guts
when he tried to get rid of the
eating-clubs — now he's a star at-
traction. Same as Scott Fitzger-
ald — threw him out, damned
"This Side of Paradise," and now
they teach him in the English
courses — same as propaganda
about Russia; bad guys when they
fought Finland, worse when they
tic or African race. I should very
much like to have some Bowdoin
blood in my veins, anci must plan
some special award for the first
Bowdoin student whose type
matches mine, and whose gift can
be earmarked for me personally.
It is a pleasure to report to my
campus friends that Doc Hanley is
keeping me entirely comfortable,
and that I expect to have the
strength to get out and about
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signed the treaty with Hitler, then
all of a sudden "our noble allies"
when the war starts. Now they're
bad guys again — amazing how
people actually believe what they
read — let's get back to the ivy
curtain — Still the Scarlet — not
much — Cruhllclty. Oh no— that's
enough.
Boston University paper — The
Heights — well made up on slick
paper, but I can't see those occa-
sional headlines in gothie letter-
ing — The Springfield Student
coming up — good photo reproduc-
tion, but who cares about a gym
team? White Key To Hold Coke-
Time Tomorrow Night. Looks as
if this White Key business isn't
exactly original at Bowdoin —
here's a good letter to the editor:
"To the editor: The second week-
end of the term and not one acti-
vity was planned for the weekend.
No one is going to stay on campus
weekends unless there's something
going on. Whose responsibility is
this? The Social Activities Office
has sent out lists of open dates for
organizations to plan activities,
but what are they going to do if
a weekend like the past just hap-
pens to turn up? Who is respon-
sible? Sincerely, A Reader."
Is he joking? Is this for real?
Egad — how far can you go with
this spoon-feeding business? I
wonder if he ever studies ? Appar-
ently he can write, but can he
read? Has he heard of things call-
ed libraries? Hasn't he got any
friends he can go drink with?
Come to think of it, considering
that letter, he probably hasn't —
sounds like a professional organiz-
er — probably terrified of the
thought of being alone, having to
think about something — they say
it takes all kinds, but I see no
reason for those types —
Onward and upward — The
Tech. Well now — this doesn't
sound much like MIT: Series Of
Lecture* On Marriage Planned —
my word — considering MTT,
those are likely to be raw — I
can see it now: a complete set of
working drawings, plans, diagrams,
bill of materials, specifications,
wiring schematic — Better let
that go: they'd censor me again
— Can't get away from it, though
— here it is again in the Wesleyan
Argus; Kaufman Writes His Mem-
oirs See* Women A* Very Valu-
able. Well now — that should go
down as a masterpiece of under-




What makes a good Fulbright
scholar? What are the gains from
a Fulbright year abroad?, These
questions are asked and answers
suggested in the Fulbright issue
of the News Bulletin published in
February by the Institute of In-
ternational Education, New York
City.
The Bulletin's special issue fo-
cuses on the U. S. Government ex-
change program. 'It contains an
article on selection and standaids
by a member of the national se-
lection committee for graduate
students, as well as reminiscences
and reactions' of American and
foreign students who have studied
abroad under the program. There
is a report on a summer seminar
for teachers as well as the tale of
a Fulbright wife.
The most important require-
ments for a Fulbright grant are
academic qualification, ability to
work independently, stated pur-
pose and the indispensable ingre-
dient of personality. A knowledge
of geography is also important.
Contributors to the Bulletin
who discuss their Fulbright exper-
iences include two girls who stu-
died in India (international rela-
tions and Hindu dance), artists
who went to Italy and France, a
teaching assistant in Germany, and
the wife of an architect studying
in Britain. There are also reports
from foreign students who came
to the United States on Fulbright
travel grants. Among these are a
German engineering student now
an industrial trainee in the U. S.
and a British architect and form-
er Fulbrighter now a cily plan-
ner in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. The
floating sculpture of a Fulbright
student from the Philippines is
pictured. A South Carolina teach-
er of French reports on a summer
seminar for language teachers in
France.
i
The Fulbright program is part
!of the international educational ex-
change activity of the Department
of State. The Fulbright Act au-
i thorizes the use of foreign curren-
' cics and credits acquired through
1 the sale of surplus property abroad
i for educational exchange. It makes
| it possible for American students
I to study abroad and pays travel
I for foreign students coming to the
I





With the presentation of Acad-
emy Award nominations last Sat-
urday evening, speculation about
"Oscar" choices new blossoms into
new interest and light. And al-
though the "awards" are still near-
ly a month away, it's still a good
pastime to make personal predic-
tions. Of course after last year's
choice of Grace Kelley over Judy
Garland as the year's best actress,
it appears that most anything can
happen out there in Hollywood!
The predictions of "To These
Ears" are as follows:
Best Picture — Mr. Roberts or
Marty.
Best Actress — Anna Magnani
for Rose Tattoo or Eleanor Parker
for Interrupted Melody.
Best Actor — Ernest Borgnine
for Marty or Frartk Slnctra for
Man With the Golden Arm.
Wilson Is Topic
Of Chapel Talks
The College is marking the cen-
tennial year of Woodrow Wilson
with a series of five chapel talks
by members of the faculty.
Prof. Clement E. Vose spoke on
Woodrow Wilson: Professor and
Politician, during last Monday's
chapel. Professor Vose described
Wilson's years at Bryn Mawr, Wes-
leyan and Princeton.
Mr. Leighton van Nort will
speak next Monday during the
chapel period on Woodrow Wilson:
University President.
On Monday, March 12, Prof. Wil-
liam B. Whiteside will talk on
Wilson as Progressive President
Mr. Stuart E. Colie will describe
Wilson: Personalities and Politics
in the Monday chapel, Mar. 19. On
Wednesday, Mar. 21, Prof. Athern
P. Daggett will deliver the final
Wilson Chapel talk, speaking on
Woodrow Wilson: International
Idealist.
The Library has a special ex-
hibit in honor of the centennial.
by the Institute of International
Education, the Fulbright program
provides grants for U. S. teachers,




Best Supporting Actress — Peg-
gy Lee for Pete Kelly's Blues or
Jo Van Fleet for East of Eden.
Best Supporting Actor — Jack
Lemmon for Mr. Roberts or Ar-
thur Kennedy for Trial.
Best Direction - - Deibert Matin
for Marty.
Best Song — Love Is a Many-
Splendored Thing.
Best Screen Play — Paddy
Chayefsky for Marty.
Best Story and Screen Play —
Interrupted Melody or Mr. Hulot's
Holiday.
best Story — Daniel Fuchs'
Love Me or l^eave Me.
Best Musical It's Always Fair
Weather or Oklahoma.
Best Film Editing - Alma Ma>
crorie, The Bridges of Toko Ri
or Charles Nelson, Picnic.
Best Cartoon Speedy Gon-
zales or The Legend of Rockabye
Point.
Expansion
A movement toward more pro-
ductions and more varied offerings
is at work in the Masque and
Gown organization. This seems a
splendid idea and it is this writer's
sincere hope that something can
really be down about it. It is an
acknowledged fact, I think, that -
there is a substantial amount of
talent on this campus that never
has a chance to show itself.
An expansion of the play sched-
ule for each season would remedy
that in part. However such pro-
ductions involve an endless amount
of effort, time and money. But
why not conduct this proposed ex-
pansion on a modified level. There
are hundreds of good one-act plays
and there is always the opportu-
nity for more student writing.
Dramatic readings, skits and mon-
ologues meet with approval and
visual success at other college in-
stitutions, so why not at Bowdoin.
The organization would be much
interested in what the students - -
the audience — think ubout such
an idea or plan!
In 1945 the Administration es-
timated the cost of a covered hock-
ey rink from $50,000 to $185,000.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
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SENIORS!





AEtna Life Affiliated Companies
This program, and other positions offering ex-
ceptional opportunities, are described in our
brochure, "Commencement 1668," on file at the
Placement Office.
Our representative will be on campus March
7, 1958. If your schedule precludes making an
interview appointment at the Placement Office,
write to:
•
Stuart W. Palmer, Assistant Secretary
Personnel Department
































































Audie Murphy - Barbara Rush
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It's the fountain pen chat filh like s ball-
point! Clean and convenient. Leak -proof
liquid ink cartridges. Point tipped with pre-
cious metal for smooth writing. Complete
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Maine's Most Modem Auto
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By Paul X. Lewte 'S*
A Need For Support
"For a long time there has been some interest expressed toward
the creation of a lacrosse team at Bowdoin College. ... As was the
case for the hockey rink, student interest will determine the success
of the venture. Only by decisive and spirited student action will
lacrosse become a reality at Bowdoin."
The above is an extract from a notice being hustled around the
campus this week. In my mind, it represents an effort to seriously
change the athletic picture here at Bowdoin. How much aware are
those that have drawn it up, and those who sign it, to the import of
this demand, is hard to say, but if everything is handled in a correct
manner we might well be seeing a long-hoped-for rejuvenation in
sports at this school.
There is a positive need for more athletic activity on this campus;
one or very possibly, two additional teams ought to be carried in the
Polar Bear program. At the moment pressure is developing for or-
ganizing lacrosse. In time, soccer may also be requested. Urgency
and manifold reasons can best explain the situation.
Fraternity Situation
A good percentage of the students at Bowdoin have been exposed
to a considerable degree of athletic* in pre-coll«ge days. The keenness
and competence of the interfraternity leagues point up this fact. The
trouble is that many participants are using this service as a crutch
or as an outlet for their athletic potential. Sports are an intricate
part of any college and they should be. Playing a variation on a
theme by Adam Walsh, carry-over endeavors are not the prime target
in a youth's athletic development, but sports, any sports, that will,
themselves, carry over in molding a' mature man. The function of a
small-college athletic department is to allow an interested boy to
participate in the type of activity — be it the rock 'em sock 'em or
carry-over level — that he feels fit for. Interfraternity sports are not
really the answer. Additional teams are a more likely solution.
First, because the former eliminates much of the pride that goes
along with contributing something in the material sense to the
school Wearing a school jersey means just a little bit more than the
sentimental slosh it's cracked up to be. There is a sore lack in the
number of students wearing the black-and-white uniforms here. Less
than an eighth of the undergraduate body actively participate in
major sports. Thus, a very slight part of the school has any direct
affiliation with the teams. What can anyone expect of the spirit
when there are so many individuals unable to be part of the athletic
scene. "
Jack-Of-All-Trmde*
Second, there are many athletes in the school who are of the
"jack-of-all-trades, master of none" class; it stands to reason because
of the "extra-curricular activity" boon in high school. A new sport
with everyone starting from the same level might utilize a boy's tal-
ents to a higher degree than other games that he has previously been
acquainted with, such as baseball or hockey. Unorganized sports such
as we find in interfraternity competition cannot fully realize the bene-
fits of sports and team play.
Last of all, the school Itself would profit as well as the "estab-
lished" sports. Lacrosse and soccer, as they stand in the U. S. col-
leges right now, are the major institutions of development for the
would-be star. Theyvare not high-pressured games, at least, not yet.
Thus, with no small-school limitations, there's a chance in bringing
around a top-notch team, such as Hofstra in lacrosse, Carlton in
soccer. One might also consider the advantage that added enthus-
iasm on the part of the student body would have in infusing in the
existing teams better training rules and a more intense drive to win.
New projects never hurt a demoralized state of affairs.





team tired in the closing minutes
of an exciting contest and drop-
ped a 74-66 decision to the Colby
Freshmen at the Colby Field
House on Thursday evening. Col-
by's bench was just too deep and
too strong for the hard fighting
Polar Cubs. With many excellent
subs the Little Mules always had
a fresh team on the floor. Trail-
ing by six points at intermission,
the White knotted the score early
in the second half, exchanged the
lead several times before folding
in a rash of personal fouls with
less' than two minutes remaining.
Lee Hitchcock turned in an out-
standing performance, with 20
points and some sensational re-
bounding against the big Colby
five. Tom McGovern and Dick
Willey hit for 17 and 13 points
respectively. Willey was unable to
hit from the floor during the
entire first half as the Mule's de-
fense was tightly packed in the
middle. Bob Gorra piled up 10
points in the first half but couldn't
find the range thereafter,
Tom Nerri and Bob ROvo were
high scorers for Colby with 18
points apiece.
Memorial Hall is a structure of







Bowdoin swimmers were very
successful in the A.A.U. meet held
at the Curtis Pool last Wednes-
day for the benefit of the Olympic
Fund.
The feature event was the Na-
tional Jr. 220 freestyle In which
the White's Billy Howard was a
very close second to George Dow-
ney of the Worcester B. C.
In the men's 200 breaststroke,
Bowdoin's Hody White lowered the
school record for the second time
this year to 2:36.3 seconds. Swim-
ming the new 200 medley swim
for the first time the White's own
Bob Plourda set a new college and
pool record of 2:24.8 in leading
a clean sweep in the event over
teammates Clark Neill and Mike
Curtis.
Capt. John Collier and sophomore
Mike Curtis finished one, two in
the men's open 50 freestyle in an
easy victory over local high school
talent.
The meet was a large success
with ex-Polar Bear stars Larry
Boyle and Bob McGrath entertain-
ing the crowd at Intermission with
some fancy simultaneous diving




By Geo** A. Massih '56
The Bowdoin College track team
continued its string of overpower-
ing victories last Friday as it piled
up a 91-35 point win over Provi-
dence College. The Polar Bears
won twelve of the fourteen events
and were again led by Eaton, Mc-
Williams, and Paton. Dwight Ea-
ton took five first places, two of
them ties in the pole vault and
high jump. His leap of 20 feet 11
inches was good for top honors in
the broad jump and his efforts in
both the 40 yard dash and 300
yard run put him over the finish
line first.
MrWliliama Outstanding
BUI McWliliams garnered two
firsts as he outclassed the field in
both the discus and shot put.
George Paton equaled this perfor-
mance with his winning times in
the 45 yard high and low hurdles.
Two sweeps early in the mpot
indicated that the Polar, Bears
were setting up another victory.
Steve McCabe threw the 35 pound
weight 52 feet 4 5/8 inches for
first place while McWllfiams and
Don Richter took second and third
place honors. In the pole vault
both Eaton and Wallace cleared
the bar at 10 feet to share first
place points. Stark's leap was good
enough to give Bowdoin the re-
maining third place poults.
Once again John He'rrick and
Stan Blackmer teamed up in the
1000 to make it 1-2 for the Polar
Bears while Riley backed up, Eaton




have piled up an amazing 265
points against their opponents' 113
in the last three meets. Dwight
Eaton continues as the team's high
scorer as he added 71 points to
his total in the same three meets.
The winners of the individual
events and their times are as fol-
lows:
40 Yard Dash — Eaton — 4.7
45 Yard Low Hurdles — Paton —
5.4
45 Yard High Hurdles — Paton
— 6.0
300 Yard Run — Eaton — 32.4
600 Yard Run — Farley (Pro-
vidence) — 1:16.3
1000 Yard Run — Herrick —
2:23.5
Mile Run — Packard — 4:32.4
- Two Mile Run — Hanlon (Pro-
vidence) — 10:04.5
Broad Jump — Eaton — 20 ft.
11 in.
High Jump — Eaton, Stark —
5 ft. 6 in.
Pole Vault — Eaton, Wallace
— 10 ft.
35 Pound Weight — McCabe —
52 ft. 4 5/8 in.
Shot Put — McWilliams — 48
ft. 9Y3 in.
Discus — McWilliams — 136 ft.
10 in.
Nels Corey announces that there
will be a meeting of all candidates
for the Freshman Baseball Squad
and managers on March 5 In Ban-




By Frank D. Beveridge '56
Led by Co-Capt. Paul Doherty,
the MacFaydenmen pinned MIT,
8-0 at St. Dom's arena Saturday
afternoon. With Doherty scoring
5 tallies and Rigby recording his
first shutout in 3 seasons of play
the Polar Bears remained in
charge throughout the game.
Bowdoin tallied 2 in the first
frame, 4 in the second, with the
remainder coming in the last per-
iod. At 17:20 of the first frame,
Doherty assisted by Art Perry and
Sandy Kowal, nudged the puck In-
to the cage for his first of 5
goals. Art Perry In the next min-
utes of play made it 2 to nothing
ably assisted by Doherty and Fred-
dy Thome. The Polar Bears were
at full strength during the first
period except for the 2 minutes
which Sandy Kowal spent in the
penalty box for an illegal check.
On Ice
Coming back onto the ice to re-
sume play in the middle frame,
they literally "put the game on
ice." Ripping into the M.I.T. de-
fense Doherty slammed three
goals into the nets followed by
Mike Coster who ended the 2nd
period scoring. Doherty and El-
dracher were credited with assists
on Coster's shot. Once again, Kow-
al was sent to the penalty box.
This time for a leg check.
Doherty and Thorne tallied the
last *wo goals for the Polar Bears
in the final stanza. Art Perry
was credited with the assist for
Doherty. Bowdoin had one more
penalty charged against them giv-
ing them a total of 6 minutes in
the box. M.I.T. spent the same time
with a player shortage collecting
all three of their penalties in the
third period.
Co-Capt. Peter Rigby, playing a
big role in the Polar Bear victory,
turned aside 36 shots made by the
frustrated engineers.
The team travelled south Wed-
nesday to square off against the
Babson 6 at the Boston arena.
The Polar. Bears, completely out-
classing their opponents, scored 6
goals, Babson 1. In one of the
roughest games of the season, the
MacFaydenmen took it easy in the
first frame and then slashed Into
Babson skaters relentlessly in the
remaining two stanzas. They scor-
ed 3 In the middle frame and
the rest In the last frame. Flashy
right winger, Fred Thorne, turned
in the "hat trick" tallying two
markers in the 2nd period and the
third' in the finale. MacKinnon,
Desjardin and Flynn supplied the
remaining goals. Statistics verify
the roughness of the game: Bow-
doin spent 16 minutes in the pen-
alty box and Babson 14.
Pete Rigby made 39 stops, a per-
formance which is becoming sec-
ond nature to him.
Two more games on the Polar
Bear hockey schedule remain. On
February 29 the Hucksters wtts
face for the second time the Bab-
son sextet in an attempt to make
it two straight. On March 3 the
White travel to Colby for the
fourth game In the series.
Amherst Team !Stover, Janelle Stand Out
Defeats Bears
Dwight Eaton, who holds the 300
yard cinder record and who has
for three straight weeks taken five >
first places in meets against He.
Bates and Providence. He'll have!






Adam Walsh, football coach at
Bowdoin for seventeen seasons, has
been appointed to the Board of Re-
view of the American Football
Coaches Association.
The Board of Review is made
up of five members of the Board
of Trustees of the Association who
are appointed annually by the
president of the group. Their duty
is to "review the reports and rec-
ommendations of the Committee
on Ethics and to take such dis-
cir .mary action as may seem ap-
propriate."
The Board of Review has the
power to suspend or expel mem-
bers of the American Football
Coaches Association "whose con-
duct has clearly violated the Code
of Ethics."
Walsh has been head football
coach at Bowdoin since 1935.
Since then he has won five State
Championships outright and has
tied for the title in six other years.
Last summer he was named
Deputy National Commissioner of
Midget football for the Pop Warn-
er Conference of Philadelphia,
which conducts supervised, safety-
first football on junior-sized fields
for more than 50,000 youngsters
less than 13 years of age and 100
pounds in weight.
There's no surprise involved in
the choice of Walsh as his coach-
ing . record shows. In 1945 Walsh
also led the Cleveland Rams to
the Professional Title.
\n Swimming
By MHie Curt:» 'SB
Swimming short handed with-
out the aid of their star distance
man Billy Howard, the Bowdoin
Mermen took a drubbing from
Amherst 51-26.
The Lord Jeffs, led by New
England Champion Bob Keiter in
the sprints, Captain Hollister in
the medley-swim, showed tremen-
dous depth and freestyle power
against the underhanded Bowdoin
squad.
Keiter was pulled from the 50
free style in favor of a record at-
tempt in the 100. He equalled in
the excellent time of 51.9. Far in
his wake Mike Curtis and Capt.
John Collier were second and third
respectively. Keiter also anchored
the free style relay that came
within a 0.1 of a second from the
Amherst record. The time was an
excellent 3:35:8.
Bowdoin star. Bob Plourde,
swimming far below par lost to
Amherst's' Capt., Hollister, in the
medley swim, won in the time of
1:38.7. Faissier for the Lord Jeffs
was third. Plourde came back in
the 200 backstroke and beat Hol-
lister by a large margin in 2:19,
with the Polar Bear's Lloyd Willy
being edged out from the third
place by a touch.
Some bright spots in the meet
for the Millermen were wins in
the medley relay by Plourde, Col-
lier, and Curtis, in the respectable
time of 3:05.6 and the 200 breast-
stroke with Bowdoin record hold-
er Hody White coming home in
the good time of 2:37.2. Bow-




The closest race of the day was
the 50 yd. free style as Capt. Col-
lier, just stepping out of the med-
ley relay, lost out to Higgins and
Gideons of Amherst in a blanket
finish, with little daylight separat-
ing the three.
No Divers
With no Bowdoin entry in the
dives, Stauber had no competi-
tion and just ran through his
dives for formality's sake. John
Towne was the only other point
getter for the Polar Bears as he
gained thirds in both the 220 and
440 free style.
This Saturday the University of
Massachusetts swimming contin-
gent travels to Brunswick and will
engage the White mermen in their
last dual meet of the season. In
the following wqek. certain swim-
mers will leave for the New Eng-
land Championships at M.I.T.
After Tliird Colby Defeat
By David H. Bird '56
Tuesday night Bowdoin traveled
to Waterville to test the Colby
Mules for the last time this sea-
son and dropped a heartbreaker
73-70. It was Bob Raymond's four
foul shots in the last minute which
did the trick.
The game started out at a very
slow pace as neither team could
find the range. However, towards
the end of the first half both teams
finally began to hit their mark and
the half ended with Colby on the
top end of a 34-27 score. Charlie
Twigg scored eleven points in the
first twenty minutes of play.
At the outset of the second
half Colby pulled away briefly to
a 45-34 count, but with "Brud"
Stover and "'Ted" Kenny leading
the way, the Polar Bears began
to close the gap. Bowdoin tied the
score at 62 all, and the game see-
sawed from there on in.
Bowdoin played a good brand
of basketball, but did not have
the height to overcome the Colby
five, which by beating Bowdoin won
its sixth consecutive State Series.
"Brud" Stover and Ted Kenny
led the Bowdoin attack supported
by Frazer and Janelle in the re-
bound department. Charlie Twigg
had 18 while Raymond and Don
Rice had 12 apiece for Colby.
Returning to the Bowdoin court,
the Polar Bears delighted the home
fans with some real shooting in
posting a 98-76 victory over a one
man MIT team.
It appeared from the opening
tap that Bowdoin was in for a good
night, as they led by as much as
13 points at one time during the
first half. Then Bowdoin got ra-
ther lax for a spell, and led by
their center Vergun, MIT closed
the gap 41-39 at half time.
"Beezer" Coombs really must
have put some fire into his attack
because Bowdoin with an onrush
of points in the early minutes af-
ter intermission built up their lead
again. This lead kept increasing,
and MIT just could not stop the
red-hot Polar Bears, who just
missed hitting triple figures at the
very end of the game. "Brud" Sto-
ver again spearheaded the Bow-
doin attack, getting 22 of his 28
points in the second half. He was
ably assisted by Rollle Janelle with
24 points and Ted Kenny with 15.
For MTT Vergun was in a class
by himself, as he rolled up 29
points and sat out the last five
minutes beoause of the five foul
rule He put on an exhibition of
hooks with either hand plus some
fine set shooting.
Bowdoin has two ^games left,
one at home with Bates this even-
ing. The game at Maine on Sat-
urday will finish the season.
Box Score*
Fraternity Sports
The Betas maintained their lead
over the AD's and the Sigma Nus
this week in basketball. The Betas
and the AD's are tied for first in
the bowling league and the Kappa
Sigs hold undisputed possession of
first in the volleyball circuit. The
White Key announces that^Jt is
considering a change in the phlht
storing of , the bowlihg playoffs.
A vote will be taken next week.
|Uw*>lft G F P' Colby ' G F r
Jiinella .1 1 7 Raymond 1 i. 12
Stovei*
Fruer
N .1 19'Rrun* i 1 T
a 4 I" 1'uiiU.r 2 (1 4
Ubby :t 1 7 . Croaa 2 1 f,
Johnson 2 1 61 Eades :t 1 1
Prmtt-r 1 21 Riee 4 4 li
Eaton 2 21 Van Allen 3 fi
Kenny 4 » 17ITwiKK « 6 IS
Total 24 22 701 Total 25 23 71
Bowdoin V P WIT G F r
Janelle 7 10 241 Varirun 10 8 u
Prater 4 4 1 J Jordan :t ( II
l'raiar 2 4 I Halle* 3 4 111
Johnson 1 2 41Pati«-no a 4
Stover 8 12 2H Banxon i 1 :i
Kenny ' « 3 IT. Matsiio > •J
Libbv 1 21 I'lal -man i 1 1
Allen 2 1 i Karho'ukv 1 1 4
Kioldituin I 3 •1
Total 31 36 Ml T.Kal 25 :'.". 71
McWilliams Scores
Bill McWilliams scored twice in
national intercollegiate tratk
competition at the annual IC4A
meet in New York last Saturday.
Madison Square Garden played
host to collegiate tracksters from
all over the East and Mid-West as
the best around in college tr&ck
vied for top honors.
McWilliams took a third and
fourth place in the meet. His toss
of 59 feet 9^4 inches in the 35
pound weight made him third high
man in that event while he got
his fourth with a 49 feet 2?4 inch
,heave in the shot put.
Only a junior, McWilliams
should be a strong contender for
top honors in both these events
next year.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes






Russel S. Douglas '49, Manager
An "Operator"
par excellence
It's not j use ha suave "pitch"—
he's got the inside track on style
and value, too. Hers, ha sport*
an Arrow Gabansxo—the sport
shirt that fits perfectly, in
neck six* and sleeve length/.
Gabanaro comes ios new kghter
weight rayon gabardine ... 13
solid colors. Now available





A Campus-to-Career Case History
On the left, William Nock Colonna, B.S. in Business
Administration, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, '52,
"Sales results...and something more"
Two and a half months after he began
training with The Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Company of Maryland, Bill
Colonna went into the army, spending a
year in Korea.
"While in the service," Bill says, "I
never thought of having to look for an-
other job. I resumed my career in the
telephone business as soon as I got back.
What's more, my rate of pay was in-
creased by crediting my time in the army.
"After training, I was promoted to
Sales Manager in. Salisbury, Md. I'm re-
sponsible for initiating, planning and co-
ordinating sales activities in an area
serving 50,000 customers in nine counties
on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. I
&?lect and train men for my sales force,
a*id help business office managers with
their sales problems.
"Sales and marketing in the telephone
business are growing more important
every day. We've many new and different
services to offer people. It's a job with
scope, variety and challenge.
"Arranging for customers' communi-
cations requirements keeps me in touch
with all departments of the company.
These contacts add valuable experience
that will always prove useful. I wanted
a career that was broad and full of oppor-
tunities, and that's what I've gat."
Bill Cohsnua is typical of the many tomb*- mea who have
ibter«»Unf job. in law idsphone buaiaeaa. Career oppor-
tunities of many kinds exist in other Bell Telephone
Companies, and in Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western
Electric and the Saadia Corporation. Your placement




SCI OS OM TStf CASSrWsV
Mr. Donald A. Carpenter,
Supervisor of the Group
Renewal Underwriting Di-
vision of Connecticut Gea>
eral Life Insurance Com*
pany, will be here at Bow*
doin College on Thursday.
March 8, to talk with mea
interested in the career op>
portunities described is
this paper over the past
severe] months. Arrange-
ments for an appointment
should be made with Mr.
Samuel I -add of the Place-
tent Bureau.
Connecticut General,
one of the leading lift in-
surance companies, has a
variety of training posi-
tions open in sales and ia
our home office. We are
interested in talking with
liberal arts majors as wel
aa men who have pursued
other fields of study.
Connecticut General at
growing rapidly (our assets
hare tripled in the past tea
years). This creates a aeed
for aggressive young mea ts)
fill new openings and ts)
advance into brand aevr
higher level positions that
are being created. If
you're going right lata
military service you caa
take arrangement! ta
hare a job waiting for you,
if yo» qualify.
If you can't arrange te
aa« Ms. Carpenter oa the
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Many Representatives
ToVisitHereInMarch
Personnel representatives visiting" the Placement Bureau during
the month of March until the period of spring vacation are listed be-
low. Other companies, changes in date and the schedule for April




























1—Prudential Insurance Co., Newark, N. J.
R. H. Anderson, Representative — Administrative Train-
ing, Actuarial.
*—Vick Chemical Co., New York
H. E. Brewer, Representative — Sales, Advertising, Chem-
ists.
8—Hanover Bank, New York
D. R. Howe, Representative — Administrative Training.
8—Equitable Life, Portland
W. A. Davenny, Representative — Financial, Administra-
tive Program.
6—Lehigh Portland Cement, Allentown, Pa.
H. E. Lyon, Representative — Sales, Production.
6—Grand Union Co., East Patterson, N. J.
C. W. Garratt, Representative — Merchandising, Manage-
ment Training.
7—Aetna Casualty and Surety, Boston
M. A. McNally Jr., Representative — Home Office, Actuar-
ial, Administration.
7—Sears, Roebuck and Co., Philadelphia
R. Rippman, Representative — Merchandising, Administra-
tive Training.
8—Connecticut General Life, Hartford
D. A. Carpenter, Representative — Actuarial, Administra-
tive, Personnel.
8—Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.
D. LeBaron, Representative — Production, Research,
Sales.
8—Teachers Insurance and Annuity, New York
H. B. Brian, Representative — Actuarial, Accounting, Ad-
ministrative Training.
9—Union Carbide Corp., New York »
R. J. Simpson, Representative — Administrative Training,
Sales.
8—Carbide and Carbon Chemical, Boston
E. D. Murphy, Representative — Research,' Physicists,
Chemistsi
9—Chase Manhattan Bank, New York
J. A. Hooper, Representative — Banking Trainees.
12—Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
R. L. Edwards, Representative — Public Relations, Ad-
ministrative Training, Production.
12—Liberty Mutual Insurance Co., Boston
W. L. Usher, Representative — Claims, Underwriting,
Sales.
IS—American Telephone and Telegraph, New England, South-
ern N. D., New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania, Chese-
peake and Potomac, Bell Laboratories, Long Lines.
Administrative Training, Traffic, Commercial. Plant Man-
agement, Revenue Accounting, Research.
10—Procter apd Gamble, Boston
A. C. Church, Representative — Sales, Administrative
Training.
.
16—Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance, Springfield, Mass.
H. L. Stuckenbruck, Representative — Home Office, Ad-
ministrative Training, Actuarial, Group Sales.
15—School Service Bureau, Windsor, Conn.
R. W. Hoskins, Representative — Private and Public
Schools.
16—W. R. Grace, New York
M. Copeland Jr., Representative - Administrative Train-
ing, Chemists, Research, Foreign Service.
19—Arthur Andersen and Co., Boston
R. Glendon, Representative — Accountants.
19—Gilchrist Co.. Boston
V. A. Katz, Representative — Merchandising.
20—Mercantile Stores Co., New York
V. E. Hochscheid, Representative — Merchandising.
20—Federal Reserve Bank of New York, New York
R. W. Stone, Representative — Administrative Training
and Banking.
21—Westinghouse Electric Corp., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Research, Electronics.
22—Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Co., Springfield,
Mass.
A. H. Clarke, Representative — Administrative Training,
Special Agent, Sales.
Grades . . .
















































































There is an urgent need^ for
chemists, mathematicians, metal-
lurgists, physicists, and electronic
scientists in the Washington, D. C
area, the United States Civil Ser-
vice Commission has announced.
Vacancies are .in various Federal
agencies and pay salaries ranging
from $4,345 to $11,610 a year.
To qualify for positions paying
$4,345 a year, applicants must have
had appropriate education or a
combination of education and ex-
perience. For the position of elec-
tronic scientist, appropriate tech-
nical or scientific experience alone
may be qualifying. For higher-
grade positions, professional exper-
ience is also required. Graduate
study may be substituted for all or
part of this experience, depending
on the grade of position. No writ-
ten test is required.
Further information and appli-
cation forms may be obtained at
many post offices throughout the
country, or by, writing to the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington 25, D. C. Applicants should
ask for Announcement No. 46(B).
Applications will be accepted by
the Board of U. S.. Civil Service
Examiners, National Bureau of





A program of sacred music rec-
ognizing the 200th anniversary of
Mozart will b'e given by the Bow-
doin Chapel Choir, under the di-
rection of Robert K. Beckwith,
and the Bennington Madrigal Sing-
ers, under the direction of Ruth
Ring, in Chapel on Sunday, March
4, at 8:15 p.m.
The major work of the evening
will be the Mozart Mass in F Ma-
jor, for mixed choruses, soloists
and stringed orchestra. Among^ the
soloists are Ruth Powers, soprano;
Jon Anderson '5*9, tenor; and Cam-
eron Smith '58, baritone. The Choir
and Madrigal Singers will perform
a group of anthems before joining
In the Mozart work.
Armillas ...
[Continued from Page /]
of $100,000 given in 1928 by the
late Frank G. Tallman of Wilming
YGOP ...
Continued from Page I
day evening there was no need,
for an extensive airing of the plat-
form. However the issue of Federal
Aid to Education did cause a brief
wave of controversy when a dele-
gate proposed all types of govern-
ment assistance. After some dis-
cussion the original plank was ac-
cepted. Further, a plank on assis-
tance to state mental institutions
was added.
YGOP Platform
In brief the approved platform
was: uniform caucus date; limited
annual sessions of legislature; cre-
ation of Pardon and Parole Board;
creation of Domestic Relations
Court; probate judges be appoint-
ed same way as Supreme and Ju-
dicial Court judges; removal of
citizenship requirement for old-age
assistance; creation of State Muse-
um; Education: community level,
prime, additional state aid, and
Federal aid for building construc-
tion only; one loyal member of the
Public Utilities Commission on any
q u a si-commission; 18-year-old
vote; control of stream pollution;
highway safety and driver train-
ing program; executive council by
popular vote; elimination of retail
ton, Del., as a memorial to the price fix jng f mjik; expanded le-
Bowdoin members of his family. | gislation for mental health, in-
KxteiUtlvA Experience
Considered to be one of the most
competent and brilliant archaeolo-
gists working in the Central Amer-
ican and Mexican areas, Professor
, Armillas has had extensive exper-
i ience in field work and has lec-
j tured at many congresses and
I
conferences. *
In 1946 he held a Guggenheim
j
Fellowship and in 1948 received
; a grant-in-aid from the Viking
: Fund for research in Central
i America. He graduated from the
]
University of Barcelona in 1931
j
and has done graduate work there L
as well as at the Escuela Nacional
I
de Antropologia in Mexico, where
J
he has been a member of the fac-
,
irlty for fourteen years.'
Professor Armillas has conduct-
ed major excavation work at Teo-
tihuacan, Xochicalco, La Quemada,
and the State of Tabasco in Mex-
j
ico and at Quelcpa in El Salvador.
! In 1952-53 he was Field Director
[
with the New World Archaeologi-
!
cal Foundation in Orinda, Calif.,
I From 1949 until 1952 he was a lec-
turer with the Smith College Ju-
I
.lior-Year-in-Mexico program.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
0.
creased financial aid for institu-
tions and personnel.
Guy Amendment Passed
The final business of the Con-
vention was the passing of the
Guy Amendment and a proposal
for a statewide YGOP Club. The
former fully states the constitution-
al status of college clubs: members
of organization in county where
located; have independent voting
rights in caucus and convention.
The latter forms a non-voting
statewide Young Republican club
in addition to the State Council.
An amendment to this was
made, suggesting the age be low-
ered from 21 to 18. Due to the
constitutional process this will be
handled at the next convention.
The convention was adjourned
by Convention Chairman Robert
Williamson of Portland. •
The Observatory was erected
in 1890-1891.








Briton To Speak Tuesday
Bryan Magec, a .graduate of Ox-
ford University and a student at
the Yale University graduate
school, will speak next Tuesday at
8:15 in Smith Auditorium under
the auspices of the Political
Forum.
His topic will be: "Two Kinds
of Red on the Map: British Colon-
ialism, 1956."
WHIN VOU'M packing your
books and sheepskin after
graduation, what will be
your thought* for the
future? Perhaps your next
•tep will be a military tour.
After that, what? Will you
be uncertain, or will your
plans for a career be aet?
While you're still in col-




a job that will be waiting
for you when you are re-
leased from service.
At Connecticut General
we have career opportuni-
ties for capable men with
your educational back-
ground, in many Home
Office departments. These





nel supervisors are just a
few of the career* available.
If you are interested,
consult your Placement Di-







So good to your taste because of LaM's
superior tobaccos. Richer, tastier—espe-
cially selected for filter smoking. For the
flavor you want, here's the filter you need.
RELAX WITH
tInmn * Urmi Touon C*
2. SUPERIOR FILTER
So quick on the draw! Yes, the flavor
comes clean—through LaM's all white
Miracle Tip. Pure white inside, pure
white outside for cleaner, belter smoking.




The Masque and Gown will pre-
sent "Felicity and the Prisoners"
by Robley C. Wilson '52, "Touch
Pitch" and "Swan Singing" by
William Beeson in '56 for its an-
nual One-Act Play Contest March
12 at 8:15 p.m. In Pickard Theater.
These student • written plays
were chosen by Mrs. Stuart E.
Colie, Prof. Ellsworth Barnard and
Mr. Stephen Minot. The produc-
tions will be judged by Mrs. Wil-
liam B. Whiteside, Professor Louis
O. Coxe and Professor Edwin B.
Benjamin.
The Masque and Gown is also so-
liciting one-act or three-act plays
from the student body and facul-
ty to be presented as readings, the
first of which will be produced
April 13. Manuscripts should be
submitted to Mr. A. Raymond Ru-
tan, Director of Dramatics, or to
Herbert A. Miller '57, the Presi
dent of the Masque and Gown.
Ivy Curtain . .
.
[Continued from Page 2]
statement — On to the next. The
Campus, Sarah Lawrence — ah!
there's a headline that could have
been magnificently misspelled —
"3 Bears" Opera Termed Sensa-
tion — but they had to go and do
it right —
The Daily Tar Heel — why the
devil should we get that paper?
Why not? Pretty professional job
— Herblock cartoons — world
news, politics — Li'l Abner and
Pogo — good writing; sbort, terse
sentences — these ivy-league pa-
pers could learn a lot from this
outfit. Makes most of them look
like prep-schools. Come to think
of it, they are — Speaking of
prep-schools, here's the Phillipian,
from Andover — who worked on
the Orient that wanted that? At
least there's some honest report-
ing; Dr. Winnacker, Stearns Lec-
turer, Disappointing.
The Amherst Student — that's
usually a good paper, but this is
going too far: Senior Show Seta
Stage For, Saturnallan Skits. Who-
Fellowships Open The Way
For Graduate StudyAbroad
The Institute of International Education in New York City has
announced fellowship competitions for graduate study in foreign
countries for the 1956-57 academic year. Closing date for most com-
petitions is April 1. 1956.
Poet . . .
[Continued from Page 1]
Is off before you have it any-
where."
Such pieces as The Open Sea
("we say the sea is lonely, better
say that we are lonesome"), Kor-
ean Woman Seated By A Wall, and
Carrier ("She troubles the waters,
and they part and close/ Like a
people tired of an old queen/ Who
has made too many prog-
resses . . .") are war-inspired. The
reason for this is evident in Mr.
Meredith's remark that the war
"allowed many of us to say what
we believed for the first time."
The poet concluded by reading
a few of his more "fragile" works
such as Pastorale and Thoughts
on One's Head in Plaster with a
Bronze Wash.
His final offering was Starlight
which is of such a nature that
random fragments would destroy,
even more than most poems, the
beauty of the whole.
ever wrote that head has been
reading too much alliterative poet-
ry. Saturnalian? Hmmmm — re-
minds me of that Nite Of Sin bu-
siness down at UNH — looks like
we're having a pagan revival these
days. Good idea, as a matter of
fact — Speaking of UNH, let's
have a look at their paper — dull.
Always is — print much too
small, too many articles on unim-
portant things — what's this?
Meddiebempsters ? Looks like they
went down there for the winter
carnival — that's a good quote:
"Well-traveled and well-liked, the
Italian Scholarships
Six fellowships for advanced
study or research are offered by
the Italian Government through
the Cultural Relations Office of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Each grant includes a stipend of
600,000 lire, free tuition at a school
or university for a six month per-
iod, 10,000 lire for travel inside qf
Italy, and. for music students, 50,-
000 lire for private lessons.
In addition, a total of four fel-
lowships will be given by three uni-
versities in various parts of Italy
which will offer tuition and main-
tenance awards.
University of Tehran
Two fellowships for graduate
study are offered by the University
of Tehran. These awards covey
round-trip transportation in addi-
tion to maintenance and tuition.
The grants are for study or re-
search in the sciences or humani-
ties.
Cuba
The Father Felix Varela Fellow-
ship for study in Cuba is open to
American graduate students. The
award is for study at the Uni-
versity of Havana.
Application blanks for each of
the above fellowships may be se-
cured from the United States Stu-
dent Department of the Institute
of International Education, 1 East
67th S*trect, New York City.
Lisle Fellowships
The Lisle Fellowships' summer
programs will be held in several
different countries. These pro-




through group experience in inter-
cultural relationships.
Information may be secured by
writing Mr. DeWitt Baldwin at the
Lisle Fellowship, Inc., 204 South
Meddiebempsters came to us fresh \ state Street, Ann Arbor, Mich,
from their performance at Bow-i National Science Foundation
doin's own Winter Carnival two
weeks ago. They are considered
by many to be the greatest close-
harmony group in the nation —
"
That'll boost their collective ego
a bit. I wonder if it's true?
The National Science Foundation
will award 700 graduate and 80
postdoctoral fellowships for scien-
tific study during the 1956-1957
academic year to be based solely







The GRAND UNION CO. offers the college
graduate outstanding opportunities for per-
sonal development in an industry that has re-
markable growth potential.
For 83 years the GRAND UNION CO. has been
pioneering new and better ways of merchan-
dising and distributing food to the consumer.
Today GRAND UNION operates hundreds of
large modern supermarkets from Virginia to
Canada and is opening new stores at a rate
that will double our present sales volume in the
next five years.
A GRAND UNION Personnel Representative
will be on your campus soon to interview inter-
ested Seniors. Those who qualify will be in-
vited to visit our headquarters in East Pater-
son, New Jersey. The men that are employed
will participate in a formal 18 months Manage-
ment Training Program that is rigorous but
rewarding.
All personnel benefits including a retirement
plan, medical - hospital • surgical insurance,
group life insurance, profit sharing plan, stock
option plan.
Contact your college placement office for interview appointment.
MMMMMMMaaaaftM













ty H. Edward Born '57
"I am absolutely sold on educa-
tion and only through a sound
educational program can we be
prepared to meet Russia's chal-
lenge—We should develop more
scientists, chemists, physists and
engineers." said Alexander La-
Fleur before 50 persons in Smith
Auditorium last Wednesday.
LaFleur, who is opposing Willis
A. Trafton Jr. in the June Re-
publican gubernatorial primary,
stressed the vital need for a good
educational system in Maine and
in the nation. He has a "great Hope
for youth because it will soon fur-
nish the people who will run this
country."
Subsidize Youths
Qualified youths, he thought,
should be subsidized by tax pay-
ers' money if they lacked the
necessary funds to attend tech-
nical schools, at which they could
-learn to become scientists.. Amer-
ica's prime need is well-trained
scientists if she is to remain
a strong* power, LaFleur con-
tinued. Money for Maine's educa-
tional program should, if neces-
sary, come through a "substantial
reduction" in the number of sales
tax exemptions.
^"1 think we are making too
many lawyers," he said.
Elect Executive Council
Campus Chest^StudentAssaik'Leftist'Book Dean Proposes
To ^rdl^UsedForAmerican HistOVf Rearrangement1 24 Groups, ^ J_ Q[ Fina} Week§
Twenty-four charitable organi-
sations will benefit from the dis-
bursement of funds raised over
Campus Chest Weekend, accord-
ing to Thomas E. Needham '57,
fhairman of the committee.
The charities were selected from
'a group of nearly 50 on the basis
of three criteria.
I
(1) National and statewide or-
ganizations with affiliated mem-
,bers performing services in the
Brunswick area.
.
(2) Scholarship funds for under-
-privileged minority groups.
(3) Urgent appeals for under-
privileged groups (youth and
adult) in the United States and
.abroad. '
The organizations which will
benefit this year, with the approx-
imate percentages they will re-
ceive as contrasted with the situa-






Slum ii above from I. to r. are Thomas E. Need-
ham '37, Frederick O. Smith II '56 and Peter O.
Hastings '57 discussing; various aspects of the
coming elections with Republican gubernatorial
Photo By Linsky
candidate Alexander LaFleur. LaFleur, who will
oppose WUlis A. Trafton Jr. In the June primary,
spoke here last Wednesday.
Armillas Lecture Explains
Latin American Differences
By Roger Howell Jr. '58
"The difference between many Latin American countries today
can be traced to the different proportion of Indian population that
they have and the different ways this population has been integrated
or not in these societies," Prof. Pedro Armillas declared last Thurs-
day as he delivered the first in a series of four Tallman lectures in the
Moulton Union.
In the course of this lectrue.
Professor Armillas pointed out the
importance of understanding the
ancient Indian cultures of North
and South America. He explained
that until recently little had been
LaFleur also favored a popular- done to svnthesize the history of
'these peoples.
The task of doing this has been
ly-elected
Pointing out that "only two states
have a council, but that all others
have some check on the Governor,"
he went on to say that "members
(of Maine's Executive Council)
should be directly responsible to
the people."
He disagreed that "any man who
has not served in the Legislature
is not qualified to serve on the
executive council."
Role of Governor
LaFleur then explained his con-
ception of the executive branch
of state government. A system of
checks and balances is vitally
necessary, he said, to check the
Governor. The legislature is the
policy-making branch of the state
government. The Governor merei
ly carries out what it puts into
law, and the courts make sure
that the laws passed are constitu-
tional. •
Against Annual Srvsion ,
On the question of annual ses-
sions of the Legislature, he said:
"I do not agree with the proposal
for annual sessions of the Legis-
lature. Up to 1881 we had annual
sessions. Since. then we have not
had over five or six special ses-
sions."
He also said (hat "it would be
fair to assume that we would have
to pay double our legislative costs"
if there were annual sessions. He
(Plrax turn to page fnun
assumed by the men working on
the Program of the History of
America, ho explained. "It is a
project which is inter-American
both in scope and in scholars,"
Professor Armillas stated. The
project was started in 1950 as an
outgrowth of a seminar on Latin
American history.
When the project was formulat-
ed, three general periods were set
up—Indian, colonial, and 'national.
The first stage in the development
of the program was to assign pro-
ject to various specialists who
wore to develop (hem with a Pan-
American, rather than a regional
view. The second stagp involved
getting a general program s>( his-
tory for the Indian, colonial, and
national periods. Professor Arm-
illas noted (ha( he was coordina-
tor for (he Indian period in this
phase of the project.
The third stage in the program
will take place at the end of this
month. Professor Armillas said.
At that time ho will travel to
Washington for a meeting with
the other coordinator-* and all will
attempt to make a synthesis of
(he ma(erial which they have
gathered.
Professor Armillas noted (he dif-
ficulty in dating periods when con-
siderinK the history of America.





The Masque and Gown will pre-
sent three student-written one-act
plays in its annual one-act play
contest on March 12 at 8:15 p.m.
The first to be presented will be
Touch Pitch, a comedy, by William
Beeson III '56.
Playing Cayeme St. Ives will be
Frederick C. Wilkins '56. Mrs. My-
ron Jeppesen will take the part of
Signora Sanchez. In the role of
Mrs. St. Ives will be Mrs. Frederic
E. T. TiUotson. Constance Aldrich
will play Mrs. .Brandon-Wivellsi
Filling the role of Allegra Wivelj*
Five members* of the Political i will be Donna Jasper. Allison f
Survey Reveals Varied Opinions
On Ike's Decision, Nixon As Veep
By Roland L. O'.N'eal '59
President Eisenhower's decision
to seek re-election has evoked
widespread comment on campus.
Professor Ellsworth Barnard said.
"Ike will be a hard man for the
Democrats to beat; but, with
Nixon as a handicap to the Re-
publicans, it is not impossible for
the Democrats to Win."
Other comments by students and
faculty members were both jubi-
lant and dubious. "It's good Ike
will run, and I'm sure if elected
hclll serve for (he full four years,
observed Philip A. Lee, '56. "Cer-
tainly, Ike is (he best the Repub-
licans have: but. unless they can
come up with someone other than
Nixon as his running mate, the
chances of a Republican victory
are slim," concluded Professor
Ernst C. Helmreich. Professor
Athern P. Daggett summed up his
beliefs in the statement, "I hope
Ike is right about his health, even
more so if he runs with Nixon."
Bo(h students and faculty were
in general agreement that their
would be several important fea-
tures in the forthcoming cam-
paign. Sanford A. Kowal '56, stat-
ed that "it is a shame Ike is run-
ning, because he won't be making
many of the decisions. Most of the
decisions will be delegated to his
associates."
"Ifs not righ( (o ask Ike (o run
again after what he's been
through," conceded Maynard A.
Seelye '56.
.
Professor David Walker felt a
certain uniqueness in the cam-
paign in as far as it would pre-
cipitate a "controversy over the
powers and duties of the president
and (he vice-president."
Assistant Director of Admis-
sions, Paul V. Hazelton: "I would
agree with Stevenson's remark
that Eisenhower is the person that
the Democrats must campaign
against anyway. It is the record
of (he pariy of which he is (he
leader that will provide its op-
position the case that is to be put
before tha voters in November.
I am alf for Nixon's running, as
he is part of the record."
Peter F. Gass '57 commented
(hat "Running' is the wrong
word: Ike won't be able to go fast-
er than a walk in the campaign.
It will be a furious advertising
campaign with the major product
fairly well hidden. If Nixon, Dulles
and the Board of Directors do the
nuuiing, he'll lose."
Forum were among the 140 dele
gates who attended the annual
Dartmouth College Conference on
Political Affairs held last weekend
at Hanover, N. H.
Topic of the conference was:
"Does the record of the Eisen-
hower Administration warrant its
endorsement by the voter in next
November's elections' .?"
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D., Ky.)
and Presidential Assistant Harold
E. Stassen were the key-note
speakers giving the negative and
affirmative answers to this ques-
tion.
Senator Kefauver Friday night
•claimed that it was only the elec-
tion of a Democratic Congress in
1954 which has made the Eisen-
hower Administration appear bet-
ter than it has been. "The change
in leadership in both Houses in
1954 once again brought order out
of what came very near to chaos"
he continued.
He also attacker*1 Secretary of
State Dulles, the farm program,
the administration's shortcomings
in the use and control of our na-
tural resources, Eisenhower's fail-
ure in leadership in segregation
issues, and the tax cut without
which he claimed "—we could have
had a balanced budget every year
| the Eisenhower Administration
\ has been in office—"
On Saturday afternoon, Stassen
i said "We are endeavoring to lead
a united America toward a just
and lasting peace." In answer to
a question regarding the U. S.
position on the Cyprus question
he stated that America should not
dictate to smaller nations on the
grounds of strength and that the
only solution to world problems
(PI*«m turn to par* four)
.
Roulston '57 will play the part of
Organization 1956 1955
Rod Croaa ' 6% 1148
Salvation Army 7% »9
Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children and Adulta Inc. 6% 148
Cumberland County Tubercu -
loais and Health Aaao. 5% 113
March of Dimes 6% 113
Maine Cancer Society, Inc. S% 113
Maine Hi art Asso.iation i% 113
CorebrHl Palay 3% 65
Brunswick Scouting Program 4% . 66
World University Service 3% 113
Trustees of
Athens College, Greece 4% 65
Japan International Christian
University Found. Inc., 3% 55
National Scholarship Service
and Fund for Negro
Students 3% 66
Foster Purent Plan <1« 113
CAKE 6% 113
Indian Charity Vh —
American Friend's
Service Committee 3% 113
United Negro
College Fund. Inc. 4% —
Protestant Parish 3%
Leonnrd Wood Memorial 3Cc —
p.mnswick Community Center 4<7e —
Boy's Clubs of America 3% —
Olympic Fund 4% —
Brunswick Humane Society 3% 65
Philip A. Lee
Wins Fulbright
Prof. William B. Whiteside Vincent S. Villard Jr. *57
By Raymond G. Bablneau '69
The last paragraph,A student has challenged the
wisdom of a history professor to
assign leftist literature in a col-
lege course.
Vincent S. Villard Jr. '57 ob-
jected to the reading of Matthew
Josephson's "The Politicos" in a
letter to William B. Whiteside, As-
sistant Prof, of American History.
Full text of Villard's letter ap-
pears on page four.
Specifically the History 12 (Am-
erican Political History) student
condemned "The Robber Barons"
and "The Politicos," both histori-
cal commentaries by Josephson, on
the grounds that this author is a
distorter of history and a "left-
winger."
In both these books, Josephson
critically reviews the career of
i
of a teacher nor of the ethics in
After consulting with the Stu-
nt Curriculum Committee Dean
'•'t'^anie' C. Kerdriek has con-
ned to prince to the faculty
hat either e'asses ^chedu'ed for
May 28 and 29 he dropped or that
those two divi be used for a re-
view period '"ltbo"t hiving ad-
Whiteside vanced work a-.H-^od
Henry Villard (1835-1900) presi-
dent of the Northern Pacific Rail-
road, and one of the alleged "rob-
ber barons."
Villard, great grandson of Hen-
ry Villard, has risen to the de-
fense of the railroad magnate,
as have members of the family be-
feels, implies that advocates of In effect i" e'thfr o' *ho two
labor parties are communists, and nroposals were T"-ented by the
that even authors of a mildly lib- faculty, the review neriod for all
eral persuasion should be kept off students, except seniors wou'd be-
a reading list entirely. "I fear that sin Saturday noon. Miy 26. Sen-
to subject assigned readings to any iors will have alreidy been ex-
test of political orthodoxy would cused in o~der to nrepire for their
verge upon thought control. If major examinations, which begin
students do not learn to think May 28.
critically about what they read, r^ese proper,,, were announced














' (oe consisting of Stephen R. MorseWe should not be afraid to be ex- ^ Kent G Hobb ,57 and ^posed to strange or unpopular D Wo„cy Jr __ at Q meeti
tm, a- u, , lhe,d Monday.Villard s comment on his letter, The facu , wi„ hflve an
was as follows: Iportunity to act on these propo-
"My letter to Prof. Whiteside Sals at its regularly scheduled
was a criticism of an author, not meeting on March 19.
The Dean stn(ed (hat the only
volved in assigning material from reason why neither of these pro-
a biased book. The letter speaks posals were considered last June
Philip A. Lee Jr. '56 has been
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship
Pan St. Ives. Playing Fitzherbert to the University of Grenoble in
will be John J. W. Alden '56. Allan j France, where he will study the
R. Wright '56 will take the role | French language and literature
of Bodo Medrum. In the part of
The Very Reverend Creon Claren-
don will be Walter G. Gans '57.
The author will direct his play.
The second play will be Swan
beginning next fall, Pros. James
S. Coles announced recently.
A graduate of Waldoboro High
School, where he was valedictor-
ian of his class, Lee came to Bow-
Singing, a legend play also by Bee- 1 doin as the recipient of a John
son with music composed by Wil- 1 Johnston Scholarship, awarded
kins. In the role of Leda will be annually to a boy from rural
Nancy McKeen. Herbert A. Miller' Maine. For several years he has
'57 will play Tyndareus of Sparta. I been the official bellringer for the
Playing Jupiter Rex will be John
[
College, ringing the Chapel bells
F. Collier '57. Louise Castagna will which signify the beginning and
fill the role of Juno. In the part ending of classes,
of Castor will be James W. Dews- This year Lee was awarded a
nap '57. Ruth Powers will take! Charles Potter Kling Scholarship,
the part of Clytemnestra. In the | granted annually to "provide free
role of Pollux will be David G. Mc-
(
tuition and books to needy and
Cornack Jr. '54. Roberta Glovsky
.
worthy male students of Colonial
will play Helen. Others in the cast or Revolutionary Ancestry." He
are Otho E. Eskin '56, David L. is a direct descendant of Ephraim
Hurley '56, Alan F. Woodruff '58, Stephens of Manchester, N. H.
Ethel Whittier, and Frances Ho-| A James Bowdoln Scholar and
kanson. The play will be directed a French major, Lee was recently
by the author. ' elected president of the Political
(Please tum to page four) Forum.
BENNINGTON SINGERS
for Itself. If it provokes any sort
of critical thinking process, re-'
actionary or rational, I shall hold
to the belief it served a construc-
tive purpose."
The Villard letter was mimeo-
fore him. Professor Whiteside felt ; graphed without- a signature, and
that a few of Villard's criticisms of distributed to History 12 and 28 a
Josephson's writing are justified, students, ftte WWI^r^l^JS'Lfc
but that he is on dangerous ground
-purpose in doing this was to solicit
by the Committee on the Calendar
was because it never occurred to
them in the rush to get the calen-
dar set up before the College Bul-
letin had to go to press.
Present Rules
If neither of the two proposals




student response as an educational
experiment. Two letters have been
received in answer thus far. Neith-
er of the students who wrote the
letters saw anything wrong in Jo-
sephson. One of the students, Gor-
don L. Weil '58, compared the ef-
fort to ban these books with the
recent effort to ban Robin Hood
in Indiana as communistic.
Professor Whiteside stated that
Hempstead High School of New he had used "The Politicos" in this
York has won the Abraxas Cup class for several years as Professor
Edward C. Kirkland had done be
fore him, with no previous com-
plaints except for "the usual grum-




The Glee Club is planning a
baby tour of singing at Lasell, Bev-
erly, and Wellesley colleges on
March 9, 10 and 11. The main
event. Prof. Frederic E. T. Tillot-
son says, will be the Bach cantata
at Wellesley.
The tour will start on Friday
with a joint concert with Lasell
College. The Glee Club will sing
a solo concert at Beverly High
School on Saturday. The final
event will be the annual joint ves-
pers service with Wellesley Col-
lege.
This year, there are four new
numbers on the program. Norm
Nicholson, baritone, will sing a
new Negro spiritual, "Jesus
Walked This Lonesome Valley."
Ray Demers, tenor, will sing "If
I Got a Ticket Can I Ride?" And
Pete Potter will give the "Student
Prince."
for scholarship at Bowdoin College,
Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick an-
nounced today. Raymond G. Bab-
ineau, Edward I. Garick, Howard
R. Mettler, and Richard E. Mor-
gan represented the school.
Finishing second in this year's
!
competition was Deering High t . \k
School of Portland, represented by Interview JVlOndaV
Steven H. Frager, Stuart E. Gold-
berg, Edwin C. Hamblet, Bruce
D. Nelson, and David M. Zolov.
In third place was Edward Lit-
tle High School of Auburn, whose
representatives were Paul L.
Estes, Peter H. Hickey, Kenneth
N. Judson, and George A, Wester-
berg.
|
Other schools in the first ten
finished in the following order:
4. Deerfield Academy; 5. Brain-
Tow representatives of the
Corning Glass works, Robert L.
Edwards '43 and Richard H. An-
drews, will visit the campus on
Monday, March 12, to conduct em-
ployment interviews.
Students of all classes who are'niittee
following rules will affect spring
examinations:
Wednesday and Thursday, May
30 and 31, are the reading period.
Seniors do not need to take any
course examination during the
week of May 28-June 2.
Monday, June 11, can be used
by seniors to take make-up exam-
inations missed between May 28
and June 2.
The Dean can, upon his discre-
tion, excuse a student from one
examination if he has three or
more consecutive examinations.
The Student Curriculum Com-
mittee, headed by Kyle M. Phillips
Jr. '56, has been working since
the beginning of the semester to
correct some of the less desirable
aspects of the calendar change
passed by the facu'ty last Decem-
ber.
The sub-committee of Morse,
Hobby and Wolley compiled a list
of students who have three or
more consecutive examinations and
presented the list to the Dean
along with some of the students'
opinions in regard to their sched-
ule.
Phillips stated that the Com-
definitely prefers" to
interested in Corning operation; have clis;es dropped on May 28
are invited to attend a showing of ind 29. Student opinion gathered
the sound and color film, "Glass ! thus far by (he Committee seems
sXcW iS?ri2fS,S? «* You" a77:30 p.m. Sunday eve": ! to favor dropping he wo classSchool, 7. Maine Central Institute:
ning in _„_<„ auditorium . days slW p^,^
8. South Portland High School;
9. Providence Country Day School;
10. Lewiston High School.
The Abraxas Cup is awarded
each year to that school whose
graduates have attained the best
academic grades at Bowdoin dur-
ing the first semester of the
freshman year. To be eligible, a
school must have at least three
representatives.
Choir's Concert Honoring Mozart
CalledRewardingandMemorable




Pictured above is part of the group of Bennington College singers
who sang here last Sunday. From I. to r.: Alison Wilson. Ann Little,
Rosamond Tudor (assistant director), Ruth King (director) and
AdcUrde rhillipe.
I
In honor of the two hundredth
• anniversary of Mozart's birth the
derm Millar Mnvip Bowdoin C^Pel Choir, under theVF1C11U m e mOV e direction of Robert Beckwith, and
T U O rii • ithc ^"Ji'igton Madrieal Sincere.
1 O Have O onOWinffS u*10*1" the direction of Ruth RingP presented a concert of sacred mus-
_______
1c in Kind's Chapel on Survla"
evening. For the appreciative a"
The Student Union Committee dlence it was a rewarding ind
will present three rather than two memorable hour and a h*u\
showings of "The Glenn Miller The Choir opened the prorw
Story" at 2 pjn. 6:30 p.m. and ^th three se'ections—Miserere
I
Veni Jesu, and Cantate Domino.
:
The group had some trouble with
tion Cornmit- the difflcuU y^^ numberi es_
tee expecs that there will be ia„y ^ the fl ._ in h
an unusual amount of interest in
_„_,„_ tenor 8ectlon ^ ft
the film and decided on the extra thi, hurd, tn t t ,
matmee showing to accommodate
___,_ beautiful,^ than j have^
the increase in patronage.
| heard them The exeeptlonal blend
The technicolor movie is a story the rich tones (especially in the
of the Glenn Miller Orchestra and bass section), the control and
a search for a new sound in music, i beauty of the phrasing made the
It features such continuing favor- ' Cherubini selection unforgetable.
ites as "Moonlight Serenade," I No leu effective was the spirited
"Tuxedo Junction," "String of singing and the precise attacks of
Pearls," "Little Brown Jug" and the Croce piece. The purposeful
others. James Stewart and June use of dynamics was notable in
Allyson take the leads. The new all the selections.
Altec Voice of Theatre speaker The high standard of the choir
unit will be used in Smith Audi- 1 was continued with the solo ap-
loriura. pearance of the Bennington Sing-
ers. HivinT t -aveled widely in the
eastern part of the country dur-
ing the list few weeks they are
of a'.mo"t professional calibre.
Their ensemb'e is more thin re-
markable, and their tonal quality,
their phrasing Is all but flawless.
Tt is h*""d t~ im^^ie a more dis-
tinguished musjeal performance
imon.^ young sin»ers.
Effectively srirp attacks pro-
vided th" '-(•»*» m'"* tf •"» """c-
ual Alle Psllite number; precise,
bell-like tones mirked the success
of the Nobilis Humilis. The altos
had a chance to demonstrate stur-
dy ran"e and tonil quality in the
Pueri Hebraeorum. The Benedictus
ird *J5*ni Dv r-nm a Miss by
Byrd. w'-ich the group offered in
Chapel last Friday, was again
pleasing for its delicate shadings
and warm color. In the last num-
ber, Erhore Mich by Schutz, tlje
voices sounded briefly tired and
a slight flatting was noted in
three places. This was a very min-
or point, however, in an otherwise
beautiful performance.
The two vocal groups then com-
bined with a string orchestra to
(rtaaac torn to Mga fou)
BSaafl mni
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The Reading Period
The Dean has stated that he Is prepared to
propose to the faculty that there should be a
longer reading period or that classes on May 28
and 29 be used for review without preparation
for the spring examinations.
If either of the Dean's proposals are passed
the review period would begin Saturday noon,
May 26, rather than Wednesday, May 30.
A plan to include a longer reading period
before the shortened spring examination sched-
ule surely would moke the prospect of taking
examinations in a shorter time period much
more inviting to students, especially since the
prime reason for the shortened examination
period — and earlier Commencement — has
been removed.
We strongly urge that the faculty give these
solutions serious consideration. It is our prefer-
ence that the proposal to drop classes May 28
and 29 be passed.
We feel that no classes on May 28 and 29
Is more desirable than the proposal to devote
tiiose two days to review period because many
students might cut the classes, feeling that two
more days of uninterrupted study are more im-
portant than going to classes devoted to review-
ing the semester.
However, the proposal to devote the last two
claSs days to review is certainly more appealing
than having to prepare advance work at a date
so close to examinations.
An adequate reading period removes the
temptation to cut classes for studying. Both
students and faculty, we feel, dislike excessive
cutting which only greatly disrupts classes.
Governor Muskie's record thus far certainly
stands above the discrediting remark of the Press
Herald. On many occasions Governor Muskie
has posted the names of Republicans and ( Inde-
pendents, along with those of Democrats, for
various positions because he realized that the
smooth functioning of good state government is
more important than pure partisan considera-
tiona.
In its editorial reply the Press Herald said
that "Governor Muskie protests too much" and
"urged the reappointment of Judge Bernstein
(or the appointment of someone obviously better)
because of the demonstrated qualities best sum-
med up In the hard-to-define but meaningful
phrase, 'judicial temperament.'
"
The Press Herald's phrase, "for no appar-
ent reasons other than the usual patronage con-
siderations," was changed in the editorial reply
to: "We ask him to be . . . aware of his respon-
sibilities above and beyond the call of routine
political duty. . . ." This has the same mear' lg
as before, no doubt; but it is expressed in a
weaker manner.
The scoffing tone of the Press Herald was
even greater in its editorial which came out on
the day which the Executive Council was to de-
cide on the Governor's appointment.
Throughout the editorial there were nasty
innuendoes. For exarnple the Press Herald
asked: "Does he (Mr. Wheeler) have a good
reputation? Does Tie lead a clean life? Is he a
frequent patron of the race tracks?"
It is fully within the rights of the Press
Herald to honestly differ with Governor Muskie
on appointments, but to write-off these differ-
ences to political motivations only weakens its
stand. This is not an honest differing of opin-
ions; it is just old fashioned mud-slinging.
We Protest, Too
I^ast week there was a battle royal between
the Portland Press Herald and Governor Muskie
over the Governor's attempt to appoint Milton
G. Wheeler, a Democrat, to the post of Portland
Municipal Court Judge.
Although Governor Muskie's appointment
was turned down by the Executive Council, the
Press Herald certainly fared second best against
Governor Muskie.
Throughout most of Governor Muskie's term
the Press Herald has argued for bringing back
the two-party system to Maine. Yet when a
real opportunity presented itself, as in the case
of Mr. Wheeler, it put aside such high-sounding
talk.
The Press Herald claimed that "for no ap- •
parent reason other than the usual patronage
considerations Governor Muskie has chosen not
to reappoint Portland Municipal Judge Louis
Bernstein. ..."
This prompted the Governor to reply in a
lengthy letter flatly stating that, in his opinion,
based on recommendations and his experience
with Mr. Wheeler on the Maine OPS Board, Mr.
Wheeler was very well qualified for the post.
Lectures
As far as the history of the world goes,
universities are a quite recent development. Out
of the cultural decline of the so-called Dark
Ages came a tremendous flourishing in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries.
At the distance of a number of centuries,
more than one thing appears remarkable about "V* 1
these universities. Perhaps mo6t astounding to
consider are the guilds of students, pressure
groups to procure the demands they felt most
essential. But what were the demands they
made? Perhaps chief among them were pres-
sures for a guaranteed number of lectures.
There are no such pressure groups today,
but if there were, what would they ask for? Per-
haps they might want guarantees too, for ex-
ample, adjourns.
This is, of course, pure speculation, but what
caused it was something more serious. Lectures
are only a part of education now, not the whole
process as they were then. But even with that
as a consideration, we wonder what the thoughts
of the 15 students at the Tallman lecture last
week were as they looked about them for their
compatriots. >
Behind The Ivy Curtain
Henry I). M. SliexrerU Jr. '52
T. S. Eliot Accepts New Position
As Hamilton Athletic Director.
Now there's a headline for you —
it comes from The^Hamilton Col-
lege Spectator, for Feb. 24. But to
continue:
"The brief announcement, signed
nauseating, consider this note
which appears in the Northeastern
News for Feb. 17:
"Last issue I suggested with
tongue-in-cheek that the solution
to any dull lecture period would
be the singing of the Mickey
by President McEwen, explained Mouse Club theme song. It was
the appointment of the celebrated not only tried in a German class
poet and playwright as a step to
carry out the administration's plan
to bring to Hamilton the sort of
athletic program and policy that a
school of Hamilton's nature needs
in order to maintain a properly bal-




"Eliot has had experience in
athletics as is shown by his crea-
tion of the literary character Ape-




"Some of the tentative plans
that Eliot is considering in con-
junction with the administration
concern both the inter-collegiate
and physical-fitness programs.
Tradition, sex, and religion make
the best athletic program,' Mr.
Eliot asserts, 'and integration of
athletes will be the keynote' "
—
—
"E. E. Cummings has already
been named to replace Don Jones
as head football coach. He is quot-
ed as saying, 'Don't be surprised if
last Friday, but it actually
worked."
This from one of the columnists.
What can you say? Better not.
Here's a third-hand item that
Is rather curious; it comes by way
of B. C, the U. of Cincinnati, and
Iowa State.
"Students at Iowa State College
are undergoing a new kind of guy.
This one concerns a dynamite
bomb found in a coed dormitory.
Police and college officials are
questioning students and school
personnel In an effort to find out
who planted the homemade time-
bomb. A note left with the bomb
indicated that it was intended to
be found before it exploded. The
bomb, containing five sticks of
dynamite, was found in the dormi-
tory by a janitor when a car horn
rigged to the device sounded and
woke him up."
Figure that one out if you can.
And what's this about "undergo-
ne team employs a "T" formation I »«8 ne*> "** of guy?" What ex-
combined with the "S" formation I actly is a "guy" in his sense? Is




Examinations for the State of
Maine Scholarships at the -College
Will be given on Monday, March
19, Hubert S. Shaw, Director of
Admissions, has announced.
This will be the 27th annual
competition for these scholarships,
which are among the major a-
wards to students entering the
college. Examination centers will
be in Bangor, Brunswick, Bucks-
port, Dover-Foxcroft, Fryeburg,
Presque Isle, Rockland, Sanford,
and Skowhegan.
In all, almost .fifty boys in Bow-
doin's next entering class of about
215 will receive scholarship aid
amounting to approximately $35,-
000.
Each candidate for a State of
Maine Scholarship will take three
examinations in English, General
Information, and either Latin or
Mathematics. Further information
may be secured by contacting the
Director of Admissions at the Col-
lege.
it with success last season, and I'm
considering its use here"
—
And what happened to the dis-
placed Director of Athletics when
Eliot moved in? Well — here's an-
other headline: Weber Accepts Job
As Intramural Athletics Director.
— New Games To Include "Cap-
ture-The-Flag."
Moving on to one Peter Dayton's
"Sportsfolio," we find him com-
menting:
Poetry is to become the basis
of training for all sports, but more
especially, for the major three j—
hockey, football, and lacrosse.
There will bo little body-contact
during practice sessions. The pur-
pose of the poetry program is to
have every player work himself
into such an intellectual frenzy
that each will feel vastly superior
to his opponent. This, Eliot con-
tends, will enable Hamilton teams
to inflict smashing victories over
opposing teams. Body contact can-
not be allowed in practices because
feeling of individual superiority
would cause havoc on the squad."
Such is the state of the sports
program at Hamilton these days.
Or at any rate, for the Winter Car-
nival weekend. •
Going from the ridiculous to the
an incomplete reference to Guy
Fawkes?
Department of Contrasts; first
from the Colby Echo, for Feb. 24:
Bowdoin Beaten Easily, 9-4.
Among other comments, there is
this one: . . . "Bowdoin lacked any
kind of coordination."
—
Now look at The Tech, for Feb.
28: Pucksters Top Colby In Slug-
fest, Shutout By Bowdoin 8-0 Next
Day. After discussing at great
length the first game, the article
winds up with, "The less said about
the Bowdoin game the betterr-"
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Pops Concert To Be Given Twice;
Eleven Selections Bein? Prepared
A Pops Concert directed by Prof.
Frederic E. T. Tillotson will be
given on the Friday and Monday
of Campus Chest Weekend in the
Pickard Theater at 8 p.m. Prof.
Edwin B, Benjamin will be Mas-
ter of Ceremonies. The entire pro-
ceeds will be given to the Campus
Chest.
The program will be given in
11 parts. The Bowdoin Brass En-
semble will lead off. Two groups
of vocal selections, duets from La
Boheme and Faust and songs
from Kiss Me Kate and Oklahoma,
will follow. The Bowdoin Clarinet
Quartet will deliver the fourth
part.
Part five will be devoted to tne
Bowdoin Glee Club, followed by
selected folksongs, popular bal-
lads, and improvisations on popu-
lar tunes. .
„ Original compositions by Fred-
erick C. Wilkins '56 will be fea-
tured in the ninth part of the
program. The Meddiebempsters
will be tenth. The Emanons will
give the last selections.
There will be a- Jazz concert in
the Pickard Theater Saturday
night of Campus Chest Week-
end. The idea of the concert is to
present a "battle of Jazz," accord-
ing to Terry D. Stenberg '56.
The Dartmouth Chiefs, the wide-
ly known five-man Dixieland en-
semble plus a banjo and bass viol,
will oppose the Emanons.
The Emanons, essent ially a mod-
ern group, have added a flute and










in Cinemascope A Color
Wheji classes are through
And your girl's close to you
Here's a good thing to do-have a CAMEL!
bare fjfeaswei
Mini Q».. Wa—.hU.. M. a
In




























Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
,
Body Repair and Paint Shop





IfTaHIASANT STRUT- BRUNSWICK. MM*
A Campus-to-Career Case History
!!K:~f'
Cliff Bouner (right), AM. in Mathematics, '¥i, MS. in Civil Enginetring,
'50, Harvard, on the site of a building construction project.
"Projects you can sink your teeth into"
Clifford J. Downer started his tele-
phone career in the building engineering
department of The Southern New Eng-
land Telephone Company. At present he
is working with the Bell System's manu-
facturing unit, Western Electric; helping
to build facilities for housing a Conti-
nental Air Defense project. His assign-
ment: a key liaison job in supervising a
subcontractor's work on a several million,
dollar construction operation.
''One of the most interesting features
of my present job," says Cliff, "is making
derisions on the spot. For example, draw-
ings shotted where bedrock for footings
would be reached. Excavations revealed
a poor grade of rock. How much further
down do we go? A hundred workers and
tons of equipment are waiting (or the
derision.
"There's a lot of future for a civil en-
gineer in the telephone business. New and
smuller types of telephone equipment will
probably change our ideas about how
telephone buildings should be built. It's
fascinating work, all right. And broaden-
ing, too, because it's leading me to other
engineering fields.
"It looks to me ss if there are real
challenges ahead — projects you can sink
your teeth into. Besides, I'm convinced
the telephone business recognize* and
regards personal industriousness and
drive."
Interesting career opportunities of all kiruU are
also offered by other Bell Telephone Companies
ami Western Electric Company, BeH Telephone
Laboratories and Sandia Corporation. Your
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Bruins Top Cagers; Icemen Drop Colby Finale
Wliite Close Losing Season
As Stover, Fraser Excel
The Polar Bean lost a beartbrealcer last Saturday night.
as they dropped their last game of the season 86-82. Needing
this game to clinch undisputed possession of third place in the
State Series play, the Polar Bears left the floor at halftime lead-
ing 37-31
ed a good percentage of the gamesIn the second both Bowdoin and
Maine combines were pretty even-
ly matched but the Black Bears,
headed by stocky Thurlow Cooper,
gnawed away at the lead and af-
ter twelve minutes had finally
wrested It from the White. One
highlight of the game from Bow-
doin's standpoint was the play of*
Perry Allen. Perry sank , six of
the Polar Bear's next ten points.
His last two came on free throws
resulting from Cooper's charging
penalties. When he fouled out,
Bowdoin was still leading 61-58.
Maine remained "hot," however,
and surged ahead 64-61 before the
lead started Jockeying back aad
forth.
v
With the score §0-78, Maine.
Fraser scored on rebound. Harry
Carpenter sank a free throw put-
ting the Polar Bears out in front.
Pete Kosty was fouled which put
Maine out ahead for the rest of
the contest.
Wednesday night the Bates Bob-
cats nipped the Bowdoin cagers,
84-82. It was another of the many




In their final dual meet of the
season the White swimmers gar-
nished their third victory in seven
meets in trouncing the University
of Massachusetts, 55-29.
All of the home squad were in
top form and met the Mass
strength head on, coming out on
top in the majority of the races.
, Outstanding for the White was
Bob Plourde. He teamed up with
Hody White and Kurt Herman in
winning the medley relay by over
25 yds. He then came back two
events later to best the highly
touted Dick Horn in the individual
medley In a time of 1.37.9. The
victory was an example of sheer
strength as Plourde overcame a
large deficit in the last lap to win
by a touch. Swimming for the third
time in the 200 yd. backstroke,
Plourde, without apparent effort
equaled the school mark of 2:16.6
held by Bob McGrath, former Po-
lar Bear great,
Sprinters Captain John Collier
and soph Mike Curtis also were
mainstays in the Bowdoin victory
by gaining sweeps in the 50 yard
and t he 100 yard free style events.
Curtis took the SO in 25.0 and Col-
lier the latter in 54.8.
Reliable Billy Howard account-
ed for 6 points in two seconds in
played this season.
A close and exciting game from
start to finish, both teams hit con-
sistently and played at an ex-
ceedingly fast tempo. The first
half ended in a 38-35 count. Bates
on top.
Second half found Bates Jump-
ing into a seven point lead, only
to have the Coombsmen come
roaring back to tie it at 62-all.
The last ten minutes were nrp-
and-tuck until the very last mo-
ments when Bates went out' in
front by four points via Rushef-
sky's basket and foul shots by
Burke. Stover made a long set-
shot to bring the White within
two points but time ran out be-
fore Bowdoin could get an equali-
zer.
John Monteiga led the strong
Bates club with 26 points which
nailed down the Maine scoring
title for "Big John" Brud Stover
and Tom Fraser were the Bow- i
doin standouts with 18 and 20
points respectively.
Frosh Skaters Mules Capture
Photo by Linslcy
'Bsmn' Prater sinking a Jump shot from outside of the foul lues in
last week's 84-82 loss to Bates. The Polar Bears, dropping two Karnes
in the last week of competition, fell to the cellar in the State Series.
Both contests were close, typical of the season as a whole, i
Fraternity Sports



















The Alpha Delta Phi's became; liams is credited with four wins
the winners of the thirty-fourth himself. Besides his tie 'in the pole
bowdoin Interfraternity Indoor! vault he took firsts in the discus,
! Track Meet as they piled up a | shot put, and 35 pour*l weight
j total of 61 1/2 points to lead the | Paton, running for thje Dejre's,
took top honors in both trie 45 yard
high and low hurdles. Other first
places were taken by Herrick in
the 220 and 440 free style races.
Kimball and Marin, both of UMass,
were respective winners.
Star breast stroker Hody White
led the field in his specialty with
ease as Steve Morse made it one-
two with Mass. Captain Tommy
Lyons far behind.
The quartet of Curtis, Mike Car-
penter, Herman and Collier ended
the contest on a good note in easi-
ly winning the 400 > yd. free style
relay with their best effort to date:
3:46.3.
In the New England intercolle-
giates next Saturday, the White
Aquamen hope to-improve on their
scoreless shutout of a year ago.
Plourde lines up as the favorite
in the 200-yard backstroke and has
been flirting with the NE record in
practices. The medley relay trio of
Plourde, Collier and Curtis should
figure in some of the point-scor-
ing along with White in the breast
stroke.
S4 : second place Zete's by 19 1/2
JJ
points. The Theta Delt's came in
i« third with 32 1/3 points. The AD's
?* moved up from their second place
i* I position in 1955 mainly through
"'
j the efforts of Dwight Katun, John
Herrick, John Riley, and Bob
Hinckley. The Zete's, last year's
champions, counted strongly on
the abilities of Bill McWilliams to
gain their second place slot.
In the relay event the crowd saw
the AD's sweep two of the three
top positions as one of their relay
teams took first place while their
other came in third. The Theta
Delta Chi's garnered the second
place spot in this event.
A highlight of the meet was the
awarding of the Elmer L. Hutch-
inson Trophy and the Jack Magee
Trophy, both to Bill McWilliams,
one of the finest weight men in
the history of the School. The
Hutchinson Trophy is presented
annually by the Chi Psi Fraternity
while the Jack Magee Trophy is
awarded by the Zeta Psi House
for excellence in the Interfrater-
nity meet.
Dwight Eaton was the recipient
of the Whittier High Point Win-
ner Cup.
The 14-event meet got underway
with the running of the 40 yard
dash which was won by Eaton
with a time of 4.8 seconds. Eaton
went on to take four more firsts,
one a tie with Rieger and McWil-
liams in the pole vault. McWil-
the 880, Young in t»W Mile, and
Packard in the Two-Mile run.
When the scores were finally
tabulated the Houses came out in
the following order: Alpha Delta
Phi, 61 1/2; Zeta Psi,. 42; Theta
Delta Chi, 32 1/3; Delta Kappa
Epsilon, 22; Kappa Svgrna, 16; Sig-
ma Nu. 12; Delta Sigma, 11; Chi
Psi, 10'i: Beta Theta Pi, 10; Psi
Upsilon. 7i. |
Th* first. Aecond. and thiiH place u in-
ner* in each evrnt and thejr .(intra itnd
distance* are us follow*:
40 Yard l>»-h Eaton IAH)j Kilty IAD),
Wilkin* i I III -I. II.
Lose At Colby;
Mermen Beaten
In front of a roaring and enthu-
siastic well represented Bowdoin
audience, at Colby College Satur-
day night, Roger Coe, left de-
fenseman, and Rod Fisk, center,
came very close to scoring goals
for the White Cubs.
However, inability of the Bow-
doin pucksters to net the puck into
a well armed Mule net, ended the
Cub hockey season in a 2-0 kiss for
the White.
The first period of this thuilling
game, considered to have been one
of the hardest-fought freshman
games played anywhere in Maine
this season, was scoreless. Never-
theless, before 33 seconds, were
over in the second period*, Mule
left wing Morrisson, assisted by
Cote, was able to break through a
strong Cub defense to score*
The Cubs tried earnestly to re-
ciprocate but were scored upon
again in the third period by Colby
left defenseman Cote, assisted by
Rose, .when he broke through the
strong opposition offered ' by the
challenging tandem of right wing
Tom Mostrom and silver skated
right defenseman Charles Taylor.
The White Frosh again iattempt-
ed to break the deadlock, but time
ran out. After ending a promising
hockey season, coaches Dan Mac-
Fayden and Nels Corey strongly
feel that the prospects for better
hockey teams at Bowdoin. are cer-
tainly bright — especially with a
new hockey rink scheduled to be in
use this December.
Swimming
A powerful Hebron Academy
swimming team humbled the frosh
4ft Yard Hitch Hur.lle* PnUm (DKE), Bur-
Ke»» (CP). Meyer* (PU) 6.2.
Mile Run- Younjt IDS), Packard (TD).
Btackmer (SNJ— 4 min. ail Mr,
440 Eaton (AD), Riley (AD), Herrick
(AD)--»1.0.
45 Yard Low Hurdle*— Patnn (DKE),
Stark (TD). Eaton (AD)
880—Herrick (AD). Woodruff (Beta).
Hinckley (AD)— i min. 1.5 w-c.
2-Mile Run—Packard (TD). Young (DS),
Daley (Beta)
Di*ru«— McWilliams (Zete), McCabe IKS).
Turner (KS)— 188 feet.
35 Pound WeiKht MrWilliam* (/.etc), Mo-
Cabe (KS), Bond |Ut| H ft. 10 3/4.
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Corner Maine and School Streets Brunswick, Maine
Fourth Straight
In Ice Series
Led by Captain Charlie Morris-
sey, the Mules edged out the Po-
lar Bears 7 to 6 at Colby's now
hockey rink Saturday night. It
was Colby's fourth win over Bow-
doin and the third time that Mor-
rissey -has turned in the "hat
trick" against us.
In the first period Bowdoin
jumped off to a 4 to 2 lead. With a
minute of play gone by leftwinger
Art Perry slapped the puck into
the net with an assist by -Dohorty.
Two minutes later Colby retaliat-
ed as Morrissey whipped the first
of his four goals by Pete Rigby.
With "Squeek" Doherty once again
assisting, Freddy Thorne tallied
to put the MacFayden-men out
ahead but the score was tied up
in the next play when 'leftwinger
Voilmer scored. At 8:00. Doherty
broke the tie and at 16:02, George
Canne put the Bowdoin icemen
two goals ahead.
Coming back on the ice to re-
sume play in the second period, the
Polar Bears were only able to tally
once. Ronnie Desjardin slammtd
one into the cage midway through
the period, assisted by George
Crane. Colby tallied twice in this
stanza, bringing them within one
goal of the MacFayden-men.
Brown and Morrissey were the
point-makers.
The Mules swept into the lead
in the last stanza as they scored
three goals in rapid succession.
Fred Thorne scored his second




mermen by a score of 53-21 last
Friday.
The Polar cubs could only take
one out of the nine events. The
quartet of Teeiing, Winham, Trais-
tcr, and Mulligan won the relay in
their best time of the season, 1 :52.
Mulligan also took second place
in the 50 yard freestroke. His time
was 30.3.
By Paul 7.. I>u1« '.18.
Hon Much lied Tap.?
From here on in, It's up to the Governing Boards. The idea of
instituting lacrosse at Bowdoin has been overwhelmingly accepted by
the students if one hundred signatures of would-be candidates can be
considered "overwhelming" (and I think it run).
.». Time is the problem confronting the supporters of this "team";
the spring season is not too far around the corner and the preparations
for this new activity might require a lengthier period than that as-
signed to other sports.
In anticipation of any opposition from the Boards this depart-
ment would like to point out the facility with which this new athletic
innovation can be installed in the program we now have. The ob-
stacles so negligible, the returns so promising, a negative vote will be
m«t with extreme surprise on the part of the student body and the
Orient.
The Case For Lacrosse
Lacrosse requires a 110-yard field, the width being from 60 to 70
yards. Equipment includes cleats, small helmet, shorts and light
jerseys and shoulder pads. Along with "crosses" and the. normal field
additional the bill certainly will not reach any disproportionate fig-
ures; as a matter of fact, expenses will in all likelihood be quite low in
comparison to other teams' budgets. Memi.orship in the Intercol-
legiate Association is unlimited and most of the colleges playing the
game right now are members. Schools like Johns Hopkins, Drcxel,
and Hofstra who are all part of the so-railed "de-emphasized" system,
have made lacrosse into a highly-polished and exceedingly interesting
game, fully developing its potential as the "fastest game on two ieet."
With interest as high as it appears to be there's no reason why
the sport can't be installed as an additional spring activity. It is
hoped that the Governing Boards and Mai Morrell will work quickly
to mak,? lacrosse possible this very spring, allowing inter-squad drills to
begin early in the teaching of the rudiments.
Sixty?
The Sg^" toss by Bill McWilliams in last week's IC4A meet
at Madison Square Garden, in case you might not know, was a new
Bowdoin 35-pound weight record. Another item you might not bo
aware of, is that a couple of years ago this mark would have been a
world's record. McWilliams, who Friday night received both the
Magee and Hutchinson Trophies, provokes no surprise with this re-
cent feat. What is surprising, however, is the fact that both he and
Eaton were not afforded the chance of flying rather than traveling
by train to New York the evening before the meet.
Christian Science
Society
Sundays at 10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:15 A.M.
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OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
BY HIS APPAREL YOU WILL
KNOW HIM
Not that all college men dress in a uniform or look the same—
bat one thing that college men p*rticuUu-ly in the Eaet have in
common — is the good taste in the apparel they wear. This is
beat illustrated in sports coats — some pinks and purples were
recently seen — shoulder, that seemed a block wide — college
men stood by the classic tweed end Shetland in original but sub-
dued patterns — natural shoulders and straight hanging jackets
— with persons! taste expressed in richness of color rather than
brightness.
v.
You'll find our present new selections of sport coats to be in
goad taste — with choice especially good at . . . $35.
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
AM TO* tC
IMAM JUST A "JOST One of
the largest life insurance
companies, Connecticut
General, has good positions
ready sod waiting for the
right men.
These positions offer ex-
cellent pay and the oppor-
tunity to advance to top-
level responsibilities in ex-
ecutive, administrative,
technical, sales and sales
management positions.
Yoa may wonder how
you, with a liberal arts
training, can fit in and be
prepared for such a pro-
gram. Since there are
many varied types of work
in a life insurance company
utilizing different skills and
appealing to different in-
terests, nearly any previous
study is applicable. And
the Company utilises s
number of different train-
ing procedures to help you




ing courses and executive
development.
For further information
on these career opportuni-
ties, consult your Place-
ment Director or write Mr.
Philip Yost, Connecticut
General Life Insurance




What young peopfe are doing at General Electric
Young engineer
works on new ways
to remove heat
from atomic reactors
An atomic reactor running at full efficiency
creates a tremendous amount of heat in its
core. By removing this heat and putting it to
work boiling water to make steam, atom-
made electricity is produced.
One of the men responsible for designing
new, more efficient ways to remove heat from
atomic reactors is 29-year-old Doctor Salo-
mon Levy — Design Analysis supervisor in
the Atomic Power Equipment Department's
Reactor Engineering Unit.
Levy's Work interesting, Vital
To study this problem of heat transfer,
G.E. recently constructed a heat-transfer sys-
tem. By electrically simulating the heat pro-
duced in a reactor, it is possible to determine
the maximum rate at which heat can be re-
moved from a reactor to make steam.
Dr. Levy conceived the idea of building
this complex system, designed it and super-
vised its construction. At present, Levy
works with this system to study new prob-
lems of heat transfer and fluid flow encoun-
tered in atomic power plants.
25,000 College Graduates at General Electric
When Salomon Levy came to General
Electric in 1953, he already knew the kind
of work he wanted to do. Like each of our
25,000 college-graduate employees, he was
given his chance to grow and realise bis full
potential. For General Electric has long be-
lieved this: Whenever fresh young minds are
given the freedom to make progress, every-
body benefits— the individual, the company,
and the country.
Educational Relations, General FAectric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York
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Student Assails Book . . .
constantly used such as "party
line," "revolutionary party," "so-
cial revolutionaries," "proletar-
ian," "capitalist democracy," and
comments utilizing the views of
Karl Marx, Frederich Engels, and
others.
Josephson gives Blaine, his
'leading charcter," a clean bill of
health. Within pages 141-242 we
find him described, among other
things, as ''magnetic," "masterly,
(twice), and "a careless rather
than a wicked man." As Louis
Hacker points out in The Nation,
May, 1938, the reason for this is
because Blaine, in those days, was
the chief political spokesman for
the most progressive class, the
industrial capitalist, all good
clean "Marxist doctrine."
On j>ages 16, 87, and 236. for
only a few examples, there are
attempts to create the impression
that the Republican Party, at the
start of Reconstruction, was a un-
ited party, led by Lincoln, Stevens,
and Sumner in concert. This of
course isn't true, but serves as
proof for Josephson that the Civil
War was won by aj'people's front"
coalition. It is also a deliberate
distortion of the role of the Rad-
ical Republicans.
Josephson, who took a beating
as a reputable historian after the
appearance of "The Robber Bar-
ons," read for four years, docu-
mented his statements, and toned
down in "The Politicos" both pol-
itical slant and sensationalism. I
find it hard to accept, however,
no matter how scholarly, the work
of Communists or their sympath-
izers or, as John Chamberlain says
of Josephson, a man who believes
in a labor party as the ideal for
balancing our present two-party
system. I am surprised to find any
part of a work by Josephson in-
cluded in the assigned reading for
your excellent American History
12.
Vincent S. Villard Jr.
(Cantlnae. trm
bling about the number of pages
assigned." The book, as charac-
terized by Whiteside "is a lively
Iconoclastic account of the political
shenanigans of Americans after
the Civil War."
Another member of the Villard
family, Oswald Garrison Villard,
editor until 1933 of The Nation,
a liberal magazine, criticized Jo-
sephson's treatment of Henry Vil-
• lard shortly after the publication
of "The Robber Barons" in 1934.
He backed up his argument with
facts about the magnate, which
were contrary to the charges lev-
eled against him, in an open letter
entitled "History As She la
Wrote." Whiteside pointed out that
though there were some valid ob-
jections to Josephson in both the
Villard letters, they were not suf-
ficient to warrant a "ban" oh his
books.
Whiteside noted that The Na-
tion published an article by Joseph-
son himself entitled "Battle of The
Books" in the issue of June 28,
1952. In that article Josephson
raised the question: "How soon
after we start labeling books will
we begin to burn them?"
Text Of Letter
Dear Mr. Whiteside;
Matthew Josephson, writing for
the January, 1940, Virginia Quar-
terly Review, has this to say about
the role of the historian in Amer-
ica: "The very greatness of the
American republic, and the drama
of its origin and growth, seems to
stem from mdn who successively
refused to embrace prevalent
myths, feudal or otherwise, but re-
solved rather to destroy them."
What an amazing statement from
the man whose "Robber Barons"
is. one of the most incredible com-
pendiums of misstatement and
"prevalent myth" ever assembled
under the authorship of one pre-
tending serious historical validity.
Certainly "The Politicos" is more
factually correct, although it
seems, to me Josephson still suc-
cumbs to the temptation of sacri-
ficing historical accuracy for sen-
sationalism. This book rings in-
stead with the false tones of some-
thing less obvious yet more ser-
ious, especially in its effect on
future study of the period invol-
ved—namely, Josephson's perva-
sive left-wing political views. The
book, as a whole, is imbued with
the "progressive" spirit; phrases
BOOK TAKEN
The "Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians" has been taken from
the music library. The expensive
edition, in constant use by over
eighty students in music classes,
music majors, and instructors, is
an indispensable book. There are
no funds to replace it, and the
Music Department would greatly
appreciate its return. There will
be no questions asked.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C








WE DELIVER TO THE COLLEGE
Maine Street Dial PA 5-7072
PLAY THE RIGHT SPALDING BALL!
The new dot® is made to give
maximum distance (or the long-
hitting golfer. And its ih.ka-
Thin* cover keeps the dot un-
cut, unscuffed and perfectly
round far longer. Priced at $14.75
a dozen. 3 for $11.73.
New tough Spalding Tor»-KL!TE»
has an extra-strong cover that
takes far more punishment than
any ordinary ball ... yet gives
the maximum in long-distance
performance. Priced at $14.75 a
dozen, 3 for $3.75.
The popular-priced par Klites
gives an unbeatable combination
of payability and durability. Its
tough, resilient cover makes it in
outstanding long-service ball.





like all other popular
Spalding golf balls, is made with
True-Tension winding (or a long-
er, more activegame, truflites
are priced at $9.00 a dozen or
3 for $2.25.
•Trade nuik
Sold only through golf professionals.
SPALDING StTS THE PACE IN SPORTS
Armillas . . .
(C*nUnn«4 frnaa page ana)
He explained that the periods tend
to overlap. Tne rough dates that
he gave placed the Indian period
from perhaps 25,000 years ago un-
til 1492- The colonial period ex-
tends from 1492 to roughly 1800,
while the national period carries
down to the present day.
"It is important to remember
that some Indians still live in the
indigenous period," Professor
Armillas noted. This is shown
clearly, he said, by the recent mur-
der of missionaries in the Amazon
region by Indian tribes. Further-
more, he stated that there are
still Latin American nations exist-
ing in the colonial period.
Professor Armillas then pro-
ceeded to explain the importance
of studying the history of the
American Indians. "In the first
place, they are men, and cultivat-
ed people should have an interest
in the experiences of other men,"
he stated.
Notwithstanding the fact that
"the conquerors first fell on their
knees and then on the Indians,"
in many areas the Indians still
form a great part of the popula-
tion. These ' areas are not really
Latin American counties. Profes-
sor Armillas stated, but rather
Indian American countries, and
hence they differ in many ways
from some of their neighboring
countries.
The question which remained to
be answered was why the Indians
were pushed aside in some areas
and became the basis of colonial
economy in other areas. The an-
swer can be found in the Indian
culture, Professor Armillas said.
"The areas of strong Indian in-
fluence coincide with the areas of
Indian empire." In these areas the
Spanish merely substituted them-
selves for the native chiefs and
did not disrupt the culture too
much, he pointed out. "The basis
for understanding the problem is
to study the Indian cultures."
Almost all American nations
have inherited an Indian problem.
Professor Armillas said. Indians
torn from their way of "life find
themselves unable to go back to
the tribe and equally unable to ad-
just to the American way of life.
"It is on the basis of these con-
siderations that we should ap-




(Ontiitavd from pace me)
also pointed out that he is still
not fully acquainted with all the
laws passed by the 1955 Legisla-
ture, even though he is a lawyer.
It would be almost impossible fon
the people of Maine to become
acquainted with the new laws if
there were annual sessions, he
thought.
Another reason he gave for be-
ing against annual sessions was
the fact that the Governor would
have to be campaigning when the
Legislature was in session.
Critic








TO YOU WHO HA VI It A D TMMI
AovaansiMCNTs rot thi rAST
NW WIIKSi
We at Connecticut General
welcome the interest you
have shown in our Com-
pany. This week we'd like
to depart from the usual
and tell you a little about
ourselves.
We are not the oldest life
insurance company nor are
we the biggest. We were
founded in 1865 and rank
in size between tenth and
fifteenth (dependingon how
you measure it) among the
legal reserve companies.
Basically, we protect our
clients thru life, accident
and health insurance. In
this field of Personal Insur-
ance we are known for our
aggressive leadership, Our
recent group insurance plan
expressly for atomic work-
ers, the first in the industry,
points this up. Although
we are rapidly growing (our
assets have tripled in the
past ten years), we have not
lost the informal and con-
genial atmosphere of a
small company. It is this
atmosphere coupled with
the feeling of pride in our
accomplishments that
makes us feel that Con-
necticut General is a pretty
fine place to work.
For details, consult your
Placement Director or write
Mr. Philip Yost, Connecti-





(Continued from pair one)
present the major work of the
evening, Mozart's Mass in F Ma-
jor. Unfortunately the change of
positions impaired the general
balance of the voices, and in spots
it was hard to hear each of the
sections clearly. The singers
seemed at their best in thfc beau-
tiful, flowing passages of the
Gloria. Some tempo difficulty was
encountered by the orchestra in
the middle of the Credo. The ten-
ors rose to powerful heights in the
Sanctus, and all the voices blended
well for the final Agnus Dei.
The violins, after the few open-
ing measures, managed to stay
fairly well on pitch until the Ag-
nus Dei when the consistent flat-
ting could not pass by without
painful notice. A special word
might be said for the versatile
Mr. Bernstein who found it quite
within his powers, apparently, to
pluck the double bass and sing at
the same time. David Holmes did
full justice to the organ part.
Poly Forum . .
.
(Cantinned froaa para ana)
such as the Cyprus Issue is the
"middle^way'" policy of easing,
rather than rushing into situa-
tions that require assistance.
In praise of the administration,
Stassen pointed out that the year
1955 was the first year in more
than a decade that no wars were
waged on either continent. He was
"cautiously hopeful of the new
look In Russia" in that the policy
of Russia appears to be undergo-
ing major changes which may
have the meaning of peace in our
lifetime.
Saturday morning and after-
noon, discussion groups were at-
tended. Dietmar Klein participat-
ed in a panel on foreign policy;
Philip E. Shakir '56 and Francis
M. Kinnelly '57 were members of
a panel on civil liberties: the Re-
publican record.
Philip A. Lee Jr. '56 attend-
ed the panel which discuss-
ed the question "Has the Re-
publican Party in Congress given
Responsible support to the Presi-
dent's program"; and Robert A.
Wagg Jr. '57 participated in the
panel discussion on the question
Four Present
At Pentagonal
Four members of the College
faculty recently attended the an-
nual mid-winter Pentagonal Con-
ference at Williams College in
Williamstown, Mass. They were
President James S. Coles, Dean
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Bursar
Glenn R. Mclntire, and Professor
Athern P. Daggett.
Each year representatives from
Amherst, Bowdoin, Dartmouth,
Wesleyan, and Williams meet to
discuss mutual problems in the
areas of administration, finances,
admissions, and teaching. The five
colleges take turns acting as host
for the conference. Next year's
meeting will be held at the Col-
lege.
"Does business have too much
power in American politics." All
agreed that these panels proved
informative. Reports on these and
the weekend in general will be
presented at the next Political




Greeting Cards — Gifts
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
One-Acts . . .
(Continued from para one)
The third play will be Felicity
and the Prisoners, a comedy by
Robley C. Wilson '52. Frederick C.
Wilkins '56 will play Byron Mc-
Midge. Playing Bett McMidge will
be Mary Chittim. Herbert A. Mil-
ler '57 will take the part of Ned
McMidge. In the role of Lilibet Mc-
Midge will be Cecile Tougas. Jo-
seph M. Brush II '58 will play the
part of Mr. Williams. Filling the
role of Tom McMidge will be
James W. Dewsnap. The author
will direct his play. Robert L. Gus-
tafson '57 will be the production
manager for the three plays.
Mrs. William B. Whiteside, Pro-
fessor Louis O. Coxc and Profes-




The arrival of the Bugle will
be postponed for approximately
another two weeks, Mr. Wolcott
A. Hokanson Jr., assistant bursar,
has stated.
"When galley proofs were *e%%
to us, there was a notation by
the company asking for as few
corrections as possible to speed
up delivery," said Walter Gans
'57, Editor of this year's Bugle.
Only major changes would be re-
set. "It was decided that it would
be better for both sides to make
all corrections," continued Gans.
This is what has postponed the
delivery date an additional two
weeks.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cut*
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes




The judges' decisions are in! Here are
the 50 students who wrote the best names
for Viceroy's filter ... a filter made from
pure ccllulose-^soft, snow-white, natu-
ral! .. . and the college organizations
named by the lOThunderbird winners to
receive RCA VICTOR Big ColorTV Sets.
Dorothy Wingate Newell, Lrirv. of California, Berkeley, Calif,
Jim Melton, Stanford University, Los Altos, Calif.
Garry C. Noah, Emory Univ., Emory University, Ga.
P. Robert Knaff, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, Md.
Dan Hubert llinz, Harvard Univ., Cambridge 38, Mass.
Alex Levine, Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
James A. Vaughan, Akron Univ., Akron 19, Ohio •
James D. Williams, Oklahoma Univ., Norman, Okla.
James L. Ayers, Roanoke College, Salem, Va.
Robert S. Syvrud, Washington State College, Pullman, Wash.
Alumni House, Cniv. of California, Berkeley, Calif.
Palo Alto Hospital. Palo Alto, Calif.
Emory Medical School Office, Kmory Univ., Emory Univ., Ca.
The Student Union, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, Md.
Lowell House, Harvard Univ., CambridKe 38, Mass.
Rho Fraternity, Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.
Student Bldg., Akron Univ., Akron 19, Ohio
Oliver House Women's Quads, Oklahoma Univ., Norman, Okla.
Smith Hall Girls' Dorm, l-oungc, Koaqokc College, Salem, Va.
Alpha Kpsilon Sigma, Concordia College, Moorbead, Minn.
... in this great contest-
congratulations! Tofl//thc students who
entered—our sincere thanks for your in-
terest and efforts!
The overwhelming responseTliterally
tens of thousands of clever and original
names for the exclusive Viceroy filter
'tip, has. proved beyond a doubt that
Viceroy is King of the Filter Cigarettes
on every college campus in the land.
iy-PW' Wgf»".Sl»H O*n»». Hf»»V»h. • Robert T. Ti»ck«r. I'nir. of Arkansas. F.yette.ille. Ark. • William II Handle. A. M. A N. College Pine
i. i ij i-SmtS.m * *WL»ft .^Wri*? Ofr Cgfaaa, Lga *iaa|n . Cafc • Gilbert L«ky, U.C.L.A.. Lo. Antele* i. OUil. • I)...d I urn. I C I. A . \jnA/WK ,2 f •'''
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'"E" » ' Jo""*°" ('Greene. Hi|h Point College. 1 1 nth Poim. N. C. • Rodney H. Abshlre. I.ouiuana Stainl<m>.. Baton RiHiirJ. I.a
•
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Only VICEROY gives you that smooth, fresh taste-
that Real Tobacco Taste you miss in every other
filter brand!... Because VICEROY has twice as many
filters as the other two largest-selling filter brands!
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Faculty Decides Upon
Exam Week Change
By Dropping 2 Days
By Peter P. Cua 57
The reading period before the spring examinations has
been extended. The Faculty voted in last Monday's meeting
to drop classes on May 28 and 29. The last class will be on
Saturday, May 26, according to Prof. Philip M. Brown.
The proposal, presented in the
Faculty meeting by Prof. Cecil T. a 4 1\ /f
Holmes, was met with little oppo- ArHllll3.S: IVlcUl
sition, Professor Brown stated.
The proposal to extend the read- IT Ti.^p»ri W*»rf»
ing period was first announced by A Ido JL/CCll x 111 C
the Dean to a sub-committee of -. — s\s\f\ -*/ 5
the Student Curriculum Committee I ^ III If I Yf*3.rS
Monday, March 5.
t
The Dean had stated at that
time that the only reason why the
proposal had not been considered
last June by the Committee on the
Calendar was because it never oc-
curred to them in the rush to get
the calendar set up before the
College Bulletin had to go to press.
The Student Curriculum Com-
mittee, headed by Kyle M. Phillips
'56, had declared that it definitely
preferred to have classes during
the two days dropped. Two Orient
editorials preceding the faculty
meeting had requested considera-
tion of the change and its approv-
al.
New " Rule*
The reading period for all stu-
dents except seniors will be from
Saturday noon, May 26 through
Thursday May 31. Seniors do not
need to take any course examina-
tions during the week of May 28-
June 2.
Monday, June 11, can be used by
seniors to take make-up examina-
tions missed between May 28 and
June 2.
The Dean can. upon his discre-
tion, excuse a student from one
examination if he has three or
more consecutive examinations.
The student dissatisfaction was
stirred up in this matter by the
fact that many students found
that they had a number of exams
close together at the beginning
of the scheduled exam period.
There har also been dissatisfaction
among the seniors about the sched-
uling o'. the major examinations,
but no action has been taken.
AD's Tutoring
Weak Students
At. least one house on campus
has inaugurated a system of tu-
toring in an attempt to raise its
scholastic average. This effort by
the AD's constitutes one of the
first student-sponsored attempts
to combat the falling off of frater-
nity grades.
The program, under the direc-
tion of Roger Howell Jr. '58, the
chairman of the house scholarship
committee, is simple in nature al-
though new in application. Basical-
ly it involves having regular tu-
(Plraur (urn »n purr lw»|
By Roger Howell, Jr. '58
"Man has been in this continent
certainly for 15,000 years and pos
sibly for as much as 25,000 years,'
Professor Pedro Armillas declared
as he delivered the second of the
Tallman lectures last Thursday in
the Moulton Union.
"The origins of man in this con-
tinent have been discussed since
the time of Columbus," he said.
At that time, he indicated the dis-
cussions were not on a scientific
basis, but rather were on a reli-
gious or practical basis. It was
important to the Conquistadores to
ascertain whether or not these
were men of God, he noted, for if
they were not they could be treat-
ed in a different way.
Professor Armillas stated that
the present evidence precludes
America being the birthplace of
mankind, even though some early
chroniclers theorized that it was
the site of the Garden of Eden.
He noted that In this continent,
the evolution of primates produced
nothing higher than the New
World monkey and that no fossil
apes comparable to the Tertiary
remains of apes found in the Old
World have been found on this
continent.
Cavemen
At the stage in his development
when he reached the American
continent, man was a caveman,
Professor Armillas observed. "Be-
cause of this, it is impossible to
think of the arrival of man across
the ocean because he did not have
the crafts necessary for this," he
said. As a result, the Bering area
(Pleat* tarn to p«i<- four)
Campus ChestTo Include
Pops And Jazz Concerts,




Cadets Get 2 Year
ROTC Assignments
The ROTC Department has an-
nounced branch assignments for
its senior members. All the cadets
received their requested time as-
signments, which Lieutenant King
announced "was quite unusual."
Thirty-nine received their first
choice of branches; fifteen were
given their second choice; and
eight got their third preference,
while one was forced to accept his
fourth choice.
These men will serve two years
active duty.
L. to R.: Frederick C. Wilkins '56, Donna Jasper,
Allison H. Roulston '57, Mrs. Frederic E. T. Til-
Photo By DiVencre
lotson. Constant* Aldrlch. The play is "Touch





By George A. Smart Jr. '57
"Swan Singing," a legend play with music, by William Beeson III
'56 was given first prize in the annual One Act Play Contest held
Monday evening in the Pickard Theater. The rather lengthy drama
must certainly have been one of the most clever, unusual and spectac-
ular productions ever seen in this area.
With a musical score by Fred- -«
Student, Faculty Reactions Vary-
To Ike's Second-Term Decision
By Carroll E
(Due to space limitations in last
week's issue, it was necessary to
cut our article on Student and
Faculty reaction to President Eis-
enhower's decision to run again.
This is the second and final in-
stallment. - 'Die Editors. I
Among the Democrats polled
was Donald L. Henry '55. He com-
mented, "I believe that President
Eisenhower's decision to run again
has two important facets that
should be considered: first is his
statement that he would be avail-
able for office again but would,
if re-elected, confine his activities
to the more important aspects of
his office; and. secondly, his pres-
ent administrative organization has
caused considerable embarrass-
ment to the president and the na-
tion — notably Dulles' publicity
blunders. Benson's handling of the
agriculture problem and Wilson's
blunders with organized labor. Al-
though these situation's only
caused temporary national concern,
the fact that the President intends
to further limit his contact with
the public is alarming to me.
Leighton van Nort, instructor in
sociology, commented, "The Presi-
dent's continuance in office, even
if his health should somewhat re-
strict his activities, would be a
great service to the nction. I think
is would bo particularly unfor-
tunate to have the Eisenhower
gains in the area of peace and
farm policy dissipated by a Demo-
cratic administration." Adam
Walsh, football coach and Repre-
sentative to the state legislature,
replied. "I'm delighted that his
(Eisenhower's) health is good en-
Pennell II '56
that doesn't alter the situation
much. How healthy is Sherman
Adams?" Asked about Nixon he
replied, "Who's he? I thought he
retired." Gardner Cowles III '59,
finds that Ike "is the best choice
of the present candidates for presi-
dent. I think that he had done a
fine job as president." He added
that he would "just as soon see
him (Nixon) as Eisenhower's run-
ning mate."
Concerning Ike, Peter A. Chap-
man '56, President of Theta Delta
Chi said, "I think he is the key
factor to the success of the party
whose strength has waned con-
siderably as was shown by the
1954 elections."
Taking another view Robert A.
Glover '56 said, "I don't like the
idea of his
-
running again. I don't
think that a doctor can predict how
long a president with a weak heart
can 'live, the reason for that be-
ing that he (the doctor) has no
basis for comparison."
NOTICE
First ROTC drill will be held In
the cngr> March 19th. The First
Battalion will report at 2
-.30 p.m.,
the Second Battalion at 3:80 p.m.
The. band will report to Gibson
Hall at 2:30.
ough to allow him to run again, but calendar
NOTICE
The Final of the Wilmot Brook-
ing* Mitchell Interfraternity De-
bate Tournament Is scheduled for
April 18 Instead of March 19. as
originally reported on the college
erick C. Wilkins '56, "Swan Sing-
ing" was a satire on the material-
istic and questionable outlook of
modern life told in classical form.
Beeson's task was a tremendous
one, but he accomplished it in a
masterful fashion. From the
unique opening when the cast
marched down the aisle of the
theater to the glittering finish of
the Prophesy Quintet, one was al-
most spell-bound by what the play-
wright had to offer.
The dialogue, with the exception
of a very few well-worn cliches,
was tight and meaningful. The
speeches of Jupiter, for instance,
were far more than lofty words;
the mythical figure had a great
deal to say.
Phrases like "From had to
worse and back to bad againVsug-
gested a special kind of thinking
that is not common in stage writ-
ing today. Touches like the giant
green egg added subtle signifi-
cance.
A "cast of some 15 did full jus-
tice to Beeson's script, as did the
nine-piece orchestra. Space does
not allow for verbal reward to
them all, but special mention
should be given to Nancy Mc-
Keen, who with her professional
stage, presence, her fine sense of
comedy and her pleasant singing
voice made Leda the outstanding
characterization of the evening.
John F. Collier '57 indicated
that he is not quite ready for
musical roles, but he delivered his
important lines with clarity and
a real sense of understanding.
Louise Castagna was superb as the
glamorous but sometimes lonely
Juno. James W. Dewsnap '57 and
David G. McCornack Jr. '56 shone
in the last sequence and Roberta
Glovsky rendered her blues num-
ber in captivating fashion. David
L. Hurley '56 bore the part of the
Libation-Bearer with hilarious suc-
cess.
_>
The monstrous staging problem
was neatly handled w-ith the use
of the new lighting board, simple
but effective props, and printed
signs in the style of vaudeville to
lay the scene. Of the songs, Song
of the Simple Girl and Juno's La-
ment were the most pleasing.
Beeson was also awarded the
prize for best director.
"Felicity and the Prisoners'' by
Robley C. Wilson '52 took second
prize. With respect to dialogue
and character development, this
play proved to be good theatre.
Plot was the weak point of the
production. The natural and other-
wise credible atmosphere was dis-
turbed by the playwright's re-
quest that the audience believe
that the young Irish girl could steal
the lawyer's baby and then pro-
ceed to marry the guy — all with-
in two weeks. It was difficult also,
due in large measure I trunk to
Joseph M. Brush's youthful inter-
pretation of the role, to imagine
Mr. Williams to be a successful
and wealthy criminal lawyer.
The "light comedy concerning
the extra-legal caprices of the Mc-
Midges" was executed by an unu-
sually competent cast. Wilkins
(awarded the be6t actor award)
found-his most successful straight
dramatic role in that of Byron. A
blend of rough humor and pathos
made the head of the McMidge
household into a loveable and hu-
man figure. Wilkins was obviously
as comfortable as an old shoe in
the part.
No less excellent was Mary
Chittim in the unglamorous part
of the mother; her character was
worn and warm at the same time.
(PIcaM turn to v>(< (oar)
Edward Weeks
To Talk Soon
"In the Editor's Chair" will be
the topic of the Annie Talbot Cole
Lecture delivered by Edward
Weeks, Editor of the .Atlantic
Monthly, according to Professor
Athern P. Daggett, chairman of
the faculty committee on college
lectures.
The lecture is scheduled to





Council President Paul S. Do-
herty '56 appointed on Monday a
committee made up of Matthew
E. Levine '58 and James W. Dew-
snap '57 to arrange buying a new
scholarship cup. The old one was
retired by the ARU fraternity last
June*.
Three fraternities have decided
not to be open for dates this week-
end.
Robert H. Glover '56 gave a re-
port on the Maine State Intercol-
legiate Student Government Asso-
ciation conference attended last
weekend by him and Council Vice-
President Ellsworth B. Clark, Jr.
'56. The conference was held' at
Colby College with a theme of
student governments and world ci-
tizenship.
After hearing several now sug-
gestions for reform in class elec-
tjpns procedure, Council appointed
*| a new committee, made up of Phil-
ip J. Howard, Jr. '57, David A.
Austin H. MacCormick, inter-
nationally known penologist and
Professor of Criminology at the
University of California, will . be
the 1956 Institute speaker. He will
lecture on causes of crime, preven-
tion and control, and correction on
three successive evenings, April 4,
5, and 6.
For his services to the 'Army
during World War II he received
the War Department's Exceptional
Civilian Service Award in 1945,
and in 1947 the Medal for Merit,
the highest award a civilian can
receive for war service.
In recent years, Mr. MacCormick
has investigated prison conditions
in Michigan, New Jersey, and
Louisiana, and was chairman of
the board of inquiry set up last
year to investigate charges of mis-
management and brutality in the
psychiatric department of San
Quentin Prison.
In 1950 he was called in as con-
sultant by the Tri-State Commit-
tee of Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont officials, set up to make
plans for the joint establishment
and operation of institutions which
none of the states could afford to
operate alone.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa






At the Maine Intercollegiate
Student Government Association
Conference held at Colby College
on the weekend of March 10-11,
delegates from Colby, Maine,
Bates, Bowdoin, Farmington, and
Wcstbrook. discussed problems of
Student Government in preparing
college students to assume the role
of citizenship.
Dr. Bixler, the President of Col
MacCormick has been a member of ! ty College, opened the conference




A minimum contribution of $2.50
willentitlc.tlie contributor to the
wide*>»nge of activities being of-
fered for this year's Campus Chest.
Dates will be admitted free under
the ticket, with the exception of
the jazz concert for which there
will be a charge of one dollar.
Persons without weekend tickets
will be charged one dollar for the
jazz concert and 60 cents for each
of the1 other events. At this rate
the total of admissions is nearly
doubled.
Raffle tickets will bo sold for
prizes, which are on display ai the
Moulton Union Bookstore and will
include, among other things, a suit
from Benoit's and a cocktail shak-
er from the Moulton Union.
The drawing
-will bo at- 11:30
He received an honorary doctor
of science degree in 1944 from the
College.
From 1916 until 1920 Mr. Mac-
by speaking to the group on .the
subject of "World Citizenship in
the Liberal Arts College," a speech
emphasizing the obligations that
our educational institutions must
Cormick taught English and edu-
1
undertake to facilitate a better un
cation courses here. He was Alum- dcrs,andlng ln international rela-
Mr. Weeks graduated trom Har^Traister '57, and James-W. Dew- ni Secretary from 1921 until T928,i tio"s
vard in 1922, then studied at Cam-
bridge University in England for
a year. He began as a manuscript
reader and book salesman with
Horace Livoright, Incorporated, in
New York City but soon became
associate editor of The Atlantic
Monthly. From 1928 until 1937 he
was editor of the Atlantic Monthly
Press.
An Overseer of Harvard College
from 1945 until 1951, Mr. Weeks
has been a memoes of the corpo-
ration at Northeastern University
since 1950 and a trustee of Welles-
ley College since 194?. He holds
j
honorary degrees from many insti-
tutions, among them Williams,
Middlebury, Alabama, and Dart-i
mouth. In 1929-30 he was chair-!
man of the Massachusetts Commit-
1
tee to Reform Book Censorship.
During World War 1 Mr. Weeks
snap '57 to draft a proposal in- ! when he became Assistant to the
corporat ing some of these ideas. ! President of Bennington College
i
Prize Offered [Meddies Report
For New Song Successful Trip
The Department of Music will
offer ten dollars for the best text
to an original song of a sentimen-
tal nature for the college.
Professor Frederic E. T. Til-
lotson has sought this song for
twenty years: The tune must be
derived from the old German folk
tune, "How Can I Leave Thee?"
Captain Barry Drews, conductor
of the West. Point Glee Club, has
sent the West Point text set to
was an ambulance driver with the { the simple rhythm of the tune.
United States Army, attached to; These words and meter are avail- of the recotKg%f~thetr*appear'
•Terry D. Stenberg '56, Director
of the Bowdoin Meddiebempsters
reports that "the Meddies had one
of their most successful weekends




Friday, March 9, found their ap-
pearance on the Swan Boat show
overWBZ-TV (Boston) and Satur-
day over WORL ( Boston ) on Dave
Maynard's Disc Jockey Show.
Mayhard hopes to boost the na-
tional fame of the Meddies to
greater heights by sending. a tape
the 37th French Division, and was
awarded the Croix de Guerre. Hp
is a Fellow of the American Aca-
demy of Arts and Sciences and a
member of Zeta Psi and Phi Beta
Kappa fraternities. Author of This
Trade of Writing, he has also edit-
ed The Pocket Atlantic and an
anthology entitled Great Short
Stories.
able to any student wishing to im-
mortalize himself and the College
by entering the competition. Ter-
ry D. Stenberg '56 is in the pro-
cess of making special arrange-
ments. When words are finally
chosen, the Glee Club will learn
the song, sing it at all functions,
and copies will be sent to all the
fraternities.
Bookstore Clerk Is First
Woman To Be Selectman
ance to nationwide radio contacts.
The fame of the Meddies ' al-
ready merits national acclaim: "An
amazingly good blend and expres-
sion . . ." -New York Times.
"Highly polished, well balanced
group, able to hold its own with
any double quintet in the country."
Boston Globe. "The best we've
seen yet" -Mt. Holyoke College
newspaper. "A highly animated
double quintet far above any col-
lege so far" - Boston Herald.
Plan New Variety For Pops
Campus Chesfc- Weekend Pops
Concert will uncover the Emanons
and a clarinet quartet backing the
Following the address of Dr.
Bjxler. which set the tone of the
conference, the delegates adjourn-
ed; into small panel groups in
which one of the delegates was
appointed as discussion leader.
The afternoon session was spent
discussing such problems as deseg-
regation, social analysis, student
self-discipline, and orientation.
The Sunday morning panel dis-
cussions were concerned with the
problems involved in intercolle-
giate relations, student-faculty re-
lations, and student government
relations and conventions.
At the final session of the con-
ference held at the home of Dr.
Bixler, the discussion leaders read
the reports of their respective pan-
els to the entire conference. Since
the conference was not excessively
large, the group was able to dis-
cuss the reports at considerable
length.
Friday:
8 p.m. Campus Chest Pops
Concert in Pickard Theater.
Saturday:
1:30 and 3:30 p.m. Presenta-
tion of the Hritish Film
"High and Dry" In the Smith
Auditorium.
2-4 p.m. South Sea Inland
Swimming Party in the. Cur-
tin Pool.
7-9 p.m. Jazz Concert by the
Emanons and Dartmouth
Chiefs ln the Pickard Thea-
ter.
9 p.m.- 12 m. Campus Chest
Booth Carnival in the Cage.
Monday:
8 p.m. Campus Chest Pop*
Concert in Pickard Theater.
p.m. Saturday. These tickets will
be sold at 25 cents each or *ive
for a dollar.
A cash prize of $40 will be given
to the house which turns in the
most money from their booth. The
house having the greatest contri-
bution per capita from the sale of
weekend and raffle tickets phis
the returns from the booths wflt
receive a prize of $60. To be elig-
ible for this prize a house need
not have a 100 per cent sale of the
weekend tickets.
New Pulley On Prizes
Last year prizes of $70 and |30
were given to the Houses with
the highest per capita contribu-
tion including the sale of tickets
and the booths It is hoped tint
this year a prize for the booth
alone will act as an added Incen-
tive in the const ru*ion of booths
with a little more imagination and
appeal.
(Pirate hirn to pa«e tout)
Finnish Student Makes Comment
On Conditions In His Native Land
By Kennel h E. Carpenter '58
Miss Almoza Leclerc, who
works in the College Bookstore,
is the first woman in the history
of Brunswick to ever run and be
elected Selectman.
Miss Leclerc attended St. John's '
School, Mt. Merici Academy and
then Bliss College where she took
a business administration course.
•She speaks French and also has
some knowledge of Spanish.
Some of her positions in civic
affairs include President of the
Mt. Merici Alumnae Brunswick!
Chapter, Chairman of the Mem-
bership Committee of the Bruns-
wick Choral Society, President of
St. John's Choir. She is also on the
Democratic town committee and
on the zoning board.
Miss Leclerc's main interest as
selectman, she said, will be to get
more industries in Brunswick. Tax-
ation is another field to which she
plans to devote some study.
In addition to working in the
College Bookstore where she has
been for nine years, she works in
Clayton's Bakery in the morning
before she runes here. Last sum-
mer when Mr. Clayton was ill, she
ran the bakery for him.
Miss Leclerc has worked at the
Bookstore for nine years. At the
beginning of each fall semester,
By Jarl-Olof M. G. Floman
A few weeks ago Premier Urho ing the object of military aggri -
Kekkonen was elected President sion on the part ol Germany or any
of Finland. Many students have State allied with the latter, tin-
anxiously asked me if he is a com- land, loyal to her obligations as an
munist; they got this Impression independent State, will fU:ht to n -
because of the report that he won pel the attack. Finland will in such
his majority on communist votes cases use all her available forces
and is known for his friendly policy' to defend her territorial integrity
towards Russia. Dr. Kekkonen, by land, sc« and air, and win cioMeddies who plan to try out for however, is the leader of the Agra-, so within the frontiers of Finland
new variety with a
| rianSi whicn is a ce^r Party, in accordance with the obligations
Maybe some information about prescribed in the present agree*
Finland's position today would ment, and, if necessary, with the
clarify these misunderstandings.
j assistance of, or jointly with, the
Finland, unlike all otm?F^BQun 7 U.S.S.R. In the eases mentioned
tries on Russia's European BordeT,"| *•><- Soviet Union will give Finland
came out of World War II as a 'the help required, the giving of
rhythm section.
Latest record sale number tallies
750, about 200 shy of the '51 re-
cording.
A heavy schedule lies before
them. Only last night they ap-
peared in Brownville Junction;
their next appearances are in Liv-
ermore Falls tomorrow night and
on March 22 in Rockland.
Miss Almoza Leclerc
she makes a point of talking with
each foreign student and learning
the alphabet and several phrases
in the new language. Last year,
she was instrumental in persuad-
ing Prof. Balkrishna B. Gokhale,
the Tallman lecturer, to initiate a
course in Sanskrit for interested
students and faculty members.
Talk Probes Battle
In Backyard Areas
Bryan Magee, speaking without
notes in a lecture at Smith Audi-
torium Tuesday, March 6, dis-
cussed the conflict between com-
munism and colonialism in back-
ward countries throughout the
world.
Magee, who is a graduate stu-
dent from England at Yale Uni-
versity, was presented by the Bow-
doin Political Forum.
He explained that the ultimate
purpose for colonies is to educate
them culturally, politically, and
economically. When they are cap-
able of standing on their own feet,
they should be given their inde-
(I'lcaa* tara to page (our)
free nation. In the Armistice and
j
which will be subject to mutual
Peace Treaty, however, certain agreement between the contract -
concessions had to be made to the 'n8 parties."
Soviet Union. We lost mosl of
i
(Article 4) "The parties confirm
Carelia, including the seaport Wi-; their pledge, given under Article
borg, Finland's third largest city, 3 of the Peace Treaty signed in
and two areas in Lapland, which ; Paris in February 194", not to con-
cut us off the Arctic Coast. Pork-; elude any alliance or join any coal-
ala Peninsula west of Helsinki was
j
ition directed against the other
made a Russian military base for: party."
fifty years. Furthermore, we were
to pay war reparations to the value
of 300 million dollars. Our armed
forces were reduced to a total of
41,900; the navy-tonnage was ut-
terly diminished and no bomber
aircraft allowed. Atomic research
(Article 6) "The parties pledge
themselves to observe the prin-
ciple of mutual rcspoct of sover-
eignty and integrity and that of
non-interference in the internal af-
fairs of the other State."
Economically the"* war-damage
was forbidden, too. In 1948 a new payment has made us somewhat
treaty was concluded with the Sov-! dependent on Russia. About two
let Union: the Agreement of
, thirds of the goods demanded were
Friendship. Cooperation, and Mu-| metal and engineering products,
tual Assistance. Noting Finland's
aspiration to stand aside from the
conflicts of interests of the Great
Powers, its most important arti-
cles are the following:
(Article 1) "In the event of Fin-
land, or the Soviet Union across
the territory of Finland, becom-
never before made in Finland, or
only for the home market. The
pace of industrialization was quick-
ened enormously, and new, un-
foreseen problems were created.
When the deliveries were com-
pleted in 1952, the situation was
(I'lcaat torn to paga four)
assi - — - - -
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The Reading Period Decision
The Faculty extended the reading period
before spring examinations. There was little
opposition to the proposal. We and an over-
whelming majority of undergraduates are glad
they did.
The Faculty's action shows that they will
listen and quickly respond to reasonable student
demands. The murmur that the Faculty has no
eyes or ears for the feelings of the College Is
not true.
Both the Orient and the Student Curricu-
lum Committee were voicing the opinion of the
College when they pointed out that the former
reading period was inadequate and would have
harmful effects. The criticisms were heard, the
necessary action was taken, and we are grateful.
Charity At Bowdoin
A great deal of work has gone into this
year's Campus Chest preparations. The result
will be an enjoyable means of giving money to
twenty-four fine causes. We think the program
offered is one of the best yet. All that it requires
is the all out support of the College Community.
No undergraduate or faculty member should
miss the new additions, the Pops Concert or .the
Jazz Battle, The pool party should be a memor-
able one. The booths will provide a variety of
entertainment, as they have in the past.
The returns from last year's Campus Chest
amounted to $1,475 less than the preceeding year.
If last year's apathy is with us again this year
and the returns drop by such a total, the week-
end will disappear from the calendar. Not only
would the centralized method of giving be stop-
ped, but the enjoyment the weekend provides
would be gone. The success the weekend de-
serves depends on student support.
The returns of the Campus Cheat program
have not been what they could or should be at
Bowdoin. The Amherst Campus Chest usually
gathers in $6,000, and often more. The trouble
at Bowdoin is not from the planning — the plans
for next weekend are of top calibre — but from
the Bowdoin student who regards the program
with characteristic lethargy.
The 1956 Campus Chest activities will be
worth attending — with or without a date. The
charity contributions can and should come from
one hundred per cent of the student body.
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '52
Collegiate newspapers are a va- For The Betterment
Those Trafton Folks
It appears that some of our outside readers
have been taking a second glance at the Orient in
past weeks. In his very able column, "Maine
Politics," Peter M. Damborg said in last Sunday's
Portland Sunday T"lr<:ram that the Orient "did
a thorough lampooning job on (Willis A.) Traf-
ton following a recent talk at the College."
This, of course, is true.
Mr. Damborg also pointed out that the
Trafton folks seem to discount the news story
on Mr. Trafton's speech for three reasons: be-
cause of the heading, because they consider us
a pro-Muskie paper and because of the heading
on the Democratic pre-convention platform
meeting story, also carried in the same issue.
To discount our editorial entitled "The Sacri-
ficial Lamb" is their prerogative. But to dis-
count our news story is going just a bit too far.
Why should the Trafton folks jump on us?
Mr. Trafton said he favored a "Big Sales Tax,"
we didn't. They told Mr. Damborg that "their
candidate merely outlined that he favors upping
the 2 per cent sales tax to decreasing its exemp-
tions. ..."
In the news story which we carried it says:
"Although increased funds from the sales tax
might be gained through reducing the number
of exemptions, he (Mr. Trafton) thought it would
probably be wiser to increase the sales tax rate."
Sounds the same to us. Besides, in the
light of his whole speech in which he stressed
the needs for better facilities for education and
highway maintenance in Maine, what else is
there to say other than that he favors a "Big
Sales Tax"? He wanted to know where the new
money was going to come from for financing
Maine's needs and a bigger sales tax was his
only answer. y
The heading on the Democratic news story
read: "Students Hear Muskie Speak." This is
true. Two students attended the Democratic
pre-platform convention. More could have at-
tended if they wanted to. The same organiza-
tion which sponsored Mr. Trafton, the Maine
Citizenship Clearing House, also provided trans-
portation and meals for those interested in going
of Waterville.
* We didn't mention an issue in the heading
because the Governor had not yet said whether
he was going to run again. - Also, he was shar-
ing the spotlight with the People of the Demo-
cratic Party who attended the meeting as mUch
to tabulate the results of the questionnaires as
to hear Governor Muskie speak.
Dur only advice to the Trafton folks is that
they had better read news stories more carefully
and hink twice before they charge any other
paper with slanting its news stories. They'll
need more proof than what they presented this
time — and a much more convincing argument
before we'll change our opinion of Mr. Trafton.
ried lot, despite necessarily hav-
ing to report the same general
type of news. A great deal depends
on the abilities of the editors and
reporters, and an equal amount
depends on what actually hap-
pens around the campus. These
things, obviously, are going to
change considerably from campus
to campus. But there is one thing
which never changes, and that is
dreary procession of editorials,
letters, and articles blasting stu-
dent apathy. Here is a small
sampling from this week's crop of
papers:
"The .poor attendance that was
disgustingly evident at the last
Student Council Assembly and
those preceding it. . . ."
"Are the students lethargic, un-
interested, busy, bored or indif-
ferent. . . .?"
"Lack of Active Student Inter-
est Slows All-Star Tilt Progress"
".
. . feels that the students at
the University are failing to take
advantage of the host of activities
and programs offered them."
"They are caught in a down-
ward spiral of apathetic res-
ponse. ..."
".
. . it is only too evident that
there is a general kick of interest
among participants, house athletic
chairmen, officials. . . .."
The quotes above are merely a
randon sampling of the most glar-
ing headlines and editorials; care-





The racial situation in the South has become
more tense in recent weeks as everyone well
knows. However, if one examines the problem
in its entirety, he soon realizes that the race
problem is not confined to any one part of the
country or to any one university.
The implications of the struggle can be seen
here as in Tuscaloosa. Even though there is no
admission policy favoring segregation at the Col-
lege, many of the fraternities maintain dis-
criminatory clauses. As long as national fra-
ternity organizations maintain these clauses* af-
fecting local membership, national fraternities
are as damaging to integration in education as
unfavorable admittance policies. These discrim-
inatory clauses can indirectly influence the ad-
missions policy of so-called "fraternity schools,"
colleges and universities where most of the stu-
dents are members of fraternal organizations.
But those who would attack the South
recklessly are not always mindful of this situa-
tion. When they label the South as incapable
of right, they give vent to an expression of
prejudice for which there is no room in our
country. We should not attempt to justify any-
thing which is morally and socially unjustifiable,
be it anti-Negroism, anti-Semitism, anti-South-
ernism, or anti-mixing of races in fraternities.
Many Northerners are no more emotionally
willing to accept the end of segregation than are
a large number of Southerners. It is with this
in mind that the proponents of desegregation
must proceed. r
One significant part of the struggle — the
legal justification for the "separate but equal"
doctrine — has been abolished. The wording of
the Supreme Court decision was careful; it
ordered "deliberate speed" in abolishing the
"separate but equal" practice,*not an immediate
overnight shakeup.
The NAACP has its work cut out. It must
maintain a constant pressure on Southern lead-
ers and still hope to refrain from using violence.
"Dynamic moderation" should be the foundation
of its policies.
A similar policy should be carried out here
and at other schools in a like position. It is our
hope that students will eventually realize this
and take steps to ena the last vestiges of segre-
gation which exist at Bowdoin.
graduate
Alumni.
Then there is Tradition. Tradi-
tion with a capital "T." Why is it
that no one sings on the green, on
the dorm roof, on the chapel steps,
on the top of the flagpole any-
more? Why don't the freshmen
want to wear their beanies? Why
aren't there any football rallies
like there were in "the good old
days"? Why doesn't anybody care
about the Student Council? Why
indeed? There is a very simple
answer to all this: we are NOT
living in the 1890'a — this is 1956,
and the world is by no means
what it used to be.
We do not wear red-and-white-
striped blazers any more, and
when we have a group picture tak-
en, we do not drape Ourselves over
the chairs, each other, and the
fake floral background. We do not
ride bicycles built for two; we sit
at the effortless (and controlless)
controls of 250 horsepower. We do
not sit behind the potted palms
with a girl and a chaperone; we
take her to a bar, or go parking.
Then why should we be expect-
ed to conform to the outmoded tra-
ditions of 50 years ago? Consider
the fraternities; most of them
operate on a set of rules and rit-
uals set up 50 or 100 years ago —
and what could be more ridicu-
lous?
When the fraternity was set up
as a small group of literary or
philosophically-minded men, they
hundreds of such comments in! probaDiy had some feeling about
1 the secret ceremonies designed to
go with it, but fraternities are
StudentsAttend
Tufts Meeting
Two members of the Student
Council attended the first New
England Student Government Con-
vention March '2 and 3, at Tufts
University in Medford, Mass. Tufts
took the initiative in sponsoring
and planning this convention In
the hope that it might become an
annual affair, and plans are al-
ready being formulated for meet-
ings in future years.
Bowdoin delegates to the con-
vention were John E. Simonds '57
and Maynard A. Seelye '58.
The convention started with re-
gistration Friday noon and ran
through lunch on Saturday, with
a reception Friday afternoon, an
evening banquet and keynote ad-
dress and an informal dance and
party at the Delta Upsilon house
late Friday evening, as well as
panel discussions Friday afternoon,
Friday evening, and Saturday
morning.
Tufts Student Council President
Gene Waid and Dean of Men Clif-
ton Emery gave welcoming ad-
dresses to the delegates, followed
by a speech by Massachusetts Lt.
Governor and loading Republican
candidate for the governership
Sumner Whittier, in which he em-
phasized the importance for fu-
ture^political careers of experience
in student government. He formu-
lated his talk around the theme:
"When you serve the public, you
serve complete."
The evening keynote address
was given by Dr. Lloyd Jones of
Columbia University. She had sev-
eral suggestions to make about
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Samuel Slic Visits
Samuel N. Slie, Congregational
Christian Secretary on the staff
of the Student Christian Move-
ment in the New England Area,
was a weekend visitor on the cam-
pus.
Mr. Slie, an ordained minister
of the Congregational Christian
Church spoke at Saturday morn-
ing chapel. He was the guest of
the AD's for lunch, visited the va-
rious fraternities in the afternoon
and was the guest speaker at the
Couple's Club of the First Parish
Congregational Church Saturday
evening.
He spent Sunday In conferences
with Bowdoin students, was a din-
(Please turn to page four)
So let us have a look at Apa-
thy, what it is, how it works, and
above all, why. To begin with,
there are two clearly defined types
of apathy; the first is scholastic
apathy. This is obviously the most
serious, and likewise the most in-
tangible. It is a part of the gen-
eral attitude of anti-intelleetual-
ism that is poisoning the Country
along with television, wide-screen
movies, witch-hunting, streamlin-
ing, and chrome, chrome, chrome
and more chrome. There is not
much that can be done about it.
By the time the average stu-
dent gets to college, his life has
been pretty well determined for
him — if he has a genuine desire
to study, he will, and he will gain
tremendously by being at college.
If he is . an athlete or big-deal,
back-slapping, everybody's-friend
type, he will skate through college
with the minimum grades and get
nothing out of it. No amount of
editorials will ever cure intellec-
tual apathy: those to whom the
editorials are directed never read
the paper anyway, they- only skim
through looking for their own
names.
The second type of apathy is
that concerned with activities: This
is something a good bit more tan-
gible, and there is not only a def-
inite cause for this, but a reason-
ably obvious answer. What are
these activities that every one is
so uninterested in? Without ex-
ception, they are the small groups
that function on every campus,
the petty organizations that serve
no useful purpose whatever. They
exist only to elect presidents, vice-
presidents, and officers. This looks
good in the yearbook, and can al-
ways be mentioned in the job-in-
terview. Otherwise they are a
waste of time and money.
But how they howl when no one
comes to the meetings, or attends
the conference on Inter-Democra-
tic Student Relations With The
Intramural Ping-Pong Association
big business now, and men are se-
lected for "personality" and not
literary or scholastic ability. And
so the rattling chains, the dark
robes, the secret handshakes, and
all the rest of it become so much
asinine foolishness.
Yet we go on with it, though
nobody could give a good reason
why. No one has the guts to come
out and say that it is all gobble-
degook, and that the only reason
for fraternities existing nowadays
is that they serve as a good base
of operations on the party week-
ends. •
Likewise no one wants to take
the first step in getting rid of all
the lunatic-fringe organizations
that are so useless. Somebody's
toes might be stepped on, and the
alumni would come charging in
and cut off funds for the new
( ) — fill in to suit
your own taste.
Why do we continue to bother
with such deadweights that waste
time and money? In the sentimen-
tality on the 1890s, they may have
(Please tsrn hi page foar)
Whiteside: 'Wilson
Idealized Too Much'
Prof. William B. Whiteside gave
the third in the series of, Wilson
centennial chapel talks, Inst Mon-
day.
Professor Whiteside centered his
talk around the political platforms
offered by Theodore Roosevelt and
Woodrow Wilson in the 1912 presi-
dential campaign. Whiteside char-
acterized President Wilson as a
"progressive president" who ad-
vocated "greater sympathy for the
farmer and the worker." Wilson's
New Freedom program sought for
equal opportunity for the "little
fellows" in competition against the
giant monopolies.
Whiteside compared this Demo-
cratic program with Roosevelt's
Republican policy, which had "no
objection against bigness aS such"
in the business world. He summed
up his talk by calling the New
Freedom program "a revival of
Jeffersonian thinking."
By George A.
Having come forth with a mul-
ti-million dollar version of the
"Odyssey" (under the title Ulys-
ses) last year, Hollywood has now
come out with a multi-multi-mil-
lion dollar production of the Iliad,
entitled Helen of Troy. And al-
though Time Magazin* felt com-
pelled to describe the film as a
"story of hot pants in high pla-
ces," I honestly feel that the pro-
duction has a good deal to offer.
It is one of the most spectacular
of the spectaculars, and for once
the new giant movie screens are
put to good use.
To be sure, a few of the facts
have been changed, but the alter-
ation is never drastic enough to
spoil the famous tale. A beau-
tious new Italian star Rossana
Podesta plays Helen and Jacques
Sernas ("form divine") under-
takes the role of Paris; two more
picturesque lovers are hard to Im-
agine.
The opening battle on Troy is
really a pip. Such minute touches
as an arrow stuck all the, way
through the neck, added to the
vast armies and fighting esca-
pades, make the scenes memor-
able. The mass orgy after the "vic-
tory" is rivaled only by the Bow-
doin man's hungry dream of the
"perfect" Ivy.
Such reliable actors as Sir Ced-
ric Hardwicke, Stanley Baker and
Harry Andrews are on hand to
play such historical figures as
Achilles, Aeneas and Hector. The
dialogue in all its strict, stiff
forms is probably the weak- point
in the film but when you come
right down to it, a Maine accent
wouldn't exactly fill the bill either
—or would it? Homer's beautiful
words are most appi-eeiated when
seen on the written page. It's a
good show, and Rossana is mighty
nice on the eyes.
Titanic.
Although the authentic Titanic
account which 'appeared in a re-
cent edition of Reader's Digest
may take some of the wind out of
the movie version of the story,
the film "Titanic" still provides
Smart Jr. T>7
an evening of better than average
movie entertainment. The plot
weeps a little heavily In spots, but
basically it could be much worse.
Barbara Stanwyck, Clifton Webb,
Audrey Daulton and Robert Wag-
ner all turn In competent perfor-
mances in their soap opera roles,
and they cannot be blamed for
any misgivings of the main plot.
Of course, the "unsinkable" Titan-
ic is the real star and her tragic
story comes to life with frighten-
ing realism. So, what if they didn't
really sing "Nearer My God to
Thee" when the .ship went down?
It makes a fine ending.
The camera shots are superb.
and the preservation* of many of
the human features that were
really involved in this great trng-
(Pless* turn to page four)











(Contlnned from psge one)
torial classes for all those with
"E's." The classes are conduct id
by brothers in the house who have
had experience with the course or
who are majoring in the general
field in which Jhe .student is hav-
ing trouble. Attendance for a mi-
nimum of two hours a week is re-
quired under the present setup.
The program was started about
half way through the last semes-
ter, with the result that the AD's
cut the number of men who were
on major pro in half, although the
position of the house as last on
campus scholastically was not
changed. According to Howell, it
is hoped that with more time to
work and some experience behind
them, the tutors will lie able to
effect a rise In the house stand-
ing by the end of the present se-
mester.
"The present program IS
-
°f
course, not the final answer," How-
ell added. "We hope that it is a
step on the way to encouraging a
more serious attitude toward Col-
lege work and that the people con-
cerned will pick up from where
we have left off and carry on on
their own account."
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
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Comfort has always
been a college requirement
And, Arrow underwear offers pure comfort in any
position. The Arrow Tee has a neckband that
won't enlarge, keifs its good fit always. $1.25.
Boxer shorts, with contour scat, in novelty patterns
or solid colors give you style with no-bind wear.
$1.50. Arrow Guards (knitted v
briefs), offer the same complete






YOU'LL BOTH OO FOR THIS CIGARETTE!
wVINSTOIM am* oh j&u»t:/
Sure didn't take college smokers long to find out that Winston tastes
good — like a cigarette should ! ThiB easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you
real tobacco flavor, rich and full. What's more, the Winston filter works so
well the flavor gets right through to you. Try Winston — you'll see!
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Jumbos Slam Trackmen 84-33 In Medford Meet
McWilliams Shines In Loss;
Paton, Packard Cop Firsts
By Veil A. Cooper '58
The White trackmen, undefeated in six previous meets thia
season, were overwhelmed by Tufts 84-33 last Saturday at
Medford. The meet which was supposed to be a hotly con-
tested, nip and tuck battle was an easy victory for the undefeated
Jumbo squad.
The Polar Bears managed to
gain only four firsts with Bill Mc-
Williams two of the top honors.
McWilliams' throw of 47 feet ll!-4
inches easily won the shot put
event while the combination of
McWilliams and McCabe in the 35
lb. weight gave Bowdoin a much
needed one-two finish. Prior to
this weight division competition
the only event where the Polar
Bears were able to gain a double
place was the two-mile run where
Bob Packard easily broke the tape
first, Dave Young following in the
third slot.
I'aton Taken Hurdles
Supplying Bowdoin with an im-
portant nine points, George Paton
took the 45-yd. high hurdles in a
time of 6.1. Having a good day for
himself and looking in top shape,
Paton managed to gain a fast sec-
ond in the low hurdles and placed
just behind Johnson and Wills in
the 50-yd. sprint.
Among other White cindermen
who placed in the dual meet were




The New England Intercollegi-
ate Sailing Association's Selection
Committee has chosen Charlie
Leighton and George Howland to
participate in the Olympic Mono-
type Trials on April 7, it was an-
nounced last Friday.
Leighton, last fall's NEISA
point leader, has just finished his
successful tenure as Sailing club
Commodore. At present he is a
senior member at large. Howland,
present Commodore-elect, has been
an important cog in the highly
ambitious sailing program which
was brought around in the 1955
season.
Monotype Trial*
The NFJSA trials will be either
In International 12*a at the Coast
Guard Academy or Fireflies at a
neutral location such as Marble-
head, Mass. The classification is
Monotype, thus each, competitor is
alone in his boat. Previous com-
petition for the two boys has been
with crews.
Nine skippers have been named
and only Brawn was able to place
more than one individual in the
trials besides the Polar Bears in
the New England section. Five
Eaton. The latter, who has been a
pillar of strength in previous
meets, failed to reach the specta-
cular height in face of extremply
tough competition. With only three
thirds and a tie for show in the
high jump, Bob Hinckley, pressing
Johnson all the way, grabbed third
place in the 600 while Blackmer -
photo-finished with Cotter in the
1000 for third.
Parkard First
Bob Packard who had run third
in the mile, had previously com-
pensated this performance with a.
first in the two-mile jaunt.
Turning to the Jumbo squad.
Captain Brooks Johnson, one of the
nation's top harriers, with 13.
points gained by virtue of firsts in
the 50-yd. and 300-yd. runs, paced
the Tufts trackmen to their dev-
astating and surprisingly thorough
victory.
RpAUltA
4'.-y«r<J hlKh hurdle. Won by P&toa (H> :
1 McNmh |T(: 3 Dolley (T). T—«.L
liO-^ard diuh- Won bv Johnnon <T| : 2
—
Wills IT): S Paton (B). T 5.6.
Mile run Tin for Him by Halbertr |T> and
Pinion* (T) : 3 Packard (B). T 4:44.2
«00-yard run Won bv Guvoor (T) : 2~-
Johnson (T) : 3 Hincklev (B>. T—
1:15.7.
45-yord low hurdle* Won by Wills (T) :•
.' Paton (B) : I McNinh (T). T—6.G.
lOHU-yard run- Tie for fir«t bv H»lb»ri»
I'D and PKtone (T) : ti« tor third by
Blafkmer (B> and Cotter (Tl. T 2 .•28.6.
Two, Atilp run Won bv Park.nl (B» ; t—
S»oni<er (T) : 3-YounK (B). T 10:32.3.-
300-yard run Won bv Johnnon <T> : Zr-
(iavoor |T( : 3 -Eaton (Bl. T—33.1.
Shot- Put Won bv MeWilli.m. (B) : 2-
filick (T) : 3 Abrnhamson (T). 47-f*et.
lit inches.
S.1-pound hammer throw Won • bjr Mc-
Williams (H) : 2 MeCabe ill): 3—Fal-
fhtlla (T). r,G-feot. 7 inches.
Broad jump—Won hv Faucon (T) : 2
Moore (T) ; 3- Eaton (B). 22-fawt, 3
inches.
Pole vault -Won bv Stiensvold (T) : tie
for second by N> (T) and Farwell (T).
Il-feet. 6 Inches.
Hitrh jump Won by Faucon <T> : 2
Moore (T); tie fon third bv Eaton (B)
and Rentran (T). 6-feet. 2 inches.
Freshmen Meet
Tufts Ft. 54, Bowdoin ft. T,0 1/3. H»nt-
inirton Prep 2">2/S.
more competitors are still to be
chosen and will compete in spe-
cial elimination at M.I.T. One of
the fourteen will be nominated by
the Committee as a result of over-
all performance to represent the
NEISA in the -national meet in
June.
Finals At Merlon
The finals to be held on Jane 12
at Merion, Mass. will sift out the
two leading skippers to attend the
Olympics in November. Competi-
tion, as Mr. Fowle, the Graduate
Secretary claims, has been par-
ticularly keen this year and this





The Bowdoin sailing team has
been selected as one of the five
teams to represent New England
in the McMillan Cup race at An-
napolis. The other teams are
Brown, Harvard, Coast Guard,
M.I.T. with Yale and Dartmouth
alternates, and five Middle Atlan-
tic Staffs teams. This is afeuries
of two, day long, races jn^T.ft.
yawls on Chesapeake Bay. The
team will leave here the Wednes-
day of spring vacation to get in
some practice for the big Easter
weekend, when the race is being
held.
Last year's winner was Navy
with Brown second and Princeton
third. Thactv-ooUeges are sending
back their same teams. Bowdoin's
team will be Charlie Leighton and
Bob Hinckley co-skippers with
Skip Howland, Bob Sutherland,
George Rockwood, Dave Belknap,
John- Davis and Dick Kurtz crew.
NEISA Meeting
Further recognition of Bowdoin's
accomplishments came at the an-
nual meeting of the New England
Intercollegiate Sailing Association,
when the sailing club was raised
from a "provisional" to a "regular'.'
member of the NEISA. This gives
Bowdoin full privileges, such as
voting and office holding, of the
association. Also at the meeting
Skip Howland was elected a mem-
ber of the executive committee of
the NEISA. This committee de-
termines the policies of the asso-
ciation.
At the meeting the spring sched-
ule was announced. Bowdoin's is
the following:
Varsity
Mar. 31 * 1 McMillan Cup at Navy
Apr. 8 Ceiifer Trophv at M.I.T.
Apr. 14 Friis Trophy at Tufts
Apr. 21 Huston Dinghy Cup nt
Coast Guard
Apr. 29 New . England Elimina-
tions and J.V. meat
May R Stat* Series at Maine
May IS * 18 Coast Guard Bowl: New
England Championships
Freshmen
Apr. 14 Quad at Bowdoin
Apr. 22 New England Freshmen
Eliminations
Apr. 29 Tri at Bowdoin
May 6 N*w England Finals
It should be noted on this sched-
ule that Bowdoin has a trophy
meet every weekend from spring
vacation on.
Each college in the Gieger Tro-
phy races two teams in dinghys
and one in 110's. The Friis is made
up of the top team from each
state in New England. The Bos-
ton Dinghy races are competed in
by 12 New England and 12 Middle
Atlantic State teams. In these
contests the Polar Bears will be
racing against the top teams in
New England and in particular
Brown, M.I.T., and Coast Guard
which are currently rated above
Bowdoin. .••
Portrait of two individuals who have cor tribut«d no small part to the
welfare of the Bowdoin hockey picture, both directly and indirectly.
Rigby has been praised by every opposing coach and Danny MacFay-
den, of course. Doherty has just finished the season with the second
highest amount of points for a season in a decade of hockey at Bow-
doin.
Co-Captains Rigby, Doherty End
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Paul Doherty of Longmeadow,
Mass., and Pete Rigby of Need-
ham, Mass., co-captains of Bow-
doin College's 1956 hockey team,
are two pretty unusual individuals.
Doherty is currently captain of
the 1956 golf squad, president of
the Student Council, and president
of his fraternity, Delta Kappa Ep-
silon. Rigby is vice president of Psi
Upsilon- fraternity, is a dormitory
proctor, and has twice been named
a Charles Irwin Travelli Scholar.
These awards go annually to stu-
dents of high character and scho-
lastic standing • whose participa-
tion in extra-curricular activities
and whose campus citizenship have
contributed significantly to the in-
terests of the College as a whole.
Doherty, with 18 goals this past
season, scored more often than any
other Polar Bear skater of the
past ten years. Overall, he com-
piled 31 [>oints, KiviiiK him the sec-
ond highest total in the last de-
cade. For his three-year career at
Bowdoin, Doherty ranks- fourth in
scoring in the same period, behind
Stubby King, Dave Rogerson, and
Dick McCusker. He was the in-
dividual high scorer during both
of the last two seasons.
Dream Goalie
Rigby won praise from every
team he. faced this past season. In
fact, ey.ery coach except one said
he would like to have Rigby for hip
goalie. As a senior this winter he
made 510 saves in 14 games, for
an average of better than 36 per
game. Last year his total was 357
saves, and even as a sophomore he
made 171. During the same three
years he gave up 59, 79, and 19
goals respectively.
Coach Danny MacFayden's com-
ment on Rigby and Doherty is this,
"They are the ones who carried us
through this season. We'd really
have been snowed under without
these two."
Operation Snow bull
These records and figures will,
of course, be remembered in the
years to come. But Rigby and Do-
herty will also be remembered lor
their part last December in a sort
of "Operation Snowball" * which
brought nearer the construction of
a covered, refrigerated hockey
rink. The two of them had for
months been trying to devise -some
plan which would demonstrate how
much the undergraduates really
wanted the hockey rink which
Bowdoin had hoped to have ready
this winter,
Finally they did come up with a
plan and quickly carried it to Vice
President Bela W. Norton, who is
in charge of Bowdoin's develop-
ment program. With the unani-
mous approval and willing assis-
tance of the Student. Council and
the presidents of the fraternities,
details of the scheme were worked
out. The generous and enthusiastic
response of the students brought
in more than $5800 by the time




In N. E. Swim
Bob Plourde, while taking first
place in the 200-yd. backstroke at
I the NEISA Meet, cracked the ex-
isting record as set by Bob Me-
Grath with a 2:15.1 mark. In trials
he had cut that figure by a tenth
of a second so that the figure
stands at two-fifteen fiat.
It was Plotirde's second college
mark of the year, the Pawtucket
sophomore previously having brok-
en the 150-yd. individual medley
time.
In the trials Plourde attempted
to cut the New England record
of 2:14.2 but missed narrowly. The
New England Meet Title was cap-
tured by Williams, the Polar Bears
finishing in a tie for sixth with
Trinity. Hody White in probably
the closest event of the day, lost
by a touch to Brown's Riddle and
Springfield's MacDonald. White
equaled his time, a Bowdoin stan-
dard, of 2:36.6 in the nip-and-
tuck loss. Ahead for six lengths it
appeared that Bowdoin might be
on its way to a second consecutive
medal, but in the end was nudged
out for a third.
Both relays entered, medley and
400-yd., he placed seventh in the
annual- competition. Springfield
had won the title last year.
POLAR
BEARINGS
By Paul 7. Lewis '58
Another Record
If you will glance ti» the immediate left you will se<* that a new
college mark has been established in the 200-yd. backstroke event.
And if you will read a little further in the article you will see that
this same Bob Plourde has also proved his prowess in the recent win-
ter with another school record, the 150-yd. individual medley.
Splashing to a 2:15.0 time in the trials at M.I.T. Friday, Plourde
managed to keep well ahead of the pack in the finals, leaving Pete
Lewis, highly reputed Williams merman, in his wake. His time in the
final race was a tenth of a second off his trial mark.
First Mark
Earlier in the season, the Pawtucket sophomore had shaved eight-
tenths of a second off Jack/McGrath's former record in the medley
event. His time of 1:37.8 Established the first athletic mark of the
year, besides the new standard made by White in the newly-instituted
200-yd. breast stroke.
Last year Plourde placed fifth in the AAU Championships, a
feat of no mean proportions. Nationally, he promises to gain promi-
nence in many more instances; the outlook certainly is wholly opti-
mistic. -Only a sophomore, two more years of keen competition and
Bob Miller's tutelage might just groom him into Olympic material.
As a matter of fact, he's not very far away from that status right now.
Miscellaneous
Two news items popped up this week in the news that have noth-
ing to do with Bowdoin but certainly will be of interest to the sports-
minded individual. One is the performance of Kiphuth's Swimming
Powerhouse, and the other, an example of sportsmanship at its finest.
You might pore over the accounts of the Yale Swimming
Leviathan's drubbing of Harvard and the world record-shattering
effort of Rex Aubrey. Then take a look at the Landy story: needless
to say, this would have been another less-than-four-minute mile, but
that Unforgettable Moment will have to go down in the books as pure
gallantry rather than pure record.
WBOA
The WBOA Sports Depart-
ment is sponsoring voting for an
Interfraternity All Star Basket-
bail team. The ballots will be
distributed Wednesday, March
14, and voting will close Friday,
March 16. The voting will be
done by the' coaches of the re-
spective interfraternity teams
with the consensus of their team
members. Voting will be for first
and second teams and also for
honorable mention. The AU-Star
team will play the freshman
team tentatively on Thurs., Mar.
22, 7:00 p.m.
The game will be broadcast by
the WBOA Sports' Department.
























ment will broadcast the semi-
finals of the Interfraternity bas-
ketball playoffs on Wednesday,
March 14, and the finals on
Thursday, March 15. Wednes-
day games will be broadcast at
7:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. The win-
ners game will be broadcast at
8:30 p.m. Thursday.
Rill McWilliams who has capa-
pulted himself into Polar Bear
fame with fantastic efforts in the
u client divisions for the White
Cindermen. Last week. Bill placed !
third In the IC4A Meet in New'
York with a 5»9% SS-lb. weight
toss, that smashed th<' college rec-








—no better time to save a buck
by GREYHOUND
One way
Boston .._ -....„ 3.50
New York City _ „ _ 8.00
Hartford, Ct 6.35
Albany, N. Y 8.00
New Hares .— _ 6.85
Philadelphia „ 1 0. 1
Providence
_.._ 4.75
Plus U. S. Tax. Big EXTRA savings EACH WAY on Round-Trips.
Let Greyhound take your
LAUNDRY HOME TO MOTHER









Engineer*, Physicists, Mathematicians, or Metallurgists:
The Westinghouse Man With The Facts
will be here on April 21
Ask your placement officer fO£ »n appointment NOWI
You'll soon have to make that crucial decision ... where to start your career.
But, before you decide, you owe it to yourself to talk with the Westinghouse Man
With The Facts. He'll he here on campus on the above.date to interview engineering
graduates. Be sure to get on his schedule. He wants to talk with Electrical, Me-
chanical, Chemical or Industrial Engineers, Physicists, Mathematicians and Metal-
lurgists. Ask him about career opportunities at Westinghouse ... the million-dollar
Education Center with its complete training program . . . how you can select a career
in an industry of your choice, doing the kind of work you prefer . . . Master's and
Ph.D. degrees at company cost . . . chances for advancement . . . how other men
made fast progress. He can tell you ... he has the facts.
You'll want to know, too, about the big Westinghouse expansion program, and
how it offers you exciting opportunities for growth. And, about interesting and
rewarding work in such promising new fields as nuclear tnergy, automation, derision
devices, semiconductors, military and industrial electronics. There's plenty of room to move
around . . . and up ... at Westinghouse.
A frank talk with him will help you make a sound decision. So, contact your
Placement Officer now and have him make a date for you with the Westinghouse
Man With The I"acu. * A104S
you can be sure... if itsWestinghouse
V
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a relatively new thing then, and
In a time when visiting meant at
least a half an hour with a photo-
graph album, perhaps they drag-
ged yearbooks out too. But now?
We Just waste Ave or ten dollars
on something that is looked at
once (for our own picture) and
then filed away In the attic. Bow-
doin is not alone in having trou-
ble getting out the yearbook — It
la a chronic ailment of many col-
leges.
Let's face it; the old Joe Col-
lege spirit is dead, and there is
no use in trying to keep it alive.
It died from a variety of diseases;
the movies have lampooned it fre-
quently, and the theater has been
merciless. With the rise of the
publication industry, there is not
a single branch of literature that
has not laughed out the Joe Col-
lege type in one way or another.
Wiether or not this is a good
thing can be debated endlessly,
but it is a "fait accompli."
Joe College Is extinct. Why
then must we keep trying to say
that he is not? Why not keep on
the fraternities as social clubs —
they serve a usefull function in
this manner (vital, as a matter of
fact) — but drop the shriner's
childishness. Why not look around
at the other organizations, and
see which ones are really doing
any good? Support those that are,
and put the others on a self-sus-
taining basis.-What is the good of
complaining about attendance at
minor athletic events? Those that
are Interested will always go, but
if the others don't care about it,
then that is their business. We
don't have the door-die- for-dear-
old-alma-mater spirit with us any
more; it went out with the kero-
sene lamp and the gingerbread
trimming.
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ner guest at the TD house, and
spoke Sunday evening to the mem-
bers of the Howdoin Student Fel-
lowship and their guests in the
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Herbert A. Miller '57 offered an
earnest portrayal of the young son
who thought up the whole kidnap-
ping plan.
Dewsnap did well with his brief
role of the "bootlegger." All cast
members managed the-dialect with
skill and sufficient clarity. The sets
were again necessarily simple but
also suggestive.
The program opened with anoth-
er Beeson composition, entitled
"Touch Pitch." The play was a sa-
tire on a group of people who Were
"too much with the world and not
the other way around," and play-
ed against one of the most stun-
ning and imaginative sets I re-
member seeing. "Touch Pitch"
proved to be a wonderful display
of wit.
The play abounded with funny,
risque lines; situations involving
sex in one form or another; and
colorful, over-dressed, over-played
people.
The plot was not exactly a com-
plex or even a particularly clever
one; one could see the ending the
moment things got underway, and
Finland . .
.
(Otitinard fr« par* ••>*)
the following: the new industries
could not hope to compete in West-
ern markets, nor could they be
halted without serious unemploy-
ment and some economic disloca-
tion. The Soviet Union now showed
a wilingness to buy their prod-
ucts, as did the satellites, and so
our trade with Eastern Europe has
increased in recent years. Yet the
bulk of our exports, wood products,
goes to the West, especially Eng-
land.
Life in Finland today is purely
Western. The people enjoy full in-
dividual freedom: 'no censorship,
freedom Of travel, ' free elections,
freedom of worship, and freedom
to change one's job. Though our
armed forces are reduced, military
service is compulsory for every
nineteen year old citizen: the ser-
vice is only eight months, eleven
months for special training, but the
program is more concentrated than
most of the other Western nations.
The main foreign language taught
in the schools is English; only a
few people study Russian.
for this reason perhaps one had
the feeling that the play had lost
most of its under-surface meaning.
In other words any serious at-
tempt to spoof the "proper" con-
ventions of society was usually
smothered by the cliche terms and
farcical display. 'Touch Pitch"
was, nevertheless, good fun; it
moved at a fairly good pace with
the exception of one instance of
lost lines and maintained a light,
airy atmosphere most of the time.
Madeleine Jeppesen was perfect
as the visitor so sure of herself;
Marjory Tillotson was riotous\fin
looks and sound) as Mrs. St. Ives;
Allan F. Wright "58 was right at
home in the role of Bodo. Wilkins
seemed a bit too old for Cayeme.
John and Deana Sweet brought
the rewarding evening to a fine
close with a witty and natural ren-




Seven Bowdoin men will be com-
peting Saturday, March 17 in the
Maine Intercollegiate Forensic
Festival to be held at Bates College
in Lewiston, Maine. Roderick "G.
Foreman '59, Arnold B. Goldman
'57, Glen J. Howard '59, Robert E.
Meehan '59. Paul W. Todd '58,
John E. Swierzynski '59, and Da-
vid M. Zolov '59, will represent the
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A Pops Concert will be given
Friday and Monday at 8 p.m. in
the Pickard Theater. It will be
put on by College talent with
Frederic E. T. Tillotson. Profes-
sor of Music, directing. Edwin B.
Benjamin, Assistant Professor of
English, will be master of cere-
monies
Twenty-four charitable organi-
zations will benefit from the dis-
bursement of funds raised over
Campus Chest Weekend.
The charities were selected from
a group of nearly 50 on the basis
of three criteria.
(1) National and statewide or-
ganizations with affiliated mem-
bers performing services in the
Brunswick area.
(2) Scholarship funds for under-
privileged minority groups.
(3) Urgent appeals for under-
privileged groups (youth and
adult) in the United States and
abroad.
The organizations which will
benefit this year, with the approx-
imate percentages they will re-
ceive as contrasted with the situa-
tion last year are listed below.
Brunswick Coal & Lumber C
FUEL - BUILDING SUPPLIES
Brunswick, Maine
0.
To These Ears , . .
(CoiidnuM) froa pice two) *
edy give vitality and pathos to
the story that only truth can
bring.
Mad Dog
—Even a howling dog and off-
beat pipe cracking did not stop
the Bennington Madrigal Singers
from performing with beautiful
tones and ensemble at Friday's
Chapel service.—Is it true that
the town of Brunswick doesn't be-





Pine Tree Society for Crippled
Children and Adult* Inc. 5%
Cumberland County Tubercu-
loaia and Health Aaso. t<%
Marrh of Dimes (ci, a
Maine Cancer Society. Inc. B%
Maine Heart Association tfa
Cerebral Palsy 4fJ,
Brunswick Scouting Protrram 4V«
World University Service 3ri
TruHteea of
Athens College. Greece 41'n
Japan International Christian
University Found. Inc., S%
National Scholarship Service








Colleire Fund. Inc. 4<"
East Harlem
Protestant Parish 3Ci
Leonard Wood Memorial 3%
Boy's Clubs of America 4%
Olympic Fund <r<„
Brunswick Humane Society M

























The program will be given in
11 parts. The Bowdoin Brass En-
semble will lead off. Two groups
of vocal selections, duets from La
Boheme and Faust and songs
from Kiss Me Kate and Oklahoma,
will follow. The Bowdoin Clarinet
Quartet will deliver -the fourth
part.
Part five will be devoted to the
Bowdoin Glee Club, followed by
selected folksongs, popular bal-
lads, and improvisations on popu-
lar tunes.
Original compositions by Fred-
erick C. Wilkins '56 will be fea-
tured in the ninth part of the
program. The Meddiebempsters
will be tenth. The Emanons will
give the last selections.
Juzc Concert
As the main feature of the week-
end there will be a jazz concert
Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
gymnasium featuring the Ema-
nons and the Dartmouth Chiefs.
This will take the place of the Oc-
tet Concert. -5-
Booths
Unlike previous years, fraternity
booths will be in the 'cage instead
of the gymnasium. The booths will
be open from 9 p.m. to 12 midnight
Saturday. On Saturday from 2 to
4 p.m. there will be a South Seas
Party in the swimming pool which
last year was a great success. The
Union flick, "High and Dry," is to
be shown at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. in Smith Auditorium.
Representatives on the Campus
Chest Committee are: John J.
Woodward '57, AD; Neil A.
Cooper '58, ARU; James J. Dew-
snap, '57, ATO; Louis A. Du-
Plessis, Jr. '56, Beta. Joseph M.
Brush, II '58, Chi Psi; Robert C.
Hamlin '56, DKE; James S. Mil-
lar, '57, DS; Robert W. Thomps-
son '57, KS; Robert C. Shepherd
'57, Psi U; Werner A. Fischer, Jr.
'57, SN; Stephen Z. Colodney '57,
TD; David H. Bird "56, Zete. who
is the treasurer; and Maynard A.
Seelye '56, 'Independent. Thomas





(Continued fratn pa*. «t«)
appears to be the only likely en-
trance, Professor Armillas main-
tained.
"The physical anthropology of
the American Indian is (Juite va-
ried," he stated, "but nearly all
exhibit similarities with popula-
tions native to the other side of
the Pacific." He noted the signi-
ficance of the remains of late
Pleistocene times found in the up-
per cave of Chou Kou Tien in this
respect. There the mingling of
three distinct racial types was
found at a very early stage in
man's development. "Mixing of this
type may explain why there are so
many divergent racial types in this
continent," he stated.
I n Im i in Culture
Following the period of the ele-
phant hunters of the Great Plains
there is a period characterized by
the remains of what is known as
the Folsom culture, Professor Ar-
millas said. This culture, which is
distinguished by the type of pro-
jected points employed, was dis-
tributed from Alberta to Texas.
Then the type of projected point
changed, he stated, and there is a
succession of complexes of arti-
facts associated with the remains
of extinct species of bison. Radio-
carbon dates for these carry up to
about 5,000 B.C., Professor Armil-
las indicated.
^"There is evidence for the pre-
sence of man in Mexico 11,000
years ago and these men were also
elephant hunters," Professor Ar-
millas noted. The presence of huge
bones in central Mexico had been
known for a long time; the Az-
tecs felt that they were the bones
of the giants who built Teotihua-
can, he observed. Professor Ar-
millas noted that even the early
religious men among the conquis-
tadores believed in the legends,
both Padre Sahagun and Tor
quemada citing biblical quotations
about the existence of giants.
"These bones have now Ix-on
identified as the remains of Archi-
diskodon Imperator, a form of
mammoth," he said. The associa-
tion of man with these animals
has been conclusively determined
by the finding of stone artifacts
with the animals in an undistui-h-
ed geological stratum, Professor
Armillas explained. The finding of
the Tepexpan man in 1947 was
not conclusive proof for this, he
said, because the excavation was
not well conducted, and there re-
mains the possibility that the Te-




(Continued from pan en*)
pendence. This policy was followed
in the case of India.
If the countries are not given
freedom soon enough, they will re-
volt as did French Morocco. If they
are given freedom too soon, they
will not be able to govern them-
selves properly, as was the case in
British Guiana.
Capital investment and skilled
personnel are necessary to indus-
trialization and prosperity in prim-
itive areas, he maintained.
The communist doctrine prom-
ises the quickest build up of indus-
trialization. Communism can in-
vest all profits into constructive
work by holding down consumer
goods and pay. In a democratic
country, a political party must
promise more consumer goods and
a higher standard of living in order
to get into office.
! "Matchless Service"
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it. . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS POSTERS STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
Paul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes









Russcl S. Douglas '40, Manager
Sales and Service
Complete Selection A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
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ineering education
for
selected B.A. or B.S.
graduates
EARN... WHILE YOU LEARN
_«l. .•.*..




with visiting engineering representatives
of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Monday, April 9
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
• Any B.A. or B.S. degree.
• Mathematics through differential and integral
» calculus.
• One year of college physics (additional courses in
y chemistry or related sciences desirable).
• A good scholastic standing in undergraduate
p work, particularly in math and science courses.
• Desire to pursue a career in engineering.
PRATT 4 WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, one of America's
greatest engineering organizations, is offering a com-
prehensive engineering course to qualified B.A. or
B.S. graduates. Throughout the training period, those
enrolled in this program will be paid a liberal salary
— with increases as scholastic progress is shown.
The educational program itself will be conducted,
at our expense, by one of the nation's foremost en*
gineering colleges. Graduates of this 30-week course
will be assigned to our engineering department. Here,
they will be given the opportunity to do creative
engineering work on the world's finest aircraft engines.
Such an unusual opportunity should be fully investi-
gated by B.A. or B.S. graduates with engineering
interest. Further information and literature can be
obtained from the College Placement Office — ap-
pointments for interviews can also be made.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
t
EAST^HARTFORD * 8, CONNECTICUT
rf^B
Satisfy Yburself w\\\i a Milder, Better-Tasting smoke-
packed for more pleasure by exclusive AcctiRay
A touch will toll you ... an Accu-Ray Chester-
field is more perfectly packed . . . and that means
Chesterfield satisfies the most . . . burns more
evenly, smokes much smoother.
To the taste, too
. . . Chesterfield packs more
pleasure. Firm and pleasing to the lips . . . mild yet
deeply satisfying to the taste. . .Chesterfield alone
is pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.
Pn*
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Noted Criminologist
Is Institute Speaker
By Kenneth E. Carpenter '58
Austin H. MacCormick, internationally known penologist
and Professor of Criminology at the University of California, will
be the 1956 institute speaker. He will lecture on crime and
delinquency on the evenings of April 4, 5 and 6 at 8: 1 5 p.m. in
the Pickard Theater.
After having served since 1929
as Assistant Director of the U. S.
Bureau of Prisons in Washington,
he was called to New York City
as Commissioner of Correction. His
improvements of conditions at the
City Penitentiary on Welfare Is-
land soon after he took office at-
tracted world-wide attention.
Mr. MacCormick's interest in
prisons was originally aroused
Election Plan
Wins Approval
By Maynard A. Seelye '56
The Student Council gave in-
formal approval on Monday to a
while he was an undergraduate at ' completely new system for class
Bowdoin by the work of Thomas
Mott Osborne, 'lie well-known re-
form warden of Sing Sing. When
he graduated, in 1915, a college
friend engaged him to make a
study of the ja«s and state prison
of Maine. Following the example
of Mr. Osbonre, he got himself ad-
mitted,-ie--tlTc Maine State Prison
at Thomaston for a short sentence
incognito.
Among the national organiza-
tions of which Mr. MacCormick
has been president are the Ameri-
can Prison Association, the Na-
tional Conference of Juvenile
Conferences will be held In
the .M imiI ton Union Lounge »'t
10:30 a.m. on Thursday and Fri-
day, April 5 and 6. A bluebook
la available in the library this
week In which students may re-
gister for these conferences.
They will be limited to about
35 people. /
Agencies, the National Prisoner's
Aid Association, the American As-
sociation for Adult Education, and
the National Committee on Alco-
holism.
Author of well over seventy arti-
cles in professional journals, Mr.
MacCormick has edited and writ-
ten several books in his field. He
is chairman of the nine-man com-
mittee to study all psychiatric
services in the California Prison
System.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa and
Delta Upsilon fraternities, Mr.
MacMormiek has since 1944 been




The final debate in the third an-
nual competition for the Wilmot
Brookings Mitchell Trophy will
be held on April 18 Prof. Albert R.
Thayer has annouccd.
The first debate in the semi-
final round will be held at the
Beta Thota Pi house tonight at
7:30. The Betas will oppose the
ATO's.
The Betas won the thirteenth
and final preliminary debate last
week, topping the AD's.
The Mitchell Trophy recognizes
Professor Mitchell's contribution
to the growth of interest in the
speech arts, particularly in de-
bating, during the 46 years of
teaching at the College. The tro-
phy was given by an anonymous
donor.
elections in future years.
The plan calls for nomination by
petition and the use of a 'transfer'
'ballot, with the president and vice-
president to be chosen from the
same slate of candidates.
Under the proposed procedure,
any candidate for class office would
be required to submit a petition to
the. Student Council by a specified
date, signed by thirty classmates
in the case of candidates for class
secretary, forty for candidates for
president.
Councilmen also envision some
sort of campaigning by the candid-
ates, and one or two nights will
possibly be set aside for election
speeches.
The ballot would have much the
same form as in the past, except
that there would be only two sets
of candidates instead of three. Vot-
ers would still list candidates in
order of preference, and will prob-
ably be required to vote for a ma-
jority of the candidates to make
the ballot valid.
(Plcaic tarn to p««e four)
Financial Help
Blanks Ready
Financial report blanks to sup-
port applications for scholarship
aid for the academic year 1956-57
are available in Philip S. Wilder's
office. They must be completed and
returned not later than Monday,
April 9.
Students arc also reminded that
tuition for 1956-57 will be $800
and should consider this in decid-
ing whether or not they wish to
apply for scholarship aid.
Students who do not file appli-
cations as indicated will not be
considered for scholarship aid for
1956-57, except the Union Carbide
Scholars and the General Motors
Scholar.
Mr. Wilder also announces that
36 new scholarships amounting to
$5,825 were decided upon for the
spring semester at the Feb. 24
meeting of the Committee on Stu-
dent Aid.
Medical Exams
Candidates for admission to
medical school in the fall of 1957
who plan to take the Medical Col-
lege Admission Test on May 5,
1956, have until April 21 to sub-
mit their application forms, Dr.
David L. Russell, Director of Stu-
dent Counseling announced re-
cen Jy.
Lcs Elgart's Dance Orchestra
Is Main Ivy Weekend Feature
Lcs Elgart and his band, nation-
ally known dance musicians, will
play here on Friday, May 11, dur-
ing Ivy Weekend, according to An-
thony T. Fleishman '57, president
of the junior class.
Fleishman stated that although
it was too early to give full details
on the entire weekend, the various
aspects of the annual event were
coming along according to plan.
While the contract for the Elgart
engagement has been signed, there
is the customary clause in it to the
effect that while definite, the con-
tract may be dissolved up to 29
days before the engagement.
William D. Geoghegan, Assistant
Professor of Religion, is scheduled
to deliver the faculty address dur-
ing the Saturday Ivy celebration.
Robert C. Shepherd '57 will give
the student address. At this time
the winner of the wooden spoon
award, a popularity contest for ju-
niors, will be announced.
Although a theme for the dance
on Friday night has yet to be de-
cided, rieishman said that the dec-
oration in the gym would definite*
ly lie done by professionals. This is
partly to avoid the unequal shar-
ing of work when it comes time to
clean up the gym.
Fleishman and his committee of
juniors, who have been meeting
weekly since December, have de-
cided upon a change in the proce-
dure for electing a wooden spoon
winner. It will probably be done
by having each house nominate two
candidates, and choosing a winner
on a preferential ballot.
Part of the committee's work
will consist of publicity Work in
the various girls' colleges, and
compiling data on exams and
events in these colleges during the
weekend of May 11. Assisting
Fleishman have been secretary-
treasurer, John C. Finn '57, and
vice president, Fletcher W. Means
H '57.
The other members of the com-
mittee are: Albert L. Bachorowski,
Eugene V. Hcls'el Jr., Kent G. Hob-
by, Oliver W. Hone, Edward E.
Langbein Jr., Charles M. Leighton,
|
Paul J. McGoldrick, John J. Man-
ning III, Robert E. Pooles, Donald
1 H. Rundlctt. Thomas L. Spencc,
Peter J. Strauss, and Clement S.
Wilson.
Surgeons Assisted
Dr. Murray S. Danforth, one of
New England's outstanding orth-
opedic surgeons before his death
in 1943, has been memorialized by
his sister, the late Miss Agnes H.
Danforth of Bangor. In her will
Miss Danforth left a bequest of
$10,000 to establish the Doctor
Murray Snell Fund, the income
from which will be used to award
scholarships to residents of Maine
"who are students at Bowdoin
College preparing for the medical
or related professions."
Gross Receipts Of Campus Chest




Spring arrived yesterday at 10:41 a,m. Shown above are several dates
scampering back from town where they had been examining early
flowers on the village green. The girls, from another state, had
stayed a few extra days to watch spring come to Vacationland.
Chiefs, Emanons Provide
Evening Of Jazz Contrasts
By Peter N. Ananias Jr. '59
The jazz concert Saturday evening at Pickard Theater was not
a so-called "battle of music," but rather an evening of musical con-
trasts: the new with the old.
The old was Dixieland or Tra-
ditional jazz by the Dartmouth In-
dian Chiefs, early jazz outwardly
expressed in the three horn, three
rhythm manner. And the new was
played by the Bowdoin Emanons
who offered modern or progress-
ive jazz combining the large heri-
tage of the classical forms (from
the light intricacies of Bach and
Co. to the ultra-frenzied harmon-
ic innovations or Stravinsky. Bar-
tok and Schoenberg) with the
swinging beat and the improvisa-
tion of jazz In a subtle, pleasing
and intelligent manner.
Paul DuBrule, master of cere-
monies, introduced first the Ema-
nons with a brief bit on modern
jazz before the unison lines of Jim
Kuchner on trumpet and OlUe
Sawyer on flute carried the group's
theme with leader-pianist-arranger
Terry Stenberg, Al Bernstein on
bass, and Charlie Chapman blow-
ing drums.
After the theme which featur-
ed solos by all, the Emanons
swung into the "Continental."
Kushner and Sawyer were ex-
tremely imaginative in their solo
work, striving for the abstract and
yet working fluidly around Sten-
berg's fine comping. Stenberg's
own work tasted of Brubeck which
is always palate-pleasing to the
jazz listener.
"Lullaby of Birdland," today's
jazz favorite as contrasted with
yesterday's "Stompin' at the Sa-
voy" and "Honeysuckle Rose" were
handled well in a very clever and
neat arrangement. The modem
crow enjoyed every minute of play-
ing as evidenced in their facial
expressions and lyric quality of
their improvisations. A new Sten-
berg arrangement of "Mood Indi-
go" proved successful and thought
provoking with the horns reading
complex contrapuntal lines. One
of the high points was Jim Kush-
ner on a Chet Baker kick doing
"My Funny Valentine." He didn't
try to copy Baker, but merely
gave a Baker impression which
again was highly artistic.
Stenberg at the harpsichord on
the "Lady Is a Tramp" arrange-
ment treated the dilletante as well
as the season jazz devotee to a
fine piece of work well expressed
in the modern idiom. Al Berr.-
stein then picked up his guitar in
a Johnny Smith emulation with
"Moonlight in Vermont," with
Sawyer switching to bass. "Stom-
pin' at the Savoy" was so tasteful-
ly handled that a canine member
of the audience found himself (or
herself as the cas» may be) drawn
to the platform. Kushner ushered
the dog out before blowing per-
haps his most exciting chorus of
the evening.
The Emanons are a talented and
resourceful group of musicians.
Their work, when it moved to-
ward the more esoteric heights of
modern jazz, passed over the heads
of some of the audience, but it
wa s well appreciated and receiv-
ed. It showed what results when a
group of excellent musicians work-
ing together under a clever lead-
er-arranger makes good clean jazz.
Chiefs Take Over
DuBrule next introduced the
Dartmouth Indian Chiefs whose
leader Larry Elliot need not have
been so apologetic when he an-
nounced that they were not go-
ing to play modern jazz, but tra-
ditional. The Chiefs' brand is good
<Pltu« tara to pift foar)
Pops Program
Reveals Talent
By George A. Smart Jr. '57
Campus Chest Weekend got of-
ficially underway Friday with a
gala Pops Concert under the di-
rection of Prof. Frederic E. T.
Tillotson, wjth Professor EdwaYtf
B. Benjamin as Master of Cere-
monies. The concert w9s enthu-
siastically received by the capaci-
ty Pickard Theater audience, but
more significantly than this im-
mediate success, was the fact that
this evening proved beyond a doubt
that there is an almost unimagin-
able amount of "untapped" talent
on the campus.
The quality of the program was
as varied as its content; there
were many high spots and some
low ones. The first number by the
Brass Ensemble was badly plac-
ed. The Glee Club and their "Rise
Sons" would have made a more
appropriate beginning. The En-
semble's single selection, a Suite by
William Bergsma, under the di-
rection of Robert Beckwith, was
unusual.
The -second attraction featured
Phillip F. Stuart '57 and Peter E.
Potter '58 in two duets from "Bo-
heme" and "Forza del Destino."
Stuart's voice sounded tired and
strained in the upper register, and
Potter did not seem to be in best
form either.
Next the Clarinet Quartet play-
ed "Canzonetta" by Mendelssohn,
"Pizzicato^Polka" by Strauss and
an added specialty number. The
tone of the instruments was beau-
tiful as was the blend, and the
four men performed like musicians.
The fourth feature was the Bow-
doin Glee Club under the leader-
ship of Dr. Tillotson. The group
offered "Rise Sons," Father Wil-
liam," two negro spirituals, and
the popular Student Prince "Serc-
(Tlessc turn to P»»e (our)
By Roger Howell, Jr.
"Both the agricultural and ur-
ban revolutions were independent
phenomena on the American con-
tinent," Professor Pedro Armillas
declared last Thursday while de-
livering the third in a series of
four Tallman Lectures in the Moul-
ton Union.
He said that it was important
to distinguish between the change
from savagery to sedentary life
based on farming and the change
from sedentary life to civiliza-
tion. The first, he noted, involves
the domestication of plants and
some animals, while the second in-
volves a transformation of the cul-
tural pattern into a more complex
type, which is known as civiliza-
tion, in the strictest sense of the
word.
"In discussing the origins of
American Indian agriculture, it is
important to consider the archaeo-
logical evidence," he declared. In
South America, much information
has been gathered as a result of
recent excavations - near Trujillo
on the north coast of Peru, he said.
There, at a midden known as Hua-
ca Prieta, organic remains have
been well preserved due to the dry-
ness.
In northeast Mexico, there have
been excavations at caves in the
state of Tamaulipas, Professor Ar-
millas said. A cultural sequence
has been found there including
hunters, then food gatherers, and
finally part-time farmers. The ra-
diocarbon date for this site is also
about 2500 B.C.. he noted. The
Bat Cave in west central New
Mexico, gives some evidence for
the beginnings of agriculture on
the North American continent, he
stated. There the development of
corn from very primitive types to
essentially modern ones can be
(fit*** tarn to pin foar)




Tryouts for roles in the Ivy
Musical, "The Big Man," will he
held at 8 p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday, April -4 and 5, in
Pickard Theater.
"The Big Man" is an original
book show in two acts and is
beine produced by the Masque
and Gown. The book and lyrics
were written by Allison H.
Roulston '57 and the musical
score was composed by Freder-
ick C. Wilkins '55.
Terry D. Stenberg '56 is or-
chestrating and directing music-
al and vocal numbers. Roulston
is directing the book. William
Beeson III '56 is advisor to the
production and settings are by
Ray Rutan. Robert L. Gustaf-
son '57 is production manager.
The play was suggested by
"The Vegetable," an unsuccess-
ful play by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Babineau Gets
Top '59 Marks
$2,500 Will -Go To Charity,
$700 More Than Last Year
A record smashing total of $2,991.16 in gross receipts, a
sum $90 greater than the all time record set in 1954, was re-
ceived for charity as a result of the Campus Chest Drive, accord-
ing to figures released by Thomas £. Needham '57, chairman
of the drive.
Top house calculated on a per capita basis was Delta
Sigma, who contributed $5.26 each. The TD's booth raised
the most, totaling $137.46. The Zetet, contributing the most
money, gave a total of $356.84.
The fraternities, including the
independents and the faculty, con-
'tributed $2,524.26. The student
Union gave $100.00. The jazz con-
cert brought in $200.00, and the
Pops Concerts $103.85. Money re-
ceived to cover advertising
amounted to $50.00. The Union
Movies earned $10.20. $2.85 was
gained from the coat checking.
The approximate balance from the
1955 Campus Chest added another
$208.85 to the total.
Expenses were approximated at
a maximum of $500.00.
Raymond F. Kierstead Jr. '56,
has been awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to the University of
Paris in France, where he will
specialize in history beginning next
fall, Pres. James S. Coles, has
announced.
A graduate of South Portland
Raymond G. Babmeau had the
highest freshman marks in the first
semester with a 91.67 average,
according to unofficial figures com-
piled from information from Mas-
sachusetts Hall. His lowest mark
in the customary freshman six
courses was a "B plus."
Following is a list of the top 25
freshmen and their averages for
the first semester:
Babineau, Raymond G.













Ward John H. 86.00
White, Christopher C. 85.00
Smith, Frederick S. 85.00
Carnathan, James G. 84.67
McCurdy, Peter G. 84.67
Basbas, George J. 84.33
Garick, Edward I. 84.33
Gray, Martin 84.33
Hickey, Peter H. 84.33
Rosenthal, Macey S. 84.33
Tripp, Ronald E. 84.33
Freshmen , received five- "A
pluses," 26 straight "A's," and 49



























High School, where he wag ac- < gether. Math II contributed 21 of
tive in debating, dramatics, and
| these, followed by French 3, nine
the school newspaper and year- and Chemistry U, eight.
book, Kierstead came to Bowdoin
as the winner of one of the four
competitive State of Maine Schol-
arships. He was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa last June and has been
a James Bowdoin Scholar for three
consecutive years. Last year he
was awarded a Charles Potter
Kling Scholarship, granted to
"provide free tuition and books
to needy and worthy male stu-
dents of Colonial or Revolutionary
Ancestry."
Kierstead, a member of *, ipha
Tau Omega fraternity, is major-
ing in history. He has served as
treasurer of the Student Union
The highest marks in English I
were two lonely "A minuses," got-
ten by Babineau and John M.
Christie. Richard E. Morgan got
the highest " English 3 mark, /a
straight "A." Not one freslQton
could pull an "A" in History I or
Government I.
Eighty-nine failures dot the rec-
ords. Math II again leads with 17
to its credit, followed by German
I, sixteen; English I, eight; and
Physics II, eight. Five flunked En-
glish 3, three failed ROTC, but
everyone passed hygiene.'.,
After the story was written, a
mistake was encountered on the
The Bowdoin Publishing Co. has
elected Harry G. Carpenter Jr. '57
the new business manager of the
Orient.
Carpenter, advertising manager
of the Orient sinee March 1955,
replaces Harold R. Beacham Jr.
86 33 j"56« wno retires with this issue.
80.OO A member of Alpha Delta Phi
86.00 I, Fraternity, Carpenter has been ac-
86.00 tive on the Orient staff since his
freshman year. Previous to his ap-
pointment as advertising manager,
he was a circulation manager.
His selection of new advertising
manager will be made at a later
date.
He also replaces Beacham on
the Publishing Company.
Carpenter is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry G. Carpenter of Sayles-
ville, R. I.
Other members of the Publish-
ing Company, the function of which
is to assist the newspaper in any
way possible, are Prof. James A.
Storer, Bela W. Norton, H. Ed-
ward Born '57 and Thomas L.
Spence '57.
Committee and as a member of list of grades distributed by Massa-
the Student Council. He is also a chusetts Hall. Channing M. Zucker,
dormitory proctor this year, was a who achieved an 85.00 average
Rhodes Scholarship candidate last I was credited with a "C minus
fall, and as a freshman won the . English in mistake for a
Pianist G. Bagarotti
To Perform Mozart
Goodwin French Prize. minus," resulting in his omission, birth.
Giovanni Bagarotti, pianist and
eminent authority on the music
of Mozart, will play in a concert
in the Pickard Theater, Monday,
April 9, at 8:15 p.m.
Last fall ho played three Mozart
concertos with the New York Phil-
harmonic. Mr. Bagarotti has ap-
peared in every major center of
population in the world.
At the April concert he will play
a rarely performed Mozart concer-
in
i
to celebrating the two-hundredth
"B anniversary of the composer's




The spring tour of the Glee Club
and Meddiebempsters is once again
in the offing.
The Glee Club directed by Pro-
fessor Frederic E. -T. Tillotson will
first stop for a concert at Pem-
broke College of Brown Univer-
sity, Providence. R. I. On the same
program the Meddies will present
several numbers arranged by Di-
rector Terry Stenberg '56 as well
as other favorites. The concert is
scheduled for Friday, March 23,
at 8:15 pjn.
Saturday, March 24, the journey-
men singers will be featured in a
concert at Becker Junior College,
Worcester, Mass.
Brooklyn Museum
Next on the agenda will be a
(PUaM turn tv pat* fo«r>
Following arp the results of
the drive in the various houses.







Chi Psl 124.00 2.53
Sigma .N'u 148.33 2.13
1.91Kappa Sigma US.85




Approximately $2,500 will be
given to charity, according to
Needham. This represented an in-
crease of almost $700 over the
total that was given last year. "I
consider this to have been a very
great success," Needham said.
Last year, the TD's took first
place in the competition for high-
est per capita contribution with an
aver&ge of $3.91. as contrasted
with a figure of $5.26 posted by the
Delta Sigs this year.
The average per capita contri-
bution this year for the top four
houses was higher than the great-
est per capita average posted last
year, the ARU's who finished
fourth in the standings averaging
$4.29 in this year's drive.
In addition, the bottom three
fraternities in last year's per ca-
pita average standings all con-
tributed an average less than the
lowest average posted by a fra-
ternity this year.
The Delta Sips last year placed
considerably lower than they did
this year, finishing .sixth in the
standings with an average con-
tribution of $2,53. The TD's, Zetes;
and ARU's, W1J10 finished first,
second, and third last year, re-
tained their positions respective
to each other, but all dropped one
place in the overall standings.
Science Group
To Meet Here
Shown from left to right is the core of the Glee Club — first row: Fletcher W. Means II '57, Prof. Fred-
eric E. T. Tillotson, Terry D. Stenberg *56, Prof. Robert K. Beckwith, Olin M. Sawyer, '58. Second row:
John P. Dow '57, William II. Gardner '57, Peter E. Potter '58, John R. Ftirman '56, D»vld W. Holmes '56.
Fifty to sixty officers and repre-
sentatives of major Industrial con-
cerns in Maine will be guests of
the College on Wed., April 11, at a
Science Open House, Professor
Samuel E. Kamerling has an
nounced.
The group will inspect some of
the facilities in science before a
noon luncheon in the Moulton Un-
ion. Following an address by Mr.
Raymond H. Trott, President of
the New England Council arid
President of the Rhode Island Hos-
pital Bank and Trust Company in
Providence, the men will have an
jpportunity to see other labora-
tories and facilities of the College
.n which they may be interested.
The purpose o( the Science Ope/i
.louse is to acquaint officers of in-
dustrial concerns in Maine with the
work Bowdoin is doing in chemis-
• ry, physics, biology, and related
fields. Within recent years the Col-
.ege has built a new chemistry
building, completely renovated the
laboratories for physics and bio-
logy, and made other additions to
its physical plant which have great-
.y strengthened Bowdoin's offer-
ings.
Professor Kamerling is chairman
'
of the faculty committee for the
Science Open House. Other mem-
bers of the committee are Proles-
sor Myron A. Jeppesen, Professor
Norman L. Munn, Vice President
Bela W. Norton, and Mr. Samuel
A. Ladd, Jr., Director of Place-
ment.
k***^MSM*S^^Bt^M*kM i.
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The Importance of the Glee Club
With the coming of the spring vacation
comes one of the most important events In the
College calendar, the annual Spring Tour by the
Glee Club. It has an importance that transcends
the mere pleasure of song, of travel, and of good
times.
For this group is probably the biggest repre-
sentative of the College to go on tour. It per-
forms in more places and before more people
than any other campus organization, and as such
it serves in a double capacity. Besides main-
taining a reputation as a first-class rhusical
organization, it also must maintain a reputation
as a first-class public relations organization.
This is no easy task for an ordinary group,
but the Glee Club has been for a long time very
successful at it. The importance of what they
have done is hard at times to realize, but in the
past they have carried the name of the College
far and well. Now they face the start of an-
other tour, and as always it is no usual one.
For once, again they face the double task of sell-
ing themselves as a musical group and of selling
the Collage.
As they prepare to start, we of the Orient
wish to take a moment to wish them continued
luck on another tour. Good luck, Tilly, and
good luck, members of the Glee Club.
MacCormick and the Institutes
We hope that the members of the College
Community and their friends will take advan-
tage of this year's Institute lectures, as they
promise to be in keeping with the previous fine
series sponsored by the Institute.
The three lectures and two conferences come
at a good time this year. There will be few
activities during the week following vacation,
most of the hour exams and papers in the pres-
ent cycle should be over, and sports are at a lull
between spring and winter. There is no reason
for most of the student body not to take full
advantage of the series.
Thos« who were here last year will remem-
ber the excellent series given by Professor Jessup
of Columbia University. It was a liberal arts
course in three days. The two conferences
given between the lectures were a fascinating
and important part. The conferences, which are
not open to faculty members, will be given again
this year on Thursday and Friday mornings,
April 5 and 6. For the student with questions,
these conferences will be invaluable.
Mr. MacCormick is a criminologist, and the
series will deal with crime, its causes and cures
in our society. But one does not have to be
concerned primarily with this field to gain fully
the benefits offered.
The Forgotten Season
Spring! The season of youth and happiness,
of warmth and love, of birds and flowers. The
very mention of the word stirs something akin
to tenderness in even the most unsentimental
breast. It is a season whieh even the most hard-
ened wife-beater looks forward to with joyous
anticipation.
One of the first signs of spring is the sap
r'«ing in th" treos Another is the return of the
birds, a third is the sight of young lovers softly
telling each other wonderful things beneath. the
light of a gentle, understanding moon.
This year the characters are. the same, but
someone seems to have changed the scenery.
The sap still runs in the trees, only now it does
so in order to keep from freezing by moving.
And the birds are back. Perhaps you did not
hear1 the happy singing of the first robin over
top of the gentle zephyrs which blew over the
weekend, but if you took even a casual glance,
you could see at once how beautifully he stood
out against the soft white backdrop. Young
lovers are always with us too, but only those
who were part Eskimo bothered to partake of
the soft radiancy of the moon.
Before this yeat, the prophets of doom fore-
cast the decline and fall of the old-fashioned
winter. To their minds, the world was still re-
treating from the last glaciation. The retreat
has stopped.
But the spirit of man is not crushed. His
heart yearns for the magic season. As Gilbert
and Sullivan put it, "When the enterprising
burglar's not a-burgling, when the cut-throat
isn't occupied in crime, he loves to hear the little
brook a-gurgling and listen to the merry village
chime; when the coster's finished jumping on his
mother, he loves to lie a-basklng in the sun."
The yearning is strong and we in dreams behold
the Caribees.
Ice Cubes On Toast
By Ben G. M. Priest '56
(Benjamin G. M. Priest '56 is a such to my off hand and trying to me the opportunity) I should like
former columnist for the Orient, manage a salute in the bargain, to begin to file frequent letters
whom we take pleasure in welcom- everything kind of ended up on from the various places I have been
ing back. Priest, a well known the floor. The Major sighed, re- 1 able to visit here in Europe. These
individual among upperclassmen, turned my salute and turned-to in pieces would take the form of
has somewhat belatedly decided to helping me gather up the papers dispatches-that-never-got-sent and
relate his latest adventures, as a and all and in putting out his rug would cover a period in time of
member of the U. S. Armed Serv- which was beginning to char under just over a year and points in space
ices. —The Editors.) . coals from my pipe. In the course across the map of Europe spread-
Nellingen Airfield of his labors, he happened to no- ing from Rome to London.
Stuttgart, Germany tice this catalog. "BOWDOIN," he Even with the modern world's
cried. Then (as I live and breath) j apparent focus on realism and its
I "Dear old school." I truely believe preoccupation with "your x>wn
' there were tears in his eyes. Yes,
j
piace and time" — I believe that
,S VvSSSti^rSJSZ *" the Major was a Bowdoin man -there is still room for a bit of the
hTf-wSr^ i^T ?«* 8S ; never equated. sw«ched to Tufts romance-of-far-places and the
i «m in JiLe t«fro n T h his Junior Year ' became a Dentist ' thrill of association with the past.











_™*?| Present backwater of Nellingen.
We talked of "old times in
[
Brunswick" and of one thing and
! another — , then suddenly he got
l this idea. He wanted to do some-
thing nice for a fellow almost-
alumnus.
Dear Orient,





Unless the Orient is willing 'to
supply equal space to another
drama critic who will report on
all campus theater activities, I sug-
gest that the reliable Mr, Smart
be silenced or farmed out to a
high school newspaper where his
pseudo-sophistication will be appre-
ciated.
For two years now I have pa-
tiently endured Mr. Smart's cri-
tical judgment. I have seen all
the shows produced on this' cam-
pus, and very rarely have I been
in agreement with him; in fact,
I usually get the feeling that we
have been at different theaters.
Critics should have some vague
feeling for the traditions of the
theater, not the sentimental tradi-
tions — Mr. Smart Is certainly
adequate in mat department. He
should have some understanding
of the various trends in modem
and classical drama which would
enable him to place a play in its
proper theatrical perspective. Nev-
er has Mr. Smart Riven any evi-
dence that he knows who Shaw,
Ibsen, Chekov, or O'Casey are.
For example, in the three one-
act plays last night Mr. Beeson's
play waa heavily influenced by
Brecht, one of the world's greatest
living playwrights.
I am willing to bet that Mr.
Smart's knowledge of Brecht is
superficial. Furthermore, if Mr.
Smart knew anything at all about
the Irish theater, Rob Wilson's
plot would not have seemed Weak,
for it was in the true farcical tra-
dition of Synge, who in The Play-
boy of the Western World has a
son kill his father, and made
a hero for it.
As a result of Mr. Smart's mea-
gre fund of theater knowledge,
his reviews are limited, to insipid
value judgments that show a' lack
of sensitivity and' perception that
is both amazing and ridiculous.
But don't take my word; ask
someone with half a head on his
shoulders how much regard he has
for Mr. Smart's opinion. It's a fat
joke. I could give you countless
examples of Mr. Smart's ludicrous
value judgments; unfortunately,
that would take too much space.
Read one of his milky reviews in-
stead. Don't read his film reviews
if you have a weak stomach.
But what good is my ranting?
Mr. Smart has cornered the mar-
ket. Every play, film, and music
event that hits Brunswick must
stand the test of his knowing eye.
Why isn't he rotated? The editor
of the Orient and the sports edit-
or only hold their positions for six
months. Why has Mr. Smart held
his for two years? Because he is
reliable the Orient will undoubt-
edly answer. A machine is reliable;
so is a vegetable. There are many
people on this campus who know
more than Mr. Smart about the
"theater, could write more original
reviews, and have sufficient taste
to discern good art from cheap
art.
Norman D. Levy '57
whirling free in the shafts of sun
light. Outside, business as usual.
The 'copters are muttering, heavy
trucks blunder by, troops are
marching about hither and yon,
and everyone is out making money
for their kindly old Government:
Except me. I'm bugging out at the
moment.
You see, this morning I wan-
dered up to our post Dental Clinic
.Now being a Dentist his natural
inclination in perpetuating an act
of kindness would tend to be by
way of the teeth of one's mouth.
Behind The Ivy Curtain
By Henry D. M. Sherrerd Jr. '32
"Almost without exception, every
i
of hazing what good it is, and he
collegiate newspaper received dur- will tell you that it fe necessary
ing the past few weeks has run atj to "get the freshmen in line, to
least one editorial concerning the make them shape up properly so
unfortunate MIT hazing Incident
Opinions vary, naturally enough.
Some dismiss it as an unhappy oc-
currence, but one which is easily
passed over. Some advocate imme-
diate dropping of all hazing activi-
ties. Some prefer moderation; sug-
gesting that hazing activities be
turned to clean-up and odd-job
work-outs for the pledges. The
editorials and articles run from
one extreme to the other, and ac-
tions taken similarly vary from
completely abolishing all hazing to
a policy of business as usual.
Now it would be silly to con-
demn all hazing activities just be-
cause of one unfortunate accident
— this would be about the same
they can be a credit to the frater
ntty, to knock some of the cocki-
ness out of them," and so on. But
perhaps the greatest reason given
is that it will "weld the delegation
into a strong unit, giving them a
strong sense of brotherhood." This
last reason is perhaps the most
sensible, but to what purpose? As
soon as hazing is over, the pledges
are accepted as full brothers, and
no further class distinctions are
made, except in the matter of elec-
tions. So where is the point of
"welding the delegation into a
strong group?" If the fraternities
were big enough to have interclass
athletic activities, this might be
one thing, but under the circum-
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as forbidding students to operate stances, it is frequently hard en-
cars because one man was killed in
an automobile accident during the
school year. Likewise, one might
consider all the broken bones, the
fractures, the injuries, the broken
necks and occasional deaths that
result from football. Yet there is
no move to abolish football, nor is
there ever likely to be one. So
let us not condemn hazing on the
grounds of one tragic accident.
But let us take a close look at
hazing on other grounds, namely,
what good is it? What purpose
does it serve, if any? What is the
point to it all? Is it something that
anyone really believes in, or is it
another of the anachronisms of the
past that is covered with the sa-
cred name of tradition, and there-
fore not to be tampered with, no
matter how outmoded?
ougb to get ait athletic team when
appealing to the whole house. Any-
one going through basic training
is subjected to a lot of shaping
up and getting in line, and it is a
pretty nasty business, but there is
this to say; there is a good reason
for it. The reason is that it may
save the man's life. Discipline and
unquestioning obedience to orders
in combat are the difference be-
tween life and death, be-
tween victory and defeat. To be
sure, there are many stupid top
sergeants, but by and large, they
are a capable lot, and the old cry
of "I'm smarter than he is!" is not
necessarily true. If it -were really
true, it is unlikely that the man
raising such a cry would be where
he is; if he had anything to back
it up, he would be an officer him-
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Ask any man who is an advocate se"*-
on an errand of Company business Being, in addition, an Army Den-
. . . In a short time I had done| tis t his bent would of course re-
what I came to do and was on the ' s°lve int° the extraction of said
point of leaving when the good < teeth.
Major with whom I had been deal- i You don't argue with Majors, es-
ing inquired pleasantly enough of pecially when they're trying to be
me "um, don't you owe me a salute, ! kind. . . So here I sit minus four
private?" Well, bless my soul if I tolerably good wisdom teeth, feel-
didn't. Now I get rattled rather ing sciry for myself and writing
easily. Especially where Majors the Orient rapidly before my chops
and things ard concerned and what thaw out.
with having td remove my pipe Sometime in the very near fu-
and shift all sorts of papers and ture (provided the Army allows
than this span in which we find
ourselves now.
Yes, I got a "kick" out of walk-
ing along the ramparts of the old
walled citadel in Nurnberg — up
on Montmatre watching Paris put
on her lights for a fall evening —
*
of standing beneath the battle flags
going- to dust' there in Westmins-
ter Abbey — hearing every bell in
the world ringing and ringing and
filling the valley to the brim
with sound on New Year's
eve in Zurich. . . And now that
the experience lies behind me, I
can recapture that "kick" in some
degree by writing down the magic
names Paris — London — Zurich
— and of what happened to a
young man under the spell of these
names.
Until soon then, good hunting
and attend your Jadaloon Meetings
faithfully—
Ben G. M. Priest
Five Attend
Five foreign stuosnts attended a
panel discussion at the First Con-
gregational Church in Portland on
Thursday, March 15, dealing with
American and foreign schools and
colleges.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short cuts
in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD PRESS
P«ul K. Niven Jerry Wilkes
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Rory Calhoun - Martha Hycr
also
Selected Short Subjects
Check this new collar style
- the ARROW Glen
Here's a broadcloth shirt with features
that please the college man with an eye
for style. The collar, (button-down, of
course), is a shorter, neater-looking model.
The fine broadcloth cools you throughout
the warm days ahead. The trim checks
are available in 7 color combinations, in-
cluding blue, tan and grey. $5.00.
And, an Arrow repp always




SHillS • Tilt • HACKS
When the songs are light
And the fire's bright
For real delight-have a CAMEL!
-IAm,-\fafc .
bwejbteaflire!
It's a psychological fact:
Pleasure helps your disposition.
If you're a smoker, remember
— more people get more
pure pleasure from Camels
than from any other cigarettel
No other cigarette is so
ridi-tastinq, yet so mild '
ft. J. Hit—Ms ToStre-p CV. WLnatM-ffalvia. K.O,
i. Uttfl Ml MMBftftftftaiftftftfteftftMfti ftftftftftftftftMftftftfteftftftftHftftftftafti ft*
wmmmm* wmmm




With less than ftjx seconds remaining Bill Daiey sank a field goal
.^inched the cup for Beta Theta Fi in the playoff final last Thurs-
day evening. The basket gave the Betas a 29-27 edge over a smaller
ARU aggregation.
It was one of the lowest scoring
games In interfratemity playoff
his'tory but still managed to pro-
vide some of the best thrills of
the season with well-populated
stands making enough noise to
keep things spirited. Many of the
players appeared tense especially
In the first two quarters and that,
perhaps accounts for the low
score. Then, too, both defenses
were superb, the Betas employing
an almost unpenetrable zone pat-
tern that had hounded all oppo-
sition for the entire season, and
the ARU's depending on a basic
man-to-man arrangement.
Not High-Scoring
From the start it was evident
that it would not be a high-scor-
ing encounter; both teams moved
the ball overcarefully and re-
bounded almost reluctantly, but as
the quarter progressed the teams
began to press hard for shots. Ex-
change was a frequent thing and
scoring quite infrequent.
With Bill Gardner and Ted
Sandquist leading the Betas and
Irv Cohen and Bob Goodfricnd the
ARU's, the first- half was a see-
saw battle ending at 14-13 the
letter's favor. Lou DuPlessis and
Al Lanes were superb on the
boards supplying a great deal of
the action. Neither team could
find consistent range and the game
seemed to center around who
could best control the rebounds.
Second Half
With the second half came a
better brand of basketball; still
there was a lack of points scored.
Bob Goodfriend was continually




By Steven II. Frager, '59
The Interfratemity Bowling
League ended last week with the
AD's taking the title by a 3-1
count. The title match climaxed
the week's bowling.
A playoff game was required to
determine fourth place- since the
TD's and Delta Sigs were both tied
with 27 points apiece. The TD's
then knocked off the Delta Sigs
and gained a birth in the playoffs.
The score was 3-1.
On Wednesday afternoon, the
Betas were matched against the
above in the semi-finals while the
AD's pitted their best against the
Zetes, second slot finishers. It
took the Betas an extra string to
defeat the TD's as the AD's
downed the Zetes 3-1.
Zetes Play TD's
On Thursday the Zetes played
the TD's in a consolation game and
the latter team started the fire-
works taking the first and second
strings. But the Zetes won the
third string and total pins. In the
playoff string the Zetes came out
ahead and earned a third place
in the final league standings.
The high scorers were Kirby and
Adams.
The Betas then met Jhe AD's
for the title and team of Roy Dyer,
fouled twelve times and sinking
ten of his free throws. McDon-
ough began to hit for the Betas,
still Lanes was cornering the re-
bound department. Rodman, too,
was handy off the boards for the
ARU's.
L?vy Fouls Out
Gardner scored two fouls in suc-
cession, Goodfriend countered with
the same. During the fourth quar-
ter ARU lost the services of Norm
Levy who fouled out. At this point
lack of height became an impor-
tant factor in the contest.
The Betas drove to retain their
lead; Gardner scored and when
the final seconds ticked "IT there
was a 25-25 deadlock: Thus, an
overtime was in order.
Betas Without Kundull
The Betas found themselves on
the short end of a 27-25 count
when Goodfriend sank his eleventh
and twelfth points from the foul
line, but Ron MeDonough struck
with a two-pointer from outside
the keyhole. Everything seemed
pointed to another overtime per-
iod when with less than twenty
seconds remaining the Betas nab-
bed the rebound and sped down-
court. Daley scored from a few
feet out and it was all over with
barely six seconds to go. The place
went wild. The Betas had won and
wilhniit one of their regulars, Da-
na Randall. Daley had taken off
where Gardner had left the night
before when he heaved a last-sec-
ond set to top the AD's. The points
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Ten varsity basketball letters
have been awarded at Bowdoin
College, Athletic Director MaJ
Morrell has announced. In addi-
tion, two men received varsity
manager's letters, five more wei-e
awarded varsity numerals, and
three men manager's numerals.
Eleven freshmen also received
their numerals, as did two yearling
managers.
Lost by graduation in June will
be seven of the ten varsity letter-
men, including Perry Allen, Bob
Glover, Rollie Janelle, Ted Kenney,
John Krieder, John Libby, and
Bama Prater. Also graduating will
be Ron Golz, a two-year letterman
who was bothered by injuries dur-
ing the past season.
Returning for another season
will be juniors Tom Fraser and
Bob Johnson and sophomore Brud
Stover as well as four men who
won numerals. They are Harry
Carpenter, Jack Eaton, John Finn,
and Charlie Sawyer. The fresh-
man team will offer help in sharp-
shooters Dick Willey and Tom Mc-
Govern, backed up" by Lee Hitch-
cock, Bob Gorra, Elliot Putnam,
Ted Hallee, and Peter Papazoglou.
Finul Scorinn Stniulinwt for the Season:
FG FTA FP IP
POLAR
BEARINGS
9 1 1. 29'
RpffrM-* — DiVenere and Totiey










































Ted Sawyer, Bob Warren and Don
Dyer put down the Beta contin-
gent formidably, Leroy Dyer the
high man with a 105 average. Bob
Chasse, Jim Roudreau, Jack Man-
ning and Bill Daley afforded the
competition.
L. Dyer High Man
Leroy Dyer bowled the highest
string of the year when he rolled
128 against the ARU's this winter.
He also averaged the highest for













These 1956 Registered Spalding
top flites® are the sweetest-
playing clubs in the book. Plenty
of golfers are lowering their
handicaps with them.
The secret? They're synchro-
DYNED* Clubs — scientifically
and exactly coordinated to swing
and feel alike.
What's more, these beauties
will stay handsome and new look-
ing. The irons feature a new and
exclusive tough alloy steel with
high-polish finish that will last
and last,
P. S. The new Spalding par-
FLITES,® also fine-quality clubs,
are offered at a popular price.
The irons also feature Spalding's
new tough alloy steel heads with
high-polish finish. Like the top-
flites, they're sold through Golf
Professionals only.
SPALDING
Mtith* pace in sport
j
.16 "X ;,.-, 327
US IIS M L'N'J
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Spring, in just around the corner regardless of the snow. Witness the drills now in progress over at the
cage for the prospective baseballers. Above is a Composite of a feu of the returning veterans for the
'56 season. Reading clockwise are (left to light) Kob Del.ucia, John Kreider, Al Marshall, Diok din-en.
Bonny Harris, and Deacon Dan, John Libby and Harris. There'll he a lot of competition (or every posi-
tion with many lettermen back and a good crowd of sophomores. ' Sixteen games are listed for the Mac-
Faydenmen. photo By DiVenere
Sixteen Games Scheduled This Spring
















571 701 447 1589
Average Points per Own* (team): 72,23
Averave Points per Game (o|i|K>nepts)
:
78.18
Tom Needham and Joe Murphy
were awarded their letters as '55-
'56 managers for the hoopsters.
Numerals went to John B. Grant,
John M. Hansen, Jr. and Albion
Payson. Payson has been elected
varsity manager for the 1956-57
season.
The Bowdoin College varsity
baseball team will play a total of
sixteen games this spring, includ-
ing three exhibition contests, Ath-
letic Director Mai Morrell an-
nounced today.
Coach Danny MacFayden has
been working indoors for about a
week now with his batterymen.
Outdoor practice is not scheduled
to begin until after spring vacation,
which ends April 3.
With eleven lettermen available
MacFayden should be able to field
an experienced first team and have
a strong pitching staff. There are
also several sophomores who may
break into the starting lineup.
Pitchers available include letter-
men Lee Dyer of Bar Harbor, cap-
tain of the team, Tom Fraser of
Mexico, Al Marshall of Boothbay
Harbor, and Dick Greene of Bath.
Bob DeLucia of New Haven, Conn.,
won his varsity numerals last year,
and Ron Desjardin of Lewiston,
Marty Roop of Millinocket, and
Roger Howell of Baltimore, Md.i
looked good for the freshmen a
year ago.
For catchers MacFayden has let-
terman Mike Coster of Frederic-
ton, New Brunswjck, and sopho-
more hay Demens of Auburn, who
should wage a good battle for the
starting post.
Four infielders won their letters
last spring. They are Ronnie Harris
and John Libby of South Portland,
Johnny Kreider of West Newton,
Mass., and Pete Rigby of Need-
ham, Mass. All four also won let-
ters as sophomores. Available in
addition are Eton Dyer of Bar Har-
bor, Lee Dyer's younger brother,
l-and Jerry Kirby of Waltham,
i Mass., who both won their numer-
I als a year ago. Up from the fresh-
!
men are standouts Brud Stover of
j
Bath and Bill Lins'cott of Farm-
ington, both of whom will be hard
to keep out of the starting lineup.
: Also Bob Martin out of Pawling,
n. y.
Outfielders include lettermen
Bob Shepherd of Portland and Leo
Berkley of Auburn plus Fred Fer-
ber of Rockland, Mass., and Len
Plasse of Taunton, Mass., who won
varsity numerals last spring. Soph-
omores John Papacosma of Free-
port, N. Y., Pete Relic of Cleve-
land, Ohio, and John Wheaton of
Saco should help. MacFayden may
well shift some of his extra in-
fielders to the outfield to get add-
ed strength.
By Paid T. Lewis '58 .
Whither lacrosse?
It appears that the chances for fielding a recognized lacrosse tonm
this spring are rather remote. Technical ;ind financial difficulties have
all but ruled it out. But just what are the chances for such a team
in the forthcoming years? The possibility of seeing this sport on the
Bowdoin campus is contingent upon one thing and one thing only at
this point. Like many of the other flourishing activities here, the
primary impetus must come from the students themselves. ' The
undergraduates have to account for their desire for this new innova-
tion. This is not only true for lacrosse, but for changes and revisions
in the present set-up. Students command much influence, for it is
they who compromise the pot pourri ol ideas that eventually garner
the institution's* net worth. Thus, this is the situation to be dealt
with first.
Positive Action
It is apparent that the administration is in favor of the new
sport; the President has already expressed his desire to see it in-
stituted at Bowdoin. What is wanted, however, is evidence of student
enthusiasm, tangible student enthusiasm. The hundred signatures
are not enough to manifest the enthusiasm, positive action must be
taken.
The following is from a letter received from the sports editor of
the Hofstra Chronicle: ". . . tell your readers that Lacrosse at Hofstra ,
is only six years old, the first team taking to tne field in the spring
of '50. All it is, is hard work and a good coach, plus the determination
on the part of the men who play the sport to win. In my opinion,
this last one is the most important."
Hofstra is located in Hempstead, N. Y. As I have said before it
is certainly not in the athletic "emphasization" stage. It has, I feel,
as many, if not more disadvantages as Bowdoin, having a local, com-
muting undergraduate body. The great majority of students are from
B limited Long Island area.
,
Yet they have been able in six years
to develop into a Class "A" team, with the third highest national rank-
ing. Only Navy and Maryland stand before them. They have shown
what can be accomplished with moderate resources and keen interest.
Just how the lacrosse squad was instigated at Hofstra is irrelevant.
What is required here is real proof. -
Individual Cost
The cost will be great to the individual Involved, hut perhaps the
satisfaction derived will be even greater. Students at other schools
have established sports on their own accord; it has been done right
here at Bowdoin. We can look around us and see the results of under-
graduate response.
It would be quite pleasing to see sticks being flashed around
Pickard Field this spring. As a matter of fact, it would be a major




In the varsity hockey elections
held last week, Arthur L. Perry,
and Frederick G. P. Thorne were
chosen co-captains for 1956-57.
Perry, a resident of Weston, Mass.,
is a Junior and a member of Psi
Upsilon. As a Freshman, he was
captain of the Frosh Football
Squad. During his Sophomore and
Junior years he received letters in
both varsity hockey and varsity
football. PerTy has also been on
the Student Union Committee.
Thorne, a graduate of the South
Kent School and resident of Mor-
riston, New Jersey, is also a Junior
and a member of Alpha Delta Phi.
During his Sophomore year, he
was third seeded on the varsity
tennis team, and will definitely
figure prominently on this year's
team.
Roger Coe, a graduate of
Swampscott High School, and a
resident of Swampscott, Mass., was
elected as captain of the Frosh
hockey team. Coe, a member of
Kappa Sigma, was also a potential
player on the Frosh football team.
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
HifVThe Plain Fron
FLANNEL SLACK
A Campus-to-Career Case History
The pleated slack never did quite find favor with eastern college
men — and Benoil's well aware of the preference for plain front
slacks has always offered a very satisfactory selection in fine wool
flannels and worsted flannels.
s12'5 to l2l">
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Winfield Ciguere, here tuning the coils of an IF strip on an experimental
' FM receiver that uses the new high-frei/uenry iiansistor.
"Our business is new ideas, new developments"
Winfield J. Giguere, or Giggs as he is
known, graduated in 1954 from the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire with a B.S.
in Electrical Engineering. Shortly after
graduation he joined Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey.
"Experience has come my way in a
hurry,"' says Giggs. "I've worked on
carrier system amplifiers, speech trans-
mission problems, and experimental
types of coaxial cable. The Labs are al-
ways pushing ahead, trying new ideas,
exploring new developments.
"For example, right now I'm working
with 'the transistor that smashed a fre-
quency barrier.' This new transistor has
a cut-off frequency of at least 500 mc and
can be used to amplify 2500 separate
telephone conversations simultaneously.
It will make possible broadband, high'
frequency amplification in many fields
using subrniniature components.
"There are thousands of other fascinat-
ing projects underway at the Bell Labs.
You see, at the Labs our business is new
ideas, new developments, and that's one
reason why I like working here. It's ex-
citing. If there are better ways to commu-
nicate, you can bet the Labs are looking
for' them."
Winfield Giguere is typical of the many young men
who are finding careers in Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories. Many other career opportunities exist in
the Bell Telephone Companies, Western Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
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"Je Ne Parle Pas Francais"
Wining and Dining the
Weekend Date In Brunswicktown
The Hotel Eagle. The hide-out
of the Old Guard — a traditional
eatery charged with atmosphere.
Cocktails for those en habUle, and
a wide choice of good ol' home-
cooked viands which the discrimin-
ating may find difficult consum-
ing, due to the dim and smoked
decor. There is a bar below where
a little man named Bunny used to
play abominable music. This suc-
ceeds in being unusual because of
the complete lack of anything
vaguely representing atmosphere.
Bowdoin Hotel. This is definite-
ly for the after-midnight snack.
It is best to remain here for only
an hour, or things start happen-
ing - all sorts of things. You will
find the Bowdoin's clientele of the
waiting variety — everyone is
waiting for something to happen
there, and bx, two o'clock things
get contented and dull. Bad coffee
and the weirdest cheeseburgers in
town.
Chez Bill. What can one say? We
all know Bill and lively company.
Here is the gay, mad place about
town: chic — lights not too bright
— a spa for the young dog travel-
By William Beeson in >M
Armillas . . .
(Continued from pare one)
traced. The date for the lowest
stratum may be inaccurate, he in-
sisted, but if true would place the
earliest cultivation of corn at 4000
B.C.
The archaeological evidence of
tho spread of agriculture from cer-
tain centers is somewhat hazy,
Professor Armillas declared. He
said, however, that three centers
can be postulated. One is in the
plateaus and inter-mountain val-
leys of Mexico and Guatemala
from which the origin of maize
may be traced. A second must be
in the inter-mountain valleys of
Peru where cotton originated. A
third, for the origin of tropical
roots, must also be postulated, he
said. That area, he noted, must be
just to the east of the Andes.
The Andean area and the area
of central Mexico and Guatemala
were 'he only two regions where
real civilization arose in this con-
tinent, he said. These can be com-
pared with the other ancient ci-
vilizations of the old world on the
basis of cultural type, he insisted.
In concluding, Professor Armillas
admitted the possibility of contacts
with the old world, but said that
these contacts were only incidents
in an independent development, not
the cause of It, at least so far as
present evidence could determine.
ing the primrose path in short
order.
Bob's. Often known as the Pizza
Palace, Bob's is fast becoming the
spot. Here is the place for sen-
timental colloquy and friendly
spats. It would seem best to try
Bob's in small bites, preferably in
the afternoon before the river rats
swarm in for an aperitif.
Ideal Lunch, i personally recom-
ment this cafe. It is small, compact
and the service is excellent. Fried
clams are a specialty of the house
and it is keen fun to watch them
being prepared beforehand in the
window.
Jarvis Restaurant. If you want
to mix, you will find this a melting
pot. Literally everybody in Bruns-
wick goes there at least once a
week, and the place's charm is Its
noise, its steam, and its hard-bitten
employees, most of whom are on
the last rung, anyway. No drinks,
but chickory" coffee and teen-age
prayers by high school cuties each
afternoon from four on.
An interfraternity society for
sophomores, the Abraxas Club was
founded at Bowdoin in 1913. It
had a history of less than ten
years, ending in 1922. Its mem-
bers at that time donated a cup
to be adorned with the colors of
the school whose graduates achiev-
ed the best freshman performance
at Bowdoin.
J azz -.
(Continued from pne on«)
dixie, well handled for college
musicians. Fans of the two-beat
were at home with the Chiefs'
renditions of most of the real
dixie favorites.
"Jazz Me Blues" was . the ice
breaker in a musical sense! but
leader Elliot really established- au-
dience contact with some clever
remarks like, "you are very chari-
table," when the audience show-
ered the group with applause af-
ter the opener. Trumpeter Al Sha-
piro blew a bawdy muted chorus
on Jelly Roll's "Pearls." His tone
was clear, but with that little edge
that makes for interesting listen-
ing. The clarinet of Dave Cook,
banjo of Pete Bullis, and drums
by Chuck Schroeder took over in
"Hindustan," and Larry Elliot
showed himself able to play good
gut-bucket bone on his own ar-
rangement "Blues of the Empprer
Jones."
Both Bowdoin and Dartmouth
got tpgether on the finale for the
"Saints." Harpsichord and piano,
horns, and two drummers make for
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Complete Seleetion A-l Guaranteed
USED CARS
Maine's Most Modern Auto
Body Repair and Paint Shop
Complete Front End and Frame Alignment
DIAL
PA 6-6555
111 HI A«ANT STMIT. •KUNIWKX.MAJNt*
Concert . ^T .
(OntinMd turn pti< an*)
nade." The intonation, the at-
tack* and the blended tone of the
singers were excellent.
Of the soloists, Raymond E. De-
mers Jr. '58 and Normand C. Ni-
cholson Jr. '56 were the moat suc-
cessful. Demers' tenor was perfect
for the spirituals, and Nicholson's
deep bass sounded well again the
background humming.
Next Alan D. Bernstein '59 of-
fered three selected folk songs.
Bernstein has an engaging stage
presence, and he plays the guitar
with a good deal of skill. His voice
Is not really of solo quality, but
it is pleasant and he managed it
well with all the selections ex-
cept the spiritual which seemed to
be rather out of his range.
Improvisations on popular tunes
featured John T. Perkin '59 and
W. Thomas Hindle '59 at the pia-
no, John C. Carter '58 on the bass
and Ronald H. Dyer '59 at the
drums. The pleasantry of this of-
fering was marred only by a se-
vere case of nerves.
A highlight of the evening was
found in the combination of Wil-
liam Beeson III '56. Demers, Ni-
cholson and Terry D. Stenberg '56.
Their rendition of "Friendship"
was hilarious and "Go on with
the Wedding" (their choice of the
best song in 20 years) all but
brought down the house.
Another high point in the even-
ing was found in Professor Tillot-
son's performance on two preludes.
The interpretation was warm and
moving; the pianist captured the
romantic style with real effect.
There is hardly need to comment
on the Meddies. They were as won-
derful as always, combining rhy-
j
thm, tonal blend, dynamics and
humor all into a delightful rendi-
tion of several of their most popu-
lar selections.
The? Emanons were obviously
very much handicapped by the ab-
sence of their regular drummer
and thus their trumpet, since
Kushner had to fill in for Chap-
man. The flute which seems a
questionable instrument in such a
jazz group anyway, could not suc-
cessfully close the instrumental
gap. The numbers were too long
and only "Lady is a Tramp,"
making unique use of the harpsi-
chord, was very praiseworthy.
IT'& ALL FOR CHARITY — Above Is John C. Brewer '56. pnwldent
of Delta Sigma Fraternity, suffering gtadly-Jor the sake of the Campus
Chest Drive. Such antics paid off for the Delta Sigs as they .finished
on top with the highest per capita donation to the yearly drive for
charity. Photo by DiVenere
Lodge. Wilson Are
Central InColieTalk
Stuart E. Colic delivered the
fourth chapel talk commemorat-
ing the Woodrow Wilson Centen-
nial on Monday. His topic "Politics
and Personality" dealt with the
League of Nations.
Colie concluded by quoting a
statement made by ex-President
Taft after the Senate had vetoed
our entry into the League. " 'Both
J & J Cleaners
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE
3 HOUR SERVICE
Dial PA 9-3431
Brunswick, MaineCorner Maine and School Streets
Lodge and Wilson have exalted
their personal presti.se' — and he
might have remarked, animosity —




(Continatd from par* •*•)
concert at the Brooklyn Museum
of Brooklyn, N. Y. As with the
other concerts the Meddies will
also be featured. This concert, to
be presented at 2:00 p.m. Sunday,
will be broadcast by Radio Sta-
tion WNYC of New York City.
Monday will And the group in
Hyattsville Maryland where a con-
cert is to be presented at St.
Matthew's Parish House at 8:15.
On Tuesday the Glee Club and
Meddies will sing at 8:15 at the
Du Pont Country Club of Wilming-
ton, Del. The tour closes with a
concert in Hartford, Connecticut.
Particulars are being handled by
W. Holbrook Lowell Jr. '33 of
Hartford.
The Glee Club is presenting sfx
new selections this season. These
include Sam Was A Man, a musi-
cal arrangement of a poem by e. e.
cummings. An innovation in con-
nection with this is the declama-
tion of the poem by Herbert A.
Miller '57. Gwilym Gwent, the story
of a Welsh coal miner is also new,
as are Misere.Me Deus and two
negro spirituals, Jesus Walked the
Lonesome Valley with Norman C.
Nicholson Jr. baritone and Ray-
mond E. Demers Jr. tenor, as
soloists; and "If I Got My Ticket,
Can I Ride?" with Demers taking
the tenor" solo. Peter E. Potter,
baritone, is the soloist in serenade,
from Romberg's The Student
Prince.
Stenberg, as' president of the
Glee Club will lead the college
medley at the close of the concert.
Campus Concert
In a joint performance at the
Pickard Theater, Saturday, April
7 at 8:15 p.m., the Wellesley Col-
lege Choir and the Glee Club will
present Bach's Fourth Cantata,
"Christ Lag in Todesbad^n." A
string orchestra and harpsichord
will accompany the chorus. It is
possible that the Wellesley Wid-
ows, the Wellesley double quartet,
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EARN... WHILE YOU LEARN
INTERVIEWS...
with visiting engineering representatives
of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Monday, April 9
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
• Any B.A. or B.S. degree.
• Mathematics through differential and integral
calculus.
• One year of college physics (additional courses in
» chemistry or related sciences desirable).
• A good scholastic standing in undergraduate
p work, particularly in math and science courses.
• Desire to pursue a career in engineering.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, one of America's
greatest engineering organizations, is offering a com-
prehensive engineering course to qualified B.A. or
B.S. graduates. Throughout the training period, those
enrolled in this program will be paid a liberal salary
— with increases as scholastic progress is shown.
The educational program itself will be conducted,
at our expense, by one of the nation's foremost en-
gineering colleges. Graduates of this 30-week course
will be assigned to our engineering department. Here,
they will.be given the opportunity to do creative
engineering work on the world's finest aircraft engines.
Such an unusual opportunity should be fully investi-
gated by B.A. or B.S. graduates with engineering
interest. Further information rnd literature can be
obtained from the College Placement Office — ap-
pointments for interviews can also be made.
PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
Elections . . .
(Continaad from paic on.)
The Transfer' Ballot
The "transfer* system of count-
ing will make the work of tabula-
tion much easier than in the past
and at the same time give greater
weighting to first-place votes. Can-
didates not receiving any first-
place votes are automatically de-
clared defeated.
If no candidate has a majority
after distribution of the ballots ac-
cording to first-place votes, the
candidate or candidates having the
lowest number of first-place votes
are automatically eliminated and
those ballots re-distributed accord-
ing to the second choices indicated.
The process is continued until the
winning candidate emerges with a
majority of the ballots.
Once the president has been de-
termined, his name is eliminated
from those ballots and the process
is repeated, to determine the vice-
president.
It is expected that the new elec-
tioh schedule will be put through
as an amendment to the student
council constitution at the next
meeting, April 13, 1956.
The plan is based largely on the
election procedure used at Worces-
ter Polytechnieal Institute, which
was pr.-aented to the Council by
John E. Simonds '56, and was
drawn up by Philip J. Howard Jr.
'57, James W. Dewsnap '57, and
David A. Traister '57.
Since the cost of the particular
style of scholarship cup used in the
past has risen recently, the Coun-
cil decided to purchase one of ap-
proximately the same size but in a
different style which will be with-
in the approved budget.
An earlier suggestion by How-
ard that allocation of the campus




Roscoe H. Ilupper, of the Class
of 1907 and a member of the
Board of Overseers, has presented
the College two rare books, a first
edition of Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow's Evangeline and a copy of
The Vicnr of Wakefield used by
Nathaniel Hawthorne while an
undergraduate at the college, Pres.




Mr. Hupper selected the. 149th an-
niversary of Longfellow's birth to
make this gift to his alma mater
today. He has long been a collec-
tor of Longfellow items and this
latest gift is one of many he has
made to the Longfellow collection
at Bowdoin. The book once owned
by Hawthorne is of special interest
for the autograph and pencil sket-
ches which appear on several
pagM. It is one of the books Haw-
thorne used as an undergraduate
at Bowdoin.
"Mindful of the many close as-
sociates between these two illus-
trious sons of Bowdoin, the College
is most grateful for this gracious
and generous gift."
tics be reconsidered for future
years with the idea of cutting
down the number of charities on
the list was brought up again but
tabled for future discussion, and
j
Needham suggested that the bulK
! den of work on the Campus Chest
Committee might be eased if the
allocations were made by the
I
Council or a subcommittee of the
' Council.
On G#n/ Cawflas. . .Co/fege,Men
ow/kjom&i are discot/dritig coke/
ICEROYS
are Smoother
Here is the reason: Only VICEROY has 20,000
filters in every tip—twice as many filters as the
other two largest- selling filter brands—to give
that smoother taste— that VICEROY taste!
VICEROYS are Smoother than
any other cigarette. Because
Viceroys have twice as many





The exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural I
M^
